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Goldwell Demountable Gutters
a brand new feature in

Horse and Putting Green Mowers

Two or more go with each machine,
like the spare blades of a safety razor.

Think how handy whenever blades
need sharpening or other repairs.

Light draft. Fine cut.

Send at once for full

description and prices.

There are 150 different styles and sizes of Coldwell Lawn
Mowers — motor mowers as well as horse and hand.

Complete catalogue on request.

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER COMPANY
Philadelphia NEWBURGH, NEW YORK Chicago

DIAMOND JUBILEE EDITION

V GARDEN BOOK
1913

THJS book is a proof of our interest in all

the problems which confront the man who

wants a garden, be he amateur or profes-

sional with acres or a plot of grass to work on.

Dreer's Garden Book
is our seventy-fifth anniversary gift to anyone who grows

flowers or vegetables. It contains the accumulation of

seventy-five years of experience, and lists only tested varieties

of all the old-time favorites, as well as the dependable

novelties in flowers and vegetables. It also contains

cultural articles written by experts, has 288 pages with

photo-reproductions on each page, four color and six

duotone plates.

Dreer's Diamond Jubilee Garden Book

is not just a catalog—it is a book of valuable infor

mation.

Sentfree to anyone mentioning this publico*

flENRYA.DREER &4 CHESTNU***PHILADELFH I

A

f Special Offer-$13-°o Value for $7-5°

American Estates and Gardens barr ferree
Large Quarto, 11x13% Inches. 340 Pages. 275 Illustrations. Handsomely Bound. Gilt Top. Boxed.

^ This is a sumptuously illustrated volume in which

for the first time, the subject of the more notable, great

estates, houses and gardens in America receive adequate

treatment. An effort has been made to select as great

a variety as possible of the styles of architecture which

have been introduced into this country, as being

specially adapted to the peculiar conditions of Ameri-

can country life.

^ Although the exteriors of some of the houses shown
may be familiar to a certain number of readers, few

have had the privilege of a visit to their interiors, and

for that reason special attention has been given to

reproductions of many of the sumptuous halls and

rooms of the people of wealth, and no better way can

be obtained of learning how the favored few live.

^ The building of the great homes of America has

necessarily involved the development of their sur-

rounding grounds and gardens; the work of the landscape gardener has rivaled, in its dignity and spacious beauty, that of the archi-

tect. If but little is known of our great estates, still less is known of their gardens, of which, in spite of the comparatively short period

that has been given for their growth, we have some very noble instances among us, which are illustrated and described in the present

volume. €f This work is printed on heavy plate paper and contains 340 pages 10/^x13/^ inches, enriched with 275 illustrations,

of which eight are in duotone. It is handsomely bound in green cloth, and stamped in black and gold, and, in addition to being

the standard work on notable houses and gardens in America, unquestionably forms a most attractive gift book.

Our Special Offer

tj The price of this book is $10.00.

We are offering a limited number of

copies, together with one year's sub-

scription to American Homes and

Gardens, the price of which is $3.00,

a total value of $13.00, for $7.50

for the two, transportation charges

prepaid. As we are offering only a

limited number of copies on these

liberal terms, we would advise that

orders be sent at once, before the

supply of the book is exhausted.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers 361 BROADWAY,NEW YORK
J
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A Long Island house 320

A successful suburban home 394

Abandoned farmhouse, A practical treatment
of an 4

American country estate, an 380
American silver 96
Antiques and curios in the home 126
Antiques used as lighting fixtures 119

A Persian garden in California 426
Aquamarine glass 419
A remodeled city house 422
A well-planned California chalet 417
Architects

—

Albro & Lindeberg 346
Bates & Howe, New York. N. Y 165
Bohnard & Parsson, Cleveland, 95
Dietricht, E. G. W., Xew York, X. Y...89, 157
Edwards, Robt. C, Xew York, X. Y... 149, 166
Embury, 2d, Amyar, Xew York, X. Y 176
Ford, Lyman A., Xew York, X. Y 245
Gette, O. J.. Xew York, X. Y 199, 350
Gilchrist, Edmund B.. Philadelphia, Pa.... 15
Hardway, G. J., Xew York, XT . Y 323
Hoth, John C. Hackensack, X. J 167
Hunt, Myron, Xew York, X. Y 320
Smith, Lucien E., Xew York, XT . Y 320
Mann & Mac Xeille 249
Milligan & Co 149
Xorris, A. F.. Xew York, X. Y 23, 311
Putnum, E. T., Boston, Mass 4
Reed, C. A.. Xew York, X. Y 149
Pope, John Russell, Xew York, iN. Y 388
Southey, Ernest G., Bridgeport, Conn. .166, 205
Tynan. Frances. Glenridge. X. J 149
Van Antwerp, Dudley S., Montclair, N. J.,

167, 360, 383
Waid & Williams. Xew York, N. Y 117
Wilson, Eyre. Philadelphia, Pa 46
Walker, Hobart A 274
Walker & Gillette, New York, X. Y 2P
Ware, Arthur, Xew York, X. Y 394

Around the garden 32
Around the garden 66, 106, 142
Around the garden 188, 226, 260, 298

334, 370, 406, 442
Arranging furniture 224
Automobile accessories, some 241

Balconies 18
Bedroom 6, 22, 42, 82, 132, 172
Begonia, Peerless 13
Bird cages 289
Birds house 43, 44, 45
Birds, making friends with the 43
Bohemian glass 251
Breakfast foods, the importance of 371
Bulb garden, planting the 356
Building a house in the Autumn 350
Bronzes for the home, small 271
Bridgeport, Conn., house, a 205

Cages, bird 289
Camp cookery 200
Canoeing 212
Cat fancy, the 380
Cedars of Lebanon 411
Chairs 1 83
Chairs, early 137
Child's party, a table suggestion for a 407
Chintzes, old printing 400
Chippendale chairs 183
Christmas decorations 440
Clocks, old 363
Clubs colony of homes and gardens, a 242
Collecting old samplers 361
Collector, home of a veteran 59
Collectors' department 24, 56, 96, 133, 177
Colonial design, a small house of 109

onial Xew Jersey, an old homestead of. . . .268
rtJon, cottage of 279

'try, camp 200
I of furnishing a small house 8

Cottage at St. Matins, Krisheim 15

Cottage figures 432
Country estate, an American 388
Country home at Montclair, :N. J., a 80

216, 251, 289, 324, 361, 396, 432
Country house of the villa type, a 340
Curtains for winter 420

December and gardens 442
Decorative value of glass, the 333
Decorative value of mirrors, the 30
Dining-rooms 5, 22, 31, 40, 49, 59, 62, 81,

118, 123, 125, 131, 148, 165, 166, 175, 186
Dog, the house 26
Doing without, the gentle art of 65
Dolls of all times 328
Domestic science and college 190

Early American silver 96
Early chairs 137
Early glass in Salem collections 133
Electricity in the house 107
Evergreens for the home grounds 313

Fall building, types of houses for 344
Fall planting in the flower garden 340
Fall planting, table of hardy perennials for.. 345
Farmhouse, a Long Island 20
Farmhouse, a Medfield 303
Farmhouse at Radnor, Fox Hill 46
Farmhouse, making a summer home out of an

old 280
Farmhouse, restoration of an eighteenth cen-

tury 39
Fire prevention in the home 443
Floors, hardwood 104
Flower garden, Fall planting in the 340
Flower gardens for everyone 76
Fountain 94
Four-poster, the stately 324
Furnishing a small house, cost of 8
Furnishing the remodeled farmhouse 296
Furniture 8, 137, 138, 139, 183
Furniture, arranging 224

Garden, April in the 142
Garden, February and the 66
Garden in August, the 398
Garden in July, the 260
Garden in June, the 226
Garden in March, the 106
Garden in May, the 118
Garden nooks 246
Garden, November in the 406
Garden, October in the 370
Garden, planting the bulb 356
Garden seats of wood, artistic 261
Garden, September in the 334
Garden, the all-Summer vegetable 83
Garden vistas 90
Gardens for everyone, flower 76
Garrison house, the old 124
Cate 43, 66
Gateway 77,81
Glass, Bohemian 251
Glass, some early 133
Glass, the decorative value of 332
Glenclyffe Farm 195
Gray gables 206

Hall 21, 49, 53, 55, 81, 105

119, 120, 121, 124, 126, 127, 129
Handkerchiefs, old printed 219
Hardwood floors 104
Hardy garden, a long bloom in a 277
Hardy perennials for Fall planting, table of... 345
Helps to the housewife 34,71,107,143
Hepplewhite chairs 183
Home at Montclair, X. J., a country 80
Home in the Westchester Hills, a 117
Home, sweet' home 232
Homestead of colonial New Jersey, an old... 268
Hot-water bottle, a rabbit 108

House in Cleveland, Ohio 95
House telephone, the 63
House dog, the 26
House in Jamestown, X. Y., a 89
House of distinction, a stucco 311
Houses of moderate size 147
House plants and their care 428
House site, the small 158
House of

—

Bacon, W. P. H., Bronxville, X. Y 163
Benedict, E. F., Hasbrouck Heights, X. J. .353
Briggs, A. R 89
Brown, Dr. S. A., Water Witch, N. J. 242
Brown, Mr. Davenport, Medfield, Mass 4

Brown, W. J 279
Buek, G. H., Brooklyn, N. Y 232
Campbell, Mrs. F. B., Montclair, N. J 167
Canfield, Albert H., Bridgeport, Conn 165
Clark, M. H., Jamestown, N. Y 157
Clarke, Fayette C, Bridgeport, Conn 205
Cluthe, The, Glen Ridge, N. J 383
Collier, Robert J., Wickatunk, N. J 388
Combs, Jr., N., Hasbrouck Heights, N. J... 350
Drake, Alex. M., New York, >N. Y 59
Fay, C. C, Hasbrouck Heights, N. J 350
Fish, Stuyvesant, Garrison, .N. Y 195
Grant, J. W., Mount Vernon, N. Y 167
Hall, E. Spencer 244
Hobbs, John, Pelham Heights, N. Y 147

Holden, Dr. C. M., Scarsdale, N. Y 117
Hughes, Felix, Cleveland, Ohio 95
Kerr, Thos. H., White Plains, N. Y 346
Krisheim, Mr., St. Martin, Pa 15
Leonard, Mrs. Mary S., Hackensack, N. J.. 167
Linington, S. W., Short Hills, N. J 394
Master, Samuel C, White Plains, 'N. Y 311
Ogden, F. J., Glen Ridge, N. J 360
Osborne, Edmund B., Montclear, N. J 80
Otis, William L., Waterford, Conn 284
Palmer, K. E., Douglaston, L. I 323
Parker, Geo. F., Hasbrouck Heights, N. J. ..352
Parks, Chas., Englewood, X. J 431
Poillon, Cornelius . 245
Raymond, C. W., Water Witch, N. J 243
Rothery, J. J. H., Cataumet, Mass 207
Sawyer, Joseph D., Stamford, Conn 51

Smith, Dr. E. D., Woodmere, L. 1 320
Stevens, Rev. M. S., Upper Montclair, N. J. 23
Tynan, Mrs. Wm. J., Glen Ridge, N. J 149
Watt, William, Nyack, X. Y 274
Williamson, Frederick J., Sneden's Landing,

'N. Y 375

Interior decoration, no-period style 140
Invalid cooking 143
Iris 307
Ivy court 248

Kitchen 63, 64, 175
Kleman, Jr., J. A 149
Krisheim cottage 15

Lanterns, old 255
Library 82
Lighting fixtures, antiques used as 119
Lighting of the house in Summer 258
Little things in the house 186
Liverpool pitchers, some 216
Living-rooms ... .4, 21, 23, 31, 41, 49, 54, 55. S2, 118

122, 125, 127, 130, 131, 141, 148, 167, 174, 187
Long bloom in a hardy garden, a 277
Long Island farmhouse, a 20
Luncheons, some hints for outing 262
Lustre-ware 179

Making a Summer home out of an old farm-
house 280

Making friends with the birds 43
Map samplers 177
Medfield farmhouse, a 303
Metal work, wrought 162
Mirrors, decorative value of 30
Moving the garden into the house 372
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New Jersey house and garden, a 23

'New Years resolution 34

No-period style of interior decoration 140

October in the garden. .

.

Old clocks

Old lanterns

Old printed handkerchief
Old pewter
Old time silhouettes....

.370

.363

.255

.219

. 56

.221

Peerless begonia, the 13

Perennials for Fall planting, table of hardy... 345

Personality and period in the arrangement of

the home 404

Pewter, old 56

Piano in the home, the decorative value of the.384

Pipe stoppers, old time 295

Piquers d'epingle 366

Planting table, flower 78

Planting table, vegetable 86

Planting the bulb garden 356

Plants indoors, starting 67

Porch, the 210

Practical treatment of an abandoned farm-
house, a 4

Pre-Revolutionary house on the Hudson, a... 375

Printed chintzes, old 400

Printed handkerchiefs, old 219

Reception-room 21

Remodeled farmhouse 4

Remodeled farmhouse at Xyack, X. Y., a 274

Remodeled farmhouse, furnishing the 296

Restoration of an eighteenth century farm-

house 39

Reviving the house for Autumn and Winter. 368

Roses and how to grow them 112

Rustic work 204

.. ••• ••••
.

Samplers, collecting* tikV .1..J..J »»{.} „.
;
'..*. .361

Samplers of oth'eV.days* .

." *
.

.*-•••. * £4
Samplers, maf ..*.."

.v >••*- - •*• ^'
Screening .t fie servi«;e;y<il"d."» . \.\ :*.'.... . .• 3^8"'

Screens .

.

f
.*.••«*.*. ••".•%.,•.; !•»>.'.?!•. . . . ..J3f>.

Septemberjs/^all to the* lfo'usekeeper ,.
; .'.fx>-

Service y«y*d, Stfre^riing the
4
,» *./-". .3*8

Serving lum^ie'on/wjtfbaiit .a«Hi8}d*.« . i. .*..".•.. .'.227

Setting of the tail e"/ {ha*. .
.*. ..*; . 'r

m
.

.*» .* 71

Sheraton chairs *.*....•. .'°. * .*. 183

Shore rocks 51

Silhouettes, old time 221

Silver, early American 96

Site, the small house 158

Small Bronzes for the home 271

Small gardens for small places 153

Small house in Tuckahoe, N. Y., a 176

Small house site, the 158

Some early glass 133
Starting plants indoors 67

Stately four-poster, the 324
Stucco house of distinction, a 311

Stucco, the small house of 163

.. 71

.. 63

..410

..298

..284
1(1.. ..327

..100
ks.. ..327

Suburban home, a successful 394

Summer house 45

Sun dial 67, 92, 93

Swimming pool 7

Table, the setting of the.

Telephone, the house . .

.

The cedars of Lebanon
The Garden in August .

The Homestead
Toasting forks, trivets and
Toby, the picturesque
Trivets and toasting fork

Vegetable garden, the all-Summer 83

Watches, a collection of old 396
Water garden, the 237
Wax portraiture '. 293
Wendelloaks 173
When making a gift 444
Within the house 65, 104, 140, 186, 224

258, 296, 332, 368, 404, 440
Windmill house, a 207
Window boxes 168, 189
Window curtains 170
Window, the well designed 282
Windows, placing of 54
Workshop of a literary man, the 122
Wrought metal work 162

Wye house, Garden City 128
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POULTRY

DEEARIMVffiNT

NESTS AND PERCHES
By E. I. FARRINCTON

FOWLS are able to roost on a small

round pole, but are much less com-
fortable than on 2x3 scantlings, set on edge,

with the upper corners slightly rounder.
All the perches in the poultry house should
be the same height : otherwise the hens will

fight for the highest one. Also, they should
be higher than the nest boxes or other furn-
ishings on which the hens might perch, for

hens of the lighter breeds in particular in-

variably seek the highest point available

when they retire at night.

It is best to have the perches detachable,

so that they may be taken out and disin-

fected frequently. Washing them with
kerosene will quickly clean them of vermin,
but this work must be done often. There
are preparations on the market with which
the perches may be painted and which will

keep them entirely free from mites for

from one to six months. In some poultry
houses the roots do not come in contact
with the wall, but are set on low horses at

the rear of the house. This is a sanitary

measure which has much to recommend it,

as perches and supports may be quickly re-

moved and cleaned and the lice cannot
readily find shelter in wall cracks. It is

well to have all perches low enough so that

the hens will not receive a severe jar when
they seek the floor in the morning.
Many practical poultrymen are abandon-

ing dropping boards, thereby greatly de-

creasing the amount of labor which they

must perform. A board may be set up-
right to prevent the droppings being mixed
with the litter. When the droppings are

dry they are not offensive and a little earth

or land plaster may be thrown over them
occasionally, so that cleaning out the house
is not necessary oftener than once a month.
The nests may be simply open boxes

fastened to the wall. In some houses
orange crates are set upright on the floor

and partly filled with nesting material, each
crate making two nests. It is better,

though, to have the nests attached to the
walls, so that the floor may be left free,

especially if the fowls are closely confined.

There should not be a platform in front of
the nest boxes or there will be much
quarreling and probably many broken eggs.

If there is simply a box edge to stand on,

the hen is obliged to enter the nest or fly

down. When there are several nests in a

row, tli- front of each should be an inch

or two tbove the nesting material or the

hens wili endeavor to pull the eggs from
one nest to another. I have had hens col-

f.-veral egg- in one nest under condi-
tion-- which seemed to make it almost im-
possible for them to do so.

It is well to have a slanting board at the
top of the nest- to prevent the birds roost-

ing there. Many poultrymen advocate
dark ne-ts. but thev are not necessary, al-

:

'"1 it is true that a hen will select a
dark nest in preference to a light one.

I the only good reason, however, for

of darkened nests is that they

THE ROYAL COACH OF LOUIS XIV OF FRANCE .

SOCIETY'S PREFERENCE for OVER SIXTY YEARS
The character of the Rauch & Lang

owner-list is proof that the Rauch & Lang
is "The Car of Social Prestige."

The distinctive style for which Rauch &
Lang cars are noted, results from the ability

to give exactly the correct touch to every

detail of construction and finish. This abil-

ity evolves from more than sixty years' ex-

perience and the will to obtain and main-

tain the highest standards.

The famous royal coaches handed down
to succeeding generations were no more
staunchly built.

The care exercised in the building of

Rauch & Lang Electrics limits the number
possible to produce— makes ownership

exclusive.

Every Rauch & Lang agent will gladly

demonstrate.

TheRAUCH& LANGCARRIAGECO.
2406 West /r>

Twenty-fifth Street \\ff\

Rauch & Lang Electrics will be exhibited in the
Turkish Room of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel during

the New York Automobile Show, January 11-18

Just Published

The Modern Gasoline Automobile
Its Construction, Operation, Maintenance and Repair

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M. E.

700 (6x9) Pages. 500 Illustra ions. 10 Large Folding Plates

Price, $2.50

T"*HE latest and most complete treatise on the Gasoline Automobile ever issued. Written in simple

language by a recognized authority, familiar with every branch of the automobile industry. Free
from technical terms. Everything is explained so simply that anyone of average intelligence may

gain a comprehensive knowledge of the gasoline automobile. The information is up-to-date and
includes in addition to an exposition of principles of construction and description of all types of auto-

mobiles and their components, valuable money-saving hints on the care and operation of motor cars

propelled by internal combustion engines. Among some of the subjects treated might be mentioned

:

Torpedo and other symmetrical body forms designed to reduce air resistance ; sleeve valve, rotary valve

and other types of silent motors; increasing tendency to favor worm-gear power-transmission ; universal

application of magneto ignition; development of automobile electric lighting systems; block motors;
underslung chassis; application of practical self-starters; long stroke and offset cylinder motors; latest

automatic lubrication systems ; silent chains for valve operation and change-speed gearing; the use of

front wheel brakes and many other detail refinements.

By a careful study of the pages of this book one can gain practical knowledge of automobile construc-

tion that will save time, money and worry. The book tells you just what to do, how and
when to do it. Nothing has been omitted, no detail has been slighted. Every part of the automobile, its equipment,
accessories, tools, supplies, spare parts necessary, etc., have been discussed comprehensively. If you buy or intend
to become a motorist, or are in any way interested in the modern gasoline automobile, this is a book you cannot
afford to be without.

Not too Technical for the Layman—Not too Elementary for the More Expert

Send prepaid to any address on receipt of price

A special eight page circular describing this book sent free on request

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 361 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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Bob White Quail

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies, Black Game, Wild Turkeys, Quails, Rabbits, Deer, etc.,

for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants, Peafowl, Swans,
Cranes, Storks, Ornamental Geese and Ducks, Foxes, Squirrels,
Ferrets, etc., and all kinds of birds and animals.

WILLIAM J. MACKENSEN, Naturalist

Dept. C YARDLEY. PA.

G. D. T1LLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and

Geese, Flamingoes, Game and

Cage Birds.

"Everything in the bird line from a
Canary to an Ostrich'*

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have

on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn.

Soldering and
Brazing

for nearly all metals, including

such difficult ones as cast iron and
aluminium,have been the subjects

of hundreds of paragraphs in the

Scientific American Supplement

We quote a few of the more
important articles, as follows

:

1673—Full Instructions for Mending or Welding
Cast Iron, gives both brazing solders and fluxes neces-
sary.

1713—Brazing Cast Iron and Other Metals, gives
detailed instructions for the whole operation, and for-
mulas.

1040— Aluminium Solders, gives several formulas
in use when aluminium was almost a new thing in the
arts.

1644— Soldering and Soldering Processes, gives
broad general information, and contains in particular, a
method for pulverizing solders and alloys of great use.

1667—Some Soldering Appliances, describes the
blow-pipe and the furnace in their various forms,

1481—Soldering of Metals and Preparation of
Solders gives many formulas for soft.and hard solders
and fluxes.

1610, 1622, 1628 contain a series of three articles

on solders, covering the entire range of solders for all

metals. No. 1628 contains formulas and instructioas
for soldering aluminium.

Each number of the Supplement
costs 10 cents. A set of papers
containing all the articles here
mentioned will be mailed for 90c

•I
Send for a copy of the 1910 Supple-
ment Catalogue, free to any address

Order from your news-
dealer or the publisherc

MUNN & CO., Inc.

361 Broadway New York City

minimize the danger of the hens acquiring

the egg-eating habit, but this trouble usually

results from eggs being accidentally broken.
Light, open-front nests may be suspended
from hooks, so that they may easily be re-

moved and disinfected. One successful

poultryman uses a nest large enough to ac-

commodate several hens at the same time.

It is covered with a slanting board and en-

tered at the end, and it gives full satisfac-

tion.

The nesting material ought to be sweet
and soft. Fine hay is excellent. Eggs
quickly absorb the order of musty nesting

material and are easily soiled when first

laid, being covered with a wet, sticky sub-

stance. They may be washed, of course,

but that impairs their weeping qualities.

In order to help keep the nests free from
vermin, it is well to put a handful of lime

under the nesting material, but they should

be periodically cleaned with kerosene or

painted with a prepared lice paint. Hens
will not thrive in a vermin-infested house

and the presence of these pests robs the

amateur of his enthusiasm for poultry

keeping.

A POULTRY RUN

IT is encouraging," writes a reader of

American Homes and Gardens, "to

one who is interested in poultry to come
across an amateur who is practical in his

methods, keeping records to prove his

failures and his successes. lie can prove

his statements and that is more than

some writers on poultry topics can do.

An amateur poultry raiser in Rutherford,

New Jersey, has solved one problem to

his own satisfaction and that is: The best

kind of a "run" to induce exercise and
egg-yield. He was not satisfied with re-

sults from a "run" ten feet wide and fif-

teen feet long, from a house ten by thir-

teen. The family of twenty-five Buff
Orpingtons, were not as active as their

owner thought they should be ; they were
inclined to squat in corners and along the

sides, and being able to see all that was
going on their curiosity did not keep
them moving. The chicken house is built

on the Wood plan, and two years ago
the owner tried the experiment of divid-

ing house, run and family. This made
the "run" five feet wide and fifteen feet

long. The results were what he expected
they would be. The hens were on the

move all the time ; the small families were
happier and the egg-yield went up. The
hens under this arrangement went up to

a net profit per hen of $2.72. The amateur
poultry raiser's home occupies only a city

iot and a larger run is not possible, but
if he could he would make the run twenty
or twenty-five feet long, and he will al-

ways keep his families small, in spite of

the extra work and expense it entails."

WHY THEY LEAVE SCHOOL

THE majority of public-school children

leave school at the age of fourteen, or

as soon as the law no longer compels their

attendance, says Leslie's Weekly. Eco-
nomic pressure, it has generally been sup-

posed, is largely responsible for this drop-

ping off ; but if our largest city is at all

typical of the rest of the country, only

about 20 per cent, leave school because

their families actually need the little in-

crease they could make in the weekly in-

come. The Vocational Guidance Con-
ference of New York found also in its

investigations that another 20 per cent,

"abandoned their studies because their

parents took it for granted school was a

BAY STATE

Send at once for our Booklet No.
3 on Bay State Brick and Cement
Coating protection.

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
INC.

82-84 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

New York Office : 156 Fifth Avenue

Is x.o3?.ltTT WHITE ENAMEL

•Bfeoff qourHatloTEcMucrir Dnv«%*^o ALLh».««^ rumps kinds
CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hanger*

Write for Circulars and Price*

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Works

RATS KILLED B Y SCIENCE
DANYSZ VIRUS is >
Bacteriological Preparation

AND NOT A POISON—Harmless to Animals otter than none-
like rodents. Rodents die In the open. For a small bouse, 1 tube,

75c; ordinary dwelling. 3 rubes. $1.75; larger place— for eacb 5,000

sq. ft. floor space, use 1 dozen, $6.00. Send now.
ladependent Chemical Company 72 Front Street, New York

Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
will send you on receipt of 15-2 cent stamps a copy of

"Character in Furniture"
a de luxe book of romance and history of period 'urniture. Illustrated by

Rene Vincent. Their address is .,....•. m.

178 Canal Street Grand Rapids, Mich.

PROTECT LT^o"
covering from injury. Also beautify

your furniture by using Glass Onward
Sliding Furniture and Piano Shoes in
place of casters. Made in 110 styles

and sizes. If your dealer will not
supply you

Write us—Onward Mfg. Co.,
Menasha, Wisconsin. U, S. A,
Canadian Factory. Berlin, Ont.

DONT COOK THE COOK
use

"ECONOMY" GAS
For Cooking, Water Heating and
Laundry Work also for Lighting

"It makes the bouse a borne"
Send stamp today for "Economy Way"

Economy Gas Machine Co.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Economy " Gas Is aui. jiai!c, Sanitary and NovPolsonoui

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

STORER F. CRAFTS, General Manager

offers rooms with hot and cold water for $1.00

per day and up, which includes free use of

Public shower baths. Nothing to equal this

in New England. Rooms with private baths

for $1.50 per day and up, suites of two rooms
and bath for $4.00 per day and up. Dining

rooms and cafe first class. European plan.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Strictly A Temperance Hotel

Send for Booklet

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL, Inc.
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Berry-Growing is a Hobby
That Will "Pay Its Keep"
When the desire for change and relaxation

conies over you, turn it into the berry-growing
channel. It will cost you little if you go about it

right; you can make it pay a handsome profit,

even in a very small space. And a berry-garden
is the best garden of all, small or large.

Get the 1913 Berrydale Berry Book
It will be your inspiration, and will tell you how to

proceed. It is the best Berry Book published in America.
Describes Macatawa. the splendid new hardy Blackberry
with the largest berries known; Giant Himalaya Berry,
and dozens of others. Full of pictures, ideas, facts and in-

formation—and free. I am a Berry Specialist—and would
like to be your friend. Write a postal today for my book.

A. MITTING, Berry Specialist

Berrydale Experiment Gardens
American Ave., Holland, Mich.

My book on Hardy plants tells you when to

plant, and the kinds that I think give best re-

sults. If you are interested 1 will send you a
free copy.
BERTRAND H. FARR, WyamUnng Nuraeriea
643E Penn Street Reading, Pa.

rarr 8

Hardy
Plants

K Sheep Manure
Dried and Pulverized

Unequalled for lawn, garden and field fertilizing,
for interesting booklet and pric"
THE PULVERIZED MANURE CO.. 21 Jnion Stock Yard., Chicago I

Roses, Plants,Seeds
Bulbs,VineSg
Shrubs, etc., by
mail, postpaid. Safe
arrival and satisfac-

tion guaranteed. 59
years of fair dealing.
Hundreds of carloads of
Fruit and Ornamental
Trees. 1,200 acres, 60 in
hardyroses—none better

grown. 47 greenhouses of Palms, Ferns, Begonias, Gerani-
ums, etc. Immense stock of Superb Cannas, the queen of
bedding plants. Large assortment of hardy Perennial Plants,
which last for years. 168-page Catalog FREE. Send for it Today.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO. . Box 7, Painesville, Ohio

place to be escaped from as soon as pos-

sible, and the rest stopped either because

they loved school less or work more." The
report bears out the opinion that children

in America are permitted to do just about

as they please, even in such serious matters

as their education. Illiteracy is on the de-

crease, but the thirst for knowledge is not

so keen as it should be. If parents them-

selves had greater love for education, they

might be able to inspire their children with

a desire to continue school life beyond the

grammar-school period.

IMAGINARY VIRTUES OF THE
BEZOAR

IN accordance with the ancient idea of

ascribing to everything of mysterious or

obscure origin, . occult, often marvelous

properties, the bezoar, not infrequently

found in the stomachs of herbivorous and
ruminant quadrupeds, goats and antelopes

particularly, has been credited with qualities

that imparted to it a great value among
credulous and semi-civilized peoples, espe-

cially in ancient times.

Having as a rule, for its nucleus, some
indigestible substance, taken into the

stomach with the food, as a measure of

protection and to render it harmless, it was
gradually coated with a concretion of

mineral substance, just as the oyster, coat-

ing an intrusive particle with nacreous mat-
ter produces the much admired and costly

pearl. Sometimes the coating consists of

superphosphate of lime and sometimes of

phosphate of ammonia or magnesia.

In many instances, the hair carried into

the stomach in the course of the licking

process by means of which these animals

cleanse their coat, would be incorporated

with the mineral deposit and felted into a

mass of great solidity, the bulk being at the

same time greatly increased, so that these

accumulations often reached a diameter of

several inches. In the stomachs of slaught-

ered beeves such masses are very common.
These, however, were not the bezoars

that were esteemed for their remedial or

protective properties. The latter were
compact concretions of mineral matter

sometimes radial in structure, sometimes
composed of concentric layers and of stone-

like hardness. They are classed as Oc-
cidental, Oriental and German. It was in

the Orient—the land of mystery—that the

bezoar enjoyed the widest esteem for its

supposed medicinal virtues. The possession

of such a concretion was believed to insure

the protection of the owner against various

diseases, they were also regarded as espe-

cially efficacious as an antidote to poisons

and even against the bites of the venomous
reptiles with which tropical Asia abounds.
While these virtues must be regarded in

the light of modern science as of course en-

tirely imaginary, the ownership of such a

protection may have proved, to some extent,

an involuntary and hypnotic aid to the suf-

ferer. As a consequence, considerable

value was often attached to notably fine

specimens of bezoars. In India, especially,

their value increased enormously in pro-

portion to their size and choice specimens
commanded very large prices.

They were mounted, according to their

dimensions, for display or for suspension
from the person, special care being taken to

leave the bezoar substance plainly visible.

In many instances, as certain interesting

gold-mounted specimens preserved in the

Court Museum at Vienna demonstrate, they
were, even in Europe, thought worthy of

being inclosed in the most costly and artistic

settings, by which, of course, their value

was enhanced to a corresponding extent.

World renowned Fruit

Trees, Vines and Plants
and Ornamental Trees,
Shrubs, Evergreens, Flow-
ers,Rosesand Hardy Plants.

All perfectthrough scientific

propagation and expert cul-

ture. Superb collections

adapted to large or small gar-

dens, private estates, public

parks and cemeteries.

II,V XX iTAATi

73 years of leadership, based on
absolute integrity. A world-wide

patronage. Every specimen is true

to species, is well rooted and
sturdily developed, and is packed

and shipped with utmost care.
(

.

Both large and small orders receive vj
close attention, and our reputation as-

sures your satisfaction. Goods safely

delivered in all parts of the world.

ELLWANGER & BARRY
Mount Hope Nurseries

Box 23A, Rochester, N. Y.

AN INVALUABLE FREE BOOK
Write for a copy of
our 73rd Annual
Catalogue. It is a
standard guide in
all matters per-
taining to lawn

m andgarden dec-
fif oration. ITIS

; ff
FREE. Just

Iff mail us a
Rj postal, andwe

fij will send you
a copy at once.

Details of Building
Construction

A collection of 33 plates of scale
drawings with introductory text

By CLARENCE A. MARTIN
Aslislant Professor. College of Architecture,

Cornell University

This book is 10x!2^ inches in size, and
substantially bound in cloth. Price $2

MUNN & CO., Inc., 361 Broadway, N. Y.

BILTMORE NURSERY
Ornamental Shrubs, Hardy Plants, Deciduous and Evergreen

1 rees. Interesting, helpful, informing catalogs sent upon request.
Box 1434

upon request.

Biltmore, N. C.

SUN
DIALS

A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-
let, "WHERE SUN DIALS
ARE MADE," sent upon
request. Estimates furnished.

Any Latitude Ask for Booklet No. S

E.B.MEYROWITZ, 237 Fifth Ave., New York
Branches: New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris
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THE BEAUTY OF
SNOW -LADEN EVERGREENS
THESE wintry days when other vegetation has cast

aside its graceful draperies, the Conifers in their uni-

forms of beautiful green, stand vigilant, watchful,

guarding for us pleasant memories of summers past, the

pledge of bright days to come again. Evergreens, beauti-

ful at all times, seem loveliest in the winter sunlight, covered

with a mantle of snow, radiant with icy crystals.

If you would enjoy the beauty of Evergreens, now is

the time to inspect your grounds and order for spring

planting, Surely you will find room for a few Evergreens

or other ornamental trees or plants. In making your

selection, remember that our 800 acres in nurseries enable

us to meet your requirements to the fullest extent. 59
years of specializing on all that pertains to Horticulture

accounts for our pre-eminence in this field. Our Land-

scape Department is well equipped for efficient service

to customers. Water-color sketches, planting plans and
full estimates furnished. Correspondence or personal

interviews solicited. Don't put this matter off until the

rush of spring is upon us.

Full information furnished as to the best plans for commercial

orchards, and the best fruits of all kinds for the home garden. Cata-
logue or handbook of varieties, and instructions for planting, pruning

and after-management on request.

HOOPES BROS. & THOMAS COMPANY
Dept. A, West Chester, Pa.

Philadelphia Office, Room 202, Stephen Girard Building

Landscape Gardening
Everyone interested in suburban and

country life should know about the

home study courses in Horticulture,

Floriculture, Landscape Gardening, etc.,

which we offer under Prof. Craig and others

of the Department of Horticulture of Cornell

University,

250-page Catalogue Free Write to-day
Prof. Craig

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. A. H. Springfield, Mass.

Hill's Evergreens Grow
Beautify your home. Plant Hill Evergreens.

We are evergreen specialists, not only in grow-
ing but in planting artistic effects, Prices low-

est—quality considered. Don't risk failure—

Get Hill's Free Evergreen Book. Write today.

Expert advice Free!
| D. Hill NurseiyUo. Inc., Evergreen Specialists

261 Cedar Street, Dundee, III.

\jT— '

w The Stephenson System of

Underground Refuse Disposal

Saves the battering of your
cans and scattering of garbage

from pounding out frozen contents.

Underground
Garbage and Refuse Receivers
A fireproof and sanitary disposal of ashes and

refuse in front of your heater.

Our Underground Earth Closet
means freedom from frozen cesspool con-
nections, a necessity without sewers.

Nine years on the market. It pays
to look us up.

Sold direct. Send for circular

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.
21 Farrar St. Lynn, Mass,

RUSSIAN GOLD-LEAF INDUSTRY

THE center of the gold-leaf industry in

Russia is at Moscow, although the leaf

is also produced at St. Petersburg and in

the Province of Kaluga. The annual out-

put of this industry in .Moscow, where there

are five large establishments and a nuinher

of smaller ones, is said to reach a value

of $500,000. According to information

given the United States Consulate General

by local manufacturers there are about

1,000 employees in the Moscow factories—

600 adult males, 300 boys and 100 females.

The wages range from $"20 to $25 per

month for adult males, $5 to $10 for boys,

and $8 to $15 for females. The booklets

used are generally four by eight inches and
contain sixty leaves of gold. The booklets

and the gold are imported principally from
Germany, although some are manufactured
here. The molds are of three sizes, 14, 15^
and 17 centimeters (5.51, G.10 and 6.69

inches, respectively). The prices of the

gold booklets vary from $1 to $3, depend-

ing entirely upon the amount of gold in the

leaf. The methods used for preparing the

gold are the Russian and the German. By
the Russian method the gold is worked into

rather thin ribbons, which are cut into

pieces and placed between sheets of specially

prepared skins (the sheating of cattle

livers). The sheets (called molds) are

placed together into book shape, 240 in a

book, and several pieces of gold are laid

in the center of every other sheet. The
book is then inserted into a closely fitting

leather case, which is placed upon a granite

block and hammered. Under the blows of

a hammer weighing two to five pounds the

gold expands until it occupies the entire

surface of the skin (mold). If it be de-

sired to make the leaves thinner, they are

cut in two, and the half leaves are again

placed between the sheets of prepared skin

and hammered until they attain the full

size of the skin. This process can be re-

peated twice. The skins are dried, and
stained with certain coloring matter. The
gold used in the Russian process is com-
paratively pure, and the molds are of

domestic manufacture.

INSECT METAL BORERS

ACCORDING to a writer in Zur Guten
Stunde, the following account is given

of an insect that can bore through metal.

"Any one can hear it buzzing in the pine

woods in mid-Summer, or perhaps see the

flash of its yellow wings. Sircx gigas is

its formidable scientific name, but we know
it simply as the horntailed wasp. This wasp
bores into the tree in various places with

its long tail, and in each hole leaves an
egg. The ensuing larva, a white, six-legged

grub, fitted with powerful jaws, takes up
the work of boring into the wood, and as

it advances closes the passage behind it with

the sawdust. If uninterrupted, the larva

continues boring deeper and deeper into the

tree, and since it is of course growing all

the time, it makes a bigger and bigger

passage.

After about two years, it makes its

cocoon of silk in the burrow ; then, after

the pupal skin is cast off, the winged insect

breaks through its cocoon. Immediately,
with feverish haste, it begins boring toward
liberty. Finally it reaches the bark of the

tree, and then the open air.

It is often the case that during the hard
larval period the tree in which the horn-
tailed wasp is burrowing may be felled,

sawed into planks and used in building

operations. Sometimes, for some particular

purpose, the timber may be encased in a

1913
Catalog

WRITE FOR IT

J. M. HANSON'S
Magazine Agency

the largest in the world, furnishes all

Magazines and Newspapers. Amazingly
Low Prices, and quick, accurate, and
reliable service.

Save Magazine Money
Our 1913 Catalog (44 pages) lists more
than 3000 Periodicals and Club Offer*.

It's a BIG MONEY-SAVER, and is FREE
to you for the asking.

Send Us Your T\T f\ \\TName and Address 1^1 V^ W
J. M. HANSON'S MAGAZINE AGENCY

229 . Hanson Block, Lexington, Ky.

Wilson's Outside Venetians
Blind and Awning combined, for windows, porches and

piazzas. Artistic, durable, unique.
Send for Venetian Catalogue No. 5

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co. , 5 West 29th Street, New York

1JLJJuJaJUI*XaI<JGoJLJJUI»JL^^sen

WE wish to call attention to the fact that

we are in a position to render com-
petent services in every branch of

patent or trade-mark work. Our staff is

composed of mechanical, electrical and
chemical experts, thoroughly trained to pre-

pare and prosecute all patent applications,

irrespective of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the specialized,

technical, or scientific knowledge required
therefor.

We are prepared to render opinions as

to validity or infringement of patents, or
with regard to conflicts arising in trade-

mark and unfair competition matters.

We also have associates throughout the
world, who assist in the prosecution of

patent and trade-mark applications filed

in all countries foreign to the United
States.

MUNN & CO.,

Patent Attorneys,

361 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Branch Office

:

625 F Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
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metal sheathing. That does not disturb the

wasp at all; when its time comes, it applies

itself with energy to its task, and soon bores

a hole through which it can escape.

Holes made by these insects have been

found in tin roofs, and in the mint at

Vienna was a safe, the half-inch steel plates

of which the wasp had perforated. Some
extraordinary cases of their activity were
brought to the notice of the Academy of

Sciences in Paris. A barrel of cartridges

that had been stored away for some time

showed the ravages of the wasps in their

search for light and freedom. The insects

had not only eaten their way through the

wooden barrel, but through the cartridges

and leaden bullets as well. Other boxes of

cartridges dating from the Crimean War
were shown, riddled by wasp-borings.

INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMS
CONGRESS

THE French Government has decided to

convene an International Customs Con-
gress, to be held in Paris during the month

of May, 1913. This congress, which may
be regarded as a continuation of the cus-

toms congress held in Paris during the Ex-
position of 1900, is to be more limited, but

also more definite, in scope than the con-

gress of 1900. Discussion is to be con-

fined to the following five questions : ( 1

)

The desirability of establishing an Inter-

national Bureau of Commercial Statistics

;

(2) regulations for commercial travelers

and the treatment of samples; (3) means
for dispensing with payment of duty in the

case of conditional imports; (4) the desir-

ability of having customs litigation referred

to expert bodies, and the character of such

bodies ; and 1 5 ) the advisability of con-

cluding an international agreement for the

purpose of adopting a uniform definition

of gross and net weights for assessing duty.

THOSE WHO DO NOT THINK

THE Eskimo, says Mr. Knud Rasmus-
sen in "The People of the Polar North,"

does not count the days, and keeps no

record of time. All his thoughts are cen-

tered on hunting.

Once I asked an Eskimo who seemed to

be plunged in reflection, "What are you
thinking about?"
He laughed at my question, and said,

"Oh, it is only you white men who go in

so much for thinking! Up here we only

think of our flesh-pits, and whether we
have enough for the long dark of the Win-
ter. If we have meat enough then there is

no need to think. I have meat and to

spare
!"

I saw that I had insulted him by credit-

ing him with thought.

On another occasion I asked an unusually

intelligent Eskimo, Panigpak, who had
taken part in Peary's last north polar ex-

pedition :

"Tell me, what did you suppose was the

object of all your exertions? What did

you think when you saw the land disap-

pear behind you and you found yourself

out on the drifting ice-floes?"

"Think?" said Panigpak, astonished. "I

did not need to think. Peary did that!"

Eating becomes the great thing with the

Eskimos. I once excused myself, when
paying a visit, with the plea that I had
already eaten and had had enough. I was
laughed at, and the answer I received was

:

"There thou talkest like a dog! Dogs can
be stuffed till they are satisfied and can eat

no more ; but people—people can always
eat

!"

EVERYTHING for the GARDEN
is the title of our 1913 catalogue—the most beautiful and complete horticultural publication
of the day— really a book of 204 pages. 8 colored plates and over 800 photo engrav-
ings, showing actual results without exaggeration. It is a mine of information of everything in
Gardening, either for pleasure or profit, and embodies the results of over sixty-six years of
practical experience.

To give this catalogue the largest possible distribution we make the following liberal offer:

Every Empty Envelope
Counts as Cash

To every one who will state where this advertisement was seen and who encloses Ten
Cents we will mail the catalogue and also send Free of Charge
Our Famous 50 Cent "HENDERSON" COLLECTION OF SEEDS
containing one packet each of Ponderosa Tomato, Big Boston Lettuce, Scarlet Globe Radish,
Henderson's Invincible Asters, Mammoth Butterfly Pansies and Giant Spencer Sweet Peas,
in a coupon envelope, which when emptied and returned will be accepted as a 25 cent cash
payment on any order amounting to $1.00 and upward.

In addition, all ordering from this advertisement will receive a copy of our new Garden
Guide and Record. This is a handbook of general garden information, planting tables, cook
ing recipes, cultural directions etc., and in all is one of the most necessary and valuable
of our many publications.

PETER HENDERSON &C0
35&37

CortlandtSt.
'.new York City

A BOOK FOR FRUIT GROWERS
Beautiful trees and perfect fruit are a source of satisfaction and profit to the

owner, and whether you have a few trees, or several hundred, they should receive
intelligent attention.

"The WHY and HOW of ORCHARD SUCCESS"
is a beautiful new book full of valuable information. It will be of great help to

you. Send for it today. Only 50 cents postpaid.
Our big Catalogue of Spraying Machinery is FREE upon request.

FIELD FORCE PUMP COMPANY 103 Grand Avenue, Elmira, N. Y.

Two Magnificent Books on Home Building

Modern Dwellings-9xl2 in. 200 IIIus. "1 BOTH
($3,500 to $50,000) with Plans . $1.50 I BOOKS

American Homes— 150 Illustrations ( <tO f\(\
($2,500 to $10,000) with Plans . $1.00 ) V«'uu

These books contain a profusion of the latest ideas in

Georgian, Colonial, English, Bungalow, &c.

For those who are Planning to Build

GEO. F. BARBER & CO., Architects, Knoxville, Tenn.

If you would
Build

Beautifully
Get

These Books First

One good new idea,

while you are planning

your home, is worth the

price of many books.

Circular FREE

Plant for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with the largest stock that can be secured ! It takes many years to

grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that

give an immediate effect. Price List gives complete information.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
WM. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor

Box
N

CHESTNUT HILL
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

This is the secret of the complete success of that sash
everywhere for hot-beds and cold-frames.

Above the glass winter weather—zero, perhaps

—

Below the glass a little spot of summer.

With warm earth and plants growing as though it

were May ; violets to pluck throughout the Winter

;

panzies in bloom by late February; radishes and
lettuce in constant supply for the table; cabbage,
beet, totnato, pepper, melon and other plants,
properly timed, ready in the Spring to go out of
doors and make early crops.

You can have a bed like this at little cost, for the

Not an inch from zero

but growing finely
Between the two layers of glass in

the Sunlight Double Glass Sash is an air

space of ys of an inch in thickness
Sunlight Sash is complete in itself. It needs no
mats or boards. The only cover is the air sealed
between the layers of glass and this does not have
to be bought, or to be lifted on or off'. It weighs
nothing and cannot even be seen ; but a raging
blizzard cannot penetrate it.

Let us tell you all about the
Sunlight Sash—how you can ^^br*^^]?J'.*£!?

make Winter gardening a
source of healthful, profit-

able pleasure to you.
Write at once for our catalog. It is

free. Enclose 4c. if you want Prof. Mas-
sey's booklet on bot-beds and cold-frames.

Sunlight Double GlaSS Sash Co., 943 E. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.
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Seven Million Watch-Towers
in the Bell System

The original campanili were the

watch-towers of old Venice, guard-

ing the little republic from invasion

by hostile fleets.

Later, bells were mounted in

these same towers to give warning

of attack and celebrate victories.

Judged by modern telephone

standards, such a system of com-

munication seems crude and in-

adequate.

In the civilization of to-day, a

more perfect intercommunication is

essential to national safety, con-

venience and progress.

The Bell System binds together

a nation of nearly one hundred

million people, by "highways of

speech" extending into every nook

and corner of this great country.

Seven million Bell telephone

stations are the watch-towers

which exchange, daily, twenty-five

million messages for the happiness,

prosperity and progress of all the

people.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

Trade Marks
Trade Names

TRADEMARK

TRADE NA*1*

Do you use a Trade Mark ?

Do you own the Trade Marks you use ?

You should read this booklet to obtain a definite

and clear conception of Trade Mark rights

ATRADE MARK is a most valuable business asset. It will pay you to

know how such marks are made valuable, and why and how they are

protected. The registration of trade marks is explained in this booklet,

which gives a thoroughly comprehensive idea of the requirements for registration.

The elements of a good trade mark are fully discussed, and many tests to

determine the requisites of a desirable trade mark are given.

The booklet is printed in two colors
and is illustrated by fifty engravings

Send twenty-five cents today for a copy
MUNN & COMPANY, :: Solicitors of "Patents
Branch Office, Washington, D. C. 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BUSHMEN'S DRAWINGS IN SOUTH
AFRICA

THE Bushmen's drawings, still to be
met with in certain parts of South

Africa, remain a subject of difference of
opinion amongst artists and antiquarians,
says the London Architect. The majority
of the designs represent animals, with
which these people were at this time ac-
quainted, but domestic animals, of which
they knew nothing, are not to he found.
The figures were cut into the rock and vary
considerably in merit. Some are so crude
that it is impossible to tell the nature of
the animal they represent. One favorite
subject is a lion being stalked by Bush-
men, bow and arrows in hand. The Bush-
men themselves had no dwellings, but it is

plain that they were more or less ac-
quainted with the Kaffirs (though the
latter killed them at sight), as representa-
tions of Kaffir huts are plentiful. .Many
of these drawings have been colored over
and photographed, and a selection, so ob-
tained, is on view in the Cape Town
Museum. The opinion is held by some that
the caves in which these drawings appear
were the homes of chiefs who had the walls
so decorated. Others hold the view that
these caves were meeting places, or places
of worship, though it is also believed that
the Bushmen were one of the few peoples
who possessed no form of religion what-
ever, and these theories cannot, of course,
agree. The writer has seen several of these
caves, and has questioned the neighboring
Kaffirs on the subject, who, however, have
no knowledge of the matter, but content
themselves with saying that the pictures are
the work of the "man monkeys" who were
here very many years ago. Many sugges-
tions have been made as to the implements
used for the carvings, which must have
been sharp and well tempered to have cut
sufficiently deep into the rock to have with-
stood the ravages of all these years. The
figures of Bushmen engaged in hunting
ostriches are also often to be found, and
from this it is plain that the lion and the
ostrich were the two species of animal life

with which they were most familiar.

CHINESE MELON SEEDS

THE melon Citrulhis vulgaris is a
well-known and widely cultivated

garden product both in South China
and the north as well, the best quality
coming from Newchwang. It is grown
almost entirely for the seeds which
are to be found on almost every Chinese
table. The black quality is raised mostly
in the north of China and as a gen-
eral rule is not found in any great quan-
tities in the markets of Hongkong. The
melons themselves are not used to a great
extent for food and not at all for medicinal
purposes and must not be confounded with
the American variety of the watermelon.
The latter is grown to a limited extent at

Castle Peak, near Hongkong, from Ameri-
can seeds.

There are two kinds of these melon
seeds which find ready acceptance among
the Chinese, namely, red and black. The
red are deemed the best and bring, ac-
cording to grade, $8 to $15' per picul of
133 1-3 pounds and the black are valued
in the same way from $5 to $7 per picul,

gold currency. In 1910, the value of these
seeds exported amounted to $297,914, and
last year the value was $249,498, gold cur-
rency. It is impossible to state the pro-
portion going to the United States, but it

is undoubtedly considerable, as the Chinese
are very partial to this product and do not
consider dinners, festivals, or other cere-
monies complete without a liberal supply.
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AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS FOR
FEBRUARY, 1913

THE readers of American Homes and Gardens have

expressed so much interest in the many articles on old

furniture, ceramics, old silverware and other subjects dear

to the heart of the collector, which have appeared in its

pages, will welcome the announcement that a greater amount
of space is to be given to material of interest to the collector

in the future issues of the magazine than heretofore. A
regular department for the collector will be one of the

features of American Homes and Gardens hereafter.

Collectors and others interested in antiques, old prints, auto-

graphs, in fact in any field having to do with the embellish-

ment of the home, are invited to address the editor in any

matters connected with collecting on which they wish in-

formation. These will gladly be furnished if stamps are

enclosed for postage on replies.

THE February number of American Homes and
Gardens will describe the home of an American col-

lector of note and will be illustrated by beautiful photo-

graphic reproductions of various sections of the collection.

Miss Mary H. Xorthend will contribute an article on a

remodelled Massachusetts farmhouse illustrated with photo-

graphs of the interior. The rooms of this house are

furnished throughout with old Colonial pieces. A Detroit

house, in the middle West, will comprise a page feature

illustrated by exterior and floor plans. Bird lovers will

welcome the illustrated article on birds and bird-houses,

and those readers who live by the seashore will find a special

interest in an article on a very beautiful house, a seashore

home near Stamford, Connecticut. The double page feature

will consist of photographic reproductions of well-placed

windows. "Fox Hill Farmhouse at Radnor" is the subject

of an article by Harold Donaldson Eberlein, describing

and illustrating with photographs and plans one of the

most attractive stone houses in Pennsylvania. "The House
Telephone" will call attention to the desirability of this

modern device for furnishing communication between the

various floors of the house. The garden feature of the

February number will be an article on "Starting Plants In-

doors," by F. F. Rockwell. Many other good "things are

included in this number.

APROPOS THE PARCELS POST
SHORTLY after this issue of American Homes and

Gardens reaches its readers, the Parcels Post of the

United States will have been inaugurated and the country

at large will be given an opportunity to test its efficiency. At
present the announcements concerning rates and zones are

somewhat formidable to the ears of the layman, although

the Post Office Department insists it is a simple matter after

all. Several newspapers have expended much energy in in-

terpreting the matter, but it will probably be some time

before the public familiarizes itself sufficiently with the scale

of postal charges to feel quite at home in zonal conversation

on the subject. One thing, however, is obvious enough, and
that is that a very large sum of money is to be expended
for the bills incident to engraving, printing and handling

the special Parcels Post stamps which will be placed on sale

January 1, 19 13, and which the Department requires shall

be purchased for franking parcels sent through the mails.

It may happen that postal conventions between countries

require the use of distinctive stamps for parcels, but instead

of following the example of Belgium, with its placard-like

Parcels Post stamps, it would seem that our regular postal

issues might better be surcharged for parcels use as was
done for regular postage, in the case of the United States

stamps used in Guam, Cuba, and in the Philippines, and as

in the case of the Government Parcels surcharge on the

stamps of Great Britain some years ago. The Parcels Post

system will now enable the suburban or rural dweller to

ship garden and other agricultural products to and fro at

a transportation cost that is neither prohibitive nor op-

pressive. Even the city garden-maker will now be able to

obtain from rural nurseries and seedsmen garden seedlings,

etc., without the accessory of an excessive carriage cost.

Thus encouragement will be given to the garden movement
in both town and country.

RIGHT THINKING FOR BOYS

DR. HELEN C. PUTNAM of Providence, R. I., a

director of the American Association for Study and
Prevention of Infant Mortality, and chairman of its com-

mittee on public-school education for prevention of infant

mortality, is one of those who are attempting to solve the

problem of the education of children with regard to the

laws of physical life," says the New York Evening Post.

"Children, she thinks, must be led to feel, as uncon-

sciously as they realize sunrisings and sunsettings, that life

is a trust from fathers and mothers beginning before his-

tory; to be guarded and bettered and passed along to chil-

dren's children. A definite conception of this trust is

essential to right living. Educators are finding that well-

directed correlation of human life with phenomena and
laws of growing plants and animals, in school gardens and
nature studies, develops a wholesome mental attitude. She

emphasizes some of the urgent reasons for educating adoles-

cent boys and young men in eugenics and details of home
sanitation and beautifying. She points out that we have
trade and industrial schools for boys; but fatherhood is

much more than earning money for the family. If babies

were well born and well cared for, their death rate would
be almost negligible. No farmer could succeed whose live

stock perished uselessly at the rate of American babies.

The infant death rate measures the intelligence, health,

and right living of fathers and mothers, the standards of

morals, and sanitation of communities and governments,
and the efficiency of physicians, nurses, health officers, and
educators."

RURAL SCHOOLS
ALTHOUGH the rural school is often the target of

criticism and the object of reform movements, it is not

without its defenders, says the Youth's Companion. The
Secretary of the United States Civil Service Commission at

Chicago says that of the many candidates who come before
the board, those from the country schools are successful in

a much larger proportion than those from the city schools.
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MODEL EE TOURING CAR
B-Pattenger—110-inch Wheelbate

$900 f.o.b. Detroit

R-C-H Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
See it at local branch in all large cities

SILENT WAVERLEY LIMOUSINE-FIVE
Ample room for five adults—full view ahead for the driver. Most con-

Ttnientand luxurious of town and suburban cars at half the gas car's

upkeep cost. Beautiful art catalog shows all models.

THE WAVERLEY COMPANY
Factory and Home Office: 212 South East Street Indianapolis, lad.

Made to ordet—to exactly match
the color scheme of any room
"You select the color—we'll make
the rug." Any width—seamless up
to 16 feet. Any length. Any color
tone—soft and subdued, or bright
and striking. Original, individual,
artistic, dignified. Pure wool or
camel's hair, expertly woven at
short notice. Write for color card.
Order through your furnisher.

Thread £f Thrum Workshop
Auburn, New York

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet have your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

tVptgt CstsUgu* Bsrduiart Sptdmltiti, Frtt.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
AM MANUFACTURER! ... NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Trial Four Months, over 400 pages. Ten Cents

World's Greatest Collector Magazine
FOUNDED IN 1895

&/>e Philatelic "West and
Collector's "World
Superior. Nebraska, U.S.A.

The oldest, largest monthly American Collectors" Paper. 1 00
pages each issue, replete with interesting reading and advertising,

illustrated, pertaining to Stamps, Curios, Coins, Postal Cards
and Entire Covers, Old Weapons and Pistols, Historical
Discoveries, Minerals, Relics of all kinds. Old Books, etc. Over
3,600 pages issued in two years. An unimitated expensive
meritorious feature is the publication in each number of illustra-

tions of leading collectors and dealers of the world.

SO cents for 12 numbers; Foreign and Canada,
Si or 4s. Sample Free

L. T. BRODSTONE, Publisher
Superior, Nebraska, U.S.A.

STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATENTED

CLINCH rightthrough the

standing seam of metal
roofs. No rails are needed
unless desired. We make a
similat one for slate roofs.

Se ndfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA
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A DINING-ROOM COLOR SCHEME
"\V7ILL you kindly suggest a colorW scheme for my dining-room?" asks

a reader. "It faces north, has two windows
and is a large room. The woodwork is

varnished pine, and matches in color the

golden oak furniture. There is a chair rail

that must not be removed. The carpet is

dark blue and terra cotta."

Your carpet ties you to blue or terra

cotta for your color scheme, but as a large

mass of terra cotta is not pleasing with

varnished pine, it would be best to have a

blue, or blue and green scheme. Fortu-
nately there are so many beautiful wall-

papers in these two colorings especially

among the imported ones that there will

be little difficulty in choosing something
artistic. The wall below the chair rail

should have a plain surface burlap, book-
cloth, or silk-fiber, stronger in general tone

than the figured paper above. A well de-

signed paper that will not weary the eye in

the blue and soft green may be chosen. A
second choice may be considered for the

upper walls among the tapestries, many of

these have a good deal of wood color that

makes them harmonious with golden oak

;

they also come with touches of terra cotta

in the fruit; a tapestry paper is often the

most successful choice owing to what is

already in the room being a little shabby.

The medley of soft neutral shades blends

with an old carpet when a most beautiful

paper chosen only for its color and design

would make the old things look dreary. In

your case the tapestry paper must lean to

bluish foliage rather than to green.

STREET ADVERTISING IN FRANCE

OWING to the frequency of so-called

sandwich men and advertising carts

drawn by men in the streets of Lyons,

traffic has often become impeded. For the

purpose of regulating all perambulating

street advertising the mayor of Lyons,

France, has just issued, says Mr. Carl

Bailey Hurst, American Consul, an order

the salient points of which prohibit portable

advertisements on days when there is a

high wind. Such advertisements may be

carried on other days on the condition that

they are not more than 1 meter 50 centi-

meters (4.92 feet) wide and 1 meter 40
centimeters (4.59 feet) high.

Advertisements carried at the top of a

pole must not be higher than 1 meter (3.28

feet) above the head of the carrier. Those
large enough to require several carriers are

forbidden altogether. The sign carriers

are forbidden to halt on the streets or to

deposit signs thereon, and are required to

keep at a distance of 15 meters (49.21

feet) at least from each other.

Wagons drawn by horses, motors, and
the like will not be allowed in the streets.

Signs on wagons drawn or pushed by hand
will be allowed, except on days when there

is a high wind, provided that wagon and
sign together are not more than 2 meters 50
centimeters (8.20 feet) above the ground
and that the wagon is not more than 2

meters (6.56 feet) long or 1 meter 50 centi-

meters (4.92 feet) wide. There must be
an interval of at least 30 meters (98.42

feet) between such wagons when there are

several of them. Transparencies, whether
carried by person or on wagon will be

barred access to the streets.

An order of the mayor that went into

effect at the beginning of this year prohibit-

ing the throwing of handbills on sidewalks

and streets has had a highly salutary effect.

The main thoroughfares that were formerly
littered with advertisements of all descrip-

tions handed out to passers-by and which
were soon dropped after reading or before,

now present an entirely different aspect.

Persons still have the right to offer such
handbills and passers-by may accept them,
but the penalty for dropping such adver-
tisements is sufficiently severe to stop the

practice effectually.

MADE-OVER BEDROOMS
"\y/F are remodeling an old and simpleW farmhouse. The woodwork will all

be white paint, the ceilings are low and the
windows small although there are at least

two to each room. How shall we go about
it?" asks a correspondent.

There are so many charming wall-papers
today for such rooms as you describe that
you will have no difficulty in finding a good
supply to choose from. Papers that have
a quaint appearance, dainty and unobtru-
sive should be selected. There are many
floral stripes that are admirably suited to
farmhouse furnishing, then a plain ground
in yellow, rose, or blue gives opportunity
for an all over garden effect in the furni-
ture covering and hangings. There are sev-
eral chintzes with small patterns and yet
strong in coloring that lend themselves to a
quaint pretty treatment. Small cushions
on the larger chairs, curtains of unlined
chintz, and perhaps a bedspread would in-

troduce enough pattern into a room with a
plain wall surface. The cotton woven rugs
must not be overlooked when planning for
farmhouse furnishing, also the braided rugs
that can now be found in the shops, they
seem so appropriate for a simple style of
treatment. Even the furniture manufac-
turers have fallen into line to give us some-
thing dainty and inexpensive for there are
the sweetest little white painted beds with
floral touches that look as if they were
made to go with the old-fashioned painted
bedroom chair that all who contemplate
buying an old farm manage to pick up in

out of the way places. An old time spin-
ning wheel placed near an open fireplace

will add charm to the largest bedroom and
even a milking stool with a wee cushion
on the top will lend an air of simplicity

to the bedrooms. Old mahogany for the
best rooms wdth a four post bed and suit-

able hangings should be hunted for, but no
one need be discouraged by not possessing
the genuine old as several of the old pat-
terned bedroom chairs are reproduced to-

day as well as beds in single width. Old
patchwork quilts are brought from obliv-

ion, and also the blue and white woven
coverlets are brought into service. A study
of old Colonial interiors will give many
suggestions to those who wish to furnish
simply and yet correctly.

A TELEPHONE TIME-SAVER

THE Electrical Review describes a new
device that will be welcomed by many

persons who make frequent use of the tele-

phone; it is intended to save the time
usually wasted in "holding the line." The
apparatus consists of a small trumpet that
magnifies sound, and a platform behind the
trumpet to hold the telephone receiver.

When the person at the telephone is asked
to "hold the line a moment,'' he places the
receiver on this platform in such a way that
it slides into position with the ear-piece
against the small end of the magnifying
horn. He can then continue whatever
work he was doing until he hears the voice
from the horn; after that he can use the
telephone in the ordinary way, or, if he
wishes to make notes or to take a message
from dictation he can carry on the whole
conversation by means of the trumpet.
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Photograph by T. C. Turner

The contemplation of a small house like this suggests the delight one might find in planning its furnishing
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A Practical Treatment of An Abandoned Farmhouse
By Mary H. Northend

Photographs by the Author

EVER has the abandoned farmhouse been so

popular as it is to-day. House-hunters are

scouring the country around to find old

houses, especially those almost too dilapi-

dated for habitation, yet showing good lines

that lend themselves readily to remodeling.

Many of these which have been abandoned are of historical

interest, and but for the present day movement would have

been demolished. They are, however, reclaimed in many
instances and stand as typical remodeled farmhouses, doubly

interesting because of the effect of this new influence, and

also because of their historical connections.

There is undoubtedly a peculiar fascination connected with

the remodeling of an old house. One reason for this lies in

the fact that it is always a delight to create new and prac-

tical ideas for interior conveniences,—the bringing into

harmony of disjointed rooms that show simply four bare

walls with little or\io; suggeWon of charm or unison. A
second reason which appeals to the, house-owner is that these

old houses were most substantially built, the huge beams

and framework being of the stanchest of timber, while the

boards were of that solid wood which is rarely found in the

houses of to-day.

The more practical or cautious mind will always ques-

tion the advisability of purchasing the abandoned farm-

house, feeling it is less expensive to erect one that is designed

by the modern architect, rather than to spend time and

money on an old house. Nevertheless, the good work goes

on and the careful planning creates a fascinating interest

in the most lukewarm aspirant for successful remodeling.

The most gratifying results along this line are shown in

Medfield, Massachusetts, where standing at one side of the

main road is the interesting house owned by Mr. Davenport
Brown, of the reconstruction of which Mr. E. T. Putnam of

The home of Mr. Davenport Brown at Medfield, Massachusetts. An early Colonial farmhouse remodeled
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The parlor and the living-room practically become one by reason of the double-arched connections

Boston, was architect. This house was erected in 1755, and

was a small and unpretentious cottage containing but four

rooms, small unattractive apartments, built for comfort

rather than for any homelike or artistic effects. They con-

sisted of a living-room, kitchen and dining-room combined,

with two chambers, in one of which, the first authoress of

America was born,—Miss Hannah Adams, a direct descen-

dant of the presidential family of that name, who settled

in Quincy, Massachusetts.

Like many other old farmhouses, this had, after many
years of occupancy by members of the original family and

eventually of strangers, fallen into decay and stood forlorn

and neglected by the side of the road, while the grounds,

which were extensive, lay unkempt and uncared for. The
entire estate presented an appearance of desolation. How-
ever, to the house-hunter with a keen eye for future results,

it appealed, and the present owner recognized a unit that

could be incorporated in his original ideas of what his future

home should be.

Gradually the house assumed a different mien under his

direction. The four small rooms were utilized in the change

and around them were thrown wings containing several

larger rooms. Verandas were placed on either side, so care-

fully planned that they did not detract from the general

scheme. A quaint porch at the front of the house gave

shade to the entrance door, and the one touch that made
the house complete.

The color of the house was red and white, a particular

shade that was in harmony with the soft green of the sur-

rounding sward. Lattices were added at the rear to screen

the servants' department from view, as one drove into the

semi-circular roadway that led to the stable which was built

farther down in the field, at one side of the house, and

painted in corresponding colors.

Window boxes filled with brilliantly colored flowering

plants were introduced on the straight roof which formed

the top of the porch, and the surrounding land was reclaimed

and proved most desirable for garden purposes. A clever

eye realized the vantage spots in the grounds and the plant-

ing of shrubs and flowers brought forth wonderful results.

Naturally the old trees that had stood as sentinels around

the place were still retained and cared for rigorously. The
great sweeping branches of some of the older trees hung

over the remodeled house in a most protecting fashion, and

gave all necessary shade.

Separating the house from the road was a stretch of grass-

land, around which was placed a white fence of palings,

with pillars here and there surmounted by balls. This fence

stops at either side of the house to allow plenty of clear space

and opportunities for planting. Under one of the elms is

placed a tablet marking the historical site of the house. On
the garden side the wide veranda was enclosed during the

Summer season by wire screening, and during the Winter
months, glassed-in, heated, and used for a sun-parlor.

Passing through the Colonial porch, one enters the hall-

way which has been retained in all its old-time architecture.

The antiquity of the hall has been further preserved by the

use of gray landscape paper which covers the walls, while

the old Chippendale card table used for ornamental pur-

pose in this hall carry out the scheme for old-fashioned

furnishings.

This hall, like many of Colonial days, extends through

the house, ending in a second door which opens into a flower

garden at the rear, from which all flowers for the table and
other decorative purposes are cut. At the right of the hall

are the living-rooms which have been arranged attractively,

and combined by cutting arches on either side of the fire-

place. This gives a depth which makes the rooms look large

and spacious and in addition allows for air and light. Here
the walls are hung in soft brown, the same shade being used
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for both living-room and

library, which is in the rear

of the former. Many rare

and beautiful Colonial pieces

are found in this room, es-

pecially the mantel glass over

the fireplace. It is a wonder-

fully good piece showing the

eagle decoration combined

with gilt on either side. The
furniture, which numbers

many heirlooms, shows sev-

eral fine old pieces in the way
of chairs and tables, includ-

ing an old comb-back chair

dating back to 1750. There
is also a Sheraton easy chair,

often known as a Martha
Washington, from the

fact, that a similar one is to

be found at Mount Vernon.

In front of the fireplace at A fine example of a Colonial clock

one side is a fire screen made dinmg-

of mahogany, used not as in the olden times to shut off dust,

but for ornamentation.

While the old living-room retains the Colonial air in

furnishing, it is partly lost in the library, where only a few

pieces of genuinely old furniture are shown. This is a

most attractive room, with its built-in bookcases at the

farther side, and the deep window-seats which suggest com-

fort on a stormy day, with the books near by. The drap-

eries of artistically colored

chintz give the right touch of

bright color to the room.

Opening from these deep

windows is the enclosed ve-

randa, overlooking the

modern pergola which is a

most attractive adjunct.
Later, this will be covered

with vines and flowering

plants. At the front are

stately columns and between

them one looks upon a

charming landscape in the

distance, combining garden

and lawn in the most artistic

fashion.

This is fitted up for com-

fort, with great, roomy
lounging chairs and a ham-
mock. Many flowering
plants add their charm to

this particular portion of the

house and a countless variety are used in the color schemes

which vary from day to day.

The dining-room is situated at the left of the hallway and
is a large room, lighted from windows at the front and one

side. The farther end is finished with a large open fire-

place, showing Eighteenth Century andirons. On the mantel,

over the fireplace, stands a fine example of a Colonial clock,

flanked on either side by unusual candle sticks, which have

stands on the mantel shelf of the

room

The dining-room contains some rare Colonial treasures
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Each of the principal bedrooms in

chimneys such as were used in the early days to protect the

flame from wind. Let-in glass closets at either side of the

fireplace show a wonderful collection of old china and glass,

some of which is very valuable. At one side is a good piece

of furniture in the shape of an Empire sideboard over which

is a mantel glass with gilt bead frame of the kind so much
in vogue about 1760 to 1800, the straight top indicating

that it belonged to the earlier period.

Between the windows at the front is hung a Girandole,

ornamented with a spread eagle on top. The row of balls

in the frame determines the date to be after 1780. This

is twenty inches in diameter and shows on either side,

branches for candles. An unusual feature is the gilt mount-

ing, over the curtains which are held back by gilt brackets.

Trie room is finished in white, which is most attractive.

At the rear of the dining-room one finds the service de-

partment fitted up with every modern convenience, while at

the rear of the hall, at one side, is the den which opens at

one side into the hall, and at the other, to the rear of the

house with its fine gardens and lawns. There is, about this

house, a system of ventilation which allows plenty of win-

dows to give draught in even the warmest weather, there be-

ing practically no uncomfortable room in the whole house

during the Summer season.

At the head of the stairs, at the right, one enters the

bright and sunny nursery. Here the walls are hung with

the most charming paper, representing Mother Goose
rhymes, all of which are of intense interest to the little one,

who never tires of looking at the scenes pictured on this

this attractive house have fireplaces

paper, which is relieved by the white paint. There are few

pictures, and those shown are all along child-life subjects.

A picture rail borders the plain freize and is a convenient

place to show toys with which the children cannot play.

The room is lighted from two windows, but these are on

the sunny side of the house and so the room is filled with

sunshine from morning until night, making an ideal place

for a child to play and live. The furniture has been chosen

to harmonize with the idea for which the room is used.

Small tables, just high enough to accommodate a child's

chair, and little armchairs with rush bottoms are used, while

the hardwood floors are both sanitary and attractive.

The nursery is in the main portion of the house, as are

two chambers. One of these is used as a guestroom and
contains a Field bedstead of English make, dating about

1780, the lightly-curving bars in place of the heavy tester,

and showing twisted posts. The little night table stands by

the bed, but here electricity takes the place of candle light,

showing an innovation that gives far better lighting

service.

Over the fireplace, which is a modification of the old-time

one, is shown a mantel glass with wood and gilt rosettes in

the corners, while a second chamber shows modern repro-

ductions of four posters, yet much of the furniture is Colon-

ial. The swell front bureau has a looking glass over it

which is a Georgian piece with the eagle ornamentation.

As the eagle came into use about the close of the Revolu-
tionary War, it gives a highly distinctive Colonial period

mark to the time of this ornamental mirror's manufacture.

One of the bedrooms A child's bedroom
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At one win-

dow is a large

easy chair with

Dutch legs,
made about
1750. Thi s

room, which is

not in a way, en-

tirely in keeping

with the period,

still shows no

inh a r monious
note in its fur-

nishing. The
First floor plan most interest ing

room in the old house is the one in which Hannah Adams
was born.

This is located at one side of the main house in the ell,

and is approached by a wide hall which leads to this special

apartment. While the fireplace has been remodeled, the

interior of the room is much the same as when first built

and shows the little old door with its tiny window in the

middle panel and hand-hewn rafters, while at the farther

end the condition of the walls made it necessary that the

owners should plaster and paper them. An old four-poster

is in keeping with the antiquity of the room, which is kept

only for special guests. It is a "Showroom," rather than

one arranged for occupancy.

In the house proper, great credit should be given to the

careful attention paid to details that has been accomplished

by the architect, Mr. John Pickering Putnam of Boston,

who from a small and inartistic commencement has evolved

a large and picturesque whole, while to the owners the har-

monious setting serves to show what can be done to make
from chaos, a well-laid out and charming estate.

Lawns are the prominent features of the grounds. In

front of the house great attention has been paid to the

planting. The
circle of lawn at

the front serves

to give setting

to the large
elms. The
planting of

shrubs helps out

the shortening

in front of the

house, while the

addition of a

white fence is a

well - solved
problem and

Second floor plan

gives to the grounds a Colonial atmosphere which goes far

toward making a perfect whole.

In dealing with the landscape plan, it should be consid-

ered that the garden is yet in its infancy. The borders were

laid out this year and the vines which have made such good
growth and which will eventually cover the fences and posts,

were also planted this Spring. They have grown so well

that they are now twined half-way up the high posts and
give evidence of later on fulfilling the promise expected

of them.

The garden proper follows the line of the fence and the

plants and flowers have made a fine growth, showing that

in one season even, a great deal can be accomplished in

planting for immediate effect. Later on, herbaceous Per-

ennials will take the place of the Annuals.

A feature of the grounds at the farther end of the

lawn, is a swimming pool which lies between the borders

of the flower garden. It is cemented at the sides and bot-

tom, and is so arranged that the water is kept in motion
through a system of piping, never rising above a certain

level, and always fresh. Steps lead down to the pool, while

( Continued on page 35)

The swimming pool is at the far end of the large lawn
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An attractive small house of this type can be tastefully and comfortably furnished at a moderate cost if judgment is exercised in the selection of

its furnishings

The Cost of Furnishing a Small House
By Ida J. Burgess

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE selection of suitable furnishings for a

small house within a reasonable cost is a

problem perennially confronting home-

makers. Individual requirements are so

varied (as likewise are those of families

differing one from the other in size and in

it is the empty house which conjures up for one the vision

of furnishings to one's own requirements. The frontis-

piece to this number and the exterior photographs here re-

produced suggest the delightful aspect the small house may
assume, an exterior which leads one to look for the furnish-

ings in such a house to be as inviting and satisfactory. Of
course there are always the obvious necessities that imme-
diately find enumeration. The living-room must have its

chairs, its table, its bookcase, rugs for the floor, curtains for

The dining-

Bedroom
Bedroom

tastes), that it would be difficult in any single article on the

subject to do more than present, as here, an outline of

possibilities that present themselves to the limited purse,

possibilities that are still in complete accord with the strict the windows and portieres for the doorways

canons of good taste.

The photographs

of interiors here re-

produced have been

taken from the un-

furnished rooms of

an interesting house

whose type may be

considered as ex-

emplifying the small

house of interesting

design, and unfur-

nished rooms are

thus shown by rea-

son of the fact that

1

Bedroom Bedroom

J zT
Floor plans of the small house illustrated on this page selected as an interesting type of dwelling

which can be furnished by a moderate expenditure

room must have a

table, chairs and a

rug certainly, china

and glassware as

well as a serving-

table to meet the

needs of this room
in the routine of

daily life, and the

kitchen will have

to have a range,

table, chairs and
working utensils.

These last are so

greatly dependent
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This is the table suggested for the living-room. A
table of this sort costs about $44.00

small house illustrat-

A gate-leg table shown in the closed posi-

tion. One of this sort can be had in any

upon the individual

needs of the house-

wife that they will

not be included for

the consideration in

the expense items of

this article.

It is often a good

plan to make a defi-

nite selection of the

furnishings for a

house even though it

ed, the living-room is

found to occupy the

long side of the south

end of the dwelling,

having the windows
east and west with

French doors open-

ing upon the loggia

under the overhang Thisllustration shows the appearance of a

of the upper story, gate-leg table when open. The lamp, com-

The importance of plete costs about $12.00finish for about $18.00

may take some years to complete the selection, buying from this room in the scheme of the house will, at once, lead us

time to time such pieces as one needs or can afford, rather to give to it the key-note for the expression of individual

than buying at haphazard anything that can

boused for the moment with no definite idea

or the final decorative scheme. A definite

plan is, therefore, the only sensible and satis-

factory foundation on which to work out the

furnishings for the small house.

While the furnishings suggested in this

article may not suit each and every individual

requirement, the writer has attempted to

select those furnishings from models obtain-

able, which should make the widest appeal in

the matter both of good taste and of mode-

rate cost.

In the choice of furniture that which has

good lines as well as strength to endure long

service has been given precedence. In the

matter of color schemes, those colors which

do not obtrude violent tones will be con-

sidered as well as the matter of patterns that

will still pleasantly stimulate the imagination

when age rests upon them. The sensible

home-maker will choose enough furniture to

give the impression of a well-furnished house,

but he will not overcrowd it with any un-

necessary unlovely thing.

THE LIVING-ROOM.

Studying the plans of the interior of the

taste in its furnishing, bearing in mind that

its seeming proportions call for furniture in

accord. No small fussiness or over-orna-

mentation must be allowed to spoil the

breadth and clear space we would preserve

here.

The wooden settle by the fireplace shown
in the illustration on page 1 1 could be re-

placed, with advantage, by one of oak and

cane having a high back like all the settles of

English ancestry. The chairs should con-

form to the sense of comfort suggested by

the settle, with an armchair near the fire-

place also. The room will require a good-

sized library table, a bookcase against the

wall space at the left of the window in the

south wall, and a writing-desk of good design

near the west window, where one may have

good light during the day. An electric

movable reading lamp may be placed on the

desk for evening light.

With two low-backed chairs having up-

holstered seats, a large, comfortable chair

near the library table, the room will be fur-The desk shown above can be

obtained for $62.00, and the nished, so far as its seating requirements are

large three-division bookcase for concerned. We must not forget, however,
$60.00 to add a few low cane or rustic-bottomed

Two views of the unfurnished living-room from which the stairs ascend
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A dining-room table of this sort costs about $40.00. This sideboard would cost $60.00, the serving-table about $26.00.
the sideboard, shown in the photograph as supported by strips, should hang independently above it

The mirror above

stools with cushions, and cushions for the high-backed settle green in the pattern. The border should show somewhat of

by the fireplace. These may be covered with silk velour, a contrast to the rest of the rug, though not too emphatic

which in the Summer season will give place to linen cover- a one. If more rugs are required for the floor space, two
ings. The colors chosen for a living-room must not be long narrow rugs of similar pattern to the large one may be

harsh or too striking, but soft and with a note of quiet chosen to cover the floor at either end of the room,
warmth and richness (avoiding anything like red walls) The high mantle-shelf should have brass candle-sticks and
which yet may be in accord with simplicity and unpretend- a large Chinese jar, very few ornaments, or if the space

ing elegance in a space so modest
Much richness can be given the

walls by the use of Japanese grass-

cloth, whose quality is now imitated

in wall papers, but not by any means
rivaled, since the sheen of the grass

used by the Japanese in the manu-
facture of the wall-coverings men-

tioned is quite unlike any other

fabric. Nevertheless the two-toned

wall papers made to imitate it are

very agreeable to the eye and con-

stitute a pleasing substitute where

the expense of the Japanese material

is greater than one wishes to con-

sider.

A medium shade of brown stain

would be suitable for the woodwork
of the first floor of this house. The hardwood floors may
also have a dark, rich stain, with wax finish, though lighter

floors would be more in harmony with yellower walls. A
large Oriental rug should cover the main portion of the

living-room floor, the background of which should have

shades of old rose if, as we shall here imagine the case to

be, the walls are dull green, light in shade, or dull blue and

Dining-room chairs in this style may be had for

$10.00, the arm-chair here illustrated costing $14.50

above is left for a decorative paint-

ing with a border of its own, only

two objects should be placed on the

shelf against it, two candle-sticks or

two jars. For the fireplace tall

andirons of wrought-iron, simple

and dignified in design, will hold

logs for a real fire, or if coal is used

a basket grate for coal can be in-

stalled. In either case there will be

the necessary accompaniment of

tongs, shovel and poker, and care

must be exercised in selecting these

adjuncts to fire-side comfort.

The portieres and curtains for

this living-room now come in for

consideration. As there are no

outside shutters to the house, heavy
curtains for Winter use against the cold winds must be

provided, with some sort of thin curtaining next the glass.

These may be of Swiss muslin, with a small figure, hav-

ing some of the pattern in dull blue or dull green or

they may be of plain cream-colored scrim with a delicately

stenciled border in color. For the windows these curtains

should not fall below the wood-work underneath the sill.

One of the bedrooms The dining-room
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The bedstead of this satinwood suite would cost about

$26.00, the chiffonier about $24.00, and the dressing-

table here illustrated could be had for about $15.00,

with an excellent quality of glass either bevelled or

unbevelled

For the French windows they should be fastened both opposite. The china for the dinner-service may be plain

top and bottom to brass rods to prevent their blowing white, with a band of gold filagree. For the breakfast-

about in the wind when these window-doors are open. The table a less formal service may be selected. In Summer,

silk curtains placed over these may be of silk with a woven breakfast in this house will always be served on the loggia,

pattern the color of the wall-covering. Again, these curtains where there will be placed one of those folding tables having

may be linen taffetas having a design of two shades of green drop-leaves, supported by legs that turn back against the

or blue. This material has excellent wearing qualities and center when closed, such as the gate-legged table shown on

does not hold dust, and may be used without lining. The page 9. This table can also be used for the afternoon tea.

curtains at the windows should hang from poles with

bracket-fixtures against the top of the base-board. At the

French windows the curtains should be hung on brass rods

over the white curtains.

For the portieres, bordered English velvet, the color of

The color of the walls of the dining-room should be

warm in tone, as in the case of the house here illustrated the

light comes from the north and west only. A clear, light

rose tint would be appropriate for this room if the walls

are to be tinted; but a wall-paper with a rose-colored

the walls, will be suitable, or a patterned velvet having the ground having a large pattern in deeper tone, with portieres

colors to be found in the Oriental rug, but not necessarily of rose-colored tapestry having a broad border would add

of similar design, will prove effective. richness to the room. The window curtains of white

DINING-ROOM. muslin may have rose-colored silk over them.

The round extension-table with arm-chairs and side- The center light above the dining-table may have appro-

chairs in the selection for this room should be simple and priately a circular shade of pale yellow, with amber bead

elegant in design, with a side-board in the same style, one fringe. The rug in this room should be large enough to

having at least two drawers for silver and table linen being cover the floor space occupied by the round table and dining-

preferable. The serving-table can find a place under the chairs, deep rose in color and simple in border,

north window and the side-board on the long south wall Before the entrance to the service-quarters a screen of

The living-room Corner of a bedroom
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brown leather would be in place. There is one other bit of

furnishing that could well be added to this room, and that is

a built-in seat in the projecting west window, if placed below

the casing. This could then have a flat cushion of leather or

of velour and a few cushions in varying tones of brown and

rose. This would add a cosyness to the room, which dining-

rooms too often lack. The halls and stairways of this

house can be in solid color. In the small room adjoining

the entrance in the basement-entrance story of the house, of

which no plan is shown, the wooden settle now seen in the

photograph of the living-room may find a suitable place by

the open fire. Here may be very naturally established a

smokers'-den or servants' sitting-room. A few wicker

chairs, a round-topped table, some leather or linen-covered

cushions, and a rug for the floor. The curtains could be

of scrim at the diamond-paned windows. This would make
a cosy lounging-nook.

THE BED-CHAMBERS.
The northeast bed-room, which has a connecting door

with the southeast bed-room, may be appropriately fur-

nished in walnut. The wall-paper can be yellow, or the

walls may be plain-tinted plaster, yellow in tone. A walnut

bed, dressing-table, chiffonier, small writing-desk, chairs

and a cheval glass would be suitable furnishings here. The
floor-covering might be a large domestic rug in golden

brown tones with yellow bands in the border. To exclude

the brightness of the early morning light the windows need

dark shades, and over-curtains of chintz with white muslin

curtains against the glass.

SOUTHEAST BEDROOM.
This room, having southern light, may have one of the

colder colors on the walls, we will say green ingrain paper

of a light shade. The floor rug may be a domestic rag rug

of mixed tones in green and pale yellow at the ends. The
heavy curtains of large-flowered chintz or taffeta with a

green lining will be found an agreeable shield against the

strong early morning sunlight, while the white muslin be-

neath them may have a sprig of green color in it. The

furniture of this room may be of stained oak in light brown

or green. Some -willow chairs, a chiffonier or small dress-

ing-table as the individual taste may prefer will be needed.

Probably, if this were a child's room, a study-table with

open shelves for books will also find a place, as here the

"young person" frequently has to prepare lessons. A
willow writing-desk suitable for such a room would cost

about $20.

SOUTHWEST BEDROOM.

This little room, which would probably be the guest-

room, may have delicate shades of French gray on its walls,

and on the floor a rug of soft texture of the same gray, with

bands of blue woven in for the border. The bed and

dressing-table will also be of French gray painted wood

with a cane-seated rocker and a straight chair of the same

finish. For the window, white muslin with white linen hav-

ing a small printed vine-like pattern in blue running up and

down would make suitable over-curtains. As the room is

low-ceiled, the curtain if made with a narrow valance

at the top and reaching to the floor would add to the seem-

ing height of the room.

THE BATHROOM.
The bathroom will need a rug. A coral-colored bath-

rug for the tiled floor will supply a bit of warmth, and a

white enameled stool will also be found convenient. At

the window simple white muslin curtains will be needed.

SERVANTS'-ROOM.

As this is a northwest room, a warm tint of brown will

be found agreeable for the walls. The windows should

have simple white muslin curtains, the floor a simple rag

rug of rich dark-blue with bands of buff at the ends. The
bed and dresser and wooden rocker may be of pine

varnished in natural color.

THE LOGGIA.

Having completed the furnishings of the inside of the

house, we must not neglect the useful balcony or loggia

extending across the southern end of the building and pro-

( Confirmed on page 31)

Few houses, large or small, are so fortunate in their sites
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There are few plants for indoor culture and for outdoor bedding more satisfactory than the Begonia. This is one of the new, single tuberous-

rooted types

The Peerless Beeriess Degonia
By F. F. Rockwell

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves
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HERE are no other flowering plants adapted

to so wide a range of uses as the Begonias.

Out-doors, in the sun and in the shade, for

edges, in solid masses, or for borders where

the beauty of the individual flowers is de-

sired, on the porch, in veranda boxes; and

inside, Winter and Summer, for flowers or for foliage, and,

what is more valuable still, for a combination of both—for

all these uses there are Begonias that give the greatest satis-

faction. They are, too, as a general thing, healthy plants,

and, except that they require a fairly warm temperature, are

as easy to grow successfully as almost any plant there is. If

I were restricted to the use of one sort of plants only, I

think I should choose the Begonias; they constitute almost

a whole collection of plants in themselves. There are, in

fact, so many varieties that one is likely to become confused

by them and make mistakes in selecting the sorts desired for

any particular use. Let us straighten the matter out once

and for all by taking a look at the three general types

—

fibrous^rooted, tuberous-rooted, rex-leaved.

7 he fibrous-rooted group is by far the most important,

as it includes the best of the flowering sorts for both house
culture and out-door bedding. The range of flower-forms

and foliage is very wide, and the colors, which include all

shades of white, pink and red, are all most attractive. In

habit of growth, the fibrous sorts are for the most part

upright and branching, forming bush-like plants of much
grace and wonderful beauty when covered with their pro-

fusion of flowers, born freely, in many cases, from one end

of the year to the other. The tuberous-rooted type is not

so well known, but is becoming more popular every year, due

largely to the fact that recent improvements in the flowers

have placed them among the most beautiful of all flowering

plants. In habit of growth they are stocky and upright, the

thick, succulent stalks attaining a height under good con-

ditions of from one to one and a half feet, covered densely

with the large thick leaves, which are very attractive in both

shape and coloring. The individual flowers of the tuberous-

rooted sorts are more beautiful than those of the fibrous-

rooted sorts, some of the new ones having blossoms that

measure over five inches across and are wonderfully full and

fringed. The new double-fringed, while not so large, are

even more beautiful.

It is a rather difficult operation to start the tuberous sorts

from seed, and unless one has every facility for handling the

delicate little plants, it will be much better to get good, strong

tubers from the florists. These are placed on damp moss,

concave side up, and put in a warm place until they start, and
then potted up, a single bulb to a pot. The best results will

be obtained by using at first pots only slightly larger than the

bulbs, and shifting them until each plant fills a five or six-inch

pot, using a soil very light and quick, such as one made up
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of old, spent manure, loam and sand. Or the started plants,

which by the first of June will be blooming in four-inch pots,

may be set out-doors in a well-drained bed, in partial shade.

They bloom freely until frost, or until much later if kept in

pots, so they may be taken inside, and are then taken up,

dried off thoroughly and stored away in some dry, mode-
rately warm place, packed in sand or sawdust until wanted
for next year's bloom.

The rex-leaved Begonias, or old-fashioned "Beef-steak

Geraniums"—what a delightfully fanciful, poetic sobriquet!

—are among the most beautiful of the ornamental leaved

plants that can be grown without the agency of a conserva-

tory or greenhouse. The flowers, while not conspicuous,

add their charm to the glorious effect of the richly veined

and mottled leaves. One of the valuable features of these

exquisite plants is their longevity—a good specimen lasting

for years, if well kept, and attractive for 365 days in the

year. With such a wealth of material to choose from, it is

no wonder that the amateur sometimes makes mistakes in

selecting the Begonias he may need for any special purpose.

Where due care is exercised in making selections, they are

almost certain to prove very satisfactory plants for any of

the several purposes mentioned below.

BEGONIAS FOR THE HOUSE.
Of the flowering Begonias that do well in the house there

are two types—the stiff, upright, flowering sorts, such as

the well-known Metallica with its dark-green velvety foliage

and soft rosy-white flowers, and the pendant, profuse

bloomers, such as Gloire de Lorraine, with its wonderful

mass of light-pink flowers, usually grown in hanging baskets,

which you have seen in florists' windows at Christmas time,

even if you have never been tempted to have one sent home.

The first of these two types is much the more satisfactory

for every-day purposes. They are very easily cared for,

bloom continuously through Winter and Summer, and may
be kept for years. Metallica, already mentioned, is an old-

time favorite, and as easy to grow as a Geranium. Alba

Picta has dark-green leaves with light silvery spots, making

a very unique effect, with white flowers. Otto Hacker has

peculiar, long flowers born in large, pendant clusters of

bright red, contrasting strongly with the large, pointed

leaves, and always commands the interest of one's flower-

loving friends. Purity makes a drawf, bushy little plant,

more spreading in habit, and covered with small, waxy
white flowers; the best white flowering sort for the house.

Prima Donna is a newer sort with extra large flowers,

reaching an inch and a half in diameter. Corallina (Ruba)

is another old favorite, with flowers of a bright coral red,

born in large clusters. Argentea Guttata and Margaritae

have especially ornamental foliage. Luminosa is a bright

fiery red, with a golden center making a very pretty contrast;

it is one of the very best, both for indoors and for bedding.

Glorie de Lorraine, although one of the most beautiful

of all flowers, is frequently not satisfactory as a house plant,

because of the very careful attention it must receive. "Pink"

Lorraine is objectionable on the same grounds. The new
Lorraine, "Glory of Cincinnati," is, however, much more
robust in constitution and holds its flowers better, so that,

as the color is as good and the individual florets even larger,

it is likely to supersede the older Lorraine types. The Rex
Begonias, like most of the others, do best out of the full,

direct sunlight. If too far from the window, or in too

shaded a place, however, the full coloring of the leaves will

not be developed. As the Rex Begonias last a long time

and grow to a large size they will eventually fill very large

pots, and special care must be taken to see that the drainage

is kept perfect, not only by using light soil, but by the use

( Continued on page 32)

A fine specimen of the Gloire de Loraine Begonia. This species requires careful culture
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The garden front of Krisheim Cottage, a small house of distinction at St. Martins, Pennsylvania

Krisheim Cottage at St. Martins
By Harold Donaldson Eberlein

Photographs by T. C. Turner

fHplOOD things come in small parcels. So have

we heard many a time and oft from our

grandmothers, perhaps, or from some

family sage given to quoting proverbs.

Most of us, though, are unfortunately so

obsessed with a passion for mere bigness

that, no matter what we think theoretically, we are apt to

pass by the little things unheeding, however excellent they

be and yield all our admiration where compelling size holds

the eye. This worship of Gargantuan bulk is really a

national failing. It is a failing that we shall get over,

indeed, in due season, but one that is bound to hinder our

just appreciation of merit until we do get over it. It is high

time the cult of small excellences had its innings. We can-

not too soon begin to cultivate the habit of seeking out

small excellences and rendering them their deserved meed
of appreciation.

The little house to which our present consideration is

directed—and it is very little, smaller than one fancies at

first glance—possesses the merit of being inexpensive, a

cardinal merit in the eyes of many a prospective home-

maker, justly resentful of the false attitude that assumes

that almost prohibitive cost must necessarily attend grace

and good taste. The total cost of erection was $5,000.

The happy combination of low cost and attractiveness

embodied in this cottage was possible because the architect,

Mr. Edmund B. Gilchrist, of Philadelphia, while always

keeping an eye to the artistic value of the situation, at the

same time observed the most rigid simplicity in plan, the

materials used and the method of construction.

It will be seen from the plans that the house is rectangular

in shape, an arrangement at once the simplest and least

expensive, although the general exterior appearance does

not convey that impression. Nothing could be more direct

or more saving of space or partition building than the way
in which the three rooms of the first floor are carried across

the entire width of the house. There is thus always ample
light from at least two sides in each room. On the landing

of the stairway that winds up from a corner of the dining-

room is a great window indicated on the second floor plan.

Seen from the dining-room, which is also the living-room,

the effect of this stairway with its round-arched landing-

window is good and it is also most sensibly placed. How
far better is it to have a stair descending into a room rather

than pent up in a coop-like entry, which some unreasonable
convention of the recent past seemed to demand, but for

which there is no real raison d'etre. The vista through the

dining-room and up the stairs is pleasing likewise from the
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end room—the parlor if

you choose to call it so, but,

please you, a parlor in the

old English sense of the

word and not one of those

dreadful apartments with an

atmosphere of hair-cloth,

crinoline and buckram.

Through the generously-

wide kitchen windows pours

a flood of sunlight war-

ranted to keep the cook in

cheerful mood— a thing

highly needful for a happy

household, for good cookery

and ill-humor are usually

strangers. To some, it may One of the bedrooms in Krisheim Cottage

with dormers popping up

here and there and every-

where. There is no desire

herein to decry dormers in

general. They are, how-

ever, a source of danger and

it is best that we should

frankly admit it. Their

treatment requires the most

consummate skill and if they

are not carefully managed
they can spoil completely the

whole aspect of an otherwise

excellent exterior. Where it

is possible to have an un-

pierced roof, especially with

the type of house here illus-

seem a bit far-fetched to allude to culinary psychology in an trated, it is generally preferable for artistic considerations.

architectural description, but it may properly be urged that

whatever may conduce to the physical comfort and happi-

ness of in-door family life is not beyond the purview of

architect or home-maker.

The second floor, with its four bed-chambers and fair-

sized bathroom, is as compact as anything well could be,

Now, as to the purely practical side of the matter, some
objector, doubtless, is ready to cry out "But look at all the

waste space; if there were dormers there could be third

floor bedrooms." To this one might reasonably reply that

in a cottage that already has four bedrooms on the second

floor there is no need of any on the third. Besides, in our

and yet it is by no means cramped. Room is made for one climate a room immediately under the roof is apt to be

bed-chamber by a departure from the rectangular plan more unbearably hot in Summer, and then, too, a room in which

seeming than real. A short wing is thrown out from the you are afraid to stir more than a few feet from the center

body of the building on the second floor level and supported for fear of bumping your head against the sloping walls or

by the substantial rounded arches that form the porch. In ceiling is not a cause of much joy anyhow. At all events,

this gabled wing is

the aforementioned

bed-chamber. By this

device several ends

are served. In the

first place more space

is gained in the sec-

ond floor, then next

it agreeably relieves

the rectangularity of

the exterior and last-

ly—this is, perhaps,

its best feature—it

keeps the porch with-

in the structural lines

of mass and com-

pletely does away

with the disfigure-

ment due to the

tacked -on, lean-to

contrivance unfor-
tunately appended to

a good many houses.

Another excellent

feature of this cot-

tage is its unbroken

roof. Its whole ex-

panse spreads out

unmarred by fussy,

restless dormers.
Consequently the cot-

tage has the same re-

poseful aspect we
note so frequently in

English country
houses, where the

skyline merges into

the environment al-

most imperceptibly,

which it could not do
if it were punctuated Entrance porch of Krisheim Cottage and story above

Krisheim Cottage is

meant to have two
floors and an air-

space and no more.

On the other hand,

an unobstructed gar-

ret, lighted at the

gable ends, is an

ideal place to stow

away all manner of

things in, things that

are needed time and

again, but for which

ordinarily space can

ill be spared. Fur-

thermore, it may be

seriously questioned

whether we do not

often waste space on

the first floor by not

using it all to live in

and then distort our

houses by trying to

expand unnecessarily

above stairs.

Although the cot-

tage is rectangular in

plan, its mass has

greater variety than

is usual in a house of

that description. This

element of variety is

gained partly by the

gabled projection in

which is the porch

downstairs and a bed-

room above, partly

by the gables above
some of the upper
windows and partly

by the well-shaped
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chimney standing out from the eastern wall.

The metal device on the face of the chim-

ney is a true lovers' knot, in allusion, no

doubt, to the conjugal felicity that should

reign within the house. The windows, as

might be expected, are casements.

A sturdy, sensible English yeoman air

this cottage has and ought to have; there

are no meaningless frills anywhere about

it, it is solid and honest to the core, and its

stone walls, coated with pebbly rough-cast,

are twenty-two inches thick. It is a four-

square domicile not to be budged by the

blowing of winds or the beating of rains

and coming of floods. It is hospitable

looking because it sits firmly on the ground

and you can walk right in without climbing

up stand-offish steps; it doesn't teeter on

French heels like houses perched aloft on

foundations that are nearly one-half above

ground. Because a house has not protrud- Floor plans of

ing, overgrown foundations, there is no reason that its

cellar should be either damp or dark. Areas around the

cellar windows settle all that and obviate this too frequent

source of awkwardness.

Some houses are good to look upon but lack in sensible

arrangement; others are chock-full of practicality but want-

ing in comeliness. In either case, it is pleasant to direct

attention to merits, but it is doubly grateful to point to a

union of both qualities such as the Krisheim Cottage pos-

sesses in an eminent degree. It is comfortable, livable and

in simple good taste at all points. Light-hued walls, flecked

with playing shadows, contrast pleasantly with the dark

cypress-shingled roof, whose soft tones and easy lines blend

with the setting of great surrounding trees and seem to knit

the whole structure to its environment.

Half-way down a steep hillside that shelters from
north and northeast winds, the cottage hangs at the

edge of an abrupt descent into a deep-wooded glen.

Southwest and northwest the land falls suddenly away

'3e.como Floor Pua

First Floor Flah

leaving a little level garden-plot on the

north front at the foot of the upward slope

of the protecting hill. This tiny garden,

with its trim borders and minikin walks, all

surrounded by a low pale-fence of quaint

design, is for all the world like the garden

before the Gingerbread House in "Hansel

und Gretel."

The type of architecture meets the simple,

homely requirements of the case much better

than the more formal, stately Georgian

would have done. Instances there are

where the Georgian spirit does not fit, and
this was one of them. Nothing more ex-

actly suited to the site could have been de-

vised. However strong may be the claims

of the Georgian type to our consideration,

however fully we may be in sympathy with

its genius—and few of us do not keenly

admire it when well executed—we never-

Krisheim Cottage theless err in not making a larger use of

sundry other English types which are quite as much a part

of our national architectural heritage.

Garden and house, hanging on the brink of the glen,

are both together so delightfully suited to each other that

it is a satisfaction to look on them. Either one without

the other would be incomplete and curtailed of its full mean-
ing. The fact that the garden, small though it is, has been

made the most of, is worth taking to heart in a good many
quarters. Not a few of us are apt to neglect a little garden-

ing opportunity like this just because it is so little that we
think it won't count. It does count, though, and Krisheim

Cottage garden shows how much. The cultivation of a

wee plot gives the cultivator a most valuable store of ex-

perience in economy and arrangement while a refusal to

improve the chance is just like the conduct of the man in

the parable who went and wrapped his one talent in a nap-

kin and buried it in the ground. Among the sundry lessons

to be learned from a study of Krisheim, not the least is the

lesson of appreciation of small excellences indoors and out.

Halfway down a steep hillside Krisheim Cottage hangs at the edge of an abrupt descent into a deep wooded glen
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This delightfully commodious country home near Manhasset, Long Island, consists of what is practically a group of connected buildings

A Long Island Farmhouse
By Edward M. Thurston

FEW years since the fashionable country eggs from his country estate to pay the cost of much of its

house was represented by the type exempli-

fied in the Newport "Cottage," a type of

house elaborate and sumptuous, site some-

what limited in extent, built after the man-

ner of the French or Italian villa. The

upkeep. Life upon such estates is naturally very free and

informal—democratic and thoroughly American, and pos-

sessed of just the atmosphere which one goes into the coun-

try to secure.

Near Manhasset, New York, stands the large country

grounds of such "cottages" were laid out with befitting house here illustrated, which is notable as showing the

formality and their interiors designed and furnished upon a tendency in present day ideas of the country home among
scale truly magnificent. The tendency at present seems to people who enter into country living in all of its fullness and

be to seek for country house sites less artificial in surround- activity. This house was designed by Messrs. Walker &
ings and to seek areas greater in acreage, to build, indeed, Gillette, architects, of New York.

what is often a farmhouse much amplified and planned with This large estate is being developed upon somewhat
considerate dignity. The house is very often the center of varied lines and is the country home of a man who, besides

what is actually a farm, for almost everyone living in the being intensely interested in country life, finds it necessary to

country nowadays becomes interested in animal life, in keep in close touch with wide and important financial inter-

poultry or in fruit-raising, and sometimes these "farm" ests. The large residence which is the center of the estate

country houses are developed to such an extent that they pay has been planned with this idea in mind, for it really con-

a certain rate of in- sists of a group of

terest upon the CZffl connected buildings,

amount invested in TGF^^p^^^w^sa^^ JBlllililll
j'""
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enough poultry and First floor plan of the Long Island country house executive offices and
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The living-room

the necessary rooms for secretaries bordering on the hall.

In many parts of Long Island one finds old homes which

were built several generations ago by the early Dutch or

English settlers of those regions. These quaint structures,

which are almost invariably of wood, may have supplied

something of the inspiration for the designing of this large

country house, for here are the severely plain walls, the

sweeping roof-lines, broad verandas and other details of

planning which the builders of these old-time homes under-

stood so well. The portion of the house intended for the

use of the family and

their guests is the

chief building of the

group and is of frame

two stories high and

having a slightly
pitched roof. A wide

veranda extends
across the entire front

and at one end of the

group is a similar Second floor Plan of the

building, which contains the service departments, and this

is connected with the main building by the one-story portion

where the kitchen and pantry are arranged. The effect,

therefore, is that of one large and somewhat low and

rambling building, exceedingly simple and homelike with

its shingled wa^s and large, shady verandas with trellise

between the pillars.

This large house is designed with two fronts. A very

broad hall extends through the building, opening at one

end upon the wide veranda and at the other end directly

e mam

out of doors. At either side of the hall wide doorways open

into other rooms, pilasters placed against the wall support

a cornice, a fire-place and very simple mantle of wood is

placed at one side, and at the far end as one enters is a

broad stairway, which, with one wide, square landing, leads

to the floors above. The woodwork of this beautiful and

dignified entrance hall is of white enamel, with stair-rail of

mahogany, and the floor is of polished hardwood. To the

right of the entrance is a large and well-proportioned recep-

tion-room, very simply finished, with a "homespun" rug and

with draperies and

furniture-coverings of

taffeta or chintz.
Like all the rooms of

this interesting coun-

try home it possesses

an air of homelike

comfort. The dining-

room's most import-

ant feature, apart
Long Island country house

from the beauty of

an old sideboard and dining-table, is the arrangement of

that side of the room where the chimney is placed. The
fireplace itself is both lined and faced with brick, every
alternate course being laid upon edge. The mantle-shelf is

very plain and supported upon brackets or "corbels," but

above and extending far upon either side are wide panels,

very carefully planned and painted the ivory-white of the

rest of the standing woodwork. These panels afford a

background against which are placed old plates and jars of
blue and polychrome Delft. From the dining-room there

e reception room
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extends the long wing, where

in a little world all to them-

selves are pantries and

kitchen, servants'-hall, laun-

dry, drying-yard and all the

departments required for a

country home of this extent

and magnitude, and in the

gambrel roof which forms

the upper floor of this end of

the house are rooms for the

servants, together with their

own linen-closets and bath-

room. A narrow passage

connects the nurse's quarters

with the rooms in the resi-

dence designed for the use

of the children of the family. One of the

The living-room fire-place is recessed between two pillars

which support the ceiling, and over the brick with which the

fire-opening is faced the space is paneled, there being no

mantle-shelf. The room itself is very large and almost

square, and opposite the fire-place are three windows placed

in a recess, which resembles an oriel, with low bookcases at

either side. The walls are of a dark color, which throw

into relief the white or woodwork and the furniture, pictures,

lamps and books, which are arranged in a rather informal

fashion. Beyond the living-room is a little smoking-room

with a fireplace all its own, and here also is a small coat-

room which opens into the main hall through a doorway
under the stairs.

In one corner of the living-room a door leads out into the

enclosed porch, which connects the residence with the offices

and rooms for secretaries beyond. The space has been de-

signed as an out-of-door liv-

ing-room, for it is so built that

it catches any breeze which

may be blowing from any one

of many directions, and dur-

ing the Winter months,

screened in with glass and

exposed to the sunshine dur-

ing the greater part of the

day, the comfort of its fire-

place is very attractive. The
little building where the

library and offices are placed

has a veranda of its own,

over which the roof comes

down in broad eaves. The
library occupies one entire

bedrooms end of the building and be-

ing, in addition to the library, the business office of a busy

man it has been built in a manner which makes it fire-proof.

The walls are covered with grass-cloth, and above the fire-

place is a moose-head with wide outspreading antlers.

Bookcases line the walls, chairs and settees are drawn up

about the fireside, and desks and study-tables are piled with

books, papers and other personal belongings of a man who
combines business, farming and various literary pursuits.

The greater part of the lower floor is occupied by the

offices required by stenographers and secretaries and by

closets necessary for storage of documents and records. The
floor above is divided into three bedrooms, two bathrooms

and numerous large closets.

The wide and beautiful stairway which leads from the

lower hall of the main building leads to a broad upper-hall,

{Continued on page 31)

The dining-room of the Long Island country home near Manhasset, New York
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There is something thoroughly homelike in the aspect of such a house as this, a well-designed example of the cottage type

A New Jersey House and Garden
By William T. Phillips

T is a pleasure to come upon a small house

well-planned and of excellence in design that

has not had its size determined by the

limitations of the plot of ground whereon it

is built, but which, instead, has ample

grounds around it. Of course, one would
not call the house here illustrated a very small house as the

small houses of to-day run, for the nine

rooms shown on the first and second floor

plans and the rooms of the roof story are

sufficiently generous in measurement, as

a glance at the reproduction of a photo-

graph of the living-room on this page
will indicate. While one wishes this

beautiful house might have had an ex-

tension to the left to balance that upon the right to perfect

its proportion, it is thoroughly attractive as it stands. This

house was designed for its owner, the Reverend N. S.

Stevens, by A. F. Norris, architect, New York, and it is

situated in Upper Montclair, New Jersey. The spot chosen

for the house was a happy selection, and the garden which

surrounds it is one of the most beautiful in a neighborhood
singularly replete with those finished

house and grounds achievements, which
make the town famous and envied.

Indeed this garden won in competition

one of the cups which was offered and
awarded by the Citizens' Committee of

Montclair for the finest gardens in the

vicinity of her rare and noteworthy types.

A corner of the garden First and second floor plans A view of the living-room
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Samplers

of the

Other Days
By Elizabeth L. Gebhard
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ANY a woman has given thought to a child the capital and small letters, and the numerals, sometimes

of the past, in prose if not in verse, as she adding the alphabet in script, but even in mere lettering

spread before her a narrow strip or square there was variety, for while some contented themselves with

of homespun linen, on which was written be- simple cross-stitch, in varied shades of silk to relieve the

hind faded silk, a chapter of a woman's life tedium, others launched out in a different stitch for each

in the making. One of these, a sampler of letter as long as their knowledge of needlework continued.

long ago, was Margaret Sangster, who wrote :

"Faded and square of canvas,

Dim is the silken thread

—

But I think of white hands dimpled,

And a childish, sunny head;

For here in cross and tent-stitch,

In a wreath of berry and vine,

She worked it a hundred years ago,

'Elizabeth, aged nine.'
"

Only in rare instances were children's portraits painted in

the early days of the nation. At still rarer intervals were

the tales of their lives inscribed between the pages of sober

history, but the old samples of our

grandmothers and our many-times-

great-grandmothers are in reality

childish story books, with many
leaves of homespun illustrations of

embroidery, and painstaking letter-

ing of silk.

Many of the early samplers were

made in school from approved pat-

terns, the teacher's eye leading the

youthful fingers of the scholar

toward perfection, yet in spite of

this attention, original childish ef-

forts crept into their work. Rhym-
ing lines were continued until the

canvas was exhausted. Capital let-

ters were inserted in the middle of

a word, and punctuation was often

omitted altogether.

A Philadelphia paper of an

early date advertised a school of

numerous accomplishments kept by

Mrs. Sarah Wilson, in these terms:

"Young ladies may be educated

in a genteel manner, and pains taken

to teach them in regard to their be-

haviour, on reasonable terms. They
may be taught all sorts of fine

needlework, viz., working on catgut

or flowering muslin, satin stitch,

quince stitch, tent stitch, cross stitch,

open work, tambour, embroidering

curtains or chairs, writing or cypher-

ing, etc."

Almost unvaryingly samplers gave
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Sampler worked in 1 82 1 by Susan Ann Barnard

Into one of the Dutch homes on the Hudson, a Yankee
girl's sampler has found its way, though it speaks of New
England loyalty with no uncertain sound. Below her letters

and numerals she stitched this introduction to herself and
her future hopes

:

"Mary Williams is my name,
And Boston is my dwelling place,

New England is my nashun,
And Christ is my salvation.

"I roght this in the 1 2th year of my age 1 749."

Phonetic spelling seems to have been a talent with Mary,
as well as realistic picture embroid-

ery, which holds more than half the

space of her sampler. The picture

is that of Creation. Water in three

shades or strata contain fish, ducks,

and water-lilies successively. Be-

hind the floods rise three hills, each

bearing a tree at its apex. In two
of the trees a parrot rests happily,

causing one to wonder if in Mary's
view the parrot was the first animal

created with the power of speech.

The worker did not stop here, but

she embroidered patiently two birds

with outstretched wings in the blue

sky above, and then betook herself

to what she considered her master-

piece—Adam standing under the

center tree, with each rib outlined in

black against his body. Surely evo-

lution at its greatest lengths has not
conceived anything more convenient

as a nucleus in forming Eve than
the needlework picture of this New
England girl of twelve.

I am told that these pictures of

Creation sometimes give Eve also

standing under the center tree, pre-

sumably portraying a day later.

Occasionally the children of a

family worked a sampler together,

as did Frances, Margaret and Eliza-

beth Nicoll, grandchildren of Colo-
nel Johannes Van Rensselaer, the

Patroon of the Lower Van Rensse-
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laer Manor. The sampler bears

the date of 1772. The children

confined themselves to the alpha-

bet and numerals alone, but made
each letter twice, possibly in this

way giving each little girl her

chance. The sampler is unusual,

with its lines of eyelets between

the letters, and its embroidery of

heavy green silk, which contrasts

pleasantly with the deep yellow

which time has dyed the canvas.

An oblong piece of finely woven
linen, hemmed on all four sides,

is Nancy Van Rensselaer's exact

imitation of the sampler of Mary
Richards, the grand-daughter of

Anneke Jans. Nancy worked her

sampler in 1785. Mary Richards

gives no date to hers, but both

are marvels of fine stitches on the

finest of linen, and as a conse-

quence the turtle-doves and
houses, the step-climbing Dutch
roofs, and the lighted candles in

tall candlesticks are diminutive in

the extreme; as true in their way
Charlotte Gebhard, the thirteen-year-old daughter of the

Claverack domine, worked her sampler in 1792,
presumably on the parsonage doorstep or be-

side the evening candle, since Washington Semi-

nary7 at Claverack was noted for its devotion

to dead languages and higher mathematics, ; Jfrr

;

rather than to female accomplishments. Be- : V"

low Charlotte's marking letters she has out-

lined a wholly childish house in two parts, with

a chair and a bed in an upstairs room, and a

tree growing luxuriantly within the confines of

the lower story. These occasional touches of

originality in samplers denote home efforts and
a lenient mother behind the child's work.

Jane and Mary Livingston both give the date

of their birth as well as that of their work. Jane was born
September, 1804, and chooses her inscription with a rare

sweet spirit, in these lines : •__-

Wro
Y/V.--> -1 ' ii.

Here then your youthful time improve
All that is good admire and love.

To God your earliest homage pay,
And tread the path to endless day."
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Sampler worked in 1823 by Mary T. Livingston

as words to the text

A sampler of 1 767

"Teach me to feel another's
woe,

To hide the faults I see;

That mercy I to others show,
That mercy show to me."

Z %

A special feature of the

younger sister's sampler is a bor-

der of single strawberries, with

Mary Livingston's name and date

of working woven in between the

red berries.

Hannah Barton's sampler,

made at the Friend's Boarding

School at Nine Partners, in 1800,

shows most accurate and pains-

taking cross-stitch letters, and of-

fers every variety possible in

size and design.

Ten years later Judith Van
Vechten, at the age of eight,

worked in fine cross-stitch, Pope's

Universal Prayer, learning to

make small letters before she had

finished the long poem. The
elaborate border of conventional

flowers which circles the prayer,

was doubtless her reward for

many an hour of tedious labor. Very different from these

is the map of the United States, and Upper and Lower

Canada, as they appeared in 181 5, worked

by Eliza P. Mott, at the age of ten, probably

at Miss Maltby's School in Catskill. The map
is exquisitely outlined on a fine canvas, eighteen

inches square. Each state and lake is bounded

by two shades of color. The names of states,

rivers, capes and islands are accurately given,

and worked in the plainest of letters, and the

finest of cross-stitch. Beyond the Mississippi

River is open space, only divided by the Mis-

souri River, but the boundaries of the states

east of the Mississippi are very much as they

are to-day. Through the South and middle West
portions of land are marked as occupied by

Osage, Choctaw, Seminole and Moscogee Indians. The
states, when large enough, contain two or three cities.

New York State honors

t

This verse, together

with the alphabet and

numerals, is enclosed

within a border of straw-

berry vine.

Jane's younger sister,

Mary Thong Livingston,

gives the year of her

birth as 18 10, and her

birthplace as Livingston,

and in her sentiment ig-

nores the fact that many
rhyming lines increase \-%M
the stitches called for, so

embroiders the following

bravely to the end:

"What though the canvas
charm the eye,

Soon will these colors fade
and die,

But lo, the immortal mind
must live

And the dread wreck of time
survive.
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Sampler worked in 1831 by Julia Ann Shufelt

Sacketts' Harbor, as well

as Albany and New
York.

Susan Ann Barnard's

sampler gives date and

place of working, as

"Hudson, April 27,

1 82 1," probably at the

school long kept by Miss
Susan Jenkins near the

present building of the

Daughters of the Ameri-
can Revolution. Here
every Friday afternoon

was devoted to needle-

work, and Susan Barn-

ard's long strip of loose-

woven canvas bears

creditable testimony to

the value of Miss Jen-

kin's training in the ele-

gant accomplishments of

embroidery and lettering

in fancy stitches. Nor is

this all. Its sentiment in

( Continued onpage 36 )
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A group of Pekingese, the little spaniels originating in China

The House Dog
By T. C. Turner

Photographs by the Author

T would be a fair estimate to say that seven

out of every ten persons are fond of dogs.

They are the playmates of the children, pets

of the mistress and friends of the master of

the house. Not every one has the good for-

tune to be so situated that the premises he

occupies enables him to have about him the larger dogs of

those breeds that require, of necessity, the freedom of a

country home. Nevertheless, no one need deprive himself

of the pleasure of keeping at least one dog on account of this

lack of space, for so wide a range of breeds of these animals

offers itself to the one making a selection that small indeed

would have to be the place that could not permit the housing

of one of the various sorts of dogs. With proper care and

attention a dog can be domiciled successfully in any ordinary

household from the time of its puppyhood to its old age.

Such dogs as are commonly termed

house dogs, range in size from

Poodles and Chows down to Poms
and Toy Spaniels.

For generations the various terri-

ers have been favorite house dogs in

all countries. As far back as the

reign of Charles II. the Toy Spaniel

can lay claim to popularity, and in

that reign its aristocracy was estab-

lished in the canine world. With
reference to dogs, as with all things

else, the popular fancy changes from

time to time. Now one rarely finds

a good Skye Terrier, although the

Dandy Dinmont Terrier (Sir Wal-
ter Scott's favorite) is coming back

into favor. Forty years ago both

the Skye and the Dandy Dinmont Terriers were popular

house pets. The Pekingese Spaniel, one of the most popular

"Toys" ever bred and one whose pedigree dates back the

furthest, is again in great favor, bringing prices ranging from

$500 to $1,000 where the dogs are especially fine and well-

known prize-winners; yet twenty years ago the Pekingese

was little known outside of his native land.

China has given us another dog which has won for itself

during the past fifteen years a warm place in the hearts of

those who fancy unusual breeds, yet dogs that are somewhat
larger than the Toy varieties—there being a marked differ-

ence in size between him and his little brother from the

East. Japan has given her quota to the pet dog world with

the pretty, dignified little Japanese Spaniel, alert, sprightly,

"picturesque."

To those who have never yet enjoyed the pleasure of

keeping a dog but who contemplate

buying one, the writer strongly ad-

vises the purchase of a house dog.

One gets a better acquaintance with

the dog and his habits through hav-

ing one that is constantly around.

The fancier-to-be will find inside of

six months that there are many little

things to be learned before one is

thoroughly initiated into the art of

becoming a true fancier. Having
settled upon a house dog the next

thing is to determine the breed to

select. If this is not an easy task, a

visit to a dog show or to any ex-

tensive sales of kennels will enable

one after a few hours' study of the

The Pomeranian modern varieties to come to a con-
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The French Poodle

elusion. If some friend has not been kind enough

to make you a present of a dog, go to any of the

prominent fanciers of the breed you select, tell him

your requirements and the price you are willing to

pay for your future pet. You will, nine times out

of ten, get the best of treatment and full value for

your money, for although most breeders are

anxious to sell, they are true enough fanciers at heart

their best to see that the dog over whom they have

years in cultivation gets into the hands

of a person who will treat him with

care and the consideration that he de-

serves. It is advisable always to start

out with a young dog, a puppy, or one

little more than able to leave the litter.

By this method of beginning the dog

is yours, you weld him into your ways

and you become attached to his. The
little extra trouble that you have then

will well repay you in the end. Later

as you understand dogs more thor-

oughly you can buy older dogs, but

start with a pup. If he is of good
breed and pedigree you will then have a chance to

your dog at will rather than to purchase him ready

The Chow-Chow

Speaking of pedigree brings us to a point upon

which much stress must be laid: purchase dogs of

good registered lineage on both sides. Such a dog
will be a greater pleasure to you than some non-

descript, and one can dispose of him or his off-

spring without difficulty, and because one has
Black-and-Tan ,1

• .1 j ^ c *.usomething more in the dog s ravor than mere

to do appearance. As to which of the various types of the

spent house dog is most desirable, it can be said that all are

equally satisfactory to those who are

really looking for the pleasure to be

had from the companionship of such a

pet. It is purely a matter of individual

taste. Of the Fox Terriers there are

two varieties, the wire-hair and the

smooth-coated. Both are bred to-day

with little coloring except on the head
and many almost entirely white. For
those who prefer a dog with plenty of

color, the little Welsh Terrier, which

is about the size of the Fox Terrier,

would appeal to them. He is tan, with
A rekingese a bj ack saddle and black and tan head,

make rough-coated and resembling the Airdale on a smaller scale.

made. In the Scottish Terrier there are two for choice—the iron

Three finely bred King Charles Spaniels
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The Scottish Terrier

gray or grizzly and the white of the West Highlands. Both

are alike in type and are popular dogs of to-day. Where a

roughness of coat is undesirable and a smart

looking dog is preferred, the old-fashioned

black and tan or Manchester Terrier is liable

to meet with favor, for he is a good house dog

easy to keep in condition and a fine vermin

killer. Yet another of the Terriers well

adapted to home purposes is the Red Irish with

his wiry coat and strong jaw. He is a handy dog

and has always been popular for the house.

In that ever popular old-fashioned and very

intelligent dog, the Poodle, we have a wider

range of choice, for he is bred in four solid

colors—black, white, red and blue—and in two

forms of coat—curly and corded. Of all the

dogs none can so readily be taught tricks as he.

The Chow has gained steadily in favor since his

introduction into this country some twelve years

ago. He is a medium size dog of stocky build

and is heavily coated. His head is somewhat

short and the skull wide. The face of the best

specimens are framed with a frill of hair, giving

them a very wise appearance. The one peculiar

characteristic above all others is that he possesses a blue-

black tongue. His color is varied but always solid, either black,

The black Pug

The fawn Pug

red, yellow, blue or white. The Pug, although not so popu-

lar as he was twenty years ago, is still in favor for the house,

and being a short-coated dog he is easy to keep

in condition, the only failing with the breed is

their tendency to get too fat, but that is more
the fault of the owner than the dog. There are

two types—the Fawn and the Black. In the

former the mask, ears and mark down the cen-

ter of the back should be black. In both breeds

the head should be heavily wrinkled after the

manner of the mastiff, which, by the way, he

resembles in miniature except so far as his tail

is concerned. Since the late Queen Victoria

first took an interest in the little Pomeranian he

has grown year by year more popular until to-

day he shares chief honors among the Toys
with the Pekingese. In general appearance he

is a short-coupled dog with a profuse coat. His
head should be that of a diminutive Fox, al-

although the skull should be rounder. His
neck, shoulders and tail should be covered with

an abundance of long hair. There is a wide
range of color to choose from in this breed

—

black, blue, brown, white, shaded sable and the

newest variety, orange.

The little Spaniel named after King Charles on account

The Irish Terrier The Welsh Terrier
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A Japanese Spaniel of enviable Oriental pedigree

of his partiality to the breed was at the time of the mon-

arch's reign and for many years after, the great favorite

among the aristocracy of Europe. There has always been a

strong belief that the dog of that time was a liver and white,

in fact Landseer's pictures show him as a parti-colored dog.

The King Charles of to-day is black and tan of the rich

coloring such as one sees on the Gordon Setter. In general

appearance his face should be very short, his eyes large,

prominent and black, the skull round and the ears large and

well coated, he should be low on the legs and should weigh

about ten pounds. There is a dignity about him which

marks him as a dog whose predecessors have been raised

amid surroundings as refined as those of most favored breeds.

Another dog whose history dates back to the earliest

period of trading with Japan is the pretty little Spaniel of

that country. Early travelers wrote of him as the Japanese

lap dog, which he really was to the ladies of Japan. He
has been very popular with the fanciers of England and this

country, and those who love a sprightly little pet with enough
coloring to make him picturesque would naturally turn

toward this little fellow. Like all Toy Spaniels his coat is

long and needs careful attention if he is to be kept in good
condition. His skull should be broad with a high dome.

(Co?itimied on page 36)

The smooth-coated Fox Terrier, a favorite house-dog
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

from subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps
should be enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired
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THE DECORATIVE VALUE OF MIRRORS
By Harry Martin Yeomans
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N Colonial days a distinction was drawn be

tween the meaning of the words mirror and

having white-painted wood-trim. Assuming that the room

has two long French windows leading onto a terrace or

veranda, set with small panes of glass separated by mullions

the two doors leading from this room to the hall (one of

which could be a "blind" door) could duplicate the French

looking-glass, the mirror having usually a windows, only having sections of mirror inserted in them of

convexed or concaved surface and was exactly the same size as the clear glass in the windows. This

purely ornamental, as any one will vouch placing of the doors and windows opposite to each other

for who has gazed into one, while the would properly balance the room; but the whole effect would

looking-glass served the utilitarian purpose of revealing be spoiled if large sections of mirror were employed. This

one's reflection. Nowadays the two words are used inter-

changeably when referring to a looking-glass, as such, and
aside from its useful function, those who are interested in

the subject of interior decoration should not overlook the

decorative value of the mirror or looking-glass.

It is an easy matter to gage the good effects and beautiful

results which can be obtained by a judicious use of mirrors,

mode of using mirrors can be carried out advantageously in

any room where a well-balanced decorative scheme is

desirable.

The apparent size of a small room can be materially

increased by the use of mirrors. A long mirror placed over a

mantel-piece in a narrow room will have a tendency to

increase its apparent width, or sections of mirror framed in

by consulting books on old furniture and photographs of narrow moldings and placed between windows will give an

French period rooms. The French designers and architects

realized the decorative effect that could be derived from the

use of mirrors, and they employed them extensively in their

work during the periods of Louis XIV, XV and XVI, until

they were carried away with the idea and covered the whole

wall-space of some rooms with mirrors, as will be seen at

Versailles in the Galerie des Glaces in the Palace, and the

Salon des Glaces in the Grand Trianon. In our modern
houses they will have to be used much more

sparingly, of course, but much useful knowl-

edge can be gleaned from the work of the

past.

The rooms of the great French periods

of decorative art just referred to were

usually bisymmetrical; that is, a long French

window on one side of a mantel-piece might

be balanced by a door on the other side, and

the door would be an exact duplicate of the

window, except that it would be filled with

sections of mirror instead of clear glass.

Sometimes these doors and windows were

"blind" and were used to preserve the archi-

tectural balance of the room. At that time,

owing to the exigencies of manufacture,

glass was made in small sheets, which had

its advantages, however, as these mirrors

were used decoratively and were intended

to be looked at and not into. This is a

point to be remembered when introducing

mirrors into a decorative scheme.

In modern houses mirrors can be utilized

for the good effects that can be obtained

thereby. The idea of the French mirrored

doors could be adapted to the needs of a ^ Well-se

Colonial room of rather formal character,

effect of spaciousness. When a mirror is placed over a

mantel-piece do not put too many objects in front of it, as

the reflections, especially of the back of a clock, are very

unsightly.

One well-known decorator who successfully uses mirrors

when decorating small houses and apartments, always

breaks up the surface so that a large sheet of glass does not

confront the beholder. Sometimes the mirror is covered

with a lattice-work of narrow metal bands,

or else of wood, which divides the mirror

into diamond-shaped or rectangular spaces.

At other times a panel or given space will

be filled with small sections of mirror,

various shapes being employed, but without

any mullions between them; one piece of

mirror is simply placed against its com-

panion until the space is filled, as on a

checker-board. Where the four corners of

four different sections meet there is a metal

rosette. This is an ideal way of breaking

up the surface of a mirror and is at the

same time very decorative.

The gilt and mahogany framed mirrors

of Colonial times are handsome and effec-

tive, and are especially appropriate for use

in rooms furnished in the style then in

vogue. Some of the long mantel mirrors

were divided into three sections, the largest

in the center. Others had an oblong picture,

painted on glass, set in the frame above the

mirror. The old circular concaved and

convexed mirrors, with gilt frames, were

used purely for decoration and frequently

1 * j ( ^- „,r ic had sconces attached to them, so that the
lected mirror or this sort is .

'

both decorative and utilitarian mirrors reflected the light of all the candles.
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A long gilt Colonial mirror,

is effective over

THE COST OF FURNISHING
A SMALL HOUSE
{Continuedfrom page 12)

tected overhead by the projecting

upper story. In Summer the addi-

tion of bamboo screens hung from

the ceilings to fall over the rail

would afford a necessary screen at

times, and they may be conveniently

rolled up when not needed. They
may be had of a tone to match the

outside woodwork. Beside the

antique oak English breakfast-table

already mentioned, there should be

porch-chairs in wicker or old hick-

ory with splint bottoms and a hang-

ing seat. Mats of braided straw

may also be added to the list of fur-

nishings and a few cushions. This

outdoor living-room adds much to

the attractiveness of any house in

Summer-time.

The following list of articles which the various rooms in

a house require, has been arranged not with any arbitrary

plan in mind, but with the intention of suggesting prices

that can be increased or reduced as the purse permits or

requires:

For the Living-Room.—A fumed oak, three-back settee,

$51; two side-chairs, $26 each; one arm-chair, $34; small

table, $20; one stool, $10; one mahogany desk, $62; one

mahogany book-case, $60; two mahogany chairs, low back,

$10 each; one Singalese rattan chair and cushion, $8; one

fire-side chair upholstered in green velour, $20; andirons,

tongs, shovel and coal pick, $25; Persian rug, 10x18 feet,

S200; one pair portieres, lined, $45; one mahogany table,

S42 ; silk window-curtains, $30; Swiss curtains, $13; reading-

lamp, Si 2. Total, $704.
For the Dining-room.—Extension table, round top,

$40; sideboard, $62; serving-table, $26; arm-chair, $12.50;
five straight chairs, at $9 each, $45; Scotch rug, 9x12 feet,

$28.50; leather screen, $45; window-seat, cushions, $15;
shade for center lamp, $8; portieres, $45; Swiss curtains,

S7; silk curtains, Si 8; dinner set, $22.50; breakfast set,

Si 8; glassware, $5. Total, $397.50.
For the Den.—Round oak table, $6; two wicker chairs,

with cushions, at $4.50 each,

S9; rug, $5; scrim window-
curtains, S2.25; wooden set-

tle cushions, S5. Total,

$27.25.

For the Stair Furnish-
ings.—Carpet, 13 yards, at

75 cents per yard. Total,

$9-75-

For the Loggia.—Gate-

leg table, $15; two old hick-

ory round back chairs, at $4
each, $8 ; one high-back arm-

chair, old hickory, $8.50;
swinging seat, with cushions,

$10; two wicker chairs, at

S4.50 each, S9; six bamboo
screens for outside porch,

4x8 feet, at $1.50 each, $9.
Total, $59.50.
For Bedroom Number

One.—Bed, $35; dressing-

divided into three sections,

a mantelpiece

A mirror used over a sideboard or

make the room

table, $16; chiffonier, $25; cheval

glass, $15; springs, $4; mattress,

$12; rug, $7.50; four pairs of win-

dow-curtains, at $1.50 per pair, $6;

five pairs of over-curtains of taffeta,

at $5 per pair, $25; rocking-chair

and two straight chairs, $9.50; small

writing-desk, $16. Total, $171.

For Bedroom Number Two.—
Bed, $6; chiffonier, $10.50; spring

and mattress, $12.50; rug, 8x10,

$7.50; oak table, with side-shelves,

$10; two willow chairs, at $4.50

each, $9; one straight chair, $3;
three pairs of Swiss curtains, at

$1.50 per pair, $4.50; three pairs

of chintz over-curtains, at $3.50
per pair, $10.50. Total, $73.50.

For Bedroom Number Three.
—Bed, $35; spring and mattress,

$12.50; dressing-table, $16; straight

chair and rocker, $7.50; three pairs

of Swiss curtains, at $1.50 per pair,

$4.50; chintz over-curtains, $4.50;
rug, 9x12 feet, $9.50; Total, $89.50.

For the Bathroom.—Curtains, $1.50; rug, 24x72

inches, $2.75; white-enamel stool, $3; fixtures, $7.75.

Total, $15.

For the Servants'-Room.—Bed, $6; spring and mat-

tress, $12.50; rug, $2.50; dresser, with mirror, $10; chair,

$6. Total, $37.
The total of the above estimate would thus be $1,584,

to which one would need to add the cost of furnishing the

kitchen. This is not here given as the requirements of

every family differ for this section of the home.
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A LONG ISLAND FARMHOUSE
( Continuedfrom page 22)

out of which open numerous bedrooms planned for the

family and their guests. One corner of the house has been

arranged for the children of the family and their rooms
connect with the bathroom which is their own. From the

hallway of this floor another flight of stairs leads to the

upper floor where are more bedrooms lighted by windows
in the gables at either end of the building and in the dormers

which relieve the severity of the roof-lines of the exterior.

This spacious and inviting

home is really a farmhouse
on an enlarged and highly

developed scale, so on every

side are broad fields, mead-
ows and pastures, and farm
buildings grouped together

—closer to the house are

the garage and stables and
the numerous buildings

which are necessary upon
such an estate. There are

also the vegetable gardens
and the flower gardens which
should be of extraordinary

beauty upon so large a place

in the country and then, as

the house is some distance

from the highway, it is set

within its own lawns and ap-

mantelpiece in a narrow room will proached from the road over
appear wider broad, smooth driveways.
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round the Garden
A MONTHLY KALENDAR OF TIMELY GARDEN OPERA-

TIONS AND USEFUL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS
ABOUT THE HOME GARDEN AND

GROUNDS

All queries will gladly be answered by the Editor. If a personal

reply is desired by subscribers stamps should be enclosed therewith.
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THE NEW YEAR

HAPPY NEW YEAR—a new year whose

coming season of lovely flowers, luxuriant

verdure and fields of the green of growing

things will make us forget the stillness and

bleakness of the white Winter time, when
all the earth seems sleeping, and when the

creaking of the frost crystals underfoot, as we step forth

these crisp mornings, almost startles us with a sense of the

loss that seems ours since yesterday's beautiful Summer
was gently led by the hand of Autumn to this Wintry couch.

We were wont to wend our way through August woodlands,

and if a twig snapped at our step it only seemed to awaken

an echo caught up by the rustling of leaves, the murmur of

the clear waters of the gurgling spring, the voice of the

golden-throated oriole, the buzzing of the bumble bee or

the brushing of the frond of the Lady Fern, against the

gray rock to which she clung for protection when mischiev-

ous Ariel began his endless pranks. But now the creaking

The country-side in January

snow is jealous of all nature, and the sound of your tread

goes forth like the shots of a miniature battery. The sun will

take revenge at noontime and now and then dash to the earth

some too-presuming icicle that dares to cling to the branches

of the elm by the garden path. And old Sol will keep the

face of the time-marking dial down there free from being

smothered by the relentless tyrant of the season, and if your

fancy so directs you may stroll in your garden in January
after all and not find that the magic of Jack Frost's fan-

tastic doings has blotted out the memory of the delicate

handiwork embroidered through the months of the Summer
solstice by Flora herself. How the place in a man's heart,

the garden, keeps warm the thought of nodding Daisies,

fragrant Heliotrope and sun-kissed Golden Glows! We
may shiver at first glimpse of the changed aspect of the

garden through the months of the short days and the long

nights, but nothing can make us forget the chirp of the

cricket, the freshness of the Phlox, and—oh, mundane
thought!—the delectable rows of ripening vegetables! We
will be sitting indoors these Wintry nights, curled up by the

fireside, with a volume of Stevenson to keep us company.

We will surely turn to Underwoods and chuckle over those

last three verses of Ille Terrarum:

"An noo the Winter winds complain;
Cauld lies the glacer in ilka lane

;

On draigled hizzie, tautit wean
An' drucken lads,

In the mirk nicht. the Winter rain

Dribbles and blads."

"Whan bugles frae the Castle rock

An beaten drum wi' dowie shock;
Wauken, at cauld-rife sax o'clock,

My chitterin' frame,

I mind me on the kintry cock,

The kintry hame."

"I mind me on you bonny bield;

An' Fancy traivels far afield

To gaither a' that gairdens yield

O' sun an' Simmer:
To hearten up a dowie chield

Fancy's the limmer!"
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THE PEERLESS BEGONIA
{Continuedfrom page 14)

of "crocking" with potsherds or broken charcoal in the

bottom of the pots. There are many distinct sorts, such as

Silver Queen, Fire King, Mrs. Rivers and other old favor-

ites. A collection of Rex-leaved Begonias makes a very

interesting hobby for any lover of flowers.

BEGONIAS FOR BEDDING.

Next to the Geranium, some of the fibrous-rooted

Begonias make the finest plants for large, solid beds, and in

positions wihere there is much shade, or the soil is light and

sandy even these popular flowers must yield the place of
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honor to them. Several

sorts will stand the full

glare of the sun. Of those

of shrubbery growth, Coral -

lina is the best of all for this

purpose, the only effect of

the hot sunshine being to

make its bright flowers still

more intensely brilliant. It

grows rapidly, attaining a

good height and remaining

a mass of bloom all Sum-

mer long. It also makes a

fine border for Geraniums

of such colors as will har-

monize with its intense

florescence. Other fine sorts

for this purpose are Vernon,

pink and white; Red
Erfordia, Luminosa, Zulu

King and Vulcan, the most

intensely fiery of all of this

type. For borders in par-

tially shaded locations, such

as along porches, or in the

shade of other plants, the

tuberous-rooted sorts are

without a rival among any

class of flowers. Not only

is the general decorative ef-

fect splendid, but the in-

dividual flowers themselves,

especially in the new
fringed doubles, are as

handsome as roses and last

a long time on the plant, a

very desirable characteristic.

PROPAGATION AND CARE
It is an easy matter to

maintain a supply of your

favorite Begonias, as cut-

tings root readily, especially

when a little "bottom heat"

can be provided. All the

shrubby, fibrous-rooted

sorts, like Corallina, should

be handled in this way.

The dwarf bedding sorts,

such as Vernon, Erfordia,

and the others in that class,

are easily raised from seed,

if one has a warm place in

which they can be started in

January for the Summer.
The large Rex Begonias

are propagated in a most in-

teresting way. Take an old

leaf and cut it into triangu-

lar pieces about three inches

each way and with a part of

one of the thick main ribs

at one corner of each

piece. This is the corner

to put into the sand.
These—seven or eight of

which can be made from one
Rhododendrons, being evergreens, retain their foliage throughout the

j £ a f should be inserted

{Continued on page 36)
Winter

Trees in Winter add interest to the line of the landscape, a fact worth remembering in planning landscape effects
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HELPS TO THE
HOUSEWIFE

TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS OF INTER-

EST TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER AND HOUSEWIFE
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NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
By Elizabeth Atwood

ANUARY, 1 9 13—how the years go by and

vanish, and how many good determina-

tions go with them ! Every human being

has probably felt the sweet superstition of

beginning a new life on January first.

Every thoughtful child has made resolu-

tions on that day with a feeling that some new power would

be gained for the future. Habits more or less objectionable

would be broken by the aid of this mysterious sway of the

New Year. How great the disappointment we, too, have

felt when, after conscientious trying, we have failed. Some-

one has said: "And yet it is better far to resolve on improve-

ment and fail than to have no resolutions to your credit."

But where is New Year's Day, the dear old New Year's

Day of long ago? In New York among comparatively few

it is still recognized, but to the many it is like any other

day. Oh, the joy of New Year's Day when I was a girl!

The fascinating wonder and expectation as to whose house

I should be asked to receive. Then the pretty gown, which

in those days of long ago was not an every-day affair. On
New Year's Day, one tried to look her prettiest and best,

and the new gown became a part of the day.

Then the heights were reached when, as the young
matron, I invited the girls to help me to receive. Of course,

among those who were asked there was great rivalry, as all

the matrons were in friendly emulation with one another. It

was a pretty sight to look upon, this group of attractive

young women assisting hospitality.

The excitement was intense as men, young and old, ar-

rived in their carriages, usually four at a time. The young
men saved for this occasion weeks ahead, planned for a

"hack" or "barouche" for this day of days, for bhey, too,

had the feeling of rivalry, and all were anxious to crowd in

as many calls as possible into this anniversary.

But all this is gone, and we are left with only memories
of what was a beautiful custom. We were brought in

touch, at least once a year, with all our friends within

driving distance. Old friendships were renewed and new
ones begun. There seemed to be more real hospitality in

those times, and New Year's Day helped to keep it alive.

There were those who abused the day, perhaps, but such

instances were rare.

I suppose rush of business and the demands of an exact-

ing public have caused this holiday custom to disappear.

With nothing of a patriotic character to compel attention,

this charming social event has become only a memory which
those of this generation may not share. But there is more
than a social function to this day of days, for this should be

the beginning of a new year in every truth.

How many of us have made new resolutions? We can

at least make them, even if we have not moral force to rise

above the trying conditions which render it impossible to

carry them out. The fact that we have for the space of one

day recognized the need for renewed effort will do us some

good. There is so much that each one of us could do

—

even more than the fullest life accomplishes.

To begin with, are you in tune with your surroundings?

If you are not, now is the time to find it out. Turn an

X-ray into your innermost self. Ninety-nine times out of a

hundred selfishness will be found responsible for your fail-

ings. It may be the selfishness of fear or the absorption of

self to the exclusion of the pain in others. So many create

unhappiness for themselves and others through self-pity,

and one of the most insidious emissaries of self is that of

vain self-reproach.

It is well for adults, as well as for children, to ask on

this new first day "In what have I failed this past year, and

why the failure?" What has seemed failure may be a part

of a great scheme working out our ultimate good, but it is

well to look into the matter. Emerson says, "Our strength

grows out of our weakness," so, if causes of past failure

are properly recognized and a determination born of these

failures to do better and worthier work in the future comes

to us, then, in this sense, they were not failures. Perhaps

this may be a dangerous theory, but it can hold hope and

cheer for many a poor, discouraged mortal, and on New
Year's Day we wish to help and encourage by every means

within our reach.

Would it not be a good thing on this New Year's Day

to resolve that each day of the coming year should be the

beginning of a new year for us? That each day should see

renewed effort and a determination to make our corner in

the world brighter because we live in it? We are all so

completely a part of the eternal whole, we never know when

our part may be hindering unless we stop and question our

motives and our actions and honestly take a note of results.

We all know the person who radiates good cheer. How
glad we are to live in the sunshine of such a personality.

What good company. We always try to get hold of them

for pic-nics, fairs and various entertainments, but most of

all for plain every-day.

Such people make the world better to live in. Why not

resolve to be one of that kind. It might prove to be a

higher form of selfishness, because so much would come

back to you in love and admiration; but bless such selfish-

ness. We do not have enough of it, and how much we need

the sunshine of a cheerful comrade, every one of us. We
should let go of useless fears and stop fretting and let

nature and the sunlight work their beneficent powers upon

us. However, we can at least make the resolution to do so

and abide by it for a few days just to try its effect. Then,

by having more than one New Year's Day, we would acquire

the habit of a cheerful exterior and our lives made brighter.
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How about our charitable impulses? During the coming

year make them a part of our constitution, part of our rela-

tion to our fellow creatures. This should bring consolation

and should make us generous of our dignity and of our treat-

ment of others.

Have you thought that it takes a fine quality of heroism

to live as one should live? Do not forget that one of the

characteristics of this kind of heroism is persistency; in

spite of all rebuffs keep to your chosen idea and do not hope

or long for sympathy, but rather hold yourself above the

need of any. You may be

the only one conscious of

heroic effort, but that fact

will be a means for
strength. Resolve to find

one thing in each day to be

grateful for, one thing of

which you may well be

proud, and one thing over

which you can smile. Hide
your disappointment be-

hind these daily discov-

eries, and they will at

least be easier to bear.

This is a form of heroism,

and not a day looms in

which such heroism may
not be called into use.

In this rushing, driving

life we are forced to live,

self-preservation should
ever be kept in mind. One
helpful resolution, and one

most difficult to stick to, is

this : Determine that you

will not waste your energy.

You simply cannot have

nervous force for the very

essentials of life if you

squander it upon the things

of a lesser importance.

Just look over the days of

the year as they pass, and

see if there are not many
times when nerve-force

was wasted. How many
times we have fretted over

a stalled trolley-car, a

friend who has failed to

keep an appointment, or a

train just slipping away
from us.

Such circumstances come
into every life, every day,

and we are inclined to

chafe over them. Un-
fortunately, we are the

victims, for greater nerv-

ousness is ours as a natural result, and all this is reflected

upon those with whom we are associated. It would be

much simpler and more economic to refrain, and we should

soon discover in ourselves the habit of self-control, as we
gain any habit by trying for it. This effort would add to our

poise, and the energy saved could be turned to better

things.

I am a bit disposed to scold at what I call the worry-

habit of women. Most men take a more philosophical view

of things, but women devote a serious percentage of their

lives to fussing about what really never takes place. What
an excellent resolution it would be to try to compel these

TWO LUNCHEON DISHES
By MARY H. NORTHEND

wild nerves of ours to relax. To compel the body and the

mind to relax. Just try laughing at household trials instead

of crying.

What one does is a matter of one's own choosing, and in

it lies one's force or weakness. We have so much more

kindness in us than is ever spoken; why not make a change

and voice more of the kind thoughts which come to each

one of us? It would be bread cast upon the waters, the

benefit of which, returning to us each day, would make our

hearts merry and our feet light. This should be a resolu-

tion of this year 1913, and

by no means the least im-

portant one, for we are

never happy in taking

things for granted, we like

to be told over and over

again the same old story

of duty.

A suggestion for serving eggs and macaroni. The eggs are placed in

the center of the dish and the macaroni, cut in short pieces, around it,

with parsley as the decoration

An attractive way to serve steamed oysters is to place them in the center

of a mound of hot, boiled rice, with a row of tiny peppers and parsley

at intervals as decoration. Melted butter should be poured over the

oysters
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A PRACTICAL TREAT-
MENT OF AN ABAN-
DONED FARMHOUSE
( Continuedfrom, page 7)
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around it has been placed

a curbing to be covered

with vines later on, which

will, of course, add to its

beauty.

Beyond this is a Per-

gola which is new. This

is to be covered with

Rambler Roses, and in

two years' time will prob-

ably be in a state of per-

fection. It now serves

the purpose of hiding

rough land farther on.

At the side of the house

is another most attractive

Pergola, which is still too

new to show what it will

be later on. Behind this

is the garden from which

the flowers for the table

are cut, the vegetable

garden being still farther

on, near the stables.

The lawns about the

house are worthy of

special mention, being
kept in a thoroughly

good condition. It is

also a remarkable feature

to note what has been

done in this first year

garden. Following the

line of the fence, as far as the swimming pool, there has

been laid out a five-foot wide garden where Annuals and
Perennials have been mingled. At every fence post vines

of various kinds have been placed, Rambler Roses of all

varieties and colors, and Clematis being very much in evi-

dence. These young plants show rapid progress and in

many cases have partially covered the posts. It is the in-

tention of the owners to plant for bloom, and especially,

succession of bloom, replacing undesirable plants by new
ones, carefully choosing varieties that blossom profusely and
are of suitable tints, so that the color scheme may always be
in harmony with other details of the landscape design.
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SAMPLERS OF THE OTHER DAYS
( Continuedfrom page 25)
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lines of scarlet would do credit to the advanced philan-

thropies of our own day.

"When wealth to virtuous hands is given,

It blesses like the dews of Heaven.
Like Heaven it hears the orphan's cries.

And wipes the tears from widow's eyes.

Louisa and Mary Hopkins hung garlands of roses, at

nine years old, about the edges and below the lettering of

their samples, worked respectively in 1823 and 1825.

Still two more sisters, Anna and Mary Jenkins, worked
samplers, dated "Claverack, November, 1836, and "Locust

Grove, 1840." These latter works of art, have beautiful

unfaded wreaths of strawberries, circling simply the work-

er's name and date and a chosen sentiment. In Anna
Jenkins' selection one harks back to the days when suffrag-

ists and suffragettes were unknown and modesty was
woman's greatest charm.

"Strive to be good, but aim not to be great;

A woman's noblest station is retreat;

Her fairest virtues fly from public sight.

Domestic works still shun too strong a light."

The samplers grew no less perfect as the years passed

by, and the decade from 1830 to 1840 was a prolific era.

Two samplers of this period, that of Julia Ann Shufelt, in

1 83 1, at the age of fourteen, and Augusta Van Deusen,

of Ghent, in 1832, at the still less mature age of nine, are

marvels in their variety of stitches and skill of workman-
ship. In both cases the canvas is of large size, and the

borders are works of art. As far as possible, each letter

in Julia's sampler is worked in a different stitch, as is also

each line between the letters. In fine script at one side,

one reads:

"When we devote our youth to God
Tis pleasing in his eyes.

A flower when offered in the bud.

Is no vain sacrifice."

After the sentiment was finished, both girls reveled in

weeping willows, turtle doves, rose bushes in full bloom, re-

sembling the seven-armed candlesticks of the Jewish taber-

nacle, squares and diamonds of specimen stitches, baskets

of flowers, and little stiff conventional trees with birds bal-

ancing in the topmost boughs, mouths open as if emitting

jubilant strains in praise of the childish workers and their

skill. Julia Ann Shufelt added to her sampler a two-story

brick house, with stone foundations, door step, chimneys

and window frames in the most approved style, and to com-

plete the home effect, a rooster is crowing at the backdoor.

A reserved estimate gives this sampler fourteen different

stitches and thirty-nine patterns, in which the stitches are

used with variations.

Individual initiative, in the samplers lay by the way of

trees and flowers, cats and dogs, fishes and birds, dolls and

houses, but the real art is to be found in the dividing lines

of fancy stitches, between the letters and numerals, and

the varied borders of carnations and strawberries, roses

and Greek fret-work, which more than any other feature

show a decorative quality.

The children stitched on till they came to the middle of

the nineteenth century, not guessing that they were em-

broidering the closing leaves of a child's story-book more
than two centuries old.

Through the long years of the sampler's favor, the child

worker never laid aside a certain dignity when it came to

the sentiment. She might play with pet animals in the cor-

ners, or a doll house at the foot of the canvas, but from

the earliest sampler of English origin, date 1648, and that

of Elizabeth Creasy, who, in the year of 1686, stitched:

"Let Virtue be thy Guide,

and it will keep Thee
out of Pride."

to that of a little girl in 1843, wno worked in stitches of

exquisite fineness:

"Charlotte Louisa Gebhard performed this work in the

eleventh year of her age," then wove this verse through the

threads of her canvas:

"I envy no man's birth or fame,

His title, train, or dress,

Nor has my pride e'er stretched its aim,

Reyond what I possess."

the child never came down from her pedestal of virtuous

wish, or prayer or advice. The sentiment of a sampler

stood for the key-note of a life.
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THE HOUSE DOG
{Continued from page 29)

The coat should stand out as a frill around the neck, and

the tail should be covered with long hair falling gracefully

over one side. The prevailing color is black and white.

Without doubt one of the most interesting dogs ever bred

is the Pekingese Spaniel, not only from the fact that he is a

most perfect little pet for ladies, but that history carries him

back 600 years or more, and that various works of art in

his native land show him to have been at all periods since

that time the exact type that he is to-day. He was the dog

of royalty in his native land, and the society which has the

care of him at heart in England is known as the Peking

Palace Dog Association. Not until the past few years has

he become so very fashionable, yet at present we find from

the English dog market that he is the most salable dog there,

his price ranges from $25 for an ordinary specimen up into

the hundreds for one fit for exhibition. Among his many
good qualities he is hardy, quaint in appearance and very

intelligent. His skull should be broad, his eyes large, dark

and very prominent, his ears well covered with silky hair,

his mane profuse and his tail carried like that of a Japanese

Spaniel. In color, reds and fawns are the most popular, but

there are also blacks and parti-colored specimens. In weight

he should range anywhere between five and ten pounds, but

not under or over.

THE PEERLESS BEGONIA
( Continuedfrom page 33)

about an inch into the sand of the cutting-box or saucer

and treated as ordinary cuttings. The new growth will

come up from the rib. Some of the foliage Begonias have

long, thick stems or "rhizomes" growing just above the

soil; from these leaves grow. Propagate by cutting the

rhizomes into pieces about two inches long and covering

in the rooting medium. The tuberous-rooted sorts are

started from two-year-old bulbs as already described. All

the Begonias like a very light, porous soil, and while they

appreciate plenty of moisture, draining conditions must at

all times be perfect if they are to do their best. Old, spent

manure (or leaf-mold with a little bone-flour mixed through

it), loam, and medium coarse sand, will make an ideal mix-

ture. They are also rather tender and should be kept as

warm as possible, up to 60 degrees at night (although,

when in a semi-dormant state and being given very little

moisture in the Winter, they will survive a temperature, if

not often repeated, of 20 degrees lower than this). They
should not, of course, be set out-doors until after all danger

of late frosts.
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Collectors' Department

Readers of American Homes and Gardens
who are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass,

in faet in any field appealing to the collector are

invited to address any enquiries on such matters

to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful atten-

tion. Correspondents should enclose stamps for

reply. Foreign correspondents may enclose the

stamps of their respective countries.

CHINESE PORCELAIN EXPORTS

CONSIDERABLE importance is com-

ing to be attached to exports of

Chinese porcelain, earthenware, and similar

products, says Consul General George E.

Anderson of Hongkong, in the Daily Consu-

lar and Trade Reports. Shipments to the

United States and Philippines have been

yearly increasing, and while the trade has

reached no great volume its growth is of

some interest.

The trade may be divided into two gen-

eral classes, the first representing exports

of earthenware and common dishes for

everyday use of Chinese in the United

States—ware better suited to Chinese needs

than foreign dishes available. The second

class—ornamental ware, including dishes,

vases, bric-a-brac, and miscellaneous

pieces—may be further divided into new
ware and more or less open imitations of

old ware and antiques.

The total exports of all varieties of such

ware from China in 1908 were valued at

$1,037,456; in 1909, at $1,114,168; in 1910,

at SI,265, 167, and in 1911, even with in-

terruptions to trade in the Yangtze Valley,

at $1,278,440. Of these exports 60 to 65

per cent, is annually exported to Hongkong
and thence to the rest of the world. Singa-

pore takes about 15 per cent, and Siam 10

to 12 per cent, per annum. The United

States takes little of this ware direct, but

imported from Hongkong $39,734 worth in

1909, $44,307 worth in 1910, and $73,800

worth in 1911, while the Philippines im-

ported 340,713, $59,267, and $48,063 worth
in the same years, respectively, the com-
bined purchases being in 1911 about one

tenth of the whole. None of these exports,

however, includes household goods or imi-

tations of old Chinese porcelains made as

works of art or antiques, the value of which
will increase the total materially, perhaps

doubling the values on an average.

The nature of this ware is indicated

largely by its origin. More than a third of

the exports is from Kiukiang, on the

Yangtze River, and represents the output

of potteries that have existed in and about

that port for many years, including modern
establishments turning out more or less

foreignized products. About an eighth of

the whole is from Swatow, where large

quantities of the cheap common ware used
by the Chinese are made. About a third

of the whole comes from Canton, Kowloon,
Lappa and other Pearl River and West
River points, representing not only the

standard ware for Chinese use, but includ-

ing the output of "Canton" chinaware,

which is made for modern foreign uses but

in imitat : on of old pieces or according to

old designs of decoration. The export of

this ware is increasing greatly, particularly

to the United States. On the whole, this

ware has fair merit. It can be had in almost

any form, according to order, but the usual

ware for export includes plates of various

sorts, sizes, and designs, punch bowls, toilet

sets, and the like, all made in foreign shapes

Look for the Name Yale on Locks and Hardware
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Have You a Doubtful Lock on Any Outside Door?

If so don't trust it. Back it up with a Yale Night Latch—the latch of security

and convenience. From the outside it's a Yale Cylinder Lock operated only

by its own key. From the inside it's a latch, operated by simply turning a knob.

Yale Door Checks
They shut the door silently but with a

firm pressure that can't fail. Made in

sizes to fit every requirement.

Yale Hardware
New designs, constantly added, permit

furnishing a house in perfect harmony with

the architectural treatment.

Yale Padlocks

To get through a door guarded by a Yale
Padlock, take your choice of these two
ways: break down the door or use the

key.

There are several grades of Yale Cylinder Night Latches, each the best for its price
and purpose. Get one from any hardware dealer.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
Makers of YALE Products

„„„.„„ Local Office, Genera! Offices: 9 Murray Street, New York
CHICAGO: 74 East Randolph Street r-- i .; .. i-> or 1 r^-r. I A XT V/ _J
SAN FRANCISCO: 134 Rialto Building Exhibit Rooms: Zj\ r lltn Avenue, INew York

Canadian Yale & Towne Limited, St. Catharines, Oi.t.

QottageDe£tgtt£
By far the most complete collection of plans
ever brought out. Illustrated with full-page
plates. One dollar each. Sold separately.

MUNN k CO, INC, 361 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

No. 1. COTTAGE DESIGNS
Twenty- five designs, ranging in cost

from $600 to $1,500.

No. 2. LOW-COST HOUSES
Upward of twenty-five designs, costing
from $1,000 to $3,000.

No. 3. MODERN DWELLINGS
Twenty designs, at costs ranging from
$2,800 to $7,000.

No. 4. SUBURBAN HOMES
Twenty selected designs. Costing from
about $3,000 upward.

VACUUM CLEANERS
Broomell's "VICTOR"

Electric Stationary for all kinds of

buildings. Electric Portable, weight
55 pounds. Country Homes special
for use with Gasoline Engine.

VICTOR CLEANER COMPANY
Manufacturers

YORK PENNSYLVANIA

jaBROOKSeCO-CLEVEt^^.
Jioor&Sidewalk Lights.

EVERY DESCRIPTION.
SENOffftCATALOGUE

.
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• ART-ARCHITECTUREi

With four full-page plates in color, and 147 half-tone
engravings. Square 8vo. Cloth, $5.00 net. Postage, 25c.

* * *This is a fascinating book on a fascinating subject. It is

zvritten by a scholar whose passion for accuracy and original research
did not prevent hint from making a story easy to read. It answers the
questions people arc always asking as to how tapestries differ from
paintings, and good tapestries from bad tapestries. It will interest

lovers of paintings and rugs and history and fiction, for it shozvs how
tapestries compare with paintings in picture interest, with rugs in tex-

ture interest, and with historic and other novels in romantic interest,

presenting on a magnificent scale the stories of the Iliad and the

Odyssey, the Mneid and the Metamorphoses, the Bible and the Saints,

Ancient and Mediaeval History and Romance. In a word, the book is

indispensable to lovers of art and literature in general, as well as to

tapestry amateurs, owners and dealers.

MODERN COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE. Illustrated from Works of well-
known Architects. Selected and Described by Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A. Second
Edition, revised and enlarged with 72 additional illustrations. This volume consists of

a carefully selected series of views and plans of buildings of one particular class, actually

carried out in various parts of the country, by architects whose reputation is deservedly
associated with the best achievements of English Domestic Architecture. Large 8vo.

Cloth, $3.50 net. Postage, 30 cents.

COUNTRY COTTAGES AND WEEK-END HOMES. By J. H. Elder-
Duncan. Numerous illustrations and plans of cottages by well-known architects. New
Edition, with colored plates. The object of this book is to tell the layman of moderate
means some facts about Country Cottages, suitable alike to his class and to his purse;
to show him some commendable examples of modern cottages designed either for per-

manent homes or week-end jaunts; to tell him of what these cottages are built, and for

how much they were built; and, further, to describe any special features which had a
direct bearing upon either the materials, the plan, or the expenditure. 4to. Cloth,
$2.50 net. Postage, 25 cents.

PEASANT ART IN RUSSIA. (International Studio Autumn Number, 1912).
This work is of unusual interest on account of the widespread popularity of the national
Art of this great country. The unique character of the designs and the boldness of the
coloring command the admiration of all interested in decorative art. The number is

divided into four sections as follows: Great Russia, Little Russia (the Ukraine),
Lithuania, Russian Poland. The number contains about five hundred illustrations, of
which several are in facsimile colors. 4to. Cloth, $3.00 net. Postage, 35 cents. Paper,
$2.50 net. Postage, 25 cents.

THE VILLAGE HOMES OF ENGLAND. Spring Number of the Studio,
1912. Quaint and picturesque relics of a quiet and homely taste, erected by the native
craftsmen of bygone days, are shown in this volume through the medium of about two
hundred pen-and-ink drawings, especially prepared for this book by Mr. Sydney R.

Jones. In addition there are several plates in colors, after water-colors by the same 1

artist and Mr. Wilfrid Ball, R.E. Cloth, $3.00 net. Postage, 35 cents. Paper, $2.50

net. Postage, 25 cents.,

"A MAN IS KNOWN BY THE MAGAZINE HE SUBSCRIBES FOR'
$5.00 a
YEAR THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIO

"By all odds the most beautiful magazine printed. "—N. Y. Tribune.

$5.00 a
YEAR-

IT is the leading Art magazine published at any price. It deals with everything from painting and
* sculpture to house decoration, architecture and landscape gardening, including the best work of
craftsmen, pictorial photographers and art workers in every field. Every issue contains one to two
hundred illustrations, numerous plates in full color, covering the art work of the world at large.

Send five dollars now, for your subscription, before you forget.

i U76 ECO. MEW YORK

but of native clays and with more or less

native decoration. It generally is well vitri-

fied, but frequently the workmanship is

faulty and the glazing imperfect. The
glaze on some ware is full of spots, or
"sand holes," is often imperfectly applied,

and sometimes is indifferently or badly
fired. Nevertheless, the demand for the

ware as a novelty is increasing.

Manufacturers and exporters of this

Canton ware, which comes mostly from the

Province of Kwangsi and various West
River points, also carry on most of the

trade in vases, plaques, figures, and other

porcelains made in imitation of old Chinese
art pieces. The volume of this trade has
grown immensely in the past few years.

While this ware is generally sold in Hong-
kong and Canton as an imitation of old

pieces or as new ware, much is said to be
sold elsewhere as genuine old Chinese por-

celains.

IMPORT TRADE THE CHINESE INDUSTRY
China imported goods of this class, in-

cluding fine and coarse earthenware of all

grades, to the value of $501,808 in 1911, of
which Japan furnished about 40 per cent.,

various countries, through Hongkong,
about 25 per cent., Germany about 15 per

cent, direct, and Great Britain about 12

per cent, direct. The imports are chiefly

ordinary cheap goods from Japan for

northern ports, and ordinary supplies for

foreigners in various ports of China ; but
they also include a considerable quantity of

Japanese and German imitations of Chinese
ware.

Without doubt Chinese porcelain mak-
ing can be economically extended as the de-

mand for the product develops. The art

of making the finest forms of porcelain has
existed in China from so early a date as to

give the name "china" to much of the

product made elsewhere. While there

seems to be little prospect of such an out-

put of high-grade work as would again
make China an art center, the art has been
preserved to sufficient extent to afford a

foundation for improved modern work.
Chinese students are giving more atten-

tion to ceramics, and the better forms of
work are found from time to time. At
present the industry is on a very unsatis-

factory basis, for the methods followed are

crude and uncertain, and the product is

faulty to an extent that tells materially

against its profitableness. However, the

industry exists to some extent all over
China, deposits of suitable materials are
found in many parts of the country, and
in other respects the foundation for a
modern industry has been laid broadly.

This includes more or less training of ex-
perts in the business, which in many cases

represents family industry and family and
local traditions for hundreds of years.

Without question there is a future for the

industry, and it is probable that there will

be material growth and development in the
course of a few years.

WILLIAM BREWSTER MUSEUM
SCROOBY, a little Nottinghamshire

village, now possesses a museum in

honor of one of its famous inhabitants,

William Brewster, one of the leaders of the

Pilgrim Fathers. Brewster lived in the

old parsonage near the manor house, which
was once Cardinal Wolsey's palace. Brew-
ster's prayer meetings are said to have
taken place in the Cardinal's banqueting
hall, now a stable and shelter for calves.

Brewster's old home is now the property
of Lord Galway, who, with the help of

Lady Galway, has turned the house into a

museum, furnished just as in the old days.
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THE NORWEGIAN CENTENNIAL

NORWAY intends to celebrate the

centenary of its adoption of a con-
stitution on May 17, 1814, by holding a

national exposition at Christiania May 15
to September 30, or possibly as late as

October 15, 1914.

It was first intended to hold an inter-

national exposition, but the Storthing

I Parliament) has decided that a national

exposition will be of greater value to Nor-
way. Notice should be taken of this fact,

as several newspapers, both foreign and
domestic, have announced an international

exposition as a settled program.
The King of Norway will be patron, and

the Prime Minister, the President of the
Storthing, and the mayor of Christiania
honorary presidents. The exposition will

be managed and financed by the State,

though the city of Christiania contributes
part of the expenses. Norwegian citizens

only will be allowed to exhibit, with a
separate section for those living abroad.
Any of the latter wishing to participate or
to send exhibits must notify the general
secretary. Mr. N. A. Brinkman, Chris-
tiania. before May 1, 1913. Exhibits will

be unpacked and placed free of charge, but
transportation will not be paid. Exhibits
must be sent to Christiania in March or
April, 1914, and are subject to approval by
the committee on exhibits, who will also

have power to decide whether exhibits may
be sold or not. All exhibits must be priced,

and if sold must pay 5 per cent, to the ex-
hibition, or 10 per cent, if objects of art.

The scope of the exposition will be very
large. There will be exhibits of domestic
animals, dairying, horticulture, and agri-

culture; manufactures of all kinds, includ-

ing motor boats, machinery, and textiles

;

forestry exhibits ; illustrations of the work
done at public and private institutions of
every- kind : and exhibits of arts and
sciences. Diplomas representing gold and
silver medals will be issued, as well as

bronze medals and diplomas of commen-
dation.

POTTERY FROM BASKETS

OMAR KHAYYAM'S tribute to the
potter and his wheel, and Biblical ref-

erence to the same craftsman with the
same equipment, are a picturesque part of
Oriental literature, says an exchange. The
potter's wheel was known in Asia from
days as far back as history reaches.

In prehistoric times, as soon as mankind
developed the first tendency toward civiliza-

tion, receptacles were made of clay and
hardened in heat. The use of the wheel,
though, was not always a part of the opera-
tion. In spite of this want, prehistoric

pottery of remarkably fine shape has been
found throughout the world, and some
curiosity has been manifested over the

methods of the primitive workmen—work-
women in many cases.

The Western Hemisphere is noted for

the production of shapes in clay that are

beautiful and symmetrical. Without me-
chanical contrivance, the American Indian
produced wares that rival the symmetry,
if not possessing the rigid outline, of the

machine-made. One method was the use

of a mold made of basket-work. Another
contrivance was that of a half-mold of

wood ; when the clay had been shaped to

this half, the potter gradually rotated his

product, adding section by section, until

the whole received the roundness from the

wood. Tn another use of the wooden mold,

two halves received their separate imp-

ious and were then joined with liquid
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clay. A fourth custom was to make a

number of clay coils, of graduated circum-
ference, corresponding to the dimension of

the bowl at the particular part where the

coil was to lie. When built up in this

fashion, the bowl resembled the basket of

candy coils seen in our shops at Christmas.

The next operation was to beat the coils

flat.

This beating-out was perhaps an im-

portant part of the process with ancient

potters. Paddles and hammers of con-

venient shape were used, and the clay wall

compressed between them. As might be

inferred by anybody that has worked in

clay, the beating required considerable

skill. While tedious, too, it had the ad-

vantage of improving the texture of the

clay.

There is also a theory that vegetables,

such as gourds, were widely used as

molds, and eventually removed in the firing

process. The basket-mold is thought by
many to have been the most utilized, some
investigators going so far as to say that,

by this means, pottery was the forerunner,

and thus furnished the idea, of basket-

making.

KEEPING WARM WITH ICE

KEEPING warm with ice is a process

which seems turning ordinary usage

upside down, says a writer in Harper's

Weekly, but the operation is very simple.

It consists in the furnishing of a double-

lined car with four galvanized iron

cylinders reaching from the floor almost to

the top. In Summer these cylinders are

kept filled with ice and salt in order that the

car may be maintained at a cool tempera-

ture ; in Winter they are filled with ice in

order to keep the contents of the car from
freezing.

Ice is nominally at a temperature of

thirty-two degrees Fahrenheit, and it is a

substance that changes its temperature

reluctantly, being a bad conductor of heat

or cold. Consequently, when zero weather

prevails without, the cylinders of relatively

warm ice present the escape of heat; in

other words, so it is claimed, they maintain

the temperature within the car.

Don't Give up the Ship. By Charles S.

Wood. New York: The Macmillan
Company: 1912. Cloth. 8vo. Illus-

trated. 314 pages. Price, $1.25 net.

Mr. Wood has given boys and girls a de-

lightful story and one well told in the pages

of "Don't Give up the Ship," a tale opening

with the period of 1807, and as its title sug-

gests, having to do with Perry and the flag-

ship Lawrence. This is an admirable book
to put in the hands of the young person.

Chats on Cottage and Farmhouse
Furniture. By Arthur Hayden. New
York : Frederick A. Stokes Company

:

1912. Cloth. 8vo. Illustrated. 350

pages. Price, $2.00 net.

The author of "Chats on Old Furniture,"

Mr. Arthur Hayden, has given us another

delightful and useful volume in his "Chats

on Cottage and Farmhouse Furniture."

The number of works dealing with old

English furniture has grown rapidly dur-

ing the last ten years, but the present vol-

ume fills an especial niche in that it has

been written for that large class of col-

lectors, who while appreciating the beauty
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and the subtlety of great masterpieces of

English furniture, have not long enough
purses to pay the prices such examples
bring after definite competition in the

auction room. Especially interesting is Mr.
Hardens chapter on Old English Chintzes,

a subject little written about heretofore.

A Dixie Rose in Bloom. By Augusta
Kortrecht. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippin-

cott Company: 1912. 12mo. Price,

$1.25 net.

Those readers who have read "A Dixie

Rose." by Augusta Kortrecht, to their chil-

dren will remember Jean Spencer, a dear

funny little soul whose school life in the

South was pictured, will be glad to read

"A Dixie Rose in Bloom," by the same
author. Jean Rose Spencer, Southerner,

lovable and spunky—the real American
type of girl, decides to go alone to Ger-
many to study. School life proves any-

thing but dull. The commingling of differ-

ent nationalities adds zest and excitement to

the tale. A quarrel with Renka, an aristo-

cratic Russian, leads to a duel with ice

water and sponges. It is a story which will

appeal strongly to the present younger
generation.

With Carson axd Fremont. By Edwin
L. Sabin. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippin-

cott Company. 1912. 12mo. Price,

$1.25 net.

Few boys but have heard of Kit Carson,

trapper, guide and Indian fighter, and Gen-
eral John Charles Fremont, the leader of

three great expeditions. The daily life of

these two men who worked side by side to

break the hostile spirit of the Western
wilderness was one filled with danger and
adventure. "With Carson and Fremont,"
bv Edwin L. Sabin, is written for boys, and
is almost a first-hand story of the West in

its early days. Mr. Sabin holds closely to

facts and while writing an entertaining

story has still presented an inspiring

episode in American history. The Oliver

Wiggins in the storv is a real character, and

as a boy accompanied Fremont on the first

and second expeditions. This book is

recommended to parents for their boys as

a good morally clean story.

The Book of Winter Sports. By J. C.

Dier. Xew York : The Macmillan
Company: 1912. Cloth. 8vo. Illu-

strated. 351 pages. Price, $1.50 net.

As the author says of "The Book of

Winter Sports," this volume is "an attempt
to catch the spirit of the keen joys of the

Winter season." This he has done well

in its entertaining and instructive pages,

which every lover of out-of-door life is ad-

vised to read.

Our Presidents and Thetr Office. Bv
William Estabrook Chancellor. Ph.D.
Xew York : Xeale Publishing Company

:

1912. Cloth. 8vo. 603 pages. Price.

S3.00 net.

Dr. Chancellor's volume on the subject

of "Our Presidents and Their Office," in-

troduced by Mr. Champ Clark, is one of

much interest to any American reader. It

includes parallel lines of the presidents of

the United States, of many of their con-

temporaries and a historv of the presi-

dency. There is not a tiresome page in

the book.

Heroes-: OF SCIENCE. By Charles R.

Gibson. Philadelphia: T. B. Eippincott

Company: 1912. Cloth. 8vo. Illu-

strated. 344 pages. Price, $1.50 net.

An account of the lives, sacrifices, sue-
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Send 4 cents in Stamps for Catalog of Anti-

ques.— Rugs and Christmas Gifts. I ransack

1000 Attics annually. My Stock is replete

with fine Old Things from New England

Homes.

Hand Made Rugs
Hand Braided

Hand Woven
Hand Drawn-in

Hand Hooked
Rag Carpet. Quilts—Spreads
Old Chintz—Patch Work

Ralph Warren Burnham
Ye Burnham House
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Qrtelight Baths

OwnHome!
HEALTH, VIGOR, LIFE THRU LIGHT
Only 2c to 4c for a life-pulsing, invigorating',

vitality-strengthening Electric Light Bath in

your own home—taken just as conveniently

with this Robinson ElectricLight Bath Cabinet as

you would step into and out of a tub. Enter the

cabinet—turn the switch—and the myriad rays

of light infuse your whole system with a new,
lasting feeling of real life.

Makes a New Being of You
Gives you all the benefits of the Turkish bath with

the tonic effect of electric light rays in addition—

a

natural health preserver, for Light is Life. Cleanses
and keeps the skin clear,
the body full of vigor,
the brain quick and ac-
tive.

A Free Book, hand-
somely illustrated, giv-
ing complete informa-
tion about Life Thru
Light, and describing in
detail this wonderful
Cabinet, is ready to be
sent to you. Be sure you
write for it—a postal
card will do—today.

Robinson Electric Mfg. Co.,

410 Robinson Bldg., TOLEDO, 0.
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4J A very effective feature in the bath room is a recess bath, with

shower arrangement. These baths can be had in either porcelain or

enameled iron, and the balance of the bath room fixtures to match,
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JUST PUBLISHED

Popular Handbook for Cement and Goncrete Users
By MYRON H. LEWIS, C. E.

Octavo (6'/i x 9% inches) 500 Pages, 200 Illustrations.

Price, $2.50, Postpaid

THIS is a concise treatise on the principles and methods employed in

the manufacture and use of concrete in all classes of modern work.

The author has brought together in this work, all the salient matter of

interest to the users of concrete and its many diversified products. The
matter is presented in logical and systematic order, clearly written, fully

illustrated and free from involved mathematics. Everything of value to the

concrete user is given. It is a standard work of reference covering the

various uses of concrete, both plain and reinforced. Following is a list of

the chapters, which will give an idea of the scope of the book and its

thorough treatment of the subject

:

I. Historical Development of the Uses of Cement and Concrete. II. Glossary of Terms Employed in
Cement and Concrete Worl... III. Kinds of Cement Employed in Construction. IV. Limes, Ordinary and
Hydraulic. V. Lime Plasters. VI. Natural Cements. VII. Portland Cement. VIII. Inspection and
Testing. IX. Adulteration; or Foreign Substances in Cement. X. Sand, Gravel, and Broken Stone.
XI. Mortar. XII. Grout. XIII. Concrete (Plain). XIV. Concrete (Reinforced). XV. Methods and
Kinds of Reinforcements. XVI. Forms for Plain and Reinforced Concrete. XVII. Concrete Blocks.
XVIII. Artificial Stone. XIX. Concrete Tiles. XX. Concrete Pipes and Conduits. XXI. Concrete
Piles. XXII. Concrete Buildings. XXIII. Concrete in Water Works. XXIV. Concrete in Sewer Works.
XXV. Concrete in Highway Construction. XXVI. Concrete Retaining Walls. XXVII. Concrete Arches
and Abutments. XXVIII. Concrete in Subway and Tunnels. XXIX. Concrete in Bridge Work.
XXX. Concrete in Docks and Wharves. XXXI. Concrete Construction Under Water. XXXII. Con-
crete on the Farm. XXXIII. Concrete Chimneys. XXXIV. Concrete for Ornamentation. XXXV. Con-
crete Mausoleums and Miscellaneous Uses. XXXVI. Inspection for Concrete Work. XXXVII. Water-
proofing Concrete Work. XXXVIII. Coloring and Painting Concrete Work. XXXIX. Method for
Finishing Concrete Surfaces. XL. Specifications and Estimates for Concrete Work.

,
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MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers 361 Broadway, New York

cesses, and failures of some of the greatest

scientists in the world's history, graphically

related by an authority on the biographies

of the "Heroes of Science," Charles R.

Gibson, R.R.S.E., is given this title. This
is one of the most readable books of the

season, a book the perusal of whose pages
will add much of the right sort of material

to one's store of general information.

The New China. By Henri Borel. New
York: Dodd, Mead & Company: 1912.

Cloth. 8vo. Gilt top. Illustrated. 273
pages. Price, $3.50 net.

Henri Borel, author of "The New
China," says in his introduction to this

work (translated from the Dutch by C.

Thieme), the awakening of China to a

national consc : ousness is a process sud-

denly excited by the thunder of Japanese
guns after a long period of silent brood-

ing, and it is beyond the pale possibility to

estimate the immense influence it may have
on the evolut'on of the whole world in the

domain of politics, economics, science and
art.

This timely book has been written by one
who combines an unusual aptitude for close

observation with unusual facilities for mak-
ing observations in his chosen field. As a

consequence of his official position in the

Dutch East-Indies, it was natural that his

interest should extend from the Chinese in

the Dutch Colonies to the Chinese in China.

And as a result of extended visits and much
travel he has written a book in which he

brings before the reader what is now going

on in the oldest and most populous of all

nations—a i evolution so subtle, so swift, so

complete, and so tremendous in its far-

reaching influences upon the whole world

that no event within the memory of any
now living can equal it in importance.

The Boy Electricians as Detectives. By
Edwin J. Houston. Philadelphia : J. B.

Lippincott Company: 1912. Cloth. 8vo.

Illustrated. 341 pages. Price, $1.25 net.

Th's is a sequel to Dr. Houston's "The
Boy Electrician, a book for boys that suc-

ceeded admirably in blending entertain-

ment with instruction, and one is pleased

to note that in "The Boy Electricians as

Detectives," the author has given the juve-

nile world a book bound to awaken a scien-

tific interest in the young reader. Wireless

telegraphy plays a prominent part in the

plot of the story.

The Boy's Playbook of Science. By
John Henry Pepper. Revised by Tohn

Mastin, M. A., D.Sc, Ph.D. New York:
E. P. Dutton & Co.: 1912. 8vo. 680

pages. Illustrated. Price, $2.50 net.

Years ago. when our old boys were
young, the popularized science of John
Henry Pepper furnished them with many
an hour of recreation and instruction.

Now one of his books, "The Boy's Play-

book of Science," comes to us with a fan-

fare of trumpets as "revised, rewritten, and
re-illustrated, with many additions." A
perusal of the reviser's preface leads one

to expect great things, but on close ex-

amination it is found that the new edition

is nothing short of an imposition upon an
unsuspecting public. There are a few pic-

tures of aeroplanes and a page or two of

futile description ; two pages of drawings

of the modern locomotive; brief mention

of radio-activity and wireless telegraphy;

and some poor illustrations of the turbine.

These seem, to be the additions most promi-

nent. The preface epitomizes the faults

of the volume. It consists of unfulfilled

promise, perfervid exhortation to the youth
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of England, and a rather ludicrous and be-

wildering comparison of a rope-dancing

monkey with the boy and his "God-like

attributes." Throughout, the work is

,

couched in that ponderous, uninteresting

language affected by pedants of the old

school. The saddest parts are those where,

the shadow of some humorous reference

has fallen across the mind of the writer

without focusing.

Christopher Columbus. By Filson

Young. Xew York : Henry Holt &
Company: 1912. Cloth. 8vo. Illustrated.

Price. $2.50 net.

As Henry Yignaud, the distinguished

historian of Columbus, says : "This book
marks an epoch in Columbian literature

;

for in it the hero is shown for the first

time as a living man . . . raised from

the dust of documents, and shown as a

human being. . . A more true and lively

picture of the great discoverer than is con-

tained in any other work."

Miss Philura's Weddixg Gown. By
Florence Morse Kingslev. Xew York:
Dodd, Mead & Company': 1912. Cloth,

8vo. Illustrated. 232 pages. Price,

SI.00 net.

Thousands of readers, in fact tens of

thousands have enjoyed the delightful story

of the little woman who, havine thought

she was a plain old maid, discovered,

through a singular accident, that she was
by no means plain, not so very old, and
was wanted exceedingly by a would-be
husband. ''The Transfiguration of Miss
Philura'' has been one of those rare books,

a perennially popular one, finding a new
crop of delighted readers year after year.

And now comes the second step in Miss
Philura's romance—the wedding. How the

ladv, as poor as a church mouse, and as

mouse like, sets her heart on having a beau-
tiful white wedding gown, and how by the

exercise of childlike faith and simplicity

she gets it, make this sequel every bit as

good as the first Miss Philura story.

Farmers of Forty Centuries. By F. H.
King, D.Sc. Madison, Wisconsin: Mrs.
F. H. King: 1911. Cloth, 8vo. Illu-

strated. 441 pages. Price, $2.50.

"We have not yet gathered up the ex-

perience of mankind in the tilling of the

earth," says Dr. L. H. Bailey in his pre-

face to Farmers of Forty Centuries, "yet

the tilling of the earth is the bottom con-

dition of civilization." This book, by the

late Dr. F. H. King, formerly professor of

Agricultural Physics in the University of

Wisconsin and Chief of Division of Soil

Management, U. S. Department of Agri-
culture, is the writing of a well-trained

observer who went forth not to find diver-

sion or to depict scenery and common
wonders, but to study the actual conditions

of life of agricutural people. We in

America have really only just begun to

farm well. It is the message of the con-

servation of our natural resources in con-

nection with agriculure that Professor
King embodied in this volume, the result

of his studies in the far East. Such
chapters as those on the extent of canaliza-

tion and surface fitting of fields and
the utilization of waste furnish western
nations with food for thought. Farmers
of Forty Centuries is adequately illustrated

by half-tone reproductions of photographs
taken in China, Korea, Tibet and Japan,
adding much interest to this excellent and
authoritative work which agriculturist and
layman alike would do well to study.

SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL BOOKS

{IT WE HAVE JUST ISSUED A NEW CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
JJ books, which contains the titles and descriptions of 3500 of the latest and best books covering

the various branches of the useful arts and industries.

{Tf OUR "BOOK DEPARTMENT" CAN SUPPLY THESE BOOKS OR ANY OTHER
^Jl Scientific or technical books published, and forward them by mail or express prepaid to any
address in the world on receipt of the regular advertised price.

H SEND US YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS, AND A COPY OF THIS CATALOGUE
ul will be mailed to you, free of charge.

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc., Publishers
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN OFFICE 361 Broadway, New York City

THE

RITTENHOUSE HOTEL
Chestnut and Twenty-Second Sts.

Philadelphia

A Refined, Homelike Hotel,

Catering to Discriminating,

Transient and Permanent
Guests.

Located in the very heart of

Philadelphia's most select resi-

dential section, yet within five

minutes' walk of the railroad

sections.

An exclusive cafe-cuisine and
service of the highest standard.

European Plan, $1.50 per day and up

American Plan, $4.00 per day and up

R. VAN GILDER, Manager

Send for catalogue A 27 of pergolas, sun dials and garden

furniture or A 40 of wood columns.

Hartmann-Sanders Co.
Exclusive Manufacturers of

KOLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS

Suitable for

PERGOLAS, PORCHES or

INTERIOR USE

ELSTON and WEBSTFR AVES.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Eastern Office:

1123 Broadway, New York City
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Sample and
Circular

Free

A House Lined with

Mineral Wool
as shown in these sections, is Warm in Winter,
Cool in Summer, and is thoroughly DEAFENED.

The lining is vermin proof; neither rats, mice,

nor insects can make their way through or live in it.

MINERAL WOOL checks the spread of fire and
keeps out dampness.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

U. S. Mineral Wool Co.

CKOSS-SECTION THROUGH FLOOR, 140 Cedar St., NEW YORK CITY

JUST PUBLISHED

Scientific American
Reference Book

Edition of 1913
it contains 608 pages and 1 ,000 illustrations, is substantially bound in

cloth, and the cover carries a special design

printed in three colors

Albert A. Hopkins
Compiler and Editor for Part I. Statistical

Information. Editor of Cyclopedia of
Formulas, Handbook of Travel, Etc. Mem-
ber of the American Statistical Associa-
tion.

A. Russell Bond
Compiler and Editor for Part II. Scientific

Information. Editor of Handyman's
Workshop and Laboratory.

The editorial staff of the Scientific American receives annually over fifteen thousand

inquiries, covering a wide range of topics—no field of human achievement cr natural

phenomena is neglected. The information sought for in many cases cannot be

readily found in text books or works of reference. In order to supply this know-

ledge in concrete and usable form, two of the Editors of the Scientific American

have, with the assistance of trained statisticians, produced a remarkable Reference

Book, containing over seventy-five thousand facts, and illustrated by one thousand

engravings, for which the entire world has been scoured. Immense masses of

government material have been digested with painstaking care with the collabora-

tion of government officials of the highest rank, including cabinet officers, and assisted

by competent professors of world-wide reputation.

Owing to the printing of an edition of 1 0,000 copies, we are enabled to offer

this book at a merely nominal price. The purchase of the book is the on/p adequate

way to judge of its merits. An elaborate circular, showing specimens of illustrations,

together with four full-size sample pages, will be sent on request.

Part I.

STATISTICAL IN-
FORMATION.
Chapter I.

.

population and so-
cial statistics.

Chapter II.

FARMS, FOODS AND
FORESTS.

Chapter III.

MINES AND QUARRIES.

Chapter IV.
MANUFACTURES.

Chapter V.
COMMERCE.
Chapter VI.

MERCHANT MARINE.

Chapter VII.
RAILROADS.

Chapter VIII.
THE PANAMA CANAL.

Chapter IX.
TELEGRAPHS AND

CABLES.

Chapter X.
WIRELESS TELEG-

RAPHY.

Chapter XI.
TELEPHONE STATIS-

TICS OF THE
WORLD.

Chapter XII.
POST OFFICE AFFAIRS.

Chapter XIII.
PATENT S, TRADE-
MARKS AND COPY-

RIGHTS.

Chapter XIV.
ARMIES OF THE

WORLD.

Chapter XV.
NAVIES OF THE

WORLD.

Chapter XVI.
AVIATION.

Part II.

SCIENTIFIC IN-

FORMATION.

Chapter I.

CHEMISTRY.

Chapter II.

ASTRONOMY AND TIME.

Chapter III.
METEOROLOGY.

Chapter IV.
MACHINE ELEMENTS
AND MECHANICAL

MOVEMENTS.

Chapter V.
GEOMETRICAL CON-

STRUCTIONS.

Chapter VI.
WEIGHTS AND MEAS-

URES.

Net Price *}> 1*5U Postpaid
Send for large prospectus and specimen pages

MUNN & CO., Inc., PUBLISHERS 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

THE TELEPHONE AT HOME AND
ABROAD

"YY/NILE we are looking forward toW the benefits we hope to get from the

parcel-post, and we are discussing whether

or not it is wise for the government to con-

trol the railroads, telegraphs and other

public utilities, let us not forget," says the

Youth's Companion, "that there are two

sides to the question of government own-

ership. The telephone affords a good illu-

stration of one side of that interesting ques-

tion."

"The United States is the only important

nation that has not put its telephone serv-

ice under the control of the post-office ; it

is also the country where the telephone has

made the greatest progress, where the serv-

ice is the best, and where the number of

users is both actually and proportionately

the largest.

"For example, there are twice as many
telephones in this country, in proportion to

the population, as there are in Canada, the

country that stands next highest on the list.

There are more telephones in the city of

Chicago than in all France; and there are

more in a single big office building in New
York than in all Greece.

"But the difference is not merely in the

fact that telephones are less common in

European countries than they are in the

United States; in every one of those coun-

tries, except Sweden, the service is very

poor.

"At the beginning of the present year

the government of Great Britain took over

the entire telephone system of the kingdom.

Before that time there had been many com-

plaints about the service; since then, how-

ever, the number of complaints has multi-

plied.

"Persons who have written to the

newspapers about their grievances declare

that they sometimes have to wait as much
as fifteen minutes to get a number for

which they have asked; that even then

they are often connected with the wrong
number; that they are told that the line

is busy when it is not; and that they are

charged for calls that they have not made.

There are many other complaints of a

similar kind. It is true that those who
use the telephones in this country are not

always satisfied, but dissatisfaction is by

no means so general as it is in every one

of the countries of Europe.

"Not only is the service in European

countries poor, but it does not pay. Here

it has become customary to condemn mo-
nopolies, and some of us become angry

when we learn of the great profits that the

telephone companies derive from the busi-

ness.

"But when we compare the cost of

telephones in this country and in other

countries, we should not forget that it is

worth more to a subscriber to have fifty

thousand other subscribers within call than

to have ten thousand. Great Britain has

reported a deficit from its telephone busi-

ness for the year.

"The German government has recently

sent three of its telephone officials to the

United States to study our methods. When
they go back, it is not likely that they will

recommend turning over the business to

private owners, for in these times the prin-

ciple of public ownership and control of

utilities is spreading, and Germany would

be the last country to go backward in such

matters. But if the only question were

how to make the system commercially

profitable and as efficie it as the system they

find here, they might lake such a report."



THE ROTARY
STEAM ENGINE

THE Rotary Steam Engine has

attracted the best thoughts of

inventors and students for many
years. All interested should read

carefully the very complete in-

formation found in the files of the

Scientific American Supplement.

Every class and type of rotary

engines and pumps is described

and illustrated.

Scientific American Supplement 470 describes

the Harrington Rotary Engine, a form of intermit-

tent gear.

Scientific American Supplement 497 describes

Fielding & Piatt's Universal-joint Rotary Engine.

Scientific American Supplement 507 describes

the Jacomy Engine, a square-piston type.

Scientific American Supplement 528 describes

Inclined-shaft Rotary Engine, using the universal-

joint principle.

Scientific American Supplement 558 describes

theKingdon Engine, a "wabble-disk" design.

Scientific American Supplement 636 describes

Riggs* Revolving-cylinder Engine, suggesting the

present Gnome motor.

Scientific American Supplement 775 describes

Revolving-cylinder engines of several forms.

Scientific American Supplement 1109-1110-

1111 contains a series of great interest, describing

and illustrating all the principal types of rotary en-

gines and pumps, This set should be studied by

every inventor and designer.

Scientific American Supplement 1112 describes

the Filtz Rotary Motor, using helical surfaces.

Scientific American Supplement 1158 describes

Hult's Rotary Engine, an eccentric-ring type.

Scientific American Supplement 1193 describes

Arbel & Tihon's Rotary Motor, an ingenious

eccentric type, now on the market as a pump.

Scientific American Supplement 1309 describes

The Colwell Rotary Engine, in which a piston

travels entirely around an annular cylinder.

Scientific American Supplement 1524 describes

Rotary Engine on the intermittent-gear principle.

Scientific American Supplement 1534 contains

a valuable column on the difficulties of rotary en-

gine design.

Scientific American Supplement 1821 contains

an article describing many new forms of rotary

engines of the most modern design.

Scientific American, No. 23, Vol. 102 contains a

full description of the recent Herrick Rotary En-

gine, an eccentric type with swinging abutment.

Scientific American, No. 23, Vol. 104 describes

Jarman's Engine, on the sliding-valve principle.

Scientific American, No. 14, Vol. 106 describes

the AugU3tine Rotary Engine, with novel features

incorporated in the sliding-valve design.

Each number of the Scientific American or

the Supplement costs 1 cents. A set of

papers containing all the articles here men-

tioned -will be mailed for $2.00. They give

more complete information on the subject

than a library of engineering works. Send

for a copy of the 1910 Supplement Catalogue,

free to any address. Order from your news.

dealer, or the publishers.

MUNN & CO., INC.
361 BROADWAY, N. Y. CITY

A r_t s'3 *H
DECORATION

A R, T S ifT-
DECORATIONTHOSE WHO WISH TO

HAVE DISTINCTIVE HOMES
will find it of great value to make a study of the

best recent examples of home decoration in

America and abroad. The only magazine

which adequately deals with the possibilities of

decorative art, and which fully illustrates all

phases of home decoration, is

Arts & Decoration
€J Each number contains one or more articles on a distinctive house having some unique

decorative feature, as well as numerous other profusely illustrated articles on the various phases

of art which are of essential interest to all lovers of the beautiful.

SPECIAL OFFER
•J In order that you may immediately become acquainted with the value of "Arts & Decora-
tion," we will send you eight numbers, the regular price for which is $1.60, if you will send
us $1.00 now. Send us your order today to insure its prompt attention.

$2.00 A YEAR—20 CENTS A COPY

ADAM BUDGE, Publisher, 39 West 32nd Street, New York City:

I enclose $1.00. Please send me Arts & Decoration for six months, and also the last two issues.

NAME....

ADDRESS .
.A.H.

TEAR OFF
The TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY, Hartford, Conn.

Please send particulars of your Guaranteed Low Cost Policy. My name, address and date of birth are written below.



VERY COLLECTOR IN AMERICA WILL BE
INTERESTED IN THE SERIES OF ARTI-
CLES TO APPEAR EACH MONTH IN THE
PAGES OF THIS MAGAZINE, ARTICLES
UPON SUBJECTS WHICH WILL PROVE
A DELIGHT TO AMERICAN COLLECTORS

THE NEW
COLLECTORS' DEPARTMENT

OF-

AMERICAN HOMES
AND GARDENS

WELCOMES CORRESPONDENCE AND LETTERS OF ENQUIRY
FROM ITS READERS ON ALL SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH COL-

LECTING OLD FURNITURE, POTTERY AND PORCELAIN, SAMPLERS,

PRINTS, ENGRAVINGS AND ETCHINGS, GLASS, FABRICS, BRASS,

PEWTER, SILVER, OLD JEWELRY, COINS, MEDALS, MINIATURES, IN

FACT WITH ANYTHING APPEALING TO THE AMERICAN COLLECT-

OR. THE EDITOR OF THE "COLLECTORS' DEPARTMENT" WILL BE

GLAD TO FURNISH INFORMATION ON ANY SUBJECT CONNECTED
WITH COLLECTING ENQUIRIES SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY

STAMPS FOR REPLY ANY PHOTOGRAPHS OF OBJECTS ACCOMPANY-

ING LETTERS WILL BE RETURNED TO SENDERS IF REQUESTED.

Subscription price of American Homes and Gardens is $3. a year

MUNN & CO., INC.
PUBLISHERS

361 Broadway, New York
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Collectors' Department—Starting Plants Indoors—Home of a Veteran Collector

FEBRUARY, 1913

Vol. X. No. 2

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers
NEW YORK, N. Y.

PRICE 25 CENTS
&3.QQ A YEAR
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IT often happens

that you want ^

something ex-

tra choice in Asters, Pan-
sies, Petunias, Sweet Peas or other
Flower Seeds or a special variety of veg-
etable. You may be looking for a fine Rose which
you noted last summer or some out-of-the-ordi-
nary, old-fashioned perennial or garden plant which
is not known or kept in stock by the average
dealer. If your inquiry as to where you will most
likely find what you are looking for be made to a thor-
oughly posted professional or amateur, the answer nine
times out of ten will be:

"You Can Get Them at Dreer's"
The Diamond Jubilee edition of Dreer's Garden Book describes

and offers nearly 50UO species and varieties of Seeds, Plants and
Bulbs, which include really everything worth growing in this coun-
try. Many of the sorts are illustrated, and practical cultural notes
on flowers and vegetables make this book of greater value than any
half dozen books on gardening.

Mailed free to anyone mentioning this publication.

DREER'S CARDINAL CLIMBER is the most beautiful, bril-
liant ard distinct annual climber ever introduced. It is a strong,
rapid grower, with deeply lacinated foliage and covered with
brilliant red flowers, which make it a blaze of iglory from mid-
July till frost. 25c per packet. Dreer's Garden Book free with
each order.

HenryA.Dreer 714CHESTNUTST
PHILADELPHIA

"Fair's Hardy Plants"
A Book That You Want

An old hardy garden is a place sacred with tender memories. There
is a personality and a sense of companionship about the plants which
bloom there that makes us become attached to them. They are a part
of the old associations and the home life, like members of the family

—

perhaps they remind us of absent ones who planted them long ago, as
year by year we tenderly protect them for their winter sleep, and im-
patiently await their awakenino each spring.

Perhaps yours is not an old garden but a new one, the planning of
which has been all your own, and its accomplishment a realization of your
own fancies. But whether new or old, it is a place of recreation and
forgetfulness of business cares, a safety-valve from overwork and a place
where the man who is city-tired may find rest and new life.

Let Me Help Make Your Hardy Garden
If you love the hardy garden flowers as I do, you will want my new book, which tells

how my hobby grew into a business and how I came to have the largest American col-
lections of Peonies, Irises, Anemones, phiox, and other truly desirable perennial plants.
The book may be an inspiration to you, as it has been to others. When you read it,

you may want to write and tell me about your garden and share with me your joy in
hardy plants. The message of the stately Iris,

" the rainbow flower," the charm of the
glorious Peony, and the lure of the gorgeous Poppy are expressed in the book, which too,
contains full page color plates of fine flowers in each class.
Shall I send you a copy ? Free if you write.

BERTRAND H. FARR, Wyomissing Nurseries
105 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Pennsylvania

'THIS is an illustration—one of 123—from the Biltmore Nursery book, "Flower-
ing Trees and Shrubs." It makes plain one of the purposes of the book—to

show, not to tell, appropriate uses of trees and shrubs in beautifying the home grounds.
The book will help you in your plan to enjoy the continuous charm that attract-

ive landscapes hold. Its 64 pages of descriptive matter state the uses, charac-
teristics and cultural preferences of the desirable ornamental plants, while the en-
gravings depict the beauties of individual flowers, of specimen plants, and of harmon-
ious groupings in which these plants are used.

"Flowering Trees and Shrubs,"
This Biltmore Nursery Book,
Is a Guide to Outdoor Beauty

With the range of selection offered in this book,

you can realize this year your hope of having an

ideal hardy planting, for all the noteworthy varie-

ties of trees and shrubs may be had in sizes to

meet every requirement. Ideal collections of those

most noted for their beauty are presented for the

convenience of the reader, carrying out the purpose

of "enabling the discriminating amateur to select

with the least confusion and bewilderment the

brightest gems among the many."

Shall We Send You a Copy Free?
If you wish to plan the planting of home grounds, we

gladly will send you a copy of "Flowering Trees and
Shrubs.' Should you have a larger place, where you will

plant extensively of many varieties, tell us to send you
the " Biltmore Nursery Catalog."

BILTMORE NURSERY, Box 1524, Biltmore, N. C.

BOBBINK & ATKINS
World's Choicest Nursery and Greenhouse Products

SPRING PLANTING

OUR Products are of a higher grade than ever this season, placing us in a

better position to fill orders with a class of material that will give satis-

faction to all our patrons. Our Nursery consists of 300 acres of highly

cultivated land and a large area covered with greenhouses and storehouses, in

which we are growing Nursery and Greenhouse Products for every place and
purpose.

the queen of Flower in the garden. Blooms
from July until the latter part of September.
Evergreens, Conifers and Pines.

Many acres of our Nursery are planted with
handsome specimens.

Boxwood. Everybody loves the aroma
of old-fashioned Boxwood. We grow thous-

ands of plants in many shapes and sizes.

Baytrees, Palms and other Decorative
Plants for Conservatories, Interior and Exterior
Decorations.

English Pot-Grown Grapevines. For
Greenhouse Cultivation.

Hardy Trailing and Climbing Vines.
We have them for every place and purpose.

Bulbs and Roots. We grow and import
quantities of Bulbs and Roots from Japan,
Holland and other parts of Europe.
Lawn Grass Seed. Our Rutherford

Park Lawn Mixture has given satisfaction

everywhere.
Plant Tubs, Window Boxes and

English Garden Furniture. We manu-
facture all shapes and sizes.

Strawberries, potted and field-grown, in

all the leading varieties.

Our Illustrated General Catalog No. 75 describes our Products ; is

comprehensive, interesting, instructive and helpful to intending purchasers. Will

be mailed upon request.

The Proper Way to Buy is to see the material growing. We shall gladly

give our time and attention to all intending purchasers visiting our Nursery and
invite everybody interested in improving their grounds to visit us.

Visitors take Erie Railroad to Carlton Hill, second stop on Main Line

;

3 minutes* walk to Nursery.

We Plan and Plant Grounds and Gardens Everywhere With
Our " World's Choicest Nursery and Greenhouse Products"

BOBBINK & ATKINS
Nurserymen, Florists and Planters RUTHERFORD, N. J.

Roses. We have several hundred thous-

and Rose Plants that will bloom this year.

Order now from our Illustrated General Cata-
log for Spring Delivery,

Rhododendrons. Many thousands of

acclimated plants in Hardy English and
American varieties are growing in our N ursery

.

Ornamental Shade Trees and
Flowering Shrubs. We grow many thous-

ands of Ornamental Shade Trees and Shrubs
in all varieties and sizes.

Trained, Dwarf and Ordinary Fruit
Trees and Small Fruits. We grow these

for all kinds of Fruit Gardens and Orchards.
Hardy Old-Fashioned Plants. We

grow thousands of rare, new and old-fashioned

kinds, including Peonies and Iris in a large

variety. Special prices on quantities.

Hedge Plants. We grow a large quan-
tity of California Privet, Berberis and other

Hedge Plants, adapted to all parts of the

country.

Our New Giant-Flowering Marsh-
mallow. Everybody should be interested in

this Hardy New Old-Fashioned Flower. It

will grow everywhere and when m bloom is
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SHORT CUTS FOR POULTRY
KEEPERS ! *^

By E. I. FARR1NGTON ^
SUCCESSFUL poultry keeping without

work is impossible, but there afe many
ways in which to make this work -light.

Most men and women who keep hens'1 dis-

cover or invent various short cuts and some
of them are of sufficient value to be passed
along for the information and assistance of

the whole army of amateurs.
Take the matter of testing eggs after

the incubator has been started or when
sitting hens are being used to hatch out

the next season's flock. One man has dis-

covered that this work can be greatly

simplified by placing a board over the

window in the cellar where his machines
are operated, the board having a hole in

the middle just a trifle smaller than a eg?
of average size. An hour when the sun
is shining on the window is chosen, and
by placing the eggs one after another over
the opening in the board, their condition

may be determined very rapidly. Of
course the board shuts out all the light ex-

cept what passes through the hole and
through an egg when one is held against

the opening.

If a strip of black cotton cloth is tacked

to the top of the board on the inside, it may
be thrown over the head of the operator,

so that this device may be used in a room
with many windows and while it is filled

with light, the cloth creating a sort of

testing closet. If the window is a large

one. a light frame covered with building

paper may be used instead of a board. The
originator of the scheme had a single win-
dow at the end of an incubator cellar.

Probably there are ten shed-roof poultry

houses to one of a different design, for

such houses are the easiest to build and in

a general way are the most satisfactory for

the amateur. If a shed-roof-house is low,

however, it is very likely to be hot in Sum-
mer, especially at the rear, where the fowls
ordinarily roost. For that reason, one or
more openings just under the eaves are of
no little value, inducing cross ventilation

and making the house much cooler. It is

necessary to have hinged boards so ar-

ranged that they may be closed tightly

over the openings when Winter comes.
Except in very cold sections of the coun-
try, roostincf closets are not desirable.

These closets were first exploited by the

Maine State Experiment Station, it will be
remembered, and were widely used for a

time, but have gradually been abandoned
to a large extent. They are constructed by
boxing in the roosts at the top and bottom
and fitting a hinged frame covered with

muslin over the front, the frames to be

fastened to the roof save on cold nights.

Sometimes such devices can be used to ad-

vantage in houses of the open-front type,

but the tendency is to close them on nights

when the fowls would be better off if they

left open. As a rule, a much better

plan is to construct a muslin covered frame

^
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SOCIETY'S PREFERENCE
IS INVARIABLY THE BEST

Those of good taste and judgment

appreciate the difference between the

Rauch &- Lang Electrics and cars that

are made in a hurry.

There will always be buyers for the

ordinary electrics— but so long as the

Rauch & Lang remains so superior in

quality— so excelling in correctness of

appearance and equipment— it will be

the choice of society— the car of social

prestige.

It has been the same since we first be

gan making vehicles—over 60 years ago.

The coaches of royalty were no more

correct in detail, according to their peri'

ods, than the Rauch & Lang Electric of

today. The owners of Rauch 6- Lang

vehicles are invariably the most promi-

nent in their respective communities.

The extreme care bestowed on elec-

trics bearing our name, restricts us to a

limited production.

Demonstration strictly by appointment.

Agencies in all principal cities.

THE RAUCH &- LANG CARRIAGE COMPANY
2408 West Twenty-fifth Street Sixth Citor

'^m.
CORONATION COACH OF G i i OF ENGLAND

$92.50 Our Price
for Next 30 Days!
We now offer the Edwards "Steelcote ** Garage

( 1913 Model), direct-from-factory, for $92.50. But to

protect ourselves from advancing prices of steel, we
set a time limit upon the offer. We guarantee this

record price for 30 days only. Just now we can
save you $35 or more.

Edwards Fireproof GARAGE
Quickly Set Up Any Place

An artistic, fireproof steel structure for private use. Gives
absolute protection from sneak thieves, joy riders, fire, light-

ning, accidents, carelessness, etc. Saves $20 to $30 monthly in

garage rent. Saves time, work, worry and trouble. Comes
ready co set up. All parts cut and fitted. Simple, complete
directions furnished, Absolutely rust-proof. Joints and seams
permanently tight. Practically indestructible. Locks securely.
Ample room for largest car and all equipment. Made by one
of the largest makers of portable fireproof buildings. Prompt,
safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed. Postal sent today
brings new 56-page illustrated Garage Book by return mail.

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
605-655 Eggleston Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio

Trial Four Months, over 400 pages. Ten Cents

World's Greatest Collector Magazine
FOUNDED IN 1895

Z5/>e Philatelic West and
Collector's AVorlcL
Superior. Nebraska, U.S.A.

The oldest, largest monthly American Collectors* Paper. 1 00
pages each issue, replete with interesting reading and advertising,

illustrated, pertaining to Stamps, Curios, Coins, Postal Cards
and Entire Covers, Old Weapons and Pistols, Historical
Discoveries, Minerals, Relics of all kinds. Old Books, etc. Over
3,600 pages issued in two years. An unimitated expensive
meritorious feature is the publication in each number of illustra-

tions of leading collectors and dealers of the world.

50 cents for 12 numbers; Foreign and Canada,
$1 or 4s. Sample Free

L. T. BRODSTONE, Publisher
Superior, Nebraska, U.S.A.

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet have your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

II-fit Csult[u4 Hsrdwri SfitltUIti, Frit.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
s.ic NUNWFACTUHcna ... NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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Sewage
Disposal

FOR COUNTRY HOMES

Without Sewers

Health and self-respect demand that dangerous, repul-

sive cesspools, etc., must go. The Ashley System will

provide scientific and safe sewage disposal at moderate

cost. Write for illustrated Manual on Sewage Purifica-

tion and Disposal for Country Homes.
We also provide Sewage Disposal for Institutions,

Schools, etc.

Ashley House-Sewage Disposal Co.
115 Arm id a Avenue, Morgan Park, 111.

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

STORER F. CRAFTS, General Manager

offers rooms with hot and cold water for $1 .00

per day and up, which includes free use of

Public shower baths. Nothing to equal this

in New England. Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up, suites of two rooms
and bath for $4.00 per day and up. Dining
rooms and cafe first class. European plan.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Strictly A Temperance Hotel

Send for Booklet

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL, Inc.

J?
mtm\19 Mr VllTlJjS kinds

CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hanger*

Write for Circular* and Prices

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Works

A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-
let, "WHERE SUN DIALSSUN

FIT AT Q ARE MADE " sent upon
\j J.XA.J-jO request. Estimates furnished.

Any Latitude Ask for Booklet No. S

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 237 Fifth Ave., New York
Branches: New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris

DWARF BABY RAMBLER ROSES
Adapted and bred to HOUSE CULTURE; Bloom in doors

in winter, and out doors all summer. White or Crimson 25
cents.

3 Hyacinths best varieties bloom Easter 1 5 cents. Delivered
by PARCEL POST prepaid.

Novelty Floral Company, Newburgh, N. Y.

HILL'S EVERGREENS
Make Homes Beautiful

•JH&&*

.I-'"
'

.i™=

A little money, wisely invested in

thrifty evergreens, transforms an or-

dinary place into one of rare beauty,
taste, elegance. We are specialists*

not only in growing but planning
artistic effects. Established 56 years.

Largest and choicest selection in

America. Prices lowest—quality con-
sidered. Don't risk failure. HiWs
Free Evergreen Book will fcelp you,
and our expert advice is free. Write
today for book illustrated in colors.

D. HILL NURSERY CO., Inc.
Evergreen Specialists

261 Cedar Street Dundee, 111.

or to use a board extending a foot or more
below the hoof and a short distance in

advance of the perches. In a shed-roof
house, you see, the warm air rising to the
top, follows the line of the roof to the
front, so that there is a constant flow of air

up and then forward. Breaking the roof line

in the way indicated helps to conserve the

warmer air for the benefit of the birds on
the perches.

Egg-eating is a bad habit—on the part
of the hens, that is to say. Often it is

contracted as a result of eggs being broken
in the nests, and this breakage is very
likely to follow placing the nests on the

ground or locating several in a row with a

walk along the front. When the nests are

so arranged, the hens frequently quarrel
for possession, for it is a curious fact that

the nest which is occupied is the one
coveted by the hen seeking a place in which
to deposit her offering. If the nests are

elevated a foot or more and made without
a platform, the hens must either step in or
fly down. One successful breeder uses
large boxes open at one end and filled with
hay. The boxes are so large that each will

accommodate several hens at the same
time, and it is seldom that a broken egg
is found.

Few amateurs care to bother with trap

nests and yet it is desirable to know which
hens are laying the eggs and which are the

drones. Now, as it happens, it is a safe

guess that the hen which goes to roost night

after night with a crop only partially full

is not a profitable bird. Let the owner of
a small flock step into his poultry house at

night and pass along in front of his birds,

feeling the crop of each as he walks along.

When he finds a hen with a partially empty
crop, while most of the others have crops
made tight with grain, let him place a band
on her leg. The whole operation will take

but a few moments and should be re-

peated the following week or even the next
night and at frequent intervals thereafter.

Then, when a hen with a band on her leg

is found night after night with crop un-
filled, the owner will be perfectly safe in

removing her from the flock. He may feel

certain that she is not laying. By using

bands of different colors or with numbers
on them, it is a simple matter to keep a

record of each bird which is marked. It is

not safe to say that a heavy feeder is cer-

tainly a heavy layer, but by eliminating the

hens which repeatedly go to roost with
crops only partially filled, one is reason-

ably certain to increase the efficiency of his

flock as a whole.

Every year more people are buying their

chickens from the big hatching plants in-

stead of raising their own . This is an ad-
mirable plan for a suburbanite with onlv a

little land, for he has no occasion to bother
with sitting hens and young chickens. It

is a plan, indeed, which makes it possible

for people to keep poultry who formerly
supposed they did not have enough land for

the purpose available. Tf pullets are pur-

chased in the Fall and the hens sold or

eaten the next Summer, early enough to

allow the house to be thoroughly cleaned

out before a new lot of pullets is installed,

hens enough to provide eggs in abundance
for the family table may be kept without

having any outside runs whatever, the birds

being confined to their houses all the time.

Many people are finding this no-yard plan

a real short cut to a generous egg supply

with but little work, but hens kept in this

intensive way should not be used to breed

from, and preferably should not be kept a

second season. Also, a deep litter should

be kept in the house at all times and the

whole or cracked grain thrown into this

fmittnj, frt

and %\x& B>tork

itrwtnrg
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Bob White Quail

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies. Black Game. Wild Turkeys. Quails, Rabbits. Deer etc,
for stocking purposes Fancy Pheasants, Peafowl, Swans,
Cranes, Storks, Ornamental Geese and Ducks, Foxes. Squirrels.
Ferrets, etc., and all kinds of birds and animals.

WILLIAM J. MACKENSEN, Naturalist
Dept. C YARDLEY. PA.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and

Geese, Flamingoes, Game and

Cage Birds.

''Everything in the bird line from a
Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have

on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn.

For Sale
high class huntina, sporting, watch and
set dogs ; puppies of all varieties a specialty.

On receipt of 10 cents we mail highly

descriptive illustrated catalogue, which gives full information of 42
breed of dogs, several breeds of cattle, sheep, swine, birds,

rabbits, ferrets ; price list of poultry and pigeons.

CHAS. L. B. LANDIS
Dept. 171 Reading, Pa.

BATTELLI ART MARBLE CO., 11 W. 30th St., N. Y. C.

Sun Dials j@ Benches

Pedestals fflfP^JaJyllS -ml Vases

Tables ^T&gSfaKHKSa - *d Flower Boxes

mARELE-Send/or our Catalogue FREE."TERRA COTTA

-Bf-
FLOOR VARNISH

protect rnT f fr:
coverings from injury. Also beautify
your furniture by usinj Glass Onward
Sliding Furniture and Piano Shoes in
place of casters. Made in 110 styles

and sizes. If your dealer will not
supply you

Write us Onward Mfg. Co.,
Menasha, Wisconsin. TJ, S. A.
Canadian Factory, Berlin, Ont.

DONT COOK THE COOK
"ECONOMY" GAS
For Cooking, Water Heating and
Laundry Work alio for Lighting

"It makes the bouse a borne"
Send stamp today for "Economy Way"

EconomyGas Machine Co.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Gat la automatic. Sanitary and Not-Poisonous" Economy '
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litter so that the birds will be kept industri-

ously scratching for what they eat in order
to secure needed exercise. Not less than
four square feet of floor space should be
allowed for each hen and five is better.

One fault to be found with some of the

portable house makers is that they advertise

their houses to accommodate more hens
than really ought to be confined in them.
When chickens of different sizes and

ages are allowed to run together, the larger

birds are likely to crowd the weaker stock

away from the feeding dishes. They may
easily be outwitted by placing feed dishes

for the younger chicks in an old berry
crate or a box similarly fashioned. The
smaller chicks will be able to pass through
the bars while the larger ones will be ex-

cluded. If the slats are not sufficiently far

apart, a few lathes may be tacked across

them in the opposite direction.

Many poultry keepers like to use V-
shaped troughs with a handle running from
end to end, but are bothered by having the

chickens roost on this handle. This dif-

ficulty is quickly remedied by putting the

handle on a pivot in the form of a nail in

each end, the nails working freely in holes

in the ends of the trough. When a bird

tries to roost on the handle, the latter

simply revolves and dumps her off.

One great secret of getting eggs is to

keep the hens contented and happy. Table
scraps run through a meat cutter or soaked
up in meat liquor given at noon will go
far to keep them in a contented state of
mind. They love variety in food and espe-

cially whatever is a departure from the

regular menu of the poultry yard. The
feeding of a few sunflower seeds, hemp
seed, a little barley, Kaffir corn and millet

helps to stimulate the appetite and gives a
new zest to life, judging by the enthusiastic

manner in which the birds scratch for them.
It is not necessary, of course, to feed all

these things. I am only making the point

that an appeal to the appetite of the hen
through the medium of variety is one of
the easiest to induce and maintain a liberal

production of eggs.

It is a saving of both time and labor to

have all the doors in the poultry house wide
enough so that they will admit the passage
of a wheelbarrow. Then the cleaning of
the houses is wonderfully simplified. If

the house now in use has narrow doors, it

will be worth while perhaps to buy a small-

sized barrow. It is a distinct advantage to

have the doors between pens swing both
ways or else to have a little projection at

the bottoms so that they may be opened
with the foot.

RUBBER PLANT OIL FOR JAP-
ANESE UMBRELLAS

THE vegetable oil used in making paper
umbrellas in Japan is pressed out of the

seeds of the rubber plant. This oil is made
in the various islands famous for oil and
seeds from these plants. Sandy ground is

favored for the cultivation of the plant and
the oil is extracted from the seeds by
presses. The yield of seeds is estimated at

twenty bushels per acre. The annual pro-

duction throughout Japan amounts to

350,000 bushels, from which over a gallon

of oil per bushel is extracted. The oil be-

fore it is used is boiled and then cooled
until it can be applied by hand to umbrellas
with a piece of cloth or waste. No ma-
chinery or tools are used in applying the

oil. When the oiling is completed the um-
brellas are exposed in the sun for about
five hours. This oil is also used in making
the Japanese lanterns, artificial leather,

printing ink, lacquer, varnishes, etc.

Hodgson Portable Poultry Houses

WIGWARM Setting and Brood Coop
For a hen and her chicks and while she is sitting. Gives

f^a,,^ protection from rats,

r
vg«te\ ' skunks, hawks, and

-

""'
"" other enemies. In-

irt^TpIf??^?'! sures larger hatches
—has proved its suc-
cess for 22 years.
Shipped knocked
down—size, 2x4 ft,
2 ft. high.

$300

WIGWARM Brooder
Hot-water and hot-air heating combined gives
perfect ventilation—no danger of overheating

—

,-/*•- r ->. .
maintains even tem-

C "/S^o. . \ii\'/f^ ^&? perature regardless of
cold outside. Used and
endorsed by poultry
experts and by experi-
ment stations and
such men as Dr. A.
A. Brigham, Dr. N. W,
Sanborn, Dr. P. T.
Woods and Mr. A. F.
Hunter. Size, 3x5 feet.

No. Colony Laying House

—

Ini* 19 hpfW Fitted complete with nests, fountain
1U1 la Hells antj fee(j trough. Sanitary— easily

cleaned. One man can easily care for several hundred
birds. Nicely painted—set up in fifteen minutes. A
comfortable year-round house. In
stormy weather the run may be
covered, giving a protected
scratching room. Size, 10x4 ft., 5 ft.

high.

$2022

$1522

Five-Section Poultry House

—

10x50 ft.

Sanitary, durable, up-to-date—made of red cedar, clap-
boarded outside, interior sheathed. Made in 10-fi sec-
tions, each fitted with roosts, nests and fountain. Open
fronts, with canvas-covered frames. You can add sec-
tions at any time. Easily erected. First secUon, $75.00;

additional sections, $60.00 each.

E. F. HODGSON CO., Room 327, 116 Washington St., Boston Mass.

Increased
VALUE
AND
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Cyclone Ornamental Fence will give the
outside of your home the finished appearance that
curtains give the inside. It takes away that look
of something lacking.

Cyclone ornamental Fence
is made of large wires, heavily galvanized. Heavy
upright wires are firmly seated in the cables, form-
ing an immovable joint. Easily put up on wooden
or iron posts. Made in many attractive designs.

WE GUARANTEE IT FULLY
Cyclone Farm Gates are strong,

durable and light on posts. Frames are of
high-grade carbon steel and fabric of heavy,
closely woven galvanized wire. Turns any stock.

^ Write us about how many feet of fence and
the number of gates you need. We will send
catalog Free.

Cyclone Fence Company,
Dept. 4-4- Waukegan. 111.

Wilson's Outside Venetians
Blind and Awning combined, for windows, porches and

piazzas. Artistic, durable, unique.
Send for Venetian Catalogue No. 5

Jas. G. Wilson Mfg. Co., 5 West 29th Street, New York

THE WHYANDf]0W

{lipAp^UCCESS

/?• D. Anthony, instructor at Cornell
University says : "Your book is an excel-
lent publication * * * I appreciate your
sending me a copy.

"

This Book tells the results
of years of experimenting.
How to plant, cultivate and spray
fruit and shade trees and vegeta-
bles to the best advantage.

It may save you hundreds
of dollars every year.
Send postpaid for 50 cents.

FIELD FORCE PUMP CO.
104 Grand Ave. ELMIRA, N. Y.

'':Ep

ml jf*m

YOU can
grow prize

winning
Chrysanthe-

mum blooms

like this pict-

ure and giant

carnations if

you buy the young plants now. Grow
on in pots or boxes until May, then
plant in garden. We furnish 20 strong
plants assorted, either or both, for $ 1 .00

postpaid by Parcels Post. All colors

known included. Or you can make
the 20 up in part of other plants

;

heliotropes, marguerites, geraniums,
double nasturtiums, ivies, icepinks

and any bedding plant in general
Cultural Directions included.

The Harlowarden Greenhouses

GREENPORT, NEW YORK

Should Have a Garden

Dr. Wiley, pure food expert,

says: "No man, and especially

no woman or child, should

live in a place where it is impossible

to possess a garden— one of the

inalienable rights of every human being." A
berry garden is the finest garden you can

plant because it gives renewed vigor to you,

rosy cheeks to the children, and healthful

food for all the family.

The 1913 Berrydale Berry Book
will be your inspiration and your guide in

planting one. Nothing else like it printed.

It describes the splendid new, hardy Black-

berry Macatawa, with the largest berries

known, Giant Himalaya Berry and many
others. Send today for free copy.

A. MITTING, Berry Specialist

BERRYDALE EXPERIMENT GARDENS
American Avenue, Holland, Michigan
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World renowned Fruit

Trees, Vines and Plants

and Ornamental Trees,
Shrubs, Evergreens, Flow- ,

ers.Rosesand Hardy Plants. ,

All perfectthroughscientific
propagation and expert cul-

ture. Superb collections

adapted to large or small gar-

dens, private estates, public

parks and cemeteries.

73 years of leadership, based on
absolute integrity. A world-wide

patronage. Every specimen is true

to species, is well rooted and
sturdily developed, and is packed

and shipped with utmost care.

Both large and small orders receive
close attention, and our reputation as-

sures your satisfaction. Goods safely
delivered in all parts of the world.

ELLWANGER & BARRY
Mount Hope Nurseries

Box 23B, Rochester, N- Y.

AN INVALUABLE FREE BOOK
Write for a copy of
our 73rd Annual
Catalogue. It is a

"''
<j standard guide in
H all matters per-
7 taining to lawn .

andgarden dec- nm,^
oration. IT IS -«-*9w .

FREE. Just dk
mail us a I

postal, andwe
will send you MaW
a copy at once.

There's satisfaction in Planting Dahlias when
you know they are true to name, and you are

sure of being able to cut a bouquet every day
—and such a variety of color and form— results

that are sure where you plant Bassett's Superb
Dahlias.

Send $1.00 for the Grand New Decorative
Dahlia Governor Wilson and 10 other varieties,

all correctly labeled. Express to be paid by
purchasers. Cultural Directions with every
order.

If you grow fruit send $1.00 for 12 Rancre
Red Raspberry and get two crops every year.

The earliest raspberry in cultivation, and con-
tinues to bear until frost. $6.00 per 100.

Address

J. MURRAY BASSETT
Packard Street Hammonton, N. J.

WHY LEAVES FALL FROM TREES

TO most people the fall of the leaves

does not, apparently, excite much as-

tonishment or curiosity. The leaves die,

and hence fall ; that is, says an exchange,
all there is about it. But the scientist

knows that the proceeding is a highly com-
plex one. In the first place, preparations

for the leaf-fall begin the minute the leaf

is formed, and in many cases the leaf falls

while yet fresh and green. In 1758 a

botanist named Duhamel advanced the

theory that the change was caused by the

rupture of a thin-texture between the leaf

and the stem. In the middle of the nine-

teenth century there was discovered,

traversing the leaf-stalk and touching the

stem, a layer of cork tissue analogous to

that of bark on the tree. It was recognized

at once as interfering with the continuity

between stem and leaf. The formation of

this layer, however, is not general, and is

not observed in certain ferns, in the beech
tree, the poplar, and many others. Never-
theless, this discovery furnished the key to

the phenomenon. The leaf-stalk is formed
of strata of cellular tissue. One of these

strata hardens and tends to being absorbed,
and consequently on one side or on both,

the other strata gradually grow together.

The leaf then adheres to the stem only

by fibrous, woody tissue—that is to say, by
a tissue to all intents and purposes dead.

This is broken mechanically on the impulse

of the wind or under the pressure of the

weight of the stem, and makes the leaf

fall. These organs have not in them the

strength to sustain the cold during the

Winter, and the tree dispenses with them.

THE PINE TREES OF SPAIN

IN Spain, says the American Fruit and
Nut Journal, particularly on the Medi-

terranean side, the pino or pine tree is one
of those most commonly noticed. Usually
the trunks are more or less twisted, as they

are often subjected to strong winds. The
tops are close and compact and have every
appearance of having been cut or pruned
into shape.

While the tops have not been pruned, it

is true that all the side branches have been
removed, only stubs being left to show
where they once were. These branches are

carried away for firewood—for wood is

scarce in Spain (so far has deforestation

been carried that there is practically no
timber), and every twig is utilized.

When matured, the cones or pihas are

gathered for the seeds which they contain.

These cones crack open on drying. Some-
times they break open at most unexpected
times. Once I had placed a pair of them
on the mantle in my room. They had been
there sometime when in the night I was
awakened by a snapping, cracking noise.

On striking a light, these sounds were
found to emanate from one of the cones

which was in process of opening.

The seeds, when the covering is removed,
are white, sweet and nutritious. They are

used in the making of pine nut cake and in

other ways. Unsually they are purchased
ready for use either by weight or at so

much per package. Some are exported and
both the cones and the nuts may be secured

in the New York market.

In the western states the seeds of some
pines are used, bttt are unimportant as an

item in the markets. If America should

become as densely populated as some parts

of Europe, they would command more at-

tention. The pine cones are gathered

throughout southern Europe in Spain,

France and Italy particularly, and are by
no means an unimportant crop.

THE BEAUTY OF
SNOW -LADEN EVERGREENS
THESE wintry days when other vegetation has cast

aside its graceful draperies, the Conifers in their uni-

forms of beautiful green, stand vigilant, watchful,

guarding for us pleasant memories of summers past, the

pledge of bright days to come again. Evergreens, beauti-

ful at all times, seem loveliest in the winter sunlight, covered
with a mantle of snow, radiant with icy crystals.

If you would enjoy the beauty of Evergreens, now is

the time to inspect your grounds and order for spring

planting, Surely you will find room for a few Evergreens

or other ornamental trees or plants. In making your
selection, remember that our 800 acres in nurseries enable
us to meet your requirements to the fullest extent. 59
years of specializing on all that pertains to Horticulture

accounts for our pre-eminence in this field. Our Land-
scape Department is well equipped for efficient service

to customers. Water-color sketches, planting plans and
full estimates furnished. Correspondence or personal

interviews solicited. Don't put this matter off until the

rush of spring is upon us.

Full information furnished as to the best plans for commercial
orchards, and the best fruits of all kinds for the home garden. Cata-
logue or handbook of varieties, and instructions for planting, pruning
and after-management on request.

HOOPES BROS. & THOMAS COMPANY
Dept. A, West Chester, Pa.

Philadelphia Office, Room 202, Stephen Girard Building

Strong — positive in ac-

tion— pumps e a s i 1 y

—

stands firmly in pail

—

adjustable to any depth
of pail. Keep a
Douglas always
ready for immedi-

ate action.

faf737ra

FIREor
hUQS

DOUGLAS
SPRAY PUMPS

are adaptable to scores of
uses in house, barn, garden,

orchard. This No. 259 ("Aqua-
pult") is double acting—gives continu-
ous stream 50 to 60 feet with straight
nozzle. 81 years at pump making make
us authorities on pump problems.
Free Booklet describes this and sixteen

other models with prices. Send for it

now. Ask your dealer; if he has none
we will supply you.

W. & B. DOUGLAS
Pump Makers for 81 years

180 William St.. Middle-town, Ct.
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A WINTER RATION FOR POULTRY

THERE are many good poultry ra-

tions," says the Southern Agriculturist,

"that can be used for the various grains and

protein feeds can be combined in a number
of different ways to produce practically the

same results. The good poultryman

usually feeds the cheaper grains where

these fill the bill. For instance, oats make
a very good poultry food rightly fed, but

are so high some years that other grains

can be fed in their place at a profit. How-
ever, the ration must be well balanced, and

there must be a liberal supply of protein

foods as well as the more common fat-

producing ones. Corn alone will not do.

Here is a ration which has given very

satisfactory results: Grain ration—Wheat
two parts, cracked corn two parts, oats one

part. Mash—Middlings six parts, corn

meal six parts, bran three parts, linseed

meal one part, alfalfa one part, beef scrap

five parts. Green food—Mangels, cabbage,

rape, etc. Proportions are given by weight.

The grain should be fed lightly in the

morning, with a heavier feed at night, and
always in litter, so that the fowls will have

to exercise to scratch it up. This is the

object of using the cracked corn. The
fowls gobble up the whole corn too easily.

The mash may be left before the hens all

the time or may be fed in troughs as a

mid-day feed. Green stuffs is very essential

where fowls cannot be put on pasture. Dry
alfalfa contains nearly 15 per cent, pro-

tein, which makes it better than other kinds

of hay for poultry. The meal form is no

better than fine-cut hay, and is even more
likely to be adulterated. But no dry food

of this kind can quite take the place of

sprouted oats, or of roots or cabbage, even

though the protein content may be higher.

PANAMA PACIFIC EXPOSITION

IN an address delivered before the New
York Electrical Society by John A. Brit-

ton, some interesting information was given

on the Panama Pacific Exposition. The de-

velopment of the Exposition has progressed

so far, Mr. Britton said, that the work is

eight months ahead of schedule time.

The first structure, the Administration

Building, is almost complete. The founda-

tion has been laid for the Machinery Hall,

a structure over 600 feet long and 320 feet

wide. Approximately 600 acres of land

over the bay shore have been filled in.

About 1,500 houses that covered the site

have been bought, besides a number of

manufactories. The streets of the Exposi-

tion have been laid out. Already some
60,000 trees and shrubs have been planted.

Soon 40,000 more will be set out.

Thus far $16,000,000 has been raised, to

which some $6,000,000 was contributed by
the public of San Francisco, $5,000,000

given by the State and $5,000,000 by the

City. When the doors of the Exposition

are opened there will be no debts.

The area covered by the Exposition will

be 1,100 acres. On both sides, east and
west, it will be flanked by the Government
Reservation, to the extreme west by the

Presidio, one of the most beautiful reserva-

tions of the Government located anywhere.
A strip of land along the shore of San
Francisco has been given to the Exposition

and a boulevard will be built from the Ex-
position through the Presidio grounds to

Golden Gate Park on the extreme western
end of San Francisco. On the east the

-ition is flanked by Fort Mason, an-

other Government Reservation, and by the
-

, recently built by the Government at

a very great expense.

The Beauty of an Italian Garden
Modernized by Concrete

Even less pretentious country homes may now have the
formal beauty of Italian gardens by an artistic use of con=
crete in building terraces and balustrades, gateways, pergolas,

peristyles, aquariums, sundials, sidewalks, flower vases, etc.,

on the place. Concrete blends beautifully with the land-

scape, as did the marble and stone of an earlier period. It is

also fireproof and everlasting; requires no upkeep; never looks

old and shabby from time and exposure. For best results, use

UNIVERSAL
PORTLAN D

CEMENT
We invite inquiries for booklets and assistance in planning
and executing concrete work. Write us for information on
any subject relating to the use of cement The following
free booklets are full of interest and information:

Concrete Silos Concrete Sidewalks

Concrete Surfaces Concrete in the Country
Small Farm Buildings of Concrete

UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO
CHICAGO . .

PITTSBURGH -

MINNEAPOLIS

PLANTS AT CHICAGO
AND PITTSBURGH

. 72 WEST ADAMS STREET
..... FRICK BUILDING
SECURITY BANK BUILDING

ANNUAL OUTPUT
12,000,000 BARRELS

4_

Know Before You Plant That Your Trees
and Shrubs Will Bloom As You Expect
Shrewd people buy merchandise from establishedhouses—houses that

will be in business when'they need service. Why should not a planter buy his
Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Roses, Bulbs and Seeds with the same precaution?
How disappointing it is when your trees or shrubs haveleaved out to find
something you did not order— something you do not want. Have you
ever had this experience? Don't take any risk when ordering. Buy direct
of the producer and at first cost. We have a reputation at stake. Have
been in business 59 years and expect to continue indefinitely. You always
know where to find us. 47 168-page ITDfE" Write for it today. It's

Greenhouses, 1,200 Acres. Catalog * IxEjEi interesting and valuable.

THE ST0RRS 4 HARRISON CO., $& Painesville, 0.

U-Tree-T-MS TRADE
MARK

(you treat me)

is just the kind of fertilizer every garden enthusiast will

warmly welcome. It is highly concentrated, clean, odor-

less plant food, which doubles and triples production

—

it means

More Fruit—Finer Vegetables—Beautiful

Velvety Lawns— Luxuriant Flower Gardens

Used according to directions, 5 pounds is enough to treat

500 feet of lawn, vegetable or flower garden ; or 300 feet

young hedge: or 300 plants in four-inch pots; or 130 rose

bushes—and a 5-lb. BAG will be sent you (any address

in the U.S.) express prepaid, for $1.00; a 100-lb. SAG
(to any address east of the Mississippi River, freight prepaid,

for $5.00. Send in your order today, and get our valuable,

free booklets which tell you how others achieved—how YOU
can achieve— wonderful success with "U-TREE-T-ME."

THE PLANT & LAND FOOD CO.
202 N. Garrison Lane Baltimore, Md.

Beautiful Lawns
Lawns that are distinctive; that show early and

late and all of the time that they are different;
lawns of wonderful texture; a rich green, velvety
carpet out of doors; such lawns are made with

KflLAKfl
FERTILIZED QRflSS SEED

Expert blendinsr of purest seeds of choice lawn grasses
in combination with specially prepared natural fertil-
izer insures best distribution and quick, strong germination.

Kalaka in 5 lb. boxes at $1.00 express prepaid East
or $ 1 .25 West of Omaha. Special prices for quantities
of 50 lbs. and over. Order today.

Free Booklet "How to Make a Lawn,"
valuable to every lawn

maker, sent free if you mention your dealer.

THE KALAKA CO., 1110 W. 35th Street, Chicago
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Coldwell
Demountable Cutters

The Newest Feature in Horse and Putting Green Mowers

Two or more cutters go with each machine.

Change them like the blades of a safety razor.

One cutter can be taken out and another put

in in less than a minute.

Think how handy whenever blades need

sharpening or other repairs. No waste of time

and money sending the whole mower to the shop.

Write at once for full description and prices, and we will

give you the address of the nearest dealer who can show you

the Coldwell line of Motor, Horse and Hand Lawn Mowers

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER CO.
NEWBURGH, NEW YORK

Philadelphia Chicago

Note the large carrying wheels of the

hand mower, for taking it from place

to place. It cuts fine and close, and
is the lightest draft lawn mower ever

made.

Lawn Mowers

mHlSHIB

Garden Furniture
Including Benches, Chairs, Tables,

Arbors Treillage, Pergolas, etc., in

painted and rustic. Catalog of many
designs on request.

North Shore Ferneries Company
Beverley, Massachusetts

Designers and Makers of Garden Accessories

Z5S& SheepManur<
Dried and Pulverized

Unequalled for lawn, garden and field fertilizing.
Writt for interesting hooklet and prices.
THE PULVERIZED MANURE CO., 21 Union Stock Yards, Chicago

Landscape Gardening
Everyone interested in suburban and

country life should know about the

home study courses in Horticulture,

Floriculture, Landscape Gardening, etc.,

which we offer under Prof. Craig and others

of the Department of Horticulture of Cornell

University,

250-page Catalogue Free Write to-day
Prof. Craig

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. A. H. Springfield, Mass.

BIRDS AND LIGHTHOUSES

AWRITER in the Paris Libcrtc furn-

ishes some striking figures concerning
the havoc wrought among migrating birds

bv big lighthouses. The lighthouse on the

I'ointe tie Penmarch, in Britanny, has a

revolving light of thirty-million candle-

power. Visiting this on November 10 last

year, and again on the 12th, the observer
saw tens of thousands of birds whirling

round, and it seemed to him that the light

shot out a perfect hail of electric sparks

among the migrants. Next morning he was
present while the dead bodies were being

collected. They are dispatched every day
to Paris by train, and the "catch," he was
told, often comprised from 2,000 to 4,000

victims; one morning alone there had been
more than 500 woodcock in the "bag." On
the two mornings he was present, there

were only a score of woodcock the first day,

but on the second the ground was littered

with from 600 to 1,000 victims, chiefly

blackbirds, ducks, woodcock, thrushes, and
golden plovers. Another offender is the

lighthouse on Belle He, off the south coast

of Brittany. On two dark nights last

November, with an east wind blowing, this

light caused the death of 3,200 birds, in-

cluding curlews, thrushes, snipe, starlings,

over 100 woodcock, and some sparrows and
quails. Thirdly, the Piler Lighthouse

kills every season some 700 woodcock. An
old sportsman of Normandy declares that

round the lighthouse of Barfieur last

November there were picked up in the

course of four nights 10,000 birds of all

sorts, including 1,800 woodcock. The de-

struction of bird life by the- hundreds of

lighthouses elsewhere can only be imagined.

THE DANGER OF LYING IN BED

LACK of muscular exercise, says Har-
per's Weekly, is the first result of lying

in bed. As a result the appetite is weak-
ened, the digestive action slows down, and

the muscles of the stomach and abdomen
cease to act upon the intestinal mass.

When the body is in a recumbent position

the heart works with the least expenditure

of effort and the least fatigue, and the cir-

culation and the functional activity are de-

creased.

But unless the subject is exceptionally

vigorous all the benefits are counterbal-

anced by dangers. In bed, the subject is

shut away from fresh air and sunlight.

The result of that deprivation is a condi-

tion similar to anemia. But the supreme

menace to the weak or the aged confined

to bed is the clogging of the pulmonary
circulation, an action which frequently re-

sults in passive congestion of both sides

of the lungs. For this reason the simple

fracture of a bone may be the cause of

death, because when the patient lies in bed

there is. no movement of the muscles to act

as an incentive to deep breathing.

HOW TO KILL WILLOW TREES

WILLOW trees which persist in places

where their growth is disadvantage-

ous to their surroundings may be killed by

removing the soil from the roots, then bor-

ing holes into the base of the trunk and the

main roots, and filling them with ordinary

salt. Holes one inch in diameter are satis-

factory. By watering the trees
_
with a

poisonous liquid, such as weed killer, the

trees may be killed quickly; but the sur-

rounding ground would be unfit for further

vegetation for a considerable period, while

the deleterious effect of the salt would soon

disappear.
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THE FLOATING FARMS OF CHINA
ACCORDING to an exchange, like the

wood merchants of northern Russia,
u1k> carry their wood on great rafts,

to Nijni-Novgorod, Kazan, and Astra-
kan, tJie tanners of the upper and cen-
tral regions along the 1 ang-ste-Kiang
construct rafts covering as much as two
acres of surface, and on the rafts they
establish farms where produce grows. On
these great floating farms are habitations
for the men and stables for the animals,
pig-pens, feed-barns, and storehouses well
stocked with provisions. The voyage to

market is often one thousand miles, and
to employ their time on the slow journey
the dwellers on the rafts make baskets
and many objects of household use. Ar-
rived at their destination, they sell their

produce, take apart and sell the rafts, and
return to their homes by the ways used
by ordinary travelers.

COLORED MOVING PICTURES

THE popularity of moving pictures has
stimulated investigations in color pho-

tography. It was agreed, says a writer in

Harper's Weekly, that the public would
never be satisfied until scenery and action is

depicted in all the colors of life. To supply
this demand many films were colored by
hand. This method was not only laborious,

but was not true to life.

While color photography was being
studied, there was suddenly put on ex-
hibition a process that is as remarkable as

the moving picture itself, its effectiveness

being based on the same principle.

In the moving picture, a succession of
views, taken at the briefest intervals, and
flashed upon a screen, is presented to the

eye as more or less gradual motion, accord-
ing to the number of projections per
second. The same idea is used in the color

display. In its simplest performance, the

process is as follows : The spectrum

—

with range of colors from white through
yellow, orange, red, green, blue, violet, and
indigo to black—is separated into two
divisions; orange-red and green-blue.

What the spectator would see, if the film

were moved slowly, would be first an
orange-red picture and then a green-blue

one. When the film moves rapidly, the

illusion is a scene in all the colors of the

spectrum, as produced by orange-red and
green-blue and their combinations. This
is because of what is known as the per-

sistence of vision, an optical phenomenon
that is thus played upon to produce the

illusion of color as well as motion.

However, the film itself is not colored.

It looks like the ordinary film consisting

of blacks, whites and grays. It is not pro-

duced in the usual way, however. In

taking the pictures, gelatine color-filters

are moved before the film simultaneously

with the instantaneous exposures. One
snapshot is taken through the red filter,

and the next through the green.

The negatives Cor the positives, as they

must be for exhibition purposes) contain

the scene with the color values filtered

alternately through red and green. When
the pictures are projected on the exhibi-

tion screen, another disk of colored gela-

tine rotates before the film simultaneously

with each picture. The color values in

blacks, whites and grays that the filter

originally allowed to pass to the film are

now flashed back from the film, through

the rotating colored disc. The result is

a portrayal of motion and color, with some
unnatural effects, it must be admitted, as

to brilliancy of hue, yet splendid and thor-

oughly pleasing.

Expert Rose Advice— FREE
Our new Rose Book is undisputed authority on selecting, plant-
ing, pruning and cultivating the Queen of Flowers. Compiled by
our president, who was sole American Judge at the International
Rose Exhibition, Paris, 1911; and by our vice-president, Ameri-
ca's premier rose propagator. It lists the 360 Best Roses for
America, shows 11 leaders in natural colors and 85 others
photographed. It also contains a complete Rose Lover's Calen-
dar of operations and our liberal FREE DELIVERY OFFER.
This Rose Book proves the high quality of

CONARD & JONES ROSES
—Guaranteed to bloom Well developed, healthy bushes, all grown on
their own roots in our pertect rose soil. Guaranteed true to name and
species. Standard varieties and tested novelties for every purpose.
Also oddities—green rose, blue rose, ten-colored rose, tree roses, hardy
moss roses, variegated roses. Write a postal today for free Rose Book.

THE CONARD & JONES CO., Box 52, West Grove, Pa.
Rose Specialists—50 years* experience

An enchantlngly lovely, new hardy J

climber. InBect-proof foliage.

Since 1847
The firm of Peter Henderson & Co. was founded in 1847 and the 66

years of successful seed-raising and selling that is behind every package
of Henderson's seeds must and does make them the best that it is possi-

ble to buy. In your grandfather's day, Henderson's was the standard by
which other seeds were judged and the same condition exists in 1913.

Our methods of seed-testing which were the best three generations ago
have been improved upon from year to year and are to-day still the best.

The unknown quantity in your garden is the quality of the seeds
you plant and you cannot be too careful in seeing that you obtain the

best procurable. The most critical of all planters in the choice of their

seeds are the market-gardeners or truck-farmers. Perhaps the best en-

dorsement of the quality of Henderson's seeds is the fact that Peter
Henderson & Co. supply a larger number of professional growers than

any two-seed houses in the world. The very existence of

these men depends upon their receiving the best quality

of seeds. That Peter Henderson & Co. are easily preemi-
nent in the professional growing field is the best endorse-
ment of Henderson's seeds that can be given.

Henderson's seeds are tested seeds.

Special Offer
Our 1913 catalogue, "Everything for the Garden," a book

of 209 pages, over 800 illustrations, color plates, etc., will be
mailed on receipt of 10 cents. In addition, we will send without
extra charge, our new book, "Garden Guide and Record," and
our collection of 6 Henderson Specialties, in a coupon envelope
which will be accepted as 25 cents cash payment on any order
of one dollar or over.

Peter Henderson & Co.
35-37 Cortlandt Street New York

Have Spring when you want it. Have it NOW

!

All you need is a plot in your garden covered
with Sunlight Double Glass Sash.
GET THEM NOW.
You will be surprised to see what fine, strong plants
you can grow. Yourflowers and vegetables will be
six weeks ahead of the season. And, how much
better they are when not commonplace—when they
are your own achievement !

Sunlights Eliminate the Drudgery
When the hot-bed is made, planted and covered with the double-layered
glass the hard work ends. Thereafter lettuce, radishes, onions antt
greens are growing ready to eat ; and such plants as cabbage, cauli-
flower, beet, tomato, pepper, cucumber and melon, in order, are growing
ready for the early field. Tbe double glass, enclosing a nou-conductinjg
air space, keeps the bed bright by day and
warm by night and does away with the labor
of using heavy boards or shutters. The -,<T '"tZ^T- Void Frames
sash are complete in themselves. *?

;::;:;\jI^K^^.\d Hot-Beds
Get them now.

Our catalog sent free, For 4c we will
also send you Prof. Massey's book on
hot-beds.

Grow fresh vegetables for your table and to sell.

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE GLASS SASH CO.
943 EAST BROADWAY LOUISVILLE, KY.

Plant for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with the largest stock that can be secured! It takes many years to
grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that
give an immediate effect. Price List gives complete information.

ANDORRA- NURSERIES B" PffiS,^.
WM. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor
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Announcement:

VERY reader of AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS,

whether a subscriber or not, is invited to consult the

Editor of the new COLLECTORS' DEPARTMENT on

all subjects connected with their favorite hobbies. If you

have any object of interest to collectors about which you

desire information, a letter enclosing a stamp will bring a reply from

this Department of the Magazine. Readers who have antiques and

curios for exchange are invited to send lists of such objects for publica-

tion in the Collectors' exchange department. Lord Brougham once said ;

"Blessed is he who hath a hobby," and thrice blessed indeed is the man

whose hobby has to do with the beautifying of the home, the adornment

of it with objects of association such as the Collector loves to bring to-

gether. The following are some of the subjects that will receive atten-

tion in the COLLECTORS' DEPARTMENT of AMERICAN HOMES:

ANTIQUES

ARMS AND ARMOR
AUTOGRAPHS

BOOKS AND BINDINGS

BRASS

BRONZE

CARVING

COPPER

FURNITURE

GLASS

ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS AND PRINTS

COINS AND MEDALS

EMBROIDERIES

ILLUMINATION

IVORIES

JEWELRY

LACES

MINIATURES

PAINTINGS

POTTERY AND PORCELAIN

PEWTER

IRUGS

[SILVER

I

TAPESTRIES AND TEXTILES

The COLLECTORS' DEPARTMENT wishes to come in touch with

all collectors in America, and with this in mind readers who are

interested in collecting are invited to fill out, detach and mail the coupon

below to the Editor. This coupon will then be placed on file and from

time to time announcements of special interest will be mailed to those

whose names have been sent in.

THE EDITOR THE COLLECTORS' DEPARTMENT
AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS

MUNN & CO., INC., PUBLISHERS
361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

I am interested m Collecting;, especially in the following subjects :

III
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THE COLLECTORS' DEPARTMENT AND AMERICAN ^pag©< in the March issue will be devoted to his description,

HOMES FOR MARCH V 'V which will be called "The Story of My Garden," illustrated

READERS of this magazine have shown great interest with attractive photographs An interesting eastern house,

in the announcement of the new "Collectors' Depart* --the* residence of Mr A K Briggs of Jamestown New

which appeared in the January issue. The York, designed by-E.G. W Dietrich w.ll also be shown
- ARLY AMERICAN SILVER" will be the title of

one of the articles in the new "Collectors' Depart-

ment.'' This will be beautifully illustrated with reproduc-

tions from photographs of silverware by Paul Revere and

other early American craftsmen. Another article in the

"E

practical and wide-embracing department that "Collectors' Department" will take up the subject of

ment which appeared in

Editor has received many letters in evidence of the

enthusiasm with which the idea has been received. Sev-

eral magazines, it is true, have in times past printed various

excellent articles on subjects of interest to collectors, but

it has remained for American Homes and Gardens to

initiate a

will be of interest to collectors in America.

Lord Brougham once said, "Blessed is he who hath a

hobby," but thrice blessed is the man or woman whose

hobby is connected with the development of the home.

The true collector is one in whom the interest in things

of beauty, of historic association or things that record

the consummate skill of human craftsmanship is an un-

flagging interest. It is not necessary that because one

collects old china, old furniture, old laces, miniatures or

anything of the sort, that the pursuit leads to the turning

of one's home into a museum. Nor does it mean that

one must collect extensively to enjoy the pleasures to be

found in the pursuit. Knowing about things always makes

life more interesting, and knowing something of the his-

tory and the romance of old china, old furniture, old

silver, old prints, or anything of the sort, makes those

things infinitely more precious to us when we come across

them unawares, discover them in our attics, or see them

in the homes of our friends. Antiques and curios have a

fascination peculiarly their own as they are in themselves keenly sensitive to what makes for wise choice between

'Tobies." Excellent illustrations will also accompany this.

THE double-page feature for the March number will

consist of an arrangement of eight especially attractive

photographs of garden nooks, which will suggest what may
be done in a small way in home landscape gardening.

MR. F. F. ROCKWELL, the well-known authority on

horticulture, will contribute an excellent practical

article, accompanied by planting tables, on the subject of

"The All-Summer Vegetable Garden." The usual depart-

ments, of "The Collectors' Department," "Within the

House," "Around the Garden" and "Helps to the House-

wife" will be included in this issue.

THE SCHOOL ART LEAGUE

SOME stoic souls hold that taste cannot be taught. For-

tunately, however, for the coming generation there are

warm hearted and warm blooded teachers who have al-

ready given proof that the child brought into contact with

fine pictures and with questions of design concerning dress,

the home, and the architecture of his town may be made

}
-

veritable historic records and do more than almost any-

thing else to reconstruct for us the picture of progress

through the ages. Readers of American Homes and
Gardens, whether subscribers or not, are invited to co-

operate with the Editor in making the new "Collectors'

Department" of value and interest to all.

patterns bad and good. This wise choosing is taste; for

taste is nothing but choice between things better or poorer

in design. The schools of our country are all helping

more or less, in this wise teaching, and many of the school

systems have attracted to their aid ardent friends. In

New York city a large and active society, the School Art

THE March number of American Homes will be the League, is helping in a score of ways to further this ra-

Annual Spring Gardening Number. This issue will tional scheme of art training. John W. Alexander is presi-

one of the most attractive yet published. The gen- dent, and a dozen other foremost artists are connected

eral plan of this number takes into account the interest with its board of management while many others are asso-

of readers in practical garden articles that suggest garden- dated in its membership with some hundreds of teachers in

ing within the means of the limited income.

THE opening article will take into consideration the

subject of The Flower Garden. This will contain a

planting table of Annuals and Perennials so arranged

that it will be of prime value to the garden maker. Amer-
ican Homes seeks in its garden illustrations to show the

relationship of the garden to the house rather than merely

floral pictures.

THE description of a Cleveland, Ohio, house will con-

stitute a one-page feature, and this will be illustrated

with photographic reproductions of exteriors and by draw-

ings of floor plans.

American Homes recently offered $10 for the best

article submitted by one of its readers on the subject

the schools. Nearly five thousand children attended the

various meetings held by the League during the past year

in the Metropolitan Museum and at the great art exhibi-

tions held through the Winter. Pictures were hung by the

association in many classrooms and medals were given for

fine craftsmenship in every one of the two hundred school

workshops of the City. To aid and foster talent, the

League has established industrial art scholarships; through

these, a number of the more gifted pupils of the high
schools are being trained in post-graduate courses to be
skilled designers. Through many committees the League
touches the art work of the City schools at a dozen points;

it has become at once a stimulus and an aid to practical art

teaching in its five hundred buildings. To Miss Florence N.
of a garden. The one chosen as having the most merit was Levy, the society's secretary, is due the greatest praise for
that of Mr. F. F. Spanglar of Zanesville, Ohio, and three her indefatigable efforts to make this movement practical.
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d with Cabot's Shiugle. Stains

Save Half Your Paint Bill

Save Half Your Labor Bill

by using

Cabot'sCreosote Stains
Paint costs more than ever before, and is poorer in quality.

These stains cost half as much and can be put on twice as

quicklv, halving the labor cost. They are infinitely softer,

richer and more artistic in their coloring effects, and are
adapted for shingles, siding, boards, and other exterior

woodwork. Made of Creosote " the best wood preservative

known," and the strongest and finest fast colors, ground in

linseed oil.

You can get CaboVs Stains alt over the country.

Send for free samples of stained wood,

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg. Chemists

131 Milk Street Boston, Mass.

QottageDesign*
By far the most complete collection of plans
ever brought out. Illustrated with full-page

plates. One dollar each. Sold separately.

MUKM ft CO, INC. jfl BROADWAY. NEW YORK

No. 1. COTTAGE DESIGNS
Twenty- five designj, ranging in coit
from $600 to $1,500.

No. 2. LOW-COST HOUSES
Upward of twenty-five designs, costing

from $1,000 to $3,000.

No. 3. MODERN DWELLINGS
Twenty designs, at costs ranging from
$2,800 to $7,000.

No. 4. SUBURBAN HOMES
Twenty selected designs. Costing front

about $3,000 upward.

THE New

New Edition—Just Published

The New Building Estimator
By WILLIAM ARTHUR

A practical guide to estimating the cost of labor

and material in building construction from excavation

to finish, with various practical examples of work
presented in detail and with labor figured chiefly in

hours and quantities.

A handbook for architects, builders, contractors,

appraisers, engineers, superintendents and draftsmen.

The eleventh revised and enlarged edition, just

published, has been reset throughout and gives

the latest prices. It contains 50% more matter than
the previous edition.

Price $3.00 postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc.

361 Broadway New York, N. Y.

Size—5 x 7 inches

744 pages. Illustrated.

Flexible Leather.

Gilt Edges.

An indispensable
guide to an ideal

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

home. It has solved
all the problems and knows
just what you want. It takes
up in detail the construction, de-
coration and furnishing of real

Bungalow Homes. Profusely il-

lustrated with splendid photographs
of the newest ideas in bungalow con-
struction including exteriors, interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes
to the reader each month with a wealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you many times
its cost for a whole year. It will save you disappointment when the last piece of furniture has been
placed and your dream has become a reality. Full working drawings, specifications and complete
bill of material for one bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable
estimate of its cost, is an invaluable feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and
helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a life's work—the building of a real

home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU.
Don't send any money, simply sign, cut out and mail the coupon today.

BUNGALOW PUBLISHING COMPANY 421 Lwy Building, Seattle, Washington

Bungalow Publishing Co., Inc., Seattle, Washington
Please enter my subscription for " Bungalow Magazine" for one year._

If 1 do not notify you to the contrary, I will remit $2.00 within thirty Idays, otherwise no expense to attach to me.

Name . Street . s ...

.State

STUCCO

THE most durable stucco, says the

London Builder, is obtained when
cement is employed, but the trouble lies in

the fact that cement sets quickly, much
more quickly than lime, and cracks are

liable to appear. If, however, just—with

the accent on the word just—sufficient of

each ingredient is used, and neither too

little nor yet too much water is added, a

stucco can be produced that is far superior

to any other in weathering powers. If an
excess of water is employed the plaster will

not cling properly to the wall
;

yet, on the

other hand, if too little be used, the cement
plaster will dry so quickly that cracks are

certain to result. Again, if too much
cement is used cracks are liable to appear.

Dryness in any form results in cracks,

which in some cases are so fine as not to

be discernible except by close inspection.

These cracks will in time admit moisture,

rain bearing sulphur and ammonia, which
will in time break down the protective cov-

ering, and the stucco will fall away, either

by disintegration or peeling.

One essential, therefore, to good work
is that the plaster must not lose its damp-
ness too rapidly, and this can be done by
keeping the surface wetted or by way of
damp cloths hung in front of the wall. It

is also necessary to prevent the water in

the cement being absorbed by the brick-

work on which it rests, and this can be
done by previously well wetting the brick-

work.
To make a good weather resistant, the

stucco must be dense. This can be ob-

tained by mixing the concrete stibb, and yet

contain the necessary water to prevent

rapid drying, which will allow the plasterer

to work rapidly. A very thorough mixing
will accomplish this. Troweling the sur-

face should not be done too much, for al-

though by this means density is accom-
plished, the result will only be the trouble

of cracks when dry, which is to be avoided.

Troweling brings the water to the surface,

and the work is liable to dry too rapidly.

The proportions of the various materials

used is debatable. Whether the first or

last coat should contain the most cement
has to be considered from two points. The
first coat, it is argued by some, should be
the one containing the greatest percentage

of cement, as it has to bind to the wall and
support the outer coats. On the other

hand, the last coat is the one attacked by
the weather, therefore it should have the

greater amount of cement is argued by
others. Unfortunately, the greater the per-

centage of cement there is all the more
tendency to crack, and unless great care is

exercised a high percentage of cement is

likely to produce this undesirable result.

A medium percentage is therefore the best

in the long run. Thus the coats—three are

recommended, as two coat work is little

more than one half inch thick—may be
composed of one Portland cement to two
of clean, sharp sand. This for the first two
coats. The finishing coat may be composed
of Portland cement, sand, and clean, sharp
shingle. As the cement is liable to expand
during wetting and contract while drying
the nrecautions previously mentioned
should be taken. Lime stucco is preferred

by some, because it is not liable to this

trouble.

The sand and shingle must
Many a failure is due to

observance of this. Earthy
organic substances not only
combine with the cement and break down
the stucco, but they prevent the cement
from mechanically joining with the sand
and shingle.

be sharp,

the non-
matter or

chemically
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Photograph by Mary H. Northend

This farmhouse stands invitingly by the roadside, shaded by enormous elms whose graceful branches give relief from the heat of the Summer sun
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The Restoration of an Eighteent ry Farmhouse

By Mary H. Northend

Photographs by the Author

HE pretty village of Charles River lies a Built in 1647, theories of laie old farmhouse have been

few miles outside of Boston, being one of carefully kept" by its present owner, Mr. Frederic H. Cur-

its suburbs. Within the last few years, this tis, while additions have been made by the building of ells

country locality has been opened up by the and verandas, so picturesquely introduced that they increase

building of many new Summer homes, and rather than detract from the architectural value of the

here and there along the charming wood- house. The remodeling • of this house was from plans

land roads, one finds beautiful private estates, intermingled drawn by Philip B. Howard, architect, and F. M. Wake-
with the remodeled farmhouses which are so popular field, architect, of Boston. As it originally stood, the

to-day. structure was painted red with white trim. It had a small

One of these farmhouses is on the left-hand side of the porch at the front, which was, however, an addition made
road coming from Dover. It stands invitingly by the many years after the house was built. The situation was
roadside, shaded by enormous elms whose graceful branches most attractive, for on either side of the winding country

give relief from the heat of the sun during the Summer road are more of the wide-spreading elms which stand like

months, and suggests to passers-by a typical eighteenth cen- sentinels guarding the old homestead, while flowering shrubs

tury farmhouse ingeniously remodeled into a twentieth cen- which are planted here and there around the house add

tury Summer home, the ell reflecting most, the old and new. their touch of color. The grounds are extensive, lying on

Built in 1647, the lines of the old farmhouse have been carefully kept, while additions have been made by the building of ells and verandas
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both sides of the road, and they are en- 1 I picturesque and the practical, for behind

closed by a stone wall. The farmhouse ^ a hedge, a border of flowers has been

itself is half way between the boundary
j

I Launor^\ itnroduced. This supplies the house

lines of the estate. At the left, entrance UTIT^i^ H Wlt^ fl°wers f° r table and other deco-

is given through a wide gate painted £pTj|3 rative uses, and also keeps the grass

green, that leads over grass lands to the mt^/en from creeping into the vegetable garden.

meadows beyond. ^
j

,~^~A Large barns for the storage of hay

In front of the house there is a sec-
~

. JllWflHLL^. r are mide attractive by a setting of trel-

ond gate, a picturesque rustic affair, 1 1
"

1 P/A2ZA lises which in the Fall are loaded with

which opens onto a brick walk leading
mwNG Bom

\ \ great bunches of ripening grapes. Be-

to the entrance porch. This walk is VTjliSL noiai tween the evergreen woods and the road

bordered on either side by flowers, be- zasMtr [^^^L 1S a ^ne apple orchard, which has been

yond which are shade trees and stretches Je^i J
supplemented since the purchase of the

of wide green lawns that slope into I \
HA

% Z. A
I

estate by young trees which are just com-

meadow land at the rear. The grounds
| J

ing into bearing.

are dotted with small artistic outbuild- The seclusion of this ideal Summer
ings which are used for supplying water I I house is not broken by neighboring

power, storing tools and garden imple- First floor plan houses, which are, however, close

ments, etc. In early years, when the house was first built, enough at hand to prevent loneliness, but are hidden by the

there stood on the grounds an old cider mill and a black- winding of the road and seen, surrounded by their green

smith's shop, both of which were used up to within a half a lawns and beautiful gardens, as one drives leisurely along

century ago; but, since their purchase by the present owner, the shaded country road in this pretty suburban locality,

these have disappeared. The house has been painted a The porch at the front of the house has been altered,

pretty shade of buff, and with the green blinds gives a good and to-day shows one of Colonial type, supported by plain,

effect. The blinds, which are in reality wooden shutters, solid columns with inside wooden settles, and, on either side,

have had diamond panes cut at the top, which not only give

light, when closed, but lend a distinctive touch to the

exterior. The dark green of evergreen trees behind the

house makes a fitting background for this charming picture.

The garden proper lies on the opposite side of the road.

In his landscape gardening the owner has intermingled the

lattices over which have been trained clambering vines.

These give glimpses at one side of the old-time oval win-

dows, like those found in closed porches at Salem, Massa-

chusetts, and which mark the period of Colonial prosperity

of the town. At the right of the house, the lawn is a gentle

slope, and entrance at this side is through a little Colonial

A feature of the dining-room is the large old-fashioned fireplace with its pewter ornaments
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door which has been inserted and which

opens into an outdoor veranda. On
the opposite side of the house, an over-

hang allows for a glassed-in sun parlor

which is used generally as a breakfast

room. Both the veranda and the break-

fast room have brick-tiled floors.

The house, as it originally stood, had
four rooms and a hall. The latter has

been left untouched, no change having

been made in the narrow staircase with

its two sharp turns that lead to the sec-

ond story. The hangings of the hall are

reproductions of the old-time paper,

showing soft gray coloring and land-

scape effects. At the right of the hall is

the long living-room. Here the original

fireplace has been retained, while the Second

room has been lengthened and widened by the taking in of

a small room which was used originally as a dining-room.

The stud, which is six feet eight inches high, is in keeping
with the rest of the house. When it was first purchased
the beams had been all incased, but they are now left

exposed, showing the hand-hewn surfaces. The walls

were in very bad condition, being papered sometimes ten

thicknesses deep. These have now been given a coloring

of natural burlap, the soft tinting of which is in perfect

harmony with the other features of this room.

The same board floor has been retained, and the rugs

show simplicity and good taste. The furniture is all of

Colonial period, covered with Summer dress of chintz.

wounoM

WBOOO0M

The windows are hung with curtains of

scrim, and on the old-fashioned window
sills, which are about nine inches wide,

are potted plants in bright bloom. In

one corner is a buffet which makes a good

setting for the collection of old pewter.

This room opens at the side into the en-

closed out-of-doors piazza, which is fit-

ted up most attractively as a sitting-

room, while the service department is at

the rear. The dining-room opens off from

the living-room. It is a large room,

originally having nine doors and four

windows. A feature of this room is the

large old-fashioned fireplace with its

pewter ornaments. At the opposite

side of the room has been placed one
floor plan f th e best examples of old-time china

closet. This has been in the family for many years, and

was introduced into this home soon after its purchase. The
shell at the top shows its early period and also marks it

as one of the best types of corner closets in existence. This

is used principally for rare old china, mostly family heir-

looms, and makes a fitting receptacle for these treasured

possessions. Many pieces of fine old furniture are in this

room, and the hangings of blue and white Japanese grass

cloth are in good taste and offer a beautiful background

for them. In the remodeling of this house great attention

has been paid to keeping the old-time features as much as

possible. This is shown in the brass knobs and the strap-

hinges on the doors. Upstairs the house is, if possible,

The living-room of the remodeled house was made by lengthening the original room through throwing into it the original dining-room
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more interesting than

it is downstairs, for

here one finds won-

derfully good ex-

amples of old Colon-

ial fire-places, "night-

cap" closets, and old-

fashioned andirons.

The floors have been

left unchanged. In

one or two of the

rooms an innovation

has been made, as in

the den, where the

furniture is all of wil-

low, with bright cov-

erings, while in one

of the chambers the

furnishings are en-

tirely in white. This eliminates the old-fashioned idea,

and these rooms might be part of a modern house were it

not for the small panes of glass in the old windows. Per-

haps the most interesting room of all is one of the cham-

bers which is furnished in typical Colonial style. The
slender legs of the Sheraton four-poster, with its tester

covered with white, and the bedspread of a hundred years

ago, give it an old-time air which is unquestionable. At
one side is a highjboy of the shell pattern, while Windsor
and slat-back chairs are in evidence. Here the fire-place

is particularly good, as is the little closet which forms a

From every point of view the old house presents a picturesque appearance

central feature over-

head. The low stud

of the house makes

it very much more
cosy, although one

misses the exposed

rafters which are

found in so many old

houses, for with the

exception of the liv-

ing-room, they are

either cased in or

covered with plaster.

While this fact may
make the house more
attractive to the

house owner who pre-

fers a smooth ceiling,

still there is a par-

ticular fascination about these hand-hewn beams, showing

the mark of the axe, which appeals to the many lovers of

what is truly old. In the upper story another innovation

has been made in the building of an out-of-door sleeping-

room, which has been introduced on the slope of the lean-

to over the enclosed veranda. This room has hammocks
on either side, leaving a wide space in the middle for chairs.

The house is typical of an old-time farmhouse in which

original lines have been carefully preserved. Situated in a

sheltered valley, where high winds do not sweep across, it is

little wonder that the family comes early and stays late.

One of the most interesting rooms in the house is the bed-chamber furnished with a Sheraton four-poster and other fine pieces of early time

furniture
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A bird-house may become a distinct architectural feature of the landscape when carefully designed

Making Friends With the Birds
By Edgar Nesbitt

Photographs by Jessie Tarbox Beals and others

OTHING is easier than to attract by kind-

ness and to retain by constancy the little

denizens of the air. They may be snubbed

or cruelly persecuted, their nests may be

robbed, or they may have to watch the

prowess of merciless animals who would

rob them of their young, but a little thoughtful sympathy

will win them, and while always somewhat shy, our birds

may become the most faithful of friends. While doubtless

they prefer the country, many of them seem to be fond of

city life, for the streets are never without the little feath-

ered citizens, and they nest in the most unlikely places in

the older and crowded parts of a city almost as readily as

in the parks, where they find a setting almost as rural as

that of the actual country.

Perhaps the quickest and the surest way to obtain the

friendship of the birds is to show an interest in their welfare

to the extent of providing habitations for them. A wel-

come thus extended will meet with a ready response, and

the same bird family will return year after year for a long

time—or perhaps they may "sub-let" for the years when
their plans call them elsewhere. The homes which we offer

our little guests may be almost anything which affords a

shelter—the little visitors are not apt to complain, and

seem pleased with the smallest effort for their comfort and

happiness. The shops are full of ready-built houses

adapted to the needs of the most fastidious of birds

—

houses of birch bark, logs, or bamboo, or made of wood
suitably painted; but the houses which are most pleasing to

the birds are the simplest, for they are extremely shy, and
do not take readily to anything very new or extremely fine

or conspicuous. They really seem to prefer houses made
of old lumber, such as fence boards, or from small wooden
boxes, although the rustic bird houses which may be bought
in the shops are popular, probably because they seem suit-

able and suggest the joys of country living. Tin cans, if

sufficiently large, may be made into admirable bird houses;

but care must be taken to see that there are no rough or

sharp edges about the entrance to the house, and there

should be a few nail-holes in the lower side to allow for the

escape of any water that the rain may drive in.

Boxes for birds such as wrens or chickadees should have
an inside measurement of twelve by four or five inches, and
the larger dimension should be that from the front toward
the back. The entrance might be circular and about an
inch and one eighth in diameter. If you are building for

the swallows or the blue birds, the same inner dimensions
will suffice, but the entrance should be a hole an inch and a
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half large, and may be

round, square, or oblong. In

each place, the entrance near

the top of the house, and if

possible have a tiny perch be-

fore the door. Fasten the

houses to a wall or building

or upon a pole from twelve

to thirty feet from the

ground, or, if the house is to

be placed in a tree, be sure

that no bough is close enough

to afford a waiting place for

a cat or other enemy of your

little guests. Have the en-

trance to the house face the

south if possible, and place

the box, if it can be done,

of a city garret we thought

of adding to the attractive-

ness of the window gardens

by inviting as our guests

some of the birds we saw

making their nests in the

vines which covered an old

house close by. Four small

starch boxes were secured,

their paper labels soaked off,

and a small hole bored in

each box. In front of each

of these little doors was

placed a perch that a porch

might be provided before

each entrance. The houses

were then fastened at each

side of one of the windowsA bird-house anyone could make

where it will be shaded during the hottest part of the day. and a "To Let" sign in the form of a few grains of break-

The birds which most of us wish to attract have certain fast food was placed at each door and we awaited develop-

malicious enemies, and if we are going to succeed in main- ments. We felt that we have provided city homes which

taining cordial relations with our visitors we must protect possessed some of the advantages of the country for the

them from red squirrels, cats and such birds as crows and window gardens; even early in April gave every promise of

English sparrows. The red squirrel, of course, is seldom shade during the warm weather and the entrances faced

met in the city or even in the smaller towns, for his home south, for we had noticed that the most severe of the rain

is the country. He is an apparently harmless and really storms came from the northeast. We wished to cater only

beautiful little animal but he is entirely out of sympathy to the most desirable tenants so we made the entrances to

with the birds, and does not hesitate to break up their our cottages small enough to discourage the application of

nests or devour their young. The enmity of the cat family Mr. and Mrs. Crow who occasionally live in the city, and

is well known, and if peace is to be maintained and safety of Mr. and Mrs. Jay should they happen to call. We par-

to the birds assured Mrs. Puss and her family must either ticularly wished to avoid receiving any proposition from
be banished or kept in semi-retirement particularly during any of the English Sparrow connection, for we felt sure

the season when the young birds are learning to fly; unless that having them as tenants would have a depreciating effect

this be done some heartrending tragedies are sure to result, upon our settlement, and we resolved to refuse, politely but

The English sparrow is noisy and disagreeable rather than firmly, any offer which they might make to us.

malicious, but other birds will not rest where he has his The first applicant for an annual lease came, as we had

home. Drive him away if you would be friends with such feared, from Mr. and Mrs. Sparrow, but we refused even

birds as the robins or the wrens. A very sure way to please to show them the cottages and discouraged them each time

the birds would be to provide a drinking place for them they visited us. Once we found them actually moving into

and to sprinkle one of the houses

scraps of bread or without even apply-

some similar food ing for a lease, and

where it can be eas- when he turned
ily seen. During them away we felt

the Winter, if your more than ever con-

guests still linger, or vinced that they

if transient visitors would make most

have come to take undesirable tenants.

their place, feed The next visitor

them by tying a was Mr. Chickadee

piece of suet to a who seemed pleased

tree or tall bush, with one of the cot-

This will make them tages and gave
comfortable and every manifestation

happy during the of his approval.

coldest weather Later in the morn-

when food is scarce ing he brought Mrs.

and famine often Chickadee and they

stalks abroad. spent some time in-

Our own experi- specting the in-

ence with birds has terior. They did

been both brief and not call again and

simple, but very en- we feared they were

joyable for us and, discouraged by the

we hope helpful to strong odor of

the birds. When starch with which
planning window the house was filled

boxes and vines to for the cottages

A rustic bird-house to be placed against a c
|

imb over the out- were q uite new and A rustic bird-house to be placed upon a pole

tree and preferably facing the south side of the windows were not properly from twelve to thirty feet high
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An attractive lookout summer-house with a place for the birds to nest in the cupola

dried. We really wished to secure some of the Chickadees

as tenants and were particularly pleased when the next day

two other members of the same family appeared and gave

unmistakable evidence of approbation. We were delighted

to have them, and they began at once the furnishing of their

home. To encourage them as far as possible we laid some

wisps of hay, pieces of string, and a few feathers from an

old pillow where they would be easily seen, for we realized

that in a large city it might be difficult or perhaps impossi-

ble to secure just the furnishings which they desired.

Mr. and Mrs. Tree swallow applied for another cottage,

and with two families of Wrens were cordially received,

for we felt that the stamp of their approval meant much to

a settlement built for modest and refined tenants. We helped

them with their furnishing and house-fitting, and in a few

weeks the entire colony had settled down to the hum-drum
domesticity of an old established village. Of course, we
had one or two complaints from Mrs. Swallow, and one of

the Wrens were not pleased with the way the light from

our study lamps penetrated the entrances to their homes.

We realized that the complaint was quite justified and were

careful to lower the shade each evening as soon as the

lamps were lighted.

Having secured such desirable tenants we felt obliged

to do everything possible to make them happy and comfort-

able, and were careful to provide a drinking place for them

and to place upon the window sill such delicacies as the

season and the market afforded. Worms could not be had,

but bread crumbs and various kinds of cereals were pro-

vided and apparently enjoyed. Two birds' bathtubs were
purchased and each morning were filled with water and

placed within easy reach. We were careful, of course, to

have the water very slightly warmed for we did not wish

our little tenants to suffer the discomfort and inconvenience

of bathing in water absolutely chilled.

A considerable time elapsed before we realized that the

younger members of the four families were arriving, but

such was evidently the case, for we heard much chirping

and peeping, which we fully understood, and there was an

unusual amount of visiting which, of course, was by way of

congratulation. Such reticence was observed, however, that

we were never able to determine the exact membership of

any one of the four families. Domestic life as a rule was
even and undisturbed by any but the most amiable of family

quarrels. It is true that Mr. and Mrs. Swallow had one

or two disagreements shortly after they moved into our

settlement, but their family cares soon became so absorbing

that arguments were forgotten in the household duties which

doubtless occupied Mrs. Swallow, and in the increased re-

sponsibility which a growing family placed upon her hus-

band.

By the time the window gardens were really at their best

and the four cottages well covered with vines, we saw that

the time for the debut of the junior members of the family

was at hand. We felt great anxiety upon these occasions, for

some bird houses were at least forty feet from the ground.

To make the process of learning to fly as easy and as safe

as possible we improvised a broad shelf just outside the

window garden and took care that no enemies of the birds

should be near. The management of the debuts was upon
the whole very successful, and but one distressing tragedy

occurred to mar the success of the Summer. Mr. and
Mrs. Swallow had failed to give even the remotest intima-

tion of their intention of launching their youngest daughter
and the debut found us wholly unprepared. For this reason

Mrs. Cat had not been restrained and locked up, and her
being just below the window as Miss Swallow fluttered down
resulted in a sudden catastrophe upon which we must draw
a veil.

One day they left. We are eagerly awaiting their return

and have prepared a few additional houses to meet the

demand the success of the original cottages has created.
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In Fox Hill Farmhouse at Radnor, Pennsylvania, we find the suggestion of a blending of English and Norman architectural suggestions

Fox Hill Farmhouse at Radnor §
By Harold Donaldson Eberlein

Photographs by T. C. Turner

N the dictum "le style, c'est rhomme" there

is not a little of sound, sober truth and

shrewd common sense. When it comes to

matters architectural, with equal or even

greater propriety and aptitude, we might

say "le style, c'est la maison." Nothing
could be more self-evident than the entire dependence of a

house on the style of its architecture for all its character,

good or bad, its very identity. Without style a house is

nothing, a mere aggregation of building material; with style

there is all the difference in the world, it at once becomes a

lively source of absorbing interest. Only in so far as we
accustom ourselves to an intelligent analysis of style, only

as we are able to discern and appreciate the architectural

subtleties of a building, can we derive full pleasure and
satisfaction from its contemplation.

Fox Hill Farmhouse, designed by Wilson Eyre, of Phila-

delphia, is in several respects one of the most interesting

country houses erected within the past couple of years. In

the first place, one can detect the working of subtle influ-

ences in the design of the fabric in much the same way as

it is possible to trace strains of heredity or descry traits of

family character expanding in an individual, albeit much
modified by the impress of personal originality. In the

second place, the building represents a style, though now
too little known and esteemed, bound to win more and

more favor every year.

The influences alluded to are a curious compound of

French and English elements. The pitch of the roofs is

distinctly Norman, and there are also other points in both

the general massing and in the detail that smack of Nor-
man origin. At the same time there is much that is un-

deniably English and might be assigned to Elizabethan

exemplars. We should not be far wrong in characterizing

this singularly felicitous blending of English and Norman
feeling as Norman seen through modern English eyes and

interpreted by modern English domestic ideals, for the Eng-

lish prototype of Fox Hall Farmhouse is strongly typical

of both architectural strains. It is no disparagement to

the originality of the architect to say that the inspiration

came from a very delightful Sussex country house, one of

the best built since the British architectural revival; in fact,

it is usually the case that the most original man is the one

that knows most about the work of others and adapts their

successes, incorporating them in his own creations. In the

present instance, it is a truly laudable achievement to have

so faithfully perpetuated the spirit of the archetypal struc-

ture while making the new adaptation fit all the needs of
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its own particular circum-

stances.

Fox Hill Farmhouse is

most agreeably situated

about a mile and a half west

of Brvn Mawr in the rolling

country of Radnor Town-
ship, a part of the old Welsh
Barony that Penn's survey-

ors set off for the early Cam-
brian settlers. From the

road, a quarter of a mile to

the northward, the drive de-

scends a slope and then

climbs up again to the knoll

on which the house stands,

winding through an old apple

orchard on the way. At the

eastern end of the house is

a stone-walled garth or

courtyard for the kitchen

and offices, while the drive,

circling around a venerable

apple tree, lands the visitor

before a low, hooded stone

porch in the middle of the

north front.

The walls are built of

quarry-faced rubble, of nat-

ive gray stone, with wide

mortar joints, while the sills

and coigns about the win-

dows and also the cornices,

both under the eaves and in the peaks of the gables, are of

red brick. The cornice work is entirely of headers, while

in the coigning about the windows occasional stretchers,

projecting into the stonework, give pleasing relief of line

and variety of color, the red of the brick contrasting sharply

with the warm grays and yellows of the stone. To the

right of the porch a great triple window, with heavy brick

mullions, floods gallery and staircase with light. The head

of each lancet ends in an obtuse pointed arch so character-

istic of Tudor and also of late Norman buildings. This

window's height is quite proportionate to its great breadth;

it extends from a little above the level of the other first

floor windows all the way to the eaves.

It is gratifying to the eye to see the broad, unbroken wall

spaces on the north front of Fox Hill Farmhouse. There
are enough windows, and of sufficient dimensions, to admit

all the light that could be desired and yet they are so placed

that the beauty of the masonry has a chance to show to

advantage. We too often make the mistake of piercing

our walls needlessly with a

multitude of small windows
that are not of much account

in themselves—not nearly as

useful for either light or ven-

tilation as fewer and larger

ones—and serve only to

break up lines, make the

house look "fussy" and are

generally detrimental from

an architectural point of

view. Immediately above

the porch a range of five

small, square casement win-

dows, sepa-rated by brick

mullions, lights the long gal-

lery on the second floor.

At the east and west ends

of the north front, wings

project beyond the main
part of the house. From
ground to gable peak, the

north end of the east wing

presents a perfectly blank

wall save for the generous

outstanding brick chimney

stack for the servants'-hall.

This bold, severe touch is

particularly striking. In the

west wing is the library

which, by the advantage of

its position, has windows on
Entrance pathway ^ fouf si(ks>

To prepare the site for the house, part of a hillside,

sloping toward the west, was cut away and the earth re-

moved thence made into a terrace before the north and
south fronts. Viewed from a distance— it is impossible to

get any adequate notion at close quarters owing to the

lay of the land—the building shows a well-balanced, har-

monious mass that seems to have sprung very naturally

from the hill on which it stands, its many-gabled roof lines

melting into the verdure of the tall trees that form a back-

ground.

Fox Hill Farmhouse is one of those sensibly planned

structures that sits down comfortably on its foundations

instead of teetering on French heels, so to speak, as so

many houses seem to do, perched half-way to the skies on
foundation walls run to a ridiculous height above ground
level because of some foolish fancy on the part of architect

or client. To look at these buildings, remarkably suggest-

ive of a Shanghai rooster, one might suppose we had in-

herited this mode of construction from lake-dwelling fore-

The flag-stone garden pathway The low, hooded porch on the north front
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First Floor Plan

bears, who built their

abodes on piles, or that we
were always in dread of an

inundation from some un-

known quarter. It is quite

compatible with good cel-

lar ventilation and lighting

to have the first floor

scarcely above ground
level, that is, if the archi-

tect has any ingenuity in

drawing his plans, and no

one has any business to be-

come an architect unless he

be possessed of a good
measure of that happy
quality. At Fox Hill Farm
there is but one low step

from the ground to the

level of the first floor.

Consequently, access is easy

and comfortable and the

aspect hospitable. No
house can ever look alto-

gether hospitable and invit- Plans of the first and second floors

ing when one has to climb a formidable flight of uncom- this piazza question

fortable, forbidding-looking steps. If there has to be an

ascent somewhere, better it should be to a terrace at a

distance from the house walls and then let there be one

pace only at the threshhold.

The roof lines at Fox Hill Farm are so good that one

could wish they had been altogether unbroken by dormers.

True, the dormers are not uproarious and obtrusive, as they

are apt to be if not skilfully managed, but, nevertheless, the

repose of the roof would have been greater without them.

As a people we have yet to realize the full beauty and charm
of unbroken roofs where the sweep of the lines is undis-

turbed by dormers or meaningless projections. Of course,

it is sometimes necessary, or at least expedient, to have

them, but a bit of careful planning could be made

to obviate their necessity.

At the western end of the

south front, a loggia with

pointed arches occupies the

corner of the main mass of

the structure and does duty

for a conservatory. Beside

it, on the same level and
just outside the library win-

dows, is a platform one

pace above the lawn and
paved with red quarry tiles.

The loggia and this adja-

cent tile-paved, open plat-

form are the only trace of

piazza (save that at the

kitchen door) to be found
on the place.

It is refreshing to see a

house deliberately planned

without a piazza. It sounds

a timely note of protest

against the thralldom of

convention. The popular

mind badly needs a jolt on
As a people we are obsessed with an

almost superstitious veneration for piazzas. Some folk ap-

parently think a house isn't a house without a piazza; to

their minds it is an indispensable adjunct to civilization.

Regardless of whether it serves any practical purpose or

not, their dwelling must have some kind of lean-to tacked

on. If all the unused piazzas were removed from the

houses they now "adorn," the sight would be a revelation

—

a revelation of the extent to which a prejudice in favor of a

fancied need may affect and sometimes injure the domestic

architecture of a whole country. The beloved piazza is

such a bete no'ir to architects that they often feel like pack-

ing up and going to England where it is not a fetish.

A piazza is an awkward thing to manage architecturally

and for country houses a paved terrace often answers all

The drawing-room is one of the most beautiful apartments in the house
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purposes

well; besides that,

doesn't darken

rooms. If the

weather is fine, it is

The hallway far better to sit out

under the open heaven than to have a roof overhead. If

it is too sunny for use at any time during the day, what is

pleasanter than to sit in the shade of a tree? What more

engaging place for tea than a terrace when the westering

sun behind us is casting long shadows over the lawn? If

one wishes to sit out and enjoy a glorious night, a piazza

roof only obscures a part of the effulgent sky. As to court-

ings, we all know that love is blind so piazza or terrace

answer equally well. If the night is not fine enough to sit

out without shelter above, older folk will be better indoors

and less liable to rheumatism.

This is not an unqualified diatribe against piazzas in

general; it is merely a protest against the unreasonableness

of those that demand piazzas for every house regardless

of all other considerations. It is just as unreasonable to

insist that every house shall have a piazza as to insist that

every man shall wear pink pantaloons. Pink pantaloons

may suit some people; to others they will not be becoming.

Everybody can see the absurdity of proposing pink panta-

loons for all the adult male population, but when it comes

to piazzas they grow blindly inconsistent. There are cases,

and plenty of them, where piazzas are right and proper

and fitting—eminently so—cases where they are archi-

tecturally suitable and serve a useful purpose. There are,

too, cases not a few in which they are a positive boon to

their owners, and no one with a drop of the milk of human
kindness would deprive these people of a source of pleasure.

There are certain architectural styles with whose tradi-

tions piazzas accord and with houses built in these styles

one wishes to see piazzas.

There are, however, certain

other houses where they are

manifestly out of place and

yet it is not uncommon to

see them brutally attached to

those very structures. Fox
Hill Farmhouse belongs to

an architectural type that

makes no provision for pi-

azzas and it is matter for

commendation where, in

such an instance, piazzas are

left off despite the popular

prejudice in their favor.

This digression on piazzas,

if a trifle long, is surely not

misplaced nor unseasonable.

A word of protest against

lay inconsistency and a plea

for architectural propriety
The fireplace in the living-room is one of the best features in this

interesting house

be nowhere
more fitly uttered

than in the descrip-

tion of a dwelling

that, like Fox Hill

Farmhouse, has uPPer hallway

been true to tradition and teaches by its example a lesson.

Before the south front, flower borders bloom on a wide

stripe of privet-hedged grass terrace. From the house to the

steps to a lower level a walk of unusual construction crosses

the terrace. It is made of great irregular-shaped flags, laid

down unhewn as when they left the quarry. In the wide

spaces between the stones grow sundry low spreading plants

suited to rock gardens with a few of taller habit. The
taller plants are, perhaps, a bit in the way of those using

the walk and if perfection in this kind of path-making were
aimed at they might be replaced by lowly herbs that would
exhale sweet odors when trodden upon and bruised. The
steps nearby are ingeniously planted with rock plants in

spaces left in the treads. Beyond the grass terrace a bank
descends abruptly to a road shaded by lofty maples while

on the other side of the road, and still lower down, are the

tennis courts and vegetable garden.

The south front, with its twin gables, its bow-window, its

oriel and the arches of the loggia, is less severe in character

than the north front which is the first to be seen by the

approaching visitor. The difference of aspect is quite con-

sonant with the purposes of the building; the north front,

exposed to the view of all comers, maintains a proper reserve

of demeanor, while the south, overlooking as it does the

more intimate side of family life, irradiates a pleasant

geniality. From the south the verity of proportion observ-

able in the mass is not less satisfying than when seen from
the north or east. The color of the stone and the texture

of the walls are particularly good.

On entering through the

low stone porch on the

north, the feature that most
impresses one is the wide gal-

lery running the length of

the main part of the building

through the north side of the

house. At its western end

is the stairway and the same
gallery arrangement is re-

peated upstairs so that the

bedrooms, which open from
it, avoid a northern exposure

and Winter's piercing blasts

and look toward the south

instead. The gallery is con-

tinued around the western

side of the east wing so that

the bedrooms in that part of

the house have an eastern

exposure. In a country house
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The north front of Fox Hill Farmhouse at Radnor, Pennsylvania

on an open hillside this plan is to be commended for sim-

plifying the heating problem in Winter.

The galleries upstairs and down are light and spacious

and impart a sense of breadth and size to an unusual de-

gree. Being attractively furnished, they are excellent also

from an artistic point of view. Certain pieces of furniture

can be put there to better advantage than in most other

places. On the first floor, at the foot of the stairway a

passage sweeps around to the loggia and the library. At
the eastern end of the gallery a door opens into a passage

giving access to the breakfast-room and the pantry while

along the side and opposite the entrance are doors to the

drawing-room and the dining-room.

The east wing is given over for the most part to pantry,

kitchen, coldroom and servants' dining-room, only a small

part at the south end, opening into the dining-room, being

kept for a breakfast-room where the morning sun can come
flooding in from the east and south. The loggia, already

alluded to, is within the walls, and French windows from
the library passage and the drawing-room open into it. Sev-

eral Delia Robbia casts are here pleasantly let into the

walls by way of adornment.

One advantage of the library's occupying the whole west-

ern wing is that the light pouring in from all four sides

leaves not one dark or gloomy corner at any hour of the

day. The library woodwork is of fumed chestnut and
some of the paneling over the fireplace and about the

chimney-jamb is especially beautiful. Built in an offset on
the west side of the room, the fireplace is flanked by ingle-

seats above which are casement windows. Before the hearth

is a great comfortable sofa whose luxurious depths invite

alike to day dreams and to midnight meditations or con-

fidences in the light of the glowing logs. The walls are hung
with excellent old prints while on top of the shelves is that

miscellaneous collection of clocks, lacquer boxes, cameras,

work-baskets and innumerable minor lares and penates

that make it quite evident that the room is lived in and

apartments imaginable. The walls are a neutral gray while

the carpet, crepe de Chine curtains, upholstery and domi-

nant figure in the cretonne slip-covers are of mauve tones

that blend harmoniously. The walls are unadorned save

for an old Dutch mirror with carved and gilt frame above

the fireplace, a curiously wrought Chinese painting on glass

and a Japanese screen hung in the manner of a tapestry.

All the furniture is arranged with the most consummate
good taste and due sense of decorative restraint. Next the

drawing-room is the dining-room, of pleasing proportions

and appointments in keeping with the rest of the house.

The long galleries with their inviting vistas, the beautiful

old chests and cabinets and tables ranged along the sides,

the antlered heads and feathered trophies, the oaken balus-

trades of Jacobean design and the carved passive figure sur-

mounting the newel-post are all so fascinating that one

feels disposed to spend much of his time on the stairs.

The planning of Fox Hill Farmhouse shows a good ex-

ample of what delightful things may be done with galleries

and stairways. The possibilities of stairway treatment, with

all the attendant opportunities for imparting stateliness and

grace to the house, we have in some measure realized, but

in our use of galleries we have yet much to learn. They
are not to be regarded merely as convenient ways of getting

from one end of the house to the other without passing

through rooms. A narrow passage would answer that pur-

pose quite as well and take up less space. Galleries have a

distinct value as an important architectural feature full of

capabilities, and they deserve more careful study.

With an increasing number of country seats of the type

of Fox Hill Farmhouse, so admirably adapted to the con-

ditions of our country life, one can readily understand why
more and more families leave town earlier each Spring and

come back later each Fall, and finally end by staying in the

country the year around. With automobiles and good
roads they can easily get to the city for dinners or the

theatre while for balls or the opera they can spend the night

thoroughly enjoyed, as the natural gathering place of all with friends who still cling to city habits or stop at a hotel.

the little interests that go to make up the sum of our lives. For the small inconvenience of distance all the delights

The drawing-room, with its three French windows open- of life in the country amply compensate throughout the

ing on the terrace to the south, is one of the most delightful year when houses of this Radnor pattern are in question.
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"Shore Rocks," as seen from the extensive water front, stands amidst many favoring natural features

'Shore Rocks
99

By William T. Phillips

Photographs by T. C. Turner and others

XE would have far and long to seek to find

a lovelier house by the sea than "Shore

Rocks," whose owner, Mr. Joseph D.

Sawyer, has worked out in this delightful

and picturesque dwelling a confirmation to

the motto, "Chercez et tu trouverez," which

is to be found inset in one of the panes of the casement

oriel window, halfway up the stairs.

The site of this house, selected by its owner over twenty

years ago, is ideal. It is placed upon the little shelving

beach, with its protected harbor, the deep, clear water-front

and rough Main-like rock coast frontage making it a

perfect spot for the final edifice which was projected by

the owner's imagination even all those years ago.

The house is embowered in trees. Every main room

possesses an uninterrupted outlook across the beautiful

Sound, one of the most beautiful stretches of water in the

country. Too often it happens that builders by the sea

alienate the house from the shore by obtrusive artificialities,

or by approaches that make for isolation rather than for

conjunction with the natural setting. "Shore Rocks" is

happy in having escaped the result of any such mistakes. It

is, instead, a perfect example of the knitting together of

the proper house to its site, both being welded, as it were,

into one fiber of harmonious beauty.

One approaches "Shore Rocks" from its land side

through the entrance-gates in the low stone wall, an arched

lych gate being the form of the entrance to the service

path, an approach screened with shrubbery. The approach
to the water-front of the house is most interesting inasmuch

The lawn front of the house, with its broad entrance doorway, faces a situation in charming contrast with the water view
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Entrance to "Shore Rocks"

as one may bring a boat, even a yacht drawing ten feet of

water, directly into the pier which is, in itself, a part of

the veranda, being in direct connection with it through the

stone steps, as shown on the accompanying diagram plan of

the first floor

of the house.

From the

lawn front of

"Shore Rocks"

one does not

realize that the

house stands

four stories in

height, by rea-

son of the fact

that this height

is minimized

by the over- Entrance

hang and the color treatment. On the marble door sill

is cut the word "Venitas," and the door-knocker is the

actual one with which Paul Revere awakened John Hancock

First floor plan

Steps leading to the terrace

and Samuel Hancock from their fitful slumber in the old

Clark house at Lexington that memorable night a century

and some decades ago.

The stair hall has a wonderful fireplace with an opening

ten feet wide,

where blazing

logs can add to

the hospitable

warmth of the

welcome ex-

tended the ar-

riving guest.
Half way up
the stairs is a

casement oriel

of leaded glass,

the window
seat projectingdetail

Second floor plan

into the wall of the library near the ceiling line. The
stairs then lead to the musician's balcony and thence to the

second story hall, an extensive and thoroughly lighted area.

The site of "Shore Rocks" is one of the most attractive on the Sound coast
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The living-room is a great apartment

forty-five feet long by thirty-five wide.

Six large French windows open upon the

terrace veranda and to the porch-room

with its black-beamed, red-cemented Pom-
peiian ceiling. A lift of four steps

leads from the living-room to the spacious

library. The living-room also connects

with the dining-room which is unusual in

form and size as the plan will indicate.

This room is twenty-two by forty feet in View from one of the large windows

size. The central hall of the second story

is over thirty feet square, inclusive of the

stair opening. One of the pleasantest

features in the planning of this section of

the house is to be found in the arrange-

ment of the stairs leading to the third

story. Instead of the stereotyped plan

of an open well hole from the basement

to the attic, the stairs leading up from the

second story are placed to one side of the

top of the first flight, under an archway.

is admirably knitted to its site and in thorough keeping with the natural beauty of the shore
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HERE is an irresistible charm about old all the more eagerly for this ware. Let us not pass by as

pewter, although we look curiously at the worthless, excellent and valuable pieces of this metal that

enthusiastic collectors and often wonder why bear no mark, for we find out of fifty-nine vessels that are

they are so imbued with the love of this old still used in twenty-nine churches in the diocese of Llandaff

metal. But when we, too, become incited that there are only fifteen marked. The older pieces are

by the same spirit, we realize the absorbing indicated generally by a greater simplicity of design, as for

instance, the straight or slightly waved lines were made
before the curved pieces with swelling lines. Also, the plain

flat lids were made before tops that showed

interest there is in the pursuit of the genuine old masters

Pewter, as it stands to-day, might well be said to represent

a lost art. Only about a tenth of the exist-

ing pieces of the genuine metal even have

no hall mark at all, and often those that

do have these hall marks, are so worn that

even to the expert there is no absolutely

sure guide as there is for the collectors of

old china. When one realizes that in the

Pewterers' Hall list there are as many as

twelve hundred old English marks or

touches of which only about forty give the

maker's name and the date, and that for

names alone, there are only two hundred

and fifty, one cannot think it strange that

the old Guild of Pewterers should have

considered it undignified to advertise, and

that the London pewterers prohibited

An old Jewish pewter lamp owned
by Mr. I. H. Caliga of Salem,

Massachusetts

domes or knobs or crests, and that more
elaborate moldings are of later date than

the simple ones.

The metal itself is of little or no intrinsic

worth,—in fact, it is nothing more than an

alloy of tin and of lead and sometimes a

sprinkling of copper, antimony and bismuth.

Harking back to its early history it is veiled

in comparative obscurity. Used for house-

hold utensils, it dates back to the middle

ages and beyond. In fact, it is an impossi-

bility to go back far enough to ascertain the

period when it was first used in China and

Japan, for it is to those countries we are

compelled to return for the origin of many
placing name and address which bore touch on any of their of the old industries, as those workmen excelled in this

wares. art as they did in everything that they undertook.

All this confusion of pieces makes the collectors search One thing that we can vouch for is that pewter ware was

Old pewter from the collection of Mr. Nathaniel Spofford of Salem. The pewter measures to the right show the pint, half-pint and gill meas-

ures. The pewter wine glasses are of a much later date, but of interest to collectors by reason of their rarity
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Examples of pewter from the Caliga collection. Several of these pieces show the whorl pattern.

objects to the extreme right of this illustration

An old pewter tea-caddy is shown among the

made in China two thousand years ago. There are speci-

mens of Japanese pewter found in England that are posi-

tively known to be eleven hundred years old. They are very

much like specimens that are exhibited to-day in the Museum
of Fine Arts in Boston, Massachusetts.

There is a very interesting old story connected with a

bit of rare Japanese pewter which had been a family heir-

loom for generations. It came into the possession of the

first ancestor in 1450, and is said to have had a history

even at that date. In fact, its battered sides speak elo-

quently of a past. The legend runs that it was in the pos-

session of a French nobleman, who was compelled to flee

from his own country for some misdemeanor and sought

refuge in England, where he wooed and wTon an English

maiden. The precious bit of pewter remained with his

descendants until 1450, when the last of his race died with-

out issue, bequeathing the old relic to a dear friend from
whom the present owner is a direct descendant. Laying

aside its historic value, it represents the highest form of

Japanese pewter ever made and is as handsome a specimen

of old Japan craft as can be found. With both the Japanese

and the Chinese, the engraving was used as a form of deco-

ration. The grace and simplicity of the designs employed

give credit to the thrifty little artists who lived in the Orient.

Pewter was used for seals of office in ancient Rome and

some years ago, quantities of these old seals representing

all shapes and sizes, were discovered in the county of West-

morland, in England, where there is no doubt that they

were left by the Romans centuries ago.

It is indeed deplorable that, owing to their excellent

sodder work, so many have been entirely destroyed by the

one Gaspar Enderlein, who was a Swiss. In 1600 the

Nuremburg workers entered the field with richly wrought
plates and platters. For one hundred years, dating from
1680 to 1780, much pewter was manufactured in France,

the greater part of it being made in the first three quarters

of that period. Louis XVI was the first to appoint a

Royal Pewterer and to make more satisfactory use of the

metal. He was granted special permission to have it

adorned with gold and lacquer, a privilege that had hitherto

been enjoyed only by the dignitaries of the church.

French pewter does not seem to have been held in such

high esteem as that manufactured in Germany and the

Netherlands. In fact, a test was held at Pewterers' Hall,

London, in 1709, and it was allowed that the English
pewter there exhibited was superior to that made in France
and Spain. Barcelona was the center of the industry in

Spain, but when or where the craft had its foundation re-

search has been unable to disclose.

Pewter making in England was limited to a few centers

at first, such as London, York, and Newcastle, but after a

little while the craft was practiced in a number of other

places. One way to tell old English pewter is that these

workmen never ran to elaborate forms or an overplus of
decoration. There pewter was characterized by a sturdi-

ness and sedate dignity that raises it far above that manu-
factured in any other country.

The old-time pewterers were taxed, so that every genuine
antique bears the excise mark,—a cross and a crown. Every
utensil, no matter what its use, was weighed, assayed and
divided into two grades, the fine and the common. Three
stamps were used, one of which was a license mark that

enterprising tinkers, who wished to get the solder at the signified that the quality and the weight were correct. The
time wmen pewter ware went

out of style. This metal was

used for domestic utensils in

France long before it was
made in England, although

its manufacture was not

universal. 1850 marked the

period of the most showy
development of the making

of pewter in France. It was
then that Briot was its most

celebrated worker. His most

noted productions were a

flagon and salver decorated

with figures, emblems,
marks, and strap work.

These exquisite pieces were

passed in sections and joined

together, after which they

were finished in delicate re-

lief. Briot was followed by

Old German Porringer, Baby Porringer, dish and sugar bowl of pewter

owned by Mr. I. H. Caliga of Salem

Old pewter from the Grace Atkinson collection

second was a guild mark, de-

noting the city, while the

third was a private mark,
which indicated the maker.
When one finds an occa-

sional piece bearing this

number and date, he has
come across an exceedingly
rare specimen. The value of
pewter is according to its

size and mark,—the larger
the piece the higher its value.
The usual sizes range all the

way from five inches to two
feet, although there are
some specimens that measure
three feet in diameter, but
they are exceptionally rare.

Guilds or corporations
were found in various coun-
tries, composed of the work-
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men, as for instance, the London
Guild, which was composed of Eng-

lish pewterers and was the most im-

portant of its day. The Edinburgh
Guild of Scottish workmen ranked

second. The French Pewterers'

Guild was abolished by Turgot, on

the ground that the free right to

labor was a sacred privilege of hu-

manity. It was a mistake to abolish

the Guild, for with it the quality and

use of pewter was steadily de-

creased. Porcelain and pottery

gradually increased in use after the

year 1750, the beauty of these

wares making them easy favorites.

The Germans practiced the craft of

pewter making to a very consider-

able extent, and Nuremburg and
Augsberg were apparently the head-

quarters of this industry. The
records of enactment at the latter place go to show that the

workshops were inspected by the Masters of the Craft as

early as 1834.

Nuremburg, too, had her famous workmen, the best

known being Harold Carel and Sevaldus Ruprecht. A
coterie of Master Pewter-Makers was furnished by Scot-

land and Ireland, Edinburg and Glasgow being the chief

pewter was at Boston, Massa-

chusetts,—which accounts for the

really fine specimens found through-

out the New England States, and es-

pecially in Massachusetts. There

were a number of pewter workers

in Philadelphia previous to the Rev-

olution although very little was

known regarding them. One of the

most prominent toward the latter

part of the eighteenth century was

Thomas Danforth. Many plates

and other pieces made by him have

been preserved. His establishment

was on the corner of High, now
Market, and Thirteenth Streets,

and almost all of his pieces were

marked. Sometimes "T. Danforth,

Philadelphia," and again, a circular

stamp about the size of a five dollar

gold piece, enclosing the figure of
Old pewter charger from the Prescott Bigelow

collection

an American eagle, bearing the initials, "T. D.," surrounded

by twenty-eight stars.

Candle sticks of this same metal are found in a great

diversity of shapes and styles. Tavern pots, which came

to use early in the seventeenth century, and liquor glasses

of pewter, which are perhaps the greatest rarity, were

found. Some of the latter are of the most curious work-

centers of trade in the former country, while Dublin and manship, the bowl being encrusted with waved lines, multi-

Cork did a most extensive business in the latter. plication of which gives the effect of a scale pattern.

Pewter was little used among the wealthy classes except Pewter spoons are very rare, bending easily and are one

in kitchen and servants' quarters about the year 1780. It of the pieces, together with knives, which are more fre-

held sway for a considerable length of time, and in fact, quently melted down to be cast over again. Tankards or

it continued to be used regularly in some of the larger tappit-hens are also among the choice pieces, as was the

establishments within the last thirty years. It is used even hot water jug, which was used on Winter nights when the

now in the servants' hall in two or three of the large old

country houses.

Its use lingered longest in the tavern and inns and in

the London chop houses, until the coming in of coffee and

tea houses. It played a very important part in the early

households of America, in many cases being the only

available ware. After a little, as the population and

strength of the young colonies increased, it gave way, as

in England to the popularity of china. The principal port

of manufacture and also of the distribution of English

master of the house made hot apple toddy.

Pewter at its best is plain, relying entirely on its form,

for appearance. The polishing was a serious problem in

Colonial days, its brilliancy reflecting to the credit of the

housewife. The children gathered for this use a certain

rush from the swamps. It cost an extra effort to keep it

bright and shining, but no one who truly loves this reminder

of bygone days, will regret the time expended. The slow

gleam of silver-like hue gradually appearing on the surface

rewards his efforts much like the smile of a verv old friend.

Pewter hot-water jug dated 1 796. Old English candlestick. Pewter tankard owned by Miss Mary Hodges of Topsfield, Massachusetts
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The woodwork which forms the background for the treasures in Mr. Drake's home is a fine example of fine, early architectural work of the sort

The Home of a Veteran Collector
By Henry F. Leighton

Photographs by T. C. Turner

OW very rarely does the exterior of a house

present any real indication of what its inte-

rior may contain. Even more rarely is any

hint of its interest and beauty given in a city

home where the frontage of an individual

dwelling is necessarily limited, and seldom,

if ever, does the imagination receive any stimulus from the

facade of a house which is one of a long row of similar

structures, such as were so often built in the larger eastern

cities a century ago.

In a certain street in a very old section of New York is a

row of old-fashioned houses of red brick trimmed with

brown stone. Each house possesses a high stoop, and its

main doorway is placed between tall fluted pillars and the

windows, which are arranged with small panes, are fitted

with blinds painted dark green. Upon the other side of the

street are similar old houses, and almost all of the old

homes in the block are occupied by the smaller manufactur-

ers of clothing or furs, and the steady whirl and constant

buzzing of their machinery last sometimes until far into the

night. One of these old brick residences which retains all

of the simple quiet grace and dignity of a former age is a

veritable treasure-house, for it is the home of Mr. Alex-

ander M. Drake, well known in the world of art and letters,

and one of the most famous treasure collectors in America.

The contents of this remarkable house represent the

fruits of much traveling and long sojourns in foreign coun-

tries, as well as an appreciation of the American collector's

opportunities to pick up in his own country objects worthy

his attention. A close study of circumstances and condi-

tions at home, in connection with the vast and ever-increas-

ing tide of immigration which is being continually poured

into our own country, led Mr. Drake years ago to appre-

ciate how there may be brought to our very doors, treasures

whose number and value are seldom realized except by

those who have carefully followed and analyzed the situa-

tion. All collectors of antiques and other things, even

those who take infinite pleasure in the fact of possession,

find that a large part of the joys of collecting consists

in "unearthing" the treasures they are to acquire, and even

in all the accompaniment of the excitement incident to their

acquisition. While no two collectors are alike, and few col-

lect in just the same way, it may happen that browsing about
in remote corners in Spain or in Russia may not be very

unlike similar "browsings" in the foreign quarters of New
York or of Philadelphia, or any other great American city,

in that in both cases some rare find may be discovered where
hardly expected, and secured with much the same compli-
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View of the entrance hallway

The library contains precious volumes and antiques

cated bargaining lections formed dur-

and dickering that ing the course of

add zest to the col- many happy, enthu-

lector's pursuit. Oc- siastic years. TheA corner in the drawing-room
casionally a treas- character of the in-

ure has been discovered and obtained so easily that it terior of the interesting house here illustrated is indicated

seems to have been placed in sight to catch the eye of literally at the threshold, for the doorway between the tall

some one who would succumb most readily to its charms; brown stone pillars opens into a hallway adorned with a

but your true collector will tell you that those things seem profusion of beautiful objects from many lands—objects

almost always most precious which have been procured in dating from many different periods. The Drake house,

anxious moments of doubt as to whether or not the object like so many New York homes built fifty or sixty years ago,

would become his own. However much oftener a find will is planned with two broad and deep drawing-rooms which

be the result of a long search undertaken merely upon are connected by wide folding doors. Back of these large

the slightest information which might lead to success. So rooms, into which it opens by an archway, is the dining-

it happens that a house filled with beautiful objects sug- room, occupying the entire width of the lot on which the

gests, as in the case of the home of Mr. Drake, a vast house is built. These spacious old rooms, with their lofty

number of interesting and wholly different experiences in ceilings, fine old woodwork, and stately chandeliers, are the

collecting. The collector who is really careful and dis- background for a wonderful arrangement of old furniture,

criminating also finds, very often, treasures in the antique pictures, tapestries, glass, and many forms of copper, brass,

shops, objects sent in, perhaps, by some agent of the deal- and other metals, together with pottery, carvings, and other

er's living in some remote corner of the earth. So elusive treasures, the mere cataloguing of which would require a

are the treasures particularly loved by scholarly antiquari- book. While most antiquarians pay a certain devotion to

ans that many instances are recorded of such objects having one or two forms of collecting, there are very few fields in

been carefully placed in hiding places of their own, to be which Mr. Drake has not journeyed far, and his unerring

discovered by chance years afterward. This, perhaps, is knowledge of the unchanging laws of beauty and the history

another reason why the collector loves to rummage around, and practice of the applied or liberal arts has resulted in

always holding to the hope of finding something dear to his the wonderful array of art in the various and numerous
heart in out-of-the-way crannies. forms here assembled. But the owner of even the most

If Mr. Drake were asked to point out the royal road to comprehensive collection has a few branches in which he

forming a collection, he would probably reply that no such takes particular interest, and Mr. Drake's home is most
route exists, for to-day, even with unlimited expenditure, famous for its brasses, bandboxes, glass, icons, and sam-

the forming of a collection is a matter of good taste and piers, with which might be included the models of ships

judgment. The true collector is not a mere gatherer of which have long ago outgrown the space available in his

things, but studies the things he collects, and then derives home, actually requiring storage here and there. In the

from them that mental pleasure the exercise of which is hall of his house are several models of antique ships of dif-

after all the foundation ferent nations and of

of the true collecting divers periods of his-

instinct. Whatever one tory. Their being
has to spend on his placed in this particular

hobby, his success with spot may be said to

it greatly depends upon symbolize arrival and

the accuracy of the departure—of welcom-

knowledge he has of ing the coming, and

his field with its con- speeding the departing

stantly varying condi- guest. The walls of the

tions. Mr. Drake prob- hallway are covered

ably regards collecting with beautiful old paint-

as of even greater im- ings and fine prints, and

portance or interest against the walls rest .&

than actual ownership, old carved chests, cof-

for he has been known fers and chairs. The
to dispose of great por- two large drawing-

tions of his treasures rooms are fitted with

A millefleur tapestry from time to time, col- woodwork painted a Carved cabinet and old brazier
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Old brass, pewter, pottery, glass, and rare bits of furniture fill every

comer of the house

deep gray and the walls being covered with a rich dark

fabric, form a harmonious background for old paintings

and mediaeval portraits which fill the wall spaces, and one

entire wall is hung with a very fine example of mille fleur

tapestry. Old furniture of different periods is grouped

about and old jars of Spanish or African earthenware with

metal covers richly chased and perforated, stand in the

angles and corners of the long rooms. An immense syna-

gogue candelabrum of bronze, said to be the largest ever

brought into this country, is perhaps the most striking

single object in the rooms, which are literally filled with

things of the rarest beauty. The second drawing-room is

used as a library. Low bookcases line the walls, and part

of the illumination is provided by old Dutch sconces of

brass or copper. Many small objects are spread about

upon tables or the top of the bookcases, and cabinets are

filled with small bits of metal, porcelain, or glass.

Perhaps the most interesting of these quaint rooms is the

dining-room, which is placed at the end of the long suite.

The corners of the room have been cut off and made into

corner cupboards with doors of glass divided into small

panes. A carved mantel from a very early New York
house shelters a deep fireplace lined with brick, a high-

paneled wainscoting is built around the entire room, and

the woodwork everywhere in the room is painted a deep

cream which has been rubbed down to a soft satiny surface.

Much of the furniture is mahogany, and the chairs are of

particular interest as they are examples of the different

kinds of Windsor chairs and represent every known varia-

tion of the style. No two are exactly alike, and they are

the result of years of indefatigable search and study of the

work of the early New England furniture builders. From
the ceiling is hung an antique Flemish chandelier such as

are seen in the interiors of the mediaeval guild halls, and

everywhere, arranged upon mantel, sideboards, coffers,

chests, and even upon the floor, are most wonderful

brasses—hot water urns, samovars, braziers, kettles, and a

One of the doorways has been turned into a cabinet to hold part of the

glass collection

long list of wonderful objects the mere enumeration of

which would be impractical in the space of a magazine arti-

cle. With the soft ivory white of the paneling as a foil,

the effect of this richly worked metal is delightful. The
little cupboards in the angles of the room are literally

packed with important treasures of glass, ground, etched,

engraved, and gilded, representing every country and every

age and period—decanters and drinking glasses, bowls and

dishes—china and porcelain, too, in many forms—delft

from Holland, in plates and tobacco jars, or in the bird

cages, which are a favorite decoration in the quaint, brave

little country of dykes and canals. The contribution of

Spain to this wonderful and dazzling collection of brasses,

consists of several quaint braziers such as are used to sup-

ply what small amount of heat is had by the dwellers in that

most mediaeval of countries. The brazier as known in

Spain is merely a highly decorative receptacle of brass or

copper wherein is placed a quantity of burning charcoal.

Over the pan which holds the fire is placed a lid of brass

ornamented with chasing, etching, and piercing, and the

working of these metal covers and of the tongs and spoon-

like shovels which are always used with a brazier often

represent the highest form of the metal worker's skill as a

designer and a craftsman.

Brasses from Belgium, Friesland, and other parts of

Northern Europe are here in the form of milk cans or jars,

many of them held together by rivets of copper or bound
with copper bands or hoops. These same countries have
contributed warming pans, generally of copper with covers

or lids of brass which are highly decorative in design and
etched, chased, or pierced in a most wonderful manner.

Russia is best represented, perhaps, by the samovar,
synagogue lamps, or candelabra and the icons which enter

so largely into the domestic and religious life of the Rus-
sian people. These objects of metal, which are often the

heirlooms or family treasures of their owners, fill a much
more important part of life in Russia than in the life which
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is led by the same family after it has

reached these shores and experienced

the "assimilating" process of existence in

one of our great American cities; for,

somehow, the family customs and usage

of generations and centuries speedily

succumb to the influence, powerful upon
all sides, which urges to the discarding

of national characteristics and racial

customs and the adopting of what seem

to be American ways and the manners
of life around about them. Icons repre-

sent the Saviour, the Mother and Child,

individual saints or group of saints.

The flesh portions, such as faces, hands,

and feet, are painted in the flat fashion,

wholly without any attempt at perspec-

tive, which is enjoined by the Greek

fully half of the intimate pleasure of

ownership consists in making one's

valued possessions a part of everyday

household utility. So in this wonderful

house many of the objects used upon the

table or elsewhere about the home, arc

the result of much traveling into the

highways and the by-paths of many dif-

ferent lands. The pantry where so

many of these wonderful objects are

placed is so arranged that it opens into

the dining-room and also into one of the

two drawing-rooms, which was, per-

haps, the original dining-room of the

house. Within the deep doorway into

the last room are placed shelves which

are filled with much antique glass in the

form of mediaeval bottles, flagons andJewish brass candelabrum of fine execution

Church upon those who portray these holy Personages. The drinking cups; brass urns, coffee pots, kettles. Bandboxes
remaining parts of an icon are repousse in metal of one or attest Mr. Drake's breadth of taste, and they suggest the

several varieties, and the cleverness of the artist brings out stage coach, Paisley shawls and poke bonnets, those old

the intricate details of background, costumes, and the stiff, objects of dress most interesting to women. This same era

formal head dresses or halos, which must be designed in was the age of the sampler, and, excepting the brasses, no

the archaic style of the unchanging East and from among part of Mr. Drake's great store of treasures is more fascin-

which the faces peer out with the melancholy air of ating than his collection of these quaint little squares of

mystery and reticence which seems to express the religious needlework which are everlasting memorials to the taste

life of Russia and the Russian people. and untiring ingenuity of the little women by whom they

Between the front hallway and the dining-room, after were so patiently wrought. One room of this interesting

the manner of an old New York home, is a pantry which is old house has the walls lined with samplers, and they supply

literally lined with such treasures of brass, pewter, and a note of human interest not often found in a wall-covering

glass as are in daily use, for some collectors believe, that of any kind that measures the standard of rarity and age.

The old brasses in the Drake collection are among the finest of the sort in the world
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The simple and unobtrusive telephone here does away with the old and complex system of tubing for communicating with the kitchen

The House Telephone
By Henry Putnam Lewis

Photographs by T. C. Turner and others
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HE delicately-built mechanism which carries

the voice half across the continent is also

the means of keeping the different depart-

ments of the household in close touch with

one another. So marvelously efficient is its

service that both these widely dissimilar

tasks are performed equally well.

A certain city home built a generation ago, was then

regarded as especially complete. One of the conveniences

which so excited the admiration and envy of other home-

keepers was a complex and wonderful system of speaking

tubes which were intended to be the means of communica-

tion between the different rooms. The house contained

some fourteen rooms, and to render the service complete

each room was provided with a tube to every other room,

and these imposing arrays of porcelain receivers projecting

from the wall, and other

rows of bell buttons

formed a feature which

could hardly be called

decorative. Another
drawback was found in

the propensity of these

tubes to get out of

order, as well as the

cost necessary to main-

tain repairs constantly

necessary.

All of this old order

of affairs is changed The house telephone keeps the various rooms in close touch with one another

to-day in the household, large or small, which is equipped

with the house telephone. The mechanism of this modern
accessory to domestic convenience is exceedingly inconspicu-

ous and may be concealed in numerous ingenious ways
which in no wise interfere with the very practical service

which it renders without easily getting out of running order.

Such telephones are particularly useful in a city home built,

as most city houses are, to cover a small area but towering

four, five or even six stories into the air. If the home be

in the country the usefulness of the house telephone is even

greater, for the house may be connected with the stable,

the garage, and with any outbuilding that may be situated

a considerable distance from the dwelling proper, but which
are thus kept directly in touch with the master, the mistress

or the housekeeper.

The house telephone need not be a system separate and
apart from the tele-

phone which connects

the house with the out-

side world for, if a

simple switchboard be

provided, even the most
inexperienced maid who
may be on duty in the

hall can easily connect

the telephone with any
room of the house, and
the connection is, of

course, broken when
the receiver is returned
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to the hook and the wire thus

made instantly available for

another call.

In writing about the tele-

phone in the home it may be

helpful to add a few words

regarding the placing of the

telephone and the disposition

of the wooden box which ac-

companies it. The telephone

company will provide a cord

of almost any reasonable

length, which makes it pos-

sible to place the box in

some place where it is en-

tirely concealed while the re-

ceiver may be in another

part of the room. One tele-

phone which is very well ar-

ranged has the box within a

built-in window seat; in an-

other instance it is placed be-

hind the books in a set of

low bookshelves. In both

these cases the bells have

been so muffled that their

ring is only the faintest of

tinkles and the receivers,

which are of the smallest

and most unobtrusive sort

are set where they cannot in-

terfere with the beauty of

their surroundings. When A moment and a step puts the cook in communication with upstairs

planning a home, be it in city or country, why not provide kept well sharpened by the

a suitable place for the telephone? Its use in the home telephone should be studied

is now almost as universal as

the use of a system for light-

ing or heating the house and

its importance may as well

be recognized and a fitting

place made for it. By a suit-

able place is meant some spot

where one using the tele-

phone may enjoy some de-

gree of privacy, for nothing

is more unsatisfactory than

to use the telephone while a

number of people are con-

versing nearby or while mu-
sic of any kind is in progress.

A most complete little tele-

phone room is part of a

house not far from Boston.

Here a tiny space some five

feet square, ventilated and

lighted by a small window,

has been arranged under the

stairs. The little room is

provided with a door which

makes it sound proof, the

receiver is placed upon a low

table, and a small settee is

drawn up closely at hand. A
clockis just above, andupon a

rack are telephone directory,

time tables, and memoranda
pads, while a drawer contains

a supply of pencils which are

young son of the family. The
to make the most of its utility.

The telephone is placed most available to the ranges, but the cord can be extended for use while working at the table
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

from subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps
should be enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired

THE GENTLE ART OF DOING WITHOUT
By Harry Martin Yeomans

HEX furnishing the little house or apart-

ment people frequently purchase furniture

and decorations, which are cheap and taw-

dry in appearance and also in doubtful taste,

because they wish to stretch their appropria-

tion for that purpose so that it will cover

the entire house. It is a pardonable desire, perhaps, to

want to get one's house in order and have everything "fin-

ished up," but there are a great number of pieces of furni-

ture which one can get along without and not be greatly

inconvenienced, and the money spent for only such objects

as are absolutely necessary. Then practice the Gentle Art

of Doing Without, until such time as the exchequer has

revived sufficiently to stand another attack.

One will be surprised to find out how well you can get

along with only a few pieces of furniture, and then grad-

ually add those which you find are demanded by the needs

of your family. This is especially true when you move
into a new house, as no two houses are exactly alike and it is

better to live in your new house, and get acquainted with it,

before purchasing all of your furniture. This enables one

to get a good perspective of his interiors, and you can then

purchase furnishings with a better idea as to just what will

be required, rather than purchasing beforehand, only to dis-

cover that the larger pieces are out of scale with their sur-

roundings. Most rooms are too crowded anyway with use-

less furniture, some of which would not have been acquired,

were it not for the fact, that it was bought in a hurry so as

to have the house completely furnished by a certain date.

The furnishing of a house that is to be a real home, is

necessarily a gradual growth, and objects must be selected

with care and discrimination, if one's interiors are to be

successful. Those who live in cities can effect a great sav-

ing by waiting for the semi-annual furniture sales, which are

usually held in August and February, when reductions are

made whereby there is a saving of as much as one third to

the purchaser.

There are certain articles of furniture, such as a dining-

room table, beds, etcetera, that it would be impossible to do

without, so they should be purchased first, but the sideboard

and china closet can wait until some other time. It should

be definitely decided beforehand, exactly what style and kind

of furniture will be used in each room, so that the final

results will be consistent and not a hodge-podge of furni-

ture.

One family that I know of, resided in an old-fashioned

city apartment, and as their dining-room furniture was quite

impossible, they decided to change it for Colonial mahogany
at some future time, although the exact date seemed rather

remote. They would not compromise on anything short of

the cherished mahogany, and as it was impossible to buy all

of the furniture at one time, a start was made with a repro-

duction of a small Hepplewhite sideboard having inlaid

tapering legs, such as this designer liked to use. The side-

board was purchased first, as it was seen at a special furni-

ture sale, and an immediate purchase meant a saving of

several dollars. After a brief period a beautiful Hepple-
white mahogany, circular dining-room table was obtained.

It was also inlaid and was an admirable companion for the

sideboard. Later, some reproductions of Chippendale
chairs were purchased at an August furniture sale. The
slip seats were covered with green denim, but the owners
recovered them at home with a fabric which brought them
into closer color relationship with the rest of the room.
After the furniture was assembled, they prevailed upon the

landlord to put gray tapestry paper on the walls and paint
the woodwork cream-white, which made a beautiful setting

for the mahogany furniture. It took three years to do this,

but they now have a Colonial dining-room of good taste.

Chinese ware is easily procurable in the shops nowadays and is distinctive and attractive
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Around the Garden
A MONTHLY (CALENDER OF TIMELY GARDEN OPERA-

TIONS AND USEFUL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS

ABOUT THE HOME GARDEN AND
GROUNDS

[O]

All queries will gladly be answered by the Editor. If a personal

reply is desired by subscribers stamps should be enclosed therewith

FEBRUARY AND THE GARDEN

HE Garden Editor often wonders why it is

that those who profess a love for gardening

are so content to occupy themselves with but

one phase of their hobby—the planting, and

why they give so little heed to the matter of

planning. The old-fashioned gardens were

good gardens because they were well-planned gardens, and

as we sit around the warm fireside these February evenings,

with Winter's vesture still with us outside, we can be doing

few things more profitable than conjuring to the mind's eye

visions of our gardens-to-be, occupying ourselves with the

pleasurable task of digging deeply into the garden lore with the mind of your true garden-lover. He will be sending for

which the ever delightful and ever welcome catalogues of all the new catalogues, eager to greet again the old things

and to wonder
about the new.

sort of gardening that puts joy in the heart and health

in the cheeks. Instead, your true gardener will say to

himself as he looks out upon the white-carpeted expanse of

lawn, "Just there those evergreens I planted last Fall are

lending grateful color to the season, the brown stems of

those shrubs form a pleasing contrast against the white

snow, and those trees cast shadow-patterns like blue em-

broidery upon fair linen. Even in wintery season the things

I planted are faithful to the promise they held forth—that

I should find joy in them every day in the year, and so I shall

remember all these things against the advent of another

Winter and make my plans now for planting that shall grace

every season." These are the things that will be passing in

seedsmen and of

nurserymen are
annually fraught.

It is all very well

to peep out of

your window up-

on the snowbound
landscape of the

wintry lawn and

say to yourself

''Summer is a

long way off. It

will be time
enough to be
bothering about

gardens when the

Crocus peeps up

and the birds re-

turn. Now those

who consider gar-

dening a "both-

er" at all might as

well leave garden-

ing alone as to go

at it with any

thought of its be-

ing a mere drudg-

ery. To such
food necessities

may appeal as the

only impetus to

planting a row of

corn, a hill of cu-

cumbers or a to-

mato vine or two.

However, that is

not gardening, at

least it is not the

The Winter landscape is still with us in February, and as we look out through the half- frosted

windows we are grateful that the forethought of other seasons led us to plant trees and shrubs

whose brown stems now lend warmth to the outdoor surroundings

Before it is time

for him to be

actually working
in the soil he will

have determined

what he can plant,

where he shall

plant it, what ex-

periments he will

venture to make,

what old mistakes

he may rectify,

and he will have

had an opportun-

ity to decide
whether or not

his purse will per-

mit him to have

the sort of a gar-

den his fancy
paints for him. If

not, he will have

been able to de-

cide just what he

can undertake and

when buying and

planting time
comes around be

will be able to go

about his garden-

making in a sen-

sible, happy man-
ner, his early
planning to be a

success if the ele-

ments are friendly.
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By starting plants indoors early in the season the garden may be advanced several weeks

Starting Plants Indoors
By F. F. Rockwell

Photographs by E. R. Rollins and the author

f

IHE gardener who waits until the soil can be

K".m
' S -y. worked before sowing his first seeds is

accepting a handicap that no amount of work

can overcome. His garden, which, in early

May, should begin to return something for

all the work and materials put into it, will

mixing equal parts of rotted sod (or, in lieu thereof, garden

soil that is well supplied with "humus") and leaf-mold, or

very old, spent manure, such as may be taken out of a last

year's hot-bed. If you have not taken the precaution, the

Fall previous, to put away some dirt where it would not

freeze, the quickest way to get your seeds started now will

keep him waiting until long after that before he begins to be to go to some local florist and buy a bushel or two of soil

draw his first dividends in the shape of fresh, tender lettuce from him. If this cannot be done, however, you need not

and delicious young beets. It is, of course, possible to pro- give up. Get a pick-axe and loosen up a few good-sized

cure the number of plants one needs from some local florist chunks of dirt in the garden where the soil is lightest, and

or seed-house. But the "number" of plants is only half the put it in the cellar near the furnace or in some other warm
requirement. To make sure of having exactly the varieties place to thaw out until it is fairly dry. Leaf-mold can

you want, and to have them in the best of condition, there is usually be got in the woods, even in Winter weather, down
under the surface layer of leaves in hollows,

back of a wall, or in any other place where the

accumulated debris of years has rotted away;
or chip dirt from the bottom of the wood pile

will serve as a substitute. To this mixture of

loam and leaf-mold, add sand enough to make
it slightly gritty, to "cut" it so that it will crum-
ble and fall apart readily when compressed in

the hand. Having provided the right sort of

soil in which to sow seeds, you will find that the

biggest part of the "work" of seed-starting is

over. From your grocer you can get a few

but one thing to do—start your own plants.

Nor does this necessitate the convenience of a

greenhouse, or of a hot-bed, even. A light,

sunny window, where room for a generous

table-top or a shelf can be had, in a place where

the thermometer does not go below forty-five

degrees or so on average nights, is all that is

required. An occasional drop below forty de-

grees will not prove fatal, but every time it

occurs means that the growth of the plants will

be that much retarded, and if too often re-

peated their quality will be injured. from cracker boxes. Slits

The equipment for starting seeds indoors is should be left to facilitate cracker boxes, and these, sawed lengthwise into

simple. Next to light and warmth—as men- drainage two-inch sections, and bottomed so that narrow
tioned above—a light, porous soil is the only necessity, spaces, say one half inch wide, are left between the boards,

In starting plants from

seed, "flats" may be made

Many failures in seed-starting are due to soil that is not

fitted for this purpose. Richness is no advantage—in fact,

is a drawback—but a physical condition which will retain

moisture and at the same time let any surplus water drain

off at once, and will not tend to form a "crust," is the most

vital factor in success with seeds. Such a soil it is difficult

to find ready at hand; but it may be easily prepared by

or else that several half-inch holes are bored in each one,

will provide you with "flats"—just what you want for start-

ing vegetable seeds and large flower seed. For very fine

flower seed, such as Begonias, Heliotrope, Petunias, etc., a

few seed-pans—which are made by the flower-pot manu-
facturers—will be more convenient to handle; though if

one cannot readily get them, a flat in which one row or so
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1 . Place rough material in the bottom of the box before putting in the soil. 2. Scatter seed thinly and evenly in rows two or three inches

apart. Fine seed is simply pressed into the soil. Note the seed board and dibber at end of the flat

is given to each of the several varieties of fine-seeded flow- enough moisture will soak up from the saturated dirt below.

ers, and which can be looked after with special care, will SOWING THE seeds

answer the purpose. Cigar boxes are sometimes used, but In the seemingly simple operation of sowing the seeds

they dry out very quickly. there are two things to be guarded against. The first is

preparing the BOXES putting them in too thickly; sow thinly, and then if there are

So important is the matter of thorough drainage that, any seeds left over, throw them away or keep for a second

besides having a porous soil, and open-<bottomed flats, still planting; if the seedlings come up crowded they cannot

further precaution is taken by filling the flat about one third make good, stocky plants, and are much more subject to

full of some coarse material, such as screenings, excelsior, "damping off." All but the very finest seeds I sow in rather

or sphagnum moss, before putting in the dirt, which should broad rows two or three inches apart; this insures some
come just a little below the edges of the box, so that when light and air to every plant, and makes it much easier to get

water is applied later it will not run over the top. In the at them for transplanting.

corners and along the sides the soil should be pressed down The second thing to be guarded against is too deep cov-

firmly with the fingers, and made level and firm on the ering. Such fairly large seeds as cabbage and lettuce may
surface. be covered an eighth of an inch or so; small flower seeds

Plenty of moisture in the soil is necessary to insure good should be pressed into the soil with a smooth, flat piece

germination. The usual way of applying this is to get of wood, and barely covered from sight with the lightest

everything ready, sow and cover the seed, and then give covering possible, such as cocoanut fiber (which may be

the box a thorough watering on the surface. A better way bought of the florist) or sifted leaf-mold, or sphagnum
is either to give the flat of soil a soaking the day before moss—the latter may be had for the gathering in most
planting, or to place it in a sink or tub, after planting, and woody swamps.

put in just enough water to let it soak up through the soil getting a good stand
from the bottom, until the first signs of moisture, indicated When the little seeds have been thus snugly put to bed,

by the soil turning a darker

color, show on the surface.

Then let the box drain until

it stops dripping before pla-

cing it in heat. If no sink or

tub is available for this sub-

irrigation method, the same

result may be had by filling

the box not quite full, water-

ing it until it is soaking wet,

and then put on the rest of

the soil, through which

the next problem is to get

them to come up "strong"

in due course of time

—

which should be from three

days to nearly three weeks,

according to variety. The
surest way of doing this is

to find some way of supply-

ing "bottom-heat," as the

florists term it. Where
steam, hot-water, or hot-air

radiator is available, this is

1. Little seedlings just breaking ground. 2. When ready for transplanting remove the soil with the seedlings in small chunks and then carefully

separate the plants to keep the roots intact. 3. Critical stage of the plant growth
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Water by sub-irrigation after "pricking-off." An inch or so of water

is poured into the metal tray

easily arranged; simply place the seed flat over it by sup-

porting it with two or three bricks. Otherwise, the back of

the kitchen range, or a large lamp, or an oil heater, may be

utilized, care being taken, in the last case, to have some

metal between the direct heat of the flame and the flat,

which should be far enough above it not to get actually hot

on the bottom—just nice and warm.
Such a degree of heat will, of course, tend to dry the

earth out very rapidly, and this may be counteracted by

placing a large pane of glass over the box, raised a quarter

of an inch or so at one end. Until the seeds begin to break

ground they may be kept in the dark as well as not; in fact,

Ready for the garden soil. Harden off first by a few nights' exposure

to weather out of doors

being best to use for this purpose. If they can be kept in a

bay-window or some similar nook, which may be shut off

from the rest of the room by curtains or doors, quite ideal

surroundings may be provided.

The temperature at which the seedlings of most early

vegetables and flowers will thrive should be about forty-five

to fifty at night and sixty to seventy during the day. When
the temperature of the room will not be too much lowered,

air should be given freely for a while every day, care being

taken not to let any cold draft strike directly on to the seed-

boxes. In many cases the air in the room may be freshened

by opening a door or window in an adjoining room. If the

if placed where the sunlight strikes them directly, should plants are kept near a window, on very cold, windy nights,

be kept shaded by a piece of newspaper laid on the glass

covering, but the minute they are up they should receive all

the light possible and be kept near the window.

THE CRITICAL PERIOD OF GROWTH
From the time the cotyledons or "seed-leaves" appear

it may be advisable to move them further into the room, or

to put a layer or two of newspapers, which are splendid

"non-conductors" of cold or heat, between the glass and the

plants. While most of the seeds sown will do well, as

mentioned above, in a temperature of forty-five to fifty at

until the seedlings are big enough to transplant is the most night, there are several that require fifty-five to sixty, to

come along as rapidly as they ought. These include toma-
toes, peppers, and egg-plants; melons, cucumbers, corn, and

lima beans (which are sometimes started

in paper pots or on small pieces of in-

verted sod packed together in a flat and
covered with fine light soil), and such

heat-needing flowers as Begonias, Salv-

ias, and Heliotrope. These, fortunately

for the grower of plants in the house,

may all come along after the early veg-

etables: for instance, if cabbage and
lettuce seed is planted in February and
tomatoes and peppers a month or so

later, they will be sprouted about- the

time the former are transplanted, and
can then occupy the space thus made
vacant; and by the time these are ready
to transplant, and put outside, the

earlier vegetables will have been set

out in the garden, so there will again be
room for the newcomers.

All this may seem a lot of trouble to

go to; but, as a matter of fact, after

the seeds are once planted, it will re-

quire but a few minutes' attention

daily—and there is no garden operation

critical period of plant growth. If the flats have been

prepared as suggested above, no further watering will be

necessary in most cases until the seeds

have sprouted. If it is necessary, as is

indicated by the soil becoming light in

color and dry to the touch on the sur-

face, give the flat another sub-irrigation,

or water with a very fine spray or

through a piece of thick cloth in order

that the surface may be neither washed
nor "crusted." As the little seedlings

start along care must be taken not to

over-water: they will do better and be

safer if kept slightly on the "dry side."

When water is given, however, it should

be a pretty thorough soaking, and the

sub-irrigation method is by far the best

way of applying it, as the soil will be

thoroughly wet through, and the foliage

neither wet nor the little seedlings bent

over by the force of water coming in

contact with them. If watering must be

done with a watering can, be careful to

apply it only on a bright morning, so

that the foliage will become thoroughly

dried off before night. Moisture in the

air, as well as in the soil, is necessary for the best results.

Where the room is heated with steam or hot air, it is rather

difficult to maintain the normal degree of moisture in the

atmosphere. This unfavorable condition may be to a large

extent counteracted by giving all the fresh air possible and
by evaporating water near the plants, flat, shallow pans

Box of stock seedlings ready for

transplanting

Young beets ready for transplanting

more intensely interesting than closely watching the tiny

seed sprouts pushing their way up through the soil, and
growing daily larger and stronger as they strive toward the

life-giving light.

Eternal vigilance—which is not at all the same thing

as constant attention— is the price of success; and when it
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is remembered that a single flat will give you anywhere

from 200 to 1000 little seedlings, it is not much of a task

after all.

THE ART OF TRANSPLANTING
At the end of a few weeks your little plants will be ready

for a shift—and the sooner they are transplanted after

they are ready the better. Usually the forming of the

third or fourth "true" leaf will indicate when they are

large enough, and they should by this time each have a

nice little bunch of rootlets to take hold of the new soil.

The most convenient way of handling them is to trans-

plant into flats similar to those used for sowing the seed,

but about an inch deeper. The soil used should be a little

heavier—that is, the proportions of leaf mold and sand

can be lessened, or for strong-growing vegetables, such as

cabbage and lettuce, left out altogether. But a little well-

rotted manure should be mixed in place of this, to make the

soil both richer and lighter. If this is not to be had con-

veniently, use the leaf-mold or chip-dirt in place of it, and

mix with the whole a little bone flour, which can be bought

of the local dealer in fertilizers. Fill the flat half full of soil,

scatter a small handful of the bone flour over it, enough to

cover the whole surface lightly, mix it in, and put in the

rest of the soil on top. If you can, however, mix the soil

up a week or so ahead, using two to three pints to a bushel

of soil, as this gives the bone a chance to become more avail-

able for the immediate use of the plants. Good drainage

should be assured by leaving holes or cracks in the bottoms

of the boxes, and by putting a layer of coarse material in

the bottom of the box. Have the earth moist but not sticky,

as if it is either too wet or too dry it will greatly hamper
your operations in transplanting. If necessary, water it a

day or two in advance, just as you did for sowing the seeds,

or it may be "sub-irrigated" in the same way.

Having all in readiness, with an old knife lift out a little

bunch of the seedlings, soil and all, as the little rootlets are

frail and break very easily; next pull them gently apart, let-

ting as much earth as possible cling to the roots, and lay

them out on a piece of glass or shingle so they may be

readily picked up : take out only a few at a time, to avoid

any possibility of the roots getting dried off. With the left

forefinger make a hole large enough to take in the roots of

a seedling and deep enough to cover it half or two thirds

up the stem, and with the right hand put the plant in place,

and with the tips of the thumbs and forefingers of both

hands firm the soil about it, pressing both downward and

inward toward the roots. After the operation is com-

pleted, the little plant should stand up straight and stocky,

and be so firmly imbedded that it can hardly be pulled up

before breaking.

CARE AFTER TRANSPLANTING
For three or four days after they have been "pricked

off," the young seedlings should be shaded from direct

bright sunshine during the middle of the day—say, 1 1 to

2 o'clock. If conditions have been right, they will become
established by that time, and grow very rapidly. They
should receive the same general care as when in the seed-

boxes, except that as they gain strength they will require

more water and will be benefited by all the fresh air that

can be given them.

If a considerable number of plants are to be started, extra

room will have to be provided for them after transplanting.

The simplest way of doing this is to provide a cold frame

—

simply a board frame extending a few inches into the soil,

about six inches high in front and twelve in back, and long

enough to accommodate the number of "sashes" required,

the regular size sash being three by six feet and costing

$2.50 to $3.50, ready glazed and painted. But a few

straight-edged boards and old windows will answer the pur-

pose. Storm windows are just the thing, and as they can

be usually spared from the house about the time they would
be wanted for this purpose, can thus be made to do double

service every year.

"HARDENING OFF" THE PLANTS
Whether kept in the house or put outdoors in the frame,

as the plants grow larger, and the weather gets milder, they

should be given more and more air, and as soon as the

nights become sufficiently warm, should be left uncovered.

This process not only keeps them in a healthy state, but

makes them hardy, so that the final shift to the garden will

not prove too much for them. If the temperature should

unexpectedly drop some night, and you find your cherished

plants all stiff and icy in the morning, don't despair, as such

hardy things as lettuce, cabbage, cauliflower, and beets, or

pansies and the annuals, will come through a straight freez-

ing all right, if you treat them as follows—give a good
drenching with ice-cold water, and then keep carefully

shaded from the sunlight and in as cool a place as possible,

above freezing. Tomatoes, peppers, or other warm-
blooded things, will, of course, not survive as much cold as

the above. They are, however, not put outdoors until

warmer weather, and with reasonable precaution there is

little fear of losing them. Your cold frame or window
sashes, if covered at night with old bags, blankets, or car-

peting, will keep off a good many degrees of cold.

POTTED PLANTS
The "tender" plants—tomatoes, peppers, egg-plants, etc.

—all require a second transplanting to get them into really

good shape to give quick results in the garden. After the

first transplanting, if they are given the proper degree of

heat—50 to 60 degrees at night and 65 to 75 in the day

—

and plenty of water and fresh air, they will develop so

rapidly that in a few weeks they will begin to crowd one

another in the boxes, if they have been set the same distance

apart as the lettuce and cabbage plants—two or three inches

each way. This is the signal for a second shift, which

should not be at all delayed, as they are now growing very

rapidly and will at once begin to "run up" and get weak and

pale-colored if they are not given more room.

For this second transplanting the same sort of soil is

used, and they can also again be put into "flats," but it will

be of advantage to have these a little deeper—say four

inches deep—than they were before. Eighteen to twenty-

four plants will be enough to put in a flat this time. The
best results, however, will be had by putting each individual

plant in a pot, using three-, three and a half- or four-inch

size, the last being the best. By this method the plants

will not only grow to a larger size and be more evenly

developed, but the roots, being in a compact mass, and

undisturbed when they are set out into the garden, will

receive practically no setback at all, and the plants continue

growth almost uninterruptedly. Set the plants well down
in the pots, which should not be filled level-full of earth,

but left with a depression about the top almost half an inch

deep, to retain the water when they are being watered.

Care must be taken, after this second transplanting, to shade

from the bright sun carefully for a few days, just as before.

PLANTS FOR THE FLOWER-GARDEN
Most of the flower plants which may be started from

seed—Zinnies, Cosmos, Risinus, Stocks, Balsans, etc.

—

should be handled in this way too. Pansies, Dasies, Asters,

Sweet Alyssum, African Dasies, and some other similar

kinds, however, may be given only one transplanting, and

set into the garden or border directly from the flats. Before

setting out they should, of course, be "hardened off" just

as the vegetable plants are.

Your rows of spring vegetables and flower beds, coming

along weeks ahead of your neighbors', who have had less

forethought, will amply repay you for the trouble, if "trou-

ble" you consider it, of starting plants in the house windows.
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HELPS TO THE
HOUSEWIFE

TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS OF INTER-

EST TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER AND HOUSEWIFE
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THE SETTING OF THE TABLE and all gelatinous compounds may be prepared two days

beforehand and laid on the ice until needed. Croquettes,
By fcJizabeth Atwood 1 • 1 , 1 1 .- 11 , ,1 1J which take so long a time to mold into shape, may be pre-

O entertain well is the innermost desire of pared the day before a luncheon is to be given. The hostess

every housewife who wishes to be recog- who must do all these things unaided, must have as much
nized as a real homemaker. It may be that ready the day before as she possibly can. Celery may be

she can only offer two courses; it may be prepared the afternoon before and not lose any of its flavor,

chat she can only share her one course, or it while radishes must be prepared on the same day. The
may be the formal meal with an accom- wise woman is she who plans and considers these aids to-

panying desire for something novel; but, underneath, the ward simplifying the labor of the day of her entertaining,

housewife likes to do the best she can with the materials

she can supply.

There are many who would like to entertain, but fear to

do so because of the expense or trouble involved. If one

calls the planning and supervision of

every necessary detail trouble, then trou-

ble must be reckoned with; for, without

this care, individuality is lost, and some-

thing else, too; the loving thoughtfulness

which only the hostess herself may put

into such entertaining. Veritably, a part

of herself. No matter how well a ca-

terer may prepare and serve his formal

meal, a subtle atmosphere which pervades

the dining-room which is dominated by

the spirit of the housewife is lacking.

The spirit which carries a woman
through the planning and developing of

a meal determines the difference between

trouble and pleasure. We all know well

the difference between the perfunctory

meal served to cancel a fancied obliga-

tion and the hearty, cordial meal served,

maybe, without any help at all, where we
forget instantly the trouble it may have

been to her who serves us the well-selected

repast, because of her evident pleasure.

This means that the hostess should,

with true deliberation and forethought,

so plan her entertaining that she may be

able to appear fresh and radiant for her

friends, even if she can have no help

whatever. The woman who can com-

mand all the needful help needs execu-

tive force, and must plan her meal so well

that her countenance may be serene when
her guests arrive. In either situation

great care is needed in the planning and

preparation.

All foods which can be got ready a day

or two beforehand should be ready, so

that the pressure on the eventful day may
be just so much less. For instance, aspics

RECIPE FOR VALENTINE CAKE
By Mary H. Northern!

Valentine Cake: One cup sugar,
five egg yolks, one fourth teaspoon
salt, three quarter cup flour, one half
teaspoon cream of tartar, five egg
whites, one and one half tablespoons
orange juice, and one teaspoon
lemon juice. Beat yolks until lemon
colored and thick ; then add the flav-

oring and sugar and continue beat-
ing. Mix and sift flour and cream
of tartar four times. Then cut and
fold in the whites of the egg beaten
stiff, alternately with flour. Bake in

a deep tin one hour in a moderate
oven. Ice with the following: one
cup of confectioner's sugar, one egg
white, one teaspoon flavoring extract,

one half teaspoon lemon juice. Mix
ingredients and beat until thick,

spreading upon the cake. To deco-
rate the cake make an ornamental
frosting and color pink, using the
pastry bag and tube to make the row
of leaves around the top and bottom
of the cake, and the little flowers on
the row of leaves on the top. Small
"roses" may be made to hold the
candles, and a candy Cupid is placed
in the center. Around the sides of
the cake place candy hearts, cut from
pink and white peppermints and
alternate them, having first a pink,
then a white peppermint heart. This
is a tested recipe, and makes a beauti-
ful cake for either a child's or a

grown-up's Valentine party.

and who will not undertake the more complicated kinds of

food.

She may also eliminate much of the cost in adapting the

more inexpensive materials, and, through serving of these

productions daintily, increase her popu-

larity as a hostess, for who cares to add
to the burdens of one's hostess by coming
again and again when one knows the re-

past has been too expensive. On the other

hand, we do enjoy accepting hospitality

where we know the outlay has not been
too great for the pocketbook, and where
my lady is serene and happy, absolute

mistress of the occasion.

In order to do all this, one should have
a simple menu, one calling for care in its

preparation necessarily, but which be-

comes simple in its serving. When just as

much care and thought has been given as

though it were a more elaborate affair,

the result is sure to be satisfactory to both
hostess and guest. Let the cooking be as

perfect as possible; serve hot things hot,

not lukewarm, and cold things thoroughly
cold. These are the things which go to-

ward making one glad to be the guest.

The table and its appointments is, of
course, very important. I insist that one's

table should always be ready for com-
pany. That is, it should be as much a part
of a mother's desire to present the food
to her children in an attractive form, her
table should be neat, and she should make
an effort to have a pretty table ready for
them when they come in from school,

tired and oftentimes troubled.

The special affairs calling for extra ef-

fort will then be only a matter of decora-

tion, for service and the laying of the table,

being already correct, will not become any
bugbear. The first thing to consider is:

What are the requirements which make
correct table service? What is correct as
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a whole for one may not be possible for another. A beauti-

ful table, with its original centerpiece, may be made out of

some mosses and ferns, and be correct for the woman of

small means, where orchids would not.

There are some absolute rules about the placing of the

dishes and silver on the table that everyone should know.

All undue gorgeousness should be avoided even by the

woman of unlimited means, unless the occasion is very

formal. There are many wild flowers which lend them-

selves wonderfully to take decoration, and a woman who
plans her table decorations

herself will often evolve

delightful schemes which

will carry great personal-

ity, but restraint should

generally be in order.

For breakfast, where

fruit, cereal, and coffee

with toast are served, the

setting of the table is very

simple. A central dish of

fruit should be placed on

the centerpiece whether

cloth or doilies are used on

the table. We oftener see

doilies used now, and I

think the table is less for-

mal and more graceful as

well as cosy with doilies

than with a cloth. Then
for each person there

should be a fruit plate

with doily on plate and a

finger bowl one third full

of water. On the right of

the plate place a fruit

knife and on the left of the

plate a fruit spoon.

At the right of each

plate place a tumbler of

water and an extra tum-

bler for milk, where milk

may be served. At the

left put a little plate for

butter. At the right lay a

small knife for butter, a

teaspoon, and a dessert-

spoon with bowls turned

up, while the napkin should

be placed at the left. The
hostess should see that the

water is poured just be-

fore ringing the breakfast

bell, and also look over
the table and make sure

that everything is placed

upon it. A large spoon and cereal dishes should be placed

before the person who is to serve the cereal. If a maid is

serving, she will remove the fruit plates and finger-bowls,

and place a cereal dish on a plate to each person as she

does so. Then she will take the serving dish of cereal,

holding it at the left of each person as she passes it around.

The hostess serves the coffee usually and the maid places

the cup at the right of each person. If only all of a house-

hold sit down together, it does not take wondrous skill to

serve it properly, for it becomes easy to make all comfort-
able, and good cheer is the result. There should never be
any hurry for the stomach's sake. Hot toast should be

brought in from time to time; this may easily be managed
even when one has no maid. Always keep the air of your

THE RIGHT AND THE WRONG WAY OF ARRANGING
A BREAKFAST TRAY
By Mary H. Northend

The above illustration suggests a decided contrast between the right

way to arrange a breakfast tray and the wrong way as illustrated below.

There are few things more important in the sick-room than the attrac-

tive arrangement of the invalid's tray, a matter too often carelessly

attended to

M
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dining-room pure and fresh, and be sure to open the win-

dows wide after breakfast. For luncheon, place your floral

centerpiece, whatever you choose it to be. At the foot of

the table your tray or mat for the meat, with carving knife

and fork, and a spoon for the gravy. At the head of the

table place the stand for cocoa, tea, or coffee, also sugar-

bowl and tongs, cream pitcher, and cups and saucers.

The setting of the places must be governed by the needs
of the things to be served. If soup is to be served, a soup
spoon at the right; if oysters on the half-shell, an oyster

fork upon the left. The
luncheon knife on the right

with the sharp edge

toward the plate, and on

the left the luncheon fork

with its tines turned up.

The salad fork also at the

left, with another fork if

pastry is to be the dessert,

each placed in the order of

serving. You may have

your dessert forks and
plates on the sideboard if

you prefer.

One must keep in mind
that the position of
knives, forks, and spoons

is determined by the need

for them; then the placing

of them is a matter of the

taste of the hostess,

whether they are to be in

a straight row or inten-

tionally irregular. The
napkin always at the left

and the tumbler to the

right. This applies to the

dinner table as well as to

the luncheon. Doilies are

now used for luncheon

quite as much as are table-

cloths.

For dinner, the cloth

should always be used and

napkins folded simply.

The edge of the knife

towards the plate, and

bowls of spoons and tines

of forks always turned up.

Knives and spoons must

be placed at the right of

the plate and the forks at

the left. Bread and but-

ter plates should be placed

to the left, tumblers to

the right. A dinner table

is much more attractive and really invites one when in laying

the table a beautiful plate is placed for each person. Olives,

nuts, bonbons, and pickles may be placed in small dishes in

the middle of the table, also celery and radishes. Unless

the vegetables are in a semi-liquid form they may all be

eaten from the dinner plate.

A safe rule for every hostess to follow is to try her

experiments upon her family, both as to serving and as to

the cooking of the things to be served. Another is, three

courses, exquisitely served and properly cooked, is far better

than six courses which fail in some of the details. This

applies particularly to the person who desires to entertain

well and who does her own work. There are many simple

menus which may be prepared and served with daintiness.
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Collectors* Department g

Readers of American Homes and Gardens
who are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass,

in fact in any field appealing to the collector are

invited to address any enquiries on such matters

to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful atten-

tion. Correspondents should enclose stamps for

reply. Foreign correspondents may enclose the

stamps of their respective countries.

M.E. Ladder back chairs are those deco-

rated with supports arranged horizontally

in ladder fashion. Various types of this

style exist but fine examples are uncommon
and are well worth the collector's trouble

in searching for them. Those of superi-

ority in the matter of design may be deter-

mined by the well-balanced proportion that

should be in evidence in the arrangement
of the ladder rails. Ladder back chairs

often exhibit a combination of styles

—

Sheraton. Queen Anne and other lines

being suggested in their design. Just as

the home of the 'Windsor chair appears to

have been almost confined to southern Eng-
land, so was the ladder back chair evolved

in the northern countries. However, chairs

of this sort are not confined to England,

they being native to the Continent as well,

though these Continental chairs have lines

peculiar to themselves, certain of the

French ones, for instance, being strongly

influenced by the vogue of the Empire
style.

L.S.G. Warming pans are not the particu-

lar product of any country. They seem to

have evolved from the dictates of climatic

necessity in countries experiencing the

severity of decided Winter seasons. We
find examples from the Netherlands. Bel-

gium, Russia, Germany, the Scandinavian

countries, England and elsewhere. Col-

lectors should look carefully into the mat-
ter as Holland has been somewhat prolific

in the production of modern imitations of

antique examples, or. more unfortunately
still, has fabricated modern spurious "an-

tiques," bearing ancient dates, but still

strongly impressed with the earmarks of
the modernity of the end of the nineteenth

century and the beginning of the twen-
tieth. Many fine old English warming pans
found their way to America in Colonial
times, and in the early post-revolutionary
period. Collectors may still hope to come
across good examples in uninspected places.

In passing it is interesting to note that

Shakespeare makes it clear to us that

warming pans were in use in Elizabethan
days, and that thev were continued to the

earlv Victorian period is again vouched for

by Charle- Dickens. With so long and
honorable an existence it is safe to assume
that the world has produced a goodlv num-
ber of warmine pans, many of which are

extant to add zest to the collector's zeal

and to record those days of discomfort
which afford delightful reading, but were
attended with precarious livine from the

point of view of the twentieth century
partaker-tenant of Mother Earth's.

N.R.R. The piece of fabric which you
forwarded for examination is a bit of very
early English printed calico of the late

Seventeenth Century, with contemporary
portraits in the pattern. The vogue of

chintz was originally brought about by the

need of a material to take the place of the

silk3 and tapestries of persons of wealth

materials those of lesser means could not

afford. Fortunately ancestral generations

:x=xx=x:
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OJOOD FURNITURE should not

m

only be an indication of good taste but
of careful choice.

Your home is an expression of your self;

your furniture, wisely selected, makes your home harmo-
nious. You no longer buy furniture for today, you buy it for the future.

Berkey & Gay furniture expresses the thoughts and principles which are

known to be lasting, for the simple reason that they represent those which
have endured through centuries. Our master workers think and feel and
work as did the great furniture designers and makers of the historical periods.

With them, the wood is a medium for the expression of truth in design and
in construction. Quality with them is above price—they make a piece so

because it cannot be right unless it is so. For this reason, when you buy
Berkey & Gay furniture you are buying

For Your Children 's Heirlooms
EACH piece we make bears our shop-

mark. It is not a mere label; it is

inlaid— made a lasting part of the

piece. Ask the salesman to show it to you.
It is an enduring guaranty of material,

design, workmanship and value, and sym-
bolizes the principles which have formed
our policy for over half a century.

Our dealer, 1 with the displays on his

floors and our portfolio of direct photo-
gravures, will enable you to select from
our entire line.

The choosing of one or two pieces, or
furniture for the entire home, is made
simple and pleasant.

ONE splendid way to know and under-
stand our furniture is to read our
de luxe book, "Character in Fur-

niture." We cannot issue a catalog,

because we do not make catalog furniture.

"Character in Furniture" informs you of

the reasons for period pieces, gives you the

history of their development. We will

send you a copy for fifteen two-cent stamps.
Also, if you wish, we will send you, free,

"The Story of Berkey&
Gay," which tells how
the ambition of two
young men established

America's furniture cen-

ter in Grand Rapids.
K

^
Berkey \£ Gay Furniture Co.

1 78 Monroe Ave., Grand Rapids, Michigan
'this inlaid mark of

nor identifies to you each
Berkey £f Gay piece

t^iAMMA^^^M^^^MJ™?mWE wish to call attention to the fact that

we are in a position to render com-
petent services in every branch of

patent or trade-mark work. Our staff is

composed of mechanical, electrical and
chemical experts, thoroughly trained to pre-

pare and prosecute all patent applications,

irrespective of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the specialized,

technical, or scientific knowledge required

therefor.

We are prepared to render opinions as

to validity or infringement of patents, or

with regard to conflicts arising in trade-

mark and unfair competition matters.

We also have associates throughout the

world, who assist in the prosecution of

patent and trade-mark applications filed

in all countries foreign to the United
States.

MUNN & CO.,

Patent Attorneys,

361 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Branch Office

:

625 F Street, N. W.

S
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Servette is a revolving domestic serve-self arrange-

ment whereby you help yourself without disturbing

and interrupting others.

Servette stands in the center of your table, and eliminates

waste motion.
It enables tb. diners to eat without double-crossing, thwarting

and blocking each other's movements. It promotes peace in the

household, and puts a premium on sociability.

It has no nights off, no "off days," receives no " genlemen
friends," and never basely deserts you in a pinch.

Servette solves the waitress problem effectually, decisively and
for all time. It is a most useful and necessary table-appoint-
ment, one that will grow in grace and favor as the days pass.

Each Servette comes in two parts, top of French Plate glass,

(Sterling Silver or Solid Gold filigree, if desired), and base of

nickel. For Wedding, Anniversary, Birthday or other joyous
occasion, Servette makes a specially beautiful, ornamental and
serviceable gift, one that will not be duplicated.

Try Servette for ten days, then if you are not more than
satisfied with your investment, your money wilt be refunded
without question. Shipment prepaid on orders from points east

of the Mississippi River. Write for interesting booklet about
Servette. Prices on application.

THE McGRAW MANUFACTURING CO.
Hemlock Boulevard, McGraw, N. Y.
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OW would you like to have a copy of the book which contains the original of this handsome
illustration, greatly enlarged, besides many other views, both interior and exterior, of classy,

iiodern homes? This plate is a reproduction of a page in "The Door Beautiful," an artistic book of

MORGAN GUARANTEED
PERFECTHARDWOOD DOORS

full of straight, common-sense information about home building, and clear, convincing illustrations
to explain the text. We are giving a copy of this book free to every prospective builder who asks
for it. May we send you one ? Your name on a postal, with request, will bring it. Write today.

MORGAN SASH & DOOR COMPANY, Dept. B2, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

MORGAN COMPANY
Oshkosh, Wis.

MORGAN MILLWORK CO.
Baltimore, Md,

ARCHITECTS: Descriptive details of Morgan Doors
may be found in Sweet's Index, pages Olu and 911.

Morgan Doors are sold by dealers who do not
substitute. Look for _____„___
this brand on the top I

rail before you buy.

Ji

MORGAN

Two Magnificent Books on Home Building

Modern Dwellings-9xl2 in. 200 Illus. "1 BOTH
($3,500 to $50,000) with Plans . $1.50 I BOOKS

American Homes— 150 Illustrations ( <tO AA
($2,500 to $10,000) with Plans . $1.00 ) "P£ 'UU

These books contain a profusion of the latest ideas in

Georgian, Colonial, English, Bungalow, &c.

For those who are Planning to Build

GEO. F. BARBER & CO. , Architects, Knoxville, Tenn.

If you would
Build

Beautifully
Get

These Books First

One good new idea,

while yon are planning

your home, is worth the

price of many books.

Circular FREE

VACUUM CLEANERS
Broomell's "VICTOR"

Electric Stationary for all kinds of

buildings. Electric Portable, weight
55 pounds. Country Homes special
for use with Gasoline Engine.

VICTOR CLEANER COMPANY
Manufacturers

YORK PENNSYLVANIA

BUILD A DISTINCTIVE HOME
Regardless of the cost your home may be built from a distinctive design

characteristic of you— of a necessity it will be beautiful. "Distinctive

Homes and Gardens " give all possible assistance by showing countless

examples of what is good, covering every phase of building. No. 1—35 de-

signs, $1000 to $6000, $1.00; No. 2— 35 designs, $6000 to $15000, $1.00;

No. 3— Combining No. 1 and 2, $1.50. Stock plans priced in each book.

THE KAUFFMAN COMPANY 624 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio

jaBROOKSeCo.0^^5'0-
vFloor&Sidewalk Lights.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Send^bCatalogue.

A Bright New Book of 180 Pages for 1913
Telling the Plain Truth about BURPEE-QUALITY SEEDS, is mailed

Free of Cost to Gardeners everywhere upon Application to

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO. Burpee Buildings, Philadelphia

did not crave tawdry imitations and re-

main curious till they got them—satisfied

when they did, instead they evolved ma-
terials within their means, and the strength

of character which was the backbone of
their sincere desire to progress towards bet-

ter things so impressed itself upon the

periods of the earlier centuries that wc
have no hesitancy in admitting the finer

examples of the farmhouse furniture of

yesterday into the living-rooms of our
houses in good taste to-day. Indeed chintz,

at its best period became a fashionable ma-
terial in decoration and remained popular
until the haircloth of Victorian ingenuity

smothered it for some decades. But sur-

vived this calamity—and a revival of the

interest in the old patterns has been brought
about by the quaint charm these old fabrics

possessed. The old chintzes or printed cot-

tons which suffered from the advent of
haircloth often remained hidden beneath
this dismal covering, and the writer recalls

many occasions on which he has been pres-

ent at the resurrection of these old fabrics

when their superiors have been driven

forth to the oblivion of the flames. In-

deed every true collector who comes into

possession of an old chair, sofa or stool

that needs recovering, will do well to take
a peep beneath the coverings of early ma-
terials in the hope of discovering original

chintzes for even though these chintzes
may not be restored in their entirity,

specimens of those of excellence in de-

sign may still serve many purposes and
they are eagerly sought for by collectors

of textiles and museums of industrial

arts.

E.B. The photograph of the vase-like

jar you send clearly shows that it is a

piece of Nalian Majolica, an albarella or
drug-pot similar in lines and inscription

to one in the Sampson collection which
was recently shown by the American Art
Association previous to the sale of the

collection in January. Although your
albarella is probably of Nineteenth
Century Deruta manufacture and not an
old piece.

D.A. von E. The Blue-bell shaped mark
with the four tiny petal-like circles above
the central point at the bell and the

curled stem to the right below of which
you send a tracing would indicate that

the piece of faience about which you ask
is blue Rouen of the second period, that

is to say from 1710 to 1755. The Metro-
politan Museum of Art, New York con-
tains some very fine examples of early

Rouen, notably those from the Morgan
collection.

W.S.T. You will find some very fine ex-

amples of Paul Revere's craft as a silver-

smith on exhibition in the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts. The march num-
ber of American Homes and Gardens
will illustrate a number of these in con-

nection with an article on "Early Ameri-

can Silver."

G.C.L. The little prints you submitted
for inspection are proofs from the origi-

nal woodblocks by Alexander Anderson,
the early American wood engraver from
which (the blocks having been well pre-

served) your proofs were taken after

their original use. Anderson is said to

have executed over 150 engravings on

wood after his ninetieth year. Excellent ex-

amples of his work may be obtained in the

various print shops, and collectors interested

in the history of engraving in America will

do well to turn their attention to collecting

them as the opportunity offers itself.
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THE PROPOSED TRANS-SAHARA
RAILWAY

ARAILROAD project of great scope is

the Trans-Sahara line, which the

French government proposes to carry out
in the near future. Not long ago several
expeditions were sent out in order to study
the conditions for running the railroad
across the desert region, and this part of
the work is now terminated. It is thought
that the entire plans can be drawn up be-
fore the end of this year. Such a railroad
will afford a connection between Algeria,
Morocco, and the desert region, with the
French colonies situated in the regions of
the Congo and the Niger, so as to inter-

connect all the colonies, whence a great ad-
vantage will be secured not only for com-
merce, but also for military purposes, al-

lowing the native troops which it is pro-
posed to raise in the Senegal and Congo
region to be transported to the north of
Africa or even across the Mediterranean
into France under the protection of the
fleet. The present expedition consisted of
a number of leading engineers and officers

of the War Department, and a caravan of
fifty men and 120 camels started from El
Aoulef, the southern terminus of the Al-
gerian railroad, in order to cross the desert.
The expedition divided at Silet in order to
explore several different regions. Among
others, Dr. Niger took a southeastern route,
so as to find the best conditions for running
the railroad as far as Lake Tchad. His
party then returned through British Ni-
geria by way of the new railroad from
Kano to the coast. The other expeditions
followed different routes in order to trace
lines for the general project, and in all

cases the proposed lines make connection
with already-existing railroads in the south-
ern region lying between Timbuctoo and
Lake Tchad.

WILD HONEY IN SOUTH AFRICA

A NUMBER of curious facts concern-
ing the wild honey of the northern

Transvaal have been published in a South
African agricultural journal, in which the
writer, Mr. E. N. Marais says that two
distinct kinds of honey are recognized, viz.,

the ordinary golden-yellow honey, com-
mon to all parts of the world, and a snowy
white kind, known to the Boers as "sheep-
tail fat honey." The latter is described as

beautiful in appearance and of most delici-

ous flavor; it is also reputed to possess
valuable therapeutic qualities. When ex-

pressed from the comb it almost im-
mediately assumes the consistency of vase-
line. Its special qualities are said to be
due to the fact that the bees extract it only
from certain grasses. The hives are usually
in hollow trees ; sometimes in ant-bear
holes or ant-hills.

Gathering wild honey appears to be a

favorite pursuit of the Transvaal native,

and one that has some peculiar features.

The bee-hunter wear no protective cloth-

ing, but appear to be so thoroughly inocu-
lated with formic acid as to be immune to

its effects.

The favorite honey is produced by a

stingless bee, called the "moka," of which
there are two species. The larger of these

builds only in the ground and in very hard
soil. The hive is found at the bottom of

a shaft having the diameter of a lead

pencil, and from two to five feet deep.

The honey is not stored in the comb, but
in wax bags, each about as large as a

good-sized thimble : these are cemented to-

gether with wax, forming a cluster about
the size of an orange.
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The Schilling Press
PRINTERS Fine

Art
Press

Work
A Specialty

137-139 E. 25th St., New York
Printers of AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS
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STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATENTED

CLINCH right through the

standing seam of metal
roofs. No rails are needed
unless desired. We make a

similar one for slate roofs.

Sendfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

Is Your Refrigerator r

Poisoning Your Family?
YOUR doctor will

tell you that a
refrigerator which

cannot be kept clean
and wholesome, as
you can easity keep
the Monroe, is always
dangerous to your
family.

The Monroe is the

Only Refrigerator With

Genuine Solid Porce-

lain Food Compartments

Sftc"Monroe"
which can be kept free of breeding places

for disease germs that poison food which
in turn poisons people. NOT cheap por-

celain-ENAMEL, but one piece of white un-

breakable porcelain ware OVER AN INCH
THICK—nothing to crack, chip, or absorb
moisture—as easily cleaned as a china bowl—
every corner ROUNDED—not a single crack,

joint or any other lodging place for dirt and
the germs of disease and decay. Send at

once for

FreeBook fngerlton
which explains all this and tells you how to

materially reduce the high cost of living—how
to have better, more nourishing food—how to

keep food longer without spoiling—how to cut

down ice bills—how to guard against sickness

—

doctor's bills.

Monroe Refrigerator Co., Sta. 3B

Never
Sold
In
Stores

30 Days Trial

Factory Price

Cash or Credit
Direct from fac-

tory to you — saving

you store profits. We
pay freight and guar-

antee your money
back and removal of

refrigerator at no ex-

pense to you jf you
are not absolutely

satisfied.

Easy terms if more
convenient for you.
Send for book NOW
—Letter or postal.

.» Lockland, Ohio
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I
$1.00 Portfolio of

I

I Wood Panels and Book
I Send

I Coupon

I Today

FREE

THIS portfolio will be found instructive and E
most valuable to home builders. It shows the 5

S artistic effects that may be obtained with Johnson's Wood Dye and E

E Prepared Wax on Oak, Pine, Birch, Maple, Cypress, Gum, etc. The E

E book tells how to obtain these results on floors, woodwork and E
= furniture. E

I Johnson's Wood Dye /
is a dye not a stain; it sinks deep down, bringing out the natural beauty of the grain. In

half an hour it will be perfectly dry. No dust sticks, no streaks show. It is not only
beautiful but lasting and easy to use. It may be applied over old, worn varnish or

shellac. Made in 17 popular shades such as Mission Oak, Early English, Mahogany, j

Fumed Oak, etc. y*

If You Are Building /
a new home, or repairing or remodeling an old one, yon need our 25c. Bonk.
Get the dollar portfolio and book now—to insure the right artistic wood
effects with least expense and trouble. Send coupon today." ,<

• $1.25

Coupon

f S. C. Johnson
..•' & Son

„•

.••* Racine, Wis.

I am nterested in building;

please send me free your
£1.00 portfolio of wood pant 1m

also 25c. book, both free.

US. C. Johnson & Son
Racine, Wisconsin

The Wood Finishing Authorities
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City.

A. H. 2
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Kranich & Bach
Ultra - Quality PIANOS
and PLAYER PIANOS

These Superb instruments—thefinest that
human ha?ids canfashion—make their ap-

peal only to persons of fine tastes whose
intelligence impels them to exercise com-
mon sense and a sane
appreciation ofmercan-
tile values in making a

purchase of any high-class article.

Kranich & Bach Prices Represent True Values

—

Reasonable Partial Payments for Prudent Buyers

The most beautiful and instructive Piano Catalog ever published and an
amusing storiette

—
" Mascagni and the Organ Grinder," free on request.

KRANICH & BACH
237 East 23rd Street, New York

WHAT Crrf\PLANT ANDOUR OUJUJL/ tree catalog

MEANS TO YOU
1. Complete instruction in all branches of Horticulture.
2. Convincing proof of the value of Northern Grown Products,
3. The very best varieties in cultivation t<> chose from.
4. Full directions as to when, how and what to grow to get the

most out of your garden or farm.
6. Landscaping your home grounds at small expense.

This, book
:

of 128 pages, beautifully illustrated, mailed on
application. Write today. It is full of just the information you
are looking, for to make your garden, farm and home profitable
and attractive.

PPri1 CFFT\C If you mention this paper weX £\.ZmLm 0£i£jL?0 V/1
,

1

,

1 send vou cither of the
_e Ar. w ,.

following varieties free, to
convince you of the quality of our Northern Grown Stock.
May's Selection of Colossal Pansies;May King

Lettuce, the new early Head Variety.

Id- J-i.AAAY OC 1*0. MINNESOTA

SEND 50 CENTS IN STAMPS FOR
Cf) Attractive {Designs and Plans for Low-

Cost Houses, Bungalows, Log-Cabins, etc.

Suburban Architectural Association
202 Equitable Building Wilmington, Del

American Homes &
Gardens ts» ib, 8, and

Scientific American
sent to one address

ror one year, ju f
REGULARLY 4>0

r The Stephenson System of

Underground Refuse Disposal

Saves the battering of your can and
scattering of garbage from poanding out
frozen contents.

>iIi^^1 Underground
Garbage and Refuse Receivers
A fireproof and sanitary disposal

of ashes and refuse.

Our Underground Earth Closet
means freedom from frozen plumbing.

Sold direct. Send for circular

In use nine years. It Pays to look us up.

C. H. STEPHENSON. Mfr.
21 Farrar St. Lynn, Mass,

By-Paths in Collecting. By Virginia

Robie. New York: The Century Com-
pany: 1912. Cloth, 8vo. Illustrated.

565 pages. Price, $2.40.

Miss Robie's "By-Paths in Collecting"

is "dedicated without permission to all col-

lectors," but collectors should feel pleased

and complimented that Miss Robie has

given them so delightful a volume. The
twenty-one chapters concern themselves

with such topics as "Collecting Old Pianos,"

"The Quest of the Quaint," "The Sheen of

Old Pewter," "Hour-Glass and Sun-Dial"

and "Chinese Influence" and the illustra-

tions liberally scattered through the gener-

ous extent of text are well selected.

Indoor Gardening in Room and Green-
house. By H. H. Thomas. New York

:

Cassell and Company, Limited: 1912.

Cloth, 16mo. Illustrated. 152 pages.

Flower growing in the home has made
great progress during recent years, probably

for the reason that as the love of gardening

has increased so has the discovery been

made that a greater variety of plants may
be grown in room and window. As may be

gathered from the pages of this helpful

book, it is possible, without an outdoor

garden, to cultivate plants, remarkable for

the beauty of their flowers or foliage, and to

enjoy one or another of them throughout

the year.

Egyptian Days. By Philip S. Marden.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company:
1912. Cloth, 8vo. Illustrated. 329

pages. Price, $3.00 net.

Mr. Marden's aim has been to pro-

vide a book containing the indispensable

information, and at the same time so

to guide the traveler that his further read-

ing may be carried on to the best advantage.

The book is illustrated from more than two
score excellent, freshly taken photographs

of Egyptian scenes, and with a number of

helpful maps. It has a strikingly beauti-

ful cover.

The Castle of Zion. By George Hodges,
D.D. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany. 1912. Cloth, 8vo. Illustrated.

200 pages. Price, $1.50 net.

Dean Hodges's previous collection of

Bible stories have won an assured place for

themselves among juvenile literature. In

his third book he takes up the Old Testa-

ment story where he left off in "The
Garden of Eden," and carries on the tale

from David to Job. The book is issued in

holiday style uniform with "The Garden
of Eden," and is beautifully illustrated.

The Land of the Rising Sun. By
Gregoire de Wollant. New York : The
Neale Publishing Company: 1905.

Cloth, 8vo. Gilt top. 401 pages. Price,

$1.50.

This work is of intense interest, for it

is a Russian estimate of Japan, written by
a clever, keen-sighted Russian, a traveler,

a student, and a man of public affairs, who
might have been excused for viewing Japan
through the eye of prejudice. But he is

a most sympathetic writer, and has the

faculty of describing the life and customs
of the Japanese in a most entertaining way.
There is so much in this volume not to be
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found elsewhere, perhaps, that, despite its

having been written a few years ago, it

should be carefully read by all who concern

themselves with the progress of Japan.

Colonial Homes and Their Furnish-
ings. By Mary H. Northend. With
numerous illustrations. Boston : Little,

Brown & Co., 1912. Svo. Price, $5 net.

Miss Xorthend's name is a familiar one
to magazine readers. For some years she

has been a steady contributor to the more
important home magazines published in

this country. As a writer on the home and
its decoration, she has thoroughly familiar-

ized herself with architectural styles and
with furnishings. All this experience and
knowledge is reflected in the book before

us. Lavishly illustrated and beautifully

printed, it conducts the reader into many of

those historic dwellings of New England
which may be regarded as the acme of

architectural perfection and of good taste

in interior decoration. There can be no

question that Miss Northend has collected

a valuable amount of material, which is

here presented in such form that both the

professional architect and decorator and

the general public can profit by it.

Modern Cottage Architecture. By
Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A. John
Lane Company. New York, 1912. Cloth.

8vo., gilt top. Illustrated. 248 pages.

Price, S3.50 net.

This is the second and an enlarged edition

of Mr. Adams' book on modern cottage

architecture. The English cottage architec-

ture of to-day, as in former times, deserves

study and attention by reason of its excel-

lence, serving, as it does, to inspire so much
of our own cottage architecture. There-
fore, although an English book by an Eng-
lish authority, and illustrated by plates re-

producing English examples of cottages,

Mr. Adams' volume should be in the hands
of every American homemaker who plans to

build a cottage, as it is full of valuable sug-

gestions and the reproductions of floor

plans and photographs, both of interiors and
exteriors, are well chosen.

Making a Rose Garden. B Henry H.
Saylor. New York : McBride, Nast &
Co., 1912. Cloth; 16mo.; 53 pages. Price,

50 cents net.

The writer of this little book does not

pretend to be an experienced authority in

the growing of Roses, but he presents a

readable little essay containing facts that

the amateur rosarian will find useful, and
matter compiled from dependable sources.

One does not just see, however, why ma-
terial to the limited extent of that contained

in Mr. Saylor's book should be put into a

volume by itself, as it would seem fully as

convenient and far less expensive to present

it through the columns of some periodical

devoted to gardening.

The Practice of Oil Painting. By
Solomon J. Solomon, R.A., Philadelphia:

J. B. Lippincott & Company : 1912.

Cloth, Svo. 278 pp. Price, $1.75 net.

This is an admirable Art book of in-

calculable service to all who would be

painters. Primarily intended for the use

of Art students, it contains two elements

of special value to Art teachers : the ex-

position of a method by which the round

object can be reduced to the flat, and the

collection of plates made from drawings of

the human figure and its details, of casts,

and a still-life subject. Many of these are

ideal for high-school students to copy and

emulate, being supplemented by fine repro-

LOOK FOR THE NAME

YALE
LOCKS AND HARDWARE

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., 9 Murray Street, New York

KILLED BY
SCIENCE

By the wonderful bacteriological preparation, discovered and prepared by
Dr. 1/anytz, of Pasteur Institute, Paris. Used with striking success for
years in the United States, England, France and Russia.

DANYSZ VIRUS
contains the germs of a disease peculiar to rats and mice only and is abso-
lutely harmless to birds, human beings and other animals.
1 he rodents always die in the open, because of feverish condition. The
disease is also contagious to them. Easily prepared and applied.

How much to use.—A small house, one tube. Ordinary dwelling
three tubes

J
if rats are numerous, not less than 6 tubes) . One or two dozen

for large stable with hay loft and yard or 5000 sq. ft. floor space in build-
ings. Price: One tube, 75c; 3 tubes, $1 .75; 6 tubes, $3.25; one doz $6
INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL CO., 72 Front St., New York

Situation Wanted

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY. Child study special-

ist, age 38, desires engagement as tutor in select

family for one or more years. Expenses required,

salary no object. Pupil must be prepossessing boy

under twelve, slight or delicate and richly dressed.

Experience as college secretary and science lecturer.

University training in latest educational methods.

Author of original papers. "The costume sense in

art." "The royal road to learning," etc. Accus-

tomed to teaching and amusing refined children.

Highest official and private references. Enquire

B. M., care of Reuter, Melbourne, Australia.

ANTIQUES
of all Sorts
Send 4 cents in Stamps for Catalog of Anti-

ques.— Rugs and Christmas Gifts. I ransack

1000 Attics annually. My Stock is replete

with fine Old Things from New England
Homes.

Hand Made Rugs
Hand Braided

Hand Woven
Hand Drawn-in

Hand Hooked
Rag Carpet. Quilts—Spreads
Old Chintz—Patch Work

Ralph Warren Burnham
Ye Burnham House

IPSWICH IN MASSACHUSETTS
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WE VE BEEN ALIVE Since fitty

^ We offer you the experience of our knowledge and perfect work-

manship of over 58 years in each article we manufacture. Goods

bearing "Wolff's" guarantee label and "Wolff's" trademark are a

positive assurance against disappointment, dissatisfaction and loss.

L. WOLFF MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PLUMBING GOODS EXCLUSIVELY

GENERAL OFFICES:

601-627 W. LAKE STREET

The one line that's complete

CHICAGO
Completely made by on°

SHOWROOMS:
111 N. DEARBORN STREET

BRANCHES
DENVER. COLO.
DALLAS. TEX.
CLEVELAND. OHIO

TRENTON. N. J. OMAHA. NEBR.
ROCHESTER. N. Y. ST. LOUIS, MO.
CINCINNATI. OHIO KANSAS CITY. MO.

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
WASHINGTON. D. C.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

•v^v

Sample and
Circular

Free

A House Lined with

Mineral Wool
as shown in these sections, is Warm in Winter,
Cool in Summer, and is thoroughly DEAFENED.

The lining is vermin proof; neither rats, mice,

nor insects can make their way through or live in it.

MINERAL WOOL checks the spread of fire and
keeps out dampness.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION.

mmrn^M p»

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH FLOOR.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

U. S. Mineral Wool Co.

140 Cedar St., NEW YORK CITY

ductions in half-tone from famous old

masterpieces in the National Gallery,

London. This part of the book is especially

invaluable to students who are to make
serious copies of the best work, for dis-

cipline in technique.

Nineteenth Century English Ceramic
Art. Boston. By J. F. Blacker. 1911.

8vo. 531 pp. Price $3.50 net.

This beautiful book contains 96 pages of

plates and 150 line drawings. It is a very

handsome specimen of book making, and
will appeal to all connoisseurs. The collec-

tor of old English pottery and china and all

others interested in ceramic arts have long

needed a volume that is at once a practical

guide combined with a history in pictures of

the work of the old master potters. Mr.
Blacker, who is undoubtedly the best

authority on the subject, here presents con-

cisely the story of the great industry repre-

sented by such old-fashioned potters as the

Adams, Copelands, Mintons, Wedgewoods,
Hadley and Linthorpe, as well as those of

more recent date. The numerous illustra-

tions, all carefully selected, present nearly

every type and form of pattern, from the

blue printed English and American scenery

to the most elaborate painting, gilding and
modeling, the masterpieces of the later

potters. No collector can afford to be with-

out Mr. Blacker's new book, which is the

first in the Nineteenth Century Historical

Art Series.

The Life of James McNeill Whistler.
By E. R. and J. Pennell. New and Re-
vised Edition. Illustrated. J. B. Lip-

pincott Co.

The Pennell "Whistler" has had a large

and interesting public at its command since

its two-volume first edition of 1908. Dur-
ing the three years between the first publi-

cation and the present volume much new
material has come into the hands of the

authors, and a complete revision has been

necessary. Also, many of the older illustra-

tions have been replaced by new ones, a

number of which are produced for the

first time, so that we have now what is

practically a new "Life" of Whistler with

nothing subtracted from the liveliness of

the style or the anecdotal fullness of the

descriptions.

Oxford Gardens. Based upon Daubeny's
Popular Guide to the Physick Garden of

Oxford. By R. T. Giinther, M. A. Fellow

of Magdalen: Marshall & Company,
MCMXII. Cloth, 16mo. XV, 280 pages.

The gardens of England are so well de-

veloped and cared for that even a hint of a

lack of knowledge of them arouses a feeling

which proclaims that none worthy of the

name will be willingly allowed to be per-

mantly slighted in horticultural history or

by a garden-loving public. The author of

the Oxford Gardens assumes that the oldest

one in Great Britain is not as well known as

it ought to be, although since 1616 he lists

eight books that have been issued on the

Oxford Botanic Garden and fifty-three

other works relating to it. Every feature

of the Garden is exhaustively treated by

Mr. Giinther and these include all kinds of

plants, trees, weeds, climate and soil, her-

bariums, finance, government, visitors,

prints, parks, houses, library, museum and
laboratories. Appendices, one index to the

Botanic Garden and another to the College

Gardens and the Parks complete the con-

tents of this exquisitely and plentifully il-

lustrated volume. On the title page stand-

ing apart is the mighty line

:
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"Consider the lilies how they grow."
A fair critic of this learned and delightful

work would be loth to believe that either its

passive reader or ardent student would de-

cline to say, if all histories of a like subject

were as well executed :

Consider the garden-books how they are

written.''

A Book of Haxd-Woven Coverlets. By
Eliza Calvert Hall. Boston : Little,

Brown and Company: 1912. Cloth.

8vo. Gilt top. Illustrated. 279 pages.

Price. $5.00 net.

In "A Book of Hand-Woven Coverlets,"

Eliza Calvert Hall has set herself the task

of raising the apparently commonplace into

the "realm of art." Many books have been

written about the Oriental rug, but not till

now has a similar recognition been accorded

the hand-woven coverlet. Yet it is a sub-

ject worthy the pen of any American

writer, and whoever reads these pages will

hereafter see in the American coverlet all

that the author sees : "Poetry, romance,

religion, sociology, philology, politics, and

historv."

It mav seem a long distance from works

of fiction like "Aunt Jane of Kentucky"

and "The Land of Long Ago" to a mono-
graph on coverlets, but as in the "Aunt

Jane" stories she showed us the pathos and

romance that lie in humble lives, so in the

present volume she shows the beauty, the

art. the historic associations, that cluster

around the old hand-woven bed-covers of

"Aunt Jane's time.

The material for the book, however, was

gathered north, south, east, and west. The
work is one of original research extending

over a period of four years. The author

has the facts of her subject well in hand

and leads the reader from chapter to

chapter where no detail is dry and every

page is interesting.

A Text-Book of Design. By Charles

Fabens Kelley and William Luther

Mowll. Boston: Houghton Mifflin

Companv: 1912. Cloth, 8vo. Illus-

trated. L3A pages. Price, $2.00 net.

This text-book of design will be useful

to those who are desirous of establishing

in their own minds standards of judgment

for things which they see about them.

especially to those beginners in the study

of designs who are not ready for work
of an advanced character. "A text-book

of Design" is the statement for design of

the universal laws of expression which

have been so amply developed in music and

in literature. The theory here set forth is

new in treatment rather than in substance.

The theory of pure design now generally

accepted is presented with but a few minor

points of difference.

A Wanderer in Florence. By E. V. Lu-
cas. New York: The Macmillan Com-
pany., 1912. Cloth, 8vo. Illustrated.

390'pp- Price, $1.75 net.

The natural kindness, the high spirit of

the Florentine people, the wonderful mas-
terpieces of art created by her great men,
who in every age have stood in the front of

art and science, rivalize with the gentle

smile of her splendid sky to render Flor-

ence one of the finest towns, the flower, in-

deed, of beautiful Italy. In "A Wanderer
in Florence" Mr. E. V. Lucas, one of the

most graceful writers of to-day, leads the

reader into the true Florentine atmosphere,

^arly as the pages of any book could do
that, and anyone who has not forgotten

"Romola" will find keen pleasure in this ex-

cellent book on Romola's city.

HIS is the Globe-Wernicke period in bookcases. The unit

construction of the Globe-Wernicke bookcase promotes an
added interest in the collection of such books as are worth
reading and worth keeping-

. When it is so easy and eco-

nomical to store books in such attractive quarters, it is but
natural that even the younger generation should take considerable

pride in starting individual libraries devoted to specialized branches
of study. 'Whether in the home or school, the Globe-Wernicke bookcase contri-

butes much to the pleasure of all who find satisfaction in a growing library where
provision has been made for all possible future additions. The Globe-Wernicke
bookcase can be had in all styles and finishes, to harmonize with any interior trim.

Book/overs' Shopping List* '— This little book lists the works of great authors and gives thepricesof
the same in sets. The list includes the low-priced, popular sets as well as the de luxe editions. Every
book buyer should have a copy. Sent free with the Globe-Wernicke catalog. Address Department \_ H.

Jbe SloWWernicke Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Stores: New York - - 380-382 Broadway

Philadelphia, 1012-1014 Chestnut St.
Chicago, 231-235 So. Wabash Ave.
boston, - - 91-93 Federal St.

Wasbingto
Cincinnati

1,1218-1220 F St., N.W.
128-134 Fourth Ave.,E.

9teb<£V&rrocke
Sectional Bookcases

Lane's Ball Bearing Parlor Door Hangers

Are the easiest running,

most nearly noiseless,

strongest, as well as the

most durable hanger on

the market to-day. For

twenty-five years univer-

sally recognized in the

Building Trade as the

very best Hanger made.

Get our catalog of other

goods.

LANE BROS. CO., Wilson Avenue, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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Always on Guard
No matter where a ship may be along

the American coast; no matter how dark,

or cold, or stormy the night, the coast

guard is on watch, patrolling the nearest

beach or rocky cliffs.

This man, always on guard, could, by
his own unsupported efforts, do little to

save life, or to guide ships away from

perilous points.

As a unit in an efficient system and
able, at a moment's notice, to command
the service of his nearby station, he be-

comes a power to whom all ship owners
and passengers are indebted.

In the same way, the Bell Telephone in

your home and office is always on guard.

By itself, it is only an ingenious instru-

ment; but as a vital unit in the Bell System,
which links together seven million other

telephones in all parts of this country, that

single telephone instrument becomes a

power to help you at any moment of any
hour, day or night.

It costs unwearying effort and millions

of dollars to keep the Bell System always
on guard, but this is the only kind of

service that can adequately take care of

the social and commercial needs of all the

people of a Nation.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

Every Bell Telephone is the Center of the System.

How Do You Keep Your Music?

Can you always find it when you want it?

Is it torn or misplaced?

& {Kinbale JluStc Cabinet
solves once and for all the vexing problem
of keeping sheet music and music albums.
Any piece can be found or replaced in-

stantly and without unnecessary wear and
tear.

£ {Etnbale fflu&it Cabinet
will save you the annoyance of never being
sure where any piece will be found ; will
save your time and energy and
enable you to get full enjoyment
from your music.

Small Sliding Trays:

—

Simple Index:
These do the work.
Tindale Cabinets are made

in various sizes and designs
in Mahogany or Oak suitable
for residence or studio.
$15.00 upward. Monthly
payments if desired.

Send for illustrated
Booklet No. 19

Tindale Cabinet Co.
1 West 34th Street

New York

Send for catalogue A 27 of pergolas, sun dials and garden
furniture or A 40 of wood columns.

Hartmann-Sanders Co.
Exclusive Manufacturers of

ROLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS

Suitable for

PERGOLAS, PORCHES or

INTERIOR USE

ELSTON and WEBSTER AVES.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Eastern Office:

1123 Broadway, New York City

TELEPHONE TALK

UPON entering your house or your

place of business, suggests the Youth's
Companion, you have no doubt often been
told that So-and-so wants you to call him
up on the telephone. If he is an old friend,

or if you have reason to think that the

message concerns your own interests, you
respond willingly; but more often you have
exclaimed impatiently, for you have felt

sure that the other person is asking you to

take the initiative about some affair of his.

You have acceded to his request rather than
rudely ignore it—although you feel that he
was rude in making it.

Sometimes when your telephone rings

and you answer it, you are told by an office

boy that Mr. Smith wants to speak to you.
Then you wait with your ear to the re-

ce :ver; you may perhaps hear Mr. Smith
dictating a letter or carrying on a conversa-
tion

; anyway, you wait and wait and wait.

When at last Mr. Smith does turn to the

telephone, he does not make any apology
for his delay. You think that the next time
you are thus made to wait upon Mr.
Smith's convenience you will ring off and
teach Mr. Smith a lesson. But somehow
you are too gentle—or too cowardly—ever
to do it.

Frequently, through "Central's" mistake,
you have been connected with some one who
wants another number. The person, suspi-
cious of your voice, does not say, "Hello!
Is Mr. So-and-so there ?" He says, "Hello !

Who is this ?" In the circumstances, it is a
peculiarly irritating query. You do not see
why you should be called from vour dinner
or your work to tell some stranger your
name. So you answer coldly, "This is num-
ber five five one." "Well, I want number
five nine one," the voice replies, complain-
ingly, as if you were to blame for the
blunder.

Perhaps you have given Central a num-
ber, and Central has in some way got the
lines crossed, so that you find yourself
breaking in on someone's else conversation.
Usually in that case you are not given the
chance to apologize civilly for the uninten-
tional intrusion. "Get off the line!" an
angry voice will say to you; and you "get
off," wishing that you knew the name of the
ruffian.

In these ways, if you are a frequent user
of the telephone, you have doubtless had
your temper ruffled.

A NICKEL-IN-THE-SLOT BENCH
DROP a nickel in the slot and get a re-

served seat for two; that is the idea
of the new park bench, in use in San Jose,
California. The plan of the inventor is to
place his bench in public resorts, parks,
etc., not to do away with the free benches,
but in addition to them. This will take
care of the unusual Sunday and holiday
crowds, who cannot find accommodations,
and it will also appeal to people who wish
an exclusive seat and do not care to rub
elbows with strangers. Many people would
gladly pay a nickel for this privilege, and
the inventor expects to make enough on
each bench to add to the revenues of the
Park Commission, and pay him a modest
profit besides.

The bench is so adjusted that it cannot
be used until a coin is dropped in the box at

the side. This releases a lock and the
bench can be swung back, making a reclin-

ing or .rocking seat if desired. It is also
equipped with an awning. When vacated,
the bench resumes its former position auto-
matically, and locks, ready for the next
patron.
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ELECTRICITY AND DIET
SCIENTISTS have been looking for

some method of replacing the multiple

ailments which are needed to keep up the

human body, by food in a concentrated

state, so that it could be absorbed with less

fatigue. On the other hand, a French sci-

entist. Prof. Bergonie, claims that electri-

city will solve the problem. We have

aheady mentioned some results which he

obtained in this direction, according to the

account presented by him to the Science

Advancement Congress. Since then he has

continued his researches and arrived at re-

sults which have almost a sensational char-

acter. Before this he simply proposed the

idea that electricity could be made to re-

place food ; that is, by adding to the heat

energy absorbed by the body, so that less

food need be taken into the system. At
present he is making actual experiments
which appear to prove this conclusively ac-

cording to his communication made to the

Academy of Sciences. The experiments

were made during the last few months at

his laboratory at the Bordeaux University

and fully confirmed his theories on the sub-

ject. His method, known as "diathermy,"

or application of low tension and high fre-

quency currents to the human body, is able

to make up for a part of the alimentation of

the system by furnishing a large amount of

heat to the body, instead of producing the

heat from food materials which need to be
consumed or indeed burned in the system,

this giving rise to overwork of the physio-

logical organs of the body. Such electric

currents, as Prof. Bergonie says, will pass

through the body without causing the least

feeling; and with a current of 2 to 3 am-
peres strength and a voltage of 1,000 to

2,500 volts per hour about 1,000 calories of

heat can be furnished per hour, this being
over one third of the daily food ration. The
following test will bring out the remarkable
results which can be obtained by this

method. He applied the electric treatment
to a man 5 feet 10 inches high, whose
weight before the treatment was only 110
pounds. The patient ate a great deal of
animal food, but was in very bad condition,

as he could not walk over 300 feet without
needing aid. He was unable to work and
was very sensitive to cold. After a series

of treatments of 40 minutes' duration by
the electric method, this .corresponding to

an absorption of heat equal to about 1,700
calories each time, the patient began to im-
prove rapidly, and at the end of the treat-

ment he gained considerably in weight. In
fact, he then weighed as much as 140
pounds, which makes a gain of about 30
pounds. Dr. Bergonie states that the pa-
tient can now walk for hours without
fatigue, and his physical vigor is restored

to the normal. He is able to stand all de-

grees of heat and cold, and his general
appearance is very good. The author con-
siders that the time is not far distant when
all troubles rlue to insufficient nutrition will

disappear under a series of electrical treat-

ments by high frequency currents.

BLACK OPALS

BLACK Opals are commonly the result

of artificial coloring, but true black

opals have been mined in a small district

at the head of the River Darling in north-

ern New South Wales during the past nine

years. The output was at first very small,

but for a few years amounted to 30,000 to

40,000 per annum. At present, according
to a consular report from Adelaide, they

have become extremely rare, hardly any
having been found during the last nine

months.
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fcjtf GUARANTEEDw PLUMBING
FIXTURES

HOSE things in your home that are to last a lifetime

f—ll should be the best you can buy. For the sake of your

I __ |-5"g children—for the tastes you are developing in them, for the

clean lives you are training them to live—you need the beauty

and perfect sanitation of "<$tartdaf'cf' Bathroom Fixtures.

Genuine ".Standard" fixtures for the Home
and for Schools, Office Buildings, Public

Institutions, etc., are identified by the

Green and Gold Label, with the exception

of one brand of baths bearing the Red and

Black Label, which, while of the first

quality of manufacture, have a slightly

thinner enameling, and thus meet the re-

quirements of those who demand "Standard"

quality at less expense. All "Standard"

fixtures, with care, will last a lifetime.

And no fixture is genuine unless it bears

the guarantee label. In order to avoid

substitution of inferior fixtures, specify

"Standard" goods in writing (not verbally)

and make sure that you get them.

Standard £amtar^1t>&. Co. Dept. 23 PITTSBURGH, PA.

New York
Chicago
Philadelphia

Toron ', Can.
Pittsburgh

St. Louis

35 West 31st Street

900 S. Michigan Ave.
- 1128 Walnut Street

59 Richmond St., E.

106 Federal Street

100 N. Fourth Street

Cincinnati - 63 3 Walnut Street

Nashville - 315 Tenth Avenue. So.

New Orleans. Baronne & St. Joseph Sts.

Montreal, Can. - 215 Coristine Bldg.

Boston - - John Hancock Bldg.

Louisville - 319-23 W. Main Street

Cleveland - 648 Huron Road. S.E.

Hamilton, Can. - 20-28 Jackson St.. W.
London - 57-60 Holborn Viaduct. E. C
Houston, Tex. - Preston and Smith Sts.

Washington, D.C. - - Southern Bldg.

Toledo, Ohio - - 311-321 Erie Street

Fort Worth. Tex. - Front and Jones Sts.
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Trade Marks
TRADED"3

i i Trade Names
Do you use a Trade Mark ?

Do you own the Trade Marks you use ?

You should read this booklet to obtain a definite
and clear conception of Trade Mark rights

ATRADE MARK is a most valuable business asset. It will pay you to

know how such marks are made valuable, and why and how they are

protected. The registration of trade marks is explained in this booklet,

which gives a thoroughly comprehensive idea of the requirements for registration.

The elements of a good trade mark are fully discussed, and many tests to

determine the requisites of a desirable trade mark are given.

The booklet is printed in two colors
and is illustrated by fifty engravings

Send twenty-five cents today for a copy
MUNN & COMPANY, :: Solicitors of "Patents
Branch Office, Washington, D. C. 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Free
This
1913
Catal.og

WRITE FOR IT

J. M. HANSON'S
Magazine Agency

the largest in the world, furnishes all

Magazines and Newspapers. Amazingly
Low Prices, and quick, accurate, and
reliable service.

Save Magazine Money
Our 1913 Catalog (44 pages) lists more
than 3000 Periodicals and Club Offers.

It's a BIG MONEY-SAVER, and is FREE
to you for the asking.

Send Us Your TWT f\ \\TName and Address 1^1 v^ W
J. M. HANSON'S MAGAZINE AGENCY

229 . Hanson Block, Lexington, Ky.

OWNERS AND BUILDERS
OF CEMENT HOUSES

Write for interesting free book telling bow cement build-

ings can be successfully painted and water-proofed at

slight cost.
g mn xt » »*rl

It contains color plates showing how CHI-INAMt-L
CEMENTONE will improve the appearance of new cement
buildings, and make the exterior of old buildings look new.

THE OHIO VARNISH CO. , 8604 Kinsman Rd. , Cleveland, 0.

THE

RITTENH0USE HOTEL
Chestnut and Twenty-Second Sts.

Philadelphia

A Refined, Homelike Hotel,

Catering to Discriminating,

Transient and Permanent
Guests.

Located in the very heart of

Philadelphia's most select resi-

dential section, yet within five

minutes' walk of the railroad

sections.

An exclusive cafe-cuisine and
service of the highest standard.

European Plan, $1.50 per day and up

American Plan, $4.00 per day and up

R. VAN GILDER, Manager

THE CLEVERNESS OE A WASP

IN his book, "Two Bird-Lovers in Mex-
ico," Mr. C. W. Beebee, the author, de-

scribes the manner in which a wasp towed
by water a load of freight too heavy to be
borne through the air. The incident makes
plain why water carriage is cheaper than

carriage by land.

Picking up a stone from near the water

one day, I alarmed a brown spider, which
rushed out from beneath it. Instantly a

metallic green wasp, less than an inch in

length, darted down, and the two struggled

fiercely together. The contest was short,

and the spider's legs soon hung paralyzed

and helpless.

The wasp first flew five or six feet into

the air, circled round once or twice, then

returned, and laboriously dragged its prey
(which was larger than itself) to the top of

a rock, and then tumbled headlong down the

opposite slope into the water. "A very fool-

ish wasp," quoth I. "But wait ; we know
not what to expect of these tropical crea-

tures."

Without an instant's hesitation, as if it

were an every-day habit or instinct, the

wasp stretched out its four front legs upon
the surface of the water, grasped the float-

ing spider with its two hind legs, spread its

wings, and buzzed merrily up-stream over

the ripples ! The insect could not possibly

have flown with this heavy burden. But the

end was yet to come.
The wasp evidently wished to reach a

large boulder some two feet from shore,

past which the water swirled rapidly. After
several ineffectual attempts to tow its bur-

den across, it clambered up along a rock on
the shore, dragging the spider just clear of

the water until it came to a spot where the

stream ran with less force. Here it again
launched out, keeping close to shore.

This time it reached a point a foot or two
upstream above the boulder. Then the wasp
turned abruptly outward, redoubled its

efforts, and instantly was tumbled and
rocked about in the midst of the ripples

—

which, to it, were waves of no mean size.

It was carried swiftly downstream, but by
aiming toward the rock and working its

wings frantically so that they were merely
a dim haze, it succeeded in reaching and re-

maining in the eddy below the boulder

—

still water—across which it easily ferried its

burden.

The fact of the little wasp using the water
as a medium upon which to propel its. bur-
den was marvelous enough, but the quick
succession of complex events, met with so

much seeming intelligence and with such
apparent resource of expedient and such
despatch, left us astonished beyond expres-
sion. Whether blind instinct, or a chain
of coincidences, or any higher phase of
thought prompted the actions of the wasp,
I will not attempt to say, but to the observer
able to watch the whole scene of operations
and to see at a glance all the attending
causes and effects, the apparent philosophy
in the actions of the insect is startling.

PURIFYING THE AIR IN ROOMS

TO purify the air of offices or sick rooms
soak a few pieces of brown paper in

a solution of saltpeter and allow them to

dry. When desired for use, lay a hand-
ful of flowers of lavender, which can be
gotten at any drug store, on a tin pan with
a few pieces of the paper and light. The
aroma is refreshing and agreeable and
drives away insects. If hot water is pro-
curable a few drops of oil of lavender in

a glass of very hot water is good. It puri-

fies the air at once and effectually rids the

room of flies and insects of all kinds.

VALUABLE PAPERS ON

CONCRETE
REINFORCED CONCRETE

and CONCRETE
BUILDING BLOCKS

Scientific American Supplement 1543
contains an article on Concrete by
Brysson Cunningham. The article
clearly describes the proper compo-
sition and mixture of concrete and
gives the results of elaborate tests.

Scientific- American Supplement 153S
gives the proportion of gravel and
sand to be used in concrete.

Scientific American Supplements 1507,
1568, 1509, 1570 and 1571 contain an
elaborate discussion by Lieut. Henry
J. Jones of the various systems of
reinforcing concrete, concrete con-
struction and their applications.
These articles constitute a splendid
text book on the subject of rein-
forced concrete. Nothing better has
been published.

Scientific American Supplement 997
contains an article by Spencer New-
berry, in which practical notes on
the proper preparation of concrete
are given.

Scientific American Supplements 150S
and 150!) present a helpful account
of the making of concrete blocks by
Spencer Newberry.

Scientific American Supplement 1534
gives a critical review of the engin-
eering- value of reinforced concrete.

Scientific American Supplements 1547
and 154S give a resume in which the
various systems of reinforced con-
crete construction are discussed and
illustrated.

Scientific American Supplements 1564
and 1565 contain an article by Lewis
& Hicks, in which the merits and de-
fects of reinforced concrete are ana-
lyzed.

Scientific American Supplement 1551
contains the principles of reinforced
concrete with some practical illus-
trations by Walter Loring Webb.

Scientific American Supplement 1573
contains an article by Louis H. Gib-
son on the principles of success in
concrete block manufacture, illus-
trated.

Scientific American Supplement 1574
discusses steel for reinforced con-
crete.

Scientific American Supplements 1575,
1570 and 1577 contain a paper by
Philip L. Wormley, Jr., on cement
mortar and concrete, their prepara-
tion and use for farm purposes. The
paper exhaustively discusses the
making- of mortar and concrete, de-
positing of concrete, facing concrete,
wood forms, concrete sidewalks, de-
tails of construction of reinforced
concrete posts, etc.

Scientific American Supplement 15S6
contains a review of concrete mixing
machinery by William L. Larkin.

Scientific American Supplement 15S3
gives valuable suggestions on the
selection of Portland cement for con-
crete blocks.

Scientific American Supplement 15S1
splendidly discusses concrete aggre-
gates. A helpful paper.

Scientific American Supplement 1595
and 1596 present a thorough discus-
sion of sand for mortar and concrete
by Sanford E. Thomson.

Scientific American Supplement 1586
contains a paper by William L. Lar-
kin on Concrete Mixing Machinery,
in which the leading types of mixers
are discussed.

Scientific American Supplement 1626
publishes a practical paper by Henry
H. Quimby on Concrete Surfaces.

Scientific American Supplement 1624
tells how to select the proportions for
concrete and gives helpful sugges-
tions on the Treatment of Concrete
Surfaces.

Scientific American Supplement 1634
discusses Forms of Concrete Con-
struction.

Scientific American Supplement 1639
contains a paper by Richard K.
Meade en the Prevention of Freez-
ing in Concrete by Calcium Chloride.

In Scientific American Supplement 1605
Mr. Sanford E. Thomson thoroughly
discusses the proportioning of Con-
crete.

Scientific American Supplement 157S
tells why some fail in the Concrete
Block business.

Scientific American Supplement 1608
contains a discriminating paper by
Ross F. Tucker on the Progress and
Logical Design of Reinforced Con-
crete.

<I Each number of the Supplement costs 10 cents.

<JA set of papers containing all the articles above

mentioned will be mailed for $3 40. flSend for a

copy of the 1910 Supplement Catalogue. flFree to

any address <]]Order from your Newsdealer or from

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers,

361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK



THE ROTARY
STEAM ENGINE

THE Rotary Steam Engine has

attracted the best thoughts of

inventors and students for many
years. All interested should read

carefully the very complete in-

formation found in the files of the

Scientific American Supplement.

Every class and type of rotary

engines and pumps is described

and illustrated.

Scientific American Supplement 470 describes

the Harrington Rotary Engine, a form of intermit-

tent gear.

Scientific American Supplement 497 describes

Fielding & Piatt's Universal-joint Rotary Engine.

Scientific American Supplement 507 describes

the Jacomy Engine, a square-piston type.

Scientific American Supplement 528 describes

Inclined-shaft Rotary Engine, using the universal-

joint principle.

Scientific American Supplement 558 describes

the Kingdon Engine, a "wabble-disk" design.

Scientific American Supplement 636 describes

Riggs' Revolving-cylinder Engine, suggesting the

present Gnome motor.

Scientific American Supplement 775 describes

Revolving-cylinder engines of several forms.

Scientific American Supplement 1 109-1 110-

1111 contains a series of great interest, describing

and illustrating all the principal types of rotary en-

gines and pumps. This set should be studied by

every inventor and designer.

Scientific American Supplement 1 112 describes

the Filtz Rotary Motor, using helical surfaces.

Scientific American Supplement 1158 describes

Hult's Rotary Engine, an eccentric-ring type.

Scientific American Supplement 1193 describes

Arbel or Tihon's Rotary Motor, an ingenious

eccentric type, now on the market as a pump.

Scientific American Supplement 1309 describes

The Colwell Rotary Engine, in which a piston

travels entirely around an annular cylinder.

Scientific American Supplement 1524 describes

Rotary Engine on the intermittent-gear principle.

Scientific American Supplement 1534 contains

a valuable column on the difficulties of rotary en-

gine design.

Scientific American Supplement 1821 contains

an article describing many new forms of rotary

engines of the most modern design.

Scientific American, No. 23, Vol. 102 contains a

full description of the recent Herrick Rotary En-

gine, an eccentric type with swinging abutment.

Scientific American, No. 23, Vol. 104 describes

Jarmans Engine, on the sliding-valve principle.

Scientific American, No. 14, Vol. 106 describes

the Augustine Rotary Engine, with novel features

incorporated in the sliding-valve design.

Each number of the Scientific American or

the Supplement costs 1 cents. A set of

papers containing all the articles here men-
tioned will be mailed for $2.00. They give

more complete information on the subject

than a library of engineering works. Send
for a copy of the 1910 Supplement Catalogue,

free to any address. Order from your news-

dealer, or the publishers.

MUNN & CO., INC.
361 BROADWAY, N. Y. CITY

Inter-phones—
the key to home
convenience

When you are plan-

ning that new home, don't

fail to provide for Inter-phones.

No more tiresome stair climbing.

You just push a button and talk. The
simple way, the easy way, the modern

way of housekeeping.

Western Ehcfric Interphones

A necessity in every well-managed home, and

easily installedanywhere atany time. Less than

$15 will buy a set like these, with the necessary

wire and batteries. If not at your

dealer's, we will supply you direct.

Send for Booklet No. 22-Z, " The
Way of Convenience," full of
helpful hints for home-makers.

ELEGTftiG COMPANY
r,»,U,,:l-.

C!.-,,.|»„.l

I of the 7.000,000 "B<il" Telephones
Si. Unit K.n». Cily Dcnvw
Mi»««jx*'« OkMioraa Ckj- Omeha
Mmn«t«Jis Ddlw Sail Lal<r Cily
St. Paid Hnurion to« A»iHcfi

SsoF.-nc
Oakland
Sealtlc

Portland

EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL. NEED

Just Published

Price, $2.50

T
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The Modern Gasoline Automobile
Its Construction, Operation, Maintenance and Repair

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M. E.

700 (6x9) Pages. 500 Illustra ions. 10 Large Folding Plates

""HE latest and most complete treatise on the Gasoline Automobile ever issued. Written in simple

language by a recognized authority, familiar with every branch of the automobile industry. Free
from technical terms. Everything is explained so simply that anyone of average intelligence may

gain a comprehensive knowledge of the gasoline automobile, The information is up-to-date and
includes in addition to an exposition of principles of construction and description of all types of auto-
mobiles and their components, valuable money-saving hints on the care and operation of motor cars

propelled by internal combustion engines. Among some of the subjects treated might be mentioned

:

Torpedo and other symmetrical body forms designed to reduce air resistance ; sleeve valve, rotary valve

and other types of silent motors; increasing tendency to favor worm-gear power-transmission; universal

application of magneto ignition; development of automobile electric lighting systems; block motors;
underslung chassis; application of practical self-starters; long stroke and offset cylinder motors; latest

automatic lubrication systems ; silent chains for valve operation and change-speed gearing; the use of

front wheel brakes and many other detail refinements.

By a careful study of the pages of this book one can gain practical knowledge of automobile construc-

tion that will save time, money and worry. The book tells you just what to do, how and
when to do it. Nothing has been omitted, no detail has been slighted. Every part of the automobile, its equipment,
accessories, tools, supplies, spare parts necessary, etc., have been discussed comprehensively. If you buy or intend
to become a motorist, or are in any way interested in the modern gasoline automobile, this is a book you cannot
afford to be without.

Not too Technical for the Layman—Not too Elementary for the More Expert
Send prepaid to any address on receipt of price

A special eight page circular describing this book sent free on request

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 361 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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Sixteen years

of unchanged unit con-

struction tell why Goodrich
tires are the best for your car

SIXTEEN years ago we made the original American clincher

automobile tires. Twenty-seven years of rubber experience that
had preceded were crystalized in Unit Construction.

This principle demonstrated its perfection from the start, and
Goodrich Tires always have been and always will be so made.

User's Opinions a Unit
Goodrich Tire users are a unit in recom-

mending them. Over a million Good-
rich Tires did not satisfy the complete

demand in 1912. Fully-

half the automobile
output of 1913 will go
from maker to buyer
with Goodrich Tires
as the original speci-

fied equipment.

This overwhelming
verdict of automobile
makers and owners is

the most tremendously convincing argu-
ment you can desire for the

Made as a Unit
Unit Construction means just what it

says—each Goodrich Tire is made as a

unit. The unit idea prevails in the plac-

ing of the layers of fine

rubber - impregnated
fabric which build up
the backbone of the

tire, and in the finish-

ing with the thick,

tough treadof the pur-

est- rubber which is

compounded in a way
our forty-three years

of knowledge of rubber makes us know
will resist road wear.

The result is a unit tire which is bound
to give both resistance and resiliency, as

both tire users and automobile makers
testify by their choice.

Cured as a Unit
Goodrich Tires are cured as a unit,

converting the built-up tire into an in-

tegral structure, strong, full of life. Body
and tread are cured together in our vul-

canizers under proper heat. The rubber

impregnation of the fabric strips, the

breaker strips, side strips and the thick,

tough tread, in this most particular

operation, literally become one tire—a

unit. This is the secret of the non-strip-

ping of Goodrich treads.

Goodrich,
Best in- iAeJLona Run-

Unit: Construction,

advantage to you, as a tire

user, in Goodrich Unit Con-
struction from every stand-

point of quality and service.

Wear as a Unit
Goodrich Tires wear uni-

formly. Curing them as

units unifies their strength

as well as their buoyancy.
The thick, tough tread—ex-
tra heavy and extra strong

—

because of the unit curing, is

perfect at every point. Body
and tread are one—they can-

not come apart—they hold
and wear together.

For all these reasons you owe it to yourself and your car

to buy only Goodrich Tires

If you are an experienced automobilist you know immediately the value to you of the

verdict of the makers of nearly half the 1913 output of cars.

If you are not, their decision, coupled with that of hundreds of thousands of experi-

enced motorists, is worth even more to you. Don't get your tire knowledge from future

experience. Benefit now by the experience and judgment of all this majority of makers and

tire users—begin with Goodrich Tires. Goodrich dealers and service stations everywhere.

The B. F. Goodrich Company
Akron, OhioTRADE MARK.
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"Hardy Garden Flowers"
Has 1 1 Illustrations

A BOVE is one of them. All were made from photographs taken especially for
^* Bihmore Nursery. They show the charm of hardy perennials, new and old.

The book has 64 large pages. It describes all the perennial plants that are used

to produce the pleasing landscape effects illustrated, and gives concisely and accu-

rately the characteristics and cul'ural requirements of many others. It breathes the

spirit of the charm of hardy gardens. It depicts the beauties of the modest Pink,

the brilliance of the Poppies, the charm of Peonies, the stately grace of Foxgloves and
Larkspur, and the striking effect obtained by masses of Hollyhocks and other plants.

How You May Get This Book

At Once, Without Cost
" Hardy Garden Flowers is too ex-

pensive for promiscuous distribution, since

each copy costs 30 cents and requires 3

cents postage. If you have a garden of

perennials or contemplate planting one

soon, and want to know how to select the

most beautiful kinds and use them to the

best advantage, we will be glad to send

you a copy by return post.

Other Biltmore Books That

Will Show You How to Plant
"Flowering Trees and Shrubs" a valu-

able companion to "Hardy Garden
Flowers" similar in style and helpfulness.
" The Iris Catalog" showing magnificent

flowers in natural colors. "Biltmore
Nursery Catalog," a guide to the culti-

vated plants of North America, most
valuable to those who have large estates.

Ask for the book you need most.

Biltmore Nursery, high in the mountains of North Carolina, has extremes of climate that give the
stock great hardiness. Biltmore Nursery products are bred, fed, trained and packed so they will

start into vigorous growth as soon as they are transplanted, anywhere in America. Biltmore Nursery
stock is offered in sizes and varieties sufficient to meet every requirement of purse or preference.

BILTMORE NURSERY, Box 1534, Biltmore, N. C.

ARE you looking for a novelty

in flowers or the latest im-

provement in vegetables?

Do you wonder where you can

find some special rose which de-

lighted you last summer—or the

most complete assortment of old-

fashioned garden plants or per-

ennials which are not kept in stock by the average dealer?

If your inquiry be made to a thoroughly posted amateur

or professional, the answer nine times out of ten will be:

"You Can Get Them at Dreer's"

The Diamond Jubilee Edition of Dreer's Garden Book
describes and offers nearly five thousand species and varieties

of Seeds, Plants and Bulbs which include really everything

worth growing in this country. Many of the sorts are illus-

trated, and practical cultural notes on flowers and vegetables

make this book of greater value than any half dozen books

on gardening.

Mailed free to anyone mentioning this publication

DREER'S CARDINAL CLIMBER is the most beautiful,
brilliant and distinct annual climber ever introduced. It is a
strong-, rapid grower, with deeply lacinated foliage and cov-
ered with brilliant red flowers, which make it a blaze of
glory from mid-July till frost. 25c per packet. Dreer's Gar-
den Book free with each order.

HENRYADREER^fSK.

vi

BOBBINK & ATKINS
World's Choicest Nursery and Greenhouse Products

SPRING PLANTING

OUR Products are of a higher grade than ever this season, placing us in a

better position to fill orders with a class of material that will give satis-

faction to all our patrons. Our Nursery consists of 300 acres of highly

cultivated land and a large area covered with greenhouses and storehouses, in

which we are growing Nursery and Greenhouse Products »or every place and
purpose.

Roses. We have several hundred
thousand Rose Plants that will bloom
this year. Order now from our Illus-

trated General Catalog for Spring De-
livery.

Rhododendrons. Many thousands of
acclimated plants in Hardy English and
American varieties are growing in our
Nursery.
Ornamental Shade Trees and Flow-

ering Shrubs. We grow many thous-
ands of Ornamental Shade Trees and
Shrubs in all varieties and sizes.

Trained, Dwarf and Ordinary Fruit
Trees and Small Fruits. We grow
these for all kinds of Fruit Gardens and
Orchards.
Hardy Old-Fashioned Plants. We

grow thousands of rare, new and old-
fashioned kinds, including Peonies and
Iris in a large variety. Special prices on
quantities.
Hedge Plants. We grow a large

quantity of California Privet, Berberis
and other Hedge Plants, adapted to all

parts of the country.
Boxwood. Everybody loves the

aroma of old-fashioned Boxwood. We
grow thousands of plants in many
shapes and sizes.

Our New Giant-Flowering Marsh-
mallow. Everybody should be inter-

ested in this Hardy New Old-Fashioned
Flower. It will grow everywhere and
when in bloom is the queen of Flower in

the garden. Blooms from July until the
latter part of September.
Evergreens, Conifers and Pines.

Many acres of our Nursery are planted
with handsome specimens.
Baytrees, Palms and other Decorative

Plants for Conservatories, Interior and
Exterior Decorations.
English Pot-Grown Grapevines. For

Greenhouse Cultivation.
Hardy Trailing and Climbing Vines.

We have them for every place and
purpose.
Bulbs and Roots. We grow and im-

port quantities of Bulbs and Roots from
Japan, Holland and other parts of
Europe.
Lawn Grass Seed. Our Rutherford

Park Lawn Mixture has given satisfac-

tion everywhere.
Plant Tubs, Window Boxes and

English Garden Furniture. We manu-
facture all shapes and sizes.

Strawberries, potted and field-grown,
in all the leading varieties.

Our Illustrated General Catalog No. 75 describes our Products; is

comprehensive, interesting, instructive and helpful to intending purchasers. Will

be mailed upon request.

The Proper Way to Buy is to see the material growing. We shall gladly

give our time and attention to all intending purchasers visiting our Nursery and

invite everybody interested in improving their grounds to visit us.

Visitors take Erie Railroad to Carlton Hill, second stop on Main Line

;

3 minutes' walk to Nursery.

We Plan and Plant Grounds and Gardens Everywhere With
Our "World's Choicest Nursery and Greenhouse Products."

Nurserymen, Florists and Planters RUTHERFORD, N. J.
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THE BOUND VOLUME

MERICAN HOMES
and GARDENS 1912

fjT 444 pages, over 1,000 illustrations T^vir-o $£ flfi
Ml many of which are full-page plates. * ' fCeJ *pCf.UU

A superb volume, full of interest to the home planner, the home builder
and the home maker. This magazine also makes a strong appeal to the
collector. The volumes are beautifully bound in green library cloth,

stamped in colors, gilt top.

AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS is a magazine of taste and
distinction in all things that pertain to home-making, and every one of the
numbers which compose this fine volume is exquisitely illustrated by
many half-tone reproductions from photographs especially taken for this

publication.

^______— " ^Tl Below are mentioned a few of the
many subjects covered in its

columns:

AMERICAN
HOMES -AND
GARDENS

Houses

Bungalows
House Plans

Interiors

Furnishings

Plumbing

Water Supply

Lighting

Heating

Booking

Housekeeping

Gardens

Flowers

Fruits

Lawns
Garages

Garden Plans

Aviation

Automobiling

Poultry

Kennel

Stock

Landscape

Architecture

Antiques and Collecting

AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS
is the most beautiful magazine in its field published, and it is also the
most practical. The planning and construction of the House, its

interior and exterior decorations, the planning and laying out of the
Garden, every phase of country living, every home problem receives
consideration and illustration in its pages each month. It breathes the
spirit of the country without being either Agricultural or Horticultural.
A limited number of volumes for 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910 and 1911
are also available. 1905 is a volume containing six months numbers,
$3.50; the other yearly volumes are $5 each.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers, 361 Broadway, New York City
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INCUBATORS AND SITTING HENS
By E. I. FARRINGTON

NO one is competent to say that it is

better for an amateur to use an in-

cubator than to rely on sitting hens, or to

give advice of the opposite nature. It all

depends upon the amateur, for the per-
sonal equation looms large in anv phase
of poultry keeping. Some poultry people
like to fuss with broody hens while others
find more satisfaction in studying the points

of a hatching machine. Some succeed with
one method and fail, or at least do not get

satisfactory results with the other.

Whatever method is adopted, there is

just as much truth as ever in the time-
worn adage that it is folly to count one's
chickens before they are hatched. So many
factors enter into the matter. Perhaps
the eggs are not strongly fertile, which
shifts the responsibility to the breeding pen.

Perhaps they have been kept too long,

which means more than two weeks ; or
under unfavorable conditions, as in a very
warm room or a damp place, instead of at

a low temperature in a dry corner. Early
in the season, eggs often are left in the

nests until they have become chilled. In

order to have a good hatch it obviously is

necessary to use only hatchable eggs, and
people who buv eggs for hatching at ran-

dom are taking- long chances.

March and April are the months for the

amateur to hatch his chickens—the heavier
breeds, like most of those which lay brown
eggs, in March, and the lighter breeds, like

the Leghorns and Anconas:—the white egg
breeds, in short—in the latter month. This
comparatively late hatching gives the

amateur a decided advantage over the pro-

fessional poultryman who must begin his

work in January or February, for the eggs
have a much higher percentage of fertility

as the season advances. Moreover; it

makes it much easier for him to raise his

chickens, for he may brood them out of
doors in most sections of the country.

If only a few chicks are needed, an in-

cubator is out of the question. If fifty or
more are to be raised, it is well worth
considering. To make sure of raising 100
chicks, it is necessary to set 200 eggs. This
is a point which the novice is prone to over-
look, in his first enthusiasm. As he gains
in experience he will be well satisfied if

he raises 100 chicks to maturity from a

setting of 200 eggs. Many times not over
50 per cent, of the eggs set produce live

chicks and it is not unusual for but half of

these chicks to mature. On that basis it

would require 200 eggs for fifty chicks, but
we are counting on better luck—or better

eggs.

But how fares the novice with his 100

chickens when the danger age is passed and
it becomes really safe, at last, to count
them? Well, this count is pretty sure to

al at least fifty cockerels. These
cockerels will serve to grace the dining

table on Sundays and holidays for nearly a

year and do their little part in rutting the

of living rir'ht well, but their presence

SOCIETY'S PREFERENCE
MEANS MORE THAN STYLE

The preference of Society for a certain make of piano, carriage,

automobile, etc., is founded on quality—absolute intrinsic worth in

manufacture. Our constant association with the vehicle demands

of Society for over sixty years has taught us that details, usually

passed as unimportant, must be given the utmost of painstaking

skill and effort to merit consideration.

The Rauch & Lang Car being

a coach builder's masterpiece dis-

tinguishes it from the ordinary

"factory " electric. Rauch& Lang
Electrics cannot be built in a hurry

— those of exclusive taste have al-

ways taken our limited production,

which has stamped it the " Car of'

Social Prestige.'

Our latest models are too dis-

tinctively superior to appeal to

any but those who will always

buy the best. Any Rauch & Lang
agent will gladly demonstrate. ,

THE RAUCH & LANG CARRIAGE COMPANY
2303 West Twenty-fifth Street

' -

'ixtA Cj/^l

$92.50 Our Price
for Next 30 Days!
We now offer the Edwards "Steelcote" Garage

(1913 Model), direct-from-factory, for $92.50. But to

protect ourselves from advancing prices of steel, we
set a time limit upon the offer. We guarantee this

record price for 30 days only. Just now we can
save you $35 or more.

Edwards Fireproof GARAGE
Quickly Set Up Any Place

An artistic, fireproof steel structure for private use. Gives
absolute protection from sneak thieves, joy riders, fire, light-

ning, accidents, carelessness, etc. Saves $20 to $30 monthly in

garage rent. Saves time, work, worry and trouble. Comes
ready to set up. All parts cut and fitted. Simple, complete
directions furnished, Absolutely rust-proof. Joints and seams
permanently tight. Practically indestructible. ' Locks securely.

Ample room for largest car and all equipment. Made by one
of the largest makers of portable fireproof buildings. Prompt,
safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed. Postal sent today
brings new 56-page illustrated Garage Book by return mail.

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
605-655 Eggleston Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio

(90)

fRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet have your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

appiied. Ask your dealer for them

SS-fsgf Catahgut B ardvjan Sptctalttti, fnt,

THE H. B. IVES CO.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.••lc Manufacturers

Trial Four Months, over 400 pages. Ten Cents
World's Greatest Collector Magazine

FOUNDED IN 1895

S>6c PKilatelic "West and
Collector's World
Superior. Nebraska, U.S.A.

The oldest, largest monthly American Collectors' Paper. 100
pages each issue, replete with interesting reading and advertising,
illustrated, pertaining to Stamps, Curios, Coins, Postal Cards
and Entire Covers, OH Weapons and Pistols, Historical
Discoveries, Minerals, Relics of all kinds. Old Books, etc. Over
3,600 pages issued in two years. An unimitated expensive
meritorious feature is the publication in each number of illustra-
tions of leading collectors and dealers of the world.
50 cents for 12 numbers: Foreign and Canada,

$1 or 4s. Sample Free
L. T. BRODSTONE, Publisher

Superior, Nebraska, U.S.A.
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Sttje &al Estate itari

FOR SALE
Charming Colonial

Home in Exclusive

Llewellyn Park,

Orange, New Jersey

Unsurpassed view, overlooking

New York City. Twenty-seven
minutes' ride on Lackawanna
Railroad. Five minutes from station by automobile. Two and three-quarters acres

and large stable. Six Master's bed-rooms, three servants' bed-rooms, four bath-rooms

and two lavatories, large; billiard-room, library, dining room, reception room, recep-

tion hall and music room. Six open fire-places, three hand-carved mantels. All im-

provements. Very best Mott's plumbing. Polished hardwood floors throughout. Lib-

rary tapestry hung, mahogany beam ceiling and wainscoting. Dining room in velvet

and antique oak wainscoting. Everything in best of condition. An excellent op-

portunity in order to settle an estate.

For further information, or ap-

pointment to inspect, call, write

or 'phone.

Foster & Goetz
Hudson Terminal Building

50 Church Street

NEW YORK
'Phone Cortland, 2599

FOR RENT—FURNISHED
From April to November

One of Summit's Most Attractive Homes
House sets 500 feet back from highway amid beautiful shade trees and
well preserved lawns. The place consists of about 6 acres. Excellent

location in best residential section. Modern house—three baths. Fruit

trees, garden, regulation tennis court. Modern stable and other out

buildings. Within three miles of Baltusrol or Canoe Brook Clubs.

Apply to any real estate agent in Summit or to R. C. WILSON,
Tel. 853 Franklin 361 Broadway, New York

anil !0tw &tatk

itrotnrij

Dwarf
Apples

Fruiting Sizes
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

For Sale
high class hunting, sporting, watch and
set dogs ; puppies of all varieties a specialty.

On receipt of 1 cents we mail highly

descriptive illustrated catalogue, which gives full information of 42
breed of dogs, several breeds of cattle, sheep, swine, birds,

rabbits, ferrets ; price list of poultry and pigeons.

CHAS. L. B. LANDIS
Dept. 171 Reading, Pa.

DoYou Want to PurchaseA Home?
If among our Real Estate Advertisements yon do

not find just what you want—Address

THE REAL ESTATE MART,
Care of American Homes and Gardens

361 BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY.

'«UP*V>-*5^

Bob White Quail

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies. Black Game, Wild Turkeys, Quails, Rabbits, Deer, etc.,

for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants, Peafowl, Swans,
Cranes, Storks, Ornamental Geese and Ducks, Foxes, Squirrels,

Ferrets, etc., and all kinds of birds and animals.

WILLIAM J.

Dept. C
MACKENSEN, Naturalist

YARDLEY. PA.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and

Geese, Flamingoes, Game and

Cage Birds.

' 'Everything in the bird line from a
Canary to an Ostrich"

1 am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have

on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn.

leaves the owner with but fifty pullets. So
we find that in order to renew a flock of

fifty pullets every season—and this should

be done—at least 200 eggs must be set. To
be really on the safe side, the number
should be increased by fifty.

Now it is much more desirable to have
all the chicks of an age than to have them
stringing along in assorted sizes, and to ac-

complish this with setting hens means get-

ting together a lot of broody biddies, which
is not always easy, especially in sections

where the non-sitting breeds are in favor,

as around New York. So, many times, the

incubator comes to be hailed as a bene-
factor.

In the establishing of mammoth hatch-

eries in various parts of the country an en-

tirely new twist has been given the poultry

industry. Thousands of eggs are set at one
time in these plants and chickens are

hatched by the wholesale, both in Spring
and Fall. Then they are expressed, when
a day old, to customers far and near. This
plan solves the problem of getting the

chicks without the bother incidental to

hatching them, but adds somewhat to the

cost and makes it impossible for a breeder
to develop a strain of his own. This latter

is an important point, for many breeders
have been able by careful selection to build

up a strain of fowls laying many more
eggs than the average hen of the breed.

To meet this difficulty, some owners of

large hatching plants have undertaken what
is termed custom hatching. They receive

eggs sent them by their customers, place

them in their machines and ship the chicks

that are hatched, charging a fee for the

work involved. It is interesting to note

that this is almost precisely the practice

which has orevailed in Egypt for thousands
of years, all the people in a locality taking

their eggs to a central hatching plant, leav-

ing them with the man in charge and com-
ing back at the end of three weeks for the

chicks.

It will doubtless be a long time before

the majority of poultry raisers cease to

hatch their own chickens in this country

and the yearly sale of incubators is very
large. Incubators are of two types—hot

water and hot air. There are good and bad
examples of both. The amateur is foolish

to buy any but a high-grade machine. A
combination of circumstances may result in

a wonderfully good hatch with a cheap ma-
chine, so that the testimonials one reads

may be genuine, but as an investment an
incubator of the poorer class is to be

avoided. It will not stand up to the work
cut out for it year after year. Even the

best is none to good, truth to tell, but the

high-grade machines will not disappoint in

service and will require but a minimum of

attention.

It hardly pays to use an incubator of

less capacity than 120 eggs, except for

special purposes, and if enough eggs to fill

a larger machine can be saved up without

having them too old, there will be an ad-

vantage or two in setting 200 or more at

once. It is practically as easy to care for

a large as for a small machine and more
chicks will be of an age. On the other

hand, if anything goes wrong, the loss will

be greater.

It is not for me to say which type of ma-
chine is the better. Hot water and hot air

alike are capable of hatching a large per-

centage of hatchable eggs and the fact that

both are being used successfully seems to

indicate that there is little choice. It is

not a bad plan to write the nearest experi-

ment station and be guided somewhat by
the tests made there.

Any writer who dogmatically lays down
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Thefamius BERRY WAGON, the delizht of thru
generations of children. Ask your dealer about it.

Are Your Floors and Wood-
Work Well-Dressed ?

THE wood-finish is the

outer garment of your
floors and wood-work.

A finish that becomes dull,

mottled, blotchy or scratched

will make the finest home look

dowdy. And there is a wide
variation in varnish quality.
You can be absolutely sure of a

lustrous, lasting finish if you'll in-

sist upon seeing Berry Brothers'

label upon every can you buy—or

that's bought for your use. Don't
think the job's too small—a poorly-

finished floor will spoil the appear-
ance of a whole room.

RERRY
JLrothers'

VARNISHES
We have spent 55 years in perfecting var-

nishes for every interior and exterior use.

Half a century ago your grand-parents looked
to us as the leading varnish-makers of the day.
Today you can look to u* with the same con-

fidence, and with all the ripened traditions and
experience of the^e years at your service.

Ask your nearest de2ler for advice about your
varnNh problems—or write us direct, if you
prefer

"Around the World in a Berry Wagon,"
interestingly illustrated in color by W \\ .

Denslow. the famous children's artist, sent free

od request.

BERRY BROTHERS
The World's Largest Makers of Varnish

Established 1H58

Factories: Detroit. Mich., and VValkemlle. Ont.
Branches

: New York. Boston. Philadelphia. Baltimore. Chicago.
Cincinnati, br. Lotrifl, San Francisco. London, England.

a series of rules for operating an incubator
makes a mistake. Experts differ widely in

their methods. Some sprinkle the eggs,

some lay wet blankets over them ; many do
neither. Some keep the door religiously

closed after the eggs begin to pip ; others
stick in a match to permit the entrance of
a very little air. One successful breeder
takes out the eggs after they are pipped
and wets them, contrary to all written
rules. The best plan for the amateur is to

follow without deviation the directions

which come with the machine until he has
sufficient experience to warrant experi-
menting a little.

Popular as the incubator is, broody hens
are by no means a back number. One of
the largest fanciers in the country, breed-
ing chickens by the thousands, depends
upon hens almost entirely. The manage-
ment of sitting hens is not a difficult mat-
ter. If the amateur must be irregular in

his hours or if he is not methodical in his

habits, it may be for his best interest to

hatch his chickens with hens, for their in-

stinct helps out on occasions when an inani-

mate machine simply succumbs to condi-
tions.

Probably the most important point is to

set several hens at once—seldom less than
four. Then all the chicks which hatch may
be given to one, or at the most to two. It

is ridiculous to have a hen trailing around
with two or three chicks. The nests should

be shallow and round, so that the hen may
move the eggs about without breaking them.
If the nest is deep, she is likely to break
the eggs when she steps in. In case an
egg is broken, all the others which are

smeared must be washed with warm water
and dried immediately. All the eggs
should be tested twice as are eggs in a

machine; if many are removed, the hens
may be doubled up on those which remain.

A box with a shovelful of earth in the

bottom and hay over the earth makes a

good nest, and it is customary to set the

hens in a separate room. It has been found
entirely feasible, however, to set hens in

the poultry house by using a board or

netting to cover the front. Late in the

afternoon, when laying is over, the sitters

are allowed to emerge from the nests to

feed and dust with the other hens, but the

attendant must watch to see that they go
back on the right nests. This plan effects

a decided saving in labor and the hens are

more inclined to set faithfully than if

moved to new quarters. The protecting

screen or board prevents their being an-

noyed by the other hens.

One other point is extremely important.

The sitting hen must be kept free from lice.

She should be dusted with Persian insect

powder or one of the prepared lice powders
when she is set and once a week there-

after. Many a hen has died on the nest as

a result of being over-run with insects, and
every year hundreds of hens desert their

eggs for this cause—only to be soundly be-

rated by their indignant but neglectful

owners.

AUTOMOBILES IN THE HUN-
GARIAN POSTAL SERVICE

BY order of the Hungarian Ministry of

Commerce 600 motor vehicles are to

be purchased by the postal department.

The equipment will include 250 small cars

of about ten horse-power for letter collec-

tion, to replace the present motor tricycles

and bicycles ; seventy-five combined passen-

ger and parcel 'buses, and 275 delivery

wagons of from sixteen to thirty horse-

power for parcels exclusively.

HYGIENIC
KALSOMINE

CLAoum3^U>

a

TME 5AA//TARY

FEATURE,

K/US EVERY
CERMl/KE
CREATURE'

SEARCHING EXAMINATION
by leading chemists has proven

that Hygienic Kalsomine is in-

stant death to all germ life.

The walls of your home should

be sanitary as well as artistic, and

enough material to completely

decorate a 1 2 by 14 room can be

had for only $1.10, Hygienic

Kalsomine goes furthest, painters

can show a 20°o time saving in its

successful application, and it will

not rub off.

The Home Decorator" Free

Ask your dealer for a copy, or

write us. It is full of helps, and

shows rich, artistic, restful shades

in combinations for ceiling, side

wall and border, in colors.

Sold Everywhere.
Dept. D.

ADAMS & ELTINC CO.
7I6-T0-726 WASHINGTON BLVD- CHICAGO; USA

White-Fl.
Dogwood

Large Specimens
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn. t

DON'T COOK THE COOK
use

"ECONOMY" GAS
For Cooking, Water Heating and
Laundry Work alio for Lighting

"It makes the house a home"
Send stamp today for "Economy Way'*

EconomyGas Machine Co.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Economy " Gat la auhnnatic. Sanitary and Not-Poltonom

JKSS SheepManure
Dried and Pulverized

One Barrel Eo.uals Two
Wagon Loads Barnyard Manure

Unequalled for lawn, garden and field fertilizing.
Write for interesting booklet and prices.
THE PULVERIZED MANURE CO.. 21 Union Stock Yards. Chicago

Rare Climbing

Hydrangea

Heavy pet grown
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept, M.. Conn.
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ELLWANGERSt
& BARK*

•AMOUS
as propaga-

tors and growers of

standard and unusual Fruit

and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Evergreens, Flowers, Roses and Hardy
Plants for the improvement and beautifica-

tion of gardens and grounds. Perfect speci-

mens only—from the Most Complete Nursery
Stock in America. Backed by a 73-year rep-

utation for honest, accurate dealing.
Write for our 73rd Annual <'alaloffiie

Indispensable for orchardists and for planning lawn, garden
and park decoration. Will mail you a copy Jree on request.ELLWANGER & BARRY
Ml. Hope Nurseries, Box 23-C Rochester, N.Y.

c
FRESH RELIABLE PENNY

SEEDS VEGETABLE
Regular size packages of ALL standard Flower and
Vegetable Seeds lc, postpaid. WHY PAY MORE?
Alyssum, Ass't Annuals, Candytuft, Celosia, Cos-
mos, Digitalis, Gourd, Hollyhock, Ivy. Kochla,
Marigold, Mixed Perennials, Nigella, Pansy, Petu-
uia, Phlox, Pink. Poppy, Portulaca, Salvia, Sweet
Pea, Vine Mixture, Violet. Zinna—ALL for 20c.

Bean, Beet, Cabbage, Carrot, Celery. Corn, Cucum-
ber, Lettuce, Melon, Onion, Parsnip, Pea, Pepper,
Pumpkin, Radish, Tomato, Turnip—ALL for 15c.

These and any other standard seeds lc a packet,
doz. 10c. one hundred 75c. Complete list FREE.
BUNGALOW GARDENS 65 Dell Av, Netcong, N.J-

DWARF BABY RAMBLER ROSES
Adapted and bred to HOUSE CULTURE; Bloom in doors

in winter, and out doors all summer. White or Crimson 25
cents.

3 Hyacinths best varieties bloom Easter 1 5 cents. Delivered
by PARCEL POST prepaid.

Novelty Floral Company, Newburgh, N. Y.

RARE
LILACS

In specimen sizes
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn. 9

A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-
let, "WHERE SUN DIALS

E
SUN

"P|T 4TO ARE MADE," sent upon
MJ JLx*.J_Jk3 request. Estimates furnished.

Any Latitude Ask for Booklet No. 5

E.B.MEYROWITZ, 237 Fifth Ave., New York
Branches: New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Pari*

book,

Learn the Hardy Plants

From Fair's New Book
A hardy garden is a place of tender

memories. It has a charm
all its own. And there is a
personality and sense of com-
panionship about the plants that

bloom there that make us
become attached to them.
I love the hardy plants,

and if you love them as I

do you will want my new
:

Farr's Hardy Plants."

Sent Free to Flower Lovers
I want to share with you the superb

collections that have made Wyomissing
famous. I want you to know how my
fields of Peonies and Poppies have
developed into the most complete col-
lection of these plants in existence—
for I couldn't be satisfied otherwise. I

want you to know my brilliant Phloxes,
state Delphiniums and other hardy plants—let me send you my Book of Hardy
Plant Specialties (illustrated in colors)
that tells all about them. It is free to
any lover of flowers.

BERTRAND H. FARR, Wyomissing Nursery
1 05 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Pa.

MAKING A GARDEN PAY

INVESTIGATION made by the Idaho

experiment station showed that the value

of the products of one half acre in garden

in 1908 was $83.19 with a net profit of

$57.41. The corresponding values for 1909

were $98.38 with a net profit of $79.22.

SUCCESSION CROPS IN THE
FRAMES

WITHOUT doubt one of the most

neglected possibilities in connection

with the home garden is the "frames.

Good results are to be had with either the

cold-frame or the hot-bed, but by far the

most economical arrangement, measured by

the results to be had, is a combination of

both.

Not only may the garden be forwarded

several weeks and made better in every

way (which is generally the only use made

of them), but by proper management out-

of-season crops can be matured in them,

and they will be kept in active service nine

months in the year instead of the usual

three or four. Tender lettuce, crisp rad-

ishes and cucumbers, prime tomatoes and

luscious melons may be had weeks before

the earliest out-of-doors crops, the first few

pickings of which—from the "extra early"

(and tough) varieties—are usually of in-

ferior quality.

There is not space here to go into any

description of the details of construction of

the "frames." It is merely a shallow

sunken box or pit, of any desired length,

and of the following dimensions: Six feet

wide by, approximately, two feet at the

back, and one and one half feet in front,

in inside depth, for cold frames, and a foot

or so deeper for "hot-beds." The sides are

put part way into the ground, and may be

banked up all around on the outside, with

earth or ashes, to keep out the cold. The

cold-frame depends for its heat upon the

sun's rays, which are held captive by the

glass "sash" or covering. These sash are

usually made six by three feet in size, and

cost from two to three and one half dollars,

completely glazed and pained. The same

sashes are used for "hot-beds," but in this

case additional heat is supplied by decom-

posing, or "heating," manure, a layer of

which, twelve to twenty- four inches in

thickness, according to the severity of the

weather, is placed beneath at least four

inches of soil, in the frame, just prior to

the time it is desired for use.

COVERINGS FOR FRAMES

In order that the following directions

about various crops may be more definite

and clear for the reader, I shall describe

here briefly the various forms of covers

which are used for work with the frames.

First comes the standard sash, mentioned

above. It is simply a window of suitable

size (three by six feet) for covering the

frame. Then there is the double-light sash

which has an air-space (forming a non-con-

ducting layer) between the two layers of

glass. This is a very valuable addition to

the garden outfit as it has great advantages

over regular type, chief of which is, of

course, its frost-resisting qualities. Every

operator of frames should have at least a

few of these new-type sash. "Shutters"

are marie of thin boards (one half or seven

eighths inch), and were formerly used very

extensively for providing an extra cover-

ing over the glass sash on very cold nights.

"Mats," however, made of burlap padded

with cotton and wool waste, are now largely

used in their place, and are much more eas-

ily handled. "Cloth sash" are made the

same size as the others, and are covered

iri
E*

Our Newest Rose Triumph
No Lawn or Garden should be without it

The Climbing
American Beauty J

The most beautiful climbing, pillar or bush rose ever
introduced. Hardy as an oak. Fine, dark green,
healthy foliage, free from black spot or mildew. A
perfect mass of bloom in June and flowering occa-
sionally throughout the entire arowing season. Roses
3 to 4 inches in diameter on single stems; color and ap-
pearance like the old American Beauty, with the
same exquisite fragrance. While the old American
Beauty is rarely satisfactory in the open ground, our
new Climbing American Beauty has proved perfectly

hardy, stands heat and drought as well as any rose in

our collection and produces twenty times as many
flowers as its pollen parent.

Don't fail to plant
this beautiful rote
this spring. Strong
One Year Plants,

$1.00 each, $10.00
per dozen. Sent
immediately upon
receipt of price, or
at the proper time
for spring planting,

post or express
paid. Colored

illustration on request.

UNEXCELLED
NURSERY
FACILITIES

Our Nurseries cover
about 800 acres, where
we grow a full line of
Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Evergreens.
Shrubs, Vines, Roses,
etc. 60 years of ex-
perience enables us to
offer exceptional ser-

vice. Landscape work
in all its branches.
If you contemplate the
improvement of your
grounds or the plant-

ing of a commercial
orchard, write us for

information or prices.

HOOPES, BRO. &
THOMAS
COMPANY
Dept. A

West Chester, Pa.
Philadelphia, Office:

Room 202
Stephen Girard Bldg.

wait till bugs show
themselves. It's too late. Be
ahead of them with a Douglas
pump and be glad in Fall that

you waged war against 'em. This
cut shows the "Arlington" — a
strong, long wearing style se-

lected from many other

DOUGLAS
SPRAY
PUMPS

Free Book vividly describes
spraying and fire-fighting.

Write for it. These pumps
sold by dealers or direct.

W. & B. DOUGLAS
180 William St., Middletown, Ct

NEW
BOOK
FREE

.OIL
DREER'S

ECI^L CATALOGUF

„ DAHLLnp^
escribing near%»500 of th£ very-

Bhoicest sorts of all types, „

» beautifully illustrated.
'

, COPIES FREE ON REQUEST

HENRY A. DREER
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with a special water-proofed "protecting

cloth" stretched over a light wooden frame.

This cloth costs but a few cents a yard, and

comes in light, medium and heavy weights,

and may be put on in a single layer, or

double, stretched over both the upper and

lower surface of the frame, to provide an

air space between. The cloth sashes have

the advantage over the glass in that they

provide some ventilation and require much
less attention. They will not, however, keep

out quite as much cold nor let in as much
sunlight. Plants, however, thrive well be-

neath them. They are an almost indis-

pensible aid to the gardener, and as they

cost very little (forty to seventy-five cents

complete) everyone who grows vegetables

at all should provide himself with several.

BIG CROPS OUT OF SEASON

The vegetables which are suited for this

frame gardening may be considered in two

classes—the hardy and the tender ones.

All of the former will stand being frozen

slightly, especially if care is taken to let

them thaw out in the shade, and to give

them a good drenching with the cold water

available. They include lettuce, radishes,

beets, cauliflower, carrots and turnips. The

frame should be so situated that perfect

drainage is possible, and the soil made rich

and light by the addition of a thick coating

of old, well-rotted manure, thoroughly

spaded or forked in. Water too, should

be available in generous quantity.

Lettuce: This peerless salad plant is

ideal for growing in frames, as it thrives

in a cool temperature, occupies little space

and matures quickly. Into the first hot-bed,

prepared in February or March, put a few

dozen plants of some good forcing sort,

such as Grand Rapids (loose-headed) and

Hot-house, Hillinger's Belmont, or Big

Boston and Rapids may be planted six

inches apart each way, but the others should

go at least eight inches, in rich soil. Water,

sparingly at first, and only on bright sunny

mornings, keeping the foliage as dry as pos-

sible. After the plants are well started a

very little nitrate of soda, sprinkled about

them, but never touching the leaves, will

hurry them along. If you have not started

your own plants in the house, you can get

them from some local greenhouse, or by

mail. The night temperature should be

forty to forty-five, and the ventilation

should be given in the day as soon as the

tempertature reaches sixty-five to seventy.

The more air the healthier the plants ! For

a succession, seed should be sown every

two or three weeks, in a plot, and then

transplanted to about three inches each way,

before setting in permanent position.

Radishes: Rapid Red and Crimson Giant

Globe are two excellent sorts for forcing

in frames. I plant them in alternate rows,

four inches apart, and the former are ready

to pull by the time the latter, which grow
much larger, need all the room. Work a

little land plaster into the soil, sow the seed

thinly to avoid much thinning, and give the

bed a good watering to insure quick germi-

nation. Temperature same as for lettuce.

Beets: Early Model is one of the best

quality forcing sorts. Seed should be

started and once transplanted, same as let-

tuce, before setting in soil. Or they can be
sown directly in the soil, and a crop of let-

tuce or radishes taken off between the rows,

which are ten to twelve inches apart, before

the beets require the room. Set on thin

to four inches apart in the row.

Carrots: Early Xantes and Chantenav
(Model; are good for growing in frames.

Sow in rows one foot apart, with two rows
of radish, or one of lettuce (Grand Rapids,
Tom Thumb or Mignonette plants) be-

tween them.

Hodgson Portable Houses
Artistically designed and finished, made of the most durable materials and practical

at any time of the year in any climate. Made for innumerable purposes. Erection of

buildings extremely simple and can be done by unskilled labor in a few hours'time.

Send for illustrated circulars and state what you are interested in.

E. F. HODGSON CO., 116 Washinaton St., Room 227
, Boston, Mass.

Pony-
Stable

are supplied every year direct to more American planters than are
the seeds of any other growers. Do your seeds come direct from
Philadelphia? If not, we should like to make your acquaintance.
Simply send us your address (a postal card will do) and you -will

receive Burpee's Annual for 1913,—a bright book of 180 pages, which has long been recognized as "The Leading
American Seed Catalog." Kindly write to-day! Address

Burpee's Seeds

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO. Burpee Buildings, Philadelphia

Start a Fernery
Brighten up the deep, shady nooks on your lawn, or that dark
porch corner—just the places for our hardy wild ferns and wild flower
collections. We have been growing them for 25 years and know

what varieties are suited to your conditions. Tell us the kind
of soil you have—light, sandy, clay—and we will advise you.

Gillett's Ferns and Flowers
will give the charm of nature to your yard. These include not only hardy wild
ferns, but native orchids, and flowers for wet and swampy spots, rocky hillsides

and dry woods. We also grow such hardy flowers as primroses, campanulas,
digitalis, violets, hepaticas, trilliums, and wild flowers which require open sunlight
as well as shade. If you want a bit of an old-time wildwood garden, with flowers
just as Nature grows them—send for our new catalogue and let us advise you
what to select and how to succeed with them.

EDWARD GILLETT, Box D, Southwick, Mass.

The Scientific American Boy

I

By A. RUSSELL BOND. 320 pp.,. 340 lllus. $2 postpaid

A STORY OF OUTDOOR BOY LIFE
Suggests a large number of diversions which, aside from affording

entertainment, will stimulate in boys the creative spirit. Com-
plete practical instructions are given (or building the various arti-

cles, such as Scows. Canoes. Windmills. Water Wheels, Etc.

RareBeauty
TasteJElegance
ForYourHome

A little money, wisely invested
in thrifty evergreens, transforms
an ordinary place into one of dis-

tinction and character. Make your
home surroundings more eye-pleas-
ing. Make your property more

'

valuable/

Hill's Evergreens
Best for over 56 years

are hardy, certain of growth. Largest,
choicest selection in America. Don t

risk failure. Plant Hill's Evergreens

—

^get finest trees, handsomest foliage.

Send Today for Hill's

Free Evergreen Book
Write at ONCE for this beau-
tiful color-illustrated book.
Learn Hill's perfected
method of growing, trans-

(

planting, shipping. This
I new bonk and our expert
[idvice absolutely free.

D.Hill NurseryCo., Inc.

261 Cedar St.

Dundee, III.

Christmas
Roses

Six varieties
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co,
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

YOU can
grow prize

winning
Chrysanthe-

mum blooms

like this pict-

ure and giant

carnations if

you buy the young plants now. Grow
on in pots or boxes until May, then
plant in garden. We furnish 20 strong
plants assorted, either or both, for $ 1 .00

postpaid by Parcels Post. All colors

known included. Or you can make
the 20 up in part of other plants

;

heliotropes, marguerites, geraniums,
double nasturtiums, ivies, icepinks
and any bedding plant in general
Cultural Directions included.

The Harlowarden Greenhouses

GREENPORT, NEW YORK
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p—These are Floral Masterpieces

-Luther Burbank's 1913 Origi-

nal Gladioli Creations.

Only 50 sets of twelve of these extra-ordinary

bulbs.
Suppose you could collect one, two. three or four of the master paint-

ings of the world, or four or five of the finest diamonds in the world.
You would like to possess such treasures, wouldn't you? There is noth-
ing in this world so fine in bulbs—nothing as beautiful as Luther Bur-
bank's Gladioli. They are a new and distinct type—the largest, the most
brilliant, and the most varied ever created. The opportunity of securing
these exclusive creations is now yours, but as there are only 50 setsin all,

you must order at once to make sure. The varieties offered are especially

ricli in scarlet, salmon, and crimson shades—the rarest and most desired in

all collections. The rlowersare enormous, as remarkable for their size and
substance as they are brilliant in coloring. Burbank's Gladioli are the
most easily grown of all bulbous plants. They grow with vigor and free-

dom from fungous diseases. The growing season is very long. Plant in

cold northern climates from April to July; in California at any season.
Bloom in Summer.
Prices: Each Per 10 Prices Each Per 10

I. Radioe 81.00 S^2.50 7. Elegance $S.OO $22.50
2. Opaline 3.00 22.50 8. Signae 4.00 30.00
1. Esthetic 2.50 18.75 9. Gigantic 1 Sold
4. Graceful 3.00 22.50 10. Harmonious

y
only

5. Symmetry 3.50 26.25 11. Conquest i in

6. Pinnacle 4.00 30.00 12 Dazzling set

Six first named kinds plus Gigantic for J20.00— 7 bulbs. Eight first

named kinds plus Gigantic and Harmonious SW.00— 10 bulbs. Eight
first named kinds plus Gigantic and Harmonious, Conquest and Dazzling
for £50.00—12 bulbs.

A Luther Burbank
Garden for $1

To have a garden that is not ordinary, you must have some of I.uther
Burbank's original flowers and plants. No matter how modest your
garden is, you can afford the exclusive Burbank features for cottage
garden as well as conservatory. The price now within reach of all. We
are sole distributors of Luther Burbank's horticultural productions.
None original with* al.

$2
Burbank's Own Selection
of his own seeds—10 packages
Enough for a garden of extraordinary chancter and beauty—a genuine

Burbank garden. These seeds are of highest quality; prepared under
Burbank's personal supervision. The demand is so great that we advise
immediate response. The selection includes: Long Season; Sweet
Peas ; Rainbow Corn ; Scabiosa Major, Select double ; Gigantic Crimson
Morning Glory ; Giant Zinnia; Schizanthus Wisetonensis, very newest,
extra select largest flowers; Dianthis Imperialis, beautiful mixed very
large (Japanese Pink) ; Verbena, mammoth mixed ; New Lavender
Trailing Godetia ; New Gigantic Evening Primrose; Oenethera
"America." Owingto limited supply and great demand one or two
other Burbank flowers of equal merit may be substituted.

Any 5 of the above, $1
Not including Rainbow Corn

The Garden Novelty of 1913 Bur-
bank's Rainbow Corn

Beautiful and exquisite in colorings as Orchids—a flower in bloom from
the time the young shoots appear until the heavy frosts of autumn ; noth-
ing like it for decorative effects, for garden, cutting, or corsage bou-
quet ; leaves variegated with brilliant crimson, yellow, white, green, rose,

and bronze stripes; a bed of it in your garden looks like its name—
RAINBOW. Hardy and will grow with little attention. Your garden
with Burbank's Rainbow Corn will be the admiration of every one who
sees it. Order now—today—while the supply lasts. Fifty cents the
package.

Burbank's New Shasta Daisy The Westralia
You all know the famous Luther Burbank creation, the Shasta Daisy,

with its huge white flowers with soft velvety gold centers—the world-
wide popular flower creation of the century.
The Westralia Shasta is a new type, of pleasing cream color, semi-

double, three to four inches across, produced on fairly long stems in be-
wildering profusion, with remarkable resistant vigor and ability to over-
come ill-treatment and un-favorable conditions. Beautify your garden
with this unusual Burbank novelty. Get it from the true original source.
As with all original Burbank productions, the demand is great. Order

before the supply is exhausted—today.
One plant, 75 cents; two, §1-25; three, Si. 50. six, $2.00; ten, S3. 50;

100, S15.00.
With every dollar order we will send you upon request Luther Bur-

bank's Instructions "How to Plant and Raise Flowers"—worth the price
of ttie order.
Luther Burbank wants the people of all countries to enjoy the beauty

and splendor of his new flower creations. Now for the first time, the
original creations are within the reach of all. None genuine without
seal.

Send for our 1913 Seed and
Nursery Catalogue at once.

The Luther
Burbank Co.

Sole Distributor of Burbank's
Horticultural Productions

810 Exposition Building
San Francisco

ENGLISH
IVY

7 to 8 feet specimens, Heavy pot grown
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

Garden Furniture
Including Benches, Chairs, Tables,

Arbors Treillage, Pergolas, etc., in

painted and rustic. Catalog of many
designs on request.

North Shore Ferneries Company
Beverley, Massachusetts

Designers and Makers of Garden Accessories

Cauliflower: If one has plenty of room,

cauliflower of the finest quality may easily

be forwarded in the frames. The plants,

which should be very strong and stocky

(preferably from three-inch pots), are set

eighteen by twenty-four inches or even
twenty four by twenty four. Soil should

be very rich, and plenty of water is re-

quired.

Turnips: A few turnips for home use

may easily be grown in the frames. Early

White Milan is of fine quality. Sow very

thinly in rows eight to twelve inches apart,

and thin as soon as well started to about

four inches in the row, or alternate with

radishes, rows six inches apart. Avoid
fresh or heavy manure.

THE WARM-BLOODED CROPS
When the hardy crops are about half-

grown and the nights are getting less severe,

the glass sash may be removed to another

cold frame or hot-bed, and in their places

the cloth sash may be used. In the new
frame, made rich and kept warm in the

same way, except that more attention must
be given in covering with mats or shutters

at night, as a temperature of fifty degrees or

more should be retained if possible, beans,

tomatoes, cucumbers and even corn, may
be grown.
Beans: The early forcing varieties, such

as Triumph of the Frames, Giant Forcer,

Mohawk, are used. Plant only when soil

has become warmed up, and is not too wet.

Thin to three or four inches, in rows eigh-

teen inches apart. Water foliage as little

as possible, and work or pick while foli-

age is wet.

Tomatoes: Comet, Bonny, Best, Chalks

Jewel, Earliana, are good sorts for this pur-

pose. Plants should be strong stocky ones

from three or four inches in pots. Set

eighteen to twenty-four inches apart each

way, in a deep frame. If they grow too

tall before glass can safely be removed al-

together, train temporarily in a small slant-

ing stake. Later tie up securely to stout

stakes four or five feet high, and cut out all

suckers as they start.

Cucumbers: These may be planted di-

rectly in the soil, but of course earlier re-

sults will be had if they are started in four-

inch paper pots before. One hill in the

center of each three by six sash will eventu-

ally cover the entire space, but the inter-

vening space may be used for beans or some
other quick-growing crop in the meantime.
Dust on tobacco-dust or sifted coal ashes

to keep off the striped beetle. Davis Per-
fect is an unsurpassed cucumber for both
quality and yield.

Melons: Early Hackensack or one of

the several small-fruited extra early sorts

of the same type, will do well in the frames.
Treat the same way as cucumbers, and
pinch out the ends of the vines when a

length of four feet or so has been reached.

Corn: Golden Bantam Sweet Corn.
which is dwarf growing but very early and
exceptionally sweet, may be planted among
early crops that one is beginning to remove,
such as lettuce or beets, an^ by the time it

is twelve to eighteen inches high the sash
may be removed altogether, thus securing

a crop of this delicious vegetable two or
even three weeks ahead of the first out-

door planting.

Many other combinations besides those
suggested above are possible, and will con-
tinue to suggest themselves to the person
who once discovers what wonderful garden
possibilities lie in the simple frames when
they are worked to their capacity, instead

of allowed to remain idle as soon as a few
flats of seeds and plants have been re-

moved from them.

Have a Beautiful Lawn
and Attractive Home Surroundings

Flowering trees and shrubs require but little space in the
yard or lawn and are always the admiration of passers-
by. Among- the best are the Aralias, Catalpa, japan
Cherry, Cornus, Crabs, Horse Chestnut, Judas, Mag-
nolias, Thorns, Altheas, Hydrangea, Weigela, Spircas,
etc. These, in connection with groups of Dwarf Shrub-
bery, Roses, Grasses and Hardy Herbaceous Plants,
make a beautiful lawn and attractive, homelike surround-
ings. They can be had at a nominal cost, within the
reach of everyone. We carry everything for the Garden,
Lawn, Park and Orchard. 59 years of fair dealing has
put us to the front. 1,200 acres. 47 greenhouses.
Write today for General Catalog No. 2, 168 pages, free.

TRY US. We guarantee satisfaction. (61)

The Storrs & Harrison Co., Box 127 Painesville, Ohio

Rhododen-
drons

Hardy varieties
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

PrivateWater Supply Plants

SEND FOR CATALOG N
'« KEWANEE WATER SUPPLY CO. •

po

NEW YORK CITY KEWANEE. ILL. CHICACO

Beautiful Lawns
Lawns that are distinctive; that show early and

late and all of the time that they are different;

lawns of wonderful texture; a rich green, velvety
carpet out of doors; such lawns are made with

KflLflKfl
FERTILIZED QRAS5 SEED

Expert blendingof purest seeds of choice lawn grasses
in combination with specially prepared natural fertil-

izer insures best distribution and quick, strong germination.

Kalaka in 5 lb. boxes at $1.00 express prepaid East
or $1.25 West of Omaha. Special prices for quantities
of 50 lbs. and over. Order today.

Frt>e> Rnnblft "How to Make a Lawn,"rree DOUKIHI valuable to every lawn
maker, sent free if you mention your dealer.

THE KALAKA CO., 1110 W. 35th Street, Chicago

There's satisfaction in Planting Dahlias when
you know they are true to name, and you are

sure of being able to cut a bouquet every day
—and such a variety of color and form— results

that are sure where you plant Bassett's Superb
Dahlias.

Send $1.00 for the Grand New Decorative

Dahlia Governor Wilson and 10 other varieties,

all correctly labeled. Express to be paid by
purchasers. Cultural Directions with every
order.

If you grow fruit send $1.00 for 12 Ranere

Red Raspberry and get two crops every year.

The earliest raspberry in cultivation, and con-

tinues to bear until frost. $6.00 per 100.

Address

J. MURRAY BASSETT
Packard Street Hammonton, N. J.
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RESTORING OLD FURNITURE
By ETHELBERT M. COLE

CAREFUL and skillful work in the

rennishing of old furniture is of im-

mense importance to the collector's com-
plete enjoyment of the treasures which
represent the fruit of so much patience

and perseverance. Of course it occa-

sionally happens that someone, unusually
favored by Dame Fortune, is able to se-

cure some much coveted object which is

in perfect order, but this does not happen
frequently and most antiquarians stand

much in need of the aid of the patient

and clever craftsmen who may be de-

pended upon to restore their treasures to

their original beauty.

Alanv collectors are so fully aware of

the wiles and deceptions practiced upon
them and are so anxious to avoid the nets

and pitfalls prepared for their feet that

they feel much safer in purchasing an-

tiques, and furniture particularly in its

unrepaired or unfinished state, for the

chances of its really being "antique" are

of course, much greater than if it be in

perfect order. Most antique dealers of

the better class, and particularly in Eng-
land, carefully discriminate between an
object in its original state and one which
has been restored. In buying from a

dealer of this class, however, one is quite

safe and may invest in even the most
carefully restored piece, feeling really as-

sured of its antiquity.

The hesitancy which many people feel

is due, of course, to the fear of having
palmed off upon one some reproduction

which, as such, may be excellent indeed.

Xo one objects to purchasing a thing
which is frankly a reproduction of an
antique but anyone would resent being
asked to pav the high price of something
really old for an object which is of quite

recent make.
It is possible to simulate the effect of

age upon glass, metal, and china, but
when it comes to furniture the frauds

practiced upon unsuspecting collectors

are such as would baffle ingenuity itself,

and many of the truly wise prefer to in-

vest only in such pieces of old furniture

as are obviously old—by reason of their

battered and forlorn condition.

Xow, while in one sense the skill of

furniture repairs is unfortunately often

exercised in an unworthy cause, there is

scarcely a collector who has not had oc-

casion to bless the care and skill with
which a clever cabinetmaker can restore

the poor and the lame; the halt and the

blind ; of the fallen aristocracy of the old

furniture painter. If a leg of a mahogany
table be missing a carefully trained

craftsman can easily secure wood of pre-

cisely the same color and copy a new leg

from those which remain with such fidel-

ity to the original that the deception de-

fies detection even of the very keen.

Sometimes even the greater part of a

piece of furniture may be "built up" or

restored from the pieces which remain,
for a skillful workman becomes so

familiar with the designs and proportions
as the best old work that piecing out
such an object isn't as difficult as might
be supposed. I myself once purchased
an antique mahogany sideboard which I

found upon an old plantation in one of

the sugar planting parishes of Louisiana
The columns which adorned the front of

the sideboard were unfortunately lost in

sending the sideboard by freight to my
home and the cabinetmaker who under-
took the work of restoration had to be
guided wholly by his sense of proportion

Your Garden:
Your garden and grounds should be thoroughly and carefully

planned during the Winter and early Spring. A new and special feature
of our 1913 issue of the Garden Guide and Record, is the introduction
of a department showing several garden plans laid out by our experts,
to fit various sized plots, with the view of obtaining the most satis-
factory results.

To get the best results from your garden it is necessary to get
the best seeds. Every packet of Flenderson's seeds that is sold has be-
hind it the accumulated experience of sixty-six years of successful seed
growing and selling. Most of the accepted methods of seed testing and
trials in use today originated with the founder of our firm, and the
methods that were the best three generations ago have been improved

and bettered by us from year to year and are today still

the best. The initial cost of the seeds is really the small-
est cost of your garden and it pays to be sure you have
started right. Henderson's are Tested Seeds.

Special Offer
Our 1913 catalogue, "Everything for the Garden," a book

of 209 pages, over 800 illustrations, color plates, etc., will be
mailed on receipt of 10 cents. In addition, we will send without
extra charge, our new book, "Garden Guide and Record," and
our collection of 6 Henderson Specialties, in a coupon envelope
which will be accepted as 25 cents cash payment on any order
of one dollar or over.

Peter Henderson & Co.

35-37 Cortlandt Street New York
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,-vfeme Permanent Pro'ection and Makes the Ground Look Attractive and Prosperous.

Bag proof method
Ŵ f^CE^smadeot the best quality, large heavily (jalvanized, rust-proof wire, woven by the exclusive Cyclone

CYCLONE VICTOK F \R1\lT ATI-1 '' 1"*
, ""T™ ^"'/"''T!"^ be erected on wood or iron posts. Made in many patterns

it stavs there auton,Vtt wi, i. i , ,
,

ls he= v,1V galvanized and bu.lt d.fferent from any other. You can raise it to any position and
bar- ro hoYes\o„X„ frame
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;
FabriC o! heaVy rUSt -pr°° f wire held fir™ * *^tch«

CatalogFree^Writcjoday. CYCLONE FENCE CO. Dept. 87 WAUKEGAN, ILL.

IsJYour Refrigerator Poisoning
Your Family?

re Cyclone B
Serns.
05ition and I
>y stretcher

GAN, ILL.

SKMonroe"
30 Days' Trial—Factory Price—Cash or Credit

Direct from factory to you—saving you store profits. We pay
freight and guarantee your money back and removal of refrigeratcr at

no expense to you if you are not absolutely satisfied. Easy terms if

more convenient for you. Send for book NOW—Use coupon or a
letter or postal.

Monroe Refrigerator Co., Station 3C, Lockland, Ohio

Your doctor will tell you that a refrig-

erator which cannot be kept sweet, clean

and wholesome, as you can easily keep

the Monroe, is always dargcrous to the

health of your family. The Monroe is

the only refrigerator made with

Solid Porcelain

Compartments
which can be kept free of breeding places for the
disease germs that poison food which in turn poisons

people. Not cheap "bath-tub" porcelain-f».jm<-/,

but one solid piece of snow-white unbreakable
porcelain ware— nothing to crack, craze, chip,

break or absorb moisture—but genuine porcelain,

ever an inch thick—as easily cleaned as a china
bowl—every corner rounded—not a single crack,

crevice, joint, screw-head or any other lodging

place for dirt and the germs of disease and decay.
Send at once for

FREE BOOK ftSt
which explains all this and tells you how to materi-
ally reduce the high cost of living—how to have
better, more nourishing food—how to keep focd
longer without spoiling— how to cut down ice

bills—how to guard against sickness—doctor's bills.

5 B

> a
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Coldwell Lawn Mowers

Near the first hcle, Pelham Bay Park links, N. Y.

Two Mowers in One
You get practically two horse mowers—or

two putting green mowers—in one with Cold-
well Demountable Cutters.

These cutters are removable at will, like

the blade of a safety razor, and two or more
go with each machine.

If one cutter needs sharpening or repair, it

takes less than a minute to remove it from the
frame and attach another.

No waste of time sending the whole
mower to the shop. No heavy freight charges.

The new Coldwell Horse
Mowers and Putting Green
Mowers are now made with

this money-saving, time-
saving, labor-saving device

—

Coldwell Demountable Cut-
ter (patented). Send for

leaflet giving full description

and prices. ,. , ,r Demountable Horse Mower

The Coldwell Company makes lawn mowers in 150 different styles and sizes.
The Coldwell Combination Motor Roller and Lawn Mower is the best
and most economical mower ever made for use on large stretches ol lawn.

Descriptive catalogue mailed on request, together with practical booklet on The Care of Lawns.

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER COMPANY
Philadelphia NEWBURGH, NEW YORK Chicago

WITCH
HAZEL

Fine specimens
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

For

$5

jlmerican Homes and Gardens

and Scientific American sent to

one address for one year. (t»
/"

REGULARLY *P^

To Build Beautifully You Should Have These Books
More than three hundred illustrations and plans of artistic and comfortable homes of

practically every size and style. Innumerable valuable suggestions and ideas.

Modem Dwellings-9xl2in., 1 50 lllus. ($3,500 to $50,000) ) BOTH
with Plans $1.50 ' BOOKS

American Homes—

1

50 Illustrations ($2,500 to $10,000) ( (O DH
with Plans ___$1.00) "P^'W

These books contain a profusion of the latest ideas in Georgian, Colonial,
English, Bungalow, &c, for those who are Planning to Build.

GEO. F. BARBER & CO., Architects, Knoxviile, Tenn.

JH.BROOKSeCo.CU5(E!^»0-
iEooR&SiDEWALK Lights.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
SENDffaCATALOGUE.

in making new columns from my rather

vague and hazy description. So care-

fully was his work done that the old

columns, when they were found some
months later, might almost have been
used as models from which the new parts
had been fashioned.

The refinishing of old furniture, as de-

scribed in certain magazines, is a process

so simple that one wonders why cabinet-

makers are ever asked to perform, such
work. One is apt to suppose when reading

the description of the work that the re-

moval of the old finish and the applying of

the new is mere child's play, or such work
as anyone might do in a few odd moments.
Anybody can attempt a copy of a. Poiret

gown, but only a skilled worker can im-

part the deft and finished touch which pro-

claims it to be the work of a master hand.
In like manner anyone might try to refinish

old mahogany and yet fail to bring out the

beauty of form and material which the art

of a skilled workman will reveal. With
my own small collection of old furniture, I

have always felt it to be money well in-

vested to have such work done by the most
careful and conscientious workmen I could
find, even when such work has cost the

most.

Before beginning upon the refinishing of
wood of any kind the old surface must be
removed, and this process is both laborious

and tedious, inasmuch as it often means the

removal of several layers of paint which
have been applied upon the varnish which
may have been the original finish. This
removing of finish is done by various edged
tools made for the purpose, or it may be
done equally well by scraping the surface

with glass. The process is tiresome rather

than difficult where a plain surface is being

worked upon, but the scraping off of the

finish upon an elaborately carved object is

extremely difficult, for care' must be exer-

cised lest in removing the finish the wood
itself be deeply scratched. When the old

finish has been entirely removed, the sur-

face must be rubbed with sand paper until

it becomes perfectly smooth and satin-like,

and prepared to receive the new finish

which is applied in the form of wood fillers

and coats of various mixtures, of which
turpentine is the chief ingredient, and each
of these .must be carefully rubbed in to

prepare the surface for the varnish which,
of course, completes the finish. Should the

furniture be refinished to match some pieces

already in use the wood must be colored
before the refinishing process is begun.

The restoration of furniture other than

mahogany is much less difficult, and amateur
workers who are blessed with much pa-

tience might reasonably be advised to at-

tempt the work, particularly if the refinish-

ing is not to be clone in the highly technical

method used where a high polish is desired

The removal of the old surface must, of

course, be done by much the same process

which precedes the refinishing of mahog-
any, but where this has been done the treat-

ment of the surface with some of the useful

and beautiful stains which may be bought
in the paint shops is exceedingly simple and
often productive of excellent results.

Some years ago, when passing an antique

shop in Fourth Avenue, New York, my
attention was attracted by an exceedingly

graceful Windsor chair of a shape com-
paratively rare. Its beautiful proportions

as well as its battered and discouraged
aspect convinced me of its antiquity, and
when it had been acquired and removed to

a little shop where such things are done
a scraping off of many thicknesses of paint

of various colors and energetic sand paper-

ing of its surface showed the chair to be
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of oak of marvelous toughness and beauti-

ful grain. A rich brown stain of one of
the brands advertised in any of the maga-
zines devoted to decoration and furnishing
brought out the full beauty of the wood,
and the chair in its present form is one of
the chief ornaments of my little sanctum.

Painting old furniture is but rarely to be
advised. It is true, of course, that in Co-
lonial days, and later, plain wooden furni-

ture was not only painted in solid colors

but was also adorned with such painted
decorations as "nosegays," festoons and
baskets of flowers and the effect was beauti-
ful to behold. A recent issue of American
Homes axd Gardens contains an article

upon the subject of painted furniture and
shows pictures of several pieces of fur-
niture so adorned. This treatment, how-
ever, should be undertaken only by a

competent and clever workman, for nothing
is more amateurish or home-made than the

appearance of such finish by one not wel'
schooled and trained in the art.

The collector must not be discouraged at

the_ shabby condition of a piece of furniture
which trained taste and careful judgment
find to be otherwise well worth while. Some
of the most beautiful pieces of old mahog-
any in a famous Xew York collection are
those which have been collected from differ-
ent parts of the east and south, and many
were discovered in a condition so poor as
to daunt any but an experienced collector
There are "few defects which cannot be
remedied by skillful treatment, but one of
them is a case where ink or grease in a
liquid form has been spilled upon wood and
aljowed to soak into its pores. No amount
of scraping with glass can remove the stain
and the only possible solution is the very
simple expedient of copying the part
affected in new wood, stained and finished
to match the old.

Another defect which cannot be wholly
remedied by even the cleverest workman
is a deep scar or scratch in the wood. In
such a case nothing can be done but to
insert a "patch." or piece of new wood.
carefully selected to match the old material
in which it has been placed.

PAPER POTS AND DIRT BANDS
PAPER pots are very useful when plants

are to be started in the house in hot
ids and cold frames. Seeds may be sown

directly in them or seedlings transplanted
to them from flats or boxes. Their use
makes the young plants much easier to
handle, for they can be moved about at
will. A good plan is to set them closely in

a flat or box with low sides. When plant-
ing out time comes, the pots are set into
the ground without removing the plants, so
that the roots are not disturbed in the least.

The bottom of the pot may be torn away
and the sides will gradually decay and dis-
appear, but not until they have done ex-
cellent service in protecting the plants from
the ravages of cut worms.
These paper pots cost but little when

purchased at the seed stores, but may be
made at home if deemed desirable, using
stout wrapping paper cut into pieces and
wrapped around a form in the shape of a

block of wood. A modification of the
paper pot is the dirt band, which is cheaper
and even more convenient. These bands
are practically paper pots without bot-
toms. A number of them are set in a box,
filled with earth and used for seeds or
seedlings. By the time the plants need to
be moved, the roots will hold the little ball
of earth fast. These bands provide a very
simple method of starting plants in a sunny
window in the house. The bands are set
into the open ground with the plants.

Leta
BWEY
EXPERT
Examine
TfourtreesNOW

TREE EXPERTS

JHENATIONSTRJEES

This Tree
split apart

because it had
a weak crotch. Suchj
a disaster COULD
HAVE BEEN pre-

ventedbyaDAVEY
TREE EXPERT.
More than two-thirds of the trees in America

liable to be split apart by the first high wind.

JOHN DAVEY
|Father of Tree S^ger/I.KHznmzna

DAVEY TREE EX^
PERTS are employed

Dy the United States
Government, by many
of the states, by a large
number of cities, and by

the Canadian
Government.

have weak crotches, and are
Such trees are structurally

weak—They are bound to split apart sooner or later. It may be five or ten
years, or it might be only five or ten days. A weak crotch can seldom be
detected by the untrained eye. The danger signals are always there. DAVEY
EXPERTS are trained to detect them and prevent disastrous splitting. We will

gladly have one of our experts examine your trees without charge, and report
on their exact condition. It costs ten times as much to save a tree after split-

ting apart as it would to have secured that tree against splitting. Splitting

branches are a source of danger to other trees as well as to buildings. You
may think that your trees are sound—Maybe they are, but guesswork is un-
necessary. Learn the truth through a DAVEY EXPERT without cost or
obligation. There is a DAVEY EXPERT in your vicinity. Splitting crotches
are but one of the ailments of trees. Dead limbs are unsanitary, unsightly and
unsafe, and a constant menace to life. Cavities, if not properly treated, con-

tinue to decay and destroy the tree. Some trees require more nourishment

—

Some require water—Some must be sprayed to destroy insects, or treated for

diseases—Some few/equire no attention at all. If your trees need no treat-

ment, you want to know it; if they do need treatment, you ought to know it.

Write for booklet "A"

The Davey Tree Expert Company, Kent, 0.
Branch Offices: 225 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. Harvester Bldg. Chicago, 111.

New Birks Bldg. Montreal, Canada. P. O. Box 602 San Francisco, Cal.

REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE

The Scientific American Boy
By A. RUSSELL BOND

12mo. :: Three Hundred and Twenty Pages :: Three Hundred and Forty Illustrations :: Price, $2.00, Postpaid

A STORY OF OUTDOOR BOY LIFE, suggesting a large number of

diversions which, aside from affording entertainment, will stimulate in

boys the creative spirit. <J Complete practical instructions are given
for building the various articles. The book contains a large number of mis-
cellaneous devices, such as Scows, Canoes, Windmills, Water Wheels, Etc.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers of
"SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN" 361 Broadway, New York

ONARM
TheBest Roses

WRITE FOR NEW ROSE CATALOG
Here is undisputed rose authority. Lists

and describes the 360 Best Roses for America;
shows 11 in natural colors; 85 photographed.
All own-root bushes, extra large and vigorous.
Also contains full data on selecting, plant-

ing', pruning and cultivating, a complete
Rose Lover's Calendar, and
FREE DELIVERY OFFER on

,

orders of $5.00 and over.

Write for your free copy
TO-DAY.

ONES
\forAmerica

SPECIAL OFFER
Our BEST DOZEN roses: no
two alike; all colors; strong'

healthy bushes — all 12 in
2-yearsize, $3; or express pre-

paid, for $3.25. Guaranteed
to bloom this season.

THE C0NARD & JONES CO.

Box 5 I , West Grove, Pa.

Rose Specialists—
50 years' experience
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Free Book onLawnMaking
It tells you how to make and care for a

new lawn. Also tells you how to re-

new an old worn
out lawn. In fact

this book gives all

data on making and
maintaining a beauti-

ful lawn. Everyhome
owner should have
this book. It is

free for the ask-

ing.

Writefor it today.

Fill with Water
to the Desired

Weight

L.

DUNHAM "Water-Weight" ROLLERS
ROLL YOUR LAWN

Do you know that the most essential tool for
the care oia./aivn is a Roller. A roller will eradi-
cate weeds, discourage moles and ants, keep
grass from dying- out in spots, and promote even growth from a
hard smooth surface over which the mower will operate to per-
fection. Dunham

"
Water- If eight" Roller Bearing Rollers are

superior to all others. They are roller bearing and easy to oper-
ate. Insist on a Dunham. If your dealer does not have them,
write us. For sale by leading Hardware and Seed Stores.
Don't fail to write for our Free Book on Lawn Making.

THE DUNHAM COMPANY
132 Front Street Berea, Ohio

Largest Roller Manufacturers in the World

HOME BUILDER'S PLAN BOOK
Shows Perspectives, Floor Plans,

Full Description, Estimated Cost,
and many other things you should
know about Colonial Homes,
Bungalows and Cottages. This
handsome and instructive Home-
builder's plan book sent postpaid
for 50c. (coin or stamps).
Blue print drawings, details, and

specifications reasonable.

JENS C. PETERSEN, Architect
1003 Bank Chambers „...-—.«. _
3030 Woodward Ave. DETROIT, MICH.

European
Beech

Fine specimens
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

•

^ysss»sj Pumps unds
** """*'

CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hangers

Write for Circulars and Prices

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Works

The Whyand'Ijow

flippftoccESs

-," © Anthony, instructor at Cornell
University says : "Your book is an excel,
lent publication * * * J appreciate your
sending me a copy.

"

This Book tells the results
of years of experimenting.
How to plant, cultivate and spray
fruit and shade trees and vegeta-
bles to the best advantage.

It may save you hundreds
of dollars every year.
Send postpaid for 50 cents.

FIELD FORCE PUMP CO.
105 Grand Ave. ELMIRA. N Y.

THE PUBLIC ARCHIVES

IMPELLED by the spirit of thrift, says
an editorial writer in the Youth's Com-

panion, the town clerk of an old New Eng-
land community sold as waste paper the an-
cient books that held the records of

births, deaths, marriages and town meetings.
He sold also various barrels of old letters,

documents and accounts. To him they were
merely junk. When the other town officers

discovered the loss, the mischief had already
been done, and could never be undone.
Many of the states manifest toward

their public archives an indifference not
unlike that of the old town clerk. Even
the burning of state capitols containing
records of great value has failed to arouse
some of the states to a perception of the
need for greater safety.

But the worst offender of all, and the one
for whom there is the least excuse, is the
national government. A recent investiga-
tion in Washington disclosed the fact that
department and bureau records are scat-
tered all over the city, in wooden ware-
houses, disused theaters and abandoned
car-barns, as well as in the moldy base-
ments and the dusty attics of government
buildings.

It is not the fault of department and
bureau officials, for their offices and
vaults are overflowing, and the accumu-
lated documents must be stored some-
where. It is the fault of Congress in not
providing a suitable building where the
public documents would be safe from fire,

dampness, vandalism and the loss that
comes from frequent transfers and im-
proper methods of storage.
Some of the departments have already

suffered serious losses, and greater mis-
fortunes are likely to occur at any time.

It is as much a function of government
to preserve its archives as to levy taxes
and make laws. England, France, Bel-
gium, Holland, Sweden and a few of our
own states have taken sound protective
measures. High public officials and com-
mittees of Congress have urged for years
the erection of a fire-proof archives build-
ing in Washington, conveniently situated
and large enough to provide for the needs
of many years to come. There is no ex-
cuse for delav. It is earnestly hoped that
President Wilson, himself a student of
history who appreciates the value of the
endangered records, will see to it that
his administration leaves such a building
as one of its monuments.

TURNTABLE FOR CARS

IN the majority of garages there is very
little room for the easy maneuvering of

automobiles and a great deal of time is

wasted in trying to turn a car about, par-
ticularly if it has to make a right-angle turn
to reach the elevator which will carry it to

the shop. Recently there have been con-
structed forms of turntables adapted to

overcome the necessity of tedious maneu-
vering. The turntable is similar to that
used for locomotives. It may be rotated by
a single man by using a bar to engage anv
one of the several small holes in the outer
edge of the table. The table itself is built

of reinforced concrete, and hence is proof
against water and fire. The diameter of the
table is fourteen feet, so that it will take
the largest touring car. It has been found
of great convenience when adjustments or
repairs must be made, for the car can be
swung around without any toruble to the
best position to obtain all the available light.

Modern Sleeping Porch fitted with Wilson's Blinds

Practically makes an Outdoor room of the ordi-
nary porch; a room at night, a porch by day.

WILSON'S VENETIANS
for outside and inside of town and country
houses; very durable, convenient and artistic

SPECIAL OUTSIDE VENETIANS
cUcal an<\ eful

ad

Wilson's Porch and Piazza Blinds

ii of Venetian yel ilevis.

for porches ami win-
's : excludes the sun

;

lilsthe breeze.

Write for Venetian

Catalogue No. 5.

Orders should lie placed
NOW for Spring and
Summer Delivery

Jas.G.WilsonMfg. Co.

5 W. 29ih St., New York
Also inside Venetians,
Rolling Partitions, Rolling
Steel Shutters, Burgla rand
Fireproof Steel Curtains,
Wood Block Floors.

Norway
Spruce

Specimens ten to fifteen feet
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

•

1913
Catalog

WRITE FOR IT

J. M. HANSON'S
Magazine Agency

the largest in the world, furnishes all

Magazines and Newspapers. Amazingly
Low Prices, and quick, accurate, and
reliable service.

Save Magazine Money
Our 1913 Catalog (44 pages) lists more
than 3000 Periodicals and Club Offers.

It's a BIG MONEY-SAVER, and is FREE
to you for the asking.

Send Us Your TWT f\ \\T
Name and Address 1^1 V^ W

J. M. HANSON'S MAGAZINE AGENCY
229 * Hanson Block, Lexington, Ky

.
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ARTIFICIAL EBONY FROM OAK
WOOD

CONSUL WILLIAM H. HUNT, St.

Etienne, France, describes the following

as a good process for converting oak wood
to artificial ebony: The blocks of wood are

immersed for forty-eight hours in a warm
saturated solution of alum and sprinkled

several times with a decoction of logwood

;

smaller pieces may also be steeped for a

certain length of time in the decoction,

which is prepared in the following manner*.

One part of logwood of best quality is boiled

with ten parts of water ; it is then filtered

through linen and the liquid evaporated at

low temperature until its volume is reduced

by one-half, and to every quart of this bath

are added ten to fifteen drops of a saturated

solution of soluble indigo entirely neutral

in reaction. After having watered the

blocks several times with this solution, the

wood is rubbed with a saturated and filtered

solution of verdigris in warm joncentrated

acetic acid, and this operation repeated un-

til a dark color of the desired intensity is

obtained. The oak wood dyed after this

fashion presents an aspect similar to that

of real ebonv.

THE CITY OF THE FUTURE

IN an address to an international town-
planning conference abroad, M. Eugene

Henard, the municipal architect of Paris,

has given a forecast of what the ideal city

of the future will be like, as reported by
Harper's Weekly.

According to M. Henard, light and
energy will be conveyed by electricity.

Gasoline and oxygen will supply heat.

Liquid air will maintain refrigeration in

every larder. In addition to heat radiators,

there will be "cold radiators" which will

enable every house to be kept at the re-

quired temperature in Summer.
By this power it will be possible to pro-

vide in each house one or more health

chambers closed by close-fitting double

windows and doors in which the over-

worked occupant on his return from town
will find all the hygenic conditions which

he can now obtain only by taking an annual

holiday.

Glass verandas of various shapes joined

together and with covered footpaths, ac-

cording to standard models, will shelter

pedestrians against rain, and the normal

height of buildings will be exactly the

width of the street. The roofs of houses

will be platforms upon which small flower-

beds and verdant shrubberies can be laid

out. as they will be landing-stages for

aeroplanes.

When this progress shall have been ac-

complished the physiognomy of towns will

be changed. All terraces will have become
landing-stages for flying automobiles.

Aviators will be able to fly from one terrace

to another, starting and landing as they

please. The natural consequence of this

new state of things will be that each build-

ing will have to be furnished with big

elevators capable of raising machines and

taking them back to the garage on their re-

turn. Houses of this description will also

be used to house motor-cars.

Finally, the town of the future will be

traversed by large radiatmg thorough fares

occupied partly by raised platforms con-

tinually moving, which will insure rapkl

communication between the different zones.

These platforms will be terminated by large-

revolving crossways at the intersection of

the main roads. Large parks and flower

gardens as residences and pleasure resorts

will be laid out in various parts of the

town.

No Better Looking Screen

To Be Had Anywhere—At Any Price

If you haven't as yet seen Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth, it

would be well to investigate it before buying screens for your doors, windows and porches.

You can't.buy a better looking screen anywhere—at any price. And the beautiful Pearl-
like, metallic coating which gives Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth its handsome appearance, makes it

far outlast other screens by rendering it practically rust-proof. The genuine Gilbert & Bennett PEARLWire
Cloth may be identified by tnxio copper ivires in the selvage.

V CILBtRT $ BENNETT/"*

J Wire ClothIJ—5

For Screening Doors, Windows and Porches

After Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth has
been in use for a short time, it turns to an " invisible gray" color
which offers but little more obstruction to the vision than clear glass.

Do not accept imitations or sub-

stitutes. Look for the mark of the genu-

Architects

Find out about Pearl Wire
Cloth. Send us your name
and we'll send full particu-

lars.

ine Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire
Cloth

—

two copper ivires in the selvage.

The best hardware dealer in your city
sells Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth and
will gladly supply you. Or—if you prefer—write

our Chicago office for samples and particulars.

Write forTheseSamples
and Particulars—

Address our Chicago Ofricel

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co, (Est. 1818)

CHICAGO GEORGETOWN, CONN. NEW YORK CITY KANSAS CITY, MO.

or Beautiful Homes
SEE THESE TWO NEW PLAN BOOKS.

"The DRAUGHTSMAN" "PLAN-KRAFT"
For one story homes. For two story homes.

1913 editions, contain exteriors and interiors of ad-
vanced designs of homes featuring the new modifi-
ed Swiss Chalet and Japanese Architecture.

PRICE 2Sc EACH POSTPAID
DE LUXE BUILDING CO.

523-D Union League Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

CRAFTSMAN" HOUSE PLANS

JBBI311MJP
THIS is a Craftsman house:—durable, beautiful and convenient, with no useless partitions, no waste space, no over-decorations.
* We design homes of this character for CRAFTSMAN subscribers. Write for Booklet, "Craftsman Service for Home-
builders. " You will be surprised at the extent of our s°rvic~. We aid in buying the lot, financing, home planning, landscape
problems, and in even/ r»K as ^ of hompbniMing. Buy TH 17

. CRAFTSMAN at "our n~w stand Writ** for Booklet to—
THE CRAFTSMAN. Room 464. 41 West 34th Street. New York City
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[ADE in a wide

range of weaves and

textures, both plain and

in designs, to suit all

|r styles of decoration.

I Reproductions of rare

I old stuffs in Tapestries,

iy Brocades, Damasks;
5p copies of old museum
is pieces in many examples

If of unusual interest.

I Guaranteed absolutely

! color-fast to sun and water,

even in the most delicate

shades.

Every bolt tagged with the guar-

antee tag shown below. Insist on
i ,j|

seeing this tag before purchasing.

At leading stores everywhere.

Ask your dealer for our book, KJJH
"Draping the Home," showing a I
variety of practical interiors in ^fl<
color, or write to us for it.

ORINOKA MILLS
215 Fourth Ave., New York

Guarantee

These goods are

>y, ^- guaranteed ab-

•/ /jb"^\f i ^N. solutely fadeless.

I -/^ Cf^ ''^\ ' ^ color changes from

^>j^L*^ ^Sb*/^jf exposure to the sunlight

f^Pti^^i^' or from washing, the mer-

.O-C^!^
1

chant is hereby authorized to
%:

-- replace them with new goods

or refund the purchase

price.

S6.

THIS BUNGALOW
CAN BE BUILT

FOR $900

Exclusive of porte-cochere

This and many others in my new book, Building

Plans for Modern Homes, will save you hundreds of

dollars. One of the most complete and comprehensive books of

plans ever published by any architect. Contains plans of bunga-
lows, two-family houses, single houses, in wood and ce-

ment. Fifth edition just off the press. One hundred and fifty

floor plans and photographs of bungalows, etc., costing fr°m

$250 up; gives sizes and cost to build. Sent postpaid for $1 .00.

FREDERICK H. GOWING, Architect

18 Tremont Street BOSTON, MASS.

OWNERS AND BUILDERS
OF CEMENT HOUSES
Write for interesting free

book telling how cement
buildings can be success-
fully painted and water-
proofed at slight cost.

It contains color plates

showing how CH1-NAMEL
CEMENTONE -vill improve the appearance of new cement
buildings, and make the exterior of old buildings look new.

THE OHIO VARNISH CO.
8604 Kinsman Rd. - - Cleveland, O.

Euonymus VEK<£ff
AIollIC The Elm City Nursery Co.mdlUS New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.
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HOW BIRDS BUILD THEIR NESTS

PROF. FRANCIS II. HFRRICK, of

Cleveland, has given accurate accounts

of the way that certain well-known birds

carry on their building. The female robin

does the work of building; the male keep?

guard and cheers his mate by singing. She
carries mud and stubble to the selected s'.te

and molds it into a cup by pressing the

curve of her breast hard against the stuff

she has gathered, while she scratched

violently with her feet against the limb of

the tree in the effort to increase the press-

ure.

When she has firmly pressed down the

nest material in one place, she rises, moves
a little, and proceeds to m°ld the next part

of the nest-cup. Thus she passes several

times around the nest.

Now follows the mysterious part of her

conduct. When she brings the next load of

building material and molds it into the nest,

she goes through exactly the same process,

but always circles the nest in the opposite

direction. There is nothing about the ap-

pearance of the unfinished nest to show in

which direction the robin last turned ; but

she remembers, and by turning in the op-

posite direction the next time, she produces
in the end a nest-cup that is even and
symmetrical.

The oriole, on the other hand, is not a

molder or potter, but a weaver. Here again

the female is the worker, and the male
merely oversees and encourages the work.
The oriole chooses the fork of a hanging
branch, and winds round the two twigs the

ends of any long fibers she can find in the

neighborhood. The other ends of the fibers

are allowed to hang loose. Then she selects

several other twigs and fastens fibers to

them in the same way until the rim of the

nest is outlined. The weaving of other

threads into these is done by means of quick

shuttle-like movements of the bill. The bill

thrusts the bit of string or piece of grass

through the mass of fibers, and then catches

either the same or a different thread and
pulls it back at a point a little farther along.

Thus by a very rapid alternate thrust and
pull of the bill the weaving is done.

The ends of the long fibers that hang
down remain undisturbed until the nest

is well along ; the oriole then gets down
inside of it, pulls these ends in, and weaves
them into the nest fabric. The bird watched
by Professor Herrick took about four and
a half days to finish her nest. Her move-
ments were often too rapid to follow, and
she chattered incessantly at her work.
Probably she enjoyed it as much as the
male enjoyed his tuneful idleness.

MILKWEED AS A FOOD
<</^\NE of the economic triumphs of the

v>/ age is the utilization of waste ma-
terial, and the use of weeds as food staples

is a phase of this triumph," says a writer in

Leslie's Weekly. "The most interesting of

these new 'weed foods' is milkweed, the

common, wild variety, that grows in every
rocky pasture, in meadows, and by road-
sides in abundance. Its large, thick,

smooth leaves are familiar to all, and its

deep, dull pink tuft of flowers, and later

its seed pods, filled with delicate floss and
flat brown seeds. When it is broken off, a

thick, white, milky juice exudes. This is

rich in nutrition. This common and luxu-
riant weed is now being cultivated in gar-

dens as a valuable food staple, and makes
one of the most delicious of vegetables. It

tastes almost exactly like asparagus, and is

cooked in much the same way as spinach.

It has been found to be rich in natural salts

and nutrition, and is easily cultivated."

Nothing adds greater beauty to

a house than a tastefully-ar-

ranged garden—and nothing de-

tracts more from the appearance
of a garden than the barren spots
where seeds " refused " to grow.

It is not always poor soil or im-
proper care that makes these blotches;

but very often inferior seeds are to

blame. Planting poor seeds in a garden
always has that air of dubiousness

—

perhaps they may grow, and then again

perhaps they may not.

Why not make a good garden a
certainty by using Good Seeds ?

"The Most Reliable Seeds

for over a century—since the days of

Washington and Jefferson—have been
renowned for their uniform purity

and fertility.

We have extensive trial grounds in Con-
necticut and Long Island, as well as in France,

and no effort is spared that might possibly

lead to the betterment of our seeds.

Our catalog contains a most complete

list of flower and vegetable seeds, and
the descriptions it contains are both

clear and accurate. Write for a copy

now, it isjust full of helpful suggestions.

And while you have your pen in hand, ask for

a packet of the seeds of that beautiful new
flower, the Hybrid African Daisy—ten cents

in coin or stamps will cover the cost.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
33M Barclay St., (M«) New York

Japan
Barberry

Extensive stock
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.
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A Little Green Book
For the Flower Garden

(A List of Selected Seeds)

PAUL DOVE (D), Wellesley, Mass.
(Copy Free)

ANDROMEDA
QHRRPI TDCF The Elm City Nursery Co.3UKKLL 1 KLE. New HaTent Dept. M., Conn.

Fine specimens
Send for Catalog. 9
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ROSES AND HOW TO GROW THEM, AND OTHER
ATTRACTIVE FEATURES FOR THE APRIL

NUMBER

THE opening article in the April number of American
Homes will cover the subject of Rose-growing for the

amateur. This is written by F. F. Rockwell, who is well

known throughout America for his authoritative articles

on horticultural subjects. There is always something new
to learn about Roses and Rose growing, which information

Mr. Rockwell will present in a thoroughly attractive man-

ner. The list of Rose varieties will be especially valuable

to the home garden maker. The article will be exquisitely

illustrated by reproductions from photographs. The April

number will also be especially interesting to the collector of

antiques and curios. A practical and interesting article on

the subject of "Antiques as Lighting Fixtures" will appear

in this issue and also an important article on "Early Eng-

lish Glass" and one on "Early Chairs," all beautifully il-

lustrated. The center page feature of this number will

show various rooms in the house that have been furnished

with old-time furniture, porcelain, and other antiques and

curios of various sorts giving one an excellent idea of the

relationship of such objects to the decoration of the modern
home. Among the attractive houses illustrated by photo-

graphs and floor plans in this number, will be one des-

cribed by Harold Donaldson Eberlein, Wye house, an

attractive Long Island country home, (the old Garrison

house built by John Spencer in the 17th century), and the

home of Dr. E. M. Holden, Scarsdale, New York. Ber-

wyn Converse contributes an illustrated article on "The
Workshop of a Literary Man," and Harry Martin Yeo-

mans contributes one on the subject of "The No-Period

Style in Interior Decoration." The usual departments,

"Within the House," "Around the Garden," and "Helps

to the Housewife," will be included in this issue. To this

last department Elizabeth Atwood contributes excellent di-

rection on the subject of "Cooking for Invalids." Alto-

gether, this will be one of the most attractive issues that

have appeared in American Homes and Gardens.

ARCHITECTURAL LEAGUE EXHIBITION

THE Twenty-eighth Annual Exhibition of the Architec-

tural League of New York must impress the visitor

as an aggregation neither representative nor typical of

Architecture in America, or the arts closely allied to it.

There have been years which have found the New York
Architectural League exhibitions worthy of the enthusiastic

approbation of authoritative opinion, and one may fall

back upon the precedent for continued optimism, despite the

showing of the present year. It would be both unkind and

unfair to suggest that the present exhibition contains nothing

of merit. The point is that it contains much of little merit,

and little of true merit. We have draughtsmen whose

rendering of architectural subjects is comparable with that

of draughtsmen abroad, and there are a few well-rendered

drawings in this year's showing. However, as a whole,

there is lacking the note of distinction our architects should

interest themselves in maintaining, if last year's disappoint-

ment, followed by this year's greater one is not to permit

the League Exhibitions to generate into useless affairs.

Many of the exhibits might well have been reserved for the

Water-Color or other Academy shows, some of which draw-

ings and paintings attain real excellence but which have

hardly the right to crowd out those architectural examples

which not only charity but belief in American ability leads

one to suggest did not get in for this inclusion. In con-

tradistinction to exhibits of this sort one turns to two
exquisite panels, "The Garden" and "The Pasture," by

Hewlett Basing, and "Spring," an over-mantel decoration

by Walter Stone King, which panel has all the refresh-

ing grace, dignity, and beauty of color which makes
it a fitting adornment to an architectural feature.

Without question the most interesting work in the sculp-

ture section was the "Happy Days" sundial, a boy fishing,

by Harriet W. Frismuth. E. I. Williams contributed a

number of drawings and plans, those of the Isola Bella

in Lake Maggiore, Italy, being the most attractive in

handling, while the finely worked out restorations (per-

spective and bird's-eye views) of the House of Vestals,

Rome, exhibited the value to the architect of historical im-

agination, lacking which architecture would become a poor,

dead thing. Domestic architecture was not strongly repre-

sented in accomplished works, a lethargy to be wondered
at, with all the material our architects hold forth in abund-

ance. Indeed, one almost feels that indifference and not

the proverbial perversity of juries (too often an unmerited

designation) permits the League in these last few years to

neglect its opportunities. As a matter of fact, American
architecture (domestic and public), landscape gardening and
the decorative arts allied to architecture hold a high place

in the world's cultural progress, wherefore it behooves the

serious minded and constructive critics to urge either dis-

pensing with exhibits that fail to do justice to our architec-

tural crafts or to urge our architects and decorative artists

to bestir themselves to keep untarnished the metal of effort

that mirrors their glory to the kindly disposed, if sometimes
bewildered, public at large.

ANTIQUES AND CURIOS IN THE HOME

THE great interest shown by readers of American
Homes and Gardens in the announcement of the new

Collectors' Department is thoroughly gratifying. New
readers are invited to submit enquiries on collecting subjects

in which they are interested to the Editor.

The Editor the Collectors'
1

Department
AMERICA'S HOMES & GARDENS

MUNN Sf CO., INC., PuUishm
3bl BROADWAY, NEW YORK

I am interested in Collecting, especially in the fo/loiving subjects:

Name

Address
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WHITE FIVE PASSENGER SIX
Electrically Self-Started and Lighted

OP" °pd or

11
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THE WHITE SIX
Electrically Startedand Lighted—Left Side Drive

The purchaser of a high-priced car has the right to expect

superior design and equipment as well as superior material and

workmanship.

The White was the first Six to introduce left-side drive, and

today presents this logical method of control in its most desirable

form—with right-hand operation of the gear-lever.

The White was the first Six to incorporate in its equipment

an electrical starting and lighting system. The White Electrical

System is designed and built by The White Company, in The

White Factory, especially for White Cars. The White is the only

Six today equipped with an electrical system that is manufac-

tured by an automobile company especially for its own product.

Gasoline Motor Cars, Trucks and Taxicabs

Jii

TheWhitei^
Cleveland
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Photograph by Nathan R. Graves

There is not a lovelier doorway vine for flowering than the delicate purple Wistaria, whose foliage in turn is of decorative value
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Flower Gardens for Everyone
By Ida D. Bennett

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves

O dress it and to keep it," has, from the

beginning, been the condition of the gift of

land to man. To produce, from the barren

waste, that which shall be either useful or

beautiful; to satisfy the economic instinct

and add to the material comfort of the

physical animal or to satisfy the higher aspirations of the

more cultivated being and express, as far as possible, our
conception of the beautiful in nature under the control of

man.

This instinct naturally finds its most convenient and fitting

expression in the planting of blooming plants and shrubs

about the dwelling. Primarily this takes the form of a vine

about the door, a border of low-growing flowers against the

foundation of the house—the primal instinct being to keep
our flowers as close to us as possible.

Later we evolve the closely cropped and spacious lawn,

the detached garden, with its Pergolas, seats and sheltering

Summer houses and reverse the earlier idea and go to our

flowers instead of bringing them to us.

Given the real love of flowers and green, growing things,

and there is really no condition or environment which is

really prohibitive of its enjoyment. The fortunate dweller

in a home of his own, has really nothing serious to contend

with but his own capabilities for meeting and overcoming

difficulties; the dweller in a temporary or rented home or in

a city flat is often "nonplussed" to a very serious but not

hopeless degree, for the number of beautiful things which

may be grown in boxes, tubs and pots in legions, and the

care is often less arduous than that required in the regular

garden.

THE GARDEN IN A CITY FLAT
Is necessarily a garden of pots and boxes, most of which

should, for convenience, be placed outside the windows, as

A border of Campanula
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The low-growing flowers should be planted for massed carpet effects

room in a city flat is usually at a premium. But many beau-

tiful things may be grown in window-boxes, and balcony

boxes are still more rich in possibilities. In planning win-

dow-boxes the first essential is that they should be placed

well beneath the windows and very firmly secured. Secondly,

they should if possible, be of the self-watering construction

in order that no leakage may inconvenience the dwellers in

the flat below and lead to unfortunate complications.

Only low-growing plants and trailers should be planted in

window-boxes as the idea is to give a bank of luxuriant

bloom below or at the sill, but not to obscure the light to

A garden of Delphiniums and other hardy perennials

too great a degree. In south and west windows almost any
sun-loving plants may be grown—Geraniums do especially

well, and Verbenas, Phlox Drumondi, Sweet Alyssum,

Justitias, and Petunias will be a mass of bloom all Summer.
On rear porches, stairways and like places one may plant

boxes of trailing Nasturtiums, Japanese Morning Glories,

the new Cardinal climber and other vines. But it is the flat

dweller who has at command a flat roof adjoining her room,
who is fortunate indeed, for here she can evolve, with a

little ingenuity, a garden that will compare very favorably

with one on the ground. The open sides of the roof should

be masked with wire-netting stretched

from substantial supports and in front

of this, long wide boxes of soil should

be placed, letting these rest on trans-

verse strips of wood to lift them off

the roof. Against the netting vines

suited to the exposure should be

planted. For low growth the Mau-
randia is exquisite, being very fine and
graceful in foliage and profuse in its

lavender, white and pink flowers.

Thunbergia is another low-growing
vine which gives quantities of white

and of yellow flowers all Summer and
is of the earliest cultivation. For taller

vines the Cardinal climber is fine,

bearing a wealth of vivid Cardinal

flowers all Summer. This combines

exceedingly well with the Cobaea
scandens and with the white Solanum.

In front of the vines one may plant

flowers of medium height—the Scarlet

Salvia and White Nicotiana, White
Snap Dragon, White stock, and the

white Candytuft, while low-growing or

trailing plants may be used as edging

and to screen the front of the boxes.

Where a high wall forms the

boundary of one side of the roof, tall

plants like Cannas, Ricinus, Calad-

iums, and the like may be employed
to give a semi-tropical effect. If there

is sufficient room a central bed of tall

plants will add much to the general

effect. Should, however, the condi-

tions prevent the growing of vines and
tall plants along the edges of the roof,

then resort will have to be made to

narrow boxes filled with low-growing

and trailing plants. The sanding of

the unoccupied space will add much to

the general garden effect of the

scheme and the placing of a seat or

few lawn chairs will convert the bare

and objectionable roof into a delight-

ful and restful place.

In north windows or those which

give but little sun all sorts of vines,
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The garden walks are always made more interesting by low-growing borders

ferns and shade-loving plants may be grown. I always

find my north boxes much the finest, for in them I grow the

Asparagus Ferns to perfection, wonderfully velvety-leaved

Begonias, Ferns, trailing Fuchsias, flowering Abutilons and

the like.

For screening a window with an objectionable view try

making a window-box just the width of the window and

mounting this on a castored base. To this attach a light

but firm frame covered with poultry netting and just the

size of the window and plant in the box plants of Manettia

vine and of the Solanum Jasminoides, the white of the one

and the scarlet of the other are beau-

tiful together, or, one may use the

Maurandia vine or the Asparagus

Plumosus Nanus which makes a most

delightfully lacey screen. A screen

arranged in this way, growing on a

movable support can be turned away
from the window when desired or

rolled into the kitchen or bathroom

for showering and cleansing.

THE GARDEN' IN THE TEMPORARY
HOME

^Vill naturally differ in many essen-

tials from that in the permanent

home, but need be none the less inter-

esting. It will consist for the main

part of Annuals and Summer bloom-

ing bulbs, though bedding plants may
form a not-unimportant part. Sum-

mer blooming bulbs form an econ-

omic expenditure as when their season

of bloom is over the bulbs may be

lifted, with their increase, and stored

in some convenient place until wanted

again in, perhaps, some far distant

home. In point of bloom and ease

of culture Gladioli are always a

sensible choice and the newer varieties

leave little to be desired in size and

quality of bloom. There are a few

special sorts which should always be

included in the list—Princeps, one of

the finest of all-red sorts in size and

freedom of bloom, Blue Jay, the best

of the blue sorts, White Lady, the

only pure white, Sulphur King, the

best yellow, and such soft pinks and

salmons as Henry Gillman, Columbia,

Wm. Falconer, and America. The
culture is so simple as to call for but

passing mention. Good, mellow
loam, deep planting and a fair

amount of water during the blooming

period.

Montbretias which resemble the

Gladioli somewhat but are much
smaller in bloom and more branched

and graceful, require practically the

same treatment of Ismenes, though they give but one flower-

ing and that soon after the planting in early June, are so

beautiful at this time as to more than compensate for failure

to repeat the performance and the broad, strap-like leaves

are ornamental at all times. Gloxinias and Tuberous Be-

gonias in sheltered spots well repay the initial expense, and
the less well-known Watsonia mixes admirably with Gladi-

oli which it resembles in growth, but with many branched
stems bearing fragrant, pure white flowers.

Wherever there is room for them among other flowers

one may introduce the Tuberose, planting, if possible, a

A graceful arrangement of Arabia albiada
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FLOWER

hundred bulbs. They combine well with the Gladiolas; also

with Nicotianas and Salvias, and add just the fragrance

needed in a garden of bulbs and Annuals.

Of Annuals there will always be a liberal choice of Asters,

Pansies and Salvias, so that we need not consider them here,

but there are a few other sorts less commonly seen which

should not be overlooked. Among these may be mentioned

the Scabios, the ten-weeks' stock; Anterhinums, the new
bi-color sorts; the dwarf Morning Glories, for edgings;

Candytuft and the dwarf Phlox Drumondi, the Ageratums,

Browallias and the dwarf

Zenias, all of which mass

admirably. Annual Lark-

spurs, Gaillardias and
Petunias will complete a

roster of annual flowers

which will make the garden

gay from June until frost.

THE GARDEN OF THE SUM-

MER ABSENTEE
May best be expressed in

Spring-blooming bulbs and

shrubs, and the latest of the

Fall flowers so that the gar-

den bloom may speed the

parting and welcome the re-

turning Chatelaine. If one

is to be absent all Summer on

business or pleasure and the

garden lie neglected in the

interval, then those perman-

ent forms of bulb life requir-

ing least attention should be

planted. Tulips, Hyacinths,

Crocus which should star the

grass of the lawn and border

beds of other bulbs; all the

many varieties of Narcissus,

Daffodils and Jonquils
should be colonized in beds;

as borders to beds of Per-

ennials and in the grass of

the lawn, but it will not be

worth while to plant freely

of Lilies which will bloom
when the owner is far away.

Early flowering shrubs like

the Spireas, Deutzias, Lilac,

Syringea, Weigelia, Snowball

and the like are good invest-

ments which will increase in

beauty year by year.

But the flowers which will

welcome one on their return

in the Fall, are the hardy
Chrysanthemums, the Anem-
ones—the most beautiful of

PLANTING TABLE OF ANNUALS AND PERENNIALS
ANNUALS

May-June
Jun-Oct
Jul-Sep

July
Jun-Sep
Jun-Oct
Aug

Tun-July
Jun-Sep
Aug

Aug-Oct
Jun-Sep
Jun-Oct
Jun-Aug
June

Aug-Sep
Jul-Sep
May

Jul-Aug
Jul-Aug
July-Oct

July
July-Oct
July-Oct
May-Tul
July

Jun-Sep
Jun-Jul
Jun-Sep
Jul-Sep
Aug Oct
Jul-Oct
Jul-Aug
Aug-Sep
Jul-Aug
Jul-Oct
Jul-Aug
May-Jun
Jul-Sep
lul-Aug
Jul-Oct
Jun-Aug
Jul-Aug
Jun-Tuly
May-Sep
Jun-Oct
Jul-Oct

-Adonis
Ageratum
Aster
Bachelor's Button ....
Balsam (Lady's Slipper)
Calendula
California Poppy
Campanula (Bellflower)
Candytuft
Castor Bean
Chrysanthemum

,

Clarkia
Cockscomb
Coreopsis
Cornflower
Cosmos
Dahlia
Daisy
Kvening Primrose ....
Four-o'clock
( iaillardia
Globe Amaranth
Godetia
Gourds
Iris

l.avatera
Lobelia
Love-Lies-Bleeding . . .

Love-in-a-Mist
Mallow
Marigold
Mignonette
Monkshood
Moonfiower
Morning Glory
Nasturtium
Nicotiana
Peony
Petunia
Poppy
Portulaea
Salpiglossis
Schizanthus
Stock
Sweet Alyssum
Sweet Pea
Zinnia

PLANTS
INCHES APART

SEEDS
HES DEEP

PERENNIALS

Tun- July
July

Aug-Oct
May-Aug
Jul-Aug
Apr-Jul
June
July

Aug-Sep
Aug

Jun-Sep
Jun-Jul
Tune

May-Oct
Jul-Oct
August

Apr-May
Aug-Oct
Aug-Sep
Aug-Oct
Jun-Aug
Jun-Aug
Jul-Aug
August
Tul-Aug
Jun-Aug
August
March
Jul-Aug

(Columbine)Aquilegia
Achillea
Anemone
Bleeding H'rt ( Dicentra
Coral Bell
Forget- Me-Not
Foxglove
Heliopsis
Helianthus
Hollyhock
Iceland Poppy
Larkspur
Lupine
Pansy
Phlox
Pink
Primrose
Pyrethrum
Rudbeckia
Salvia
Scabiosa
Silene
Snapdragon
Sunflower
Sweet William
Verbena
Veronica
Violet
Wallflower

all our Fall flowers, espe-

cially in the white forms. Plant along the north side of

the path to the barn or garage, a broad belt of the golden

and crimson and white Chrysanthemums, and on the south

side of the path a wide swath of mixed Anemones and the

walls will be a joy until long after sharp frosts have cut

the rest of the garden treasures; indeed one may look for

the golden heads of the Chrysanthemums poking themselves

cheerfully through the first snows of the season, seeming

refreshed by their bath. If Salvias and Nicotianas and
Petunias are planted in early Spring so that they may
become established before leaving and then given a heavy
mulch of lawn clippings they will be found a mass of bloom

in late September. And in sheltered spots the purple and
lavender bells of the Cobaea Scandens and the scarlet globes

of other flowers will still be in evidence.

THE HARDY PERENNIAL GARDEN
But it is to the hardy Perennial garden that the heart of

the true flower lover turns with covetousness and pride.

Here the pageant of the flowers is a continuous procession

from early Spring until late Fall. Always there is some
thing to interest and look forward to. Each year sees an
increase in the number and size of individual clumps and it

is rarely that there is any

loss which is more than

offset by splendid gains. I

might easily give an ex-

haustive list of the most
desirable shrubs and Per-

ennials to plant, but I think

that the greatest charm of a

hardy garden lies in planting

just those things which most

appeal to one. For instance,

if one has a penchant for

Peonies, then one will take

delight in collecting the

rarest and best of these

gorgeous flowers and the

best are gorgeous indeed.

So possessed am I with their

beauty, that during the
season of their blooming
when I can't stay out with

them, I gather bouquets of

them, and carry them around

with me from place to place.

Lilies are another form of

hardy Perennials which
appeal to me, especially all

forms of white. Perhaps no

one variety quite so pleases

me as the stately Auratums.

Of these I planted over sixty

bulbs last Fall and as they

were magnificent bulbs—all

two and some three-stalked

ones—I am expecting a not-

able showing. These were

planted among the Peonies

and shrubbery as they should

have been. Planted deep

and well mulched with rotted

manure and this again with

leaves. Auratums are one

of the few Lilies which may
be successfully planted in

Spring and as they do not

bloom until June will give

good results. Foxgloves are

another Perennial which I

much affect and a big planting last year among the German
Iris promise great results a few months hence. Shasta

Daisies are a good investment, and the new Alaska gives a

sheet of bloom all through July with an aftermath in late Fall.

Speaking of Lilies, some varieties of which every gar-

den should have, there is the little Anthericum, not a

true Lily, but resembling a miniature Candidum, which is

so dainty and lovely that it should not be overlooked in

any planting of Perennials. It takes three or four years to

become well established, but once this is a fact it increases

in beauty from year to year, and is a reliable and persistent

Perennial.

6
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8
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12
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36
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8
4
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8
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8
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6
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%
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A
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Scatter
Va
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A
A
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3 trench

Yellow
Blue-White
Various
Blue-White-Pink
Various
Orange
Orange
Blue-White-Pink
White
Green
Various
White-Purple- Rose
\ arious
Yellow-Brown
Blue-White-Rose
Red-White Pink
Various
White-Pink-Rose
Yellow
Red-White-Yellow
Yellow-Red
Pink
White-Red
Various
White-Blue-Yellow
Rose
Blue-Red
Scarlet
Blue-White
White-Rose
Lemon to Orange
Whitish Green
White-Blue
White
Various
Various
Red-White
Red-White- Pink
Various
Various
White-Red-Yellow
Various
Yellow-Lilac
White to Red
White
Various
Various

PLANTS
INCHES APART

12
10
10
26
12
6

12
12
18
16
6
8
5

12

12
12
6

36
10
8
6
6

S

SEEDS
INCHES DEEP

A
Va

A
drills

Va

Va

Va
Va

Va

COLORS

Various
Various
White Rose
Crimson
Coral
Blue
White-Pink
Yellow
Yellow
Various
White to Orange
Blue-White-Pink
Blue-White-Pink
Various
Various
White to Rose
Yellow Pink
Various
Yellow
Scarlet
Blue-Yellow-White
White to Rose
Various
Yellow
Red-White-Pink
Various
Purple
Violet
Yellow Brown
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Perennial poppies are
always satisfactory and once

established, one of our most

persistent Perennials. This

is also a characteristic of the

Dictamnus—a single clump

of which, left undisturbed in

old gardens has been known
to outlast the generations of

people. Lychnis, Clove

Pinks and thrift should

always be found in the old-

fashioned gardens and

whereever there is room for

long, sentinel r o w s, the

Hollyhock should be in

evidence, rearing its flowered

spikes against the blue of the

sky for, unlike many other

plants, the Hollyhock re-

quires no background, but is

seen at its best against the

region of the air.

The hardy garden lends

itself to almost any form of A "patch"

treatment, but is always satisfactory when developed in the

form of a long border following a walk or drive, rather

than in formal or geometrical beds. An arrangement I

like myself when there is room for it, is to have a wide

border of flowering shrubs and tall-growing plants on one

side of a walk or drive, and a narrower one of lower

growths on the lower or sunny side. This is an admirable

arrangement for a walk running from east to west.

Another arrangement which I like is found in the beds

radiating, like the spokes of a wheel, from a common

center. This gives a very

effective means of planting

as tall shrubs and flowering

trees may be used at the

rear, lower shrubs in the

middle and low-growing

Perennials and Bulbs and

Annuals on the edges of the

beds and in front. This

brings all the planting well in

view and another and very

practical advantage is found

in the fact that the beds can

be extended at any time, thus

increasing the area of the

garden without in anyway
disturbing its outlines. The
capacity of beds of this

shape—narrow at the begin-

ning and increasing in width

as they recede is very great

and the path area always

sufficient—a point that is

well worth considering,
of Doronium Whether the home garden

is an extensive or is a small one, there are more things

to think about in its planting than merely the putting

into the ground seeds of the flowers we are personally

fond of. We must consider the landscape effects (even

in limited areas) of this spot of color and of that, we
must plant with judgment so the tall-growing flower

stalks when they reach maturity will not hide the low-grow-

ing plants, and we must plan, too, for flowers indoors, so we
may have a succession of flowers especially suitable for cut-

ting and arranging in vases for the table and elsewhere.
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Garden front of the house of Mr. Edmund B. Osborne, at Montclair, New Jersey

A Country Home at Montclair, New Jersey
By Alfred M. Evans

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE home of Mr. Edmund B. Osborne, at

Montclair, New Jersey, may be regarded as

an example of the modern English country

house adapted to American conditions and

requirements. The many well-planned chim-

neys, the broad wall spaces and roof sur-

terraces, and abovefaces, the

all, the casement windows with

their Gothic details, have much

in common with the domestic

work of English architects to-

day.

The beauty of the exterior of

the house is a strong argument

for the wider use of the hollow-

tile covered with rough cast

plaster or stucco of which its

walls are built. This material

is, of course, absolutely fire-

proof, and the rough texture of

its walls affords a certain depth

of surface which is wonderfully

attractive. Ivy is being trained
|

upon the gray background, and

many vines climbing the walls

add greatly to the attractiveness

of the house, whose wall spaces need this English feature.

It is not always easy for an architect to persuade a client

that a house may possess more than one "front," but in

this instance it may be said that there are three, for at one

side the windows look out upon a broad terrace, while

the rooms at the opposite side of the house overlook a

circular garden walled in with

a tall hedge and arranged in

formal fashion with many
flower-beds and narrow paths

which radiate from a fountain.

The carriage entrance and

porch which are approached by

a drive are still elsewhere and
this part of the house's ex-

terior is so defined by walls

and tall shrubbery that it af-

fords practically another fagade

and an entirely different view of

the building.

The entrance by which a vis-

itor is apt to enter is through a

vestibule placed directly beneath

the main stairway, which here

assumes a dignity and import-

First floor plan ance which are in keeping with
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The hall

its importance from an architectural as well as a prac-

tical standpoint. With its graceful newel and balusters it

extends through three stories and

placed within its well hangs a

beautifully designed lantern. From
the entrance or stair hall a few

low steps lead to the main hall

which, as in an English country

house, possesses an importance

which is a survival of the days

when the great hall was the chief

room of a house, and when other

apartments, where they existed at

all, were of minor importance. In

this Montclair home, a very spa-

cious hall occupies the greater part
Second floor plan

of one front. The walls are paneled with oak to the ceil- late Autumn evening

ing; upon their brown surfaces are hung family portraits the placing of glass panels in the openings converts the

The dining-room

and upon one side the windows of little alcoves look out

over the brick paved terrace.

The hall connects the more im-

portant rooms, and at the far end

as one enters the house, it opens

into a spacious living-room where a

deep fireplace occupies one end and

where, at one side, a wide bay win-

dow with leaded glass in casements

opens upon broad stretches of lawn
and many trees. Opening from one

end of the living-room is a porch

which differs from most porches in

that it possesses a fireplace, and
where beside the crackling logs one

may enjoy the bracing air on a

Later, during the Winter months,

he stairway Entrance gate
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The library

porch into the most attractive of genial Winter gardens.

The second floor, as will be seen from a study of the

floor diagrams, has been arranged with direct reference to

the requirements of the family for whose home the house

was built. The rooms for the members of the household

and their guests are spacious and well arranged rather than

numerous, and each room or

suite of rooms is provided

with a bath of its own. As
in every really well-ordered

country home the rooms for

service uses and the bed-

rooms for the domestics are

placed where they form a

little world entirely to them-

selves.

The architects of this

Montcla-ir country home
have been particularly fortu-

nate in arranging the win-

dows of the upper story in

such a way that they do not Bedr

destroy the beauty of the house's exterior. The space under

the roof of a house of this character may be utilized in

many ways, even if it be not required for servants'-rooms,

and of course to be really useful it must be lighted and ven-

tilated. Windows have been placed in the gable ends, and

The living-room

dormers, where they are necessary, have been designed in

such a way that they do not destroy or unduly break the

broad expanses of roof. The use of casement windows

everywhere makes the entire window space available for

ventilation during the warm days and nights of our trying

American Summer, besides giving a pleasing fenestration.

The exterior of the house

gains much by reason of the

terrace which, surrounded by

its balustrade, extends
around the greater part of

three sides of the house,

where it is continued as an

architectural feature by the

hedge which encloses the lit-

tle circular garden. Another
adornment which lends

added beauty is the decora-

tive lattices or trellises which

are placed at various points,

and which encourage vines
and study to mount the walls. And
then, of course, the beauty and interest of any country home
is dependent in a large measure upon the setting in which it

is placed, and here, with surroundings of smooth lawns,

carefully planned grounds, and well-selected shrubbery,

a beautiful home acquires added picturesqueness and beauty.

Terrace of the Osborne house
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MMEW
VEGETABLE GARDEN

BY
F.F.ROCKWELL

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves

ENTHUSIASM—that boundless, impatient maximum as well as for evenly distributed results. It saves

enthusiasm that comes with the first Spring time in planting and cultivation and it keeps your garden

days—and a seed catalogue and a planting space (an asset of considerable cold cash value in these

table, are generally considered the total days of climbing prices for all food stuffs) producing to

requisites for the home vegetable garden, the limit. It may easily turn out, at the end of the season,

That supposition may be right—or other- that the hours spent in your vegetable garden have proved

wise. It all depends upon what sort of a garden you are fully as profitable as any spent in business. The emphasis

willing to have. Good vegetables alone do not make a is being shifted, these days, from the pleasure of gardening

good garden; they may be grown to perfection, and it may to the profit of it.

still be an "an up and down garden"—that's the sort that "modern methods" in gardening
result from haphazard planting. More lettuce than you How, then, are we to make a plan that will assure these

can possioly use—even with the help of the chicken yard

—

maximum results? First of all, we must have some knowl-

for a month in the Spring, and little or none the rest of the edge of several comparatively recently introduced methods
Summer; a flood of beans from the first two plantings, trail- which make high efficiency in gardening possible. Among
ing off into gradually toughening pods, then to none at all these are: Companion-cropping, interplanting, irrigation.

for several weeks or months, a thing that should be avoided. Now, it may be objected that all these things are as "old

Instead of this up and
down supply you want your

vegetables i n reasonable

quantities, but throughout

the longest possible season

—and it is a more difficult

task to plan a garden so that

the results shall be what
they should from this stand-

point, than it is to grow big

vegetables and plenty of

them. Moreover, this work
cannot be left until the in-

spiration of "planting time"

is upon us,—the opening

blossoms, the bird songs, the

ancestral psychological call

to be out and stirring the

brown pungent-s c e n t e d

earth. It must be done dur-

ing the lingering, disappoint-

ing days of Winter, when it

seems as though the last rem-

nants of his spell would
never disappear. It must be

done, not out in the sunlight

and the wind with rake and
hoe, but with pencil and
paper, figures and careful cal-

culations. Yet that is the

only way to plan the truly

satisfactory garden, and,
moreover, that is the only

way to plan the garden for Well Grown Peppers

as the hills," and so, in a

sense, they are; nevertheless,

they have all been recently

developed anew, and are

making possible a new gar-

dening. Take, for instance,

the matter of irrigation; its

wonderful effects on crop

growth have been known al-

most as far back as the be-

ginnings of agriculture itself.

But it has remained for the

past decade to see worked
out a system thoroughly

practical for use on a very

small scale, absolutely de-

pendable in operation and
reasonable in price. Yet such

an irrigation system is the

most important factor so far

discovered in making the re-

sults of the garden certain.

It is the greatest factor,

too, in making possible the

carrying out of any garden
plan we may make. Without
it, in a season of drought

and uncertain weather, the

schedule will have to be

abandoned, no matter how
carefully made up, for the

crops cannot be made to ar-

rive or start on time. "Suc-

cession-cropping," "Compan-
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A group of vegetables that have reached maturity under the best of conditions

ion cropping," and "Inter-planting"—although useful in the an advantage over the usual succession crops, in that the

depend-on-the-weather garden, can give us their best re- second crop is well started along before the first is off the

suits only where the problem of moisture is under reason- ground. Beets between lettuce, carrots between onions are

able control. It is on the conservative side of the facts to examples of this method.

state that modern irrigation will at least double the product Let us see, now, how we may best go to work to utilize

of the home garden in the average season. Farther on in these several possibilities in our own home garden, where

this article, I shall describe this system more fully. I wish things must of necessity be done on a comparatively small

here only to emphasize its importance in enabling us to scale. First of all, it is necessary to classify our vegetables

have a full supply of vegetables all Summer long. For according to their habits of growth, which is done in the

without moisture there can be no plant growth. To vege- accompanying table under the headings Root crops, Leaf

table organisms it is not only drink, but the medium through crops, Fruit crops. Second, to indicate the various combi-

which they receive and assimilate their food. When the nations with other vegetables which are practical—as is

percentage of moisture in the soil becomes too low, all done in the following paragraphs. This gives us the infor-

growth ceases. But it is the half-moisture starved condi- mation required in a concise form, so that our garden plan

tion, which we have for weeks at a time almost every sea- may be worked out easily. The proportions of turnips to

son, that is the most insidious and serious foe to maximum peas, onions to brussels, sprouts, etc., must of course de-

crops. Our vegetable gardens are not ruined, but they pend on the tastes of the family. In the diagram for a

just "stand still"; drag along, half-developed, to attain at garden worked out herewith, space is allotted the various

last, if we fortunately have rain, only a delayed, toughened vegetables in what would yield an average proportion of

and half-size maturity. This is the condition that makes each. It is not intended, however, that this plan should be

impossible the certain carrying out of any definite garden followed with exactness; it should be adapted to the re-

program we may arrange.

For maximum and positive

results, irrigation—now per-

fectly practical on a small

scale—is necessary.

KEEPING THE GROUND BUSY

So far, in this country, we

have had too much land to

become good gardeners.

One half crop a year is all

we have tried to force our

gardens to give up to us.

The time has come, how-

ever, when it is worth while

to get two or more crops a

year, and as big ones as pos-

sible, even if it does take

more thought, time, and plant

food to do it. "Succession

cropping" is, as the term im-

plies, following one crop up

with another on the same
ground, as when you fork up

the patch where your early

cabbages have been cut off,

and put in celery for Winter
use. "Companion cropping"

is growing two crops on the

same soil at once. Perhaps

the most readily called to

mind illustration of this is

the pumpkins among the
corn, but it may be made to

apply to many garden crops

as well. "Inter-planting" is,

where it is possible to use it, Full ears of Sweet Corn

quirements of the family.

SOME GOOD COMBINATIONS
There are so many good

combinations possible, and
the requirements of the in-

dividual garden vary so that

no set scheme of planting

can be fixed upon as the

"best." Seasons, also, will

alter cases, and it will gen-

erally be found advisable to

alter somewhat our plans

during the progress of the

Summer months. It is neces-

sary, therefore, for the gar-

dener to make himself fa-

miliar with the various

things that can be done, not

only to enable him the more
carefully to plan his work,

but to take advantage of

every opportunity that arises

during the growing season.

A planting of seed may fail

to germinate, or come up

very irregularly, leaving

room for a "catch crop" of

some sort.

Lettuce, of all the com-

mon garden vegetables, of-

fers the greatest possibility

for combinations,; with the

possible exception of rad-

ishes, which are not nearly

so important. For Fall and

Winter use, and even in mid-
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Potato, late, 15, - 37.5U

Pole J3ea/is

in missed
hills
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Summer, with irri-

gation, it can be

half-grown before
being set where it is

to mature, and then

develops quickly and
occupies little space.

There can always be

found room to "tuck

it in" in the garden;

the first crop between

rows of early cab-

bage; the second in

alternate rows with

beets; the third be-

tween rows of early

beans; the fourth in

spaces between new-

ly set pepper, egg or

tomato plants, and
so on. The loose-

head types are the

quickest growing and
occupy the least
space. Of these,
Grand Rapids is the

best I know—quick
Plan of a home vegetable

growing, healthy, long lasting, and extra fine in quality.

Radishes, too, can be dotted in most anywhere, as they are

ready for use while most things are just thinking about

getting a start.

Peas are one of the most delicious vegetables, but at the

same time one of the most extravagant space-users of the

small garden. Here is a combination I have found useful:

Sow the early sorts in double rows (six inches apart), four

or five feet apart; midway betwen the rows, plant a double

row of early turnips, six or eight inches apart; and six

inches from these, early radishes. These will be out of the

way in time for the turnips, and the turnips in time for the

^wisschart2,Z,- 3"

Onion, 9, 10 S 6

7,Carrot

late

Parsnip, 4, - Gu

Salsify, 3, - 4 5 L
'

-50-0"-

Seed 7.5'J\3ed

Com, late J, - 12
f-' W, hills

Winter
squash

Jjeans early «?, - 3'-' ZJi'adisH
caiUiJ'iou/er. cale 1 -2f-? lLefluce

Peas late 2- S~ o'v°/di5,iiftadish

Squash, sa/nmerl,-^-' 2.,Jfadish

Tomato 2, - 8V

Cucumfierl,— 4- l,Lettuce
&e<m-s, ^ ima. /, — i.a"
Beans, Lima pole l,-4 f-

tfelon, mush 1,- 4- -

Melon, water 1, - Ga

a. sprouts i. — a" i Letcu~ce

Cabbage, late Z,-5" £ Lettuce

peas, which should

be carefully brushed

up. Before the last

picking of these is

made, late cabbage,

cauliflower or early

celery may be set,

before the pea vines

are pulled, thus fur-

nishing shade for a

few days, which, in

hot, bright weather,

would be quite an ad-

vantage in getting
them started. And be-

tween the plants of

late cabbage or cauli-

flower, which should

be set from two to

three feet apart, there

is room for lettuce.

Thus the peas cease

to be extravagant as

space-takers, for o n

the same ground with

them, dur'inq the sea-
garden, 5 Ox 00 feet , „5 son, we nave grown
turnips, radishes, lettuce, late cabbage and cauliflower.

Early Beets, if set out or sown 14 or 16 inches apart,

may be inter-planted with early lettuce or radishes. The
beets require little lateral space, and grow perfectly well

between the lettuce, which will be ready to use some time

before the beets mature.

Early Cabbage, set 24 to 30x18 inches may be inter-

planted between the rows with lettuce, radishes, or trans-

planted beets, and followed by late celery, early peas, early

beans, or turnips, inter-planted with lettuce or radishes.

Onion-sets, transplanted onions, or even onions sown
from seed, if planted early on clean ground, with the rows

J3eef, late 5, - 5"

CeleryZ, - 8a

10, hills

Co7-n, late 3, - i?/-' Pumpkin

There is much pleasure as well as profit in tending one's own garden
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Bean, dwarf

Bean, Lima
Bean, pole

Corn

Cucumber
Egg Plant.

Melon, musk
Melon, water

Okra

Peas, smooth

Peas, wrinkled

Pepper

Pumpkin
Squash, S.

Squash, W.
Tomato

C-8'
4'

6'-S'

18-24 2

3'-4' 2

3'-4' 2

3'-4' 2

4' 1

0- /'

4'-6' 1

C-8' 1

3' jA-i
3'-4' 2-3

4'-5' 2-3

2/2
'

6'-8' 1 to l)/2
4' 1

6'-8' 1

3'-4'

*In inches, unless otherwise indicated.

The planting dales given are for the latitude of New York— every 100 miles north or south making a difference of about a

week in the season.

The distances given for planting "apart ia the rows" indicate the distance after thinning

—

seed should be sown much thicker.

Grout's.—A. May be started early (under glass in Spring, out- doors in seed-bed later), and then transplanted to permanent loca-

tions. B. Usually occupies ground for entire season. C. Mature quickly, requiring for a constant supply, several sowings each
season. D. May usually be cleared off in time to permit planting another crop, generally of an early variety. E. May be used to

follow early crops, such as those in group D, which are cleared off the ground as soon as possible.
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Now-a-days the vegetable garden is made

14 inches apart, may be inter-planted late in June, with car-

rots, skipping every fourth or sixth row so as to leave an

alley for weeds and the onions when pulled, which will be

ready to harvest from two to six weeks before the carrots.

Corn, which requires little room near the ground, may
be inter-planted with sugar-pumpkins, Summer or Winter

squash, or cucumbers, all of which will do well enough in

partial shade. Beware of buys, however. The surest way
of making a success of this combination is to have the vine-

plants started in paper pets in a cold frame (as described

in the February issue of American Homes and Gardens)
before planting them among the corn rows. They should

be so spaced as to allow from 6 to 10 feet each way, accord-

ing to the variety. This enables the vines to get a strong

start, comparatively in the open, where they can be better

watched and cared for.

Potatoes are another vegetable generally considered as

taking up too much space for the home garden. That is

largely because, in this country, we have been in the habit

of planting the rows three feet apart and hilling them up.

Neither of these practices is necessary or desirable for the

home garden. Twenty-four to twenty-eight inches between

the rows will give ample room for the development of most

varieties. And where cultivation is not done with a horse,

lettuce or turnips may be taken off between the rows, and a

small growing variety of sweet corn, such as Golden Ban-

tam, grown in the rows, planted between every third or

fourth hill, and in every other row if they art put in as

close as two feet.

Tomatoes, if trained up to stakes, and kept closely

trimmed, as they should be, to produce the earliest and
best results, will occupy little ground space. They may be

planted in rows 4 or 5 feet apart and two to four feet apart

in the rows, according to how close they are to be kept

trimmed. This leaves room for cucumbers, one or two
plants ffrom seeds or pots) in the rows, so there will be

room to walk between.

SOME FACTORS OF SUCCESS

In taking pains to prepare for a highly successful garden

a thing of beauty as well as one of utility

this year, the very first thing to do is to select the garden

site, which should be in as warm, sheltered and well-drained

a situation as possible, sloping a little to the south or south-

east by preference. The soil should not be either wet or

gravelly; almost any other sort, from a heavy loam to a

very sandy one, will answer the purpose, especially where
water is to be had. Then measure off the garden plot, and
make a plant of it, to scale, on a substantial piece of paper

of convenient size. This simple precaution will make it pos-

sible for you to "lay out" your garden in advance with ex-

actness. It is necessary to do this early, in order that the

amounts of seed of various sorts which you require may be

determined as closely as possible. One of the causes of the

undesirable up-and-down garden is seed bought haphazard,

according to the enthusiasm aroused by the description in

the seed catalogue. After one buys it—at a good price

—

there is of course a great temptation to plant it all, even if,

when the product comes to maturity, we have to throw half

of it away. There are two dangers in buying seed: First,

that of getting too much; second, of getting it cheap. Buy
the best; inferior seed is always the most costly.

A WORD ABOUT VARIETIES

And right at this point of making out the seed order, the

important question of varieties must be settled. It is im-

portant, because the quantity, the quality and the evenness of

your garden products depend to a large extent on the selec-

tions you make from the long list of claimants for attention

to be found in any seed catalogue. Remember one thing at

the outset : the most desirable variety for the man wrho grows
for market may be, in fact often is, the least desirable va-

riety for you. With him, table quality is not of prime im-

portance; with you it is, or should be, the very first test of

desirability. As a rule, one is tempted to try too many
varieties, in making out the order, especially of the novel-

ties. Get these latter by the packet only, if you would avoid

severe disappointment, until you have tested them for your

conditions. There are, however, many cases in which it is

better to have more than one variety of vegetable, because

different sorts are suited for different purposes, such as extra
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early crops, Summer plantings, Winter keeping, etc. The

lettuce that would be the quickest to give results in the

Spring, if sown in mid-Summer would only "bolt" to seed

at once; and it would be poor economy to plant an early

forcing carrot for one's Fall and Winter supply.

GOOD VARIETIES OF VEGETABLES

The First Crop varieties are indicated in ordinary type,

the Main Crop varieties in italics. Asparagus: Palmetto;

Bean, dwarf: Stringless Green Pod, White Wax; Bountiful,

Rust-proof Golden Wax; Bean, pole: Burger's Stringless,

Sunshine Wax; Bean, Lima dwarf: Henderson's Bush, Bur-

pee Improved; Bean, Lima pole: Early Leviathan, Giant

Podded; Beet: Early Model, Columbia; Broccoli: Early

White French; Borecole (Kale) : Dwarf Green Scotch;

Brussels Sprouts: Dulkeith, Danish Prize; Cabbage:

Wakefield, Succession; Cabbage, Winter: Danish Round-

Head, Perfection Savoy; Carrot : Chantenay, Danvers, Core-

less; Cauliflower: Best Early, Dry Weather; Celery: Gol-

den Self-Blanching, Winter Queen; Corn: Golden Bantam,

Howling Mob; Peep o' Day, White Evergreen; Cucumber:

Davis Perfect; Egg Plant: Black Beauty; Endive: Giant

Fringed; Kohl-rabi : White Vienna; Lettuce: Grand Rap-

ids, New York; Wayahead, Iceberg; Leek: American Flag;

Melon, Musk: Netted Gem, Spicy; Melon, Water: Coles

Early, Halbert Honey; Onion : Silver Skin, Prizetaker,

Southport Yellow; Okra : White Velvet; Parsley: Emerald

Gem; Parsnips: Improved Hollow Crown; Peas: Best Ex-

tra Early, Boston Unrivaled; Gradus; Pepper: Early Ne-

apolitan, Ruby King; Potato: Irish Cobbler, Green Moun-
tain; Pumpkin: Quaker Pie; Radish: Rapid Red, Crimson

Globe, Icicle; Rhubarb: Wyatt's Victoria; Salsify: Mam-
moth Sandwich Island; Spinach: Victoria, New Zealand;

Swiss Chard: Giant Lucullus; Squash, Summer: Scalloped

Bush, Delicata; Squash, Winter: Hubbard, Delicious; To-

mato : Bonny Best, Matchless; Turnip : Early White Milan,

Petrowski. The above varieties form a reliable list.

The planting plan having been made out, and your seeds

ordered, there remains another thing you should do before

the soil is ready for actual planting. Make out a "work
list," showing, in order, the dates of the various sowings

and plantings you expect to make, the amount, and the va-

riety. Simply take a sheet of paper and rule it off thus:

WORK SHEET
DATE VEGETABLE VARIETY AMI'.

April 1st
it a

Etc.

Beets (P)
Lettuce

1

1

Ey. Model
Grand Rapids
Wayahead

2 Rows
1 "
1 "

When this is filled in, you are ready to go ahead, con-

scious that everything is right in plain sight before your

eyes, at any time. The dates, of course, are approximate.

FOOD FOR THE HIGH-SPEED GARDEN
It must not be imagined for a moment, however, that

the garden can be "speeded up" in this way, vastly increas-

ing the product, without putting into the hopper more raw
material, in the shape of available plant food, and moist-

ure to carry it to its destination; nor that it can be done with

lax, half-way methods of cultivation. The garden must be

enriched as thoroughly as possible. Before plowing—and

if it is large enough for a horse to turn around in, your

garden should be plowed rather than spaded—a good dress-

ing of old, well-rotted stable manure, three inches deep,

should be evenly spread over the surface. After plowing

and before harrowing (raking), a 4-8-10 fertilizer (that is,

one containing 4 per cent Nitrogen, 8 per cent available

Phosphoric Acid, and 10 per cent Potash) should be spread

on at the rate of 1,000 to 1,500 lbs. to the acre—250 to 300
lbs. for a garden 100x150 feet. You can save money, and

get a better fertilizer, by buying the raw materials and do-

ing your own mixing. Besides this, for the best results, you

will want 25 to 50 pounds of Nitrate of Soda, for top-

dressing plants, increasing both size and earliness, and 25

to 50 pounds each of bone flour, and "tankage," or cotton-

seed meal, to mix and put in the hills or rows for vine-plants,

tomato, pepper, egg-plant, cabbage, and other transplanted

plants which require it.

A home vegetable garden with a little vineyard in combination
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AHouse

in

'amestown, N. Y.

By Henry Morrison
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|XE of the difficulties of successfully plan-

ning a suburban home of somewhat more
than average size is that of giving the build-

ing th.r. intimate air of domesticity which

Americans expect in all but the most formal

of dwellings. That the problem is some-

times happily solved, however, may be seen from a study

of these floor plans, which show a residence of rather more
than usual size, and of the exterior, which has been so

handled that it possesses the quaintness which one feels

should belong to a home in the country or semi-suburbs.

The case under discussion is the home of Mr. A. R.

Briggs, built by Mr. E. G. W. Dietrich, of New York.

Here, surrounded by an expanse of velvet lawn and en-

vironed by shrubbery banked against its walls, is a struc-

ture of stone combined with shingles weathered to the gray,

which nature provides for plain wooden surfaces that are

exposed to the weather. The trimmings are of ivory-white,

in happy contrast with walls of stone or of shingles.

The roof has not been cut up by introducing the usual

dormers which so often mar the beauty even though they

increase the comfort of the home. The windows at the

front of the house, upon the second floor, are carefully

placed in one group which affords sunlight and ventilation

without breaking the roof lines as is ordinarily the case.

The eaves are brought down over a broad veranda and
the entrance is into a wide entrance hall where a fireplace

with built-in settle repeats the note of welcome and cheer

indicated without. This quality is emphasized in the living-

room with its fireplace within an alcove and flanked by more
built-in seats beneath the windows. The floor of the alcove

is paved with tiles and at either side are low bookcases.

The ceiling of the living-room is heavily beamed. Oppo-
site is the dining-room and close at hand are the pantry and

kitchen, and upon the upper floors are the spacious sleep-

ing-room and bathrooms for the family, guests and servants.

Road front of the house of Mr. A. R. Briggs, Jamestown, New York
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The lily pond is one of the most carefully designed features in the garden here described

The Story of My Garden
By T. F. Spangler

HEN the pioneers from New England in

the first decade of the nineteenth century

settled in Ohio, on the Muskingum River,

and founded the village of Putnam, named
for the famous Revolutionary soldier, Gen-

eral Israel Putnam, their new settlement

clustered beneath the sheltering wooded hills

and stretched along the banks of that pic-

turesque stream. The town, later the city, of

Zanesville, on the opposite bank of the river

gradually grew until reaching across the stream

it absorbed the old village of Putnam, and with

its manufacturing plants, warehouses and rail-

roads, occupied the once beautiful river sides

until only one stretch of the river bank on the

south of Putnam side remained unoccupied and

unused except to become a common dumping

ground. This low land, a hundred and fifty

feet wide lay some twenty-five feet below the

avenue, and the annual freshets of the river

covered the debris with a charitable mantle of

sand. The title to this land belonged to

citizens, whose homes across the avenue faced

the river, but they gave little heed to their

possessions on the river side of the avenue, and only retained

the title to prevent obstructions to their outlook. This

condition continued until the writer chanced to purchase a

residence property on this avenue which carried with its title

a portion of this river front. Later was conceived the idea

of filling in this low ground and of constructing a garden

thereon. The excavations for the foundations

of new business houses, public buildings and

churches, just across the river, which buildings

at that time were rapidly replacing old struc-

tures, furnished a first-class material for filling

the low ground. Two convenient bridges over

the river made cartage an easy matter. This

dumping and filling continued for a space

of more than ten years, until over sixty-

five thousand loads of earth, stone and gravel,

averaging a cubic yard each, had filled the

former low places, including other purchases

of adjoining river side until leading to the

writer's acquiring a handsome plateau of land

of an average width of one-hundred and forty

feet, or nearly two acres, extending five hundred

and ten feet along the river. This frontage

Sundial was next well protected from the annual
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This garden offers quiet seclusion in its well planned arrangements

freshets of the river by concrete walls and rip-rap work of dred feet in length have now been firmly in place for over

stone carefully saved from the dumpings. A fringe of five years. Steps were needed to connect the various levels,

cotton wood and of willow trees, which grew near low water and these were made of concrete, still amateur work and
mark of the river, was saved to form a fine background common labor. On the second wall was placed a balustrade

for the garden. Then a latent love for plants and flowers of cement work. For this, the balusters, posts, top and bot-

inherited from the days of boyhood, but which, amid the torn rails, in many duplicate parts, were cast by the "man of

cares of an active business life, had lain dormant, developed all work" during the Winter months when outdoor work was
into activity. American Homes and Gardens and kin- impossible. The ability to do this work developed so

dred publications were studied and consulted for ideas and rapidly and satisfactorily, that in addition to the balustrade

suggestions, and the garden gradually developed; a purely work, under the writer's amateur direction, this man of all

amateur work. The plan adopted divided the upper plateau work was able to produce cement columns for the Pergola,

into three sections, an old-fashioned garden of winding tanks for the fountains, curbing for the paths, bird paths,

walks with shrubbery and Perennials, a formal garden, and garden seats and pedestals for sundial and for plants and
an open lawn with shrubbery border, the river front to be vases. A friend presented a terra-cotta lion's head, and the

terraced with three terraces to the river, supported by stone following season a successful wall fountain, using some of

walls. The first terrace, thirty-two feet wide, lies three the forms for balustrade posts, and utilizing the lion's head,

feet below the upper level, the second one, same width, five was evolved. The photographs accompanying this article

feet lower; a third terrace, of gravel, eight feet lower, sub- will best illustrate the results of these efforts of the amateur
merged at times of high water, is sustained next the river and his "man." A tank for water Lilies and gold fish was
by a nine-foot heavy concrete curb wall. The walls support- constructed with satisfactory results, then a formal garden
ing and separating the

1

bisected by paths formed of

terraces the writer calls

"home made" because they

were built by home direction.

Lumber facings, as if for

concrete work, were set up,

the stones of various sizes

laid "broken ashler" style

were placed against the

planks to get a true wall,

with filling and backing of

gravel concrete. When the

concrete had set, the planks

were removed and the stone-

work painted with cement

mortar, and a coping of

plain concrete placed on top.

This work was done with

common labor, and two of

these walls, nearly two hun-

cement curbing and lime-

stone screenings, with a sun-

dial on a cement pedestal of

home construction, at the

axis of the paths. Later the

Pergola, seventy feet long,

of twenty Renaissance
columns was set up, inclos-

The pergola

ing a walk of "home grown"
cement blocks laid in dia-

mond plan of alternate red

and white blocks cast the

previous Winter. Then fol-

lowed a lake of about two
hundred and fifty square feet

of surface laid out naturally

somewhat heart-shaped with

a small island. In this lake

.Nymphaeas, Cat Tails, and
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various aquatic plants flour-

ish, including Water Hya-
cinths from the St. John's

River, Florida, and Parrot's

Feather from Louisiana, and

a rapidly increasing school of

gold fish. The pride of this

lake, however, for the past

two seasons, has been the

Victoria Regia ("Trickeri")

the "water platter of the

Amazon," which, with its

beautifui leaves and gor-

geous flowers has attracted

much attention, the first and

only plants of the kind which

have been grown and
flowered in the open in this

section of Ohio. The lake

has been christened "Lac de

add a rock garden to the

general scheme and this idea

is now being attempted as a

part of the "Allegheny

Mountains" and bordering

the north shore of "Lac de

Coeur." Much work is yet

to be done on the river

terraces, but the joy of plan-

ning and working it out has

been the diversion and solace

of an active business man
who, out of office hours, has

found health and recreation

in his communion with nature

in the garden of his own
efforts. The public has been

freely admitted to enjoy the

beauties of the garden which

is locally known as "SpanglerThe terrace walk

Coeur" by the ladies of the family from its heart-shaped Park," and it has become one of the show places of the

design, and the tiny island a witty friend named The Isle city. This liberty has not been abused and the owner
of Man. The mound of earth at the west end of the lake rejoices that he can share the sweet influences of his garden

from which a jetting spring and waterfall of rustic stone with his friends and neighbors. It is possible that the

and cement work, not yet completed, will feed the lake has perusal of this story of a garden that has happily worked
been called the Allegheny Mountains; beyond which an open out to be a joy not only to its owner but to the community
lawn bordered by irregular chumps of many varieties of in which it is placed will suggest to others the possibility

shrubbery furnishes a third and interesting landscape sec- of reclaiming waste places, especially as there are so many
tion of the garden. towns and cities situated on river sides throughout the

A recent journey abroad with visits to the Rock gardens country that have paid scant attention to their opportuni-

of England and Scotland, has produced a strong desire to ties in the way of making garden spots out of barren places.

Another view of the terrace and balustrade overlooking the river
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AN ATTRACTIVE HOUSE IN CLEVELAND, OHIO 1
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HE house here illustrated is the Cleve- ance of bareness in the exterior walls by the discreet use of

land, Ohio, home of Mr. Felix Hughes, and moldings and also by the introduction of such features as

was designed for its owner by Messrs. the panel in deep relief set in the wall, as shown in the

Bohnard & Parsson, architects of Cleve- illustration. The entry to the house is inconspicuous. It

land. This house combines many excellent leads into a vestibule opening into a square hall to the

features not only in the matter of the right of which is the great living-room, across the whole
arrangement of the rooms, as will be discovered from a width of which stretches an enclosed porch reached by

study of the accompanying floor-plans, but also in the matter French doors placed at each side of the large fireplace,

of the exterior design. There is no affectation about this The planning of this house well exhibits the ingenuity with

house, and the architects have skilfully avoided any appear- which the architects have worked at the grouping of rooms.
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Second floor plan
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COLLECTORS' DEPARTMENT
THE EDITOR OF THIS DEPARTMENT WILL BE GLAD TO ANSWER ANY
LETTERS OF ENQUIRY FROM ITS READERS ON ANY SUBJECT CONNECTED
WITH OLD FURNITURE, POTTERY AND PORCELAIN, GLASS, MINIATURES.

TEXTILES, PRINTS AND, ENGRAVINGS, BOOKS AND BINDINGS, COINS AND
MEDALS, AND OTHER SUBJECTS OF INTEREST TO COLLECTORS. LETTERS
OF ENQUIRY SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY STAMPS FOR RETURN POSTAGE

Early American Silver
By Robert H. Van Court

Photographs by Courtesy of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston ""'-
1 IT

HE skill of Colonial craftsmen reached its for the use of the rising generation, and spoons, forks and

most brilliant achievement in the work of ladles of many and divers kinds were among the objects

the silversmiths of the period. Workers in made by the men who worked at the silversmith's craft,

other branches of applied art have left Even in Puritan New England the social customs were

ample and convincing testimony of their convivial. Drinking accompanied the transaction of busi-

attainments as designers and workmen, but ness of any kind and was a part of any social function. No
the wares of the metal-smiths easily excel in beauty of de- baptism was performed, marriage celebrated or funeral

sign and in the perfection of finish. conducted without a liberal consumption of liquor. Toddy
The period at which these American craftsmen wrought and punch were in demand—cider was consumed in amaz-

the silver now considered so priceless was that during which ing quantities, and high in favor was the delectable "flip"

severity and purity of design were highly valued. England made of rum, beer, spices and eggs, sweetened with mo-

set the fashion for the colonists, and the eras of Queen Anne lasses and then burned by the plunge of a red-hot instru-

and the Georges had produced great designers whose work ment called a "loggerhead," which was an adjunct of every

had established the vogue of simplicity of form and accur- well-ordered Colonial fireplace. The skill of the silversmith

acy of proportion, and their leadership found a ready fol- was required for the fashioning of the flagons, tankards,

lowing in America, where it accorded well with the classic strainers, braziers and the long list of objects which are in

and simple tastes which here prevailed. demand wherever a few congenial spirits gather about the

Nothing is more interesting than a study of the social festive board. The silver punch-bowls of the time, such as

history of a period, using as a guide the domestic objects the famous example at Harvard, are marvels of faultless

of the very people whose customs are being analyzed. The designing and correct workmanship, and bear witness quite

silver of American Colonial

days offers a particularly

fascinating study, for plate

was the most prized and val-

ued of household posses-

sions, and was handed down
from one generation to an-

other, although its value did

not prevent its forming a

very intimate part of daily

life.

Tea drinking became the

fashion during the reign of

Queen Anne, and the new
custom caused the introduc-

tion of the use of tea cad-

dies, strainers, hot water

urns and the host of small

objects used upon the tea

table, all of which offered an

opportunity for testing the

skill of the designers and

silversmiths of the times.

The little porringers with

their flat handles were made

The work of the early American silversmiths is eagerly sought for

by museums and private collectors, and authentic examples are becom-

ing exceedingly rare. The tray, porringer, small creamer and sugar-

tongs were made by Paul Revere. The coffee-pot to the left was

made by Benjamin Burt

as forcibly to the skill with

which they were made as to

the joviality of the occasions

which they doubtless adorned.

As might be expected, much
of the most beautiful of the

early American plate was
made for the service of re-

ligion, and much which was
not made for church use be-

came the property of the

church by gift or bequest.

It seems a little startling

to think of silver flagons and

goblets made for household

use appearing upon the com-

munion table, but another

aspect shows it to be rever-

ent and fitting that the treas-

ures which were the most

valued of domestic posses-

sions should be given for the

service of the church. The
communion services made
for use in many of the New
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Flagons and ewers from old Colonial churches in and around Boston,

for the church in Brattle Street, 1711. The flagon to the right was
North Church,

England churches include the beautifully fashioned "beak-

ers" with or without covers, more or less elaborately deco-

rated. In localities where the influence of the established

church was strong, the communion service was apt to include

chalices with the enlarged "bowl" made necessary by the

administering of the wine to the people. The various Brit-

ish sovereigns gave liberally to the parishes of the Estab-

lished Church in far-away America, and many Episcopal

churches in New England, New York and the States farther

south, possess communion services given by Queen Anne,

William and Mary, or the Georges. King's Chapel in Bos-

ton, by reason of its dignity and importance, received many
tokens of royal bounty and favor, and its collection was
greatly augmented by the gifts of Colonial silver made by

fervent parishioners in Boston. The extent of its posses-

sions may be imagined, for when the Tory rector of the

parish left Boston after the evacuation by the British, he

took with him 2,800 ounces of silver which belonged to the

chapel. Some few of these treasures have since been

restored to this quaint old church, which adds greatly to a

pilgrimage thither.

American plate, to be sure, never attained to the luxury

which characterized its manufacture in England. Beside the

splendid and elaborate tea and dinner services made by Eng-
lish makers, the work of our early American silversmiths

appears modest and simple indeed, but its very simplicity

carried with it a certain severe and classic beauty which

could not be surpassed. It must be remembered that the

colonists had not attained to the wealth which would war-

rant the expense of such lavish display, nor did the social

usage and customs of the times afford an opportunity for the

use of the sumptuous plate made in England for the use of

royalty and the nobility. Moreover, silver itself was at a

premium, and its value was held to be greater in the form
of currency than in articles for personal adornment or for

household use.

Boston has ever been the center of American taste and

culture and appreciation of the arts, and although workers

in silver, lived and worked in all of the more prosperous

colonies, the Boston craftsmen possessed, it would seem, a

higher degree of artistic perception and technical skill than

the workers in other Colonial cities. The highly important

The center ones were made by Nathaniel Morse and by John Noyes
made by I. Bridge, the gift of Mrs. Mary Hunnewell to the New
Boston, 1751

commerce of New England kept them closely in touch with

the prevailing fashions of Europe, and the manufacturing

activity of the New England towns doubtless stimulated

them to the production of wares for which the increasing

prosperity created a ready demand. Wealthy colonists in

New York, Maryland and Virginia loved to surround them-

selves with furnishings of beauty and refined luxury, but

they were almost always imported from Holland or Eng-
land—they were seldom fashioned by home workmen, as

was apt to be true of the same objects of domestic adorn-

ment or utility in use in the homes of New England. Per-

haps, too, the pre-eminence of the Boston silversmiths seems

to have been more evident than that of craftsmen elsewhere,

because more of their work has survived the vicissitudes

of time.

These workers in silver may be regarded as the aristoc-

racy of craftsmanship, for many became wealthy in the

trade and belonged to families whose names have figured

largely in the history of the places where they lived and
worked. It is scarcely possible to find even the names of

many of the early makers of furniture and the names of

potters mean but little to others than collectors of the wares

which they produced. Silversmiths, upon the other hand,

seem to have occupied more eminent places in the commun-
ity and upon the list of early silvermakers in New York are

such names as Brevoort, Kip, Roosevelt and De Peyster,

while in Boston silversmiths occupied high seats in Colonial

councils and bore such names as Hancock, Quiftcy and Re-

vere.

One is apt to think of Paul Revere chiefly, if not exclus-

ively, in connection with a certain midnight ride, in which

a lantern in a church steeple also played an important

part.

His achievement in this instance, while it has earned him
an immortal place in fame and history, has overshadowed

his renown as one of the most eminent and skilful of early

American engravers and silversmiths. His work, of which

much remains to bear convincing testimony to his taste and

skill, is characterized by beauty of workmanship together

with a delicacy of design and minute and careful balance of

proportion, in which he easily excels, even among the many
skilled Colonial silverworkers of early times in Boston.
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Revere was the son of a

silversmith who had come to

the colony from France

where the name was Rivoire.

The third of twelve chil-

dren, Paul early entered his

father's shop, and when he

was nineteen he carried on

the business at his father's

death. His political activity

and the prominent part he

took in the affairs of the

times probably occupied only

a share of his attention, for

he has left work which fully

lost in oblivion. Much of

their work is yet in existence,

but comparatively little is

known of the makers or

where they lived and worked.

George Ridout, an English-

man, settled in New York
about 1746 and conducted a

shop "near the ferry stairs."

Richard Van Dyck had a shop

in Hanover Square, which is

now blocked and choked by

the structures of an elevated

railroad. Freeman Woods
worked at 1 1 Smith Street,

and not far away was the

shop of Adrian Bancker, son

of a Mayor of Albany.

attests his industry as well as

his excellent ability and con- Tea-set by Paul Revere. Presented to Edmund Hartt, constructor of

summate skill. the frigate Boston by his fellow-citizens in 1 799

But Revere was not the only Boston metal worker whose Newport in its earlier days was a seaport of much promi-

work won renown in those early days. John Hull was nence and importance and grew wealthy from the corn-

regarded as the dean of Massachusetts silversmiths, and merce which passed in and out of its harbor; metalsmiths

the records of the period describe him as a merchant prince nourished in those prosperous days, as many examples of

of New England. His partner was Robert Sanderson, early Newport silver abundantly testify. Philadelphia,

and for 30 years they coined the pine tree shillings, the noted always for its good taste as well as for its encourage-

making of which was regarded in England as an act of defi- ment of whatever lends comfort or luxury to the home, gave
ance to the royal prerogative. It was long a tradition in ample support to workers in silver, and Philadelphia silver-

New England that Hull gave as his daughter's dowry her smiths were well to the fore with wares which rivaled even

weight in pine tree shillings. those of the very eminent craftsmen of Massachusetts.

Jeremiah Dummer, of a family still prominent in Massa- The early silversmiths were necessarily very able and
chusetts, was also an important member of the guild of

silver workers, as was also his brother-in-law, John Cony,

who, besides being one of the subscribers

toward the building of King's Chapel in

1689, also engraved the plates for the first

paper money used in America. Another
influential craftsman was John Edwards,
whose shop was at 6 Dock Street, and still

another was Edward Winslow, who re-

ceived his permit as goldsmith from the

selectmen in 1702. Records of many of

the early New York silversmiths have been

clever engravers, for much of the excellence and beauty of

their wares depended upon the skill with which they en-

graved the lettering, crests, coats of arms

and other decorations which they used.

The same engravers designed and exe-

cuted many of the early American book-

plates, and the brilliant cartoons of one

early engraver, who was primarily a sil-

versmith, form a bitter arraignment of

the policy of the British government of the

day. Their skill in designing and engrav-

ing also played an important part in the

A group showing a fluted tea-urn, sugar-bowl, and tea-pot by Paul Revere, and other pieces by his contemporaries
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making of our first American currency. A study of old

American silver will readily show that the objects wrought

were chiefly those which combine utility with beauty. Tea
and coffee services were in demand, with trays and salvers

of various kinds—flagons and tankards, beakers and bra-

ziers, and the delicately perforated little strainers which

sometimes possessed one handle and sometimes two. Add
to this list spoons and forks and porringers of different

kinds and the assortment of objects, the making of which

occupied the time of our early metal workers, is complete.

The illustrations convey some idea of the beauty and
delicacy of the silver made in those far distant days. Upon
page 96 is shown the exquisitely graceful little tea set of

three pieces which was presented by a number of his fellow

citizens to Edmund Hartt, who constructed the frigate

"Boston" in 1799. Several of the beautifully fashioned

vessels shown in the group upon page 97 are from the col-

lections of various old churches in New England, the gifts

of members of their congregations, whose names and arms
appear duly engraved thereon. Many of the pieces shown
in the other groups, notably the beautiful hot-water urn in

the picture upon page 98, are the work of Paul Revere,

whose skill in design as well as in execution placed his

wares, as has been said, in the first rank of artistic im-

portance.

The form of the teapot varied considerably in early

Colonial days, and those shown in these pictures illustrate

the different shapes—bell or pear-shaped, globular or oval.

The very tiny teapots are the earliest and are relics of the

days when tea was sold at a price so high that its use was
possible only in very small quantities. "Bohea" sold in

Boston in 1666 at 60s. per pound, but as it came into more
general use, the price of tea was gradually reduced until,

in 1771, it retailed for 3s. per pound. The shape of the

teapot determined, of course, the shape of the sugar bowl
and the creamer which were included in the set.

During the past thirty years early American silver has

become increasingly rarer and consequently more valuable.

Much has become the property of the great museums,
although much, of course, remains the highly-treasured heir-

looms of the families for whom it was made, and the

churches for the use of which it was fashioned. What
stories this old silver could tell had it but the power of

speech to voice its experience—stories of the domestic life

of the days when the nation was in the making, and when
the household silver of one day might be put into the melt-

ing pot to supply coin required for some financial exigency.

Or else the stories might be of the social revels and gaieties

of our Colonial forebears, or of the jovial hours about the

tavern fireside, or in the tap-room of the village inn, where
wit challenged repartee in the political discussions of the

day. Other old silver might remind us of the christening

or marriage of the men and women who created the gov-

ernment and institutions which are ours to-day, and certain

old tankards, beakers, chalices and plates might remind us

of the reverent spirit which established upon the bleak

shores of a new land the religious customs of an older land

beyond the seas.

The demand for early American silver, besides greatly

decreasing the number of pieces offered for sale, has caused

the increase of the prices asked in even a greater ratio.

Some few of the leading silversmiths in the larger cities

generally have a number of pieces on hand for whose au-

thenticity they are prepared to vouch. Then, too, one may
sometimes purchase excellent examples at sales of household
effects, particularly in places which are comparatively small

and off the beaten track. Such silver, however, is con-

stantly becoming more difficult to obtain, and soon the wares
of these old Colonial metal workers will be far beyond the

reach of any excepting fortunate collectors who are pre-

pared to pay any price demanded for what they feel they

must obtain. The collector must be on his guard against

purchasing as early American silver, the reproductions so

occasionally offered as genuine work of Colonial craftsmen.

The beauty of early American Silver is due largely to the gracefulness of its proportion. The round baptismal basin was made by Paul
Revere for presentation by Ebenezer Oliver to King's Chapel, Boston, in 1 798. The center tray, the sauceboat, the strainer (lower right

hand corner) and the small creamer on the left were also by Revere. The beaker to the right was made by Jacob Hurd and the coffee-pot

(center) by Samuel Minott
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A swinging-shelf arranged to display a small collection of Tobies, with pewter mugs below

The Picturesque Toby
My Mary H. Northend

Photographs by the Author

F all antiques that form collections, nothing

to my mind is more interesting than the

squat, fat little Toby, with its bright color-

ing and ever recurring mug. This quaint

little figure is always fascinating, for in

imagination it transports one inside the old

ale houses or chop houses where, gathered around the table,

is seen a group of men, each one drinking from one of these

queer little mugs. Those of to-day are made generally in

Germany, but their ancestors, the original Tobies, came

from England, although little regarding them is to be found

in the published authorities of British ceramic wares.

Fortunately, researches in old registers enable one to get

a few exact dates concerning them and their origin. Most
of them are old Staffordshire and are not marked by any

maker's name, but they have such distinctive modeling and

coloring, that they may be easily distinguished from the

modern reproductions, many of which are supplied from

Holland and France.

Toby jugs, in the latter part of the eighteenth century

and the early part of the nineteenth, were adapted to

cartoons and convivial qualities of hero worship. They
were fitted with likenesses of great men, giving us Welling-

ton, Drake, General Howe, and Lord Nelson hollowed into

ale mugs. Among them, too, Napoleon was found, made in

France. The reason it is thought to have been made in

that country is from the fact that the likeness of The Little

Corporal is not a caricature. English potters delighted to

depict Bonaparte, but they seldom gave him the attractive

countenance of this jug. They made him tall and thin, or

short and abnormally fat, and dressed him in queer clothes,

labelling him, "Bony." This jug, owned by Mr. Seth F.

Low, of Salem, Massachusetts, is in very pleasant guise,

suave of countenance, and very well dressed. There is a

smoothness of texture about the work that marks it as

distinct from the English Tobies, which unfortunately

frequently lack these desirable qualities.

The name "Toby," so the legend runs, was derived from

"Uncle Toby," a character in "Tristram Shandy."

Whether this is true or not, this little drinking mug was in

favor at the time of the coming out of Sterne's novel. These

were not the first of the kind, for before the advent of the

real Toby, a stoneware jug was made by Flemish potters

in the early part of the seventeenth century, and, no doubt,

was put to the same use that the Toby eventually served.

These jugs were called "Greybeards," or "Bllarmines."

These names were given in derision of an unpopular

Cardinal of the times, the bearded face being a caricature.

Every one that was made, boasted a generous rotundity of

outline with two fat arms and hands that made a futile

attempt to clasp each other across the well-filled-out waist-

coat, while directly under a plain band that finished the top

was a face with flowing beard. Some specimens of these

jugs are shown in the South Kensington Museum, but it i&

doubtful if any are to be found in America.

As early as 1750, and even before, we find these mugs,

showing rummy, old red-nosed faces, with always their

drinking mug in hand. They were supposed to have been

invented by one Toby Philpott of jovial nature, and the

original jug was supposed to be his portrait. The first

Tobies were in reality scarcely more than hollow figures, to

which a handle had been attached, but as time went on they

grew more and more like mugs and while at first the cap

or hat lifted off, forming a cover, the succeeding style had
the hat incorporated into the mug, forming the lip. They
were gayly dressed in vivid colors, ranging from twelve to

fourteen inches in height.

England has the honor of making the Toby an institu-

tion. They are shown in a considerable variety of modeling

and decoration. The first ones were brightly colored,

formed like a man, seated, and holding his pipe or ale mug
in his hand. They have from the commencement shown
different designs, some of them being full length as the

Jolly Good Fellow. These drinking mugs were made in

many factories, those at Bennington, Vermont, being the

only ones that bear a distinctive mark and in consequence are

more highly prized by connoisseurs. A unique specimen that

was made in this factory is the only one that shows no mug
in the hand, the arms being arranged closely to the body and

giving the appearance of having no arms at all.

A genuine Toby of the late eighteenth century costs

anywhere from $50.00 to $75.00, while much higher prices

are commanded by some of the rarer kinds. They are

shown in all moods, some being jovial in appearance, others

placid, and still more are leering. In fact, every kind of a

Toby is represented, except a dry one. In addition to

depicting the figures of human beings, there are some
Tobies, although rare, that represent animals, while not a

few are in the form of tea pots. These latter are generally

finished in blue with a band of green and a bit of copper
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luster. They vary in height

from twelve to eighteen

inches.

Among the Tobies which

have been made with noted

likenesses are those of

George II and George IV,

the former being very un-

popular with the tavern folk.

He was endowed with a

greedy-eyed, heavy-j owled
countenance, yet showing a

caricature of the original

which makes the likeness un-

mistakable. The Stafford-
Sunderland frog mugs

shire modeler who designed George IV did it with little

appreciation of his subject, however.

There is a quaintness and fascination about these little

mugs or pitcher men, that a collector cannot resist. It

requires great patience and no small amount of money to

acquire a collection of any size. Like other "old-timey"

things, when Tobies had outlived their days of usefulness,

no further thought was given to them, and they were un-

heeded and lost track of. Not a few of them were con-

sidered of so little consequence that they were relegated

to the dump heap, so that when the fad for collecting them
received an impetus, the collector encountered no little diffi-

culty in securing them, for while there seemed to be an

abundance of the queer-fashioned mugs on the market, it

was not hard to determine that the greater part of the

specimens exhibited were modern reproductions rather than

the genuine old-time Tobies.

The identification of an original naturally requires both

time and skill, but that is a part of the collector's education,

and he soon learns the real points, buying with judgment

and often selling for far more than the specimen costs.

To the novice let it be said that the modern affairs are so

realistic of newness that they

are easily detected, for while

they imitate as far as possi-

ble the new ideas, yet they

come under a far different

category. They have not the

same soft colors of the orig-

inals, and as they are

handled, the old jug is found

to be much lighter than the

new. Then,, too, more espe-

cially in the Ralph Wood fig-

ures, part of the glaze ap-

pears to be missing. By
passing a lead pencil over

the surface a place will be

found where the pencil
grates and leaves a mark,

and this should be observed

by every collector.

English Tobies are some-

times classified as Young
and Old Tobies, and the

terms are expressive, for the

Young Toby is a figure

standing as if full of life

and vigor, with a jovial,

happy-go-lucky expression.

The Old Toby is repre-

sented as seated, with a

worldly wise face which

conveys an impression of

having experienced life to "The Little Corporal,

the fullest. Both types al-

ways carry the mug in one

hand or in both hands, and

from it a foaming liquid

seems about to issue. The
coloring of the OK Tobies is

principally yellow, while that

of the Young ones, is a com-

bination of brown and yel-

low. Of course both these

colorings are varied with

others.

In 1716 a son was born

to a Staffordshire miller,
e Page collection who was name(i Ralph

Wood . He became a potter, and he in turn had a son

named Ralph, who followed the same occupation. This

man had a son who was the third to be called Ralph Wood,
and this last named Wood went into the same business

with his father's cousin, Enoch Wood, who was dubbed,

"The Father of Pottery," and the whole family help us

much in the study of Staffordshire figures. The two char-

acteristics of the Woods' figures were that the coloring is

extremely delicate and that the flesh tints were of a pale,

fawnish gray color, rarely if ever of the usual flesh-tints.

They were the first, probably, to make Toby Philpotts, as

they were called. Other potters took up the same craft

and led to a flood of these little jugs. Even the great

Wedgewood himself is known to have made some.

These figures lasted for a century and a half and were

very fashionable during that period. One of the earliest

ever made in Staffordshire has a daub of dark brown
magnus on the eyes, and the whole contour of the figure

suggests that it was one of the earliest made.
Toby jugs and many figures are still made in Stafford-

shire, notably at Longton. They sell for a shilling or so,

but do not have the soft colors of the old work.

It is not difficult now to

buy these old Staffordshire

figures, but the prices are

much more than they are

worth, and are liable to go
still higher as the demand
for these quaint ornaments
increases. The day has

passed when these were
neglected by the children

who were tired of them and

desired something new and

who had no regrets regard-

ing their sale until they

realized that they could have
obtained pounds where they

formerly received shillings.

This is due to the small

army of collectors who had
the craze and were strong on
the trail of antiques. While
not belonging to the Staf-

fordshire period, yet there

was a kind of ware that was
known as the Sunderland

ware, which was rose pink.

Some of this was made
into jugs depicting the Rol-

licking Sailor, Masonic em-
blems, and wedding symbols,

the last sometimes bearing

the name of both bride and
' a Napoleon Toby groom. These ranged in
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sizes from a gill to a gal-

lon. One of the most pop-

ular of the Sunderland

productions was the Frog

Mug. This had a band of

coloring on the outside and

to all appearances was a

china mug. Inside, how-

ever, was the figure of a

frog, bearing the proper

coloring, generally crawl-

ing up the side, but some-

times on the bottom of the

inside. These are very

Toby mug rare, and one of the best

specimens is owned by Mrs. David P. Page, of Newbury-

port, Massachusetts.

There was an object in the making of these mugs, for

when filled to the brim, the frog was concealed. It was a

favorite trick of the innkeeper or of some of the many
friends gathered for a convivial drink, to hand one of these

mugs, filled, to the innocent victim. Raising the foaming

ale to his lips, the unfortunate one would drink deeply only

to be startled by the appearance of a frog's head beneath

the foam. Sometimes the deception was so real that it

was almost an impossibility to make the drinker realize the

joke.

With the revival of cottage ornaments, both old and

new, the Toby comes into play. In more elaborate form,

it is often a chimney ornament, a reminder of the olden

days rather than an actual drinking vessel. Many of them

are today as bright in coloring as they were when they

came from the Staffordshire potteries so long ago. They
are, frankly speaking, drinking mugs, some of them illus-

trating bear mugs and jugs and are made in astonishing

variety. Few resemble one another enough to make a real

pair, and in fact when made in sets, they are often colored

differently to give variety. Some of the best specimens

are equal to the old colored statuettes. They were made
by potters of renown who gave them great care. Among
them were prominent the Shepherd Plaid; the Drinking

Parson, with his flowing white hair; the Watchman, seated

with his lantern be-

tween his knees;

the Sailor, standing

by the side of a tree,

one bough of which

forms the handle,

and many other

quaint varieties.

American Tobies were

also made. Some of them
made at Bennington are of

a peculiar mottled brown
and are considered very

good. The most distin-

guished of these show like-

nesses of Washington,

Ethan Allen and Ben
Franklin. The pottery was
discontinued in 1849.

The quaint gay colored

bits that were once so pro-

fusely made but which, with

the lapse of time, have dis- Toby mustard-pot

appeared, are today comparatively few. They stand promi-

nently among collectors' interest as the most convivial of all

drinking vessels—called "Toby" from the thirsty old soul

who invented them. Many of them are most genial in

appearance, while others have disagreeable leering faces

which should, under ordinary circumstances, dispel the

drinker from partaking of his social glass of foaming beer

from one of these odd, picturesque old mugs.

Gabriel Varden, so Dickens tells us, drank out of just such

a mug as this, replenished constantly by the hand of Dolly

Varden, who sat near him at table. Maybe the jug from
which he drark was a Staffordshire one, gay with its red

coat and its green trousers, for the Staffordshire jugs show
more brilliant coloring than any others. Probably the most

prominent of all these makers and designers of Tobies was
Ralph Wood, whose colorings, mentioned before, were ex-

tremely delicate. Of course there were other potters who
took to figure making, which resulted in a deluge of this kind

of drinking mug. Commencing with the great Wedgewood
himself, who started this work before he fell in love with

the Greek school of statuary, we descend to such men as

Voyez, Neale, Wood, and Caldwell, Bott and Company,
Wilson, Lakin, Poole, and Walton. From many of these

men we have marked pieces, although few tobies are thus

designated.

Davenport's name occurs most often on Toby jugs, some
of which are shown in rare collections in the museums of

all parts of England.

Tobies representing animals are more rare than those representing human figures
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good and clear as in the a chair, holding a pitcher of

china jugs. Two of these foaming ale in one hand.

are in the Atkinson collec- He wears a cocked hat,

tion at Salem, Massachu- with rosette on the left side,

setts, while another well- a wig of flowing curls reach-

known Toby of this make is ing to his shoulders. He
carefully treasured in a col- shows a jovial face and

lection at New Orleans, La. double chin, and is dressed

There are also some that in a white robe edged with

are made in gold luster, buttons, which is open and

very plain and without or- shows a laced vest of white

namentation. A few of this beneath. He also wears

ware are to be found even knee breeches and has little

in the most prolific collect- stubby legs with his feet en-

ors' treasures, showing that cased in low shoes.

they are very limited in A most unusual and in-

make. The most prolific eresting group of Tobies is

are the Staffordshire ones, found in the Nathaniel
"Parson" Toby and their age can easily be Spofford collection at Sa- Old Toby

determined, for even the most careless observer cannot be lem, Massachusetts, each one of which is a correct imitation

deceived in those which are distinguished by having of an Irish lord. The collection was carefully gathered,

no caps. one at a time, until the number was complete. This group

There are many English Tobies, however, that have been so stands on a shelf in the dining-room, with a background of

cleverly imitated that it is difficult for even an old collector Dutch blue, which attracts a great deal of favorable atten-

of china to be absolutely sure as to which are old and which tion from everyone. Each figure differs in shape and in

new. modelling, and the most important one is that of a squatty

One of the tobies most interesting to Americans is the old man, with heavy eyebrows, "mutton chop" whiskers,

Benjamin Franklin one. Some of this kind are still to be and cocked hat. His double chin reposes inside a high col-

found in Philadelphia. They are generally large and show lar tied with a bow of bright color. The waistcoat is of

the distinguished gentleman taking snuff, the year of its red and white, with red buttons, while the short black

make dating back probably from ninety to a hundred years, coat comes to the waist. The legs are much foreshortened

Roughly speaking, the Staffordshire figure, from a col- and give a very squatty appearance. His hands are thrust

lector's point of view, lasted about a century and a half

—

into his pockets, and altogether he makes a very jovial

that is, from the last quarter of the seventeenth to and caricature,

including the first quarter of the nineteenth. A learned and Another remarkable Toby in this collection is a short

enthusiastic collector has sug-

gested that these figures

should be divided into no

less than nine sections. In

subordination to the same

idea is a possibility of classi-

fying the time named into

four periods of nearly equal

duration which the ordinary

collector may readily mas-

ter. It is but a rough divi-

sion which is subject to over-

lapping by potters, model-

lers, and pieces.

In the first division we
should have the Slip speci-

mens including Astbury fig-

ures. In the second, Ralph

Wood, Thomas Whieldon,

and others. In the third we
have Josiah Wedgewood,
Ralph Wood, Potter Num-
ber Two, Lakin, and Enoch
Wood. In the fourth comes
Walton, Wilson, Salt, and

others.

This division may be a

help to the collector in try-

ing to distinguish periods,

for the earliest Toby ever

made in Staffordshire had a

daub of dark brown "mag-

figure, sitting down, with
very leering face which is

emphasized by mustache and
goatee.

We are very sure that jugs

are made in England to-day

that are similar to the old

ones. They are very light

and not made of the old

creamy bone paste of long
ago. Then, too, they are

differently decorated, mak-
ing such a vivid contrast that

even an inexperienced per-

son could tell the difference.

Few new ones, however,
have crept into collectors'

possession. They are mostly
odd ones that have been pur-
chased either for their de-

sign or on account of some
interesting feature about
them.

The number which will be
found possible to collect is

indefinite and depends much
upon the means of the buyer.

They can be obtained prin-

cipally in antique shops, and
in buying the inexperienced

collector must use great dis-

cretion, for the best speci-

nus," and the whole contour r r l t u »" 1 -c j v t u- j nu mens are of course very rare... tnghsh 1 obies are sometimes classified as Young 1 obies and Uld , , , .
'

suggests an initial time. This Tob jes . The Young Toby is a figure standing as if full of life and
and nave been acquired by

type shows a figure sitting in vigor. The Old Toby is represented as seated, with worldly-wise face eager connoisseurs long ago.
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

from subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps
should be enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired
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HARDWOOD FLOORS
By Harry Martin Yeomans

HE almost universal use of rugs as a floor

covering has resulted in hardwood floors be-

coming a subject of great concern to all

home-makers; a matter which was not of

such paramount importance in the old days

when a snugly fitted carpet was considered

the only proper floor covering. At first, only large rugs,

showing a couple of feet of floor space about their edges,

were used, and then the question of the hardwood floor was

not so troublesome. But when the smaller-sized Oriental

rugs began to be imported in such large quantities, both the

antique and the modern ones, they created a demand for

hardwood floors of the highest excellence. By using several

small-sized rugs in a room, placed in front of the larger

pieces of furniture, or where the most walking takes place,

large sections of the flooring were left exposed to view, and

consequently a great deal of thought has been given to the

laying and finishing of hardwood floors, and many houses

can boast of very beautiful ones.

The hardwood floor for all parts of the house has much
to commend it, both from an aesthetic and a sanitary point

of view. The old-fashioned nailed-down carpet, coming up

close to the baseboard, never could be thoroughly cleaned,

and never was really freed of dust and dirt, although it

may have looked so, and the periodical trouble of having

them taken up and beaten, added to the terrors of the Spring

and Fall housecleanings. But with rugs, hardwood floors,

and a hand-power vacuum cleaner, one can feel assured that

all the dust has been eliminated from a room. Artistically

hardwood floors make a big appeal, as the narrow units of

which they are composed, whether laid straight or in a pat-

tern, give texture to the floor and add to the constructive

quality of a room, which cannot be obtained by a carpet no

matter how costly it is.

It should be borne in mind that hardwood floors should

be a background for your rugs or whatever form of floor

covering is to be used, and in common with all good back-

grounds, its design should not be so elaborate as to attract

undue attention. As a floor it may be beautiful, but still it

is only a floor to be walked on, and to fulfill that purpose

properly it should keep its place under foot and not assert

itself.

One great defect noticed in hardwood floors, from an

artistic standpoint, is that they are not dark enough in color.

Floors should be oiled or stained so as to make them suffi-

ciently dark to form a background for rugs, and so that

they will not be too prominent.

I have seen rooms that have been decorated and fur-

nished in perfect taste, but the occupants felt that there was
something about the rooms that was not right. It turned

out to be that the floors were too light in color, and they

threw the whole decorative scheme out of key. When they

were stained and darkened, the difficulty was remedied and

the floors assumed their proper place in relation to the

balance of the room.

When a floor is laid in a perfectly plain design, it can

afford to be lighter in color than when a more elaborate

pattern is employed.

About twelve families of trees give all of the flooring that

is trod upon in this country; but maple, the hard pines

known in lumber yards as Georgia, Carolina and Southern

pine, and white oak, are those most commonly used in the

average house.

Maple is light in color, economical, very hard, makes a

fine dancing floor and you can roll pianos and heavy furni-

ture over it with impunity. It is excellent also for utili-

tarian floors, such as kitchens, laundries and in servants'

bedrooms. This wood is too hard to take a stain.

The pine floors are light in color and take an excellent

polish, or they can be varnished. Staining is not a success,

as the wood is so full of sap that the stain will not penetrate,

but remains on the surface and wears off. To darken pine

floors successfully, they should be treated to applications of

linseed oil, to which some stain has been added so as to

hurry the darkening process. When pine floors are going

to be laid, "comb grain" should be specified so that they will

not splinter or "rise."

Of all the woods used for flooring, white quartered oak

stands head and shoulders above the rest, and gives the

utmost satisfaction, although red oak is sometimes used.

"Quartered white oak" should be specified, as it has the

beautiful "silver grain" not found in the straight stock. Oak
must have a filler to seal up all of the pores of the wood and

make it ready for the finishing process. Oak can be stained

to any desired shade and a good plan is to put some stain in

the filler. Hickory is also a good floor wood and takes a

good polish. Beech makes an ideal floor, is light in color,

hard, and has the rare quality of wearing smoother with

age.

In the house of moderate cost, the floors are either laid

perfectly plain or with a simple border effect, when a large

rug is to be used. When more expensive and more elabor-

ate designs are desired, there are various geometrical rug

effects and patterns that can be worked out in hardwood
floors and which are very handsome. The herring-bone pat-

tern is very attractive. With these more elaborate designs

small rugs should be used.

These attractive designs for hardwood floors have been

made possible by
:

the use of the small units—boards of nar-

row width. In old floors where wide boards were used,

they spread apart and showed unsightly cracks, which in

time became filled with an accumulation of dust and dirt.

This defect has been done away with, however, by employ-
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ing the boards of narrow width; as narrow as 1^ inches on

the face can be obtained in oak flooring. The narrow units

cannot shrink enough in any one board to show the objec-

tionable cracks, and they give a neat appearance to the floor.

Wood for flooring comes in several widths and thick-

nesses, from £-8X1^4 inches up to %x3^4 inches. Boards

of Ji-'mch. are used for most floors. Flooring should be

tongued and grooved on the ends as well as the edges, so that

when the joints are driven up tight, an excellent floor is the

result. Nails are driven through in the grooves (blind

nailed), so that the nailheads are invisible when the floor is

completed.

When remodelling, if new floors are laid over the old

ones, y$ -inch boards may be used.

If one is building a house of the Colonial farmhouse type

and desires a floor of wide boards, like the old floors before

the narrow flooring could be obtained, boards should be

used for this purpose that have been built up or "lami-

nated." They have a soft wood core and a quarter-inch

veneer of oak on top and chestnut underneath. The shrink-

age of the oak and chestnut, being equal, keeps the wide

boards from warping. A floor of this nature can be made
more attractive by having the boards held together by

wooden keys of the same or a different kind of wood.

Real parquetry flooring is % of an inch thick, of oak,

and is blind-nailed in the groove. Wood carpet is often

used, however, and gives approximately the same effect. It

is y% of an inch thick and consequently cannot be blind-

nailed. The nails are driven through the face and the holes

filled up.

I saw a floor recently where teakwood and oak had been

used in combination. The center of the floor was entirely of

oak, the teakwood being used in the border design. When
first laid the teakwood was about the same color as the oak,

but exposure to the light gradually turned it darker and

brought out the design of the border. It gives variety to

a border when the cost does not have to be considered too

closely.

There are various methods of finishing floors, depending

upon the condition of the

floor itself and the personal

predilections of the owner

to a great extent.

In old houses where the

floors are not in good con-

dition, and it is desired to

use rugs, a good effect can

be obtained by simply paint-

ing the floor with two coats

of one of the dark-brown

floor paints that can be pro-

cured for that purpose, and

a coat of varnish can be add-

ed, although that is not
necessary.

When new fl o o r s have

been laid, they should be

treated with more respect, so

that the grain of the wood is

brought out, and they should

be finished with varnish, shel-

lac and wax.

After the floors have been

scraped, either by hand or

machine, the pores of the

wood should be filled up with

a wood filler. It can be pur-

chased in paste form and

thinned with benzine, gaso-

line or turpentine, until it A good floor is essential in a hall

resembles liquid paint. Apply to the floor like ordinary

paint, and rub off all of the surplus filler that does not dry

in. Stain in either dry or liquid form can be added to

the filler to give the desired color to the floor. After the

filler and stain have dried thoroughly, then the finishing

process is in order.

Two or three coats of shellac should be applied to the

floor as a foundation for the wax. If a heavy, thick shel-

lac is employed, two coats will suffice, but if the shellac

is thinned with wood alcohol, then three coats will be re-

quired. After applying the first coat let it stand for from
six to twelve hours, and smooth off with sandpaper, but be

careful not to go through the shellac. Then apply the

second coat and sandpaper again. After the last coat has

been applied, let it stand for two or three days, so as to

get firm, smooth off with sandpaper, clean thoroughly, and
then apply a thin coating of floor wax, of which there are

several on the market. After the wax has dried for sev-

eral hours it is ready to polish. Weighted brushes come
for this purpose; one weighing fifteen pounds will prove
satisfactory; or soft flannel cloths can be used and with

patient rubbing a beautiful soft polish will result. The
spots where there is the most walking can be rewaxed every

week or so, and occasionally the whole floor should be gone
over with a new coat of wax. The idea is that a thin film

of wax must be kept over the shellac, which is the founda-

tion of the polished surface. Never allow the wax to wear
so thin that it does not protect the shellac underneath.

About every six months it will be found that ordinary

rubbing with a cloth will not remove the dirt. Then take

alcohol, gasoline or benzine and go over the whole floor,

x^ny of these liquids will dissolve the wax and it will come
off accompanied by all of the accumulated dirt, but the

shellac will be left intact. Let the floor dry and you can

then wax again as described above. This is the most ap-

proved method of finishing a hardwood floor, but there are

others which are liked just as well by some people.

Floors can be finished with varnish. After the filler and
stain have been allowed to dry, apply two or three coats of

one of the hard floor varn-

ishes that are prepared ex-

pressly for that purpose. As
each coat dries it should be

smoothed with sandpaper, or

the last coat can be left in its

natural gloss. Another
method is to use two or three

coats of varnish as a founda-

tion and then wax over the

varnish, although a shellac

foundation is generally con-

sidered the best by hardwood
floor people. If a waxed sur-

face is not desired, the floor

can be shellaced first and then

a floor varnish applied; the

shellac acting as a founda-

tion for the varnish.

Kitchens and verandas can

be treated to a special var-

nish that will stand being

mopped with water. Water
should never be put on hard-

wood floors that have been

finished with varnish, shellac

or wax. The ordinary broom
will scratch them but a hair

brush with a cloth bag over

it will be found to answer for

ordinary cleaning purposes.
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Around the Garden
A MONTHLY KALENDER OF TIMELY GARDEN OPERA-

TIONS AND USEFUL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS
ABOUT THE HOME GARDEN AND

GROUNDS

All queries will gladly be answered by the Editor. If a personal

reply is desired by subscribers stamps should be enclosed therewith
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MARCH IN THE GARDEN

HERE has always been associated with the

name of March the thought of the begin-

ning of gardening. Although the snow may
be piled up throughout the countryside, and

though the icicles may not find many oppor-

tunities for dripping during the month's

early days, still the good old tradition clings to us despite

the later one of the Lion and the Lamb. At any rate, we
begin to feel that we have been wintering too long, and

being provident, our forethought leads us now to begin

active preparations so when the proper season is at last with

us we shall not be found unready to begin operations the

very first of its all too fleeting days.

THOUGH gardening is an active operation it is also a

meditative one, a pursuit that is a relaxation to the mind

cellor Buttons, Calendula, Drummond Phlox, Marigolds, Can-
nas, Heliotrope, and Lantana. With the advent of an early

season Sweet Peas should be planted outdoors as early as

practicable.

NOW is the time when the garden beginner should study

up the matter of soils. The ideal flower garden cannot
be evolved from a sand heap without the assistance of more
encouragement than mere hope. One cannot do better than
reflect upon the Parable of the Vineyard in this connection,

for depth and mellowness are the prime soil requisites to

successful gardening. We know that plants receive nutri-

ment through their roots, therefore these roots have, more
often than not, to seek this nutriment; hence it is necessary

that depth and mellowness are maintained to assist the roots

to extend themselves freely and without undue struggle.

The spade is the honorable badge of the gardening frater-

nity and it should never be left to rust in the tool-house!

Work the soil to make the soil. A rich sandy loam, twoas well as to the body. Bye and bye we shall be turning up

the soil, working it over, putting in the seeds; later lifting or three feet deep, will be best appreciated by growing flow

and transplanting later, but even now there is active work we ers. It should be well drained. As sand alone is too porous
can attend to. By the end

of the month you will prob

ably be uncovering your bulb

beds and also removing

mulches. Then you must
clear up your lawn just as

soon as there are indications

that the frost has left the

ground, for if this is neglect-

ed the undue heat of the

mulch will give the roots of

the grass the impetus of an

unnatural start and the lawn
will then be apt to suffer

from probable later frosts.

HYDRANGEAS and
Dogwood may be

pruned now, also Elders, and

after the frost has departed

t h e hybrid perpetuals
(Roses) should be cut back

eight or ten inches, or more,

as they appear to require.

Perhaps spraying will be

under way. Apricots should

be sprayed before April 1,

also Peach trees. In fact, by

April 15 all first spraying

should be finished.

ANUMBER of flower
seeds may be planted

indoors this month, among
them double Petunias, Bach- Plan now for garden effects as delightful as this one

to retain moisture and plant-

foods for any length of time,

and so permeable to heat

that it encourages the
scourge of drought by prac-

tically burning up the plants.

So, too, is an all-clay soil as

bad on the other hand as

being too retentive and too

tenacious. By studying the

properties of both sand and

clay we at once arrive at an

appreciation of the advan-

tages of mixing them in

proper proportion, which,

improved by the addition of

fertilizing material, gives us

just the sort of loam our

gardens should attempt to

have for their bedding soil.

AZALEAS

A READER of this de-

partment asks the Ed-

itor for information concern-

ing Azaleas as house plants.

Although Azaleas are very

lovely as they come to us

from florists they are not

satisfactory permanent
house plants. For Spring

blossoming Azaleas should

have a temperature of about

6o°. The soil should be moist.
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HELPS TO THE
HOUSEWIFE

TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS OF INTER-

EST TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER AND HOUSEWIFE
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ELECTRICITY IN THE HOUSE
By Elizabeth Atwood

T seems to me that we are entering upon a

veritable crusade against the drudgery of

housework. The work of today is more
complicated than it was in the days of our

grandmothers, so it is really up to scientific

research to help us out of these complica-

tions. Now, that every one is conversant with the germ
theory, extra care is being taken of the home by the in-

telligent housewife, and this, of course, means extra work.

Electricity is coming to our rescue, not only in fighting

dust and dirt, but with an astonishing number of labor-sav-

ing devices for the cook and laundress, whether it be the

little mother valiantly struggling to be all in one, or whether

it be in the larger home, where each department has its

chief.

Just think of what the vacuum cleaner has done for us,

and what its development has been. When those carts with

their apparatus first came to our doors, we thought, and it

did seem as though a veritable miracle had been performed.

Next came the home vacuum cleaner which could be run by

attaching to any lighting plug. I can well remember the

first time I saw one of these cleaners operated. I was

green with envy, for the price was nearly prohibitive, cer-

tainly so for me, for I had neither electricity in my home
nor money in my pocket.

This is all changing. Vacuum cleaners can now be made
for a much smaller price, and many housekeepers can now
have them. I have known of neighbors combining and

making it possible to have a vacuum cleaner where it was

out of the question for any one of them to stand the expense

alone.

Now comes the crowning joy of vacuum cleaning in the

installation of a stationary air-cleaning system. Air-clean-

ing, really, when you come to think of it, should be as

necessary to the comfort and healthfulness of your home as

heating, lighting and plumbing. This stationary motor

itself is easily installed in the cellar. Piping between the

studding or through a closet or obscure hall corner connects

it with each floor. To clean any part of the house, all you

have to do is to attach the hose with cleaning tool to the

opening of pipe on that particular floor, turn on the elec-

tricity and the cleaner is ready to begin work.

No more dragging of a large machine from room to

room, and the hose with the largest tool attached weighs so

little that a small child can handle it without effort. Into

the cleaning tool is instantly drawn all the dirt and dust-

laden germ-infected air, then, down the pipe and into the

machine. The dirt drops to the bottom of the machine.

There are more uses for one of these cleaners than is at

first thought. The cleaning of clothes and furs, bedding

and tapestry becomes a simple thing. Tools for getting

under and around heavy furniture reduce house cleaning to

a minimum, and saves on wear and tear, and strain to such

furniture. Each year finds these electrical tools more
durable.

What a wonderful work might be done in public schools

with vacuum cleaning, yet I know of only one where such

a system has been installed. We moved on a step in the right

direction when oil was introduced in the daily sweeping of

the dusty floors, with their germ-laden accumulations, but

how many mothers of girls have felt the consequences in

the soiled clothing resulting from these greasy floors.

We find our real help along the line of electrical heating

and cooking devices. In the cooking we accomplish desired

results, without heat, while the same power produces heat

whereby we are made comfortable. A contradiction pro-

ducing comfort to the housewife.

We are all compelled to eat three times a day, at least

most of us are, and on someone's shoulders falls the burden

of preparation. In these days of the help-problem, this

burden many times falls upon the housewife herself. She

it is, who will welcome the attractive electrical appliances.

They are pretty and compact, many times finished in

polished nickel and provided with four fiber heat insulating

legs which prevent any possibility of the surface on which

the toaster is resting being scorched or scratched. This

makes it possible to prepare much of the meal right at the

table upon which it is served.

We know well the pleasure of watching processes, and

this way of preparing and serving food adds interest, and

eliminates the drudgery so often suffered alone. Think of

the fun one can have making toast at the breakfast table,

each one buttering the crisp fresh pieces as they come from
such a toaster, instead of getting red-faced and heated over

the stove or even a gas range.

No matter how long in use the lower base is always cool

enough to handle. The bread retainers are on spring

tension so the bread is held flat and equidistant at all points

from the flat heating element. This insures evenly browned
toast. No more burned edges. This toaster may be placed

before one member of the family to manipulate while

another operates the disk heater.

This disk heater is equipped with the same kind of good
legs as the toaster, which makes it possible to use on the

most highly polished table. On this may be fried bacon and

eggs, or even chops if the disk is made hot enough. One or

two quarts of water can be boiled quickly on the disk heater,

and it may be attached to a lamp socket.

Then there is the percolator. With these percolators

all the fragrance of the coffee is confined inside the perco-

lator until the coffee is made and turned into the cups. A
snap of the switch turns on the heat and the percolating

starts within a minute after it is turned on. The body of
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the percolating machine is made in one piece. The standard

finish is polished nickel, although some prefer copper.

Here is the cooking of a breakfast provided for, and all

at the table. Here is work turned into more or less of a

frolic. What a boon to the housewife when without a maid.

There is a chafing dish with its electrical attachment. No
alcohol eded; no fire risk. Again the snap of a switch

turns on a clean, safe, odorless heat. Who does not like

to cook in a chafing dish? Here it is at its best. This is

a great thing for the small family in a flat. There is the

place where such appliances are most needed. The only

thing against all of these is the high price. I am hopeful

that the prices will become lower as the extreme novelty

wears away.

In the kitchen we find that great strides have been made.

Now we have the Domestic range which uses the ordinary

utensils like the gas range. In this is combined the boiler,

the oven and the broiler. Utensils for each of these de-

partments of cooking may be bought separately and placed

upon shelves or the table when in use. I think the range

in its compact form is the best way, although first cost seems

so large. The cleanliness of all these electric appliances

must appeal to all housekeepers.

Washing made easy! That awful bugbear to all of us

is made a matter of interesting play. Think of being able

to attend to other work while the clothes wash themselves!

The principle in cleaning the clothes is tumbling them back

and forth in the barrel, and forcing the hot water and

suds through the fabric without rubbing them against any-

thing but themselves.

The wringer, too, is run by the same power that runs

the washer. When the machine is running for washing, the

same power may be used to turn the wringer at the same
time, so the clothes already washed may be rinsed and put

through the wringer while the second lot are being washed.

To me the height of wonder has been reached by the

lastest development in the kitchen, and that is in the produc-

tion of a range combining oven, broiler and boiler, and all

of these helped through the principles of the fireless cooker.

It is much simpler and much more easily cared for than a

gas range, and it is not to be compared with the labor

and danger of the old-fashioned cook-stove of many
discomforts.

For years I have used a fireless cooker of my own con-

struction, and have been able to save, through its help,

much gas and labor; wear and tear of body and mind, but,

it had its limitations, for it was, of course, without any heat

save that which was in the contents of the cooking utensils

placed therein.

Now I am the proud possesser of this twentieth century

wonder. It is far easier to manage than any gas range I

have ever used, and it is so much safer. It takes up so

much less room than either gas or coal range while its

productive or usable capacity is nearly the same. The same
simple principle is used that you are familiar with in lighting

your home. There is no more heat radiated from it than

from an incandescent light in your room. There, it is ahead
of the gas range, for flowers may be placed on the top of

it while the cooking compartments are in full operation.

The current is applied by means of the main switches

which are in turn operated by a Double Pole Knife Switch

controlled by the clock—that is set just like the one in your

sleeping chamber. I do not enjoy being a slave to my
kitchen any more than others do, but I love to cook; to

enjoy the satisfaction of seeing my people eat with a relish,

the food I have prepared for them, to see them grow
and be benefited, and be well-nourished. I like to be able

to go out on an afternoon and feel that such dissipation

will not mean a poor dinner for my family. In this combina-

tion range, all such possibilities are fully realized. Perhaps,

I may wish to leave home just after luncheon to attend a

lecture, a matinee or to make a round of calls. I can feel

sure that I shall not return before half-past five. I prepare

my vegetables and put them with a little water in the re-

ceptables of the boiling department of which there are

three, with an over-all covered pan which will hold, say, a

nice pudding. I close the door, set the indicator at 2, which

means boiling heat. When a second hand of the indicator

slowly moving, reaches the hand at 2, an automatic switch

cuts off the current and the cooking goes on as in the old

fireless cooker. I place a six-pound roast of beef in the

oven, prepared for cooking. I set the indicator of that oven

door at 6, and when the second hand reaches 6, an auto-

matic switch cuts off that current and the cooking goes on.

Now here is the miracle ! Here is where the clock does

its work! You set the alarm at 4, just as you set any

alarm, and when four o'clock comes the alarm is so ar-

ranged that it opens the switches and both compartments

start cooking, and whether you are on time or whether you

are late, the food is not injured by waiting, as all know
who have ever used a fireless cooker. To sum up : this great

force, electricity, is being harnessed so that every house-

wife may drive it with ease and comfort—if she can only

have the chance, and when that comes may come economy.

[HiiHjiKiK a a a a _h,_hih:h a a a a a a a a a a « a a a.ia.a a,a,a a,

A RABBIT HOT-WATER
BOTTLE

Photographs by Mary H. Northend

This little rabbit is made of cotton

flannel and is about eight inches

long. It has pink bead eyes and the

ears are lined with pink. A pink

ribbon is tied around its neck. This

is designed to hold a children's hot

water bottle, an opening in the back

is made through which the bottle

is put, and over which the cloth

buttons. This little "Bunny" is

very popular with the children and

may be had in the shops for about

$1.50.
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Goodrich Cord Tires
the luxury tirefor electrics

ERE at last is a pneumatic tire for electrics which overcomes every

possible objection to solid or pneumatics, which has the sturdiness of

a solid tire with the lively resilience of the ideal pneumatic.

The Goodrich principle of Unit Molded Construction applies to the Goodrich

Cord Tire for electrics just us it docs to all other Goodrich Tires. The Goodrich Cord
Tire is virtually built to withstand shocks and strains from all directions. Xot only

does it make riding in an electric a pleasure wherein you are insensible to any roughness

of the road, but it cushions the car, protecting the costly machinery from jolts and
jars and prolonging the life of the batteries.

The Goodrich Cord Tire is made of concentric, diametrically opposed layers of

flat, rubber-impregnated, specially woven cord. Over these layers is applied the

thick, tough Goodrich tread. The Goodrich single vulcanization molds tread and

all into a unit— a lively, strong, perfect tire, the culmination of the dreams of

inventors and of the hopes of electric car owners.

Put Goodrich Cord Tires on your electric and realize to the full what exquisite

comfort they give you.

The B. F. Goodrich Company
Akron, Ohio

Branch Houses
and
Service Stations

in all

Principal

Cities

Dealers
Everywhere
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Stained with Cahnt's Shinzle Stains. Rufus D.
Wood, Architect, Pittsbiogli, Pa.
Read what this Architect says about
his own house, which is stained with

Cabot's Creosote Stains
*' The shingles of the roof and second story are stained with

your brown stain and the plaster on the outside columns with
your white Waterproof Cement Stain. A number of the

shingled houses in my neighborhood have been stained with
creosote (?) stains manufactured by local concerns and their colors

are very muddy and disagreeable and do not seem to stand the

weather, while mine has retained the original nut-brown color

which I desired. (Signed) RUFUS D. WOOD.
/ It pays to use a reliable, standard article with a reputation.

Cheap, kerosene-made stains waste both your money and labor.

You can get Cabot's Stains all over the country.

Send for free samples of stained wood.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manufacturing Chemists
131 Milk Street Bostcn, Mass.

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

STORER F. CRAFTS, General Manager

offers rooms with hot and cold water for $1 .00

per day and up, which includes free use of

Public shower baths. Nothing to equal this

in New England. Rooms with private baths

for $1.50 per day and up, suites of two rooms
and bath for $4.00 per day and up. Dining

rooms and cafe first class. European plan.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Strictly A Temperance Hotel

Send for Booklet

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL, Inc.
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The Schilling Press
PRINTERS Fine

Art
Press

Work
A Specialty

137-139 E. 25th St., New York
Printer* of AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS

:0

STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATENTED

CLINCH right through the

standing seam of metal
roofs. No rails are needed
unless desired. We make a

similai one for slate roofs.

Sendfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

Readers of American Homes and Gardens
•who are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass,

in fact in any field appealing to the collector are
invited to address any enquiries on such matters

to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful atten-

tion. Correspondents should enclose stamps foi

reply. Foreign correspondents may enclose the

stamps of their respective countries.

L. R. R. The enamelled plate to which
you refer is probahly a Siena plate, to

judge from the photograph. There is al-

most no such thing as a "market price"

on objets ci'art of the sort, so much de-

pending upon the circumstances of disposal

or acquisition. For instance, in 1861, the

South Kensington Museum paid £15 for

a very fine enamelled Siena plate repre-

senting St. Sebastian tied to a tree, while
a similar one, thirty years after, brought
some £1,000 at Christie's in London.

M. M. The ring which you submit is a

copy of an Egyptian signet ring of about
the period of B.C. 1500. The "inscription"

is composed of copied hieroglyphics ar-

ranged without meaning, and thus further
indicative of the ring's worthlessness from
an archaeological point of view. Bogus
Egyptian antiques are very common, but
genuine Egyptian antiques, on the other
hand, are also fairly easy to find, and when
obtained from reliable sources cannot fail

to add interest to any collection of me-
mentos of past ages.

J. A. S. The miniature about which you
enquire is of the latter part of the eigh-
teenth century. During this period there
were made in Battersea a great number of
such enamels, but being done on copper
they chipped very readily and usually are
found in somewhat elementary colors, with
flesh color wanting, a little red and white
taking its place. There are examples of
Battersea enamels in the collection of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and
elsewhere in America.

D. H. The wax portrait in profile which
you wish to preserve should be framed in
a deep, close-fitting frame, edging the glass
all around with gold-beater's skin, for while
damp does not affect wax miniatures, dust
invariably ruins them. It is worth noting
here that there has been a revival of the
art of portrait miniatures in wax in Eng-
land, examples of such work by contem-
porary wax artists having been shown at
the Royal Academy in London quite re-

cently.

R. L. Because the colors of the illumin-
ated parchment missal page of which you
speak are brilliant, it is no indication of its

being a bogus specimen. The finest ex-
amples of the illuminator's art retain their
brilliance of color both by reason of the
excellence of the pigments used by the early
scribes and by reason of the fact that such
illuminations have generally been kept
from over-exposure in closed volumes. A
study of styles will help the amateur to
detect bogus examples of illuminated work.
American museums and the libraries in
nearly all our large cities possess speci-
mens of the illuminator's work for first-

hand study.

The Stephenson System of

Underground Refuse Disposal

Saves the battering of your can and
scattering of garbage from pounding out^ Mf frozen contents.

^^jij^1 Underground
Garbage and Refuse Receivers
A fireproof and sanitary disposal

of ashes and refuse.

Our Underground Earth Closet
meins freedom from frozen plumbing.

Sold direct. Send for circular

In use nine yean. It pays to look us up,

C. H. STEPHENSON. Mfr.
21 Farrar St. Lynn, Mass

NORWAY
MAPLES

A splendid lot of trees
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn. •

RATS KILLED F Y SCIENCE
DANYSZ VIRUS is a
Bacteriological Preparation

AND NOT A POISON—Harmless to Animals other than mouse-
like rodents. Rodents die in the open. For a small house, 1 tube,

75c; ordinary dwelling, 3 tubes, $1.75; larger place— for each 5, 000
so. ft. floor space, use 1 dozen, $6.00. Send now.
Independent Chemical Company 72 Front Street, New York

Rational

Pfjoto=€ngrairing

Company
Established IS

Designers and
Engravers for

all Artistic,
Scientific and
Illustrative
Purposes
Engravers of "American

Homes and Gardens."

14-1648 &*ab* &L, Mtto &orfe

TELEPHONE, 1822 WORTH

ANTIQUES
of all Sorts
Send 4 cents in Stamps for Catalog of Anti-

ques.— Rugs and Christmas Gifts. I ransack

1000 Attics annually. My Stock is replete

with fine Old Things from New England

Homes.

Hand Made Rugs
Hand Braided

Hand Woven
Hand Drawn-in

Hand Hooked
Rag Carpet. Quilts—Spreads
Old Chintz—Patch Work

Ralph Warren Burnham
Ye Burnham House

IPSWICH IN MASSACHUSETTS
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C. E. F. The taste for Chinese things,

general to-day in England, and becoming
more popular every day in America, was
first introduced into England by Queen
Mary (1689-1702). It is interesting to

note that the famous Evelyn mentions in

his diary under date of June 13, 161)3,

that he "saw the Queen's rare cabinets and
collection of China which was wonderfully

rich and plentiful." It is a pity Macaulay
referred less graciously to the Queen's in-

spiration of the Chinese taste. He re-

marks : "Mary had acquired at The Hague
a taste for porcelain of China, and amused
herself by forming at Hampton Court a

vast collection of hideous images, and vases

upon which houses, trees, bridges, and man-
darins were depicted in outrageous defiance

of all the laws of perspective. The fashion

—a frivolous and inelegant fashion, it must
be owned—which was thus set by the ami-

able Queen spread fast and wide. In a

few years almost every great house in the

Kingdom contained a museum of those gro-

tesque baubles. Even statesmen and gen-

erals were not ashamed to be renowned as

judges of tea-pots and dragons, and satir-

ists long continued to repeat that a fine lady

valued her mottled green pottery quite as

much as she valued her monkey and much
more than she valued her husband." Per-

haps Macaulay had in mind Daniel Defoe's

"Tour of Great Britain," wherein that au-

thor wrote. "The Queen brought in the cus-

tom or humor, as I may call it, of furnish-

ing houses with China ware which in-

creased to a strange degree afterwards,

piling their China upon the tops of Cab-
inets, scrutores and every Chymney Piece

to the top of the ceilings and even set-

ting up shelves for their China ware where
they wanted such places, till it became a

grievance in the expense of it and even in-

jurious to their families and estates." All

such historical "side-lights" have an in-

teresting bearing to the collector and much
of the fascination of collecting lies in the

field of historical research which it opens

up with little effort.

K. O. From the photograph of the grand-
father's clock you send with your careful

description of it in detail it is probable that

this is a genuine specimen of the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century. Marquetry
work became popular in England during

the reign of William III, but its employ-
ment began to decline about 1710 to make
way for the interest in lacquer-work.

E. G. G. It is very difficult to determine
where the hanging-press or wardrobe to

which you refer was made since even those

specimens absolutely known to have been
made in England are thoroughly Dutch in

appearance. This article of furniture was
introduced in England during the reign of
Queen Anne, and nearly all the examples
of the period of English make were de-
signed by Dutch cabinet-makers who came
over with William III. The value of such
a wardrobe as you describe would, in the

antique furniture mart, be fixed at about
$175.

FRIENDSHIP THAT IS WORTHY

OH the comfort—the inexpressible com-
fort of feeling safe with a person

—

having neither to weigh thoughts nor meas-
ure words, but pouring them all right out
just as they are, chaff and grain together,
certain that a faithful hand will take and
sift them, keep what is worth keeping and
with a breadth of kindness blow the rest

away.—Dinah Mulock.
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3|LANDERS" furniture was originated by

I T7* 1 the Berkey & Gay Furniture Co. It has

I J7 y
continually gained favor for the very

830f3B30Es good reason that we studied it from the

greatest work of Vriedmann de Vriese, who five

centuries ago was regarded as being as great a master in

wood as his contemporary Rubens was in oil.

FLANDERS pieces bring to perfection the rich beauty
of our native American oak. Simple, strong and beautiful, they emphasize
the almost exclusive appropriateness of oak for these 17th Century de-

signs. With age, they acquire the polish and shading which speak of

friendliness and comfort. "Flanders" has no harsh lines, yet it offers no
undue ornateness. It has been imitated, but without success. Made with
the Berkey & Gay purpose of providing the beautiful and the enduring, it is

For Your Children
9

s Heirlooms
ASK the salesman to show you the

Berkey & Gay shop-mark. It is

not a label. It is inlaid. It is made
a part of each piece, and is a continuing
guaranty of honesty of material, excellence

of workmanship, reliability of design and
permanence of value.

Our dealer, with the displays on his

floors and our portfolio of direct photo-
gravures, enables you to choose from our
entire line. Our period pieces are ac-

cepted as standards by comparison for

faithful studies from the masterpieces of

old times.

YOU will appreciate our de luxe book,
"Character in Furniture," giving a
history of period pieces, illustrated

in colors, from oil paintings by Rene Vin-
cent. We have no catalog—our furniture
is not that sort. We will send you "Char-
acter in Furniture" for fifteen two cent
stamps. If you ask we will also send you free

"The Story of Berkey & Gay" telling how
the ambition of two
young men established

Grand Rapids as the /7/^0
furniture center of Am- //-T^
erica. It should fire the I I "-J

ambition of your boy.

m*.

Berkey Q? Gay Furniture C
178 Monroe Ave., Grand Rapids, Michigan

This inlaid rk of
honor identifies to you each

Berkey & Gay piece

Sample and
Circular

Free

A House Lined with

Mineral Wool
as shown in these sections, is Warm in Winter,
Cool in Summer, and is thoroughly DEAFENED.

The lining is vermin proof; neither rats, mice,

nor insects can make their way through or live in it.

MINERAL WOOL checks the spread of fire and
keeps out dampness.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
LONGITUDINAL SECTION.

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH FLOOR.

U. S. Mineral Wool Co.

140 Cedar St., NEW YORK CITY
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GOOD TASTE

u|T is open to doubt," says an editorial

1 writer in the New York Evening Post,

"whether in practice we are as faithful to-

day to the principles of good taste as we are

conscious of them in theory. Our pride in

having escaped from the Victorian ugliness

in architecture, in. furniture, and in decora-
tion is undoubtedly justified. In search for

the beautiful we have gone back to the

antique, the Middle Ages, and the eigh-

teenth century in England. The things

with which our great middle classes sur-

round themselves are in line, in proportion,

in color, more beautiful than they were
forty years ago. But when it comes to the

more abstract elements of sincerity and ap-

propriateness, we have less cause for self-

congratulation. Victorian houses were
gloomy and Victorian furniture was un-

comfortable. But there is exaggeration in

the intensity with which we have gone in

for comfort. Contemners of the Victorian

taste are in the habit of saying that the

houses and the furniture of the period were
as narrow and drab as the life of the time.

But what a dangerous admission to make,
that the surroundings and the thoughts of

people of that time were harmonious!"
"Are our own lives in harmony with our

surroundings? We have built houses in

imitation of old English manor houses and
furnished them in imitation of the eigh-

teenth century. Or we have surrounded
ourselves with the simple lines and cool

colors that Munich has borrowed from the

ancient world and from the Orient. But
what business have our restless twentieth

century lives in this austere setting? Pre-

sumably, it is the aesthetic sense that draws
the present generation to long, dim rooms,

with low-beamed ceilings and large red fire-

places. But what of the higher asstheticism

which arises when the soul is in agreement
with its environment? As examples of

formal beauty, these modernized Tudor
houses that are filling up the suburbs will

do very well. But to create the spiritual

atmosphere that goes with such a house re-

ouires an effort. Of what relevancy are

fireplaces and low ceilings in an age that

reads by electric light and plays tennis?"

A SAFE COMPANION
For Your Children or For Yourself

A Necessity for your Country Home

A GOOD DOG
Write to the advertisers in our columns for information

about the dogs they handle. If they do not advertise

what you want, write " Poultry, Pet and Live Stock De-
partment, American Homes and Gardens."

Eraiiiga'

I You can always have a dark green
I velvety lawn if you make it with

h
The Plant Food Blend
for fertilizing lawns, flowers, trees, shrubs, vegetables

and all things that grow. Concentrated, all available,

clean, odorless. A scientific discovery. Six years tests.

Use one-halt less of U-TREE-T-ME than ordinary fertilizer

and grow more fruit and vegetables, earlier and of finer flavor.

5 lbs. express prepaid $ 1 .00 (enough for 500 feet lawn or 1 30
rose bushes, etc.); 100 lbs. $5.00; freight prepaid east of

Mississippi River.

Write for valuable free booklets.

THE PLANT & LAND FOOD CO.
2 N. Garrison Lane Baltimore, Md.
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WE wish to call attention to the fact that

we are in a position to render com-
petent services in every branch of

patent or trade-mark work. Our staff is

composed of mechanical, electrical and
chemical experts, thoroughly trained to pre-

pare and prosecute all patent applications,

irrespective of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the specialized,

technical, or scientific knowledge required

therefor.

We are prepared to render opinions as

to validity or infringement of patents, or

with regard to conflicts arising in trade-

mark and unfair competition matters.

We also have associates throughout the

world, who assist in the prosecution of

patent and trade-mark applications filed

in all countries foreign to the United
States.

MUNN & CO.,

Patent Attorneys,

361 Broadway,

New York,

[313
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Branch Office

:

625 F Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C
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TEMPER AMONG BEES

THERE is an idea prevailing that bees

are desirous of inflicting pain upon
man, whereas they are lovable creatures,

and well worth close study. It is by
noticing when they resent us interfering

with the internal economy of the hive that

we can take percautions to avoid our wills

clashing with theirs. The best time to

manipulate a colony of bees is during the

middle of the day, when the great bulk of

the bees are foraging, and the worst is just

after a heavy thunder shower, when all the

nectar has been washed out of the flowers,

and the bees are consequently doing noth-

ing. Let the over-anxious endeavor to do

anything among the bees during this in-

terval and he will pay dearly for it. Again,

at the end of the season some beekeepers

are so foolish as to leave frames, after

extracting, in the vicinity of the hives; it is

dangerous then to approach the hives, and

if a road be near passers-by may also suf-

fer. Bees then seem perfectly crazy, and

it is useless to go near them until the com-

motion has subsided, and the dripping

frames are either emptied of their sweets,

or night has come, and the frames have

been removed. This feeding on honey in

the open always incites to robbing, whereas

syrup-feeding on pea or other meal-feeding

does not cause any trouble.
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The Bargain Book. By C. E. Jerningham

and Lewis Bettanv. New York: Freder-

ick Warner & Co". Cloth. Svo. Gilt top.

Illustrated. 339 pages. Price $2,50 net.

A distinguished connoisseur once said that

there is a bargain at every dealer's, and cer-

tainly the chances of securing interesting

art objects, antiques and curios have seldom

been greater than they now are. Readers of

the Bargaix Bock will be able to judge for

themselves as to the truth of this statement.

and those who have no great knowledge of

collecting will learn much that has not

hitherto been put upon record. The book-

contains hundreds of striking and brightly-

written stories which will prove as fascinat-

ing to the general public as to the most hard-

ened curio-hunter, illustrating as they do

the various reasons why bargains are so

numerous at the present time. The whole

book is the result of first-hand knowledge

and experience. Xot the least interesting

and important part of the volume is the

collection of charts that accompany it. In

the concluding chapter the authors of ''The

Bargain Book" have this to say of American
collectors : '"The cultivated American collects

seriously." and that undoubtedly is a fact.

Epochs of Chinese and Japanese Art.

By Ernest F. Fenollosa. Xew York:

Frederick A. Stokes Company. 1912.

Cloth, 4to. 2 vols. Illustrated'. Price.

$10 net.

Professor Fenollosa was Imperial Com-
missioner of Fine Arts for Japan, and this,

his life's work, is an inspired product of a

life of well-directed enthus'asm. Hi

""Epochs of Chinese and Japanese Art" is

not alone for the connoisseur of things Chi-

nese and of things Japanese, for quite as

much will it interest the lay reader, dealing

as it does with the significant creative pe-

riods and the fundamental motives.

Throughout the work Professor Fenollosa

advances new theories. Xaturally these

theories awaken discussion, and critics do

not appear entirely agreed upon accepting

them. However, it must be conceded that

the matter presented in this work is more
than ephemeral conjecture. It is the result

of careful investigation of a constructive

nature by a mature and scholarly mind
which has had the gift of projecting itself

into the Oriental point of view, turning it,

as it were, to a thoroughly Occidental inter-

pretation. The author of this work states,

in his introduction, that its purpose is to

contribute first-hand material toward a real

history of East Asiatic art, yet in an inter-

esting way that may appeal not only to

scholars, but to art collectors, general read-

ers on Oriental topics, and travelers in Asia.

Its treatment of the subject is novel in

several respects. Heretofore most books on

Japanese art have dealt rather with the

technique of industries than with the aes-

thetic motive in schools of design, thus pro-

ducing a false classification by materials in-

stead of by creative periods. This book
conceives of the art of each epoch as a

peculiar beauty of line, spacing, and color

which could have been produced a': no othe"
time and which permeates all the industries

of its day. Writers of English works on
Chinese art have produced rather studies of
literary sources than of art itself, and in

this respect "Epochs of Chinese and Japa-
Art" is a welcome departure. The

writer also does much toward uprooting the

ZT1
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Convenience
A built-in-refrigerator planned with the house, becomes a

permanent feature for convenience and saving of steps in the

kitchen. The rear ice door keeps out the ice man with his muddy
feet—and you can be sure that foods will be kept always fresh

and free from odors if you install the modern, sanitary

McCray Refrigerator
The McCray patented construction keeps a clear, cool current of air circulating

throughout the food chambers all the time. The melting ice absorbs all odors and
carries them away. Most sanitary easiest cleaned linings of opal glass, enamel, porce-

lain or odorless white wood—no zinc. Special ice water cooler and racks for bottled

beverages. Economical in ice consumption, beautiful in appearance, satisfactory always.

McCrays were chosen by the U. S. Pure Food Laboratories and are installed in the

most luxurious institutions and private residences. A large range of stock sizes for

families in homes already built. These also can be arranged for the outside icing door.

Write for free book,"How to Use a Refrigerator" and any of the following catalogs:

No. 90—Regular sizes for Residences.
No. 73—For Florists.
No. 49-For Hotels, Clubs, Institutions.

No. 69-For Grocers.
No. 60-For Meat Markets.
No.A.H Built-to-Order for Residences.

McCRAY REFRIGERATOR COMPANY, 587 Lake St., Kendallville, Ind.

Salesrooms in the Following Cities:

MILWAUKEE, Water and Sycamore Sts. WASHINGTON, 611 F St., N. W.
MINNEAPOLIS, 103 N. 6th St. LOUISVILLE, 613 S. Fourth Ave.
ST. LOUIS, 304 N. Third Ave. PITTSBURGH, 114 Market St.

NEW ORLEANS, 225 Baronne St. COLUMBIA, S. C, Main Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, Geary & Stockton Sts. ATLANTA, GA., 82 Marietta St.

CINCINNATI, 303 E. 4th St. INDIANAPOLIS, 1116 Prospect St.

CHICAGO, 158 N. Wabash Ave.
NEW YORK. 231 W. 42nd St.
PHILADELPHIA, 206 S. 11th St.
BOSTON, 52 Commercial St.
CLEVELAND, 11115 Euclid Ave.
DETROIT, 239 Michigan Ave.

For branch salesrooms In other cities see your local phone directory.

-me New ^
BUILDWCESTTMATOR

New Edition—Just Published

The New Building Estimator
By WILLIAM ARTHUR

A practical guide to estimating the cost of labor

and material in building construction from excavation

to finish, with various practical examples of work
presented in detail and with labor figured chiefly in

hours and quantities.

A handbook for architects, builders, contractors,

appraisers, engineers, superintendents and draftsmen.

The eleventh revised and enlarged edition, just

published, has been reset throughout and gives

the latest prices. It contains 50'V more matter than
the previous edition.

Price $3.00 postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc.

361 Broadway New York, N. Y.

Size—5 x 7 inches

744 pages. Illustrated.

Flexible Leather.

Gilt Edges.
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The Telescope of Speech
The astronomer, by the power of his

telescope, becomes a reporter of the

movements of a hundred worlds
greater than ours, and the student of

celestial activities millions of miles

away.

He points his instrument at any
spot in the heavens, and his sight

goes rushing through space to dis-

cover and inspect a star hitherto

unknown.

Up to the power of his lenses, his

vision sweeps the universe.

As the telescope may be focused

upon any star, so the telephone may

be focused upon any person within
the range of its carrying power.

Your voice may be directed any-
where in the Bell System, and it will

be carried across country at light-

ning speed, to be recognized and
answered.

The telescope is for a very limited

class, the astronomers. The telephone
is for everyone.

At the telescope you may see, but
cannot be seen. At the telephone you
may speak and be spoken to, you
may hear and be heard. By means of

the Bell System this responsive ser-

vice is extended to the whole nation.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

Concrete Pottery and Garden Furniture

T!

By Ralph C. Davison

'HIS book describes in detail in a most practical manner
the various methods of casting concrete for ornamental

and useful purposes. It tells how to make all kinds of con-

crete vases, ornamental flower pots, concrete pedestals, con-

crete benches, concrete fences, etc. Full practical instruc-

tions are given for constructing and finishing the different

kinds of molds, making the wire forms or frames, selecting

and mixing the ingredients, covering the wire frames, model-

ing the cement mortar into form, and casting and finishing

the various objects. Directions for inlaying, waterproofing and
reinforcing cement are also included The information on
color work alone is worth many times the cost of the book.

With the information given in this book, any handy man or

novice can make many useful and ornamental objects of

cement for the adornment of the home or garden. The author has taken for

granted that the reader knows nothing whatever about the subject and has ex-

plained each progressive step in the various operations throughout in detail.

16 mo. (5X x lYz inches) 196 Pages. 140 Illustrations.

Price $1.50, postpaid

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc., Publishers

361 Broadway New York

old fallacy of regarding Chinese civiliza-

tion as standing for thousands of years at a

dead level, by openly exhibiting the special

environment of culture and the special

structural beauties which have rendered the

art of each period unique. The treatment

of Chinese and Japanese art together, as of

a single aesthetic movement, is a third inno-

vation, in which the author seeks to show
that, not only were they, as wholes, almost

as closely inter-related as Greek art and

Roman, but that the ever-varying phases

interlock into a sort of mosaic pattern, or,

rather, unfold in a single dramatic move-
ment. High praise should also be bestowed

upon the well-chosen, finely printed and

beautiful illustrations that accompany this

monumental work.

Modern Argentine. By W. H. Koebel.

Boston: Dana Estes & Co. Cloth, 8vo.

Illustrated. 380 pages. Price, $3.50 net.

There are few countries in the world

about which the public at large has so little

knowledge in proportion to its magnitude as

the Argentine Republic, and Mr. W. H.
Koebel's "Modern Argentina" will there-

fore find a welcome in that it supplies a

source for interesting information on an

important country.

Battleships of the United States Navy.
From Photographs by E. Muller, Jr.,

Photographer United States Navy. In-

troduction by George von L. Meyer, Sec-

retary of the Navy. New York : E.

Muller, Jr. Price, 50 cents.

This excellent work is based upon several

years' service by the author as official pho-
tographer to the United States Navy. It

opens with a portrait of the Secretary of the

Navy and a short introduction. Then fol-

lows a page explaining, in a graphic way,
the difficulties under which photographs of

ships in action are obtained. The majority

of the photographs are G l/2 by 9% inches,

and the one hundred or so pages are almost
entirely filled with excellent reproductions

of the ships of the navy. The book con-

tains a good half-tone of every important
battleship and armored cruiser, all of these

being 6^2 by 9^ inches. Then follows a

remarkable series of photographs of gun
practice, taken during the Spring and
Autumn target practice. Some of these are

already familiar to the public. Others are

entirely new and were taken at the last

maneuvers. The book also contains views
of the life of the seamen and officers in de-

tail, and in addition to target practice it in-

cludes views of torpedo practice, mine lay-

ing, and the various sports and pastimes

which render life at sea attractive to the

enlisted man. Of special interest will be
some of the latest photographs taken at the

moment of discharge of the big guns at the

recent gun practice.

Modern Etchings, Mezzotints and Dry-
Points. Edited by Charles Holme. New
York : The John Lane Company : 1912.

Paper. Large 8vo. 279 pp. Price,

$3.00 net.

The extraordinary efflorescence in re-

cent years of the etcher's art, due, beyond
question, primarily to the influence of

Whistler, has widened the public apprecia-

tion and encouragement of original etching

to an extent never previously known.
"Modern Etchings, Mezzotints and Dry-
Points" is, therefore, in no sense "caviare

to the general,' nor will the "particular"

cast it aside as a collection of pages for

amateurs, inasmuch as this volume is an ex-

cellent and authoritative presentation of the

progress of contemporary etching, exquis-
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itely illustrated with fine reproductions that

indicate, in a most satisfactory manner the

beauties of the etchings, mezzotints and en-

gravings under consideration. The text of

the section devoted to British artists is by
Malcolm C. Salaman, that to American ar-

tists by E. A. Taylor, who also contributes

an essay on the French artists. The art

of the etcher and engraver in Holland is

discussed by Ph. Zilcken, Austria receives

the attention of A. S. Levetus, Germany,
that of L. Deubner. and Thornsten Lauren
contributes an appreciation of Swedish
etchers. Every collector interested in

prints should have a copy of "Modern
Etchings" and so should the one who has
not yet found himself within the thrall of

this fascinating art. as it would serve as an
inspiring introduction to the subject.

The Coxstrvctiox of Lombard axd
Gothic Vaults. By Arthur Kingsley
Porter. Xew Haven : Yale University

Press: 1911. Boards, canvas back. 8vo.

Illustrated. 29 pp. and numerous plates.

Price, S"2 net.

Modern archaeologists recognize the rib

vault as the cardinal and essential feature

of Gothic architecture. Recent historians of

architecture have abandoned the old-time

archaelogical methods of viewing medieval
structures as buildings to be analyzed from
the purity aesthetic stand alone. Mr. Por-
ter's treatise is a careful study of Lombard
and Gothic vaulting, and goes into the sub-
ject of the influence that had the builders

of the transitional period to adopt the rib

vault and give it preference over the groin

vault, barrel vault and dome. The illus-

trations in this book are generous in num-
ber, well chosen and beautifully printed.

Medieval Architecture : Its Origins and
Development. By Arthur Kingsley Por-
ter. Xew Haven : Yale University
Press: 1912. Cloth. Large 8vo. Gift

tops. Profuselv illustrated. 2 volumes.
681 pp. Price, '$12 net.

It has been a fundamental plan on the

part of the author of ''Medieval Architec-

ture." to assume no previous technical

knowledge on the part of the reader. Al-

though each technical word or phrase has
been explained as it comes up, or is used in

such context that its meaning is obvious,

the work is truly a scholarly one and should

be of value to the more advanced student as

well as to the general readers to whom,
primarily, Mr. Kingsley has addressed
himself for the purpose of putting. such
readers in possession of that knowledge
which is indispensable for the cultivation

of an appreciation and enjoyment of the

great masterpieces of Gothic architec-

ture. Likewise travellers will find

"Medieval Architecture" a vade mecum
of somewhat larger scope than hitherto has
been attempted although these two volumes
do not pretend to cover the entire field of
the architecture of the Middle Ages ; certain
styles having been reserved for inclusion in

a subsequent work. Nevertheless, the
author has traced the' formative styles of
the period to their origins in Antiquity fol-

lowing their unbroken thread to the Renais-
sance. These formative or generative styles

are the key of medieval architectural his-

tory: if the main events of their develop-
ment be once firmly grasped (and Mr. Por-
ter has presented them clearly and attract-

ively j. a perspective of the entire field of
medieval art will have been gained, and
the various minor styles at once will fall

into their due position in regard to the

der tendencies of the times. Mr. Por-
ter has chosen wisely to write not so much
a history of a certain number of more or
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CAN you imagine a cleaner

or more delightful effect

in your home than wood-
work made white with Vitralite?

Send for Booklet and Sample Panel

finished with Vitralite, showing its porcelain-like

gloss. It is tough, durable and water-proof,
whether used inside or outside, on wood, meta"
or plaster. Vitralite is economical, easy to apply
and will not show brush marks nor turn yellow
like most enamels.

On your floors and linoleum, whether old or new,
"61" Floor Varnish will give you a finish that

is water-proof, heel-proof and mar-proof. Test it

yourself. Send for

Free Floor Booklet and Sample Panel

finished with "61." Hit it with a hammer —
you may dent the wood but the varnish won't
crack. Also send for booklet Decorative Interior

Finishing.

Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products are used by painters, specified

by architects, and sold by paint and hardware dealers everywhere.

Address all inquiries to Pratt & Lambert-Inc. 119
Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N. Y. In Canada, 63 Court-
wright St., Bridgeburg, Ont.
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PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES
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Bj?iExstBrj«<>.Canada
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Just Published

The Modern Gasoline Automobile
Its Construction, Operation, Maintenance and Repair

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M. E.

700 (6x9) Pages. 500 Illustra ions. 10 Large Folding Plates

Price, $2.50

THE latest and most complete treatise on tSe Gasoline Automobile ever issued. Written in simple

language by a recognized authority, familiar with every branch of the automobile industry. Free
from technical terms. Everything is explained so simply that anyone of average intelligence may

gain a comprehensive knowledge of the gasoline automobile, The information is up-to-date and
includes in addition to an exposition of principles of construction and description of all types of auto-

mobiles and their components, valuable money-saving hints on the care and operation of motor cars

propelled by internal combustion engines. Among some of the subjects treated might be mentioned

:

Torpedo and other symmetrical body forms designed to reduce air resistance ; sleeve valve, rotary valve

and otSer types of silent motors: increasing tendency to favor worm-gear power-transmission ; universal

application of magneto ignition; development of automobile electric lighting systems; block motors;

underslung chassis; application of practical self-starters; long stroke and offset cylinder motors; latest

automatic lubrication systems ; silent chains for valve operation and change-speed gearing ; the use of

front wheel brakes and many other detail refinements

By a careful study of the pages of this book one can gain practical knowledge of automobile construc-

tion that will save time, money and worry. The book tells you just what to do, how and
when to do it. Nothing has been omitted, no detail h=»s been slighted. Every part of the automobile, its equipment,
accessories, tools, supplies, spare parts necessary, etc , have been discussed comprehensively. If you buy or intend
to become a motorist, or are in any way interested in the modern gasoline automobile, this is a book you cannot
afford to be without.

Not too Technical for the Layman—Not too Elementary for the More Expert

Send prepaid to any address on receipt of price

A special eight page circular describing this book sent free on request

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 361 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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NOW READY

The Scientific American
Handbook of Travel
With Hints for the Ocean Voyage for European
Tours :-; A Practical Guide to London and Paris

By ALBERT A. HOPKINS
Editor of Scientific American Reference Book. 500 Pages. 500 Illus-

trations. Flexible cover, $2.00, net. Full leather, $2.50, net, postpaid.

At last the ideal guide, the result of twenty years of study and

travel, is completed. It is endorsed by every steamship and rail-

road company in Europe. To those who are not planning a trip it is

equally informing. Send for illustrated circular containing 1 00 questions

out of 2,500 this book will answer. Itis mailed free and will give some kind of idea of the contents of

this unique book, which should be in the hands of all readers of ihe^lmerican Homes and Gardens,

as it tells you exactly what you have wanted to know about a trip abroad and the ocean voyage.

WHAT THE BOOK CONTAINS—500 Illustrations, 6 Color Plates, 9 Maps in Pocket,
Names 2,000 Hotels, with price; All About Ships, "A Safer Sea," Automobiling in Europe,
The Sea and its Navigation, Statistical Information, Ocean Records, 400 Tours With
Prices, The Passion Plays, Practical Guide to London, Practical Guide to Paris.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers, 361 Broadway, New York
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less arbitrarily chosen monuments, as a his

tory of groups of monuments, of styles.

He has not hesitated to devote much space
to the discussion of the formation, the de-

velopment, the culmination of these styles

considered in their broadest terms ; to their

mutual interrelations, and to the effect on
architecture of the social and economic
peculiarities of the age. It has long been
recognized in the field of political history

that the historian who would convey a true

understanding of a period must go far be-

yond a mere catalogue of kings, battles and
dates. Similarly in architectural history

there has been a decided tendency of late

years to lay greater emphasis on the broader
significance of events to see in the general

course of development something far

deeper, more vital than the individual

building, its peculiarities and its date. Mr.
Porter has succeeded admirably in the im-
portant work he has undertaken.

WATER WITH MEALS

UNTIL very recently, says the New
York Times, nobody thought of doubt-

ing that it was injurious to drink water at

meals. That highest of authorities, "every-
body," said so and had highly plausible

reasons with which to support the state-

ment. Water taken with food made
dangerously easy abstention from proper
chewing, it weakened by dilution the ef-

ficacy of the various digestive secretions,

and it did half a dozen obnoxious things

which in confidential moments were
minutely described for the edification of

the wise and the scaring of the foolish.

What everybody said, nobody thought to

test, and though we all, as soon as we grew
up, did take water about when and as

thirst demanded, the indulgence in it at

meals was a matter of compunction more
or less keen, and children, poor things, were
almost always forced to go without a drink

at the time when they wanted it most. Re-
cently some real investigation of this ques-

tion has been made, and The Journal of the

American Medical Association reviews the

result.

It is that the joy so long forbidden is

not only harmless and innocent, but

actually beneficial. In this, of course, as

in everything else, there should be modera-
tion, but there seems to be less than no
excuse at all either for banishing water

from the table or for limiting the consump-
tion of it there to a few stingy, uncon-

tenting sips.

Foreigners, who have always affected a

sad wonder at the American liking for ice

water, just as, for a like unconfessed rea-

son—disinclination to spend money for

comfort—they have criticised the American
habit of keeping houses decently warm in

Winter, will be pleased to learn that when
the water taken at meals is too cold it

delays the process of digestion. It is per-

missible to suspect, however, that even this

accusation will be refuted or qualified by

further examination of the subject. The
pleasure that ice water gives—its ability

to "touch the spot" as tepid water never

does—simply cannot be without logical ex-

planation and justification. It presumably

has several good effects as well as one bad

consequence—if the mere delaying of

digestion be a bad consequence.

Instinct and appetite, when not patho-

logically perverted, are pretty safe guides,

and they deserve to be trusted far more
than they are, especially in a land like this,

where there still lingers something of the

old Puritan idea that anything pleasurable

is vicious.
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THE METALS IN ANTIQUITY

IN his Huxley memorial lecture Prof. W.
Gowland traced the origin of the smelt-

ing furnace to the camp fire, in which, if

by chance a lump of ore either of copper
carbonate, tin-stone, or brown iron ore or

hematite, had been one of the ring of stones

surrounding the camp or domestic fire and
had accidently become embedded in its em-
bers, it would undoubtedly be reduced to

metal.

The metals which occur—native copper,

gold and iron—were undoubtedly the first

to be known to man in the localities in

which they occurred, but until the art of

smelting metals had been invented, the dis-

covery and use of the native metals was in-

sufficient to affect to any great extent the

old Stone Age culture.

Gold, although doubtless the first metal
to be known in many localities owing to its

wide distribution in the sands of rivers,

was useless for any practical purpose.
Copper, however, or an alloy of the metal

with tin, antimony, or arsenic, was extracted
from ores at a very remote period, and it or
its alloys was the first to be applied to prac-
tical use. In fact, the first metal to be ob-
tained by primitive man by smelting copper
ores depended on their composition, and in

the localities where tin did not occur it was
a more or less impure copper.

The extraction of gold from its ores on
a large scale in the earliest times was at-

tributed to the Sudan district of Egypt.
Egypt is also noted for having produced

the first mining map in the world, a map
showing a gold-mining region of the time of
Seti I or Rameses II (1350 to 1330 B. C).
The influence of silver and lead on the

development of primitive culture was shown
to be insignificant, the latter metal only be-
coming of importance during the supremacy
of the Romans, in connection with their

elaborate systems for the supply and distri-

bution of water and in the construction of
baths.

As regards iron, the belief that the first

iron generally known to man was either of
meteoric origin or telluric native iron is

not supported by any substantial evidence.
Xor is such origin necessary, as iron ores
are so easily reducible that they can be con-
verted into metallic iron in an ordinary
charcoal fire. They are, in fact, reduced to
metal at a considerably lower temperature
than the ores of copper.

The earliest iron smelting in Europe has
been traced to the upper waters of the
Danubian tributaries, the ancient Noricum,
but in still earlier times iron was extracted
from its ores in the region on the southeast
of the Euxine, in Ferghana and other locali-

ties in Asia. In Africa, so far as metal-
lurgical evidence may be depended on, the
extraction of iron from its ores was carried
on at a remote date. That this early Afri-
can iron smelting was known in Egypt is

well shown by a bas-relief on a stone now
in the Egyptian collection in Florence.

RARE EGGS
THE price of the eggs of the great auk,

despite their scarcity—there are but
seventy-three in existence, and the great
auk is extinct—is going down along with
that of the barnyard product, con ^nts the
New York Evening Post. Two grt_ 'uk's

eggs were recently sold in London. e

went for about $800 and the other for

guineas less. The first one was sold in 18-.,

for considerably over $900. The best price

record ever made by an auk tgg appears to

have been in 1888 by one belonging to Sir

J. H. Greville Smyth, and now in the Bris-

tol Museum. A collector paid $1,125 for it.

The

The Andrews Steel Boiler is the
Most Efficient and Durable Made

n be no doubt in anyone's mind of ihe extra efficiency of Andrews
Steel Boilers, if they are given the least study. Being made of plate steel and
having nearly double the heating surface of any boiler made, they heat up very
quickly on small amount of fuel of any grade. The flues are easily accessible
and can be cleaned thoroughly in a few minutes. The fire pot and combus-
tion chamber are large, the grate is of the latest rocking and dumping pattern
and the entire design is aimed at utmost efficiency.

360 Days Free Trial
Guaranteed by Bond

The Andrews Systems have been sold for over thirteen years and today they
are giving excellent satisfaction in over 700 cities and towns scattered over the
country. Doctors, lawyers, engineers, and men in all lines of business have
profited by our method of selling cut-to-fit, ready to erect heating plants. No
other manufactnrer has the faith in his product to sell

on a 360 day trial basis and guarantee it by a bond.

Easily Installed in
New or Old Houses
Estimate FREE

No matter what your problem of heating
may be write for our free estimate on a plant
to meet your exact requirements. Send
us your plans or rough diagram of your
building, showing sizes of each floor, loca-

tion of windows, height of ceilings, etc.,

and our engineers will give you the cost of

a complete system all cut to fit, ready to

screw together and delivered at your nearest

station, freight prepaid.

Andrews Heating Co. Boise, Idaho, Jan. 14. 1910.
My neighbor says it requires 1 V-> hours hard firing to heat

his radiators. My radiators get hot in twenty-five minute*.

He uses another make. Our houses are the same size. He
used 40% more coal. I put my Andrews plantin
myself, working evenings, and saved over $200.
We are more than satisfied.

Very truly yours, L. C. Bowers, M.D.

Regurgitating Salety Valve and
Group System of Piping

The Andrews Regurgitating Safety Valve i> a
wonderful little device which enables the use of smaller
radiators and piping, at the same time maintains the full

efficiency. This makes a saving in the cost of

the plant as well as a decrease in the floor space
needed by radiators for other systems. Our group
system of piping gives independent circulation in

practically every radiator, thus doing away with
one radiator decreasing the efficiency of ot

1

ers

on the same lead. All rooms are heated evenly.

Most Economical and
Gives Greatest Comlort

The first cost of a plant is not the item on which
choice should be based. Fuel economy and durability

as well as ease of operation and general contort
obtained are the essential items and these are provided in the fullest

measure by the Andrews Hot Water Systems.

Write for Big Free Heating Book
This book of 72 large pages is full of practical knowledge on the best

heating methods. Its illustrations and text afford a broad education in

the problems of heating and everyone interested should write for it

whether they contemplate buying an Andrew System or not. It also

describes other lines for

1
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$20 Thermostat FREE

modernizing the home
such as Sewage Dispo-
sal without sewer.
Thermostats, A i r -

Pressure, Water Sup-
ply,

>

Gasoline - Gas
Lighting Systems, etc.

In writing, please send
name of two parties in-

terested in heating.

As a special hurry-up offer to American
Homes and Gardens readers we will give free
one of our famous "Hired Man" Thermostats
to each person answering this ad within 30 days
and buying an Andrews System of any size
during 1913. This heat regulator takes complete charge of the dampers
your heater maintainingthe exact temperature you desire in your rooms day or
night. It saves fuel as well as doing away with the care, worry and work of
tending the dampers. Regular price #20—Clock $5 extra. Write today.

Andrews Heating Co.

Sold

Direct

or Thru

Freight ^miUll*^ a Dealer

1316 Heating Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn
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THE LEADING ART JOURNAL!
With the October Number 1912 begins the l6,h Volume.

From its Contents special attention may be called

to the following

:

The Great Art Exhi-
bition in Berlin 1912:
Works by Otto H. Engel, Hermann Gohler, Arthu

Kampf, Carl Larsson, Albert

Mannchen, Fritj A. Pfuhle,

DEUTSCHE KUNST
UND DEKORATION

WOHNUNGSKUNST
MALEREIPLASTIK

ARCHITEKTUR -GARTEN
KUNSTLERISCflfc FRAUEM

ARBEITEN

Mi
HERAUSGEBER

HOFRAT ALEXANDER KOCH
DARMSTADT. n

Painting

Plastic -Art

House

Darmstadt,

Furniture

Porcelain

Paul Plontke, Ivan Thiele, Hans Toepper and others

Professor Eugen Bracht-
Dresden: Paintings from
the jubilee Exhibition
on theoccassionof his 70"' birth-

day. Ramon &. V. Zubiaurre

(Madrid): Pictures from the international Exhibition

of the best - known Spanish

painter TheKrawehl-House
(Essen Ruhr), by Prof. A. Niemeyer, Munich

Architect re, the whole of the

interior arrangements and fit-

tings of a genteel burgher's house

Industry. Metal-work, Por-

celain,Class, and leal her- work,

letter-boxes, clothing and blouses, embroideries etc

Costumes by Paul Poiret

Paris and many other things

GIazing
Vie Art

Jewelry

Costumes

COLOURED.
7.50 Marks quarterly post-paid-

Single Number Marks 2.50

TO BE HAD OF ALL TO THOSE REFERRING TO THIS ADVERTISEMENT WE
LEADING BOOKSELLERS SEND OUR COPIOUSLY ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET, 1912 FREE

verlagsanstalt ALEXANDER KOCH • DARMSTADT.

For every Family having a taste for art!
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JUST PUBLISHED

Popular Handbook for Cement and Goncrete Users
By MYRON H. LEWIS, C. E.

Octavo (6'/2 x 9}i inches) 500 Pages, 200 Illustrations

Price, $2.50, Postpaid

THIS is a concise treatise on the principles and methods employed in

the manufacture and use of concrete in all classes of modern work.
The author has brought together in this work, all the salient matter of

interest to the users of concrete and its many diversified products. The
matter is presented in logical and systematic order, clearly written, fully

illustrated and free from involved mathematics. Everything of value to the

concrete user is given. It is a standard work of reference covering the

various uses of concrete, both plain and reinforced. Following is a list of

the chapters, which will give an idea of the scope of the book and its

thorough treatment of the subject

:

I. Historical Development of the Uses of Cement and Concrete. II. Glossary of Terms Employed in
lent and Concrete Worl . III. Kinds of Cement Employed in Construction. IV. Limes, Ordinary and

Hydraulic. V. Lime Plasters. VI. Natural Cements. VII. Portland Cement. VIII. Inspection and
Testing. IX. Adulteration; or Foreign Substances in Cement. X. Sand, Gravel, and Broken Stone
XL Mortar. XII. Grout. XIII. Concrete (Plain). XIV. Concrete (Reinforced). XV. Methods and
Kinds of Reinforcements. XVI. Forms for Plain and Reinforced Concrete. XVII. Concrete Blocks.
XVIII. Artificial Stone. XIX. Concrete Tiles. XX. Concrete Pipes and Conduits. XXI. Concrete
Piles. XXII. Concrete Buildings. XXIII. Concrete in Water Works. XXIV. Concrete in Sewer Works.
XXV. Concrete in Highway Construction. XXVI. Concrete Retaining Walls. XXVII. Concrete Arches
and Abutments. XXVIII. Concrete in Subway and Tunnels. XXIX. Concrete in Bridge Work.
XXX. Concrete in Docks and Wharves. XXXI. Concrete Construction Under Water. XXXII. Con-
crete on the Farm. XXXIII. Concrete Chimneys. XXXIV. Concrete for Ornamentation. XXXV. Con-
crete Mausoleums and Miscellaneous Uses. XXXVI. Inspection for Concrete Work. XXXVII. Water-
proofing Concrete Work. XXXVIII. Coloring and Painting Concrete Work. XXXIX. Method for
Finishing Concrete Surfaces. XL. Specifications and Estimates for Concrete Work.

Cei

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers 361 Broadway, New York

The Newest and Most Successful Art Books

Modern Etchings, Mezzotints and
Dry-Points

With numerous reproductions of recent notable examples.

(Special Winter Number of The International Studio.)

4to. Cloth, $3.00 net. Postage, 33 cents. Paper, -$2.30. Post-
age, 23 cents.

*
",v* In the preparation of this volume the Editor has secured
the co-operation of the most distinguished etchers 0/ Great
Britain, France, Gei'tuany, Holland, Sweden, Austria, and
the United States.

Tapestries: Their Origin, History,

and Renaissance
By George Leland Hunter

Large paper edition on Normandy vellum, with uncut pages
S^xn, bound simply, in boards and Japanese vellum, and
boxed. Each of the 550 copies of which 500 are offered for
subscription, will be signed by the author, and numbered in

sequence of receipt of subscriptions. Sample pages on request.
Chapter XVI is devoted entirely to the Tapestries of the
Metropolitan Museum. $12.50 net Postpaid, $13.00.

The Studio Year Book of Decorative

Art, 1913

The eighth issue of the Studio Year Book will appeal to all

who are interested in the most recent developments in the

Decorative and Applied Arts, as exemplified by the work of

the leading architects, designers, and craftsmen. Exterior and
interior domestic architecture will be specially dealt with.

Upward of 400 reproductions. Cloth, $3.00 net. Postage, 33
cents. Paper, $2.30 net. Postage, 23 cents.

Memories
of James A. McNeill Whistler

By Thomas R. Way
Of the many books on Whistler, issued since his death, few of
them suggest the real charm of this craftsman, such as it was
the privilege of the author to know him— the untiring student
and worker, rather than the brilliant figure in society or keen
fighter.

With 48 illustrations, including an original lithograph
sketch, seven lithographs in color and many in black and
white. Cloth, $3.00 net. Postage, 13 cents.

$5.00 a
YEAR

"A MAN IS KNOWN BY THE MAGAZINE HE SUBSCRIBES FOR"

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIO
"By all odds the most beautiful magazine printed.

"—N. Y. Tribune

$5.00 a
YEAR

IT is the leading Art magazine published at any price. It deals with everything from painting and
sculpture to house decoration, architecture and landscape gardening, including the best work of

craftsmen, pictorial photographers and art workers in every field. Every issue contains one to two
hundred illustrations, numerous plates in full color, covering the art work of the world at large. Send
Jive dollars now, for your subscription, before you forget.

JOHN LANE COMPANY, NEW YORK

PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATIONS
By MARTIN L. DRURY

THE inauguration of a President is, of

course, the equivalent of the coronation

pageant of an European monarch. It is

the day upon which the glory of the re-

public is exemplified in special and par-

ticular form and, it may he added, it is one
of the rare occasions upon which the

American people become hysterical.

On March Ith, 1913, the 53rd President

of the United States will be induced into

office. Raised by the vote of his fellow

citizens to the highest office within their

gift he expresses in person the visible

authority of law and the sanction of gov-

ernment. Invested with a power greater

than that of many sovereigns he has been
raised from simple citizenship and when
his time of office has ended he will return

to the same citizenship from which he was
exalted.

The ceremonies of inauguration are ex-

ceedingly simple and, as they exist today,

are substantially the same as when the

Father of his Country first assumed office

more than one hundred years ago. Of
course in minor respects certain differences

have occurred for no two inaugurations

have been precisely alike and in general

terms it may be said that the aspect of

an inauguration has been an index to the

character of the administration of which it

was the official beginning.

The first President was inaugurated
April 30th, 1789, in New York before the

portico of what is now the Sub-Treasury,
the low and impressive building with the

heavy Doric pillared front which faces

Broad Street at the corner of Wall. Wash-
ington's wish had been for the simplest of
inaugurals but the affection and devotion
of the people could not be repulsed and his

journey from Mt. Vernon had been one
long continued ovation as, with his escort,

he passed through the historic towns and
villages upon his way to New York. His
arrival was the culmination welcome of all

and far out upon the highways of New Jer-

sey he was met and greeted by the deputa-

tion of citizens sent to welcome him. His
crossing the Hudson was performed in

what has been described as a barge of state

draped with silks of the national colors and
festooned with garlands of evergreen and
roses. This barge was accompanied by a

flotilla of ve'ssels similar in type and
adorned in much the same manner and the

landing at the Battery was signalized by
the firing of cannons while the bells of New
York and Brooklyn pealed a glad acclaim.

Washington had modestly desired that the

oath of office be taken very quietly and be-

fore only the officials necessary to its due
and proper administration but the popular
demand was for a public inaugural and the

wishes of the people could not be disre-

garded.

A function out of doors was the result.

The oath was taken upon the open Bible

and was administered by Chancellor Liv-
ingston. Washington was arrayed in a very
simple suit of brown broadcloth. He wore
-ilk stockings, silver buckles were upon his

shoes and his powdered hair was gathered
into hag His raiment is said to have
be- ly of home manufacture and to

h; repared upon the Mt. Vernon
ei nder the watchful eye of

.shington and her faithful re-

... The statue which marks the ex-

. spot where the first of our American
presidents assumed office shows him as

dressed in the manner which tradition has
recorded. Washington's assent to the oath
was given in a low and subdued voice and
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Chancellor Livingston immediately turned

toward the assembled throng and shouted

"Long live George Washington, President

of the United States." This acclamation

was regarded as savoring strongly of the

ceremonies of membership and as unsuited

to the simplicity of the inauguration of an

American president and although cheering

of course plays an important part in every

inaugural it has never been repeated in just

this form. The ceremonies of this inaugura-

tion ended with the inaugural ball, which

is described in the journals of the day as

a truly brilliant event and attended by the

social elect of Xew York and the neighbor-

ing cities. Washington danced a minuet

with Miss Van Zandt and the cotillion with

Mrs. James Van Brugh Livingston. The
ball-room was of course lighted by wax
in tapers and very beautiful must have been

the scene when their liglv shone upon the

silks and satins, the lace and powdered hair

of that picturesque age.

The first inauguration of Washington

was the only function of this nature which

Xew York has ever witnessed, for before

his second inauguration the seat of the

Federal government had been removed to

Philadelphia, and the taking of the oath of

office occurred in Independence Hall. The
date as well as the place had been changed

and March 4th was the time, and this day

has been the time of all later inaugurations

excepting upon the three occasions when the

4th of March has fallen upon Sunday.

Upon two of these occasions James Monroe
and Zachary Taylor were inaugurated upon
March 5th'. and in 1877 Rutherford B.

Haves assumed office upon March 3d.

John Adams describes his own inaugura-

tion as the second president as a most
lugubrious function and it must have been

depressing to the president-elect instead of

being a joyous occasion, the supreme mo-
ment of his life. The idol of the country

was about to retire from public life to find

upon the broad acres of his plantation home
the peace and tranquility he had so well

earned, and the formal turning over of the

presidency to another marked the beginning

of his farewell to the people and was affect-

ing indeed.

In 1901 Thomas Jefferson assumed office

with the simplicity which is associated with

his name. He rode upon horseback up
Pennsylvania Avenue and tied his horse

outside the Capitol while he entered the

senate chamber to assume the burden of

the chief magistracy. Madison, when he

reached the capitol for his inaugural, was
clad wholly in homespun and his appearance
as he entered the senate chamber was de-

scribed by a wit of the day as being a

"walking argument in favor of native

wool." With his inauguration came the re-

vival of the inaugural ball which had not

been held since Washington's first admin-
istration, and this ball ushered in the

brilliant social rule of Dolly Madison which
lives in history as a reign of glory at the

White House/
Monroe was the first of the presidents

to take the oath out of doors since Wash-
ington's inaugural upon the portico of

Federal Hall in Xew York. Its being out

of doors was the result of a d'sagreement
between the Senate and the House of Rep-
resentatives as to the distribution of tickets

and ended by someone's suggesting that the

difficulty be solved by holding the inaugural

where there was room to accommodate
everybody. When the administration of

John Quincy Adams was followed by that

of Andrew Jackson, the country had entered

upon a new era. The days of old-fashioned

colonial stateliness had departed—the coun-
try had expanded and Jackson himself came

POMPEIIAN BRONZE
SCREEN CLOTH

LASTS AS LONG AS YOUR HOUSE

^=

The seasons of a lifetime may come
and go, but the Pompeiian Bronze
Screen Cloth with which your window
and door screens are filled will show
no deterioration.

Barring fire or accident, screens filled with
this everlasting material are completely
efficient forever.

No painting ever necessary. For palace

or cottage it is best and most economical.

Pompeiian Bronze Screen Cloth easily

identified by removable red string in selvage.

If your dealer won't supply you we will promptly. Send for our book

CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY
First Power Loom Weavers in the World

69 STERLING ST. - CLINTON, MASS.
Makers of Clinton Wire Lathing and Clinton Electri-I

cally Welded Fabric for Reinforcing Concrete. Both
recognized as standard by architects and engineers

V
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$1.00 Portfolio of
J

Wood Panels and Book I

I Send

I Coupon

I Today

FREE

E / 'T^HIS portfolio will be found instructive and |
E A most valuable to home builders. It shows the E
E artistic effects that may be obtained with Johnson's Wood Dye and E
E Prepared Wax on Oak, Pine, Birch, Maple, Cypress, Gum, etc. With =

E the book any good painter can secure perfect results on floors, E

r woodwork and furniture. E

I
Johnson's Wood Dye /

— is a dye not a stain; it sinks deep down, bringing out the natural beauty of the grain. In y"

~ half an hour it will be perfectly dry. No dust sticks, no streaks show. It is not only .-•*

E beautiful but lasting and easy to use. It may be applied over old, worn varnish or ..•'

— shellac. Made in 17 popular shades such as Mission Oak, Early English, Mahogany, y" . .

E Fumed Oak, etc. / Value

I If You Are Building / s

$"
— a new home, or repairing or remodeling an old one, you need our 25c. Book. y* ec '

3on

E Get the dollar portfolio and book now—to insure the right, artistic wood .••* Racine, Wis.

E effects with least expense and trouble. Send coupon today. Our goods ..•*'
i arn interested in building.

— are for sale by leading paint and hardware dealers. ..•'' please send me free your~
,.• 51. 00 portfolio of wood panels;

L^l
y>| w | fy £% f also J^c. book, both free.

b. C Johnson <& oon
#

.* Name

Racine, Wisconsin /
f Address

" The Wood Finishing Authorities " y"
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The Original Vacuum Carpet Sweeper

There is only One Genuine Sweeper-Vac, and the

Reason that there are more than 1 50,000 pleased

users or the Sweeper-Vac is, because the Sweeper-

Vac does remove from a cupfui to a quart of solid

dirt from a rug after it has been beaten or other-

wise cleaned, and without doing injury to the rug.

A Free Trial proves these statements or you may
return machine at our expense.

The Sweeper-Vac is especially for the modern
home, because it runs like a carpet sweeper but

cleans by the refreshing air process, raising no dust.

The Sweeper-Vac has no motor, requires no electricity.

Avoid Imitations

:

— If it is not manufactured by the PneuVac
Company it is not a Sweeper-Vac, nor is it protected by
United States patent No. 996,810.

Costs less than 12 and will outlast one hundred good brooms.

Write for our Free Trial Offer, and simply say, " I want to

see the Sweeper-Vac." We will do the rest.

Reliable Agents wanted.

PNEUVAC COMPANY
412 Blake Building Boston, Mass.

*Aw£Vl\

12 Bungalow Plans

FREE
With One Year's Subscription to

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

An indispensable guide to an ideal home. It has solved all the problems
and knows just what you want. It takes up in detail the construction, decoration
and furnishing of real Bungalow Homes. Profusely illustrated with splendid
photographs of the newest ideas in bungalow construction including exteriors,

interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes to the
reader each month with a wealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you
many times its cost for a whole year. Full working drawings, specifications and complete bill of material for one
bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable estimate of its cost, is an invaluable
feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a
life's work-the building of a real home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU,

Twelve Magazines, Twelve Working Drawings, Twelve djO C\C\
Specifications, and Twelve Bills of Material for *psLt*\J\J

Send Coupon Now—TODAY
BUNGALOW PUBLISHING CO., Inc. Seattle, Washington
For the enclosed $2.00 send me Bungalow Magazine for one year beginning with the ..issue. It is understood that I shall receive

each month a complete working plan for one Bungalow, including specifications and bill of material. ($2.50 in Canada, Foreign $3.00)

Name Street

Town State

"A properly de-

signed and well

planned Pergola is

the finishing touch

to the architectural

and landscape per-

fection of elaborate

grounds— it is the

one thing needful to

confirm the artistic

character of a mod-

est home."

Our Pergola Al-

bum A 28, just is-

sued, contains 48

larg'j pages devoted

to the illustration

and description of

Pergolas, Sunrooms

and other garden

accessories in their

adaptations to every

requirement of land-

scape work. Same

will be sent on

request.

HARTMANN-SANDERS COMPANY
Manufacturers of

KOLL'S PATENT
LOCK JOINT COLUMNS

Elston and Webster Avenues

Chicago, Illinois

Suitable for

PERGOLAS, PORCHES AND
INTERIOR WORK

Eastern Office

1123 Broadway New York City

from Tennessee, then regarded as the fron-

tier, and when Jackson presented himself

for inauguration he was accompanied by
crowds of his constituents whose wild be-

havior at the White House was wholly dif-

ferent from that of the stately cavaliers

who thronged the beautiful rooms during
the days of Madison and Jefferson.

Andrew Jackson drove behind his famous
grays to the capitol with Martin Van Buren
when he in turn made way for his successor.

His long gray hair was blown about by the

March wind and he bowed to the crowd
raising his hat upon which he still wore a

band of mourning for Mrs. Jackson, who
had died just before his inaugural as presi-

dent. Jackson, like Washington, was a

popular idol and his departure from public

life excited the same sincere and widespread
regret. Van Buren was so impressed with
this feeling of sadness that he lost his

presence of mind and addressed the diplo-

matic corps as "Gentlemen of the Demo-
cratic corps."

Lincoln's inaugural was effected amid a

feeling of general apprehension for the dark
clouds of civil warfare were about to break.

Several states had already left the Union
and it was believed that upon inauguration
clay the Southern sympathizers would seize

the capitol, and in the plain and heroic man
from the raw, crude west was embodied all

the fear and foreboding of the day. His
second inaugural was made notable by what
was perhaps the most varied parade which
has ever escorted any president. The fire

departments of Philadelphia and Washing-
ton participated as well as the colored Odd
Fellows and a society of colored topo-
graphers had mounted their presses upon
floats from which they distributed the

official programme as rapidly as it was
printed. Garfield's inauguration will ever
live in history, for no sooner had he been
inaugurated as president than he turned to

kiss his aged mother, whose eyes were
glistening with tears of pride.

The recent inaugurals have been so

similar that there are few respects wherein
one differs from another, and the etiquette

of the occasion is now thoroughly estab-

lished. A few days before March 4th the

president-elect arrives in Washington and
establishes his headquarters, generally at a

hotel, where he is immediately called upon
by the president whom he is shortly to suc-

ceed. Social affairs of an informal nature
may take up the time until the morning of
inauguration day, when the president with
the president-elect upon his right drives to

the capitol, where the oath of office is ad-
ministered by the Chief Justice of the

United States. This ceremony generally

occurs upon a temporary platform or stand
built before the eastern portico of the

capitol and suitably adorned with the na-

tional colors. Should the weather be un-
propitious, as when Mr. Taft assumed office,

the ceremony is necessarily conducted with-

in doors. The inaugural address is a very
important, although wholly unofficial, part

of the precedure and as a rule indicates

the policy which the new president and his

advisers have decided upon. While these

formal functions are in progress at the

capitol the While House is being prepared
for the incoming regime unless indeed it has
been vacated some days before, and the new
president being duly inducted into office

enters with his family into the occupation of
the old mansion which has sheltered every
president excepting Washington.

The White House and the social life of

which it is the center deserve a chapter all

their own. While it has been much altered

at different times and wholly rebuilt during
the Roosevelt administration it presents
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much the same appearance both without and

within as the old home which was burned

by the British and in whose famous East

Room Mrs. Dolly Madison was accustomed

to dry the linen of the presidential house-

hold. The alterations made to the White
House some years ago were really in the

nature of restorations or, it might be said,

of "amplifications" and were planned with

such faultless taste that the White House as

it now appears is a stately old Georgian

mansion in a pleasant part and quite suit-

able for the official residence of the Ameri-
can president.

With each recurring inaugural the ques-

tion of changing the date of the inaugura-

tion comes to the front. The reason for the

projected change of course has largely to

do with the weather, for early March in

Washington is bleak and wintry and extends

but a chilly welcome to the half-million of

people who gather to witness the inaugural

functions. Six weeks later the spring would
be far advanced and Dame Nature might

reasonably be expected to smile auspiciously

upon the beginning of the new administra-

tion. The conducting of the inaugural

early in March has been the cause of un-
told suffering and the numbers of deaths

which have resulted will never be known.
At the inaugural of General Grant many of

the West Point cadets who marched in the

parade returned with frozen limbs and
great must have been the sufferings of the

veterans who faced the chilly blasts of

icy wind at the inaugural of the same com-
mander at whose command they had so

often faced the enemy upon southern battle-

fields. Mr. Taft was inaugurated during a

blizzard and the hundreds of thousands who
stood that day in the slush which covered
the streets of Washington must have earn-

estly hoped that some day a wise and
paternal government will appoint a later

dav for this function.

FALSE COLORS

THE opal, says a writer in Harper's
Weekly, has no color in the sense of

pigmentation. To break open an opal in

order to observe its hues would be the

equivalent to killing the goose that laid

the golden eggs. Neither golden eggs
nor rainbow hues would be found. Opal
consists of hydrated silica. It is not uni-

form in texture. If the word surface may
be used for interior conditions, it might
be said that the opaline silica is in the
form of surfaces and layers that lie com-
pactly against one another. These layers

refract the light at various angles, giving
forth the colored flashes in the same way
that a pure crystal prism refracts the
colors of the spectrum. Technically
speaking, these layers of silica are said to

possess a different index of refraction

from that of the matrix. As the opal is

moved the various layers break the light

into colors, which change, of course, ac-

cording to the position of the stone. The
iridescence of nacre, or mother-of-pearl,
is also a matter of form and not actual
color. In fact, all "changeable" colors are
more or less the result of form even where
there is pigmentation beneath, such as in

certain ribbed silks. When sunlight
bears directly upon finely ribbed metal,
as a file, there is the same play of colors.

In the case of mother-of-pearl an interest-
ing experiment has been made. An im-
pression of the pearl was taken upon pure
white wax. It was then found that the
apparently smooth surface of the pearl
had still sufficient irregularities to im-
press upon the wax a surface that re-
sulted in similar color manifestations.
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GUARANTEED
PLUMBING
FIXTURES

THE home builder knows that when Standard" Plumbing
fixtures are installed in his bathroom, they represent the

highest sanitary experience and skill—that better equipment
could not be bought. They make the bathroom modern and
beautiful and assure a healthful home. "Standard" fixtures should
be specified always in preference to all others because of their

unquestioned superiority.

Genuine 'Standard" fixtures for the Home
and for Schools, Office Buildings, Public
Institutions, etc., are identified by the

Green and Gold Label, with the exception

of one brand of baths bearing the Red and
Black Label, which, while of the first

quality of manufacture, have a slightly

thinner enameling, and thus meet the re-

Standard <$amtar.g Iftig. Co.

quirements of those who demand 'Standard"
quality at less expense. All "Standard" fix-

tures, with care, will last a lifetime. And
no fixture is genuine unless it bears the

guarantee label. In order to avoid sub-
stitution of inferior fixtures, specify "Standard"
goods in writing (not verbally) and make
sure that you get them.

Dept. 23
New York
Chicago
Philadelphia
Toronto, Can.
Pittsburgh
St. Louis

35 West 31st Street

900 S. Michigan Ave.
. 1215 Walnut Street

59 Richmond St. E.

106 Federal Street

100 N. Fourth Street

Cincinnati . . 633 Walnut Street

Nashville . 315 Tenth Avenue, So.

NewOrleans, Baronne & St.JosephSts.

Montreal, Can. . 215 Coristine Bldg.

Boston . . John Hancock Bldg.

Louisville . 319-23 W. Main Street

Cleveland . 648 Huron Road, S.E.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Hamilton, Can., 20-28 Jackson St. W.
London . 57-60 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.
Houston, Tex. . Preston and Smith Sts.

Washington, D.C. . . Southern Bldg.

Toledo. Ohio . . 311-321 Erie Street

Fort Worth, Tex. . Front and Jones Sts.
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Trade Marks
i i Trade Names

Do you use a Trade Mark ?

Do you own the Trade Marks you use ?

You should read this booklet to obtain a definite
and clear conception of Trade Mark rights

ATRADE MARK is a most valuable business asset. It will pay you to

know now such marks are made valuable, and why and how they are

protected. The registration of trade marks is explained in this booklet,

which gives a thoroughly comprehensive idea of the requirements for registration.

The elements of a good trade mark are fully discussed, and many tests to

determine the requisites of a desirable trade mark are given.

The booklet is printed in two colors
and is illustrated by fifty engravings

Send twenty-five cents today for a copy
MUNN & COMPANY, :: Solicitors of Talents
Branch Office, Washington, D. C. 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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I WOLPP
QUALITY PLUMBING GOODS

Established

1855

The built i% Enameled Iron

Bath is a marvel of beauty

and cleanliness and together

with the overhead shower and

shampoo attachment make it an

ideal bath. Goods bearing

"Wolff" guarantee label and

"Wolff" trade mark are a positive

assurance against disapointment,

dissatisfaction and loss.

L. WOLFF MANUFACTURING CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF PLUMBING GOODS EXCLUSIVELY

The only complete line made by any one firm

GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS
601-627 W LAKE ST.

SHOWROOMS. Ill N. DEARBORN ST

CHICAGO
BRANCHES

Denver, Trenton, Omaha, Minneapolis,

Dallas, Rochester, St, Louis, Washin$on,

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Kansas City,

Sarft Francisco - - ;Salt Lake City.

:_ 1

v

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET
I
Hi

How Will The Beams Be Held

Where They Abut Their Supports?

Will they be cut away by

Framing ?

Will you depend merely on

Spiking?

Have your architect specify

Lane's Steel Joist Hangers in your

house and the walls will never settle.

Lane's Joist Hangers are everlasting.

LANE BROTHERS COMPANY

Lane Double Hangers

Wilson Avenue Poughkeepsie. N. Y„

CURRANTS IN THE HOME
GARDEN

CURRANTS are very easy to grow and
if given even a little care will produce

abundantly. Twelve hushes should be

enough to give a family of ordinary size

all the fruit desired.

Currants require different treatment

from raspberries and blackberries, because

they bear on wood which is two years old

or older. As the hushes develop, two or

three new shoots should be kept growing
from the roots, some of the oldest wood
being cut out every year. In this way the

plants will he constantly renewed and will

he good for twenty years. It is hest to

plant currant bushes about three feet apart

and they must have plenty of air if they

are to do well. Planting them along a fence

or building is not wise, unless they stand

at least six feet away. A partially shaded
location will not be unwelcome, though, so

that they may be placed in an orchard if

deemed desirable. It is important to keep
the plants cultivated and free from weeds.
Currants bear surprisingly well even when
neglected, but do not produce the fine, hand-
some fruit that results from good care. A
rich and rather moist soil is preferred by
the currant. It is well to throw a shovel-

ful of manure around the base of each

plant in the Fall, and if the season is dry,

a mulch of old hay or straw may be placed

around the bushes to keep the soil cool and
moist, or buckwheat may be planted be-

tween the rows after the fruit has been
formed.

Currant worms are almost certain to ap-

pear early in the Spring, beginning their

work near the bottom of the bushes, where
they will remain unseen for some time
unless watch for them is kept. They can

quickly riddle the leaves and so must be

promptly checked. Hellebore is the stand-

ard poison and may be applied to the

foliage dry or as a liquid. An easy plan

is to mix a little flour with it and dust it on
the leaves in the morning while they are

wet with dew. A second application will

be needed two weeks later.

Cuttings are easily made, so that the

amateur need buy only a few plants if he
is willing to wait three years for a larger

plantation. Half-ripened wood is cut into

six-foot lengths and placed four inches

deep in the ground. Roots will quickly
form and in the Fall the plants thus made
may be planted about twelve inches apart,

in a fairly sheltered spot. The following
Fall they will be large enough to set in

the rows where they are to remain and the

next year will bear a scattering crop.

Wilder, White Grape and Cherry are

g-ood varieties, but Fay's Prolific, an old-

time favorite, is an excellent currant to

choose if the soil is rather light. — The
currant is wonderfully hardy and needs no
Winter protection.

HOW THE WIND CARRIES PEB-
BLES OF LARGE SIZE

IT has been proved that a wind having a

velocity of 23 meters per second is capa-
ble of transporting through the air particles

of sand only when they do not exceed 2

millimeters in diameter. Yet occasional

"rains of stones" of much larger size are

observed. Thus there is a record of the

fall of stones in the Canton de Vaud having
diameters ranging as high as 1^> centi-

meters and of weights up to 2.62 grammes.
The nearest region whence they could have
come was Maures and Esterel. The case is

known also in Chateau Landon of small cal-

careous stones of 3 centimeters diameter
being carried 150 kilometers.

\



lings, complete,

Simmons Hose Reels

keep your hose always in perfect condition. The

spiral wind protects life of hose indefinitely. They

are neat and compact and are indispensable to

every country home. Price, each $4.00 net.

Garden Hose
that stands the test of time. Made of selected

long staple fabric, and rubber tubing of over

40,°o fine Para rubber. Keep up the high

standard of your gardens and grounds by

having the best hose obtainable. Buy di-

rect from the manufacturer and save

money. Price, including nozzle and coup-

10 cents per foot net.

The "Josico Jr." Fire Extinguisher

is particularly adapted for country and suburban

homes. Its body consists of a heavy jacketed

copper cylinder specially riveted with all parts

carefully finished and tested. An ornament

maintaining a dignity of its own in keeping with

the general tone of the heme. Simple to operate.

Fights a fire quickly and effectively. No home

is really safe without this protection.

Made in 1 %. gallon sizes. Price each, $6.50 net.

JOHN SIMMONS CO.
104-110 Centre Street

NEW YORK CITY

TREE GUARDS

THE exposed bark of a tree

invites the bite of every

passing horse. For use in

streets, parks and along

private drives, nothing can

equal the "Rust-Proof"
Guards,— made like the Ex-

celsior "Rust-Proof" Fence.

While fully protecting the

tree, these Guards do not de-

dract from the beauty of the

tree or its surroundings. The
"Rust- Proof" feature does

away with the necessity of

painting, end insures their

lasting as long as the tree

needs protection. There are

three styles from which to choose.

Ask your Hardware Dealer to order for you.

Write to the Factory for Catalog " E," and sample of the

" Rust-Proof " finish.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY
Worcester Massachusetts

f Special Offer-$13-°° Value for $7-50 ]

American Estates and Gardens By
BARR FERREE

Large Quarto, 11x1372 Inches. 340 Pages. 275 Illustrations. Handsomely Bound. Gilt Top. Boxed.

•I This is a sumptuously illustrated volume in which
for the first time, the subject of the more notable, great

estates, houses and gardens in America receive adequate

treatment. An effort has been made to select as great

a variety as possible of the styles of architecture which
have been introduced into this country, as being

specially adapted to the peculiar conditions of Ameri-

can country life.

f$ Although the exteriors of some of the houses shown
may be familiar to a certain number of readers, few
have had the privilege of a visit to their interiors, and
for that reason special attention has been given to

reproductions of many of the sumptuous halls and
rooms of the people of wealth, and no better way can

be obtained of learning how the favored few live.

•J The building of the great homes of America has

necessarily involved the development of their sur-

rounding grounds and gardens; the work of the landscape gardener has rivaled, in its dignity and spacious beauty, that of the archi-

tect. If but little is known of our great estates, still less is known of their gardens, of which, in spite of the comparatively short period

that has been given for their growth, we have some very noble instances among us, which are illustrated and described in the present

volume. €fl This work is printed on heavy plate paper and contains 340 pages 10/^x13/^ inches, enriched with 275 illustrations,

of which eight are in duotone. It is handsomely bound in green cloth, and stamped in black and gold, and, in addition to being

the standard work on notable houses and gardens in America, unquestionably forms a most attractive gift book.

Our Special Offer

«I The price of this book is $10.00.

We are offering a limited number of

copies, together with one year's sub-

scription to American Homes and

Gardens, the price of which is $3.00,

a total value of $13.00, for $7.50

for the two, transportation charges

prepaid. As we are offering only a

limited number of copies on these

liberal terms, we would advise that

orders be sent at once, before the

supply of the book is exhausted.

v=
MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

J
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/^\NCE books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves yawned and
^^ waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new one was purchased,

and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was before the Globe-Wernicke
period in bookcases. Now, books and their shelves come together. The bookcase

grows apace with the library. This is the modern way of building a library. This

is the Globe-Wernicke idea.

"Booklovers' Shopping List"—This little book lists the works of great au-

thors and gives the prices ofthe same in sets. The list includes the low priced

popular sets as well as the de luxe editions. Every book buyer should

have a copy. Sent free with the Globe-Wernicke catalog. Address Dept.A.H.

JTbe Slofec^V&ruicke Co.,

Branch Stores:

Cincinnati, Ohio
New York 380-382 Broadway
Philadelphia 1012-14 Chestnut Street

Chicago 231-235 So. Wabash Avenue
Boston 9> 93 Federal Street

Washington 1218-20 F Street, N. W..

Cincinnati 128 134 F'ourth Aveue, E.

i
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Early Chairs—Roses and How to^Grow Them—Lustre Ware

APRIL, 1913

io. 4

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers
NEW YORK. N. Y.

PRICE 25 CENTS
$3.00 A YEAR



The instructions here given , on this
April date of our GARDEN AND

PLANTING CALENDAR, show how
we aim to supply authoritative information
(from the pen of Mr. George T. Powell),
always on the right day, so that it will not
be overlooked, and for 365 days of the
year. THINK WHAT THIS MEANS
TO YOU. With an order for a 5-lb. bag

of MAK-GRO ODORLESS PLANT FOOD at $1.00 or
with a 100-lb. bag of EARLY-CROP ODORLESS FER-
TILIZER at $3,75, we will be glad to send you a copy of
this tuiique and artistic Calendar.

-Saturate part of a clean Blotter with ink— Let it dry

thoroughly—Pour water on it Notice how the dry ink

re-dissolves and runs into the freshly moistened fibers

of the still clean part of the blotter. This will suggest

how, in like manner, the grains of our EARLY-CROP

ODORLESS FERTILIZER
(and of our MAK-GRO ODORLESS PLANT FOOD), when mixed with
the soil, are acted upon by the rains and the soil-moisture, releasing from
time to time, from the fibre base of the compound, a quantity of immed-
iately available Nitrogen, Phosphoric A cid and Potash, so that plants are

supplied uninterruptedly throughout the entire growing season, with the
food required for their proper growth and good crop-development.

We want to send you our Descriptive Booklet on the subject, so that,

being convinced of the value of

our product, you will be pre-

pared to try it out in your Garden
and Planting Operations this

year. Foe all growing things.

Among the dozen ormore Book-
lets by Mr. George T. Powell on
Gardening and kindred sub-
jects, which we have under way,
intended for extensive distribu-

tion, may be several you might
want. Send for the list.

EARE5FCROP
ODORLESS

CONSITMKRS

MAK-GRO
ODORLESS

CONSfMKRS

SPECIALLY PREPARED FOR
THE SMALLER OPERATIONS
OF THE HOME AND GARDEN

CONSUMERS FERTILIZER COMPANY, Longacre BIdg., Suite JNEW YORK CITY

I Simmons Hose Reels

keep your hose always in perfect condition. The
spiral wind protects life of hose indefinitely. They

are neat and compact and are indispensable to

every country home. Price, each $4.00 net.

Garden Hose
that stands the test of time. Made of selected

ong staple fabric, and rubber tubing of over

40% fine Para rubber. Keep up the high

standard of your gardens and grounds by

having the best hose obtainable. Buy di-

^B rect from the manufacturer and save

money. Price, including nozzle and coup-

lings, complete, 10 cents per foot net.

The "Josico Jr." Fire Extinguisher

is particularly adapted for country and suburban

homes. Its body consists of a heavy jacketed

copper cylinder specially riveted with all parts

carefully finished and tested. An ornament

maintaining a dignity of its own in keeping with

the general tone of the home. Simple to operate.

Fights a fire quickly and effectively. No home

is really safe without this protection.

Made in 1 Yz gallon sizes. Price each, $6.50 net.

JOHN SIMMONS CO.
104-110 Centre Street

NEW YORK CITY

"The Iris Catalog" Will Help You
ToKnow the Finest of the Flowers
This Biltmore Nursery book will make you acquainted with

the new and glorious forms of the Iris. It will show you how, by judicious

choice of varieties, you may have magnificent flowers from the first breath

of spring until summer's arrival.

To make clear to you exactly what the choicest kinds are, in both form
and color, Biltmore Nursery has reproduced seven varieties of unrivaled

beauty in all the colors of nature—the rich purple, golden yellow, lavender,

white and other markings and shadings are pictured with wonderful fidelity.

But the illustrations are not confined to beautiful individual flowers or

clumps of them. Engravings of plantings, like the one shown above, are

added to suggest landscape effects that you may duplicate at little cost.

The most noteworthy varieties in every section are described in details

making selection easy. To aid the amateur still further, an "introductory
colle tion" is offered. This book will (>e sent gladly to any one ivho con-

template planting Iris soon. 'The edition is limited, so early requests

are desired.

Other Books of Biltmore Nursery
"Hardy Garden

Flowers"
The illustrations suggest

many pleasing forms of hardy
perennial planting, from the

simple dooryard effect to the

elaborate vista. Ttie descrip-

tions are full and complete,

yet free from technical terms.

"Flowering Trees and
Shrubs"

Many of the best of the trees

and shrubs producing showy blos-

soms are shown from photographs,

as grown in typical gardens,

lawns and yards. The pictures

and text give useful ideas for

planting the home grounds.

" Biltmore Nursery
Catalog "

A guide to the cultivated

plants of North America, 196
large pages, fully illustrated.

Cost %\ a copy to complete.

Intended to help those who
have large estates and contem-

plate planting many varieties.

Ask Us for the Book You Need

BILTMORE NURSERY, Box 1544, Biltmore, N. C.

Bobbink & Atkins
WORLD'S CHOICEST NURSERY
AND GREENHOUSE PRODUCTS

Spring Planting

THE spirit of the times is to live in the country and to

possess a comfortable home surrounded by beantiful grounds,
profitable and attractive gardens. Our Landscape Department
can create this, giving you an abundance of Fruit and Flower

in a comparatively short time.

Our Products are of a higher grade than ever this season, placing us
in a better position to fill orders and complete plantings of any size with
a class of material that will give satisfaction to all our patrons. Our
Nursery consists of 300 acres of highly cultivated land and a large

area covered with Greenhouses and Storehouses in which we are grow-
ing Nursery and Greenhouse Products for every place and purpose.

The following are among our Specialties

:

Roses . Hardy Old Fashioned Flowers
Evergreens - Trees and Shrubs

Rhododendrons - Boxwood, Bay Trees
and Palms • Hardy Climbing Vines

Bulbs and Roots • Plant Tubs, Window-
Boxes and English Garden Furniture
Our New Hybrid Giant-Flowering

Marshmallow
Our Illustrated General Catalogue No. 75 describes our products

;

will be mailed upon request.

The Proper Way to Buy is to see the material growing. We shall gladly

give our time and attention to all intending purchasers visiting our Nursery and invite

everybody interested in improving their grounds to visit us.

Our Landscape Department Plan and Plant Grounds and Gardens Every-
where with Our "World's Choicest Nursery and Greenhouse Products."

Visitors take Erie Railroad to Carlton Hill, second stop on main line;

3 minutes walk to nursery.

LANDSCAPE GARDENERS
Nurserymen and Florists RUTHERFORD, N. J.
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RAISING BANTAMS
By E. I. FARRINGTON

BANTA'MS are the best of poultry pets.

Gentle, tame and companionable, they

may be handled freely and will run to

meet their young owner at the sound of

his voice. They will thrive in very
limited quarters, require only a dry goods
box for a home and may be fed largely on
the scraps from the family table. More-
over, they will pay their way by the eggs
they lay, and if good stock is kept, it

is quite possible for the youthful bantam
raiser to make a considerable sum of

money each season by selling eggs for

hatching purposes or by selling chickens
and mature birds to other fanciers. In-

deed, there is no reason why entries

should not be made at the local poultry
show, with a possibility of winning prizes,

which always creates a demand for one's

stock.

Many bantams are really pocket
editions of the larger breeds and weigh
just about one fifth as much, so that the

weight of some kinds is reckoned by
ounces rather than by pounds. The
Cochins, Brahmas and Plymouth Rocks,

for example, are perfect miniatures of the

breeds which bear these names. There
are other varieties, however, which have
a place only in the bantam category.

Fanciers in China and Japan have been
breeding bantams for many centuries

and some of the best known sorts have
come from these far off countries, but
newer varieties have been created in this

country and in England, where bantams
are highly popular.

Most popular of all bantams in America
and the best for the boy to start with
are the Cochins, sometimes called Pekins,
the latter name suggesting their origin.

There are four varieties commonly
bred—White, Black, Buff, and Partridge
Cochin bantams, all four handsome,
stylish and aristocratic in appearance.
Their legs are heavily feathered and so

short that the birds hardly seem to have
any legs at all. The hens are good layers

and the eggs are larger than might be ex-

pected quite large enough, indeed, to be
used in the kitchen or on the table. These
eggs are unusually rich, too, and highly
flavored.

Which variety to select depends upon
personal preference as to color. Prob-
ably more Buffs are raised than any other
kind, for the rich, heavy and glossy plum-
age is most attractive. The White
Cochins make a fine appearance on the
lawn, ?jut the feathers of the Blacks do
not show stains as plainly as those of

the lighter varieties.

A Cochin bantam rooster is always a
delight, so alert, proud and saucy is he,

strutting about in the most comical man-
ner when there are visitors and always
ready to defend his honor or his mates,
even to the point of doing battle with a

cock bird five or six times his size. It

would be difficult to find a more friendly

The Use of Cement
about a

Suburban Home
will do more than any other one thing to make
the place beautiful. Concrete structures look

clean, their colors and lines blend effectively

with the landscape; and they improve with

exposure. Unless a great deal of money is

spent upon wood, it deteriorates and looks

shabby. Concrete costs nothing for repairs

—

is fireproof, vermin proof, sanitary.

If you have stables, garages, porches, side*

walks, gateways, fence posts, etc., to build or rebuild

on your place, write us for full information about

the use of concrete, its cost and desirability. You
will be pleased at the results obtained by the use of

PORTLAN D

CEMENTUNIVERSAL
It is always reliable. We invite inquiries on any

subject relating to the use of cement. The follow^

ing free booklets are full of interest and information:

Concrete Silos Concrete Sidewalks

Concrete Surfaces Concrete in the Country
Small Farm Buildings of Concrete

Universal Portland Cement Co.
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH
MINNEAPOLIS

72 W. Adams Street

Frick Building

Security Bank Building

PLANTS AT CHICAGO AND PITTSBURGH
ANNUAL OUTPUT 12,000,000 BARRELS

Sample and
Circular

Free

A House Lined with

Mineral Wool
as shown in these sections, is Warm in Winter,
Cool in Summer, and is thoroughly DEAFENED.

The lining is vermin proof; neither rats, mice,

nor insects can make their way through or live in it.

MINERAL WOOL checks the spread of fire and
keeps out dampness.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
LONGITUDINAL SECTION.

OE088-SBCTION THROUGH FLOOR.

U. S. Mineral Wool Co.

140 Cedar St., NEW YORK CITY
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Stye Seal Estate Mntt

FOR SALE
Lake George, New York

Country home on west shore of Lake George, fully

furnished, about 58 acres ot land including farm.

Large stucco mansion, tiled roof and veranda, 8
master bedrooms, 5 bath rooms, beautiful gardens,

excellent furnishings. Gardener's cottage, barn?,

steam yacht, electric launch, boat houses, farm im-

plements, etc. Everything in A 1 condition, house

rebuilt 1910. Property has large bay, and a point

of land commanding excellent view of the Lake.
For particulars address

ESTATE OF WILLIAM DEMUTH
507 Broadway New York City

Do You Want to PurchaseA Home?
If among our Real Estate Advertisements you do

not find just what you want—Address

THE REAL ESTATE MART,
Care of American Homes and Gardens

361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

Mid The Berkshires.
A BARGAIN—House; barn; hen house; office; all newly painted. 19 fruit

trees. Well and cistern. 3 beautiful acres. Grand view. One-half mile
trolley. Near two famous schools. Price J1900; will be sold for $U50;
$500 down, balance to suit.

D. B. Cornell Company, Great Barrington, Mass.

Summit, New Jersey

pQ ? SAI F a ' extremely reasonable price and on most
kJnijljj

liberal terms to immediate purchaser.
House is uniquely situated in center of five acre court approached
through a driveway of beautiful old shade trees. One mile from
station. Colonial house, practically new, three baths. Fruit
trees, garden, regulation tennis court. Modern stable and other
outbuildings. Within reasonable distance of Baltusrol and
Canoe Brook Clubs. Owner's business compels immediate
change of residence. Ready for occupancy after April 1 0th
R. C. WILSON, (Owner), Summit, N. J.

Pheasants and =
Wild Waterfowl i am.™ book™

orders tor eggs or a

great variety of pheasants and wild ducks for Spring and early

Summer delivery, including eggs of the Genuine English Gray
Call Ducks.

ij I also manufacture a full line of foods for the successful raising of

young pheasants and wild ducks and for feeding the old birds in the

pens all the year round. You really cannot afford to pass through
another breeding season without these foods.

Nearly Every Failure With These Birds I raise more pheas-

Can Be Traced To Mis-Feeding.
ants and real wid

b ducks in captivity

every year than all of the breeders in the United States
put together. There must be a reason why I am able to do this.

Write for price-lists, information, etc. Address Dept. A.

WALLACE EVANS
Game Propagating Farm, OAK PARK, ILL,

¥7 O 1 high class hunting, sporting, watch and

J^Qf |j2lIC set dogs; puppies of all varieties a'specialty.

On receipt of 10 cents we mail highly
descriptive illustrated catalogue, which gives full information of 42
breed of dogs, several breeds of cattle, sheep, swine, birds,
rabbits, ferrets ; price list of poultry and pigeons.

CHAS. L. B. LANDIS
Dept. 171 Reading, Pa.

Blue Ribbon Strain White Wyandotte
Hatching Eggs $1.00 per Dozen by Mail.

Send Check, Money or Money Order.
Hessian Hill Farm Croton-on-Hudson, N. Y.

WITCH
HAZEL

Fine specimens
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

9

--C^^v^*^5"'

Bob White Quail

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies. Black Game, Wild Turkeys, Quails, Rabbits, Deer, etc.,
for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants, Peafowl, Swans,
Cranes, Storks, Ornamental Geese and Ducks, Foxes, Squirrels,
Ferrets, etc., and all kinds of birds and animals.

WILLIAM J. MACKENSEN, Naturalist
Dept. C YARDLEY. PA.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and
Geese, Flamingoes, Game and
Cage Birds.

"Everything in the bird line From a
Canary to an Ostrich"

1 am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have
on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G, D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn.

pet, however, or one more ready to re-

spond to his owner's advances, follow-

ing him all around the yard, only stop-

ping; at intervals to lift his voice in true

chanticler fashion.

Japanese bantams, Light and Dark
Brahma bantams and Sebright bantams
may be taken up after a while, if the boy
has a fancy for these breeds, which are

raised in large numbers and are splendid
pets. The Brahmas are counterparts in

miniature of the large breed bearing that

name, but the Japs are odd little birds

which illustrate the patience of the peo-
ple in the little island kingdom, for years

of careful breeding must have been nec-

essary for the development of these

quaint and tiny fowls. The short legs

barely keep the wings off the ground and
there is a large, flowing tail which almost
touches the head. There are solid whites
and solid blacks, and a white variety

with a black tail, something found in no
other breed of poultry, large or small.

These Japanese bantams are a source of

much pleasure to anyone raising them,
but the young chickens are delicate and
much more difficult to raise than the

Cochins or Brahmas.

Sebrights are exceedingly diminutive,
weighing as little as twenty or twenty-
four ounces when mature, but they are

among the best varieties to keep as pets

and may be given the run of the grounds
with perfect freedom. They may be
kept to better advantage where close

confinement is not necessary, for they
love their liberty. When allowed to

roam, they will pick up nearly all their

living in Summer, and they are good
layers.

Assuming that the boy who decides to

keep bantams as pets chooses one of the
Cochin varieties, he will need a small
house for them to roost in with a little

yard attached. A rooster and four or five

hens will be enough to begin with, at

least. A trio—that is, a rooster and two
hens—is often purchased and the price

need not be over five dollars. It may be
possible, indeed, to secure the birds for

one dollar apiece, or even less, but it is

well to start with fairly good stock, as
then there is almost sure to be an op-
portunity to sell hatching eggs or breed-
ing stock, so that the boy will be able to

get his money back and make a profit,

in addition. Most boys can make a house
for a few bantams. A dry goods box,
with a sloping roof added and roof and
sides covered with roofing paper, will

answer the purpose admirably. There
should be a window in front, with a space
above as wide as the window and a foot
high covered with burlap, so that air will

be admitted freely, even in Winter.
Cochin bantams can stand much cold but
require fresh air in abundance. They
must be protected from drafts, however,
and it is most important to keep the
house dry. If there is any danger from
rats, it is well to cover the under part
of the floor with closely-woven chicken
wire. In warm weather, the window
may be removed and the opening covered
with the same kind of wire. If the house
gets very warm, an opening in the back
near the top with an adjustable shutter,

will provide cross ventilation and make
it cooler. If a glass window for the house
cannot be secured, a frame covered with
muslin brushed over with linseed oil will

serve as a substitute and costs but a few
cents. If the house is to be placed in a
conspicuous spot, it is well to make it a
little more highly finished, so that it will

not be an eye-sore. A few dollars will
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PURE WALLS
and

ECONOMY
^^alls should be beautiful and sani-

tary, and enough material to com-
pl.tely decorate the walls and ceiling

of a Ux.14 room can be had for only

$1.10.

Hygienic Kalsomine goes fur-
thest and painters can show a 20 per

cent time saving in its successful ap-

plication. It is within the reach of all.

HYGIENIC KALSOMINE

Home Decorator Free.

Get a copy. It is full of helps, «.nd

shows rich, artistic, restful shades in

combinations for ceilings, sidewalls

and borders, in Colors. Popular

everywhere.

Ask your dealer or write us.

DEPARTMENT H

ADAM5 & ELTINC CO.
7I6-T0-726 WASHINGTON BlVD- CHICAGO- U iA

^&$^E
lead in style and appointment. They have a longer
wheel base.— a larger body with more spacious
interiors and luxurious upholstering'. Dropped

Enclosed Fender^—Auxiliary Rain Vision
Tires, — special pneumatic, or Motz

.i. On exhibition in all principal cities.

The Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., 2180 W. 23th St., Cleveland. Ohio

White-Fl.
Dogwood

Large Specimens
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn. •

DON'T COOK THE COOK
"ECONOMY" GAS
For Cooking, Water Heating and
Laundry Work also for Lighting

"It makes the bouse a home"
Send stamp today for "Economy Way"

Economy GasMachine Co.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Gaa Is sub'fnatic Sanitary and Not-PolsonoatEconomy '

ESS Sheep Manur.
Dried and Pulverized

One Barrel EQualsTwo
Wagon Loads Barnyard Manure I

Unequalled for lawn, garden and field fertilizing-.

i ^S.H
tfr for jntereating booklet and prices.

THE PULVERIZED MANURE CO., 21 Union Stock Yard., Chicago

Rare Climbing

Hydrangea

Heavy pet grown
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co,
New Haven, Oept, M., Conn. 9

pay for a well-made house nicely painted.

Within the house there must needs be a

roosting perch and a nest or two and
they should be so arranged that they may
be removed easily for cleaning. An
orange or egg crate will make fwo or

three nests if division boards are placed

in it. The crate should rest on its side

and a strip of light board two or three

inches high should be nailed across the

front at the bottom, so that the eggs will

not roll out. A little soft hay or dried

grass or even straw may be used to line

the nests. There should always be a

litter of straw, hay or leaves on the floor,

into which the grain is thrown, so that

the birds will be obliged to scratch busily

for their rations. This is one of the most
important points to be remembered. The
litter should be cleaned out two or three

times a month and a new lot substituted.

It is a simple matter to gather enough
leaves in the Fall to give a sufficient

supply to last all Winter. Lawn clippings

or grass cut with a scythe may be dried

in the sun in the course of the Summer
and make a good litter. Much of the

lawn hay will be eaten if well made,
which means if allowed to dry until it

crackles when handled. Clover is espe-

cially good and a little clover seed may
be scattered on the lawn in the Fall of

the year.

It is an advantage to have a run large

enough so that grass can be kept growing
in it, but this is not necessary, for green
food in the shape of lawn clippings,

lettuce and vegetables from the garden
may be given when the birds are confined

to a dirt run. When grass is not grown,
the run ought to be spaded occasionally

so that it will be kept clean. Bantams
are dainty little creatures and demand
sanitary quarters. In Winter a box filled

with fine earth or sand should be placed
in the house for the birds to dust in. It

is well to fill a barrel for this purpose
in the Fall before the ground freezes.

Where there are ample grounds, there

is no good reason why a little flock of

bantams need be confined at all, for the
amount of damage which they are likely

to do in the garden is very small indeed.
They are not as destructive as hens of

ordinary size or as persistent in scratch-

ing. If allowed to run on the lawn, they
will be highly ornamental and attract no
little attention from people who pass.

Boys who keep bantams sometimes
make a mistake in trying to hatch the
chickens early. The first of May is early
enough, and there is no reason why they
should not be hatched as late as Septem-
ber, if they can be kept in warm and dry
quarters until fairly well matured.
Light hens of the larger breeds or
bantam hens may be given the task of

hatching the eggs, and the chicks should
have about the same care as that given
ordinary chicks, except that they require

finely cracked grain until they are well
grown. Common oat meal fed dry is an
excellent ration for the first week, but
may be varied with bread crumbs, hard-
boiled eggs and rolled oats. Later,
cracked wheat and corn should be fed.

It is a good plan to buy a small coffee
mill and grind up several kinds of grain.

A bit of lettuce or other green food will

always be relished and scraps from the
table may be run through a meat grinder,
making excellent chicken feed. Chick
grit and water are needed, of course. A
flower pot saucer with half a brick in the
middle to prevent the chickens wading
in the water makes a good drinking dish
for the first few weeks.

/tajSHESi
;

RERRY
Lrothers'

VARNISHES
If You Care

For Appearance
YOU should be partic-

ular to see that your
floors and woodwork

are finished with Berry
Brothers' Varnishes.
Then you'll have a finish

upon which Time and the

children will make little

impression—a finish that

will not scratch, mar or

turn white. 55 years of

leadership in the industry

guarantee this.

Write for our free book-
let on home varnishing. It

will tell you some things

about varnishes and varnish

results you'll be glad to

know.
Good dealers every-

where recommend Berry
Brothers—some of them
recommended our goods
to your grandparents.

BERRY BROTHERS
Established 1858

Factories: Detroit. Mich., and Walkerville, Ont

Branches: New York, Boston. Philadelphia,

Baltimore. Chicago. Cincinnati. St. Louis. San

Francisco, London, England.

W. W. Denslow, the famous artist of the

"Wizard of Oz" has illustrated in color a beauti-

ful children's booklet, "Around the World in 3

Berry Wagon." Write for free copy.
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T Want to Know You
i£* Like Me,\bu Love
The Hard^GardenPlants

Let us become acquainted—write to

me about your garden and 1 will send
you my new book of Hardy Plant

Specialties for both connoisseur and
amateur. In itl tell you of Delphiniums.
Irises, Peonies, Phloxes, Poppies and
other flowering plants, in all their most
desirable varieties.

1 am sometimes as!:ed if it
" pays" to grow

so many varieties of Peonies, and Irises, when a

shorter list might answer. I repeat here, then,

that 1 grow the things 1 like and because I want
them for myself, and for the pleasure they give

me. Incidentally I find others want them, too.

The Delphinium of today is a tall and stately

plant, contrasting more varied shades of lovely

and rare colors than any other flower in the

garden. For beauty that is wholly ethereal and

makes you dream of far-away things, there is

none like that of the Iris, the "Rainbow
Flower," messenger from the Queen of Heaven
to mortals on earth. My book will tell you,

too, of the dazzling Phloxes, and the barbaric

splendor of the great Oriental Poppies, that are

the charm of the hardy garden. There are full

page color plates of fine specimen Irises, and

Peonies, and Poppies, and of the great field of

peonies which hundreds came to see last year,

reproduced for you from color photographs.

If you care for these things, you
will want my new book, sent to any
flower lover on request.

Bertrand H. Farr, *5KSS£fi*
105 Garfield Ave., Wyomissing, Penna.

RARE
LILACS

In specimen sizes
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

*

SUN
DIALS
Any Latitude

A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-
let, "WHERE SUN DIALS
ARE MADE," sent upon
request. Estimates furnished.

Ask for Booklet No. 5

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 237 Fifth Ave., New York
Branches: New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris

Rhododen-
drons

Hardy varieties
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M„ Conn.

*

PrivateWater Supply Plants

EwanEF
SYSTEM OF ^"*

,VWATER SUPPLY
SEND FOR CATALOC N HA

« KEWANEE WATER SUPPLY CO. .

NEW YORK CITY KEWANEE . ILL . CHICACO

$421.27 Profit
from one acre in one season, and that

on sandy New Jersey soil too.

You can do as well or better

with the new double crop Red Rasp-

berry Ranere. Yields two crops every

year— Ripe fruit from June until

November.

A sworn statement showing daily

shipments and receipts, and expenses of

1 J acres of this berry mailed free.

One dozen plants, postpaid, $1 .00

Half dozen . . . .50

Quarter dozen . . .25

My new book, "Dahlias and How to Grow Them"
free for a postal card.

J. MURRAY BASSETT
Packard Street Hammonton, New Jersey

There is nothing about the care of ban-
tams which is beyond the ability of any
boy. They need no more attention than
rabbits or cavies and are much more
satisfactory pets. They may be kept in

an ordinary back yard, or allowed to run
on the lawn. Some of the best bantams
seen at the shows are raised in very
limited quarters. A boy who is really

fond of his birds will spend most of his

spare time with them, and have them so

tame that they will stand on his finger

and fly to his shoulder. It is a pleasure to

work with bright, handsome pets like

these.

VARIETY IN THE VEGETABLE
GARDEN

By FLORENCE TAFT EATON

IN planning for the planting of the

family garden, it is rather interesting,

and a really paying experiment, to try a

few vegetables a little out of the common
run. As a matter of fact, the "survival

f the fittest" doctrine applies to garden-
ing as well as to everything else, and the

vegetables in common use are, as goes
without saying, the most satisfactory as

to results in yield and quality. Never-
theless, one finds some "fun" in trying

each year one or two varieties new to that

particular family and garden spot, and
there are many vegetables in this cate-

gory really worth while, even in a small

plot of land. I will suggest a few which
we have found an addition to our list of the

old "stand-bys"—the interesting cosmopolit-

ans, as it were—that give variety and
diversity to our "old inhabitants."

Foremost among our experiments
which have proved of permanent value is

the New Zealand spinach. Nothing new
about the New Zealand spinach? No,
but in how few gardens is it seen ! This
we have found a good "filler," as it may
be cut any and every day after it gets

well established until the heavy frosts

come, having no season. It is the best
example of both having one's cake and
eating it, as for every sprig clipped two
new ones appear. Whenever the choice
vegetables are a little sparse, spinach may
be added to the bill of fare ; and if the
garden is expected to add a little to the
children's pin money, a bushel or two
may at almost any time be cut for the

market man, who is usually glad to

obtain it fresh. Half of a short garden
row will be enough for a small family, as

it spreads generously.

Swiss Chard is another prolific and
ever-yielding "green," of the same gen-
eral kind. This also lasts until after even
hard frosts, and its tender and most
attractive green and white inner leaves

may be cut and cut indefinitely, and to

advantage. It has the additional value of

being two in one, as the snowy midrib
may be used alone, boiled, buttered, and
either served entire, as asparagus, with
or without toast, or cut in small pieces,

stewed and served in a cream sauce. The
stalks are also delicious, cooked, chilled,

and used with French dressing as a salad.

The green parts of the same leaves mav
be boiled, chopped fine, and prepared like

spinach, and is equally good.

Kohl Rabi is another very satisfactory

but little used vegetable, and if caught at

the perfect moment, when tender and
succulent is most delicious. It should be
cut when rather small, before the woody
fibres develop, which absolutely spoil it

for table use, as no amount of cooking
will then render it tender. After cooking-
it may be sliced and served plain, with

CI

Vi
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Our Newest Rose Triumph
No Lawn or Garden should be without it

The Climbing
American Beauty

The most beautiful climbing, pillar or bush rose ever
introduced. Hardy as an oak. Fine, dark green,
healthy foliage, free from black spot or mildew. A
perfect mass of bloom in June and flowering occa-
sionally throughout the entire growing season. Hoses
3 to 4 inches in diameter on single stems; color and ap-
pearance like the old American Beauty, with the
same exquisite fragrance. While the old American
Beauty is rarely satisfactory in the open ground, our
new Climbing American Beauty has proved perfectly

hardy, stands heat and drought as well as any rose in

our collection and produces twenty times as many
flowers as its pollen parent.

Don't fail to plant
this beautiful rose
this spring. Strong
One Year Plants,

$1.00 each, $10.00
per dozen. Sent
immediately upon
receipt of price, or
at the proper time
for spring planting,

post or express
paid. Colored

illustration on request.

£1 UNEXCELLED
NURSERY
FACILITIES

Our Nurseries cover
about 800 acres, where
we grow a full line of
Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Evergreens,
Shrubs, Vines, Roses,
etc. 60 years of ex-
perience enables us to

offer exceptional ser-

vice. Landscape work
in all its branches.
If you contemplate the

J» improvement of your
grounds or the plant-
ing of a commercial
orchard, write us for

information or prices.

HOOPES, BRO.&
THOMAS
COMPANY
Dept. A

West Chester, Pa.
Philadelphia, Office:

Room 202
Stephen Girard Bldg.

Beautiful Lawns
Lawns that are distinctive; that show early and

late and all of the time that they are different;
lawns of wonderful texture; a rich green, velvety
carpet out of doors; such lawns are made with

KflLflKfl
FERTILIZED QRAS5 SEED

Expert blendingrof purest seeds of choice lawn grasses
in combination with specially prepared natural fertil-
izer insures best distribution and quick, strong germination.

Kalaka in 5 lb. boxes at $1.00 express prepaid East
or $1 .25 West of Omaha. Special prices for quantities
of 50 lbs. and over. Order today.

Froo Rnnbler "How to Make a Lawn,"rree oooniei
valuable t0 every )awn

maker, sent free if you mention your dealer.

THE KALAKA CO., 1110 W. 35th Street, Chicago

||| ML

^DREER'S
^ 6PECUL -CATALOGUE"

^ fDAHLF
describing nearijjj*500 Oi

*- choicest sorts of all types,
.

» -^beautifully illustrated.

S COPIES FREE ON REQUEST

HENRY A. DRET"
ft

'

'JK-- PHILADELPHIA ^*W
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Burbank'sNew Shasta Daisy
The Westralia

You all know the famous Luther Burbank creation, the Shasta Daisy,

with its hu*e white flowers with soft, velvety gold centers—the world-

wide popular flower creation of the century.

The Westralia Shasta is a new type, of pleasing cream color, semi-

double, three to four inches across, produced on furly long stems in

bewilderingprofusion. with remarkable resistant vigor and ability to over-

come ill-treatment and unfavorable conditions, rseautify your garden

with this unusual Burbank novelty. Get it from the true original source.

As with all original Burbank productions, the demand is great. Order

before the supply is exhausted-today.
One plant. 75 cents; two, Si. 35; three, $1-50; six, $2.00; ten, S-.50;

100. SIS. 00.

You can now get Luther Burbank's
1913 Rose Novelty—Corona

For your own garden. This, the most unique of all rose creations, has a

bloom which, when cut, will last in perfect condition for two weeks. It

is a semi-climber of the Crimson Rambler Type, with immense clusters

of rose-crimson flowers, resembling the Chinese Primrose. The Corona
is a hardv plant, and will grow anywhere in the L'nited States. A row of

"Coronas" will make your garden a sight to behold. Large plants,

each, $5.00; per ten, $40.00. Place your orders now.

Burbank's Own Selection ^JO
of his own seeds— 1 packages *p£*
Enough for a garden of extraordinary character and beauty—a genuine

Burbank garden. These seeds are of highest quality, prepared under
Burbank's personal supervision. The demand is so great that we advise

immediate response. The selection includes : Long Season Sweet
Peas; Rainbow Corn; Scabiosa Major, Select double; Gigantic Crimson
Morning Glory ; Giant Zinnia: Schizanthus Wisetonensis. very newest,

extra select largest flowers; Dianthis Imperialis. beautiful mixed very
large (Japanese Pink I ; Verbena, mammoth mixed; New Lavender
Trailing Godetia ; New Gigantic Evening Primrose Oenethera
1

'America." Owing to limited supply and great demand one or two
other Burbank flowers of equal merit may be substituted.

Any 5 of the above, $1
Not including Rainbow Corn

The Garden Novelty of 1913 Bur-
bank's Rainbow Corn
Beautiful and exquisite in colorings as Orchids—a flower in^bloom from

the time the young shoots appear until the heavy frosts of autumn ; noth-

ing like it for decorative effects, for garden, cutting, or corsage bou-
quet: leaves variegated with brilliant crimson, yellow, white, green, rose,

and bronze stripes ; a bed of it in your garden looks like its name

—

RAINBOW. Hardy and will grow with little attention. Your garden
with Burbank's Rainbow Corn will be the admiration of every one who
see*: it. Order now—today—while the supply lasts. Fifty cents the

package.
With every dollar order we will send you upon request Luther Bur-

bank's InstrucTions "How to Plant and Raise Flowers" '—worth the price

of the order.
Luther Burbank wants the people of all countries to enjoy the beauty

and splendor of his new flower creations. Now for the hrst time, the
original ""jeations are within the reach of all. None .genuine without
seal.

Send for our 1913 Seed
^^^^^ Catalogue at once.

The Luther
Burbank Co.

Sole Distributor of the Burbank's
Horticultural Productions

851 Exposition Building
San Francisco

Dwarf
Apples

Fruiting Sizes
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

^Kp^ "JAPANESE DWARF TREES"
and Species. 1.—Several varieties. 2.-7
years to 85 years old. 3-—Size ; 6 in. tall,

6 in. spread, to 17 in., to 30 in. spread.
4.—Shape and style; Mount Fuji, Rising
Sun, Setting Sun, Flying crane, tiers, etc.

"garden JAPONICA"
1305 W. 43rd St., Kansas City, Mo.

RareBeauty
Taste,Elegance
ForYourHome

butter, or diced and served with a cream
sauce. But on no account let it get ahead
of you.

Raising Okra is another satisfactory
experiment. This vegetable also must be
carefully watched and used while the
pods are very tender, as a woody fibre

develops in them also, which renders
them worthless. Okra, sliced thin, is a

most delicious addition to any varietv of

stew or soup. The far-famed "Okra
soup" of the South, composed of good-
sized pieces of beef, tomatoes, and sliced

Okra, seasoned highly and stewed until

rich and tender, is almost unrivalled in

its own department. Okra is also very
nice as a separate vegetable, or cooked
and chilled, makes a unique and delicious

salad. It is not very prolific, but is well
worth while, to help give individuality to

one's garden and table.

If one wishes an ornamental addition
to the garden, Sea Kale stands unrivalled.

A row which we once planted flourished

most luxuriantly, and, viewed as a

foliage plant, was the admiration of all

beholders. We did not, however, care
for it particularly, although it was a good
"green." It is at its best after being
touched by the frost.

Cabbage and cauliflower are in every
garden of any size, but how many try to

raise Brussels Sprouts? It is, however,
one of the most delicious and satisfactory

vegetables for fall use, as it comes after

the strictly Summer vegetables are mostly
gone. It is easily raised, and as it is

always rather expensive in the market,
well worth adding to our permanent list.

Serve it escalloped with a rich cream
sauce, with grated cheese on top, and you
may go far before finding a more delici-

ous dish.

Salsify is also easily raised, and with
its extremely individual flavor, is a very
valuable addition to our table in Fall and
early Winter. The garden presents such

an embarrassment of riches in the Sum-
mer months, that vegetables which we
can house and use to help 1 delay the

advent of the tin can season, are

treasures and should be raised and hus-
banded with care. Some roots may be
left in the garden during the Winter and
dug up in the Spring with the parsnips.

Beside each season adding one or two
untried varieties to the garden, try differ-

ent kinds of the old stand-bys. Set a

plant or two of the "Yellow Plum" to-

mato and of the "Peach" tomato, and
the tiny red and yellow clustered

varieties. These are all delicious and
ornamental additions to the salad bowl.
They should not, however, take the place

of the tried and tested. A plant of each
is sufficient.

The "Golden Bantam" corn has justi-

fied itself too fully and satisfactorily to

be called an experiment, but if you are

conservative and have not tried it, be
sure and do so this year. We have dis-

carded all other kinds in its favor as none
of them are so tender and delicious. It

has the great advantage, for the small
garden, of keeping perfectly tender and
sweet when the kernels are quite large.

So if it gets ahead of you it can still all be

used, to the last ear. I understand that

it cannot be marketed easily on account
of its color—a rich golden yellow—but
for the home table it has no rival.

Sweet Peppers are most satisfactory

and should be planted, together with the

more pungent variety used in seasonings.

The Sweet Peppers are delicious stuffed

with any vegetable or chopped meat,

. m * >

This splend :d oak stands on the estate of the late
Julius E. French, atW ckliffe, O. It was entirely hol-
low at the base, because of the decay of several years.
It was phys cally weak and growing weaker. With-
in a short time a heavy wind would surely haye
blown it over. It was treated by the Davey Tree
Experts and has been saved.

The picture shown above was taken four years after
treatment, and shows a wonderful growth of new
bark over the filling. The new bark is seen inside
the white spots.

This tree is a living monument to the science of Tree
Surgery, or'ginated and developed by John Davey.
and to the skill of the Davey Tree Experts. Your
trees can be saved by the Davey Experts also.

Let a Davey "free Expert
Examine Your Trees Now.

Sometimes decay can be seen from the outside—
Sometimes it can't. Hidden decay is often just as
dangerous as that exposed to view. Sometimes a
tree owner realizes the condition and needs of his

trees—Sometimes he don't. More often he don't
Generally it's a revelation.

In most cases they sav "I wouldn't have believed that
trees needed such treatment, nor that such things
could be done with trees as you have done."

Cavities, if not properly treated, continue to decay
and destroy the trees. Outward appearances do not
always indicate the extent of the cavity, nor the con-
dition of decay. Our EXPERT examination will

reveal exact conditions.

We will gladly have one of our Experts examine your
trees, without charge, and report on their exact
condition. If your trees need no treatment you want
to know it; if they do need treatment you ought to

know it. Write for booklet "A."

THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO.
KENT, OHIO.
Branch Offices:

226 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.,
Phone Madison Square 9546.

Harvester Bldg.,

New Birks Bldg

YOU can
grow prize

winning
Chrysanthe-

mum blooms

like this pict-

ure and giant

carnations if

you buy the young plants now. Grow
on in pots or boxes until May, then
plant in garden. We furnish 20 strong
plants assorted, either or both, for $ 1 .00

postpaid by Parcels Post. All colors

known included. Or you can make
the 20 up in part of other plants

;

heliotropes, marguerites, geraniums,
double nasturtiums, ivies, icepinks
and any bedding plant in general
Cultural Directions included.

The Harlowarden Greenhouses

GREENP0RT, NEW YORK
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Coldwell

Lawn Mowers

A Coldwell Motor Lawn Mower on the grounds of
John D. Rockefeller's estate, Pocantico Hills, N. Y.

TT[0 keep turf in good condition you must have a

\f]/ good lawn mower.

Those who want—and know—the best always

use Coldwell Mowers.

" Coldwell " means to lawn mowers what " Kodak
"

means to cameras. Each is the leader in its line.

One Coldwell Motor Mower does the work of three

men and three horse mowers. It climbs 25 % grades

easily. It weighs 2,000 pounds—rolling and cutting in

one ; but it leaves no hoof prints.

Coldwell Motor Mowers are used on all the principal

Golf links in America, by the U. S. Government, and on

scores of parks and private estates.

We also make the best horse and hand lawn mowers on the market.

Send us your name and address and we will mail you our illustrated

catalogue, with an interesting booklet on the care of turf.

'Always use the BEST, the BEST is the

cheapest, Coldwell Lawn Mowers
are the BEST."

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER CO.

Philadelphia
NEWBURGH, NEW YORK

Chicago

Garden Furniture
Including Benches, Chairs, Tables,

Arbors Treillage, Pergolas, etc., in

painted and rustic. Catalog of many
designs on request.

North Shore Ferneries Company
Beverley, Massachusetts

Designers and Makers of Garden Accessories

ANEW BOOKFOR
HOMEBUILDERS
Containing in addition to over 125

new designs of Bungalows, Cottages

and Houses, costing from $500.00 to

$15,000.00: articles on how to Fi-
nance, Plan and Build your
new home, and how to equip it with

all Modern Conveniences.

HOMES OF CHARACTER
1913 EDITION

is the most complete Book of Plans ever

published. The plans are allnew and pre-

pared by an Architect of World-wide reputa-

tion. Price of plans given with each design.

300 pages, 127 designs, bound in cloth with
y

art cover. Sent prepaid for $1.00

JOHN HENRY NEWSON
(Inc.)

ARCHITECT

Williamson Building

Desk D. , Cleveland, Ohio

* >

mixed with cream sauce. It is not gen-

erally known that the surplus may be

canned at home and used through the

Winter in salads, sauces and made dishes,

with satisfaction to palate and purse.

In deciding on the kind of lettuce to be

planted, add to the cabbage headed
varieties, Endive, Escarollc, and Cos or

Romaine, to ornament and give diversity

to the salad bowl. The leaves of the last

three should be tied with raffia in order

to bleach and make tender the inner

growth, which will then be found white,

crisp and delicious.

Plant also the "Upland" variety of-

water cress in some corner. If kept

moist, it grows freely and well, a fact

that is not generally known.
Enough has been said to suggest the

addition of a few hitherto tried vege-
tables to the ordinary list. Read over
the catalogues each Spring, visit your
neighbor's gardens, and try something
which is new to you each year.

WOMAN AT THE MOTOR WHEEL
By MRS. A. SHERMAN HITCHCOCK

THE number of women at the present

time who drive motor cars as skilfully

and successfully as any male driver are

many, and it is an interesting and note-

worthy fact that each season there is a con-

siderable increase in the number of women
who become owners and operators of motor-

driven vehicles.

A few years ago a woman driving a motor

car unattended attracted much attention and

was viewed with undisguised curiosity by

all who saw her. There was only now and
then a woman who had the temerity to make
an attempt to operate a motor car, and, in-

deed, when one considers the imperfections

of the cars built a few years ago, one can

more readily appreciate the many obstacles

that she had to contend with and overcome
if she became a successful driver. Cars

were then far more complicated, mechanic-

ally, than any at present, but even so it was
fully demonstrated that there were some
women who possessed the ability to over-

come these obstacles, and who—probably

possessing a tendency toward things me-
chanical—mastered the intricacies of the

gasoline engine and succeeded admirably

as operators.

Nine out of ten women who are asked

why they don't drive their own cars, in-

variably answer in the same way—that

they are too nervous. This is no doubt per-

fectly true in many cases where it would
certainly be unsafe for a woman afflicted

with "nerves" to attempt to handle a car.

Still, the trouble of nervousness is greatly

exaggerated by many women, and would
undoubtedly in most cases wear away
rapidly as confidence in herself became es-

tablished.

Then there are the women whose hus-

bands do not approve of the feminine por-

tion of the family aspiring to the honor of

driving the family car. His real reason is

without doubt in most cases a wholly selfish

one—he fears her proficiency and doesn't

want her to use the car as often as she

would wish were she capable of its opera-

tion. But in spite of the many cynical

shafts of alleged wit that some "superior"

men love to launch at feminine autoists, the

woman who drives and understands the

car has a distinct advantage over the

woman who motors without enthusiasm,

and who does not know the difference be-

tween the spark plug and the rear axle, or

a Wray muffler from the device which
silences, and there are very many motorists

of this type.
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Then there is the motor woman who dis-

likes machinery—who is afraid of soiling

her hands or gloves or gown with a bit of

oil or grease, "and who considers herself of

far greater importance and far more ele-

gant when seated like an automaton in the

tonneau of the car dresses as elaborately

as the pastime will possibly allow, with a

miniature powder puff always ready to dab

her nose occasionally for fear a little dust

may settle thereon.

But the time has come when the ambition

of the woman autoist is to be able intelli-

gently to understand the mechanical fea-

tures' of her car and learn to drive well

that she mav go about when and where

she wishes without being bothered with a

professional chauffeur. There are very

manv women who might enjoy the pleas-

ures" and benefits of motoring were it not

that thev doubt their ability to learn how to

drive and how to overcome obstacles 1 he

majority of these same women would be

perfectly able to master the modern car

after some practical instructions from an

expert.

\ great manv women who could easily

manage their car hesitate to do so through

mistaken ideas of the difficulties to be

overcome. The very first thing necessary

for the woman who has decided to become

an owner and driver is to select her car.

If she is wise she will pick one which is

simple in construction for this is an import-

ant factor when she is to drive the car her-

self Of course, a car of standard manu-

facture is always preferable to one little

known, and a moderately powered car will

answer her requirements perfectly. ine

first duty after purchasing the car is to be-

come perfectly familiar with it. for the

greatest pleasure of motoring is to be able

to do all things about the car that exigency

mav demand.

The first time the woman operates her

car alone she will have very little confi-

dence in her own ability. It is always wise

to practice turning—backing about and

turning around—plenty of room as free

from obstruction as_ possible should be

found to experiment in.

One should learn to control the speed ot

the car with spark and throttle as much as

possible and only release the clutches

when absolutely necessary. The low gear

should only be resorted to in extreme cases

The spark should be used for speed and

the throttle for power. Gradually familiar-

izing oneself with the operation of the car

the disengaging of a clutch or applying of

a brake will become practically automatic.

Before leaving home for a trip the car

should be carefully looked over—this will

occupy but a few minutes and save much

annoyance from troubles on the road The

batteries and coil should be tested, the

spark plugs clean, the gasoline and water

tanks well filled, and there should be a

plentiful supply of lubricating oil. An

abundance of oil should always be kept in

the crankcase of the engine, the change

gear box and the rear axle or differential.

Each and every wearing part—the axle

joints, steering gear, change gear levers,

brake mechanism, etc., should be liberally

oiled.

It is always important that the gasoline

should be strained before putting it into

the tank—it only requires the tiniest bit of

dirt or grit to clog up the carburetor. The

two most important factors to look after

in connection with a gasoline engine are the

flow of gasoline and the electric spark. The

ignition system should always be watched

and gone over carefully from the batteries

to the spark plug. If an engine slows up

the trouble is very likely in the mixture

GUARANTEED
iiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiinii iimiiiiiuii-mrmTr

We have been making fine china for forty years.

The trade-mark name " Homer Laughlin " on the

underside of a dish is our guarantee to you that it

will not chip at every touch ; that it will not break
readily; that it will resist the attacks of table

cutlery and that its beautiful glaze will not become
marred by fine black lines, due to " crazing."

Send for The China Book—an artistic broch-
ure in color telling how good china is made. It

is sent free. After reading it you will want the

china you buy to bear the Homer Laughlin
trade-mark.

The Homer Laughlin China Co.
NEWELL, W. VIRGINIA

HomerIauqhlm chinaPM

Thousands of Houses
have been stained with

Cabot's Shingle Stains
during over thirty years all over the world. The owners
didn't decide haphazard. They investigated, calculated
—and found that these stains were infinitely more beauti-
ful in colorings than paint, and that they cost less than
half as much, to buy and to apply. Also that they pene-
trated and thoroughly preserved the wood, being made
with Creosote, " the best wood preservative known."

Investigation will cost you a postage stamp.

Sendfor stained wood samples and name of nearest
agent. Cabot's Stains ate sold all over the country.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg. Chemists

131 Milk Street Boston, Mass.
Stained with Cabot's Shingle Stains

Bunting & Skrigley, Architects, Philadelphia

Pretty Garden for a Dollar
WITH the approaching of Spring and

planting time grows within you the long-

ing for a pretty garden; and your ambition is to

make that garden prettier than ever before.

After careful thought and selection we have
made a collection of 24 varieties of flower seeds

that will grow a surprisingly pretty little garden
having distinctive individuality and charm.

Here is the collection— one regular packet of each:

Agters Larkspur, Dwarf Phlox Druininond
Candytuft Larkspur, Tall Rr.eket Poppv
Centaurea cyanus Lupinus Portulaca, Single
Clarkia Malope Scabiosa
Colllnsia Marigold Sunflower
Convolvulus, Dwarf Marigold, Dwarf Sweet Alyssum
Cosmos Mignonette Zinnia. Dwarf
Eschscholtzia Nasturtium, Dwarf Zinnia, Tall

A dollar bill pinned to your letter will bring the collection

together with an attractive garden plan insuring color har-
mony. Also our Spring catalog containing a wonderful list

of flower and vegetable seeds, garden tools, etc. . as well as many
helpful hints and suggestions on the cultivation of jour garden.

-" "The Most Reliable Seeds"
have been renowned for their uniform purity and fertility ever since

Thomas Jefferson was President—you can depend upon them.

J. M. Thorburn & Co.
33P Barclay SI. Founded 1808— ill years ago New York
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Free Book on
Lawn Making
It tells you how to make and

care for a new lawn. Als

tells you how to renew
an old worn-out lawn.

In fact, this book
gives all data on
making and main-

taining a beauti-

ful lawn. Every
home o wne r

should have this
book. It is free

for the asking. Write
for it to-day.

Dunham "Water-Weight"
Rollers Roll Your Lawn
Do you know that the most essential tool

for the care of a laivn is a Roller? A roller

will eradicate weeds, discourage moles and ants,

keep grass from dying out in spots, and pro-

mote even growth from a hard, smooth surface

over which the mower will operate to perfection.

Dunham "IVater-lVeight" Roller Bearing Rollers

are superior to all others. They are roller bear-

ing and easy to operate. Insist on a Dunham.
If your dealer does not have them, write us.

For sale by leading Hardware and Seed Stores.

Don't fail to write for our Free Book on Laiun

Making.

THE DUNHAM COMPANY
132 FRONT STREET, BEREA, OHIO
Largest Roller Manufacturers in the World

10,000CATALOGUES
ON GARDENING!FREE!

Have yon sent for yours ?
A postal card will bring It

Cassell&Co., 47 E. 19th St., New York

a
Detachable" Hose Reel

Can be easily changed from one faucet to another. Put a faucet
on front and rear of house, in garage, etc.

Quickly slips on and off the faucet.
Hose securely attached to reel. Easily
carried about You can unreel the hose

as needed with the water
turned on. Reel revolves on
the faucet.

Prevents kinks and twists in
the hose—makes it last longer.
Fire Protection—ready for
instant use by having a special

faucet in kitchen or laundry. Small ex-
pense. Ask your hardware dealer to
show you or write for booklet.
^"Useful things for lawn."'

'specialty MANUFACTURING CO.
1045 Raymond Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Let me plan
your grounds

After eight years' service with Mr. E. C.

Converse, of Greenwich, Conn. , as landscape

architect at his country estate of Conyers

Manor, I am now open for engagements in

my professional capacity.

I am qualified to act as consulting gardener and as

landscape architect. My specialty is in laying out an

estate, or the grounds around a country home, along

Nature's own lines, so as to obtain beauty and charm
at a moderate expense.

Beginniug at the famous Blenheim estate of the

Duke of Marlborough, I have had a professional ex-

perience of twenty years.

My fee is proportionate to the size of the place, and

the amount of time given to it.

I can be of much help to the owner of a small place

of a few acres, as well as to the owner of a large estate.

If you are interested, I shall be glad to send you my
book, "The Making of a Country Estate," which will

give you an excellent idea of my work. Address

Henry Wild
Landscape Architect and Consulting Gardener

Greenwich, Conn.

of gas supply or to the batteries running

down. When the engine comes suddenly

to a stop it is practically certain that the

cause is some defect with the ignition sys-

tem. If an engine slows up and stops and
then after a moment starts up again and
runs a mile or two, it is a sure sign thai

the batteries are run down. An engine sel-

dom stops abruptly without preliminary

warnings.

Sometimes a mixture of gas is exploded

in the muffler by the heat of the exhaust.

This is called back-firing and is caused by

too great a supply of gas being fed to the

engine. As this cannot be fired or ex-

ploded it is forced into the muffler with the

exhaust gases. A sure sign of too much
lubrication is blue smoke coming from the

exhaust, and when too much gasoline is

being consumed the smoke will be black.

An over supply of either oil or gasoline

will cause dirty valves and sotted plugs.

After a woman has operated her car foi

some time she can readily tell by the sound
whether the engine is running smoothly
and correctly. If there is premature igni-

tion, loose bearings, loose distance rods,

any small obstruction in the sprocket or

gears, or a broken or loose framework, or,

in fact, any unusual sound, it should be im-

mediately investigated and eliminated, if

possible, for although one may be able to

get home the damage done is quite apt to

be expensive to the owner. When the en-

gine has become overheated and the pistons

are jammed tightly by lack of water, the

cylinders can be tested by sprinkling a little

water on them. If the water hisses and im-

mediately dries off the tank must not be re-

filled until cool. Some kerosene can be

poured into the pistons while they are hot.

If the pistons have become seized the cool-

ing process will be a slow and tedious one.

There are symptoms, however, that indi-

cate overheating, such as a violent pound-
ing of the engine, steam issuing from the

filling nozzle, water coming out of the over-

flow pipe while driving, continuing firing

after the ignition is off and smoke rising

from the engine. If these symptoms are

noticed, and kerosene is injected into the

cylinder, meanwhile turning the engine by
hand, the temperature will go down and the

pistons will move freely. The most ef-

fective way is to become perfectly familiar

with the car and avoid all troubles by care

and intelligence.

The woman who is learning should above
all else be possessed of the virtue of pa-
tience. She cannot expect to learn to know
her car at once. Perseverance and patience

and time will work wonders and constant

association with things mechanical gives
one a degree of skill in manipulating tools

that will astonish the novice. Common
sense is the first principle needed to run a

car. Ingenuity is another needed requisite,

and with intelligence and the desire to be-
come proficient the average woman may
confidently expect to develop into a suc-
cessful and expert motor car driver.

PARAGUAY'S "SPIDER-LACE"
MISSIONARIES in Paraguay more

than two hundred years ago taught

the native Indians to make lace by hand.

Since that day, says an exchange, the art

has greatly developed, and in certain of the

towns lace-making is the chief occupation.

Almost all the women, many children, and
not a few men are engaged in this industry.

A curious fact with reference to the

Paraguayan laces is that the designs were
borrowed from the strange webs woven by
the semi-tropical spider, that abound in that

country. Accordingly, this lace is by the

natives called nanduti, which means "spider

web."

Ivel
You can always have a dark green

lvety lawn if you make it with)

UTreeTMI
The Plant Food Blend
for fertilizing lawns, flowers, trees, shrubs, vegetables

and all things that grow. Concentrated, all available,

clean, odorless. A scientific discovery. Six years tests.

Use one-halt less of U-TREE-T-ME, than ordinary fertilizer

and grow more fruit and vegetables, earlier and of finer flavor.

5 lbs. express prepaid $ 1 .00 (enough for 500 feet lawn or I 30
rose bushes, etc.); 100 lbs. $5.00; freight prepaid east of

Mississippi River.

Write for valuable free booklets.

THE PLANT & LAND FOOD CO.
202 N. Garrison Lane Baltimore, Md.

f * 1 T\ Fruit and Ornamental

Irish Koses trees, shrubs

EVERGREENS and Hardy Perennials
A complete line of quality stock. Extra Sizes for

immediate effect. Sizes and Prices in Catalog.

ROSEDALE NURSERIES
Office: 69 Hamilton Place TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet have your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

IS-ftii Ctfltgu* HsrJwart Sfttldliln, Fru.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
s*lc Manupaoturm* ... NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Trial Four Months, over 400 pages. Ten Cents

World's Greatest Collector Magazine
FOUNDED IN 1895

©6c Philatelic West and
Collector's 'World
Superior. Nebraska, U.S.A.

The oldest, largest monthly American Collectors' Paper. 1 00
pages each issue, replete with interesting reading and advertising,

illustrated, pertaining to Stamps, Curios, Coins, Postal Cards
and Entire Covers, Old Weapons and Pistols, Historical

Discoveries, Minerals, Relics of all kinds, Old Books, etc. Over
3,600 pages issued in two years, An unimitated expensive
meritorious feature is the publication in each number of illustra-

tions of leading collectors and dealers of the world.

SO cents for 12 numbers; Foreign and Canada,
$1 or 4s. Sample Free

L. T. BRODSTONE, Publisher
Superior, Nebraska, U.S.A.

Christmas
Roses

Six varieties
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. HI., Conn.

K> Step*™., S,ta .,

Underground Refuse Disposal
Keep the garbage out of sight in the ground
away from the dogs, cats and typhoid fly.

Thousands in use.

%rj^||£Bi Underground
Garbage and Refuse Receivers
A fireproof and sanitary disposal

of ashes, refuse and oily waste.

Our Underground Earth Closet
means freedom from contaminated water

supply.

Sold direct. Send for circular

In use nine years. * It pays to took us up.

C. H. STEPHENSON. Mfir.

21 Farrar St. Lynn, Man.

PofEKY
Y'OUR. Garden and Home

will haveNewCharm with
Artistic Pottery selected

,4fcm the Galloway Collection
,' 'Strong and Durable Matcr-
>'ial at Reasonable Prices.

Send for our Catalogue of
_J Pots.BoxesVases.Sundials,Ben-
•/ ches and other Terra Cotta,

f Garden Furniture, ctxis

Gal^wa£JI$rra CoTtaGd,
3222 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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PICTURES AS DECORATIONS

I

HAVE often wondered why so many
otherwise beautiful homes are ruined by

a careless and injudicious use of pictures,

particularly when such beautiful and en-

tirely appropriate pictures may be had
anywhere for almost nothing. Many
apartments and houses are carefully planned

as far as the wall and floor coverings are

concerned—careful selection is made of

curtains, furniture and bric-a-brac, but the

question of pictures, which make or mar
the entire effect, is often left for chance
to decide.

The maximum of decorative effect at the

minimum of cost may be had by the dis-

criminating use of pictures properly framed
and placed, and very fortunately for the

inexperienced decorator the choice, while

of infinite variety is so divided that judici-

ous selection is not difficult. I myself am
very fond of portraits and have found that

nothing is more decorative in effect than a

well selected portrait of the period desired,

and portraits of all periods are available.

Xot long ago I arranged a little study in

a man's apartment where a splendid result

was obtained with very simple materials.

The walls were covered with a Japanese
grass-cloth of a deep, old gold tone, and I

selected two or three large photographs of
Franz Hals and Holbein portraits in the

brown carbon tones on sale in any of the

shops. Glass over the portraits would have
ruined the effect so I had them heavily
coated with water varnish which produces
much of the effect of age. The frames are

of oak, about two inches wide, rubbed
down to a beautifully dull and soft sur-

face. These few photographs, hung as

they are at the same height over a row of
low book cases, produce a splendor of deco-
rative value worth many times the cost.

Had the room been a reception room or
boudoir of one of the French periods, large

colored prints of the well known portraits

by Xattier might have been selected,

treated in much the same manner and
framed in the charming narrow gilt frames
of Louis XVI patterns which may be pur-
chased in stock sizes in many of the shops.
One enterprising firm of New York pub-
lishers has issued an entire series of little

books each dealing with the work of some
one great master. I have purchased a
number of these little volumes merely for
the pictures which possess a high decora-
tive value. I have some thirty little por-
traits in color, prints of originals by Van
Dyck, Rubens, and Valasquez simply
framed in narrow black frames without
mats, and their effect, arranged in the
vertical panels of some old doors, is won-
derfully good.
The progress of chromo-lithography and

other color processes has made it possible
to obtain at almost ridiculous prices the
most beautiful color reproductions of the
old and modern masters. It is no longer
necessary to study pictures by photograph
in black and white; even if these reproduc-
tions do not possess quite the beauty of
tone and color of the great originals, the
effect is sufficiently realistic to obtain a
very satisfactory idea of the color value of
the master's work.

For large spaces photogranhs of archi-
tectural subjects may be used. If one tires
of the Roman forum, the Acropolis and the
papal palace at Avignon, there are photo-
graph-, of the quaint old cities of conti-
nental Europe, little known canals in

Venice and quiet corners of Amalfi and
Capri. For an entire frieze one might use
the photographs of the Canterbury Pil-

grims or the pictures by Abbey of the Holy

Hodgson Portable Houses
Artistically designed and finished, made of the most durable materials and practical

at any time of the year in any climate. Made for innumerable purposes. Erection of

buildings extremely simple and can be done by unskilled labor in a few hours' time.

Send for illustrated circulars and state what you are interested in.

E. F. HODGSON CO., 116 Washington St., Room 227, Boston, Mass.

Start a Fernery
Brighten up the deep, shady nooks on your lawn, or that dark
porch corner—just the places for our hardy wild ferns and wild flower
collections. We have been growing them for 25 years and know

what varieties are suited to your conditions. Tell us the kind
of soil you have—light, sandy, clay—and we will advise you.

Gillett's Ferns and Flowers
will give the charm of nature to your yard. These include not only hardy wild
ferns, but native orchids, and flowers for wet and swampy spots, rocky hillsides
and dry woods. We also grow such hardy flowers as primroses, campanulas,
digitalis, violets, hepaticas, trilliums, and wild flowers which require open sunlight
as well as shade. If you want a bit of an old-time wildwood garden, with flowers
just as Nature grows them—send for our new catalogue and let us advise you
what to select and how to succeed with them.

EDWARD GILLETT, Box D, Southwick, Mass.

For Beautiful Homes
SEE THESE TWO NEW PLAN BOOKS.

I "The DRAUGHTSMAN" % "PLAN-KRAFT"
For one story homes. ® For two story homes.

1913 editions, contain exteriors and interiors of ad-
vanced designs of homes featuring the new modifi-
ed Swiss Chalet and Japanese Architecture.

PRICE 2Sc EACH POSTPAID
DE LUXE BUILDING CO.

523-D Union League Building. Los Angeles, Gal.

jaBROOKSeCO-O^t^'O.
Jloor&Sidewalk Lights.

EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Send^Catalogue.

To Build Beautifully You Should Have These Books
More than three hundred illustrations and plans of artistic and comfortable homes of
practically every size and style. Innumerable valuable suggestions and ideas
Modern Dwellings-9x 1 2 in., 150 lllus. ($3,500 to $50,000) ) BOTH

with Plans $1.50' BOOKS
American Homes— I 50 Illustrations ($2,500 to $10,000) ." dJO f\(\

with Plans _._ ___ $1.00) f""»v
These books contain a profusion of the latest ideas in Georgian, Colonial,
English, Bungalow, &c, for those who are Planning to Build.

GEO. F. BARBER & CO., Architects, Knoxville, Tenn.

Rhododendron catawbiense
True American species

"And to paint these home pictures we need chiefly

American material. We must face this deadly pa; illel:"

What We Really Plant

70% European trees and shrubs

and horticultural varieties.

20% Chinese and Japanese.
10% American.

What We Ought to P:ant

70% American trees and shrubs,

i.e., native to America.
20% Chinese and Japanese.

1 % European and horticultural.

Above quotedfrom Willielm Miller's ' What England
Can Ttacli I's About Gardening."

IfTELSEY'S Hardy American Plants, Rare Rhododen-
^^ drons. Azaleas, Andromedas, Leucothoes, Kalmias.
The largest collection in existence of the finest native
ornamentals. The only kind of stock to produce

permanent effects.

HIGHLANDS NURSERY
3,800 feet elevation in the

Carolina Mountains.

BOXFORD NURSERY
Boxford. Mass.

Catalogues ana
information of

HARlAN P. KELSEY, Owner

SALEM, MASS.
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S^^SVo*
U The OOriental Store

You can shop
with us by
mail from
yout home as

satisfactorily

as though
you person-

ally pu r-

chased in our

store

Canton
chair No.
18, height

36 inches,

width 17

inches,
weighs 8

lbs., price

S5.C0.

Comfortable Summer Chairs
FROM Canton, China, come these artistic examples

of Oriental craftsmanship— "hour-glass chairs"

—

suggesting in every line cool and restful repose. Graceful
in design, sanitary in construction and inexpensive in price.

Theideal chair for summer use. Woven by hand without

a nail in their entire construction— prices $4.50 to $12

Send for Beautiful Booklet
Illustrating in colors the various designs of these unique

chairs, tabltf and stools.

AA-VANTINE 8CO
Boston

Broadway and 18th Street

NEW YORK Philadelphia

T> A T^O KILLED BY
XXi^V A.O SCIENCE
By the wonderful bacteriological preparation, discovered and prepared by
Dr. Danysz, of Pasteur Institute, Paris. Used with striking success for
years in the United States, England, France and Russia.

DANYSZ VIRUS
contains the germs of a disease peculiar to raw and mice only and is abso-
lutely harmless to birds, human beings and other animals.
The rodents always die in the open, because of feverish condition. The
disease is also contagious to them. Easily prepared and applied.

How much to use.—A small house, one tube. Ordinary dwelling,
three tubes (if rats are numerous, not less than 6 tubes). One or two dozen
for large stable with hay loft and yard or 5000 sq. ft. floor space in build-
ings. Price: One tube, 75c; 3 tubes, $1 .75; 6 tubes, $3.25; one doz, $6
INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL CO., 72 Front St., New Yorl,

European
Beech

Fine specimens
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

*

»««jsa« Pumps £kbs
CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hanger*

Write for Circular* and Price*

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Works

GET THIS
BOOK
Orchards

Made to Pay
Increase your yield. Im-

prove the quality. Make
two dollars grow where one

grew before by using the most

scientific orchard methods. This book

"The Why and How of Orchard Success"

may be worth hundreds of dollars to you.

Gives the best methods of budding, grafting,

pruning and cultivating. Tells how to pre-

vent mould, mildew, scale, scab, etc., also

how to spray vegetables and shade trees.

A MINE OF INFORMATION FOR 50 CENTS

Send for it today.

FIELD FORCE PUMP CO.
106 Grand Ave. Elmira, N. Y.

Grail and they are to be had, by the way,
in prints which produce all the glorious

coloring of the originals. An English firm

is selling very lovely reproductions of illu-

minations from old missals and breviaries

and the Arundel prints, splendid in color,

possess much of the texture and beauty of

color of some of the great masters. Other
firms reproduce the masterpieces of the

Dutch and Flemish schools and for a very

delicate effect the French pictures by
Watteau, Boucher, and Fragenard are

available.

Collections of etchings or engravings or

prints of any kind are generally more in-

teresting when kept collected in portfolios,

but sometimes it is desired to use them as

decorations and some wonderfully interest-

ing results are possible. I know of a hall

in a very beautiful suburban home in

which is hung a collection of etchings

which is the treasure of the house. This

hall is paneled in wood painted white and
fitted within each panel is an old etching

framed in narrow gilt without a mat.

The collection, already extensive, is still

growing, until all the panels of the hall are

filled, the panels along the stairs and in the

upper hall and it is now climbing the stairs

leading to the third floor.

Why must every picture the house pos-

sesses be used at the same time? I have
always admired the artistic reticence of the

Japanese who have a marvelous aptitude

for arranging pictures and ornaments.

Even the greatest of Japanese homes will

show only a few treasures, but these are

arranged very thoughtfully. Then the ar-

rangement is altered and new treasures ap-

pear to be used until they give way to a

new selection. To the Japanese mind the

displaying of all our possessions at a time
would be exceedingly vulgar. ' Their plan

makes possible an endless variety of beau-
ful and distinctive effects without crowd-
ing or confusion. This characteristic ap-

pears even in certain Japanese shops out-

side of Japan. Not far from the offices of
American Homes and Gardens are many
shops where pottery and prints are sold.

Among many show windows crowded with
a vast array of things which destroy the ef-

fect of one another there stands out the

window of a little Japanese shop where
only a few things are shown, but these few
are so well selected and so thoughtfully ar-

ranged that the result is a delight.

A few general rules regarding the fram-
ing and hanging of pictures may be helpful.

The function of a frame is to separate a

picture from its surroundings, to isolate it

in a way from its environment and yet to

bring it into harmony and closer relation-

ship with other furnishings. One should
try to select frames which increase and en-

hance decorative values. No rules can be
laid down which will govern all cases.

Generally pictures in color demand gilt

frames although if the tones be low and
neutral frames of black, gray or brown
may be more effective than gilt. Etchings
and prints are usually more successful if

framed in brown or black, but here again
the rule does not always apply for many
engravings, particularly old prints, are
greatly improved by gilt frames. Mats, too,

should be carefully and I might almost say
sparingly used and colored mats are to be
used only with great caution. I have seen
some very beautiful pictures utterly ruined
by the unwise use of a mat where no mat
should be.

In hanging pictures place colored prints

in one room and black and white prints by
themselves. If all be hung together the ef-

fect is ruined, each detracting from the
beauty of the others. If black and white

Moth Proof Cedar Chest

A beautiful

^ Piedmont Southern Red Cedar Chest
more than pays for itself in what it saves.

It protects furs, woolens and plumes from
moths mice, dust and damp. It pays for itself over
and over again in the pleasure and satisfaction it gives. A
Piedmont looks rich in any home. The ideal gift for wed-
dings, birthdays, graduations. The finest gift to every
woman and to every girl. Every Piedmont is made of
genuine Southern mountain red cedar, the moth proof
cedar. Write today for fine book—FREE.

15 Days FreeTrial
See this beautiful chest in your home on 1 5 days free trial.

Send direct to us. Get your chest at factory prices.

Freight Prepaid. The most liberal offer ever made. The
biggest and finest line of cedar chests in the world to select from.

Our great catalog shows all designs, styles and sizes. Write for it.

^^ 1 T™* Every style and design in Pied-

iinnK t* 1P&& mont chests, couches, Chiffo-UUUIV A * ^^ robes, high-boys, low-boys ; all

Southern mountain red cedar shown in fine illustrations.

Also booklet, "Story of Red Cedar." This booklet and big
64-page, fully illustrated catalog is postpaid, FREE to you. Also our

special Spring season offer. Send your name and address and get all

postpaid, FREE. Write today. Don't delay.

Piedmont Red Cedar Chest Co.. Dept. 127. Statevllfe, N. C.

Norway
Spruce

Specimens ten to fifteen feet
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

1913
Catalog

WRITE FOR IT

J. M. HANSONS
Magazine Agency

the largest in the world, furnishes all

Magazines and Newspapers. Amazingly
Low Prices, and quick, accurate, and
reliable service.

Save Magazine Money
Our 1913 Catalog (44 pages) lists more
than 3000 Periodicals and Club Offers.

It's a BIG MONEY-SAVER, and is FREE
to you for the asking.

Send Us Your fkj f\ \\T
Name and Address 1^1 \J W

J. M. HANSON'S MAGAZINE AGENCY
229. Hanson Block, Lexington, Ky.

jaBHHsVsMHI.MBMI.MHMI^H
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must be hung with colored pictures try at

least to place them upon different walls.

Family portraits and photographs belong

in a class by themselves. As a rule these

pictures of somewhat intimate character

should be placed in rooms which belong

more exclusively to family life. Sometimes
family portraits, particularly if they be

large and somewhat massive, may be hung
in the library and I know of some fine old

southern homes where they are placed in

dining-rooms with splendid effect. Small
family photographs belong entirely in

one's study or bedroom and are woefully

out of place anywhere else. These little

family pictures may be most attractively

framed, and suitable frames either to stand

or to hang may be had in convenient shapes

and sizes at any of the shops. Long cords

and wires almost always detract from the

decorative value of a picture and should be

avoided whenever possible. Very small

pictures should be held in position by
slender and invisible brads and this should

always be done where pictures are hung
along stairs or wherever they are apt to be

disarranged by being brushed against.

After all, the entire subject of pictures

like any other item of decoration must be

settled upon the basis of suitability and this

general fitness of things which is the

foundation of anything regarding beauty

or art.

FEEDING BEES IN THE SPRING

OFTEX the amateur's bees need to be

fed in early Spring if they are to be

strong and in condition to work rapidly

when the honey flow begins. This is par-

ticularly true when the Spring is back-

ward or when the colonies seem to be weak.

The best way to feed is to make a syrup

of sugar and water and p^ce it in a shal-

low dish in the top of the hive. There are

many feeding devices on the market, but

few give better satisfaction than a tin pan

such as may be purchased at a ten cent

store and a little excelsior for the bees to

cling to while they take the syrup. The
pan should not be quite filled and the ex-

celsior should be placed in the syrup.

It is necessary to have a pan for each

colony. If a "super" is put on the hive

there will be plenty of room for the pan
on the brood frames. Of course the cover

should be placed on the "super." The
syrup is not to be made as thick as in the

Fall, as this Spring feeding is really stimu-

lative and is designed to make the bees

active. Three ponds of the best granulated
sugar should be used with one quart of

water. The syrup may bo mixed warm or
cold. A little more time is required when
cold water is used, but this plan is much
safer than placing the sugar on a stove, for

if it is burned the result is pretty sure to

be disastrous when the bees take the syrup.

A BABYLONIAN INVOICE

THE Academy of France, says Harper's
Weekly, has received the translation of

an inscription on a terra-cotta tablet dis-

covered in the ruins of Susa. The in-

scription is of the nature of an invoice. In

it several antique articles are listed : a

leather casque, a cow's hide, a kid skin, a

bronze helmet, a silver helmet, a hatchet, a

bow, and a lance. The inscriptions give

definite information concerning the quan-
tity of bronze and silver used in making
the arms mentioned and makes it a simple
matter to estimate the cost of the wool used
for the uniform of an Elamite warrior of

the great Babylonian period.

Before Buying Your Screens

See PEARL Wire Cloth
Heretofore, you have regarded screened doors, windows and porches as

unsightly affairs. That is because you have been using the old-fashioned, ugly, unsatisfactory
painted screening. This year—before you buy screens—see Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth.

Its beautiful appearance will make you realize why owners of the handsomest residences
in America have chosen it above all others for their homes. The very process that gives it the beautiful, pearl-
like appearance from which its name is derived makes it practically rust-proof—consequently almost ivear-proof.
T-ivo copper wires in the selvage identify the genuine Gilbert & Bennett PEARL WireCloth—look for them.

N. GILBERT 4 BENNETT

lWire Cloth
For Screening Doors, Windows and Porches

In addition to the regular grade of Gilbert & Bennett PEARL
Wire Cloth designed for doors and windows, we make an extra heavy, extra strong
grade of " PEARL" for porch and door use. See it before buying any other kind.

There is no comparison between Gilbert
& Bennett's PEARL Wire Cloth and the common
painted screens so universally used, "PEARL" is

so much handsomer and so much less costly in the

long run that you can't afford not to use it.

The best hardware dealer in your city sells

Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth. To
make sure of the genuine article look for the tnuo

copper ivires in the selvage.

Or—if you prefer— write our Chicago
office for samples and complete information.

Architects

Find out about Pearl Wire
Cloth. Send us your name
and we'll send full particu-

lars and samples.

Write for TheseSamples
and Particulars—

Address our Chicago OfTicel

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co.
(Established 1818)

CHICAGO GEORGETOWN, CONN. NEW YORK CITY KANSAS CITY, MO.

For

$5

Jlmerican Homes and Gardens

and Scientific American sent to

one address for one year. A» /
REGULARLY *P™

ENGLISH
IVY

7 to 8 feet specimens. Heavy pot grown
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Hftr*n, Dept. M., Conn.

s

CRAFTSMAN" HOUSE PLANS

THIS is a Craftsman house:—durable, beautiful and convenient, with no useless partitions, no waste space, no over-decoration.
* "We. design homes of this character for CRAFTSMAN subscribers. Write for free booklet, ^'Craftsman Service ror
Homebttilders, ** containing cuts and plans of Craftsman houses. We are prepared to aid in every phase of home-making. The
April CRAFTSMAN, our great homebuilding number in colors, should be in the hands of every homebuilder. Write for the
free Booklet to— THE CRAFTSMAN, Room 473, 41 West 34th Street. New York City
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Roses JSeAmateur
Two-year-old plants car-

ried over winter in cold houses
with only sufficient artificial

heat to exclude severe frost; will
give immediate results.

We particularly recommend the Dreer
Dozen of Hardy Ever-blooming Hybrid-

Tea Roses; all well-tried varieties which will
produce an abundance of flowers to cut until

Caroline Testout: Bright satiny rose; Earl of Warwick: Soft

salmon-Dink- General MacArthur: Kith crimson-scarlet; Kaiserm
\ntrusta Victoria: Soft pearly-white, shaded cream; Killarney:

Well-known, sparklinig, brilliant pink; Konigin Carola: Satiny-rose,

six to seven inches across; Lady Ashtown: Soft rose, shading to

yellow at base- Mine. Jules Grolez: Attractive satiny ehina-rose

color- Mine Leon Pain: Salmony-pink, with orange shading; Mine.

Kavarv: Splendid Nankeen-yellow; Prince I>e Bulgarie: Silvery-

flesh, 'shaded with salmon; Viscountess Folkestone: Creamy-pmk,
shad'ing deeper at centre.

Any of the above in strong, two-year-old plants, 50c each.

$5 00 for the collection of 12 varieties; $35.00 per 100.

r.xjT-ij'n'c For a complete list of roses of all types for garden
" llllfiK s planting, see Dreer's Diamond Jubilee Garden Book.GARDEN Within its pages you will also find all the vegetables,
BOOK plants, hardy flowers—everything worth growing.

Free if you mention this publication.

HENRYA.DREERp'hYlS^lI

TRADE MARK

Plants and Trees
FROM FLORIDA

For Southern planting outdoors and
for house decoration in the North

\XTE have made a special study of this matter
* * for 30 years and have achieved a success in

growing beautiful plants and in delivering them
in like beautiful condition to the most distant

purchasers.

special Departments: the plants

and trees, etc., are all classified

in these Departments, with

special notes on hardiness to

withstand cold, and when to

transplant, and so on, so that

a novice ean make intelligent

selections for the living-room,

conservatory, orchard or garden.

It takes special care and prep-

aration to properly pack delicate

palms, ferns, etc., to stand a

trip of thousands of miles, but

we do it—not just once in a

while, but a good many times

every workday.
We issue a large catalog cov-

ering all our stock, having 17

We Have the Stock
in immense variety, from all

over the tropics, and are con-

stantly adding to our variety.

Whenever you want a rare (or

common) plant or tree merely
look in our complete index in

catalog, which shouldbe on your
desk or library table for ready

reference, and order it by Parcel

Post at catalog price, postpaid,

or, if a large specimen, by Ex-
press or Freight. We ship to

all ourforeign colonies, Mexico,
Canada, Europe and all tropical

countries, as well as all parts of

the United States. On receipt

of your request we shall be glad

tosendacatalog, and wepromise
no follow-up literature or pass-

ing your name on to other firms.

Royal-Palm Nurseries
REAS

To
R
priZ?J

HERS
Oneco, Florida

A Jacobean Sofa

1^'i £&-^U -

s' '£.;-.'* '

t*i.-r_W.--xiE>w VK»aii«===a4^.{

A charming custom, which is becoming much
the vogue, is to furnish different rooms of the

home in styles of Furniture prevailing at the

different Periods.

Every Period is represented in our collection

of Period Furniture, and the service of our

Designing Department is placed at the dis-

posal of those who, not having made a study

of the subject, wish expert advice in selecting

the proper Furniture, Decorations and Pictures

to represent the various Periods.

We have assembled a collection of exquisite

Oriental Rugs which harmonize with any

style furnishing. Your inspection is invited.

Inquiries by Mail will Receive Prompt Attention.

20-22-24-26 WEST 36^ ST.

NEAR FIFTH AVE.

FURNITURE-DECOEATIONS-RUGS
NEW YORK

JUST PUBLISHED
A Complete and Authoritative American Work

!

Standard Practical Plumbing
BY R. M. STARBUCK

Author of " Modern Plumbing Illustrated " etc., etc.

Octavo, {6}i x g
l/2 inches), 406 pages, 347 illustrations.

Price, $3.00 postpaid.

This work is especially strong in its

exhaustive treatment of the skilled work
of the plumber and commends itself at

once to everyone working in any branch

of the plumbing trade. It is indispensable

to the master plumber, the journeyman
plumber and the apprentice plumber.

Plumbing in all its branches is treated

within the pages of this book, and a large

amount of space is devoted to a vry
complete and practical treatment of the

subjects of hot-watt r supply, circulation

and range boiler work.

The illustrations, of which there are three hundred and forty-

seven, one hundred being full-page illustrations, were made ex-

pressly for this book, and show the most modern and best Am-
erican practice in plumbing construction.

Following is a list of the chapters:

I. The Plumber's Tools.

II. Wiping Solder, Composi-
tion and Use.

III. Joint Wiping.
IV. Lead Work.
V. Traps.

VI. Siphonage of Traps.
VII. Venting.

VIII. Continuous Venting.
IX. House Sewer and Sewer

Connections.
X. House Drain.
XL Soil Piping, Roughing.

XII. Main Trap and Fresh
Air Inlet.

XIII. Floor, Yard, Cellar
Drains, Rain Leaders,
Etc.

XIV. Fixture Wastes.
' XV. Water Closets.

XVI. Ventilation.
XVII. Improved Plumbing Con-

nections.

XVIII. Residence Plumbing.
XIX. Plumbing for Hotels,

Schools, Factories, Sta-

bles, Etc.

XX. Modern Country Plumb-
ing.

XXI. Filtration of Sewage and
Water Supply.

XXII. Hot and Cold Supply.
XXIII. Range Boilers; Circula-

tion.

XXIV. Circulating Pipes.

XXV. Range Boiler Problems.
XXVI. Hot Water for Large

Buildings.
XXVII. Water Lift and Its Use.
XXVIII. Multiple Connections for

Hot Water Boilers;
Heating of Radiation
by Supply System.

XXIX. Theory for the Plumber.
XXX. Drawing for the Plum-

ber.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers, 361 Broadway, New York
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THE ANNUAL SMALL HOUSE NUMBER

EVERY year American Homes and Gardens issues in

May its Annual Small House Number, increasing the

number of its pages in such issues. The next number there-

fore will be devoted to many unusually attractive articles

on the subject of small houses. This number, forming as

it does a special feature of the year's program for this

periodical, will also give special attention to the small

garden. The opening article will be adequately illustrated

with many half-tones from photographs of actual houses

accompanied by diagrams of the various floor plans. The
readers of American Homes and Gardens will find that

the policy of the magazine in showing actual houses in

place of the architects' drawings alone, furnishes the reader

with material of far greater interest than could pos-

sibly be derived from reproductions of mere wash draw-

ings. Various types of small houses will be pictured and a

special article will be devoted to the subject of stucco as a

building material for the small house. Mr. F. F. Rockwell

will contribute an article on "Gardens for the Small

House," and the proper site to select for the small house

will be the theme of a contribution by Mr. Harold Donald-

son Eberlein. Miss Ida J. Burgess will contribute an

article on selecting window curtains for the small house.

This is a subject that has seldom been treated in so inter-

esting and practicable a manner. The article will be well

illustrated with reproductions of photographs of actual

fabrics and by illustrations of interiors showing attractive

curtain arrangements. A small house of stone at James-

town, X. Y., will be described and illustrated by exterior

views and plans, and also several other attractive houses

will be featured. The subject of "Window Boxes" will

form one of the most beautiful features in the May num-

ber and the "Collectors' Department" will continue to

supply readers with much entertaining and valuable material

on subjects connected with antiques and curios. For the

May number there will be an article on "Old English Map
Samplers," one on "Old Lustre-Ware" and the second of a

series of articles on "Old Chairs," an article that will be de-

voted to the subject of chairs of Heppelwhite, Chippendale

and Sheraton. The departments "Within the House,"

"Around the Garden" and "Helps to the Housewife" will

be continued in the May issue as usual, and the readers of

American Homes and Gardens cannot fail to feel that

with the constructive policy maintained by this magazine

every issue will remain one of true value to the home-maker.

PARCEL POST C. O. D. SERVICE

AN order of the Postmaster General amending the

parcel-post regulations of the United States makes

possible the collection on delivery of payment for goods

sent by parcel-post. The provisions of the new order will

go into effect July 1, 1913. The sender of a mailable parcel

on which the postage is full prepaid may have the price of

the article and the charges thereon collected from the ad-

dressee on payment of a fee of 10 cents in parcel-post

stamps affixed, provided the amount to be collected does not

exceed $100. Such a parcel will be insured against loss,

without additional charge, in an amount equivalent to its

actual value, but not to exceed $50. The sender of a collect

on delivery parcel will be given a receipt showing the office

and date of mailing, the number of the parcel, and the

amount due him. C. O. D. parcels will be accepted for mail-

ing only at a money-order office and when addressed to a

money-order office. The C. O. D. tag must show the

amount due the sender, the money-order fee necessary to

make the remittance, and the total amount to be collected.

It should be securely attached to the parcel, which should

be numbered to correspond with the tag, stamped C. O. D.,

and the charges to be collected plainly written thereon. The
parcel will be treated as ordinary mail until it reaches the

office of address where, on payment of all charges, it will

be delivered to the addressee or, unless otherwise directed

by the addressee, to the person, firm, or corporation in

whose care it is addressed, or to any responsible person to

whom the addressees ordinary mail is customarily delivered.

A receipt for the parcel must be obtained on the tag at-

tached thereto. No return receipt will be furnished the

sender, as the money-order serves that purpose. The
addressee will not be permitted to examine the contents of

a C. O. D. parcel until it has been receipted for and all

charges paid. A parcel may be refused when it is tendered

for delivery, but after delivery has been effected it cannot

be returned on account of dissatisfaction with the contents

or the amount collected.

THE SOCIETY FOR THE PRESERVATION OF NEW
ENGLAND ANTIQUITIES

THE organization of The Society for the Preservation

of New England Antiquities marks an important de-

parture from the usual form of antiquarian societies. Its

object is fully indicated by its name. The most important

antiquities to be preserved are houses built in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries and in the first years of the

nineteenth. The income of the Society, including member-
ship dues and income from Life Membership Fund, will be

used to obtain possession of the best of them. Each house

purchased will be restored, if need be, and whenever feasible

let to tenants under proper restrictions for the purpose of

obtaining its best care and preservation. Some houses of

surpassing interest which may be owned by the Society will

probably always be open to the public, and maintained

solely as memorials. Eventually it will be the Society's plan

to preserve smaller antiquities in a museum, sectional and
national in character, conveniently placed in a fireproof

building in Boston. Already the Society has accomplished

good work and its future progress will be watched with interest.

An article in American Homes and Gardens for

March, page 89, "A House in Jamestown, N. Y.," inad-

vertedly referred to the architect, Mr. E. G. W. Dietrich of

New York as builder. Mr. Dietrich was not the builder

but the architect. In this same issue the article on page 80,

"A Country Home at Montclair, New Jersey," should have

given credit to Henry W. Wilkinson, New York, as archi-

tect of this house, the country home of Mr. Edmund B.

Osborne.
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WHITE ECONOMY
Is Actual Economy

THHE small bore, long stroke White Engine introduced
* actual engine economy in gasoline and oil, into this

country nearly four years ago.

Now that the need for economy is becoming abso-

lutely necessary, White supremacy in the efficiency of its

simple engine is recognized. And White economy goes
farther. It includes in its scope wear, repair and tire cost.

Proportions of weight, engine power, and wheel base

are carefully balanced to meet the requirements for which
each model is specifically built. Add to this the wonder-

fully few parts in White Cars, and the care with which every

piece of material is selected and finished, and White su-

premacy is acknowledged and White economy is the result.

And White Owners Know It

Gasoline Motor Cars, Trucks and Taxicabs

hThe White Company
111 HI ill tlcLEVELA*^%\&J§n <4BMfe§b< "4Mm£ *«s&aS«a^
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Of all beautiful flowers in the world, none is so deeply rooted in our affections as the Rose, Queen of Gardens
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Roses and How to Grow Them
By F. F. Rockwell

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves

HILE it has been very universally granted

that the Rose is the "Queen of Flowers,"

few people have yet come to realize its won-
derful range of adaptability to different pur-

poses. The Rose "garden" is only one of

the many means of making use of the ever-

beloved and glorious Rose. True, in the past, the garden

way of growing Roses has held precedence before all others

to such an extent that they have been considered merely

incidental, and never received the attention which they are

now coming to demand. The Rose garden can no longer

you the name of any single* v^riety^f the~tClimbing Rose.

NEWER TY^ES
S
OF ROJES -rj

\

Since then there has not been any^Rose^ novelty which

has created such a great sensation, But the/tfe have been

others which are really of more worth, and fully as marked
departures from previous types. Su€hr Jkfir

v instance, is the

new climbing Rose, Dr. Van Fleet. While it does not make
such a flamboyant display as Crimson Rambler (or its newer
forms, such as Philadelphia Rambler, Excelsa, or Flower
of Fairfield), it has, nevertheless, besides its fine decorative

quality as a plant, the great advantage of being a splendid

claim all the attention and cultivation of the real lover Rose for cutting, as the stems are good and the flowers

of Roses.

One of the things that has been effective in bringing about

this change is the several new types of Roses which within

the past few years have been developed. These newer Roses

have differed from their predecessors not so much in blos-

soms as in habit of growth and in constitution. Take, to

go back a little further in Rose history, for an illustration

which will be familiar to all, the introduction of the Crimson
Rambler. Not only flower lovers, but the general public

was taken by storm, and in the course of a very few seasons

you could not pass through the residential section of any

town or city without seeing specimens of this grand new
climber flaunting their crimson banners from house sides

and porches. Almost everybody had it then, and everybody

knew it, whereas, two years previous to that, not one

person in a hundred, in all probability, could have told

keep well. The flowers, many of which are four inches in

diameter, are full and heavy, like the garden bush Roses,

and of a beautiful soft shell pink. Climbing American
Beauty, with its full crimson flowers of large size and fine

fragrance (a quality rare in climbing Roses), and Christine

Wright, which bears profusely beautiful Wild Rose double

blossoms not only in June, but to some extent throughout

the season, are other specimens of this fine new class, one

of the great advantages of which is that people who have

heretofore had no room for Roses- for cutting, and have

had to content themselves with a rambler trained against

the house, may now have a Rose suitable for both purposes.

Another new type of the climbing Rose is to be found in

the single or semi-double flowers of immense size, in such

sorts as Silver Moon and American Pillar; the former has

flowers of a silvery white, over four inches in diameter, borne

Rosa Stylosa is one of the most beautiful of single-flowered varieties
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very freely on long strong stems; the latter, which is prov-

ing to be one of the most popular climbing Roses ever in-

troduced, also has single flowers of great size, nearly four

inches across, and of a delicate pink with clear white aureole

in the center of the blossoms, making a striking and at-

tractive contrast. Extreme healthiness and hardiness is

another feature of both these splendid varieties.

Still another new type of climbing Roses is to be found

in Tausendschon ("thousand beauties"). Its most dis-

tinctive feature lies in the remarkable variety of coloring

found in the blossoms, which open a soft pink, but change

through the different stages of development to various

shades of carmine rose and creamy white, even of light

yellow, producing a most novel effect. The flowers are

very large for a climbing Rose, reaching three inches in

diameter, and somewhat open in form.

Among the bush or garden Roses a new type has been

recently attained in the Pernetianas or Hybrid Austrian

Briars. Two of the distinct characteristics of this type are

the double or changing colors of the flowers, and the

planter of Roses, whether a beginner or the already happy
possessor of some of these queens of the floral world, the

material now available is reviewed in the following para-

graphs, with cultural hints that will make for success in

attaining the particular results desired. The varieties sited

are by no means claimed to be the only good ones; in fact,

personal taste must be the final arbiter in deciding what's

"best," but the sorts mentioned have been found to be uni-

versally satisfactory, and may be depended on to produce

good results.

ROSES FOR THE GARDEN
This class has, of course, received more attention than

any of the others, and for that reason we shall here con-

sider it very briefly. (Those who wish a more detailed

account of the construction and management of the Rose
garden are referred to the April, 191 1, issue of American
Homes and Gardens.) The garden should be located on

high ground, where the drainage will be good, and unless

the subsoil is sandy or gravelly the bed should be dug out

to a considerable depth—two or three feet, loosening up

fragrance of the foliage. The plants are very hardy, flower the soil below that with a pick, and filling in some ten inches

profusely in early Summer and again to some extent in late of broken stone, coal cinders or other rough material, cov-

Summer and Fall. Juliet is the most distinct and deserving ered with sod or litter to hold the dirt when it is replaced,

of this type so far put out. The flowers are large and full; The bed should be protected from north winds, if possible,

the inside of the petals is a rich, Rose red, deepening as and must be out of the shade of, and what is just as im-

the petals open, and the outside is a beautiful old gold, the portant, out of the reach of the hungry roots of large trees,

combination proving very effective and elegant. If the soil is not naturally fairly heavy, loam or muck should

The "Baby Ramblers," while not as new as the types be added, and the whole well enriched with rotted manure-
mentioned above, are not yet as widely known as they

should be for their many charming and desirable qualities,

among which are their profuseness and constancy of bloom.

By all means add a few to your Rose garden—or to your

flower garden, for that

matter. They are de-

scribed more fully under

Roses for borders.

THE MANY uses for

roses

While all the above

are well worth one's at-

tention and a good deal

of extra effort to get pos-

session of, the new Roses

of regular types and even

the old sorts, which re-

main unequalled for par-

ticular purposes, must

not be lost sight of. Rose

growers have given most

of their attention in re-

cent years to the Hybrid
Teas, although the hardy

climbers, especially dur-

ing the last ten years,

have come in for their

share of development

and popularity. But with

the great number of uses

to which Roses may now
successfully be put, and
the ever increasing num-
ber of varieties to choose

from, it becomes more
and more necessary to

make one's selection ac-

cording to those qualities

which make a Rose espe-

cially desirable for this

or for that purpose. As
a guide to the prospective Irish Brightness, single Hybrid Tea Rose

the upper ten inches of soil, however, being left clean, fine

loam, that the Rose roots may be tempted to strike down
deep into the soil.

The three classes of Roses most used for the garden are

the Hybrid Teas, the Hy-
brid Perpetuals, and the

Teas—of value in the or-

der named, exceptthat the

Hybrid Perpetuals are

the hardiest, and for lo-

calities where the Winter
is very severe, more prac-

tical than the other
classes. It should be

noted that the Hybrid
Perpetuals are not "per-

petual" bloomers; the
Teas and Hybrid Teas
coming nearer to claim-

ing that distinction—

a

fact which makes it well

worth while to give them
that little extra attention

they demand in the way
of winter mulching. If

the Rose garden is want-

ed only to furnish blooms
of the finest size and
quality, it will have to be

handled a little different-

ly than where the object

is a fine display outdoors,

in which case the number
of flowers and form of

the bushes, as well as the

size of the individual

flowers, must be taken

into consideration. The
following varieties are

good for either purpose,

but should be treated ac-

cording to the end in
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The Damask York and Lancaster Rose, pale

mind, sufficient directions for which will be found below:

HYBRID TEAS
Bessie Brown, shell pink, large, fragrant, very hardy;

Chateau de Clos Vougeot, a new fiery red, fine flowers,

blooms all season, exceptionally hardy; General McArthur,
one of the most vivid crimson scarlets; Gruss An Teplitz,

"reddest of all Red Roses," strong grower; Kaiserin Augusta
Victoria, white, shading to lemon, best of its color; Killarney,

brilliant pink, very free bloomer and very hardy; La France,

clear pink, satiny finish; "most popular Rose in the world";

The Lyon, new, deep coral pink, verging to yellow; one of

the best Roses in the world; Melody, a splendid yellow, of

recent introduction. Mme. Segond JVebber, salmon pink,

best of its class, fine for cutting; Mrs. Aaron Ward, deep

golden orange, extra free blooming; Otto Von Bismark,

soft silver-pink, extra strong; Robert Huey, large, bright

red, free and continuous bloomer; W. R. Smith, new ivory

white, shaded pink, very fine, extra hardy; White Killarney,

pure white, one of the very best.

HYBRID PERPETUALS
Baron de Bonsetten, very dark crimson, extra large and

fragrant; Clio, creamy white, shaded pink, large and fine

shape; Frau Karl Druschki, immense, pure snow white, one

of the grandest Roses in the world; General Jacqueminot,

brilliant scarlet, the old favorite "Jack Rose"; George
Arends, light pink form of Frau Karl Druschki, very frag-

rant, a grand new sort; Gloire de Chedame Guinoisseau,

new bright red, extra fine; Magna Charta, old favorite,

bright pink, still one of the best; Mrs. John Laing, soft pink,

large, fragrant, very hardy; Paul Neyron, dark Rose, the

largest of all; Ulrich Brunner, rich cherry red, very free

flowering, vigorous, and a thoroughly satisfactory variety.

rose or white, is a fragrant Summer bloomer

TEAS
Etole de Lyon, bright, soft yellow, probably the best of

its class ; Harry Kirk, deep sulphur yellow, very fine ; Maman

Cochet, deep coral pink, one of the largest and hardiest

Teas; Molly Sharman Crawford, new, large white blossoms,

fine for cutting, extra strong plant; Papa Gontier, dark

crimson, fine for cutting; Perle des Jardins, clear yellow,

best of its class; Safrano, rich saffron yellow, old favorite,

but still deservedly popular; Souvenir de Pierre Notting,

fine deep canary yellow, very vigorous; Sunset, new deep

rich apricot yellow, one of the finest Teas; White Maman
Cochet, pure white, extra good.

PRUNING
One of the most important points in achieving success

with garden Roses is the matter of pruning. The first law
of pruning is

—

always cut above an outside eye, a quarter to

a half inch from it. The main pruning for garden Roses

is done in the Spring. First cut out clean all dead, broken

or undesired canes— (1) for largest flowers for cutting,

back to 3 or 4 eyes; (2) for a medium number of large

flowers, back to 6 or 7 eyes; (3) for natural sized flowers,

but the biggest display, cut back only a third to a half, and

leave several canes—5 to 8—according to the size of the

plant. The above is for hardy Roses—the Hybrid Per-

petuals. For Hybrid Teas and Teas, prune in the same

way, but leave about twice the number of eyes. In cases

where the canes have winter-killed too near the ground they

should be cut back to live wood, even if only two or three

eyes are left. The Hybrid Perpetuals should be pruned

March first to April first; the others April first to May first,

when the leaf buds begin to start. In either one of these

classes the varieties which are held to be the most robust
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growers should be pruned less than the weaker sorts.

GARDEN ROSES FOR FORMAL USE

In some instances it is desirable to have Roses fit into a

formal landscape or gardenscape, where, in their natural

habit, the bedding Roses described above would not add the

exact effect desired. For use in such cases, the nursery men
train some sorts into what are called "standards," or tree

Roses. But the ordinary grower does not want to bother

with them, for they do not grow the best of flowers, and in

climates where the Winters are not mild must be either

very carefully protected with straw overcoats, or, what is

safer, taken up bodily late in the Fall, and stored in a straw

lined trench, covered with a foot of earth. Several of the

H. P. and H. T.'s described above may be had in this

form. A far more satisfactory way of getting a formal

or semi-formal effect with roses is to use the Baby Ram-
blers or Polyantheas for edgings or low formal beds. The
plants grow but 18 to 24 inches high, and are of the most

remarkable, free flowering habit, remaining in bloom until

hard frosts. Where taller plants are needed the "pillar"

Roses, when trained carefully to upright stakes, may be

made to give a precise decorative effect, though, of course,

not so trim and formal a one as the "standards." The fol-

lowing comprise most of the best sorts in these two classes,

although they are being added to constantly, as they are

just beginning to come into their own:
BABY RAMBLERS

Madam Norbert Lavasseur, the baby crimson rambler,

very hardy, a great bloomer; Katherine Zeimet, pure white,

with conspicuous yellow stamens; Baby Dorothy, bright pink,

very floriferous; Mrs. Cut-bush, resembles Lady Gay ram-

bler; Anchen Midler, brilliant Rose flowers, with wavy
petals; Mrs. Taft, the most brilliant red of its class; George

Pernet, pink, with dull yellow shading; Jessie, bright

red, with white center; The Orleans, geranium red,

with white center; Phyllis, a beautiful cerise pink;

Snowball, pure white, in extra large clusters; Perle

des Rouges, very deep red, one of the most attractive.

ROSES FOR PILLARS

American Pillar, enorm-

ous single pink flowers,

with clear white eye and

golden stamens, brilliant

red berries; Clothilde Sou-

pert, creamy white, ever

blooming, very free flower-

ing, moderate grower;
Mosella, golden to light yel-

low, ever blooming; Birdie

Blye, bright Rose, semi-

double, very fragrant, ever

blooming, but needs protec-

tion; Gainsborough, large,

light salmon pink flowers,

very fragrant.

CLIMBING ROSES

It is to this class of Roses

only that America can claim

to have added any consider-

able share of valuable varie-

ties. The Climbing Roses

had a long struggle for

recognition, but with the in-

troduction of Crimson Ram-
bler, only nine years ago,

they began to win favor,

and have gained ground
steadily ever since. One of

the "secrets" of their great

popularity is the amount of The Crimson Rambler is the most familiar climbing Rose

hardship, in the way of both climate and neglect, they will

withstand. Another is their very rapid growth—some of

them making as much as 20 feet in a single season.

The uses to which the Climbing Roses may be put are

many, and much more ingenuity than is generally seen dis-

played, could be put into operation in devising ways of em-
ploying them. First of all, of course, comes the decoration of

porches or the side walls of the house. It is a common prac-

tice to simply fasten the canes directly against the shingling,

or clap-boarding, by means of thongs of leather or burlap

passed over them and tacked down at either end. While
this is perhaps, temporarily, the easiest way, the plants may
be cared for more thoroughly and easily, and will look a

hundred per cent, better, if the slight trouble of putting

up a suitable support is taken. This can be in the form of

a trellis—fan-shaped being preferable—or simply a neat,

stout pole or two, to which the long canes may be loosely

secured. Another very effective way of utilizing a Climb-

ing Rose is to construct a light skeleton framework above
a window, and train the canes up to and over this, thus

obtaining not only the beautiful bower effect which will

result, but an agreeable shade during the Summer as well

—

the vines, being leafless during the Winter, will cast very

little shade at the time when full sunlight is desirable.

The Crimson Rambler, already mentioned, is the most
familiar example of the hardy Climbing Rose. But even
in its own class, though still the most popular, it has been

surpassed in two important respects—resistance to disease,

and continuity of bloom. Flower of Fairfield may almost
be termed as "ever-blooming Crimson Rambler." Excelsa

not only has as good a color as Crimson Rambler, but

being a Wichuriana cross, is "disease proof,", and, more-
over, has much larger flowers. It is sure to replace to a

very great extent all the other crimson colored Ramblers
as soon as it becomes better known. Some of the new
single Ramblers are more beautiful than the double forms,

though not as striking in effect. American Pillar, with

flowers of deep pink, with white eye, centered with bright

yellow Stamens and four

inches across, has already

won great popularity.

Others of this type are men-

tioned further on in this

article. The new type of

Climbing Roses, with large,

hardy, double flowers, born

on long stems and very

fragrant, suitable, in fact,

for cutting as well as mak-
ing splendid climbers, will,

undoubtedly quickly gain

great popularity. The ef-

fect they produce, when
covered with the large,

heavy blossoms is, of

course, very different from
that of the Rambler type,

and in a way much more
decorative. This class will

prove one of the greatest

additions ever made to the

well-beloved Rose, and no
admirer of the flower

should fail to try some of

these new claimants for a

place of favor among the

many others which have al-

ready won their places in

the hearts of flower lovers.

The training of Climbing
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A Rose-garden is always more attractive when hedged in by shrubbery, giving it the sense of seclusion

Roses for trellis and porches is but one of the many uses

to which they are well put. There is many a small place

where a few dollars spent for light lumber, and a few

hours put into the work, would see a neat arch, arbor or

pergola completed or well under way. Or second hand
gas or water pipe may be used, and with a few new fittings,

made into a neat and long lasting support of any form
desired. In either case, it will be well worth while to set

the bottoms of the supports—wood or iron, as the case

field, similar to Crimson Rambler, but has some blossoms

after the regular season; Crimson Rambler, very vigorous,

large clusters of flaring crimson; Dorothy Perkins, one of

the best of the Ramblers, beautiful light pink, very fragrant;

White Dorothy Perkins, a pure white form of the above;

Yellow Rambler, semi-double yellow flowers, very fragrant;

Tausendschon, very unique, extra large flowers, opening

pink, changing to carmine rose and creamy white, a grand
sort; Lady Gay, delicate cerise pink, very vigorous; Hi-

may be—in concrete, thus protecting the weak point at awatha, large single flowers, carmine, with white center, in

which they always first give out. Or it may be desirable,

especially where there is no cool, shady place in which to

sit in Summer, to take a little more pains and go to the

trouble of putting up a small open-work arbor, with seats

inside—a cool, breezy little Summer house which will much
more than repay the slight cost of its erection every season,

for years to come. Such a framework makes an ideal

support for Climbing Roses, and now that we are getting

immense sprays, one of the most brilliant of all Roses; De-
light, very similar to above, but not so bright.

NEW CLIMBING ROSES

Climbing American Beauty, extremely hardy and vigor-

ous, flowers of splendid size, color and fragrance, ever

blooming; Dr. W. Van Fleet, flowers beautiful pink, very

full, 4 inches in diameter, scented, borne on large stiff stems;

Christine Wright, immense double flowers of wild rose

ever blooming Climbers, it may be a bower of delight not pink, very free bloomer, with some flowers throughout en-

only in early Summer, but to some extent throughout the tire season, very strong grower; Silver Moon, silvery-white

season. Besides these various methods of support espe- flowers, semi-double, striking golden stamens, over 4 inches

cially constructed for Climbing Roses, there are in many in diameter, borne on long stems, very free flowering; Wich-
cases natural ones, waiting but the planting of the bushes moss, Climbing Moss Rose, attractive, semi-double flowers

to become spots of glory in the Rose season. Some gate-

ways are so designed that Roses could be trained over them
as they are; others need but the addition of two uprights

and a cross piece at the most. And walls and fences, where

the right varieties are selected, offer one of the most satis-

factory ways of employing the Trailing Roses. The fol-

lowing is a list of the best Climbing Roses:

RAMBLER ROSES

Excelsa, extra strong and hardy, extra large flowers and

trusses, best of the Crimson Ramblers; Flower of Fair-

of rosy white, borne in small clusters.

HARDY TRAILING ROSES

Gardenia, fragrant yellow flowers, freely borne; Ruby
Queen, large double ruby flowers, with white center; Man-
da's Triumph, "double memorial," small, pure white flow-

ers, very fragrant; Universal Favorite, fragrant, double

pink, similar to above; Wichuriana, the old favorite "me-
morial," single white flowers, fragrant, very hardy.

CARE OF CLIMBING ROSES

The hardy Climbing Roses do not need nearly as severe
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treatment in the way of

pruning as the garden sorts

do—in fact, one of the great

differences between them is

that the former flower on

old wood, while the latter do

not. This makes it desir-

able to prune them right

after the flowering period.

Cut back the canes only

about one-fourth their
length; and also prune any

that may rub together or

make the plant unsymmetrical.

As they grow older, the main
canes become gradually of

less use for flowering and "La Fr

should be occasionally cut out, before they are actually dead,

to make place for new growth. One of the commonest
mistakes in the handling of Climbing Roses, is to let the

new growth reach full size and then attempt, with many
prickings and not infrequently, if the sad truth be told,

without some petulance, to tie up the whole ungainly affair.

Just get them started right, and this work, if attended to

regularly, will almost take care of itself, and the results train them to, nothing better can be found. The following

very likely to fail, if tried.

The Rugosa (or Ramanas)
Roses are not only extreme-

ly hardy, but require the

least of care. I know of one

bank of them, put in for a

screen, which has not been

touched either in the way ot

cultivation or pruning, for

years, and yet every Sum-
mer brings a most generous

supply of large, handsome
flowers, followed by gigantic

crimson seed "apples." But

for best results they should

be pruned by cutting out each

year a number of the older

canes, and shortening the others back a few inches. They
need no supports and will thrive under almost any condi-

tions which may be imposed upon them. The Sweet Brier

and Sweet Brier Hybrids, are also good for this purpose.

They cannot well be used as a hedge unless some support

is given; but where a tall screen is wanted, and a wire

fence with the strands two feet or so apart, can be used to

will be very much better. Many of the Climbing Roses,

especially of the less vigorous sorts, do best when trained

loosely to stakes or "pillars." Do not let them grow
straight up from the root, as this allows all the sap to flow

too freely to the top, so that the bottom part of the cane

is denuded. About a foot from the ground bend the cane

at right angles and then bend it up again in the direction

desired. The Hybrid Sweet Briars (Lord Penzance Hy-
brids), are also excellent to use in this way. They form a

very novel, beautiful class, with which every grower of

Roses should become familiar. They should not be pruned

at all—just cut out enough wood to keep the plants from

becoming too crowded.

ROSES FOR HEDGES AND SHRUBBERY
Yet another use for the

ever adaptable Rose is in the

formation of hedges, and as

single specimens on the lawn

or among the shrubbery.

The first requisite for Roses

for such service must be

hardiness, and this charac-

teristic is found to the great-

est extent in the Rugosas.

These common forms of the

Rugosa—single flowers of

glossy crimson and pure

white—somewhat resemble

Wild Roses, except that they

are much larger. They
bloom most of the Summer,
and in Autumn and early

Winter are still beautiful,

with the large bright red

pips. For their foliage alone

they would be well worth

planting; it is a very dark,

glossy green, always a dense

mass, and of extreme hardi-

ness. The double forms are

even more beautiful, and

make the very best of all

Roses for use as single speci-

mens on the lawn, where the

common garden Roses are A Rose surrounded sundial is a feature worth emulating

Roses for hedges and landscape effects are recommended
RUGOSA ROSES

Single Rugosa, large single flowers in clusters, perpetual

flowering, two colors, glossy crimson and pure white; Nova
Zemhla, large double white flowers, with pink blush, 6 feet

high, fine shrub; Blanc de Couhert, very large flowers, pure,

glistening white, shapely bush; Sir Thomas Lipton, pure

white and very fragrant; Magnifica, large double flowers,

brilliant carmine; Conrad F. Meyer, large, silvery Rose,

very fragrant.

HYBRID SWEET BRIERS

Refulgence, enormous flowers of bright scarlet, borne in

large, loose clusters; Brenda, deep, creamy pink, a great

favorite ; Meg Merrilies, deep crimson, extra free flowering

and strong; Lord Penzance,

delicate buff shading to

lemon yellow at center.

GENERAL CARE OF ROSES

Roses are sent out in the

Spring in two forms—grow-

ing potted plants, with the

foliage, well started; and

"dormant roots," which look

as dead as door nails when
you get them, but are ready

to break into vigorous life

when the proper conditions

for growth are furnished

them. Every effort should

be made to have the ground
ready when the plants arrive

that they may be set out at

once. The first precaution

in planting Roses is not to

let the roots dry out. Get

everything ready before-

hand, and keep the roots

wrapped in wet moss while

you are planting, or have the

balls of earth thoroughly

soaked before setting out.

The second is to set the

plants in firmly. Loose
planting is the cause of most

(Continued on page 142)
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The exterior of this house, the residence of Dr. C. M. Holden of Scarsdale, New York, is one of the most interesting in its vicinity

A Home in the Westchester Hills
By Morgan R. Burroughs

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE pleasing quaintness of the home of Dr.

C. M. Holden, at Scarsdale, N. Y., from

the plans by Messrs. Waid and Williams,

architects, New York, is largely the result

of a consistent and careful following of the

work of the early Dutch builders in and

around New York. The gambrel-roof is of course the most

conspicuous architectural achievement of these early settlers

from Holland, who built their homes with a severe and

classical simplicity which was beautiful in itself. Many
modern architects who essay the use of the gambrel-roof

are unfortunately very likely to err by introducing into the

composition various ornate features which are almost cer-

tain to destroy the simple grace and dignity which the con-

sistent and success-

ful use of the
gambrel-roof re-

quires.

Of course, in

planning a home for

a suburb of New
York of to-day, one

could hardly be Plan of the first floor

bound by the hard and fast rules of what may have been

pleasing to the Dutch burghers of two centuries ago. The
early settlers seem to have required no windows in the

upper story save those which could be conveniently and

economically placed in the gable ends of their houses, while

present day ideas of comfort and sanitation demand that

dormer windows be added. Then, again, the early Dutch

housekeeper did not consider a broad veranda absolutely

essential to the comfort of her family, while no architect

would dare to design a suburban home in this present age

without an ample veranda for Summer use.

The architects of this country home therefore seem to

have caught something of the point of view of these early

builders and have planned these modern utilities in prob-

ably just the way in

which the old set-

tlers would have

done, which means
that they have pro-

duced an exterior

which fulfills every

modern demand
Plan of the second floor without sacrificing
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The illustration to the left shows a view of the living-room, that to the right, a view of the dining-room

to any noticeable extent the spirit of the old order of things.

A study of the floor diagrams and the pictures of the

interior shows that a much wider departure from tradition

has been made for the entrance hall, which opens into the

dining-room, and the living-room at the right and left leads

into a small library, one entire side of which is planned as

an oval. The chimney, with its broad bulk of stone, which

stands at one end of the structure, makes possible a fire-

place upon the veranda as well as another at one end of the

space, and it leads to the bedroom floor, where the rooms
for family, for guests and for servants are arranged in array

which adds greatly to their convenience.

The unusually high pitch of the roof has made possible

an old-fashioned garret under the ridge pole and lighted

from small windows at either end, and the home is set in

a grove of old trees, which do much to heighten its old time

atmosphere.

The grounds about this picturesque country home are

long living-room. Another stone chimney at the opposite surrounded by a trimmed hedge of California Privet, and

end of the house contains the fireplace for the dining-room the driveway, which leads to the entrance, is outlined by

and also serves for the domestic uses of the kitchen. Barberry, the low shrub which retains its bronze and brown
The stairway is placed with due regard for economy of leaves and brilliant red berries far into the Winter season.

The road-front of the Holden house presents one of its most attractive exterior views
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Candelabra of the Renaissance period have been effectively employed in the lighting scheme

Antiques Used as Lighting Fixtures
By Robert H. Van Court

IsplHE decorative value of antiques is appreci- used would be inadequate to our modern demand. This

ated now as never before and the treasures problem is often solved by the actual use of old lighting

of this kind, which we may be fortunate fixtures which have been re-fitted to serve a practical as

enough to possess, are often the most well as an ornamental purpose or by adapting to this pur-

precious of our household adornments. Our pose other objects not intended for this use.

taste in matters of domestic decoration is No one style of domestic architecture is so popular with

broad and eclectic; we seize upon the

picturesque and beautiful of every age

and country and adapt it to our require-

ments and the fitting of these examples

of old craftsmanship into modern sur-

soundings sometimes produces very in-

teresting results. The tendency at pres-

ent is to plan our interiors so that one

period or style may be consistently fol-

lowed rather than to arrange together

many objects, all beautiful in them-

selves, but having very little in common.
This growing taste and discrimination

in planning effects has naturally in-

creased the demand for lighting fixtures

to agree with the decorations and fur-

nishings of the periods in which the

rooms are designed and sometimes ar-

rangements for artificial illumination

must be provided for situations where
such lighting was either not contem-

us, perhaps, as what we call "Colonial"

and in homes of this character the old

furnishings of the period, which are still

often to be had, very naturally find a

place. Lighting fixtures of early Ameri-

can days were either candlesticks or oil

lamps and housekeepers of that period

seem to have placed unusual value upon

their girandoles, lamps and candlesticks

of various kinds which were of unusual

beauty and luxury for much of the best

designing and workmanship of the time

was upon lighting fitments for domestic

purposes. These old Colonial treasures

are being arranged for modern use and

some suggestions regarding their adapta-

tion to present day conditions may be

helpful.

In placing these old-time lighting fix-

tures in our homes provision must be

made, of course, for altered conditions.

plated or where such illumination as was Ceremonial lanterns used as lighting fixtures The source of artificial lighting in early
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American days was either the candle,

whale oil, or what was known as astral

oil. Burners for use with these oils are

now no longer obtainable and although

the use of kerosene in old lamps is pos-

sible, if modern burners be used, it is

seldom really satisfactory. The oil for

which the lamps were made was heavy

and slow burning and a receptacle which

would hold a supply sufficient for many
hours holds barely enough kerosene for

one evening's use. The fitting of old

candlesticks and lamps for electricity is,

of course, quite simple and their use is

easy to arrange if one's home be pro-

vided with electric current. Great in-

genuity has been employed in inventing

all kinds of devices for using electricity

for lighting purposes, and many of these

clever arrangements are helpful to one

who is using these old-time Colonial

treasures to furnish light for a modern
American home. Lamps and girandoles,

which are made in sets of two or three,

are not intended to be frequently moved
from the mantels where they are usually

detail which careful designing demands.

Candlesticks were also planned for the

use of the verticle dimension of the

candle, and it would be well in fitting

these old lamps and candelabra for elec-

tric lighting to make use of some meth-

od by which a lamp chimney may be

retained for effect in the case of a lamp
or some imitation of a candle in the

case of a candlestick or of candelabra.

Unless this be considered the result

from an artistic point of view is apt to

fall short of what it might be.

As one might suppose, old lighting

fixtures from Europe are skillfully

adapted to modern use and their grace

contributes very largely to the beauty

of any interior in which they are placed.

Designers of the Renaissance planned

much the same lamps, candlesticks,

torches or candelabra for use in church

or palace, although we associate their

work with ecclesiastical rather than with

domestic usage. The torches or lanterns

which are still used in the ceremonies

of religion were once carried before
German antler candle-light used for a modern

fixture

placed; they are therefore almost always connected by wires civil as well as ecclesiastical dignitaries, and the few in

with the nearest "plug," or sometimes a mantel is provided use in American homes have been wired for lighting halls

with two or three such plugs, if the use of the mantel lamps and other large rooms of a somewhat formal nature, for

or candelabra has been planned for. Portable lamps and their use demands surroundings and other furnishings of an

smaller candlesticks are often arranged for electricity, and equally luxurious character. Candlesticks of Italian design

are provided with a socket, which may be attached to an and made of metal, wood or composition, are very useful

electric light plug anywhere, and the cost of this is very and are very easily fitted for practical use. The smaller ex-

moderate if the necessary wiring be done at the time the amples placed upon mantels or upon tables, where they are

entire house is being fitted for electric lighting. Those who used as reading lamps, are provided with "bandbox" shades

possess old candelabra and lamps and wish to use them for made of brocade, shirred silk or filet lace over a foundation

practical lighting should remember that their grace and of colored material, or else the shades are made of old

beauty may be easily injured by the alterations necessary to French prints pieced together with narrow galloons of gilt

make them useful under present conditions. The old de- or silver and the entire shade then lined with some light

signers were men of keen

judgment and perception

where form and line were

concerned. Their lamps and

candlesticks were very care-

fully studied and just enough

decoration was used to

create the artistic effect

which the trained eye of the

designer saw was required.

Their candelabra and lamps
were often fitted with prisms

of glass, either plainly cut

or adorned with designs
more or less elaborate, but

quite as often lamps were de-

signed without these prisms,

and many a fine old lamp or

set of girandoles has been
spoiled by the unwise addi-

tion of these prisms where
their use was never intended.

Then again their lamps
were almost always used
with cut glass shades or

globes, sometimes very rich-

ly decorated, and designed
to allow for the projection of

the lamp chimney a few
inches above the shade to

give the correct balance of Antiques as lighting fixtures are appropriate for a room of this sort

colored fabric to reflect the

light. Larger candlesticks

which are usually placed

upon the floor are often pro-

vided with an imitation, in

wood or porcelain, of a tall

candle, at the end of which

is placed an electric bulb of

ground glass similar in shape

to the flame of a candle.

These tall candlesticks,

which are usually of wood or

metal, gilded or silvered, are

placed at either side of man-
tels or doors or in other

places where their formal

character is in keeping with

the rest of the furnishings.

Old brackets or wall lights

of Italian design are also

used for electric lighting.

They are sometimes of

metal, but more frequently

of wood or composition

carved or modeled, and

elaborately colored and gild-

ed, and fitted with imitation

candles or small bead cov-

ered bulbs. It is very diffi-

cult to obtain more than one

or two of these bracket lights
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Antique brackets fitted for electric bulbs

of the same pattern, and very frequently one old light will

be used as a copy from which as many as necessary may be

made. Antique altar lamps of silver or brass, or some-

times of wood covered with gold or silver leaf, are very

useful for lighting studios or other large rooms which are

sufficiently lofty to afford a suitable setting. The electric

bulbs which supply the light are covered by large globes of

crystal beads, which are arranged or hung in the lamps in

various ways. The wires which carry the electric current

are twisted among the chains by which the lamps are sus-

pended.

In many old mediaeval baronial halls, particularly in

Germany, the lighting is extremely picturesque and decora-

tive, and is supplied by candelabra either fastened to the

wall or suspended from the ceiling. These candelabra are

made of the horns of the deer or a certain kind of moun-

tain goat, or of the antlers of the moose. The hanging

candelabra generally include a figure of carved and gilded

woods—a mermaid or Brunhilde or some legendary hero

or heroine. In their original setting they were fitted with

small iron sockets for candles or tallow dips, but their

use for electricity is very easily arranged and is made pos-

sible by using very small imitation candles or small electric

bulbs, the wires for which are concealed in the antlers or

horns. Such candelabra could hardly be used, of course, in

any but a suitable setting, but for rooms which permit of

such informal treatment nothing more decorative could be

imagined. The quaint hanging candelabra from Holland

on Flanders, and the particularly interesting synagogue

lamps which are occasionally to be had, and which are

sometimes found in American homes, are very successfully

applied to modern uses, and their use is in keeping with

almost any but the most strictly formal interiors.

Besides these lighting fittings from Europe there are in

many homes other old treasures from the continent which

have been adapted to this purpose with results which are

very interesting and helpful in that they may suggest similar

uses for other things. Objects of metal may sometimes be

made into lighting fitments of wonderful beauty, and we
know of one very successful dining-room fitted with dark

carved woods in the style of the Flemish Renaissance where

the lighting is from groups of electric lights placed in the

wall and covered by the lids of old brass warming pans,

which are richly etched, chiseled and pierced. The softly

polished metal has the dark wood as a background and

the light appears through the perforations of the brass.

Great is the variety of antiques which are available, or which

we may already possess, that a little ingenuity in planning

such lighting may produce results which will be astonishing,

for there seems to be no end to the effects which may be

obtained by combining the beauty of design and workman-
ship of older times with the easily handled source of light

which electricity supplies.

With antiques from the Oriental countries, India, China
and Japan, there is an almost bewildering variety of effect

which may be secured, although with these treasures the

actual lighting must often be concealed. This is in many
cases highly desirable, particularly for illuminating con-

servatories and verandas, or where out of door lighting is

desired, as in gardens or upon lawns. Carved panels of

metal or marble or of wood which are often gilded are

useful as well as extremely decorative when set in walls

with the light diffused through their carved openwork. Old
Chinese or Japanese prints upon silk or other fabrics suf-

ficiently strong are very useful when mounted upon stretch-

ers and placed over clusters of electric bulbs. Ancient

bronze lanterns are used in many different ways and are

easily adapted for modern use, and the same is true of the

old stone lanterns which come from Japan or China. These
lanterns of bronze or stone have never been "collected" to

any great extent, so that many very beautiful antique ex-

amples are still to be had at prices by no means excessive.

Old bronze statuary can often be utilized as lighting fixtures

which are unexpectedly successful, and this is particularly

true of antique bronzes in the form of dragons and serpents.

In one American home a huge dragon of Japanese bronze

had long been the despair of its owner; its size and clumsi-

ness seemed to preclude its ever being of any practical value

until ingenuity provided a use for it. Placed among the

ferns and foliage of a conservatory, its eyes and huge open

mouth pour forth a flood of golden light produced by in-

candescent lamps in yellow ground glass bulbs. Mistakes

may be made, of course, in decoration, as in anything else,

and though success may not always attend the use of these

old time furnishings, the results are usually satisfactory to

homemakers so fortunate as to have the treasures at hand.

Hallway lighted by antiques used as electric fixtures
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The painting over the desk is attributed to Murillo and is a work of great beauty and interest

The Workshop of a Literary Man
By Berwyn Converse

LMOST every one is interested in being per-

mitted to have glimpses of the workrooms
or studies of literary men and women who
have made their mark in the world of letters,

for it is supposed that one's work is, in a

large measure, influenced by the surround-

ings in which it is done. This may account for the interest,

which is not after all merely one of idle curiosity.

The photographic reproductions accompanying this article

illustrate two rooms in the bachelor quarters of a well-

known dramatist whose apartment is one of the most inter-

esting in New York. So situated, that during a large part

of the day the rooms are flooded with sunlight from windows
facing east and south, the location lends much to their ar-

rangement. The rooms being a literary workshop are filled

with the implements and tools of the craft in the form of

books, manuscripts, letter files and scrap-books, and are also

adorned with paintings by the old masters—one of them a

Murillo—etchings and engravings, miniatures and auto-

graphed portraits and the delightful horde of treasures one

who has what might be called the "collecting instinct" is

always sure to accumulate upon his travels and keep near at

hand when at home for his own pleasure and for the delecta-

tion of his fellow-connoisseurs.

The little study, which is illustrated upon this page, has

been finished in woodwork of dark oak, and the walls were

covered with ingrain paper of a golden brown tint, which

serves admirably as a background for the objects upon the

walls. The waxed hardwood floor, dark brown in tone, is

covered with a single Oriental rug or great beauty,

and the furniture, which is exceedingly simple, has

been stained black to harmonize with the woodwork
in mantel, door and window-frames. By closing a

doorway and placing over it an old embroidery, space

has been made for two bookcases, which are arranged

at either side of a broad, flat-topped desk lighted by a large

study-lamp with a domed shade. Just above the desk is

hung an old painting framed in dull gilt. The picture repre-

sents the Holy Family and is attributed to Murillo. This

was a favorite subject with the Spanish master, and he

painted it a great number of times. One entire side of this

little study is filled with a group of windows which face

south. The long, straight draperies over the sash-curtains

are of Chinese embroideries, and squares of Chinese and

Japanese brocades showing here and there threads of gold

in the silken textures of dark-toned body colors are made
into cushions generously distributed upon the deep seat

placed within the window-recess.

Opening by wide folding doors from the study is another

room, which might be called a combination dining-, and music-
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room. A grand piano is so placed that by day the light

from two windows is thrown upon the music, and at night

a portable electric lamp may be so arranged that its light

is cast directly upon the music-rack, leaving the rest of the

room in soft shadows. The ebony of the piano supplies the

key-note for the coloring in the room, for all the woodwork
here has been painted black and rubbed down to a soft and

lustreless surface, which is the finish of most of the furniture.

The walls are paneled with deep blue burlap, almost black,

and this dark background affords a wonderful setting for old

brocades and embroideries in gold and dull yellows, which

are used as window-hangings, an unusually fine Chinese

rug of golden brown and old blue, and a beauti-

ful old Flemish candelabrum of brass, which is

hung from the ceiling at the center of the room.

More tones of yellow and old gold are supplied in

the shades of lamps and sconces; the little corner cupboard

is filled with Chinese porcelain, some fine bits of real old

medallion ware being guarded by the glass doors with their

black woodwork. One wall of this room is hung with

illuminations from old missals, and their rich coloring lends

a brilliant note to the dull wall surface. A Cingalese rattan

chair is seated with a cushion of gold and blue, and over the

back is thrown a leopard-skin, the black and yellow of which

fit into the coloring of this beautiful room. Various small

tables hold the smoking things usually to be found in a man's

apartment, and by the door a golden gate-leg table is used

for the serving of meals. The secret of the beauty of this

consistent and tastefully furnished little bachelor abode may
be found in the fact that the plan throughout calls for the

use of colors which harmonize. How often one sees rooms

which are so connected that they form practically one large

room, but which are so decorated that the effect is that of

discord—each room detracts from the beauty of the others.

The result is that each room is a unit to itself and is ar-

ranged wholly without reference to its surroundings.

In this instance, however, the study has been furnished

in the softest of golden browns with hangings chiefly of

old blue, and the music-room which adjoins and which is

connected with the study by a wide opening is fitted with

dull blue-black relieved by different shades of yellow and
old gold, and the result is that each room gains by the beau-

tiful and careful planning of the other. The obtaining of

successful results in decoration depends upon the observ-

ance of a few very important fundamental principles which

are so obvious and so easily understood that it is a thousand

pities they are not more generally obeyed. Aided by their

precepts, even the simplest rooms in a house or a city apart-

ment may afford an example of harmony of contrast instead

of what is in so many instances a discordant assemblage

of colors which are so at variance that they produce nothing

but complete lack of repose upon which so large a part of

consistent decoration absolutely depends. The little apart-

ment is complete in every detail, and beyond the two living-

rooms which we have described are pantry, kitchen and two
bedrooms. One of these rooms is for the use of a man-
servant, and the bedroom of the master of the house is

fitted up with studied simplicity. Woodwork, furniture,

wall and floor-coverings are in various tones of gray. All

of the rooms open into a little hall, where the walls are

closely hung with old prints and engravings, framed

autograph letters and many other objects rich in association.

Although a small room, a sense of spaciousness has been attained here by the exercise of good taste
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The old Garrison house at Newburyport, Massachusetts, erected before 1650

The Old Garrison House
By Mary H. Northend

Photographs by the Author

ERE and there throughout New England, property. In 1651, the dwelling was disposed of to Daniel

hidden from view behind the wide-spreading Pierce, in whose family it remained until 1770, when it

branches of great trees, or dominating a came into the possession of Nathaniel Tracy, who occupied

grassland space at the end of a winding by- it until his death in 1796. The next owner was Captain

way, one comes across an old-time homestead Offin Boardman, who lived here nearly twenty years, and
that preserves intact its early features, and in the year 18 13 it was sold at auction to one John Pet-

stands an expression of past simplicity, most alluring in its tingill, after whose death it came into the possession of his

picturesqueness. Such a dwelling is the ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ four daughters. About 1851, Mr. Edward
Garrison House at Newburyport, Mas-
sachusetts, a house that embodies in its con-

struction principles radically different from

those shown in any other old home, por-

traying a type of architecture not found

anywhere else.

It is generally thought to have been

erected in the first half of the seventeenth

century, but by whom is not definitely

known. Some authorities claim that it was

constructed by John Spencer the younger,

while others contend that it was built by

John Spencer the elder. In all probability

it was built by the younger Spencer, though

it is possible it may have been commenced
by Spencer the elder, and finished by the

younger Spencer, who succeeded to his The stair hall

H. Little hired the house and farm, and
ten years later he purchased it. It is still

in the possession of his family.

In its location, the old dwelling is most
fortunate. Broad sweeps of grassland,

dotted here and there with beautiful trees,

surround it on all sides, and in the distance,

stretching as far as the eye can discern is the

sea. The estate, of which it is a part, is

of large proportions, far removed from the

highway, and the approach is along a nar-

row lane that diverges from the main road

half a mile south of Oldtown church. In

appearance the house is wholly unchanged
from the date of its erection. Despite its

age, it gives no hint of decay, and were it

not for the unmistakable signs of antiquity
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evident in the bricks and

plaster, the great square

chimney, and other features,

one might reasonably doubt

the date of construction

assigned to it.

It is built of granite varied

with other kinds of stone, in-

terspersed with brick, the

stone originally thickly cov-

ered with plaster, which is

now crumbling away.

Climbing vines relieve the

sombre grayness of the gen-

eral appearance, and com-

bine with the grassland sur-

roundings to add a note of

color and beauty that throws

into relief the fine lines of Tlie dining-room

construction. In build the dwelling is T shaped, with a

wise discernible. The door

swings on hand-wrought

iron hinges, twenty-four

inches in length, matching

in their massiveness the

porch walls which are two

feet thick.

Through this doorway
the porch proper is reached,

still showing suspended from
its ceiling the leather fire-

buckets used when hand
engines were in vogue.

From an inner door access

is gained to the hallway, an

apartment considerably

broader than it is deep, with

stairway rising in two turns,

directly in front of the en-

room opening on either side of the hall, and another at

the rear. A wooden addition, built by Captain Boardman
for the benefit of his second wife, who was an invalid and

who deemed it unhealthy to live between stone walls con-

stantly, joins the main structure at the western end, follow-

ing in contour the same simplicity of design, and at the rear

of the eastern end are the old tenant apartments, now used

as servant's quarters.

Complete, the exterior presents a series of interesting

features. At the rear is the great chimney, ten feet wide

trance, its back wall formed of the brickwork of the chim-

ney. In build this hallway is wider than the type usually

found in houses of this period, but it is possible that this

may be due to an extension at some time later than the date

of construction. The hand rail and balusters are quaintly

turned, and the woodwork throughout the apartment is

rather elaborate in its nature. An interesting fact in con-

nection with the staircase is that the carpenter who built

it received for his pay instead of money, eight acres of land
on the main street. To the right of the hall leads an apart-

ment, nineteen feet square, with walls thirty inches thick-

at the base, showing in its construction most unusual ideas the depth of the walls in all the rooms of the main portion,

that render it unlike any of its contemporaries, while at the This is what was originally the old parlor. Great oak
front is the porch, quaint and dignified, with arched door- beams supporting the chamber floors, show plainly here,

ways and windows, and just above the main entrance a though their rough hewing is now hidden from view with

small niche, where once a tiny statue may have stood. The sheathing. At one side is the original fireplace, topped with

windows are other interesting details, and with the main a mantel of simple construction, and other interesting fea-

features combine to emphasize the quaintness of the whole. tures are the deep seats beneath the quaint small-paned

The porch in its build is most attractive. Artists from
all over the world have delighted to sketch it, and by con-

noisseurs it is considered the best specimen of its period

extant. It is built of bricks, with flooring of square tiles,

windows.

Opposite this room is what was once the inner kitchen,

now used as a living-room. Over the hearth the old brick

oven is still in evidence, and up to fifty years ago the inner

and the arch above the doorway is finished with bricks walls of this room were not lathed, the plaster being put

rounded at the edges, probably brought from England as directly on the stone. Like the old parlor, the ceiling here

they are wholly unlike those made in the colonies. is crossed with heavy beams, and the windows are shuttered

The outer porch door shows novelty in its arrangement, with the same quaint blinds and equipped with the same deep
inasmuch as it is divided in the center horizontally, each seats. The furnishings here are wholly antique, as are the

section opening independently of the other. At one time furnishings throughout the house, and include some espe-

the upper section was undoubtedly protected by an inner cially rare pieces.

shutter, suspended from the ceiling, for the old hinges are The present parlor, like the other main rooms, is typically

still to be seen, and the marks of the pulley through which old-fashioned, and the fine features with which it is pro-

the cord used to raise and lower the shutter run, are like- vided afford a suitable background for the old equipment.

Lawn-front entrance The living-room
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'Wye House," an attractive country home in Garden City, Long Island, New York

"Wye House," Garden City
By Harold Donaldson Eberlein

Photographs by T. C. Turner

EREDITY is a very real thing. It matters

not how much we habitually disregard it, it

matters not how much some folk scoff and

make light of its potency, it is a force that

has to be reckoned with sooner or later. It

not only affects us and our outlook upon life,

it also influences the styles we follow and even the very pat-

tern of the houses we live in.

"Wye House," a singularly attractive and engaging home
in Garden City, Long Island, designed by the late Luther

Birdsall, happily unites in its make-up several strains of

heredity, tradition or whatever you may please to call it.

In its general outward aspect, and also in some of its fea-

tures within, it combines the traits of at least two older

houses, one of them the ancient homestead of the occupants,

an ample dwelling built at Oyster Bay about 1663, the

other also a family house in the same place, scarcely less

venerable in age. Even the base of the sundial in its garden

of deliciously old-fashioned flowers was once a highwater

mark by the Sound. Its name comes from the older "Wye,"
deservedly famous on the Eastern Shore of Maryland.
The grounds of "Wye House" are bounded on the north

by a dense row of lofty spruces, pines and hemlocks while

beyond and high above their tops rises the graceful shaft

of the cathedral spire. East, west and south the outlook

is comparatively open and the view unobstructed over a

wide stretch of the dun-colored Hempstead Plain—it were

much better called Hempstead Heath or give^ its old

:•

:•

'-

V£/?ANBA

First floor plan Second floor plan
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name, Salisbury Plain. De-

spite their monotony these

plains, covered with long,

dry, tawny grass, have a

beauty of their own, a

beauty best appreciated,

perhaps, from the edge of a

great field of turnips or

cabbages with the distant

cathedral spire cutting into

the evening sky against a

glorious strip of hazy golden

sunset glowing beneath huge

fluffy banks of Ruysdael or

Hobbema clouds. The sight

really transports one almost

bodily to Holland and only

windmills are lacking in the

landscape. The atmosphere

of Garden City, however, is

not at all Dutch but rather

English with its bishops,

deans, canons and chapters

so that, at times, one quite

fancies himself living in

into three panels, the lower

solid, the middle with mov-
able slats and the upper

pierced with narrow, slant-

ing crescent slits.

From the wide Dutch
door beneath the Wistaria-

covered portico, a heart-

whole welcome seems to

radiate and greet the ap-

proaching guest. The buxom
box bushes, too, flanking the

entrance, add their note of

cheery greeting even in the

dead of Winter when all else

is bare and brown. At the

south end of the house a

piazza has been so felicit-

ously managed that, although

it does not belong to

"Wye's" particular species

of architecture, it escapes the

objection of incongruity.

"And now," someone asks,

"what is the particularThe hallway

the pages of one of Anthony Trollope's Barchester novels, species of architecture that 'Wye House' represents?" It

But all this talk of cabbages, cathedral spires and sunsets is Colonial—not Georgian but Colonial, "really, truly"

is not describing "Wye House," however much of a setting Colonial of the days before there was any Georgian and,

it may give. Let us, therefore, back to our muttons. by the same token, purely and thoroughly American.

Just before turning into the driveway, we catch our In all its characteristics "Wye House" faithfully repre-

first glimpse of a long, gray-shingled house with a gambrel sents a type, frequently to be met with in New England,

roof and the second floor overhanging the first in the man- that forms a connecting link between the half-timbered house

ner of some old New England houses, a manner borrowed of Old England and our own early Georgian—a type that

in turn by the early Colonial worthies from the half-tim- architects might fitly bestow more attention upon than they

bered dwellings they knew so well in Old England before have hitherto done. The shingled timber framing set on a

their departure hither. The three square, sturdy, gray stone foundation, the overhanging second floor projecting

stone chimneys that surmount the roof impart an air of beyond the walls of the first, an unmistakable heritage

well-anchored solidity to the structure while, on the other

hand, any sense of undue heaviness would be allayed by

the jaunty "kick-up" of the roof at the eaves. The long

slant of the tops of the dormers, merging into the roof

just at the gambrel joint, preserves the harmony of

line and avoids any suggestion of fidgety unrest—

a

common failing with

dormers.

Barge-boards, cornices,
window-sashes and frames

and all other trims are white

while the shutters are green

so that, with the weather-

stained face of the shingles,

the building presents an

agreeable and restful color

scheme o
r

gray, white and

green. e whole aspect of

the h . as regards color-

\r\r osition of mass and
arrangement of fenestra-

te straightforward and
»" some. There are

plenty of windows so that

the house looks wide awake,

th .y are of generous dimen-

s ons and their placing truly

reflects a simple and sensible

inside plan. The shutters

are of so unusual a pattern

that they deserve a word in

passing. As may be seen,

each one is divided vertically The veranda end of the house

from half-timber methods of building, the massive chimney

construction—the house is literally anchored to its hearth-

stones—the breadth of beam and spread of roof-tree, the

low-browed staunchness of mien, the severe simplicity

throughout from ground to ridge-pole—all these are true

earmarks of a well-developed American style long ante-

dating the accession of the

Hanoverian line in England,

a style full of virility and
worthy of revival.

Of course sundry adapta-

tions have been made in

"Wye House" but always in

a spirit fully sympathetic

with precedent and, as stated

before, the characteristics of

two old homes have been

interwoven and incorporated.

This combining of fea-

tures, tried and proved by
long experience, has doubt-

less made the result so per-

fectly satisfactory -and liv-

able. All this, be it remem-
bered, without doing the

least violence to archetypal

traditions.

Directly upon crossing the

threshold of "Wye" one in-

stinctively feels that here is

a house where the furniture

of other days is not only lov-

ingly and reverently treas-
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ured but made to serve all present

needs most effectively as well. For-

tunately for the appointment of

"Wye" there was a goodly heritage

of all things imaginable from the

two old houses at Oyster Bay, al-

ready alluded to, belonging to the

family. During more than two cen-

turies of occupancy very little had
been dispersed from either estab-

lishment. Notwithstanding all this

enviable abundance, however, there

is no suggestion of a museum in the

arrangement and no overcrowding
to the detriment of the individual

pieces. Each piece is given plenty

of room to appear to the best ad- A comer of

vantage and a blessed Japanese spirit of moderation and

restraint has been observed. True, some very choice things

have to go into occasional periods of retirement in the attic

or the upper rooms while their places are taken by others

that have been stored away, but when they do come down
they are the fresher for it and the more enjoyed by their

possessors and besides, by their change, the house thereby

escapes from that dreadful stereotyped sameness of ar-

rangement—all too common—as though the precise spot

to be occupied by each chair and table had been irrevocably

foreordained by the laws of the Medes and Persians so

that it would be nothing short of desecration, however
delightful and refreshing, to change them about. Conse-

quently "Wye House" bears an air of spaciousness and

amplitude quite independent of the actual dimensions of

the rooms and, at the same time, the dignity and simplicity

of good taste make themselves felt. To this general sense

of easy repose the harmonious and unobtrusive tones of

wall-paper and rugs contribute not a little.

On the left side of the wide hallway that passes through

the center of the house is a great

room that you may call "drawing-

room" or "parlor" as you please.

If you are ultra modern and have

a weakness for being formal and

always quite au fait, you will prob-

ably choose "drawing-room." If

you are a bit old-fashioned you will

cling to "parlor." Really, of the

two, except in large and designedly

formal houses—show places—with

ranges of rooms that can be devoted

to specialized uses, "parlor" is pre-

ferable, that is to say, "parlour" in

the good old English sense meaning
a place to be constantly used for

the dining-room z \\ manner of social intercourse and

all the manifold intimate activities of family life from the

embroidering or knitting of the ladies of the household to

the entertainment of friends and acquaintances who may
chance to drop in of an afternoon for a dish of tea and

gossip.

A "parlor" in this sense is a good general utility room
and the name is also more dignified, becoming and of

broader application than the lately coined and hackneyed

designation "living-room" calling up its converse, a "dying-

room" by way of contrast—unpleasant as it may be—and

always suggesting, anyhow, a laborer's cottage redolent of

grease, fried potatoes and soapsuds. Most of us have

distressing memories of the formal parlors of our child-

hood's days but we have surely had time to live down such

recollections so let us have back the good old name and

banish all visions of a starched and deadly chamber of

mid-Victorian furniture horrors enveloped in an atmosphere

of foolish mid-Victorian artificiality and priggishness, a

place where the tables and chairs had "elegies" and

"limbs"—heaven knows some of them had little enough

The rooms open into one another in a manner that makes for spaciousness
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The dining-room

semblance to wholesome legs. It is really a wonder they

were not clothed with pantalettes.

The parlor at "Wye" is a great generous room running

the full depth of the house from front to back and of a

width proportionate. A brighter or more cheerful room
could hardly be devised; indigo moods and dumpishness

would be impossible in such environment. There are two
big windows on the east through which the morning sun

comes streaming in, two French windows on the south,

shaded by the piazza roof so that the noonday glare is

just pleasantly subdued, and a whole range of windows
at the back where the westering sun continues to pour in

his livening beams till his last ray is gone. Opposite the

door and in the middle of the south wall is a big fireplace,

the chimney-breast standing well out in the room and filling

the space between the windows. The mantel is a replica

of one in the old parent house, the "Homestead" of 1663.

In such a household and on such a mantel we should

expect to find a pair of Worcester vases at the ends and
we are not disappointed. A glance at the illustrations will

serve to call attention to some of the charming household

gods—notably the two Hepplewhite chairs at the windows,
the Sheraton secretary, a high clock, the Empire pier-glass

and above it the delightful mirror surmounted by a deli-

cately wrought and gilded wheat spray falling from a vase.

This mirror by the way, once served the "Father of his

Country" for a shaving glass when he was a guest of the

household—at any rate it was in his room and he ought

to have shaved before it if he did not. Another sensible

feature about this room besides its many windows is the

fact that they are not blocked up and obscured by a super-

fluity of draperies.

Opposite the fireplace is the doorway, a doorway of

most unusual proportions. Its width is fully a third, or

perhaps more, the total length of the room. At times

it makes the parlor and hallway seem like one apartment.

None of the doorways for parlor, library or dining-room

are curtained and the wisdom of this non-use of upholstery

is at once apparent from the sense of freedom and space

and the unity of the whole first floor which seems to be

one large apartment partly subdivided rather than a number
of separate rooms. Directly across the hall from the parlor

doorway stands an interesting Queen Anne lowboy which is

kept in countenance by some of its contemporaries or

more probably its elders—a number of club-footed, fiddle-

splatted, locustwood chairs made by an Oyster Bay artisan

while William and Mary were still on the throne.

One cannot visit "Wye" without being impressed by the

great quantity of old furniture and a description of the

house without including it would be utterly incomplete for

The living-room

it is so in keeping that it seems part and parcel of the whole,

not to be divorced from its setting, and it imparts a very

essential element to the character of the entire establish-

ment. Furthermore, it shows how thorough the transplant-

ing of a household can be and how congruous with a new
but fittingly planned environment. Lastly, its lesson in

interior decoration is too useful to be slighted.

The library, another room full of heirlooms, chief of

which is a seventeenth century oak settle, is in the front of

the house on the other side of the hall from the parlor.

Windows on the east and north admit abundant light and
preserve the same tone of cheerfulness as in the parlor.

Back of the library is the dining-room, glass double doors

at one side of the fireplace connecting the two. Back to

back with the library fireplace is the dining-room fireplace,

the chimney-breast necessarily being of great depth and

The garret contains many old-time bits of furniture and curios
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One of the bedrooms fitted with quaint pieces of old-time furniture

making deep alcoves in both rooms which are filled up

respectively with china cupboards and bookcases.

By day the dining-room is flooded with light from a

range of windows taking up the whole west side of the

room. At night, a translucent urn enclosing electric bulbs

and suspended over the dining-table diffuses a pleasant

radiance—a much better arrangement than having strong

lights shine shine directly in your eyes and make you blink

like an owl. One cannot pass on without mentioning two
objects visible in the dining-room illustration—one a silver

tankard, of the time of Charles II, that stands on the

mantel shelf and has a whistle in the handle to summon
more spirituous comfort when wanted, the other a long-

handled pumpkin pie ladle shaped from a single piece of

cherry. It was used with the old Dutch ovens. When the

bottom crust of the pies was nearly baked, the filling,

plentifully bolstered up with "Oh-be-joyful," which would
have evaporated if left too long in the heat, was ladled in.

At the north side of the dining-room is the butler's

pantry with ample cupboard and dish-washing facilities and

beyond is the kitchen, a large, cheery room with broad

windows before one of which is a big sink, an admirable

placing for properly preparing and washing vegetables.

The range is equipped with a wide hood to carry off steam

and all cooking smells. Still beyond is the kitchen pantry

or storeroom while to the west of the kitchen is a well

equipped laundry. The lower regions are commodious,

bright and airy as the cellar windows are made with semi-

circular wells outside, a device that obviates the necessity

of perching the house on awkwardly high foundations.

Going up to the second floor we find the bedrooms just

as attractive as the rooms downstairs. They are not over-

loaded with furniture—no bedroom should ever have more
in it than is absolutely essential—but everything counts for

a definite purpose. It is only by adhering to the principle

of exclusion that we can attain a pleasing union of simplicity

and elegance. One of the bedrooms given among the illus-

trations cannot fail of admiration both from those who
approve of restraint and those who love old furniture.

The plain four-poster, the painted rush-bottomed chairs, the

curly maple and mahogany Sheraton chest of drawers with

the mirror above, all are just as they should be and go to

make a delightful interior. Simple and appropriate wall-

paper in all the rooms adds materially to the general

felicitous tone. One interesting feature is that all the

chamber doors have knockers, each of different pattern, so

that they give a note of individuality and invite a return to

the old English custom of naming each room. Besides the

four bedrooms and two baths on the second floor for the

family, the domestics are comfortably provided for with

three comfortable bedrooms and a bath on the second floor

of the wing which can be entirely shut off from the rest of

the house by a door in the passage leading thither.

The third floor south of the stairway is given over to

one large room—a very inviting room with its deep window
seats in the dormer recesses. Instead of making two rooms
with the floor area extending as far as possible towards the

eaves, a better plan was followed—though perhaps more
prodigal of space in cubic feet—of having but one room
with walls set far enough in to let one walk wherever he

pleases without danger of bumping his head against the

slant of the ceiling.

Save the space devoted to a linen closet of generous

dimensions, all the rest of the third floor is an unceiled

attic with dormer windows in the distant corners—a de-

lightful place wherein to go a-rummaging on a rainy day.

Such a spot might fitly be termed the heart of the house's sub-

consciousness where it keeps its memories ready for revival.
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HE making of glass is surrounded with

mystery, few industries having greater

antiquity. The earliest records found are

those of sailors who were shipwrecked near

the mouth of the River Belus, and who,

through the process of cooking the ashes

of the herb kale and mixing it with sand,

formed a compound which was known
as glass.

Thirty-five hundred years ago seems a

long time, for it was then that the Egyp-

tians excelled in their manufacture of this

product, being especially expert in the

use of the metallic oxides which were

used in glass coloring.

This industry was introduced into

Rome during the reign of Tiberius, the

first clear glass coming, into use during

the reign of Xero. So interested was
he in its manufacture that he paid two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars for

two cups. The production drifted into

Bohemia and to Venice, the latter carry-

ing her products

all over the globe

and obtaining
enormous prices

for beautiful de-

signs. As an in-

dustry there was
nothing more dif-

Decanter and glasses.

ficult, and this fact made the Venetian workmen treated with

respect, the Government bestowing upon them the title of

Gentlemen.

The fable of the Salamander had its birth in Venetian
factories. The credulous country people declared that in-

side the furnace was located a fiery dragon, who sallied

mm forth to destroy the unwary who were
bold enough to venture near the place.

Some, more courageous, peeped inside

the manhole of the furnace and verified

the story—in fact, it took such import-

ance that nobles rode forth to meet the

monster.

The introduction of glass making into

England was at Crutched Friars, in 1557,
and gave a new industry in the world of

manufacture. The value of glass im-

mediately increased, and the work grew
apace, many of the pieces being unex-

celled in beauty. To be sure, English

glass lacks the delicacy of the Venetian

and has different markings, showing little

Gilt ornamentation of the florid nature of the German glass

as well. Yet it is

an established

fact that the glass

of this country

possesses charac-

teristics that are

very real and last-

ing. England was

English goblet toddy glasses and "barrel" goblet from the Waters collection
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indebted to Venice

for many of her

workmen, although

Sir Robert Russell

procured workmen
from the same place

who were of inferior

worth. A space of

half a century elapsed

before the English

manufacture equalled

the Venetian or the

French.

In the year 1670,

the Duke of Bucking-

ham became the

patron of the art in

England and greatly

improved the quality

and style of flint

glass, by procuring at

great personal ex-
Early English wine-glass, tumbler, and decanters. Atkinson collection

pense, a number of Venetian artists, whom he persuaded to

settle in London. From the commencement of the eighteenth

century the English glass manufacturers, aided by the lib-

eral bounty that was paid to them on all glass exported by

them or sold for exportation, became successful rivals of

the Venetian and French factories. The clear bounty granted

on each pound of glass exported from England, which the

Government paid to the manufacturer, was not derived

from any tax by impost or excise previously laid, for all

such were returned to the manufacturer, together with the

bounty referred to, thereby

lessening the actual cost of

the manufacture from twen-

ty-five to fifty per cent.

This enabled the English

exporters to drive off all

competitors in the foreign

market.

This bounty provision was
annulled during the Premier-

ship of Sir Robert Peel, to-

gether with all the excise

duties on the home consump-
tion. The first plate glass

was manufactured at Lam-
beth in 1673, under a royal

charter, but no great prog-

ress was made at that time

and the works were limited.

One hundred years later a

company was formed, also

under a royal charter, for

the making of glass, their

works being at Ravenshead,
in Lancashire. The works
have been very successfully

continued, and according to

a later writer were rivalled

by none except those at St.

Gobain in France. The
manufacture increased to a

wonderful extent, the quan-

tity used in the construction

of the Crystal Palace for the

World's Fair being probably

many times larger than that

manufactured twenty years

before in the Kingdom of

Great Britain for one

year.

There was a queer

idea that was for a

long time prevalent

with the people. This

was that glass drink-

ing vessels made un-

der certain astron-

omical influences
would certainly fly to

pieces if any poison-

ous liquid was placed

in it. Vessels of this

kind sold for enorm-

ous prices. A sec-

ond belief was, that

vessels of a certain

form that were made
in a peculiar state of

atmosphere and after

midnight, would al-

English liquor case. Atkinson collection

low a pure diamond to pass directly through the bottom of

the vessel. Various articles, such as colored goblets, were
thought to add to the flavor of wine, and to detract mate-

rially from its intoxicating influence. All these popular

notions added greatly to the mystery and renown of glass

manufacturers.

There is no substance more beautiful than glass, for it

has, when properly treated, the brilliancy of a diamond or

the warm coloring of any of the richest gems, resembling

them so closely that only an expert can tell the difference

between the two. Then, too,

it has properties which are

peculiarly its own. It is

transparent in itself, al-

though the substances from

which it is made are far from
being so. Glass, unlike many
substances, is not subject to

heat or cold, and therefore

is adapted to many uses, and
its field of usefulness is con-

stantly increasing.

To-day it has reached a

state of comparative perfec-

tion, although even now it is

subject to constant improve-

ment, and research is being

made to throw light upon its

discovery and the progress of

the art in the ages past.

Many writers claim that its

invention dated earlier than

the Flood.

The eighteenth century
English glass shows some
wonderfully fine examples,

among which are old ale

glasses and glass spoons with

handles showing colored
twists. The old drawn glass

dates back to the middle of

the eighteenth century, and
was used by these old folk on
Good Friday. On that day
the services were so long and
of such an exhausting nature

that every member of the

family was allowed to drink
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a glass of gin, ac-

companied by some
light cake.

A beautiful goblet

made about this time

had the name of a

good old E n gl i s h

sportsman, Tom
Shorter, inscribed

upon it. There was
also a pictured rep-

resentation of him,

with horse and

hounds, chasing the

red deer across the

hills. A great deal of

fine old English
glass, more especial- English glass goblets with ballister stems,

ly liquer cases, are to be seen

in the Atkinson Collection in

Salem, Mass. One of these

is filled with large square

bottles, decorated in gilt, the

top of the case showing ex-

quisitely cut wine glasses and

a glass tray. Wine glasses

in the possession of Mrs.
William West, also of Salem,

are not only handsome but

interesting. They originally

formed part of a set that

was in the possession of

Nathaniel West, one of

Salem's noted merchants

at the time when this

historic city was at her

height of commercial

prosperity.

Going back to the six-

teenth and seventeenth

centuries, we find Eng-
lish and Elizabethan

glasses, one of which,

preserved in its leather

case, is in the Royal col-

lection kept at Windsor
Castle.

There are very few of

these examples extant,

English glasses. Part of a set owned by Mrs. William D. Northend

although the gentle-

men glass makers

who set up their
houses at that period,

employing Venetian

workmen, brought

out the Royal Oak
glass, a square-
shaped goblet elab-

orately decorated
with a diamond point

on the bowl. The
decorations of these

glasses show Charles

II. and his Queen, an

oak tree which bore a

medallion of the kind,

Collection of Mrs. William West a scroll on which was
inscribed "The Royal Oak,"

and also the time of its

make, 1663. Differing from

the metal of today, this was

a pale greenish brown in

color, very thin and delicate,

and devoid of brilliancy.

Very peculiar glass mak-

ing ideas were carried out in

blown glass, which was

shaped very elaborately into

ships with widespread sails

—

floral designs, and many
other decorations which

were worn by ladies of

quality on their heads.

These were of course ex-

pensive and were consid-

dered exceedingly fash-

ionable, the combination

of powdered hair and

glass head-dress being

very effective.

The glasses of that

period could well be di-

vided into five groups

and might be supple-

mented by two main

groups, including the
finer and the coarser ex-

amples. The latter were

Dutch glass tumbler and decanter with Tulip design, and tumbler of English glass
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used in taverns only, but

the stems of all glasses are

really the dictionary of the

period. Of these, those

with stems called the white

twist, the cut stem, colored

twist, air twist, plain stem,

and ballister stem are

found. From these are

many off-shoots. The cut English liquor set.

stems are found either in plain or engraved bowls, the en-

graving ranging from baskets of flowers to the hop and
barley, the queer landscape and unusual pieces with the

medallion of Brittania. The stems themselves show hand-
some cutting in different funnel shapes. The earliest date

of the manufacture of this kind of glass was 1758, reaching

its height in 1800.

The white twist stems follow the drawn forms and are

used rather for cordial or spirit glasses than for wine
glasses. They are without exception the products of the

low countries, and it is

difficult to distinguish

between the English

pieces and the foreign

ones. Many hand-

some specimens of this

kind are found in the col-

lection of Mrs. Charles R.

Waters at Salem, Mass.

These were gathered by

Mr. Fitz Waters of

Salem, each piece being

carefully chosen, and they

form a wonderful collec-

tion of old time glass, cov-

Atkinson collection ering different periods.

The colored twist stems were brought about by a desire

for change, and are comparatively rare in English pieces.

Bristol was the seat of their manufacture. There are blue

twists in the center of white, yellow and white twists, and

red and white, with occasionally a lavender, while some
show three colors—green, red and white.

Another type is the air twist, which show both drawn and

other varieties, usually with domed feet. The glasses with

air twist stems are also, many of them, ornamented, some
showing baskets of flowers, others a rose and moth design,

and still others show
samples of the grape

vine pattern.

The plain stems are

perhaps the most sim-

{ Continued on page 141)

White twist stem glass English liquor case and a Dutch toddy glass. Mansfield collection White twist stem glass
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Early Chairs
By Mary H. Northend

Photographs by the Author

This article on Early Chairs will be followed by one in the May number on

the Chairs of Chippendale, Heppelwhite and Sheraton
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Early Dutch chair

carved frame. One of this type is also carefully preserved in

the Waters collection. It was originally owned by the

Cogswell family of Ipswich, and was brought to America
by the first ancestor, John Cogswell, who came over in

the "Angel Gabriel." The vessel was wrecked and the

passengers had to go ashore, this chair being among the

furniture on board which was saved.

Flemish chairs vary in design—some of them showing
Spanish characteristics in twisted stretchers and back posts.

They were made chiefly of walnut and were most elabor-

ately carved.

The slat back chair came into common use about the

year 1700 and the number of slats used varied from two
to five. They were not always of the same shape—some
of these chairs which were made in Philadelphia were
curved at the back, making a much more comfortable sup-

port than those made perfectly straight.

One style of this chair is known as the Carver chair,

and is a very valuable one, both on account of its associa-

tions and its good design. They are very quaint and inter-

esting and if possible, they should be represented in every

good collection.

It lay with Benjamin Franklin, who first fitted up one of

these chairs with rockers, to invent the first American
rocking chair. With it was set a fashion which has never

been permitted to

pass away. The
earliest style of rock-

ing chair was peculiar

in construction, for

the rocker itself was
evenly divided be-

tween the front and

the back, causing it

to project so far in

front that it was very

awkward, but this

fault was remedied

in those of later

make. The slat backs

were always finished

with turned uprights,

legs and under
braces, and some-

times they are seen

with arms.

Contemporaneous
with the Slat back,

but never equalling it

in public favor is the

Bannister back. This

type belongs to the

Early slat-back chair

' S WE sit comfortably around the fire, seated

in easy chairs, how little do we think of the

days when there were few, if any such chairs

in our country. Those were the days when
"Forms" or stools were in vogue followed

later on by the settle. One or two chairs

only were found in any household, and these were probably

brought over in the clumsy ships of that time—some prob-

ably in the Mayflower itself.

The inventories give us practically all the information

to be learned about chairs and we read that few were found

in England prior to the year 1600, showing that they were

as little used in the mother land in those early times as

here. The first chairs that were found in America were the

"turned"chairs—those owned by Governor Carver stand-

ing first. The Elder Brewster chair came next, and speci-

mens of both of these types are to be seen in Pilgrim

Hall, at Plymouth, Massachusetts. There are few chairs

of this kind found to-day. One, a Carver chair, is owned

by John D. Long, ex-Governor of Massachusetts, and is

seen at his home in Hingham, while another is in the Cook-

Oliver House in Salem, and a third is in the Heard House

at Ipswich, Massachusetts.

"Turned" chairs are to-day considered by collectors to

be very valuable, especially the children's high chairs which

are shown in a great

variety of types. The
turned chair was fol-

lowed by the Wains-

cot chair, which was

more clumsy in effect,

but was very sub-

stantial. Many of

these had leather

used for both seat

and back, one of this

style being seen in the

collection of the

Waters Family in

Salem, Massachus-

etts. The seat of the

chair being worn out,

an exact replica was
reproduced and is

still in use.

Next in succession

comes the Flemish

chair, which is most

graceful in design,

the seat and back be-

ing made of cane and

showing a handsomely Early Queen Anne and slat-back chairs
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Banister-back chair Elder Brewster slat-back chair Early Dutch rush-bottom chair

period which lies between 1710 and 1720. It shows a seat of

rush such as is found in most chairs of like make. The ban-

nisters that form the back are, generally speaking, plain in

front but turned at the back. This is however, not always

the case, as sometimes the turned side is on the front, while

the plain frame forms the back.

Other chairs of this type are perfectly plain and it is

one of these that is shown in the George W. Adams
house in Byfield, Massachusetts. It was originally used

by Annie Longfellow, the daughter of William Longfellow
who was the emigrant ancestor of that family in America.

The chair was carried across the fields from her father's

adjoining estate by the young bride herself, at the time of

her marriage to Captain Adams. In the bannister back,

we find that the slats are upright instead of horizontal.

The chairs themselves are always finished with rush bot-

toms and are usually painted black. They are made of

soft wood.

Next comes the Windsor chairs which are usually made
of hickory or ash. It is believed that this style of chair

was made by the peasants in England, this supposition

resulting from the legend that King George II found one

in a shepherd's cottage. Being very much attracted by the

style, he purchased it and had others made like it, naming
it Windsor from the town and castle of that name. This

set a kingly fashion and made the chair popular.

It is not known whether King George had his chairs

painted green or not, but those of this style which were
made in Philadelphia about 1730, were all painted green.

There are few to be found to-day that bear the original

colors, however.

Windsor chairs continued to be made and sold well into

the nineteenth century and are reproduced to-day, in such

capital imitations that it is hard to tell the real from the

spurious.

During their long season of popularity, they were nat-

urally changed somewhat in style from time to time, and
therefore are found to exist in many designs. One of

these is an armchair of common type, and is very popular.

Side chairs were also made in the same pattern, through

leaving out the dividing strip which served to make the

arm, allowing the top rail to run down into the seat. A

side chair that is called a "fan back" was also made by

using a horizontal top rail with two spindles, which, to

support it more firmly, were made much stouter than the

others at the outside. These spindles were all set nearer

together on the seat than at the top rail, giving it a fan

shaped or flaring effect. The rocker sometimes took the

shape of a "comb back," the five middle spindles extended

upward above the rail back, and formed a head rest. The
name was derived from the fact that this projection was
shaped like the high-backed comb, which was at this time

much worn by ladies of quality.

The seats of these chairs, as was the chair itself, were
made of solid wood with turned legs and under braces.

The variety of different styles made was so great, par-

ticularly in America, that they are sometimes confused.

The rarest chair of this period is the Writing Chair. This

shows the right arm widened so that it will hold either

writing materials or books. One of this sort was owned
by Thomas Jefferson, who, it is said, used it at the time of

the writing of the Declaration of Independence.

'During the period from the year 1740 to 1750 the

Queen Anne chair was in vogue. These chairs deserve

more than passing mention, as they show the cabriole leg,

a feature which might be called a forerunner of Chippen-

dale. Queen Anne chairs were usually designed with up-

right spindles at the back, or putting it more definitely,

three uprights and a splat. Here the chairs are often rush-

bottomed, but in the better pieces we find upholstered bits,

some of which are very handsome and valuable.

The genuine chairs of yesterday cannot be purchased to-

day for a mere song. In fact, one cannot be too careful

in their selection, because modern reproductions are so

accurate. The evolution of the chair from the primitive

bench or seat to the well-designed chair of the eighteenth

century goes to show what strides have been made in this

field of design.

There are many intervening styles of chairs which are

not of such great importance that they need to be touched

upon, it being most necessary to show only the work of

the leading makers. The last of these intervening chairs

came before furniture was designed by the three great

furniture creators, Chippendale, Heppelwhite, and Shera-
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ton, and is known as the

Dutch chair, although em-

bodying some forms that are

characteristic of the Queen

Anne period. About 1840,

the most decided change

took place, the colonists hav-

ing been successful, causing

a demand for more elabor-

ate designs to furnish their

homes. These were no

longer simple houses, but

large square structures which

called for finer furniture to

correspond with the wealth

of the times. It was then

that the Dutch chair came
into existence.

A good type of the chair

which was shown about the

middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury, just previous to the

Revolution, came from the

East through the Dutch.

Many of these had cabriole

legs, with eagle claw and
ball feet, but less squat than

the former chairs. Dr. Lyon
is the authority for the sup-

position that the ball and
claw feet shown in these

chairs was an adaptation of

the Chinese design of the

eagle grasping the pearl.

The first mention we find

made of the ball and claw

feet is in an old inventory

as far back as 1737, when
six claw feet chairs are spoken of. Many of these chairs

show wonderful distribution of light and shade, while often

the shell design shown is the work of an artist.

The Dutch chair came into general use about the year

1710 and continued in its various forms for forty years

or more. It shows many features that are common to

Chippendale, but it has not the graceful lines introduced

into the later furniture.

There is a great variety in the designs of the Dutch chair,

although all show
the same lines and

the finish at the top.

There are rounded
backs with splats of

solid wood, some
with pierced splats,

while others show
ornament a-

tion which make
them in some ways
resemble Chippen-

dale's work. The
majority of these
ch a i rs are finished

with leather seats, a

few having rush
bottoms.

The greatest
variety of detail
is shown in the

legs of these chairs.

Some are bandy-

Walnut veneer "Moll Pitcher" chair in the Osgood collection, Salt

Massachusetts

Old Windsor chair with comb-back

legged, while others are per-

fectly straight. The stretch-

ers also are varied, some of

them showing at the front of

the chair, others at the rear,

while still other chairs

are finished without any

stretchers.

Probably the most unique

chair is the Roundabout,

which has four legs, but fits

perfectly into a corner. They
are most comfortable and are

not often found, thus making
them one of the rarest de-

signs. There are so many
different styles that it is diffi-

cult to tell a collector how to

distinguish them. Some show
the ball and claw foot, while

others show the Dutch influ-

ence, and again we find the

colt foot in them. A fine ex-

ample of the chairs of this

period is found in the

Nathan Osgood collection at

Salem. It has the Dutch
foot and leather seat. Origin-

ally it stood in the house of

Moll Pitcher, the famous
soothsayer; there it attracted

the attention of many dis-

tinguished persons, some of

whom undoubtedly sat in it.

Easy chairs formed a part

of the ordinary chamber fur-

niture in 1750. They were

so finished as to be very

cosy, with the high back and sides. Bedrooms in those

days were cold rooms, heated only by fireplaces, if at

all, and the person seated in one of these well-cushioned

chairs was protected from drafts. Owing to the amount
of material needed, to cover and stuff one of these chairs,

the price was almost prohibitive. Inventories set their

price at from one pound to ten, according to the style

and fabric used for upholstering. One of this type is in

the Mrs. Nathaniel Mansfield collection, which was origin-

ally owned by Col.

Timothy Pickering,

the friend of Wash-
ington, and first

Secretary of the

Navy. It shows up-

holstering of excel-

lent quality and
workmanship, and
is an important fac-

tor in a fine collec-

tion of this style.

So many kinds of

chairs are seen, and
they are of so many
periods, that it

would take a book,

entirely devoted to

this article of furni-

ture, to initiate one

into all the myste-

ries and fascinations

of furniture lore. Early rush-bottom panelled French chair
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

from subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps
should be enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired
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THE "NO-PERIOD STYLE" OF INTERIOR
DECORATION

By Harry Martin Yeomans

HEN the problem is the furnishing and

decorating of a room, for which all of the

furniture has yet to be purchased, then one

has a free hand, within the limits of good
taste, of course, to select any special style of

decoration that is appropriate, and then only

such objects are acquired as will reflect the style that is to

be adhered to. But, alas! this is impossible for most of us,

who are apt to possess a heterogeneous collection of house-

hold goods, of different styles, and perhaps most of them

not having any marked characteristics which would stamp

them as being the kindred of any particular style of furni-

ture making. Under these adverse circumstances, a great

amount of ingenuity will have to be exercised in bringing

the furnishings and every part of the room into harmonious

relationship, but the result will justify all the time and

attention that has been bestowed on it.

The average homemaker frequently finds himself in just

this predicament, where he is compelled to utilize, for

economic or other reasons, to the best possible advantage,

the furniture which has been inherited, gradually accumu-

lated or thrust upon him. Most of the furniture thus

acquired is intended for sitting-rooms, living-rooms or

libraries, and those pieces should be chosen from your col-

lection that are of the same general contour, having frames

qf the same colored wood, or possess other characteristics

in common. If a piece of furniture is hopelessly bad, it

should be discarded, no matter if it is surrounded by a

sentimental halo.

The object should be to transform the room into a com-

fortable, cheerful, homelike abode, where one would like

to linger. I always think that this is the test of whether a

room is right or not. This can best be accomplished by

adhering to a one-mode color scheme, as far as it is pos-

sible and practicable to do so. That is, have the sidewalls,

hangings, upholstery fabrics and floor coverings in various

tones of the same color, and trust to the variety of your

furniture, the bindings of your books, the lampshades, and

the flowers in the vases, to add a color note and keep the

decorative scheme from becoming monotonous. One might

call it, "No-Period Style" of decorating, for the want of a

better appellation; just making the best of what we have,

keeping our rooms as simple as possible, and not attempting

any elaborate decorative schemes. A problem of this na-

ture has been carried to a successful conclusion, as indicated

by the accompanying photograph of an interior view in

the apartment of Mr. Horace Mann of New York.

Two large rooms were connected by a wide opening, so

the same scheme of decoration was carried out in both

rooms, the idea being to throw them together as much as

possible into one large L-shaped living-room. One section

was designed to be used more as a sitting- and music-room,

as there was a piano here, while the other part was more
in the nature of a library or rest-room. This latter sec-

tion was also used for dining purposes, but it had none of

the furnishings usually associated with a dining-room. The
meals were served on an oak gate-legged table, which

served as a library table at other times of the day. This

is a commendable idea in an apartment or small house, to

use the dining-room as a library or sitting-room and fur-

nish it as such, as otherwise a valuable room is given over

to a purpose which occupies only a small portion of each

day.

A miscellaneous collection of furniture had to be used,

but as there were some large pieces of Italian Renaissance

furniture, including a large table, two large chairs, some
smaller chairs, some old carved and gilded candlesticks and

sconces, and a beautiful, old verdure tapestry, it was deemed
advisable to build the room around, and make an agree-

able background for, these larger and more dominant pieces

of furniture. Although there is no Italian Renaissance de-

tail in the room, one receives that impression as he enters.

The ceiling was covered with a dull gold paper, which

ran down on the sidewall about three feet. This was done

to reduce the apparent height of the room. The balance

of the wall-space was covered with a gray oatmeal paper,

which was marked off into rectangular spaces with cream

white paint. This gave the effect of a caen stone back-

ground, besides being so neutral in color that it would com-

bine harmoniously with almost anything placed against it.

The woodwork had the saving grace of being perfectly

simple and plain, and when it was painted a dark green,

almost black, it kept its place well in the background. The
floors were stained a dark, rich brown and waxed.

The two large north windows were set with opaque, rec-

tangular panes of glass, separated by wooden mullions, but

these windows have been made decorative features of the

room, by the simple expedient of pasting strips of black

tape across each pane, and dividing them up into small

sections.

Under the one large window, a box couch was placed,

on a raised dais or platform, and at each end was placed

a book-like arrangement, just the width of the couch, which

imparted to it a substantial built-in appearance. This is

much better than the detached effect of the ordinary couch

which one usually sees. The couch was covered by an

Oriental rug, and the three pillows of crimson velour, the

center one being the longest, exactly fit the space.

Underneath the north window in the library, was a built-

in set of bookshelves, painted to match the woodtrim. An
oak gate-legged table, some Windsor chairs, and a few

pieces of mahogany furniture completed this part of the
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A successful example of "No-Period" room

room. A light hung low over the table at just the right

height for reading and writing.

Oriental rugs covered the floor, and such few hangings

as were used, were of a dull, yellow raw silk, hung in

straight folds.
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SOME EARLY GLASS IN SALEM COLLECTIONS
(Continued from page 136)
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pie of all. They are particularly English in shape, the sim-

ple drawn form being the forerunner of a long series of

glasses, many of which had great beauty.

The earliest glasses of all have the ballister stems, which

date from 1680, and were very heavy and lumpy, more odd
than beautiful. In these there was sometimes a prevalence

for irregular bubbles of air, known as tears. They were

not accidents, but the earliest form of stem adornment.

In England tumblers were not known, but toddy glasses,

rummers and spirit glasses were familiar names. These are

mostly in goblet form, sometimes taking the shape of a

two-handled cup, and again a mug or tankard. Many of

these glasses are found in the Waters collection, some very

handsome ones in the West collection, and a few very choice

ones are in the old Oliver House in Salem.

In addition to these, we come sometimes upon a traveler's

glass. These are connected with the old time coaching

days, and belong to the nineteenth century. They are of

funnel shape, six to eight inches high.

Glass with trailed decorations is not commonly found.

Decorations in zigzag patterns are shown, however, with

ridges or raised trails of glass. Some of the pieces done

in this decoration are candlesticks, covered bowls that were
used for jam, and punch bowls. They are, however, used

for display at the present time rather than for use. Engrav-
ing on the wheel was one of the earliest methods employed,

and later on engraving was polished to add light to the

effect. The patterns showed many variations, such as the

vine, the sunflower, forget-me-not, and tulip. Many of

these tulip engraved glasses are to be found in the Ethridge

collection, and others showing the grape vine pattern.

Among the English table glass we find inscribed and
historic glasses, some bearing Jacobite mottoes and em-
blems, others likenesses of the Old Pretender, Bonny Prince

Charlie, and others, while still another type is embodied
in the loyal and patriotic emblems which came into vogue
about 1820. Later on, we find national heroes introduced

into glasses, also political and social mottoes, while some-
times we find the ceremonial glass engraved with the arms,

crest, and motto of the Turner Company of London.
During the latter half of the eighteenth century, when

the seaport towns of New England were at the height of

their maritime career, the sea captains brought home from
every voyage all kinds of foreign treasure, and the glass-

ware used for best almost always came from abroad. In

those old days Salem was not behind her sister towns in

enterprise, and her ships were on every sea. So, to-day, the

descendants of those hardy voyagers are the possessors of

sets and pieces of very old glass that are probably unexcelled

for variety and quality in any part of the United States.
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APRIL IN THE GARDEN Box edgings can be set out early in the month and also vari-

ous other hedge shrubs. Trees should be looked over and
HE poets have almost made us forget that the decaying cavities scraped out and filled up with cement
April seldom finds the world thawed out, to check further decline. Asparagus beds and patches of

that snowflakes and icicles have not been Rhubarb will respond to fertilizing with nitrate of soda in a

as rare in the fourth month as pleasant manner worth the trouble if this is done in April,

poesie would make believe. Nevertheless, r~n,HE matter of having cold-frames in readiness for seed-

we can make friends with the weather-man, _| lings to be transplanted from hotbeds the latter part

and having won his confidence can hope to plan according of the month (or earlier, if the season permits) must not

to his light and our own experience, finding that April in be overlooked. Connas can now be started in hotbeds, and

the garden is a busy month after all, rhymsters or none. as soon as the ground can be worked Sweet Peas and Love-

DECIDUOUS trees should be planted this month, also in-a-Mist seed can be sown. Seeds of Perennials sown now
shrubs, vines, fruit and nut trees, and the various small in cold-frames may be expected to blossom this Summer,

fruits. These last should not be pruned now, though grape- laaag^aggiawwgKi^^

vines and fruit trees look to April pruning and should not ROSES AND HOW TO GROW THEM
be allowed to be passed unattended to. All Evergreens (Continued from page 116)
may be planted in April. There is also spraying to be done HEBBHUBBiElBiEBBIgB^^BBB^BBlBHa^BBB^I^B^BHl
in April, and with these be-

ginnings one comes to re-

alize that the month is in no

sense one for inaction and

mere contemplation on the

part of the garden-maker.

THE February number of

American Homes con-

tained an article on "Making
Friends with the Birds,"

which Mr. Nesbit illustrated

with interesting photographs

of attractive bird-houses.

This suggests that April is

an especially convenient and
appropriate month for the

building and setting up of

bird-houses in order that the

little winged harbingers of

Spring may set up their

housekeeping without delay

when they arrive from the

South to assure us of the

fulfilment of the season's

promise.

THE Winter mulch
should soon be removed

from strawberry-beds, hardy
Perennials may be taken

from the borders towards
the end of the month for di-

vision of roots, and late in

April there will be pruning

of tender Roses to be at-

tended to and spraying them
with whale-oil soap also.

A goodly patch of rows of fine, sleek cabbages is a noble sight in the

eyes of a skilful gardener, an attainment that may crown one's ripe

experience

failures in getting Roses to

start. Plant deep enough so

that the "union" (that is

where the "stock" and the

"graft" unite) should be

about 2^ inches below the

soil level. If the soil is dry,

water copiously when the

hole is half filled up, let it

soak away, and then fill up

the rest, packing the soil

down firmly with the hands;

then go over the bed, and

placing a foot on either side

of each plant, firm the soil

about it with the full weight

of the body. When planting

is finished, go over the bed
carefully with a rake, leaving

a fine, loose surface; and
from then on, never let a

crust form on the surface.

This is an important warning
for every gardener to heed.

This can be prevented by

raking the beds over every

ten days or more frequently

in very dry weather—and
after every rain. If a mulch-

ing of very old manure, or

light litter, is put on all over

the beds in late June, it will

help very much in carrying

the Rose safely through any
protracted season of drouth.
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HELPS TO THE
HOUSEWIFE

TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS OF INTER-

EST TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER AND HOUSEWIFE
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INVALID COOKING
By Elizabeth Atwood

cover with cold water and leave for two hours. It does

no harm to allow it to stand longer, but two hours is nec-

essary. Then place over a slow fire and allow to simmer

HERE comes to every housewife, sooner or (not boil) until the cubes of meat look shriveled. Strain

later, a time when she must prepare or and set away to cool so that the last particles of fat may
provide nourishment for a member of her be skimmed off. For very weak patients take off the clear

family who is ill. When this time comes top of the tea, but later the whole may be stirred and a

she should be ready for it, for experiments broth is made of sediment and tea combined. The season-

should be avoided, and such cooking should ing must be according to doctor's orders. I always get

be exact. How many times we have heard the doctor say plain round steak as it is nearly free from fat.

"everything now depends upon the nourishment." Much the same process produces a wonderful lamb or

I think all cooking is an art, or should be made so, and mutton broth, only with lamb and mutton the shoulder

cooking for the sick one is one of the higher branches, I and neck are used. Have the bones well broken and cut

might say. the very highest of all. How few there are who all the meat into small pieces. Cover with cold water

know how to make good gruel; just plain, old-fashioned salted a little, and let stand for two or three hours. Con-

gruel. What messes masquerade under that name. But trary to the beef tea this may boil without injury. Cook
then it is not given to every one, as it was to me, to have a until meat falls from the bones, strain and set away to cool

dear old "Aunty Page," one of the best of the good New for there will be a good deal of fat rise to this broth. Re-

England cooks, to initiate one into the subtle mysteries of member to get off every scrap of skin when preparing the

gruel-making. She it was who told me that the corn-meal meat as this will give the rank flavor so much disliked,

should be thoroughly cooked before adding the milk or Chicken broth is made in much the same way but do not

cream. put too much water over the pieces of chicken or you will

Take a teaspoonful of corn-meal, a small pinch of salt have a very thin broth; such as provoked the young man
and a cup of boiling water. This should boil rapidly for of history when he requested the cook to allow the hen to

twenty minutes, adding more water if it boils off too rapidly, cast her shadow over the chicken soup once more. As in

There should be about

half a cup when done.

Then add a half a cup of

rich milk, watching it

carefully as it heats, for

the milk must not boil.

Have the bowl in which

it is to be served as hot

as possible for the perfec-

tion of gruel is in serving

it piping hot.

When I was a child I

only knew beef tea which

was made in a bottle. I

have been told that now
that brand of beef tea is

only used as a stimulant,

for later experiments and

trials have shown that

there are juices which are

drawn out by cold water

which contain a larger

proportion of real nour-

ishment than when only

heat is used.

Have the beef cut into

small cubes, remove all

the fat possible, then

CAKE AND JELLY PUDDING
By Mary H. Northern!

Cake and Jelly Pudding: Into a measuring cup, break the yolks of two

eggs; add a tablespoonful of melted butter and fill with milk. Take a

cup of sugar, heaping teaspoon baking powder, one and one half cups

flour and flavor with lemon. Mix and bake in round tin and take the

whites of the eggs and stir up thickly with powdered sugar and flavor

with pistachio. Decorate the top with raisins and cherries. Place in

the center of big cake plate and make individual molds of jelly. Garnish

the plate with sections of orange and candied cherries

all broths every bit of fat

must be skimmed off be-

fore taking to the patient,

and, in order to do this

the broth must be cold.

After the patient has

begun to improve a bit the

white of egg with orange
juice may be given. Of
course the white of the egg

must be well broken, but

not beaten to hold bubbles

of air. This is a neat

thing to do and not always

as easy as it would seem.

The egg should be per-

fectly blended with the

orange juice and only a

very small amount of

sugar used.

In a long run of fever

and convalescence, the

question of nourishment,

and the greater question

of keeping up the patient's

interest in her food be-

comes very serious. It

really is a difficult thing to
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do, and calls for a great deal of thought and care on the

part of the cook. Everyone has the instinct of neatness

and I do not need to expatiate upon the immaculate linen,

bright silver and sparkling glass.

But there is one thing almost unattainable, and that is,

heat. Who does not know the disappointment of the coffee

little more than lukewarm. Any one who has had any ex-

perience in a hospital has suffered such disappointments. I

have spent many weeks in several hospitals, as a victim,

and I know what it is to have a tray appear in the morning

with the cereal just warm,
the coffee without steam,

and the toast cold with

burnt edges and lonesome

bits of butter scattered

over the slice.

Knowing full well that

my only hope of getting

away, lay in my eating

enough to furnish
strength, bravely would I

struggle to do my part.

So, with tears rolling

down my cheeks I could

eat the food. Why do

women cry about food,

either when they are eat-

ing and are disappointed

in the food, or when
another fails to eat what
they have prepared?

Then I mentally resolved

that when it came my
turn to prepare food for

the sick it should always

be hot.

This is by no means im-

possible. Have all the

dishes which are to be used on the tray as hot as they can

be made—before the food is placed upon them or in them.

If food is to be carried through long halls then there

should be covers over everything meant to be hot.

The cereals, which should always be thoroughly cooked

for everyone, should be watched with even greater care

for the convalescent. The toast should be browned, not

burned, and, if an edge or corner gets burned, don't let it

go onto the tray in that shape. Then spread the butter

evenly, being sure to butter the edges of crust which too

often are neglected. Toast for the convalescent should be

thoroughly dried as well as browned.

When the welcome time comes that the patient is put on

light diet, there your wits must work and your skill be

demonstrated. How easy it is to spoil the looks of a

poached egg for instance. To be sure the egg is all there

if the yolk is broken and smeared over the slice of toast,

but will the same interest be there to meet it when it comes
before our patient ?

It is equally easy to have a perfect poached egg if one is

careful to observe these hints. Have the egg to be cooked

absolutely fresh, this goes without saying; then the water

must be boiling rapidly and be strongly salted. Do not

touch the egg after dropping it into the water or the white

will be separated from the yolk. Gently dip up the water

and pour over the egg until it is a white ball. Dip the

crusts of the slice of toast in salted water, butter liberally,

and, with great care, place the egg upon it.

The time when the steak is ordered for the patient, which

she is "to chew but not swallow," do not make the mistake

of giving her the tenderloin, where the fibre is so tender

that one either does "swallow," or loses all the good of the

A DAINTY SANDWICH FOR VALENTINE'S DAY

By Mary H. Northend

A Dainty Sandwich for Valentine's Day. Cream two tablespoons

butter, and add one half cup grated American cheese, two tablespoons

anchovy essence, paprika and mustard, and one half cup finely chopped

olives. Season with salt and spread on lettuce leaves between thin slices

of bread. Tie with pink ribbons, and place small hearts cut from

candied cherries on the top of each sandwich.

steak. The tough end of the porterhouse steak contains

more real nourishment, and the patient is not tempted to

swallow. A very good way too, is to have a small meat
press such as is used for young children when beef juice

is ordered. Broil a piece of round steak and cut only a

few small pieces for the patient, squeezing over these the

juice of the rest of the meat.

Baked apples, to be in their glory, should be served as

hot as possible and timed to be done at the time of serving.

An apple after standing a half an hour loses that delicious

lightnesswhich gives flavor.

Not everyone knows
how to cook prunes. This

may be a very rash state-

ment but it is true.

Prunes are used so much
in an invalid's diet that

they should be made as

palatable as possible.

Wash thoroughly after

soaking for twenty
minutes, then cover well

with tepid water. To a

pound of prunes put one

cup of sugar and a salt-

spoon of salt, and stir

well into the water around

the prunes. Leave them
soaking over night and

cook slowly for half an

hour in the morning. This

method gives a rich flavor

to the fruit.

In the matter of deserts

we have a large number
to choose from, and by

making a change every

day you can keep the

patient in a pleasurable state of anticipation. All the

deserts which are usable contain a large proportion of nour-

ishment. You may say what you will about desert being

only a needless trimming after the real meal is eaten, but

I think the character of the meal is determined by the last

taste. One may use more ingenuity along this line than

anywhere else.

All the "snows" are permitted. Take one tablespoon of

gelatine and soak in a cup of cold water. Add a cup of

hot water a cup of sugar and whatever fruit juice or mashed
fruit you are to use, another cupful. When this mixture

has cooled until it begins to rope, stir in the whites of two
eggs beaten to a stiff froth. I have found that the juice of

half a lemon may be added to almost all kinds of fruit with

success. This is served with a soft custard. Think of the

nourishment contained in this set of deserts and all of

them pretty.

Spanish cream, baked custard, chocolate cream with its

dots of meringue in place of whipped cream which is too

rich for our invalid, and, later on, the white bread pudding,

chocolate bread pudding, rice pudding, all so good, and all

so attractive with their meringue covers, are a fascinating

picture as they come on the tray. Just keep the patient

guessing and you go a long way toward keeping up the

needful interest in the food which is to mean health and

strength.

Invalid cookery is very interesting and one can do no

more satisfactory work than keeping tempting food in

tempting form always ready for their invalid, for you do

help on the work of recovery, not alone through the actual

nourishment but through the pleasant state of mind which

the food attractively served places one toward* that end.
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There is nothing in Goodrich ad-

S vertising that isn't in Goodrich Tires

EVERY Goodrich Tire is a demonstration of

what forty-three years of manufacturing

means to the user. The rubber in your tire is its life.

Only experts who know every peculiarity of rubber

from the time it drips from the tree, can so com-
pound and cure it as to intensify its durability and

give it the resilient life which provides value and

service in Goodrich Tires.

GOODRICH m
u
o
n
ld
tedTIRES

BEST IN THE LONG RUN
Unit Molded Con-

struction decided by experts

There are two ways to make tires.

One is the Goodrich way

—

unit molded construction.

In our method the whole tire is made complete-
tread and body are built up and unified in one
curing orvulcanizing. Thus the thick, tough rubber
tread, the rubber side-strips, the layers of rubber-

impregnated fabric and of pure gum rubber are

literally blended into one live, integral product. It

is all made at once—a unit. The tread not being
applied separately, does not strip.

Unit Molded Construction insures unit wear

Some tires, because they are not units, strip or peel

the tread. Others burst or blow out at any point

which is weakened in construction or which is dead
because of being vulcanizedtoomanytimes. Goodrich
Tires wear as units. The highest grade rubber, com-
pounded by men who have forty-three years of active

experience behind them, is one reason for the unit wear
of GoodrichTires. Another reason is the construction
itself—building and completing the tire understanding^, so that

each part of it co-operates with all the rest. And still another reason

is the unit molding, which makes tread and carcass one and insures

long, harmonious service and wear.

No matter what car you buy or own you can have it

equipped with Goodrich Tires

Fully half the automobile production of 1913 goes from maker to buyer with
Goodrich Tires. There are two reasons for this verdict of the automobile makers.
First, the tire users know and want Goodrich Tires. Second, the manufacturer, whose
reputation and success depend upon the service his car gives, knows that Goodrich
Tires are an actual advantage to the car owner.

If you have had no tire experience, profit by that of other tire users as well as by the

business judgment of automobile makers, and have Goodrich Tires on your new car.

The rptsiran''*te r/n Goodrich Tires becomes
lull and void ichen the lire

in eotoneetton withl -* 1 1 r)
mbstitute ftrr air, fit-^r 1

1

/ rim* ns>t Ite/iring onei
of these inspeetUm stamps*

or having had it* serial number removed in
trhole or part.

yl \ is 'tsed i

Ol \C\teiltoril
v—' '—' of these i 14

The B.F. Goodrich Company
Factories: Akron, Ohio

Branch Houses and Service Stations in all Principal Cities

Write for Goodrich Route Book,
covering the auto tour you select.

These books are sent free on re-

quest. They are part of the

Goodrich public service repre-

sented bv Goodrich Guide Posts.
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IN many homes, members of the house-
hold have individual libraries in their

own rooms or apartments where they can
store their most cherished volumes and
enjoy them without fear of interruption and
without interfering with the pleasure of others. The
Globe -Wernicke Bookcase lends itself ideally to
individual libraries, because its sectional construc-
tion adapts it equally well to large or small book
collections. It grows with the library and its units
can be rearranged quickly in any number of new
and artistic combinations. Exact duplicate of sec-
tions are always obtainable.

Globe -Wernicke Bookcases are made in many
styles and finishes to suit the color scheme of dif-

ferent interior trims. Sold by 1500 authorized agen-
cies. Where not represented goods will be shipped
on approval, freight prepaid.

"Booklovers* Shopping List**—This little

book lists the works of great authors and
gives the prices of the same in sets. The list

includes the low priced, popular sets as well
as the de luxe editions. Every book buyer
should have a copy. Sent free with the
Globe-Wernicke catalog. Address Dept. A.H.

arte stota~*wermeKc G<\
Branch Stores : New York, 380-382 Broadway : Philadel-

phia, 1012-1014 Chestnut St. ; Chicago, 231-235 So. Wabash Ave. ;

Boston, 91-93 Federal St. ; Washington, 1218-1220 b St., N.W. ;

Cincinnati, 128-134 Fourth Ave., E._

Cincinnati

Ohio

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

STORER F. CRAFTS, General Manager

offers rooms with hot and cold water for $1 .00

per day and up, which includes free use of

Public shower baths. Nothing to equal this

in New England. Rooms with private baths
for $1 .50 per day and up, suites of two rooms
and bath for $4.00 per day and up. Dining
rooms and cafe first class. European plan.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Strictly A Temperance Hotel

Send for Booklet

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL, Inc.

THE EVOLUTION OF WALL-PAPER

THE idea of adorning walls with paper
appears to have originated in China,

where it was so employed as early as the

fourth century, says Harper's Weekly.
It seems to have remained unknown to

Western nations until the sixteenth cen-

tury, when Holland, at the height of her

naval supremacy, borrowed the notion

from the Chinese and introduced it to the

rest of Europe.
In China the first wall-papers were

printed from blocks, painted by hand, and
stamped with great seals. Modern in-

genuity provided rolls of such paper
showing a continuous duplicate of design

quite unknown to the Celestials.

Until the end of the seventeenth cen-

tury the imported product was well-nigh

prohibitive in price except for the very
wealthy, and it was not until the middle
of the eighteenth century that wall-

paper was a common article of commerce.
The first European papers were made in

imitation of tapestry. By the time of the

Stuarts the arras of Shakespeare's era

was beginning to disappear.

THE STORY OF THE CRESCENT
' '

' I ' I IE lunar symbol of the Ottoman Em-
X pire, universally known as the Cres-

cent, is, strictly speaking, a decrescent," says

a writer in the Westminster Gazette, "repre-

senting, as it does, not the new moon, but

the old moon. As a national symbol it was
in use in Constantinople by the Byzantine
eighteen centuries before the Turks appro-
priated it and emblazoned it on their ban-
ners when they captured the city on the

Bosphorus ; and its origin is said to date
from B. C. 340, when a night attack on
ancient Byzantium by the Macedonians was
foiled by the light of the old and waning
moon. The horns of the crescent and de-

crescent point in opposite directions, as do
those of the old and new moons ; and while
the crescent moon increases progressively

to the splendor of full moon, the decrescent
slowly wanes to invisibility in the overpow-
ering light of the sun. The Turkish de-

crescent has been a long time waning in

Europe, but it is the inevitable destiny of

all decrescent moons to disappear."

THE COLOR SENSE

FEW studies, says the London Deco-
rator, are more fascinating than that of

color phenomena, but it appeals only to

those possessing in themselves a well-de-

veloped color sense, and this happens but
comparatively rarely. It is obviously cor-

rect enough to state that every decorator
should have a "natural eye for color," yet

perhaps not more than one in ten could

be said to have the faculty very highly de-

veloped. Yet the subject appeals to all,

and must always do so. Lafcadio Hearn,
writing on the subject, said: "The primi-

tive man's sense of color, or the sensitive-

ness of the retina to ether vibrations, may
not have been as fine as that of the Roman
mosaic worker, who could select his ma-
terials of 30,000 different tints, nor as that

of Gobelin weavers, who can recognize

28,000 different shades of wool. But the

evidence goes to show that the sense of

color is old as the gnawing of hunger or

the pangs of fear—old as the experience

that taught living creatures to discern food

and to flee from danger. There is, however,
reason to suppose, from certain develop-

mental phenomena observed in the eyes of

children and newly-born animals, that the

present condition of the color-sense has

been gradually reached—not so much in

LJ=

The Schilling

1:

Press
Job PRINTERS Fine

Catalog ^HtZr Work
Work \r A Specialty

137-139 E. 25th St., New York
Printer* of AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS

3 =E

STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATENTED

CLINCH rightthrough the

standing 9 earn of metal
roofs. No rails are needed
unless Jesired. We make a
similar one for slate roofi.

Sendfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

Important to those

Who expect to build

WHEN PLANNING TO BUILD, get

the ideas of leading architects, regard-

ing best design, proper interior ar-

rangement and most appropriate
furnishings. This will aid in deciding
about your own plans, when you
consult your architect, and can be
obtained from the several hundred

designs beautifully illustrated in six

numbers of the

Architectural Eecorir
The National Magazine for Architects, Owners and Builders,

with the largest professional circulation in the field.

In the advertising pages of these six numbers
are also illustrated and described numerous
building specialties that add much to the com-
fort, convenience and value of the modern
home, without materially increasing initial

cost; this information may mean saving of

many dollars to you.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
We have a limited supply of these sets of six numbers
invaluable to those who expect to build or make altera-

tions. Although regular price is $1 .50, we make ynu a
specie! offer of $ 1 .00 for the six, while the sets last, if you
mention AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS.
They will soon be sold. Order to-day, to-morrow may
be too late.

This $1.00 Should Save You Hundreds

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
294 Metropolitan Annex New York

Enclosed is $1.00. Mail six numbers (including the

October, 1912 COUNTRY HOUSE NUMBER) accord-
ing to special offer in AMERICAN HOMES AND
GARDENS.

Name __

Address
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any particular species, as in all species pos-
sessing it—just as vision itself must have
been gradually acquired. Also showy
colors must have been perceived before
tints could be discerned ; and even now we
know, through the spectroscope, that the

human eye is not developed to the fullest

possible perceptions of color. Xow the

first colors recognized bv the first eyes must
have presumably been just those we call

primary—yellow, red, green, blue. Yellow,
the color of gold, is also the color of our
sun ; the brightest daylight has a more or

less faint tinge even at noon, according to

the state of the atmosphere ; and this tinge

deepens at sunrise and sunset. Red is the

color of blood—a color allied necessarily

from time immemorial with violent mental
impressions, whether of war, or love, or the

chase, or religious sacrifice. Green kself

is the color of the world. Blue—the blue

of the far-away sky—has necessarily

always been for man the color mysterious
and holy—always associated with those
high phenomena of heaven which first in-

spired wonder and fear of the unknown.
These colors were probably first known to

intelligent life, and their impressions are to-

day the strongest. So violent, indeed, have
the}- become to our refined civilized sense

that in apparel or decoration three of them,
at least, are condemned when offered pure.

Even the armie.s of the world are abandon-
ing red uniforms; no refined people wear
flaming crimsons or scarlets or yellows

;

nobody would paint a house or decorate a

wall with a solid sheet of strong primary
color. Blue is still the least violent, the

most agreeable to the artistic sense; and
in subdued form it holds a place, in cos-

tume and in art,

colors."

refused to less spiritual

CHEAP ARRAS
EMBROIDERED arras and Gobelin tap-

estries are very delightful and we all

admire them greatly and—shall we not also

say?—-respectfully, at a distance. Unfortu-
nately the joy of owning them is quite be-

yond most of us. Our ardent admiration
for them is only an indication, however,
that there is deep down in us a natural long-
ing for beautiful fabrics and effective drap-
eries. We may not be conscious of it till

some unusually pleasing arrangement of

hangings strikes our eye and makes its

appeal, but it is there. Luckily there are
many ways in which we may gratify our
"drapery taste" for very little outlay and
for quite ordinary purposes. At the ex-
pense of a little ingenuity and willingness
to break away from trammelling conven-
tionalities it is surprising how much may
be done. Stencilled cotton cloth for inex-

pensive hangings everyone, of course,
knows about, but there is a plenty of other
fabrics that lend themselves admirably for
the =ame purpose. To mention only three,

there is coarse Russian crash towelling and
there is scene-painter's linen and last of all

despised gunny-sacking. The list might
readily be lengthened but these three ex-
ample.-, will serve to convey the idea of the
kind of possibilities open to us. As to

decoration, these materials supply a good
backing for almost anything we may choose
to put on them. As an instance may be
mentioned a door hanging of Russian crash
where the decoration consisted of a straight

of conventionally patterned bees across
the top done in blue and brown cross-
stitch. These goods may be no cheaper
than more "orthodox" stuffs, they may even
cost a trifle more, but they afford a com-
bination of color and texture that is well
worth the effort to secure.

~~-~"'|HE possession of good furniture is forever

| || 1 a satisfaction.

-*- Berkey & Gay furniture is not costly, and
E8SSB3QE3 besides, whether you furnish your entire house,
or only one room, or merely buy a piece or two, you have
something which is not going to grow old but which will

increase in charm for you with the years. Excellent wood
is one reason for this, but purity of design and worthiness
of making also have a prominent part. Berkey & Gay
period pieces have that element of the artistic which is fundamentally

beautiful; they do not represent whims nor the straining after the unique.

Over fifty years ago we began making our kind of furniture. We may be

old fashioned, but we keep on in the same way. When you buy anything
bearing our shopmark it will be

For Your Children 's Heirlooms

IT is important that you see the Berkey

& Gay shopmark when you buy. This
shopmark is not a label; it is inlaid

in every piece. It is made with the piece.

It is a lasting guaranty, covering material,

design, workmanship and value.

Our period pieces are studies from the

authentic masterpiece of their times, while
our "Flanders" is the most beautiful

treatment of America's own wood—oak

—

you will find in furniture.

Our dealer, with the displays on his

floors, and our portfolios of direct photo-
gravures, enables you to select from our
entire line.

ALTHOUGH you may not contem-
plate purchasing furniture at this

time, you will be interested in our
de luxe book "Character in Furniture."
It is illustrated from oil paintings by Rene
Vincent, and gives in an informative way
the history of period furniture. It is

an expensive book—for us, but the de-

mand has been so great that we have
prepared another edition. We will send
you a copy for fifteen two cent stamps.
Also, on request, we will mail you free

"The Story of Berkey
& Gay." It is a busi-

ness story—if you
have a boy he will be
inspired by reading it.

Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
178 Monroe Ave., Grand Rapids, Michigan

'this inlaid mark of
honor identifies to you each

Berkey £? Gay piece.

r^\

LANE JOIST
HANGERS

Don't cut away timbers or depend on
flimsy spiking. Our hangers are propor-
tioned so that they will carry a greater load
than the timbers which they support—this

makes them safe.

1 00 stock sizes. 4 styles.

A large Catalog for the asking shoeing other
Builders Hardware. Twenty thousand hangers
in stock, ready for immediate shipment.

Lane Brothers Company
Wilson Ave., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Lane Style "D" Timber Hanger
(Hooks over each side of timber)
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Floor Coverings
That Satisfy

We have been trying for years to pro-
tect you against substituted imitations

of wire-grass floor coverings.

CREX—the original and genuine

—

now has the name woven (almost invis-

ibly) in the side binding on the round-
ed edge, as shown in illustration.

Before you buy. look closely for
CREX on rug or runner— it's your pro-
tection and stands for HIGHEST
QUALITY.
CREX coverings are sanitary and

durable—do not hold dust or dirt—are
reversible and easy to keep clean.

They are suitable for all-year-round
use in any home—indoors or out. Xot
affected by rain or dampness—they lie

flat—never curl.

Most dealers carry a varied assort-

ment. It will pay you to look at the
many beautiful and artistic designs.

The low prices will astonish you.

To introduce CREX in your home
we are making a special size sample rug
12 x 30 inches which we will send, post-

age prepaid, on receipt of 35 cents in

stamps or coin. State preference of
color—green, red, blue or brown.

"The Story of CREX" and catalogue
of numerous patterns in natural colors,

mailed on request.

CREX CARPET COMPANY
Dept. Ml 377 Broadway, New York

Originators of Wire-Grass
Floor Coverings

'PP7 f ^v^'
fit'* i§ % r'*-?.-f*>>

Iron Railing
Entrance Gates and Wire Fencing of

all designs and for all purposes.

Unclimbable Fences for Estate

Boundaries and IndustrialProperties.

Tennis Court Enclosures
a Specialty. Lawn Furniture and
Stable Fittings.

No order too large or too small for

us to handle.

Send for our Fence Catalog of origi-

nal designs. It's yours for the asking.

F. E. CARPENTER CO.

856 Postal Building NEW YORK

T-±-izz±-m. i_i_j

Collectors artment

Readers of American Homes and Gardens who are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass, in fact in any field appealing to the collector are
invited to address any enquiries on such matters to the Editor of the 'Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful attention. Correspondents should enclose stamps for
reply. Foreign correspondents may enclose the stamps of their respective countries.

L. G. R. : The candlestick you describe
is of old Russian plated-ware by some
maker established near Warsaw—Var-
sovie, Warchau, being the mark of the

Warsaw makers. There is little value
to be attached to this as quantities of

like pieces would undoubtedly have been
produced by the same maker.

N. V. : The pewter and brass lamp to

which you refer is probably a Jewish Han-
nukah lamp. The Hannukah lights (eight

in number) are lit in rotation during the

continuance of the Jewish feast of Dedi-
cation, or "Festival of Lights," observed
in the month of Keslew (December).
This festival was instituted by Judas
Maccabeus, B. C. 165. Several objects

of this sort were in the famous Drake
Collection recently sold in New York.

L. A. A. : The faience "bottle" of which
you sent a pencil sketch is an old form
of hand-warmer such as early-day church-
goers used to carry with them to keep
warm the hands during the long services.

Less frequently they were made of

pewter.

R. D. C. : The pewter pint pot described

in your letter is of nineteenth century
make, and the mark C. B. stands for the

maker, probably C. Bennett.

L. V. N. : The pierced egg-shaped
forms of metal are nineteenth century
French spice-boilers. These were used
(and are still in use) by the French
peasantry for use in keeping spices, rice,

etc., apart when boiling them in broth.

An interesting specimen would probably
bring $2.50 in an antique shop.

N. N. P. : The curious "Mower's Ring"
jug in your possession is probably of

Lambert ware, practically Gres de Flan-
dres or Rheinish ware. This appears to

be a very rare piece, the only one known
to us in America, although there are sev-

eral specimens to be found in the Euro-
pean museums. Your specimen would
appear to have been made about 1750.

F. S. van der V. : Such an Adams
platter as you describe, of about 1800,

could probably be had from an antique
dealer for around $15. The bowl about
which you enquire is old Staffordshire.

Its value is not over $10.

M. L. : Fine specimens of old silhou-

ettes are eagerly sought for by modern
collectors and are becoming more rare

every year. Very fine English specimens
were brought to America in Colonial
times, but they are uncommon in good
preservation, particularly those of por-
trait groups.

J. E. T. : The metal tea-caddy of which
you send a photograph is of Chinese
pewter, eighteenth century. Chinese
pewter forms, in itself, an extremely in-

teresting field for the collector. The
mark "Boardman, Hartford," to which
you refer as appearing upon a pewter
plate in your collection is that of Thomas
D. Boardman. Its date is about 1825.

The mark "Spackman" on the English
pewter plate is that of the London pew-
terer, Joseph Spackman, 1753.

R. H. S. : There are many sorts of

samplers which present themselves to the
attention of the collector. Early Amer-
ican samplers will in time become more
and more rare. Any samplers in good
condition worked previous to 1700 are

truly to be counted varieties of the sort

no collector should neglect to acquire
when favorable opportunity presents it-

self.

W. F. P. : Handkerchiefs printed with
pictorial scenes, allegories, portraits, mot-
toes, etc., form an interesting and little

appreciated field for the collector. Some
of the early specimens are of unusual his-

torical interest. One depicting the New
York City Hall and various New York
street cries recently brought $32 at

auction.

J. H. L. : The old sofa shown in the

photograph submitted is probably the

work of an American cabinet-maker, and
its date may be placed between 1810 and
1820. It may have been manufactured
by an English cabinet-maker. The style

of the legs somewhat suggests the work
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of Duncan Phyfe, but this piece would
hardly have been made by him. The
period in which this sofa was made is

known as Sheraton and this particular

piece would best be described perhaps,

as Anglicized Empire. It would be dif-

ficult to place a valuation upon any article

of furniture without seeing-

it, as so much
depends upon the finish, grain of the

wood, condition, etc. Perhaps a fair price

for this sofa in the Xew York mart would
be $100. The plate bearing the Alham-
bra mark is of no particular value. It is

a printed decoration dating between 1800

and 1840. The Staffordshire plate

marked "Napier" was probably by John
Richardson, 1810. The third plate which

you describe and bearing English arms
is of modern manufacture, brought to

America after the McKinley Tariff Bill.

The fourth plate appears to be one from
a dinner service made by William Adams
and Son about 1800. The Creil ware
pitcher made of finely mixed earthenware

bodv is from a factorv inspired by Tosiah

YYedgewood's Queensware, 1810-1820.

The word "depose" signifies registration

of the design.

E. F. S. : It would be impossible to

determine from the photograph submitted
the value of the various pitchers, inas-

much as this depends upon condition,

color, glaze, etc. Caledonia, produced by
old Staffordshire makers, is commonly
met with in English shops to-day, the

value of the ordinary lustre pitchers be-

ing not more than $1 or $2. The best

pitcher in the photograph would, in all

probability, not have a value exceeding
S10. The teapot appears to be Rocking-
ham pottery of about 1840.

W. A. S. : The teapot about which you
enquire is of Britannia ware, a cheap
material composed of pewter, containing
a large percentage of brass. It would
appear to date from the Mid-Victorian
period, at which time various Sheffield

workers were engaged in producing like

specimens. The best of these makers
was Dixon. Joseph Deakin & Sons,
makers of your specimen, were among
the less important makers of Britannia
ware. Your teapot would have no par-
ticular market value.

L. H. : The bottle to which you refer

is probably an ordinary bottle made by
Styglitz, an early German-American bot-

tle maker (1790-1800). It appears to be
a copy of Bristol glass. Such copies were
usually blue or blue-green. It has no
great value.

J. B. G. B.. : The stamps issued by
the Revolutoinary government of the
Philippine Islands under Aguinaldo may
be obtained, unused, from the principal

dealers in postage-stamps. The one
milesima value, black, will cost about
eight cents unused (perforated 11^ will

cost fifty cents). The two cent Rose will

cost three cents unused (the "Correos y
Telegrafos" variety $2 unused). The
eight cent green will cost fifteen cents
unused. An orange-colored stamp was
used in Bohol, and it would be difficult

to procure a copy of this for less than
$25, used or unused. These Revolution-
ary stamps were in use in Luzon in

1898-9, and a fair supply of them found
their way to the American market. The
paper money of the Philippine Revolu-
tionary government is not rare, although
as there is little demand for it on the
r>art of collectors it might not be handled
by dealers generally.

US Naval Academy,Annapolis!
ry I WSEW I I I-,,
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Selected on Merit
When McCray Refrigerators were
ordered for these representative build-
ings (and there are hundreds of others)
the standard of quality and efficiency was
the only basis of the selection

MCCRAY
Refrigrera4or»s

are built in and ptanned with the co-operation of
the architect. The McCray patented system of cir-

culation keeps all the food chambers sweet and dry.

and eliminates all odors—most sanitary, easiest;

cleaned linings of opal glass, enamel, porcelain or
odorless white wood—no zinc. Special ice water
cooler and racks for bottled beverages. Economical
in ice consumption, beautiful in appearance, satis-

factory always.

Stock Sizes ?.
'arS'e range of sizes and styles—can be

"built in" and arranged for outside icing.

Write for our free book "How to use a Refrigerator"
and any of the following catalogs:

No. 90—Regular sizesfor Residences. No. 73—For Florists.
No. i9—For Hotels, Clubs, Institutions. No. 69—For
Grocers. No. so—For Meat Markets. No. A. H. Built-
to-order for Residences

McCRAY REFRIGERATOR CO.
5S7 Lake St., Kendallviile, Ind.

Salesrooms in the Following Cities
Chicago. 158 No. Wabash Ave. New York. 231 W. 42nd St. Phil.
adelplaa .21)6 S. 11th St. Boston, !>2 Commercial St. Cleveland.
1916 Euclid Ave. Detroit, 239 Michigan Ave. Milwaukee , Water
and Sycamore Sts. Minneapolis. 103 N. Sixth St. St. Lotus.
*U4 N. Third Ave. New Or/auis. 22f> Baronne St. Son Francis,;,,
Gearv and Stockton Sts. Washington, 611 F St-.N.W. Louis, tile.

643 S. Fourth Ave. Pittsburgh. 114 Mai kct St. Columbia,
S.C., Main St. Atlanta, Go., 82 Marietta St. Cincin-
natx, 303 E. 4th St. Indianapolis, 1116 Prospect St.

^Midlothian GolfClub,Chic&sg7

For branch salesrooms in other cities
see your local phone directory.

5t Luke Hospital , NewYorkCit^/

Just Published

The Modern Gasoline Automobile
Its Construction, Operation, Maintenance and Repair

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M. E.

700 (6x9) Pages. 500 Illustra ions. 10 Large Folding Plates

Price, $2.50

_JRN&«0UN£

rtfjTOMuM T
MOftRATON

mil

*HE latest and most complete treatise on the Gasoline Automobile ever issued. Written in simple
language by a recognized authority, familiar with every branch of the automobile industry. Free
from technical terms. Everything is explained so simply that anyone of average intelligence may

gain a comprehensive knowledge of the gasoline automobile. The information is up-to-date and
includes in addition to an exposition of principles of construction and description of all types of auto-
mobiles and their components, valuable money-saving hints on the care and operation of motor cars

propelled by internal combustion engines. Among some of the subjects treated might be mentioned

:

Torpedo and other symmetrical body forms designed to reduce air resistance ; sleeve valve, rotary valve
and other types of silent motors; increasing tendency to favor worm-gear power-transmission; universal

application of magneto ignition; development of automobile electric lighting systems; block motors;
underslung chassis; application of practical self-starters; long stroke and offset cylinder motors; latest

automatic lubrication systems ; silent chains for valve operation and change-speed gearing; the use of

front wheel brakes and many other detail refinements.

By a careful study of the pages of this book one can gain practical knowledge of automobile construc-
tion that will save time, money and worry. The book tells you just what to do, how and

when to do it. Nothing has been omitted, no detail has been slighted. Every part of the automobile, its equipment,
accessories, tools, supplies, spare parts necessary, etc., have been discussed comprehensively. If you buy or intend
to become a motorist, or are in any way interested in the modern gasoline automobile, this is a book you cannot
afford to be without.

Not too Technical for the Layman—Not too Elementary for the More Expert
Send prepaid to any address on receipt of price

A special eight page circular describing this book sent free on request

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 361 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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City Water
Convenience
At Little Cost
When our outfits cost so little it seems a
pity not to have running water in your
home. You can own your own water
works and have water as convenient as the
city people. Quit lugging- and tugging
with tubs and pails for bath and cooking.

Send a Postal
For Douglas* Free Book

It will open your eyes to the low price
and ease of installing in your home. The
upkeep is next to nothing. The Douglas
Pneutank in the cellar can't freeze. The
construction is simple—nothing compli-
cated. It is easily operated. Beats attic

reservoirs and wind power towers ami
tanks. Everything where you can get it

quick. This system will appeal to you.
Write now for above booklet— a postal
will bring it.

W. & B. DOUGLAS
180 William Street Middletown, Conn.

Pump-Makers for 81 Years

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL

BOOKS
fjf WE HAVE JUST ISSUED A
^1 NEW CATALOGUE of scientific

and technical books, which contains the titles

and descriptions of 3500 of the latest and

best books covering the various branches of

the useful arts and industries.

fj[ OUR "BOOK DEPARTMENT"
*U CAN SUPPLY these books or any

other scientific or technical books published,

and forward them by mail or express pre-

paid to any address in the world on receipt

of the regular advertised price.

fjT SEND US YOUR NAME AND
Ml ADDRESS, AND A COPY OF
this catalogue will be mailed to you, free of

charge.

MUNN & CO., Inc., "Publishers

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN OFFICE
361 Broadway New York City

Collectors are invited to send short descrip-

tioris of their wants and offerings to the Col-
lf.ctors' Mart. Wants and offerings will be
inserted in this column without charge. Amer-
ican Homes and Gardens takes no responsi-
bility in connection with any of the offerings
submitted. All communications should be ad-
dressed to "Collectors' Mart, American Homes
and Gardens, 361 Broadway, Neiv York, N. Y."
All replies should be accompanied by a blank
envelope, stamped and marked with the register

initials (which identify the zvants and offerings)
in the lower left hand corner of the envelope,

the zv/iole to be enclosed in the envelope addressed
to the Collectors' Mart. Photographs should be
carefully protected and packed flat.

Wanted: Old prints relating to the his-

tory of the post. C. E.

Offered : Early English sampler. S. M.
Wanted: American sampler dated before

1701. G. C.

Exchange: Photographs of privately

owned paintings by the old masters
(Italian). N. V. R.

Wanted: Early railroad tickets. Material
bearing on early railroads (before 1850).

A. H.

Wanted: Old-fashioned secretary, dating
about 1800. W. K.

Wanted: Copy of miniature book in two
volumes, "Diamond Songster," printed

early in the nineteenth century. T. L.

Offered: Interesting medals. Continental
paper money. L. S. M.
Wanted: Early visiting cards or business
cards engraved with interesting vignettes,

old valentines before 1850. J. B. T.

Wanted: Old ginger jars. K. C. T.

Wanted: I am forming a collection of

early engravings of the leading colleges.

Shall be glad to have submitted to me
engravings of college views published
prior to 1850. X. Y. Z.

Paul Revere, Boston Massacre: I have
an impression of this interesting item of

Americana, published and copyrighted in

1832, in an oak frame. This print is quite

as rare as the original Boston Massacre,
engraved by Revere. Would consider
offer of $100.00 for it. L. B.

Wanted: Shall be glad to be put in com-
munication with any one having any early

American silver for sale ; also wanted a

Lowestoft set, or separate pieces, if desir-

able. T. M.
Offered: Liverpool Pitcher, height 10

inches, very rare and in perfect condition.

Has the arms of the United States, with
date 1804, and the initials J. E. B., and on
one side a frigate under full sail and on
the other the Tomb of Washington sur-

mounted by an urn with the letters G W.,
and in medallions the portraits of Samuel
Adams and John Hancock, the latter be-

ing in a red coat. Below a beehive and
a horn of plenty. The present owner
will part with it for $100.00. A. M.
Offered: Certificate of the Order of the

Cincinnati, signed by George Washing-
ton. This original parchment, of exces-
sive rarity, was issued to an officer in

New Jersey. It was enclosed in a black
ebony frame, protected by glass on both
sides. Price $125. B. L.

Wanted: Arabic glass "coins" or money
weights with cufic inscriptions. C. L. H.

Wanted: Autograph letters of wives of

the presidents. Also want envelopes
used in franking the correspondence of

wives of the presidents. N. B. D.

Wanted: Old prints and anything relat-

ing to the history of coinage. G. N. R.

A
Good
Catch
is an every-day experi-

ence with a Tessar lens.

The wonderful speed re-

sultingfrom its great pow-
er of gathering and trans-

mitting light, makes it

possible to get action

pictures of the most diffi-

cult subjects and insures

good results on gray
days or in waning light.

With a

ftauscli |oml>^iss
"[essar |eins

you are assured perfect illumination and uni-
formly clear definition of detail. Nothing equals
its all-round efficiency with action subjects, land-
scapes, indoor portraits, etc.

Booklet 34 H giving prices and details as
to the best lens Joy your pin pose, sent
on request. Inquire also of jour dealer.

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (o.
MEW YORK WASHINGTON CHICACO SANrRANCISCOLONDON ROCHESTER.. N.Y. rRANKFOKT

Euonymus
Alatus

A large stock
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn. 9

Details of Building
Construction

A collection of 33 plates of scale

drawings with introductory text

By CLARENCE A. MARTIN
Assistant Professor, College of Architecture,

Cornell University

This book is 10x12/4 inches in size, and
substantially bound in cloth. Price $2

MUNN & CO., Inc., 361 Broadway, N.Y.

38PF*WHY PAY TWO PRICES FOR FENCES
We manufacture hundreds of de-

1 ornamental fences, both
• I

|
h < >

06";
, tfffj^&Tp^iocWire and Iron Picket, Arches and

uLULLLli EntranceGates. "cheaper than wood,"

Iff or lawns, churches, cemeteries,

I parks and factories, etc. 4£s7**Write

~for free catalog and specia I prices.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY AND FENCE CO.
£433 Yandes Street Indianapolis. Indiana

W3 W /E wish to call attention to the fact that

we are in a position to render com-
petent services in every branch of

patent or trade-mark work. Our staff is

composed of mechanical, electrical and
chemical experts, thoroughly trained to pre-

pare and prosecute all patent applications,

irrespective of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the specialized,

technical, or scientific knowledge required

therefor.

We are prepared to render opinions as

to validity or infringement of patents, or

with regard to conflicts arising in trade-

mark and unfair competition matters.

We also have associates throughout the

world, who assist in the prosecution of

patent and trade-mark applications filed

in all countries foreign to the United
States.

MUNN & CO.,

Patent Attorneys,

361 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.
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The Home Poultry Book. By E. I. Far-

rington. Xew York: McBride, Nast &
Co.: 1913. Cloth. 16mo. Illustrated.

172 pp. Price. $1.00 net.

Mr. Farrington's articles on poultry rais-

ing which have appeared from time to time

in American Homes and Gardens serve

to suggest the value of "The Home Poultry

Book." which is just the reference book for

the person who wishes to keep a few hens

to supply fresh eggs for the table. It con-

tains specific directions and information

covering every phase of poultry-raising,

from building the house to planning each

month's work. The book is elementary,

but purposely so as it is designed for the

amateur who has no time or inclination to

read technical and semi-technical books on

poultry keeping.

The President's Cabinet. By Henry
Barrett Learned, Xew Haven : Yale

University Press: 1912. Cloth, Svo.

4T 1 pp.

Mr. Learned's studies on "The Presi-

dent's Cabinet" is designed to reveal those

factors in the history of the executive

office which explains the origin and forma-

tion of the council as well as the establish-

ment of the structural offices which form

the institutions. Although, as the student

of history will recall, John Morley once

wrote: "Few forms of literature or history

are so dull as the narrative of political de-

bates. With few exceptions, a political

speech like the manna in the wilderness

loses its savour on the second day." Mr.

Learned has found it expedient to give

much attention to political debates in the

present volume, and wisely too the re-

viewer thinks his readers will concede.

"The President's Cabinet" is a volume
which should be studied by every American
and it will have an added interest at this

time when a new regime has formed the

cabinet of the newly inaugurated President

of the United States.

Art Museums and Schools. By Stocton

Axson, Kenyon Cox, G. Stanley Hall and
Oliver S. Tonks. Xew York : Charles

Scribner's Sons. 1913. Boards, 16mo.

144 pp. Price, $1.00 net.

Four lectures delivered at the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art, Xew York, as a course

for teachers have been gathered into the

volume that forms ''Art Museums and
Schools." The object of these lectures,

which object this volume perpetuates, has

been to show instructors in various depart-

ments of school work how museum col-

lections may be used by them in connec-

tion with the teaching of their subjects.

The book in question is an excellent pre-

sentation of such school and museum co-

operation in educational influence and is

one that merits careful reading from every-

one interested in the development of

modern culture.

The Old Clock Book. By X. Hudson
Moore. Xew York : Frederick A.

Stokes Company. 1911. Cloth, 8vo.

339 pp. Price, $2.40 net.

"Instruments for marking time," says X.

Hudson Moore in the opening chapter of

"The Old Clock Book," "have grown from
the simple sundial of Ahaz, mentioned in

the second book of Kings to complicated

recorders made of costly metals. Simple

ENAMEL

p 1
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wOODWORK and furniture finished with Vitralite, The
Long-Life White Ename/is so easy to clean. Just wipe with
a damp cloth, or, if necessary, wash with soap and water.

Yet, cleaning; is so seldom necessary, as its porcelain-like

floss sheds dirt. Vitralite is economical, easy to apply and will

not show brush marks nor turn yellow like most enamels. Send for

Free Vitralite Booklet and Sample Panel.
Examine the pure white gloss — an ideal finish for wood-

work, furniture and any wood, metal or plaster surface whether
used inside or outside. Surely you want it in your own home.

Your floors will cease to trouble you if you use "61" Floor
Varnish. They will require almost no care and will be heel-

proof, mar-proof and water-proof. Test"61"yourself. Ask for

Free Floor Booklet and Sample Panel
finished with "61". Stamp on it! Hit it with a hammer! You
may dent the wood — but the varnish won't crack- Another
booklet, Decorative Interior Finishing will interest you. Send for 1 l

Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products are used by painters, specified by architects, sold by paint and hardware dealers everywhere.
Address all inquiries to Pratt & Lambert- Inc., 119 Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N.Y. In Canada, 63 Co urtw right St., Bridgeburg, Ont.

66ra<PHJ«I|liI
r_i

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES
AM£RlCAN FACTOFHES r"m—*« **. *«,.*«**. £* A \/_« ,_.*. FORCtGN FACTORIES
New York Buffalo Ch.cago tSTABLISHED 04 TEARS
BRiooEBURts Canada

London Paris
Hamburg

Is Your Refrigerator Poisoning
Your Family?

£foe"Monroe"
30 Days' Trial—Factory Price—Cash or Credit

Direct from factory to you—saving you store profits. We pay

freight and guarantee your money back and removal of refrigeratcr at

no expense to you if you are not absolutely satisfied. Easy terms if

more convenient for you. Send for book NOW—Use coupon or a

letter or postal.

Monroe Refrigerator Co., Station 3D, Lockland, Ohio

Your doctor will tell you that a refrig-

erator which cannot be kept sweet, clean

and wholesome, as you can easily keep

the Monroe, is always dargerous to the

health of your family. The Monroe is

the only refrigerator made with

Solid Porcelain

Compartments
which can be kept free of breeding places for the

disease germs that poison food which in turn poisons

people. Not cheap "bath-tub" porcelain -enamel,

but one solid piece of snow-white unbreakable

porcelain ware— nothing to crack, craze, chip,

break or absorb moisture—but genuine porcelain,

over an inch thick—as easily cleaned as a china

bcwl—every corner rounded—not a single crack,

crevice. Joint, screw-head or any other lodging

place for dirt and the germs of disease and decay.

Send at once for

rprr Rnnif About Re-

rlVEiEi DUUl\ frigerators

which explains all this and tells you how to materi-

ally reduce the high cost of living—how to have

better, more nourishing food—how to keep focd

longer without spoiling— how to cut down ice

bills—how to guard against sickness—doctor's bills.
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If YOUR Screens

Are Filled With

POMPEIIAN BRONZE
SCREEN CLOTH

You can immediately install

them when spring arrives, for

Pompeiian Bronze Screen Cloth
never needs painting or renew-
ing. Its bare bronze wires re-

sist all corrosion. It can not
rust. Tell your neighbors about
the sterling worth of Pompeiian
Bronze. Don't let them spend
money needlessly each season
in painting and patching.
Barring fire or accident,
Pompeiian Bronze Screen Cloth
is completely efficient forever.

If you have not already adopted
Pompeiian Bronze, be sure that you
get the genuine by looking for Re-
movable Red String woven into the
selvage. If your dealer won't supply
you, we will do so promptly.

Write for our Booklet

ClintonWire Cloth Co.
First Power Loom Weavers

69 Sterling St. Clinton, Mass.

Makers of Clinton Wire Lathing and Clinton Elec*
trically Welded Fabric for Reinforcing Concrete.

Both recognized as standard by the leading archi-

tects and engineers on both continents

POMPEIIAN BRONZE |

SCREEN CLOTH
LASTS AS LONG AS YOUR HOUSE

Do You Want To Sell
A Building Lot

A House
A Farm or

An Estate?

^ An Advertisement in "American Homes &
Gardens" new Advertising Section 'The
Real Estate Mart"

Will Be Read by People Who Want

TO BUY!

PHOTOS OF PROPERTY REPRODUCED

Rates of Advertising on Request

Address: "The Real Estate Mart"

rAMERICAN HOMES&GARDENS
361 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

NORWAY
MAPLES

A splendid lot of trees
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn. 3

as the sundial is, till well into the nine-

teenth century, it, or a variation of it, was
used to tell time in many country neighbor-

hoods, where the "noon-mark" on the win-
dow-sill told the "dinner-hour" through the

various chapters on early timekeepers,

tahle clocks and early watches, long-case

clocks, curious clocks, American clocks,

and clockmakers. New England clockmak-
ers, Connecticut clockmakers, Massa-
chussets clockmakers, Boston clockmakers,

Rhode Island clockmakers, and Pennsyl-

vania clockmakers, the author carries a

fascinating narrative that will bring joy to

the collector's heart and add to the store

of information which everyone interested in

antiques and curios enjoys adding to his

fund of general information.

Engraved Gems. By Duffield Osborne.
New York : Henry Holt and Company :

1912. Cloth. Large 8vo. Illustrated.

424 pp. and plates. Price, $5.00 net.

In the sumptuous volume on "Engraved
Gems," by Duffield Osborne, the author has

given modern collectors a long needed work
that is not only excellent as a history of

the subject, but which will inspire collectors

as well. In the eighteenth century

—

the century of the Dilettanti—an impetus
was given to the study of the engraved
gems of classic times which held to the

fifth decade of the nineteenth, and which
again has come to its own in the attention

given it by those of our own day who in-

terest themselves in the art humanities.

The early works on engraved gems, such
as those by Dr. Charles W. King have long
been out of print and Mr. Osborne has been
able in the light of recent research, to cor-

rect in his own volume many of the errors

that crept into the work of the early writers.

The author graciously acknowledges his in-

debtedness to certain authorities in the

preface of "Engraved Gems" and through-
out this volume every page is readable and
interesting. The plates that are appended
to the text are very fine half-tones from
well selected examples of glyptic art and
render invaluable service to the reader in

his progress from chapter to chapter.

A Pottery Primer. By W. P. Jervis.

New York : The O'Gorman Publishing
Co.: 1911. Cloth. 16mo. Illustrated.

186 pp. Price, $1.00 net.

This little history of the potter's art by
Mr. W. P. Jervis entitled "A Pottery
Primer" is intended by its author as an in-

centive to further research to those who
may be interested either in the ancient his-

tory of pottery garnished from the most
trustworthy sources, on the original mat-
ter here first presented. In this field it

serves its purpose well.

Life of Japan. By Masuji Miyakawa.
New York: Neale Publishing Co. 1910.

Price, $1.50.

In recent years Japanese institutions have
been studied by Americans and Europeans,
and many books have been written about
them. But a book on Japan by a Japanese
authority is a less common occurrence and
Dr. Miyakawa's "Life of Japan" is worth
the careful consideration of every student
of international economics, throughout its

nineteen excellent chapters, to which a help-

ful index is appended.

A Wayfarer in China. By Elizabeth
Kendall. Boston : Houghton Mifflin

Company: 1913. Cloth, 8vo. Illustrated.

338 pp. Price, $2.50 net.

Elizabeth Kendall says in her preface to

"A Wayfarer in China," "no one who has
ever known the joy of hunting impressions

or strange peoples and strange lands in the

Cuantnte
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OUT of the ordinary"

fabrics to suit all styles

of decorations, wonderfully in-

expensive and effective.

Reproductions of 1 5th Century Orna-
ment, chiefly taken from brocades and
stuffs found in paintings by famous
old masters.

Copies of rare pieces from Musee de
Cluny, Musee de Lyon and South
Kensington Museum. Large varieties

of weaves and textures, plain and in

design.

Guaranteed absolutely color-fast to sun and
water, even in most delicate shades.

Each bolt bears the guarantee tag shown
below. Insist upon seeing this guarantee be-
fore purchasing.

Leading stores everywhere.

Ask your dealer for our book, "Draping the
Home," showing a variety of practical in-

teriors in color ; or write to us for it.

ORINOKA MILLS
215 Fourth Ave., New York

Guarantee—These goods are guaranteed
absolutely fadeless. If color changes from
exposure to the sunlight or from washing, the
merchant is hereby authorized to replace them
with new goods or refund the purchase price.
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ANDROMEDA
SORREL TREE

Fine specimens
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

*

American Homes &
Gardens ft ft' ft and

Scientific American
sent to one address

ror one year, jl *-

REGULARLY *pfc

The Scientific American Boy

d

By A. RUSSELL BOND. 320 pp.. 340 lllut. $2 postpaid

A STORY OF OUTDOOR BOY LIFE
Suggests a large number of diversions which, aside from affording

entertainment, will stimulate in boys the creative spirit. Com-
plete practical instructions are given for building the various arti-

cles, such as Scows, Canoes, Windmills, Water Wheels, Etc.
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out-of-the-way corners of the world can

ever feel quiet again, for he hears always
a compelling voice that 'calls him night and
day' to go forth on the chase once more.
Years ago I pursued impressions and ex-

periences in the far West on the frontier

—

there was a frontier then. And since that

time, whenever chance has offered, that has

been my holiday pastime, among the Ken-
tucky Mountains, in the Taurus, in Monte-
negro, in India. Everywhere there is in-

terest, for everywhere there is human na-

ture, but whoever has once come under the

spell of the Orient knows that henceforth
there is no choice ; footloose, he must al-

ways turn eastwards." This spell of the

East is well brought to the reader by Miss
Kendall and "A Wayfarer in China" is

one of the most fascinating books of the

year. An excellent map of the Chinese
Empire has been placed before the opening
chapter and the text is interspersed with
illustrations far above the run of those that

usually accompany books descriptive of

foreign lands.

THE PENALTIES OF LITERARY
GREATNESS

PENALTIES of literary greatness might
almost be proved to exceed those of

literary unsuccess and obscurity. Among
recent celebrities, Mark Twain lamented in

his last years that his popularity and prom-
inence made it impossible for him to gratif)

his longing to visit once more in a quiet way
the scenes and friends of his youth. When
a disguise was suggested he shook his head
"Xo," said he, sorrowfully, "my drawl
would give me away." Mr. A. C. Benson
has in one of his books well depicted some
of the annoyances that his own acceptability

with readers has brought him. The greal

Dumas to go back a few decades, probably
enjoyed all the popularity he achieved; bul

the later attachment of his name to works
rather feebly imitative of his genius might
not have pleased him so well. Walter Scott
was another who suffered at the hands of
unscrupulous imitators. A writer in the

New York "Evening Post" calls attention

anew to pseudo-Scott catchpenny publica-

tions foisted on an unsuspecting public in

the days before the author of ''Waverley"
had revealed himself. "Walladmor" came
out in Germany as an attempt to supply the

demand for a Waverley novel at the annual
book-fair when no genuine product was
forthcoming; and, nearer home, one William
Fearman boldly issued a fourth and fifth

series of "Tales of My Landlord" as from
the hand of the Gandercleuch schoolmaster
and parish clerk, Jedediah Cleishbotham.
These spurious romances, "Pontefracl
Castle" and "The Fairy of Glas Lyn," their

unscrupulous fabricator extolled as equal in

merit to their predecessors in the series, and
he wrote an impudent letter to John Ballan-
tyne in answer to the bookseller's protest
against the fraud. But Scott refused to take
any action in the matter, confident that the
counterfeits would enjoy but a brief cur-
rency; and he was soon proved to be in the
right, as the bogus "Tales" failed to reach
e^en a second edition, while the genuine ones
have been reprinted hundreds of times.
M. Thoulet discusses such cases in Les

Annates de I'lnstitut Oceanographique and
suggests a plausible explanation. He thinks
we must accept the idea of some sort of
fixation around the pebbles of an envelope
of air or vapor of water. The density of
the body transported would cease to be that
of the pebble, and become that of a mass of
combined -olid and fluid (or gaseous) mat-
ter, which would be sensibly lighter with re-
spect to its volume.

The Winged Message
Noah's messenger was a dove. In

Solomon's time, pigeons were trained

to carry messages. Brutus used them

at the siege of Modena. They served

the Turks in their fights against the

Crusaders. In mediaeval wars they

were more useful than ever before.

France had a carrier-pigeon mail

service, with messages reduced by

photography and read through a

microscope.

Even today carrier pigeons are

utilized as news-bearers in isolated

parts of Europe.

In America, the land of the tele-

phone, the carrier pigeon is bred only

for racing. The winged word has

taken the place of the winged mes-

senger.

Pigeons may fly more than a mile

a minute, but the telephone is as

quick as speech itself.

The dove is the emblem of peace.

The telephone is the instrument of

peace. The telephone lines of the

Bell System unite a hundred million

people in one national family.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

12 Bungalow Plans

FREE
With One Year's Subscription to

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

An indispensable guide to an ideal home. It has solved all the problems
and knows just what you want. It takes up in detail the construction, decoration
and furnishing of real Bungalow Homes. Profusely illustrated with splendid
photographs of the newest ideas in bungalow construction including exteriors,

interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes to the
reader each month with awealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you
many times its cost for a whole year. Full working drawings, specifications and complete bill of material for one
bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable estimate of its cost, is an invaluable
feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a
life's work-the building of a real home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU,

Twelve Magazines, Twelve Working Drawings, Twelve djO ftfl
Specifications, and Twelve Bills of Material for *p m*% \J \J

Send Coupon Now—TODAY
BUNGALOW PUBLISHING CO., Inc. Seattle, Washington
For the enclosed $2.00 send me Bungalow Magazine for one year beginning with the . . . .issue. It is understood that I shall receive

each month a complete working plan for one Bungalow, including specifications and bill of material. ($2.50 in Canada, Foreign $3.00)

Name Street

Tc State
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Wilson's Outside Venetians
Used as a blind or an awninff. pulled up t:

and close. Admit air, exclude sun. Very Dura
Should l>e placed NOW lor Spring or Summer de

nht if desired. Slats open
ible and Artistic. Orders

Insid

WILSON'S BI„
Mackay, Wm. C.

Outside View Blind Pulled Up For Piazzas and Porches

INDS have been furnished to the houses of John P. Morgan, H. M. Flagler, A.G. Vanderbilt. Chas. I.anier, Mrs. R. Gambrill. Clarence

Whitney J S Kennedy C Ledyard Blair. lames C. Colgate, O. Harriman, Jr. , and many others. Send for VENETIAN Catalogue No. 5.

.IAS. G. "WILSON MANUFACTURING CO., 5 West 29tli Street, NEW YORK
letians. Porch Venetians, Rolling Partitions, Rolling Steel Shutters, Burglar and Fireproof Steel Curtains, Wood Block Floors.

Hodgson Portable Poultry Houses
WIGWARM Setting and Brood Coop

and her chicks and while she is sitting.

tection from rats, skunks, hawks and
other enemies. In-
sures larger hatches

—

has proved its success
for 22 years. Shipped
knocked down.

No. Colony Laying House

—

lor 12 Hens Fitted complete with nests, fountain
and feed trough. Sanitary — easily

cleaned. One man can easily care for several hundred
birds. Nicely painted—set up in 15 minutes. A com-
fortable year-round house. In stormy
weather the run may be covered, giv-

ing a protected scratching room.

Size.
2x4 ft.. 2 ft. high.

$20«H
We make

portable houses for
all purposes.

E. F. HODGSON CO.,
Room 327, 116 Washington St

Boston, Mass.

WOLFF
QUALITY PLUMBING GOODS

!«%
The bujk in; Enameled Iron

Bath is a marvel of beauty

and cleanliness and together

with the overhead shower and

shampoo attachment make it an

ideal bath. Goods bearing

"Wolff" guarantee label and

"Wolff" trade mark are a positive

assurance against disapointment,

dissatisfaction and loss.

NEW YORK'S CAVE OF STALAC-
TITES

ONE of the most noteworthy forthcom-
ing exhibits in the Mineral Hall, at the

Museum of Natural History, New York,
will be the representation of a beautiful cave
of stalactites and stalagmites. This will be

a reproduction of almost an entire cavern
recently discovered in the Copper Queen
Mine, at Bisbee, Ariz. Here, a quarter of

a mile below the surface, during the mining
operations of blasting for copper, a spacious

chamber was uncovered containing a series

of terrace-like grottoes adorned with a

wealth of magnificent and many-colored
stalactites and stalagmites. Dr. Douglas
and the mining company placed the find at

the disposal of the museum. Dr. Edmund
Otis Hovey, curator of geology and inverte-

brate palaeontology, with three assistants

visited Bisbee to collect and bring back the

original material so as to form an exact re-

production of the Arizona cave. A half a

hundred boxes, containing the choicest

formations from the walls, floors, ceilings,

etc., were brought back. They weighed
from one pound to nine hundred. The deli-

cate task of setting up the pieces in the cave

at the museum is being executed by Mr.
William Peters, artist of the museum staff,

who accompanied the expedition to Arizona.

A steel frame, 12 feet high by 8 feet

wide, forms the outside of the cave, which
will be covered with limestone blocks, taken

from the mountain under which the cave

was found. These wonderful formations
of stalactites and stalagmites are made
through the evaporation of percolating

waters. The most striking feature of the

reconstructed cave will be a stalagmite 3

feet in diameter and 3^4 feet high, of a

beautiful green color, and weighing about
900 pounds. This stalagmite is remarkable
on account of the radiating clusters of

pointed calcite crystals thickly set all over it

but diminishing in size from the bottom of

the column upward.

THE GOLD LIONS OF PEKING

FRONTING the imperial palace at

Peking are two gold lions of enormous
size which, if we are to believe the man-
darins, are of solid gold and have been
there since time immemorial. When the

combined armies of England and France
advanced on Peking in 1860 the Chinese

painted these statues gray in order to make
the Europeans believe that they were of

bronze, and therefore to insure against

their being melted. Later, during the Jap-
anese War, these lions disappeared for a

time, but at the conclusion of peace they

reappeared in their original position. The
value of these relics is said to be incal-

culable, and they are in native eyes a

symbol of the unity of the Empire.

HUMAN HAPPINESS A BUSINESS
ASSET

HUMAN life, says the Journal American
Medical Association, is gradually be-

coming recognized as a business asset. This

is a new fact in the development of the

race. Life insurance companies are realiz-

ing that they can increase their dividends

faster by cutting down the death-rate than

by increasing sales or by reducing expenses.

Employers of large numbers of human ma-
chines are realizing the surprising fact that,

as a cold business proposition, it pays, not

in sentiment but in dollars, to take good care

of their employees. Business men are

learning that well-fed, well-clothed, con-

tented men and women, working in well-

lighted, well-ventilated quarters and on
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schedules arranged in accordance with our

modern knowledge of psychology and

physiology, actually turn out more work
and better work than underpaid, discon-

tented help, working under uncomfortable

and insanitary conditions. Therefore, large

corporations are spending money liberally

in playgrounds, rest rooms, libraries, gym-
nasiums, sanitary luncheon-rooms, moving
picture shows, safety devices, ventilating

systems and similar devices, for the well-

being and enjoyment of their employees.

If one asks these men why they are doing

these things, they will disclaim any charit-

able or philanthropic motives. "This isn't

charity,'' says one firm, "we want that

clearly understood. This is simply good
business management and common sense.

A well man is of more use to us than a sick

man. A happy, contented woman turns out

more work and better work than an un-

happy one. Therefore anything we can do

to make the people who do our work at

ease in mind and body we regard as good
business management, just as we regard

fire insurance, improved machinery and

labor-saving devices." The firms that have

realized the enormous importance of this

discovery are already reaping the benefits.

The conservation of the health of em-
ployees will be a fundamental principle of

good business management in the future.

BARRELS

NOBODY knows who invented the

barrel. It has been used since time

immemorial. Barrels are used for all

manner of articles, solid and liquid. There
are barrels for holding sugar, salt, apples,

potatoes, and so on ; for all sorts of oils,

from the heaviest lubricants to the most
volatile products of petroleum ; for beers,

wines, and all sorts of beverages. It is

contended that the barrel is the strongest

structure of its size that can be made
from an equal amount of wood. Its con-

tents are frequently the strongest that

can be made from liquids. The barrel

has tremendous power of resistance to

pressure from within and from without.
A barrel set on end will, it is claimed,

support half the weight of a railway car

while the truck is taken from beneath
for repairs. Yet the primitive barrel is

put together without nails, screws, bolts,

or pins—it is entirely self-fastened. The
barrel is smaller at its ends than it is in

its middle, so that the wooden hoops,
self-locking, may be driven on, tightening

the staves and pressing the heads into

the chines. Although not calked, barrels

are water-tight. A small barrel is a keg,

a big barrel is a cask, and a still bigger
barrel is a hogshead.

STRANGE BUTTERFLIES

MOCK, the well-known entymologist
who collects for the private mus-

eum of the Hon. Walter Rothschild, re-

cently procured a jet-black tmtterfly,

valued at five thousand dollars.

It is almost as large as a robin, its

wings measuring eleven and one-half
inches from tip to tip. It is almost furry,

so thick is its covering, a necessary pro-
tection from the intense cold of its habi-
tat, the Snow Mountains in New Guinea.
Aside from the furry butterfly, the dis-

coverer found several new varieties of

huge butterflies. "The natives shoot
them with the four-pronged arrows which
they use in killing birds," he says. "The
female giant butterflies are black or
brown or white, but the males are splen-
didly marked in green and gold."

Use Oxide of Zinc Paints
DAINT ECONOMY consists in selecting those paints

which give the best and longest service at the low-

est annual cost. Experience proves these to be Paints

containing Oxide of Zinc.

Buying such paints you buy permanent tints, efficient

protection, durable coatings.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY
We do not make paint.

A list of paint manufactur-

ers sent free on request.

55 Wall Street, New York

A Book of Valuable Ideas

for Beautifying the

Home-FREE!
The 55c coupon below when pre-

sented to your paint or hardware
dealer, is good for a copy of our 25c
Book, one 10c can of Johnson's Pre-
pared Wax and two 10c bottles of
Johnson's Wood Dye.

If your dealer cannot supply you mail the

coupon to us, with 25c in stamps or silver and

we will furnish you with the book and 10c
packages postpaid.

The Book gives valuable help on home beau-

tifying—tells how to give new or old woodwork,
furniture and floors an artistic and lasting beauty.

Johnson's Wood Dye
is a dye not a stain. It sinks deep down, bringing

out the natural beauty of the wood. In half an hour it

will be perfectly dry. No dust sticks, no streaks show.

Not only beautiful but lasting and easy to use. Maybe
applied over old worn varnish or shellac. 17 shades as follows

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. Vt Early English

No. 110 Bog Oak
No. 12S lAght Mahogany
No. 12!) Doric Mahogany
No. 130 Weathered Oak

No. 131 Brown Weathered
No. 132 Green Weathered
No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green

No. 172 Flemish Oak
No. 173 Brown Flemish
No. 120 Fumed Oak
No. 12? Extra Dark Mahogany
No. 180 Silver Gray

is a so

Johnson's Prepared Wax
ft, velvety finish for all woodwor k, fl includi /oors and furniture, including pianos. ~

Can be used over all finishes. Is / „ .

beautifying and perfecting. Our 55c—Free
book tells how to apply it over / s.c.

any WOod, new Or old. Get / Johnson & Son

.11, 1 1 n l t Good at your paint
the DOOK and JUC DaCKageS * or hardware store

X for 25c Book; one can/ Jcf Wa
from your dealer today.

n
Johnson's Prepared
Wax and two 10c bottles

he Cannot Supply VOU, f Johnson's Wood Dye.

we will send direct, * Shades No and No.

/postpaid, on receipt of

25cin stamps orsilver.
'

S. C. Johnson & Son / Name

Racine, Wis.
" The Wood Finishing

Authorities'* /
City and State

(Only one set to a family) A.H.4
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If you were going to buy silverware you
would probably ask for Tiffany's or Gor-
ham's or 1847 Rogers Bros.'

If you wanted soap you would call for

"Ivory" or some other well-known
brand.

So, too, in selecting a carpet sweeper,

you would instantly think of " BIS-
SELL'S."
For over thirty-seven years we have

made carpet sweepers exclusively, and al-

ways some one mechanical expert has

devoted his entire efforts to improve our

product, each becoming in time a carpet

sweeper expert.

Thus has the "Bissell" constantly

maintained its leadership from the start,

and is today the only universally recognized

carpet sweeper.

BIS SELL'S
"Cyco" BALL-BEARING

is the outcome of this experience, and
insures easy running, high efficiency and
noiselessness.

Countless steps and much ener.t,ry are saved by having

one of our new "Cyco" BALL-BEARING Sweepers
downstairs where it is most needed, and keeping your
older machine upstairs, thus always having a sweeper at

your immediate service.

Sold by all progressive dealers in furniture, hardware,

carpets, and at housefurnishing and department stores.

Prices $2.75 to £5.75.

Write for free booklet
—
" Easy, Economical, Sanitary

Sweeping.""

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.
Dept. 125 Grand Rapids, Mich.

(Largest Exclusive Carpet Sweeper Manufacturers

in tue World.) (31)

L

Japan
Barberry

Extensive stock
Send for Catalog.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New Haven, Dept. M., Conn.

9

SPARK COILS
Their Construction Simply Explained

Scientific American Supplement 1514 tells

you how to make a coil fur gas-engine ignition.

Scientific American Supplement 1522 explains
fuTly the construction of a jump-spark coil and condenser for gas-

engine ignition.

Scientific American Supplement 1124 de-

scribes the construction of a 6-inch spark coil.

Scientific American Supplement 1087 gives

a full account of the making of an alternating current coil giving a

5-inch spark.

Scientific American Supplement 1527 de-

scribes a 4-inch spark coil and condenser.
Scientific American Supplement 1402 gives

data for the construction of coils of a definate length of spark.

The above-mentioned set of six papers will be supplied for 60 cents.
Any single copy will be mailed for 10 cents.

MUNN <fc COMPANY, Publishers
361 Broadway New York

HESSMiCLOCKER
TheOnlyModern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet

or locker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.

Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass

shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells. Dust
and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bathroom
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in
wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

The Recessed Steel HESS, 926 Tacoma Building, Chicago

Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces.—Free Booklet

STRAW ROADS IN FLORIDA

FINE straw, heretofore regarded as a

nuisance and burned by the acre, is

coming to the front as a road surfacer in

Florida counties that are unable to make
immediate expenditures necessary to pro-

vide sand-clay roads, says an Exchange.
Automobilists who are familiar with them
are inclined to favor straw-surfaced roads,

if they are well kept, over highways made
of clay. •

The announcement that Jacksonville

would be the southern terminus of the 1911

Glidden automobile tour stimulated all the

counties of the State into activity. The
necessity for quick action set road enthusi-

asts and engineers to looking about for

something that would make a temporary

surfacing and could be handled without de-

lay. Experiments were begun with pine

straw and sawdust, which also becomes a

nuisance when it accumulates about large

lumber mills.

Tests are being made at several points

in the State, and some sections have been
so well convinced of the value of straw

that highways are being built of it as

rapidly as possible. St. Augustine mo-
torists and the good road organization of

St. Johns County are backing a proposition

to finish certain sections of the John An-
derson highway from Jacksonville with

straw surfacing. This is a trip that will

be made by practically every tourist.

At Mount Dora experiments with pine

straw have been very satisfactory. If the

roadbed is properly smoothed up and lev-

eled as it should be before it is strawed,

rains and a little packing makes a surface

that is far ahead of a poorly kept clay road.

At least as a temporary surfacing pine

straw has not an equal. The cost of road

building by this method varies from $25
to $60 per mile, according to the original

condition of the roadbed.

Volusia and Palm Beach are counties

which have experimented considerably with

pine straw in road building and it is stated

that they are proving satisfactory. Lake
County has 107 miles of straw road that

has been tested. It is found that where

roads are used regularly by all classes of

vehicles it is necessary to restraw the sur-

face about once a year. The most pleasant

roads to travel over in Lake County during

wet weather are the straw roads. The
estimated average cost of maintaining good

pine straw roads has been fixed at $50 per

year per mile.

It is necessary to protect pine straw

roads against fire by sand bulwarks, but

this same precaution must be taken against

the destruction of sawdust roads. Saw-
dust has not proven so satisfactory as

straw, particularly that from the regular

cut of lumber. The waste from shingle

mills is more on the order of excelsior and

gives better results. The less fibrous saw-

dust is blown away by the winds. The sand

barrier problem is one of the small diffi-

culties, however, of pine straw road con-

struction.

THE USE OF PERFUMES

SINCE perfumes are unpleasant to many
people, and are often considered to be

in questionable taste, the only certain way
of avoiding hostile criticism is not to use

them, says the Youth's Companion. How-
ever, if you feel that you are made happier

by them, you may use them—within certain

limits

!

If you buy the really good quality of pure

flower perfumes, and use a very small

amount, you are comparatively safe; but

VALUABLE PAPERS ON

CONCRETE
REINFORCED CONCRETE

and CONCRETE
BUILDING BLOCKS

Scientific American Supplement 1543
contains an article on Concrete by
Brysson Cunningham. The article
clearly describes the proper compo-
sition and mixture of concrete and
gives the results of elaborate tests.

Scientific American Supplement 1538
gives the proportion of gravel and
sand to be used in concrete.

Scicutiiic American Supplements 1507,
1568, 150!), 1570 and 1571 contain an
elaborate discussion by Lieut. Henry
J. Jones of the various systems of
reinforcing concrete, concrete con-
struction and their applications.
These articles constitute a splendid
text book on the subject of rein-
forced concrete. Nothing- better has
been published.

Scientific American Supplement 997
contains an article by Spencer New-
berry, in which practical notes on
the proper preparation of concrete
are given.

Scientific American Supplements 1508
and 1569 present a helpful account
of the making of concrete blocks by
Spencer Newberry.

Scientific American Supplement 1534
gives a critical review of the engin-
eering value of reinforced concrete.

Scientific American Supplements 1547
and 1548 give a resume in which the
various systems of reinforced con-
crete construction -are discussed and
illustrated.

Scientific American Supplements 1564
and 1565 contain an article by Lewis
& Hicks, in which the merits and de-
fects of reinforced concrete are ana-
lyzed.

Scientific American Supplement 1551
contains the principles of reinforced
concrete with some practical illus-
trations by Walter Loring Webb.

Scientific American Supplement 1573
contains an article by Louis H. Gib-
son on the principles of success in
concrete block manufacture, illus-
trated.

Scientific American Supplement 1574
discusses steel for reinforced con-
crete.

Scientific American Supplements 1575,
1576 and 1577 contain a paper by
Philip L. Wormley, Jr., on cement
mortar and concrete, their prepara-
tion and use for farm purposes. The
paper exhaustively discusses the
making- of mortar and concrete, de-
positing of concrete, facing concrete,
wood forms, concrete sidewalks, de-
tails of construction of reinforced
concrete posts, etc.

Scientific American Supplement 1586
contains a review of concrete mixing
machinery by William L. Larkin.

Scientific American Supplement 1583
gives valuable suggestions on the
selection of- Portland cement for, con-
crete blocks; '

: f

Scientific American Supplement 1581
splendidly discusses concrete aggre-

il gates. A helpful paper.
Scientific American Supplement 1595
and 1596 present' a thorough discus-
sion of sand for mortar and concrete
by Sanford E. Thomson.

Scientific American Supplement 1586
contains a paper by William L. Lar-
kin on Concrete Mixing Machinery,
in which the leading- types of mixers
are discussed.

Scientific American Supplement 1626
publishes a practical paper by Henry.
H. Quimby on Concrete Surfaces.

Scientific American Supplement 1624
tells how to select the proportions for
concrete and gives helpful sugges-
tions on the Treatment of Concrete
Surfaces.

Scientific American Supplement 1634
discusses Forms of Concrete Con-
struction.

Scientific American Supplement 1039
contains a paper by Richard K.
Meade on the Prevention of Freez-
ing in Concrete by Calcium Chloride.

In Scientific American Supplement 1005
Mr. Sanford E. Thomson thoroughly
discusses the proportioning of Con-
crete.

Scientific American Supplement 1578
tells why some fail in the Concrete
Block business.

Scientific American Supplement 1G0S
contains a discriminating paper by
Ross F. Tucker on the Progress and
Logical Design of Reinforced Con-
crete.

fl Each number of the Supplement costs 10 cents.

QA set of papers containing all the articles above

mentioned will be mailed for $3 40. <JSend for a

copy of the 1910 Supplement Catalogue. flFree to

any address flOrder from your Newsdealer or from

Publishers,

NEW YORK
MUNN & CO., Inc.,

361 BROADWAY,
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even then certain kinds should-be avoided.

Gardenia. Heliotrope, Lily-of-the-Valley are

among those to which many object.

In using any perfume, keep a sachet

among your clothes, rather than use a form
that has to be applied. The best kind of

sachet powder—one that almost everybody

likes—is one of pure violet and orris. This

gives a fragrance that is pleasant and yet

hardly noticeable.

Avoid anything containing musk or am-
bergris—they are the hall-marks of every-

thing which you do not wish to have asso-

ciated with you. Remember that if you
make yourself conspicuous—as you do if

you use strong perfumes—you challenge

criticism, and if there is any detail of your

appearance that is not quite perfect, it is

emphasized.

AN HISTORIC BELL

THE enthusiasm of the collector, says

an exchange, expends itself on objects

of many kinds; but few collections are so

interesting as that of !Mr. Frank Miller of

Riverside. California, who has spent a great

many years and a great deal of energy in

getting together his remarkable collections oi

over three hundred bells.

Even- quarter of the globe, every oddity

of shape and material, almost every his-

torical era is represented. There are bells

from the United States, Mexico, England,

Scotland, France, Spain, Germany, Holland.

Belgium. Russia, Sweden, Switzerland,

Italy, Greece, Turkey, Egypt, Arabia, India.

Ceylon, Tibet, Borneo, Burma, China, Man-
churia, Japan, the Philippines, Alaska and
the Hawaiian Islands. There is a cow-bell

with the name and family arms of Pope
Paul III, who excommunicated Henry VIII.

It was used on the bell cow of the Vatican

herd of that day. A huge bell from Avig-

non was once part of the city clock in the

town of the Popes. A ship's bell once

tolled the watches on one of the vessels that

carried the unhappy Acadians from their

homes, as Longfellow's poem of "Evan-
geline" tells. There is an iron bell from a

temple in Mukden, taken by Japanese sol-

diers in the Russian war. The very bell

which hung in the chapel of Molokai, where
Father Damien ministered to the lepers, is

there. One bell comes from a monastery
near Lhassa, and another is a Chinese stone

bell, probably over two thousand years old.

Perhaps the most interesting of all is one

that was cast for a church in Valencia,

Spain, in 1247. At that time King James
of Aragon had just added Valencia to his

dominions, and was establishing Christian

churches all over the province. The in-

scription cast on the bell bears the names
of the Virgin Mary, to whom the church
was dedicated, of Jesus, of the King of

Aragon, and of the bell-founders Quintana
and Salvator, as well as the year in which
the bell was cast.

The special value of this bell lies in the

fact that it is the oldest dated bell in exist-

ence. Until Mr. Miller found it in the

scrap-heap in a London bell-founder's shop,

that distinction was held by a bell in Fri-

bourg. Germany, which bears the date 1258
How this fine old bell got to London can

only be conjectured. It may have come as

a snip's bell on one of the ill-fated Armada,
or as a papal present to an English mon-
astery, or as booty from so.ne of the flaring

raids of Sir Francis Drake on the coast

cities of Spain. However it got there, nc
one suspected its value, or indeed its exist-

ence, until Mr. Miller unearthed it. Once
found, it wag not so easily got out of Eng-
land, for the British Museum learned of the

discovery.
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fa) GUARANTEEDw PLUMBING
FIXTURES

"p^O matter how inexpensively you plan your new home, the
*• ^ selection of the equipment for your bathroom should have
the most thoughtful consideration, ^tattcfafd" guaranteed fixtures, because of

their assurance of sanitary safety, should be specified always. Their installation

will make your bathroom a constant source of comfoit and satisfaction.

Genuine "(Standard" fixtures for the Home
and for Schools, Office Buildings, Public
Institutions, etc., are identified by the

Green and Gold Label, with the exception

of one brand of baths bearing the Red and
Black Label, which, while of the first

quality of manufacture, have a slightly

thinner enameling, and thus meet the re-

quirements of those who demand "Standard"

quality at less expense. All "Standard" fix-

tures, with care, will last a lifetime. And
no fixture is genuine unless it bears the

guarantee label. In order to avoid sub-
stitution of inferior fixtures, specify "Standard"

goods in writing (not verbally) and make
sure that you get them.

£tattdard<Samtat9lt)fe.C<x Dept. 23 PITTSBURGH, pa.

. 35 West 31st Street

900 S. Michigan Ave.
1215 Walnut Street

. 59 Richmond St. E.

. 106 Federal Street

100 N. Fourth Street

Cincinnati . 633 Walnut Street

Nashville . 3,j Tenth Avenue, So.

New Orleans, Baronne& St.Joseph Sts.

Montreal, Can. . 215 Coristine Bldg.

Boston . . John Hancock Bldg.

Louisville . 319-23 W. Main Street

Cleveland . 648 Huron Road, S.E.

Hamilton, Can., 20-28 Jackson St., W.
London, 57-60 Holborn Viaduct, E. C
Houston, Tex., Preston and Smith Sts.

Washington, D.C. . Southern Bldg.

Toledo. Ohio . 311-321 Erie Street

Fort Worth, Tex., Front and Jones Sts.

<> *,-*<.
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Just Published

Garages and Motor
Boat Houses

Compiled by

WM. PHILLIPS COMSTOCK

<J This work contains a collection of selected designs for

both private and commercial buildings, showing the very

latest ideas in their planning and construction.

I| There are 1 36 illustrations of garages and motor boat

houses, consisting of plans and exterior views reproduced

from photographs.

fj These designs have been contributed by twenty-four

well known architects from different sections of the United

States.

IJ The book is divided into five sections as follows:

I. Private Country and Suburban Garages.
II. Private City Garages.

III. Suburban and City Public Garages.
IV. Motor Boat Garages.
V. Garage Equipment and Accessories.

<][ Neatly bound in board and cloth. Size l l
/z x 10^

inches. 1 1 9 pages.

Price $2.00, Postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc.
361 Broadway, New York

Your Cement Buildings
to be beautiful should harmonize in

color with neighboring structures.

Chi-Namel

Cementone
Finishes

offer unlimited decorative effects and

at the same time prevent moisture,

staining, efflorescence.

Send for this Valuable Book
" How to Beautify and Water-

proof Cement and Brick Houses."

It's Free.

The Ohio Varnish Co.

8604 Kinsman Road, Cleveland, O.
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MEN HELP WOMEN By Inventing

labor saving devices for them and modern and progressive household

sanitation demands that housekeepers use a Vacuum Cleaner.

Of the numerous vacuum devices on the market WHICH TO CHOOSE perplexes you.

11/ -^ C1AHF

May be Tried

at Our Risk

Stf^SWEEPER and Expense
TO PROVE TO YOU that THE REEVES is the most easily operated

and most efficient hand power vacuum cleaner made—TO PROVE that it

will do your sweeping with absolute thoroughness and in one-third the time taken

by a broom

—

We Make This Offer Send us your check or P-O order for $5.00 and we wil

at once send you a Reeves Suction Sweeper. We ask

you to use it for thirty days and if you are dissatisfied FOR ANY REASON WHATEVER
please send it back—we pay express charges both ways. Your money will be refunded

without question or argument.

Why pay a big price when this inexpensive but substantial sweeper will do the work ?

Send postal for interesting circular

THE REEVES VACUUM CLEANER COMPANY, - 53 Broad Street, Milford, Conn.

New Edition—Just Published

The New Building Estimator
By WILLIAM ARTHUR

A practical guide to estimating the cost of labor

and material in building construction from excavation

to finish, with various practical examples of work
presented in detail and with labor figured chiefly in

hours and quantities.

A handbook for architects, builders, contractors,

appraisers, engineers, superintendents and draftsmen.

The eleventh revised and enlarged edition, just

published, has been reset throughout and gives

the latest prices. It contains 50"o more matter than

the previous edition.

Price $3.00 postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc.

361 Broadway New York, N. Y.

Size—5 x 7 inches

744 pages. Illustrated.

Flexible Leather.

Gilt Edges.

"A properly de-

signed and well

planned Pergola is

the finishing touch

to the architectural

and landscape per-

fection of elaborate

grounds— it is the

one thing needful to

confirm the artistic

character of a mod-

est home.

Our Pergola Al-

bum A 28, just is-

sued, contains 48

large pages devoted

to the illustration

and description of

Pergolas, Sunrooms

and other garden

accessories in their

adaptations to every

requirement of land-

scape work. Same

will be sent on

request.

HARTMANN-SANDERS COMPANY
Manufacturers of

KOLL'S PATENT
LOCK JOINT COLUMNS

Elston and Webster Avenues

Chicago, Illinois

Suitable for

PERGOLAS, PORCHES AND
INTERIOR WORK

Eastern Office

1123 Broadway New York City

ONIONS AND ROMANCE

ONIONS and romance, on second
thought, may not be so utterly incon-

gruous as they sound at first. There is a

pretty web of legendary romance woven
about almost every vegetable and flower

that grows—even the onion. It may not en-
hance the market value of peas and beets

to know the traditional lore in which they
figure, it mav not save our cabbages from
cutworms to be aware that the man in the

moon was there for stealing his neighbor's
cabbages on Christmas Eve, it may not

make Roses and Lilies smell the sweeter nor
give Violets and Hyacinths a more regal hue
to have learned all the fanciful stories that

centuries of poetic imagination have heaped
around them, but of one thing we may be
sure. This curious knowledge—and for
some reason such things seem always to

stick in one's brain—will increase our
thought and regard for whatever living

thing it may be connected with and that is

well ; in the second place it gives those same
plants a distinctive personality in our eyes
and that is better ; lastly, it feeds and stim-

ulates our own imagination and that is best

of all. Dive into the plant lore books some
day and browse around and see what an
entertaining time you will have besides get-

ting the opportunity to feel superior to

your prosaic neighbor who doesn't know
anything about such matters.

And now, you say, what has all this to

do with the home or garden? This. There
are few of us who do not go about a good
deal in places where there are many beau-
tiful things to be seen—things that might
give us suggestions for the adornment of
our own houses and gardens. The man
who stands on his hind legs and looks out

of his eyes is the man who is going to

absorb ideas that must eventually bear
fruit. Why not cultivate this faculty and
press it into the service of home and garden
improvement ? Little things count for much
and it is the little things we should train

ourselves to see. It may be a pretty trifle

that we can turn to good account for some
daily household use, or it may be a method
of garden arrangement that has never oc-

curred to us, or perhaps some flower or

shrub we are not familiar with. At any
rate why not keep eyes wide open, ever

on the lookout for some new thing that we
may advantageously add to our present

eouipment? Interchange of ideas has been

the motive power of civilization, but inter-

change of ideas can take place through eyes

as well as ears.

PISTACHIO NUT CROP

THE Aleppo pistachio nut is considered

of a superior quality to that of Aintab,

and the quantity thereof being limited, it

is consumed almost entirely on the spot.

The demand for pistachios from the United
States is increasing rapidly. Last year the

shipment to tl.at country exceeded $100,000.

While the other countries purchase the

pistachio nut unshelled, or shelled without

any preparation, American buyers ask gen-

erally salted and roasted pistachios, packed

in soldered tins.

THE GREEN TARNISH ON LEAD
PIPES

TO remove green tarnish from lead pipes

and connections in bath rooms, employ
a strong solution of yellow ammonium sul-

phide. This is harmless, and after its ap-

plication the pipes should be made sightly

bv polishing with a dry cloth.



Let the Light ofYour Home be Electric Light

There's no other light that's so dependable, no other that so ^«*

closely resembles daylight. And, then, think of the convenience

of it—no bothering with daily lamp-filling, no tampering with gas tanks

and piping, no matches, no danger or fuss.

f»

Electric light for your country home is always available by simply turning-

a switch, when you have an individual Electric Lighting Plant equipped with

®¥ "Gblorifce Hccumulator
These individual Electric Lighting Plants are inexpensive, easily installed and simple in operation

They consist of a small gas engine, a dynamo, a simple switchboard and the * l CblottdC SccumulatOt "

This latter is the same battery, on a small scale, as those used in the largest municipal lighting

stations. It is a battery of long life and that can be easily cared for. It completely eliminates the

old necessity of running your engine whenever light is required, as the running of the engine
and dynamo in connection with it, for only a few hours occasionally enables it to store up
enough light for house and grounds to last for some time.

Consider the delightful luxury of such a system for your country house. Light is a prime
factor in the home—surely it is worth while to have it in its most convenient, brilliant and
modern form.

Write our nearest Sales Office to-day for our interesting book " Electricity for Country
Places," and learn more about the dependability and economy of these electric plants.

It's a duty that you owe to yourself, your family and your guests.

TheelectricStokageBatteryCo.
1888 Philadelphia, Pa. 1913

New York Chicago Cleveland Los Angeles Portland, Ore.

Detroit Boston St. Louis Denver San Francisco

Atlanta Seattle Toronto

r
CONCRETE POTTERY AND GARDEN EURNITURE

^
By RALPH C. DAVISON

T
HIS book describes in detail in a

most practical manner the var-

ious methods of casting concrete

for ornamental and useful pur-

poses and covers the entire field

of ornamental concrete work. It tells

how to make all kinds of concrete vases,

ornamental flower pots, concrete pedes-

tals, concrete benches, concrete fences,

etc. Full practical instructions are given

for constructing and finishing the differ-

ent kinds of molds, making the wire

forms or frames, selecting and mixing
the ingredients, covering the wire frames

and modeling the cement mortar into

form, and casting and finishing the

various objects. With the information

given in this book any handyman or

novice can make many useful and ornamental objects of cement

for the adornment of the home or garden . The author has taken for

granted that the reader knows nothing whatever about the material,

and has explained each progressive step in the various operations

throughout in detail. These directions have been supplemented

with many half-tone and line illustrations which are so clear that

no one can possibly misunderstand them. The amateur craftsman

who has been working in clay will especially appreciate the adapt-

ability of concrete for pottery work inasmuch as it is a cold process

throughout, thus doing away with the necessity of kiln firing which

is necessary with the former material. The information on color

work alone is worth many times the cost of the book inasmuch as

there is little known on the subject and there is a large growing de-

mand for this class of work. Following is a list of the chapters

which will give a general idea of the broad character of the work.

I. Making Wire Formi or Frames.

II. Covering the Wire Frames and Mod-
eling the Cement Mortar into Form.

III. Plaster Molds for Simple Forms.

IV. Plaster Molds for Objects having

Carved Outlines.

V. Combination of Casting and Model-
ing—An Egyptian Vase.

VI. Glae Molds.
VII. Colored Cements and Methods Used

for Producing Designs with same.

16 mo. 5Vitl7V2 inches, 196 pages, 140 illustrations, price $1.50 postpaid

This book is well gotten up, is printed on coated paper and a-

boonda in handsome illustrations which clearly show the unlimited

. oilities of ornamentation in concrete.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers

VIII. Selection of Aggregates.

IX. Wooden Molds—Ornamental Flower

Pots Modeled byHand and Inlaid with

Colored Tile.

X. Concrete Pedestals.

XI. Concrete Benches.

XII. Concrete Fences.

XIII. Miscellaneous, including Tools,

Water proofing and Reinforcing.

\361 BROADWAY NEW YORKkj

PUBLIC OR PRIVATE PROPERTY?
Are your gardens and grounds public or private property? Are they
fenced in for your own use, or wide open for human and animal tres-

pass? For perfect protection without the seclusion of wall or high
hedge, use

Excelsior " Rust-Proof " Fences
These fences are light and graceful in appearance, though possessing
great strength. They do not obstruct the view, yet afford all necessary
protection. The "Rust-Proof" coating of pure zinc, put on after the
fence is made, renders it proof against rust in any climate. No painting
is required. It is economy to erect Excelsior "Rust-Proof" Fences in

the beginning. You surely will in the end. Buy from any hardware
dealer.

Write to the Factory for illustrated catalog "E"
and sample showing "Rust-Proof " pro ess.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY
Worcester, Massachusetts



HAMBURG -IMERIC
CRUISES

AROUND
THROUGH THE PANAMA CANAL

A delightful and comprehensive cruise by the S.S. Cleve-
land (17,000 tons), leaving New York, January 27, 19141
Duration 135 days, $900 and up, including all necessary
expenses aboard and ashore, railway, hotel, shore excur-

sions, carriages, guides, fees; also railway fares to and
from your home.

JAMAICA Z PANAMA CANAL
CUBA, HAYTI, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

Weekly sailings by "Prinz" and other steamers
of our Atlas Service.

Cuba and Jamaica, 11 to 18 days, $85.50
Panama Canal, 18 to 25 days, $140
25 day cruises, $135 and $140^MHHL _. ._: _„_. _jMBBsmBBBSBBBBBBa

SUMM1
To the Land of the Midnight Sun

Iceland, Spitzbergen,~North Cape, Norway, Scotland, Ork-
ney and Faroe Islands from Hamburg, during June, July

.

and August by S. S. Victoria Luise, Bismarck, Met*9r!

Write for beautifully illustrated books, stating cruise

Hamburg-American Line
,' 4!«45 Broadway

<9So»ton, ^Philade'pH'

St. Louis

HHHBHbBHBHIHBHH

New York City

G»k»s:o

Ea98E9SH9RB



Annual Small House Number i*

MAY 1913
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MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers
NEW YORK, N. Y.

PRICE 50 CENTS
$3.00 A YEAR



Use Hygienic Kalsomine'

this Spring. Would* not

fresh,bright, sanitaryWajls,

in rich, restful shadeS*givJ^'

you all much pleasure?

Hygienic Kalsomine is

within the reach of all.

Homes can be made
artistically beautiful at

small cost. Sufficient ma-

terial to completely de-

corate the walls and ceil-

ing of a 12x14 room
may be secured for only

$1.10. Any individual

taste can be satisfied as

there are many exclusive

shades.

Economical
Your painter can show

a 20% time saving in its

successful application, and
it covers all the way from
30% to 70% more surface

than other materials for

the purpose. It remains

sweet indefinitely, and will

not rub off.

Walls should be sanitary

as well as artistic. Nothing

i '.ehterrS Jjjt6tKe# composition of Hygienic

Kalsomine th^i«is«n
#
ot pure and healthful.

V* *•• A**.w«sl*knf>wh, odorless disinfectant incor-

'pofated*,* Means instaat death to all in-

,*.. fectious gerjri' life*. . «Read letters in next
• \ •••j» • ••• •• **\ ••

i..« G'oCumnJ "Safeguard the health of your

farhifyl 'and secure a charming, healthful

environment.

Get the Home Decorator—Gratis

We have prepared a helpful book "The
Home Decorator," which gives many
valuable decorating suggestions in colors.

Do not make any Spring plans until you
have seen this book. Ask your dealer

or write us.

Don't forget our Ad-el-ite Paint and
Varnish Remover. It is harmless, does

quick, clean work, and will not injure

subsequent coats of refinish.

Our Amyl-Vernir, a superior enamel,

stays white.

We manufacture everything in Paint

Specialties and Wood Finishing Materials.

" Hygienic Kalsomine tints the wall
That pleases all."

DEPARTMENT A

ADAMS & ELTINC CO.
7I6-T0-726 WASHINGTON BLVD- CHICAGO- U.S.A.

THE PROOF—Read these Letters.

B. S. Chemistry, University of Vermont.
B. S.in Chemistry, Mass. Inst, of Technology.

H. M. DEAVITT, Chemist
160 North 5th Avenue

Chicago, 111.

Chieago, April 5, 1912
To Master Painters and Decorators

—

This is to certify that I am familiar with the
formula used in Hygienic Kalsomine, manufac-
tured by Adams & Elting Co., Chicago, and can
say that this formula contains one of the strong-
est germicides and antiseptics known to chem-
ical science.
At their request I have personally seen this

germicidal substance incorporated into Hygienic
Kalsomine during its manufacture, and I know
positively that a disease germ could not live
in this preparation.

Yours very truly,

H. M. DEAVITT.

OFFICE AND LABORATORY
J. H. MATTHES 2049-2059 North Wood Street

Laboratory for Practical Research. Chicago

and Industrial Development Phone Monroe 2232

Adams & Elting Co., Chicago, April 10, 1912
722 Washington Blvd.,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen

—

We began testing your Hygienic Kalsomine
for its antiseptic qualities March, 1909, and have
come to the conclusion that germs will not grow
if they come in contact with surfaces that have
been coated with your Kalsomine.
We prepared one of our laboratories with a

light green shade of your Kalsomine and were
unable to grow germs in this room, while the
rooms that were not treated with your Hygienic
Kalsomine the bacteria flourished. We also
prepared cards with the different shades of your
Kalsomine and on these exposed various disease
producing organisms. We found that the germs
were killed in each case, as there was no growth
when they were transferred to culture media.
For the above purpose we used Tuberculo-

sis, Typhoid, Diphtheria and Staphylococci or
pus germs. This laboratory has concluded that
your Hygienic Kalsomine is a germicide.

Very truly yours,

J.H.M.-F.E.F. Signed J. H. MATTHES

m llllllllllllllllllllHIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIT
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MAY POULTRY-WORK
By E. 1. FARRINGTON

"Chicks hatched in May
Make hens that lay"

THE verse maker's doggerel is an ac-

curate statement in so far as it applies

to the smaller breeds. Leghorn, Ancona
and other Mediterranean pullets will begin

laying in October with ordinary care, if

hatched the first week in May. If grown
rapidly, they may start in September, but

this is not an end to be sought. September
eggs from pullets are likelv to be small

and unsatisfactory. Pullets beginning to

lay in the middle of October may be de-

pended upon to produce eggs of good size

and to make a creditable Winter record.

It is not unusual for even Plymouth Rocks,

Wyandottes and Rhode Island Reds to

commence laying before November when
hatched early in May.

Late hatched chicks are easier to raise

than the early birds, for they may be put

on the ground right away, and chickens

never thrive so well as when they have
solid earth under their feet. If the big

breeders are able to get their youngsters

into outdoor runs by the time the downy
birds are ten days old. they are happy, al-

though the month may be February.

It is an easy matter to supply the late

hatched chicks with green food, while if

they can be given a wide range, they will

get many bugs and worms to properly bal-

ance the grain rations. And a chick much
prefers balancing its own ration, rather

than to have some one balance it for him.

It is claimed, too, that there is commonly
a preponderance of pullets among the

chickens which are hatched as late as May.
It is one thing to hatch chicks and quite

another thing to raise them. Yet poultry-

men are learning the science of chick grow-
ing. Already they have found that close

attention to details is imperative, but that

coddling is a waste of time. A great ad-

vance was made when the old-fashioned

wet mash gave way to dry feeds. The
point for amateurs to remember now is not

to begin feeding too soon, to watch out for

lice and to avoid tainted ground.

There is no reason for feeding a chick-

before it is forty-eight hours old. In point

of fact, another twenty-four hours might

be added without harm, but the conscience

of the average amateur rebels at any
stretching of the two-day limit. The yolk

of the egg absorbed into the abdomen jus'

before the chicken is hatched contains a

large amount of nourishment for such a

tiny body.

I once heard of a man who got up at

night to feed his chickens an extra meal

by lamplight. That was wasteful coddling.

It is well to feed four or five times a day
for the first few days, but three times a

day soon becomes often enough. If a hen
is mothering the chicks, she usually will see

to it that they eat little the first two or

three days; she will eat the rations her-

lelf if necessary, or scratch the grain out

Use Oxide of Zinc Paints
Good Paint Costs Nothing (Dutch Proverb)

(^OOD PAINT is paint that effectively beautifies

and protect3 surfaces.

Unpainted structures rapidly deteriorate.

Good paint preserves them. Good paints all

contain Oxide of Zi?2C.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY
We do not make paint.

A list of paint manufactur-

ers sent free on request.

55 Wall Street, New York
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Pheasants and=
Wild Waterfowl 1 » ~» i*"*™

orders for eggs of a

great variety of pheasants and wild ducks for Spring and early

Summer delivery, including eggs of the Genuine English Gray
Call Ducks.

fl I also manufacture a full line of foods for the successful raising of

young pheasants and wild ducks and for feeding the old birds in the

pens all the year round. You really cannot afford to pass through
another breeding season without these foods.

Nearly Every Failure With These Birds I raise more pheas-

Can Be Traced To Mis- Feeding.
ants and real wid

9 ducks in captivity

every year than alt of the breeders in the United States
put together. There must be a reason why 1 am able to do this.

Write for price-lists, information, etc. Address Dept. A.

WALLACE EVANS
Game Propagating Farm, OAK PARK, ILL.

-C^<*v ^t^T

Bob White Quail

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies, Black Game, Wild Turkeys, Quails, Rabbits, Deer, etc.,
for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants, Peafowl, Swans,
Cranes, Storks, Ornamental Geese and Ducks, Foxes, Squirrels,
Ferrets, etc., and all kinds of birds and animals.

WILLIAM J. MACKENSEN, Naturalist

Dept. C YARDLEY. PA.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and

Geese, Flamingoes, Game and

Cage Birds.

Everything in the bird line from a
Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have

on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn.

Che
3&eal estate Jftart

For Rent
for the summer season. An
attractive studio house, com-
pletely furnished. All con-

veniences. Write for particulars, Box B. 773, N. Y.

Summit, New Jersey

pQ J SAI E *' extreme'v reasonable price and on mostU^IjLij
liberal terms to immediate purchaser.

House is uniquely situated in center of five acre court approached
through a driveway of beautiful old shade trees. One mile from
station. Colonial house, practically new, three baths. Fruit
trees, garden, regulation tennis court. Modern stable and other
outbuildings. Within reasonable distance of Baltusrol and
Canoe Brook Clubs. Owner's business compels immediate
change of residence. Ready for occupancy after April 10th.
R.C.WILSON, (Owner), Summit, N. J.

of sight. When a brooder is used, the
operator must depend upon his own intel-

ligence. In some instances, it seems to be
less than that of the hen.

When infertile eggs have been tested out
of an incubator, they may be boiled hard,
then crumbled without removing the shell,

and given as the first feeding, to be con-
tinued two or three days, with the addition
of granulated or pinhead oats or of rolled

oats. The egg is bv no means indispens-
able, however ; the oats make an excellent

first feed alone. After a few days finely

cracked corn and cracked wheat may be
fed.

The most common and perhaps the best

plan is to feed a good commercial chick
food after the first week, or even at the
start, without any preliminaries. At the

end of a week or ten days a dry mash
may be kept before the chickens at all

times. It may take the form of a commer-
cial growing feed or it may be simply wheat
bran with ten per cent, of beef scraps. It

is surprising to see the results sometimes
achieved with cracked corn, a very little

wheat, beef scraps and bran. To many
peoole such a simple feeding system seems
too easy to be dependable. One poultry-
man on my list feeds with a mash which
contains some twenty ingredients, but I

fail to obsrve that his birds are any stronger

or hardier than those of other breeders.

Fine, sharp grit and fresh water should
be ready by the time the first meal is

served. At least, that is the commonly ac-

cepted theory. Some iconoclasts give no
water for a week ; others dip the beak of
each chick into the water basin when it is

taken from the incubator. In any case,

the water receptacle should be so construc-
ted that the chickens cannot climb into it

and get a ducking before they get their

feathers. Some people use a saucer and
place a stone in the middle. There are chick
fountains in variety. The ten-cent stores

sell an excellent glass fountain for a dime.
It would be a pleasant thing if there

were no occasion to talk about lice, but
with thousands of chicks succumbing each
season to the ravages of these pests, the

subject is not one to be avoided. There
are several kinds of lice, all bad, but some
worse than others. Worst of all is the

kind which sticks to the head and is not
killed by the powder which will keep the
other kinds in subjection. A little lard or
vaseline—a wee bit, as Harry Lauder
would say—is the remedy to use for this

villain, being applied to the head of the
chick. Of course, incubator-hatched chicks

have no vermin at first. After a time they
seem to come, almost spontaneously.

Tainted ground means ground on which
poultry has been kept for several years and
which has not been properly renovated by
growing crops. It is the bane of the poultry
business. It has wrecked the hopes of
hundreds of amateurs, and scores of big

commercial plants have been driven to ruin

by it. By all means get the chicks onto
fresh ground—grass, if possible.

In some sections many chickens are lost

through the depredations of sharp-eyed
hawks. White chickens are somewhat at

a disadvantage on range because they are
easier for the hawks to spot. Heaps of
brush scattered about, in which the young-
sters may seek refuge when they see the

shadow of the big bird, help a little.

When there is a yard, wires or netting may
be stretched over it at intervals to inter-

cept the hawk when it makes its low sweep.
Guinea hens are valuable in the country,
for they are certain to give loud-voiced
warning when a hawk appears in sight.

After the season is somewhat advanced,

Beautiful Lawns
Lawns that are distinctive; that show early and

late and all of the time that they are different;
lawns of wonderful texture; a rich green, velvety
carpet out of doors; such lawns are made with

KflLflKfl
FERTILIZED QRflSS SEED

Expert b'endinK" of purest seed a of choice lawn grasses
in combination with specially prepared natural fertil-
izer insures best distribution and quick, strong germination.

Kalaka in 5 lb. boxes at $1.00 express prepaid East
or $1.25 West of Omaha. Special prices for quantities
of 50 lbs. and over. Order today.

Free Booklet "n™,2°^ake a L™-"
*-"^""n *—» valuable to every lawn

maker, sent free if you mention your dealer.

THE KALAKA CO., 1110 W. 35th Street, Chicago

•2SS SheepManur<
Dried and Pulverized

Unequalled for lawn, garden and field fertilizing. $4. (JO for large bbl.

prepaid East of Omaha. Ask for quantity prices and booklet.

THE PULVERIZED MANURE CO.. 21 Union Stock Yards, Chicago I

SMT-WHY PAY TWO PRICES FOR FENCES
We manufacture hundreds of de-

signs of ornamental fences, both

Wire and Iron Picket, Archea and

jJEntranceGates. "cheaper than wood,"

Jlfor lawns, churchea, cemeteries,

jjparks and factories, etc. <$if"Writi

iffor free catalog and special prices.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDRY AND FENCE CO.
L 2433 TiltfM *"«•' lodiimpolit, Indian*

Biltmore Nursery
issues four practical, help-
ful and interesting Cata-
logs; " Hardy Garden

Flowers," " Flowering Trees and Shrubs," "The Iris Catalog"
and "The Biltmore Nursery Catalog. " Any one free.
BILTMORE NURSERY Box 1554, Biltmore, N. C.

Hill's Evergreens Grow
Beautify your home. Plant Hill Evergi
We are evergreen specialists, not only in

;

ingbutin planting1 artistic effects, Prices low-

est—quality considered. Don't risk failure

—

Get Hill's Free Evergreen Book. Write today.

Expert advice FREE!
D. Hill Nursery Co. Inc., Evergreen Specialists

261 Cedar Street, Dundee, III.

"EASY-EMPTYING"
Grass Catcher

Prevents damage to grass roots caused by
raking. Avoids unnecessary work. Saves
time. Keeps your lawn smooth and velvety.

Easily attached to any mower.
"Just lift it off to empty."
NON-SLIP BOTTOM,

is the new strong 1913 feature

—

prevents grass sliding forward.
Front flange keeps grass out of
roller of mower. New hook
brackets prevent catcher jump-
ing off when mowing a terrace.

Ask your hardware dealer to show
you or write for free booklet " Use-
ful things for the Lawn."

Specialty Mfg. Co.
1046 Raymond Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

M ML

dreer:s

describing nearb^SOO of

~ ifhoicest sorts of all types,
,

, beautifully illustrates

f COPIES FREF. ON REQUEST

HENRY A. DREJER

M
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POMPEIIAN BRONZE
SCREEN CLOTH

LASTS AS LONG AS YOUR HOUSE

The First Fly
in the spring— harbinger of the swarms
of winged germ-bearing pests to come

—

will find you always prepared to bar his

entrance if your screens are filled with

POMPEIIAN BRONZE
SCREEN CLOTH

No painting ever necessary — just

take your screens filled with Pompeiian
Bronze from their winter storage and
install them.

This screen cloth of sterling worth is

woven of wire drawn from billets of

solid bronze (90 " pure copper).

Its bare strands cannot rust. Barring
fire or accident, no renewals ever
necessary.

Pompeiian Bronze Screen Cloth has
high tensile strength, therefore no sag-

ging as with its substitutes.

The genuine has a removable red
string woven into selvage. Look for it.

If your dealer won't supply you, we will

promptly.
Send for out Boo\

Clinton Wire Cloth Co.

First Power Loom Weavers

69 Sterling St., Clinton, Mass.

Makers of Clinton Wire Lathing and

Clinton Electrically Welded Fabric for

Reinforcing Concrete. Both recognized as standards

by leading arcSitects and engineers on both continents

CYCLONE
LAWN FENCE

is the highest grade fence
on the market, heavier, stronger
and closer spaced than any other
—rust-proof, durable, and made
by the exclusive Cyclone meth-
od of weaving which makes it

sag-proof.

Cyclone Fence
COSTS LESS than inferior
makes because it is made in

enormous quantities in one of
the biggtst fence factories on
earth.

CYCLONE VICTOR
FARM GATES

are heavily galvanized,
built for strength, reliability and
convenience. Heavy tubular
steel frames and rust-proof
fabric. Double raising device ;

automatic stock-proof lock ; ad-
justable 3tretcher-bar holds fab-

ht and leaves frame free from holes that weaken it.

! Catalog and information FREE. Write today

CYCLONE FENCE COMPANY
87 WAUKEGAN, ILL.

I

the chickens may be allowed to run in the

corn, and there is no better or safer place

for them. One prominent breeder of fancy

fowls makes a practice of placing all his

chickens in little coops along the side of a

corn field. Then he feels a reasonabe de-

gree of security when he goes to town.

When chickens are yarded, one or two
often seem to develop an early disposition

to fly out: Unless their flight feathers are

clipped, they will come to cause consider-

able trouble not only by habitually scaling

the fences themselves, but by teaching

other birds to follow their example.
In order that they may be moved about

easily, small, light coops are advised for

growing chicks, except when they are

brooded and reared in colony houses. A
kind of wall board is now being used by
some breeders. It is light, as a matter of

course, and said to be waterproof.

A very serviceable coop may be made by
covering a light wooden frame with chicken

wire and fastening a good grade of roofing

paper over it. The expense of such a pen

is small and it will last for several years.

A large poultry house made in this way has

been used in a suburb of Boston for seven

years and is in pretty good condition yet.

The Summer coop should be well ven-

tilated ; in warm weather the open front

type is by all odds the best. A floor is

not needed. It is better not to have one,

indeed, if the coop is to be moved at fre-

ouent intervals. Over-crowding is to be

avoided ; it is better to raise a few good

birds than twice as many poor ones.

Chickens kept in crowded quarters are not

likely to become strong and vigorous. The
chicken houses on some plants seem pat-

terned after the tenement houses in the

big, congested cities. And the results are

as bad for poultry as for people.

If the young chickens and the mature

fowls have a common feeding ground, as

often is the case, the youngtsers stand a

poor chance in competition with their

elders. The best plan under such circum-

stances is to make a crate in which the

chickens may be fed, the bars being far

enough apart to admit the young stock but

too close together to let the older birds

through. Then the chicks will be able to

eat their meals in peace. An old straw-

berry crate will answer the purpose very

well. This plan may be followed, also,

when it is found that the stronger chickens

in a flock are crowding the weaker ones

away from the feeding dishes. When it

comes to obeying primodel instincts chick-

ens and humans have much in common.
Green food the chicks must have and

May is a good month in which to provide

for it by planting Dwarf Essex rape. Be-
sides being a satisfactory green ration for

both chickens and laying hens, rape grows
very rapidly and will quickly develop new
leaves as fast as the others are removed, so

that one planting will be sufficient for a

season. As a pound is enough for a

quarter acre, very little seed is needed for

a few rows. The plants should be treated

practically the same as cabbage. A plant-

ing of kale will provide green food to re-

place the rape when the latter ceases to

be palatable in the fall and will last well

into the Winter, not being injured by fairly

hard frosts. There are tall and dwarf va-
rieties, both being handsome enough to

grow for foliage plants and supplying a

large amount of chicken greens. The
chickens need not have a monopoly of it,

either; kale is delicious after it has been
touched by a light frost.

The famous Berry IVagon. which children for three
generations have delighted in. Ask for it.

A Pretty Home Is

A Well-Finished Home

A poor finish on walls,

floors and wood-
work will spoil the

appearance of a home just

as a poor complexion will

spoil the appearance of a

pretty face.

KERRY
-Lrothers'

VARNISHES

And sometimes the finish which looks
good at the start soon begins to whiten,
crack and mar.

When you select Berry Brothers'
Varnishes you don't have to worry about
appearance or wear. We have been
making varnishes for 55 years, and every
one of our products has stood the
severest tests of long use.

We should like to send you, free, an
interesting booklet on home varnishing.

Just write and tell us what your problems
are—even though you only want to finish

a single room. But when you buy
varnish, look for our label and our name.

BERRYBROTHERS
Established 1858

Factories: Detroit. Mich . and Walkerville. Ont.

Branches: New York. Boston. Philadelphia.
Baltimore. Chicago, Cincinnati. St. Louts. San
Francisco. London. England.
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A Practical Demonstration
The photograph reproduced here shows Twenty Carloads

of Coldwell Combination Rollers and Motor Lawn Mowers in

the Company's factory at Newburgh, New York—sold and wait-

ing shipment.
This represents only a part of what the Coldwell Company has manu-

factured and sold this year.

In the parks of Greater New York alone there are today more than
20 of these Mowers. There are 6 in the Cleveland, O., parks ; 4 on
the Capitol grounds in Washington, D. C.

Throughout the country at large there are more than 1 ,000 in use.

Still others are being shipped to England, South America, the Philippines,

Australia, India—all over the world.
There could be no better proof of the worth and the quality of the

Coldwell Combination Roller and Motor Lawn Mower.
For use on large stretches of turf, it is the best and most economical

machine ever made.

A catalogue of the complete

Coldwell line, horse and hand, as

well as motor mowers— 150

different styles and sizes - will

be sent prepaid on request, to-

gether with practical booklet on

The Care of Lawns. It will pay

you to write today.

"Always Use the BEST. The BEST is the Cheapest. Coldwell
Lawn Mowers are the BEST."

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER COMPANY

Demount-
able— Cutter
Horse Mower

Philadelphia NEWBURGH, NEW YORK Chicago

HOMES • OF

CHARACTER-

19l3-"HOMES OF CHARACTER"-Edition
The most complete book for homebuilders ever published, 128 New House

Designs. (Cost to build $500 to $15,000.) 354 Illustrations of Interiors, Ex-
teriors and Furnishings. 11 Color Plates of Interiors. 150 Pages of Articles

on how to Finance, Plan, Build and Equip your new home. 320 Pages, bound
in cloth with art cover. Sent prepaid for $1 .00. Sample pages 2c. stamp.

JOHN HENRY NEWSON, (Inc.), Architect
1031 Williamson Building Cleveland, Ohio

Plant for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with the largest stock that can be secured ! It takes many years to

grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that

give an immediate effect. Price List gives complete information.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
WM. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor

Box
N

CHESTNUT HILL
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LAWN SOILS AND LAWNS

THIS season of the year, when the resi-

dents of the cities and suburbs are look-

ing at their lawns with a view of repairing

them for the Summer months, it is well to

examine the soil to a depth of from twelve

to twenty four inches to see if there are

any bricks, tin cans, boards and other

coarse building debris. The Bureau of

Soils, United States Department of Agri-

culture, says in a Farmers' Bulletin that the

reason that grass does not thrive well on

the average city lawn is that the majority

of them have a filler of this kind of rubbish

and of course grass will not grow on such

infertile material.

"A lawn is the accompaniment of every

effort on the part of man to beautify the

surroundings of his abiding place," says the

Bulletin. "The great increase of interest

in suburban and rural life has caused a cor-

responding increase of interest in matters

pertaining to the making and maintenance
of lawns. Suburban railways, the exten-

sion of electric lines into the country, and
the return of man to natural ways of living

are all factors contributing to the growing
interest in matters pertaining to lawn mak-
ing.

"In general a lawn should be beautiful

and it should be useful. Its beauty depends
upon the contour of the land, the color

and texture of the grass and the uniformity

of the turf. The use of the lawn is to

provide a suitable setting for architectural

adornment and landscape planting. Every
device should be employed when working
with small areas of ground to give the

lawn as great extent as possible. The build-

ings should be well back, the foundation not

too high and the grading of the ground
should be slightly convex—that is, a gently

convex, rolling surface from the base of

the foundation to the street line, rather

than concave.

"Bricks, flat tins, boards and other coarse

building debris found in nearly all small

lawns in the city are very detrimental to

the proper movement of soil fluid. The
downward movement of water is not seri-

ously impeded by such materials and is

probably facilitated. The moisture moves
downward until it encounters a brick, for

instance, at a distance of three or four

inches below the soil level. The water
meets with no difficulty in getting to the

edge of the brick and then goes nearly

straight downward, thus leaving the soil

immediately below the brick unsupplied

from this new water influx. Now, when
the opposite movement of soil fluid begins,

the water moves upward until it encounters

the brick, and the soil immediately above
the brick, which has in the meantime dried

out, remains unsupplied with moisture, so

that the grass suffers and dries out during

a critical dry spell. Bad spots in small city

lawns are more often than not found to

be due to some such impediment to the

movement of capillary water.

"A lawn soil should have a good supply

of moisture at all times. It should be able

to take care of excess during the wet season

by drainage and during the dry season be

able to supply stored up moisture from its

depths. This adequate water supply is the

principal factor in grass growth and the

one most difficult to control in a poor soil.

It is more important than any added fer-

tilizer and cannot be compensated for bv the

addition of any amount or kind of chemical
plant food. All suggestions regarding lawn
soils, their texture, selection and manipula-
tion have been made with one end in view

—

the creating and maintaining of an adequate
water supply in as natural a manner as pos-

sible. If this water supply is maintained
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effectually by a normal soil, the natural pro-

cesses which go hand in hand with it, such

as proper bacterial activity, aeration and

oxidation, soil sanitation, and the supply of

plant food generally, are also sufficient for

a healthy growth of good greensward."

A soil well adapted to lawns should con-

sist of clay. silt, very rine sand, medium

sand, coarse sand and fine gravel. It is

this difference in the size of soil particles

and in the Droportions in which they are

present in soils that has given rise to the

different classes of agricultural soils, such

as the clays, clav loams, sands and sandy

loams. This difference determines the tex-

ture of the soil. The texture is a particu-

larlv important factor in a successful lawn,

as it has a very marked influence on the

kind of grasses or combination of grasses

and clovers best suited to the soil; on its

abilitv to hold sufficient moisture to carry

the grass through a prolonged drought ;
on

the ease of establishing good natural drain-

age; on the account of aeration, and on

other requirements.

The clay soil usually makes very strong

lawn soils', giving a dense sod. The clay

loam soils, when well drained and carefully

handled, are well suited for the establish-

ment of an excellent greensward. The silt

loam soils are ideally adapted to lawn mak-

ing but they must have good drainage and

be liberally' supplied with organic matter.

The loam soils, when they have good drain-

age and contain sufficient organic matter

will maintain good lawns. The coarse,

sandy soils are unsuitable for lawn pur-

poses, although certain grasses will grow

upon them. A fair lawn may be established

on soils of the fine sandy type by paying

especial attention to the preparation of the

soil and by the introduction of manure or

green manure together with bone phos-

phate and lime in some cases and copi-

ous watering during the dry seasons. The

sandy loam soils make very good lawns

when well drained and well supplied with

organic matter.

"Since the lawn is intended to be a per-

manent feature of the decoration of the

place, its endurance or span of life is of

utmost importance. In general, grass seeds

are small and the surface seed bed for the

reception of these seeds need not be more

than one inch in depth ; but since the

grasses as they become established, send

out long lateral feeding roots, it is necessary

that the soil area available for these plants

should be as great as possible. This object

can only be obtained by deep cultivation and

thorough preparation of at least eight or

ten inches of the surface soil. The soil

to this depth should be made rich and put

into an ideal condition for the development

of plant roots.

"Since the lawn is a permanent feature, it

is hardly possible to make the soil for the

reception of the lawn too rich. Stable man-
ure which has been thoroughly composted

and rotted, and which is as free as possible

from detrimental weed seeds, is undoubt-

edly the best material to use in producing

the desired fertility of the soil. Forty to

sixty loads of well-decomposed stable man-
ure are not too much to use upon an acre of

land designed for the greensward.

"Not all grasses are adapted to lawn mak-
ing. Only -uch kinds as are capable of

making a close turf are ideal for lawns.

Most grasses which have creeping root

stocks, short joints, and produce long, nar-

row leaves in abundance about the crown
of the plant adapt themselves well to lawn
making. Besides this, a desirable lawn
:---

'r-, a pleasing color, which doe-

not change decidedly from season to season,

is drought resistant, responds quickly to a

change of conditions from Winter to

The Perfect
Food Tonic

:

All the nutritive elements of the best Ameri-

can Barley and the aromatic, nerve-quieting tonic

properties of the choicest Saazar Hops are scientific-

ally combined in

TRADE MARK

I ANHEUSER-BUSCH'S

k-ftHk,,.: u
_r«''i"..LH.:DH;iK;'4 '•'„,.

A predigested liquid food, acceptable to

the weakest stomach; strengthening conva-

lescents, weak or anaemic, building up the

overworked and nerve-tired; invigorating

old age.

Of greatest value to nursing mothers.

Malt-Nvtrine contains 14Vz% of

Malt Solids and 1 9 *>/ wo% of Alcohol.

Declared by U. S. Internal Revenue
Department a Pure Malt Product and
NOT an Alcoholic Beverage.

Sold by druggists and grocers.

A postal brings a beautifully illus-

trated Malt-Nutrine Booklet FREE—
well worth reading.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, ST. LOUIS, MO.

1
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MAK-rGRO
ODORLESS PLANT FOOD

A 5 lb. Bag $1.00 Delivery Paid by Us
For the Smaller Operations of the Home and Garden

EARLY-CROP
ODORLESS FERTILIZER
A 100 lb. Bag $3.75 f.o.b. Factory, Farmingdale, N. J.

For More Extensive Planting and Gardening Operations
Write for Prices on Lots of a Quarter-Ton to a Carload v

OUTDOOR EXERCISE *• A 100 LB. «AG OP EARLY-CROP ODORLESS
FERTILIZER will produce a Beautiful Lawn, and an abundance of Fine
Vegetables, Flowers and Shrubbery- over a Plot of 6000 to 7S"0 Square Feet

ORDER AT ONCE—YOU NEED IT NOW
A Copy of our UNIQUE GARDEN AND PLANTING CALENDAR with an

order lor either of our product* as mentioned above

Write for our latent Booklet "GARDEN CI.UBS-THE KITCHEN GARDEN the
PUOWER GARDEN and the LAWN" by George T.Powell, Agricultural and

Horticultural Expert

CONSUMERS FERTILIZER COMPANY
New York — Longacre Building, 42 Street Si Broadway—Suite

J

Shown with cover

plates removed

/ Don't Shovel
Ashes Any More !

It fills the basement and the

whole house with Ash-Dust
and is an absolutely unneces-

sary labor — dirty, tiresome

and disgusting.

The Sharp Rotary
Ash Receiver

receives the ashes direct from the heater by gravity, and
holds the accumulation of 6 to 12 weeks. Dust tight, fire-

proof. Sanitary; saves 90% of the work. For every type of

heater in new or old buildings.

Write today for catalog and full information. Good
territory still open for agents of proven ability.

The W. M. Sharp Co., 181 Park Ave., Binghamton, N.Y.

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet have your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

lt-ftf Cmmltfut Htrdwart SftlthUi, Frt$.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
a.** Manufacture NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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No more lifting

—

carrying

—

lugging
water for drinking,

washing, bathing,
fire-fighting. Just step to the
faucet and turn on hot or cold
water. What a satisfaction to

Have RunningWater
Everywhere

in bathroom, kitchen, stable, wherever it's con-
venient or necessary. A twist of the wrist
will give it to you if you install the convenient

W DOUGLAS m
PNEUTrtNK ST5TEH

It is easy to install, simple to manage, cheap
to purchase and needs next to no repair*.

Can't freeze, burst, or spoil walls or building.

Enjoy life with running water close at home.

In the Pneutank System the pressure is always
sufficient to throw a good stream to the top of

barn or ridgeboard of your house. It has

many advantages over attic reservoirs, wind
power towers and tanks.

Write now for

Douglas* Free Book
It's a Great Help

to people living in the country or suburban
districts, as it explains in detail all the advantages

and economy of operat-
ing a Douglas Pneutank
Water System. Write
for book on a postal

and mail it NOW to

W.& B.Douglas

180 William Street

Middletown, Conn.

Pump Makers for 81 Years

Send tor catalogue A JH for pergolas, sun di.ilsand garden
furniture or A 40 of wood columns

Hartmann-Sanders Co.
Exclusive Manufacturers of

ROLL'S PATENT LOCKJOINT COLUMNS

Suitable for

PERGOLAS, PORCHES or

INTERIOR USE

ELSTON and WEBSTER AVES.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Eastern Office:

1123 Broadway, New York City

Spring, and bears repeated clippings with a

lawn mower. The requirements of these

grasses are exceedingly exacting, and it is

not surprising to find the list of such grasses

a comparatively short and meager one.

"In procuring seed for a lawn, too great

care cannot be exercised. Pure seed, of

high germination, is of great importance in

securing a good stand of grass. Pure seed

is the keynote to a clean lawn, provided

the work of preparing the land has been
sufficiently done. Thorough preparation

involves not merely the mechanical treat-

ment of the soil to reduce it to a proper

seed bed, but the use of weed-free manure
and the adoption of a course of treatment

previous to preparing for the lawn which
shall serve to eradicate weeds. Such prepa-

ration, coupled with pure seed, should give a

satisfactory stand of grass which shall need

only the usual care necessary to maintain

a lawn after it is once established. Too
much cannot be said in favor of securing

pure seed, and, if possible, specially selected

seed. This is of course *of considerable

importance with light seeds like bluegrass,

red top, and seeds of the bent grasses. In

the case of bluegrass, select seed weighs

about twenty-two pounds to the bushel,

while the ordinary grade of bluegrass, al-

though it may be called pure, averages

about twelve pounds to the bushel.

"It is better to use an excessive amount
of seed and allow natural selection to elimi-

nate the weak specimens rather than to seed

sparsely with the hope that the natural

habits of the plants will be sufficient to en-

able them to take possession of the entire

area.

"Bluegrass, bent grass, and the fescues,

if used in combination, should be sown at

the rate of three to five bushels of seed

to the acre. Bluegrass, if used alone,

should not be used at a rate less than fifty

pounds to the acre, while seventy pounds is

better. White clover, if added to the col-

lection of the above-named sorts, should

be used at the rate of one peck to the

acre. Upon sandy or gravelly lands and in

Spring seeding white clover is an important

factor, because it germinates quickly and
covers the ground, affording protection and
presenting an attractive appearance earlier

than is possible by the use of other grasses.

White clover, too, is able to re-establish it-

self very quickly after periods of severe

drought, and until the bluegrass, redtop,

bent grass and fescues become thoroughly
established, the white clover will usually be

in the ascendancy. As the turf-forming
habits of the other grasses become more
marked, however, the white clover will

gradually disappear and give place to the

other more permanent grasses."

A SWIMMING POOL AT HOME
By JOSEPH B. PEARMAN

NO one adjunct of a country home is

productive of more pleasure than a

swimming pool and possibly none can be

obtained at an expense so trivial. A home
may be miles from the ocean or so far

from the sea that it cannot catch the wind
off the ocean ; or else its location may be
inland or so far from any body of water
that open bathing is possible. A swimming
pool may be constructed anywhere and its

possession makes possible many of the

pleasures of the seashore or of the lake.

The swimming pool is gaining in popu-
larity everywhere and its success consti-

tutes its strongest argument for its wider
use. It might be supposed that a swimming
pool would be a luxury; appropriate only
upon an extensive country estate, but pos-
sibly the most successful swimming pools

and certainly those which afford the great-

Sewage Disposal
Without Sewer

AUTOMATIC STACK INLET
' SIPHON OUTIET FROM BOUSE

-•_, ANDREWS
•J'ttL SliPTICT/

,

?lVVAGE DISPOSAL
MINNEAPOLIS

THE Andrews Steel Septic Tank and Syphon Discharge
solves the problem of suburban home sewage disposal,
doing away entirely with unsanitary cesspools ancf out-

houses. It is all complete and ready to connect to the main waste
of the plumbing system. Made of steel plate and scientifically
designed to allow bacterial action to perfectly reduce organic
matter to harmless liquids which are then automatically dis-
charged onto a filter bed. Lasts as long as house and requires
practically no attention. Inexpensive. Write for folder and
prices. If not sold by your dealer we will supply you.

Andrews Heating Co.
1337 Heating Building

Minneapolis Minnesota

Send me
1 cents

and the names
and addresses

of two of your
friends who
love choice
flowers, and I

will mail you 30
seeds of the fra-

grant and beautiful

Giant Marguerite
Carnation

which blooms in four months from the
time of sowing. I will also send you
my bargain collection of Spencer Sweet
Peas, Giant Orchids, flowering type,

Nasturtiums, Dwarf Chameleon,
mixed, Royal Show Pansies, Asters,
finest mixed.

Seeds
that succeed

Seeds carefully selected from the

choicest of plants, chosen for their

sturdy growth, are the kind that I sell

and have sold for the past twenty years.

This is why my list of customers in-

creases each year and numbers thousands
of enthusiastic flower and plant lovers

all over the country.

With the seeds I'll mail you my book "Floral
Culture," which tells you HOW to successfully

grow flowers from my seeds. It will enable you to

have flower beds that will be your constant delight and
envy of your neighbors. This book alone is worth
many times the cost of ten cents to you. My 20th
Annual Catalog will be sent with it.

Miss C. H. Lippincott
Pioneer Seedswoman Oept.313 Hudson, Wis.

Miss C. H. Lippincott

Pioneer Seedswoman
Dept. ?13 Hudson,Wis.

Dear Miss Lippincott

For the enclosed 10 cents,

and names of two flower-loving

friends, please send the flowers

offered above; also your catalog

and "Floral Culture."
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est pleasure to their owners are parts of

homes of moderate or very small cost. In-

genuity counts for more than mere dollars

and cents.

In arranging a swimming pool its loca-

tion must be carefully considered. It

should naturally be placed in a part of the

grounds where at least some degree of

privacy may be secured. "Where the

grounds do not extend over a great era

the swimming pool may be so screened by

planting that the necessary privacy may be

obtained : the spot may be surrounded by

tall growing shrubbery or a clipped hedge

or else by trellises over which vines may be

grown. The space between the pool and

the surrounding shrubbery may be covered

with grass and its smooth green surface

will add much to the beauty of the spot.

For the convenience of neighbors a shelter

of some kind should be provided. Such a

shelter may be constructed of wood treated

in almost any way ; nothing would be more
appropriate than one of rustic work or

covered with birch bark, or even of shingles

either stained or weathered.

If the country house should be so for-

tunate as to have a small stream flowing

through its grounds, the problem may be

greatly simplified ; for thus would be solved

the problem of water supply which is some-

times the detail most difficult of solution.

Where this natural means of water supply

is not available one must naturally depend

upon the source which supplies the water

for other departments of the country home.
A very successful swimming pool was once

constructed by merely broadening out one

spot in its course. The stream therefore

flowed through the swimming pool, and as it

was sheltered beneath over-hanging bowers
of several old trees, its aspect was very

rural.

The demensions of a swimming pool must,

of course, depend very largely upon con-

ditions which vary so greatly that size

must be determined by circumstances. This

may also be said of the depth, although

some very successful swimming pools are

so arranged that they incline, being about

three feet deep at one end and eight or

ten feet deep at the opposite end, so that

those not yet able to swim and also those

more experienced bathers may find the pool

equally attractive. A spring board which
may be easily arranged, by using a plank of

oak or pine, and would, of course, add
greatly to the enjoyment of the bathers

either large or small.

In this day of the manufacturing of all

kinds of concrete, cement and other plastic

materials, the problem of a material for

use in building a swimming pool need not

be difficult. Concrete is frequently used
and in other instances the walls are merely
bricked up ; the floors being also made of

brick with the surface covered with cement.
Tile in its various forms may be used and in

fact almost any material which presents a

surface easily kept clean would be suitable.

Care must be taken to provide some plan

by which the water may be frequently re-

newed. It is therefore necessary to arrange
an outlet by which the pool may be readily

drained. Such an outlet would, of course,

be at the bottom of the tank while the pipes

supplying fresh water would be at the top.

A few years since the planning of a coun-
try home made necessary the removal of an
old building resting upon a stone founda-
tion and having a cellar about nine feet

deep. When the super-structure had been
removed the workmen were about to dis-

mantel the heavy and solid masonery when
it was seen that a wonderful opportunity for

:mming pool was afforded. The old
cellar was floored with white concrete, the

"Mamma's gone away — and I don't care!"

Neither does Mamma — this floor is finished with "61" Floor
Varnish. It is water-proof, heel-proof and mar-proof.
"61" Floor Varnish gives a tough, durable

finish that does not scratch nor show heel marks
on old or new floors and linoleums. Withstands
repeated washing and requires almost no care

at all. Easy to apply and hard to wear out.

Send for Free Floor Booklet and Sample Panel

finished with "61" and test it yourself. Hit it

with a hammer— you may dent the wood but the

varnish won't crack. Another booklet, Deco-

rative Interior Finishing will interest you.

Sent free upon request.

Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products are used by painters, specified

Address all inquiries to Pratt & Lambert- Inc., 119 Tonawanda St.,

The delightful simplicity of your woodwork
and furniture made white with Vitralite, The
Long-Life IVhite Enamel, will gratify your sense

of true "homey-ness" at small cost. Vitralite

will not crack nor chip.

Vitralite Booklet and Sample Panel
showing its porcelain-like gloss, sent free.

Vitralite is easy to apply and does not show
brush marks nor turn yellow, whether used
inside or outside, on wood, metal or plaster.

Absolutely waterproof.

by architects, sold by paint and hardware dealers everywhere.
Buffalo, N.Y. In Canada, 63 Courlwrighl St., Bridgeburg, Ont.

LONG-UFEWHITE ENAMEL

/" Choicest Bulbs Grown in Holland
Imported for YOU

We import the finest bulbs grown—sound, large, and full of vitality. The
bulbs come from Holland's quality bulb fields, and are offered at prices usually

paid for ordinary stock. Don't buy elsewhere until you've heard our story.

Send for Catalog Now—as all orders must be on hand by July 1st for

Fall delivery.

QUALITY BULB CO.
826 C of C Building Rochester, N. Y

Send for

Catalog

Start a Fernery
Brighten up the deep, shady nooks on your lawn, or that dark
porch corner—just the places for our hardy wild ferns and wild flower
collections. We have been growing them for 25 years and know

what varieties are suited to your conditions. Tell us the kind
of soil you have—light, sandy, clay—and we will advise you.

Gillett's Ferns and Flowers
will give the charm of nature to your yard. These include not only hardy wild
ferns, but native orchids, and flowers for wet and swampy spots, rocky hillsides

and dry woods. We also grow such hardy flowers as primroses, campanulas,
digitalis, violets, hepaticas, trilliums, and wild flowers which require open sunlight
as well as shade. If you want a bit of an old-time wildwood garden, with flowers
just as Nature grows them—send for our new catalogue and let us advise you
what to select and how to succeed with them.

EDWARD GDLLETT, Box D, Southwlck, Mass.
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The Power of Silent Service
If the crowd on the stock exchange

kept quiet and let one man talk, that

man could be heard in every corner

of the room. But the shouting mem-
bers produce a composite of sound,

so that no one trader is understood
except by a small group around a

particular trading post

If everyone were able to shout
twice as loud, the result would be only

a greater noise, and less intelligible.

For communication to be universal

there must be silent transmission. In

a noisy stock exchange where the

voice, unaided, cannot be understood

across the room, there are hundreds
of telephones which carry speech

half way across the continent.

American Telephone an

The telephone converts the spoken
words into silent electrical impulses.

In a single Bell telephone cable, a
hundred conversations can be carried

side by side without interference, and
then distributed to as many different

cities and towns throughout the land.

Each conversation is led through a

system of wire pathways to its

proper destination, and whispers its

message into a waiting ear.

Silent transmission and the inter-

connecting lines of the Bell System
are indispensable for universal tele-

phone service.

Without such service, our cities

would beslowof speech and theStates

would be less closely knit together.

d Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

Everv Bell Telephone is the Centre of the System

12 Bungalow Plans

FREE
With One Year's Subscription to

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

An indispensable guide to an ideal home. It has solved all the problems
and knows just what you want. It takes up in detail the construction, decoration
and furnishing of real Bungalow Homes. Profusely illustrated with splendid
photographs of the newest ideas in bungalow construction including exteriors,
interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes to the
reader each month with a wealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you
many times ics cost for a whole year. Full working drawings, specifications and complete bill of material for one
bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable estimate of its cost, is an invaluable
feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a
life's work-the building of a real home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU,

Twelve Magazines, Twelve Working Drawings, Twelve tfJO ftft
Specifications, and Twelve Bills of Material for *P£*\J\J

Send Coupon Now—TODAY
BUNGALOW PUBLISHING CO., Inc. Seattle, Washington
For the enclosed $2.00 send me Bungalow Magazine for one year beginning with the— issue. It is understood that I shall receive
each month a complete working plan for one Bungalow, including specifications and bill of material. ($2.50 in Canada, Foreign $3.00)

Name Street

Town State

stone walls both inside and out with snow
white cement. At one end a series of steps
was built. Due provision was made for
filling and draining the space and the result
is a swimming pool, the cost of which was
out of all proportion to the pleasure and
helpful recreation which its use affords.
Later on the pool was covered with glass
being enclosed in a structure not unlike a
conservatory. A space of some six feet
extended on all sides of the pool, spread
with mats and arranged with cane chairs
and settees where the people take sun baths,
and this pool which is now used twelve
months during the year is one of the most
attractive features of a wonderfully inter-
esting estate.

The possessor of a swimming pool may
go during the first fresh hours of a Sum-
mer morning into a spot where high walls of
glowing greenery surround a pool filled with
fresh, clear water. A plunge into its cool
depths will immediately refresh and in-
vigorate, and bring into action every energy
of the body. Those most enthusiastic re-
garding home swimming pools are those
who are fortunate possessors and their ex-
piession of satisfaction based on experience
should be incentive to owners of country
homes everywhere, especially in suburbs
where their is ample space for such an
occasion of everlasting enjoyment for all

members of the family both large and small.

THE PALETTE OF THE ILLUMIN-
ATOR FROM THE SEVENTH
TO THE END OF THE FIF-

TEENTH CENTURY

IN the opening lecture given at the Royal
Academy of Arts last year, Dr. Laurie,

according to an article in Nature, dealt
with the question of the history of the pig-
ments used at various times by painters,
bringing together such information as could
be obtained by a literary inquiry. Since
then he has made an examination with the
microscope of a large number of illuminated
manuscripts at the British Museum, the
Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, and the
Edinburgh University Library, from the
seventh to the end of the fifteenth cen-
tury. The result of this examination has
made it possible to identify the larger num-
ber of pigments used, and classify them
according to the centuries and according to
different countries, Byzantine, Irish,
French, English, Italian, and German man-
uscripts having been examined.
The general results are to show that dur-

ing these centuries the palette was prac-
tically confined to vermillion, whether nat-
ural or artificial, red lead, orpiment, ultra-
marine and ultramarine ash, azurite, mala-
chite, natural and artificial, verdigris, lakes,
and preparations of the nature of Tyrian
purple, with the addition of a remarkable
transparent green used from the eighth to
the fourteenth century, which owes its pig-
mentary value to copper, although it has
not been possible to determine exactly the
nature of the compound. A green closely
resembling it in appearance and properties
can,

_
however, be prepared by dissolving

verdigris in Canada balsam or other semi-
liquid pine resins. In no case were any
specimens of the Egyptian blue which was
used so largely in classical times found on
the manuscripts. It therefore seems prob-
able that the method of manufacture of this
copper silicate was lost before the seventh
century.

In addition to these pigments, earth
colors were occasionally used, and there are
rarely present some pigments which it is

difficult to classify. The lake used after
the thirteenth century is closely matched by
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Stained with Cabot's Shingle Stains
Fisher & Laurie, Architects, Omaha, yep.

Cabot'sShingle Stains
For Shingles, Siding, Clapboards, Tim-
bers, and All Other Outside Woodwork.

Costs less than half as much as paint.

Can be put on twice as fast, halving the labor cost.

The colors are softer, richer and more beautiful.

They wear as well as the best paint.

They are made of Creosote, " the best wood pre-

servative known."
Have been proved in every climate for thirty years.

You can get Cabot's Stains all over the country.
1 Sendforfree samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg. Chemists
131 Milk Street Boston, Mass.

SUN
DIALS
Any Latitude

A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-
let, "WHERE SUN DIALS
ARE MADE," sent upon
request. Estimates furnished.

Ask for Booklet No. 5 (

E. B. MEYROWITZ, 237 Fifth Ave., New York
Branches: New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Pari*

PrivateWater Supply Plants

WATER SUPPLY
KEWANEC WATER SUPPLY CO.

NEW YORK CITY KEWANEE .ILL.
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RATS KILLED P V SCIENCE
DANYSZ VIRUS is a
Bacteriological Preparation

AND NOT A POISON—Harm le«i to Animal* other than Dome
like rodenti. Rodtnu die in the open. For a imali home, 1 tube,

75e; ordinary dwelling, 3 tnbea. $1.75; larger place— for each 5,000

•q. ft. floor apace, oae 1 dozen, $6.00. Send now.
IaWepesdent CkemicaJ Compaar 72 Front Street, New York

SHETLAND & WELSH PONIES
l- PINE HILL FARM, 253 Forest St. , Medford, Mass.

' Jrumps KINDS
CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hanger*

Write for Circular! and Price*

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Work*

About Mushrooms
How to really make big money in

EOoshrooms, 13 folly explained in the
wonderful book, "The Truth About
HttAnoma/* a e7*atrev>lutir>oary improvement,
things many irroweranever knew bef'.rs. E'ery-

tfeina; explained from A to Z, at firsthand, from
tbe greatest praetical authority in America. Add
$10 Ui I7u a week to your ineotfle. Demand ex-

eeeda Buppl7. Or'.w m cellars, sheds, hoxefl, etc
Small oap-tal to start. Profit* oicrecT and < uicVer.

tmf MM can H it. "Women and children, loo. Now is Met time. Send for free hook.

Bureau of Mushroom Industry, DeptwS, 1342 S.Clark SU, Chleago

lac lake, which was introduced for dyeing
purposes about that time, and on the manu-
scripts of the late fifteenth century a fine

lake appears, which in one case has been
identified with every probability as madder
lake. The tests, however, cannot be re-

garded as absolutely conclusive.

No fresh light beyond that contained in

the known records can be thrown on the

mediums used, with the exception that on
one late fifteenth century manuscript the

medium has been proved to be beeswax.
All the pigments mentioned in the above

list were not used in the same countries at

the same time. It is possible to show a

gradual improvement, for instance, in the

preparation of ultramarine from lapis

lazuli. The use of a fine verdigris is not

found until the beginning of the fifteenth

century, and azurites of different quality

appear and disappear at definite dates,

while a marked distinction can be drawn
between the palette used in Byzantine and
Ireland, and that used in the rest of

Europe from the tenth century. There are

also remarkable examples of the use of gold

dust, while the laying of gold leaf on raised

gesso does not appear earlier than the

eleventh century, and onlv becomes com-
mon in the twelfth century.

The whole result of the investigation is

to settle with considerable exactness the

actual pigments in use. and it is probable

that the results will be of value in assist-

ing in fixinp- the dates of doubtful manu-
scripts.

It will be noted that the pigments are

almost entirely mineral in character. They
are in all cases coarsely ground, and the

decorative effect is largely due to the coarse

crystalline particles resulting; in a broken

surface.

EDIBLE LOCUSTS

NOT a few commentators have stumbled
over the statement that John the Bap-

tist "did eat locusts," says an exchange.

Not aware that in the East locusts are

eaten, even to this day, they have suggested

that some sort of bean is meant.

Locusts are to-day eaten in Arabia,

pretty much as they were in Biblical times.

Foreigners as well as natives declare that

they are really an excellent article of diet.

They are best boiled.

The long, or "hopping" legs must be

pulled off, and the locust held by a wing
and dipped into salt before it is eaten. As
to flavor, the insect is said to taste like

green wheat.

The red locust is more palatable than the

green kind. Some say that the female is

red and the male green, but others contend

that all are green at first, whatever the sex.

Locusts must be caught in the morning,
for then they are benumbed by the cold,

and their wings are damp with the dew, so

that they cannot fly. They may be found
in Arabia clustered in hundreds under the

desert bushes, and they can lie literally

shoveled into a bag or basket.

Later the sun dries their wings, and it

is hard to catch them. When in flight they

resemble what we call May-flies. They fly

sidewise, drifting as it were before the

wind.

They devour everything vegetable, and
are devoured by everything animal ; desert

larks and bustards, ravens, hawks and buz-

zards like them. The camels munch them
in with their food ; the greyhounds run

snapping after them all day long, and eat

as many as they catch. The Bedouins often

give them to their horses.

Fair's Bulbs Imported
to Your Own Order

You who desire the better grades of spring-

flowering bulbs for autumn planting will welcome
my special import service.

Again this year, Holland's most conscientious

bulb fanciers are producing their fir.est stock for

me exclusively. The "mother bulbs" are selected

in the fields, and saved for my clients. To enable
my customers to secure these perfect bulbs at

prices no higher than ordinarily are asked for

ordinary stock, I offer

10% Discount on Orders Before July 1

Many rare and valuable daffodils, tulips, hyacinths,

bulbous irises and other plants are described in my
1913 book, "Farr's Quality Bulbs and Plant Spe-
cialties," sent free to you who prefer quality to

quantity. Plant dahlias and hardy chrysanthemums
this month ; ask for my lists.

BERTRAND H. FARR
105 Garfield Blvd. Wyomissing, Pa.

: neglect

Weak crotches in trees are the ones
that split apart in the storms. Dead
limbs are the ones that fall—

a

menace to life and property. Trees
with cavities are the ones that the
winds blow over. A fallen tree can-

not be replaced in your lifetime.

The loss of trees is the price of i

You may think that your trees are sound-but
do not trust to guesswork—learn the truth
through a Davey Tree Expert without cost or
obligation. If your trees need no treatment
you want to know it— if they do need treatment
you ought to know it. Let a Davey Tree
Expert examine your trees now.

Write for Booklet "A"

THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO., Kent, 0.

Branch Offices: Phone:
225Fifth Ave., New York

,

rN.Y. Madison Square 9546
Harvester Bide., Chicago, 111., Harrison 26C6
New Birks Bide., Montreal, Can. Up Town 67_6

Merchant's Exch. BIdg., San Francisco,CU
Telephone Connection

Accredited Representatives
Available Everywhere—Men
Without Credentials Are
Impostors.

PoTtery
Y'OUR. Garden and Home

will haveNewCharm with
,
Aphstic Pottery selected
from the Galloway Collection
Strong and Durable Mater-

- lal at Reasonable Prices.

Send for our Catalogue of
Pots.Bo.xesVases.Sundials.Ben-
ches and other Terra Cotta
Garden Furniture. OXD

GALibWAY^RRA CoTtaCO.
3222 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SEND
FOR MY
BUNGALOW
BOOK
THERE IS

NO BETTER

km

Fifth edition—just out. Somewhere in it you'll tind the home you

v» mt It contains over fifty tvpes of suburban homes and modern

bungalows I osting (ruin 8800 to $5.S00. Actual photos and complete

ftoorplans illustrating the Perfect Home. The home featured with

all i onveniences, i haracterized by the most luxurious, artistic effects.

,.',!,',
1 to an, 1 ility or environment, and possessing the most

distini t indi cidualitv. The idea] home for the housekeeper.

w.

Price, 50 cents, postpaid

E. ALLEN, Story Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
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WE WILL HELP YOU
CREATE THE HOME
OF YOUR FANCY-
Built according to your ideas and ideals

WE specialize in MADE TO ORDER sub-

urban homes. Under one contract we will

design, build and finance your home. No
delays, overcharges or inconveniences. Our contract

fixes terms and insures satisfaction. We give the

same care to the construction of a cottage as to a

mansion.

Our architect, Mr. Robert C. Edwards, has

designed the houses which we have built at

Douglaston Park, L. I. and at El Mora, N. J.

A personal call or correspondence is solicited.

Booklet of Homes sent free on application.

We Own and Control the Following Properties:

DOUGLASTON PARK, L. I. Twelve miles from Pennsyl-

vania Station, 33rd Street and Seventh Avenue. Overlooks Little

Neck Bay. Adjacent to Country and Golf Clubs.

EL MORA, N. J. Thirty-one minutes by Central Railroad. A
beautiful suburb of 200 homes. Club House, Tennis Courts, etc.

SHORELANDS, N. J. Summer bungalow colony on the

Shrewsbury River at Monmouth Beach, N.J. Surf and still water

Bathing.

DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLETS ON REQUEST

J. W. DOOLITTLE, Woolworth Building

Broadway, Park Place to Barclay Street telephone 7294-7295 Barclay New York

If you are too far from a lighting

plant, you can light your home with

the Aplco System
There is no longer the slightest need of going without the convenience and com-

fort of electric light
;
you can install the complete Aplco system and furnish electricity

for any number of lights up to twenty 16-c. p. as well as power for small machinery.

The Aplco Electric Lighting System
is the most compact and convenient outfit made. It weighs only
360 pounds; occupies a floor space of 21 x 38 inches—30 inches

high. The price of dynamo, switchboard, battery and gaso-

line engine, (1£ horse power),^complete on one base, is $200.

Only two wires to connect.

You will want to know more about this splendid system by
which you can not only light your house, but your stables,

garage, milk house and all other outbuildings. If

you will write us, we will send you a special circular

which will provide for the details you need to know.

The Apple Electric Co.
86 Canal Street Dayton, Ohio
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THE VACATION NUMBER

JUNE is not only the month of roses and commencements,

but being the beginning of vacation time outdoor things

suggest themselves to everyone. It has been the custom of

American Homes and Gardens to devote its June num-

bers from year to year to vacation topics, therefore the next

issue of the magazine will have as the dominant note of its

contributions Outdoor Life and Recreation. Every camper-

out will be delighted in an article on "Camp Cookery" which

will appear in this issue. An unusually interesting article

on Canoeing, written by Mr. F. F. Rockwell, will also ap-

pear in the June number. One of the most attractive coun-

try7 homes on the Hudson River will be fully described and

illustrated, as also a number of smaller houses, accompanied

by their floor plans. Rustic Furniture and "A Windmill

Made Into a House" will be among other June features,

and the Collectors' Department will be especially strong in

this issue. This department will contain an article on the

subject of "Liverpool Pitchers," about which little has been

written, and also an article on "Early Printed Handker-
chiefs," illustrated with specimens from the Drake Collec-

tion. One of the most interesting contributions to the maga-
zine will be an article on "Silhouettes," written by a widely

known authority on the subject.

THE Collectors' Mart: The attention of readers of

American Homes and Gardens is called to the Collec-

tors' Department which appears each month in American
Homes and Gardens in the reading columns of the adver-

tising pages. Collectors are invited to send short descrip-

tions of their wants and offerings to the Collectors' Mart.
Wants and offerings will be inserted in this column without

charge. American Homes and Gardens takes no re-

sponsibility in connection with any of the offerings sub-

mitted. All communications should be addressed to "Col-

lectors' Mart, American Homes and Gardens, 361
Broadway, New York, N. Y." All replies should be ac-

companied by a blank envelope, stamped and marked with

the register initials (which identify the wants and offer-

ings) in the lower left hand corner of the envelope, the

whole to be enclosed in the envelope addressed to the "Col-

lectors' Mart." Photographs should be carefully protected

and packed flat.

FOREIGN TRAVEL FOR AMERICAN TEACHERS

THE Editor takes pleasure in calling the attention of the

readers of American Homes and Gardens to The
Kahn Foundation for the Foreign Travel of American
Teachers. The essential object of the Foundation is in no
sense to further any special line of individual, and above all

academic research. It is to enable men of proved intel-

lectual attainments to enjoy during one year or more, suffi-

cient leisure and freedom from all professional pursuits or
pre-occupations, to enter into personal contact with men and
countries they might otherwise never have known. It is to

enable them to issue from the world of books and their

narrow sphere of habitual interests into the broader world
of various civilizations and such human interests, struggles

and endeavors as go to the making of general civilization.

From a disinterested survey of different countries, some at-

tempt to enter into the spirit of their inner life from the

mere contrast, however summarily or imperfectly perceived,

of their varying aims and ideals, all living minds must

necessarily receive a stimulus, lose prejudices, gain a broader

view, a more generous and philosophical outlook on human
life and the wider issues of civilization at large. It is in

order to increase the number of men who have some per-

sonal and direct knowledge of other countries than their

own, some understanding appreciation of other civilizations,

to give fuller opportunities for such comparisons between

them as may gradually lead to a saner, kinder, more ac-

curate and just conception of the world and the general

movement of civilization, that these Traveling Fellowships

have been founded.

EACH year the Trustees select two or more American
teachers, scholars or investigators as the beneficiaries

of the trust thereby founded, advance and pay over to each

of them out of the principle or income of the trust funds

such sum or sums of money in instalments or otherwise as

the Trustees may in their discretion determine. This is

one of the most interesting "foundations" yet established

and its work will be watched with interest.

WASHINGTON'S "PIED PIPER" CRUSADE

ACCORDING to various reports in the daily news-

papers, prominent women in the city of Washington
have organized a crusade against rats in Centre Market,
the chief source of the capital's food supply. Officers of

the Public Health Service have been called upon for aid

in the projected extermination of the rodents. With Mrs.
Archibald Hopkins at their head the women of the Nat-

ional Civic Association propose to take the matter into

court and prosecute all dealers who refuse to co-operate

in this work. This movement closely follows a campaign
waged in the city of Spokane in rat-infested localities. It

is a subject worth careful consideration by Civic "House
Cleaning" Associations.

THE GROVER CLEVELAND MEMORIAL

MARCH 18 witnessed the dedication, as a prominent
memorial to Grover Cleveland, of the little wooden

louse where the distinguished statesman was born seventy-

six years ago. The Grover Cleveland Birthplace Me-
morial Association raised the funds for the preservation

of the house, of which $5,000 was contributed by the resi-

dents of Caldwell, New Jersey, the birthplace of the late

ex-president. The association will need a fund of some
$25,000 for the maintenance of the manse, which it is pro-

posed to raise by public subscription. Until this result is

obtained, thus enabling a guardian to be installed, the

premises will continue to be occupied by the present resi-

dents. The memorial is a two-story frame structure set

back from the road behind two great elms. The associa-

tion intends to paint it white with green trimmings and
otherwise restore the house to the condition it was in

when occupied by the owners. On the adjoining lot a

memorial library wll be erected. The sum of $7,500 has
already been donated toward the funds for this purpose.
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WHITE CARS
Include All of the Improvements Which the Purchaser Should

Insist Upon Obtaining in a High-Priced Car

The discriminating purchaser should protect himself against the possi-

bility of his car becoming obsolete in design shortly after his investment.

It is not enough that the car he chooses measures up to the prevailing

standards of the day. Undue depreciation is bound to occur unless the

car embraces every one of these fundamental features of design:

Left Side Drive—Right Hand Control—Electrical Starting and Lighting

Long Stroke, Economical Motor—Monobloc Cylinders—
Four Speed, Selective Transmission.

To purchase a car that does not have every one of these important

features is to purchase a car that is already practically obsolete.

White cars have possessed every one of these up-to-date, practical

features for two years. In White Cars the protection of your investment

is unquestioned for years to come. The superior value of White Cars is

therefore evident.

And White Owners Know It

Gasoline Motor Cars, Trucks and Taxicabs
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The problem of choosing a site for a small house is usually one of intensive selection

Photograph by Nathan R. Craves
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Houses of Moderate Size
By Gardner Teall

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE domestic architecture of a nation re-

flects, from period to period, not only the

manners and customs of the people, but like-

wise gives hint of the increased intercourse

between nations by reason of the adoption

or adaptation of the available features of

the architecture of one land to the needs of another. Here
in America this is more particularly true, I think, than in

any other land. We have recognized the charm of the

English half-timber cottage, the picturesqueness of the

Italian villa type, the strength of the Scandinavian village

houses, and from these and from other models—Swiss,

Japanese, Dutch, Spanish and other examples—we have

taken the best as we have required it, at least, much of our

architectural inspiration has received its spiritual impetus

from such sources, so that now we have been able to evolve

for ourselves small houses of every sort, adopted to any

site, and fitting the individual family requirements of any

homemaker.
There was a time when the homemaker who started out

to build a small house felt bound by the old traditions of a

parlor, a sitting-room, a library, a dining-room and a break-

fast-room, and so many "spare" bedrooms that the servants

had to squeeze into the tiny chambers which the old time

The home of Mr. John Hobbs, Pelham Heights, New York, a most successful type of the small house
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Two views of the living-room in the Hobbs house

house-planners seemed invariably to allot to their comfort, man of to-day who starts out to build a house looks back.

or rather their discomfort, finally finishing off with back upon the era of mistakes of his predecessors and finds in

stairs so steep that one had to affect the agility of a goat these mistakes contrasts which serve as an invaluable les-

safely to reach the top from the bottom and vice versa, son in his own progress toward better and more sensible

First floor plan, Hobbs house Dining-room, Hobbs house Second floor plan, Hobbs house

Nowadays all this has changed. Our metamorphosis dwellings, a retrospection not without its advantages,

from our domestic architectural cocoon is complete, and Perhaps we owe less to modern foreign influences than

we have emerged to the sunlight of happier things. The to the models of our own country's Colonial period and,

Three interesting houses at Glen Ridge, New Jersey, practically from the same floor plans
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First floor plan

later, to the creative ability

of our present day masters

of domestic architecture, of

which, happily, America
boasts of many. As an ex-

ample of the small house in-

spired by Colonial precedent,

one may take that owned by Mr. John Hobbs, of Pelham
Heights, New York, shown on pages 147 and 148, of which

the Milligan Company was builder and architect. From
the Dutch Colonial type the gambril roof was derived,

while the introduction of stone in the walls of the dining-

room corner of the house and in the entrance-porch and the

covered veranda is as pleasing as the stone work of the

house types of the Pennsylvania Colonial period. This

house follows an excellent plan for the first floor and also

for the second floor. Although the entrance from outside

is directly into the living-room, without intermediary hall-

way or vestibule, this living-room is so well arranged that

this abrupt entrance does not appear to be an intrusion.

ROOF

Second floor plan

of interest to note that the

same floor plans were used,

with slight modifications, in

the construction of all three

houses. This is an instance

of the practicability of ob-
House or Mrs. Wm. J. 1 ynan. Glen Kidge, New Jersey . • i- • .,6 j j taming distinctly varying ex-

terior effects in a number of houses that follow the same
floor plans. Unlike the plan of the Hobbs house, that of

the Tynan houses gives entrance upon a vestibule and hall,

but both plans have in common the separation of kitchen

and dining-room by a passageway. The generous size of

the bathroom in the Tynan house will commend itself to

the attention of the homemaker, as it will again in the

beautiful half-timber small house also pictured on page 149.

This half-timber house is the home of J. A. Klemann,

Jr., Bronxville, New York, and was designed by the late

C. A. Reed, architect, New York. Here we see

how strong the English influence has been, although the

fenestration has been planned to allow for more sunlight

The porch, which is reached from the living-room by French than is usual in cottages of the European prototype. The
windows either side of the fireplace, is the most attractive

feature of the house. The second floor is given up to three

large bedrooms, the bathrooms and a sewing-room. The
ample closet room provided by the architect is one of the

most successful parts of the division scheme and is well

worth study by the prospective house-planner.

At the bottom of page 148 are pictured three interesting

houses at Glen ^^_^_____^__^^_^_______^__
Ridge, New Jersey,

designed by Frances

Tynan, architect.

Mrs. Tynan's house

(the center one of

the three) is again

shown in the illustra-

tion at the top of

page 149, together

with the set of plans

for the first and sec-

ond floors of this

thoroughly well-

planned house. It is

Klemann house presents a plan both compact and con-

venient for the very small family, and it is interesting to

note how ingeniously the architect gave to its "best side"

the bedrooms, reserving for the other the bathroom, stair-

well and closet room. Few small houses have been more
picturesquely situated or more delightfully set off by judici-

ous planting than has this very picturesque half-timber house.

One of the most
interesting, practical

and original groups

of small houses is

that at El Mora,
New Jersey. All

these houses (shown
on pages 150, 151,

and 152) were de-

signed by Robert C.

Edwards, architect,

New York, and
while the various ex-

teriors are quite dif-

ferent, in many re-

7
BED ROOM

CLOSS1

WSOROl

Biro ROOM CLOSB7

First floor plan The half-timber small house owned by J. A. Klemann, Jr., Bronxville, New York Second floor plan
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View of a group of houses at El Mora, New Jersey. These houses were constructed according to the same floor plans

spects one from another, these houses followed one plan

throughout in their building. The study of the application

of a single set of plans to a number of small houses quite

different in exterior aspect and often in the finished effect

of the interiors is one of unusual interest.

The kitchen, though small, is excellent in plan, the light

coming from the left when one stands before the sink.

A turning stairway leads from the main hall in each of

these houses to the small hallway of the second story.

The bathroom is of generous proportions and is placed

Few small houses have been designed on so perfect a between the two large bedrooms in the front. Each room
plan. There is ample porch room for outdoor enjoyment

in season. The entrance is protected by a small vestibule, an

arrangement especially desirable in stormy weather, and

the servant who attends the door does not have to pass

through the living-room to reach the house entrance. The
hall is thrown into the great living-room to extend it and
yet retains characteristics of its own. Perhaps no feature

more commends itself to comfort than the placing of a

fireplace at the extreme end of the living-room rather than

in the center of its side-wall. This latter arrangement re-

flects cheeriness when looked upon from a dining-room

across the hall, but that scarcely compensates for the seclu-

sion offered by a

fireplace nook at

the end of a room.

The dining-rooms

of the El Mora
houses are admir-

ably arranged, as

one will see from a

study of the plan

on page 150. The
recessed windowson
the long wall of the

room insure a flood

of sunlight. The en-

trance to the kitch-

en is inconspicuous-

ly but conveniently

placed and can be

hidden by a screen

First floor plan if the owner desires.

is provided with a closet, and the fenestration provides for

plenty of sunlight.

It often happens that the homemaker who intends to build

a small house comes across a pleasing set of plans of a dwell-

ing whose exterior, on the other hand, is found not to be

in accord with his individual taste.

These El Mora houses will illustrate that one

need not turn from the consideration of an accept-

able floor plan by reason of the fact of the exterior

design not meeting one's requirements. Instead, an endless

number of exteriors can be evolved to fit a single set of

plans, and with this fact firmly impressed upon the home-
builder he may take

up his problems with

renewed interest and

enthusiasm. Else-
where in this num-

ber of American
Homes and Gar-
dens appears an

article on the subject

of the site for the

small bouse. The
very fact that the

small house usually

has but a limited
area for its location

makes it necessary

for the home-builder

to give careful
thought to the mat-

ter of the fitness of Second floor plan
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the edifice for the

site it is to occupy.

The fitness of the

house to the site is

hardly more import-

ant, however, than

the making of both

house and site into a

home by the careful

and tasteful planning

of the grounds, which

must be done if real-

ly successful results

are to be attained.

This is even more im-

portant in the case of

a small place than of

a large estate, where

the mere extent of

the grounds may be

relied upon to afford

a certain interest. A
small place is gener-

ally so closely sur-
Stucco house

-
E1 Mora

-
New Jersey

rounded by other small places that very little opportunity is

given for the proper expression of its individuality. More-
over, its neighbors are apt to represent many types wholly

at variance with its own, so the only possible solution, if

solution it may be called, of so complicated a matter, lies in

the studied treatment and planting of its small grounds.

The houses at El

Mora of which pic-

tures are shown are

fortunate in being

surrounded by trees,

which bring houses

of somewhat differ-

ent types into a har-

monious grouping.

Where such advan-

tages as are afforded

by the presence of

trees do not exist,

much the same effect

may be gained by the

judicious planting of

shrubbery and par-

ticularly by the set-

ting out of hedges,

which may screen the

spaces about service

yards or be used in

other places where
their use seems to be

appropriate. The planting of hedges to define the extent

of small grounds when properly employed is very effective,

but for the very small place the hedges chosen must be

those which will serve merely as decorative marking bor-

ders. Another plan is that of treating the lawns about a

group of houses as a unit, using nothing to define boun-

Two of the group of houses at El Mora, New Jersey
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1

3

Shingle and concrete house. El Mora, New Jersey

daries, but grouping shrubbery about verandas, in the

angles of buildings, or in other places where good taste

seems to suggest its use. This, of course, requires neigh-

borhood co-operation. Many groups of suburban houses

have been unified and brought into more sympathetic rela-

tions than might seem possible by using upon all the houses

trellises of the same design and painted a uniform color,

and also by screening the drying yards with tall hedges

trimmed to a uniform height. These hedges really connect

the houses and the entrances to their service-yards are

under arches of green formed by training and clipping the

hedges into this form.

Much of the confused appearance of the average suburb

might be avoided if those whose homes are to be built

therein would plan with some regard to harmony and unity

of effect. The beauty of an English village is due very

largely to the fact that the houses, even though they be

very small and placed closely together, belong to one

definite and distinct style. In several instances in America
much the same effect has been achieved, and the wisdom of

this plan can hardly be understood unless one has seen a

certain suburban village; which must be nameless, which
contains houses built in every one of the more popular

styles, besides one building in wooden Gothic and another

which is apparently a mild suggestion from the Chinese.

Small house, frame construction, El Mora, New Jersey

Added harmony of effect may be secured by using the

same building material for bouses placed closely together,

or, if this cannot be done, by the use of the same colors

upon the walls or for such trimmings as may require paint.

The house of small or moderate size is the house which is

most in demand. The most interesting architecture of the

day is in houses of just this type, and no department of

American architecture exhibits more encouraging progress

in construction as well as in design. Indeed, to any one

conversant with the trend of small house and small garden

development, it is evident that an eruption of architectural

and diminutive landscape or garden talent is sufficiently ripe,

to bring about a multiplication of a single house or any one

of a group of houses, for instance, such as those which grace

El Mora with their interiors all built on the same plan (and
which is all so homogeneous), and to place them on lovely

curving countryside or suburban roads, streets and lanes as

laid out in English villages. The charm and consummation
of creations such as these are well within the art of dotting

the borders of the lesser thoroughfares with small houses

and grounds, which are types in fact and not in ideal, pic-

tures that have passed the stage of the first rough sketch and
now appear as gems befitting their neighborhood, while ave-

nue, boulevard and promenade can be made to put on immor-
tality of stone and marble majesty, at the west end of town.

Small house, shingle construction, and detail of same, El Mora, New Jersey
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The path-approach to the small house may be planned so that by judicious planting the premises will appear more extensive than in reality they are

Small Gardens for Small Places
By F. F. Rockwell

MERICA is so big, our undertakings along

all gardening lines have been so new to our

experience, that taking into account our in-

terest in things that were extensive in their

operation, we have, until recently, been giv-

ing less attention to the smaller problems.

In the art of gardening at least we have now reached a

turning point in this respect—and "gardening" is here used

in the wider sense; not a bed of flowers or

a patch of vegetables, but what might per-

haps be more accurately connotated to

American readers by the term landscape-

gardening, or garden-scaping. The two

last terms, however, are not synonymous.

In fact, so little attention have we paid to

this subject that there is, as yet, no adequate

vocabulary in which to discuss it. We must

realize the fact that in many things other

countries can lend us ideas that will be to

our advantage to adopt or adapt, as for in-

stance, England, France and Japan in the

matter of private and of amateur garden-

ing. There, and especially so in Japan,

gardening is a real part of the every-day

life of the people. Up to a comparatively

recent period its consideration in America,

since Colonial times, has been largely in-

cidental and superficial. Fortunately this

A pathway leading towards the

boundary line of a neighboring lot

may be so planned as to lend an

effect of spaciousness to the com-
paratively small acreage

is changing. Nationally we are now settling to a realiza-

tion that the houses we are building and the grounds they

are occupying may be in our personal possession for some
time to come, or handed down to our children, and it is im-

pressing itself upon us that it is worth while to make our

homes as beautiful and as permanent as we possibly can.

Suburban sections, instead of being merely temporarily oc-

cupied until "business" grows out to them, are becoming

settled in the expectancy that they will con-

tinue to be residential sections and being

improved and built up accordingly. Hence
one finds many well-built and artistic houses,

surrounded in the majority of cases by

limited ground space, where the owners'

ideas of garden-scaping have for the most

part been obtained only from the expansive

and expensive (and often inartistic)

"estates" of the countryside—a model ab-

solutely unsuited to his own requirements.

THE FIRST LAW OF GARDENING
The first law of gardening is that of

proportion. Now the owner of two or of

twenty acres may have room for a little

of everything in his layout—and as the

person who plans it for him is likely to be

the one who is selling him the plants,

shrubs and trees for the job, he is very

likely to get a little of everything. But you
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Shrubbery, a massing of flowers and a garden seat arranged in

(and I purposely make this personal), with fifty or a hun-

dred feet frontage and a depth of a hundred or possibly

two hundred, or (if you are so fortunate), with double

or treble those figures, you have an entirely different prob-

lem to solve—and incidentally one in which you will prob-

ably take a great deal more personal pleasure than the

owner of the twenty acres before mentioned. As your

canvas is so limited that you cannot plan to spread thereon

a full size landscape, you are under the necessity of doing

one of two things, either taking a small section full size,

or a more inclusive composition on a very greatly reduced

scale. The Japanese are the only people who have success-

fully attempted to follow the latter course. Their miniature

gardens and landscapes are marvels of beautiful art. They
are also marvels of an infinite patience and a technical skill

which in this country we have not yet begun to dream of

attaining. Therefore the first step in planning your garden

space is to decide what to leave out. You will not have

room for conifers, flowering shrubs, hardy borders, old

fashioned garden, Rose bed, and all the other possible fea-

tures. Therefore decide, and decide at the beginning, what
to omit. Next comes the equally difficult task of deciding

what to admit.

The second principle in garden building is unity. Noth-
ing should be admitted which does not fit into its place

—

which is not only beautiful in its self, but is also a legitimate

part of the whole picture. A crimson Rambler Rose,

for instance, may be a very desirable thing and yet there

are many combinations in which one should not be used.

The third thing to aim for in your garden building is

finality. Let it begin somewhere and get somewhere, not be

this manner will give even the small lot a "garden" atmosphere

simply a collection of pretty flowers or beautiful plants

—

a botanical patch-work quilt—that has no more "composi-

tion" than a piece cut from the middle of a Huckleberry

pie—no particular features of interest, no high lights or

low lights.

Finally, let the gardening fit the home. Just as the

garden as a whole should be considered, and not merely the

individual plants in it, so house and garden together should

be in proportion and 'harmony. It is not getting the lay-

man into water above his neck to describe briefly the gen-

eral styles of garden-scaping—the natural, the picturesque,

and the architectural. The first is, as its name implies, an

arrangement which strives to make things look just as

though they grew there; the second tries to put rather more
emphasis on the artistic, or even the very slightly grotesque,

the forming of a picture, as in a Japanese garden; and

the architectural is the formal and somewhat stiff—straight

lines, matched curves, evenly balanced proportions, mathe-

matical precision. The last of these, however, is not adapted

to achieving the pleasing illusion of spaciousness, which

we are generally desirous of creating in planning the small

garden for the small place, and therefore, unless the char-

acter of the surroundings and the house seem to demand
it, this style of treatment should not generally be employed.

PLANNING THE GARDENSCAPE
Such general principles as the above must be kept in

mind by him who would make the most of the garden pos-

sibilities which a small place offers. "All this," you may
say, "sounds good on paper, but how shall I employ it in

arranging my front yard?" Proceed along the following

lines. In the first place, make up your mind to make a
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definite plan. Set out your

trees, shrubs and Hardy
Perennials, yes, and even

Annuals, on paper at first;

then vou can move them

about until they "look right,"

without loss of money and

disastrous results.

One of the things that is

hardest for the amateur gar-

dener to realize is that the

effect of profusion, of quan-

tity, depends more upon hon;

the plants are used than

upon the number used. So

arrange your plants that as

many of them as possible can

be seen from any one point;

this you can accomplish only

by keeping an open center, a

further advantage of which

is, that a good, well-kept

lawn is one of the most

beautiful features which any

place can have. Instead of

having your garden term-

inate with a high board
fence or an iron prison-

grating, so plan it by the use

of a few tall growing things, a hedge or even a

der of such Annuals as Sunflowers and Ricinus

Bean) that there is left a

suggestion and a possibility

at least of "something be-

yond." Not only plant the

tallest things at the back, but

in front of these put lower

things and in front of these

again still lower ones until

you get down as near the

ground level as possible.

This not only keeps all the

plants in sight and prevents

their hiding one another, but

in this way even a very nar-

row border may be given an

appearance of depth, that is

truly wonderful.

These several points may
be emphasized with effect

in planning the small gar-

den for the small house.

MATERIALS FOR A SMALL
GARDEN

Although there is room
here for not even a very

brief description of the vari-

ous things available to the

gardener seeking to make
the most out of his small

Here one sees how delightful a little garden may be made, an adorn-

ment to any home

narrow bor- area of space, nevertheless the following suggestions may
(Castor Oil be useful. As a general thing it will be better to try to

Clumps of flowers massed above are excellent substitutes for small gardens, when otherwise one would have no garden at all
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stick to things that are of a

small size—for instance

one often sees a giant

Hydrangea placed where, as

far as the size of the

grounds or the house is con-

cerned, a shrub of about

one third of its dimensions

would have been much more
suitable. Also, until you get

your grounds permanently

arranged you may find it

very convenient to make use

of Annuals where eventu-

ally you may expect to have

hardy shrubs or herbacious

Perennials. In this way, tall

Cannas, Castor Beans, Sun-

flowers, Summer Cypress Every home needs its flower garden, large or small

which it is very hard to make
the beginner believe, but

which he will be convinced

of if he can once be per-

suaded to try it out.

The Annual Climbers are

another class of plants which

are as a general rule alto-

gether too much neglected.

They can frequently be used

with telling effect in de-

veloping the treatment of

the small garden and for

quick results are unequalled,

covering bare or unsightly

backgrounds in an almost in-

credibly short space of time

and transferring them into

features of interest and of

(Kiotchia), and other things of a similar nature can be made
to do while you are waiting to get more expensive things,

for in most cases the garden will have to be built up gradu-

ally, year after year, and this is infinitely the best way to

make it.

For the hardy border, material is almost unlimited, and
is described in detail in several of the leading catalogues.

In ordering, you should exercise care or seek the advice

of your nurseryman, to select things which are suitable to

your climate, and furthermore (if you have not the services

of a gardener at your disposal) those which will not spread,

thus crowding out other things and causing trouble generally.

For masses, low beds, borders and edgings where the An-

nuals are used, you will be surprised at the much more
striking and artistic effects you can secure by the use of

single varieties and solid colors in masses rather than by

an assortment of various things. This is another point

great beauty. Another thing to keep in mind in making se-

lections of plants, of whatever sorts, is the colors. The best

results, as a rule, are to be had by keeping them in one

"tone," especially where they are used in considerable

masses. Small plants for the border, etc., such as pansies,

do not make so much difference, but even with these you will

be surprised to see what a great difference is noticeable

where one definite color scheme is adhered to. Striking

effects are also obtained by the use of bold contrasts, but this

is one of the fine points of gardening, requiring experience

and skill, and the beginner should go slow in attempting it.

Care should be taken also to secure a succession of bloom, so

that something wll be flowering at all times during the sum-

mer. In conclusion, do not feel for a moment because your

space is small, that your garden opportunities are limited.

You are bounded only by your own inclination and willingness

to study them out and develop them to their full possibilities.

Clumps of flowers artistically planted offer endless suggestions to the maker of small gardens for small houses
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THE HOME OF MR. M. H. CLARK
JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

IN THE DESIGN OF THIS HOUSE, PLANNED BY E. G. W. DIETRICH, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK,
MUCH ORIGINALITY HAS BEEN SHOWN WITHOUT ANY SACRIFICE TO PLEASING

EFFECT. THE FLOOR PLANS ARE ESPECIALLY INTERESTING

PLA/1 y FIRST FL°OR
This view of the Clark house gives one an idea of the spaciousness of
' the porch which is planned for outdoor living

PLA/1 jf5r.C0ftD FL°OR
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Here is illustrated an admirably chosen small site and a well-designed small house fitted to it

The Small House Site
By Harold Donaldson Eberlein

Photographs by T. C. Turner and others

HE wording of this head at once suggests

a question to the reader. Does the ad-

jective "small" apply to "house" or "site"?

Does it mean a site for a small house or a

small site for a house? To which the

answer is that it means both. In other

words, to put it quite explicitly, it means a small site for a

small house. The site for the ordinary small house is

usually small also. If it is not small, but leaves instead

much latitude for the choosing of a location, the problem
is so simplified that there would be no point in writing

about it.

Small things suitable for what we want are always harder

to find than large things. It matters not whether we are

seeking a satisfactory bit of ground for the site of a small

house or a modest and inexpensive but appropriate wedding
gift to send away, the same observation holds good. Of
course if one is easily satisfied and content to take almost

anything, the task is- not so hard. For the person of good
taste, however, the person of exacting ideals and a fine dis-

criminating sense, there are shoals and difficulties ahead.

In pitching upon a site for a small house may the few
following suggestions prove helpful to the seeker. To be

content with a little is a most laudable thing from a

philosophic point of view, but in praising this sort of con-

tentment there are many that either utterly overlook or

else confuse the important limitations of quality and quan-

tity. If one must, perforce, be content with a little, there

is no reason why he should not insist that that little be of

the best quality. This is but reasonable, for when the

little must be all-sufficient under all circumstances, quality

is put to a far more searching test than when quantity

somewhat relieves the tension. The choice of a small house

site is, therefore, a problem in intensive selection.

Let us consider, first of all, the things to be carefully

avoided if we would secure lasting satisfaction from the

result of our choosing. To begin with, we must look well

into the future and see to it that, in the course of all

ordinary probability, our site is not likely to deteriorate in

value or become in any way undesirable. No matter how
engaging and apparently suitable a site may appear at

first glance, beware of committing yourself to it till you

have thoroughly canvassed all the possibilities that may
affect its future. If it is a suburban site it will be well to

ascertain from an authoritative source what its position is

relative to contemplated future public "improvements"

—

not always appropriately so named, however. It may be

that the cutting through of a street or road would completely

destroy the charm of the site, and it seems to be a common
failing of the majority of "city fathers" that they are sq
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totally "practical"
—

"stupid," some of us should be tempted

to call it—that they are deaf and blind to all the appeals of

mere beauty and will ruthlessly destroy the most delightful

places rather than budge one jot or title from their fore-

ordained scheme of "beautification." Likewise, while mak-
ing these preliminary enquiries, it would be well to find out

whether there is any likelihood of the neighborhood ap-

pealing to industrial considerations owing to the presence

of water courses or opportunities of rail transportation, so

that some fine day a foundry or a glue factory might spoil

everything. Perhaps this piece of advice may seem to

some a trifle far-fetched and overly cautious. It is best to

err, though, on the side of caution and besides that, the

writer knows of several just such instances where veritable

little bits of earthly paradise are being swallowed up in a

wave of advancing industrialism
—

"the march of the prole-

tariat upon run-down gentility," some of the daily spectators

call it, as they speed cityward in their trains.

Of course no one can be expected to be infallibly prescient

and foresee every objection that might arise in years to

come, but as far as may be it is necessary and right to

look into all such matters at the first just as you would
examine the title. Another important consideration that

must not be overlooked is the matter of accessibility. If

your prospective site is in the country, it makes no dif-

ference how alluring it may be, if it proves difficult of

access so that you are hampered in your goings and comings

you will rue the day you decided in its favor. Country or

suburbs, if you are wise you will consider also the character

of the immediate neighborhood with reference to the prob-

able lines of its future growth in beauty and in importance.

If in the country where great estates are likely to jostle

you on all sides it would be better to forego the site unless

it possesses some unusual features sufficient to counterbal-

ance all ordinary objections. Those ordinary objections,

which it is hard to silence, are in the first place that it is

not pleasant to feel that your home is a kind of Naboth's
Vineyard, that your more affluent neighbors resent its pres-

ence as a blot on the landscape because it intrenches upon
their lines and would that you and it were elsewhere. If

they are aggressive and grasping or soapy and insinuating

and try sundry methods of inducing you to depart—and it

is remarkable how offensively ingenious they can be—your
indignation and belligerency are kept constantly wrought up.

If your wealthy neighbors are your particular friends

and they like not your dwelling, you suffer from a perpetual

subconscious mortification. The chiefest objection, how-
ever, to the proximity of great estates is, that it often

breeds serious troubles in the servants' quarters of the

smaller establishments. Another objection is that the pres-

ence of large landholders will necessarily entail upon the

smaller owner many expenses that he did not at first con-

template. Of course if one goes beyond that middle region

of great estates lying between the suburbs and the farming

communities, the difficulties just noted are not likely to

appear.

In suburban districts, where building is tolerably active,

many an attractive site presents itself. In such cases look

to the character of other buildings and also investigate the

attitude of any land companies that may control consider-

able acreage. What is meant by this last caution will be

better understood by giving a concrete example than in any

A better type of small house for this small site could hardly have been evolved
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The small site on sloping ground has been well employed in the type of house chosen to fit it, as shown above

other way. There are two new suburban developments

near one of our large cities. In one, the houses are not

prepossessing, the land has been grievously cut up and the

whole place has degenerated into a second rate asylum for

newly married and impecunious couples. One is in positive

danger while going along the sidewalks of being run down
by perambulators driven by squalid looking nursemaids.

A more unattractive place of abode could scarcely be

imagined. Yet from the very first the ultimate character

of this settlement could have been gaged from the methods
pursued by the promoters so that the unfortunates who sunk

their money therein deserve no special sympathy.

The other development alluded to has been conducted

in a very different way and ks policy has been made clear

from the outset. Attractive sites have been set off con-

formably to the lay of the land and certain architectural

restrictions have been imposed upon prospective builders.

The result has been a wholesome and agreeable growth

and those who have settled upon sites near by independently

of the land company have been protected and warranted in

their choice. Now all this sounds like the "before" and

"after" of some quack medicine or like the story of the

good little boy who did and the bad little boy who didn't,

but it is true, and so clear that he who runs may read. From
this citation of dreadful things to avoid in the choice of a

site perhaps some positive deductions may have been drawn.

Let us hope they have.

Turning from the monitory side we may catalogue some
of the features to be sought for in selecting the small house

site. Having an eye first to the practical side, insist that

drainage and sanitation be perfect. Avoid damp, rheumatic

places and insist that your site be dry. The damp spot may
look alluring, but beware of it. Another practical point

to be kept in mind in choosing the site is the probable initial

cost of improvement involved and the probable expense of

upkeep. This applies particularly to grading and the build-

ing and repair of retaining walls or terraces. Of course

the matters of pleasant outlook and convenient privacy will

keep themselves in evidence without reminding.

The available places for small sites are legion and it

needs only ingenuity and imagination to discern them and a

proper sense of discrimination with a reliable knowledge of

one's requirements and preferences to select them. The
proof of the pudding is in the eating, so we had better test

the truth of this assertion about the number and desirability

of small sites by examining some cases in point. We all

have a feeling that somehow where streets run crookedly

and cut into one another at all kinds of angles there ought

to be inviting points and protected, out-of-the-way corners

that would be just the very spots for unpretentious houses,

fascinating gardens. That our instinct in this respect is

trustworthy the examples submitted ought to prove.

First on the list comes "Mermaid Lane Cottage," the

name itself refreshingly suggestive. At St. Martin, in

Philadelphia, Mermaid Lane comes to a point with a broad

driveway issuing from the Cresheim Valley at that spot.

This three-sided bit of land runs to a sharp angle and at

no place has much width. It did not form a desirable or

valuable adjunct to the next property, although there were
some fine old trees upon it. The angle seemed too long

and narrow to be turned to much account. By a happy
inspiration on the part of the architects, Messrs. Savary,

Scheetz and Savary, of Philadelphia, it was decided to

build almost on the property line of the widest portion of

the wedge turning the house endwise to the two roads and
setting its back to the point. Though this put the "front

door" in a side garden, almost on the boundary of the

adjoining place, it secured the utmost privacy, brought the

house where the occupants could get the full benefit of the

old shade and secured a delightful outlook in every direction,
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Directly opposite this

point on which Mermaid
Lane Cottage stands, in an

angle of the road and

nestling at the foot of a bluff

is a building known as the

Ice House—it was one in its

original state of existence

—

successfully remodeled into

a most comfortable and con-

venient human habitation by

Messrs. Duhring, Okie &
Ziegler, of Philadelphia.

The house is small and there

is almost no garden. On the

steep slope at the foot of the m
bluff there is only room for The acreage of the site for the small house may be limited, but it often

„ f„™ u„^„ „„J u~_Jl„ „ ,,„ presents a commanding location, as in the above instance
a rew beds and borders up- K 5

held by most interesting dry stone retaining walls, in the

crevices and crannies of which grow and bloom all manner

of rock plants.

You will probably hold up your hands in horror at our

third example unless you are blessed with a good imagina-

tion and some powers of visualization. It is a little de-

serted laborer's cottage close beside the bottom of a rail-

road bank. It is more than a hundred years old and has

been in a state of woeful and untenanted decay for many
seasons. However, the stone walls are staunch and the oak

woodwork, pinned together with big wooden pins, is sturdy,

u-hile the moss-grown shingle roof, all things considered,

needs amazingly little repair. In the dooryard are several

great cherry trees and a tremendous horse-chestnut. A
shady road winds by the place and but a few paces distant

there is a deliciously cool and clear spring. The house is

small and the grounds are tiny, yet an architect of great

ability and marvelous good taste is looking with longing

and covetous eyes at the property and hoping to get pos-

session of it. He fully realizes what possibilities it em-

braces.

Of the thousands who pass daily within forty feet of it in

the suburban trains, scarcely one knows of its existence and

few would ever suspect it, so concealed and sheltered is it.

Nothing could be more humble in present appearance and

positively uninviting

withal. Its owners

had so little regard

for it that they were

on the point of tear-

ing it down. Not-

withstanding all this

it made a strong ap-

peal to the discerning

taste of the architect

and it only serves to

show how many un-

suspected possibilities

in small house sites

there may be all

around us. At any

rate it is worth while

keeoing one's eyes

wide open and the

imagination busy.

It should be said

further of this ne-

glected opportunity,

the long deserted

problem of laborer's

cottage, that the site

is healthy, that it is

Althoug the small hou

importance.

fully accessible, being not a

five minutes' walk from the

station, with excellent train

service and, finally, that the

necessary cost of repair and

remodeling would be ex-

tremely moderate. That it,

along with many other

equally attractive small sites,

has not been snapped up

eagerly long ago only goes

to show how blind the gen-

erality of people are to the

opportunities for doing de-

lightful, interesting and
artistic things that are under

their very noses.

Another house that never

fails to delight those who see it, much more those who
know it within as well as without, thrusts its simple white,

vine-trellsed front right out into a well traveled road

—

really a street in a suburb of one of our largest cities. It,

too, was once but a laborer's rough cast cottage. On one

side is a small stretch of garden, on the other there is

scarcely more land than to allow of a lane into the place.

On the side away from the road there is a tiny walled ter-

race and below that a diminutive garden and a tennis court.

Below these stretches an inviting meadow with a babbling

brook. The meadow, however, does not belong to the

property in question, which is really very small. Except on

the west, the side towards the meadow, high hedges sur-

round and ensure entire privacy, even to a house standing

so near a constantly traveled road. Truly, with a small

house and site of this quality one may well be content with

small things.

Another exceptionally pleasing small house on a small site

developed itself from a stable on the rear lot of a large

house in the semi-suburbs. By clever remodeling the archi-

tects converted a substantial but altogether unpicturesque

stable into a really interesting and attractive cottage and
what was before a grassy desert of side-back yard was
changed into a pleasant garden.

Small sites present themselves in all sorts of ways. Some-
times an old building

on a well situated bit

of land can be re-

modelled and won-
derful results pro-

duced. Sometimes a

hitherto unappreci-

ated point will strike

somebody as desir-

able and they will set

to work and do

miracles with it and

you wonder why
someone else hadn't

the inspiration to do

the same thing long

before. Under hun-

dreds of guises in

suburbs, in country

and even in city suit-

able small house sites

are waiting recogni-

tion. The only quali-

ties needed to detect

them are a willing-

nesss to forsake the

worship of bigness.
may nave an extensive site, its location is one of the utmost

Here we see how successfully this house was placed
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ICTURED herewith are various specimens

of flowers and garlands, etc., wrought out

of soft steel and out of iron.

The Rose was made of a single

piece of metal to which the bud

(also made from a single piece)

and leaves were added by welding. The bell

of the Tulip blossom was made without weld-

ing, but the pistils are separate pins riveted in

place. In the making of a Rose a piece of steel

about one half inch in diameter is used. This

is hammered down to form a stem with a

cylindrical knob at one end. The knob is split

to form the leaves of the blossom and they are

worked individually and shaped to imitate

nature. It will be noticed that each leaf has an Wrought steel

indivi

most

duality all its own and that they overlap one another

artistically in a manner that is a considerable improve-

ment on work as done heretofore. Iron Roses

are often made of separate sheets of metal

riveted together, but such work is apt to work
loose owing to the difficulty of riveting the

parts. The samples of "one-piece" flowers we
illustrate were made by Mr. Ernst Schwarz-

kopf, an instructor in the art of metal work in

the New York schools, and by his pupils. The
students of the New York schools have taken to

the work with eagerness and are turning out

creditable examples, which goes to show what
proper inspiration along these lines may pro-

duce in time, as obdurate metal is brought under
the art of riveting, splitting and hammering.

These three specimens of wrought metal exhibit the possibilities of such work in the hands of the skilful craftsman
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The house of Mr. W. P. H. Bacon, Bronxville, New York, is an excellent type of the small house of stucco

The Small House of Stucco
By Kirby Hendricks

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE question as to the material of which the

home is to be built is presented, and must

be answered just as many times as there are

houses constructed. The problem isn't dif-

ficult of solution where a large house is

concerned, for the building of such a house

presupposes the expenditure of a sum sufficiently ample to

cover its reasonable cost so

that the difference between the

value of several kinds of ma-
terial isn't often sufficiently

great enough to be a serious

item. Where a small house is

to be built, however, the case

is somewhat different, for the

man about to build a home of

22*
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medium cost is naturally impressed with the necessity of

selecting a building material which shall make possible the

best house which can be secured for his appropriation.

Now the beauty and general desirability of stone as a

building material are so well recognized, that only its cost

prevents it being used more frequently. Brick is often

very nearly as costly as stone, so the choice is apt to narrow
down to a selection of wood
or of some one of the various

forms of what may be called

"plastic" construction which
have come into such extensive

use during the past few
years.

There is much to be said

both for and against the use of

First floor plan Entrance front of the Bacon House Second floor plan
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wood as a building material.

To begin with there is a cer-

tain sentiment in its favor, for

it is closely identified with the

history of American home-

making, and in every one of the

early Colonial states there are

many old houses built of wood,

which are still standing and

often in excellent condition,

notwithstanding the continual

wear and tear which they have

seen.

The use of wood by the

early American colonists was
only a matter of circumstances

or, it might be said, of con-

venience. The settlers had all

come from countries where

brick or stone were used in

building and their use of wood
in America was only because

it was easily to be had and

could be secured without the

costly and laborious making
of brick or quarrying and

cutting of stone. Their build-

excellent state of preserva-

tion to the size and strength of their timbers and to

the care with which they were put together. Examine
any very old house of wood, and you will find that the un-

derpinning and rafters are of timbers of hard oak, hewn
out by hand, and of a size which could be matched to-day

only at great trouble and expense. Then the heavy timbers

R00F

First floor plan of the house at

Cedar Manor

ings of wood owe their

were held together not by nails

but by wooden stakes or pegs,

and the structure will no doubt

be found to be mortised to-

gether in a way which would

try the patience and tax the

skill of any present day car-

penter. Shingles and clap-

boards were also cut by hand

and were of a durability which

could not be had to-day. The
forests which made building

material so easily had a cen-

tury or more ago have now dis-

appeared, and many years

must elapse before they are re-

stored. The disappearance of

the forests has caused the

prices of lumber to so advance

that before long, it will be al-

most as expensive as stone

—

already the difference between

the cost of lumber and that of

brick is very slight and is be-

coming less each year. These
and many other causes have Second floor plan of the house

contributed largely to the pop- at Cedar Manor

ularity of various other forms of building, such as concrete,

plaster and stucco, and their use is increasing in exact ratio

to the decrease in the use of wood.
Concrete, of course, is a compound made up of sand,

water, crushed stone and Portland cement, and the general

forms of its use are either in molded blocks, used much
as brick, or by pouring the concrete while in a fluid state

RUfiF

A stucco house at Cedar Manor, Jamaica, Long Island, New York
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The house of Mr. and Mrs. Albert

into a mold formed of temporary wooden walls. This

process may seem complicated, but it is really quite simple

and a house of concrete assumes form much more rapidly

than might be supposed. Within a few hours the concrete

hardens into what is practically one stone, so that the house

may really be said to be a "monolith."

Stucco, of course, is by no means a new material, but new
uses or adaptations have made possible its widespread pop-

ularity. It is being extensively used for the outer covering

of walls either of concrete or inferior brick or else is applied

to lathing, either of wood or of metal, or on patented

board, which possesses a surface somewhat roughened so

that the stucco, when applied, may sufficiently adhere. These
various processes involving the use of stucco have all been

put to a severe and practical test during the past twenty

years. Houses thus built have been constructed in all

parts of the country and have withstood climatic condi-

tions which vary greatly.

There may be said to be but

one royal road to success in

building with concrete or

stucco—have the work done
by men who are thoroughly

H. Canfield, Bridgeport, Connecticut

trained in its use, and who are willing to use the utmost

care in its application. Under these conditions a building

of concrete or of stucco applied to any of the usual mate-

rials will be durable and lasting and possessed of a beauty

which time will increase rather than destroy. It might be

helpful to add a word regarding the plan of the small

house whatever the material of which it is built. A gener-

ation ago the tendency was to plan for a larger house than

was actually required and to have the floor space unduly

cut up. The trend at present, is toward a smaller number
of larger rooms. By having only as many rooms as are

really needed it may be possible to build the home of a

better material.

One of the advantages of the use of stucco or concrete

lies in the fact, that these materials lend themselves readily

to almost any type or architecture which would readily

find favor with the builders of a suburban home.
The residence of Mr. W.

P. H. Bacon at Bronxville,

New York, was designed by
Messrs. Bates & Howe, and
is built of stucco applied

upon lathing of metal, which

First floor plan Dining-room of the Canfield house Second floor plan
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The house of Mrs. S. B. Campbell, Montclair, New Jersey

is stretched upon a frame of wood. Two corners of the

house are buttressed with solid masonry also covered with

stucco and their use adds greatly to the interest and at-

tractiveness of the house's exterior.

The plan provides for a living-room

of generous size with a fireplace and

a seat built within a bay window.
Windows facing in three directions

catch the sunshine during the en-

tire day, and one window at the

opposite end of the room opens

upon a veranda. Across the hall

which divides the house is the din-

ing-room which connects through a

pantry with the kitchen.

At Cedar Manor, Jamaica, L. I.,

lines of the exterior are very graceful and pleasing and the

continuing of the roof across the house extends the hori-

zontal lines which are so essential. The floor plan shows

an interior which is spacious and ex-

ceedingly pleasant and comfortable.

At Bridgeport, Connecticut, the

home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert H.
Canfield, is a very complete and in-

teresting example of the modern
example of the modern suburban

home. The exterior, as planned by

Mr. Ernest G. Louchey, presents an

appearance of unusual simplicity

and dignity. Here walls and chim-

neys are covered with stucco and

the eaves which overhang are of the

The square

Entrance Porch, Campbell house

Mr. Robert C. Edwards has planned a cottage, which, while same material while the roof is of red tile,

exceedingly tiny, presents an appearance of much dignity, entrance-hall opens into a large living-room with a group

Here again stucco is used as ^^^^^mmmama^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^——^—^^^^ °f three windows facing, the

a building material upon a ' „...,.-
-*"""•* 'j

|
street and two windows

foundation of concrete The m M opening upon a broad veran-

First floor plan The dining-room of the Campbell house Second floor plan
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House of Mrs. Mary S. Leonard, Hackensack, New Jersey

da paved with tiles which is enclosed with glass and made
into a "Winter
garden" during
part of the year.

The dining-room

is wainscoted with

mahogany and
beams of the same

wood support the

ceiling.

In the home of

Mrs. S. B. Camp-

and practical.

il
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First floor plan

The placing of the kitchen in its unusual

position makes
possible a garden

front where a Per-

gola is laden with

vines. The home-

like and tasteful

little residence of

Mrs. Mary E.

Leonard, which
Mr. John C. Hoth,

of Hackensack, N.Second floor planLiving-room, Leonard house

bell, at Montclair, X. J., Mr. Dudley S. Van Antwerp, the J., has designed, and also the attractive home of Mr. J. W.
architect, has combined a Grant at Mount Vernon
pleasing exterior with floor

plans which are convenient

KITCHE1
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readily suggest the variety of

uses of concrete and stucco.

First floor plan House of J. W. Grant, Mount Vernon, New York Second floor plan
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Photographs by T. C. Turner

HERE are always advantages worth consid-

ering in the use of washable fabrics for cur-

taining small houses, especially for curtaining

the small Summer home, even though wash-

able fabrics are, as a rule, more expensive.

The dust-laden air with which curtains come
in contact passes through them, soon showing in the texture.

This is true in every locality, especially during the dry season.

Naturally white curtains show the dust more quickly than

colored ones. When it is possible to do so without marring

the harmonious color scheme of a room, it is advisable to

choose, for Summer use, a washable fabric with a white (or

cream-colored) ground showing a figured pattern in the

prevailing color of the room in some material.

Inexpensive fabrics having designs printed in color sel-

dom hold their color after being laundered, while the more
expensive materials of better quality usually retain their

color in full vigor after passing through the tub.

These color-fast fabrics may be had in such a variety

of patterns and widths that it is easy to choose from them
curtains for almost any description of country house.

Naturally the problem of curtaining must take into consid-

eration the relation of the hangings to their surroundings.

If the house be one of many rooms, each having distinct

color differences in wall and furniture coverings, these must
be considered in choosing curtains to fit.

The uniformity of window curtains seen from the outside

of the house is a thing to be desired almost without exception.

For small windows, curtains of dimity or swiss with a small

figure in yellow, blue, green, or rose color is often sufficient

for use in the Summer season. But if the windows are

large these seem insufficient in the more formal rooms of a

house, such as the library, the living-room, the dining-room

and especially in a drawing-room. A narrow width of

Japanese or Chinese silk with woven pattern in solid color

may be used in rooms of this kind, in addition to the white

curtains, with good effect. The semi-transparent, veil-like

silks used as window drapery on either side of the windows
are most appropriate to the handsome country villa. These
fabrics are the specialty of the importing shops and are

to be had in 36-inch, 40-inch, and 50-inch widths, with

prices around $1.50, $2.00 and $3.50 per yard. Where
a note of informal originality is desired in the curtaining

of the small house, it is possible to employ the designs of

artists in the particular craft-work known as "batiks." The
process consists in printing by hand, by means of the stencil

pattern, using liquid dyes of the tints desired on hand-

woven fabrics, or other material having a surface not too

smooth. Japanese crepe and other fabrics of the sort are

very good materials to work out designs on by this method.
Unless fastened by means of a ihot iron after they are

completed these designs do not survive the laundry tub.

Much pleasure may be had, however, in the making of

curtains after this fashion by those
i
ossessed of skill in

handling colors and stencils.

Another method of decoration and one borrowed by

American craft-workers from the East indies is that of

the knotted pattern made by gathering up little bunches of

the cloth in the fingers and twisting them tightly around

with thread. These knots repeated at regular intervals in

groups form a pattern, when the whole fabric is dipped in

the dye, by preventing the color from penetrating beneath

the twisted thread. When the material is lifted from the

dye-pot and has become quite dry, the thread is removed,

the fabric thus acquiring, in addition to the pattern, a num-
ber of little "krinkles" which also adds decorative interest

to the pattern. This style of decorated curtain fabric is

especially adapted to the windows of the temporary bunga-

low Summer home, and in the windows of such a bungalow,

whose walls are stained a dark brown, such curtains add
just the necessary note of gayety and freedom from re-

straint we all love so much, once we escape from town.

One may not think it necessary in remote places to pay

much attention to the problem of curtains for the bungalow,

but they add to the sense of cosiness absolutely requisite

to the informal house and even the Summer camp is the

more attractive by reason of well chosen curtains to add

to its cheeriness. Unless the bungalow to be curtained is

shaded by forest trees there are always some windows un-

protected by porches and even these in the blaze of the

strong Summer sun need to be screened by some suitable

fabrics if comfort indoors is to be maintained.

The various household furnishing shops throughout the

country display a great number of beautiful fabrics for

Summer window curtains. These come in a variety of

pleasant tones in widths of 40 and 50 inches, with prices
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ranging from 12 cents to 21

cents per yard* for sheer

white barred muslin with a

small colored figure at fre-

quent intervals. Others

have double lines of color

forming cross-bars, and in

these the frequently recur-

ring figure in heavy white

cord is seen in a dull rose, a

soft green and a blue, sug-

gesting that of a Chinese

ginger jar, washable of

course, but color not guaran-

teed. For windows pro-

tected with outside blinds

these seem to be all one

would care for at bedroom
windows in the Summer

Washable curtains lend freshness to the interior decorations of the

Summer home

home. Suitable for living-rooms, libraries, and halls are

the madras 50-inch materials in soft, clinging folds. The
cream white back-grounds of these may be patterns with

colored figures of clusters of yellow Jonquils with a few

pale green leaves connected by diagonals of pattern in

white. Other patterns more elaborate in conventional

figures are in shades of rose, of blue, and of green or pure

pale yellow. Curtains of this de c cription soften the strong

Summer sunlight, and particularly at north windows add
much to the color of the interior. The same madras cloth

are truly delightful in the

natural gray tones of the un-

dyed material, but they can

also be had in colors to

match any color scheme. In

40 and 50-inch widths the

prices are from 50 cents to

$1.50 per yard. Also in

shops cultivating the artistic

taste are found the beautiful

French chintzes with their

gay birds and blossoms, the

materials of which the long

valance and narrow side cur-

tains over white muslin seem
most appropriately made
and the wonderful hand-

painted Oriental cotton

prints all of expensive quality

and of most attractive appearance in "sure fast" colors.

The French fabrics are always made in fast colors, en-

during any amount of cleaning, and as far as known even

retaining their tints under the exposure to light. It is a

well-known fact that sunlight shining on silk curtains

through the plate glass window will burn them in a short

time so that they fall apart in tatters. The quality of the

fabric has nothing at all to do with this. Perhaps, we find

here, the reason for the proverbial aversion to sunlight in

her house on the part of the traditional New England
in solid colors without pattern of any kind may also be had housewife with mind bent on saving her best parlor carpet.

in 50-inch width at 85 cents per yard. Dull shades of rose,

gold and peacock blue are very suitable for curtains in

rooms with walls of low tone where a white curtain alone

without over curtains would seem too violent a contrast to

the walls.

The same material having a conventional figure of the

fine black thread of the warp with the background in solid

color, may be had at" $1.25 per yard. Then there are the

multi-colored fabric suggesting "Oriental rooms" that do
not appeal to refined taste.

For heavier m a .erials there are the English cotton prints

50 inches wide, $2.00 per yard, absolutely reliable as to

color and the tub. The English designers have excelled all

others in the bold simplicity of these flat stencil patterns in

two colors. A Tulip with small green leaves arranged
symmetrically around it, or a stem of leaf pattern with the

flowers balancing on either side is all one sees in these set

figures, but the precision and delicacy of the arrangement
are very satisfactory to the eye.

One must look in special shops for the more unusual

fabrics, such as the coarsely woven canvas cloths. These

The very often repeated shopping-time question when
selecting any window curtain material "Will it wash?" to-

day can honestly meet with the answer, "Certainly." This

is more especially true in connection with the more ex-

pensive fabrics in whose making every care has been taken

to use best dyes, than in the cheaper materials made to

last possibly one season. So if one prefers new curtains

every season for the Summer home one may select among
the low-priced fabrics any of those muslins having a bit

of color, or those having printed patterns in several colors

when darker ones are required without considering their

washable quality.

But this is hardly thought economy, the fabrics guaran-

teed to be washable will, fortunately, last several seasons,

as a rule, and are also generally much more beautiful in

design. Even though the first cost may be considerable

more one can better afford to have them, as one gains in

the end. There are those who constantly grow tired of

their surroundings and seek by changing them as often as

possible to freshen up the rooms they live in. There are

others who form definite attachments for those material
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There are many inexpensive washable silks and other fabrics to be had for curtaining
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Linens and cottons of loose weaves are among the most attractive fabrics for Summer curtains

things about them, and once they have found just the right tain. This, especially in colored fabrics, gives a better effect

curtain for a particular room wish it to last as long as it to the window. For casement windows in a bedroom it is

will and regret the time necessary to have over-cur-

when the fabrics fade or be- tains hung on a rod extend-

come full of holes and must 9' ing across the group of win-

be renewed. dows, if several small case-

Regarding the making of

curtains—their proper
lengths for windows of vari-

ous shapes and sizes—some

hints may not come amiss.

For the usual type of high

and rather narrow plate

glass window, having the

sash raised with pulleys in

the window frame, it is well

to have the rods for thin cur-

tains placed just inside the

flat window casing using soc-

ket fixtures. The length of

the curtain may be a little

ments make up the window,

and these over-curtains

should be of a material

heavy enough to exclude the

light. A novel and beautiful

cotton print having a bright

flowered pattern on a back-

ground of black is a revival

of an old English style. The
pattern is Chinese copied

from antique Chinese pottery.

These fabrics are printed

from hand blocks and are

therefore rather expensive,

running from $2.50 to $3.75Simple but attractive curtaining

longer than the window itself as after washing it will shrink per yard. These patterns are printed in several colors as

and then just touch the sill—which is the proper length for to the background and flowers. Some have birds, also giv

their curtains. Casement windows opening

with hinges either into the room or out from

the window must have the curtain for each sash

hung on a rod fastened to the upper part of

the sash itself, bringing the curtain close against

the sash and in length just to the sill. As case-

ment windows are usually much shorter than

those of plate glass, the shrinkage of the cur-

tain when laundered will not be very much.

Sometimes casement wndows are made in

groups having a wide crossbar between the up-

per and lower sections. In such instances it

is best to make the curtains separately for up-

per and lower sections following the same rule

of length fitting the sash. If the upper win-

dows do not open, the upper curtain may hang
over the crossbar to the top of the lower cur-

ing interest and variety to the design. For a

bedroom furnished in old mahogany these cur-

tains are the most appropriate thing.

The use of double shades against the glass

—

white, with dark green shades hung inside, to

be pulled dlown at night—naturally excludes the

light and protects the curtain fabrics against

the burning sun during the Summer months,

but they do not look pretty from the outside of

a house, and when pulled down during the

day generally would seem to indicate the ab-

sence of the family. In connection with the

study of the problems of finding the most suit-

able curtains for the small house one suggests

that the home-builder should take into account

harmonizing the design of the glazing of the

windows with the plan forthe curtaining fabrics.
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The printed Japanese fabrics are excellent for curtaining the bedrooms of the small house
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"Wendelloaks" is particularly fortunate in its picturesque site, for which it has been designed

"Wendelloaks": An Artist's Home
By Margaret H. Pratt

E think of an artist as a dreamer, with mind

way above the clouds, but this particular

artist has proved himself the most practical

sort of an architect in the planning of his

own home.

Not only is the concrete house beautiful

and artistic throughout, but the rooms and various time and

labor-saving devices are exceptionally well planned, and the

kitchen—the very heart of the home—is the quaintest and

most unique feature of all.

Here the artist's wife has no servant problem to cope

with, for her steps in this little kitchen are as few as pos-

sible and everything is easy to her hand.

The house sets back over 200 feet from the street

amongst tall oaks with considerably over an acre of wooded
lawn and deep ravine, in a thoroughly picturesque situation.

In back of the house wind-

ing-paths lead to rustic steps,

and down these to a rustic

log bridge over the ravine,

while in amongst the thickly

wooded lanes are glimpses of

bird fountains and lodges

scattered here and there, and
seats hewn from trees where
in the deep recesses one

might sit and listen dreamily

to the bird music and breeze

tunes and the ripple of the

little brook as it patters gaily

along through the ravine.

The house might well be

classed as a bungalow, for The entrance-porch

all the rooms except the study and the storage chamber are

on the ground floor.

A well-thought-of scheme is the complete privacy of the

sleeping chambers and bathroom, for as will be seen by

the plan, these open off from a hall, and by closing the

doors of the living-room and the kitchen opening into the

hall, they are completely shut off from the rest of the house.

In most bungalows, these rooms are made to open directly

off the living-room.

Two dear little evergreen trees, rather a relief from the

usual bay, flank the front entrance on either side, seeming

taller than in reality because of the deep concrete pots

which hold them.

The large front porch and terrace have reinforced con-

crete floors and window boxes along the sides filled with

Geraniums and trailing creepers, while Roses climb on trel-

lises against the concrete

walls, all of which give a

bright and cheery look beck-

oning on the inside.

All the windows are case-

ment, affording the maxi-

mum of sunlight and air.

The front entrance is directly

into the living-room, with

a coat closet in the small hall

opening off the right of the

living-room.

The rough plaster with

deep warm tints is decorative

in itself, and in the bed-

rooms are to be found sten-

ciled friezes as a well bor-
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der, done by the artist, and th

other bedroom hangings are

The great brick, fireplace

with the old print of George

Washington above it, and

the old spinning-wheel, an

heirloom in the family, take

us right back to Ye Olden

Dayes, and we want to sit

right down beside the fire

and watch something delect-

able cooking in the black

iron kettle hanging over the

flames. The ceilings are

beamed in both living- and

dining-rooms; also large liv-

ing-porch directly back of

the dining-room.

All of the woodwork is of

dark oak, and the owner de-

signed and built much of the

furniture himself, as the

dining table and deep

leather-seated chairs, all the

porch furnishings, including

the rustic table and swinging

seat and the electric lighting

fixtures and stained glass

shades, throughout the entire

house.

Over the cabinets in the

dining-room, directly under
the windows, are concrete

tops, with concrete flower

pots slightly sunken in them,
so there is no danger of

peep ff/wn

The fireplace end of the living-room

e dainty window curtains and water running over and staining the handsome furniture,

carefully stenciled to match. Long French windows separate the dining-room from
the large square living-porch

with its comfortable swing-

ing bedcouch and big hos-

pitable chairs.

Each sleeping chamber
has a large closet, and a

glimpse of one room with

window seat is shown in pic-

ture, with curtains strewn

with soft yellow daffodils so

real one almost wants to

stoop to pick them.

A view is shown of the

study upstairs in one photo-

graph, and here another

unique feature is introduced.

A large study table with

a reading lamp has been ar-

ranged by a heavy oak top

piece fastened over the top

of the stairway, high enough
to be out of the way of one's

head in coming upstairs and
yet just the right height for

a study table as is shown by

the high-backed chair drawn
close beside it.

This room is very large

and quaint with its rather

low ceilings, and could easily

be remodeled into two or

three bedrooms if desired.

The kitchen is all in white

Diagram of the house and grounds and blue—the lower part of
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Corner of the dining-room

walls in delft blue and upper portion white, with border of

tiling showing quaint little Dutch motifs in blue and white.

All the furnishings are white even to

the icebox, which allows the ice to be put

in from outside entrance, and the kitchen

utensils are all of fine white porcelain

with picturesque little Dutch scenes

painted on each piece in delft blue.

I am sure to the eye of a housewife

this kitchen is the most attractive room
of the house, and brings out the artist's

idea that it should be and is entirely prac-

tical to be made so at a very small out-

lay of money combined with skill and
originality.

The name, "Wendelloaks," which A corner of

View of the dining-room

seems just to suit this charming home bowered with woods

and flowers, was bestowed in honor of the owners' favor-

ite writer and poet, Oliver Wendell
Holmes, and because of the prevailing

tree, the tall, giant oak.

The entire cost of this artistic little

dwelling with its six rooms and bath, and
large living-porches, including the va-

rious improvements made on lawns and
ravines and in the way of paths, walks,

etc., was slightly under $6,000.

Thus it will be seen how the judicious

expenditure of a limited amount for a

carefully planned purpose can be made to

produce results highly satisfactory in

the kitchen evolving an artistic and comfortable home.

A view of the dining-room looking into the living-room
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(Collectors' Notes and Queries and The Collectors' Mart will be found in the
reading matter columns of the advertising pages of this number.)

Map Samplers
By Robert H. Van Court

Photographs by T. C. Turner

F all the objects treasured as heirlooms and

sought and highly prized by collectors, there

are very few which possess the element of

human interest in so great a degree as the

samplers of long ago. In these days of care-

free and untrammeled childhood, indulgent

the decoration which we may well believe taxed the taste

and skill of the young workers both as to design and execu-

tion. The adornment consisted generally of the letters of

the alphabet, capital letters as well as small, and the Arabic

and sometimes the Roman numerals as far as ten. To this

was added the maker's name and age, and sometimes her

parents are apt to regard as wholly unnecessary anything place of residence, and often a verse which reflects more
truly than could anything else the strict and uncompromising
attitude toward life and the world which prevailed in those

sterner days, A study of the little stanzas of poetry, ob-

viously homemade, reveals a spirit of inflexible devotion to

duty which can hardly be associated with childhood of to-

day. The complete adornment of a sampler included be-

sides these letters, figures and embroidered texts the more
decorative features of houses, trees, and often of human

figures, not to mention such

ornamental adjuncts as

animals, baskets of flowers

and angels or cherubs sup-

porting crowns. Around all

of this would be placed a

border as elaborate as cir-

cumstances would permit,

and all of this varied adorn-

ment worked in the greatest

possible number of stitches

and in silk of many and
divers soft and beautiful

colors resulted in a sampler
which was a source of pride

to the maker and her family,

and an example and incen-

tive to posterity.

The map sampler may be

regarded as the logical re-

sult of conditions. The lit-

tle women who worked the

samplers were students of

geography or the "use of

the globes," as the study is

called in many old works,
and it was perhaps but nat-

ural, that proficiency in

geography and skill in

needlework should find ex-

which interferes with the liberty of youth or with the hours

of happy play to which children are so fully entitled. It is

interesting to gather from these little samplers, relics of a

far distant past, the somewhat different ideas regarding

the raising of children which obtained several generations

ago. The word "sampler" is derived, of course, from

"example," or the older English word "ensample," and, as

the name implies, is a sample of the degree of skill and

wide range of resource in

needlework to which the

youthful maker had attained.

The making of samplers

has never been confined to

any one land, for house-

wives of every European

country have trained their

daughters in needlecraft and

the sampler has been merely

a specimen of ability or a

kind of diploma for merit

achieved. American cus-

toms which have been so

largely derived from those

of England and Holland,

brought the art of needle-

work to a high degree of de-

velopment and many of the

most interesting of samplers

are the work of little women
of New England or New
Amsterdam.

Samplers were usually

worked upon canvas or a

homemade fabric somewhat
resembling scrim. The color

used was generally cream or

ecru, and against this plain

background was arranged
An unusually interesting map of Scotland sampler, dated 1811, from

the Drake Collection
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pression and chal-

lenge recognition in

one sampler. Most
of the map samplers

which have been pre-

served seem to have

been the work of

English makers, al-

though all of the

maps embroidered

are by no means

those of England.

Maps of England,

Wales and Scotland,

were favorite sub-

jects, however, and

are generally worked

with scrupulous fidel-

ity so that the various shires appear

in correct proportions and properly

labeled. Rivers and large cities and

islands are sometimes included, the

surrounding bodies of water are duly

named and such neighboring coun-

tries as France and Ireland are often

indicated. Map samplers do not al-

ways include the maker's name nor

their ages, nor the place of their

homes—they are maps of needlework

and not a great deal else.

When a little English girl under-

took the making of a sampler upon

which was to appear a map of a

foreign land, the task was not the

simple work of making a map of her

own country where the details were

by long association quite familiar. A
map of a foreign country called for

Two exquisitely worked map samplers (on silk moire), from the collection of Mr-
Power, New York

B.

is one which bears a

map of North and

Central America. In

this particular in-

stance American
geography suffers

some violence, due

probably to the some-

what vague and hazy

knowledge of the sub-

ject which prevailed

in Europe in 1788
when the sampler

was made. The en-

tire area now occu-

pied by the north-

eastern states is

labeled "New Eng-
land," though this, to be sure, may
be because owing to the small size of

these states it was impossible to pre-

sent each one. New York occupies

only the tiniest fragment upon the

map and New Jersey and Delaware
are quantities almost negligible.

Pennsylvania is expanded to a size

much greater than it ever possessed,

and Virginia and the Carolinas are

represented by long horizontal strips

which extend from the seaboard to

the Mississippi River. Mexico, and
the greater part of Central America
appear in what is much their present

position, but a puzzling section just

north of Mexico is labeled "New
Navarre," and by far the greater part

of the continent is inscribed "un-

known land."

Another English collection includesattainments far above the ordinary.

Among the treasures in a noted col- 0val maP samplers are very rare. This fine example a sampler map~of Africa, and it too is

lection of samplers in England, there
1S from the Drake Collectlon

(Continued on page 192)

A remarkable map sampler, Eastern and Western hemispheres, worked by A. Mather, 1 802. From the collection of Mr. E. B. Power
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Some specimens of gold and copper Lustre-Ware, floral and pictorial in decoration

Lustre-Ware
By Henry Sewell

Photographs by Mary H. Northend

HERE is no ware that is more varied in long to stay unrivalled, for in the field came in 1546 others

coloring than lustre. It ranges from the to try their hand in making this line of pottery, and it was
silver sheen to the ruby glow and shows manufactured both in Barcelona and Valencia. Wonder-
either a plain, smooth satin finish or that ful tints of ruby were shown in the pieces which were made
of elaborate design. There are almost in- in the former city. To this day pieces are even now occa-

numerable classes and coloring, often dis- sionally found. They are, however, exceedingly rare,

cernable to experts alone. Little wonder that it holds a having been put on the market from collectors' closets and

distinctive place in the hearts of collectors who seek far bringing almost fabulous prices.

and wide to find rare pieces to add to their already large A dish of this rare ware was sold in London as late as

groups of diversified kinds. June 2, 1902, for seventy-nine pounds, sixteen shillings, or

Strictly speaking, the term lustre is applied to English about four hundred dollars. This special piece had al-

ware of a metallic appearance. Harking back to its origin, ways remained in the possession of the same family until

we find that history claims it was first made in 1320, when the time of its sale, and is mentioned in Macaulay's History

it was known as Hispano-Moresque Pottery, antidating of England, as figuring at the dinner which was given to

that of Gubbio. These earliest specimens were in coloring Lord Favesham, by the Bridges of Western Zoyland,

gold, copper and light yellow, the

deeper copper shades being assigned

to the latter part of the seventeenth

century. We find also in these,

earlier pieces ornamentations, but-

differing from those of more recent'

date.

One of the characteristics of this

particular ware lies not solely in its

decoration, but in its artistic"
form, which fact has earned for it

the name of "Gilded Works." In

fact, it rapidly became so popular

that it was sent to every part of the

then known globe. It formed part

of an important future through its

modeling for the dawning indus-

tries of the lands.

It was not, however, destined ' Lustre-Ware plate, architectural decoration

Bridgewater, previous to Mon-
mouth's defeat.

In beauty of finish and design

nothing can compare with the Span-

ish and Italian ware. The latter

are indebted to the Saracens for

their shapes and styles as well as

their coloring. The most graceful

and famous of these emanated from
the city of Gubbio, where dwelt the

master of the art, one Georgio An-
dreoli. His masterpieces were in

the ruby tints, brilliant and gleam-

ing like a polished gem, and shad-

ing from ruby to claret. On the

silver, however, he was able to pro-

duce effects that resembled moon-
light effects on the water, while the

golden shades and green were un-
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Lustre-Ware pitchers, purple and pink decoration

rivaled. Signed pieces by this artist date back to 15 19-1537. district of England
Among the present day lustre, the rarest is the silver

tinted, though the Rose-spotted Sunderland is a close sec-

ond and brings a larger price. Even in England the silver

lustre, which was at one time extensively manufactured,

brings a high sum of money, and is exceedingly scarce. It

has been superseded by a cheaper process which gives more
durable results. Dealers and collectors in vain hunt for

choice pieces, although willing to give prices which would

have astonished the original makers of this ware. The body

is earthenware, brown or white, covered with a solution of

platinum. This mineral was discovered in 1741, being

used by the Staffordshire potters and more largely still by

the craftsmen in the extensive pot-works at Preston-Pans.

Originally the silver class

was simply a cheap and glit-

tering imitation of that metal

and silvered both inside and

out to hide the deception of

its extreme limit. Mugs,

bowls and tea-sets were gen-

erally treated in that way.

Later, when they had be-

come better known and peo-

ple had found out the sham,

the exterior of the pieces

only were silvered, although

the coloring was used in

decorations, patterns and

bands and occasionally com-

bined with gold.

Silver lustre was first

manufactured by one John
Gardner, when he was in the

employ of Mr. Wolfe, of

Stoke. Many followers suc-

ceeded him, among whom
were G. Sparkes, of Slack

Lane, and John Ainsley at

Lane's End. Since 1804 it

has been made with varied

success through the whole Gold Lustre-Ware pitcher

The finest kind was made from
platinum, which was introduced into Europe by one Wood,
in the middle of the eighteenth century. All pieces are

not cabinet ones, some are not even cupboard specimens,

for there is a great distinction in pieces, and, accurately

speaking, the cabinet specimens must be valuable from a

collector's standpoint and not of necessity rare, represent-

ing some individual phase.

One must remember that lustre has not always had the

value placed upon it to-day. Originally silver lustre was
looked upon with almost disdain, for it was felt it was in

reality merely a cheap imitation of silver.

Candlesticks were made in shapes identical to the sterling

ones of that time; coffee pots, hot water jugs, cream and

cider jugs, sugar boxes,

bowls and many other pieces

were formed of this particu-

lar ware. They were always

of fine shape and generous

proportions. The Queen
Anne tea-set is perhaps one

of the best. The shapes are

most graceful, being ribbed

and fluted. These are great-

ly prized by connoisseurs

and collectors, who pay

large sums of money for

them.

While silver lustre was

made in imitation of sterling

silver ware, copper and gold

was no sham, making no pre-

tence to be other than they

were. It was the work of

no one person, as was shown
in Wedgewood, or Stafford-

shire. Wedgewood is by

many given the honor of be-

ing the first maker of gold

and copper lustre, but it is

also claimed that it was made
before he took up the art.
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Three Lustre-Ware pitchers. The first in gold, the second in pink and the third in purple lustre

The first use was for frames, but later on other things

were fashioned, as jugs, pitchers, mugs and a variety of

subjects all of interest.

Copper lustre is perhaps the least artistic of any of the

kinds. It is surely the most common. In the making the

composition is of a rather coarse red earthenware, which

makes the articles ungainly in shape and lacking the re-

finement of the others. In fact, they were designed for

every day use, and compared very favorably with the crocks

of that period. The decorative effects were not always in

the best designs or in good taste. The casual observer will

often run across bad modern day reproductions of such

poor shape that he will at once form an opinion that there

were no good representative

pieces of this kind made.

This, however, is not true,

for the old copper lustre

made when the ware was at

its best, about 1800, was
very beautiful, of high grade

and good shape. The ware

was smooth, deep in color-

ing, inclining to the copper

tint rather than a yellow.

In the coating there were no

imperfections or bubbles. In

shape the pitchers were
squatty, the handle showing
a thumb piece and wide,

spreading lip. Look at the

bottom and one will find it

worn perfectly smooth from
much handling, while the red

body is disclosed where it

has been chipped.

While it was at its best in

1800, yet fine examples were
made in the Hispano-
Moresque period. Many
were decorated in relief, the

ornamentation being left

white, or perchance colored
Gold Lustre-Ware pitcher. From the collection of Mrs.

buryport, Massachusetts

with bright pigments on the copper ground. There are to-

day shown in the Victoria and Albert Museum three speci-

mens of this kind, a sucrier and cover with a band of yellow

and most delicate decorations painted on it.

The second period of this same ware came in about 1830,

when the glaze had frequently a pimpled appearance. This

was on account of the pieces being badly dipped, and im-

mediately afterwards stood upright, which gave the glaze

a chance to collect in lumps. On it done in relief were
gaudy flowers. They were, however, of inferior character

and often painted in horizontal rings, the floral decorations

being in cream and pink. Very little of this ware was
marked, and there is considerable variety in the decorative

effect, as one finds when
looking through a remark-

ably good collection. The
white star-like flower and
line of bead work on handle

is considered to be very

choice.

Pieces of wonderful old

lustre have been found by

collectors not long after the

close of the civil war. They
were hoarded by negroes in

their cabins.

One of these was pur-

chased by a lady visiting in

the section, bought from a

mammie, who had saved it

andwas supporting her form-

er mistress by disposing of

family heirlooms. It was cop-

per lustre of the rarest kind,

the Cornwallis jug. On one

side of which was printed in

a medallion, a picture show-
ing the surrender of Corn-
wallis at Yorktown, while on

the opposite side of the

pitcher is Lafayette pro-

trayed, a laurel wreath being
Page, New-
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held over his head by

emblematic figures.

The piece is a large

one and of good
shape, so rare, in

fact, that it brings

fifty dollars.

Small and large

pitchers are found in

this coloring; teapots

also, but not as

plenty as pitchers,

which were so popu-

lar as to demand an

independent make.

They ranged in size A Silver Lustre-Ware tea set

from the large ones holding often two gallons to tiny ones

of two tablespoon holding. The large pitchers, popularly

known as "Cider-pitchers," were often accompanied with

goblets to match. Numbers of these were in use in private

families, but they are connected in imagination with the

old tavern days, where dozens were called in

play. They contained the favorite drinks of

that day, including mimbo, spiced ale, and flip.

Also a combination of ale, cream and eggs,

making a harmony of color inside the pitcher,

which must have kept pace with the exterior

glaze.

There is, however, a practically unlimited

variety to the different jugs, pitchers and

bowls with bands of color, such as blue, or

yellow, with decoration or groups of figures, j

It is rarely, however, that one finds a pitcher

with a cover.

With the present day interest in collecting,

Lustre-Ware has risen in price, so that to-

day pieces that would a few years ago have

brought practically nothing, can only be pur-

chased for a good price. A good jug will

bring at least five dollars, while those with

elaborate decorations are sold for a great

deal more, often depending upon the size.

This fact is not always known, as in the case of a grand-

daughter, who, at her grandfather's death, sold a lustre

mug out of which Washington had drank for a mere

nominal sum, to realize afterwards she could have added

in various forms.

The cost of gold,

however, caused a

careful use of the

metal, only a portion

of the ware being

covered with it, and

the rest of the

piece being deco-

rated. There is

much confusion in

determining this

type, as it is so easily

confused with purple

and pink.

Only one variety

Plate and platter in pink

Lustre-Ware

Swansea.

to her income a sum
The colors on the

pieces were either

painted or printed,

some of them were

very beautiful, more
especially those which

were made by
Thomas Barlow at

Longton. These
bore the mark of an

impressed "B."

Longton seems to

have been at one

time a great center

for lustre of all

kinds, as both the

High Street and

Long Street works
turned out silver and

copper pieces, while

the Gold Street
works at the same
place gave gold lustre

far more greater than she received.

Pitcher with hunting scene decoration and other specimens of gold Lustre-Ware

has escaped reproduction, and that is the Sunderland ware.

This is the most difficult kind to find, and the most costly.

It is made only in England. Here the decoration is in

precipitated gold, which is applied to the pottery in blotches

or spots, varying from a deep rose to purplish pink, ac-

cording to the manner of laying it on the gold,

for the purple-coloring comes where the gold

has been only thinly applied.

This ware was made at Sunderland between

1 730-1 740, Newcastle taking up the manu-
facture at a later date. Rose lustre is rarely

if ever seen alone, save in an occasional

specimen, which is generally in the form of a

gallon jug, on which are shown sentimental

verses, pictures of ships or sailors. Two of

the rarest shades are the purple and pink

lustre, which resemble each other to such a

wonderful degree that many people can

scarcely tell the difference between the two,

save in the pieces of Newhall, where the

metallic decoration shows little rose color-

ing. Narrow bands of purple lustre decorate

delicate white ware, which show black land-

scapes, hunting scenes, etc.

The decoration is occasionally done in

purple. This was originally known as

It is thought that this pottery made purple lustre,

yet the great bulk is from Newhall. The factory is not as

well known as many others, which were in reality making
an inferior quality of ware. The produce varies greatly,

as both hard and soft paste were used. Upon this ware
we find well-known

prints of "Mother
and Child," "Reclin-

ing Maiden," and

"Children Playing
with each other,"

also women clothed

in classic costumes,

who are playing with

children or dogs.

The purple tint

was procured by gold

being dissolved in

nitromuriatic acid, a

bar of tin being im-

mersed in the solu-

tion. This made a

beautiful product, al-

though difficult to

procure from the

fact that it disap-

peared when too
(Continued on page 192)
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Chairs
of

Chippendale, Heppelwhite and Sheraton

By Mary H. Northend
Photographs by the author

This article on Chairs of Chippendale, Heppelwhite and Sheraton was preceded by
Miss Northend's article on Early Chairs in the April number of this magazine.

..*.;*£&

Sheraton Arm Chair A Sheraton Chair

BOUT the middle of the eighteenth century

a most important revolution took place in

cabinet making. This change affected chairs

even more than it did any other kind of

furniture. It was brought about through

the fact that for the first time English cabinet

makers published books of furniture design which were

copied by the best artisans in the country.

Chippendale, who drew most of his ideas from the

French, issued his "Gentlemen's and Cabinet-Makers' Direc-

tory" in 1754, and a smaller work of similar nature ap-

peared the year previous.

Heppelwhite brought out his Book of Design in 1789,

while Sheraton published a similar collection in 1 79 1

.

These three great names lead as designers of fine

chairs.

Some designs were also published in 1765 by Robert

Mainwaring, by Inches and Mayhew, and in 1773
the Brothers Adams followed their example. Of all

these, Chippendale easily

leads. He was consid-

ered authority for thirty

years. His favorite pieces

of furniture were chairs,

and in them he blended the

ideas of the French, the

Dutch, in the bandy legs

and straight back, and the

Chinese, which were fashion-

able about the middle of the

eighteenth century.

The results were master-

pieces. Many of the chairs

had broad seats, bow-shaped

top rail, arms with well-

known curves ending in scroll

work, with and without

stretchers, the ornamenta-

tions often confined to the

front leg, while the back legs

were straight and plain,

copied from the Chinese.

The splat back and bandy

legs, copied from the Dutch,

were united with the orna-

mentation of the splat in

modified Gothic forms.
Often the full curve of the

bandy leg terminated in the

ball and claw feet which are

so commonly used by Chip-

pendale and his imitators,

although his published book

contains not a single example of this particular style.

One of these chairs which is considered very handsome,
is in the Harrod family at Newburyport, Massachusetts.

It is one of a set of six chairs showing ball and claw feet,

and with bandy legs. This chair was inherited from one

of the early ancestors who was the owner of the ordinary

or inn, known as Harrod's Tavern, the sign for which was
painted representing the Freemason's Arm. This ordinary

was a noted hostelry in Haverhill, and it was here that

General Washington spent a night during his stay in that

city.

Another Chippendale of equally handsome proportions,

showing carved back, is in the Middleton House at Bristol,

Rhode Island. This was inherited from Henry Middleton,
one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence.

Much of Chippendale's work was done in mahogany,
which was the favorite wood of his time. His skill was
displayed in wonderful carving derived from various

sources, but resolved by his taste into a harmonious whole.

The effect is so complete

that his furniture needs no

further enrichment by inlay

or painting. Not only were
his chairs serviceable, but

the workmanship and carv-

ing was wonderful, rich in

effect and beautiful detail.

The ornaments on the cab-

riole legs and frame are as

delicate as those in the back,

while the proportions of

both are equally well bal-

anced.

When Heppelwhite issued

his book of design in 1789,
his light and attractive pat-

terns quickly caught the pop-
ular fancy. They were less

strong and durable than
those of Chippendale, but
they had a beauty of form
and wealth of ornamenta-
tion, as Heppelwhite used
not only carving of the most
delicate and exquisite descrip-

tion, but also inlay and
painting. He also intro-

duced japanning, after the

style of Vernis Martin.
Heppelwhite sacrificed

strength and durability to

produce light and artistic ef-

fect. His chairs may be dis-adder-back Chippendale chair
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Chair of Chippendale's second period

tinguished by their shield-shaped backs,

oval, heart-shaped, and sometimes

square ones, each of his styles being

entirely different from those of

Chippendale.

A typical Heppelwhite chair,

with shield-shaped back, adorned

with carving of feathers, is in the

William West family collection at

Salem, Massachusetts. These three

feathers represent the crest of the

Prince of Wales, and were much
in evidence during the illness of

George III. Heppelwhite must

himself have belonged to the

Prince's party, and the movement
in favor of this party must have

been immensely popular, to judge

from the frequency of the feather

ornament in the works of both

Heppelwhite and Sheraton.

The shield-shaped back is one of

the most popular of Heppelwhite's

models. They were all very deli-

cate and graceful, and those which

did not show the three feathers

were decorated with carved drap-

ery, with wheat ears, or the bell

Chippendale chair with cabriole legs Chippendale chair with claw-and-ball feet

as well as their Some of the best examples of this kind are to be found

in the Dwight Blaney collection in

Boston, Mass. Another showing

drapery and ears of wheat is in the

Francis H. Bigelow collection at

Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Haircloth had now come into

use, and was popular for covering

the seats, and in many specimens we
find the edges finished with brass-

headed nails. These were some-

times in plain lines, following the

outline of the seat, and again, to

simulate festoons.

The Sheraton chair, which sup-

planted the Heppelwhite, retained

many of the Heppelwhite features.

Sheraton's book of design was
published two years after Heppel-
white's. The great difference be-

tween Heppelwhite's and Shera-

ton's was in the construction of the

back. The chairs of the latter gen-

erally were furnished with the top

rail straight or curved like a bow,

Sometimes, he designed an easy

chair like the one known as the

Martha Washington Easy chair, a

flower, sometimes although not elegantly called husks, high-backed chair with curved arms, padded and covered

The "Martha Washington" Sheraton chair

Fine Heppelwhite chair, urn back Heppelwhite chair, Waters collection Heppelwhite chair, Osgood collection
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"Prince of Wales" Heppelwhite, "Wheat-Sheaf" Sheraton, Heppelwhite, and "Garland and Bell" Sheraton chairs

with handsome patch or any other kind of cloth desirable. Josephine. We have so few good examples of the Empire

The name was given it because such a chair was owned at style in this country that more education is needed in this

Mount Vernon. period than in any other, so that the Grecian delicacy of

The general trend of public fancy was now toward light the Napoleonic design may be appreciated,

and elegant forms with very showy decoration. The fur- Under the American manipulation the Empire pieces

niture was made of many different woods rather than all show to great advantage. These were made in rosewood

of mahogany, as in Chippendale's time. The latter de- or mahogany or painted, although a great many were of

signer used satinwood, apple-wood, rosewood, and tulip- mahogany veneer. There is a solidity and massiveness

wood. His chairs are much less common than those of about the Empire pieces which is not without a certain

the other two makers, the best ones in this country having charm.

straight legs, although the tapering fluted leg is sometimes The Adam furniture occupies a field by itself. Many
found. This is not nearly as often seen in chairs as in fine examples are shown painted in the usual way on plain

other furniture, however. colored ground, to tone with the room. It is probable that

Sheraton exhausted other forms of ornamentation and some of the decorative artists who painted furniture for

then indulged his fancy for brilliant coloring in the most Robert Adam were also employed by cabinet makers of the

gorgeous painted decoration, mixing it with inlay and carv- Heppelwhite school, for there is a great similarity in this

ing. He then passed on to the

French style of white and gold, and

finally the brass inlay of Napoleonic

day. Seats of cane work again came

into vogue and were varied by cov-

erings of needlework, of morocco, or

striped and variegated horsehair.

Damasks and finely printed silks

were also used, as Dame Fashion

decreed.

The curved piece which Sheraton

introduced about 1800 remained the

favorite chair pattern for a century,

although it lost the brass mounts
which he intended.

The Sheraton was succeeded by

the Empire, which came in about the

year 1804 and lasted until 1830, the

last of the three cabinet makers liv-

ing long enough for his styles to be

influenced by that of the heavy Em-
pire period.

The early Empire furniture was
heavy and stiff, particularly when
made by English makers. While the

French decorated their furniture

which was made of mahogany and
coarse wood, with metal, the Eng-
lish used half brass. The return to

darkened mahogany gave a revival

of brass and wood which were the

charms of the court of the Empress Chippendale ladder-back chair (1755)

form of ornamentation. Heppel-
white furniture was often placed in

an Adam house, and in such cases

was especially designed to harmon-
ize with ks surroundings. Never-
theless, even the decorative orna-

ments by no means exclusively fol-

lowed the lines laid down by Adam,
many ideas being taken from Louis
Seize type, and numerous examples
showed, especially in outline,
marked originality in treatment.

The furniture was fanciful, light,

and showed fine lines. When the
city of Salem was at the height of
her mercantile prosperity and her
wharves were bustling scenes of lad-

ing and unlading cargoes, and when
her harbor was the rendezvous of
quaintly rigged vessels, another style

of furniture was brought into this

country—wonderful pieces of teak-

wood, and many examples of this

furniture, especially of the chairs

with their rich and elegant carving,

are still to be found in many a Salem
home.

There are few more beautiful

pieces than those to be found in this

historic city. Some of these took a

lifetime to carve, so tough was the

wood and so elaborate the carving.
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

fhe Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

rom subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps
hould be enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired

THE "LITTLE THINGS" IN THE HOUSE and meaningless decorative objects are scattered about.

r, , , n* v Some home-makers have a mistaken idea that a room
By Harry Martin Yeomans .... . . . , . ., ,

will have a cold and rormal appearance it there are any

BETTER understanding of the principles empty wall-spaces. Likewise they imagine they must make
which govern the interior decoration of the their rooms look "homelike" and "cosy" through a clutter-

home has resulted in a general elimination ing of ornaments in "fussy" effect. This is especially the

of the useless decorative objects which flour- case in small houses. A Japanese simplicity may not be

ished in the Victorian era and up to within desired in every modern house, but far better is it to have

a decade. empty wall-spaces of pleasing tints where the eye can linger

The what-not, the heavy mantel draperies, the hand- and rest, than to fill one's house with meaningless articles

painted plush banners and the wax flowers have been ban- that destroy the sense of repose which one should find

ished from our sight, and although this is a step in the right within its walls.

direction, there is still work to be done. Such a hopeful The mistake of over-ornamentation and over-decorating

state of affairs has not come to pass because home-makers would not be made so often if the home-maker would con-

have been initiated into the mysteries which some persons fine his decorative objects to things that are utilitarian and

seem to think surround the evolution of an artistic home, at one and the same time decorative. The good old test

but because plain common sense has been brought to bear of things being both useful and beautiful is a good standard

upon the problem of our immediate environment, and good to go by, and will guide aright those who are in doubt. On
reasons and arguments, that appeal to even the most indif- the surface this may appear to be a rather strict rule, but

ferent, have been advanced to show the futility, not to say it is not, as it will be found to embrace all of the decorative

absurdity, of surrounding ourselves with such impedimenta, objects that are really needed in the average room.

It does not require a course in an art school or a perusal If we allow each and everything that enters into the con-

of Ruskin's "Seven Lamps of Architecture," to see the ad- struction and furnishing of a room to play its own role and

vantages of the large living-room, which has replaced the be decorative in itself, then we will not be tempted to de-

parlor and reception-room of another day; that a plain, pend on detached objects, such as useless marble pedestals

neutral colored cartridge paper, at thirty cents a roll, is and brass and onyx stands for decoration. If the wood-

more to be desired than one at seven dollars a roll made trim is good, the mantelpiece artistic and of a dignified de-

in imitation of brocaded velvet, and that a hardwood floor, sign, an harmonious neutral color on the walls, the furni-

with rugs spread over it, is more sanitary, not to say more ture in good taste, and the hangings simple and appropriate,

artistic and beautiful, than a nailed-down Brussels carpet, we have gone a long way towards solving the problem of a

Many otherwise beautiful interiors have often been ut- successful interior. Then it will he time to pause and to

terly ruined by our inborn

propensity to collect small

decorative objects and then

arrange them on bookcases,

plate-rails, tables, mantel-

pieces and in cabinets re-

gardless of the effect that

is produced through over-

crowding and huddling.
Many rooms as they leave

the hands of the architect

and decorator (either pro-

fessional or amateur), are

almost complete and their

architectural and construc-

tive qualities count for their

full value in the decorative

scheme, but this effect is fre-

quently impaired by thought-

less overcrowding and a fine

interior spoiled when many
small pictures line the walls "Little things" are well arranged in this dining-room

Iconsider carefully just what
;j"little things" we will wish

to put into each room,, for

these little things are just the

intimate touches that will

make or mar all of the well-

planned work that has gone

before. Such items as the

lighting fixtures, doorknobs,

clocks, vases for holding

flowers and foliage, mirrors,

lamps, candlesticks, sofa pil-

lows, desk sets, bookends,

wastepaper baskets, lamp-

shades and fireplace fixtures

(if there is an open fire-

place), are objects to be

found in every home, and on

whether they are artistically

good or bad will depend the

success of your interiors.

What could be more
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decorative in a long wall-space than a bookcase, or a set

of built-in bookshelves, filled with brightly bound volumes?

With a good brown photographic print hung low over the

bookcases, and perhaps a bit of brass or pottery on top of

it, one will find that the space has been successfully decorated

and needs no further adornment. An open fireplace with its

well-chosen andirons, shovel, tongs and other furnishings is

a thing of beauty, the very heart of a room, and requires

few other accessories to add to its attractiveness. The
library table with it sbook-ends, shaded reading-lamp and

writing paraphernalia is decorative enough when furnished

with only these necessary articles and requires little more.

I know of an architect who always makes a point of omit-

ting the mantelshelf in the interiors which he designs, be-

cause he has seen so many of his rooms spoiled by filling

the mantelshelf with family photographs and treating it

as a general catch-all. This, of course, is a case of extreme

treatment, as certain things properly belong on the shelf if

a room is not to have a formidably formal aspect. How-
ever, it is the abuse of the shelf to which we refer.

Pictures and such objects as are purely decorative have
not been included in this article, as they are like one's books,

and it is rather difficult to state any definite rules governing

their selection. Our houses will be better places to live in,

if we will depend for our cheerful and homelike effects

upon the objects with which we must of necessity surround

ourselves.

It must be understood that one's plea for an unconfused

arrangement of the lares and penates, one does not

mean that all objects should be excluded except those which

create formal adornment. Uninteresting indeed would our

houses be if they were to depend wholly upon the principle

of maintaining the first aesthetic effect of convenience and

simple approving order planning. To make our house in-

teriors attractive we require more than ornamentation and

decoration applied by theory. We must gather around us

the things that stand for little informal surprises. But

such things should be chosen for their lasting qualities and

not as movable space fillers. In other words, every object

in our houses which is displayed, should possess some in-

trinsic interest, not only the interest of association which

may be brought forth by pointing it out, but the interest of

intrinsic beauty. Bearing this in mind, we will banish vases

of modern fabrication, turned out by potteries whose sole

existence is for dollars and cents brought by ceramic in-

dustry and in place of these obstacles to cultural progress,

we will have their place taken by things that are beautiful

in themselves, whether the products of yesterday's master-

crafts-man or the product of the sincere and earnest crafts-

man of to-day. It is not a large expenditure of money that

makes an artistic home. I have seen interiors furnished with

the simplest kind of chairs and tables, suggestive of the

Mission type, which possessed an air of distinction and good
breeding not found in more pretentious houses, because

artistic values had been appreciated and good taste governed
the selection of the furnishings. Our interiors should be

"honest" if we wish them to reflect the personalities of

the occupants and stand as a criterion of their culture.

This apartment is an example of proper restraint in the selection of its decorative furnishings
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Around the Garden
A MONTHLY KALENDER OF TIMELY GARDEN OPERA-

TIONS AND USEFUL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS
ABOUT THE HOME GARDEN AND

GROUNDS

All queries will gladly be answered by the Editor. If a personal

reply is desired by subscribers stamps should be enclosed therewith

THE GARDEN IN THE MONTH OF MAY

AY, birthday of gardens! I wonder if there

is a more loved month in the whole cal-

endar? Surely not one that is more to the

poets' taste, when, as old-time Edmund
Spencer was wont to sing "the boughes doe

laughing blossoms beare." The practical

will tell us we should forget poetry and take to planting, as

though planting was not poetry, and as though Ancient

Virgil had not known how to make vegetable-growing as

luscious to literature as pepper pods are to the perpetually

prosaic! After all, what are our gardens for? Just to

furnish us with food? What joy would there be in the dig-

ging, the seeding, the cultivating if every cauliflower stood

to us for cookery, every cucumber as a pickle and every

lettuce as a salad! Of course, with the proper appetite ex-

pected of every normal one of us that our table should be

laden with home-grown things gives us a sense of satisfac-

tion, but is that not quite as

much from the pride we take

in our ability to grow all

these delicacies just as

much as from the knowledge

that they will serve as space-

fillers for empty man?

WITH the coming of

May time I always

think of Hawthorn
boughs laden with billowy

white blossoms—here and

there a pink-domed shrub

—

when the May days return,

and yet there are no Haw-
thorns where my garden

grows. That I have taken

from the poets, and have

given it to my cabbages, my
butter beans, my radishes

and my parsnips, to grace

their utility. But it is not,

gentle reader, that I neglect

my vegetables to go a-May-

ing; instead, the contempla-

tion of everything lovely in

nature lends to my enthusi-

asm for the rows and hills

and trellises of To-morrow's

table things. I make sure

that there is reasonable

doubt of late frosts, for ex-

perience teaches one that

rushing a season is often
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Do not clutter your trees in this manner with garden "trappings"

one way of ultimately being behind with everything. When
I am sure the frosts will not come again I transplant tender

growing things from hot-bed to garden. Then in May I

shall be sowing all the seed necessary to start the succes-

sion crops, late Peas, Beans, Cabbages, Brussel's Sprouts,

Lettuce, Parsley, Carrots, Spinach, Broccoli, Beets, Onions,

Cauliflower, and the like.

THE flower-boxes for windows, porches, garden walls

and terrace balustrades should be planned in May, and
provision made for the plants which are to fill them.

Hardy Annuals should be sown, and those that have been

started in cold frames previously and hardened off can be
transplanted late in the month. Early in May the more
tender Annuals may be sown in cold frames for use late

in the season.

WITH the ground free from frost there will be the

Hardy Perennials to be shifted in rearranging bor-

ders. This operation should be delayed until the end
of the month. As soon as the petals fall from the orchard

trees the careful gardener
begins to spray the trees.

There is also spraying to at-

tend to in connection with

Rose bushes, whale-oil soap

is recommended for this pur-

pose. Rose plants may also

be stimulated at this time

with liquid manure.

GLADIOLI for August
blossoming should be

planted this month early

and if this is followed

by other planting every two
weeks up to the end of June
a succession of bloom will

be assured. Select a sunny

location for the Gladiolus,

plant six inches deep and

eight inches apart, and in a

soil that is rich and which,

though well drained, has
plenty of water. Perhaps no

border-flower aside from the

Dahlia deserves more atten-

tion than the Gladiolus, and
it is to be regretted that its

culture is so neglected in

many gardens that need its

"personality" to add to their

attractiveness and complete
their charm.

THERE never was a

truly successful garden
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which was not also a play-

ground for birds. The
garden-maker should not
forget his little feathered

friends. Let him plant Sun-

flowers with this in mind,

and then when Jack Frost

in sportive mood has nipped

the noses of all the Petunias,

and has finally overcome

even the tenacious Salvia, the

tall stems crowned with

ripened Sunflower seeds will

sway with the weight of

some throng of finches and

seem to the birds you have

loved a store of reward for

their Summer's service.

HOME garden-makers

should be alert for
their fight against the Elm-
leaf beetle. Elms should be

sprayed in time in order that

the warfare against this pest

may be effective.

WINDOW BOXES WITH
NORTHERN EXPOSURE

A READER of this de-

partment has written

to ask what plants will

succeed when grown in win-

dow boxes having a northern A new use for an old pump

exposure. The Caladiums

will thrive well under these

conditions, as well also the

Boston Fern, Asparagus

Sprengari, the Rubra Be-

gonia, the Fuchsia, and such

vines as the Vinca, Mau-
randia, and the Trailing

Fuchsia.

THE OLD PUMP

A READER of Ameri-
can Homes has con-

tributed the accompany-

ing photograph of an old

pump, the water trough

of which has been utilized as

a feature of the garden in

which the old pump remains

by cleverly planting with

Petunias. As the old well

had run dry the owner of

this attractive garden had
intended having the pump
and trough removed, but the

happy thought here pictured

as carried out has saved it

from a less attractive fate.

One notes with satisfaction

that the Petunia is regaining

its old-time place in favor.

It is regretable that it ever

became so "out of fashion."

The month of May brings with it the loveliest of garden sights—an apple-tree in blossom
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HELPS TO THE
HOUSEWIFE
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TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS OF INTER-

EST TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER AND HOUSEWIFE
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND COLLEGE
By Elizabeth Atwood

i^" ;m^j :r>r\r\

be instruction as well, and the average mother of to-day

could not, I think, tell her daughter why certain culinary

combinations produce certain results. Instruction along

T is interesting to one as a mother and the line of kitchen chemistry is of the very greatest value

homemaker to know that housework, just to every housewife; leading as it does to more than

the plain everyday housework, is coming to one at first thinks of. I believe heartily in having sew-

occupy the attention and thought of our col-
|ng and domestic science taught in the schools. In the

leges and schools. It is interesting to note, fi rst place, we have little time left to our girls in which

too, certain objections raised by some, such as they can be taught cooking at home, so the introduction

"The public schools have had to add to their already heavy of teaching of domestic science in the schools in its vari-

burden, the teaching of sewing, cooking and manual train- ous branches need not cast any reflection upon the home

ing." Professor Hugo Munsterberg admits the need of training. Indeed, it should not when the school so plans

certain ideal, "cultural" studies in domestic science in the its work that Jane and Ella have no time to give to the

college course, but "a practical course in cooking or sewing study at home.
is certainly a useful and important exercise for many girls, But when the law says that Jane and Ella must study

but to introduce it into the college world means indeed to domestic science, why that is another matter, indeed, for it

give up the true college ideal." Further he says, "The becomes the duty of the powers that be to see to it that,

college years are the one time in the woman's life career somewhere in the arrangement of the courses, time is found

in which everything is to appeal to her purest and finest for this study in school. They just must do it either by

emotions and is to stimulate her highest mental energies, eliminating certain studies more or less useless or shorten-

Have we a right to fill this time, too, with the trivial ing the time given to others. No one cares very much how
miseries of household care and turn the enthusiastic eye they do it, for they will surely find a way—when they are

of the young woman from the Parthenon to the kitchen made responsible.

utensils and the sewing table?"

Perhaps the making of a home does include the trivial

miseries of household care, but no homemaker will call

these miseries "trivial." It is also true that the woman
of "purest and finest emotions" must be fed three times a

day just so long as she lives, and someone must use or

I would be far more in favor of preparatory work in

domestic science being carried on in the home than I ever

would be over the two hours devoted to Latin study. I

would strongly urge making experiments at home, the re-

sults to be reported to the schools. No teacher of to-day

hesitates to assign a lesson in history, English, French or

order the using of the "kitchen utensils," and that this calls German, physics or mathematics which compel from one to

for the training along these practical lines

I rejoice that the time has come when the attention of

educators is being centered upon these more practical ends

of students' training. The agricultural colleges show the

trend toward the training of our boys and young men along

lines of productivity through manual labor. This only

goes to show that it is be-

coming more and more a
m

scientific study, this growing

and raising of the food

necessary to develop the

strong race we wish to be-

come. Is it not equally neces-

sary that the woman of the

race should know how to pre-

pare the foods so produced?

Is this any trivial matter?

Does not the whole of our

development depend greatly

upon it.

Experience is a splendid
Miniature Birch-bark canoes, filled with Lilies of the Valley and joined

two hours of homework each to prepare. Each teacher is

certain to feel that his or her branch is of the utmost im-

portance, and also, back of this knowledge he or she knows

that a certain amount of work required by rules may be

covered in a given period. This makes it necessary to

give out hard and long lessons, and work at school is so

planned that most of the

students have few or no

study periods during the

hours of school attendance.

Every mother knows this to

'be true, and also knows that

much of this required work
will be of little value to Jane
or Ella when they leave

school, even as a mind train-

ing if it is not given some
early application. The girls

who wish to go to college to

further qualify for the busi-

ness of living are in the

teacher—a very necessary with "ropes 7f Srnifax. forma "dainty cartn^ece' for" tbelumciTtabie^— m 'm^'ltY J
ust at present,

one, in fact. But there must Photograph by Mary H. Northend Of course, as Bernard
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Shaw once put it, "The ordinary woman's business is

to get married." But what about the women and girls

who do not wish to marry merely for the sake of be-

ing sure of a home of their own? All, whether mar-

ried or single, should know how to make a home. After

algebra and geometry, in fact, all along the line with it,

comes the fundamental process of supporting life and brain

power sufficient to assimilate the problems. Should not

our children qualify for this process at the same time, and,

if need be, leave out some of the "frills" of modern schools?

Only few schools at

present are giving a course

in domestic science, and

most high schools are so

exacting in regard to home
work that there is no time

for home-study of this

greatest science of all. If

we graduate a healthy set

of girls we must be con-

tent. We parents are to

blame for this condition of

things. A girl, and her

parents, too, should think

of what a woman must

and should be responsible

for. If this were lived up

to, we should not have so

many absolutely helpless

girls turned out into the

world each June.

The thing which we do
daily becomes a part of us,

as the child with a French,

German or Spanish nurse,

soon comes to be much at

home in a foreign lan-

guage. So I say, by all means have this study of domestic

science and sewing carried through the whole school course.

Again I say, this is the greatest science of all, and let no
woman declare to the contrary. The child who begins in the

most simple and elemental way has an interest started

which will become a part of her, and this interest is what
mothers should help along in every way possible.

Beginning with the grammar school how much may be ac-

complished through its eight grades covering the formative

period of the child. I do not mean to suggest that all girls

will desire to cook, but they will learn to have a greater

respect for the art of cooking, and many who do not know
that it is an art will find this out, too. The most simple

details of housekeeping, the most simple of culinary pos-

sibilities may be taught in these years, and Jane and Ella

will have a greater respect for the things they have become
familiar with in this way. Even though forced to do the

work which they find so congenial, at least they are made to

understand the processes.

Of course there are many girls whose mothers are not

qualified to teach them, and to these girls the teaching of

domestic science in the schools means even more. It would
be a great thing if only these girls were to be considered,

but I feel that it is a great thing for all girls, no matter
what their surroundings may be. It is woman's province to

direct the household, a household, some household, and there

are a, b, c's to become familiar with in housekeeping as sure-

ly as there are in the reading, writing and arithmetic, and the

sooner this part of the girl's education is begun the better.

It should go side by side all through her years of school

instruction with the other parts of her mental training.

We will, when girls have had eight or ten years of this

training in domestic science, see wonderful results, I feel

AFTERNOON TEA-STRIPS
By Mary H. Northend

For this take strips of bread and toast them a light brown or dry them

in the oven. For topping, take dates and chop them very fine, adding

melted marshmallow and spread the mixture over the strips and brown
in the oven for a moment only

sure. We will see a change in the attitude toward house-

work. It is great, it is noble, to be able to make a home
comfortable and artistic in its surroundings, and when girls

learn this, they will learn to be less scornful of the processes

which make this possible. Perhaps a halo might grow
around the once despised dishpan.

Right here will be the part the college has to play in

this greater and larger development. Professor Munster-

berg put it in these words: "Every form and curve of the

chair and table, every design in the wall paper and the rug,

every variation of the bed

or the mirror, of the spoon

or the glass, is a part of a

fascinating story of de-

velopment. ... A
woman cannot take a

nobler power from her

college life into the tur-

moil of the world than the

gift of seeing every ele-

ment of the home in this

wider perspective, that is,

substituting the cultural

aspect for the trivial one."

College training along

these lines side by side

with other sciences, must

make a more complete

woman. Following the

more elemental training of

the schools, it simply

rounds out the whole.

Some day in nearly all

women's lives comes the

time when they find them-

selves submerged in the

material plane of life,

forced to engage in the ordinary duties of the home, to

drudge, they call it, and it is very hard for them. But if

they can bring an intelligent brain and an eager soul to

study it from a higher level, instead of the dull hand of

the servant's class, how much that is beautiful can come
to them even under such trying circumstances.

What an ideal result to come from the small beginning

of teaching cooking in the public schools. But it is pos-

sible, for where could results be found in the training of

the girls to-day which would be more satisfactory? This

is what educators are striving for, the more practical and
helpful lines for all students. Surely they will get their

reward in their great work, when in years to come we have
a sensible homemaking race of young women.
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RASPBERRY GELATIN E—By Mary H. Northend

Prepare gelatine as usual and pour into molds in which Raspberries have

been placed. When cold turn out and surround with additional berries
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Two interesting map Samplers from the collection of Mr. Alexander W. Drake, of New York

One way to determine this is by a shine of brilliant gold

seen in some lights and a ruby purple in others, for the

glaze is due to a mixture of gold with other substances.

These were made in Brislington, Swansea and Sunderland,

but also in Staffordshire, with the exception of the Wedge-
wood pieces; these were an inferior character.

This glaze is the least durable of all lustres, possibly

on account of its being laid on such a thin film. Cups and

saucers are found entirely covered with this glaze, but
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MAP SAMPLERS
(Continued from page 17S)
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interesting as showing the little worker's knowledge of the

geography of the "dark continent." This map of Africa

is a truly beautiful sampler which must have been the work
of many months for the clever little needlewoman who em-

broidered it so long ago. Upon a ground of ecru canvas they are very rare, and always of the best period, 1790-
the African continent is outlined in old red just within a l8oo Wedgewood made some wonderful pieces in such
line of blue. The political divisions are outlined in yellow, forms as candlestick shells and typical basket work. Here
the rivers are green and black is used to work the names of

th e beauty of design depended on shape and lustre alone;
the countries and the islands and bodies of water which

th es e were always good, the articles being entirely covered
surround. The sampler is bordered with Roses and Pinks w j th a mottled ruby lustre of great beauty,
and a blue flower which defies classification, but which is Perhaps the most interesting is the pink lustre, which
so decorated that its invention for the occasion is fully

j s pictorial in character, transfer or printed patterns being
justified. used. They show such a variety of subjects, including

The vogue of map samplers appears to have been con- hunting scenes, Masonic emblems and figures of emblematic
fined to the latter part of the eighteenth century, and the character. Considerable quantities of this ware were made
first thirty years of the century following. That they by Enoch Wood.
were not made more frequently is perhaps owing to the The company or Ministers' set found in many a New
fact that they offered no rich opportunity for a bold and England homestead was of pink lustre. It stood for eighty
striking decorative effect and afforded no great scope for odd years unharmed and with fair usage can be made to

the exhibition of a great variety of stitches. Their possi-
] as t as many more.

bilities were probably too limited to attract the fancy of I n 1838 electroplating was invented, and from that time
the youthful workers of samplers who after attaining the Gn the ware decreased. It is thought that it ceased be-

skill necessary for the creditable execution of such an
i ng manufactured as late as 1850, or 60, only about fifty

achievement doubtless wished the sampler to assume the years ago. It seems strange while so much lustre was
form best adapted for a fitting display of their abilities, manufactured, that it should have disappeared in such a

jglliMlSlillllllSK^^ short time. It is a known fact, that most potters made

LUSTRE-WARE Lustre-Ware, and if one could only find a list, it would
,„ . ,. , D ,,i

embrace almost every well-known English potter's name.
I Continued from page Jo^J T ,. .....
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Looking back, it is almost wonderful to find that articles
(gaMXKl a ra"a a a a aa'a'a a a a a a aa a a a a aa aa a aa a aa aa a a a a a a"a afa, ,-, ,. j 1 r 1 • 11 1 1 •

which were designed and fashioned by old time artisans

great heat was used. Two marks designate this ware, one rarely lacked usefulness and beauty. It is well that so many
of which is an impressed "N," which is found on the hard examples are left behind, to emphasize to moderns—the

paste ware made much earlier. The second shows the law of Utility first, Beauty second, in all things which are

name Newhall, which is printed in either dull red or brown, made for use. It is not alone in their being a reminder of the

and which is surrounded by a double circle. It is found on delightful part that old objects appeal to the collector,—he
thicker soft paste ware. is just as interested in their power to inspire the future.
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Readers of American Homes and Gardens zvho are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass, in fact in any field appealing to the collector are

invited to address any enquiries on such matters to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful attention. Correspondents should enclose stamps for reply.

Foreign correspondents may enclose the stamps of their respective countries.

M. C. R. : The Broadside to which you
refer would bring but a small market
price. A copy of the Broadside, An Act
Authorising a detachment from the

militia of the United States, 1 p. folio,

April 18, 1SU6, containing printed sig-

natures of Thomas Jefferson, Nathaniel
Macon (Speaker of the House) and S.

Smith ( President pro tern of the Senate)

sold at auction from the Benson J. Los-
sing collection for fifty cents.

X. J. H. : Civil War envelopes with car-

toons, etc., printed upon them in colors

(usually in blue and red), have not any
particular market value. Ten cents apiece

would be a fair price for them, though
those that had actually seen postal serv-

ice would be worth considerably more.

L. V. C. : Impressions of the Great Seal
of the Confederacy are not common.
They may be had in bronze and in silver.

A copy of the bronze impression recently

sold at Anderson's for $6.50, one in silver

for $7.75. The seal was executed in Eng-
land in duplicate. One was sent over
to the Confederacy and was received in

Richmond during the last few days that

preceded the evacuation. However, the

apparatus for impressing it never arrived,

consequently the seal was never in official

use.

A. H. S. : The first three volumes of The
Ancestor, the quarterly review of county
and family history, heraldry and antiqui-

ties, published in London (1902), could
be picked up second-hand for about a

dollar a volume.

L. M. R. : Such work as you describe
is called "inlaying." Prints, engravings,
autographs, documents, etc., are carefully
cleaned and inserted (without any dam-
age to them whatsoever; in sheets of

paper (usually Whatman's hot-pressed
drawing; in such a manner that they ap-
pear to form an integral part of the sheet.

This is an ideal way of going about the

preservation of a related collection of

prints, autographs or documents or of

extra-illustrating a volume. We will be
glad to supply you with the names and
addresses of experts who undertake such
work in these lines if you desire. In-

laying is comparatively inexpensive.

P. N. T. : You will find Lowestoft ar-

morial china interestingly described by
X. Hudson Moore in the illustrated ar-

ticle which appeared in American Homes
and Gardens for May, 1907, page 193.

A copy of this number can be supplied,

price 25 cents.

G. S. : The specimens of ancient glass you
submitted for expert opinion are unques-
tionably genuine examples of early Ro-
man glass. The iridescence and striation

is especially fine. In submitting objects
for examination especial care should be
taken in packing them. American
Homes and Gardens cannot hold itself

responsible for any objects sent for in-

spection, but will exercise all possible
care. Packages should be prepaid and
will be returned charges collect.

E. DuB. : The Japanese print you submit
is by Suzuki Harunobu and you will find

it illustrated in "Epochs in Chinese and
Japanese Art" by the late Professor E.
Fenolossa. The second print is "Yedo
Bay at Dawn," by Hiroshige.

C. E. W. : The double gourd-shaped Jap-
anese vase is iron-rust glaze, fabricated
in Takatori (province of Chikuzen), and
was made about the beginning of the
19th century.

X. H. : You will find old teakwood de-
scribed in American Homes and Gardens
for December, 1907, page 463, in an
article, "The Romance of Old Teak-
wood," by Mary H. Xorthend. Back
numbers of American Homes and Gar-
dens can be supplied with a few excep-
tions.

r
The Stephenson System of

'

Underground Refuse Disposal

Hffjj^HjHfoi Underground

Garbage and Refuse Receivers
A fireproof and sanitary disposal

of ashes, refu6e and oily waste.

Our Underground Earth Closet

means freedom from contaminated water

supply.

Sold direct. Send for circular

In use nine yean. It pays to loot us up.

C. H. STEPHENSON. Mfr.

21 Farrw St. Lynn. Mass,

Moth Proof Cedar Chest

A beautiful
Piedmont Southern Red Cedar Chest
more than pays for itself in what it saves.

It protects furs, woolens and plumes from
moths, mice, dust and damp. It pays for itself over

and over again in the pleasure and satisfaction it gives. A
Piedmont looks rich in any home. The ideal gift for wed-
dings, birthdays, graduations. The finest gift to every

woman and to every girl. Every Piedmont is made of

genuine Southern mountain red cedar.the moth, proof

dar. Write today for fine book- -FREE.

15 Days FreeTrial
See this beautiful chest in your home on 1 5 days free trial.

Send direct to us. Get your chest at factory prices.

Freight Prepaid. The most liberal offer ever made. The,
biggest and finest line of cedar chests in the worid to select from.

Our great catalog shows all designs, styles and sizes. Write for it.

Every style and design in Pied-
mont chests, couches, Chiffo-

robes, high-boys, low-boys ; all

Southern mountain red cedar shown in fine illustrations.

Also booklet, "Story of Red Cedar." This booklet and big

64-page, fully Illustrated catalog is postpaid, FREE to you. Also our

spc Kit Spring season offer. Send your name and address and get all

postpaid, FREE. Write today. Don't delay.

Piedmont Red Cedar Chest Co., Dept. 127. Stateville, N. C.
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Book Free

Free Book on
Lawn Making
It tells you how to make and

care for a new lawn. Also
tells you how to renew
an old worn-out lawn.

In fact, this book
gives all data on
making and main-
taining a beauti-

ful lawn. Every
home o wner
should have this
book. It is free

for the asking. Write
for it to-day.DUNHAM
"Water-Weight" Rollers
Do you know that the most essential tool

for the care of a la-ivn is a Roller? A roller

will discourage weeds, moles and ants, keep
grass from dying out in spots, and promote
even growth from a hard, smooth surface over

which the mower will operate to perfection.

Dunham "Watcr-Weighf ' Roller Bearing Rollers

are superior to all others. They are roller bear-

ing and easy to operate. Insist on a Dunham.
If your dealer does not have them, write us.

For sale by leading Hardware and Seed Stores.

Don't fail to write for our Free Book on La-ivti

Making.

THE DUNHAM COMPANY
132 FRONT STREET, BEREA, OHIO
Largest Roller Manufacturers in the World
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Hamburg ^^WAmerican
Largest S.S. Co.
OVER 400
SHIPS

in the World
1,306,819

TONS

DELIGHTFUL SUMMER
CRUISES TO THE

Land of the
Midnight Sun
by the large Cruising Steamers

Victoria Luise, Fiirst Bis-

marck and Meteor. Leav-

ing Hamburg during the months

of June, July and August. Visit-

ing Iceland, Spitzbergen, North

Cape, Norway, Scotland, Ork-

ney and Faroe Islands.

Duration 13 to 25 Days
Cost $56.25 and Up

Jamaica the

PANAMA CANAL
Cuba, Hayti, Colombia, Costa

Rica, Nicaragua

Weekly sailing by the new fast

twin-screw steamers "EMIL L.

BOAS" and "CARL SCHURZ"
and the well-known "PRINZ"
and other steamers of our

ATLAS SERVICE
Cuba and Jamaica, 11 to 18 days, $ 85.50

Panama Canal, 18 to 25 days, $140.00

25-Day Cruises, $135.00 to $140.00

Cruise Around the World
AND

Through the Panama Canal
By Twin-screw S.S.

'

' Cleveland,

leaving New York, January 2 7th, 1915

135 days—$900.00 and up.

Register your engagements now.
Good rooms will soon be taken

Write for beautifully illustrated Books,

stating cruise

Hamburg-American Line

4145 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,

Chicago, San Francisco,

St. Louis

V

A. G. : The early regulation in connec-
tion with French pewterers' marks to

which you refer is to be found in the

"Statuts des Examiniers-Plombiers" of

1554 at Rouen wherein it was required
that the chosen marks were to be differ-

ent one from the other, in addition to

which the finer pewter was to be marked
with the device of a little hammer
stamped upon it. The penalty for pew-
terers neglecting to mark their wares
was, at that time, fixed at twelve sols for

every specimen put forth unmarked.

H. C. : To enumerate the finest extant

examples of the ivory workers' craft in

the world's famous collections would re-

quire more space than the province of

this department permits, but among
some of the finest ivories extant one may
mention the Diptych (Consular) of

Probianus in Berlin, the tablet of Lam-
padius at Brescia, The Apotheosis of

Romulas tablet in the British Museum,
the Ivory Book of Rouen Cathedral, the

Carraud Diptych in the Bargello at

Florence, the famous pyx in the Musee
de Cluny, Paris, the Ivory Throne of

Maximian in Ravenna, a cover of a Book
of the Gospels in the Bibliotheque Nat-
ionale, Paris, an ivory oliphant in the

Victoria and Albert Museum, London,
the Throne of St. Peter, Rome, the

Trevulsio plaque in Milan, etc., to men-
tion but a few of the earlier ivories. In
objects of this sort the collections of the
late J. Pierpont Morgan are especially

rich, Mr. Morgan having collected some
of the finest examples of carved ivory in

private possession, examples, in fact,

quite as interesting and remarkable as

many of the most noted ones in the great
museums of the world.

W. P. : The mark on the Japanese pot-
tery of which you send a drawing is

that of its year of fabrication, in this

instance the year Sho-toku, or 1711. You
will find a very good date list in Burton
& Hobson's "Handbook of Marks on
Pottery and Porcelain," published by Mac-
millan. The publishers of American
Homes and Gardens will be glad to quote
prices on any books in which collectors

are interested. Any publication can be
furnished postpaid on receipt of price.

N. S. P. : The Chinese inscription de-

ciphered reads Wen chang shan ton,

which, translated, is "Scholarship lofty as

the hills and the Great Bear !" The ware
bearing this dates between 1662 and 1722.

The E-shaped heiroglyphic mark signifies

"Yii," meaning Jade.

G. C. T. : The blue and white cup is not

Dutch Delft but Persian ware of the nine-

teenth century. Marked specimens of

Persian wares are not common nor are

marked specimens of Syrian and Turkish
pottery very often to be found in the

shops. The influence of the Chinese pot-

tery is very marked in much of the nine-

teenth century Persian pieces. The pot-

tery marked with the design of a fruit

basket with the initials W. S. & Co.,

was made by W. Smith & Co., at Stoct-

on-Tees about 1820. The other mark you
submit is one that was often used on
English imitation of Sevres.

L. F. D. : Autograph letters of Whistler
command high prices both in the auction

room and by dealers. There seems no
probability that the competition for them
will abate. They are seldom listed by
American dealers, though occasionally

coming up in sales.

U-~*- -X-SfvVy ;.v,<,' r .„,;

Iron Railing
Entrance Gates and Wire Fencing of

all designs and for all purposes.

Unclimbable Fences for Estate Bound-
aries and Industrial Properties.

Tennis Court Enclosures
a Specialty. Fences for paddocks,
poultry runs, etc., ornamental iron and
wire work.
No order too large or too small for

us to handle.
Send for our Fence Catalog of origi-

nal designs. It's yours for the asking.

F. E. CARPENTER CO.

856 Postal Te>. Bldg. NEW YORK

Important to those

Who expect to build

f ^**
'.'-

"\ W *Tv m jsL

Wf ^** 3Pa mJB ^WLlflJLi—

a&fc^jyiL ""i*/ -'._.

WHEN PLANNING TO BUILD, get

the ideas of leading architects, regard-
ing best design, proper interior ar-

rangement and most appropriate
furnishings. This will aid in deciding
about your own plans, when you
consult your architect, and can be
obtained from the several hundred
designs beautifully illustrated in six

numbers of the

Architectural Hecorb
The National Magazine for Architects. Owners and Builders,

with the largest professional circulation in the field.

In the advertising pages of these six numbers
are also illustrated and described numerous
building specialties that add much to the com-
fort, convenience and value of the modern
home, without materially increasing initial

cost; this information may mean saving of

many dollars to you.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER
We have a limited supply of these sets of six numbers
invaluable to those who expect to build or make altera-
tions. Although regular price is $1.50, we make you a
special offer of $1 .00 for the six, while the sets last, if you
mention AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS.
They will soon be sold. Order to-day, to-morrow may
be too late.

This $1.00 Should Save You Hundreds

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
294 Metropolitan Annex New York

Enclosed is $1.00. Mail six numbers (including the
October, 1912 COUNTRY HOUSE NUMBER) accord-
ing to special offer in AMERICAN HOMES AND
GARDENS.

Name

Address
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Collectors are invited to send short descriptions

of their wants and offerings to the Collectors'

Mart. Wants and offerings will be inserted in

this column without charge. American Homes
axd Gardens takes no responsibility in connection

with any of the offerings submitted. All com-
munications should be addressed to "Collectors'

Mart, American Homes and Gardens, 361 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y." All replies should be
accompanied by a blank envelope, stamped and
marked zcith the register initials {which identify

the -wants and offerings) in the lower left hand
comer of the envelope, the whole to be enclosed

in the envelope addressed to the Collectors' Mart.
Photographs should be carefully protected and
packed flat.

Exchange: A collector will exchange
Eighteenth Century English sampler for

a pair of old brass andirons or interesting

fender. S. A. B.

Offered: Three fine Dutch brass kettles

in excellent condition. N. B.

Offered: Liverpool Pitcher, height 10
inches, very rare and in perfect condition.

Has the arms of the United States, with
date 1804, and the initials J. E. B., and on
one side a frigate under full sail and on
the other the Tomb of Washington sur-

mounted by an urn with the letters G. W.,
and in medallions the portraits of Samuel
Adams and John Hancock, the latter be-
ing in a red coat. Below a beehive and
a horn of plenty. The present owner
will part with it for $100.00. A. M.

Offered: Silver altar lamp. Early Italian.

N. E. R.

Offered: Two old Chippendale chairs.

G. R.

Offered: Old mahogany table (Empire)
fine condition. M. B.

Wanted: Arabic glass ''coins" or money
weights with cufic inscriptions. C. L. H.

Wanted: Autograph letters of wives of
the presidents. Also want envelopes
used in franking the correspondence of
wives of the presidents. N. B. D.

Wanted: Old prints and anything relat-
ing to the history of coinage. G. N. R.

Offered: An interesting pair of Italian
brass sconces. T. M. L.

Offered: Two polychrome Delf plates
(formerly in the Colonna Collection).

E. F.

Offered: Certificate of the Order of the
Cincinnati, signed by George Washing-
ton. This original parchment, of exces-
sive rarity, was issued to an officer in

Xew Jersey. It was enclosed in a black
ebony frame, protected by glass on both
sides. Price $125. B. L.

Wanted: Copies of first editions of Kate
Greenaway's books. F. C.

Wanted: A collector will be glad to pur-
chase old envelopes bearing used post-
age-stamps cancelled prior to 1870.

S. M. M.

Wanted: Early visiting cards or business
cards engraved with interesting vignettes,
old valentines before 1850. J. B. T.

Wanted: Old ginger jars. K. C. T.

Paul Revere, Boston Massacre: I have
an impression of this interesting item of
Americana, published and copyrighted in

1832, in an oak frame. This print is quite
as rare as the original Boston Massacre,

Protect Your Porches

With PEARL Wire Cloth
There's a special grade of Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth-

extra heavy and extra strong— that's purposely made for screening summer porches— outdoor

dining rooms, sleeping chambers, etc.

Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth is the handsomest and
longest lived screen on the market today. Its beautiful pearl-like metallic finish makes it dis-

tinctly ornamental—a decided contrast to old-fashioned, ugly painted wire screen. And Gilbert

Sc Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth requires no painting. Its handsome metallic finish is highly

weather-proof—keeps
'

' PEARL '

' free from rust and makes its efficiency pennanent.

For Screening Doors, Windows and Porches

Wherever you've a door or a window or a porch that needs
screening, you will find '

more economical than the

Architects

Find out about Pearl Wire
Cloth. Send us your name
and we'll send full particu-

lars and samples.

PEARL" better looking, better wearing and far
kind you have been using in the past. Gilbert &

Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth stays clean and clear

all the time. Its smooth meshes afford no lodging-

place for dust or dirt. It is strictly sanitary. Do
not accept imitation or substitutes. They are

inferior to the genuine article. Look for the mark
of identification

—

ttvo copper ivires in the selvage.

The best hardware dealer in your city

sells Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth and
will gladly supply you. Or— if you prefer—write

our Chicago office for samples and particulars.

Write forTheseSamples
and Particulars—

Address our Chicago OfHce.

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co.

CHICAGO

(Established 1818)

GEORGETOWN, CONN. — NEW YORK CITY — KANSAS CITY, MG

^aBROOKSeCO.(iE5(Et^'0-
Jloor&Sidewalk Lights.

^OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Send^Catalogue.

This How to Keep Your Porch Cool

P*»ep 'when the thermometer stands at 90°, and have an
airy, comfortable sleeping porch for hot sultry nights.

Book Handsomely illustrated in colors. Write for copy
_ .. and full information, now.

* e»lS Hough Shade Corporation, 240 Mill St. , Jan#sviI1e, Wis.

For Beautiful Homes
SEE THESE TWO NEW PLAN BOOKS.

"The DRAUGHTSMAN" § "PLAN-KRAFT"
For one story homes. © For two story homes.

1913 editions, contain exteriors and interiors of ad-
vanced designs of homes featuring the new modifi-
ed Swiss Chalet and Japanese Architecture.

PRICE 25c EACH POSTPAID
DE LUXE BUILDING CO.

523-0 Union League Building. Los Angeles, Gal.
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M The OiThe Oriental Store

You can shop

with us by
mail from
your home as

satisfactorily

as though
you person-

ally put-
chased in our

stote

Comfortable Summer Chairs

FROM Canton, China, come these artistic examples

of Oriental craftsmanship
—

"hour-glass chairs"

—

suggesting in every line cool and restful repose. Graceful

in design, sanitary in construction and inexpensive in price.

The ideal chair for summer use. Woven by hand without

a nail in their entire construction— prices $4.50 to $12
eacn- Send for Beautiful Booklet

Illustrating in colors the va«ous designs of these unique

chairs, tabid- and stools.

A-A-VANTINE-S-CO
Boston

Broadway and 1 8th Street

NEW YORK
Established 57 Years

Philadelphia

Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
will send you on receipt of 15-2 cent stamps a copy of

"Character in Furniture"
a de luxe book of romance and history of period furniture. Illustrated by

Rene Vincent. Their address is

178 Canal Street Grand Rapids, Mich.

HESSMiaOCKER
TheOnlyModern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet

or locker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.

Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells. Dust
and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bathroom
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in
wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

The Recessed Steel HESS, 926 Tacoma Building, Chicago

Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces.—Free Booklet

SPARK COILS
Their Construction Simply Explained

Scientific American Supplement 1514 tells

you how to make a coil for ^.is-en^ine- ignition.

Scientific American Supplement 1522 explains

fully the construction of a jump-spark coil and condenser for gas-

engine ignition.

Scientific American Supplement 1124 de-

scribes the coiistriK'lion of a 6-inch spark coil.

Scientific American Supplement 10S7 gives

a full account of the making of an alternating current coil giving a

5-inch spark.

Scientific American Supplement 1527 de-

scribes a 4-inch spark coil and condenser.

Scientific American Supplement 1402 gives

data for the construction of coils of a definate length of spark.

The above-mentioned set of six papers will be supplied for 60 cents.

Any single copy will be mailed for 10 cents.

MIJMV cfc COMPANY, Publishers
361 Broadway New York

Conceal All Stains On
Old Cement Buildings

and color them to match
any building stone

—

Write for the

CHI-NAMEL BOOK
" How to Beautify and Waterproof
Cement and Brick Houses,"

Contains color plates and full

instructions

—

Free

The Ohio Varnish Company
8604 Kinsman Rd., Cleveland, O.

I

engraved by Revere. Would consider
offer of $100.00 for it. L. 15.

Wanted: Shall be glad to be put in com-
munication with any one having any early
American silver for sale; also wanted a

Lowestoft set, or separate pieces, if desir-

able. T. M.

Offered: An early English sampler of ex-
quisite workmanship. Date 1797. Let-
tered only, but letters of extreme beauty
and interest. R. V.

Wanted: Italian majolica albarella for
holding Basil. L. P. R.

Wanted: I am forming a collection of
early engravings of the leading colleges.
Shall be glad to have submitted to me
engravings of college views published
prior to 1850. X. Y. Z.

Wanted: Boxes, cases, etc., of Persian
lacquer with flowered design. G. C.

Offered: Antique marble font consisting
of carved capital of Corinthian column
formerly in the Stanford White collec-

tion. W. S. B.

Wanted: Old prints relating to the .his-

tory of the post. C. E.

Offered: Early English sampler. S. M.
Wanted: American sampler dated before
1701. G. C.

Exchange: Photographs of privately
owned paintings by the old masters
(Italian). N. V. R.

Wanted: Early railroad tickets. Material
bearing on early railroads (before 1850).

A. H.

Wanted: Old-fashioned secretary, dating
about 1800. W. K.

Wanted: Copy of miniature book in two
volumes, "Diamond Songster," printed
early in the nineteenth century. T. L.

Offered: Interesting medals. Continental
paper money. L. S. M.

Wanted: Some of the first editions of Ed-
gar Allen Poe. N. O. O.

Wanted: Books, autographs and prints
relating to Whitman. "

T. S. B.

Offered: Genuine piece of Continental
paper money printed by Benjamin Frank-
lin and containing his imprint. H. C. P.

Wanted: Early English glass tumbler
decorated with a pastoral scene in enam-
eled colors. R. C.

Wanted: Miniature books in all lan-

guages, particularly a copy of The Dia-
mond Songster in two volumes, printed
early in the Nineteenth Century. K. L.

Exchange: Will exchange my duplicate
books on numismatics for works on this

subject not in my collection. N. V. R.

Wanted: Copy of Wyon's Medal com-
memorating visit of Queen Victoria to

the Corporation of London. N. E. R.

Wanted: Objects in straw mosaic.
A. R. D.

Wanted: Old envelopes bearing untorn
cancelled United States postage stamps
before 1860.

J. L. ;

Offered: Venetian Wedding box. Inlaid.
Six feet long, two claw feet in front.
Plain supports at back. Probably 16th
century. F. A.

Wanted: Old Mexican pottery. C. R.

Offered: Old-fashioned bedstead. Wj

HERE are draperies and up-

holsteries to suit each room
in your home. The fabrics are

full of artistic quality, yet surprisingly

inexpensive.

Reproductions of stuffs found in fa-

mous paintings by old masters. Faith-

ful copies of rare pieces from the

Chateau de Blois, Musee Royaux de
Bruxelles, and the South Kensington
Museum. Also eight light-weight

casement clolhs, all

Guaranteed Color-Fast

Ask your dealer for our book,

"Draping the Home," showing a
variety of practical interiors in color

;

or write us for it.

ORINOKA MILLS
215 Fourth Ave., New York City

These goods are guaranteed absolutely
fadeless. If color changes from exposure to
the sunlight or from washing, the merchant
is hereby authorized to replace them with
new goods or refund the purchase price.

Insist on /"
seeing
this
tag.

,v' \

mtmS

Example of
Sicilien,

XII Century.

JSattoual

$fjoto=€ngratring

Company
Established IS

Designers and
Engravers for

all Artistic,
Scientific and
Illustrative
Purposes
Engravers of "American

Homes and Gardens."

14=1648 &*ate ftt, J^etu cforfe

TELEPHONE, 1822 WORTH
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POPULAR IGNORANCE ABOUT OUR
COMMON WOODS

MODERN culture in no small measure
despises natural history. Wood ex-

perts observe constantly from their in-

tercourse with their fellows, that even
among the well-educated people there

prevails a general lack of acquaintance
with the commercial woods. Among the

wood users of the present day what
knowledge they have upon the woods is

generally that of a few superficial and
unrelated facts, mixed, perhaps, with a

number of incorrect ideas concerning
their physical properties and their suit-

ability for certain uses. It is also a rather

remarkable fact how prone people are to

confound the names of well-known
species of woods, which, though closely

related, possess, notwithstanding, clearly

marked distinctive characters. Thus, ex-

perienced lumbermen or timber mer-
chants call spruces "firs," pines "spruces,"
maples "'sycamores," and even trained
foresters sometimes class the cigar box
cedar (Cedrela odorata) with our com-
mon red cedar or juniper. This confusion
of knowledge exists also with relation to

species which have been made familiar
to a number of laymen in the local lumber
yards where, for instance, western yel-

low pine is sold as white pine, and red oak
as white oak.

There is no material in such common
use as wood, and it may be from this very
circumstance of its being so plentiful that
it is looked upon by people as beneath
their notice. The average man in the
street is unable to tell the distinctive fea-

tures of the wood of ash and that of chest-
nut, and he does not regard such facts

entitled to any consideration. The same
person would feel offended if he were
told that he did not know the difference
between a mushroom and a toadstool ; as

a matter of fact there is no botanical or
other distinction whatever. A knowledge
of the chief external appearance of wood
and their more prominent structural char-
acteristics will be found upon investiga-
tion to be highly interesting and often
prove to be of considerable value. It is

a knowledge and understanding of the
characteristics of our common woods,
by which the relation of structure and ex-
ternal features is clearly indicated and
defined, that the people generally are
most lacking. Not many possess the
ability to group woods having like struc-
tural characters.

The study of woods has indeed latterly
received more attention than formerly as
a branch of education, and made a part
of the courses given in forestrv and other
technical institutions. It should be made
a part of the common school exercises.
But the teachers have themselves no
very clear understanding of the char-
acters of the chief commercial woods, and
a short course of instruction must first

be introduced into our training schools
for teachers. Instructions of this char-
acted can fitly be introduced in connec-
tion with sloyd work.
There is hope that the coming genera-

tion will be better posted upon the prin-
cipal characteristics of woods. In this
respect of the people of Germany have pro-
gressed considerably more than the Eng-
lish or the Americans. The Latin names
employed for a good many structures in

wood have been perhaps the chief diffi-

culty, and discouraged many persons
from acquiring a better knowledge of
woods.

How Will The Beams Be Held
Where They Abut Their Supports?

Will they be cut away by

Framing ?

Will you depend merely on

Spiking?

Have your architect specify

Lane's Steel Joist Hangers in your

house and the walls will never settle.

Lane's Joist Hangers are everlasting.

LANE BROTHERS COMPANY

Lane Double Hangers

Wilson Avenue Poughkeepsie. N. Y„
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For Windows
and Piazzas
OST practical and substan-

tial combination of Blind

and Awning yet devised.

Far more sightly and dura-

ble than fabric awnings.

Very easily operated

Slats open and close to

admit air, yet exclude

sun rays. Can be pulled

up out of sight, if desired.

For Illustrated Booklet

Specify " Venetian 5
"

Jas. G.Wilson Mfg. Co.

5 West 29th St., New York

Patentee and Manufacturer
of Inside and Outside Vene-
tians, Porch, Piazza and Ve-
randa Venetians, Rolling
Partitions, Rolling S t e e '

Shutters, Hygienic Wai d-

robes, Wood Block Floors.

Make the sunny rooms
as cool and restful as the
northern or vine-covered
side of your house—put

Burlington
Venetian Blinds
on your windows. You will

be agreeably surprised at the
results — comfort and cool
restfulness will be yours.

Burlington Venetian Blinds
are easy to adjust. They can
be regulated at an angle that
will keep out the ray3 of a
blistering hot sun, and at the
same time you may enjoy the
ventilation they afford.

A house in the summer-
time without Burlington
Venetian Blinds is like a
yard without trees.

Write for
Illustrated Book

interesting story in pictures

and words.

Burlington Venetian Blind Co.

339 Lake St.. Burlingten, Vt.

Keep Your Buildings Dry
There are over two hundred water- proof and damp-proof materials on

the market, making all manner of extravagant claims.

DON'T BE MISLED
For fifteen years my connection with waterproofing problems has forced

me to study the value of materials and the proper use of same.
Some of the money I have expended to find out, may result in asavingto

you if you will correspond with me on all damp-proofing or water-proofing
problems, either above or below gTound. Treatment of exterior stucco.

Wear-proof and dust-proof cement floors. Send for descriptive literature.

NEAL FARNHAM, C. E., 211 E. 41st St., New York City

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
of American Homes and Gardens, published monthly at New York.
N. Y.. required by the Act of August 24. 1912.

Editor. Gardner C. Teall, post-office address 361 Broadway. New York,
N. Y.
Managing Editor, Gardner C. Teall, post-office address 361 Broadway.

New York, N. Y.
Business Managers, Charles Allen Munn, post-office address, 361 Broad-

way, New York, N. Y.. and Frederick C. Beach, post-office address 361
Broadway. New York. N. Y.

Publishers. Munn A Co.. Inc., post-office address 361 Broadway, New
York. N. Y.

Owner: (if a corporation, give names and addresses of stockholders
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of stock) Charles A. Munn,
Orange. N. J.; Frederick C. Beach, Stratford. Conn.; Jennie B. Gasper,
30 West 53rd Street. New York, N. Y. ; Margaret A. Beach, Stratford,
Conn. ; Annie E. Munn, 281 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. (in
trust) ; Orson D. Munn, 40 East 62d Streer. New York, N. Y. (in trust) ;

Augusta Munn Tilney, Orange, N. J. (in trust).

Known bondholders, mortgages and other security holders, holding 1 per
cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities: No
bondholders, mortgages or other security holders.

(Signed) CHARLES A. MUNN. Pres.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 19th day of March. 1913.

(Seal) John P. Davis.
Notary Public. Queens County Certificate filed in the office of the

Clerk of New York County. ( My commission expires March 30, 1913.)

THE PIERPONT MORGAN COL-
LECTION OF WATCHES

APART from two collections, both of

which will eventually be included in

French museums, the J. Pierpont Mor-
gan's collection of early watches ranks
as perhaps the most important in private

hands. It is made up of several other col-

lections, more particularly the Hilton

Price and the Marfels, whilst single speci-

mens have been secured in England and
abroad on the very rare occasions that

such things come into the market. A
catalogue, limited to fifteen samples on
pure vellum, twenty on Japanese vellum,

and forty-five on hand-made paper, has
been printed, after researches extending
over several years, by Dr. G. C. William-
son. There can be no question that the

vellum copies are among the most
sumptuous books ever produced in the

United States. The illustrations are as

far as possible actual facsimiles of the

objects, and are executed in every in-

stance with actual metal, the gold and
silver leaf being tooled with agate points

and impressed with very small specially

cut dies. The imitation of the Limoges
enamel effect is especially remarkable.
With early watches, as with illumi-

nated manuscripts, each article is unique,

and in many cases, for reasons which sug-

gest themselves, very little is discover-

able as to their actual history beyond
their first or earliest owners. Dr. Will-

iamson therefore has had to devote him-
self to investigating the careers of the

various makers, English, French and Ger-
man, and his efforts in this direction

render his catalogue an encyclopaedia of

European watch-makers and making, for

it is full of minute and exhaustive details

never before printed.

A LITTLE GARDEN OF HERBS

JUST how much genuine delight, to say

nothing of a wealth of useful knowledge,
can be got from growing a little garden of

herbs no one will ever know until they

have tried it for themselves. "Of the earth

earthy," and inspired by merely gastronomic
motives you begin by planting only thyme
and parsley and sage—a trio of pot-herbs

always welcome in the kitchen, if the cook
has been properly trained in time-honored
ways of preparing soups and meats. Hav-
ing- done this you begin to remember the

delicious scent that used to exhale, pene-

trating but delicate, from your grandmoth-
er's clothes-presses and chests when they

were opened and you sow lavender and
rosemary. By this time you have begun to

feel a touch of the collectors' mania and
you plunge into borage and sorrel, sweet
basil and saffron and a dozen more so that

before you get through you have grown
enough "simples" to supply a whole regi-

ment of old crones. Incidentally, you have
doubtless made the worshipful acquaintance

of sundry of the Caroline herbalists—we
speak of the Caroline Divines, so why not

Caroline Herbalists ? They look exactly

alike. This honorable company, living in

Seventeenth Century calf tomes, with their

pictures in full-bottomed wigs opposite the

title-pages is not to be sneezed at. What
with their ponderous aid and the experi-

ence you will have gained by the end of
the season, you will also have got some-
thing else unconsciously. You will have
reached the spirit of the garden, have felt

some of the mysticism and subtle sentiment
that ever lurk in its atmosphere.

f J^% f^AN you appreciate

u^>-Aj the charm of play-

ing the world's finest

music on a magnificent piano

without the labor or drudgery

of years of practice or study—

THE

Kranich & Bach
Player-Piano

enables you to do this with

the technique and expres-

sion of the virtuoso.

This marvelous instrument is

built completely in one factory.

Its playing-mechanism is made ex-

pressly and exclusively by Kranich

& Bach for Kranich & Bach

Pianos, and is not found in any

other Player-Piano in the World.

m Sold on Convenient Monthly Terms

An exquisite catalog and amus-
ing storiette free on request.

Kranich £s? Bach
East23dSt.,N.Y.
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WE wish to call attention to the fact that

we are in a position to render com-
petent services in every branch of

patent or trade-mark work. Our staff is

composed of mechanical, electrical and
chemical experts, thoroughly trained to pre-

pare and prosecute all patent applications,

irrespective of the complex nature or the

subject matter involved, or of the specialized,

technical, or scientific knowledge required

therefor.

We are prepared to render opinions as

to validity or infringement of patents, or

with regard to conflicts arising in trade-

mark and unfair competition matters.

We also have associates throughout the

world, who assist in the prosecution of

patent and trade-mark applications filed

in all countries foreign to the United
States.

HI

MUNN & CO.,

Patent Attorneys,

361 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Branch Office

:

625 F Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
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Amphora. A Collection of Prose and

Verse Chosen by the Editor of The

Bibelot of Portland, Maine; Thomas

Svo. Van Gelder hand-made paper.

Price. $1.75.

The origin of this book which might be

regarded as a breviary for booklovers is

found in the fact that for over twenty years

Mr. Thomas Mosher has issued catalogues

descriptive of the now famous editions

known the world over as "The Mosher

Books," and wherever space permitted has

printed poems and prose selections of what-

ever seemed to him to be of unusual truth

and beauty. It had been easier to have gone

over old traveled roads and flung together

a quantity of reading matter—and nothing

more—that on second thought was not

worth doing. This dry-as-dust method

shuts out a wider vision for the finer spirit.

Far otherwise is it if the appeal is solely

and sincerely made to the heart of man.

Many of Mr. Moshers selections have

nothing to do with books merely as aids

to improvements, but there is scarcely a

quotation that does not deal with the im-

agination or that is not suffused with

Beauty as an everlasting rose upon the

rood of Time.

Chats ox Old Earthenware. By Arthur

Havden. Xew York : Frederick A
Stokes. 1909. Cloth Svo. 496 pp.

Price, $2.00 net.

Few books will prove more useful to the

collector than Mr. Hayden's "Chats on Old
Earthenware," which treats as far as pos-

sible in the limits of one volume the subject

of old English earthenware in a manner to

show how peculiarly national the products

of the English potter have been. The
tables and illustrations are unusually val-

uable as also are the reproductions of pot-

ter's marks. The volume is carefully in-

dexed.

Roses of Paestum. By Edward McCurdy.
Portland, Maine; Thomas B. Mosher:
1912. Ribbed boards. Fcap 8vo. Van
Gelder hand-made paper. Slide case.

196 pp. Price, $2.00 net.

It is a peculiarity of English reviewers

that they seldom see at first sight the

beauties of a book unless they lie on the

surface. This accounts for the crass in-

eptitude that first greeted Maurice
Hewlett's Earthwork out of Tuscany and
it also made a short shrift of these ex-

quisite essays which Mr. McCurdy gave us

in 1900. He has now revised his text,

added a pleasing little proem, AW Italia,

and at our request has consented to the

present reissue of his book dealing not with

Paestum alone or its roses but with me-
diaeval Italy and its effect upon a singularly

receptive and poetic mind. A poem by Mr.
William Aspenwall Bradley serves as a de-

dication to this collection of youth's sweet-

scented manuscript. "Palmers, Pilgrims,

and Romers," is one of the most truly

pleasing of these fine essays. One cannot
resist the opportunity which this little

notice of Roses of Paestum affords the re-

viewer of congratulating modern book-mak-
ing for having so sincere an exponent to

the wedding of fine printing with fine lit-

erary productions as one finds in the pub-
lisher of the Mosher books. Xo longer need
we join in George Gissing's cry, "Ah ! the

books that one will never read again
!"

Is Your Refrigerator Poisoning
Your Family?

SKMonroe"
30 Days' Trial—Factory Price—Cash or Credit

Direct from factory to you—saving you store profits. We pay

freight and guarantee your money back and removal of refrigerator at

no expense to you if you are not absolutely satisfied. Easy terms if

more convenient for you. Send for book NOW—A letter or pc-tal.

Monroe Refrigerator Co., Station 3E, Lockland, Ohio

Your doctor will tell you that a refrigerator

which cannot be kept sweet, clean and whole-
some, as you can easily keep the Monroe,
is always dangerous to the health of your
family. The Monroe is the only refrigerator

made with

Solid Porcelain
Compartments

which can be kept free of breeding places for the di»»

ease germs that poison food which in turn poisons people.
Not cheap " bath tub " porcelain-ercame/, but one solid

piece of snow-white unbreakable porcelain ware

—

nothing to crack, craze, chip, break or absorb moisture
—but genuine porcelain, over an inch (hick—as easily cleaned
as a china bowl—every corner rounded—not a single crack,

crevice, joint, screw-head or any other lodging place for

dirt and the germs of disease and decay. Send at

once for

17101717 DAAI/ About Re-
r KLL DUUIl frigerators
which explains all this and tells you how to materially reduce the

high cost of living—how to have better, more nourishing food

—

how to keep food longer without spoiling—how to cut down ice

bills—how to guard against sickness—doctor's bills.

A Book of Valuable Ideas

for Beautifying the Home
FREE!

PRESENT the attached coupon to your dealer in paints

for a copy of our 25c book "The Proper Treatment for

Floors, Woodwork and Furniture." two 10c bottles of

Johnson's Wood Dye and a 10c can of Johnson's Prepared

Wax—all free.

You will find this book particularly useful if you are contemplat-

ing building—if you are interested in beautiful interiors—if you want

to secure the most artistic and serviceable finish at least expense.

This book is full of valuable information for everyone who is in-

terested in their home.

Johnson's Wood Dye
should not be confused with the ordinary water stains which raise the grain of the wood—or oil stains that

do not sink beneath the surface of the wood or bring out the beauty of its grain—or varnish stains, which

really are not stains at all but merely surface coatings which produce a cheap, painty effect.

Johnson's Wood Dye is a dye in every sense of the word— it penetrates deeply into the wood bringing

out its natural beauty without raising the grain. It is made in seventeen beautiful shades.

No.

No.

No.

No.

126 Light Oak
123 Dark Oak
125 Mission Oak
140 Early English

No. 11J Bog Oak No. 130 Weathered Oak No. 122 Forest Green
No. 12S Light Mahogany No. 131 Brawn Weathered No. 172 Flemish Oak
No. 127 Extra Dark Mahogany No. 132 Green Weathered No. 178 Bro-ivn Flemish

No. 129 Dark Mahogany No. 121 Moss Green No. 120 Fumed Oak
No. 180 Silver Gray

Half Gallons $1.50

Johnson's Prepared Wax
a complete finish and polish for all woodwork, floors and furniture—includ T
ing pianos. Just the thing for mission furniture. It imparts a velvety, .•'*

protecting finish of great beauty. jf

Fill out the attached coupon ,.••"

at once and present it to your f „.

dealer in paints for book and ..•"' ,, TL .

..• Use Inis
10c packages—free.

S. C. Johnson
& Son

"The Wood Finish-
ing A uthorities

'

'
.*•'

Racine, .•"

wis. y „

FREE Coupon

j.** Good Tit any paint
,•** or hardware store for

•'"
free instruction book,

two 10c bottles of Johnson's
Wood Dye and a 10c can of

Johnson's Prepared Wax.
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No other building material gives you all the
beauty, service and comfort that you get from
Hy-tex Brick.

Brick has long been conceded these points of

superiority. But—do you realize that along with
these advantages

Hy-tex BricK
is the most economical building material?

There are so many savings in a Hy-tex house after it is built that the
slight difference in "first-cost" is soon eliminated.

Before you build you should know all about Hy-tex, for somewhere in

the Hy-tex line there is just the brick you want. We make over 300 dif-

ferent kinds— including every color and texture known to brick-burning.
We have just issued a new booklet, "Genuine Economy in Home-

Building," dealing with the problems that are vital to every prospective
builder. It is illustrated in colors throughout—but it's the FACTS in it

that make it profitable and necessary for you. Easily the finest book ever
printed in its field. Sent to any address on receipt of ten cents to cover
mailing charges. Send for your copy today.

HYDRAULIC-PRESS BRICK COMPANY
Dept. D 5, ST. LOUIS, MO.

ipp-
-

BR.-INCH OFFTCES
BALTIMORE, MD.. Title Bids.

CHICAGO, ILL.,

Chamber of Commerce Bldff.

CINCINNATI, O. ,4th Natl E'k Bldn.

CLEVELAND, O., Schorield Bids:,

DAVENPORT. IA.. Putnam Bld s .

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.,
Board of Trade Building'

WASHINGTON, D. C.

KANSAS CITY, MO., Rialto Bide.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
211 South Fourth Street

NEW YORK CITY, 3S1 Fourth Ave.
OMAHA, NEB,, W. O, W. BldK,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Real Estate Trust Building

TOLEDO, O., Ohio Building.

Colorado Building

MINERAL WOOL
The
Modern
House
Lining.

Samples
and
Circulars
Free.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City

while Mr. Mosher is in the world to re-

surrect such gems of literature as have

been shown to the oblivion of single or to

limited first editions. To possess a copy of

any one of the Mosher books is to possess

a literary treasure indeed. Mr. Mosher has

never loaned encouragement to bizarre

types, inappropriate papers and outrageous

bindings of the "Ooz Leather School," but

has instead put forth various works pub-

lished by him in a dress that should give

final immortality to their conception.

Sinopaii, The Indian Boy. By James
Willard Schulz. Boston : Houghton,
Mifflin Company. 1913. Cloth, 8vo.

Illustrated. 154 pp. Price, $1.10 net.

This is the story of Sinopah, a Black-

foot Indian boy; he who afterward became
the great chief Pitamakan—Running Eagle.

It is a story which every boy and girl will

delight to read, a good book to place in the

hands of the Young Person.

Embroidery or the Craft of the Needle.
By W. G. Paulson Townsend and Louisa
F. Pesel. New York : Frederick A.

Stokes Company. Foreword by Walter
Crane. Cloth, 8vo. Illustrated. 308 pp.
Price, $1.60 net.

In that remarkable revival of the arts and
handicrafts of design, which has, curiously

enough, characterized the close of a century

of extraordinary mechanical invention and
commercial development, that most do-

mestic, delicate and charming of them all,

perhaps, the craft of the needle, holds a very

distinct position. There has been a long-

felt want for just such a book as "Embroid-
ery or the Craft of the Needle," which Mr.
Paulson's volume now fills. This can be

recommended to every student of the

subject.

Chats on Old Jewelry and Trinkets.
By Maclver Percival. New York

:

Frederick A. Stokes Company. 8vo. 300

Illustrations. Price, $2.00 net.

Chats on Old Jewelry and Trinkets ap-

pears to have been written mainly for

minor collectors—those who love old

things but cannot afford to pay large prices

for them. The book contains an historical

sketch of the subject up to the end of the

seventeenth century and is delightful and
instructive reading for one interested in

other branches of collecting as well.

Chats on Old Pewter. By H. J. L. J.

Masse. New York : Frederick A.

Stokes Company. Cloth, 8vo. 422 pp.

Price, $2.00 net.

Chats on Old Pewter does not do more
than aim at being a useful guide to col-

lectors, but in this field it will be found
most valuable. One of its special features

is the list of Pewterers from 1550 to 1824,

compiled from all available reliable sources.

In it are the names of all Pewterers whose
touches are on the touch-plates. The
bibliography, glossary and notes on prices

of old pewter are especially valuable.

The Studio Year Book of Decorative
Art. 1913. London: "The Studio"

Ltd. Paper. 8vo. Illustrated. Plates

in color. 248 pp. Price, $3.00 net.

The Studio Year Book of Decorative Art
is a review of the latest developments in

the artistic construction, decoration and
furnishing of the house as exemplified by
the foremost architects, builders, decorators

and artists of Great Britain, Germany,
Austria and Hungary. The American
home-maker will find much inspiration in

the pages of this year book, whose illustra-

tions are selected with judgment and finely

reproduced.
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GREENS TO PLANT IN JUNE
By E. I. FARR1NGTON

THERE are several kinds of greens

which may be started as late as June
and still give good crops. One of the best

is endive, a vegetable which might well

find a place in every kitchen garden, al-

though comparatively few people are ac-

quainted with it. Endive is just as easy

to grow as lettuce and is much better in

the Fall of the year.

It is well to make a small sowing
every two weeks up to August, when a

sowing for the Winter crop may be made.
The time required for maturing the plant

is about that needed for lettuce. There
should be a foot between each plant and
the rows should be two feet apart. When
the plants are well advanced, or about
three weeks before they are to be used,

the outer leaves must be tied around the

heart to secure proper blanching, but this

work must be done in dry weather, or

rot will speedily set in. The plants

should be eaten soon after they are ready.

When severe frost comes, protection is

needed and it is a good plan to transfer

the plants to a cold frame. Endive needs
good cultivation, but it is easy to grow
and is at its best when lettuce is poor,

a good reason why it should be found in

the home garden.

French endive or Witloof chicory is

an excellent AYinter salad, the seeds of

which may be sown in June. The plants

should be thinned to nine inches while the

rows should be fifteen inches apart. It

is advisable to have the ground fairly

rich and the plants should be kept well

cultivated. They may be blanched like

celery. In late Fall the plants may be
lifted and the leaves trimmed off about
half an inch from the crown. Then, if

the plants are buried in the cellar under
a foot of soil, they may be forced as

needed. They must be blanched in com-
plete darkness. The heads are served
with French dressing and are delicious.

The leaves of Witloof are sometimes
boiled like spinach.

Swiss chard is found in several

varieties but a new, moss, curled sort,

called Lucullus is by far the best. It

bears the entire Summer, for as fast as

the leaves are removed, others grow.
These leaves grow very long and may be
served like spinach. A row fifteen feet

long is enough for an ordinary family.

There are few garden plants which will

provide so much food in so little space.
The mid-rib is often boiled, when it

makes an excellent Summer substitute
for asparagus. It is possible to cover
a few plants with a cold frame in the
Fall and so have greens far into the
Winter. Grown in this way, Swiss chard
will provide palatable greens for the

poultry at practically no cost and it is

greatly relished by the birds. I have
often allowed my hens to enter the
garden just before dusk and eat their

fill of chard, a single row giving a con-
stant supply.

Kale belongs to the cabbags family and
should receive much the same sort of

culture as late cabbage. It provides
greens in Winter and very early Spring,
for the leaves may be gathered from
under the snow at any time during the
Winter months. Seed should be sown
about the middle of June in a moist seed
bed and the plants transplanted to rows
three feet apart. They should be about
fifteen inches apart in the rows. In the
North, a little protection when severe
weather comes is beneficial.
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Pure
Food

The pleasure of afternoon
tea or of any meal is height-

ened by the satisfaction of serv-
ing dainty foods which you know

are pure. You can be sure that all
provisions will be kept delightfully

cool, fresh and untainted by odors or
decay if you put them in a modern, sanitary

McCray Refrigerator
Germs cannot thrive in the clear, cold, dry air that is con-

stantly flooding every portion of the interior of the McCray
Easiest cleaned linings of opal glass, porcelain, enamel and

odorless white wood. No zinc is used.
The McCray is the quality refrigerator with every refinement of

construction to make it the highest achievement of convenience, health-
tulness and satisfaction. Perfectly fitting doors, thick scientific
insulation, finest cabinet work with beautiful finish.

The outside icing feature which may be added to any McCray keeps the ice man
from tracking up the kitchen floor. Special equipment for ice water cooler and handy
racks for cooling bottled beverages may also be included. U. S. Pure Food Labora-
tories and the most luxurious residences and institutions in the world use the McCrayA wide range of stock sizes offers a choice to suit the smallest or largest family'
Every new or remodeled house should have a special built-in McCray Refrigerator.

Write for free book "How to Use a Refrigerator" and any of the following catalogs:

i

No. 90—Regular Sizes for Residences.
No. 73—For Florists.
No. U9—For Hotels, Clubs, Institutions.
No. 69—For Grocers.
No. 60—For Meat Markets.
No. A.H. Built-to-order for Residences.

McCray Refrigerator Co.
587 Lake St., Kendallville, Ind.

Salesrooms in the following cities

:

Chicago, 158 No. Wabash Ave. New York, 231 W. 42nd St
Philadelphia, 206 So. 11th St. Boston, 52 Commercial St
Cleveland, 1915 Euclid Ave. Detroit, 239 Michigan Ave"
Milwaukee, Water and Sycamore Sts. Minneapolis, 103
N. 6th St. St. Louis, 404 No. Third St. New Orleans, 225
Ba'onne St. San Francisco, Geary and Stockton Sts. Wash-

ington, 611 FSt., N. W. Louisville, 643 So. Fourth
Ave. Pittsburgh, 114 Market St. Columbia, S. C,
Main St. Atlanta.Ga., 82 Marietta St. Cincinnati,

303 E. 4th St. Indianapolis, 1116 Prospect St.

For branch salesrooms in other cities see yonr
local phone directory.
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To Build Beautifully You Should Have These Books
More than three hundred illustrations and plans of artistic and comfortable homes of

practically every size and style. Innumerable valuable suggestions and ideas.

Modern Dwellings-9x 12 in., 150 lllus. ($3,500 to $50,000) ) BOTH
with Plans_ $1.50 ' BOOKS

American Homes— 150 Illustrations ($2,500 to $10,000) i <fcO f\f\
with Plans $1.00) 9&*W

These books contain a profusion of the latest ideas in Georgian, Colonial,
English, Bungalow, &c, for those who are Planning to Build.

GEO. F. BARBER & CO., Architects, Knoxville, Tenn.

LAWNS
There are ever so many
different classes of lawns

—

but the kind you need to

properly set off your home is one having that

rich, emerald green, velvety appearance which
so many lawns of parks and larger estates have.

Lawn Grass Seeds
will grow just such lawns. They are the result of years of
constant study and practical application to the average
conditions existing in this country, being composed of
the very best seeds in scientific mixtures.

The Thorburn Lawn Grass Seed
Per Pint
Per Quart
2 Quarts

15c. Half Peck . . . 75c.

25c. Per Peck . . . . #1.20
45c. Per Bushel of 15 lbs. $4.00

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
Established 1S02—/// years ago

33 P Barclay Street, New York

Garden Furniture
Including Benches, Chairs, Tables,

Arbors Treillage, Pergolas, etc., in

painted and rustic. Catalog of many
designs on request.

North Shore Ferneries Company
Beverley, Massachusetts

Designers and Makers of Garden Accessories
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kvi GUARANTEED
** PLUMBING

FIXTURES

r
I ^HE bathroom made sanitary and beautiful with Standard"
* fixtures— is an investment in cleanliness and comfort

{

from which the whole family draw daily dividends in pleasure

and in health. The Guarantee Label each piece bears, is

our specific assurance to you of highest sanitary quality and

a long life of splendid service.

Genuine "Standard" fixtures for the Home
and for Schools, Office Buildings, Public
Institutions, etc., are identified by the

Green and Gold Label, with the exception

of one brand of baths bearing the Red and
Black Label, which, while of the first

quality of manufacture, have a slightly

thinner enameling, and thus meet the re-

quirements of those who demand "<$tattdai'd"

quality at less expense. All "Standard" fix-

tures, with care, will last a lifetime. And
no fixture is genuine unless it bears the

guarantee label. In order to avoid sub-
stitution of inferior fixtures, specify 'Standard"
goods in writing (not verbally) and make
sure that you get them.

Standard <$atritar.©1l>f9. Co. Dept. 23 PITTSBURGH, PA.

New York
Chicago
Philadelphia
Toronto, Can.
Pittsburgh
St. Louis

. 35 West 31st Street

900 S. Michigan Ave.
1215 Walnut Street

. 59 Richmond St. E.

. 106 Federal Street

100 N. Fourth Street

Cincinnati . . 633 Walnut Street

Nashville . 315 Tenth Avenue, So.

New Orleans, Baronne & St.JosephSts.

Montreal, Can. . 215 Coristine Bldg.

Boston . . John Hancock Bldg.

Louisville . 319-23 W. Main Street

Cleveland . 648 Huron Road, S.E.

Hamilton, Can., 20-28 Jackson St.,W

.

London, 57-60 Holborn Viaduct, E.C.
Houston, Tex., Preston and Smith Sts.

Washington, D.C. . Southern Bldg.
Toledo, Ohio . 31 1-321 Erie Street
Fort Worth, Tex., Front and Jones Sts.
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A striking ex-

ample of modern return

to the classic in outdoor dec-

oration is shown in this Garden
Gazing Globe. A crystal ball mounted

within easy reach of vision on a pedestal (

chaste and artistic design.

The Garden Gazing Globe

is a stately and beautiful garden ornament. It re-

flects all the shifting charms of the landscape. Here
is one of the many letters from delighted owners.

"I am more than pleased with it, and the landscape views
developed in it are not only interesting to ourselves, but
are enjoyed by all of our friends."

May we send descriptive booklet and cir-

culars with prices to-day?

Stewart Carey Glass Co.
Indianapolis,

Ind.
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CHINESE LACQUER WORK
BECAUSE of the present vogue of

Chinese Chippendale furnishings, and
since many decorators are seeking lacquered

work of one kind and another for use in

such rooms, a few works regarding lacquer

and lacquer manufacture in the land of its

birth may not he out of place at this time,

says a writer in The Decorative Furnisher.

The best lacquer varnish in China is pro-

duced in Szechwan, Hunan, and Kwangsi
Provinces, and the best work in lacquer for

centuries has been done in Foochow,
though considerable good work has come
out of Ningpo. The especially hard and
durable finish of certain Foochow work is

said to have been learned from Japanese
sources, though there is considerable un-

certainty as to this fact and as to the con-

nection of the work in China and Japan.

In China, lacquering generally has been ap-

plied to small objects, such as tables, trays,

boxes, carved figures and the like. Com-
mercially it is employed at present largely

for the finish of small tables, teapots, trays,

and similar goods made more or less on
foreign models for use of foreigners.

The exact process of preparing lacquer

not only differs as between China and
Japan, but differs in the nature of each

piece of work, the article made, the color

and quality. In general, the basis of all

lacquering is a varnish obtained from the

resinous juice of the Rhus vemicifera or

''uruso-no-ki," "urushi," or "varnish tree,"

cultivated in many parts of China and
Japan for the purpose.

This liquid, in its various qualities, is

the basis of all lacquering, and variations in

treatment begin with the various ways and
degrees of refining the liquid.

The lacquer is poisonous until dry. Even
Chinese workmen accustomed to use it

often cover their faces while working with

the liquid varnish. Persons often contract

poisoning from passing through a grove of

varnish trees being tapped. Foreigners
coming into contact with undried lacquer

work often suffer poisoning of hands or

face.

The application of the varnish also rep-

resents highly differentiated and refined

processes. In general, the wood to be
lacquered is a soft dry pine. The surface

and corner of the article are made as

smooth as Chinese process renders it pos-

sible. The joints are filled with oakum,
paper pulp, or strips of grass cloth ; the

corners are rounded or smoothed
; paper is

pasted over the joints or rough places, and
everything possible is done to present as

smooth a surface as possible for the varnish.

The article is then coated with a prepara-

tion of emery powder, vermilion, or gam-
boge, which is allowed to dry, and the whole
is then polished or ground down by pumice
stone, powdered sandstone, or powdered
deerhorn or various other similar sub-

stances. The preparation is again applied

and ground down again.

The lacquer itself is then applied with a

broad, soft brush as evenly as possible and
in a room from which all wind and dust

and as much light as can be dispensed with

are excluded, the idea being to apply the

lacquer and have it dry in a dark, damp
place, free from all possibility of dust.

After the varnish dries it is ground down
or polished with powdered stone or deer-

horn or similar substances, and another ap-

plication is made, dried, ground, and pol-

ished. The process is repeated according

to the nature of the article and the quality

of the work, three coats representing an
ordinary minimum and fifteen to eighteen

coats an ordinary maximum. For solid
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colors this alternate varnishing and polish-

ing- constitutes the finish. Various decora-

tions are applied in different ways. In

mother-of-pearl inlay work, for example,

the mother-of-pearl is cut in the desired

figures in thin shell and the pieces are

placed in position on the undried surface

soon after the application of one of the

early coats of varnish, and are then var-

nished over, polished as the rest of the

surface, revarnished. and so on, becoming
embedded in the enamel and polished and
repolished.

Lacquer is mixed with various substances

and raised figures are made and applied to

the surface in the same way and are ground
and revarnished in the same way for relief

work. The process is the same, with varied

manner of work, for articles of the most
intricate design.

PLASTIC ART OF PREHISTORIC
MAN

GRADUALLY our knowledge of our

remote ancestor, prehistoric man, is in-

creasing. And with our expanding infor-

mation, we see ourselves forced now and
again to materially change our point of

view. There is a general tendency to credit

some of the early inhabitants of our globe

with much more advanced faculties than

had formerly been supposed. And recent

finds seem to indicate that in physical de-

velopment, too, one type at least of very

ancient man comes much nearer to his mod-
ern descendant than was hitherto believed.

Public attention has frequently been

drawn to a discovery in the caverns at Tuc
d'Audubert, Department of Ariege, France,

which throws into the limelight the remark-
able work of the prehistoric artist. The
carvings, often very clever, of prehistoric

man have long been known, and recently

descriptions have been given of the won-
derful mural paintings of Altamira, in the

Spanish Pyrenees. But more remarkable,

perhaps, than any of these, are the clay-

modeled figures of bisons discovered by
Count Begouen in the cave of Tuc d'Audu-
bert.

Some time ago the count had found in

this cavern prehistoric mural paintings of

animals. In his further explorations, last

October, he broke a way through a mass
of stalactites, and, at the end of a gallery,

over two thousand feet back from the en-

trance, he came upon clay figures repre-

senting a male and a female bison, in a

most wonderful and satisfactory state of

preservation. The two figurines lean against

a bolder of rock which has fallen from the

vault to the floor of the cavern. The fore-

most figure, a female, is thirty-two inches

long, and measures eleven inches across the

deepest part of the body. The correspond-
ing dimensions in the male figure are each
about one inch greater. The side of the

body lying against the boulder has been left

in the rough unmodeled. While the cavern
is fairly dry, and the clay is transversed by
numerous cracks, by great good fortune the

figures have been left otherwise almost in-

tact. The only damage is that one horn
and the tail of the female are broken off

—

the latter having been found in the floor of
the cave. The surface of the figure has evi-

dently been smoothed by the artist's hand,
whose marks can still be distinguished. The
eye of the female is made out of a clay-ball,

with the pupil marked by a pit. giving it a

very lifelike appearance. The male has
merely a round, and somewhat lifeless eye.

The beard is drawn in bold lines, evidently

with a sharp stick or bone, while for the

wooly mane the artist used his thumb,
whose imprint can ~till be clearly distin-

guished.

For the Home of Refinement

—

the hardware of quality. The key hole in

the knob and the fine mechanical features

suit the man who knows. The appearance,

the security and the little key please the

housewife. The ease of application pleases the workman.

P. & F. CORBIN
Division

The American Hardware Corporation

NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT
P. & F. Corfain

of Chicago
P. & F. Corbin
of New York

P. & F. Corbin Division
Philadelphia

STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATENTED

CLINCH rightthrough the

standing seam of metal
roofs. No rails are needed
unless desired. We make a

similar one for slate roofs.

Sendfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

GP=
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The Schilling Press
Job PRINTERS Fine

Catalog ^^SyW Work
Work \r A Specialty

137-139 E. 25th St., New York
Printers of AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS

"CRAFTSMAN" HOUSE PLANS

THIS is a Craftsman house :—durable, beautiful and convenient, with no useless partitions, no waste space, no over-decoration.

We design homes of this character for CRAFTSMAN subscribers. Write for free booklet, "Craftsman Service for
Homebuilders, " containing cuts and plans of Craftsman houses. We are prepared to aid in every phase of home-making. The
May CRAFTSMAN, our great housefurmshino n"rnb<"\ should be in the hands of every homemaker. Send stamps for mailing

free booklet to— THE CRAFTSMAN. Room 480. 41 West 34th Street. New York City
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OWN A
"Springfield Portable"
And know all the Pleasures of

I SUMMER'S BEST ENJOYMENTS
There's a Springfield Portable that

will exactly fit your requirements for a
pretty summerhouse, handsome garage,

bungalow, or camp. If you have never
seen a "Springfield Portable" you don't know how practical a building of this type is.

A TYPE FOR EVERY PURPOSE OR FOR ANY PLACE
—and you may be sure if it bears our mark, that you are getting full value. A
"Springfield" taken up into the woods, to the lake or the seashore makes an ideal

camp— it won't leak, let wind or dirt through, is easy to keep clean, and saves

rent bill.

There is a sure way to get

"Portable" satisfaction. Get
a "Springfield."

- '

Illustrated booklet contains a lot of
interesting facts. Mailed at once on
request.

Springfield Mfg. Co.
1012 Main Street, Springfield, Mass.

551Mm P|

WOLFF
PHE owner of this beautiful
* residence at Elkhart, Indiana,

enjoys his Bath Room as much
as any room in the house. It,

together with the Kitchen, Pan-
try and Laundry, is equipped
with the most modern fixtures

from the Wolff factories which
harmonize perfectly with the

Architecture of the home.

Get our booklet on Bath
Room Suggestions.

JS. Hill Tiimock - JrcMYecfi

L Wolff Manufacturing Co.

Plumbing Goods Exclusively

Main Office, 601-627 West Lake Street

Showrooms, 111 N.Dearborn Street

CHICAGO
BRANCHES: Denver, Omaha, Minneapolis,

Dallas, Rochester
POTTERY: Trenton, N. J.

THE OLDEST ALMANAC IN THE
WORLD

YOU have heard people say, "As use-
less as a last year's almanac" ; but

an old almanac may be both valuable
and interesting if it is only old enough,
says The Youth's Companion. There is

in the British Museum an almanac 3,000
years old—probably the oldest almanac in

the world. It was found in one of the

buried tombs of Egypt ; the owner must
have valued it, since he had it buried
with him.

It is written on papyrus, in columns,
and there are twenty-five pages well pre-
served. Its chief purpose was to inform
its owner whether each day was lucky
or unlucky for any sort of enterprise.

Certainly it was not so important to

know that a certain day was the 5th

of Tobi, with a new moon and a pros-

pect of rain, as to know that it was a

day when you must not start on a jour-

ney, look at a rat, wash yourself with
water, or even go outdoors before day-
light!

This almanac was no brief yearly af-

fair, but was planned for four years, and
gave for that period the dates of the

fixed and movable feasts, of which the

Egyptians had a great number. It was
issued for the four years following the

fifty-seventh year of Rameses the Great.

The days are written in red ink, and
each one is followed by three characters
—morning, day, evening, each with its

significant mark to denote prosperous,
indifferent, adverse ; the first sign is in

black ink and the others in red.

For example, the 25th of Thoth is

marked good, good, middling, with the

caution, "Do not go outdoors in the even-
ing" ; the fortunate qualities of the day
apparently declined with the sun. And in

another month is a day of which it is de-
clared, "A child born on this day will die

a prince of the people"—a much simpler
way to choose rulers of the nation than a

general election.

When you consider how little a person
has to do with the choice of his birthday,
it is discouraging to find so many dangers
awaiting an unlucky selection ; one day
assured your death in the jaws of a croco-
dile, and another birthday meant that you
would be eaten by a serpent.

The day of all days to be born was the
5th of Phamenoth, the day of the great

feast in honor of Neith, the mother-god of

Egypt. Heredotus wrote about that feast

more than two thousand years ago. He
calls it the Feast of Lamps, when every
house must be illuminated.

There were days when no one must go
hunting or fishing, special days for eating
beef or drinking wine, days when it was
unlucky to travel, and one was marked,
''Do nothing at all to-day!"

THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERA-
TION OF EXPOSITIONS

A CONGRESS of a diplomatic char-

acter representing no less than

twenty-six governments was held on

October 7th, at Berlin. It was organized

by the International Federation of Exposi-

tion Committees, and the congress was oc-

cupied with establishing a basis for holding

expositions in various countries, and it also

took measures to draw up rules for the

awarding of prizes on such occasions. In

this way all such questions are likely to

be settled in a satisfactory manner owing
to an international agreement upon exposi-

tion matters.



SAVE THE FLOWERS
WHEN your neighbor's pets render it impossible to grow flowers

unprotected, make the beds safe with a small fence of Excelsior
"Rust-Proof" Flower Guard. It is strong, ornamental and

lasting. You can place it in moist ground without painting and it will

not rust. The heavy coating of zinc protects it perfectly.

If you are going to use any wire Fencing, Trellis, Arches, Tree or Bed
Guards, investigate the Excelsior "Rust-Proof" products. They last for

years without repairs.

Sold by Hardware Dealers

ASK us for Catalog "E" showing these goods in use and a

sample of the "Rust-Proof" finish.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY
Worcester, Massachusetts

Mission Furniture
Our stock of hand-made Mission Furniture isshown
in a variety of designs suitable for either country
or city homes and is built for durability and comfort.
The solid oak used is given tones of brown and
green by a process that preserves the natural beauty
of the grain, and the leathers employed for cover-
ings are selected for their beauty and lasting qualities.

Inquiries by mail are given prompt attention.

R. J. HORNER & CO.
20-22-24-26 West 36th St., Near Fifth Ave.

FURNITURE-DECORATIONS-RUGS
NEW YORK

\:'['a

Bobbink & Atkins
WORLD'S CHOICEST NURSERY
AND GREENHOUSE PRODUCTS

Spring Planting

OUR Nursery consists of 300 acres of highly cultivated land

and a large area covered with Greenhouses and Store-

houses, in which we are growing Nursery and Green-
house Products for every place and purpose.

The following are amongst our Specialties

:

Roses. Pot-grown, we have
several thousand Rose Plants that

will bloom this year. Ask for

Special List.

Rhododendrons. Many thous-
ands of acclimated plants in hardy
English and American varieties

are growing in our Nursery.
Hardy Old-Fashioned Plants.

We grow thousands of rare, new
and old-fashioned kinds, including

Peonies and Iris in a large variety.

Special prices on quantities.

Fruit Trees and Small Fruit
Bushes. We have large quantities

in all the leading kinds and
varieties.

Our New Giant-Flowering
Marshmellow. Everybody should
be interested in this new, old-

fashioned flower. It will grow
everywhere and when in flower is

Evergreens, Conifers and
Pines. Many acres of our Nurs-
ery are devoted to their cultiva-

tion.

Boxwood. Everybody loves

the aroma of old-fashioned Box-
wood. We grow thousands in

many shapes and sizes.

English Ivy. We grow many
thousands in trained form and
ordinary plants from two to eight

feet tall.

Hardy Trailing and Climbing
Vines. We have them for every
place and purpose.

Bedding Plants. We grow
many thousands of bedding plants

in all the popular kinds.

Bay Trees. We are head-
quarters for them; we carry at all

times hundreds and often times
during the year several thousands
may be seen in our Nursery.

75 describes our products;

the queen of all garden flowers.

Our Illustrated General Catalogue No
will be mailed upon request.

The Proper Way to Buy is to see the material growing. We shall be
glad to give our time and attention to all intending purchasers visiting our
Nursery.

Visitors take Erie Railroad to Carlton Hill, second stop on Main Line;
3 minutes' walk to Nursery.

OUR LANDSCAPE DEPARTMENT
Plan and Plant Grounds and Gardens Everywhere,

Nurserymen, Florists and Planters, RUTHERFORD, N. J.

Simmons Hose Reels

keep your hose always in perfect condition. The
spiral wind protects life of hose indefinitely. They

are neat and compact and are indispensable to

every country home. Price, each $4.00 net.

Garden Hose
that stands the test of time. Made of selected

long staple fabric, and rubber tubing of over

40"o nne Para rubber. Keep up the high

standard of your gardens and grounds by

having the best hose obtainable. Buy di-

rect from the manufacturer and save

money. Price, including nozzle and coup-

lings, complete, 10 cents per foot net.

The "Josico Jr." Fire Extinguisher

is particularly adapted for country and suburban

homes. Its body consists of a heavy jacketed

copper cylinder specially riveted with all parts

carefully finished and tested. An ornament

maintaining a dignity of its own in keeping with

the general tone of the home. Simple to operate.

Fights a fire quickly and effectively. No home

is really safe without this protection.

Made in 1 ]4. gallon sizes. Price each, $6.50 net.

JOHN SIMMONS CO.
104-110 Centre Street

NEW YORK CITY





Camp Cookery—Vacation Number—Canoeing

JUNE 1913 MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers
NEW YORK, N. Y.

PRICE 25 CENTS
$3.00 A YEAR



You can afford to light your
house by electricity.

Many country homes cannot get service from the nearest municipal lighting

plant ; too far away. Perhaps yours is.

Then you ought to write us at once for full information about

The Aplco Electric Lighting System
This is what you want to give you all kinds of electric light, as well as power for

small machinery. It is made by the Apple Electric Company, famous for the perfection of their

electric systems.
The Aplco house lighting system is the most compact and convenient outfit made ;

weighs 360
pounds, price $200. You can not only light your house but your stables, garage, milkhouse and

other outbuildings. The cost is surprisingly small—almost

nothing.
Upon request we will send you immediately a special cir-

cular which will provide for the details you need to know.
Bring your automobile up to date by installing the Aplco

lighting system and Aplglow lamps.

The Apple Electric Company
87 Canal Street

Dayton, Ohio

The most satisfactory way to grow vines on a

frame house is to use Excelsior " Rust-Proof

"

Trellis, which can be temporarily laid back to

permit house painting. The Trellis itself is

coated with pure zinc, and being "Rust-Proof"

never needs painting so consequently the vines

never have to be loosened or cut down.

You will also be interested in Excelsior " Rust-

Proof " Fences, Arches, Flower Guards, Tree

Guards, etc.

Sold by the Hardware Trade.

Write to us for sample of the " Rust-Proof " finish and
illustrated catalog "E."

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY
Worcester, Massachusetts

U.S.
Greatest Collectors' Paper

Send ten cents for three months the oldest,

biggest and best collector's monthly for all

kinds of Hobbies; Natural History and Ameri-
can Historical Discoveries; Coins, Old Books,
Pistols and Weapons, Stamps, Curios, Relics,

Photography, Minerals, Sciences, illustrated

Souvenir Post Cards, Rarities and New Finds
for all kinds of Collectors.

Philatelic West and Collectors' World

Superior, Nebraska, U.S.A.

Greatest of its kind in the world. Fifty cents

entitles you to a year's subscription and a free

fifteen word exchange notice in the largest

exchange department extant.

This illustrated 1 00-page Monthly

was established in 1895, and has the largest

circulation of any collectors' monthly in the

world, and in size has no rival. More ads in

the West than in all other American Col-

lectors* monthlies combined. The best pay-
ing medium for advertisers. Rates small,

results large. It will pay to write us about it.

OUR MOTTO, "The best and lots of it."

Invest ten cents judiciously by sending it to

L. T. BRODSTONE, Publisher,

Superior, Nebraska, U. S. A.
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PIGEON KEEPING FOR
RECREATION
By E. I. FARRINGTON

THOUGH it be true that fewer neople

keep fancy pigeons than keep fancy,

poultry, vet the army of pigeon fanciers is

much larger than most people realize. It

is a revelation to visit one of the large

shows and to see aisle after aisle lined with

coops containing fancy pigeons, the num-
bers of which run into the thousands and
with many individual specimens valued at

several hundred dollars. The men and
women who exhibit these birds are, for

the most part, amateurs who breed and
show their pigeons purely as a matter of

recreation and sport. Business and pro-

fessional men find relaxation and pleasure

in watching their beautiful and aristocratic

pets and in giving them the small amount
of attention required.

Pigeons multiply rapidly, so that breed-

ing experiments give quick results. For
years the fanciers have been moulding and
fashioning the more common show types

;

centuries, in fact, have been required to

produce some of the varieties as they now
appear in all their grace and beauty. And
breeding pigeons true to type is a task which
demands no little knowledge and study. To
produce prize winning birds is the final

test of the fancier's skill and it is for that

reason that the awards of the show room
are so eagerly sought. At any show you
are likely to find bankers and ministers,

lawyers and doctors in animated discussion
concerning the respective merits of dif-

ferent birds ; likewise the faults and foibles

of the judges.

The different varieties of pigeons num-
ber many scores, all descended, it is su-
posed, from the common rock pigeon of
Europe. The kinds most common among
the fanciers in this country include Fan-
tails, Tumblers, Pouters, Jacobins, Drag-
oons, Homers. Carriers, Helmets, Tipplers,
Xuns, Owls, Oriental Frills. Turbits and
Archangels—a list which offers some in-

dication of the opportunity for choice which
the fancier has. Then, too, some families
are sub-divided to an extent which is

frankly confusing. At the last Boston show,
for example, twenty-five varieties of
Tumblers were entered.

Fantails, Jacobins, Tumblers, Pouters,
and Carriers are especially popular. The
Fantail's ability to spread its tail in pea-
cock fa.-hion is well known. There are
black, red. yellow, and blue as well as white
Pantails.

The special feature of the Jacobins is a
sort of feathered hood around the neck,
which bears an amusing resemblance to a
lady's boar. This hood starts at the eyes
and extends over the head. Jacobins are
among the mo-t attractive of pigeons and
are widely bred.

Tumbler, get their name from the fact
that they turn somersaults in the air. They
are the circus performers of the species,
Pouter- are well known because of the

Build Your Greenhouse Walls of Concrete
Concrete costs but little more than wood and is much more satisfactory.

A structure of concrete will not burn. It is vermin proof; it will be permanent,

free from repairs. Concrete maintains an even temperature more easily than

wood. Properly constructed concrete walls retain the warmth in the winter

and are a protection against intense heat in the summer.

When You Build Anything Build of Concrete
Talk to your architect, contractor or material dealer about its advantages.

If you want information about any specific point write us. We maintain

a free service bureau to helo those who want to build concrete structures.

UNIVERSAL
PO RTLAN D

CEMENT
is always uniform in color and slrength; always runs the same; makes concrete

which is sound, everlasting. The following free booklets are full of interest

and information:

Concrete Silos Concrete Sidewalks Cement Stucco

Concrete in the Country Small Farm Buildings of Concrete

UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

CHICAGO. 72 W. Adams Street PITTSBURGH, Frick Building

MINNEAPOLIS. Security Bank Building

PLANTS AT CHICAGO
AND PITTSBURGH

ANNUAL OUTPUT
12,000,000 BARRELS

Use Oxide of Zinc Paints

PHE MICROBE can't stand washing. Keep your

walls free from microbes and your family free from

disease by painting with Flat Washable Interior Finishes.

These finishes are made durable and sanitary with

Oxide of Zinc.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY
We do not make paint.

A list of paint manufactur-

ers of Washable Wall Fin-

ishes free on request.

55 Wall Street, New York

*m«t*MM(f wrmfmumwciBiM*
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Bob White Quail

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies. Black Game, Wild Turkeys, Quails, Rabbits, Deer, etc,
for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants, Peafowl, Swans,
Cranes, Storks, Ornamental Geese and Ducks, Foxes, Squirrels,

Ferrets, etc. , and all kinds of birds and animals.

WILLIAM J. MACKENSEN, Naturalist

Dept. C YARDLEY. PA.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and

Geese, Flamingoes, Game and

Cage Birds.

"Everything in the bird line from a
Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have

on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn.

For Sale.
Five acres of beautifully wooded
land with long waterfront on Barker

Pond, Maine. Easily reached

—

only twenty miles from Portland. Excellent fresh water fish-

ing; natural spring on property. Convenient to railroad station.

May stop train at flag if a house is built. Ideal spot to build

a summer home. For further particulars and price, address

A. de M., Box 773, New York.

For Sale
At Plainfield, New Jersey, m refined

neighborhood, an attractive residence

with about two acres of well kept lawn
and beautiful shade trees. 10 Room House including three

master's bedrooms, two bathrooms, billiard room, two servant's

bedrooms and bathroom. 10 minutes walk from Netherwood
Station. Excellent train service. Only 35 minutes to New
York via Jersey Central Railroad. Beautiful Japanese gardens

adjoin this property giving purchaser the advantage of charming
surroundings already developed. This is an opportunity for you
to obtain an ideal country residence at a moderate cost. Address
M. A. BRADLEY, 450 Fourth Avenue, New York

Do You Want to PurchaseA Home?
If amoni our Real Estate Advertisements you do

not find just what you want—Address

THE REAL ESTATE MART,
Care of American Homes and Gardens

361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

queer trick they have of inflating their crops

until they resemble toy balloons, with little

heads fastened to the top. This practice

may not give the birds beauty, but it cer-

tainly makes them interesting. Pouters, like

Fantails, are familiar to people who know
nothing of the brilliantly colored Tubits,

Owls, and Oriental Frills.

The name given the Carriers leads the

novice to suppose that they are the birds

which have helped to make history by acting

as winged messengers long before wire-

less telegraphy had been dreamed of. The
messenger pigeons are not Carriers, how-
ever, but Homers, birds built on distinctly

different lines. The Carrier is an exhibi-

tion bird only and is easily identified by a

peculiar, wart-like formation on the bill. It

is slim and racy. The Homer, on the

other hand, is a large bird, with a full

breast and vigorous muscles. If properly

trained, it will return home from a distance

of from three to five hundred miles. Hom-
ers served a highly useful purpose when
Paris was beleagured, messages of many
hundred words being prepared on special

material and fastened to the legs of the

birds. The Rothschilds used homing
pigeons in carrying on operations which
helped them to build a collossal fortune.

And years ago these pigeons were experi-

mented with by the United States navy.

Nowadays their homing propensities are

exercised mostly for the amusement of their

owners.
Neither large nor expensive quarters are

required for fancy pigeons, although those

constructed by wealthy fanciers are often

both. Most varieties are kept in confine-

ment at all times, being far too valuable to

be allowed their liberty, with the consequent
danger of obliging the owner to write "Lost,

strayed or stolen" besides their names or

numbers. Homers, Tipplers, Calumets, and
some others are, however, commonly al-

lowed to fly when and whither they please.

When pigeons are kept in confinement
they need a high exercise yard, which is

easily made of poultry wire, the top as well

as the sides being covered. A flying cage
constructed with an ornamental purpose
and filled with beautiful and high-bred
pigeons is a pleasing addition to large coun-
try and suburban estates. On the other

hand, it will serve its object if made in the

most modest manner.
The pigeon quarters are- preferably on

the ground floor, although a loft is the

traditional location. It is much more con-

venient to have the birds where they may
be visited without the necessity of climbing

a flight of stairs. Sometimes they are placed
over a poultry house.

There should be several pens in order to

facilitate mating and "for young birds when
separated from their parents at the age of
six to eight weeks. Canvas or burlap is

better than wire netting for making the par-

titions between the pens, as valuable birds

are likely to damage their fine feathers by
flying against the wire or by clinging to it.

Pigeons mate in pairs and display evi-

dences of much affection for each other. The
owners of fancy pigeons make up matings
according to the markings of their birds,

pairing those with good qualities in the hope
of fixing these qualities and getting young-
sters which are as good or better than the
parents. The fancier's success in breeding
exhibition pigeons hinges upon his skill in

pairing his birds. Of course, many breed-
ers have no thought of showing their pets,

but everyone who breeds fancy pigeons
naturally wants them to come as near as

possible to that ideal which is often pic-

tured mentally but seldom wrought out in

flesh and blood and feathers. There is

little pleasure in breeding merely pigeons.

Beautiful Lawns
Lawns'that are distinctive; rich, velvety srreens of

wonderful texture; such lawns are made with

KALAKA Fertilized Grass Seed
Expert blendinj? of purest seeds and natural

fertilizer insures quick, stroncr germination.
Kalakain5 1b. boxes at $1.00 express prepaid East

or $1.25 West of Omaha. Special prices for quantities.

Writefor"Hots to Make aLaron"— mention {jour dealer's name

THE KALAKA CO.. 1110 W. 35th Street, Chicago

Biltmore Nursery I

issues four practical, help*
ful and interesting Cata-
logs;^ "Hardy Garden

Flowers, ' " Flowering Trees and Shrubs," "The Iris Catalog"
and "The Biltmore Nursery Catalog." Any one free.
BILTMORE NURSERY Box 1564, Biltmore. N. C.ESend today for free illustrated

~\7&irCfir&&Y\fi book in colors, showing howVCIglCCllO,
evergreens will add to the

beauty of your home. Address
D. HILL NURSERY COMPANY, Inc.

261 Cedar Street . Dundee, Illinois

I
F you are at all interested in bulbs you un-
doubtedly appreciate the necessity of buy-
ing only the best.

Therefore we -would urge you to send us your name
NOW to insure your receiving a copy of our Bulb Cata-
log issued August 15. A postal will do.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
Established 1802—111 years ago

33P Barclay Street New York

tulips,

DOR
A 5 lb. Bag $1.00 Delivery Paid by Us

tr the Smaller Operations of the Home and Garden

EARLY-CROP
ODORLESS FERTILIZER
A 100 lb. Bag $3.75 f.o.b. Factory, Farmingdale, N. J.

For More Extensive Planting and Gardening Operations
v<;

Write for Prices on Lots or a Quarter-Ton to a Carload v

OUTDOOR EXERCISE + A 100 LB. BAG OF EARLY-CROP ODORLESS
FERTILIZER will produce a Beautiful Lawn, and an -abundance of* Fine

Vegetables, Flowers and Shrubbery, over a Plot of 6000 to 7500 Square Feet

.

ORDER AT ONCE—YOU NEED Tl\NOW
A Copy of our UNIQUE GARDEN AND PLANTING CALENDAR with an]

order for either of our products as mentioned above^

Write for our latest Booklet "GARDEN CLUBS-THE KITCHEN GARDEN the*

FLOWER GARDEN and the LAWN" by George T. Powell Agricultural and
Horticultural Expert l n - \^

,

CONSUMERS FERTILIZER COMPANY
New York— Longacre Building, 42 Street & Broadway—Suite J

Fair'sDutch BulbsImported forYou
Holland's most painstaking bulb

growers reserve their finest stock for
me. These first selection bulbs
are imported to your individual order
only, and 10% discount is allowed
on orders before July 1

.

My new hook " Farr's Quality
Bulbs." lists the finest of daffodils,

hyacinths, crocus, iris and lilies, in-

cluding kinds difficult ro obtain elsewhere.
Send free to you who desire quality.

Come to Wyomissing to See the Peonies

Acres on acres of glorious blooms, rich with the
warmth of myriad glowing colors. Here from 300
kinds you can select your own favorites. Peonies
will be in their best June 1 to 7, when 1 will be glad
to meet visitors. Come to Wyomissing—let me
know when to meet you.

BERTRAND H. FARR
105 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Penna.
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PdfERY
"VOUB. Garden and Home
I -will haveNewCharm with
Artistic Pottery selected
Tram the Galloway Collection

Stronj and Durable Mater-
at Rfa:Jasonable Prices.

Send for our Catalogue of
Pots.BoxesVases.Sundiats.Ben-
ches and other Terra Cotta
Garden Furniture. ccxi3

GA1K)WAY M1RRA CoTtaCo.
3222 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

No More
Dirty, Dusty,
Cement Floors.

You can keep your cement floors clean

and sanitary—make them water and dust-

proof and get artistic hardwood and
linoleum effects with

CHI-NAMEL
Ccmcntonc Floor Enamel
Easy to apply— economical— lasting. Send
for our free booklet of color samples.

The Ohio Varnish Company
S604 Kinsman Road, Cleveland, O.

11h ^ m ^&! [aSH

Garden Furniture
Including Benches, Chairs, Tables,

Arbors Treillage, Pergolas, etc., in

painted and rustic. Catalog of many
designs on request.

North Shore Ferneries Company
Beverley, Massachusetts

Designers and Makers of Garden Accessories

2SS5 SheepManur<

Dried and Pulverized

Unequalled for lawn, garden and field fertilizing. $4.00 tor large bbl.

prepaid Ea«t of Omaha. Ask for quantity prices and booklet.

THE PULVERIZED MANURE CO.. 21 Union Stock Yards, Chicago

STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATENTED

CLINCH rightthrough the

standing seam of metal
roofs. No rails are needed
unless desired. We make a

similar one for slate roofs.

Sendfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

Rows of double nests on the wall do not

occupy much space, but there must be a

double nest for each pair. Odd birds are

excluded from the breeding pens, for they

are certain to invoke discord. The parents

take turns in caring for the youngsters,

which when born are blind, naked and help-

less, also far from prepossessing. The
babies are fed with pigeon's milk, regur-

giated from the crop of the older bird, with

beak to beak. This milk is the food which

has been swallowed, either changed in char-

acter or softened.

Water for regular bathing is a necessity,

especially in warm weather, when it should

be given daily. Fresh water for drinking

must be given in a separate receptacle into

which the birds cannot climb. Salt is

needed for pigeons when confined and
various grains are fed. Care must be taken

to keep lice in subjection, for which reason

tobacco stems are placed in the nests by
many breeders. Once the requirements of

the pigeons are learned, only a little work is

needed, when the birds are few in number.
The busy commuter can do it all in ten to

fifteen minutes a day. If he misses his

train, it will be because he stops for a last

admiring glance at his stock.

VACATIONS AND COLLECTING
By HENRY VANE

THE true collector is ever upon the alert

for opportunities for adding to his as-

sortment of treasures. He has presumably
become fully acquainted with the possibili-

ties afforded by the place in which he may
live and at this season of the year when va-

cations are being planned he is probably ar-

ranging for holidays which besides afford-

ing the rest and recreation which vacations

are supposed to provide will also make pos-

sible the ridine of some favorite hobby into

fields which are new and which he hopes
have never been explored.

As has been frequently said there is no
royal road for collecting and it is, of course,

equally true that no directions can be given

as to the trail most likely to lead into a

liappy hunting ground for the collector.

Large cities offer many attractions for the

vest foreign populations which are found in

such cities as New York and Chicago make
possible the acquisition of treasure trove

which can often be secured for very little.

Some of the most beautiful pewter which I

have ever seen was purchased some years

ago in Chicago from a family recently ar-

rived from Germany. The very perfection

of the pewter really constituted the strong-

est argument against its purchase for the

soft and satin-like surface seemed almost
too beautiful to be actually old. But ex-

planations in a mixture of German and very
badly broken English were made to the

effect that these pieces had been family

treasures for generations and that loving

care at the hands of many haus fraus was
responsible for the perfect condition of

the wonderfully fine plates and tankards.

No real collector could refuse to accept

what was plainly a gift from Providence
and the pewter for many years formed the

star features of a Chicago collection.

Philadelphia possesses a large population
of negroes and while wandering one day
through the negro quarter and particularly

through some of the narrow streets which
are really alleys between the larger streets

my attention was attracted by a number of
old blue pitchers and plates arranged in a

shop window in imitation of the shops of
certain antique dealers not many blocks
away. The window, upon closer examina-
tion, proved to belong to a small general
store and the old negro in charge explained

:w,'.':.i V- gg jgg -frfry /$»

Your Home
and your Neighbor's
Of course you want your house to be

a credit to your neighborhood,—which
means that it must be kept well painted.

Good paint means complete protection

and lasting beauty, but it all depends

upon the brand of paint you choose.

It pays to get the best—pays in dollars and cents, as

well as in the satisfaction of knowing you have a good

job well done; and you will get best results by using

High Standard

LIQUID PAINT
Wc have been studying; scientific paint-making for

over forty years, and every can of "High Standard" is

the best that modern science has produced. The "Little

Blue Flag" on every can is the mark of superior quality.

"High Standard" will give your house a commanding
beauty and a permanency of protection that will be

worth many times the cost to you.

For the interior walls use

Lowe Brothers Mellotone
the modern flat wall finish. It is washable, fadeless,

and durable, and its soft beautiful colors give most
pleasing effects. Send for color cards.

Ask your local * *High Standard** dealer-agent

to give you Paint Information and color combinations

for exteriors, interior walls, floors, woodwork, etc.

Valuable Books—Free
Have the best looking house in

your neighborhood. Our booklets

will tell you how

—

"Homes At-
tractive from Gate to Garret,"1 and
' 'Mellotone Your Walls." Sent

free to readers of this magazine.

Write today. Also let us help with

your special decorative problems.

f
The Lowe Brothers Company
469 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio

Boston, NewYork, Chicago, Kansas City

Lowe Brothers, Ltd. , Toronto, Can.

Send for catalogue A 28 for pergolas, sun dials and garden
furniture or A 40 of wood columns

Hartmann-Sanders Co.
Manufacturers of

KOLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS

Suitable for

PERGOLAS.PORCHES
or INTERIOR USE

ELSTON and WEBSTER AVES.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Eastern Office
1123 Broadway, New York City
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There you are !

Plenty of hot or cold

water ready for balh,

kitchen work, wash-

ing or fire! You can

have water as handy
and convenient as

your city frjends.

You can enjoy the

same freedom from lugging- and wrestling with

pails and back-breaking tubs. We know from

epeated tests that a

W DOUGLAS W
PNEUT/INK ST5TEH

Provides Cheap

Running Water Anywhere
on your place. The pressure can always be
high enough to throw a good stream onto your
ridge board of house or barn. Learn about its

low price; why it is easy of installation; why
it's simple to handle and seldom requires repairs.

Even if you don't buy this season send for

the catalog below and learn about the ideal

water system — the Douglas Pneutank. A postal

will bring it quickly.

W. & B. Douglas
180 William Street Middletown, Conn.

Pump-Makers for 81 Years

Sm

Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
will send you on receipt of 15-2 cent stamps a copy of

" Character in Furniture "

a de luxe book of romance and history of period furniture. Illustrated by

Rene Vincent. Their address is

178 Canal Street Grand Rapids, Mich.

HESSiiiaOCKER
TheOnlyModern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet

or locker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.

Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells. Dust
and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bathroom
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in
wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

The Recessed Steel HESS, 926 Tacoma Building, Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces.—Free Booklet

that the few objects in the window had been

placed with him for sale by some of his

neighbors. The one thing really worth hav-

ing was an old candlestick unmistakably
French and when I found that it had been

brought in by a negro woman lately from
one of the Louisiana parishes not far from
New Orleans it was easy indeed to piece

together the obvious history of the candle-

stick. It has evidently been discarded from
a plantation home, given to a servant and
had arrived finally in an obscure shop in a

negro quarter of a northern city.

But a vacation is more apt to lead one

into the country and things rural possess at

this season of the year a charm which can-

not be altogether resisted. The logical

thing, therefore, is to place vacation (and
incidentally collecting) in some part of the

country where the depletion of the purse

may contribute to the upbuilding of bodily

strength and to the enlarging of the collec-

tion of furniture, old brass, samplers or

whatever be one's favorite objects.

In many parts of the older states there

are villages as well as country localities

which were important and prosperous in

their day, but which have fallen upon less

fortunate times by reason of their having
been ignored by the builders of a railroad

or for some other reason. New Hampshire
and Vermont are full of these forgotten vil-

lages some of which are typical old New
England towns full of the seemly simple

homes of a century ago and each possessing

its old church with its slender white spire.

Other old villages equally pleasing and fully

as remote abound in Virginia and in that

part of Maryland which is still known as

the "Eastern Shore" and here are many
old homes which played an important part

in the social history of the days when Vir-

ginia and Maryland were still loyal colonies

of the British crown. These quiet old

towns are sleepy and moss-grown to-day,

but they are full of just the things the col-

lector is most anxious to secure, and ob-

taining them is work which will test both'

his patience and ingenuity.

It is difficult to write about the pleasures

of collecting without describing something
of my own experiences in somewhat exten-

sive wanderings through Louisiana, Miss-
issippi and Georgia. These states, it must
be remembered, were wealthy and prosper-

ous up to the time of the Civil War and
wealth was expended largely upon the home
and upon domestic as well as personal
adornment. Scores of old villages, once the

center of a gay and free-from-care life still

exist and their beautiful old homes with pil-

lared porticos in various stages of dilapi-

dation suggest a mute testimony to the

beauty and grandeur of the old South vastly

more interesting to me than all the noise

and bustle and imitation of northern ways
which obtains in what some people like to

call the new South.

It might be supposed that in these days of

antique collectings the country districts

which I have mentioned would long ago
have been canvassed by the enterprising

agents of antioue dealers from Boston,
Baltimore and New Orleans. So they have
been, but there are many beautiful thing's

vet to be had just as excellent fish are still

being caught in the sea which has been
"fished over" since the beginning of time.

The dealers who have dispatched their

emissaries into every nook and cranny of

the older parts of the countrv have perhaps
secured almost all of the prizes which are

to be easily and readily won. What is more
to the point, however, is that they have edu-
cated the neonle into a full knowledge of
the financial value of what they still possess
and the amateur collector finds it much
more difficult to acquire for a song their

Free W|&>i

This
1913
Catalog

WRITE FOR IT

J. M. HANSON'S
Magazine Agency

the largest in the world, furnishes all

Magazines and Newspapers. Amazingly
Low Prices, and quick, accurate, and
reliable service.

Save Magazine Money
Our 1913 Catalog (44 pages) lists more
than 3000 Periodicals and Club Offers.

It's a BIG MONEY-SAVER, and is FREE
to you for the asking.

Send Us Your 1U f\ \%TName and Address 1^1 \_/ W
J, M. HANSON'S MAGAZINE AGENCY

229 * Hanson Block, Lexington, Ky.

SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE
a few strokes along the edge of the blade puts the lawn mower in first

class cutting condition . Holder keeps the file at the proper angle. Costs

less than one sharpening by machinist and will last several seasons,

By mail, prepaid 50c. Satisfaction guaranteed or money rerancled.

R. VAN BOCHOVE
45 Straight Street Grand Rapitls, Mfch.

•feoff gwrflatDlEeJljyeal* F> , m-v*,-^^ ALL
mimmmJrjjj fUHIJjS KINDS

CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hanger*

Write for Circular* and Prices

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Works

'rivateWater Supply Plants

IY SEND FOR CATALOG 1M

SIZE KEWANEE WATER SUPPLY CO.
NEW YORK CITY KEWANEE.ILL.
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Stained with Cabot's Shingle Stains
Aymar Embury II, Architect, A'ezv York.

50°c cheaper than Paint
50 °o cheaper to apply

handsomer than Paint100 °o

This is only apart of zchatyou gain by using

Cabot'sShingle Stains
They are made of Creosote and thoroughly preserve

the wood. They are used on all exterior woodwork,
shingles, siding, clapboards or boarding. The original
Creosote genuine wood-preserving Stains. Your own
men can put them on, or you can do it yourself, if you
are back in the country where there are no painters.
They give soft, transparent coloring* effects that
harmonize perfectly with nature.

You can get Cabofs Stains aU over the country.
Sendforfree samples and name of nearest agent.

AamiiP. PaKnf fnr Mfg - Chemists^amuei ^aoot, inc., ]31 MUk Sl> Boston Mass

ELM LelaDAVEYTree

ESTATE
GEO. A
STEPHENS

MOLINE
ILL.

1 WAHy **&:*• Tii? iTCy

YourTreesNow

It is far less expensive to find out
and eradicate the disease, decay
and physical weaknesses of trees,
than to pay the price of neglect.
The treatment of trees is the work
of men scientifically accurate and
mechanically expert. None but
Davey Experts can so qualify.
Read this letter from a prominent
client:

Moline, III., March 13, 1911
"I look upon the work {treatment
of his trees by Davey Experts) with
greatsatisfaction, andamgladevery
time I look at the trees, that they
have had your scientifically intelli-
gent attention."

G. A. STEPHENS,
Pres. Moline Plow Co.

We shall be glad to arrange for a
careful examination of your trees
without charge.

Write for booklet " A "

The Davey Tree Expert Co. , Inc., Kent, 0.

Branch Offices with Telephone
Connections: New York, Chicago
Montreal, San Francis

Accredited
Representatives

Available
Everywhere.
Men Without
Credentials

Are Impostors.

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet h ave your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

tl-fti Ci>ili(ui Hsrdwtrt tfiilthlii, Frt:

THE H. B. IVES CO.
s.u HiNgrtcruKi NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The^chilling Press
j

PRINTERS OF QUALITY?
•

1 37- 1 39 East 25th St. New York City
j— •

"Oaks from Acorns Grow"
£

\Y/11 welcome the smallest printing order, because we •

know that the service we give will lead to more •

business. Experience, punctuality and price are the •

three features on which our wide reputation is built. •

Furnishing text and ideas for novel, attractive printing •

are our specialty. •

.

—

•

Printers of "American Homes and Gardens" •

1

brass andirons and fenders or their mahog-
any card tables than would have been the
case had he planned his vacation and col-

lecting quest several years earlier.

If one is planning a trip into any part of
the rural South where the cheap labor of
foreigners has not taken the place of that of
the negroes it would be well to investigate
as closely as possible the homes of the col-

ored people—the "quarters'' where on many
plantations the negroes still live much as

they did before the Civil War. Anyone
who has been accustomed to being served
by colored servants knows how they value
even cast-off clothing and the merest trifles

of household furniture, and years ago in

some parts of the South it was the custom
to give to the old servants the discarded fur-
niture from the house. I have always re-

membered a beautifully carved "four-
poster" which stood during my childhood
days in the cabin or an aged mammy who
had nursed two generations of a certain

family. The bedstead had been bequeathed
to her by one of the children she had raised

and I have often wondered what has been
its later history. At one time I even tried

to ascertain its whereabouts but my efforts

were wholly unsuccessful, for the owner
of the bedstead had journeyed to a world
where "four-posters" are probably un-
known and her numerous progeny had scat-

tered, no one knew where.
I have always felt a certain sense of re-

morse in taking a thing from the setting

which it had long adorned, and where by
every law of good taste it should remain.
Collectors who are more experienced and
therefore more hardened and "calloused"
tell me that remorse is wholly unneces-
sary, for the prize would be claimed eventu-
ally bv some one. I content myself where
I must play the vandal by bestowing espe-

cial care upon the treasure which I have
thus secured. It is hardly possible to col-

lect things which are used as household
furnishings without more or less exact
knowledge of their histories or the histories

of their possessors. Every collection rep-

resents, to me, a vast array of fragments of
history of families or of individuals, and
I can never enter an antique shop without
wondering what has been the story of some
object which especially claims my interest.

My own experiences upon various trips,

during which I have combined vacation

days with the discovery of certain treas-

ures, some of which I have made my own,
has been so filled with interest and pleasure

that I hope at some later day to sojourn
in new fields which I like to think are wait-

ing to be explored.

There is a certain practical advantage in

purchasing one's treasures in the houses of

people who have long possessed them, for

the fear of being imposed upon by a wily

dealer who palms off a clever reproduction

as a genuine antique may be safely dis-

missed from one's mind.

HOW TO WAX OLD UNPOLISHED
FLOORS

TO WAX old floors that were never

polished the following method is

good : The floors should first be washed
thoroughly, and then when dry coated

with some floor oil such as linseed oil.

This should be at once rubbed with saw-
dust, which removes all surplus oil and
polishes the floor. After this any wax
may be used according to its directions,

and then after a weighted brush is used
the old floors will be as slick as new
oaken floors. After this they should only
be washed with gasoline.

15 Days' FREE Use
Mcth
Proof

'

Red
Cedar
Chest
15 Days' _
Free Q|
Trial

A Piedmont Red
Cedar Chest makes Ideal birthday
or wedding gift. Protect furs and
woolens from moths, mice, dust and
damp. Every home needs one. Charmingly
useful and decorative. "Write for illustrated I _

catalog showing all beautiful designs in Piedmont Chests' and
amazing low pric * a. Also book ' 'Story of Red Cedar' ' . Postpaid. FREE,

todk?. Piedmont Red Cedar Chest Co. Dept. 233 Statesville, N.C.

Freight
page Prepaid

I

The Stephenson System of

[Underground Refuse Disposal
Keeps the garbage out of sight in the grour i

away from the dogs, cats and typhoid I;
' ThoiiHuiids in L'se."

ifiij|j||jj^a Underground
Garbage and Refuse Receivers
A fireproof and sanitary disposal

of ashes, refuse and oily waste.

Our Underground Earth Closet
means freedom from contaminated water

supply.

Sold direct. Send for circular

In use nine years. It pays to look us up.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.
21 Farrar St, Lynn. Mast

Best grade cedar canoe for*20
Detroit canoes can't sink

All canoes cedar and copper fastened. We make all
sizes and styles, also power canoes. Write for free catalog,
giving prices with retailer's profit cut out. We are
the largest manufacturers of canoes in the world.
DETROIT BOAT CO.. 262 Bellevue Ave., Detroit, 3Ilch.

t> A TTC KILLED BYXXxV AO SCIENCE
By the wonderful bacteriological preparation, discovered and prepared by
Dr. Danysz, of Pasteur Institute, Paris. Used with striking success for

years in the United States, England, France and Russia.

DANYSZ VIRUS
contains the germs of a disease peculiar to rati and mice only and is abso-
lutely harmless to birds, human beings and other animals.
The rodents always die in the open, because of feverish condition. The
disease is also contagious to them. Easily prepared and applied.

How much to u»e.—A small house, one tube. Ordinary dwelling,
three tubes ( if rats are numerous, not less than 6 tubes) . One or two dozen
for large stable with hay loft and yard or 5000 sq. ft. floor space in build-
ings. Price: One tube, 75r; 3 tubes, $1 .75: 6 tubes, $3.25: one doz. $6
DANYSZ VIRUS, Limited, 72 Front Street, New York

SUN A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-
let, "WHERE SUN DIALS

TIT AT Q ARE MADE >" 8ent uP°n
JL^Ax»..I_jO request. Estimates furnished.

Any Latitude Ask for Booklet No. S

E.B.MEYROWITZ, 237 Fifth Ave., New York
Branches: New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris

SHETLAND & WELSH PONIES

PINE HILL FARM, 253 Forest St., Medford, Mass.

SEND
FOR MY
BUNGALOW
BOOK
THERE IS

NO BETTER

Fifth edition—just out. Somewhere in it yc

want. Itconuins over fifty types of suburban homes and modern
bungalows, costing from S800 to {5.500. Actual photos and complete

floor plans illustrating the 1'erfect Home. The home featured with

all conveniences, characterued by the most luxurious, artistic effects,

adapted to any locality or environment, and possessing the most
distinct individuality. The ideal home for the housekeeper.

Price, 50 cents, postpaid

W. E. ALLEN, Story Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
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HAMBURG;
Largest SS.Co.

in the

WORLD

Over400 Ships

1,306,819

TONS

PANAMA
CANAL

Hayti, Colombia, Costa Rica, Nicaragua

Weekly Sailings by new, fast Twin-Screw
steamships Carl Schurz and Emit L. Boas
and the well-known "Prinz" Steamers of our

ATLAS SERVICE
11 to 18 DAYS $75
25 DAY CRUISES $115
CUBA-JAMAICA, Round Trip $75
PANAMA CANAL, Round Trip.... $110

Delightful Summer Cruises to the

Land of the Midnight Sun
by the large Cruising Steamers Victoria

Luise, F'arst Bismarck and Meteor.
Leaving Hamburg during the months of

June, July and August. Visiting Ice and,

Spitsbergen, North Cape, Norway, Scotland,

Orkney and Faroe Islands.

Duration 11 to 25 days.
Cost $56.25 and up.

Imperator
Newest and largest steamship afloat.

50,000 Tons, 919 ft. 98 ft. beam
OF THE

Hamburg-American Line

In Regular Transatlantic Service After June 11th

In addition to the well-known features of

modern ocean steamers there is a great Ritz-

Carlton a la Carte Restaurant. Ball Room,
Grill Room, Private Dining Rooms, Pom-
peiian Bath, a Swimming Pool and a Gym-
nasium.

Cruise Around the World
AND

Through thePanama Canal
By Twin-Screw S,S Cleveland, leaving

New York January 27th, 1915.

135 days—$900 and up.

Register your engagements now. Good
rooms will soon be taken.

For

$5

Jlmerican Homes and Gardens

and Scientific American sent to

one address for one year.
<J»
/

REGULARLY *P^

McCRAY REFRIGERATORS
Active and cold air circulation—Sanitary linings.

Send for Catalogue
McCRAY REFRIGERATOR COMPANY

587 Lake St., Kendallville, Ind.

II-
FLOOR VARNISH
PMtTTuKtMRtSs

lead in style and appointment. They have a longer
1

wheel base,— a larger body with more spacious
interiors and luxurious upholstering. Dropped
frame. Enclosed Fenders—Auxiliary Rain Vision
Shield. Tires, — special pneumatic, or Motz
Cushion. On exhibition in all principal cities.

The Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., 2180 W. 25th St., Cleveland. Ohio

Readers of American Homes and Gardens who are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass, in fact in any field appealing to the collector are

invited to address any enquiries on such matters to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful attention. Correspondents should enclose stamps for reply.

Foreign correspondents may enclose the stamps of their respective countries.

J. P. M.: Cup plates Nos. 1 and 2, if old

Chelsea china, would have a value of $15
or over, depending entirely upon the con-

dition, quality, color, etc. The identifi-

cation of plate No. 3, with mark partly

worn away, cannot be determined by us

without being seen. Unquestionably it

is willowware from the character of its

decoration and it may be of Enoch Wood
make (1800-1830). This was a popular
English china with Americans at that

period. The value of such a plate would
be from $7 to $12. Plate No. 4 is prob-
ably Hocht, a German china which was
being manufactured from 1720 to 1780.

It would be impossible to determine its

value without seeing it.

M. M. C. : The plate you refer to is no
doubt of Leeds ware, of which dishes and
plates, with their embossed festoons,

pierced edges and twisted handles, ter-

minating in floriated rosettes and also

sachets of plaited pattern emulating the

finest nicku nuch—may be easily recog-

nized. The main points to be looked for

are the extreme lightness, the perfect

quality of the translucent creamy glaze

and exquisite nature of the finish. The
sharpness and cleanness of surface of this

old ware has never been equalled except
by Leeds cream ware of Wedgewood's
famous Queen's ware.

W. M. : We have not been able to secure
any information from experts and au-

thorities concerning the silver mark, A.

Du Bois. It cannot be a well-known
mark. You might be interested in con-

sulting the following books: Hall Marks
on Gold and Silver, by W. Chaffers

;

English Goldsmiths and Their Marks,
by J. C. Jackson ; Old English Plate,

Its Markers and Marks, by W. J.

Crippe. We know of no books on the

subject of continental silver. Referring
to the set of Turner's Gallery we would
say that the engravings were made
from plates originally done for the Art
Journal, published in England by Virtue
& Yorston about 1870. These were later

published in America by D. Appleton &
Company. In fine condition, their value
would be between $15 and $20. The en-

graving, "Children Feeding Goats," by
Tomkins after Morland, and printed by
Freeman in 1796, if original, would be
desirable and worth from $20 to $25, ow-
ing to the present demand for colored

prints. If not an original its value would
be from $3 to $5. It is impossible to pass
final judgment upon any objects which
cannot be seen, as often the most careful

description will fail to convey the proper
idea of an article.

M. K. : The coin you describe has no
great value. It is a Russian kopeck (sil-

ver). The coins of this name, current

since 1855, are : In silver, the 25-kopeck
piece and pieces of 20, 15, 10 and 5 ko-

pecks; in copper, pieces of Yi and 3 ko-
pecks. The kopeck reckoned as the one
hundredth part of a ruble is worth .582

LJ. S. cent. The Portuguese crusado you
refer to is a coin worth 480 reis, or $.52.

The old crusado, 400 reis, or $.43 in U. S.

money. The Portuguese settlements on
the eastern coast of Africa reckon with
crusado of only $.17 value.

N. E. P. : It is impossible to place a

value on the eighteenth century cape

which you describe, without seeing it, as

the condition, character of embroidery
and richness of material and design must
necessarily determine that. The original

use of the cape was as an ecclesiastic gar-

ment or mantle worn by priests over a

surplice or alb in processions at solemn
bands or matins and on other occasions,

ranging in color with the festival or sea-

son. As distinguished from the chasuble,

the cape is a processional or choral vest-

ment, while the chasuble is sacrificial or

eucharistic. Aside from its ecclesiastical

and monetary value to-day it is of inter-

est as an article accessory of decoration

such as a table cover of wall drapery.

E. H. : If the silver tureen you speak of

is a genuine George II piece its value

{Continued on page viii)
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THE JULY NUMBER

MID-SUMMER will be marked by one of American
Homes and Gardens' most attractive issues, a num-

ber fraught with deepest interest to every homemaker and

a number rich in the many beautiful illustrations that adorn

every page. The opening article for this July issue will

be a description of the old house of John Howard Payne,

author of "Home, Sweet Home," the sweetest song ever

written. John Howard Payne was born in New York city

June 9, 1792. It has often been said that the man whose

song has made millions love their homes as they might

never have been able to love them without the song, never

himself had a home of his own. However, this not true

inasmuch as he did not leave the home, which will be

described in the July issue, until the age of thirteen. The old

John Howard Payne house has been restored by its present

owner and fitted throughout with Colonial furnishings of

a most interesting nature. It is truly a collector's house.

THE four page article on "Water Gardens" will make a

strong appeal to those interested in small gardens for

small houses, and "A Group of New Jersey Houses" will

give the reader a description and illustrations of a number
of the most successful small houses to be seen in the country.

THE Collectors' Department will, as usual, be one of

the magazine's strongest features. The July issue will

contain an article on "Bohemian Glass" and also an inter-

esting article on "Old Lanterns."

THE usual departments of "Within the House,"
"Around the Garden" and "Helps to the Housewife"

will be augmented by articles on "Garden Benches by the

Collectors' Mart and collectors' queries and answers and

by many other interesting articles including the double page
feature of illustrations of garden steps.

CHAIR OF TOWN PLANNING FOR LONDON

A SCHEME was recently put forward, receiving the

support of Mr. John Burns, Sir Aston Webb, Sir

Philip Magnus, Sir William Collins, and Sir Henry Miers,

for the establishment of a Chair of Town Planning at the

University of London. It is interesting to note that the

idea of a professorship originated with Mr. John Burns,

who made the suggestion at the opening of the Town Plan-

ning Exhibition, held at Crosby Hall some time ago. Since

then, Mr. Herbert Warren, of the Garden Cities and Town
Planning Association, has been actively engaged in forming
a committee consisting of people representing the different

aspects of the question. The Association of Garden Cities,

in furtherance of Mr. Burns's suggestion, decided to hold an
experimental Summer school—on university extension lines

—of town planning at the Hampstead Garden Suburb dur-

ing the first fortnight of August. At that school profes-

sional men attended short courses of lectures and also

practical demonstrations on how town planning should be
carried out by some of the most eminent of English and
foreign town planners. The English plan should prove
suggestive to American civic workers.

SCHOOLS OF APPLIED DESIGN

AMONG the many educational movements that of

schools of applied design for women merits attention

and appreciation. As an instance of work that is being done

in America along this line one may cite the New York
School of Applied Design for Women, which was founded

some twelve years ago for the purpose of affording to

women practical instructions in the numerous arts and crafts.

Over eight thousand women have been fitted in this school,

since its organization, to occupy positions of importance in

connection with architecture and the allied arts.

It is also part of the plans of schools of this sort to

facilitate the sale of work in design executed by students

during the various terms, the entire proceeds of which are

applied to the individual student whose work is sold. In

this way many of the students of the schools of applied

design are enabled to meet their school expense through the

product of their developed work. The practical advantages

of an educational institution of this sort are manifold and

worthy of being put into effect elsewhere.

THE POCAHONTAS MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION

THE Pocahontas Memorial Association, which was
organized and incorporated for the specific purpose of

erecting a monument to the memory of Pocahontas, has

been engaged in the work of raising a sum of $10,000 to

pay for a suitable monument to be erected to her memory at

Jamestown, Virginia. The pedestal has already been placed

on the site selected, and the statue, in bronze, of heroic size,

representing Pocahontas at the moment of delivering her

warning to the Colonists, has been completed by William
Ordway Partridge, the celebrated sculptor.

A bill was introduced in Congress at its last session, ask-

ing for an appropriation towards defraying the expense of

this monument, but Congress failed to pass the bill, and the

Association in consequence is soliciting funds from patriotic

individuals.

Anyone interested in the project may address the vice-

regent of the Pocahontas Memorial Association, Mrs.
George Wilson Smith, 149 Madison Avenue, New York
City.

THE LOGAN ELM

A MOVEMENT has been started in Circleville, Ohio,

and a neighboring city for the preservation of the

"Logan Elm," made famous by the speech of Logan, the

Indian chief, in 1774. The address is reproduced in many
of the school readers. The plan is to purchase about five

acres of ground, on which the elm is situated, and place it

in charge of the Ohio Archaeological Society. The tree is

situated south of Circleville and spreads over 150 feet. The
trunk is 20 feet around. The Logan speech was delivered

when the Indian chief refused to accede to the treaty of

peace which the vanquished red men entered into with Lord
Donmor and his three thousand troops. The owners of the

land are willing to co-operate with the public in the move-
ment to preserve the tree.
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The Voice of Reconstruction

When a flood sweeps over a vast

area, desolating the cities and towns

which lie in its course, the appeal

for assistance gets a unanimous re-

sponse from the whole country.

With all commercial and social

order wiped out, an afflicted com-

munity is unable to do for itself. It

must draw upon the resources of

the nation of which it is a part.

In such an emergency, the tele-

phone gives its greatest service

when it carries the voice of distress

to the outside world, and the voice

of the outside world back to those

suffering.

At the most critical time, the near-

est telephone connected and work-

ing in the Bell System affords instant

communication with distant places.

And always the Bell System, with

its extensive resources and reserve

means, is able to restore its service

promptly, and in facilitating the

work of rebuilding, performs one

of its highest civic functions.

American Telephone and Telegraph Compan
And Associated Companies

Every Bell Telephone is the Center of the System

12 Bungalow Plans

FREE
With One Year's Subscription to

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

An indispensable guide to an ideal home. It has solved all the problems
and knows just what you want. It takes up in detail the construction, decoration
and furnishing of real Bungalow Homes. Profusely illustrated with splendid
photographs of the newest ideas in bungalow construction including exteriors,

interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes to the
reader each month with a wealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you
many times its cost for a whole year. Full working drawings, specifications and complete bill or material for one
bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable estimate of its cost, is an invaluable
feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a
life's work-the building of a real home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU,

Twelve Magazines, Twelve Working Drawings, Twelve djO ftft
Specifications, and Twelve Bills of Material for *p£f\J\J

Send Coupon Now—TODAY
BUNGALOW PUBLISHING CO., Inc. Seattle, Washington
For the enclosed $2.00 send me Bungalow Magazine for one year beginning with the . .issue. It is understood that I shall receive

each month a complete working plan for one Bungalow, including specifications and bill of material. ($2.50 in Canada, Foreign $3.00)

Name Street

Town State

might be anywhere from $500 to $1,200,

and can he used without the cover as a

centerpiece for flowers on the table or
with the top as a table-center decoration.

Silver coffee urns are used for the same
purpose to-day with the spout removed.

H. R. : The trays of black tin decorated
with coaching scenes you describe were
used in English inns during the past hun-
dred years and cost a few shillings each.

Their value has been greatly enhanced
since that time, costing from $25 to $75
each in America and are adaptable for tea

trays used in gardens, country houses,
etc.

G. R. F. : The French miniature painter,

Jean Guerin (1760-1836) produced minia-
tures in two decided styles differing one
from the other. Guerin was a pupil of

J. B. Isahey. His elaborately delicate

stippled work is very graceful, but his

best work is to be found in those minia-
tures executed in his other style, which
was much bolder and which was marked
with a virile ruggedness of execution.

Such an example is to be seen in Guerin's
portrait of Kleber (dated 1798), which is

in the Louvre.

II. L. J.: A fine proof before letters of the
engraved portrait of Cardinal Jules Maz-
arin by Jean Frosne (1C55) would hardly
command a price exceeding four dollars.

The portrait of Ninon de L'Enclos in

colors by Francois Janinet (we take this

to be the one after the portrait painted
by Mignard) would be worth fully thirty

dollars if in fine condition.

W. E. K. : Interesting prints connected
with the history of aeronautics are not
common, and a most interesting collec-

tion could be formed by assembling a
number of them. The Editor recalls hav-
ing seen in a Paris print selling shop an
unusually interesting lithograph depict-

ing the balloon ascent of M. Sadler and
Miss Thompson from Burlington House
(London) in 1814. It would be interest-

ing to know of earlier prints of women
aeronauts.

R. B. : The glaze of Lambeth delft is

not so thick and is much whiter than
that of other English delft wares. Like-
wise its blues are not so crude. Bottles

of Lambeth delft may date back to the

middle of the seventeenth century (about
the time Charles I was executed), and
later specimens were dated until 1664, in

which year New Amsterdam was sur-

rendered by the Dutch to the English.

B. E. C. : Folding furniture boasts of a

venerable descent. The Editor has no
doubt but that folding beds were known
to the Babylonians. In Ince and May-
hew's "Universal System of Household
Furniture" there appeared an illustration

of "A Bed to appear as a Sofa with fixed

canopv over it ; the curtains draw upon
a Rod ; the cheeks and seats takes off to

open the bedstead," and this recalls to

one's mind Oliver Goldsmith's lines

:

"Chest of Drazuers a double debt to pay :

A bed by night, a chest of drazvers by day."

E. C. B. : The Sheraton corner wash-
stands are not uncommon. Their small

size makes them almost useless from to-

day's standpoint.
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Photograph by Jessie Tarbox Beats

When vacation time finds the countryside offering such attractions as this, who can resist the call of the woods?
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Glenclyffe Farm:
A Country Home on the Hudso

By Harry Martin Yeomans

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE far-famed scenery of the beautiful Hud-
son River Valley, its Palisades and moun-

tains, through which this historic river

moves onward to the sea, is nowhere more
romantic and inspiring than at Garrison,

N. Y., which is situated on the eastern shore

almost opposite West Point. As you sail up the Hudson,

one catches glimpses of country houses upon the wooded
slopes of its banks, and just below the little village of Garri-

son, high among the trees, you will see a large comfortable-

looking, red brick dwelling; the country home of Mr. Stuy-

vesant Fish.

It is only a few minutes drive from the village until you

reach the private road of the estate, which leads through a

cool woods, and as you emerge you come into full view of

River

%
the house from across Lbj-oad s^eep of I^wn. The general

contour of the land isVfi^ly aljfi| rises fomewhat abruptly

from the river's edge. V^a snort ^Tstpnce to the east of

the property the ground rise-s to ^nspicuous heights. This

makes for a great variety orNcejier^md the greater part of

the estate has been left in its natural state, except that paths

have been made through the woods and the glen, and

benches have been placed here and there by the brook and

along the river walk, where one can walk and stop to rest

awhile. The house and gardens have the appearance of

being in a clearing in the woods, and the trees all about and

the mountain to the east, make a delightful background.

The house is of rough-faced, red brick, laid in a simple

bond, and its architecture is reminiscent of the sturdy brick

Dutch Colonial houses, which were built in New York and

The country home of Mr. Stuyvesant Fish at Garrison, New York
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The living-room

Pennsylvania over a century ago. The flatness of the walls

is relieved by arched sunken panels of brick around the win-

dows under the gables, and a header course of brick around

the windows themselves. The deep, overhanging eaves give

an air of distinction to the house, and the white-painted

entrance-door, window frames and cornice, in contrast with

the red brick and green blinds, look neat and trim. The
little wooden balconies are very charming and add greatly

to the appearance of the fagade. The entrance door is

guarded by two marble lions, and the formal outline of

bay trees, in green tubs, enhance the beauty of the place.

The piazza extends around one end of the house and half-

way across the rear. It is furnished with rugs and white

willow furniture, and from this vantage point one can look

down upon the lordly Hudson as it flows by.

The entrance-portion of the house and that part sur-

rounded by the piazza is the original house, which was in-

herited by Mr. Fish from his father, the late Hamilton Fish,

Esq., one-time governor of the State of New York. Since

that period the interior has been remodeled and an addition

built onto the house, making it conform to modern ideas of

comfort and arrangement. As one views the house from

ming-room

two cement piers, supporting two vases. The wall fulfills

a two-fold purpose, for against it are trained dwarfed fruit

trees, and horticulture is carried on here in its intensified

form, after the English manner. The miniature trees are

trained on a wire trellis and are spread out fan-shaped, so

that there is an equitable distribution of the sun's rays to

every part of the little trees.

From the front door one passes into a good-sized en-

trance-hall, the stairs leading to the upper portion of the

house being in a stairway-hall to the left. The entrance-

hall is simply paneled and the walls are painted cream white.

A renaissance marble table stands against the wall and

above it hangs a very beautiful, dull-toned, woven tapestry,

with a fruit and flower border.

This entrance-hall leads directly into the spacious living-

room, which is the central and principal apartment in the

house. It was originally three rooms, but in the course of

remodeling the interior, the partitions were torn away and
the whole space thrown into this large and more commodi-
ous living-room. The wall-spaces have been agreeably

broken up into panels by using simple moldings, and all of

the woodtrim and walls have been painted cream white.

across the wide expanse of lawn, there seems to be nothing The room is Colonial in effect and this idea is further car-

better for an American country house than this happy com
bination of dull red brick, white painted woodtrim and green

blinds.

One portion of the estate is devoted to a walled formal
garden. Where the garden paths _________________
bisect there is a small central foun-

tain in a pool, and surrounding it,

at the termination of the paths, are

four chubby figures bearing tokens

emblematic of the seasons.

The central walk is spanned by
great arches of Crimson Rambler
and Dorothy Perkins Roses, and at

the time the accompanying photo-

graphs were taken they were a per-

fect mass of blooms. Glenclyffe

Farm excels in floraculture, to which
fact, the cups and blue ribbons in the

greenhouse bear mute testimony,

carrying off many prizes in the local

flower shows. Nearby is a circular

garden pool, with a small fountain

figure in the center, and filled with

aquatic plants and gold fish. The
garden is surrounded by a gray ce-

ment wall with a coping on top, and
the entrance-gate is swung between The entrance-door

ried out by the classic pilasters of the mantlepieces, of which

there are two in the room, one at either end of the room
facing each other. The dominant tone that runs through the

upholstery fabrics, carpets, pillows and hangings, is a very

___________ beautiful, dark, Italian red. This

color was evidently used to counter-

act the effect of the white back-

ground. The furniture is mostly

mahogany, suggestive of Colonial

models, and combines beautifully

with the cream-white background of

this paneled room, and the dull red

fabrics which have been added to

give warmth and color.

The floor is covered with a dull

red plain carpet rug, having a self-

toned border, and over it have been

placed a few bear skin rugs. In

front of each of the mantelpieces

has been placed a long mahogany
lounge, plentifully supplied with

cushions, which make a cosy nook in

front of the open fire. This is a

commendable arrangement when the

room is large enough to permit of

its being adopted. The fender-seats

in front of the open fireplace are
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Reception-room

worthy of consideration, and an English fashion that can

be followed to advantage. They are made of simple

wooden upright holding a seat which is upholstered in

leather, and enables one to sit with one's back to the fire.

Two handsome brass candelabra, holding candles, are

suspended from the ceiling. The illumination is from the

brass side lights, the two pottery vases and the large silver

candlesticks which have been made up into lamps, and fitted

with red silk Empire shades.

This is a homelike, comfortable room and the furniture

is so placed that the occupants are divided into little groups,

and the lamps, the books, the flowers and the writing table

make it an agreeable dwelling place.

The hanging at the doors and windows are of red velour,

decorated with bands of gold galloon and hung in straight

folds. They are drawn far back from the windows, so as

not to shut out the beautiful nature pictures of the surround-

ing landscape which are to be seen from the windows.
French windows lead to the piazza which goes around one
end of the house and is used as an out-of-door living-room.

To the right of the entrance-hall is a formal reception-

room, or parlor, done after the manner of the Brothers
Adam. The color scheme here is a beautiful sunny yellow,

and the panels of the walls and hangings are of a heavy
damask of this same color, showing an urn motif in the

design which is so characterestic of the Adam period of

decoration. A yellow color scheme for this room was a

good choice, as it gets ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—
most of its light from

the north. Although

there is no Adam de-

tail in the woodwork,
the old woodtrim hav-

ing been retained and

painted cream-white,

a very good Adam
effect has been ob-

tained.

The furniture is

after original Adam
models, made of satin-

wood, having the seats

and backs of the

chairs caned, and

decorated with painted

garlands, festoons,

wreaths and medal-

lions such as Angelica

Kauffmann and Cipri-

ani painted on satin- Tapestry in the entrance-halls

A bed-chamber

wood furniture. The sidelights are of gilt bronze and
repeat in their design the urn motif found in other parts of

the decorations.

The dining-room is reached through the living-room.

Like the other apartments on this floor, the dining-room

has been paneled and in some of the wall-spaces old paint-

ings have been inserted showing figures of men and boys

engaged in pastoral pursuits. The woodwork and walls

have been painted gray and white; the white being used on

the moldings around the panels. This dining-room is cool

and quiet, admirably suited to its purpose, and the prevailing

color is a beautiful soft green. A plain, sage-green carpet

rug is on the floor, and the straight hangings and valances,

at the windows and doors, are of apple-green damask. The
furniture is of cream-white painted wood, and the fluted

legs of the table and chairs reflect the classic columns which
are incorporated in the design of the mantelpiece. In the

bay, opposite the mantelpiece, is a marble pedestal and vase

full of green, growing plants, which add a cheerful note to

the room.

The perplexing question of how to do away with the

steam radiator has been solved here by covering it with a

simple grillework, which renders it more sightly, and a

drawer above for silver or linen, makes it useful as well.

This balances the console on the other side of the bay
window.

On the upper floors are a series of private apartments and
bedrooms, all beauti-

fully furnished and in

excellent taste. One
very handsome bed-

room is shown in the

illustration. The walls

are paneled and they

and the woodwork
have been painted a

soft, dove gray. A
plain gray carpet

covers the floor and on
it are spread white fur

rugs. The window and
bed hangings are of

that beautiful shade of

pink that seems to

have a gray mist over

it.

The Louis XVI bed
and caned chairs are

painted cream-white

and are very charming
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/\ garden arch

and seem to be exactly the right thing for a woman's bed-

room. The draped dressing-table has a plate glass top and

a triple mirror. The couch at the end of the bed is well

placed and is an excellent idea, especially in the guestroom.

The house at Glenclyffe farm is a good type of the

American country house of to-day, and is especially interest-

ing at this time owing to the revival of interest in brick

buildings, and to the fact that it is a remodeled house, the

original structure dating back to a period before most of

our large country houses were conceived.

Brick, as a building material, has many advantages in

its favor, and its coming to the front again has placed in

the hands of the architect another medium of artistic ex-

pression. For a period it was under the ban, and the con-

tempt for this valuable building material was no doubt

A garden seat

fostered by the fact that a poor quality of brick was used,

and then painted red and marked off with white paint to

represent the mortar joints. But a careful study of old

brickwork has brought about a revival interest in brick

buildings, and some of our most successful achievements

in domestic architecture have been carried out in this sub-

stantial material. A brick house when properly construc-

ted is warm in Winter and cool in Summer, and although

the initial expense may be greater, the upkeep is less, as

a brick house does not require the frequent paintings

necessitated by a wooden structure to keep it in good condi-

tion. Nothing can surpass the beautiful soft, velvety tex-

ture of a wall-surface of brick, laid with raked-out mortar
joints, and the variety of color to be obtained cannot be

realized with any other material.

The fountain pool is planted with Water Lilies and surrounded by Iris and clumps of Pansies
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A SMALL HOUSE OF COLONIAL DESIGN
AT HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, NEW JERSEY
DESIGNED BY O. J. GETTE, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK

[51
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Cooking in the open is one of the delights of vacation-time camping

Camp Cookery
By Harriet Spofford

Photographs by Mary H. Northend

O the camper who experiences the joys of

woodland life for the first time, there is a

most delightful surprise in store. The long

tramp through forest and meadow, the

paddle by canoe through small and pic-

turesque streams—each holds its individual

charm, a charm which few can resist. Then at the close

of the day's tramp, there is the pleasure of gathering around

the open camp fire and while cooking the evening meal,

swapping yarns and talking over the incidents of the day.

Camp cooking is an art, and to perfect it, a thoughtful

investigation of ways and means should be made. There

are so many things to be considered on a camping trip that

it is well to study camping outfits carefully so as to eliminate

unnecessary things and yet include everything absolutely es-

sential, and to find out how the necessary articles can be car-

ried without too much trouble.

A camping outfit should be light and compact, the amount

to be carried depending upon whether it is a walking trip, a

canoe trip, or a permanent camp which can be reached by

team; for the first two kinds of camping, less can be

taken, than for the last. For either a walking or a canoe

trip, a light axe that can be carried in the belt or in a small

canvas bag is an absolute necessity, as for the camp-fire dead

wood must be chopped up, small trees or saplings cut down
and kindlings prepared. A camp kettle, which can be as

expensive or inexpensive as desired and which can range

from a tin pail with riveted ears to an aluminum kettle which

has a detachable handle, is another requisite. A irying pan

is also necessary, for it is useful tor so many things. The
best kind to get for this purpose is a ten-inch iron pan with

a socket at one side for a temporary handle. The coffee

pot must not be forgotten, and can be made to do service

for tea, coffee or ohocolate.

In addition to the coffee pot a small canteen, which is light

and takes up little room, is always a practical adjunct for

carrying water. Small cups that can be packed one inside the

other, knives and forks and spoons and a tin plate are in-

dispensable. All these can be packed in a cloth or canvas

bag that can be easily carried.

The quantity of food to be taken depends upon the length

of the trip and the location of the camp. Pork, ham, bacon

and possibly corned beef are necessary. Sometimes campers

are near enough to a neighboring farmhouse to get vege-

tables and milk, but a can of condensed milk comes in handy,

and with it an opener.

The genuine camper takes very little with him, preferring

to live on the spoils of his gun and rod. Many who care

little for sport, and more for the outdoor life, take a great

deal more, to do away with the work of fishing and shooting.

It has been carefully computed and has been found that any
person, who wishes to make a trip of this kind economical,

can live on a dollar >a week.

One of the most important things to insure good food
is the camp fire. This may be made in several ways, each

of which is suitable for the purpose desired. A crane is
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easily made by driving a

crotched stick into the

ground and resting a long,

green pole in the crotch, with

one end swung over the fire

and the other fastened down

by stones or logs. The most

common way is to drive

two crotched sticks into the

ground. They must be of

green wood, otherwise they

are easily burned. Small

forked sticks are hung on the

long horizontal pole and to

these the pots and kettles are

hung. For frying, this kind

of a fire can be used, but it

is well to roll green logs in

front of it on which to rest Roasting a fowl for

the frying pan, to keep it from burning. Many people pre-

fer a fireplace. This can be made of stone, flat rocks being

laid at the bottom, and around them a semi-circle of field

stones. These should be placed close enough together so

that the fire will reach all around the kettles, and a flat stone

at the front is always a convenient accessory.

Make the space of the fireplace large enough for two or

more pots, and be sure to have it low at the front, for frying

purposes. In making the fireplace see that the back is a little

narrower than the frying pan, and a little wider at the

front, and as non-sparking burn old applewood if procurable.

the mid-day feast

It must be remembered

that a small fire is better than

a large one, for the latter

burns the face and is more
liable to spoil the cooking.

Hardwood is better than

pine, for it is coals that are

needed, and the longer they

remain hot, the better the

cooking. Hemlock and cedar

are not advisable because the

sparks fly upwards, soiling

the food, and are apt to set

fires outside.

A bake-hole is always use-

ful, even in a temporary

camp. It can be dug any-

where where the ground is

soft enough. The side of a

bank, however, or possibly a knoll, is better, for the reason

that an opening can be left at the front, and so that water

will drain off in rainy weather. If there are any stones in

the vicinity, it is well to line the hole with them, making it

a little larger than the size of the kettle.

The first thing to be done before baking is to build a

hardwood fire, not only in the hole, but above it as well.

Keep this burning briskly until the stones and the earth

around are piping hot. After this it is well to take out a

great deal of the coals and ashes from the hole, and put

in the baking pot filled with whatever is to be cooked. This

Well-sharpened hardwood sticks make excellent toasting forks for camp cooking
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Care in the preparation of the food for the campers makes the cooking of it easier

should have on it a tight-fitting cover. For best results, a

large flat stone should be placed over the entrance to the

hole, and if the food requires long heating, a small fire

may be kept going above. Food cooked in this manner has

the most delicious flavor, not to be equalled by that cooked in

any oven made. All these suggestions can be put into prac-

tice, no matter what kind of camping trip is contemplated.

Should the trip be for a day only, fresh meat and a

few vegetables may be carried along. Mutton chops are

never so juicy and delicious as when broiled on forked sticks

in front of a low camp fire. The stick should be long so that

the cook need not stand too near the fire.

There are many ways of cooking potatoes, all of which

bring good results. One of these is in an oval hole scooped

out under the forestick, from three to four inches deep.

Into this lay the potatoes which are of even size and cover

them over either with heated sand or ashes. If more heat

is desired, glowing coals may be put on top. To test the

potatoes, run a small pointed stick into them. This is for

two reasons—first, to see if the potatoes are done, and sec-

ond, to let the steam escape. Another way to cook potatoes

is to roll them in large leaves, holding them in place with

small twigs and placing them under the ashes.

If they are to be boiled, remember the best of the potato

lies just under the skin. Wash thoroughly, cut out the

eye, and if a bit is cut off the end, it keeps them from burst-

ing open. It is better to put into cold water and let them
come to a boil, for the reason that the skin of a potato

contains an acid poison which this method extracts. Boil

gently, but continuously, and throw in a little salt in the

water.

If the camping trip is made near the salt water, where
fish may be procured, nothing tastes so good as a fish

chowder, a very famous recipe for which was given by
Daniel Webster: "Cod of ten or twelve pounds, well

cleaned, leaving on the skin, cut into slices of one and one

half pounds each, preserving the head whole. One and one

half pounds clear, fat salt pork, cut into thin slices; slice

twelve potatoes, take the largest pot you have, try out the

pork first, then take out the pieces of pork, leaving in the

drippings. Add to that three pints of water, a layer of

fish, so as to cover up the bottom of the pot, next a layer of

potatoes, and then two tablespoonfuls of salt, one teaspoon-

ful pepper, then the pork, another layer of fish, and the

remainder of the potatoes. Fill the pot with water enough
to cover the ingredients, put it over a good fire, let the

chowder boil twenty-five minutes. When this is done, have

a quart of boiling milk ready and ten hard crackers split and
dipped in cold water. Add milk and crackers, let the whole
boil five minutes. The chowder is then ready and will be

first rate if you will follow these suggestions. An onion is

added if you like that flavor."

Possibly the fish will be baked. This can be done in your

"hole-in-the-ground" oven. Take the fish, which should be

fresh, to the side of the water where there is plenty of mud.
Rub it over with the soft clay, particularly against the scales

and gills, and let it set for a while. Then roll out a flat

surface of clay, putting the fish into the center of it and roll-

ing it over. If there is any trouble in its staying, it can be

fastened with fine wire or cord. Dry this before the fire

for a few minutes, then bury it in the oven with plenty of

hot coals and ashes, until the clay is very hard. Take this

out and crack it open with the hatchet. You will find that

the scales and skin of the fish will come off and that it will

split in two pieces, so that the spine may be easily taken out.

The inside waste material will have shrunk to a small ball

which can be removed easily. The flesh of the fish is then
ready for serving and when eaten off a board or plate with

a little salt sifted over it, it is a joy which will never be lost,

its flavor returning to memory at any thought of fish baking.
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Planking fish is another method often used. When this

is done, hunt up a good-sized piece of wood that is smooth

on the inside and wide enough to hold the fish laid out

flat. Split the fish as you would for broiling, tack it to the

plank, the skin side down, and on top skewer it with small

twigs and strips of bacon and stand it before the hot fire.

Don't forget to put a large piece of bacon on the head of

the fish, so that when cooking the drippings will baste the

fish. When done, the thickest part of the flesh will be soft

and it can be tested by thrusting a sliver into it. Put salt, pep-

per and butter, if you have the last ingredient, on the fish

before eating.

Fish is also very palatable and is easily cooked by sharp-

ening a small straight stick, stripping it of bark and thrusting

it through the fish and bacon alternately. The stick is then

held over the hot coals and care must be taken not to drop it

into the fire. This method is often used when there is no

frying pan in the camp.

There are so many varieties of ways for cooking fish

that there seems no excuse for not doing so. It can be

baked, broiled and roasted, in almost every thinkable way.

With some campers a common way for its cooking is to bake

it between layers of brass.

A leg of lamb, if it can be carried, has a particularly

delicious flavor if it can be hung to a pole by a long wire

and turned constantly, a. tin pan being placed underneath

for the drippings. It has to be turned constantly, however,

otherwise the outside will be burned and the inside raw.

The drippings can be utilized afterwards to pour over the

meat when serving, so care should be used to keep them hot.

If bread is desired, a small box of baking powder may be

carried and a little flour in a salt bag which can be sewed up
or tied securely. With these, biscuits can be made of a quart

of flour, four teaspoonsful of baking powder and a teaspoon-

ful of salt; work in a little butter with the hands or mixing-

spoon and make it the right consistency with water. Mold
with the hands into small round biscuits and bake on the hot

stones in front of the fire. Bread can also be cooked in a

frying pan by mixing a pint of wheat flour, one teaspoonful

of salt and two of baking powder. Grease the frying pan
and turn in the batter, baking very slowly over the fire. Be
sure to loosen the pan with a thin knife as soon as a crust

forms, so that it can be turned over and baked on the op-

posite side.

Tea and coffee may be made in the usual way, for the best

drink for the camper is a good cup of coffee to begin work
on, and a good cup of tea to rest one after it.

The person who wishes to make his vacation a camping
trip need not go hungry, for in these enlightened days there

are plenty of things that may be taken along which occupy

small space and are of little weight. And there is no more
enjoyable vacation in the world than a tramping trip through

the woods or mountains, or a fishing trip made by canoe,

spending the days in the open air, and sleeping either under

a tent cover, or under the stars, covered only with a blanket.

It gives one fresh nerve and fresh courage for their return

to work—therefore it is a vacation which more people

should try to take. In addition to their health and rest

from "brain fag," it offers an opportunity for a very careful

study of nature and its belongings which is truly invaluable.

HHua
If the camp is near a stream or lake stocked with fish the food supply may be more varied than otherwise
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fOOOOQOOOOOt cooooooooooooa 3^OOOOQOOOOO^X x^coocooocoo|~x ooooooooooooca x^coooooccoo^:

RUSTIC WORK FOR GARDENS AND LAWNS
THERE ARE FEW GARDEN FEATURES THAT HAVE BEEN MORE MISAPPLIED THAN THAT OF VARIOUS SORTS OF RUS-
TIC WORK. NEVERTHELESS, FEW FEATURES FOR GARDENS AND LAWNS CAN BE MADE MORE THOROUGHLY ATTRAC-
TIVE WHEN PROPERLY DESIGNED AND FITTINGLY CONCEIVED THAN WELL-CONSTRUCTED RUSTIC WORK. THERE WAS
A TIME WHEN EVERY HOME WAS DEEMED INCOMPLETE WITHOUT ITS ARBOR, RUSTIC BENCHES AND RUSTIC FENCING.
THE OLD WORLD HOMEMAKERS, ESPECIALLY THOSE OF GERMANY, WELL UNDERSTOOD THE ART OF RUSTIC CON-
STRUCTION, AND IT IS A PITY THAT EARLY AMERICAN ADOPTERS OF CONTINENTAL IDEAS SHOULD NOT HAVE SHOWN
MORE APPRECIATION OF RUSTIC WORK LIMITATIONS AND HAVE, IN CONSEQUENCE ADOPTED IT IN THE NEW WORLD
CONDITIONS. INSTEAD THE RUSTIC WORK WAS HARDLY EVER PROPERLY DESIGNED, BEING MORE LIKE THE SKELE-
TON OF A LOG HOUSE THAN AN ARBOR SUCH AS ITS PURPOSE SHOULD HAVE SUGGESTED. AGAIN ALL SORTS OF FAN-
TASTIC AND UNCOMFORTABLE BENCHES WERE CONSTRUCTED OF SUCH DECEITFUL PROPORTIONS AND UNCOMFORT-
ABLE BUILD THAT IT DID NOT TAKE MANY YEARS FOR THE ART OF RUSTIC WORK IN AMERICA TO BE THROWN INTO
THOROUGH DISREPUTE. FORTUNATELY, HOWEVER, THERE HAS COME A REVIVAL OF THIS SORT OF CONSTRUCTION

AND AMERICAN HOMEMAKERS WILL DO WELL TO GIVE IT MORE INTIMATE THOUGHT AND ATTENTION.

JCOOOCQOCOOf X3COOCCCCCCCCOOC X^COOOQOCOOO !§§$$ x^cococ§50oco|fex xxococococccoa K^ooocooooo6|

0X0
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The house of Mr. Fayette C. Clarke of Bridgeport, Connecticut

A Bridgeport, Connecticut House

HIS house illustrated upon this page, the

residence of Mr. Fayette C. Clarke, of

Bridgeport, Connecticut, designed by Ernest

G. Southey, Architect, Bridgeport, is admir-

ably situated with a southern exposure. On
the first floor one notes a large library or

living-room to the left of the main hall as one enters. This

has a fine fireplace. The dining-room is directly in back

of this apartment, an archway on either side of the library

fireplace giving entrance

from that room. The din-

ing-room is wainscoted with

a high, white enameled

wainscoting with a real ma-

hogany plate-shelf. To the
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right of the hall entrance is a large drawing-room, back of

which is the billiard-room. The fireplace here has an at-

tractive Engle nook. The drawing-room, the library and

the reception-hall are separated by large openings with

turned and fluted columns and pilasters. The main hall

extends from the front to the rear of the house and a large

Colonial stairway leads to the second floor. The stair

landing is well lighted by several windows. The kitchen,

servants' hall, servants' stairway, servants' sleeping rooms,

bathrooms, etc., are above

in a part of the ell which

forms the servants' quarters.

The library, drawing-

room and the main reception-

hall are in white enamel.

Interior view of the Clarke house
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GRAY GABLES: A COUNTRY HOME IN MAINE
By Mabel Tuke Priestman

GRAY GABLES IS AN ATTRACTIVE SEASIDE COTTAGE WITH A GAMBREL ROOF COVERED WITH SHINGLES. IT IS A FRAME
COTTAGE WITH SOME UNDERPINNING AND CLAP BOARDS FOR THE SUPERSTRUCTURE. THE WHITE TRIMS AND COLUMNS
THAT SUPPORT THE ROOF ARE IN PLEASING CONTRAST TO THE SHINGLED WALLS. THE GREEN SHUTTERS ADD A TOUCH
OF COLOR. A GROWTH OF SHRUBBERY SCREENS THE HOUSE FROM THE ROAD. THE HALL IS COLONIAL IN CHARACTER
WITH WALLS OF TAN AND IVORY WOODWORK. THE FRONT DOOR OPENS ONTO THE PIAZZA, FROM WHICH A GLIMPSE IS
OBTAINED OF THE ISLANDS IN THE BEAUTIFUL PENINSULA OF CASTINE. THE DOORS ON THE RIGHT OPEN INTO A LARGE,
COMFORTABLE LIVING-ROOM. THE DINING-ROOM IS DECORATED IN BLUE AND WHITE, THE FIREPLACE BEING RED BRICK.
THE WALLS ARE PLAIN, RELIEVED ONLY BY THE WHITE WOODWORK. A DOOR AT THE FAR END OF THE HALL ALLOWS
A GOOD CIRCULATION OF AIR, WHICH TENDS TO KEEP THE HOUSE COOL IN SUMMER. THE FIREPLACE IN THIS HALL IS
OF RED BRICK SIMPLE IN DESIGN. AT THE FOOT OF THE STAIRCASE A DOOR OPENS INTO THE KITCHEN. THERE ARE

FIVE CHAMBERS AND BATH ON THE SECOND FLOOR.

Views of the hallway, dining-room, entrance-doorway, first and second floor plans
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An exterior view of the old mill and the cottage joined to it by the covered passage porch

A Windmill House
By Mary H. Northend

Photographs by the Author

HE quaint octagonal windmills which have

stood, dignified and picturesque upon the

brown hills of Cape Cod, are now silent.

Their attractiveness, however, is gradually

being discovered by the lovers of the unusual

and the artistic, and they

are being purchased for modern use.

One of these is now converted into a

Summer home, making a novel adjunct

to the group of Summer cottages to

which it is added as a Guest House.

The Windmill house is unique. There

are only a few of them on the entire

Cape. The problem of converting the

peculiar architecture of an ancient mill

into a house that would be livable and

in harmony with its surroundings was a

difficult one, but it was well solved by

Mr. J. J. H. Rothery, at his Summer
home at Cataumet, Massachusetts.

The mill stands to-day far back from

the road, crowning a rolling hill, the

slope of the elevation being used to ad-

vantage in adding to the mill proper

other buildings which were necessary in

order to accommodate a Summer house- Bedroom in the old mill

hold. The windmill itself, which is the most conspicuous

of the group of buildings, has three rooms in it, one on each

story. The two upper ones are used as chambers, the third

story room showing the roof to the topmost peak, with the

great timbers which were there in the early days when the

mill was doing duty, grinding grist for

the farmers for miles around.

It would be difficult to find a cooler

or more delightful sleeping place than

in the old windmill, for windows are

open to the "four winds of heaven," so

that it is never too hot for sleeping pur-

poses. The lower floor is the airiest

kind of a living-room, and the rough
hand-hewn timbers which form the in-

side and which are weather beaten with

age, lend themselves well to the effective

use of burlap, crude straw mats, and the

simple old-time furniture which is

principally used here.

The round rag mat on the floor was a

particularly happy idea, fitting into the

surroundings and adding to the sym-
metry of the rooms. This house has

been named the Guest House, and is re-

moved from the rest of the buildings so
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that no odors of

cooking come to it,

and the fresh sweet

breezes blow through.

The living part of

the home, where the

real housekeeping is

done, is in the pretty

peaked house which

is connected with the

windmill by a covered

veranda. This house

has a large dining-

room with a bricked

open fireplace, and is

lighted by large win-

dows on either side of

the room. It is hung

with pretty chintz,

which adds brightness

and also keeps the

Held, Massachusetts,

blends well with the

quaint structure of

the old mill.

The third building,

low and of the bunga-

low type, with a

peaked roof, is in

harmony with both

the others. Viewing

them as they stand

to-day, it is hard to

realize that the ar-

rangement was not

easily accomplished,

especially with the

latter building, which

was twisted and

turned many times

after it was all built,

before the right spotThe dining-room

light from streaming in with too much glare. The dining- was found. It was necessary that it should carry out rather

room, with its old-fashioned dining table and large rag than interrupt the general scheme of rambling growth.

mat, carries out the scheme idea of the whole house. The porch which connects the mill and the peaked house

Back of the dining-room is the kitchen, while two good- is one of the most interesting features. Here again the

sized bedrooms are in the high peaked roof. The building irregularity of the grounds was used to advantage in order

of these two houses did not allow room enough, as the fam- to heighten the artistic effect, for the little porch has a crook

ily increased, and so a third house was added. This has in it as it bends itself around the hill.

settled down at the end of the little row, as if it had always The long traveler, which used to turn the mill top in

been there. It contains three large bedrooms, and is used the long ago, and the four flappers which have also finished

principally in the case of an overflow of guests. their active work and are now enjoying a well-earned rest,

The way in which these three separate buildings are com- give to the whole an unusual touch of picturesqueness.

bined to form a unified and pleasing whole, is well worthy of It was not without careful study that these three buildings

study. The lines are excellent. The odd high peak of the are all left in gray tones. By this I mean the soft gray that

house, which is in reality a copy of the Old House in Med- comes to buildings with time and weather, giving them an

The grouping of the old mill and the cottages is unusually picturesque
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appearance of age that is

most attractive. As the vines

which have been planted

around them climbed up over

the buildings, adding their

bit of color to it all, the

houses themselves seemed to

sink more easily against the

soft green of the quiet hill-

side. It is hard even now to

tell the old from the new, so

excellently have they blended

in color and they form the

charmingly natural impres-

sion of growth and gradual

addition which is so difficult

to gain in modern building.

Mr. Rothery, who was the

architect of his own building,

has just reason to be proud of the Windmill house,

he has adapted the practical with the artistic in such

as to make not only the most

convenient of Summer dwell-

ings, but the most picturesque

and unique group of build-

ings to be found along the

shores of Cape Cod.

The utilization of this

windmill gives a most inter-

esting side to the fact that it

has more or less reinforced

the possibility that a build-

ing can be retained beyond
the stage of an old service-

ability and be linked to an

important and attractive line

of concentration, in a group-

ing that is even scarcer than

the few that are yet extant

The living-room of ancient structures with

Here four revolving vanes, and eight sides, points, not one of

a way which now looks as dismal as they did in the old mills' past.

Original entrance door to the old mill
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The canoe turns an almost inaccessible waste of lovely water into a navigable stream

canoeing
By F. F. Rockwell

Photograph by Mary H. Northend and Others

F all the Summer recreations—golf, tennis,

motoring, sailing, fishing, Hying even, in these

modern days—canoeing is the most widely

available and most entrancing. I have played

through golf to the extent of the whole vo-

cabulary; I have batted the exclusive tennis

ball until I was glad to throw myself down at the side lines;

I have thrilled at the z-z-zip of the line from the reel as it

grew taut under my thumb, but when it comes to a question

of choice—and it practically has in my case, as my spare time

is very limited, though I live in the country all year around

—

I prefer canoeing to the lot.

Canoeing seems to me to be the pastime par excellence.

It is, in fact, a whole catalogue of diversions in which you

can find something to suit almost every mood; from the

hazy, lazy feeling of an idle Summer afternoon to the wild

exhilaration of a glorious day in the trackless forest where

there is a stony rapids to be shot without upsetting camera

and camp supplies into the water. Canoeing is not, like

motor boating or sailing, to be enjoyed only by those fortun-

ate individuals who can afford to spend a good deal of time

and money on their recreations. Every small stream and
lake in the country offers an opportunity to the canoeist

to indulge in his favorite pastime. Nor is canoeing such a

jealous mistress as are most outing sports; it is not necessary

to rivet your whole attention to it while you are enjoying it,

as book and camera may be taken along at will, to be en-

joyed under the most favorable circumstances. If you have

ever started out of a Summer Sunday afternoon with your

favorite poet under your arm, and progressed leisurely to

where the wavering, limpid current of the stream glides over

golden sands, and is overhung by the green tent of some
spreading maple, then you have been able to read poetry in

the spirit in which it was written in those distant quiet days

when people had a little time to think and live, and were not

solely occupied in chasing bread and butter, or some other

swift ambition which constantly eludes their pursuing feet.

If you have ever taken your camera with you, and after

mounting to the head-waters of some green-banked stream

which trails its sinuous way through sunlit pastures and

shady bits of swamp-maple and alders, or perchance through

the dim-lit cathedral of some pine forest, and have then

glided quietly down with the current with your camera on

the gunwale, and some companion to keep you clear of

banks and overhanging branches, then you have known the

joy of the hunt—of the only true hunting, which captures

the timid wild things where they are, making them yours

for all time, and yet leaving them free to enjoy the
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life which Nature gave them.

The versatile canoe, how-

ever, is not limited to such

homely and gentle pleasures.

I have, for instance, a

friend who now lives on a

rocky part of the Maine

coast, whose recreations

before he was married in-

cluded such feats as moun-

tain climbing, and an occas-

ional flurry with gendarmes

in the Latin Quarter, who
now finds a vent for his sur-

plus energy by taking a canoe

which he has especially

New York town!" The
twentieth-century voice of

thechief'sbattered, butprized

graphaphone had spoken,

and the spell was shattered !

But these are exceptional

uses for the canoe. It is as

an every-day affair that it is

of the greatest value and

should be more appreciated.

Undoubtedly a great deal of

the prejudice which does to

some extent exist against

canoeing is due to the fact

that every season there are

some fools, not even know-

b raced and strengthened An apparently frail canoe is trustworthy over a broad expanse of lake ing how to swim, who insist

with steel rods so that it will stand the stress, a good dist- on going out and drowning themselves—and, incidentally,

ance out to sea, in rough weather, and then riding in on the getting into the newspapers and being held up by good inten-

waves—if he can without getting swamped or tipped over; tioned but illogical friends as warning against canoeing of

and it is a royal frolic, I assure you. any kind and under any conditions.

Another friend of mine spends all his vacations in inland It might not be amiss at this point to give a few words

streams and lakes. With two other kindred spirits, he of suggestions to those who are not absolutely familiar

leaves not onlv the cares of the city but all traces of civili- with the management of canoes. In the first place, the only

zation behind him for weeks at a time, and the adventures safe rule is that no one who does not know how to swim

which they have are both serious and amusing. At one should venture in a canoe, where the water is over his or

time last year, in a semi-cultivated part of Canada, their her head. While a canoe, when upset in the water, is cap-

tent was suddenly "struck" for them one night by a very able of supporting the weight of three or four persons, the

large and savage bull, in whose pasture they had inad- danger in the case of those who do not know how to swim
vertedly pitched camp, and nothing but their brilliant log lies in the fact that they are pretty certain to be panic

fire saved at least one of their party from a gory death, stricken in case of an accident, endangering not only their

And it was only because a large white birch log finally at- own lives but those of others around them. Even in shallow

tracted his majesty's attention that they were able to retreat water persons who do not know how to swim should be care-

to the canoe and push oft just in time to escape his bellowing ful not to get their legs under one of the cross pieces or

rush to the bank. to wrap themselves up in blankets or in any other way to

Later on in the same trip, in an untraversed part of the put themselves in a position where they could not immedi-

great forest, they came one afternoon, just at sundown, ately get up on their feet in case of a turn over. A canoe

upon an Indian encampment, which looked for all the world is different from a rowboat in this, that when it does tip

as though it might have been there since the days of the over it goes like lightning, and there is no time to adjust

Hudson Bay Company. Groups of grim-faced warriors one's self to the situation in the slightest. One second you
stood or squatted about, in a charactertistic indifference to are in the canoe and the next you are in the water, and it

their approach. The squaws were busy with the preparation will have happened so quickly that you cannot tell how you
of an original "American shore dinner," and the smoke of a got there. In case of an accident, or where it is likely to be

dozen fires ascended upward to the roseate sky, and was some time before you are picked up, the best thing to do is to

reflected in the limpid depths below. It was as though they turn the canoe exactly upside down, then by straddling one

had been mysteriously transported back through two hun- end of it you can support your whole weight in that manner,
dred years of time—when suddenly from some tent in the In case the water is very cold, however, and the shore is not

background of the picture came a rasping, metallic voice, too far away for you to attempt the trip safely, the best

"Take me back to ^scw York town—New York town

—

thing is to divest yourself of your surplus clothing as soon

The canoe on reaching a shaded spot can be readily transformed into a cushioned couch
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The slender canoe is roomy enough for reclining ease

as possible and strike out for it at once, as there would

otherwise be danger of becoming so numb that you would

be unable to retain your grip on the canoe and too exhausted

to get safely to shore. Years ago, when I was a boy, I

came very near losing my life in an accident of this kind.

The canoe I had was a very small, flat-bottomed, home-

made affair, which, one bitterly cold March day, swamped

with me in the middle of a small lake. I could have easily

swam the distance from there to shore, but as there was a

densely wooded swamp of about a quarter of a mile between

that and dry ground, I decided to wait until a boat from

the other end of the lake could come and pick me up.

The consequence was that before they reached me I was

so nearly frozen that I was barely able to keep my hold until

they got alongside and hauled me in.

It is possible, while in the water, to upright and to climb

back into an overturned canoe, without again upsetting it,

but it is a feat that requires a good deal of strength and

skill to perform, even when one is in a bathing suit. If

one who knows little about swimming should happen to

get overturned some distance from shore the safest method

to pursue is to get it bottom-side up and pointed straight

ahead of one, when it can slowly but quite readily, be pro-

pelled in the desired direction.

Another point in which a canoe is radically different from

a rowboat is that the. more weight it has in it up to its

capacity, the more difficult it will be to tip over. One ven-

turing out for the first time in a canoe will do best, unless

in a bathing suit, to kneel on a cushion in the bottom.

Canoeing, like bicycle riding, at first is a matter of practice

in keeping your equilibrium. Even those who are quite ex-

perienced occasionally get careless and find themselves in

the water before they realize what has happened. Such

being the exigencies of the art it behooves the beginner to

proceed with care. While the person who is doing the pad-

dling ordinarily sits in the stern seat of the canoe, in rough

weather or in windy weather, he may find it necessary to

occupy the middle or even the bow to prevent the wind from
swinging him out of his course.

The art of paddling is not one which can be readily com-

municated by word of mouth. The first knack to acquire

of course is that of maintaining your balance while occupy-

ing the rear seat, and without anyone else in the boat. The
second is to be able to propel it in a straight line ahead,

without having to change the paddle from one side to the

other. This is done by giving the paddle a gradual twist

toward the end of the stroke so that the blade comes out

of the water at right angles to the direction in which it

is put in. Many people prefer to use the stern seat and
a long paddle, and the "long, swinging strokes," which one

occasionally reads about in a novel or short story. As a

matter of fact, however, the Indians use a short paddle and

a rather short, quick stroke, most of the actual propelling

force being given from the body muscles rather than from

the arms and shoulders, and a further advantage of which

is that there is less loss of momentum between strokes.

Anyone who has occasion to make canoe trips of several

hours' duration at a time will find it well worth while to

practice this short stroke.

I have mentioned my friend who has sometimes gone on

canoeing trips for some weeks at a time. It is possible,

however, to get a taste of the pleasures and other qualities

of camp life without such an extended course in them. An
ideal way of taking a vacation of from two or three days to a

week is to plan a canoe trip down some river which passes

through your vicinity. The requisite outfit for a trip of this

kind can be gotten together without much trouble or ex-

pense, especially if one of the party has a small tent already

on band, and a few rubber blankets can be included, as it

is always pretty certain to rain pitchforks when anything of

this kind is undertaken. There is a love of uncertain ad-

venture still inherent in most of us that makes a little out-

of-the-ordinary campaign of this sort most thoroughly en-

joyable. Things are quite sure not to go exactly as planned,

and therein lies the biggest factor of entertainment, for it is

in coping with and overcoming the unexpected and un-

planned for that we find the most gratifying outlet for such

ingenuity as we may possess. For those planning a trip of

this kind I have one final word of caution, and that is to

dispense with every pound of outfit possible. There will be a

great deal of difference in the weight of the packs the bright

sunny morning that you carry them down to the canoe and

three or four afternoons later, when, after a long day's trip,

you may find it necessary to carry everything a half mile

or so around a dam or stony bit of river before you can

find a suitable spot in which to make camp for the night.

Canoe-sailing is another fine recreation for those who
want something a little more exciting than weilding the

paddle. Unless the canoe is so fitted that a small center

board may be attached when desired, it will not be possible

to do much real sailing in the sense of tacking back and

forth. Nevertheless, when going in the general direction

of the wind, a very good speed is obtained, which the small-

ness and unstableness of the craft make all the more excit-

ing. As to a general means of getting about on rivers and

small lakes, in my opinion there is no comparison between a

canoe and a rowboat. For use in getting across the water,

for going on little trips, or for taking out a friend or two

to see the beauty of our waterways, anyone who has ever

The canoe can use a bank for a landing station
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become familiar with the

handling of a canoe will find

it difficult to again enjoy a

rowboat. Where, as is very

frequently the case, a num-

ber of canoes are owned
among the same circle of ac-

quaintances, none of the Sum-

mer's little social affairs are

more enjoyable than the canoe

picnics which, whether taken

upon some mossy pasture

knoll near the stream's edge,

or upon the water itself, fur-

nish an ideal way of enjoying

the close of a Summer's day.

And then, that other most

pleasurable social art, sing-

ing, is never attempted under

the world of Nature is at its

best of life, or towards the

close of day when shadows

are beginning to lengthen

again across the tranquil

glossy surface of the water,

you glide swiftly and silently

to the spot you wish in the

reeded banks, to keep out of

sight, or, skirting the water's

edge where the purple blos-

somed arrow head or the

buoyant lily pads lie and not

too great a depth of water

indicates that your chances

of success are good, you can-

not ihelp but contrast your

means of conveyance with

the noisy row-boat. Further-A canoe fully equipped is easily launched by fair hands

more ideal conditions than out upon the glassy surface of more, it will make readily accessible to you places you could

a lake under the softeyed Summer stars, or a silver moon. never reach in a row-boat or on foot, or by any other

If a feature of unusual novelty and excitement is wanted method or exercise.

for some water fete, here is a programme that will secure it. A word or two, as to the general care of canoes may not

Two "tribes" of three men each, dressed in bathing-suits, be amiss. It is a common practice during the Summer
war-paint and feathers, set forth, with suitable yells and season when the craft will be in almost daily use, to keep

war-whoops, from not very distant points on the shore, it lying upon its side upon the bank or shore. A much
Two men in each canoe paddle; the third is armed with a better method and one for which the preparation will re-

long pole, on the end of which is securely fastened a pad quire only fifteen or twenty minutes work with four short

about ten inches in diameter. These "weapons" may be posts and a couple of pieces of board is to arrange the latter

easily made by cutting out two circular pieces of oak board a foot or two above the ground in a horizontal position so

an inch in thickness, and taking them to a harness maker's that the ends of the canoe may be laid over them, holding

or upholsterer's, and having the cushions put on and stuffed, it clear of soil or grass and completely inverted. It is very

They may be covered with light leather or stout canvas, much better, however, if at all possible, to keep the canoe

For handles a couple of rake handles can be used, care being under cover when not in use. Even with the best of care

taken to fasten them very securely into the pieces of wood, the paint will in time begin to crack and chip, and the bot-

As the two canoes come withing reach the opponents, stand- torn is likely to receive numerous scratches from stones and

ing up, strive to upset each other into the water, and the other obstructions; therefore as often as is required the

ensuing battle is usually highly entertaining and spectacular, outside coat of paint should be smoothed down with glass

Nor is the canoe to be over-looked as a most desirable and sand paper, after which it should be repainted. Re-

part of the equipment of him who takes pleasure in fresh pair any holes or scratches which may have been received

water fishing. Personally I have given over this game, with a piece of canvas of suitable size, if possible inserting

with the companion one of hunting, as I find very much it under the regular covering of the canoe and saturating

moie enjoyment in watching the ever-interesting protegees it thoroughly with marine glue; and there is a kind specially

of Nature in their enjoyment of life than in killing them prepared for mending canoes.

for the mere sake of the killing when they are not par- Personally, however, it is for the peace, the charm, the

ticularly required as food. But there is a nicety and an quiet of a little afternoon family trip, with possibly a friend

added excitement in fishing or in gunning either for that along, that I most enjoy canoeing. No other motion

—

matter from a canoe which to me always enhances the pas- unless it be that of flying, which I have never had the op-

time considerably. Through the early morning mists when portunity to try—is comparable to it, at the right season.

A small, quaintly-bridged river amid woodland glories, is an ideal canoeing course
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IVERPOOL ware is unique and it holds a The credit of this invention is claimed by both Worcester

distinctive place in the world of collectors' and Liverpool, the evidence being in favor of the latter.

interests. It is cream white, showing pic-

tured exteriors, and consists principally of

pitchers, often known as Watermelon pitch-

ers, and mugs, although plates are some-

times found and occasionally other pieces. Singularly

enough, few, if any pieces are to be found, except in sea-

port towns. One reason for this is that the owners value

The earliest pot works were founded at Shaw's Brow, a

rising piece of ground in Liverpool, where the first pottery

was made by a man by the name of Shaw. Some of his

work is still in existence. As years went on, the manufac-

ture increased to such an extent that the whole ground was
covered with potters' banks, and the houses of the men who
were employed at the potteries. So popular did it become

them so highly that they can rarely if ever be induced to that in the latter part of the eighteenth century, there were

part even with one piece, feeling that they cannot be matched, three hundred and seventy-four persons connected with this

It is the first pottery with

American printed designs that

was ever brought into this

country, and many of its deco-

rative features, more especially

after the Revolution, were of

prominent men or important

events which occurred in his-

tory. It was first made in the

latter part of the seventeenth,

and the early part of the

eighteenth century, this fact

being verified by a Delft plaque

which is still in existence, bear-

ing the very old date of 1716.

work at this one place.

For nearly half a century,

after transfer printing on

earthenware had been invented,

the dealers turned their atten-

tion to the American market,

and the sale was so extensive

that there were few houses

along the seaport towns which

did not contain pieces of this

ware, decorated often with

ships which had been owned by

merchants of these places.

The Liverpool Delft was
the first to be made. It

"Farmers' Arms" pitcher Washington and Martha Washington drinking tea "Butchers' Arms" pitcher
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"George Washington" pitcher iaBfl W' Jm America "Liberty" pitchei

was characterized by the thin- K. rjflj of ware which is lighter, more
ness of the body and the tone graceful or more simple, or that

oi the enamel which was blue. "^SsSsagsSSS is better adapted for decora-

The decorative designs were R >

^^^g tion, than Liverpool. The
printed by transfer process, the A bowls are plain and simple in

secret of which was held by the Bk " ^MMF,RCE outline, the smaller ones being

firm of Sadler & Green, who in- A ; V used for porridge, and the

vented it, for many years, and A V
>^^ mY -« larger ones for punch. The

it seemed almost unaccountable \- tm9j£ mugs are straight, about six

to realize that uneven surfaces, V ." inches in height, and are used

such as this ware has, could re- * ""* for ale.

ceive impressions of copper Kv^ J^\ The pieces first made were oi

plates.
'*,,'*,,,«'»""—».—*mmm**0m\ ! Liverpool Delft, which were

Like every other secret, it
v*ntimm\

crude imitations of the Dutch
finally leaked out that paper mm ware and attracted little atten-

was used to take the impres- wk tion from the collector. It is

sion from the plate, and thence "Commerce" pitcher rarely found in this country,

was communicated after it was glazed, to the ware. The with the exception of tiles, which were used in very old

manner in which these pieces were done has never been houses.

Sadler & Green were probably the most im- Wedgewood, who was always allied with every new thing,

portant makers of this ware, but it is a singular fact that their

name never appears on any piece. We find "Sadler," "J.
Sadler," or "I. Sadler," while the word "Liverpool" is some-
times used, and often an abbreviation.

The distinguished points of this ware are its cream-col-

ored body and its copper plate engraving of black. This is

r under the glaze, sometimes covered with a gloss,

was at first very much opposed to the idea of decorating,

but on studying into it, he overcame his prejudice and made
a great many pieces of plain ware which were carried over

the road from Staffordshire to Liverpool in wagons, or

panniers of pack horses, to be printed by Sadler & Green,

and were returned again in the same way. It was at the

works of Sadler & Green in Harrington Street, that the

which gives the same appearance. Prints have been shown printing for Wedgewood was done.

that have been retouched by hand coloring, but the general We find mention of one dinner set, where the pattern

idea is in black, colors being only occasionally seen. for landscape was different in every dish, there being about

The limited number of pieces made shows three largely thirty designs used. Specimens of this early ware, bearing

predominating designs. There are the pitchers, more com- Wedgewood's mark, are not often found, and those made
monly known as jugs,

the bowls, and the

mugs, while teapots

are sometimes found,

hut not often in col-

lections. The pitcher

is shown in large

quantities, and is gen-

erally of one design.

It has a tall body

—

gracefully curved and

a lip that is sharply

pointed. A plain oval

piece forms the

handle, and this

starts at the top and

terminates at the

center.

There is no kind 'Fleet of Smugglers" pitcher "Sportsman's Festival" pitcher

by Sadler & Green

are most uncommon,
with the exception of

the tiles which were

remarkable for the

sharpness of engrav-

ing and the wonder-

ful work in transfer.

One reason for this

superior quality was
that the ink used in

the early days was
better than that used

to-day.

The printing was
either in black, red,

purple, or green, and

the d e v i c e s were
varied. Later on, a
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a pi

"Farmers' Arms" pitcher "Hunting Scene" pitcher

great advance in this work was made
by Richard Chaffers, who had been ap-

prenticed to Shaw, and who erected

small works on Shaw's Brow, making
Delft ware which was exported to

America. Incited by Wedgewood's
success, he strove to outdo him in the

grace and artistic beauty of his pro-

ductions, and while he did not suc-

ceed in this, yet he did succeed in mak-
ing better ware than any of the potters

at Liverpool had been able to make
before.

Another manufacturer of this Liver-

pool ware was Seth Pennington, whose
works were on Copperas Hill. Re-

moving to Worcester, one of his sons

painted a dinner service for

the Duke of York.

The decorative features

on the Liverpool cream ware
are unusually varied, cover-

ing a great many subjects.

There are those ornamented
with ships, or nautical de-

signs which proved a bait for

the sailors, who bought them
in large quantities, to bring

home as souvenirs. Biblical

designs were also used—the

Woman of Samaria, and
David and Goliath, being

represented. Masonic de-

vices are found, one of these,

a cream-colored bowl, show-

ing the portrait of Sir G.

Bridges Rodney, Bt., Rear
Admiral of England. These
pieces were very popular,

and were used by the differ-

ent lodges, having emblems
and also initials of the indi-

vidual owners placed upon
them. They were used in

public and in the home. One
of the most elaborate has the

following inscription

:

"The mysteries which here are

shown,
Are only to a Mason known."

There are also plates with

Masonic emblems, and a few

"The JefTer

"George Washington" Liverpool pitcher

pitcher "Pastoral View" pitcher

teapots. The various Arms jugs were

also very popular, there being the

farmer's arms, the blacksmith's, the

baker's, the butcher's, the ironwork-

er's, besides many others. They were

made for the members of the different

guilds which at one time numbered
over one hundred, and had the largest

sale, probably, of any pieces made.

Each of these arms' jugs was differ-

ently decorated, a very handsome
cream-colored jug having on one side

the cord-wainer's arms, while on the

other was a sailor's return. The
cord-wainers were in themselves a

very flourishing society in Liverpool,

and it was their custom to have an an-

nual procession each year in

the town.

It must be remembered
when dealing with this kind

of ware that pottery was not

made in America until after

the close of the Revolution,

and the colonists were forced

to rely upon England not

only for her special pieces,

but for her designs. The en-

gravers produced an infinite

variety of designs and these

were used indiscriminately by

the transfer printers.
Wedgewood had brought to

them a great many charming

ideas in the way of nature

and landscape studies. These
added to his own ideas, gave

him a distinctive place in the

designing of Liverpool

pieces, where landscapes were

so constantly in demand.
At this time there was a

great change in the designs

sent to our country. Instead

of crests, coats of arms, and
nautical ideas, came in pic-

tures of famous men and his-

toric events. The English

were not always correct in

their representations, how-
ever, as is shown by the num-

(Continued on page 225)
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Old American printed handkerchief. City Hall, New York and New Old American printed handkerchief. Steam frigate "Fulton the First"

York street criers subjects and American pastime subjects

Old Printed Handkerchiefs
By Robert H. Van Court

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE most ordinary possessions of one age calities which are truly rural. Now the makers of the simple lit-

become the highly valued treasures of a later tie objects, whether of pottery or of printed fabrics, naturally

day, when change of customs has led to their adapted their wares to meet what they considered the demand
disuse or when Dame Fashion with her well- of the greatest number of prospective buyers. In France and

known fickleness has decreed some new form more especially in England the history of the day was printed

for what is a household necessity. The upon handkerchiefs. Were an American political campaign in

patient little women who toiled over the embroidered progresssomeenterprisingfirm of cotton manufacturers either

samplers of a century ago would have opened their childish in England or America, would most assuredly offer for the

eyes in amazement could they have seen the day when eager choice of a willing public, handkerchiefs bearing the por-

collectors would crowd an auction room to compete in terms traits of the rival candidates, together with possibly a picture

of dollars and cents for the small squares of embroidered of the White House wherein each candidate aspired to

canvas which recorded the modest attainments of the youth- dwell. If space permitted the print might also include a

ful makers' skill. The potters of one hundred years ago picture of the Capitol, regarded, as ever, as the most strik-

produced their blue and white plates and platters for the ing symbol of American government. The printed handker-

chief, as will be seen, wasordinary use of the com-

merce of the times, and if

they printed upon their

wares a picture of the

"Landing of La Fayette" or

some small views of the

Erie Canal, it was certainly

with no thought of the day

when their simple pottery

would be considered treasure

indeed.

Just so with the handker-

chiefs printed upon cotton

or linen which came into use

about the time of the ending

of the colonial period and
which were so popular dur-

ing the closing years of the

eighteenth century. They
continued to find a place in

public affection until well

into the end of the nine-

teenth, and they are still

somewhat in demand in lo- English printed handkerchief

the precursor as a campaign
emblem, of the badge, the

button or the "pennant"
which meets the popular

demand to-day.

Then again, in times of

national sorrow or of wide-

spread rejoicing, handker-

chiefs bearing appropriate

adornment would find a

ready sale. Many such

prints were made to com-

memorate the death of

Washington. One shows an

impressive monument which
stands no doubt merely as a

symbol of grief, for it bears

no resemblance whatever to

the modest tomb wherein

Washington was actually

laid. A suitable inscription

and glowing epitaph appear

upon the monument, which is
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shaded by drooping willows

and surrounded by weeping

women who are doubtless

also symbolical since one is

obviously Liberty, with her

stars and stripes, and

another, who seems to be

dropping her scales may be

identified as Justice. By far

the most interesting object

commemorating Washing-

ton's death, is a handker-

chief showing him as the

subject of a magnificent

apotheosis where he is being

welcomed into the glorious

company of the Virtues who
have here assumed bodily

form. The hero appears in

the simple attire of early

American days, but seems to

be somewhat abashed by the

classical attire of the assem-

bled Virtues who, regardless

of sex, wear the Roman toga.

English printed handkerchief with a pictorial design depicting a scene

from the old ballad of "Lord Thomas and Fair Eleanor"

Another printed handker-

chief was no doubt designed

to appealto an entirely dif-

ferent phase of human in-

terest, for who could be in-

different to the romance of

"Lord Thomas and Fair

Eleanor," not subtly hinted

at or left to the imagination,

but boldly described in the

four brief but expressive lines

below the picture? History

fails to record the identity of

these young people but one

instinctively hopes that their

romance prospered and that

it resulted in much happiness

for them both. The hand-

kerchief shown upon page

(3) portrays various phases

of domestic rural life and

that the range may be as

broad as possible the maker
of the print has wisely uti-

lized the four seasons, for

Handkerchiefs printed at the time of the Centennial in they may always be relied upon to supply a certain variety

1876 are still often seen in collections, although they very of interest.

rarely come up for sale. The designs are always appropri- The most interesting handkerchief among the number
ate to the occasion and generally include a picture of the shows the well-known New York City Hall, which still ful-

Liberty Bell, Independence Hall, or a group showing the fills the functions for which it was built. The print shows it

signers of the Declaration of Independence, and one or as surrounded, not by towering skyscrapers, but by little

more of the sadly inartistic buildings in which the exposition oval pictures showing the ways in which various domestic

was housed. supplied were offered for sale in early days. The period

The illustrations show a number of printed handkerchiefs must have been in the far distant past, for surely many years

which formed part of a recent sale of a vast collection of have elapsed since New York milk dealers served their

interesting objects, the property of one of the most famous patrons from cans suspended from the ends of a pole carried

of American collectors. Upon page ( 1 ) is shown an exceed- upon the shoulders of a man or since "hot corn" was sold

ingly interesting print designed to appeal to the spirit of from what seems to be a hamper basket poised upon a

military enthusiasm which exists (although often somewhat woman's head.

dormant) in every human breast. In the center of the One of the fascinations of collecting consists in the "side-

print, a general with his staff is reviewing troops, and some lights" thrown upon history by the objects which one gathers

ladies who are present seem to be avoiding being trampled into a collection of treasures and surely the acquiring of the

under the horses' hoofs. The smaller panels above and small belongings of domestic life is of particular interest, for

below the central picture show various phases of camp life they are intimately associated with the customs of earlier

and numerous different maneuvres of infantry and cavalry, times and afford us much information which is of interest.

An early English printed handkerchief design of the seasons An early English printed handkerchief design. Military subject
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Old Time
Silhouettes

By Arthur S. Vernay

Photographs by T. C. Turner

CURIOUS revival seems to be taking place

in "shadowgraphy"—that long-neglected art

which was so fashionable in mid-Victorian

days—and "silhouettes" and "profilists" (as

some prefer to be called) are springing up

everywhere. Doubtless many of these pres-

ent-day artists are clever and orig-

inal, but somehow their shadow-

work seems to lack the charm and

wistfulness of the older masters.

True, not all the silhouettes of by-

gone days are things of beauty

—

some, if the truth be told, being

more than a trifle crude—but even

the least artistic possess a rare

charm from "associations" and the

reflection that the originals have

themselves passed into shadow-

land.

For many years now I have col-

lected silhouettes and the doing so

has given me an infinite amount of

pleasure. There is no member of

my shadow family—and they num-
ber many hundreds—that I do not

seem to know personally in an al-

together familiar and delightful

way and about whom I have not,

at some time or other, woven a ro-

mantic history. That, indeed, is

the great charm of the silhouette

—

and its irresistible personal appeal.

Who was it origi-

nated the first sha-

dow-picture ? No one

can tell for no one

really knows. Leg-

ends regarding
Etruscan maids out-

lining their lovers'

shadows and similar

stories are numerous
but who believes
them ? We do know,
however, that the

earliest artists
in monochrome prac-

ticed shadowgraphy
—or "skiagraphy,"

as they called it—and
it is therefore not im-

probable that Clean-

thes of Corrinth or

Philocles of Egypt may have originated the first silhouette.

The origin of the name "silhouette" is easier to trace.

Etienne de Silhouette was French Minister of Finance at

the close of the war in 1759, and through the reforms which

he introduced to enable the country to recover from its

financial embarrassments the people were called upon to

practice many economies. With a

strong hand he endeavored to put

down all extravagance and even

the artists, in order to support de

Silhouette's policy ironically agreed
to make their portraits in outline

only. When France found her

financial feet again all de Silhou-

ette's economies vanished as

quickly as. they had come—all but
the outline portrait which survived
under the name of "Silhouette."

This, most authorities are agreed
upon, is the genesis of the name
given to the shadow portrait

though it is not, of course, sug-

gested that it was in de Silhouette's

time that this style of portrait origi-

nated.

The character of the Silhouette

gives a good indication of its date.

That of 1720, for instance, is dis-

tinguished by having the portrait
cut out of white paper and re-

moved, leaving the margins, which
were laid on a background of thin

black wood or paper.

About 1750, came
the portrait painted
in black on white

paper. Among these

may be found full-

length groups or

what were known
as "conversation
pieces"—the profiles

showing much artistic

minuteness while

much elaboration is

found in the head-
dresses—d e 1 i c a t e

lace-work, floral
decorations, etc. To
this period also be-

longs the real Silhou-

ette as we understand

Silhouette portraits of Miss Connell and Miss Barton of Cheltenham it ,to-day—black pro-

Silhouette portrait of Ludwig Wolfgang von Goethe.

This is painted on glass and is embellished in the most

elaborate manner
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A Silhouette portrait of J. Miers of Leeds. The advertisement on the back of this is here shown. The Silhouette to the left is on plaster and

was made by Miers and Field

files laid down on white paper or ex-

tremely delicately tinted backgrounds.

It is, of course, erroneous to suppose

that the Silhouette proper always con-

sisted of a cut-out profile. As we have

seen, some were painted in black on

white paper, while in 1770 Christopher

Sharp, of Cambridge, etched his por-

traits on copper and "ran off" as many
copies as his clients desired. These
were called "Silhouettes" and in twenty

years this enterprising artist turned out

tens of thousands of portraits. That
they were not very highly valued is

shown by the fact that very few have

been preserved.

Distinct from the portrait of 1750,
is that of forty or fifty years later.

Like its fore-runner the profile was
painted in black, but in addition it had
very wonderful and elaborate "acces-

sories." Beautiful as a miniature,

mens of this style and period are

difficult to find. It is easy for even

the amateur collector to recognize

them apart from the extreme fine-

ness of the work for the genuine

have gilt brass margins of oval form
set in square frames of black pol-

ished pasteboard.

It would require a volume to speak

individually of the Silhouettes in my
collection for each one possesses a

value that can best be appreciated by

the collector. There are few Silhou-

ettists of the past whose work is not

represented, and in many cases by

several specimens. All are in excellent

preservation, for I am a practical col-

lector and believe in perfect specimens

whenever possible. Many have already

been described and reproduced in

Characteristic portrait in Silhouette of a young English and American art magazines.
buck of the Georgian period Most of those shown here have not

these portraits were adorned with delicately shaded hair and been published before,

head-dress while the dainty ear showed a gilded ring. No Of the Silhouettists of the nineteenth century the most
praise is too extrava-

gant for these ex-

quisite examples, and

that more have not

survived the ravages

of time seems a thou-

sand pities.

Another form of

Silhouette is that in

which the portrait is

painted in black on

a concave glass, the

hair and dress shaded

lighter, and the whole

floated over with a

thin coating of wax.

Delicate as the wing

of a butterfly, these

Silhouettes were dif-

ficult to preserve,

for in a very short

time the wax cracked

and the portrait was
spoilt. As a conse-

quence perfect speci- Silhouette "Lady Ailesbury in Hyde Park"

famous was Au-
guste Edouart, who
commenced to make
Silhouettes in 1825.

It was chance that

led him to take up

the art. While
visiting some friends

he was shown two
or three profile

portraits made by

a machine which

had just been in-

vented. Edouart
was asked if he did

not think them "won-
derful," and when
told whom they rep-

resented, he replied

by saying they were
"execrable." A child,

he said, could do
better, and in order

to prove his point

he seized a pair of
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scissors and the cover of

a letter and quickly snip-

ped out the profile of his

host's daughter. This he

blackened with the aid of

the snuffers and mounted.

The likeness was so excel-

lent that he was persuaded

to make portraits of other

members of the family and

some of the guests. Con-

gratulations were showered

upon him, and so com-

menced Edouart's career as

a professional Silhouettist.

It is believed that Edou-

portraits he ever made was
that of Daniel O'Connell,

from whom he never had a

sitting, but whom he saw
once for about five minutes

in the Chamber of Com-
merce, Dublin. Many por-

traits of his friends he made
entirely from memory.
Edward Ward Foster pre-

ceded Edouart by a few
years and though his work
never attained the popularity

of his successor it has much
charm. Most of Foster's

Silhouettes were made at

Derby, where he had a

studio to which many celebri-

art's first professional sitter

was the BishoD of Bangor Silhouette portrait painted on paper. This dates from about 1850

who paid the artist five shillings for the initial por- ties found their way. He employed a machine which he is

trait. Afterwards he ordered forty more at the same said to have Invented himself and which he guaranteed

price. Edouart's fame quickly spread and he was soon would "take Profiles of any Lady or gentleman in a manner
snipping out the portraits of half the celebrities of Eng- accurately precise in Resemblance, and perform same in

land. He was received at Court and made much of, and

it soon became "the thing" to be silhouetted by "the in-

comparable Edouart." At Holyrood Palace, he made a

portrait of Charles X, ex-King of France. This he did in

the short space of one minute."

Edouart condemned all mechanical aids to portraiture,

and it was possibly this very machine of Foster's which
aroused his special ire, for about the time when Edouart

four thicknesses of paper, presenting one to the little Prince, was making a reputation as a Silhouettist, this machine—or

the Due de Bordeaux, one to the Prince's sister, one to the one very similar—was on exhibition at Madame Toussaud's
Duchesse de Berri and one to the Duchesse d'Angouleme. in Baker Street, where one could have a portrait made for

The portrait was made while his majesty walked about the prices varying from two to seven shillings apiece,

room "in his usual mood of thoughtfulness." Many other machines for making profile portraits came
Edouart was an author as well as an artist and it would into use during the first half of the twentieth century, but

be well worth the collector's while to read his "Treatise even in those days they were looked upon as more or less of
on Silhouette Likenesses,"

published by Longmans in

1835. The work, of course,

has long since been out of

print but copies may be seen

at the various national li-

braries. In it Edouart tells

many amusing stories of the

little vanities which many of

his sitters evinced. One
gentleman, he says, who was
"undershot" begged him not

to emphasize his lower lip,

and in order to frustrate any

attempt to do so "drew in

his lip and thus destroyed all

chance of a likeness." The
lady with the nez retrouse

desired that he substitute for

it one of "pure Greek," while

the corpulent ones begged to

be portrayed slim and the

thin ones plump. Edouart,
getting impatient with his

vain clients, would turn his

attention to children whom
he loved to silhouette and
whose "flower-like profiles"

he generally succeeded in re-

taining.

Edouart took his art very
seriously, and in order to re-

tain a steady hand rose early,

dieted himself and eschewed
all wines and spirits. His
memory for a face was re-

markable and one of the best Silhouette portrait by Auguste Edouart of the Bishop of Kerry and wife

curiosities, while the Sil-

houettist who worked with
scissors and brain only was
regarded as an artist whose
work deserved serious con-

sideration.

Another celebrated Sil-

houettist of the early Victor-

ian period was a young artist

named Hubard. Hubard
had a very charming person-
ality, and as his work was
equally attractive his clients

numbered many hundreds.
Among his earliest patrons
was Robert Browning, who
sat for him for a very inter-

esting profile portrait which
is now in my collection.

Hubard commenced his work
as a professional Silhouettist

at the age of thirteen, and
four years later came to New
York, where he opened a

gallery and cut portraits for
fifty cents each. He was
summoned to Kensington
Palace, where he made a

portrait of Princess Victoria
at the age of ten. Hubard's
Silhouettes are rare.

Among other Silhouettists

whose work has been pre-

served, and who flourished

during the nineteenth cen-

tury, might be mentioned E.

(Continued on page 225)
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

from subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps

should be enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired
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ARRANGING FURNITURE
By Harry Martin Yeomans

HE writer was recently looking over some

photographs, showing the interiors of a very

beautiful country home in New Jersey, and

although each room was charming in itself,

the general effect was that of a very finely

appointed hotel instead of a home. No
house can be a success which lacks this homelike quality.

Upon a closer study of the photographs it was easy to see

that this effect was produced by the poor placing of the

furniture. All the rooms needed was to have the furniture

moved about a bit; a push here and a shove there, would

have worked wonders in a short time. To be more explicit,

the library in this house was a very beautiful, rectangular

paneled room, done in a modified Italian renaissance style,

the walls lined with dwarfed bookcases and a wonderful

Oriental rug spread over the hardwood floor. This brief

description should conjure up a picture of a very beautiful

interior in the mind of anyone who is at all familiar with

the decoration required for rooms supplied with such fittings.

One of the most important pieces of furniture in a library,

after the bookcases and their contents, is a table of generous

proportions, on which books and magazines can be accom-

modated, and adjacent to it should be placed some chairs

so that several can gather about the table at one time with-

out interference. This room had the requisite long library

table and at each corner stood a chair, but with its back

toward the table. This brings us to the crux of the whole

matter. These chairs simply had

to be turned about, facing the table,

in order to give one a silent invita-

tion to sit down and place your book

there. The chairs then bear some

relation to the table and vice versa;

the one being the complement of the

other.

This may seem a small matter,

whether a chair faces a table or has

its back to it, but it marks the dif-

ference between the right and wrong
c • _ c - 'l

• Diagram of a
way of arranging furniture in a

6

room. Our house interiors in their arrangement should re-

flect the hospitable spirit of their owners. This is a reason-

able theory as anyone will readily see who gives it a little

thought.

A good illustration of this sensible arrangement of furni-

ture, so that one object bears some relation to its neighbor,

is seen in a group of furniture, which has been much used

of late, and which it would be difficult to improve upon for

some rooms.

Before the open fireplace a long Davenport or sofa is

placed and against its back is a library table, which should

be approximately the same length as the sofa. About this

table three chairs can be grouped conveniently, one at either

end, and one at the long side. At the back of the table

directly in the center, stands a brass, double font student's

lamp. On the table have a pair of bookends holding some
books, the magazines, and at one end a blotting-pad and

writing paraphernalia. This is an ideal group of furniture

and aptly illustrates the point. Three people can occupy

the Davenport, enjoying the blaze from the open fire, and

if they care to read, the lamp is at their backs, coming

over their shoulders directly on the printed page. Three
others can be grouped about the table engaged in reading

and writing, and all enjoying the benefits of the fire and the

lamp. Each piece of furniture depends on its neighbor and

thus has a reason for being just where it is.

An arrangement such as this is eminently suited to a

library, if it is not too small, or in a living-room when it is

the principal room on the first floor.

An open fireplace is often a deciding factor in a room as

to where some of the furniture should be placed. In cold

weather we like to enjoy the blaze of the open fire, so a

long sofa or Davenport, placed directly in front of the

mantelpiece, or at any acute angle to it, forms a sort of

an inglenook, and is well placed as it is there for a definite

purpose. Two of the cosy winged chairs, placed one on

either side of the fireplace and facing each other, have a

hospitable look.

A lamp on a table almost demands that a chair should

be placed by the table, so that one can get a good light on

whatever task is in hand.

The writer recently saw one of

those very charming mahogany
sewing-tables, sometimes called a

"Martha Washington" sewing-table,

standing in the living-room in a

country house. It stood in an iso-

lated spot with no chair near it,

and one wondered where the lady

sat who used it.

A writing desk that does not have

a chair placed before it at an invit-

ing angle, is as bad as the mantel

clock that does not go.

You can decrease the apparent size of a small room and
make it appear still smaller, by placing a piece of furniture

in the center of the room. This brings us to the question of

the small table which one sees so frequently placed in the

middle of the floor, and oftimes decorated with a renais-

sance lace doily and a cut glass vase. Move the table to one

side of the room, place a chair by its side and a couple of

books and a lamp on it, and see how much better the effect

is. Instead of the lace doily, use a square of embroidery

draw-curtain
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or a square of velour or brocade edges with a band of gold

galloon.

The whole aspect of a great many house interiors would

be greatly improved, if the furniture were placed with due

regard to its being occupied and used, and not as though

one's chairs and tables were simply ornamental objects.

HANG A DRAW CURTAIN

IT
is not a difficult matter to hang curtains at windows or

in doorways so that they can be drawn to and fro by simply

pulling a cord. If most people knew how simple the matter

is they would have their heavy curtains equipped in this

manner and would not have to jerk them along the pole

when they want their hangings drawn together. You use

the ordinary curtain pole, of brass or wood, and the regula-

tion curtain rings. The only extra items that are required,

are the heavy cord and two curtain rings which have little

pulleys attached to them. One ring should be equipped with

one pulley and the other with two pulleys. Rings such as

these can be obtained in the upholstery department of any

department store, and most likely at less pretentious ones.

By referring to the illustration, you will see that the rings

with the pulleys attached are placed at the extreme ends of

the curtain pole. Then the cord "A" is run through the

pulley "B" and knotted around the curtain ring at "C," then

passes on through the pulley at "D," and is knotted around

the curtain ring at "E," and then passes on through the

second pulley at "F" and hangs down and ends at "G." The
cord should pass through the rings and a weight should be

attached to each end of it to keep it taut.
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SOME LIVERPOOL PITCHERS
(Continued from page 218)
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ber of stars shown on many pitchers sent to America. They
seemed to have clung to the unlucky number of thirteen,

even after twenty states had been admitted to the Union.

The popularity of this ware rose rapidly, and not only

pitchers, but occasional teapots were shown. Chaffers, who
had a great reputation for his punch bowls, had them let-

tered with the names of different liquors, such as "cyder,"

these being very popular in taverns, and were used in

America, in the "ordinaries," or inns.

Portraits of Washington were found on a great many of

the pieces, and the Washington jug was one of the most
popular of these. The pictures were often caricatures,

however, which might as well have passed for any other dis-

tinguished general. The most interesting of the represen-

tations shows George Washington and Martha drinking

tea. This_is an outdoor scene, the table being laid under
the trees, and shows the president and his "lady" seated.

The strongest proof that this was meant for an American
piece is the fact that a negro servant is in the background,
this same idea being characteristic of many pieces repre-

senting that period.

One of the most familiar designs shows the portrait of

Samuel Adams and John Hancock. These are placed side

by side. Around the medallion is the following inscription:

"The memory of Washington, and the prescribed patriots

of America—Liberty, Virtue, Peace, Justice and Equity, to

all mankind," while below is the couplet:

"Columbia's sons inspired by Freedom's flame,

Live in the annuals of immortal fame."

Doubtless the potters took great pains in vying with one
another to suit the tastes of the American public, and some-
times their ideas were peculiar, as is shown in the "Monu-
ment Pitcher," where "Washington in Glory" appeared on
one side, and below it "America in tears." Underneath is

a monument, on either side of which is an eagle and a weep-

ing woman. The reverse side, however, often shows a full-

rigged ship, for ships were favorite designs and very popu-

lar, not only with sea-faring men, but with many organiza-

tions, especially the Masons.
While Liverpool goes by that name, yet there were a

great many pieces made at the Staffordshire potteries. Prin-

cipal among these was the Herculaneum ware, which shows

the bird feature, which is the crest of the Liverpool Arms.
This factory used their mark, pieces having "Herculaneum"
printed or in crest, with sometimes a crown, and again a

crown and garter, underneath.

In addition to this ware, this firm also made busts, but

these are very rare, there being only about six marked speci-

mens in existence. There are many inscriptions on these

old pieces which are of interest both abroad and in Amer-
ica, while others have significence only in this country.
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OLD TIME SILHOUETTES
(Continued from page 223)
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Haines, to whom many members of the Royal Family gave

sittings and whose work is justly admired; J. Gapp, who did

a "roaring business" on the Chain Pier at Brighton, and C.

Atkinson, whose principal claim to silhouette honors lies in

the fact that George III and his sons gave him frequent

sittings.

Germany has already given us some clever artists with

the scissors, perhaps the most remarkable being Paul

Konewka, who is said to have worked entirely by touch,

frequently making portraits with his hands covered, to the

great astonishment of his clients. Karl Frohlich, whose
dainty work illustrative of children, butterflies, cupids, etc.,

is so well-known and admired, began life as a compositor.

Packney, of Vienna, gained fame for his Silhouette work
somewhat about the forties, while Runge, the German artist,

astonished and delighted Goethe by the ease with which he

cut out flowers, etc.

Curiously enough, the art of "Silhouetting" does not

appear to have attracted many women artists. "Mrs.
Lightfoot of Liverpool," who practised it during the latter

part of the eighteenth century, always referred to her por-

traits as "shades" and guaranteed to preserve "the most
exact symmetry and animated expression of the features."

In her advertisement Mrs. Lightfoot adds an important

N. B.
—"Mrs. Lightfoot keeps the original shades and can

supply those she has taken with any number of duplicates.

Those who have shades by them may have them reduced

and dressed in present taste. In this way, "Mrs. Lightfoot

of Liverpool" probably built up a very lucrative business.

Mrs. Beetham, of Buxton, and Patience Wright were other

lady artists who turned their attention to Silhouetting with

considerable success.

The collecting of Silhouettes is growing in favor year

by year, and as a consequence specimens by recognized

artists are becoming extremely rare. It is well, perhaps, to

remember that the Silhouette frequently possesses two
values—first, as the work of a recognized artist and, second,

as the portrait of a celebrity. The portrait of an unknown
person by a famous Silhouettist may be worth a great deal,

but its value will be greatly increased if the likeness is that

of some historic character.

And in conclusion, I would beg all amateur collectors to

exercise extreme care when purchasing Silhouettes as,

obviously, they lend themselves to forgery more easily than
even autographs. If in doubt regarding the genuineness of

a specimen, it is well worth the trouble to first obtain the

opinion of an expert which—from the experiences of my
early days—will, I am sure, be cheerfully and even gladly
given.
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Around the Garden
A MONTHLY KALENDER OF TIMELY CARDEN OPERA-

TIONS AND USEFUL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS
ABOUT THE HOME GARDEN AND

GROUNDS

Ol

All queries will gladly be answered by the Editor. If a personal

reply is desired by subscribers stamps should be enclosed therewith

THE GARDEN IN JUNE cauliflowers such as the specimen illustrated upon this page,

and these plants as well as cabbages, tomatoes, peppers and
HEN we walk around our gardens let us not celery should be transplanted during the month of June to

waste breath in sighing over the absence of the garden beds.

the plants we neglected or forgot to provide TJ'LOWER-SEEDS, too, will be planted this month and
nor be envious of our more careful neighbor. J/ thus we will be enabled to provide for a late display. By
I often think a little disappointment of this examining the garden "lay-out" we can discover those an-

sort in the leaven which leaveneth the mass nuals that will cease blooming early and can plan to occupy

of appreciation of those garden delights which, an- their ground in succession with Portulaca and other flowers,

other time, will be the reward of our forethought. Indeed, few flowers are more valuable to the garden-maker

It will be hard to miss the Roses we should have and less appreciated than the dear, old-fashioned Portulaca

set out, the Columbines we overlooked or the Peonies —"Rose Moss" our grandmothers used to call it, and how
to which we paid no attention last Fall, but we should few of our gardens cultivate to Verbena now-a-days. Of
take all the more joy in the possession of what we these Verbenas, Verbena venosa is one of the best bedding

have, learning to love the few things of our own instead plants but one which requires a thoroughly well-drained soil,

of making ourselves miserable over the many things Among the white varieties Verben'ia Candidissima is one of

of our neighbors. You see philosophy and garden- the best. The "Defiance" is an excellent red variety, in

ing are inseparable unless one descends to the state of fact, an intensely brilliant scarlet.

becoming merely a planter

or a harvester. I suppose

there will always be in the

world some who find no

pleasure in growing things

to whom Nature appears a

matter of dirt, brambles, and

potatoes, something to be

kept somewhere out in the

back yard in contradistinc-

tion to the satisfaction they

find in unadorned macada-

mized expanses of avenue and

sidewalk. Fortunately, how-

ever, the Genius of Gardening
trusts nothing to their keep-

ing, and so it happens that

the traditions of the gar-

dener's art are safe with us.

WE who find our en-

thusiasm perennial

will be occupying ourselves

with many things this month
of June. There are late

vegetable crops to sow—car-

rots, potatoes and beets.

Again those vegetables for

later "succession" which will

be going into the ground
now are radishes, sweet

corn, turnips and beans.

The transplanting will like-

wise keep us busy. Many of

us will look forward to

bringing to maturity delicious

I

Cauliflower plants to attain such perfection at maturity as is shown here

should be set out this month in rich, well-drained soil

NSECT pests must be

guarded against. Cut-

worms are particularly hurt-

ful at this time and you must
watch the tender young
plants carefully. Berry
bushes and fruit trees should

have a couple of June spray-

ings. But even the insect

enemies of plants are not

more damaging than weeds
when allowed to grow and
choke the gardens. By be-

ginning the weeding early,

and by consistently keeping it

up the growing plants will

have a fair fighting chance

to reach unstunted maturity.

By this day-by-day weeding

the labor attendant on keep-

ing the flower beds and vege-

table beds in condition will

be greatly lessened and the

pleasure in gardening in-

tensified. Look into the

trimming of Privet hedges

at this time and put out

Gladioli and Dahlias.

Among the former some of

the best varieties are Ceres

(pure white), Charles Mar-
tel (rose) and Brenchley-

ensis (scarlet-vermilion).

The seedsmen offer a fine

array of Dahlias for choice.
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HELPS TO THE
HOUSEWIFE

TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS OF INTER-

EST TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER AND HOUSEWIFE

SERVING LUNCHEON WITHOUT A MAID
By Elizabeth Atwood

T is really surprising how easily one may
serve a luncheon without a maid, if care is

taken in the selection of the menu. Many
things may be prepared the day before and

not be spoiled by keeping. It is a mistake to

suppose that any luncheon can be given with-

out work and careful thought. Of course, if one employs a

caterer the responsibility is shifted, but someone must plan

well in order to have the luncheon a success, and this result

may be obtained if the articles are selected and prepared

according to the reasonable hints and formulae suggested.

But the one who gives the luncheon without help must

do even more planning, for she must have her viands in

such shape that she can easily serve them, and, too, with

as little jumping up from the table as possible. If she

is fortunate enough to have a "dinner-wagon" serving is

made very easy indeed. Consider this menu given below:

Oyster Cocktails

Swedish Tomato Soup

Creamed Tunny Fish

(In Bread Shell)

Beef Fricadelles Apples

Turquoise Salad Cheese Toast

Chocolate Cream

Coffee Cheese and Crackers

The oyster cocktails may
be prepared and placed on

the table before the guests

are bidden to the table.

The table may be set, the

flowers arranged and the

dining-room finished early

in the day. Then, as nuts,

olives, radishes and celery

are made ready, place

them on the table.

The Swedish tomato
soup may be prepared

right after breakfast ready

to reheat at the last mo-
ment. Cook one can of

bouillon with one can of

tomatoes very slowly for

an hour, adding more
water as it boils away.
Strain, reheat, thicken with

a little cornstarch blended

A NOVEL TENNIS CAKE
By Mary H. Northend

Tennis Ca^e: This cake is made as follows: Cream one cup butter;

add two cups sugar, yolks of six eggs, one cup cold water and four cups

sifted flour, sifted with half a teaspoon each of cinnamon and nutmeg,

one teaspoon soda and two level teaspoons cream tartar, whites of six

eggs, beaten dry, one pound Sultanas, and one cup English walnuts,

dredged with flour. Frost with white icing. On each side, a "net" may be

made by drawing crossed lines with a little of the icing, colored green.

The smooth white icing on the top represents the court, and four balls

are made of fondant and laid around the sides. In the center are two

racquets, crossed. On the outside, to resemble the green grass around

the court, is placed a border of shredded cocoanut, which has been

mixed with a little green coloring to make a delicate color. A border

of this "grass" is also placed around the bottom of the cake.

with cold water. Season with salt, a little Worcester sauce

and mushroom catsup. Serve with croutons, which, too, may
be prepared early and put in a pan ready to heat when the

soup is being heated.

The tunnvfish may be prepared and kept warm on the

back of the range. Take a heaping teaspoon of butter and

melt in a pan. Add a teaspoon of flour, and when well

blended add slowly, in order to mix smoothly, one pint of

milk. When thoroughly mixed add a can of tunnyfish

separated into small bits. Have a five-cent loaf of home-

made bread which is a day old. Cut the top off smoothly

and scoop out the soft part, being careful not to spoil the

edges. When it is time to serve the tunnyfish, pour into

the bread shell, place the cover and tie with ribbon an inch

and a quarter wide, of the color used on the table. Serve

on "butter-tins" which are warm.
The beef fricadelles may be made the day before so as to

avoid the smell of boiling fat in the house on the day of the

luncheon. Have a pound of finely chopped lean beef and

mix with a pound of sausage meat. Add a cup of bread

crumbs, two eggs well

beaten, a scraped onion

with pepper and salt to sea-

son. Mix thoroughly, shape

into small cakes and saute

in hot fat. On the day of

the luncheon, put these

cakes in the oven to re-

heat. Have small apples

peeled and cored and have

them steam-cooked, whole

and hot. Place the frica-

delles on the center of the

platter and around them
place the apples. Take
cubes of domino sugar,

half size, dip these in

alcohol and place one

lump on each apple. Just

before bringing to the

table light the sugar. The
ring of apples with the

blue flame is very effective

and the' flavor of the ap-

ples is greatly improved.

Turquoise salad must

be the last on the list of

preparations as the apples

change color. Pare six-

sweet apples and cut into

small dice or strips; put

into a wet cloth and place

on the ice. Cut four Span-
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ish pimentos into small pieces. Just before serving mix
apples and pimentos and cover with mayonnaise dressing.

Toast may be made from the bread taken out of the

shell for the tunnyfish. Cut into triangular pieces, butter

and sprinkle with grated cheese. When the fricadelles

are taken from the oven, the pan of cheese toast may be

set in. It takes about ten minutes to brown the edges and
melt the cheese. Cheese toast made in this way is even

more delicate than cheese crackers.

Chocolate cream made the day before and placed

on the ice is a good sweet

for a luncheon. While a

pint of milk is heating in

the double boiler, have

two tablespoons of shaved

chocolate and two table-

spoonsof sugar melting in a

little sausepan with a small

amount of water to keep

from burning. Blend a

tablespoon of cornstarch

with a little cold milk and

add to the hot milk, stir-

ring until smooth. Add a

tiny pinch of salt. The
chocolate and sugar should

be smooth and thin enough

to pour, for the whole

character of the cream
depends upon the care of

this mixing of the choco-

late and sugar. Add the

melted chocolate to the

cream mixture, stirring

briskly, and adding more
sugar if not sweet enough. When partly cooled, flavor with

half a teaspoon of vanilla.

The morning of the luncheon place sherbert glasses on a

tray and fill with the chocolate cream, putting stiffly whipped

cream on each. The tray of glasses may then be put into the

ice chest until time for serving.

The coffee should be made the last thing before sitting

down to the table. Personal taste in the matter of cheese

and crackers to be served decides upon what kind of each

to use and these should be ready for serving.

Here is another simple luncheon and one, too, very easily

prepared:

Grapefruit

Bouillon

Oysters a la poulette

Fried Chicken Rice in Cream

Tomato Salad Cheese Sandwiches

Nut Charlotte White Cake

Coffee

Cheese and Sandwiches

It is not necessary to go into detail with regard to the

preparation of the grapefruit and the bouillon. There are

several ways of making bouillon, the simplest of which is

this. Have lean beef cut into small cubes, cover with cold

water slightly salted and leave for two hours; then put

over a slow fire and when it comes to boiling heat, remove
and strain through cheese cloth. This is good for invalids, too.

Oysters a la Poulette may be prepared early in the morn-
ing and put in the oven at the time when needed. Melt two
tablespoons of butter and add two tablespoons of flour.

Add a cup of oyster liquor and a cup of cream. Season with

salt, cayenne, a little nutmeg and a very little sherry.

Cook until smooth, and add the beaten yolks of three eggs.

A FRUIT AND NUT SALAD
By Mary H. Northend

Stem and wash large white grapes, cut in two and remove the seeds.

Serve on crisp lettuce leaves, each serving decorated with nut meats.

Garnish with "clover leaves" cut to shape from slices of apple and

placed around the salad. Marinate with French dressing.

Heat a pint of oysters and add to this cream. Fill ramekins

or scallop shells, sprinkle bread crumbs over the top, dot

with butter and brown quickly in a very hot oven.

This way of preparing fried chicken is good for the pur-

pose as it may be done any length of time before frying.

Boil the cut-up-chicken until nearly tender, the time being

according to the age, whether fowl or broiler. Drain and

reduce the stock by rapid boiling. Strain and add the yolks

of two eggs beaten with the juice of a lemon, and cook

until thick, stirring constantly. Cool, dip the chicken into

the sauce, then in bread

crumbs mixed with grated

Parmesan cheese and fry

brown.

Boil the rice in the

morning. Take two quarts

of water well salted, and
when boiling rapidly

throw in one cup of rice.

Keep boiling for twenty

minutes, then drain in the

colander. Just before

serving put the rice in a

pan with half a cup of

cream and heat thorough-

ly, seasoning with pepper
and salt.

Tomato salad is pretty

when the tomatoes are

prepared in aspic, but it is

far easier and just as

effective when the toma-

toes are cut in quarters

and placed on a leaf of

lettuce.

Nut charlotte must be made the day before and is a very

attractive sweet. It may be served with the white cake,

or you may line the mold with lady fingers and fill in with

the charlotte. Dissolve half a package of gelatine in a little

cold water. Heat one cup of milk boiling hot and pour over
the gelatine. Beat two eggs very light, add half a cup of

sugar and a little salt and pour into the milk and gelatine.

When this mixture begins to stiffen, whip one pint of cream,

add a teaspoon of vanilla, and put all together with a cup

of almonds blanched and chopped, and one has ready at

hand something easily served.

While eggs and butter are so high-priced a delicate cake

requiring only the whites of two eggs and seven teaspoons
of melted butter is a good kind to make. Put one heaping
cup of flour into the sifter with one scant cup of sugar, a

teaspoon and a half of baking powder and a quarter of a

teaspoon of salt. Sift twice and add a scant cup of milk
and half a teaspoon of almond flavoring. When thoroughly
mixed fold in the whites of two eggs beaten stiff. Bake in a

moderate oven about half an hour, which is sufficient to give

it a charming color.

These menus seem difficult, but all dainty things require

time and attention. The thing to do is to carefully arrange
the time from breakfast to the serving of the luncheon and
to do as much of the work the day before as you possibly

can. There are many combinations which one may use

and show originality in designing, and develop unexpected
resources. These menus are used merely as suggestions,

for as one applies these suggestions other ideas are sure to

come.

I know that a luncheon may be served in good style by
the woman without a maid, but it is not alone without work
and care. She who would entertain must have the feeling of
hospitality so strong in her that s'he can surmount all ob-

stacles, and be equal to all occasions, even the loss of her
maid at the eleventh hour, should not be a real deprivation.
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AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS IX

Collectors arc invited to scud short descriptions

of their wants and offerings to the Collectors'

Mart. Wants and offerings will be inserted in

this column without charge. American Homes
and Gardens takes no responsibility in connection

with any of the offerings submitted. All com-
munications should be addressed to "Collectors'

Mart. American Homes and Gardens, 361 Broad-

way. New York. X. Y." All replies should be

accompanied by a blank envelope, stamped and

marked with the register initials (which identify

:.ants and offerings) in the loiver left hand
comer of the envelope, the whole to be enclosed

in the envelope addressed to the Collectors' Mart.

Photographs should be carefully protected and
packed flat.

Offered: I have a large fifteen-inch plat-

ter, view of Landing of Lafayette at Castle

Garden, rich dark blue, perfect condition

and nice clear print ; also a ten-inch flat

plate view of Liverpool with ship flying

American flag, sea shell border rich dark

blue in perfect condition. E. X. L.

Offered: Copv of the Aitkin Bible (im-

perfect) 1781. 'Will consider S25.A. P. B.

Offered : A commission as commander
in the L\ S. X. Signed by Abraham Lin-

coln, 1863. Perfect condition. A con-

temporarv photograph of the officer is

included.' Price, $25. A. P. B.

Offered : Carved chessmen which be-

longed to a Confederate general. Perfect

condition. Also autograph. $10 consid-

ered. A. P. B.

Offered: Japanese ivory parasol-holder
and other ivories. K.

Offered: A Commission as Commander
in the U. S. N. signed by Abraham Lin-

coln, 1863. In perfect condition. Price,

S"25. With a contemporary photograph
of the officers included. A. P. B.

Offered: The carved chessmen of a Con-
federate general in perfect condition.

Autograph. Price, $10. A. P. B.

Offered: Old United States large-size

copper cents, eagde cents, copper tokens,

English tokens, Confederate notes, Co-
lonial notes, bonds, etc., and a willow-
ware plate. J. L. B.

Offered: A large 15-inch dark blue Land-
ing of Lafayette at Castle Garden plat-

ter, also a 10-inch flat dark blue plate

with '"View of Liverpool," ship flying

American flag, possibly Cadmus, also

8-inch dark blue Pittsfield plate. All per-

fect condition. E. X. L.

Offered: Curly maple secretary, good
condition, about 1800. Sheraton side-

board, large size. Xo inlay. High post
Field bedstead, with tester. M. E. S.

Offered: Old desk of First Empire, in

good condition. J. W. C.

Offered: Two round back modern chairs.

Both back and sides upholstered. Both
chairs without brass ornaments and up-
holstered very plain. W. L.

Offered: I have a number of Babylonian
tablets with early cuneiform inscriptions.

I will be pleased to submit descriptions
and price. I have also a number of other
antiquities, including several Egyptian
ones. T. S.

Wanted: Bookplates and cards designed
and engraved by Bewick, also cards de-
signed and engraved by Anderson.

D. X. S.

One Glance Shows the
Difference Between PEARL Wire Cloth and

Ordinary "Screen"
Just one glance at beautiful Gilbert & Bennett PEARL

Wire Cloth and a mental comparison with the ugly, unsatisfactory painted
screens you have been using, will make you decide in its favor. And you'll

make no mistake.

Screens don't wear out—they rust out. Gilbert & Bennett
PEARL Wire Cloth is rendered practically rust-proof by its pearl-like, metallic coating

—as a result it defies the ravages of weather and is almost wear-proof.

For Screening Doors, Windows and Porches

Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth requires no painting and its

handsome finish upon exposure to the weather soon turns to an "invisible gray color and stays
that way." It offers practically no obstruction to the vision.

Its smooth surface affords no lodging place for dust
or dirt, consequently Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth meshes
are clean and clear all the time.

And when it comes to cost—well
"PEARL" outlasts ordinary screening by such
a long time that it easily is the most economical
screen you can buy. But make sure of getting

genuine PEARL by looking for the mark of identi-

fication

—

tivo copper nvires in the selvage.

The best hardware dealer in your city sells

Gilbert & Bennett PEARL Wire Cloth. See him
and "PEARL" at the same time. Or— if you
prefer—write our Chicago office for samples and
complete information.

Architects

Kind out about Pearl Wire
Cloth. Send us your name
and we'll send full particu-

lar and samples.

Write forTheseSamples
and Particulars—

Address our Chicago Office.

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co. (Est. 1818)
CHICAGO GEORGETOWN, CONN. NEW YORK CITY KANSAS CITY, MO.

or Beautiful Homes
SEE THESE TWO NEW PLAN BOOKS.

"The DRAUGHTSMAN" "PLAN-KRAFT"
For one story homes. © For two story homes.

1913 editions, contain exteriors and interiors of ad.
tranced designs of homes featuring the new modifi-
ed Swiss Chalet and Japanese Architecture.

PRICE 2Sc each postpaid
DE LUXE BUILDING CO.

523-D Union League Building. Los Angeles, Ca

Plant for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with the largest stock that can be secured ! It takes many years to

grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that

give an immediate effect. Price List gives complete information.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
WM. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor

Box
N

CHESTNUT HILL
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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For Windows and Piazzas

IDEAL Combination of Blind

1 and Awning for town and

country houses. More artistic

and durable than unsightly

fabric awnings. Very easily

operated; slats open and

close to admit air, yet ex-

clude sunrays; can be

pulled up out of sight if

desired. Add unique
architectural distinction to

a house.

Sj§ For illustrated booklet
specify "Venetian 5"

Jas.G.WilsonMfg.Co.

5 West 29th St., New York

Patentee and Manufacturer of

Inside and Outside Venetians,

Porch, Piazza and Veranda
Venetians, Rolling Steel Shutters.

Burglar and Fireproof Steel Cur-
ii\^h'5 tains, Hygienic Wardrobes, Wood
K>^ Block Floors.

MAY BE OPENED
:^rAI: the : TOP r

I.TXOR- 1-1BHT

2 Comfort and Privacy =

I The Burlington Venetian Blind 1
— will shade your porch and enable you to make your porch ~
— a haven of rest and comfort on sizzling hot days. ~
— With the Burlington Venetian Blind you will get the ~
— advantages of open air, and at the same time you will be ~
— secluded from the gaze of passers-by. It is easy to adjust ™
— the Burlington Venetian Blind to any angle. The top can ™
— be opened for light and ventilation and the lower part closed ~

to keep out the sun. ™
— Make your porch a cool place for entertaining or reading, 55— and a pleasant place where the children can play—by ~
2" using Burlington Venetian Blinds. ™
— Write for illustrated booklet—it cr*e-

— picts and describes various styles

E BURLINGTON VENETIAN BUND COMPANY E— 339 Lake Street, Burlington, Vt. =

?1BIIIIIBIIIIIMII1IIIII1IIIIIII1I)!IIIIMIIIMIIIIIIIHII^

NLXJLJJUJUJ^^

WE wish to call attention to the fact that

we are in a position to render com-
petent services in every branch of

patent or trade-mark work. Our staff is

composed of mechanical, electrical and
chemical experts, thoroughly trained to pre-

pare and prosecute all patent applications,

irrespective of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the specialized,

technical, or scientific knowledge required

therefor.

We are prepared to render opinions as

to validity or infringement of patents, or

with regard to conflicts arising in trade-

mark and unfair competition matters.

We also have associates throughout the

world, who assist in the prosecution of

patent and trade-mark applications filed

in all countries foreign to the United

States.

MUNN & CO.,

Patent Attorneys,

361 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Branch Office

:

625 F Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Wanted: Old advertising announcements
prior to 1820. P. If.

Wanted: Copy of "The Bewick Col-

lector."

Wanted: Old books printed in Philadel-

phia before 1785. N. E. H.

Exchange: Fine collection of old and rare

California Indian baskets. F. M G.

Offered: Fine proofs by the best American
wood-engravers ; also portraits of Lin-

coln, Washington, Franklin, etc. B. J. G.

Offered: Collection of antiques, together

or separately. Old cut and engraved
glass goblets, caraffes, decanter, celery

glass, hand-embroidered Dutch collars,

exquisitely embroidered nainsook skirt,

fans, bead wristlets or trimmings done in

Bulgarian colors, cup, plate, American
eagle, about 125 years old and other

articles. A. D. A.

Exchange: To exchange old pewter for

other pieces not in my collection or will

exchange old blue platter by J. Wedge-
wood for old pewter. C. W. G.

Wanted: Old original pencil drawings by
noted artists, signed. V. D. B.

Wanted: Arundel print in fine condition,

of Benozzo Gozzoli's angels. L. H. B.

Wanted: Samples of early silk brocades
and figured silks for my collection of

textiles. Q.

Wanted: Old dolls of a period prior to

1840. E. S.

Wanted: Small boxed mirror, Persian.

Rose pattern lacquer. H. M. B.

Offered: Old newspaper containing ad-

vertisement of reward for a runaway
slave. E. S.

Wanted: Caricatures of Mulready's de-

sign for English envelopes. H. O.

Wanted: Early stamped (not embossed)
book-plates.

Wanted: Early Italian stone mosaic work
set in metal (jewelry pieces). X.

Wanted: Persian paintings on sheets of

mica. O. L. B.

Wanted: Specimens of nineteenth century
Chinese glass. Also other oriental glass.

F. J.

Wanted: Nineteenth and twentieth cen-

tury miniature books. J. E. C.

Offered: Old secretary, about 1800. Two
Chippendale chairs (same pattern), with
interesting Colonial history attached

,

glass punch-bowl (interesting history) ;

jubilee number of Brother Jonathan (July

4, 1845), Old Bible (1760), ten-cent Con-
federate stamp picked up on field of

Gettysburg July 3, 1863. J. G. B.

Wanted: Broken bank bills; medals of

Nebraska ; Odd Fellow medals of all

kinds. L. T. B.

Wanted: Objects in straw mosaic.
A. R. D.

Wanted: Old Mexican pottery. C. R.

Offered: Old-fashioned bedstead. W.

Wanted : Early English glass tumbler
decorated with a pastoral scene in enam-
eled colors. R. C.

Wanted: Miniature books in all lan-

guages, particularly a copy of The Dia-
mond Songster in two volumes, printed

early in the Nineteenth Century. K. L.

yAN you appreciate

the charm of play- -

ing the world's finest

music on a magnificent piano

without the labor ordrudgery

of years of practice or study—

THE

Kranich & Bach
Player-Piano

enables you to do this with

the technique and expres-

sion of the virtuoso.

This marvelous instrument is

built completely in one factory.

Its playing-mechanism is made ex-

pressly and exclusively by Kranich

& Bach for Kranich & Bach

Pianos, and is not found in any

other Player-Piano in the World.

Sold on Convenient Monthly Terms

An exquisite catalog and amus-
ing storiette free on request.

Kranich & Bach
East23dSt.,N.Y.

r

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

STORER F. CRAFTS, General Manager

»1

offers rooms with hot and cold water for $1 .00

per day and up, which includes free use of

Public shower baths. Nothing to equal this

in New England. Rooms with private baths
for $1 .50 per day and up, suites of two rooms
and bath for $4.00 per day and up. Dining
rooms and cafe first class. European plan.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Strictly A Temperance Hotel

Send for Booklet

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL, Inc.
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BIRD MIGRATION
ORNITHOLOGISTS tell us, says the

Youth's Companion, that birds are

not so invariable in their migratory
habits as most persons suppose. If, for

instance, the season is warm, or there is

sufficient food for them in the north, the

birds are late in starting south.

Nevertheless, the month of October is

a sort of "starting-point" in the records
of the ornithological societies. But it is

not infrequently the case that birds that
migrate in large numbers on October 31
one year, have either not arrived or have
passed south earlier on the corresponding
date of previous years.

"The Accidental Visitors' List," kept
by the London Zoological Society, is a

record of all birds observed in Great
Britain and on the British coasts that are

not indigeneous to the British Isles, but
have flown thither from the Continent.
In England, naturalists, ornithologists,

lighthouse-keepers, masters of vessels,

coast-guardsmen, farmers, and country
gentlemen gladly report strange birds
which they may observe, and give the
date and circumstances of the observa-
tion. An examination of "The Acci-
dental Visitors' List" reveals many curi-

ous happenings.
Birds native to eastern Siberia and

China, North Africa and the arctic

regions have thus been observed in Great
Britain, but, of course, at rare intervals.

There are. however, a good many re-

corded instances of American birds cross-

ing the Atlantic, and being seen or shot
in Great Britain. An extraordinary in-

stance was that of a Canada owl that

alighted in an exhausted condition on
board a vessel off the coast of Cornwall
in 1830. The bird was so fatigued with
its long flight across the Atlantic that it

offered not the slightest resistance when
handled by the sailors. A Carolina
cuckoo was shot in Wales in February,
1883, by Lord Cawdor. In 1831 an
American wood-duck was killed at

Dorking, England. In 1872 three speci-

mens of Cassin's snow-geese, a native of

Labrador, were seen on the west coast of

Ireland. The American societies have
also a record of five individuals of this

species shot in Chesapeake Bay in 1871.

The London Zoological Society also

maintains an accidental visitors' list of

fishes, as well as of birds, and the same
thing is done at the Fish Commission
laboratory at Woods Hole, Massachus-
etts.

These curious wanderers into another
continent are doubtless the young of

some migratory flock. Such a flock is

led by an old and experienced bird,

which knows the route north and south.

Occasional birds which have never before

been over the aerial road may get sep-

arated from the flock. They become be-

wildered, and fly about, quite at a loss

until they reach land.

Now and then birds that are not

strictly migratory gather in enormous
flocks, and sweep over several hundred
miles of country. The cause that im-

pels them to such action is still a mys-
tery. Many years ago Turkey and Bul-

garia were invaded by enormous flocks

of the rose-colored pastor. These birds

I
re ed destructive to vineyards and

growing crops, and the peasants had to

turn out in force and kill them by the

hundreds. A flock of these birds would
strip a tree of fruit in less time than it

takes to tell of it, and there were pub-
lic rejoicings in places after the vast

flocks had passed.

GUARANTEED
PLUMBING
FIXTURES &

If you are going to build aNew
Home or remodel the old one
—send for a copy of "Modern
Bathrooms"— 100 pages—
illustrated in color.

NO room in the house is so important as the

bathroom and too great care cannot be given

to the selection of fixtures to make it sanitary and
beautiful. That you may be able to select for

yourself the equipment best suited to your home
and your means, we have published "Modern
Bathrooms," an elaborately illustrated book,
showing many attractive modeHnteriors and giving

floor plans and costs of each fixture in detail.

Modern kitchen and laundry interiors are featured

— decorative ideas explained and accessories

suggested.

It shows the artistic values of "<$tartdar,d" Guaran-
teed Fixtures— and faithfully demonstrates their

sanitary excellence and the economy of their use.

A study of "Modern Bathrooms"—the most complete and
authoritative work on this important subject, will enable you
to plan your own bathroom, kitchen and laundry to your
complete satisfaction. Sent free— on receipt of 6c postage.

Dept. 23
PITTSBURGH, PA

P

Standard .Samtats TPfe. Co.
NewYork, 35 W. 31 St.
Chicago
900 S. Michigan Ave.

Philadelphia
1215 Walnut St.

Toronto, Can.
59 Richmond St., E,

Pittsburgh
106 Federal St.

St, Louis
100 N. 4th

Cincinnati, 633 Walnut St.

Nashville
315 Tenth Avenue, S.

New Orleans, Baronne
and St. Joseph Sts.

Boston
John Hancock Bldg.
Louisville
319-23 W. Main St.

\\ Cleveland
\\ 648 Huron Rd..S.E.

Montreal, Can.
215 Coristine Bid:;

Hamilton, Can.
20-28 Jackson St., W

Houston, Tes.
Preston and Smith Sts

Washington, D. C.
Southern Bids

Toledo, 0., 311-321 Erie St
Fort Worth, Tex.

Front and Jones Sts

London, 57-60 Holborn Viaduct.

^mmmmMmsmmmmmmmkmmmm^kmm^ .*—

Lane's Patent Trolley Parlor Door Hangers
The special feature of this equip-

ment is the patented side-adjustment

of doors. Standing in the open door-

way one may adjust the entire

length of track sidewise by simply

turning two screws.

If building settles slightly or when
door dries out in winter or swells in

summer, by this patented feature

any binding or scraping of beauti-

ful woodwork may be entirely

prevented.

Insist that your architect specifies
Lane Trolley Parlor Door Hangers
and Track.

Lane Trolley No. 109

LANE BROTHERS COMPANY
Wilson Avenue Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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Near the first hole, Pelham Bay Pari links, N. Y.

Two Mowers in One
You get practically two horse mowers—or

two putting green mowers—in one with Gold-
well Demountable Cutters.

These cutters are removable at will, like
the blade of a safety razor, and two or more
go with each machine.

If one cutter needs sharpening or repair, it

takes less than a minute to remove it from the
frame and attach another.

No waste of time sending the whole
mower to the shop. No heavy freight charges.

The new Coldwell Horse
Mowers and Putting Green
Mowers are now made with
this money-saving-, time-
saving, labor-saving device

—

Coldwell Demountable Cut-
ter (patented). Send for

leaflet giving full description

and prices.
Demountable Horse Mower

The Coldwell Company makes lawn mowers in 250 different styles and sizes.
The Coldwell Combination Roller and Motor Lawn Mower is the best
and most economical mower ever made for use on large stretches of lawn.

Descriptive catalogue mailed on request, together with practical booklet on The Care of Lawns.

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER COMPANY
Philadelphia NEWBURGH, NEW YORK Chicago

To Build Beautifully You Should Have These Books
More than three hundred illustrations and plans of artistic and comfortable homes of

practically every size and style. Innumerable valuable suggestions and ideas.

Modern Dwellings-9x 1 2 in., 1 50 Illust. ($3,500 to $50,000) with) BOTH BOOKS
Plans $1.50 V- *0 C\(\

American Homes— 150 Illus. ($2,500 to $ 1 0,000 with Plans) ..$1,00 ) <P^«"U
These Books contain a profusion of the latest ideas in Georgian, Colonial,
English. Bungalow, &c. f for those who are Planning to Build.

BARBER & RYNO, Architects Knoxville, Term.
Geo. F. Barber & Co,

"CRAFTSMAN" HOUSE PLANS

THIS is a Craftsman house:—durable, beautiful and convenient, with no useless partitions, no waste space, no over-decoration.
* We design homes of this character for CRAFTSMAN subscribers. Write for free booklet, "Craftsman Service for
Homebuilders, " containing cuts and plans of Craftsman houses, or, send 25 cents for our new book " Craftsman Houses, "
size 8 x 10, 64 pages, 1 10 illustrations, showing our best houses. Address

THE CRAFTSMAN. Room 484, 41 West 34th Street, New York City

THE COCKER SPANIEL

HIS admirers say that the cocker spaniel

is the most refined, the most sub-
tle of all dogs, says a writer in the Youth's
Companion, and the most dependent on
his master or mistress. Although he is

by nature a hunting-dog, and enjoys a

run through the woods better than any-
thing else, yet he does not care to go
without his human companions. Even when
cockers are kept on a farm, they will not
stray far from the house, or be gone long
at a time. They may dash down into the

hollow now and then for a brief colloquy
with some woodchuck or muskrat, but they
are soon back again.

The cocker is not a rough-and-tumble
dog, not exactly a boy's dog. He is al-

most always kind and good with children,

but he needs more care and consideration
than the average boy is likely to give him.
Not that cocker spaniels are effeminate or
delicate ; they are essentially sporting dogs.

Their name was given to them because
they were useful in hunting woodcock, and
they are equally good in finding and "tree-

ing" partridges. They are even good fight-

ers ; although slow to provoke a quarrel

and averse to street brawls, when once en-

gaged in battle, they are as brave as lions.

Cockers are quick and supple, and make
good wrestlers ; and wrestling is a large

part of dog-fighting.

The sensitive, high-strung temperament
of the cocker makes him more liable than
some other dogs to nervous diseases ; but

he is usually a healthy dog with a good
appetite. In fact, many cockers become too

fat—a condition that must be counteracted

by exercise, by a reduced diet, and by an
occasional small dose of Epsom salts taken

in milk. All long-haired dogs are likely

to have trouble with their skins if im-

properly fed. Avoid giving your cocker

too much meat, or too much corn-meal,

which heats the blood.

The cocker should weigh from eighteen

to twenty-five pounds ,and should be a

compact, round, "cobby" little dog, with

legs of medium length, tl is highly im-

portant that his fore legs should be straight,

or nearly so ; for that gives him what is

called "a good front." To be strictly in

the fashion, both his front and his back
legs of medium length. It is highly im-

knee and hock, but not below, and he

should wear a coat that is wavy, not ex-

actly smooth, and still less curly. Large
dark eyes and big ears hanging low from
the head complete the picture.

Most of these points, although they
seem to be the mere caprice of fashion,

are based on reason. The cocker is pri-

marily for use in the woods, and if he

were very short legged—a "crocodile

dog," such as was once in fashion—he
would not be sufficiently active. On the

other hand, a long-legged or long-backed
spaniel usually lacks endurance. The
wavy coat is less likely than a curly coat

to be caught and torn by bushes.

The limitation of weight to twenty-five

pounds is merely a dog-show rule. Some
persons maintain that the tendency of the

dog-show is to refine the cocker too

much—to produce a spaniel somewhat
lacking in bone and vigor.

There is a wide range of color. Cockers
are black, black and white, brown and
white, and red, including many shades

from cream color to a rich dark red. The
red dog usually lacks the repose and self-

control that characterize the parti-colored

cockers ; and this is not strange if it be
true, as some authorities declare, that the

red color was introduced by mingling the

blood of the dachshund with that of the

cocker.
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A DESCENT INTO VESUVIUS

ALTHOUGH many tourists visit the

volcano of Vesuvius and enjoy the

grand and terrible sight, few have the

daring or the physical endurance to

descend into the depths of the crater.

Suffocating sulphur fumes, red-hot cin-

ders, precipitous walls down which
masses of rock are constantly plunging,
are obstacles that only a few explorers

have overcome. The last to accomplish
the descent was Mr. A. Console. He was
accompanied by Mr. A. Malladra, who
had been the second to explore the

crater. Their experiences are described

by Mons. V. Forbin in La Nature. Tied
to a long rope, which six guides at the

top lowered inch by inch, the two began
to descend the perilous slope. The broken
nature of the wall, which was seamed
with deep crevasses, made the downward
climb extremely difficult, and the crumb-
ling rock offered no secure grip or foot-

hold. The heat soon became almost in-

supportable. Mr. Console felt that

his feet were actuallv roasting, and a

thermometer that Mr. Malladra carried

registered 8"2 deg. Centigrade, or 179.

G

deg. Fahrenheit.

Finally the explorers reached the bot-
tom of the cliff, and halted near the

Fumarole Mercalli. This hole is prob-
ably the vent of the volcanic chimney
that has been almost entirely blocked by
years of accumulated debris. It con-
stantly vomits forth clouds of white and
yellow fumes that render the surround-
ing air unbreathable. All about this fuma-
role the ground is covered with a deep
layer of hot white powder mixed with
gravel, into which the two adventurers
sank almost to their knees.

As Mr. Console was focusing his cam-
era to take a view of the crater, the

ground beneath him suddenly opened, and
he sank to his waist in the red-hot cin-

ders. As his companion was some dis-

tance away, he had to effect his own
rescue. Fortunately, the end of the rope
that had been used in the descent was
within a few feet of him ; he managed to

grasp it, and by its aid drew himself
from his precarious and painful situation.

Every moment of their stay at the bot-

tom of the crater, rocks were breaking
from the wall and plunging down about
them. Mr. Console, who had stayed near
the foot of the cliff, had to keep dodging
these dangerous missiles. One or two
did strike and wound him. The suf-

focating heat and the noxious gases
brought on a strange sickness that

caused him to reel in his gait, and his

heart to beat rapidly and violently. A
terrible fit of coughing and choking
seized Mr. Malladra, who had stayed too

long near the fumarole, and it lasted

until he reached the top again.

Naturally, the ascent was far more dif-

ficult than the descent had been. Al-
though they had spent only twenty min-
utes at the bottom of the crater, they
were so soent that they were several

times on the point of fainting.

Once, after scaling a perpendicular
wall of twenty-five feet, Mr. Console
thought that he had reached the limit

of his endurance. Summoning all his

strength and courage, however, he
dragged himself on. Looking back a mo-
ment later, he saw a small avalanche
sweep over the exact spot he had just

left. When the two explorers were fin-

ally lifted over the edge of the cliff they
were on the point of complete exhaus-
tion.

Parker Morse Hooper, Arch., N. Y. Photo Harry Coutanr,

INTERIOR CORNWALL-ON-HUDSON
<I Nothing could better illustrate the possibilities for individual taste in simple and

artistic furnishing than this charming interior, furnished with

LEAVENS FURNITURE
<J The variety of styles and custom finishes, affords a wide latitude for selections.

Send for Illustrations

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO., Mfrs.

32 Canal Street

Boston Mass.

JH.BR00KSeC0.CLE!(Et^a
Floor&Sidewalk Lights.

EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Send^bCatalogue.

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN BOY AT SCHOOL
By A. RUSSELL BOND

,

12 mo. (6x8Vi), Cloth, 338 Pases, 314 Illustrations. Price, $2.00, Postpaid
This is a sequel to " The Scientific American Boy," and like its predecessor, is brim lull of practical suggestions, all of which are entirely
new. The construction of the apparatus, which is within the scope of the average boy, is fully described and the instructions are interwoven
in a fascinating story, which makes the book interesting as well as instructive to the boy.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers, : : : 361 Broadway, NEW YORK.

A striking ex-

ample of modern return

to the classic in outdoor dec-

oration is shown in this Garden
Gazing Globe. A crystal ball mounted

within easy reach of vision on a pedestal of

chaste and artistic design.

The Garden Gazing Globe

is a stately and beautiful garden ornament. It re-

flects all the shifting charms of the landscape. Here
is one of the many letters from delighted owners.
"I am more than pleased with it, and the landscape views
developed in it are not only interesting to ourselves, but
are enjoyed by all of our friends."

May we send descriptive booklet and cir-

culars with prices to-day?

m
Stewart Carey Glass Co

Indianapolis,
Ind.s
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MINERAL WOOL
Aetet l*»»w*oThe

Modern
House
Lining.

Samples
and
Circulars
Free.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City

——

=
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ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

" Where the Surf Sings You to Sleep
"

Right at Chelsea's Fashionable Bathing Beach. Here
you find rest in abundance. The ocean rolls and
surges right up to—and under the hotel piazza, its

music is grand and soothing. Distinctly, the Ostend
has the finest location on the Beach. Within easy
walking distance and roller chair ride to the center of

life and gaiety for which Atlantic City is famous.

The Hotel is equipped with everything necessary for

human comfort and caters tojhe best patronage.

All baths, private and public, have hot and cold running,
fresh and sea water. When the temperature is

highest and cities hot and grimy the Ostend is the

coolest and most comfortable hotel in Atlantic City.

Rooms large, airy, and 95 percent of them overlook
the ocean. Many of the same guests return to the

Ostend each year.

Rates are reasonable. Write for booklet and reservation

DAVID B. RAHTER, Proprietor and Manager
HOTEL OSTEND, ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

Baby Birds at Home. By Richard Kear-

ton, F. Z. S.. London and New York:
Cassell and Company, Ltd., '1912. Cloth,

8vo. Illustrated. Price, $1.25 net.

"Baby Birds at Home" has been prepared

by Mr. Richard Kearton, its author, in

order to give boys and girls who love the

countryside and the wild creatures that

dwell therein, two things. First of all, a

little gallery of faithful pictures of baby
birds at home amidst their natural sur-

roundings, and secondly, a short and simple

account of the interesting habits of their

parents. This little book cannot fail to

arouse an interest in boys and girls in our
wild birds and their wonderful ways.

A Naval History of the American
Revolution. By Dr. Gardner W. Allen.

Boston and New York: Houghton Mif-
flin Company, 1913. Cloth, 8vo. ; 2 vols.

Illustrated. 752 pages. Price, $3.00 net.

"A Naval History of the American Revo-
lution" follows closely the course of naval

events in our Revolutionary War, giving

full details in regard to all the most notable

and important fights, both in our own and
in European waters, and careful accounts

of such expeditions as the one to New
Providence early in the war, and the one to

the Penobscot River in 1779. An interest-

ing chapter is devoted to the subject of

Naval Prisoners and another to the battles

on Lake Champlain.
To earlier books "Our Navy and the Bar-

bary Corsairs" and "Our Naval War with

France" have established for the author.

Dr. Gardner W. Allen, his position as an
authority. His accuracy and his graphic,

entertaining style are everywhere com-
mended. He has chosen a field compara-
tively unworked.

The World's Leading Conquerors. By
W. L. Bevau. New York : Henry Holt
and Company, 1913. Cloth, 16mo. Il-

lustrated. 473 pages. Price, $1.75 net.

The notable interest in biography has
generally been met by two widely different

classes of publication—the biographical dic-

tionaries, and volumes devoted each to an

individual. There is always room and a

welcome for such a book as "The World's
Leading Conquerors," designed not so much
to recount history as to portray the men who
have made history. These sketches of

Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar, Charles

the Great, the Ottoman Sultans, the Span-
ish Conquistadors and Napoleon admirably
fit into the scheme of "The World's Lead-
ers" series of biographies of which this

book is one.

The Pageant of Summer. By Richard
Jefferies. Portland, Maine: Thomas B.

Mosher. Small, 16mo. 52 pages. Price,

75 cents net.

This exquisite idyll of Summer from the

pen of Richard Jefferies will delight every-

one who has a love for the true and beauti-

ful of literature, which this old-time writer

so well knew how to create. "The Pageant
of Summer" is full of the joy and sun-

light of fresh country things and if the

reader has not yet become acquainted with

Richard Jefferies let him hasten to intro-

duce in his library this lovable little book,

a perfect gem also in the way of book-

making.
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EYESIGHT AND TYPOGRAPHY

THE report of the British Association

Committee on the influence of school-

books upon eyesight is full of interest. Its

value depends chiefly upon the report of

the oculist subcommittee, which was com-
posed of Messrs. Priestley Smith, H. Eason
and N. Bishop Harman. Advice upon the

technical and trade aspects of printing was
given by competent experts.

The subcommittee's report is valuable

from the immediate point of view of school-

books and also from the point of view of the

reading of printed matter in general. Con-
sidering the enormous importance of read-

ing and writing to the general public and

the large place they occupy in daily life,

it is remarkable that so little attention has

hitherto been devoted to the physiological

and hvgienic features of the subject. With
few exceptions the report recommends the

principles advocated by Javal, and the au-

thors have, perhaps wisely, refrained from
any experimental researches on their own
account. The subject is full of complica-

tions, physiological and psycological, and
the recommendations made are as good as

can be expected in the present state of

knowledge.
At the outset of the section of the hy-

gienic requirements the right note is struck

in emphasizing the fact that the reader

recognizes whole words and phrases at a

glance. This statement expresses the es-

sential difficulty of the scientific investiga-

tion and regulation of printing. Too much
stress cannot be laid upon the fact that the

canons of -risibility of individual letters do
not apply directly to the far more complex
problem of the legibility of letter groups
in words and phrases. It is rightly pointed

out that the upper half of a word or letter

is usually more important for perception

than the lower half. We would emphasize
the point more strongly. It is the funda-
mental factor in legibility, as is easily

proved by reading with the lower half of
the line covered by a card. Hence we think

that the suggestion made to give more dis-

tinctive character to the lower half of a

larg-er proportion of letters is unsound.
The general evolution in the shapes of

printed letters has been in the direction of
increasing the predominant features of the

upper halves, so that more letters extend
above the line than below, the extension
above the line has increased, while that

below has been curtailed, and so on. These
tendencies are in favor of legibility and
should not in our opinion be tampered with.

For the same reason we are astonished at

the statement that "uncial Greek may be
recommended as being easy to read. The
supplement to the report gives two ex-
amples, one in twelve-point Porson Greek,
the other in uncial Greek on long primer
body.

Owing to the complexity of the correla-

tion of the physiological and psychological

factors in reading, such details as the best

dimensions of letters and spacing, length of
lines and their separation, and so on. are

at present matters of compromise. The
committee does not give any explicit scien-

tific reasons for the faith that it has. but the
typographical table and the rules laid down
are eminently sensible. The small tvpe
used in Bible and prayer-books is more than
a matter of regret ; we should like to have
seen it more severely condemned. The re-

marks on the thorny question of atlases are
verv good.

We hope that this report will have a

widespread influence. Tt contains much
sound advice not only for those who deal
in school-books, but for all authors and pub-
lishers.

Is Your Refrigerator Poisoning
Your Family?

Kfce Monroe"
30 Days' Trial—Factory Price—Cash or Credit

Direct from factory to you—saving you store profits. We pay
freight and guarantee your money back and removal of refrigerator at

no expense to you if you are not absolutely satisfied. Easy terms if

more convenient for you. Send for book NOW—A letter or postal.

Monroe Refrigerator Co., Station 3F, Lockland, Ohio

Your doctor will tell you that a refrigerator

which cannot be kept sweet, clean and whole-
some, as you can easily keep the Monroe,
is always dangerous to the health of your
family. The Monroe is the only refrigerator

made with

Solid Porcelain
Compartments

which can be kept free of breeding places for the dis-

ease germs that poison food which in turn poisons people.
Not cheap " bath tub " porcelain-ename/, but one solid
piece of snow-white unbreakable porcelain ware

—

nothing to crack, craze, chip, break or absorb moisture
—but genuine porcelain, over an inch Ihick.—as easily cleaned
as a china bowl—every corner rounded—not a single crack,
crevice, joint, screw-head or any other lodging place for

dirt and the germs of disease and decay. Send at

once for

About Re-
frigerators

which explains all this and tells you how to materially reduce the

high cost of living—how to have better, more nourishing food

—

how to keep food longer without spoiling—how to cut down ice

bills—how to guard against sickness—doctor's bills.

FREE BOOK

A Book of Valuable Ideas
for Beautifying the Home

FREE!
Present Coupon Below to Your Paint Dealer for

l-25c Instruction Book

2-10c bottles Johnson's Wood Dye

l-10c Can Johnson's Prepared Wax

all FREE. This book is full of valuable information

for everyone who is interested in their home.

Are You Building ? Ask your painter or paint dealer

to show you our Portfolio of Wood Panels. This shows

how all the popular woods look when finished with

Johnson's Artistic Wood Finishes. If he hasn't this

giving his name.

Johnson's Wood Dye
is a dye, in every sense of the word. It penetrates deeply into the wood, bringing

out its natural beauty without raising the grain— is unequaled for the rich, permanent, color

which it dyes all woods.
It dries in half an hour and will not streak, smudge or stick. It is made in seventeen beautiful

Portfolio, write us direct,

shades

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 140 Early English

No. 110 Bog'Oak
No. 127 Extra Dk. Mahogany

No. 128 Light Mahogany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany
No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Broivn Weathered
No. 132 Green Weathered
No. 121 Moss Green

No. 122 Forest Green

No. 172 Flemish Oak
No. 178 Broivn Flemish

No. 120 Fumed Oak
No. 124 Golden Oak

Johnson's Prepared Wax
This is a complete finish and polish for all woodwork, floors and furniture—including pianos. Easy to

use and perfect in results. Can be successfully applied over all finishes, imparting a velvety protecting finish

of lasting beauty. Fill out the attached coupon at once and present it to your dealer in paints for the book

and 10c packages of Johnson's Wood Dye and Prepared Wax—FREE.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.
"The Wood Finishing Authorities.

"

3

PRESENT THIS COUPON TO YOUR DEALER IN PAINTS

Mr. Paint or Hardware Dealer:—
Furnish the bearer, free of all expense, with

1 -Instruction Book
2-10c Bottles Johnson's Wood Dye
l-10c Can Johnson's Prepared Wax

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.

A. H. 6 (Coupon must bo presented by adult.)
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FHE owner of this beautiful
* residence at Elkhart, Indiana,

enjoys his Bath Room as much
as any room in the house. It,

together with the Kitchen, Pan-
try and Laundry, is equipped
with the most modern fixtures

from the Wolff factories which
harmonize perfectly with the
Architecture of the home.

Get our booklet on Bath
Room Suggestions.

L. Wolff Manufacturing Co.

Plumbing Goods Exclusively

Main Office, 601-627 West Lake Street

Showrooms, 1 1 1 N. Dearborn Street

CHICAGO

EHill 7hmock - Architect

BRANCHES

POTTERY : Trenton, N. J

Denver, Omaha, Minneapolis,
Dallas, Rochester

Have a Cool

House on

Hot Days!

Our handsomely illustrated Vudor booklet
shows how, at moderate expense, your
porch and the adjoining rooms may be kept
delightfully coo! on hot, sultry days ; tells

how to turn your porch into ideal sleeping
quarters.

Write for Booklet

HOUGH SHADE CORPORATION
240 Mill Street Janesville, Wis.

THE HOTEL OF AMERICAN IDEALS

HOTEL POWHATAN
WASHINGTON, D. C.

BesI Located Hotel in Washington
New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Refined. Elegant.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms, detached bath, $1.50, $2.00 up

Rooms, private bath, $2.50, $3.00 iup

Write for Souvenir Booklet "B" with Map.

CLIFFORD M. LEWIS, Manager

Hi

When

HOTEL VICTORIA
Cor. Dartmouth and Newbury Sts.

•I One half block from Copley Square. Two
minutes walk to Public Library, Trinity

Church and Back Bay Stations. In center
of the Back Bay district, and particularly

accessible for automobilists.

European Plan

THOMAS O. PAIGE, Manager

AN ANCIENT CITY AND ITS
REMARKABLE IRRIGATION

SYSTEM

HAM A, the Hamath of the Bible, one
of the oldest cities of Syria, is situ

ated in the valley of the Orontes, 110 Eng-
lish miles north (by east) of Damascus.
It finds a place among the northern boun-
daries of the Holy Land (Num., xxxiv, 8),
and is frequently mentioned in Old Testa-

ment history. The city lies in a narrow
valley, the pass south of it being probably
the "entering in of Hamath" (1 Kings,
vii, 65): The Orontes flows winding
through it, and is spanned by four bridges.

On the southeast the houses rise 150 feet

above the river, and there are four other

hills, that of the Kalah or castle to the

north being 100 feet high. Twenty-four
minarets rise from the various mosques.
The houses are principally of mud, and
the town stands amid poplar gardens with

a fertile plain to the west. The castle is

ruined, the streets are narrow and dirty,

but the bazars are good, and the trade with

the Bedawim considerable. The popula-

tion is stated in official returns to consist

of about 39,000 Moslems and 4,000 non-
Moslems. The curious Hamath inscrip-

tions first mentioned by Burckhardt have
lately attracted much attention. Four
stones exist covered with ideographic de-

signs in a character as yet quite unknown.
The latest researches of Mr. George
Smith, however, indicate that the inscrip-

tions are probably of Hittite origin, and
other relics of that once powerful nation

resembling the Hamath stones have been

discovered farther east.

The Orontes River flows through the

city in the form of an S, and upon its

banks are four huge water wheels, each

bearing a name of its own. They are used

for pumping up the water of the Orontes

for irrigation purposes, and also for sup-

plying the town.

The wheels are driven by the flow of

the river on what is known as the under-

shot principle ; that is to say, the wheel

is moved by water passing beneath it. The
largest wheel has a diameter of about sev-

enty feet, and the Syrians declare it is the

largest in existence. Like the others, it

is built of wood, a dark mahogany. The
axle is of iron. The creaking of the

wheels is incessant day and night. They
never stop. In Winter and during early

Spring the flow of the stream is partially

blocked to reduce the rapidity of the revo-

lutions, but on no account are the wheels

actually stopped.

Placed upon the banks of the stream

amid the trees and gardens for which

Hama is justly proud, the wheels present

a decidedly picturesque effect. They are

the favorite rendezvous of the boys of the

town. For a few cents some of the more
daring will climb up the spokes of the

moving wheel to the summit and then jump
into the stream below him.

THE ORIGIN OF THE PHILISTINES

THERE is considerable uncertainty, says

La Nature, regarding the origin of

the Philistines, the people from whom
Palestine takes its name. There are two

favorite hypotheses ; according to one the

place of origin of this nation is Egypt; the

other makes the isle of Crete their original

home. The second of these suppositions

has received much support by ethnological

explorations carried out by an English ex-

pedition, which has discovered the ruins

of Beth Chemech, a city founded about

1500 B. C. and mentioned in the Bible.
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Electric Light for YOUR Country Home
—just as convenient, just as dependable, as it is in city houses.

The individual Electric Lighting Plant, consisting of a small gas
engine, dynamo, switchboard and

Wit "Gbloribe Hccumulatotf
provides electric light for the suburban or country home—provides it at small cost

and with practically no personal effort.

The "Cbiorioe accumulator " is a small storage battery of exactly the same type as

those used in big Central Lighting Plants. Run the engine for a few hours, when-
ever most convenient, and the batteries store up enough electricity to supply light

for house, buildings and grounds over an extended period. It completely does away
with the old method of starting your engine when light is needed.

Just a touch of your hand on the switch and the lamps light—no trouble, no
fuss, and absolute surety. The "CblorfDe accumulator" is as necessary to every well

equipped country home as a bath tub.

Write for our booklet
"
'Electricity

[
for Country Places." It answers the

question ofcountry home lighting in detail. Our nearest sales office will send you
a copy. Just mail a postal.

TheElectric StoeageBatteeyCo.
1888 Philadelphia, Pa. 1913

New York Chicago Cleveland Los Angeles Portland, Ore. Detroit Boston St. Louis Denver San Francisco
Atlanta Seattle Toronto

1H
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To Convince You
That Roycroft Furniture is all we claim for it, this offer is made

HERE is one of cur most popular

pieces— a combination reading-

table and bookshelves—the

regular price of which is Eifteen Dollars

E.O.B. East Aurora, N. Y. Just so

long as the orders keep coming, we
will send one of these pieces any-

where in the United States, East of

the Mississippi, freight prepaid, for the

one sum of Twelve Dollars, cash

with order. To Western points, we
will prepay freight to the Mississippi,

and you pay the rest. C|J Now this is not

a knock-down" offer, but is what most
people know as a "leader." It is at

one time a generous and a selfish propo-
sition. You are offered a piece of

furniture below its usual selling-price,

and we sacrifice profits on it, hoping to

interest you in further purchases of other

pieces. Don't you see, we make this

Combination Reading-Table and Bookshelves, No. 022

Top, 15x26 inches; Height, 30 inches

simple, substantial, straight-line furniture

with our head, hand and heart. We be-

lieve that which serves best distracts

least. Things in evidence must be un-
assuming and dignified. You can not
afford to harass your nerves with gaudy
and noisy surroundings. ^ This particular

piece of Roycroft Furniture will lend it-

self to the surroundings: and no matter

what the style is, there will be no clash.

There is a quiet dignity about it that is

well substantiated by its utility and

capacity to serve. <i Just see for your-

self how useful it may be— and it takes

up very little room. ^ We finish it

in Roycroft Brown, a soft, deep shade

that peculiarly brings out the beautiful

grain of quartered oak. ^ Your order

will be filled promptly, on receipt.

Write us about it today. :-: :-:

The Roycroft line of furniture includes a varied assortment of designs for Dining-Room, Den, Library and Bedroom in

quartered oak or solid mahogany. Send twenty-five cents for a complete catalog

THE ROYCROFT FURNITURE SHOP
EAST AURORA, NEW YORK
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I N 1847
* silver plate was

an experiment, but

the test of time has

proved the value of the discov-

ery made by Rogers Bros. The
quality of this first and genuine electro-

silver plate is still to be found in the original brand

1847 ROGERS BROS.
n
Stiffer Plate that Wears"

The characteristic beauty of this ware is well illustrated in

the "Old Colony" and "Cromwell" patterns, which preserve

the charm and simplicity of early designs, but are rich and

refined in the finish that modern craftsmanship supplies.

Like all 1847 ROGERS BROS, silverware, they are made
in the heaviest grade of silver plate, and are backed by the

largest makers with an unqualified guarantee made possible

by an actual test of over 65 years.

Sold by leading dealers everywhere. Send for illustrated catalogue "F-98."

INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
Successors to Meriden Britannia Co.

MERIDEN, CONN.

New York Chicago San Francisco Hamilton, Canada

The World's Largest Makers of Sterling Silver and Plates

OLD COLONY CROMWELL
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MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers
NEW YORK, N. Y.

PRICE 25 CENTS
$3.00 A YEAR



To Convince You
That Roycroft -Furniture is all we claim for it, this offer' is made

HERE is one of cur most popular
pieces— a combination reading-

table and bookshelves—the

regular price of which is Eifteen Dollars

F.O.B. East Aurora, N. Y. Just so

long as the orders keep coming, we
will send one of these pieces any-
where in the United States, East of

the Mississippi, freight prepaid, for the

one sum of Twelve Dollars, cash

with order. To Western points, we
will prepay freight to the Mississippi,

and you pay the rest. Cfl Now this is not
a "knock-down" offer, but is what most
people know as a "leader." It is at

one time a generous and a selfish propo-
sition. You are offered a piece of
furniture below its usual selling-price,

and we sacrifice profits on it, hoping to

interest you in further purchases of other

pieces. Don't you see, we make this

Combination Reading-Table and Bookshelves. No. 022

Top, 15x26 inches; Height, 30 inches

simple, substantial, straight-line furniture

with our head, hand and heart. We be-
lieve that which serves best distracts

least. Things in evidence must be un-
assuming and dignified. You can not
afford to harass your nerves with gaudy
and noisy surroundings. <J This particular

piece of Roycroft Furniture will lend it-

self to the surroundings: and no matter

what the style is, there will be no clash.

There is a quiet dignity about it that is

well substantiated by its utility and

capacity to serve. <J Just see for your-

self how useful it may be—and it takes

up very little room. ^ We finish it

in Roycroft Brown, a soft, deep shade

that peculiarly brings out the beautiful

grain of quartered oak. <I Your order

will be filled promptly, on receipt.

Write us about it today. :-: :-:

The Roycroft line of furniture includes a varied assortment of designs for Dining-Room, Den, Library and Bedroom in

quartered oak or solid mahogany. Send twenty-five cents for a complete catalog

THE ROYCROFT FURNITURE SHOP
EAST AURORA, NEW YORK

{ Special Offer-$13-°° Value forV-50
]

American Estates and Gardens l\BARR FERREE
Large Quarto,; 11x13% Inches. 340 Pages. 275 Illustrations. Handsomely Bound. Gilt Top. Boxed.

^ This is a sumptuously illustrated volume in which
for the first time, the subject of the more notable, great

estates, houses and gardens in America receive adequate

treatment. An effort has been made to select as great

a variety as possible of the styles of architecture which
have been introduced into this country, as being

specially adapted to the peculiar conditions of Ameri-

can country life.

•I Although the exteriors of some of the houses shown
may be familiar to a certain number of readers, few
have had the privilege of a visit to their interiors, and

for that reason special attention has been given to

reproductions of many of the sumptuous halls and
rooms of the people of wealth, and no better way can

be obtained of learning how the favored few live.

fl The building of the great homes of America has

necessarily involved the development of their sur-

rounding grounds and gardens; the work of the landscape gardener has rivaled, in its dignity and spacious beauty, that of the archi-

tect. If but little is known of our great estates, still less is known of their gardens, of which, in spite of the comparatively short period

that has been given for their growth, we have some very noble instances among us, which are illustrated and described in the present

volume, fl This work is printed on heavy plate paper and contains 340 pages 10/^x13/^ inches, enriched with 275 illustrations,

of which eight are in duotone. It is handsomely bound in green cloth, and stamped in black and gold, and, in addition to being

the standard work on notable houses and gardens in America, unquestionably forms a most attractive gift book.

Our Special Offer

«I The price of this book is $10.00.

We are offering a limited number of

copies, together with one year's sub-

scription to American Homes and

Gardens, the price of which is $3.00,

a total value of $13.00, for $7.50

for the two, transportation charges

prepaid. As we are offering only a

limited number of copies on these

liberal terms, we would advise that

orders be sent at once, before the

supply of the book is exhausted.

\=
MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers 361 BROADWAY,NEW YORK

J
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GROWING NEXT SEASON'S LAYERS

IT has come to be an accepted fact that

the way to get a satisfactory number
of eggs in Winter is to renew the lay-

ing stock each season. It is true that

many hens will lay well in their second
year; but taken as a flock, one may be
sure that pullets will produce many
more eggs than hens which have passed
through one season of laying. It is an
advantage to renew even half the flock

each Fall, and many amateurs follow
that practice. The hens which as pullets

were the earliest to lay and which laid

well throughout the Winter are well

worth carrying over to serve as breed-
ing stock. Thev will be likely to pro-

duce better chicks than pullets which
have been forced for eggs and are feel-

ing the effects of the strain by the time
the breeding season arrives. Whatever
fine points there may be in breeding, the

fact remains that stamina and vigor are

indispensable.

The best time to have the pullets begin
laying is the middle of October, which
is about the season to expect eggs in

quantity from pullets which were
hatched in April and which have been
grown evenly and without forcing

throughout the Summer. This matter
of even, steady growth is important. It

involves that attention to details which
will prevent the birds suffering from the

heat, from crowding, from lack of water
or from improper feeding. Yet these de-

tails are not burdensome. People simplv
overlook them, but the result of this

oversight is a flock of stunted chickens.

It is necessarv that poultry should have
shade in hot weather. If the chickens

have the run of an orchard or a corn field,

there is no shade problem to bother with.

When there is no natural shade, many
people plant vines to climb over the

poultry yard or grow sunflowers along
the fence. The substitution of Jerusalem
artichokes has been recommended, be-

cause the plant will come up without
further attention year after year when
once started. The shade is abundant and
the leaves are so distasteful to the fowls

that the artichokes may be grown within

the enclosure. Some people like the

tubers to eat, either boiled or pickled.

Brooders which will accommodate fifty

chickens comfortablv when first hatched
are far too small for that number when
the birds get larger. It commonly hap-
pens that enoueh chickens die off to re-

duce the number sufficiently but the

amateur who is fortunate enough to

catty his flock through the first few
weeks without losses must take care to

avoid over-crowdine or he will pay the

penalty. It is a fact, thoueh, that there

is less danger of trouble when plenty of

fresh air is given at all times.

After the youngsters get old enough to

have their liberty, it is a question

whether it is better to keep them shut

Davey Tree Surgery executed by Davey Tree Sur-
geons, prevents serious storm injury to trees.

Read this letter!

"In regard to the trees which your men worked upon a year ago for the
writer, at Louisville, Ky., will state that the majority of these were large
beech trees. During a storm this spring a number of trees on my place end
in my vicinity were badly damaged, but none of the trees fixed by your men
were damaged in the least. They all look much better this Spring than
before they were worked upon. I am very much pleased with your work.

Yours very truly,

May 15, 1913. R. M. CARRIER."

Decay weakened trees are sooner or later storm victims.

It is cheaper to prevent damage than to repair it. Learn the
facts about your trees! Let a Davey Tree Expert examine
your trees now—without charge. Write for booklet "A."

The Davey Tree Expert Company, Inc., Kent, Ohio
Branch Offices:

225 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Harvester Bldg., Chicago, 111.

New Birks Bldg., Montreal, Can.
Merchants' Exchange Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Phone:
Madison Square 9546

Harrison 2666
Up Town 6726

Telephone Connection

Accredited Representatives Available Everywhere

Men Without Credentials are Impostors

JUST PUBLISHED

Popular Handbook for Cement and Goncrete Users
By MYRON H. LEWIS, C. E.

Octavo (6;; x 9>2 inches) 500 Pages, 200 Illustrations.

Price, $2.50, Postpaid

THIS is a concise treatise on the principles and methods employed in

the manufacture and use of concrete in all classes of modern work.

The author has brought together in this work, all the salient matter of

interest to the users of concrete and its many diversified products. The
matter is presented in logical and systematic order, clearly written, fully

illustrated and free from involved mathematics. Everything of value to the

concrete user is given. It is a standard work of reference covering the

various uses of concrete, both plain and reinforced. Following is a list of

the chapters, which will give an idea of the scope of the book and its

thorough treatment of the subject

:

I. Historical Development of the Uses of Cement and Concrete. II. Glossary of Terms Employed in
Cement and Concrete Worl,. III. Kinds of Cement Employed in Construction. IV. Limes, Ordinary and
Hydraulic. V. Lime Plasters. VI. Natural Cements. VII. Portland Cement. VIII. Inspection and
Testing. IX. Adulteration; or Foreign Substances in Cement. X. Sand, Gravel, and Broken Stone.
XI. Mortar. XII. Grout. XIII. Concrete (Plain). XIV. Concrete (Reinforced). XV. Methods and
Kinds of Reinforcements. XVI. Forms for Plain and Reinforced Concrete. XVII. Concrete Blocks.
XVIII. Artificial Stone. XIX. Concrete Tiles. XX. Concrete Pipes and Conduits. XXI. Concrete
Piles. XXII. Concrete Buildings. XXIII. Concrete in Water Works. XXIV. Concrete in Sewer Works.
XXV. Concrete in Highway Construction. XXVI. Concrete Retaining Walls. XXVII. Concrete Arches
and Abutments. XXVIII. Concrete in Subway and Tunnels. XXIX. Concrete in Bridge Work.
XXX. Concrete in Docks and Wharves. XXXI. Concrete Construction Under Water. XXXII. Con-
crete on the Farm. XXXIII. Concrete Chimneys. XXXIV. Concrete for Ornamentation. XXXV. Con-
crete Mausoleums and Miscellaneous Uses. XXXVI. Inspection for Concrete Work. XXXVII. Water-
proofing Concrete Work. XXXVIII. Coloring and Painting Concrete Work. XXXIX. Method for

Finishing Concrete Surfaces. XL. Specifications and Estimates for Concrete Work.

CEMENT

HANDBOOK

1
EWIS AND

CHANDLER

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers 361 Broadway, New York

Use Oxide of Zinc Paints
PAINT on the Outside of the House preserves wood

and iron.

Paint on the Inside of the House preserves Health.

Paint the Interior with Modern Flat Washable Wall

Finishes, which are made beautiful, durable and sanitary

with Oxide of Zinc.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY
We do not make paint.

A list of makers of Sanitary

Flat Wall Finishes sent

on request.

55 Wall Street, New York
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G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and

Geese, Flamingoes, Game and

Cage Birds.

"Everything in the bird line from a
Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have

on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn.

A SAFE COMPANION
For Your Children or For Yourself

A Necessity for your Country Home

A GOOD DOG
Write to the advertisers in our columns for information

about the dogs they handle. If they do not advertise

what you want, write " Poultry, Pet and Live Stock De-
partment, American Homes and Gardens."

YAMA MINORCA
t^| EGGS areW % larger

than the so-called large first-class eggb
in the NewYork market—they are infer-

tile and are produced under modern
sanitary conditions and shipped in

sealed packages practically the hour laid

.

YAMA FARMS
Napanoch New York

U4

P
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JUST PUBLISHED

TWO FAMILY <Sb

TWIN HOUSES
CONSISTING of a variety of

designs contributed by leading ar^

chitects in all parts of the country,

showing the latest ideas in planning this

class of dwellings in city, village and sub'

urbs, together with very complete de-

scriptions covering all the latest improve'
ments in sanitation, heating, lighting, etc.

In presenting this collection of designs the
editor has had in mind the large demand
for improved house accommodations
on comparatively small lot areas, and
has endeavored to collate designs from
all parts of the country, representing

the handling of the subject by practis'

ing architects in their efforts to meet
the needs of their clients in this respect.

Two Detailed Specifications and
Sixty Designs

Elaborately illustrated and accompanied by full

descriptive text. Size, 8xl0j^ inches, bound in

illustrated board. Price, $2.00, Postpaid.

MUNN & CO., Inc., 361 Broadway, New York

up when the weather is inclement or to

let them run in the rain. If confined,

they are sure to fret and spend their

time hunting for a way of escape, estab-

lishing a mental condition which greatly

checks their growth. Even a chicken
may be used to illustrate the theories of

the psychologists. When permitted the

run of the yard in all weathers they
may become wet and bedrabbled, but if

they have a warm, dry shelter and are

well feathered they are not likely to suf-

fer seriously from the exposure.

As the weather gets warm, it is wise
to cut down on the amount of beef scraps

fed the chickens. Meat is not a good hot

weather diet. Most of the commercial
mashes contain about the right propor-
tion of beef or fish scraps and no more
should be given. If a mash is mixed at

home, 10 per cent of scraps is enough
and none need be included if the birds

have a wide range where they can feast

on bugs and worms. It may be said,

though, that many people have an er-

roneous notion as to the extent of feed-

ing grounds needed by poultry. They
must be much larger than commonly sup-

posed in order that a flock of birds may
secure any considerable part of their own
living.

Of course green food is very necessary.

If on range, the chickens eat off the grass,

but even that becomes too tough to

answer the purpose as the season ad-

vances. Lawn clippings are the best re-

source of the man with a few birds. They
may be fed when green or dried for

Winter use by spreading them out in the

sun until they will rattle when handled.

With a grass catcher attached to the lawn
mower the problem of securing green
rations is made a simple one. Usually
there is considerable refuse from the

garden and special crops like rape, kale

and Swiss chard may be raised.

Some amateurs are finding it a good
plan to have their cockerels caponized, ex-

cept such as look like promising breeders.

There are men who make a business of

this work, often charging as little as five

cents a bird, when there are a number
of cockerels to be operated upon. When
caponized the cockerels may be kept to-

gether without danger of quarrels and
without creating a disturbance. They
put on flesh rapidly and make table birds

of a quality not easily surpassed. The
particular advantage in the case of the

amateur is that he may keep them along
for his own eating throughout the

Winter, if desired, as their docility and
inactivity make confining them an
easy matter.

When the chickens have been taken
from the hen or from the brooder, it is

best that they should be taught to roost

at night, instead of huddling in a corner,

to get very warm and then become chilled,

or to crush and maim the weaker birds.

One-by-three strips make good perches,

placed about a foot above the floor and with

the narrow side at the top. Often one or

two chicks will grasp the purpose of the

perch at once and as chickens are imitative,

the others will follow their example in the
course of a few nights. Otherwise, the
birds must be placed on the perches after

dark. Most of them will promptly topple
off, but enough may be expected to stick

and to £o back the next night to establish

the fashion.

The birds should be handled by the
bodies. When hens sit on the roost the
feet close around the wood automatically.
In order to loosen their hold, they are
obliged to stand up. That explains, of

Selected List of Books on

Building and
Estimating

The New Building Estimator. A practical
guide to estimating the cost of labor and
material in building construction, from
excavation to finish; with various practical
examples of work presented in detail and
with labor figured chiefly in hours and
quantities. A handbook for architects,
builders, contractors, appraisers, engineers,
superintendents and draftsmen. Eleventh
edition, revised and enlarged. By William
Arthur. 5x7 inches. Full flexible leather.
729 pages. Illustrated. $:i.oo
This is a modern and exhaustive working guide

for all who figure the cost of building construction
either in detail or approximately. It gives the
actual time, labor and material required on every
operation in all classes of residential and munici-
pal work as recorded and checked by the author
and other experts on thousands of jobs, finished
under various conditions, in different sections of
the country. Special stress is laid on those items
that are affected by varying conditions and the
reasons for the difference, as found by experience
are given.

The Contractors' and Builders' Handbook.
By William Arthur. 4% x 7;4 inches.
Flexible cloth. 378 pages. $2.00
A new work by the author of "The New Building

Estimator." The first section deals with the con-
tractor as a business man; the second with the
contractor as a constructor, which is not a trained
architect by any means, and the third with the
contractor as a citizen and taxpayer. It is a work
of exceptional value to all interested in building
construction, the subjects treated being considered
to be of most value to the contractor in his vari-
ous spheres.

Estimating the Cost of Buildings. With im-
portant chapters on estimating the cost of
building alterations, and on system in the
execution of building contracts. A sys-
tematic treatise on factors of cost and
superintendence, with working citations.
By Arthur W. Joslin. 5x7 inches. Cloth.
205 pages. 25 illustrations. $1.00

Estimating Frame and Brick Houses, Barns,
Stables, Factories and Outbuildings. Eighth
edition, enlarged, amended and modern-
ized. By Fred T. Hodgson. 5x7 inches.
Cloth. 252 pages. 31 illustrations. $1.00
Containing a detailed estimate of a $5,000 house

and additions. Detailed estimates of kitchen,
dining-room, parlor, den, hall, bedrooms, conserva-
tory, basement, bathroom, closets, etc., all figured
out and measured by the quickest and simplest
methods. Also showing how to estimate by cubing,
by the square of floors or walls, and by the
process of comparison; with hints and practical
suggestions for taking measurements and making
tenders for work.

The Estimator's Price Book and Pocket Com-
panion. A guide to prices of all kinds of
building materials; with handy rules,
tables and information for the estimator.
By I. P. Hicks. 3% x 6 34 inches. Cloth.
184 pages. $1.00
Gives full information concerning materials used

in ordinary buildings, the quantities required, etc.
It presents the average market prices of such
material together with many useful tables, of value
for reference.

Builders' Guide. Comprising an easy, practi-
cal system of estimating material and
labor, for carpenters, contractors and
builders. A comprehensive guide to those
engaged in the various branches of the
building trades. By I. P. Hicks. 5x7
inches. Cloth. 166 pages. 114 illustra-
tions. $1.00
Presents a system of simple and practical appli;

cation for estimating materials and labor chiefly
as applied to suburban residential work. One of
the most serviceable books for contractors and
builders, as well as for carpenters, who will find it

to contain also a very complete treatment on fram-
ing roofs of all descriptions.

The Architect's and Builder's Pocket Book.
A handbook for architects, structural engi-
neers, builders and draughtsmen. By Frank
E. Kidder. Fifteenth edition, revised.
4y2 x 7 inches. Full flexible morocco. 1703
pages. 1000 illustrations. $5.00
A valuable book of reference for everything

relating to the construction and equipment of
buildings.

Building Construction and Superintendence.
By F. E. Kidder. 3 volumes. 7x9%
inches. Oloth.
Part I.—Masons' Work. Revised and en-

larged by Thomas Nolan. 966 pages.
628 illustrations. $6.00

Part II.—Carpenters' Work. 544 pages.
525 illustrations. $4.00

Part III.—Trussed Roofs and Roof Trusses.
294 pages. 306 illustrations. $3.00

We forward these books postpaid to any
address in the world upon receipt of the
advertised price.

MUNN & CO., Inc.
PUBLISHERS

361 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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-SHUT

Like a yard with shade

trees and shrubbery, cool,

seclusive and inviting, is

the porch screened from

the blazing sun with

Burlington

Venetian Blinds
You can easily fit your porch

with Burlington Venetian Blinds,
and you can readily adjust the
blinds at an angle that will allow
free circulation and yet keep out
the hot sun.

Write for FREE,
Illustrated Booklet

This booklet will show you that
your porch can be that which
it oueht to be— your summer
living room.

Burlington Venetian Blind Co
339 Lake Street, Burlington, Vt. E
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Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
will send you on receipt of 15-2 cent stamps a copy of

"Character in Furniture"
1 de lnie book of romance and history of period furniture. Illustrated by-

Rene Vincent. Their address is .«.,««.«.
178 Canal Street Grand Rapids, Mich.

SSi SheepManur*
Dried and Pulverized

STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATENTED

CLINCH rightthrough the

standing seam of metal
roofs. No rails are needed
unless desired. We make a

similar one for slate roofi.

Sendfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

HESSMllLOCKER
The OnlyModern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
or locker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells. Dust
and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bathroom
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in
wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

The Receued Steel HESS, 926 Tacoma Building, Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces.—free Booklet

course, why a fowl can go to sleep on a

round pole and not fall off. When the
perches are set up for the chicken primary
class, they should be placed far enough
from the rear wall so that the birds which
insist upon remaining on the floor for the
first few nights will not receive the drop-
pings.

When coops are kept in permanent lo-

cations, it is well to throw sand or ashes
in front of the door at intervals, so that

the soil will not become wet and foul.

Coal ashes are of no little value in chicken
runs as they are easily renewed, prevent
the earth becoming tainted and seem to be
relished by the chicks. Most hens will

eat coal ashes and so will ducks. Rats
are likely to become a dangerous nuisance
while the chickens are young. They oper-

ate in a peculiar way, sometimes. One
year I had a brooder filled with chickens
of two breeds, Houdans and Red Caps.
The Houdans were mine ; the Red Caps I

was raising for a friend. The rats got
in quite unexpectedly and carried away
nearly half the chicks. Those which they
selected were almost entirely my Hou-
dans: iiiy friend's Red Caps they left.

Why? I don't know. The only explana-
tion I could make at the time was a

humorous one to the effect that the ro-

dents concluded I had the best breed.

If the coops containing the growing
chicks have floors thev are best elevated

on bricks or stones. The coops will be
less likely to get damp and there will be
no hiding place for rats under them. The
openings at the front of the coop should
be covered with poultry netting with a

mesh not larger than one inch, which will

keep out all intruders.

It would please the average novice if

chickens were not such early risers as

they are. Up with the first appearance
of daylight, they clamor at once to be
let out. And they ought to be out, for

the early morning hours are the best of

the day to promote growth. Ingenious
amateurs are able to open the doors with

a wire from the house, or even throuerh

the aid of an alarm clock attachment,

just as the dampers of a furnace may be

opened at any stated hour. A device has
been arranged, too, which will drop a

board from over the opening: to the coop
when another board within is steoped

upon bv the chickens.

The automatic feeders now in common
use are an aid to the home poultry keeper,

for they make it nossible for the growing
chickens, as well as the laying hens, to

secure their breakfast as soon as they
are up. By necking1

at a bar, a shower
of grain is released. These feeders may
be used either indoors or out, as they
are waterornnf and animal proof, and
they will hold a week's supplv of grain.

If used indoors, they will aid in keening
the chickens occupied until thev are re-

leased. Even a litter of straw on the floor

into which grain is thrown after dark at

nigfht will serve to eneaee the attention of

the voungsters and help prevent their

fretting because they can not get out in

quest of the early worm.

Water must be provided, too. All fowls
like a drink the first thing in the morning
and the last thing at night. An automatic
fountain mav be filled the night before

and hung on the wall high enough so that

the litter will not be scratched into it.

There are now devices which may be used
in connection with a butter tub or larger

recentacle and supply water for several

days with one filling.

Is Your Refrigerator

Poisoning Your Family?
YOUR doctor will

tell you that a
refrigerator which

cannot be kept clean
and wholesome, as
you can easily keep
the Monroe, is always
da n g ero »j to your
family.

The Monroe is the

Only RefrigeratorWith
Genuine Solid Porce-

lain Food Compartments

^"Monroe"
which can be kept free of breeding places

lor disease germs that poison food v/hich

\n turn poisons people. NOT cheap por-

eelain-ENAMEL, but one piece of white un-
breakable porcelain ware OVER AN INCH
THICK—nothing- to crack, chip, or absorb
moisture—as easily cleaned as a china bowl—
every corner ROUNDED—not a single crack,

joint or any other lodging place for dirt and
the germs of disease and decay. Send at

once for

FreeBook fnge»ton
which explains all this and tells you how to

materially reduce the hitfh cost of living—how
to have better, more nourishing food—how to

keep food longer without spoiling—how to cut
down ice bills—how to guard against sickness

—

doctor's bills.

Monroe Refrigerator Co., Sta. 3G,

Never
Sold
In
Stores

30 Days Trial

Factory Price

Cash or Credit
Direct from fac-

tory to you — saving

you store profits. We
pay freight and guar-

antee your money
back and removal of

refrigerator at no ex-

pense to you if you
are *.ot absolutely

satisfied.

Easy terms if more
convenient for you.
Send for book NOW
— Letter or postal.

, Lockland, Ohio

DOUGLAS
SPRAY PUMPS

will do your work ; why our 81 years

'

experience in pump-making makes us
authorities and how it works for your
pleasure, profit, ease in spraying, fire
fighting.wh tewashing, disinfecting, etc.
Figure 563 (Aquapeller) is a low priced
pump, throws continuous straight
stream — 35 to 50 feet, also gives fine
spray. "Fights fire or bugs." Dealers
Sell it. Write for the booklet today.

W. & B. DOUGLAS,
Pump Makers 81 years

180 William St., Middletown, Conn.

Beautiful Lawns
Lawns'that are distinctive; rich, velvety gTeens of

wonderful texture; such lawns are made with

KALAKA Fertilized Grass Seed
Expert blending of purest seeds and natural

fertilizer insures quick, strong germination.
Kalakain51b. boxes at $1.00 express prepaid East

or $1.25 West of Omaha. Special prices for quantities.

Writefor"'Hols lo Make aLaTDn"— mention your dealer's name

THE KALAKA CO.. 1110 W. 35th Street. Chicago

r

l

I

1

Make Your
Cement House
Look Like Stone

with

Chi-Namel Cementone

Write for Free book of information

on waterproofing and beautifying cement

and concrete.

The Ohio Varnish Co.
8604 Kinsman Rd., Cleveland, O.
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HAMBURG^VAMERICAN
Largest SS.Co.^

in the

^ORLD

k
Over400 Ships

i.306,819

TONS

VACATION CRUISES
Special Summer Rates to October 1st'

Cuba, Jamaica and the

PANAMA
CANAL

Hayti, Colombia, Costa Rica, Nicaragua

Weekly Sailings by new, fast Twin-Screw
steamships Carl Schurz and EmilL. Boas
and the well-known "Prinz" Steamers of our

ATLAS SERVICE
11 to 18 DAYS $75
25 DAY CRUISES $115
CUBA-JAMAICA, Round Trip $75
PANAMA CANAL. Round Trip.... $110

Delightful Summer Cruises to the

Land of the Midnight Sun
by the large Cruising Steamers Victoria

Luise, Fiirst Bismarck and Meteor.
Leaving Hamburg during the months of

June, July and August. Visiting Ice and,

Spitsbergen, North Cape, Norway, Scotland,

Orkney and Faroe Islands.

Duration 11 to 25 days.
Cost $56.25 and up.

Imperator
Newest and largest steamship afloat.

50,000 Tons, 919 ft. 98 ft. beam
OF THE

Hamburg-American Line
In Regular Transatlantic Service After June 11th

In addition to the well-known features of

modern ocean steamers there is a great Ritz-

Carlton a la Carte Restaurant, Ball Room,
Grill Room, Private Dining Rooms, Pom-
peiian Bath, a Swimming Pool and a Gym-
nasium. m ,

Cruise Around the World
AND

Through thePanama Canal
By Twin-Screw S,S Cleveland, leaving

New York January 27th, 1915.

135 days—$900 and up.

Register your engagements now. Good
rooms will soon be taken.

Write for beautifully illustrated books,
stating cruise.

HAMBURG-AMERICAN
LINE

41-45 Broadway, New York

Boston Philadelphia

Pittsburgh Chicago
San Francisco

^>^k St. Louis
tity??

SUN A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-

(

let, "SUN DIALS," sent upon

J_/

X

XjL J_JO request. Estimates furnished.

Any Latitude Ask for Booklet No. 5

E. B. MEYR0WITZ, Inc., 237 Fifth Avenue, New York

Branches : New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris

Trial Four Months, oyer 400 pages. Ten Cents
World's Greatest Collector Magazine

FOUNDED IN 1895

ZS6e Philatelic West and
Collector's World
Superior. Nebraska, U.S.A.

The oldest, largest monthly American Collectors* Paper. 1 00
pages each issue, replete with interesting reading and advertising,

illustrated, pertaining to Stamps, Curios, Coins, Postal Cards
and Entire Covers, Old Weapons and Pistols, Historical
Discoveries, Minerals, Relics of all kinds, Old Books, etc. Over
3,600 pages issued in two years, An unimitated expensive
meritorious feature is the publication in each number of illustra-

tions of leading collectors and dealers of the world.

SO cents for 12 numbers; foreign and Canada,
$1 or 4s. Sample free

L. T. BRODSTONE, Publisher
Superior, Nebraska, U.S.A.

THE WINDOW BOX IN SUMMER
Ey E. I. FARRINGTON

FLOWER boxes which have been started

early, often begin to look ragged and
forlorn when mid-Summer comes. The rea-

son lies in the fact that the supply of plant

food in the soil has been exhausted, and un-

less it is replenished the plants will die. It

is well to apply a light coating of well-rotted

manure at once and several more before the

close of the season. Another plan is to be-

gin watering the plants weekly, and oftener

if necessary, with manure water, about the

color of weak tea, which may easily be

made by purchasing a few cents' worth of

pulverized sheep manure of the nearest flor-

ist or seedsman. Bone meal may be used,

but the manure water is rather more de-

pendable.

In order to keep the flowers blooming,

no blossoms should be allowed to go to seed,

but should be picked as soon as they show
signs of passing. It is necessary to give

water in great abundance, for soil in a plant

box dries out much more quickly than that

in the open ground. It usually is necessary

to water the plants daily. If they are al-

lowed to get dry and wilt, it is not always
easy to revive them. As a rule, it is well

to have several holes in the bottom of the

box for drainage, but this is not really neces-

sary if the box has a sunny location, and is

not feasible when it is on a window ledge

over a street. In such a case, water should

not be given in excess, although a window
box exposed to full sunlight is not in much
danger of over-watering. It is wise to have
drainage holes if the box is in a shaded

situation and filled with such plants as Be-
gonias, Gloxinias, Ferns and Palms.

Window and porch boxes mav be started

at any time until Summer is well advanced,

for started plants of Geraniums, Nastur-
tiums, Vinca, Ivy, Zinnias, Cobaea Scandens
and other sorts may be purchased. When
received they should be planted promptly,

with as large a ball of earth as possible, and
given plenty of water. If the roots are

bared, the earth should be worked around
them with the finger or a stick and the sur-

face of the earth in the box should be made
low enough so that water will not run off

when applied in liberal quantities.

As a box on the porch or window is usu-

ally somewhat sheltered, and often holds

much of its beauty until late in the season,

it pays not to neglect it when the garden
beds show signs of passing. A little nurs-

ing of the box garden will help to continue

the flowering season several weeks. And
if one feels that he really cannot part with

the blossoms, the box mav be taken into the

house, an inch of the soil replaced with rich

earth, and a little sheen manure given, and
the plants will ?o on blooming for some
time—a breath of Summer indoors.

A STRANGE IRONING PROCESS

A WRITER traveling in Egypt con-
tributes to the Wide World Maga-

zine a description of a curious sight he
witnessed in Cairo, men ironing with
their feet!

Except for the long handle, the irons

were shaped like the ordinary flatiron,

only larger. A solid block of wood rested

on the top of the iron, and on this the

men placed one foot, guiding the iron in

the desired direction by means of the

handle. For the sake of convenience,
ironing-boards were raised only a few
inches from the ground, and, however
strange the method may seem to us, the

work was done very well and expeditiously.

Soldering and
Brazing

for nearly all metals, including

such difficult ones as cast iron and
aluminium, have been the subjects

of hundreds of paragraphs in the

Scientific American Supplement

We quote a few of the more
important articles, as follows

:

1673—Full Instructions for Mending or Welding
Cast Iron, gives both brazing solders and fluxes neces-
sary.

1713—Brazing Cast Iron and Other Metals, gives
detailed instructions for the whole operation, and for-
mulas.

1040—Aluminium Solders, gives several formulas
in use when aluminium "was almost a new thing in the
arts.

1644— Soldering and Soldering Processes, gives
broad general information, and contains in particular, a
method for pulverizing solders and alloys of great use.

1667—Some Soldering Appliances, describes the
blow-pipe and the furnace in their various forms,

1481—Soldering of Metals and Preparation of
Solders gives many formulas for soft,and hard solders
and fluxes.

1610, 1622, 1628 contain a series of three articles
on solders, covering the entire range of solders for all

metals. No. 1628 contains formulas and instructioas
for soldering aluminium.

Each number of the Supplement
costs 10 cents. A set of papers
containing all the articles here
mentioned will be mailed for 90c

fl
Send for a copy of the 1910 Supple-
ment Catalogue, free to any address

Order from your news-
dealer or the publishero

MUNN & CO., Inc.

361 Broadway New York City

Joining and
Cutting Metals
by various processes is treated very

fully in the Scientific American
Supplement.

The following issues will be found

valuable to every worker or worker

of metals:

1384—Lead-burning—describes an oxy-hydrogen appara-

tus and its use for the purpose.

1 754, 1 755 and 1 756—The Oxy-hydrogen Process
of cutting and welding metals is a series of covering the important

application of this remarkable process.

1646—Oxy-hydric Welding, gives a description of

processes and cost.

1 775—New Gas Fusion Process, describes the Koeln
Muesener improvement in oxy-hydric apparatus.

1680—The Oxy-Acetylene Process, sets forth the uses

and cost of this system.

1434—The Garuti Process of Generating Oxygen
and Hydrogen, describes an economical way of making and
using these gases for welding.

1305, 1447, 1480 on " A luminothermy " or
** Thermit " processes, describe and illustrate many remark-
able welds, castings and other operations performed with the

novel and useful series of metallic compounds, by which castings

of steel and other metals and difficult welds can be easily made
without forge, cupola or any sort of fireplace.

Each number of the Supplement costs 10 cents.

A set of papers containing all the articles

here mentioned will be mailed for $1.10.

Send for a copy of the 1910 Supplement Cata-

logue. Free to any address.

Order from your Newsdealer or from

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc.

PUBLISHERS

361 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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For Windows and Piazzas

A MODERN, artislic, prac-

tical and substantial com-
bination of Blind and Awning

for town and country houses.

More durable and sightly

ithan fabric awnings. Very
easily operated ; slats open
and close to admit air yet

exclude sun rays ; can be
pulled up out of sight if de-

sired ; provides much sum-

mer comfort. Adds
architectural distinction

to the house.

For Illustrated Booklet
Specify "Venetian 5''

Jas.G.WilsonMfg.Co.

5 West 29th St., New York

Patentee and Manufacturer of Inside^ and Outside Venetians, Piazza. Porch
and Veranda Venetians, Rolling- Par-
titions, Rolling Steel Shutters, Hygi-
enic Wardrobes, Wood Block Floors

PoTfERY
OUR. Garden and Home
will haveNewCharm with

Artistic Pottery selected
from the Galloway Collection
Strong and Durable Mater-

tg' lal at Reasonable Prices.

Jti Send for our Catalogue of
i/*

.
Pots.BoxesVases.Sundi3s.BeH.-

*/' ches and other TerraCotta
H^ , Garden Furniture. ctxio

GAIiCWAY^ffiRRA CoTTACO.
3222 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SPARK COILS
Their Construction Simply Explained

Scientific American Supplement 1514 tells

you how to make a coil For gas-engine ignition.

Scientific American Supplement 1522 explains
fully the construction of a jump-spark coil and condenser for gas-

engine ignition.

Scientific American Supplement 1124 de-

scribes the construction of a 6-inch spark coil.

Scientific American Supplement 1087 gives

a full account of the making of an alternating current coil giving a

5-inch spark.

Scientific American Supplement 1527 de-
scrihes a 4-inch spark coil and condenser.

Scientific American Supplement 1402 gives

data for the construction of coils of a definate length of spark.

The above-mentioned set of six papers will be suppUed for 60 cents.
Any single copy will be mailed for 10 cents.

HUHH 6c COMPANY, Publishers
361 Broadway New York

Rational

$fjrjto=€ngrabtng

Companp
Established 1888

Designers and
Engravers for

all Artistic,
Scientific and
Illustrative
Purposes
Engravers of "American

Homes and Gardens."

14=1648 &eate &L, J£eto Iforfe

TELEPHONE, 1822 WORTH

FLOOR PROBLEMS

MANY people take care of their own
floors, and with no outside assist-

ance, spread the paint, stain, varnish or
wax finish themselves, says the Youth's
Companion; but there are times when
even the most expensive floor-finishes do
not produce the expected results. At
such times, it is natural to blame the

finish, although it is likely that condi-
tions exist that affect its efficiency.

The floor may be so cold that the paint

or varnish will not take hold, but will

"crawl," or leave the brush in minute
drops. For the best results, the tempera-
ture of the room and of the materials
used should be between seventy and
eighty degrees Fahrenheit.

' If the floor is greasy, wash it in hot
soda water; otherwise, the finishing ma-
terial will neither soak into the floor nor
wear satisfactorily.

An old floor should be thoroughly
scrubbed, and afterward washed in clean,

warm water; otherwise, the soap that has
entered the surface of the wood may pre-

vent the paint or varnish from spreading
properly. This is especially true of an
old painted floor, which will not absorb
the soapy water ; the water evaporates

and leaves a film of soap.

Never paint or varnish a floor except

when it is perfectly dry ; dampness will

prevent the finishing material from tak-

ing a good hold.

Sometimes the finish will not spread

easily. If every apparent condition

seems favorable, you can perhaps re-

move the difficulty by going over the

floor with a cloth moistened with tur-

pentine or gasoline. There is sometimes
a precipitation of greasy dust in rooms
in which food has been prepared, and
in houses that have been closed and un-

ventilated for several weeks, or in lo-

calities where bituminous coal is used.

If a painted or varnished floor is to be

refinished, it should first be thoroughly

scrubbed, and after it has become per-

fectly dry, should be well sandpapered,

and then wiped with a cloth dampened
with turpentine or gasoline in order to

remove the dust caused by the use of the

sandpaper.

INTERNATIONAL URBAN EXPOSI-
"TIONTNTRANCE"

THE mayor of Lyon has officially in-

formed the American consul at Lyon,

France, that there will be held in this

city during the year 1914 an Interna-

tional Urban Exposition comprising every

phase of activity that has to do with the

progress of modern cities, such as hy-

giene, public works, and city government.
The exposition, divided into 42 general

sections with 200 subdivisions, will be

scientific, economic, social,' industrial, and
commercial. It is desired to attract in

particular savants, economists, adminis-

trators, as well as manufacturers and
business people directly connected with
any branch of municipal work.
Although the United States Govern-

ment will be directly communicated with
by the French Government in reference

to this exposition, it is the wish of the

Lyon municipality that the matter be
brought to the attention of the American
people through the medium of this con-

sulate as well.

An extensive, area of ground on the

left bank of the Rhone has been desig-

nated for the exposition, especial build-

ings are being prepared.
- - '

. .

15 Days' FREE Use
Mcth
Proof
Red
Cedar
Chest
15 Days'
Free
Trial

A Piedmont Red
Cedar Chest makes ideal birthd,
or wedding gift. Protect furs and >> ,W Factory
woolens from moths, mice, dust and i%My<? Prices
damp. Every home needs one. Charmingly ^ir Freight
useful and decorative. Write for illustrated of>-page Prepaid)
catalog showing all beautiful designs in Piedmont Chests &©d
amazing low prices. Also book "Story of Red Cedar". Postpaid. BBESk

S#?. Piedmont Red Cedar Chest Co. Dept. 233 Statesville, N.C.

I Want You to Share My
Superb Oriental Poppies

THE acres of hardy Poppies at Wyomissing
this year were dazzling in their barbaric
splendor—big flowers of scarlet, crimson,

orange, maroon, pink and white. Plant pop-
pies during their six weeks dormant season

—

a/most here, and they will bloom gloriously next
year. Write now for my list.

"QUALITY BULBS" BOOK SENT PREE
Holland's best growers reserve for me the first
selection of their choicest varieties of daffodils,
tulips, hyacinths and other hardy bulbs. Learn
about this extra-quality stock in my book,
" Farr's Quality Bulbs "—sent free.

BERTRAND H. FARR
105 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Pennsylvania

L

Biltmore Nursery
issues four practical, help-
ful and interesting Cata.
logs; "Hardy Garden

r lowers, Flowering Trees and Shrubs," "The Iris Catalog"
and "The Biltmore Nursery Catalog." Any one free.
BILTMORE NURSERY Box 1574, Biltmore, N, C.

1™ 7

MANY new and rare varieties, as
well as an exceptionally complete
list of the old time favorites are

included in our order thisyear to foreign
growers of Thorburn's Bulbs.

Thorburn's
Bulb Catalog

in addition to listing all of the above,
treats fully on the culture of bulbs, and
offers many helpful suggestions as to
arrangements that will assure novel and
attractive gardens.

Thorburn's Bulb Catalog is

issued in August, but to insure
your receiving a copy, have
your name placed on our list

NOW. Just send a postal.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
Established 1802—111 years ago
53 P. Barclay Street, New York

uzjzjzjzsznjznjzxmjzj&R

WE wish to call attention to the fact that

we are in a position to render com-
petent services in every branch of

patent or trade-mark work. Our staff is

composed of mechanical, electrical and
chemical experts, thoroughly trained to pre-

pare and prosecute all patent applications,

irrespective of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the specialized,

technical, or scientific knowledge required
therefor.

We are prepared to render opinions as

to validity or infringement of patents, or

with regard to conflicts arising in trade-

mark and unfair competition matters.

We also have associates throughout the

world, who assist in the prosecution of

and trade-mark applications filed

countries foreign to the United
patent
in all

States.

MUNN & CO..

Patent Attorneys,

361 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Branch Office

:

625 F Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
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Coral Builders and the Bell System

In the depths of tropical seas the

coral polyps are at work. They are

nourished by the ocean, and they

grow and multiply because they

cannot help it.

Finally a coral island emerges

from the ocean. It collects sand

and seeds, until it becomes a fit

home for birds, beasts and men.

In the same way the telephone

system has grown, gradually at

first, but steadily and irresistibly.

It could not stop growing. To stop

would mean disaster.

The Bell System,starting with a few

scattered exchanges, was carried for-

ward byan increasingpublicdemand.

Each new connection disclosed a

need for other new connections, and

millions of dollars had to be poured

into the business to provide the

7,500,000 telephones now connected.

And the end is not yet, for the

growth of the Bell System is still

irresistible, because the needs of the

people will not be satisfied except by

universal communication. Thesystem

is large because the country is large.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL BOOKS

U|
WE HAVE JUST ISSUED A NEW CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL

Ji books, which contains the titles and descriptions of 3500 of the latest and best books covering
the various branches of the useful arts and industries.

UJ
OUR "BOOK DEPARTMENT" CAN SUPPLY THESE BOOKS OR ANY OTHER

jl Scientific or technical books published, and forward them by mail or express prepaid to any
address in the world on receipt of the regular advertised price.

|][
SEND US YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS, AND A COPY OF THIS CATALOGUE

jI will be mailed to you, free of charge.

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc., Publishers
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN OFFICE 361 Broadway, New York City

Plant for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

It takes many years toStart with the largest stock that can be secured!

grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that

give an immediate effect. Price List gives complete information.

CHESTNUT HILL
PHILADELPHIA., PA.ANDORRA NURSERIES Box

N
WM. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor

PROGRESS OF THE PANAMA-
PACIFIC EXPOSITION

THE Panama-Pacific International Ex-
position which is to be held at San

brancisco in celebration of the comple-
tion of the Panama Canal will open its

doors to the public on Saturday, Febru-
ary 20, lyio. Although two years in ad-
vance of the opening date, progress upon
the exposition has reached a stage of

accomplishment in all its departments
which, in the opinion of expert observers,
has not been exceeded by either of the
last two great expositions a year before
their opening. The exposition grounds,
which cover an area ot 625 acres, have
been prepared. First work has started
and the exposition headquarters building
has been completed. Twenty-six Ameri-
can Commonwealths have selected sites

for their State buildings. The following
foreign governments have thus early ac-
cepted the invitation of the president to

take part in the Panama-Pacific Exposi-
tion : Liuatemala, Haiiti, Salvador, Do-
minican Republic, Honduras, Panama,
Mexico, Peru, Costa Rica, Bolivia, Japan,
Ecuador, Uruguay, Canada, Eiberia,
France, Nicaraugua, Cuua, Ureat Britain,

China, Portugal, Sweden, Holland, Spain,
Denmark, Argentine Republic.

AN AERONAUTICAL WEATHER
BUREAU

GERMANY, says an Exchange, is the
first country in the world to estab-

lisn a weather bureau for aeronauts. The
importance of such an institution will be
clear to any one who realizes that the
sailors of the air are at the mercy of

wind and weather to a far greater ex-
tent than the sailors of the sea; yet the
latter are always eager to hear the latest

news from the storm-predicting services
that every civilized country now main-
tains. Only the biggest liners leave port
when a severe gale is announced.
The aeronaut is not only interested in

storms; he wishes to know the force and
direction of the winds in the upper air

—usually quite different from the condi-
tions that prevail near the ground. The
observation stations of an ordinary
weather bureau are at a low level, com-
pared with the heights reached by the

airmen. On the contrary, the stations

of the aeronautical weather bureau are

thousands of feet above the earth.

At fourteen places, well distributed

over the German Empire, a small, free

balloon is sent up every morning, be-

tween seven and eight o'clock, and it$

course in the air is followed as long as

possible with a theodolite. The balloon

carries no instruments and no aeronaut;
it is simply a wind-indicator. Each sta-

tion telegraphs the results of its observa-
tions to the headquarters of the servicle

at Lindenberg, near Berlin. Here the

observations are assembled and charted,

and a bulletin is telegraphed to aeronaut-

ical centers throughout the country, ad-

vising aerial navigators of the kind of

winds they are likely to encounter withih

a few hours after the time of the report.

The forecaster also has reports from the

ordinary weather stations of Germany
and adjacent countries, and these, in

combination with the balloon observa-

tions, enable him to predict severe storms

in the upper air.

A similar institution is about to be es-

tablished in France, and other countries

are sure to follow in the near future.
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AUGUST NUMBER OF AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDEN
THERE are few problems in domestic architecture of

greater interest to the American home-builder that that

of the remodeled house. In these days of overcrowded

cities, when the true homemaker seeks the greater quiet

of suburban and rural districts as a tonic for the nerve-strain

incident to our over-keyed business life, the house in the

country makes an appeal to one too strong to be denied.

It is not possible for everyone to build from foundation

to chimney-top a house for himself, but many of us find that

the old-fashioned homes of others will, with a little re-

modeling, give us premises as delightful as any we might

have planned to our fancies.

EVERY year an issue of American Homes has devoted

a number of pages to articles dealing with the subject of

remodeled houses. In the August number of American
Homes the opening article (by Mr. Joseph Bernard Pear-

man) will describe an old Dutch Colonial house of historical

interest in Hackensack, New Jersey. The original character

of this house has been retained in the modeling with great

success by its owners. A remodeled Colonial Cottage in

Vermont will also be described and illustrated with photo-

graphs of the cottage before and after remodeling. Another

interesting example of the remodeled farmhouse is of the

country home of Mr. William L. Otis of Waterford, Conn.,

will serve as the subject of an interesting article, as likewise

will the home of Mr. William Watt of Nyack, New York.

THE Collectors' Department of American Homes will

contain an article on an unusual collection of bird cages

of all countries and all periods. This is the little known
collection of Mr. Alexander W. Drake of New York, and

will be described by Mr. Robert H. Van Court. "Old
Time Pipe Stoppers" is the subject of another article of

interest to collectors. A third article in the "Collectors'

Department" will be on the subject of "Wax Portraiture,"

a well-known art of the 17th and 1 8th Centuries. "Small

Bronzes For The House" is the title of another article of

special importance in the consideration of the decoration

of the modern home. This and all the other articles in

the August number will be exquisitely illustrated. The
centre-page feature will display many types of dormer
windows. The August issue will also present an unusually in-

teresting essay by Charlotte Cowdrey Brown—"A Long
Bloom in a Hardy Garden, as well as the usual "Around the

Garden;" "Within the House" and "Helps to the House-
wife" departments.

SAVING OLD ST. JOHN'S

THERE are few cities the world over which have under-

gone the sweeping architectural changes which have

marked New York's civic progression. With the area

growth of this city the influence of the newer building styles

has swept like a returning tide over the original areas. The
Dutch style of early Colonial times gave way to the Classic

style, and the Greek school stepped aside to give way to the

Colonial style. Then the French influence of Baron Hauss-

man began to sway construction and to prompt recon-

struction with the present day interest in the Gothic style

for public buildings already exerting an influence upon other

structures. In the course of this incessant change many
noble edifices have been sacrificed until it has almost seemed

as though nothing would be left to us as monuments to our

yesterdays. After holding its own for over a century, old

St. John's Chapel seems marked for destruction. Fifty years

ago E. L. Henry, N. A. painted a picture of this famous
church but even then workmen were engaged in breaking

the ground in its vicinity for the foundation of an ugly

freight station. The Chapel, an outpost of Old Trinity, has

fallen in the path of an apparently inflexible city street sur-

vey, and it has been declared that the portico must be torn

away to permit the widening of the street on which it fronts.

Naturally St. John's without the portico would be mutilation

impossible to permit. Fortunately no condemnation pro-

ceedings have been instituted by New York city, and al-

though the Trinity Corporation seems to persist in a leth-

argic attitude towards the matter, there is still hope of sav-

ing to New York and to America one of our most beautiful

and most interesting historic monuments.
The community and the city would do well to turn to

emergencies of the sort as they have often been met in

London and elsewhere in England as well as upon the Con-
tinent. A careful inspection of St. John's Chapel reveals

the fact that it would be absolutely practicable to retain

the portico by lowering its floor to the required grade level,

cutting through it and sustaining the pillars by pedestals,

and it is to be hoped that if the city persists in considering

it absolutely necessary to widen the street immediately be-

fore the premises of St. John's, at any sacrifice to the

building, this suggestion will be met by the authorities as a

solution of the problem of perpetuating this historic edifice.

THE BOY AND THE BOOK
"[7 ROM Miss Anna A. MacDonald of the Pennsylvania

JP State Library at Harrisburg comes a story of the in-

terest in books shown by one little boy living in Grbver,
Pennsylvania," says a writer in the N. Y. Times Book
Review. The boy had found Mr. Seton's book, "Two Little

Savages," in the traveling library sent out by the State jinsti-

tution. When the book had to be returned he asked the

local librarian to get it for him the next time the set of books
came to town. Moreover, he asked the librarian if he

could not buy the book, and she found a copy for him for

twenty-five cents. Luck was against the boy, however, and
he could not get the necessary quarter, and when, after

earning it by selling papers, he returned to buy the book, it

was gone. When the traveling library came through Grover
again, however, the little boy got the copy of "Two Little

Savages," and, like a monk of old, began making a manu-
script copy of it, spending most of his Summer vacation at

the work." It is a source of gratification to note that

incipient Lincolns and Websters still spring from Colum-
bia's soil!

Inadvertently the name of the architect of the house

of Mr. Albert H. Canfield, of Bridgeport, Conn., was
misspelled upon page 166 of the issue of American
Homes and Gardens for May, 1913. The architect of

this house was Mr. Ernest G. Southey of Bridgeport, Conn.
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This part of a shallow garden pond has been made a thing of exquisite beauty by transforming it into a water garden
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Home, owee t Home
By Harriet Gillespie

T the far end of Long Island beneath the

over-shadowing branches of high arched

elms that border the main street of the

quaint little town of Easthampton-—just

within sight and sound of the sea—lies

nestled a picturesque, weather stained

cottage, the tender memories of which, hallowed by time

and softened by distance, were the inspiration of a song

whose reminiscent sweetness and simple pathos have girdled

the globe and caught and held the imaginatlon^cjf the

wanderer wherever he may be. It is the boyhood horrftSaf

John Howard Payne, who, homeless and a

spired by. the thought of that simple abo

immortal and widespread words of "Home, Sweet Home."
In the quiet old village street it still stands, waiting

patiently for the time when he shall return to embrace

again the simple joys which in the high heartedness of

youth he thrust behind him, lured by the mirage of the

outside world. "I am waiting for you," it seems to say.

"Here there is no failure; here you can rest and be at

peace."

Payne left it, a lad of thirteen, to try his pinions in the

world of life and letters, but the name he failed to win as

actor, author and critic, came when he penned that sweet

epic which has touched the heart as no other has ever done.

et he died in far-off Tunis, with no friend to mourn his

The boyhood home of John Howard Payne, author of "Home, Sweet Home"
Copyright by G. H. Buek.
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The kitchen is fitted with old-time accessories

Copyright by G. H.

passing, no relative to shed a tear, filling a foreign grave.

It seems the irony of fate that he who cherished such a

deep fondness for home, should so early have been de-

prived of its blessings. Yet that heart felt lay, born of

the homing spirit in the grave of disappointed hopes and

stifled ambitions, of which he expected least return, was
the one that brought him home at last and induced the

United States government finally to make fitting reparation

and bury the writer among the Nation's dead.

We Americans are a home loving people, perhaps because

our forefathers purchased theirs along with their liberty,

in a new country at such a price, so, it is not strange that

we should turn with loving hearts to the childhood abiding

place of John Howard Payne, whom we might justly call

the Apostle of Home. And yet, curiously enough, this

picturesque cottage, the inspiration of the world's most
perfect idyl of home, which should rightly stand in the

hearts of the American people side by side with Washing-
ton's Mt. Vernon and Abraham Lincoln's humble log

cabin, would have been wantonly destroyed a few years

ago, but for the intervention of a man, to whom Payne
has ever been one of his boyhood heroes.

It remained for Mr. G. H. Buek, of Brooklyn, to lead

the fight to save the historic spot, and who eventually pur-

chased the property to care for and preserve it. And
although it is now nominally his Summer home, it is much
more than that to the American people, for it stands as a

monument to the memory of John Howard Payne, sweeter

and more precious than any of marble or stone, for it is

a shrine to worship at which annually come scores of

pilgrims.

It has been the owner's sacred obligation—a self im-

posed task—to restore it, so far as stranger may do, to its

old time livableness. Measuring by the extent of his own
devotion to the memory of Payne, the interest of others,

the owner has set aside one day a week when strangers are

welcome to visit the cottage and view the rare collection

of Payne mementoes he has gathered there, as well as a

large personal array of Colonial relics of the same period.

Early in the history of the country when Payne was a

boy, it took three days by stage to reach Easthampton from
New York City; now it takes barely three hours by train.

Much of interest fills the journey. Toward the end, the road

is very picturesque, carrying you as it does, through broad

sweeping meadows, past gray weather beaten houses with

now and again a glimpse of soft gray sand dunes, their

whiteness broken by the stiff marsh grass that skirts their

edges. Passing Shinnecock Hills, the home of William M.
Chase and the Chase Art Colony, you catch sight at

Southampton of the homes of wealthy New Yorkers;

farther down the Island the scene is broken by quaint

Dutch wind wills, outposts of a former civilization.

Easthampton is like a New England village with its one

broad street and wide spreading elms, the birth place and
boyhood home of many famous Americans. If you follow

the main street as it makes its way toward the sea, you
come to a number of quiet moss grown cottages that had
their birth when the country was young. Covered with

hand made cedar shingles, now weathered soft and lumin-

ous by the action of time, they stand as silent sentinels of

an age that is passed, but as staunch and true as the sturdy

men and women who have dwelt in them.

At the far end of this row of relics, stands one more
embowered than the rest. It is a two-story cottage, simple
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in form and outline, over which vines clamber and flowers

riot in great profusion; where long pendant clusters of the

purple wistaria and the sweet yellow honeysuckle lovingly

intertwine with the graceful leaves of the woodbine.

Like its companion, the house faces south, as was the

custom in those days, in order that the dwellers might get

the warmth of the sun which the bitter north wind stole

as it raced down the mouth of the big throated chimney.

The end faces the street and silhouettes the quaint roof

of the period as it slopes down to the time-honored lean-to

at the back. Nothing about the house has been changed,

even the clam shell mortar coping which forms the frieze

beneath the eaves in front, is still there.

Surely nothing could more sweetly visualize one's idea

of home than this ancient cottage, the very personification

of peace and contentment. Flanked by the pink blossomed

orchard, it looks out on the village green with its liberty

pole towering majestically at the far end. Beyond the

common, stretches the little white enclosed graveyard, and
keeping it company, the broad country road winds past on

its march to the sea. It was here, amid these delightful

surroundings, that the young lad drank in the love of nature

which in after years served to inspire the words of the

ballad. Little wonder, this lovely picture soothed as well

as saddened the last days of the weary traveler.

Payne thought his life a failure. Was it failure to have
lived a life that enabled him to write a song that nearly

100 years after its birth is still loved and cherished; a

song that has been translated into every language, sung in

every tongue and which so long as life shall last, will have
the power to strike the deepest chords in our nature and

arouse in us the most ennobling thoughts? Payne himself,

when friendless and alone, many a time caught its appeal-

ing strains as it floated out to him from lowly cottage or

marble hall. If this is failure, then indeed his life was

spent in vain.

So enshrined is this quiet gray cottage, with vines and

flowers, that one doesn't take in the fine simplicity of the

old Colonial doorway with its quaint brass knocker until

the end of the path is reached. Before the door is an

old mill stone, worn by countless generations of dwellers,

and ground down mayhap by Payne's own little hob nail

shoes as he passed in and out.

Standing on the threshold you pause for a moment be-

tween the present and the past, and glimpse back of you the

old apple orchard at the side of the house and the gray

road winding to the dunes near the sea. Before you is the

tiny entry, its narrow winding stairs leading up to John
Howard's own little room beneath the stars, where through
the open window of a Summer night, drifts in the captivat-

ing odor of lilacs and apple blossoms, mingled with the

scent of the sea.

Once within, a hundred or more years fall away. Here
no suggestion of modern life intrudes itself. So com-
pelling is the illusion that at a sound on the stairs, you
turn expectantly, thinking to see the winsome-faced lad

step over the threshold. No one appears, yet you feel he

is there in spirit, treading with you the well-worn boards
and living over again the days that are past.

An interesting example of early Colonial architecture is

"Home, Sweet Home" by which name the Payne house is

known in Easthampton; built in a period when a huge

The sitting-room in the "Home Sweet Home" house

Copyright by G. H. Buek.
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One of the bed-chambers

Copyright by G. H. Buek.

chimney formed the central pillar of the house and about

it the rooms were grouped. Very beautiful, indeed, is the

paneling which, after the fashion of the day, covered two

sides of the room, the remaining walls being plastered and

papered. It is woodwork of the sort, experts agree, must

have been the work of a ship's carpenter and this well might

have been the case, since Easthampton was settled by New
Englanders, many of whom were known to have engaged

in the occupation of ship building.

The spirit of the home is there and the spirit of the time

as well. Everything is as it should be, and it seems as

equally fitting that the grandfather clock in the corner

should lend its dignified presence and add its sonorous voice

to the scene, as that the slat-backed rocker before the open

fire, should welcome with hospitable arms the stranger

within the gates, or the ancient spinnet by the window,
beckon for a sympathetic touch to press its age-yellowed

keys and permit its soul expression.

Happily, no incongruous note is struck. In all the

Colonial treasure gathered to rehabilitate the place, there

is nothing to mar the sentiment, nor offend the taste. We
should miss, were they not there, the spinning wheel and

the Queen Anne chairs, the brass candlesticks on the mantel,

the sperm oil lamps on the mahogany stands and the trivet

on the hearth, just as we would miss the priceless collection

of lustre that glorifies the Colonial cabinet in the corner.

All these things are beautiful beyond compare, but not

so personal to admirers of the man as the fine portraits and
other relics that line the walls. Perusing the many auto-

graph letters from the poet, dramatist and critic, one comes
very close to the magnetic personality of the writer, particu-

larly in a letter to his sister written on the day of his first

appearance at Drury Lane as "Norval" in "Douglass." We
come, too, alas, very close to the financial trials that so

constantly beset him later in life, in a letter to R. F. Ellison

of the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, who was Payne's

manager. Undoubtedly the gem of the whole collection is a

fine oil painting of Payne, done by A. M. Willard, just be-

fore he returned to Tunis as Consul for the last time.

Full of sympathetic as well as human interest is the col-

lection of old theatre programmes hanging in the little

room off the kitchen. One of the opera, "Clari or The
Maid of Milan," in which "Home, Sweet Home" appeared,

stands out more prominently than the rest. That play,

founded on the love of home, is symbolical of Payne's

success and failure. The opera itself is for the most part

forgotten, but Home, Sweet Home, sung by the heroine

in a frenzy of grief when she learns she has sacrificed her

home for a bauble, still lives.

So instant was its success, that one week after it was
produced all London was singing it, and in the year fol-

lowing more than 100,000 copies of it were sold by the

publishers, for which the writer received no recognition,

not even the imprint of his name on the title page. Many
versions of the circumstances in which the poem was written

have, from time to time, appeared, but it would seem from
Pierre M. Irving in his biography of his great uncle,

Washington Irving, a close friend of Payne's and from the

writer's own biographers, that none of the spectacular

statements was true. The song, according to Irving, was
written while Payne was "living in a sky parlor of the

Palais Royal" but, though he was in straightened circum-

1
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stances and in deep mental grief, he

was not, nor never was, a street

pauper, as has sometimes been stated.

Of the music of Home, Sweet

Home, we have Payne's own words

to enlighten us. In a conversation

with a friend in New Orleans he re-

lates the occurrence.

"I first heard the air in Italy.

One beautiful morning as I was

strolling alone amid some delight-

ful scenery, my attention was at-

tracted by the sweet voice of a peas-

ant girl who was carrying a basket

laden with flowers and vegetables.

She trilled out this plaintive air

with so much sweetness and sim-

plicity, that the melody at once

caught my fancy. I accosted her

and after a few moments' conver-

sation I asked her the name of the

song, which she could not give me.

But having a slight knowledge of

music, barely enough for the pur-

pose, I requested her to repeat the

air, which she did, while I dotted
Corner cupboard

down the lines as best I could. It was this air that sug-

gested the words of Home, Sweet Home, both of whom I

afterward sent to Bishop at the time I was preparing the

opera of Clari for Mr. Kemble. Bishop happened to know
them perfectly well and adapted the music to the words."

It is interesting to note the correspondence of prominent

actors and actresses relating to the

Payne Memorial fund for the bust

that was later erected in Prospect

Park, Brooklyn. These, together

with the cards of admission for the

services at the re-interment of

Payne at Georgetown, have been

preserved and framed. Among the

former are letters from John
Gilbert, then with the Wallacks;

Owen Fawcett, Booth's manager,

and one that particularly holds the

fancy of the visitor is from
Madame Anna Bishop, widow of

the Director of Music at Covent

Garden, London, to whom Payne

refers as adapting the music of the

Italian melody of Home, Sweet

Home. It would not be right to

leave the room without making
mention of the curious old wainscot

and window chairs, the treasure

chest of hand forged iron—contain-

ing secret drawers and clothed in

all the mystery which tradition at-

taches to such relics—that are in-

cluded in the seventeenth century furnishings of the apart-

ment.

Of all the rooms in the old homestead, to none do we
turn more reverently than the kitchen. In this old-fashioned

room, most sacred to domestic joys, the fire still burns on
the hearth and the velvety soot covers the wide mouthed

Copyright by G. H. Buck

in the dining-room

The dining-room

Copyright by G. H. Buek.
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chimney in great patches as

it did of yore. The Dutch

oven is still intact, and over

the chimney breast the fowl-

ing pieces are suspended,

while on the pot hook and

trammels, huge iron pots

and kettles hang. The rab-

bit broiler, waffle iron, toast-

ing fork and skillet rest con-

veniently near.

Before that monstrous

fire place, the family used

to sit; the mother spinning

Empire Colonial furniture,

the handiwork of those con-

scentious Colonial crafts-

men who were past masters

in the art of cabinet making.

No more effective back-

ground than the dark tones

of the San Domingo ma-

hogany could be had to

show off the fine old blue

Staffordshire, lustre and

Leeds ware, that hangs on

the walls or is arrayed, row
on row, in the old cabinets

Copyright by G. If. Buck.

a The house as it originally appeared

perhaps; the father reading by the light of the tallow dip close by. It is a room to command the deepest reverence

on the high-boy close by; the children roasting apples or from the lover of ceramics, for seldom is there brought

sleepily following the antics of the flame as it whirled in together such a wealth of rare old pottery,

spiral fashion up the chimney. Thus might the boy Payne On the plate rail are wonderful old blue platters of

have sat, dreaming the dreams of youth and sighing for historic design, while just beneath hangs a long row of

the time when he would fare forth to make a name for copper lustre pitchers with now and then a piece of silver

himself. Little did he think he would ever sigh for the resist to whet the appetite of the connoisseur and prepare

simple pleasures of youth.

Very curious, indeed, are

the high wainscoted walls,

with their panels of enorm-

ous width, speaking of the

days of forest primeval

when trees of such tremend-

ous girth were the rule not

the exception. From a plate

rail near the ceiling, pewter

plates, porringers and mugs
lend their brightness to the

^T Passage hfai/

Writing-* Old Kitchen
~Room I

'ntry\

/tour

Itopm

Ĵtew J{itc/ien

tSeri/anfa

Foom

First and second floor plans of the

"Home, Sweet Home" house. The
scene. It may be said of heavy lines indicate the original

these there are sufficient structure and the light lines the

new wing
tese mere

pieces to serve a six course

him for further treasures

that repose behind diamond
panes in the illustrious com-

pany of old English cut

glass, Colonial silver and

pewter. Incidentally, it

might be mentioned, that

most of these relics are in

constant daily use and of the

Staffordshire there are two

full dinner sets.

Following the winding

stairs, you come to the bed

chambers on the second

floor, which, with their big

dinner. On the shallow Colonial mantel stand numerous fireplaces, are precise counterparts of the rooms below. In

wine and brandy measures, which are reminiscent of the them the peace of centuries dwells. In the west room are

days when "a little wine for the stomach's sake" was twin beds with all the accompaniment of old time furnish-

highly recommended. Overhead to light the room, ship's ings. In the south room a big four poster with its hand-

lanterns hang, the more modern electric light having re- woven coverlet and fluted tester, speaks rest to the weary,

placed the tallow dip of other days. How often must the restless memory of Payne, as he lay

As you stand by the dining-room windows and look out ill beneath the hot burning suns of far-away Tunis have
on the village green that skirts the

peaceful enclosure, where lie the

bodies of so many illustrious dead,

a flood of reminiscence thoughts

comes over you.

"There's a spell in the shade
Where our infancy played."

You hum over the lines of the

song unconsciously as you stand
there drinking in the simple beauty

of the scene. It was there the young

poet romped with his fellows or

took part in the games of child-

hood. Within that peaceful en-

closure, he must have stood on

many a sad occasion when those

who "went down to the sea in ships"

were laid away to rest. What a

pity he could not have come home
to die or at least have been buried

beside those "who named him with

pride" in sight and sound of the sea

he loved so well.

Within the room has been pre-

served all the old time beauty of

which the house is so tenderly remi-

niscent. Highly appropriate is the
Copyright by G. H. Buck.

The entrance doorway

turned to the consecrated stillness

of this cool restful spot.

The samplers which so fittingly

line the walls might have been the

work of Payne's mother, but while

none did come from the writer's

family, they are none the less curi-

ously interesting. One commands
especial attention from the fact that

it dates back to the year 1721 and
is the work of a child of eight.

Little Mary Daintery the sampler
informs us, is the very youthful

needlewoman who executed in

crewel the "letter of Publius

Lentullies to the Roman Senate con-

cerning Jesus Christ." It is a most
exhaustive treatise and so fine are

the stitches and so voluminous the

text that one is lost in amazement
at the performance of such a task

by a child.

As the errant fancy of the home-
sick wandered in the distant land
turned back to his boyhood home,
it must have dwelt very long and

( Continued on page 263)
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A fountain-basin may be transformed into a water-garden

Ic -
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HE possession of

so much pleasure

easy to make
and keep in

order, that
doubtless

there would be many more

of them if this were gen-

erally known. It is not

necessary to have a natural

pond or stream at hand as a

basis, for a water-garden

can be satisfactorily formed

by means of a sunken tub or

cask in the yard of any

suburban home.

The water-garden may
consist of a single tub or of

several placed in the ground

near together. A cement

basin can be made instead

and may be of any preferred

size. A group of small tubs

is much easier to manage,

however, than a large basin,

and the group has the fur-

ther advantage for a be-

ginner that a single tub will

suffice for the commence-
ment of one's enterprise,

others being added, one at a

time, as interest and con-

fidence grow.

The following direc-
tions for the making of such

a garden as here given are

The Water Garden
By E. M. Bun-

Photographs by T. C. Turner and Others

a water-garden can give collected from authorities who have had wide experience

and is so comparatively in Lily-growing. The depth suitable for the pool is given

as two feet. If the plants

to be used are strong and of

a large variety the depth

may be from two and a half

to three feet. For Lotus

plants a large tub must be

provided; for the smaller

and more delicate varieties,

called Nymphcea, a half-

kerosene cask is recom-

mended. For the usual
varieties ordinary tubs and

half-casks are suitable. The
pond should be water-tight

and there should be some
means provided of drawing
off the water. This latter

is usually necessary during

the Winter months. When
the pool is small in size, it

is claimed, it may be so pro-

tected that water may stand

in it during the cold season;

but even so it involves a

risk that it is wiser to avoid

if possible. In order to

make the pool water-tight a

lining of clay is often suf-

ficient but a wall of brick or

stone with a thin facing of

cement is best.

To prepare the tubs for

planting they should be two

The Lotus may be grown in American water-gardens thirds filled with a SOU
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Water Hyacinths

which consists of two parts of turfy loam and one of well-

rotted manure, well incorporated. To this a small quantity

of bone or horn shavings can be profitably added. Over
the whole is then spread a layer of clean sand to the depth

of about an inch and upon this water is poured until it

reaches a depth of four or live inches above the sand. If

the pool consists of a concrete basin, boxes containing the

roots may be placed on the bottom, and according to the

size and vigor of the plants the water may vary even to a

depth of nine inches. This is the method of planting in the

city parks, as will be remembered. When a plant is set

out, press the root firmly and softly into the soil until it

is just covered. It must not be allowed to become loose

before the root has taken hold, and to prevent any danger

of this, it is best to place a stone upon it, being careful to

do it in such a way as not to injure the crown or tip. If

the plants are pot-grown the ball of roots and earth will

be heavy enough to make this precaution unnecessary.

April is the preferred month for setting out plants in the

Middle States, although it is claimed that they may be

transplanted at any time. Egyptian and Japan Lotus

should not be set out before May nor is it well to expose

the delicate Nymphcca earlier than this month. The usual

varieties of plants are strong, can safely be transplanted in

April, and they may then be expected to flower early and to

keep up a continuous blooming until frost. Water, rich

soil and sunshine are the beautiful needs of the Water-
Lily, which is able to transmute, through the agencies of

water and light, the dark mud of its soil into so rich a form
of exquisite purity.

A certain amount of water will be lost from the tubs

by evaporation and must be supplied anew. During the

first weeks, the surface should be watched and any scum

A water-garden in Zanesville, Ohio
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that arises, or other impurity, should be removed. When
the plants are well established this care will not be necessary.

To establish that wise economy between plant and animal

life which nature demands, some kind of fish should be

contained in the pond. Gold fish are a pretty addition and

other forms which live in water may be introduced. Frogs

and tadpoles will come of themselves and should be en-

couraged to do so. If the water is thus kept in good con-

dition few if any insects will cause trouble.

Around the pool, or in spaces between a group of tubs

water plants should be grown, and by means of careful

arrangements of these the surroundings of the pools offer

alluring possibilities for picturesque effects. Any plants

which commonly like moisture can be used and allowed to

reflect themselves in the water or droop their leaves into

it as they lightly overshadow the edges. Ferns, Iris, For-

get-me-nots, and others will occur to one as appropriate, and

even the Cardinal Flower may be persuaded to lend color

to such a group.

Cultivated Lilies, grown thus in private pools, have some
advantages over those which grow in our native ponds.

They are stronger and last much longer after they are picked

;

and they will open and close indoors for several days as

contentedly as if at home. They bear transportation better,

and the season for their blooming has been much prolonged,

lasting from May until late in September. Other qualities

have been developed by the growers, of which there are

a number now over the country. Some varieties have been

endowed with perfume, not a characteristic of the native

Lily. There are varieties which will bloom at night instead

of by day, intended for use as evening decorations. As many

A grouping of Lotus

as twenty varieties of the Water-Lily have been counted in

a single garden, ranging from the large pink or the sacred

A garden of Water-Lilies
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A sunken

blue Lotus, through the Pond-Lily forms, to the small and

delicate Nymphtea. In color there is a wealth of choice,

from cream and rose-pink to crimson, showing also scarlet

and orange tones; and through yellows and sulphur tints

ranging up again to white.

When Water-Lilies are arranged for the house it must

be remembered that they should be allowed to float upon
the water as nearly as possible in the manner in which

they grow. Only a few blooms should be placed in the ap-

propriate broad flat dish, so that the Lily, individualized

as it is, may have an opportunity to display its beauty to

water garden

advantage. The arranging of Lilies may well fill a pleas-

ant hour. To the true lover of the Water-Lily, however, no

arrangement can equal their appearance as they grow upon

the water of the pool, the white, flaky cups surrounded by

the dull green tone of the Lily pads with their lining of

soft, dusty brown-pink amidst which the darker stems can

occasionally be seen.

And to the garden maker, who has watched his Lily-

pond gradually reach perfection, generally the early morning

hours will be found the perfect time for the fullest enjoy-

ment of the home water-garden of all varieties.

The great leaves of Victoria Regina form striking bits of color in the water-garden
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Some Automobile

Accessories
By Elizabeth Lounsbery

51 k^ooco&oooo^JMl

HE accessories of the automobile have grown

apace in design and number with the

progress of development in motor-vehicles

until now there is almost nothing left un-

thought of by the ingenious designer whose

devices have done so much to add to the

comfort of the occupants and the adornment of the machine.

One of the most attractive of these accessories is the

leather case illustrated upon this page, a case

so carefully planned, that it takes up very little

room in the car and yet contains innumerable

articles so necessary in these days of touring to

every motorist. A clock with an eight-day

watch movement is inset in the center of the

case and so arranged that it may be rewound
without removing it. The dial numerals are

very large and can be seen from any point in

the car at a glance. A mirror, protected from
dust by a leather cover is included, and also

"leak-proof" bottles for aromatic salts.

A writing pad, card case, fountain pen, and
pencil have also their place in this case, while

the remainder of its space is taken up with

compactly arranged cases holding various

other useful articles.

Perhaps no automobile accessory is more
interesting than the flower holder. These
automobile vases may be had in a great va-

riety of forms and materials, but the ones of clear glass,

either plain or cut, are in preferable taste to the more orna-

mental vases. Like the amphora-holders of ancient times,

the automobile vase-holders are so arranged as to permit

the vases to be removed
quickly and thoroughly
cleaned. The vase shown
by the illustration at the

upper left hand corner of this page, is distinctly Empire
in style, the decoration being exquisitely engraved upon the

glass. The mountings are silver. The vase shown in the

upper right hand corner is simpler and less expensive, but

very attractive.

An interesting little automobile accessory which is really

novel (the idea of one of our clever American women
sculptors) is the little bronze "Speed Imp," of grotesque

personality, here illustrated. This may be bolted

on to the radiator cap of the car, from which the

^^ "Imp" grins sardonically at the passer-by and

appears to encourage the man behind him at the

wheel, to greater speed. He is so arranged that

into the holder which he is gleefully clasping

with arms and legs, may be inserted the staff

of a pennant.

To St. Christopher motorists have assigned

the duties of standing as patron saint of auto-

mobilists, taking as he does all travelers under
his protection. Therefore the automobile

owner has encouraged the pretty conceit of

wearing a St. Christopher medal. Although
the idea is comparatively new to our country

the faithful traveler of two hundred years

ago treasured his St. Christopher medal,
little dreaming that the dawn of a new era

would find the saint concerned with a mode
of travel not even anticipated in the wildest

dreams of the traveler of olden times. Many of these St.

Christopher medals are works of art in the true sense of

the word, being stamps from dies cut by some of the fore-

most medalists of the time. The automobile medal bids

fair to become a fetish in

France. American artists

are also designing and pro-

ducing medals of this sort.

Speed-Imp"

St. Christopher Meda Leather automobile touring case St. Christopher Meda
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Home of Dr. S. A. Brown at the Water Witch Club, New Jersey

A Club Colony of Homes and Gardens
By Margaret Noel

Photographs by T. C. Turner

WENTY miles from New York as the crow

flies, among the tree-clad Highlands of

Navesink near the Twin Lights, lies the

cottage settlement of "Water-Witch." The
traveler bound for one of the seaside

places farther south flying past on the ex-

press is unconscious of the existence of the little colony in

the hills above him, and it is only when one leaves the train

at the Water Witch station and approaches the spot where

these houses are located that the really extraordinary setting

of the place is revealed to him. "Can this be the Jersey

coast?'' is the

question often

asked by those to

whom hitherto the

word coast has im-

plied a treeless

stretch of sand

and sun, instead

of what is found
here, a winding

roads from which

I
one becomes sen-

sible to the sur-First floor plan, Brown house

rounding woodlands and glimpses of houses among trees

through the green branches a glimmer of distant water

is seen. Then as the stranger climbs higher the view

widens, water, a bit of land, more water, until arriving at

the summit a superb panorama reveals itself to him. Where
now he stands above the tree tops, the great ocean lies

before him leagues and leagues to the horizon, breaking

in the foreground into a line of white surf on the shore of

Sandy Hook. Sandy Hook itself is now seen spread out flat

and map-like, curving in and out of the Shrewsbury River

and preventing the ocean from encroaching on the river's

rights. Looking
to the northeast,

the low shore of

Long Island run-

ning seawards
shows white
against the sky,

and tall gray phan-

tom-like structures

line its sands. Due
north towards
New York is the

water way known Second floor plan, Brown house
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The country home of General C. W. Raymond at Water Witch, New Jersey

as the Narrows, guarded on one hand by Long Island and far East, steam tugs are puffing ostentatiously, yachts and

on the other by the range of dark hills marking Staten sail boats move leisurely on the waters and a fleet of white

Island, and through the Narrows if the atmosphere be very winged clammers hovers companionably at the mouth of

clear the outline of some of Manhattan's tallest towers can be the river, awaiting the favorable turn of working conditions.

distinguished without the aid

of a glass. Here one never

lacks entertainment for the

scene changes constantly,

clouds curtain-like lift to re-

veal new vistas—some great

liner bound for Italy and

Greece vanishes in the offing,

a coasting vessel steams up

slowly with a cargo of South

American products, an oil

ship ploughs indifferently on

its toilsome voyage to the

The building that crowns

the point at Water Witch is

the Clubhouse and before it

are placed low semi-circular

benches of white cement. In

front of the benches is a

mass of orange, gold and
brown in a bed of marigolds
which Avith the blue sea be-

yond brings to mind Riviera

gardens by the Mediter-

ranean Sea. The Clubhouse
has a very attractive interior

Floor plans and corner view of the home of General Charles W. Raymond, Water Witch, New Jersey
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as well as exterior. There

is a library and a billiard-

room and a great hall for

entertainments and accomo-

dations for members 'and

their friends who may w' h

to stay here untroubled by

housekeeping cares.

The cottages for the most

part are moderate in cost,

each adapted to the posi-

tion of the land it occupies,

and in almost every instance

the ideal of simplicity is em-

phasized by the great living-

room which one enters from

the front door without the

formality of a hall. From
each of the thirty odd

houses, the outlook varies to

such an extent, it is hard to

believe as many different

vistas could present them-

selves in so limited an acre-

age. One of the houses

noticed as being specially

appropriate to the place was

that of Mr. Dudley Hall, a

very delightful cottage type;

vines covering the gray

shingles and here and there

a quaint little bay window
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Entrance doorway of Mr. E. Spencer Hall's house

and balcony jutting out.

This cottage was built fifteen

years ago and cost about

$8,000. Another house
built at the same time is that

of Mr. Cornelius Poillon,

suggestive of Italy in the

squareness of its towers, its

vine-covered pergola en-

trance way, the stucco col-

umns of the piazza and ter-

raced garden with pointed

cedars on either side of the

stone steps. The cost of

this house was inside of

$5,000. A very satisfying

house because so restful in

atmosphere is that of Dr.

Samuel A. Brown, designed

by Lyman A. Ford, architect,

New York. The house with

its garden was inspired by a

visit to an old Spanish con-

vent in Santa Barbara. Built

of gray stucco, situated on a

broad shaded terrace the

wide hall opens through the

center so that one can look

out of one door across

Sandy Hook to the ocean

and through the other to a

great garden of flowers

Home of Mr. E. Spencer Hall, Water Witch, New Jersey
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'A glimpse of "Water Witch"

among the trees. This house was built in 1906 at a cost of

about $9,500. The residence of Gen. Charles W. Raymond
is of the English cottage type. The material used is hollow

tile, stucco finish, with brick trimming. The gabled roof is

of variegated green and purple slate and the general hori-

zontal feeling of the house accentuated by the grouping of

the windows gives it a peculiarly homelike and livable feel-

ing. Mr. E. Spencer Hall's house which is next to Gen.

Raymond's is an adaptation of the Spanish style. It is built

of cream cement with a red tiled roof. The high poplars

surrounding it carry one's imagination to the tree-picturesque

(Continued on page 264

)

Residence of Mr. Cornelius Poillon
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Entrance driveway to Ivy Court, Orange, New Jersey

Ivy Court
By Harry Martin Yeomans

Photographs by T. C. Turner

been directed toward

designing small

houses for people of

average means, as at

the present time.

But with this renais-

sance in our domestic

architecture has come

a desire to have the

HE great interest taken in recent years in

country and suburban living, has resulted in

the vast improvement to be noted in our do-

mestic architecture, especially as regards the

small house. Never before has the ability

and talent of so many of our good architects

surroundings of a house such as will enhance its aesthetic

and architectural value in the landscape. The conscientious

architect of to-day not only designs a house but he gives

thought and attention to its immediate surroundings, so

that the creation of his art and ability will have an agree-

able setting and look as though it belonged to that par-

ticular spot.

In this regard we
have learned much
from the town plan-

ning and the model
town communities of

England, where one

will sometimes see

picturesque thatched-

First and second floor plans of the house shown in the illustration above
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This is an excellent example of a double house. The entrance doors

and wrought iron balconies are worthy of note. The first and second

story plans of the right hand half of this are here shown
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roofed laborers' cottages,

of the utmost simplicity,

which have been lifted out

of the sphere of the com-

monplace and become
things of rural beauty, ow-

ing to the careful grouping

of the houses, and the

hedges and other greenery

which have been planted

about the cottages to tie

them to their sites.

Bearing these facts in

mind, it is interesting to

study the development at

Ivy Court, Orange, N. J.,

where a noteworthy effort

has been made to erect a

picturesque group of houses,

which would harmonize in

their general outlines and architectural style, and place

them in an agreeable environment. The idea was to create

something better than the average commercial real estate

development, and as one enters the gates at Ivy Court, you

cannot help but note the air of repose and dignity sur-

rounding these houses, which have been erected for people

of taste and discrimination.

Realizing that in suburban localities, where the houses

are apt to be close together, that one house may be utterly

ruined by having as its neighbors, houses of alien architec-

ture, the development company did away with this possi-

bility by building the group of houses under their own
supervision, and having them all designed by the same firm,

ROOF
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1 BED ROOM

HALL
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First floor plan of the house illus-

trated below

Messrs. Mann & Mac-
Neille, Architects, of New
York city.

As the houses were to

be fireproof, the architects

took as their models the

Italian stucco villas, and the

happy results obtained jus-

tify their selection, for the

houses are beautiful ex-

amples of domestic archi-

tecture, showing strong

Italian influences in outline

and detail, and their in-

terior arrangements have

been made to conform to

our climate and living con-

ditions.

Each house has a marked
individuality of its own,

and differs from its neighbor, and yet the simple roof lines,

the soft neutral colors of the cement and lattice work, the

fenestration, and the pleasing details of doors and windows
characterize them all, and make for an harmonious effect,

which is lost when each dwelling is radically different in

architecture from those around it.

The houses in Ivy Court are of cement stucco on Natco
hollow tile and have the advantage of being fireproof, which

is of great importance in districts where it is not easy to be

reached by fire-fighting apparatus. The stucco placed

directly on the hollow bricks does not loosen or peel as in

the case of wooden houses. Few repairs are required on

the exteriors of houses constructed in this way. About fifty

Second floor plan of the

illustrated below

The simple lattice, the many-paned window in the living-room and the balcony are details that give character to the architectural design
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First floor

dollars expended every three or
This fireproof house is reminiscent of the Italian villa. The
open terrace in front and the tiled roof help to produce this effect

Second floor plan

To further add to the indiv-

four years for repainting the ex- iduality of each house, different

posed wood-trirn and blinds, would keep any of these houses color schemes for the exteriors have been worked out with

in good condition, at all times. excellent results. Various colors, which come for that pur-

A great deal of individuality has been given to each house pose, have been mixed with the cement, so that some of the

by the thought and care with which the component parts exteriors are gray, others almost white, some light brown
have been treated so , and others a darker

as to get the best re- j—,—

1

brown. As a foil to

suits in the architec- §fgrU PfJ^F^r ' ¥-^mj:,HSU \*'J nT^l the sombre colors of
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eaves,
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ends of big rafters. '
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either apple green,

There is no other
F,rst and second floor Plans of house >llustrated below

gray, blue-green, buff

element that gives that comfortable "homey" appearance to or a rich, dark brown. Texture has been given to the stucco

a small house as the wide eaves, which make the roof seem by the manner in which it has been "thrown" on the hol-

like the projecting wings of a great bird spread to shield low tile, so that some of the houses have a very rough sur-

its young from harm. The roofs are of tiles of colored slate. (Continued on page 264)

The lattice and the leaders add to the decorative quality of this exterior. The wall and gate screening the service yard from the street is an

interesting conception
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HILE collections of Lowerstoft, pewter and its formation, with little thought of the exquisite

silver are to be found in abundance, it is formation or beauty of its engraving. The history of its

rarely that one comes across a large amount birth and its launching upon the world reads almost like a

of Bohemian Glass, yet it is one of the most bit of a fairy tale. One wonders if it would have had such

interesting of the many antiques to collect, existence and fame if Roman art had not gone into decline.

Glass hunting has never been carried on to It was at about that time that it became known, growing

a great extent in America, although in England for centuries rapidly in public favor until it stood at the head of glass

it has been a fad. One reason for this lies in its extreme ware in the middle of the eighteenth century,

fragilitv, and the difficulty of its classification for; unlike Few men but remember the commotion in the steel market

pewter and silver, it has no hallmark to distinguish its when the Bressmer process was launched. It meant the

birth. revolutionizing of prices, through a larger output, and

Where it has been hoarded in families, passing from lower rates, and was met unsuccessfully by opposition. So

one generation to another, one is practically sure of its age, it was in the introduction of Bohemian glass ware, which

but it is when picked up here

and there that it is difficult

to identify, and a connois-

seur only is able to deter-

mine the date, and as to

whether it is genuine or only

engraved on an antique.

We Americans have a fad

for collecting antiques.

Charles Lamb asserts that

everyone should have his

hobby if it is only in the

gathering of shoe strings; it

often saves brain fag. Then
why not hunt Bohemian
Glass. With its rich and
varied coloring it stands

without a peer, differing in

every respect from the

Arherican and English
glassware, yet its beauty

is not always appreciated,

and it does not stand

as it should, vying with

Wedgewood in the eye of

the antique faddist of to-

day.

This ware is made in the

heart of the Bohemian
forest by underpaid
workmen, who eke out

a meagre existence in Punch-bowl with cover, glasses and tray of Bohemian glass

seriously affected the market
of glass at the opening of the

seventeenth century.

Naturally, its reception

was hostile, particularly
when it was seen that it was
very pure, and could be sold

at much lower cost, thus

bringing injury to present

trade. The glass market
had been practically, until

now, under the control of

the Venetians, who had
made very wonderful glass

for a period of three hun-

dred years. Even France

had sat at the feet of her

Venetian master recognizing

her honor, and content to

learn from her, if possible,

the methods that were used.

This was the state of af-

fairs when Bohemia entered

the industrial list, throwing
her gauntlet into the ring.

She knew beyond doubt that

her glass was far better than

that of her competitors; that

she had at hand better ma-
terial, for did not fathom-

less forests lie at her call,

from which to procure pot-
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Blue and white, red and white, and red, white and green Bohemian glass

ash to aid her in the work? succeeded his brother Maur-
Glass works of rude char- ice, Prince of Orange in

acter were built in and 1625, and who died in 1647.
around the mountains, which On this vase was a German
were covered with trees, inscription. A goblet at the

The artists of the local same museum has engraved

Blue and white medallion glass towns, around about the cen- on it a hunting scene, the in- Enameled Bohemian glass

ter, carried their glass to the mountain retreats to be fired, scription is in Dutch and it bears the date figures of 1664.

Wonderful pieces of engraved glass and pieces painted in Harking back to Bohemian glass as an industry one finds

enamel coloring were carefully and pat-

iently worked out in the upper villages

where water power was abundant.

Into the world of glass came Casper

Lehnman, a Bohemian who had redis-

covered the art of glass cutting, and by

a hitherto unknown method of engrav-

ing, opened up a new field for decorative

art in glass. He transmitted his secret

to one of his pupils, George Schwan-

hard, who continued the work, making

great improvements in the methods of

his master, until all Europe went mad
over this wonderful engraved glass, and

nothing else would sell. It was then

that Bohemian engravers, through a

scarcity of material, or possibly with a

desire to fill a special order of some

wealthy patron, went so far as to place

their engraving on Venetian vases which

that it reached the height of its popular-

ity about the middle of the eighteenth

century. It was at that time the leading

industry, not only in Bohemia but in

Silesia as well. At that period enormous

quantities of glass were manufactured,

and they met with ready sales.

The shape of the pieces was unique,

for each one was specially designed by

the workmen at Bohemia. Their de-

signs were not, however, always consid-

ered by critics as effective. They con-

sisted, generally, of a series of lines,

each one of which was placed near each

other, seemingly to see how much could

be done in a limited space.

The ideas of formation were extens-

ively copied by the French, who took up
this line of industry, but their designs

were changed into interlocking flowers,Bohemian glass decanter

were already a century old. This served to confuse matters which often showed exquisite taste,

so badly that it is often a hard task to determine the real As a people, the Bohemians were poor, and slow to amass
from the etching on old glass. wa^^^^^^^^^^^^mk Sreat wealth. The money was loaned by the

Visiting the Musee-de-Cluny to-day, one will nobility, who controlled the works. They were
find a wonderful piece of glass with a high so poor, in fact, that they had scarcely the bare

stem, on which is engraved a full-length por- necessities of life, receiving deplorable wages,

trait of the Prince Frederick of Nassau, who so small that it seemed an impossibility to live

Red and white tumblers, "grape vine" pattern goblet and white decanter and tumbler of Bohemian glass
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A grape dish of pink and white Bohemian glass

on them, even amid the requirements of an isolated region, brought into use for rough cutting, sand, which had been

They were not a stupid race, rather a spirited, skilful moistened in water, being thrown on. Next, the sandstone

and intelligent one, who were able to do wonderful work was applied, to be followed by the wooden wheel, on which

so good that when first put on the market all the old, estab- fine sand had been thrown, fine emery and lastly putty

lished firms in France winced. There could be no question- powder.

ing its worth, it was clear, light and delicate to the touch, The finishing was done on the last wheel, but if he had
and differing from any other glass that had been shown none at hand he could obtain a good finish by the use of a

and withal it was perfectly colorless.

In coloring a stain was used by be-

ing applied to the surface by means

of a brush, and securely fixed through

subjection to heat. The chief beauty

of this ware lay in its rich coloring,

which ran from red to pink and from
green through blue, amber to white.

Of these the most popular and eag-

erly sought after is the ruby red, so

beautiful that it seems almost as if

it could not be real.

Their method of manufacture dif-

fered from that which was used in

many other countries. In order to

finish the wTork faster, they trimmed
the rims with a pair of glass maker's

shears, the same as it was done not

only in England, but in Belgium and

France. Through long practice the

workmen became experts, cutting the

rim with a precision that was won-
derful, instead of the usual way of

opening them with a glass blower,

which gave a neater and better ap-

pearance to the ware, when finished.

The engraving was accomplished

through the holding of each piece

against the point of the spindle, and
in this way intricate designs were exe-

cuted. They were, however, made
by the use of the cutting wheel, the

sharp lines of the stain on the surface

producing the decoration in relief.

For this four vertical wheels were
brought into use, each moved by the

foot. The first was constructed of

iron, the second one of sandstone, the

third was made of wood, while the

fourth was cork. The iron wheel was Decanter of red Bohemian glass

wooden one over which had been

thrown dry tin putty and a piece of

woolen cloth. It is only when one

considers the amount of work that

had to be done to complete a piece of

this sort that they realize the price is

not expensive.

There were many forms that were
designed for this ware and among
them were decanters, pitchers, drink-

ing cups, and an occasional odd bit

like a salt cellar, card case or dish.

The variety of formation led to their

being no monotony in their grouping.

While few large collections are

found, yet one of sufficient import-

ance to be noted is along the

north shore of Massachusetts, owned
by Mr. J. W. Mitchell, of Man-
chester. This particular collection

has been carefully grouped by the

owner, who has spared no pain in his

purchase of rare and odd pieces.

The collection is not a large one,

there being not over forty pieces in

all, but each individual one has been
so carefully picked out that, as a

whole, it is wonderfully good. Here
the colors range from red to white,

from pink to amber, the prevailing

coloring being red.

Almost every New England house-

keeper, who has inherited antiques,

has in her collection one or more
pieces of this kind of glass. Rarely,

do we find it in any large quantity,

showing that either it was not extens-

ively purchased or had been broken.
Many handsome pieces are to be

found in the Atkinson collection in
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Salem, Mass., which is perhaps the

largest to the Mitchell collection. This

consists principally of decanters and

tumblers, there being few, if any, such

odd pieces as a.re found in the first

mentioned group.

Among enameled glass we find small

groups of uncertain origin. Often this

is a deep cobalt blue rounded in metal

and showing handle of glass. Several

examples of this ware are to be found

in the British Museum, known as ewers,

many of which bear dates which range

from 1577 to 161 8. These specimens

-have been traced back to. the glass-

house of Nuedeck Platten on the Saxon-

Bohemian frontier, but the treatment

of them remind one of the work ex-

ecuted by the Altarists in France.

Naturally, imitation of this art soon

appeared and a cheaper kind of deco

Characteristic of many of the best

Bohemian pieces was the ruby color-

ing, to acquire which, any number of

workmen tried without avail for it was
almost an impossibility to hit upon the

right combination and to produce the

desired shade. So anxious were they to

find out the method, that one Kunckel,

an artist, was given by the erector of

Brandenburg, 1,600 ducats to assist

him in improving this shade of color-

ing. This type was made in the last

half of the seventeenth century. Long
experience in the manufacture of this

colored glass had caused the workmen
-to become experts, and, as advice was
needed they succeeded in getting it

from men who made a living by selling

secrets concerning some process.

So eager were the rich lords of

Bohemia to insure the success of this
Flagon of engraved Bohemian glass

ration was produced by means of a process similar to etch- industry, that all capital needed was advanced by them,

ing. This process is still in use, and consists of fluoric This gave them additional courage and there is no ware

acid, prepared by treating fluoride with concentrated sul- that possesses the attraction that this does. To many it is not

phuric acid diluted with nearly its own quantity of water, known that Bohemian glassware was at one time manu-

It is kept in bottles of lead or gutta percha, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^— factured in America, but at a very early

as it is one of the most destructive and cor- period. It was made in Pennsylvania at a

rosive acids known, and easily destroys glass B^&^f place called Mannheim, which was named af-

or it could not be used for etching. WL% ter tne °^ town in Germany; here Baron

By this new process the glass to be decorated nlvjfl Stiegle in 1750 laid out a village and estab-

is washed with a varnish composed of wax and lished iron and glass works, deeding a plot of

turpentine, which is applied hot by means of ground to the Lutheran congregation, but de-

a brush. If the design is an exceptionally ^^^S" rmanding in annual payment a red rose. The
fine one, dripping linseed oil is used, then it M "'" B W " ; glass house that he built was shaped like a

is traced with a point just as in etching. The EJ dome, and it was so large that a coach and

transparency of the linseed oil permits this W* :,^<M six horses could enter at the doorway, turn

to be easily done. The part covered with m * around and come out again. Skilled work-

varnish is coated with wax and the acid is men were brought over from the best factories

allowed to eat into the glass along the lines Bohemian glass salt-cellar abroad, and made bowls and goblets of rich

of the design for either longer or shorter periods, accord- coloring and with a true Bohemian ring,

ing to the depth of engraving required. The varnish is He failed in business, however, after five years, but the

then removed by first washing in water and afterwards in old house bearing his name still stands in the heart of the

diluted alcohol. The glass is touched only in the lines town. It is distinguished by the red and black bricks of

which have been left bare by the

engraver.

Hand work can be distinguished

from engraving by acid after a little

practice. However carefully the

chemical operation may be per-

formed, it is impossible that every

part eaten by the acid, should have

the sharpness and clearness of line

which is given by the point of an ; I

engraver's tool, in the hands of an

expert engraver. In this case as in

many others, the character of the

work speaks for itself, and there iS)g
|

nothing that excels Bohemian
hand work.

The art of cameo incrustation

for glassware was discovered by

the Bohemians, but they did not use

it to any extent, but varied it with

engraving to obtain odd and pleas-

ing effects, showing as it were a cas-

ing of colored glass and the interior

of white transparent of enameled

ware. We find such a specimen in the

salt cellar which is shown in the J. W.
Mitchell, Manchester collection. Decanters of Bohemian glass

which it is built. In the month of

June there is celebrated the Feast of

Roses, during which time a great

red rose is given by the church of-

ficer to the Baron's descendants.

An important branch of the Bo-

hemian-Silesian glass industry was
the manufacture of religious beads

as well as glass paste for artificial

jewelry. The art was learned from
wandering Venetians in Bohemia,
and bead furnaces are mentioned
early in the seventeenth century at

Wilderburg.

Later on, a demand came rather

for beads for personal ornament
than for religious purposes. The
manufacture of the more elaborate

forms was by means of a blow pipe.

This art spread slowly, however, in

the north. The methods were
taught by a Venetian, and so popu-
lar did they become that before the

middle of the century, certain dis-

tricts in northern Bohemia obtained

almost a monopolv of this trade, ex-

tensively called "Bohemian stones."
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Old

Lanterns

By Edgar Harrison Watts

Photographs by Mary H. Northend

MB
Hand Lantern. Date, 1800

HERE is an air of romance that surrounds

a simple, battered old tin lantern of crude

design. It represents a period in our coun-

try's history which should be kept vividly be-

fore our minds. In the early days, before

the clearing of the forests, the lantern was

in general use. Hung on a wooden peg, by the side of the

roaring fire, it was ready at hand for instant use.

These lanterns of tin, painted brown, had inside either

home-made candles or lamps filled with the oil extracted

from fishes which were so plentiful in the harbor. They

were divided into several classes, each of which was dis-

tinctive and representing a use that was a necessity in those

days.

First there was the lantern with its long bale, known as

the hand lantern, which was the kind that hung on a wooden

peg, and was used to go to the barn after dark, or to light

the way when paying a visit to a neighbor's. There was the

ship lantern that hung at the poop, or mast-head as signal

for other "ships that pass in the night"—a dim affair, serv-

ing its purpose as well as the searchlight of

to-day.

Along the streets, as civilization in-

creased, came the watchman, with his tin

or horn lantern, calling the hour and

telling the good people that "All's Well!"

Then again, we find the fourth type, which

was the hall lantern, used to greater extent

after better houses were built in the colo-

nies.

These four kinds of lanterns are the

most prominent, although there are said

to be a hundred and fifty-eight heads to

this kind of light, and eighteen different

ways of spelling the word "lantern."

The old light of the past has practically

gone out of existence, being shown mostly

in collections. Five thousand years before

the Christian era, long before authentic

history commences, this form of lighting

was in use. The invention is claimed by Ship Lantern,

the Chinese, who in their Sacred Book mention the use of

paper lanterns in their temples.

The ancient popular spelling of the English word was
lanthorn, and this referred without doubt, to the horn which
was generally used in the panel. The spelling used to-day

is more nearly correct, for we find that the word is derived

from the Latin "lanterna" and thence probably from the

Watchman's Lantern. Date,

Greek, "lampter," from which our word "lamp" originates.

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, they

were used in our own country in crude form. The night

watchmen, in the large cities, carried with them always a

dark lantern. These were fitted with a sliding panel of

mica and were a necessity as there was no light save that of

the moon or the glimmer that shone from house windows.

Occasionally, too, private lanterns were suspended over

front doors or gates, which opened into the main street,

and sometimes they were placed in front of some of the

larger stores.

On the corners of well-traversed thoroughfares were
placed large iron cressets, or fire baskets. These were fed

with pine knots by the night watchman on his beat. There
was no systematic lighting of the streets of Boston until

1774, and with the ill-paved sidewalks, it was almost a

necessity to carry a light in order to avoid a serious fall.

In 1772 a series of meetings was held and the subject of

lighting was thoroughly discussed. A committee was ap-

pointed whose duty was to secure from England three or

four hundred lanterns for the purpose of

street lighting. These were to be placed at

stated intervals along the highways of the

town, and the expense was to be met by
private subscription. Among the names
upon the committee we find that of John
Hancock.

The lanterns were ordered from the

Mother country and were sent over in a tea

ship which suffered shipwreck off the coast

of Cape Cod. While no tears were shed

for the loss of the unwelcome tea, great re-

gret was expressed over the loss of the

coveted lamps.

They were rescued from the bottom of

the sea, however, and fitted with glass tops

by a local craftsman, by name, Thomas
Newell. Of such interest was this general

lighting that two responsible persons were
chosen from every ward, to advise with the

general committee as to the most fitting

They were finally lighted

Date, 1780

locations for the new lanterns.

for the first time, on the second day of March, 1775, and
attracted great attention throughout the community.

With the building of large Colonial mansions, the great

front hall, imposing, yet inviting, came into evidence. It

was spacious and well proportioned, with a graceful, wind-

ing flight of stairs which was broad and low. This led to
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the second story floor from

the entrance. On one side of

the staircase were suspended

from the ceiling, one or

more lanterns, many of

which were very elaborate.

They were often designed

with richly colored cathedral

glass panels, set in frames

of gilt or bronze. Candles

were used at first for light-

ing these, but after 1774
whale oil lamps of peculiar

shape were inserted into the

lanterns. These lamps were

sometimes made of glass,

but more often were of tin

or copper and had two

burners to carry the wicks.

In addition to this means of

lighting, beside the -stair-

case were placed "mural

sconces" or "prongs" with

three or four branches and

holding candles.

This style of lantern was

used only among the wealth-

ier classes. John Hancock
had one in his entry, and at

Mt. Vernon was another,

which may be seen to-day in

the National Museum at

Washington, while Peter

Fanueil speaks of others of

this type in an inventory in

1742.

The common perfor-

ated, or pinched lantern,
Hall Lantern. Date, 1 798

which did yeoman service both in this country and in Eng-

land for more than two hundred years preceding the nine-

teenth century, is one of the most interesting styles.

Candles only were used in these lanterns, and their feeble

light shone out through in-

numerable apertures punched

in the tin from the inner

side. This was to turn the

edges outward and make the

lantern designs more deco-

rative. Often the holes

were arranged in fanciful

patterns, scrolls, crescents,

stars, or interlaced triangles.

One can easily imagine one

of our forefathers treading

the darksome way to even-

ing service or special town
meeting, with such a lantern

in his hand.

As late as 1798 we find

that these old lanterns were

still used in the country dis-

tricts near New York, where

the darkness and bad roads

made them a necessity. To-
day, however, unless in some
country district, they are

rarely seen.

Harking back to the origin

of the lantern, we find that

on the fifteenth day of the

first month in the Chinese

New Year, there is held a

"Feast of Lanterns." The
streets and houses are decked

with hundreds of paper lan-

terns of every conceivable

shape and gaudy coloring.

Some of them are thirty feet

in diameter and so con-

structed that a whole com-

pany of friends can be entertained inside the globe. Cov-

ered with silk, and adorned with vivid paintings of birds

and flowers, many of them are of great value.

The picturesque effect of these lanterns can well be im-

Hand Lantern, 1 780 Watchman's Lantern, 1 720 Pinched lantern, 1700
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agined, as the city is hung

with thousands upon thou-

sands, varying in size and

shape, hanging from the low

houses, the leafy trees, or

the bamboo poles.

In the Holy Bible, lan-

terns are mentioned and

doubtless were in common
use among the Hebrews. It

is thought that they adopted

this form of light which was
used in Egypt, after their

period of servitude in that

country. The earliest rep-

resentation of a real lantern

was found in a fresco upon
the walls of an Egyptian

tomb. This shows a soldier

carrying, suspended from a

staff, a lantern of simple iron

framework, covered with a

cylinder of oiled paper re-

sembling the more primitive

Chinese lanterns.

The Greek poets speak of

this kind of lighting and all

agree that Diogenes in his

search for an honest man in

the city of Athens, carried a

lantern, but of what design

we are not told.

The best and most trans-

parent horn lanterns, accord-

ing to an ancient Roman
writer, were brought across

the Mediterranean from
Carthage. This writer fur-

thermore states that "when a wealthy man doth go abroad lanterns, which goes

by night, a slave who is called the lanternarius or servus his lifetime. Within
praelucens, doth walk before his master, bearing a lantern ten in 17 12, notes are

to light the way." The famous Latin poet, Martial, writ- all the way through

Ship Lantern. Date, about 1 700

ing in the year 80 A.D., tells

us that lanterns in that period

had slides which were made
from bladders as well as

from horn.

A bronze lantern has been

found in the ruins of Pom-
peii, and another at Hercu-
laneum. Both of these are

of cylinder form, and are

supplied with bronze lamps,

with slides of transparent

horn. The handles are bar

shaped, attached by a chain,

while a sliding door gives ac-

cess to the lamp proper.

Many of the old wood en-

gravings that depicted his-

torical events taking place in

the latter part of the sixteenth

century, show pictures of

lanterns, both those which
are used for lighting the

streets and those which were
commonly carried by hand.

There is no doubt, however,
that they had been in use in

England long before this,

for we read that the Lord
Mayor of London, in the

year 1416, issued an order
commanding "that lanterns

with lights bee hanged out

on Winter evenings betwixt

Hallontide and Candle-

masse."

In his plays, here and
there, Shakespeare refers to

to show that they were used during

the pages of a certain old diary, writ-

also found showing that lanterns hung
Hyde Park to the Queen's Palace.

Hand Lantern, 1800 Hall Lantern, 1770 Ship Lantern, 1 720
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

from subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps

should be enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired

^^^j X^OOOOC^OOOO^X [Q]|[)(^OCXXX^OOOO^

LIGHTING OF THE HOUSE IN SUMMER same time, this method of lighting will not heat the rooms.

n ,-, ^ Upstairs these lanterns may be placed in the bedrooms or
by Ueorge Lrane i-'iiht.ip it 11

simply in tne hall. In the bummer time the Japanese light

O write of the lighting of the house in Sum- their houses in this way so why shouldn't we? Another
mer sounds, perhaps, quite like

giving a bit of needless advice, and

you will be apt to say, "Why light

a house in Summer when hot

evenings come and out of doors

is the place and not indoors?" This is quite true,

it is admitted, but perhaps a few suggestions will

be helpful to those who wish to remain indoors.

If there is one thing that is annoying it is to

be sitting quietly on the porch enjoying a Summer
evening, then to go indoors and have to hunt about

for a match to scratch or a button to press, because

the idea that a light must mean heat and that heat,

an added dread to the Summer night, must be

done away with. There is absolutely no need to

very attractive and decorative way of lighting is

that of the hanging lamp. A variety of hanging

lamps may be found in our large shops and if

one is really anxious to give a note of the good old

days to a room, an antique shop will often pro-

duce a very decorative and delightful lamp of this

sort. Let us say we cannot find what we wish in

the way of a hanging lamp and see what we can

make to answer the purpose instead. Buy sev-

eral good sized gold fish bowls. Perhaps various

sizes will look better when used in a house in any

number. Have a carpenter turn some stands in

plain moulding, resembling the teakwood stands,

that one sees in shops. Paint them with black Jap-

,

a-lac, glossy finish, and set the bowls on the stands,

carry this notion to extremes the way some do and ^'"th
03

^ 1^ ^ You are Part ' cu l ar an(I do not wish the table top

I do hope these suggestions will add light on the way f a Summer scratched, paste a piece of felt on the bottom. In

subject and, at the same time, to a too often dark cottage the bowls place a plain finger bowl filled with oil

and rather gloomy interior.

Let us suppose the

evening is hot and humid

and that what little life

there is in the air is to be

found on the porch or lawn

where we wish to sit. Be-

fore leaving the living-room

it would be a wise plan to

go to the hall closet and on

the shelf will be found a box

containing numerous all-

night candles, the kind that

are used in sick rooms,

where little light but a very

long one is desired. There
are three or four very deco-

rative candle lamps in the

form of a lotos flower on

tall highly polished stands

with shades of rice paper,

white not cream. In these

the night candles are placed

and lighted. One is put in

the living-room, one in the

hall and one in the library.

The rooms are at once filled

with a soft diffused radiance

that saves the house from
having the appearance of a

gloomy cavern and, at the An iron side lantern of distinctive design

such as is used in altar lamps

and let as many little tap-

ers float about as can com-

fortably do so and when
these are lighted the effect

of the bowls all aglow is

very charming. It will sur-

prise you to see how much
light will come from these

little flames and how very

little heat they give out.

If you are clever with the

brush, a design in oil paint

can be applied, but the chief

charm is, I think, in the

light showing through a

clear crystal bowl. Lamp
shades made of black wood
with the openings filled in

with rice paper and covered

with Japanese stencils make
very effective and satis-

factory lighting. The plain

bottoms of the inverted

ceiling lights may be made
a decorative feature by

placing Japanese shades on

them with the panels filled

with some decorative silk

or paper, as the case may
be, and hung from the ceil-
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ing with colored silk cord. For a room that you do not for a screw top in which a glass bowl is screwed or a cup-

wish to light with a bright light and in which, at the same shaped top fashioned into which a bowl is set. These lamps

time, you are desirous of producing an effect, let me make can be painted any color to harmonize with the room where

the following suggestions that I think will appeal to those they are to be used and decorated in a natural or con-

wishing a pleasantly softened light. Have several Japanese ventional design. Black is particularly striking with the

prints framed in a black frame and on the backs nail a box design in dull gold after the Chinese manner. A shade to

frame about three inches deep, forming a sort of shadow harmonize with the base is used and the resutl is most satis-

box. These can be hung on the wall like a picture. The fying. Especially suggestive of the Summer days is the

little shelf at the bottom can be used as a stand for two wicker lamp shade with its filling of various colored silks.

little oil lamps or tapers. The effect of the light showing The wicker frame may be either natural or stained or

through the translucent paper is most

pleasing and very striking. This means

of lighting is especially delightful in a dark

corner. Have several small holes bored

in the bottom and top for ventilation and

draught. Japanese stencils may be shown
in this way to good advantage, using rice

paper as a background. Side brackets

are always the most satisfactory way of

lighting a room, especially when the flame

painted a color to suit the situation. Brown
or green are as a rule most suitable and per-

haps more lasting. The filling may be varied.

For instance, in a room where chintz is used,

let the shade be filled with chintz or even

with paper to carry out the color scheme

of the walls. Rice paper with a stencil

design in black is very attractive, also a

grass cloth with coarse weave shows to

advantage. Shades made of the yellowCopyright by W. D. Paddock, 1907

is turned down to resemble the flame of a An attractive Summer lamp may stencil paper are charming, especially when
candle, or when little electric light bulbs are

be
1J
ma

,
d
?

at
,

bome by Procurmg a
cut in some pleasing design, allowing the

j 1 • l it . v 11 -it g°ld nsn globe and htting it as
, r , , j , , iused to obtain the same effect. 1 ellow silk

described in the text with candles
color °* your background to show through.

for shades is a good color and in Summer as sh wn in this diagram The shade is generally cut in one piece and
a change to green or cream might be wise. fastened together with little brass-headed

In rooms where the greenish-yellow light is used a paper clips, doing away with the glue that sooner or later

shade of yellow will soften the glare and give the becomes dry with the heat and falls apart. These also make
effect of gas or lamp and at the same time not noticeably charming shades for the table candles and shed a becoming
decrease the light. Brilliant lights in the summer are not light. They can be used over any color that one finds in the

conducive to a feeling of coolness. The old-fashioned oil usual silver set. A stencil may be outlined so that the

lamp, after all, gives the most satisfactory light, but of design will be decorative by daylight as well. What has

course with it goes, hand in hand, the constant care. For- been said regarding the lighting of the Summer home is

tunately electricity has solved the problem and now the more or less in the hands of the amateur who, with a little

lamps are used for the same purpose but with different in- skill and patience can produce charming effects. The pro-

ternal workings and I do think the result is most satis- fessional, of course, has the brightest side to work on, but

factory and the effect quite as pleasing, minus the trouble the amateur with taste and clever fingers can produce quite

of oil and wick cleaning. For Summer home, lamp shades as charming an effect and, when originality steps in as a

made of old-fashioned white shelf paper, with its lace-like companion to skill and taste, let the professional take care,

edge are most effective and especially when flowers are cut Let me give the readers of this article a bit of advice that

from some gay chintz paper and pasted on. They remind I have found to be most true. Don't flood your rooms
one of the old-fashioned bou- -r.,., t^,..-^^<H-H--^—MM witn ''ght as you then des-

quets with their formal white IMBHHIBIM&.^U^^af^^.^'.' 'v^'" :
jv ' troy tne shadows and s°ft

paper ruffles. These are ^^B^W^E8HE^ ]^^£S^R^^ i"

'

*' "'*'... I ,

tones tnat help to make an
particularly charming for ^^^BBB^^F^^^^^^^ *

"" Si H unattractive room livable

the table candles and are very ^^^K^BS^^^S^^f^.f^Ci^-' 1

'

l» and a " attractive room
easily made over the forms 'djK^S^S^^^C^'^ ' iPSBBS ' ! charming. Too much light

that are found in the lamp ^^S^HB^^9^^^ ^J "W" - IBml destroys all color value.

departments of our shops. ^SKBmS&Eti&W^ B^S^ 3 ° ne snould not allow the
The shelf papers come in tB^^BEsw*^^ color values to wander away
yellow, blue, green and pink m^/KSg T^J§Hf* MM ^r°m a room but ^ Your
as well as white. The last HS^*^ ^ ... ^JA. '

' ,.* I™ 1 lighting is brilliant this will

is, perhaps, the best as a Bj **& *^fi$»i '"~*M happen and the room at

background for the flowers. flf ^^1 I^^^^I •

°'1Ce becomes uninteresting.
Iron side lanterns are very ^£ )-M ¥ f : ^-m..'.;^

„ The objects placed about
decorative with their little W im^ J ?Se \& wil1 Cast no shadows and
doors of leaded glass or p J^fej «.-.*. m » . \

they themselves will become
plain glass and the ironwork '&**f '4 ^'^HM^^C Har ;lm] strange looking.
in Gothic or early English ^^ < -fo JteslililK The corners of the room
design. Sometimes the de- ^@^» ' -*^!(5"B?Bl^ %

"
wI " assume the appearance

sign is Saracenic and colored ^^ft* &&•*% *^ ~ of a cool shady pool in the
and the piercings backed .

'

glare of a noon-dav sun,
with colored glass so that

rJJ^^^" losing its mysterious' depth
the light from the electric |B£ ^— ""

,-—***-* and color. In other words,
candle or bulb shows '•"*'*' ^

....
. a brilliantly lighted room

through and the effect is rich
|

sets everything to dancing
and highly agreeable. Very and causes unrest. This,
effective are the wooden after all, is disorder and
larrmc f-nrn^rl Inf-r. or^r^c Copyright by Willard Dryden Paddock j . ,lamps turned into some An artistic tab le light fitted for electricity . The figures are bronze and

dest»>ys ones enjoyment,
graceful shape by the carpen- the shades are skillfully fitted shells. In place of electricity, parafine Artificial light or daylight,
ter or craftsman, allowing balls (which will burn over two hours and can be refilled) may be used both can be over-encouraged.
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round the Garden
A MONTHLY KALENDER OF TIMELY GARDEN OPERA-

TIONS AND USEFUL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS
ABOUT THE HOME GARDEN AND

GROUNDS

roi

All queries will gladly be answered by the Editor. If a personal

reply is desired by subscribers stamps should be enclosed therewith

Pl^

THE GARDEN IN JULY

OW the gardens of our happy anticipations

are unfolding their myriad beauties. We
look around the garden plot with satisfac-

tion. Even though here and there we find

something that is disappointing it should

only inspire us to continued effort if our

enthusiasm is from the heart. Gardens come and go in

one sense, but in another and their truer sense they are ours

forever. Perhaps July finds us regretting some planting

mistake, some neglect, or some forgetfulness, but we who
love our gardens will promise ourselves to profit by our

mistakes and as the seasons follow one another and are

multiplied by the years we shall find a certain satisfaction

in knowing that when, at last, we have attained the mastery

of garden-craft all our little failures in the past have helped

us the better to acquire a sure knowledge of garden-making

in all its diversities.

JULY will find Aquilegia still blossoming and Achillea,

Bachelor's Button, Globe Amaranth, Heliopsis, Lava-

tera, will be claiming the month as their own, sharing it with

Balsam, the Bellflower, Coreopsis, the Evening Primrose,

Larkspur, Love-lies-bleeding, Morning Glory, the Nastur-

tium and many other old time favorites, not the least of

which is the Petunia which is again to be in fashion. Many
of the herbacious plants such as the Dahlia and Gladiolus

and also Roses should be staked if this has not already

been done. Perhaps no phase of the flower-garden care is

more apt to be overlooked by the garden beginner than the

attention of this sort which should be given early in the

season to all those plants which will come to require some
support other than their own stalks.

THERE will be pruning to attend to this month. Roses

(the hybrid perpetuals) should be cut back some five

or six inches after the June blossoming is over. After this

with watchful care and proper fertilizing you may succeed

in inducing the appearance of a second blossoming this

same season. Such flowering plants as Cosmos, the Dahlia

and Chrysanthemums should be by forced "pinching" to con-

form to a more compact, bushy and more decorative growth
than they would if left to their own development. The

A garden should not only be attractive but it should be comfortable as well
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Slat-back garden bench

prolific bloom which makes the successful flower-garden so

attractive is not alone a matter of chance or accident.

Nearly all flowers if left to blossom and wither in due course

on their stalks soon go to seed, a process that taxes

the vitality of the plant and soon discourages any succession

of bloom. In order to maintain a colorful garden the

flowering annuals, especially such as Pansies, Sweet Peas,

Marigolds, Morning Glories, Four-o'clocks, Petunias and
Verbenas should be picked every day.

ARTISTIC GARDEN SEATS OF WOOD
Photographs by Mary H. Northend

GARDEN seats are the most important articles of gar-

den furniture, and are made of various materials

—

limestone, marble, concrete and wood being principally used.

Garden "Motto" bench

Of these the last is the most desirable, as it is low in price,

artistic, and wooden garden seats can be home made. If

pretty rustic effects are desired, cedar or locust, with the

bark left on, can be used to advantage, and cypress is also

most satisfactory.

For these, odd bits can be used and if the designs are

carefully worked out by persons having artistic ideas, the

results are very gratifying. Pretty seats can be made of

slabs or strips of wood which are arranged on frames, and

when painted will last for years.

There are many different styles in garden seats, some be-

ing mere chairs which will accommodate one person only,

while others are longer with a circular effect. A third type

has a double seat which will seat four people. For comfort,

all these should have high backs and low seats. Many in-

teresting and attractive garden seats are shown in the shops.

Garden furniture constructed on strong and durable lines but artistic in effect
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HELPS TO THE
HOUSEWIFE

TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS OF INTER-

EST TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER AND HOUSEWIFE

V SOME HINTS FOR OUTING LUNCHEONS with salt, cayenne and lemon juice. Mix in the chopped

r» T-i- l j- a. j whites, and pack in a glass jar to carry. Cut thin slices of
By Elizabeth Atwood

. j • • j • 1 1 1 ' • r 1bread into rounds with a biscuit cutter and saute in rresn

LL my life I have been in the habit of butter until a delicate brown. Have these thoroughly cold

putting up what I call picnic luncheons

—

before packing and spread when luncheon is served. But-

sometimes to put in the very smallest space ter-thins or any crisp unsalted cracker spread with this mix-

possible, at other times taking dishes for ture add variety.

cooking and food to heat or to cook. I am Brown bread sandwiches are much liked by nearly eyery-

afraid that my old fashioned picnic luncheon one. To make a very fine-grained Boston brown bread,

in which a large pan of baked beans was the main feature, take one cup each of white flour, graham flour and corn

would hardly be desired—but you might do worse. meal; one and a half cups of sour milk, three fourths cup

In these days of the portable "fireless cooker" to keep of molasses, one teaspoon of soda and one of salt: Mix
things hot and the patent bottles to keep drinks cool as the dry ingredients, add the molasses and sour milk in

well as hot, one need not feel limited in the selection of which the soda has been thoroughly dissolved. Put into

articles to take. baking powder cans to have the small rounds for slicing.

There are some rules which should be followed: Never Boil for three hours. Make the day before so as to have

put sandwiches together at home if you can possibly avoid well cooled. Slice as thin as possible, butter well and add

it. Have your bread cut thin, and buttered on one slice, lettuce or cucumbers with mayonnaise or not, as preferred,

the second slice to be left dry. Roast beef put in a sand- I have found nut loaf very popular and as it keeps well

wich at eight in the morning is not at all tempting in ap- it is a good plan to have it on hand when picnics or drives

pearance by one or two o'clock. But if the roast beef is may come up suddenly. Take one and a half cups of flour,

sliced thin, wrapped in paraffine paper, and then placed two cups of graham flour, one half cup of corn meal, one

between the slices of bread at luncheon time, it is a very half cup brown sugar, one half cup molasses, one pint sweet

different thing indeed. milk, one cup walnuts chopped but not fine, three teaspoons

There are various sandwiches. Almost any meat left baking powder and one teaspoon salt. Bake in long tin for

from dinner the day before may be converted into the forty-five minutes in moderate oven. Cut in thin slices and

most delicious sandwich. If in a too ragged shape to slice,

mince it up very fine, add mayonnaise dressing, and before

mixing, rub the dish with a clove of garlic cut in two. It

spread with butter, putting a little jelly between the slices.

There are two sweet sandwiches which are very delicious.

Take maple cream which may be bought at any first-class

may need more salt and pepper, for a sandwich filling grocery, and mix in walnut or pecan meats. If you can

should be highly seasoned. Canned chicken may be pre- get them, butternut meats are really the best to combine with

pared in this way. Put into a glass jar in which dried beef maple. Crab apple jelly spread on bread and sprinkled

or bacon are put up. Just before luncheon is served, open with chopped walnut meats never goes begging. Try this

the slices of bread and but-

ter (which will not cling as

they would if butter had

been put on both sides), and

spread with the prepared

chicken.

Eggs and sardines make
very good sandwiches. Cut

six hard boiled eggs (which

have been boiled for twenty

minutes), into halves, and

separate the whites from the

yolks. Chop the whites

very fine and put the yolks

through a ricer or coarse

strainer. Remove the bones

and skins from a dozen sar-

dines, add sifted yolks and
mix to a paste with a little

olive oil, and season to taste

Photograph by Mary H. Northern!

Suggestion for a Fourth-of-July luncheon table decoration.

to see if it is not fine to

lunch on.

It is always well to take

extra supplies with you for

the unexpected addition to

your party. Two or three

boxes of crackers, a box of

sardines, a tumbler of jelly

or some nut paste. Of
course, pickles, olives,

radishes and cheese.

A picnic luncheon is never

complete without deviled

eggs. They seem to stand

in the position of potatoes

at dinner, one never tires of

them. Boil the eggs twenty

minutes. Chill in cold water
just enough so that you can

handle them. Remove the
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shells, cut in half and take out the yolks. Have a bowl

ready, the sides having been rubbed with onion or garlic.

For six eggs put in a teaspoon of butter; the yolks will

have heat enough in them to melt the butter. Add salt,

pepper, mustard and vinegar to taste. Mash together with

a spoon. Fill the halves rounding and when cold wrap in

paraffine paper. I keep my paper egg boxes for carrying

deviled eggs. The hostess should prepare these herself

for it is only the nicest blending which makes them a suc-

cess. I can tell you how to do it but I have never measured

the seasoning.

We all like to have

something sweet in the

shape of cake but here

care and judgment must

be used. It is not ap-

petizing to have a musty

looking cake some too

light, so one should pre-

pare the kind which will

bear the wear of travel.

Little spice cakes are al-

ways good and gentle-

men usually enjoy them.

Take one egg, two thirds

cup of molasses, two

thirds cup of sugar, one

heaping teaspoonful o f

soda; two thirds cup of

melted butter, one cup of

milk, two and a half cups

of flour with an even tea-

spoon of cream of tartar

and a half teaspoon of

salt; a tablespoon of

mixed spice and a table-

spoon of vinegar. Mix in

the order given and bake

in small tins. A half cup

each of raisins, currants

and flour make these cakes

even better in every way.

There is nothing finer than our old fashioned sponge cake.

I make it the afternoon before, and the icing keeps it moist.

Separate and beat very stiff the whites of five eggs and a tea-

spoon of salt. Beat the yolks thoroughly, add to the whites

and beat again. Add a cup of sugar and half a teaspoon of

lemon or almond flavoring. The last thing, fold in an even

cup of bread flour. Have the pan ready that there may be no

delay. Bake in very moderate oven for forty minutes, or

until it begins to shrink from the pan. When cold spread

with thin icing made of one tablespoon of milk or water, a

few drops of the flavoring used in the cake, and confec-

tioner's sugar enough to make the thickness of rich cream.

Sprinkle the top with chopped nuts and press lightly into

the icing.

Gentlemen always like my little mince pies. Take the

muffin tins and line with pastry. Put in one tablespoon of

mince meat in each, and moisten the edges with cold water.

With the cover of a pound can of baking powder cut out

the tops of the pies pressing well against the sides of the tin.

Prick three or four times with a fork to let out the steam.

The matter of drinks is the most serious one when con-

sidering transportation. The drinking cups or tumblers are

heavy and may not be burned up. It is necessary to have a

pail to bring water in, whether you walk or ride. I have
tried, and never yet succeeded, in doing away with this

burden. I may lighten it but cannot get rid of it.

Lemon punch is about the most condensed drink to carry

that I know of. Take the juice of four lemons, or five if

MARSHMALLOW CAKE
By Mary H. Norlhend

Morshmallow Cake. Cream one third cup butter, gradually beat in one

cup sugar. Sift together two and one half teaspoonfuls baking powder,
one and one quarter cup of flour, one half cup cornstarch, and add
alternately to creamed mixture, with one half cup of milk; then add
one teaspoonful flavoring and fold in stiffly beaten whites of three

eggs. Frost with the following: Heat two tablespoonfuls milk and
six tablespoonfuls sugar over fire; boil six minutes without stirring.

In double boiler heat one quarter pound cut marshmallows; when very
soft, add two tablespoonfuls boiling water and cook until smooth.
Beat in hot sugar, keep beating until partly cooled, then one half

teaspoonful vanilla. Use at once, spreading generously over top and
sides. Dot with maraschino cherries, as shown in the illustration.

they are a bit dry, and two cups of sugar; put into a quart

jar. Fill up the jar with tea. Shake until the sugar is thor-

oughly dissolved. When ready to serve, put a portion into

each tumbler and fill with water. It is so refreshing that

one is repaid for the trouble caused by the carrying.

Orangade is equally refreshing. Take the juice of six

oranges and three lemons and add three cups of sugar. Mix
well the day before, stirring occasionally to make a smooth
syrup. This may be bottled and a little put in a drinking cup,

then filled with water when serving luncheon, or a large pail

may be taken and all pre-

pared at once. Orangeade
always calls for a third

lemon juice.

If one is an ardent pic-

nicker it is necessary to

have a suitable equipment.

There should be paper
napkins in abundance, and
plenty of paraffine paper,

which may be bought at

the bakers along with the

small paper plates. These
serve for after-luncheon

fun as well as convenience

in packing and handling

the food. A small fire

adds interest to an outing.

I always plan the packing

of the food in boxes, so

that if an expedition is to

be on foot, each tramper
can carry a part. When
we finish, everything is

burned or buried under

rocks. One should never

leave an untidy camping
ground for others to see.

The luncheon which one

takes in a carriage or an

automobile may be much
more elaborate. With an

alcohol lamp, a chafing dish or a camp fire, this type of

luncheon becomes capable of improvement. With the paper

plates it is not at all difficult to have a salad on a picnic.

Wash the lettuce, then place back as much in the shape of

the head originally. Wrap in damp paper and put in the

large pail you are taking for the drinking water. A piece

of ice may be wrapped in a paper and put in the bottom of

the pail with the lettuce on top. Carry a bottle of French

dressing or mayonnaise made just before you leave home.
By shaking, the dressing will be found to be all right.

There is so much joy in a meal taken in the woods, on

the water or wherever you elect to lunch at luncheon hour,

your appetite is so keen, your spirits are so gay, and it is

a pity we do not get more days like these, drink in more
ozone, and, in this manner, brighten and lengthen our lives.

IHlHIlllllllHIIIlHSI^

HOME, SWEET HOME
(Continuedfrom page 236)

very lovingly on the rude little attic at the top of the

house where so many happy hours were spent. It is here

that the veneer of centuries falls away and you get very

near to the heart of the old house. Very homely and plain

is the rude back stairway— it i's almost perpendicular

—

that leads you thither, but fine in its simplicity and strength.

Bare of lath and plaster are the massive cedar timbers

of which the house is built. You note the heavy beams with
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the mark of the adze still in them, the stout oak and cedar

pegs pinion the joists and low hung rafters, now bronzed

and mellowed with age, but as sturdy and strong as when

first cut from the virgin forest. Here, despite the fact

that more than 200 years have passed over its head, the

room remains precisely the same as when Payne was a boy.

Here we know past all imagining, he must have played as

all boys have played in attics since attics were made. Out

of the tiny window he must have looked on the pink

blossomed orchard and drank in deep draughts from the

sea.

We are glad he had such a home, for every home is

sweeter because of it. We are glad he wrote the song, for

the world has been enriched and ennobled by it. "We raise

monuments to all virtues," writes a friend, "let us keep

this one sacred to that little heaven upon earth which shines

through the gloom of so many darkened lives like a

beacon light. John Howard Payne is not dead, so long

as Home, Sweet Home is sung, his will be an ever-living

presence."

[igiiiiigiiii'iiiiiiiiiaiisaaiiaasHiiiijiiasiiiiiiiiiiiigiassiiiiiMiBiisiiissiiMiiii

A CLUB COLONY OF HOMES AND GARDENS
( Continued from page 24-5

J

Latin country from which the architecture was borrowed.

But though Water Witch may ocasionally imitate the

architecture of alien lands it has a history quite its own, for

it was in this neighborhood that J. Fenimore Cooper placed

the scene of his novel, "The Water Witch," and at the foot

of the hill the ruins of the old villa, "Lust in Rust" (Pleas-

ure in Idleness), is still to be seen. It is interesting, too,

to know that this property, together with Sandy Hook, was

sold to the Hartshorne family by the Indians who re-

served for themselves the rights to come to Sandy Hook to

gather the beach plums and catch weakfish.

Places are like people in that one cannot really know them

on short acquaintance. A member of the Water Witch
colony will tell you when the birds return in Spring, their

names and the songs they sing and how lovely the arbutus

is in April. He will point out the dogwood trees which in

May are covered cloud-like with white blossoms and show
you where the laurel colors the woods in June.

The peace of the surrounding woods adds to that sense

of security that comes to dwellers in high places, and only

twenty miles away the light from the tower of the Singer

Building shines out reminding us of the City that slumbers

not nor sleeps.

IVY COURT
( Continued from page 250)

face while others are quite smooth. The entrance door
is a detail which has marred many an otherwise good ex-

terior, but here they are well designed and treated in a

most artistic manner, and they add tremendously to the

appearance of the facades.

All of the houses have entrance vestibules, which do

away with the unsightly makeshift stormdoors, which are

so frequently seen in the Wintertime, when a country house

has not been provided with a vestibule.

The question of out-of-door living during the Summer
months has been solved by the open terraces, after the

Italian fashion, or out-of-door living-rooms, and a few
of the houses are provided with both. Such an arrange-

ment is far better than the old-fashioned covered verandas

which ran across the front of the house, and kept the sun-

light from the principal rooms during the Winter months
when they most needed it.

The out-of-door living-rooms are designed so that they

are really part of the house, and they, as well as the

terraces, are paved with red Welch quarry tiles. They do

not have that objectionable detached appearance, and can

easily be enclosed with glass in Winter so that they can

be used all the year round..

The floor plans in the houses are much the same and pro-

vide for a vestibule, hall, living-room, averaging 14x24

feet, dining-room, pantry, and kitchen on the first floor;

four bedrooms and a bath on the second floor; and two

servants' bedrooms and a bath on the third floor. All of

the modern conveniences in the way of lighting, heating

and service, such as one naturally expects to find in modern

houses, have been installed. Ample closet room, dear to

the heart of the housewife, has been provided, and some

of the bedrooms have two closets. All of the rooms are

rectangular which always greatly facilitates the problems

of interior decoration and the placing of the furniture to

the best advantage.

The house shown at the top of page 250 is an excellent

type of small house of fireproof construction. Its archi-

tecture has been greatly influenced by that of the villas of

Italy. The stucco is very light in color which effect was

obtained by mixing marble dust with the cement. The roof

is of red tiles. Variety is given to the design of the facade

by the arched and sunken panels which frame the French

windows and the entrance doorway. Various colored tiles,

having a matt glaze, have been imbedded in the stucco in

a simple arched design, and in the center has been placed

a medallion of colored marble. Another Italian feature

is the tile-paved open terrace in front of the house which

is readily accessible from the living-room, through the

French windows. A long cement bench adds to its attrac-

tiveness, and evergreen trees in terra-cotta vases flank the

entrance door. The living-porch is connected with the

dining-room and is paved with tiles. It can easily be en-

closed in glass and makes an ideal breakfast room at any

season of the year.

The exposed woodtrim and shutters are painted a blue-

green, and the well designed leaders add to the general

good effect.

The house illustrated on page 249 is of rough cast

cement, with a slate roof of green and purple slates mixed,

just as it comes from the quarries, and laid like shingles.

The shallow baywindow in the sitting-room, with its sloping

roof and many-paned windows, is an attractive feature, both

as viewed from within as well as from the exterior of the

house. The lattice to support the climbing vines gives a

decorative quality to the facade, which one would not think

could be obtained in such a simple manner. The little iron

balcony on the second floor is an attractive detail, another

feature reminiscent of the Italian villa.

In front of the house is an open paved terrace edged

with clipped box.

This house is of gray stucco with woodwork and shutters

of dark brown.

The perplexing question of how to design a double, or

semi-detached house, that will have unity of design and not

look like two detached houses simply clapped together, has

been satisfactorily solved in the double house illustrated

on page 248. This house is of gray stucco and the ex-

posed woodwork has been painted buff. The treatment of

the roof lines is wonderfully successful and holds the design

of the house well together; the roof lines of the wings being

repeated over the two covered verandas. The wrought iron

balconies, supported on iron brackets, add distinction to

the doorways and break up the monotonous front of this

double house successfully.

The solid entrance doors, with their strap hinges of

wrought iron and the little opening near the top, are all

that an entrance door should be, for they have the appear-

ance of being firm enough to keep people out as well as in.
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Readers of American Homes and Gardens who are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass, in fact in any field appealing to the collector are

invited to address any enquiries on such matters to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful attention. Correspondents should enclose stamps for reply.

Foreign correspondents may enclose the stamps of their respective countries.

B. P. C. : The pattern of the coverlet

1 photograph of which you send for iden-

tification), is variously designated in dif-

ferent communities. According to Eliza

Calvert Hall, an authority on hand-woven
coverlets, this pattern is called "Musca-
dine Hulls" in Georgia, "Double Musca-
dine Hulls'' in Mississippi, "Double Bow
Knot" in Kentucky, and "Hickory Leaf"
in Rhode Island. These early coverlids

are of great variety and interest, and a

collection of them would be well worth
the attention given to assembling it as

the time is soon to come when collections

of this sort will be sought for eagerly by
our public museums which are, nearly all

of them, lacking in examples of this de-

lightful early handcraft.

M. X.: In the latter part of the seven-

teenth century, two of the most notable

lanterns were used in Chichester, Eng-
land, They were styled in vulgar par-

lance, "The Sun," and "The Moon."
The larger of the two was "The
Sun," which was used to escort a new
Mayor, just after he had taken the oath
of office, and also was prominent in pro-
cessions when royalty came to visit Chi-
chester. The Mayor's nightly rambles
on all other occasions, were attended by
"The Moon," a huge lantern twenty-six
inches in diameter, covered with trans-

lucent plate of horn and lighted by eight
candles placed inside.

A certain Lord Middleton, of Pepper-
harrow in Surrey, had a great moon lan-

tern which was used for the same pur-
pose. It was borne before His Lordship
whenever he ventured forth at night, by
a man on horseback, and was in use as
late as 1750. Over the gateways of

prominent citizens or the clergy, on mar-
ket days, and during fairs and other open
air amusements, lanterns were commonly
displayed.

There is no form of collective interest
about which so little has been written as
upon the subject of old lanterns, and one
reason for this is perhaps on account of
its crude design, which makes it of little

interest to the average collector, save as

an antique.

L. C. G. : Christie's, the famous London
F~ine Art auction room, was immortalized
as early as 1781 in Modern Manners
where the following lines occur:
"But come to Christie's, make haste, John

—

All the bargains will be gone."

N. E. : The sword hilt of which you
send the illustration clipped from a mag-
azine is to be found in the South Ken-
sington (Albert and Victoria) Museum,
London. It was made for Caesar Borgia.

H. V. : The print you send is a process

copy of an extremely rare etching of

"Arlington House," London, which once
occupied the site where Buckingham
Palace now stands. Only four copies of

the original are recorded in existence.

W. E. L. : A fine copy of the first edition

of Oliver Goldsmith's "Deserted Village"

recently brought some eighty pounds in

an English auction room.

L. S. P. : The colored woodcut, of a

portrait of Lafayette, full-length on
horseback, holding a French flag, the
Hotel de Ville of Paris in the back-
ground, by Pellerin fat Epinal) 1830 in

large folio, is not of great value. This
print in fine condition will bring about
$5 in the market. On the other hand
the stipple printed portrait showing
Lafayette full length, in uniform, stand-
ing, left hand resting on a pedestal, a
sword in the right hand and in the lower
left distance a view of an encampment,
and bearing the imprint "Bee sculp. A
Paris /chez Bance" is wCrth fully $100
if in fine condition. Of course there is

great satisfaction in the possession of
rarities and unusually fine prints, but the
true collector appreciates the fact that
prints of lesser value are often of even
greater intrinsic interest. The true col-

lector is one who has an absorbing pas-
sion for the subject matter of his col-
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m The OThe Oriental Store

You can shop

with us by
mail from
yout home as

satisfactorily

as though
you person-

a 1 1 y put-
chased in our

stole

Comfortable Summer Chairs

FROM Canton, China, come these artistic examples

of Oriental craftsmanship
—

"hour-glass chairs"

—

suggesting in every line cool and restful repose. Graceful

in design, sanitary in construction and inexpensive in price.

The ideal chair for summer use. Woven by hand without

a nail in their entire construction— prices $4-50 to $12

each. Send for Beautifui Booklet

Illustrating in colors trie vajpus designs of these unique

chairs, tablcn and stools.

AAVAMTlNE-cVCO-
Boston

Broadway and 18th Street

NEW YORK
Established 57 Years '

Philadelphia

Art Collections, Libraries,

Fine Furniture, Antiques

SUCCESSFULLY DISPERSED BY

Sales at Auction and Descriptive Catalogs

We pos-siss Exceptional Facilities for their Disposition

Correspondence Solicited

Equal Attention Given Small Consignments

m« • C 1 C 16 East 40th Street

Merwin dales to. new york city

ANTIQUES
of all kinds—large stock of OLD CHINA ; some fine old
MAHOGANY FURNITURE; Copper, Brass. Pewter and old
Cut Glass, old Blue Quilts; Colored English Prints; Old
Mirrors; and Clocks. Almost Everything in Antiques. Cata-
log on request,

Mrs. ADA M. ROBERTS, Box 98
WASHINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Send for catalogue A 28 for pergolas, sun dials and garden
furniture or A 40 olwood columns

Hartmann-Sanders Co.
Manufacturers of

KOLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS

Suitable for

PERGOLAS.PORCHES
or INTERIOR USE

ELSTON and WEBSTER AVES.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Eastern Office
1123 Broadway, New York City
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Stained with Cabot's Creosote Stains

Arthur T. Remick, Architect, 103 Park Ave., New York

The Book of 100 Houses
Sent Free to Anyone Who Intends to Build

This book contains photographic views of over
100 houses of all kinds (from the smallest camps
and bungalows to the largest residences) in all

parts of the country, that have been stained with

CABOT'S SHINGLE STAINS
They are designed by leading architects and the
book is full of ideas and suggestions that are of
interest and value to those who contemplate
building.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Sole Manufacturers

131 Milk Street. Boston, Mass.

Agents all over the country

PrivateWater Supply Plants

sl" KEWANEE WATER SUPPLY CO.
NEW YORK CITY KEWANEE .ILL.

The Stephenson System of

Underground Refuse Disposal
Keeps the garbage out ofsight in the ground
away from tlie dogs, cats and typhoid fly.

"Thousands in Use."

Underground
Garbage and Refuse Receivers

A Fireproof and Sanitary Disposal of Ashes,
Refuse and Oily Waste.

Our Underground Earth Closet

means freedom from contaminated

water supply.

Sold Direct. Send for Circular*

In Use Nine Years. It Pays to Look Us Up.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr
21 Farrar Street, Lynn, M /

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet have your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

II-ff C*tslt[ut Bsrdwsrt Sftclthln, Fr§»,

THE H. B. IVES CO.
a*kc MANwrACTuncR* ... NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The^chilling Press
j

PRINTERS OF QUALITY
137-139 East 25th St. New York City

"Oaks from Acorns Grow"
\Y^E welcome the smallest printing order, because we

know that the service we give will lead to more
business. Experience, punctuality and price are the
three features on which our wide reputation is built.

Furnishing text and ideas for novel, attractive printing
are our specialty.

i Printers of "American Homes and Gardens" j

lection while the other sort of collector

is merely a gatherer of a few or many
masterpieces of technical interest. You
should be able to obtain a copy of the

curious etching of Josephine being
crowned by Napoleon, issued by Chereau,
Paris, for ten or twelve dollars. There
is a mazzotint of John Collet's painting
"Paul Jones shooting a Sailor who had
attempted to strike his colours in an En-
gagement." This measures 14 by 10

inches and was printed by Carrington
Bowles, 1779. A copy would probably
command from seventy-five to one hun-
dren dollars if in fine condition.

B. P. : An unused copy of the United
States Pan-American Exhibition two-cent
postage-stamp (1901) with center in-

verted (an error in printing) is valued at

$300 at which price it is catalogued.

An unused copy of the British stamp used
by members of the Shackleton South
Pole Expedition (which stamp consists

of an overprint of the words "King Ed-
ward VII Land on the 1 penny car-

mine stamp of New Zealand, 1908) can

be had for $5. An unused copy will cost

$3. The local siege of Mafeking postage

stamp issued in 1900 bearing a portrait

of Baden-Powell is the three pence value
printed in blue on blue paper. The issu-

ing of this stamp is said to have incurred
official displeasure in London. It is one
of the "curiosities" of philately.

J. B. P. : The autographed letter of 1718
you submit is from the hand of the fa-

mous Chevalier d'Eon de Beaumont
who held office at the court of Louis
XV and adopted woman's attire. B.

Pestrucci, the writer of the letter in your
collection from Old Windsor, in 1846, was
Engraver to the Mint. You should be
able to obtain an interesting George
Sand autograph letter signed for two or
three dollars. A fine autograph letter

signed by Sir Christopher Wren would
be fully worth $100. though it might
not bring so high a price in an American
auction room.

E. A. G. : J. G. Soufflot, the subject of

your engraved portrait by Bligny, was
an, architect of Paris, constructor of the
Pantheon. The value of this print is

about two dollars.

I. A. W. : Copper-nickel three cent pieces

were issued from the United States Mint
1865 to 1889 inclusive. The bronze two
cent pieces from 1863 to 1873. The first

coins minted in America were the Mex-
ican 34 R- of Charles and Joanna 1536-

1556. These bear crowned initials on
either side. The round brass coins of

China "cash" pieces have the dynasty
of issue indicated at the top and bottom
of the coin. The character to the left and
right may be interpreted as reading
"Current Money." The characters on
the reverse side denote the Mint.

B. E. C. : It is not possible to give an
exact valuation of the Waterloo medals
you describe, but the following are the

average auction prices they have brought
in recent important sales abroad: Water-
loo 3rd Batt. 14th Regt. Foot £3-6; 1st

Batt. 52nd Foot Regt. £2-6; Staff Sergt.

Royal Horse Art'y. £2-10 ; Dragoons
(Scots Greys) £6 ; 42nd Highlanders £5-5

;

Coldstream Guards £3 ; 3rd Batt. 1st

Foot or Royal Scots £3. Naturally there

are more collectors of Wellington medals

abroad than in America but as dealers

in America are, likewise, less apt to have
such medals commonly in stock there

should not be a great divergence between
the average sales prices abroad and
dealers' prices in America. The true col-

lector never collects merely with an idea

of disposing of his collection at a profit

as soon as it assumes fair proportions,

and therefore the fact that it is, generally

speaking, easier to buy an object than to

sell it should not discourage the collector

from pursuing his favorite hobby. As
collecting coins and medals has been a

favorite hobby with many collectors

throughout several centuries it has come
to pass that the majority of coins have
more or less fixed market or selling val-

ues. Naturally the dealer is a less prod-
igal buyer than he is a careful seller and
occasionally one meets with a patriarch

in the profession who will tell the col-

lector with a coin or medal to sell that

there is no particular value attached to

it, that as the demand for such things is

slight and therefore the expenditure for

the supply must be as light upon his part.

Of course there is much to be said in line

with his philosophy though once he has
acquired the object of his indifferent sol-

icitude its value is apt to be advanced
many hundreds per cent when one comes
to be buying it again. In common with
everything dear to the heart of collectors

both coins and medals must be acquired
because one is interested enough in them
to take them when he finds them, for

what to one collector's interest will ap-

pear a bargain to another's will seem an
extravagance.

C. H. : You will pardon the Editor of

the "Collectors' Department" if he sug-

gests that you are confusing the merely
curious with the intrinsically worth col-

lecting.

M. V. G. : In reply to your enquiry con-
cerning Keramic Collections in Washington
museums, the following may be of interest

:

A. B. L.—The stein you speak of is un-
doubtedly Bohemian glass made about
1850—possibly earlier—value about $50.

Both old and modern Bohemian glass is

very plentiful.

J. B. J. : The pewter teapot marked
"Dixon" is of very little value. The mark
determines that. Regarding the pewter
pitcher with "Army and Navy" marked on
front, it is necessary to know whether this

is engraved or stamped.

T. P. S. : If the two pieces of Benning-

ton pottery you describe are about six

inches in length and correspondingly high

they would be worth $35 a pair, if in good
condition. If of greater height they would
be worth up to $75 a pair.

N. M. R. : A collection of china and pot-

tery is now on display in the East hall of

the National Museum building.

This exhibit has been deposited in the

Museum by the widow of Rear Admiral
Francis William Dickins, U.S.N., and rep-

resents a painstaking and life-long labor

of the Admiral. Being especially inter-

ested in history and the application of the

pictorial arts to ceramics, the Admiral
began at an early date to assemble the col-

lection which now ranks as the most com-
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CLIME AND CLIMB PROOF
EXCELSIOR "Rust-Proof" Fences may be erected

in any climate because continual dampness or salt

air do not injure them.
They are difficult to climb, and present a formidable

barrier to trespassers.
EXCELSIOR " Rust-Proof " Fences are the only wire

fences made that will last for years without painting.

They cost more at the start, but less at the finish.

Sold by the Hardware Trade
Write to us for catalog "E," also sample of " Rust-Proof

"

Wright Wire Company, Worcester
Mass.

RATS KILLED B Y SCIENCE
DANYSZ VIRUS is t

Bacteriological Preparation
AND NOT A POISON—Harmless to Animals otter thin moan-
Lie rodents. Rcdtr/.i die In the open. For » imill hoaie. 1 tabe,

"5c: ordinary dwelUnr. 3 ruber $1.75) larger place— for eacb S.OOO

sn.. ft. flior mice. u§c 1 dozen, $6.00. Send now.

DANYSZ VIRUS, Limited, 72 Front Street, New York

McCRAY REFRIGERATORS
Active and cold air circulation—Sanitary linings.

Send for Catalogue
McCRAY REFRIGERATOR COMPANY

587 Lake St., Kendallville, Ind.

l^ x.o^Ltx white enamel

^^ lead in style and appointment. They have a longer
wheel base.— a larger body with more spacious
interiors and luxurious upholstering. Dropped
frame. Enclosed Fenders—Auxiliary Rain Vision
Shield. Tires, — special pneumatic, or Motz

-_. _ „ Cushion. On exhibition in all principal cities.
The Rauch & Lan* Carriage Co., 2180 W. 25th St., Cleveland. Ohio

CONSUMERS

COMPANY

KEEP THIS MARK IN MIND
It means MAK-GRO Odorless Plant Food
and EARLY-CROP Odorless Fertilizer. If

you are one ot the fortunate ones who are trying
them out in your Garden this Summer, we do
not have to explain. If you have not tried them,
send for our literature and be prepared to use
indoors for your Fall Transplanting, and for
making LAWN', and for seeding down for
PASTURE, etc.. and learn how to use it for
next year—INDOORS AND OUTDOORS—
FROM A POUND BOX TO A CARLOAD.

CONSUMERS FERTILIZER COMPANY
NEW YORK--LONGACRE BU PLDI N G- -SUITE J

EDWARDS
FIREPROOF
STEEL

GARAGES
For Automobiles and Motorcycle*

$30 and Up
Easy to put up. Portable. All sizes.

Postal brings latest illustrated catalog.

The Edwards Mfg. Co., 305-355 Eggleston Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

GARDEN -
AZING Write for book and lexers about this

LOBE novel, beautiful outdoor ornament.

EKameter 15 m. STEWART-CAREY GLASS CO.
Height of Ped. 36 in. Indianapolis, Ind.

Vaef joarlbttrnSeMuenr Dn«Mvsn ALL
'~m

*z3t r umps kinds
CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hanger*

Write for Circular* and Price*

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Work*

plete of its kind in America, if not in the

world. There are about 450 pieces in the

exhibit, chiefly of English manufacture,
comprising for the most part plates, cups,

saucers, pitchers, mugs, and many other odd
and unique dishes of different periods,

decorated with scenes, portraits and in-

scriptions of historical significance.

In this collection will be found how well

the ceramic art lends itself to the preserva-

tion of historical records. Entirely differ-

ent from the old Egyptian papyri and
manuscripts, the delineations of historical

scenes on these plates and dishes are as

fresh as upon the day they were baked. In

the ceramic art there is no fading of the

colors, no decaying of the material, and the

plates and placques, unless broken, pre-

serve intact to posterity whatever may
be depicted on them.
At present the collection is installed

in six pier cases arranged around the hall

in which the "period" costumes are to be
placed. Conspicuous among the pieces of

pottery are several examples of White
House china, especially those which relate

to Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Mon-
roe, Jackson, Harrison, Pierce, Lincoln,

Grant and Hayes.

Another series relates particularly to the

history of the United States and shows
scenes from the Colonial Wars, the Revo-
lution, the War of 1812, the Civil and the

Spanish Wars. Two pieces of pottery

represent the treaty made by William Penn
and the Indians, and not only commemorate
that event, but give an idea of the odd con-

ception of Colonial scenes formed by the

English potters of the eighteenth century.

Another interesting object is a Mormon
communion plate of porcelain, representing

the Mormon Temple of Nauvoo, and the

Angel Moroni whom it is said showed
Joseph Smith where the Bible was hidden.

The border is encircled by the names of the

president, Brigham Young, and twelve

apostles of the church.

In commemoration of the Great Fire in

the city of New York, December 10, 1835,

there is a plate done in black, showing in

the center the Merchants' Exchange Build-

ing burning, and men working hand-engines,

surrounded by firemen, watchmen and
spectators.

Of plates and dishes relating to the

Colonial and other wars, there are examples

illustrative of the exploits of McDonough,
John Paul Jones, Captain Hull of the

"Constitution," Stephen Decatur, General

Jackson, Commodore Preble, George Wash-
ington, Oliver Hazard Perry, Lafayette,

Benjamin Franklin, and others.

It is reported that many pieces of the

set of Lincoln White House crockery were
found by Admiral Dickins in an old Wash-
ington auction shop located on the corner

of Ninth and E Streets, N.W., a number
of years after all parts of it were supposed
to have gone out of existence. The same
style of dishes is still in use in the White
House, and there are a few of the original

set on display there. This set was origin-

ally ordered by J. W. Boteler in 1861.
This set is of the finest French porcelain,

having a border of deep plum color with
delicate lines and dots of gold ; the outer
edge slightly scalloped and decorated with
a half-inch open pattern in gold lines. In
the center is a spirited conception of the
United States Coat of Arms, on a back-
ground of clouds, and below, the motto "E
Plnribus Unum." Oddly enough there is

also in the collection a sample of the china
ordered for the executive mansion of the
Confederacy, at Richmond, which never
served its purpose.

LEAVENS
PURNITUR&

([Repeated orders from satisfied custom-

ers, and their frequent letters of commen-
dation place Leavens' Made Furniture in

a class by itself. It is furniture that meets

every requirement of the particular pur-

chaser. A large variety of styles, all good,
and each purchaser's individual taste in

finish, insure the measure of satisfaction

that has resulted in a marked increase in

sales during the past year.

*JLeavens' Made Furniture is designed on the plain,

simple lines that give style and character. It is strong

but not clumsy. Each piece has individuality. An
inspection of unfinished stock in our ware-rooms shows
how good is the materia], and how honestly it is built.

It is finished to your order it so desired.

^IA package of over two hundred prints and a color

chart will show you possibilities for every room in your
house. Send for them.

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO.
MANUFACTURERS,

32 Canal Street, Boston, Mass.

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

STORER F. CRAFTS, General Manager

offers rooms with hot and cold water for $1 .00

per day and up, which includes free use of
Public shower baths. Nothing to equal this

in New England. Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up, suites of two rooms
and bath for $4.00 per day and up. Dining
rooms and cafe first class. European plan.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Strictly A Temperance Hotel

Send for Booklet

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL, Inc.
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LANE JOIST
HANGERS

Don't cut away timbers or depend on
flimsy spiking. Our hangers are propor-

tioned so that they will carry a greater load

than the timbers which they support—this

makes them safe.

100 stock sizes. 4 styles.

A large Catalog for the asking showing other

Builders Hardware. Twenty thousand hangers

in stock, ready for immediate shipment.

Lane Brothers Company
Wilson Ave., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Lane Style "D" Timber Hanger
(Hooks over each side of timber)

To Build Beautifully You Should Have These Books
More than three hundred illustrations and plans of artistic and comfortable homes of

practically every size and style. Innumerable valuable suggestions and ideas.

Modern Dwellicgs-9x 1 2 in., 150 Must. ($3,500 to $50,000) with) BOTH BOOKS
Plans $1.50 > dJO nO

American Homes- 1 50 Illus. ($2,500 to $10,000 with Plans) . .$1,00 )
«P*"»V»U

These Books contain a profusion of the latest ideas in Georgian, Colonial,
English, Bungalow, &c, for those who are Planning to Build.

BARBER & RYNO, Architects Knoxville, Tenn.
Geo. F. Barber & Co.

jaBROOKSeCO-O^t^'O.
Jloor&Sidewalk Lights.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Send^Catalogue.

For Beautiful Homes
SEE THESE TWO NEW PLAN BOOKS.

"The DRAUGHTSMAN" ® "PLAN-KRAFT"
For one story homes. 9 For two story homes.

1913 editions, contain exteriors and interiors of ad-
vanced designs of homes featuring the new modifi-
ed Swiss Chalet and Japanese Architecture.

PRICE 2SC EACH POSTPAID
DE LUXE BUILDING CO.

523-D Union League Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

New Edition—Just Published

The New Building Estimator
By WILLIAM ARTHUR

A practical guide to estimating the cost of labor

and material in building construction from excavation
to finish, with various practical examples of work
presented in detail and with labor figured chiefly in

hours and quantities.

A handbook for architects, builders, contractors,

appraisers, engineers, superintendents and draftsmen.

The eleventh revised and enlarged edition, just

published, has been reset throughout and gives

the latest prices. It contains 50% more matter than
the previous edition.

Price $3.00 postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc.

361 Broadway New York, N. Y.

Size—5 x 7 inches

744 pages. Illustrated.

Flexible Leather.

Gilt Edges.

THE COLLECTORS'
^ ^

,

MART
iMim. xmnt

Collectors are invited to send short descriptions

of their wants and offerings to the Collectors'
Mart. Wants and offerings will be inserted in

this column without charge. American Homes
and Gardens takes no responsibility in connection
with any of the offerings submitted. All com-
munications should be addressed to "Collectors'

Mart, American Homes and Gardens, 361 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y." All replies should be

accompanied by a blank envelope, stamped and
marked zvith the register initials (which identify

the wants and offerings) in the lower left hand
corner of the envelope, the whole to be enclosed
in the envelope addressed to the Collectors' Mart.
Photographs should be carefully protected and
packed flat.

Wanted: Old advertising announcements
prior to 1820. P. H.

Wanted: Copy of "The Bewick Col-
lector."

Wanted: Old books printed in Philadel-

phia before 1785. N. E. H.

Exchange: Fine collection of old and rare

California Indian baskets. F. M G.

Offered: Fine proofs by the best American
wood-engravers ; also portraits of Lin-
coln, Washington, Franklin, etc. B. J. G.

Offered: Collection of antiques, together
or separately. Old cut and engraved
glass goblets, caraffes, decanter, celery

glass, hand-embroidered Dutch collars,

exquisitely embroidered nainsook skirt,

fans, bead wristlets or trimmings done in

Bulgarian colors, cup, plate, American
eagle, about 125 years old and other
articles. A. D. A.

Exchange: To exchange old pewter for

other pieces not in my collection or will

exchange old blue platter by J. Wedge-
wood for old pewter. C. W. G.

Wanted: Old original pencil drawings by
noted artists, signed. V. D. B.

Wanted: Arundel print in fine condition,

of Benozzo Gozzoli's angels. L. H. B.

Wanted: Samples of early silk brocades
and figured silks for my collection of

textiles. Q.

Wanted: Old dolls of a period prior to

1840. E. S.

Wanted: Small boxed mirror, Persian.
Rose-pattern lacquer. H. M. B.

Offered: Old newspaper containing ad-
vertisement of reward for a runaway
slave. E. S.

Wanted: Caricatures of Mulready's de-

sign for English envelopes. H. O.

Wanted: Early stamped (not embossed)
book-plates. G. T.

Wanted: Early Italian stone mosaic work
set in metal (jewelry pieces). X.

Wanted: Persian paintings on sheets of

mica. O. L. B.

Wanted: Specimens of nineteenth century
Chinese glass and other oriental glass. F. J.

Wanted: Nineteenth and twentieth cen-

tury miniature books. J. E. C.

Offered: Old secretary, about 1800. Two
Chippendale chairs (same pattern), with
interesting Colonial history attached

;

glass punch-bowl (interesting history)
;

jubilee number of Brother Jonathan (July
4, 1845), Old Bible (1760), ten-cent Con-
federate stamp picked up on field of

Gettysburg July 3, 1863. J. G. B.
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Wanted: Broken bank bills; medals of

Nebraska ; Odd Fellow medals of all

kinds. L. T. B.

Wanted: Objects in straw mosaic.
A. R. D.

Wanted: Old Mexican pottery. C. R.

Offered: Old-fashioned bedstead. W.

Wanted: Early English glass tumbler

decorated with a pastoral scene in enam-

eled colors. R- C.

Wanted: Miniature books in all lan-

guages, particularly a copy of The Dia-

mond Songster in two volumes, printed

early in the nineteenth century. K. L.

Wanted: Early visiting cards or business

cards engraved with interesting vignettes,

old valentines before 1850. J. B. T.

Wanted: Old ginger jars. K. C. T.

Paul Revere, Boston Massacre: I have

an impression of this interesting item of

Americana, published and copyrighted in

1832, in an oak frame. This print is quite

as rare as the original Boston Massacre.

Engraved by Paul Revere. L. B.

Wanted: I am forming a collection of

early engravings of the leading colleges.

Shall be glad to have submitted to me
engravings of college views published

prior to 1850. X. Y. Z.

Wanted: Boxes, etc., of Persian lacquer.

G. T.

Wanted: Old Valentines. G. T.

Wanted: Shall be glad to be put in com-
munication with any one having any early

American silver for sale ; also wanted a

Lowestoft set, or separate pieces, if desir-

able. T. M.

Offered: Early American Sampler. Ob-
long. Alphabet and urns. Variety of

color and stitches. From the Alexander

W. Drake collection. Framed in mahog-
any frame under glass. E. R.

Offered: One fine old walnut four-post

tester bed, recently refinished in hand-rub

finish. Fine condition. M. R. S.

Offered: An antique Kabistan rug, il-

lustrated and described in the first

edition of Mumford's boook on "Oriental

rugs," together with copy of same book
and letter of identification. Price

3600.00. M. D. B.

Offered: Brought back from trip to

China a fine old turquoise blue-green

crackle vase, perfect, 15 inches high. Will

dispose of it. Will send photograph of it

to anyone interested. F. A. S.

Offered: An Empire sofa, mahogany
genuine antique, 5 l/2 ft. long, black hair

cloth covering, solid mahogany legs, carv-

ings of fruit and leaves on solid mahogany
ends. Sofa put together by bolts. Two
hair cloth pillows. L. B. J.

Offered: An old 16th century medicine

jar. Blue and white majolica. M. D. B.

Offered: Miscellaneous but interesting

collection of Chinese and Japanese pot-

tery, lacquer, cloisonne, bronze, and
other cabinet articles. Antique rugs, pic-

tures, embroideries, etc. M. D. B.

Wanted: Book-plates engraved by Sid-

ney Smith, Spenceley and French and
early engraved portraits of Washington,
Franklin, Jefferson and Major Andre. B.

Wanted: Early and rare United States

paper money. Legal tender only. Also
rare Lincoln medals. A. A. L.

WOLFF
HPHE owner of this beautiful
* residence at Llkhart, Indiana,

enjoys his Bath Room as much
as any room in the house. It,

together with the Kitchen, Pan-
try and Laundry, is equipped
with the most modern fixtures

from the Wolff factories which
harmonize perfectly with the

Architecture of the home.

Get our booklet on Bath
Room Suggestions.

£.Hill Thrnock - Architect

L Wolff Manufacturing Co.

Plumbing Goods Exclusively

Main Office, 601-627 West Lake Street

Showrooms, 1 1 1 N. Dearborn Street

CHICAGO
BRANCHES : Denver, Omaha, Minneapolis,

Dallas, Rochester
POTTERY : Trenton, N. J.

12 Bungalow Plans

FREE
With One Year's Subscription to

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

An indispensable guide to an ideal home. It has solved all the problems
and knows just what you want. It takes up in detail the construction, decoration
and furnishing of real Bungalow Homes. Profusely illustrated with splendid
photographs of the newest ideas in bungalow construction including exteriors,

interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes to the
reader each month with a wealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you
many times its cost for a whole year. Full working drawings, specifications and complete bill of material for one
bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable estimate of its cost, is an invaluable
feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a
life's work—the building of a real home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU,

Twelve Magazines, Twelve Working Drawings, Twelve
Specifications, and Twelve Bills of Material for $2.00

Send Coupon Now—TODAY
BUNGALOW PUBLISHING CO., Inc. Seattle, Washington
For the enclosed $2.00 send me Bungalow Magazine for one year beginning with the .issue. It is understood that I shall receive

each month a complete working plan for one Bungalow, including specifications and bill of material. ($2.50 in Canada, Foreign $3.00)

StreetN.

Town State
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"Tenement Tommy"
Asks for

A Square Deal

HE lives in New York's stuffy tenement

district, the most congested spot in

America.

In his sultry three-room home there is

scarcely space to eat and sleep. His play-

ground is the blistering pavement of the ill-

smelling streets, hemmed in by scorching

brick walls.

No trees, no grass, not even a whiff of

fresh air,— in the only world Tommy knows.

Ash cans are his background, and the rattle

and roar of traffic his environment.

Tommy's widowed mother is broken with

worry ; his sisters and brothers are as pallid

and frail as he. The winter struggle has

sapped their vitality. They are starving for air.

No medicine will help Tommy. What he,

his mother and the other children need are

:

a chance to breathe something pure and

fresh,—a taste of sunshine and outdoor

freedom,—an outing in the country or at the seashore.

But between Tommy and his needs stands poverty,

the result of misfortune. He must suffer just as if it were
all his fault.

And that is why Tommy appeals for a square deal.

Nor does he wish you to forget his mother, or his "pals"

and their mothers,— all in the same plight.

This Association every summer sends thousands of "Tenement
Tommies", mothers and babies to the country and to Sea Breeze, its fresh

air home at Coney Island. A dollar bill, a five dollar check, or any
amount you care to contribute, will help us to answer Tommy's appeal.

Send contributions to Robert Shaw Minturn, Treasurer, Room 204,
105 East 22nd Street, New York City.

SUGGESTIONS

A lawn sociable by

your class, Sunday

School or Club.

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR IMPROVING
THE CONDITION OF THE POOR

A subscription among

your friends.

R. FULTON CUTTING, President

I

Just Published

The Modern Gasoline Automobile
Its Construction, Operation, Maintenance and Repair

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M. E.

700 (6x9) Page*. 500 IHustra ions. 10 Large Folding Plates

Price, $2.50

T"*HE latest and most complete treatise on the Gasoline Automobile ever issued. Written in simple

language by a recognized authority, familiar with every branch of the automobile industry. Free
from technical terms. Everything is explained so simply that anyone of average intelligence may

gain a comprehensive knowledge of the gasoline automobile. The information is up-to-date and
includes in addition to an exposition of principles of construction and description of all types of auto-

mobiles and their components, valuable money-saving hints on the care and operation of motor cars

propelled by internal combustion engines. Among some of the subjects treated might be mentioned

:

Torpedo and other symmetrical body forms designed to reduce air resistance ; sleeve valve, rotary valve

and other types of silent motors; increasing tendency to favor worm-gear power-transmission; universal

application of magneto ignition ; development of automobile electric lighting systems ; block motors

;

underslung chassis; application of practical self-starters; long stroke and offset cylinder motors; latest

automatic lubrication systems ; silent chains for valve operation and change-speed gearing ; the use of

front wheel brakes and many other detail refinements.

By a careful study of the pages of this book one can gain practical knowledge of automobile construc-

tion that will save time, money and worry. The book tells you just what to do, how and
when to do it. Nothing has been omitted, no detail has been slighted. Every part of the automobile, its equipment,
accessories, tools, supplies, spare parts necessary, etc., have been discussed comprehensively. If you buy or intend
to become a motorist, or are in any way interested in the modern gasoline automobile, this is a book you cannot
afford to be without.

Not too Technical for the Layman—Not too Elementary for the More Expert

Send prepaid to any address on receipt of price

A special eight page circular describing this book sent free on request

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 361 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

For sale or exchange for a mahogany
chest of drawers.—A very fine old Ger-
man hanging- clock. Dial of richly ham-
mered copper silvered. Swinging pendu-
lum over face of clock. An exceedingly-

interesting specimen of a rare type.

Offered: Linen tahlecloth, design
George If mounted, emblems of Eng-
land, River Thames, etc., once property
of George IV, and presented by him to

ancestor of owner. Antique Spanish lace,

drawn work spreads, filet, etc., from
Spanish convents. II. J.

Offered: Two Heppelwhite shield back
chairs and pair of girandoles, at one time
the property of Joseph Bonaparte, Shef-
field urn, Majolica plaque, piece rare
Chinese silk with design of imperial arms
of China, historic in value. Wedgewood
flower-pot. C. H.

Offered: Some rare dark blue historical

china plates from my collection. C. E. V.

Wanted: Small glass cup plates. C. E. V.

Offered: Three volumes (folio) Mc-
Kenny & Hall's Indian Tribes of North
America. One hundred and twenty col-

ored plates 14^4x20% inches. Three-
quarter grained Morocco. Philadelphia,

1842. In very good condition. Would
also like to exchange stamps with col-

lectors. N. A. H.

Offered: Set of carved ivory chessmen,
$10.00.

Offered: Two brown, barrel-shaped

vases, wreathed with grapes and leaves,

in silver lustre, late 18th or early 19th

Century English-ware. B.

Offered: Several pieces first Empire
China, a willow-ware Nankin platter but-

terfly border, 18th Century Mound-build-
ers' pottery and celt. B. P.

Offered: The Massachusetts Magazine,

February, 1793, containing an engraving
of Dartmouth College. G. W,

Ravenna. By Edward Hutton. Illustra-

tions by Harold Sund. New York:
E. P. Dutton & Company: 1913. Cloth.

16mo. 300 pages. Price, $3.00 net.

In this volume the author has written a

geographical, historical and critical study

of this marvelous city, the only monument
that remains to us of the period between

antiquity and the middle age, which we
know as the Dark Age. He first of all

considers the geographical and historical

importance of the ancient city, and then

proceeds to a scholarly examination of its

history in the time of Julius Csesar. He
shows us the Ravenna that was a refuge for

Honorius, the city of the Gothic kingdom
of Theodoric. Its story in the middle ages

when it offered refuge to Dante, and his

fate in 1512 is examined, as are its ex-

periences at the hands of Napoleon.

The Swiss Chalet Book. By William
S. B. Dana. New York: The Wm. T.

Comstock Co.: 1913. Cloth. 8vo. Il-

lustrated. 151 pages. Price, $2.50.

This book by Mr. William S. B. Dana
tells the story of the chalet in Switzerland,

its history, evolution and construction.

The book is replete with illustrations and
numerous diagrams, sections and plans. It
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is picturesque as well as instructive. Mr.

Dana has not neglected the Swiss chalet

in America and tells the reader something

of the use that has been made of chalet

forms in California, accompanying his text

with most attractive pictures.

Chapter I deals with Swiss architecture

and builders, and succeeding chapters dis-

cuss construction details, decoration, fur-

nishing, etc., while the last chapter is de-

voted to the subject of the adaptation of

the Swiss chalet in other countries, espe-

cially in America.

The Post-Office and Its Story. By Ed-
ward Bennett. London : Seeley, Service

& Co., Ltd.: 1912. Cloth. Svo. Illus-

trated. 356 pages

A great deal has been written on the sub-

ject of the British postal service, but until

the appearance of Mr. Edward Bennett's

''The Post-Office and Its Story" there has

been no work on the subject up to date for

many years. As penny postage and postage
stamps originated in England, the history of

the British Postal service is of great in-

terest. Beginning with "Postboys and Mail
Coaches," each chapter in the book traces

the rapid development of Sir Rowland Hill's

idea to its ultimate intricate but successful
working out. The illustrations are particu-

larly interesting. Although an English work,
this book will be invaluable to the American
student of postal history.

Lixcolxiaxa Book Plates and Collec-
tioxs. Kansas City: H. Alfred Fow-
ler: 1913. Boards. 12mo. Engraved
plates. Edition limited to 500 copies.

Price, $2.50.

"Lincolniana Book Plates and Collec-
tions" is the alluring titles of a little vol-

ume recently issued by H. Alfred Fowler,
publisher of "The Biblio," of Kansas City,

Mo. The book is the outgrowth of an at-

tempt to describe the book plates bearing
portraits of Lincoln or other appropriate de-
signs associated with his name. The author,
however, found the collections of Lincolni-
ana in which these book plates were used
of more interest than the plates themselves,
and so Charles W. McLellan, Judd Stew-
art and J. B. Oakleaf have contributed
three delightful little papers on their collec-

tions. All are veterans in the field, and it

is only to be regretted that similar descrip-
tions could not be given of the collections
of Hon. Daniel Fish, J. W. Burton and
the late prince of Lincoln collections, Major
W. H. Lambert of Philadelphia. Mr.
Fowler's book should be owned by every
Lincoln collector. It has a handsomely en-
graved title page with a Lincoln portrait, and
the Lincoln bookplates of Judd Stewart, H.
Alfred Fowler and J. B. Oakleaf are used
to embellish the text. A blank Lincoln
bookplate is laid in loosely to be put in the
owner's copy. The printing is all that could
be desired.

Trees ats'd How They Grow. By G.
Clarke Xuttall. Xew York: Cassell and
Company: 1913. Cloth, 8vo. Illus-

trated in color and by halftones. 184
pp. Price, $2.00.

Each chapter in "Trees and How They
Grow" is a history of a species and is so
interestingly written that the book cannot
fail to be gratefully received as a worthy
addition to the garden library. In common
with too many modern books of the sort
Mr. Corke's volume lacks an index. It seems
extraordinary that publishers occasionally
overlook the fact of the great importance
of an index to a book.

The Corbin Night Latch
will protect your treasures. Quickly and easily applied.
Adjustable to thickness of door. The best dealers sell it.

P. & F. Corbin
Divis

The jJmerican Hardware Corporation

NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT
P. & F. Corbin

of Chicago

P. & F. Corbin

of New York
P. & F. Corbin Division

Philadelphia

Get This Free Booklet and Learn
how to keep the hot summer out of your porch and house. It tells
how, at moderate cost, you can have a delightfully cool, airy living
room during the day and an ideal sleeping porch at night. You'll
be glad you sent for it. So do it now.

HOUGH SHADE CORPORATION
240 Mill Street Janesville. Wis.

I

THE HOTEL OF AMERICAN IDEALS

HOTEL POWHATAN
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Best Localed Hotel in Washington
New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Refined. Elegant.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms, detached bath, $1.50, $2.00 up
Rooms, private bath, $2.50, $3.00 up

Write for Souvenir Booklet "B" with Map.

CLIFFORD M . LEWIS, Manager

When

HOTEL VICTORIA
Cor. Dartmouth and Newbury Sts.

<J One half block from Copley Square. Two
minutes walk to Public Library, Trinity
Church and Back Bay Stations. In center
of the Back Bay district, and particularly
accessible for automobilists.

European Plan

THOMAS O. PAIGE, Manager
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MINERAL WOOL
The
Modern
House
Lining.

/*ij.1.11 L»t-,ij«0

Samples
and
Circulars
Free.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City

Concrete Pottery and Garden Furniture

V
By Ralph C. Davison

""HIS book describes in detail in a most practical manner
the various methods of casting concrete for ornamental

and useful purposes. It tells how to make all kinds of con-
crete vases, ornamental flower pots, concrete pedestals, con-
crete benches, concrete fences, etc. Full practical instruc-

tions are given for constructing and finishing the different

kinds of molds, making the wire forms or frames, selecting

and mixing the ingredients, covering the wire frames, model-
ing the cement mortar into form, and casting and finishing

the various objects. Directions for inlaying, waterproofing and
reinforcing cement are also included The information on
color work alone is worth many times the cost of the book.
With the information given in this book, any handy man or

novice can make many useful and ornamental objects of

cement for the adornment of the home or garden. The author has taken for

granted that the reader knows nothing whatever about the subject and has ex-

plained each progressive step in the various operations throughout in detail.

16 mo. (5*4 x 7/2 inches) 196 Pages. 140 Illustrations.

Price $1.50, postpaid

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc., Publishers
361 Broadway New York

Modern Plumbing
Illustrated

HI mKM!ray
By R. M. STARBUCK

400 (10^x7^) Pages

55 Full Pages of
Engravings

PRICE. '.00

•I A comprehensive
and up-to-date work
illustrating and de-
scribing the Drain-
age and Ventilation
of Dwellings, Apart-
ments and Public
Buildings, etc. The
very latest and most
approved methods in

all branches of

Sanitary Installation

are given.

•I Many of the subjects treated in the text and
illustrated follow in the next column.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers

361 Broadway New York City

SOME OF THE SUBJECTS TREATED
Connections, sizes and all working data for Plumb-

ing Fixtures and Groups of iixtures
Traps — Venting
Connecting and Supporting of Soil Pipe
House Trap and Fresh-Air Inlet.
Floor and Yard Drains, etc.
Rain Leaders
Sub-soil Drainage
Floor Connections
Roof Connections '

Local Venting
Bath Room Connections [etc.

Automatic Flushing for Factories, School Houses,
Use of Flushing Valves
Modern Fixtures for Public Toilet Rooms
Durham System
Plumbing Construction without use of Lead
Automatic Sewage Lift—Sump Tank
Disposal of Sewage of Underground I loors of

High Buildings
Country Plumbing
Cesspools
The Electrolysis of Underground Pipes
Septic Tanks and Sewage Siphons
Pneumatic Water Supply, Rams, etc.
Examples of Poor P' actice
Roughing—Testing
Continuous Venting for all classes of Work
Circuit and Loop Venting
Use of Special Waste and Vent Fittings
Cellar Work
House Drain—House Sewer—Sewer Connections
Plumbing for Cottage House
Plumbing for Residence
Plumbing far Two- Flat House
Plumbing for Apartment Houses
Plumbing for Office Building
Plumbing for Public Toilet Rooms
Plumbing for Bath Establishment
Plumbing for Engine Houses
Plumbing for Stables
Plumbing for Factories
Plumbing for School Houses, etc. [by Electricity
Thawing of Underground Mains and Service Pipes

SUGGESTIONS FOR RAISING ONIONS
IN THE HOME GARDEN

IF onions fail to thrive in the home gar-

den, the reason usually may be found in

the fact that they are not kept absolutely

free of weeds. It is useless to try to grow
onions unless one is willing to cultivate and
weed persistently. The ground should be
made just as fine as repeated rakings will

make it and the best fertilizer is well-rotted

cow manure and soot, the latter not being
relished by cut worms. The seed should
be planted in drills and the soil carefully

firmed with the foot in order to press it

closely about the seed and hasten germina-
tion.

Cultivation should be begun as soon as

the plants show and kept up faithfully. It

is particularly necessary to cultivate after

a rain. Even in a well-cultivated garden
weeds appear close to the plants and must
be pulled by hand.
The new onion culture, so called, re-

quires the starting of plants in the hot bed
for extra earliness and is all right if the
onions are to be eaten when gathered.
This plan should not be followed with
onions which are to be stored, as they will

not keep as well as when the seed is sown
in the open grown in April. Good sorts

for the home garden are Danvers Yellow,
Prizetaker and Australian Brown. The
last is particularly valuable because of its

excellent keeping qualities.

SUMMER VERSUS WINTER
PRUNING

FEW amateurs realize how different are

the results of pruning fruit trees in

Summer from those which follow Winter
pruning. Sometimes the use of the saw
produces conditions quite different from
those which were expected.

Ordinarily it is better to prune matured
trees in Winter or early Spring. Winter
pruning tends to produce growth of vegeta-
tion, so that it keeps the old trees renew-
ing itself and in robust condition. Young
trees may well be pruned in Summer, for

Summer pruning has a tendency to check
growth but to stimulate fruiting. We have
this rule then ; Prune in Winter for vegeta-

tion and in Summer for fruit.

Pruning in Summer is not to be
practiced, though, except when a tree is

making strong growth. When trees are

slow to come into bearing, this treatment
may be just what is needed. The latter

part of June is the best time and the prun-
ing should not be overdone. It never
should be so severe as in Winter, and the

grower should always have in mind the

proper shaping of the tree, cutting just

above buds which will throw out low-grow-
ing, outside branches, and seeking always
to keep a low head and an open center.

Even Winter pruning should not be as

drastic as often is the case. It is much bet-

ter to do a little each year than to butcher
the tree in a single attempt to bring it

into subjection. Three years may well be
given to the redemption of an old apple tree

which has been long neglected. First, all

the dead limbs should be cut away. Then
those which cross or interlace so as to chafe
one against the other should be attacked.

After that the higher limbs and those in the

center may be thinned so as to let the sun-

light penetrate to all parts. And as the

work progresses, suckers and superfluous

shoots may be removed wherever encount-
ered. If the tree is straggling in habit,

however, some of the suckers on the main
branches may be simply headed in, in

which case they will presently developed
fruiting spurs.



VALUABLE PAPERS ON

CONCRETE
REINFORCED CONCRETE

and CONCRETE
BUILDING BLOCKS

Scientific American Supplement 1543
contains an article on Concrete by
Brysson Cunningham. The article
clearly describes the proper compo-
sition and mixture of concrete and
gives the results of elaborate tests.

Scientific American Supplement 1538
gives the proportion of gravel and
sand to be used in concrete.

Scientific American Supplements 1567,
156S, 1569, 1570 and 1571 contain an
elaborate discussion by Lieut. Henry
J. Jones of the various systems of
reinforcing concrete, concrete con-
struction and their applications.
These articles constitute a splendid
text book on the subject of rein-
forced concrete. Nothing better has
been published.

Scientific American Supplement 997
contains an article by Spencer New-
berry, in which practical notes on
the proper preparation of concrete
are given.

Scientific American Supplements 156S
and 1569 present a helpful account
of the making of concrete blocks by
Spencer Newberry.

Scientific American Supplement 1534
gives a critical review of the engin-
eering value of reinforced concrete.

Scientific American Supplements 1547
and 154S give a resume in which the
various systems of reinforced con-
crete construction are discussed and
illustrated.

Scientific American Supplements 1564
and 1565 contain an article by Lewis
& Hicks, in which the merits and de-
fects of reinforced concrete are ana-
lyzed.

Scientific American Supplement 1551
contains the principles of reinforced
concrete with some practical illus-
trations by Walter Loring Webb.

Scientific American Supplement 1573
contains an article by Louis H. Gib-
son on the principles of success in
concrete block manufacture, illus-
trated.

Scientific American Supplement 1574
discusses steel for reinforced con-
crete.

Scientific American Supplements 1575,
1576 and 1577 contain a paper by
Philip L Wormley, Jr., on cement
mortar and concrete, their prepara-
tion and use for farm purposes. The
paper exhaustively discusses the
making of mortar and concrete, de-
positing of concrete, facing concrete,
wood forms, concrete sidewalks, de-
tails of construction of reinforced
concrete posts, etc.

Scientific American Supplement 1586
contains a review of concrete mixing
machinery by William L. Larkin.

Scientific American Supplement 1583
gives valuable suggestions on the
selection of Portland cement for con-
crete blocks.

Scientific American Supplement 1581
splendidly discusses concrete aggre-
gates. A helpful paper.

Scientific American Supplement 1595
and 1596 present a thorough discus-
sion of sand for mortar and concrete
by Sanford E. Thomson.

Scientific American Supplement 1586
contains a paper by William L. Lar-
kin on Concrete Mixing Machinery,
in which the leading types of mixers
are discussed.

Scientific American Supplement 1626
publishes a practical paper by Henry
H. Quimby on Concrete Surfaces.

Scientific American Supplement 1624
tells how to select the proportions for
concrete and gives helpful sugges-
tions on the Treatment of Concrete
Surfaces.

Scientific American Supplement 1634
discusses Forms of Concrete Con-
struction.

Scientific American Supplement 1639
contains a paper by Richard K.
Meade on the Prevention of Freez-
ing in Concrete by Calcium Chloride.

In Scientific American Supplement 1605
Mr. Sanford E. Thomson thoroughly
discusses the proportioning of Con-
crete.

Scientific American Supplement 1578
tells why some fail in the Concrete
Block business.

Scientific American Supplement 1608
contains a discriminating paper by
Ross F. Tucker on the Progress and
Logical Design of Reinforced Con-
crete.

<J Each number of the Supplement cost* 10 cents.

fJA set of papers containing all the articles above
mentioned will be mailed for $3 40. QSend for a
copy of the 1910 Supplement Catalogue. flFree to

any address ^JOrder from your Newsdealer or from

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers,

361 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

" Where the Surf Sings You to Sleep
"

Right at Chelsea's Fashionable Bathing Beach. Here
you find rest in abundance. The

[

ocean rolls and
surges right up to—and under the hotel piazza, its

music is grand and soothing. Distinctly, the Ostend
has the finest location on the Beach. Within easy
walking distance and roller chair ride to the center of

life and gaiety for which Atlantic City is famous.

The. Hotel is equipped with everything necessary for

human comfort and caters tojhe best patronage.

All baths, private and public, have hot and cold running,

fresh and sea water. When the temperature is

highest and cities hot and grimy the Ostend is the

coolest and most comfortable hotel in Atlantic City.

Rooms large, airy, and 95 percent of them overlook

the ocean. Special Rates to Single Men.

Rates are reasonable. Write for booklet and reservation

DAVID B. RAHTER, - - Proprietor and Manager

HOTEL OSTEND, ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

The Scientific American
Boy at School

By A. RUSSELL BOND,
12 mo., 338 pages, 314 illustrations. Price, $2.00.

t| This is a sequel to "The Scientific American Boy" and like its predecessor is brim full of

practical suggestions, all of which are entirely new. The construction of the apparatus, which

is within the scope of the average boy, is fully described and the instructions are interwoven in

a fascinating story, which makes the book interesting as well as instructive to the boy. This

volume contains instructions on surveying, sounding and signalling, the building of dams, canals

and canal locks, truss bridges and several different types of boats. Sun dials, clepsydras,

seismographs, gliding machines, kite photography and camera hunting are a few of the other

interesting subjects taken up. Other unique ideas are water kites, fish-tail boat-propellers,

bicycle sleds, geyser fountains, etc. No boy of a mechanical turn of mind can read the story

without being inspired to try his hand at making the devices.

MUNN & CO., Inc. Publishers, 361 Broadway, New York.
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Small Bronzes—Remodeled Houses—Bird Cages—Windows

AUGUST 1913
Vol. X. No. (

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers
NEW YORK. N. Y.

PRICE 25 CENTS
$3.00 A YEAR



Co-operation and Enthusiasm
are evident in the response which our subscribers are making to our request for

the names of people that "American Homes and Gardens" would interest.

This is gratifying to us not only because the co-operation of our subscribers is of

the greatest assistance to us in increasing the circulation of ''American Homes
and Gardens," but also because it shows that the improvements made in the
publication meet with the hearty approval of its readers.

As a result we have materially increased the circulation of "American Homes
and Gardens" and have had the pleasure of extending the subscriptions of a large

number of our friends who sent lists to us. Have you sent us a list? If not

Here is the Way:
Simply send us the names and addresses of the people you think will be interested

in "American Homes and Gardens" and we will do the rest. An accurate record
will be kept of all names received in this manner and for each new subscription

we get from any list we will extend the subscription of the person who sent the

names to us for four months. Thus if we receive three new subscriptions from
any one list the subscription of the person who sent us the list will be extended
for a full year.

Of course, you may send as many names as you wish, the greater the number of names you send
the larger the number of subscriptions we will probably receive and the longer the period for

which your own subscription will be renewed.

Be careful to write the names and addresses plainly and don't fail to put your own name and the

address at which you are receiving "American Homes and Gardens" on each list you send.

Address all lists to the Circulation Department, "American Homes and Gardens," 361 Broadway,
New York City.

a

American Estates and Gardens
By BARR FERREE

Large Quarto, 11x13$ Inches. 31*0 Pages. 275 Elustrations. Handsomely Bound. Gilt Top. Boxed.

^ This is a sumptuously illustrated volume in which for the first time,

the subject of the more notable, great estates, houses and gardens in

America receive adequate treatment. An effort has been made to select

as great a variety as possible of the styles of architecture which have
been introduced into this country, as being specially adapted to the

peculiar conditions of American country life.

<J Although the exteriors of some of the houses shown may be familiar to

a certain number of readers, few have had the privilege of a visit to their

interiors, and for that reason special attention has been given to reproduc-

tions of many of the sumptuous halls and rooms of the people of wealth,

and no better way can be obtained of learning how the favored few live.

t§ The building of the great homes of America has necessarily involved

the development of their surrounding grounds and gardens ; the work of

the landscape gardener has rivaled, in its dignity and spacious beauty, that of the architect. If but little

is known of our great estates, still less is known of their gardens, of which, in spite of the comparatively

short period that has been given for their growth, we have some very noble instances among us, which
are illustrated and described in the present volume, tj! This work is printed on heavy plate paper and
contains 340 pages 10|xl3£ inches, enriched with 275 illustrations, of which eight are in duotone. It is

handsomely bound in green cloth, and stamped in black and gold, and, in addition to being the standard

work on notable houses and gardens in America, unquestionably forms a most attractive gift book.

"

Special Offer
A limited number of copies

of this book (the price of

which is $10.00) is offered

with a subscription to

AMERICAN HOMES AND
GARDENS (the price of

which is $3.00 a year) in

combination for $7.50.

$13. VALUE FOR $7.50

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers, 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
nr*-

j££**ak. JL'-^.jl,..?.. _-fc.j5...:i8; . -C» •«s- -j 'J"fc. rsr^ .»^;,:--.us.>yj :-x»~!zjt*?-. j- ^j*^ _ Mfj&f as
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FANCY RABBITS OF MANY KINDS

PEOPLE who suppose that rabbits are

prized only by boys and girls are greatly

mistaken. ]\lany business and professional

men find pleasure in breeding these

friendly little animals, not only because

they are among the best of pets but because

of the satisfaction found in producing
specimens coming as near as possible to the

ideal type.

The common white, pink-eyed rabbits

generally chosen for children are by no
means the best, being rather poor breeders

and indifferent mothers. There are fash-

ions in rabbits as in other things, and just

now the Belgian hare seems to be most in

favor. This is not surprising, however,

for the Belgian is a handsome animal when
well bred, with fine curves, a long lithe

body and a beautiful reddish brown coat.

The ears of a good specimen must be laced

with black and the feet must be free from
white. Despite its name, the Belgian hare

is not a hare at all, but a true rabbit. There
are several distinct differences in the two
families. The young of rabbits, for ex-

ample, are born blind and naked, while

newly-born hares appear with their eyes

open and with well developed coats. About
all the so-called wild rabbits found in this

country are really hares.

Some years ago a Belgian hare craze

swept over the country and hundreds of

costly specimens were imported from Eng-
land, where the breed has long been popu-
lar. Prices soared to ridiculous heights.

to drop when the boom broke, almost over

night. A splendid buck of my own with a

value of at least fifty dollars at one time

probably would not have sold for ten a few

months later, although he was too much of

a pet to be sold at all. Large sums were
soent for buildings and advertising. A lead-

ing surgeon in central New York con-

structed a rabbitry as large as a good-sized

poultry plant. When the slump came it

blighted the get-rich-quick hopes of many
breeders, but fanciers have continued to

raise and exhibit Belgians because of their

beauty of form and color as well as their

other good qualities. The flesh of this rab-

bit is not excelled by chicken ; it is white,

fine of grain and not at all gamey in flavor.

Belgians are well worth raising for meat

and there ought to be a better market for

them than there is.

Although the Flemish giant is bred by

fanciers it is pre-eminently a meat breed

and would have great economic value if

better known. As the name indicates, the

Flemish giant is a large animal, weighing

from ten to eighteen pounds. The color if

steel gray, the frame large and the long ears

verv erect.

Of all the fancy rabbits the lop-eared has

the longest history. It has been bred for

a century or more, but bred so fine thai

present day specimens are lacking in

stamina. The ears form the leading fea-

ture and can be made to assume the great

length desired only when the animals are

given artificial heat in cold weather. Many
more are bred in England than here, and
over there rabbits with ears measuring
from twenty-five to thirty inches have beer

produced. The ears are expected to be

five or six inches wide and they hang tc

the ground, giving the animals a highly

grotesque appearance.

Both Dutch and Himalayan rabbits are

very satisfactory as pets and make a pleas-

ant appeal to the eye. Dutch rabbits are

small and trim. They are found in several

colors, but always have a distinctive white

band around the neck and a white spot on

the nose. The does have the maternal in-

stinct well developed and often are used

for foster mothers. The Himalayans are but

The
Perfect
Food
Tonic

Nature provides
nothing of greater

benefit to mankind than
the up-building powers of barley

and the nerve-quieting properties of Saazer
hops as presented in

^yjSER.BUSQ^

W* TRADE MARK

The Perfect Food Tonic
This multipotent, predigested liquid food conserves,

strengthens the nervous system; creates new blood
and vigor in those who are weak, anaemic, over-worked
or aged.

Best reconstructive for nursing mothers.

Malt-Natrine contains 14 lA% of Malt Solids

and 1 90/ioo% of Alcohol. Declared by U. S.

Internal Revenue Department a Pure Malt
Product and NOT an alcoholic beverage.

Sold by druggists and grocers.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, ST. LOUIS

The Scientific

American Boy at School
By A. RUSSELL BOND

12 mo. (6x8V4 , Cloth, 338 Pages, 314 Illustrations

Price, $2. 00, Postpaid

This is a sequel to "The Scientific American Boy." and like

its predecessor, is brim full of practical suggestions, all of which
are entirely new. The construction of the apparatus, which is

within the scope of the average boy, is fully described and the

instructions are interwoven in a fascinating story, which makes
the book interesting as well as instructive to the boy.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers

361 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Trial Four Months, over 400 pages. Ten Cents

World's Greatest Collector Magazine
FOUNDED IN 1895

*&he Philatelic West and
Collector's World
Superior. Nebraska, U.S.A.

The oldest, largest monthly American Collectors* Paper. 100
pages each issue, replete with interesting reading and advertising,

illustrated, pertaining to Stamps, Curios, Coins, Postal Cards
and Entire Covers, Old Weapons and Pistols, Historical

Discoveries, Minerals, Relics of all kinds, Old Books, etc. Over
3,600 pages issued in two years, An unimitated expensive
meritorious feature is the publication in each number of illustra-

tions of leading collectors and dealers of the world.

50 cents for 12 numbers; Foreign and Canada,
$1 or 4s. Sample free

L. T. BRODSTONE, Publisher
Superior, Nebraska, U.S.A.

Plant for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with the largest stock that can be secured ! It takes many years to

grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that

give an immediate effect. Price List gives complete information.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
WM. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor

Box
N

CHESTNUT HILL
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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fmdtrg. fit

anu Situ? ^tnrk

Stmtary

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and

Geese, Flamingoes, Game and

Cage Birds.

"Everything in the bird line from a
Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have

on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn, i

A SAFE COMPANION
For Your Children or For Yourself

A Necessity for your Country Home

A GOOD DOG
Write to the advertisers in our columns for information

about the dogs they handle. If they do not advertise

what you want, write " Poultry, Pet and Live Stock De-

partment, American Homes and Gardens.

^^HfiBHBBBHHa
I YAMA MINORCA

"

EGGS are
% larger

•^Nrag;

p

than the so-called large first-class eggb
in the NewYork market—they are infer-

tile and are produced under modern
sanitary conditions and shipped in

sealed packages practically the hour laid.

YAMA
Napanoch.

FARMS
New York
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SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL

BOOKS
1 WE HAVE JUST ISSUED A

NEW CATALOGUE of scientific

and technical books, which contains the titles

and descriptions of 3500 of the latest and

best books covering the various branches of

the useful arts and industries.

fTT OUR "BOOK DEPARTMENT"
Ml CAN SUPPLY these books or any

other scientific or technical books published,

and forward them by mail or express pre-

paid to any address in the world on receipt-

of the regular advertised price.

T SEND US YOUR NAME AND
Ml ADDRESS, AND A COPY OF
this catalogue will be mailed to you, free of

charge.

MUNN & CO., Inc., "Publishers

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN OFFICE

361 Broadway New York City

a trifle larger and possess coats so prettily

marked that the term mock ermine has been
given them. The eyes are bright rich

crimson. The rabbits of this breed are

docile, yet lively, hardy and neat. They
are among the best tor children.

One would hardly expect rabbits to yield

wool lung enough to be of commercial
value, but such is the fact in the case of

the Angoras, which, like the cats and goats
bearing the same name, grow very long and
silky coats. In Europe these coats are
clipped or else the wool is taken from the

nests after the does have partly denuded
themselves to line them. This wool is often
used for caps for babies.

In spite of their handsome appearance
Angoras are not recommended as pets for

children, as no little time and work are

required in order to keep the coat clean

and free from snarls. Most children are

not willing to give the animals the care they

need. It is natural, though, that this breed
should be especially popular with fanciers,

for the animals are delightful to watch
from the time they first show their pink

eyes until they reach their eight- or nine-

pound maturity.

Other breeds seen at the shows are the

Silver Grays, the Black or Blue Tans and
the true English, which resemble the Dutch.
Altogether ten standard varieties are bred
and exhibited in this country. The fancier

selects, of course, those kinds which make
the strongest appeal to him for one reason

or another, but the varieties which are hardy
and easy to care for are to be preferred

when choosing pets for boys and girls.

Rabbits need hutches large enough to let

them move about freely, with the front

open and covered with one-inch mesh poul-

;

try wire. They should be tight, except in

front, and roofed over or placed where they

will be protected from the rain. Draughts !

and dampness are two evils which must 1

be avoided. Very good hutches may be
made from packing boxes by giving them
a sloping roof covered with roofing paper. 1

The floor should be covered with an ab-

sorbent of some kind, preferably shavings
or sawdust. With a pan of earth in a cor-

ner, rabbits often learn habits of neatness.

It is important that the hutches be cleaned

out at short intervals.

Each hutch should be equipped with a

nest box, which is dark, but which has ?

square opening at one side. This box should
be partly filled with hay, in which the rab-

bits will burrow for warmth and which will

help the does in making their nests. Aus-
tralia and California have learned, to their

cost, that the members of the rabbit tribe

are very prolific. Domestic rabbits are best

restricted to four litters a year and not al-

lowed to breed until eight months old. The
bucks must be kept in separate hutches,

for they will often kill their newly born
young. Bucks kept together have terrific

battles. Their hind legs are like trap springs

and are used vigorously in a battle. When
startled, rabbits make a loud noise by
stamping with these powerful hind legs.

If given a large enclosure many does

may be kept together. Most rabbits thrive

best if kept on the ground. Half a hun-
dred of mine kept indoors one Winter were
in poor condition all the time. Finally I

constructed a large yard outdoors and ar-

ranged boxes filled with hav for shelter.

Then I turned the rabbits loose. After
that I bad no more trouble, although they
had to die paths for themselves through the

snow drifts.

When rabbits are yarded they will dig

out, though, unless wire or boards can be
sunk eighteen inches into the . ground.
Tf rabbits break jail they are likely to do
much damage to garden crops and trees.

Everyman's Encyclopaedia. Edited by

Andrew Poole. New York: E. P. Dut-

ton & Co.: 1913. Volumes I and II (to

be completed in twelve volumes). Cloth

16mo. Fully illustrated. G28 pages (Vol-

I) ; 640 pages (Vol. II). Price, per vol-

ume 35 cents net.

Notwithstanding the many works of a

similar character "Everyman's Encyclo-

paedia" present a new production for which

there has been a true want for years past.

Unless an encyclopaedia is furnished with

information that is up-to-date, its office as

a well of knowledge is purely of a nominal

character. The present work gives all the

information required by the ordinary reader

and student and its excellent typography,

clear illustrations and convenient (pocket

size) format commends it to every home-
maker's library. It is clearly to be seen that

the greatest care has been exercised in

the compilation of "Everyman's Encyclo-

paedia." Only authorities have assisted in

the preparation of its articles. Volume I

covers those articles under titles from A to

Bac and Volume II continues the work to

Bri. As an instance of the up-to-date char-

acter of "Everyman's Encyclopaedia," the

reader will find included in the second vol-

ume a seven column article on the Balkan

war to the end of January, 1913. When the

volumes to come are issued this work will

stand as one of the most practical products

of the famous "Everyman's Library,"

which has already given us evidence of its

value in the way of reference books in

"Everyman's Encyclopaedia of Gardening"
and in other ivolumes invaluable to the

home library.

Success in Gardening. By Jessie Pea-

body Frothingham. New York: Duffield

& Company: 1913. Cloth. 8vo. Illus-

trated. 333 pages. Price $1.25 net.

"Success in Gardening" is a book along

new lines in gardening manuals—that is,

a chronicle week by week of the necessary

things for the garden. The result is at the

same time a primer for beginners and a

serviceable manual for older hands. Lists

of flowers, seedsmen, nurserymen, plans

and plantings complete the whole. An ap-

propriate feature is apt quotations in verse

and prose for each chapter from older

writers on the fascinating subject of gar-

dening and flower culture. The book
possesses one serious blemish, however,

—

it has no index, although its table of con-

tents is well arranged. A reference book
without an index is like a garden without

a path to it, around it or through it.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF A
COLLECTION

By R. H. VAN COURT

ONE of the chief joys of collecting con-

sists in the contemplation of the array

of spoils which one has gathered in. A
certain very famous American collector

tells me that his greatest pleasure is found in

entering the rooms where his treasures are

arranged, admiring their rarity and beauty,

living over again the adventures which
made acquiring them possible, and con-

stantly discovering new details of interest

in the wonderful collection which he has

assembled. Another collector, almost as

eminent, says that he derives a great pleas-

ure in showing his treasures to visitors who
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RUST F>R,OOr

\Y/HEN you think of fencing, think of

celsior "Rust-Proof"; it will save you
many unpleasant thoughts later on. You will

never feel lhat you really own an estate until

you see it securely inclosed with Lxcelsior
"Rust-Procf" Fences. Grounds look much
better when neatly fenced, and the salable

value of the property is greatly enhanced.

Order from your hardware dealer. Write us for
catalog "E" and a ''Rust-Proof" sample.

Wright Wire Company
Worcester, Mass.

aCRAFTSMAN"
HOUSES FOR 25 CENTS

Our new book is the greatest "buy"
a homebuilder can make. It is

beautifully printed and bound, size

8 x 10, showing our best Craftsman
Houses, with plans, pictures of ex-

teriors, interiors and details (120
illustrations).

The pages are filled with inspiration for the
man who wants a real home. Order direct.

THE CRAFTSMAN,
Room 786 41 West 34th St., New York

BULBS
THAT
ARE

"ESSENTIAL

TO

SUCCESS"

r«r*>

THE time for
" bulb buying

"

is near. T here-

fore, don't neglect to

send your nameNOW for 7ror-
burn's Bulb Catalcg,
which will be issued

very shortly.

You are sure to value
Thorbum's Bulb
Catalog, for it con-
tains everything
worth while in Bulbs
—also many valuable

hints and suggestions.

Send us a postal

NOW.

J. M. Thorburn

& Co.

53 P. Barclay Street
New York

FIREPROOF GARAGES
For Automobiles and Motorcycles

$30 and Up
Easy to put up. Portable. All sizes.

Postal brings latest illustrated catalog.

The Edwards Mfj. Co., 305-355 Eggletton Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

are interested in the particular objects he
has gathered, in explaining their history and
very often in so stimulating interest in his

visitor that another collector is the result.

.Now in either of these cases much of

the satisfaction to be derived from the pos-

session of a collection of any kind depends
very largely upon its tasteful and suitable

arrangement. I know one collector who
has long specialized in old English pewter
who has been so occupied with acquiring a

marvelous array of beautiful things that he

has given neither time nor thought to their

proper arrangement. Each plate, tankard

or stein is wraoped in paper and all of them
are stored away in closets or in drawers.

He claims to be able to find in an instant

any particular piece he may wish to see but

I often think that he misses a large part

of the joy of having them in not having
his treasures arranged in some suitable

way.
The problem of properly placing a col-

lection and of its most advantageous ar-

rangement must be solved by a collector at

a very early stage in the growth of the col-

lection. There are a few objects, to be

sure, for which but one arrangement is

either feasible or practical. It would be

difficult to imagine a method of arranging

postage stamps more convenient and sys-

tematic than attaching the stamps very

lightly into place in one of the very com-
plete albums which are used by present-

day philantitists. These albums are made
with very large pages and the arrangement
of the stamps is facilitated by there being

a tiny space for each stamp required for

a complete collection. I have always

thought that this arrangement of pages

must be a powerful incentive to increasing

the extent of a collection as well as a most
convenient method for arranging the

stamps for where lives there a collector with

soul so dead as not to be fired to greater

exertions to complete a collection when
there exist upon each page of "his stamp
album numerous small square spaces each

duly ticketed and labeled with the descrip-

tion of just what should be pasted therein?

With a collection of coins the case is

somewhat different for there are several

methods of arrangement which may be

said to be equally popular. One collector

of my acquaintance has arranged his treas-

ures in a small cabinet which contains a

number of very shallow drawers. These
drawers are sufficiently numerous to af-

ford one to each of the countries, ancient

or modern, in which he is interested, and
each drawer is divided by thin strips of

wood into tiny squares each marked with

the name and date of the coin which it con-

tains and bearing a number which refers

to a general catalogue which in time will

become a veritable mine of information.

But with collections of other kinds it is

quite different and this difference creates

the dilemma which any real collector is

sure to encounter. One piece of advice
may be given, however, which will apply
almost universally: Keep the collection

gathered—in one place rather than have it

scattered about. A wonderful collection of

early American pottery had long been scat-

tered over the whole of a very large coun-
try house. The extent and beauty of the

old earthenware and china was not realized,

even by the owner herself, until it had been
brought together and tastefully arranged in

numerous small cupboards which lined the

walls of a dining-room and which extended
from the paneled wainscoting to the rather

low ceiling. Behind the glass doors with
their delicate white muntins in an old colon-

ial pattern, the really beautiful old objects

seem to assume a new beauty by reason

DEXTER TABLE

IXansack all New England and

youwill not find better examples

0/ the fine old, distinctly New
England, furniture than the

models made by us. AAA
PLYMOUTH
DUXBURY
STANDISH
BREWSTER
WINDSOR
BRADFORD
3. ft and .ft ft!

WESTCOTT
CHAIRS
Straight <S RockingWINDSOR

INI M il l,

All built as honestly as their prototypes,

all faithful reproductions of the finest

examples in existence, all offered in the

natural wood, for you to select your finish.

A WELL-SELECTED PIECE HERE
AND THERE WILL ADD TO THE AT-
TRACTIVENESS OF THE HOME.

Get the best furniture at the least ex*

pense. we are manufacturers. Our ware,
rooms are at all times open to the public.

You have an unlimited stocK to select

from and the choice of any finish.

Send for full set of over 200 illus-

trations and color chart showing

Leavens' Standard Stains.

WILLIAH-LEAVENSACO
• 32 CANAL ST •

BOSTON • • MASS

STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATENTED

CLINCH rightthrough the
standing seam of metal
roofs. No rails are needed
unless Jesired. We make a

similai one for slate roofs.

Sendfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

HESSMIstLOCKER
TheOnlyModern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
or locker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells. Dust
and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bathroom
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in
wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

The Recessed Steel HESS, 926 Tacoma Building, Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces.—Free Booklet
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Plant Irises and Poppies NOW
for a Glorious Garden NEXT SPRING

This month is the time to plant the Irises and hardy-

Poppies. You have a corner in the garden that needs
a bit of color; you want a border for the path; a clump of

shrubbery needs color to brighten the deep green foliage

—

plant Irises in any cf these places, and from March, when
the Dwarf Irises begin to bloom, you can have flowers until the

Japanese varieties fade under the August sun.

The Hardy Poppies Will Give

Dazzling Color to Your Garden
Like a bouquet from the Orient my Poppies are brilliant in glorious colors— sil 1 ety

white, soft pink, blood-crimson, black-maroon and vivid orange-scarlet. Wh' n in

bloom against a green back-ground they show a mass of color never to be forgt tten.

The plants must be set in August, before fall growth begins, and will give great
cups of color in spring and early summer.

Wyomissing Nurseries Have the Most Complete

Collection of Irises and Peonies in the World
My nurseries contain the best of the German. Japanese, English and Spanish Irises

;

many of them are of my own hybridizing and cannot be obtained elsewhere. My
Peonies have been selected from the finest collections in Europe and experts say they
are not equalled by any other growers in the world. If you want to know more about
my hardy Perennials, write today for

My Book "Farr's Hardy Plants"

a text book on Irises, Poppies, Peonies, Phloxes, and other popular hardy flowers.

Write to me about your garden and let me help you plan it, so you may know the joy

of a hardy garden.

BERTRAND H. FARR, Wyomissing Nurseries

Jr\ 105 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Penna. C^mi

JUST PUBLISHED
A Complete and Authoritative American Work

!

Standard Practical Plumbing
BY R. M. STARBUCK

Author of " Modern Plumbing Illustrated " etc., etc.

Octavo, {6y2 x 9>2 inches), 406 pages, 347 illustrations.

Price, $3.00 postpaid.

This work is especially strong in its

exhaustive treatment of the skilled work
of the plumber and commends itself at

once to everyone working in any branch
of the plumbing trade. It is indispensable

to the master plumber, the journeyman
plumber and the apprentice plumber.

Plumbing in all its branches is treated

within the pages of this book, and a large

amount of space is devoted to a v*ry

complete and practical treatment of the

subjects of hot-water supply, circulation

and range boiler work.

The illustrations, of which there are three hundred and forty-

seven, one hundred being full-page illustrations, were made ex-

pressly for this book, and show the most modern and best Am-
erican practice in plumbing construction.

Following is a list of the chapters:

I.

II.

ill.

IV.
V.

VI.
VII.
VIII.

IX.

X.
XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.

The Plumber's Tools. XVIII.
Wiping Solder, Composi- XIX.

tion and Use.
Joint Wiping.
Lead Work. XX.
Traps.
Siphonage of Traps. XXI.
Venting.
Continuous Venting. XXII.
House Sewer and Sewer XXIII.

Connections.
House Drain. XXIV.
Soil Piping, Roughing. XXV.
Main Trap and Fresh XXVI.
Air Inlet.

Floor, Yard, Cellar XXVII.
Drains, Rain Leaders, XXVIII.
Etc.

Fixture Wastes.
Water Closets.
Ventilation. XXIX.
Improved Plumbing Con- XXX.

nections.

Residence Plumbing.
Plumbing for Hotels,

Schools, Factories, Sta-
bles, Etc.

Modern Country Plumb-
ing.

Filtration of Sewage and
Water Supply.

Hot and Cold Supply.
Range Boilers; Circula-

tion.
Circulating Pipes.
Range Boiler Problems.
Hot Water for Large
Buildings.

Water Lift and Its Use.
Multiple Connections for

Hot Water Boilers;
Heating of Radiation
by Supply System.

Theory for the Plumber.
Drawing for the Plum-
ber.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers, 361 Broadway, New York

To Convince You
That Roycroft Furniture is all we claim for it, this offer is made

HERE is one of cur most popular

pieces— a combination reading-

table and bookshelves—the

regular price of which is Fifteen Dollars

F.O. B. East Aurora, N. Y. Just so

long as the orders keep coming, we
will send one of these pieces any-

where in the United States, East of

the Mississippi, freight prepaid, for the

one sum of Twelve Dollars, cash

with order. To Western points, we
will prepay freight to the Mississippi,

and you pay the rest. ^ Now this is not

a ' knock-down" offer, but is what most
people know as a leader." It is at

one time a generous and a selfish propo-

sition. You are offered a piece of

furniture below its usual selling-price,

and we sacrifice profits on it, hoping to

interest you in further purchases of other

pieces. Don't you see, we make this

Combination Reading-Table and Bookshelves. No. 022

Top, 15x26 inches; Height, 30 inches

simple, substantial, straight-line furniture

with our head, hand and heart. We be-

lieve that which serves best distracts

least. Things in evidence must be un-

assuming and dignified. You can not

afford to harass your nerves with gaudy

and noisy surroundings. ^ This particular

piece of Roycroft Furniture will lend it-

self to the surroundings: and no matter

what the style is, there will be no clash.

There is a quiet dignity about it that is

well substantiated by its utility and

capacity to serve. ^ Just see for your-

self how useful it may be— and it takes

up very little room. <J We finish it

in Roycroft Brown, a soft, deep shade

that peculiarly brings out the beautiful

grain of quartered oak. <I Your order

will be filled promptly, on receipt.

Write us about it today. :-: :-:

The Roycroft line of furniture includes a varied assortment of designs for Dining-Room, Den, Library and Bedroom in

quartered oak or solid mahogany- Send twenty^five cents for a complete catalog

THE ROYCROFT FURNITURE SHOP
EAST AURORA, NEW YORK
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of their systematic and tasteful arrange-

ment.

Another collection of coins is arranged

in a series of panels which are hinged and
fastened to the wall. Each panel consists

of a wooden frame within which are set

two panes of glass. The coins are placed

between the sheets of glass and rest upon
tiny shelves. It is very easy to inspect both

sides of the coins on exhibition by merely

turning the panels in which they are placed,

the panels themselves being arranged

against the wall, much like the pages of a

book. Should it be necessary to remove a

coin the glass doors are very easily opened,

for each is protected by a tiny lock in the

wooden frame.

Where prints or engravings are collected

there are many methods of arrangement
from which to choose. The most eco-

nomical, and to my mind the most practical,

consists in using a large portfolio or. if

necessary, a number of such portfolios,

which may be of uniform size and binding.

Where prints are thus arranged one may
examine or display them to the greatest ad-

vantage and if one selects a portfolio which
is carried in stock at some dealer's there

need be no difficulty in adding to the num-
ber of the portfolios to keep pace with the

demands of a growing collection. Certain

collectors, however, prefer to frame their

treasures that their beauty and interest may
afford decoration for one's surroundings.

One argument for this arrangement is that

valued possessions assume the position of

intimate friends when, hanging upon the

wall, they become a part of every-day lite.

Both these methods of arranging old

prints have much to recommend them but,

for my part, I should certainly prefer the

plan by which such treasured objects may
be seen frequently. I shall always re-

member a room in a country house where
the walls were covered with a heavy
woolen carpet "filling" of a beautiful gray-

green. Against this soft background were
hung scores of old engravings, large and
small, ail within narrow gold frames and
with or without mats. The arrangement of

the engravings was varied occasionally, for

tacks could be driven into the wall without
marring in any way the woolen filling with

which it was covered.

Where a collection includes autographs

as well as engravings this same method of

framing them alike may be used. One
very discriminating collector has specialized

in fine engraved portraits, chiefly of Ameri-
can statesmen and men of letters. Framed
together in each instance is a beautiful and
valuable engraving, or an etched portrait,

and an autograph—sometimes an entire let-

ter—of the famous personage portrayed.

Nothing appears to greater advantage
when tastefully arranged in one place than

a collection of old firearms, and nothing,

to my mind, loses so much when the col-

lection is scattered about. This may be

because such objects so seldom find a place

in homes of our period that when one or

two such pieces are placed in a room atten-

tion seems to be at once called to their

being out of place. Where a number of

such oieces are placed together, however,
there character is apt to dominate the situa-

tion and an effect is created which, while

unusual, of course, seems to be both fitting

and appropriate. A collector who really

values his possessions will take a certain

pride in arranging them within a setting

which is at once beautiful and sympathetic.

The treasures so collected have ceased to be

mere objects and have become close and
valued friends and no effort to make them
appear to the greatest advantage is wasted.

BUILD FOR THE FUTURE
USE

Lane Steel Beam Hangers
and your walls will never crack. Don't cut away the timber or depend on flimsy
spiking. We make hangers adapted to all conditions.

Lane Double Hangers

We will cheerfully send you gratis an -

Lane "D" Hanger aluminum model and a catalog. Lane "B" Hanger

Lane Brothers Company Wilson Avenue
Poughkeepsie, New York

Those Who Wish to Have Distinctive Homes
will find it of great value to make a study of the best recent examples of

home decoration in America and abroad. The only magazine which
adequately deals with the possibilities of decorative art, and which fully

illustrates all phases of home decoration, is

Arts & Decoration
f^ Each number contains one or more articles on a distinctive house having some
unique decorative feature, as well as numerous other profusely illustrated articles on
the various phases of art which are of essential interest to all lovers of the beautiful.

SPECIAL OFFER
<I In order that you may immediately become acquainted with the value of "Arts & Decora-
tion," we will send you eight numbers, the regular price for which is $1.60, if you will send
us $1.00 now. Send us you order today to insure its prompt attention.

$2.00 A YEAR—20 CENTS A COPY

ADAM
I enc

NAME

BUDGE,
lose $1.00.

Publisher, 39 West 32nd Street, New York City:

Please send me Arts & Decoration for six months, and also the last two issues.

ADDRESS . A.H.

To Build Beautifully You Should Have These Books
More than three hundred illustrations and plans of artistic and comfortable homes of

practically every size and style. Innumerable valuable suggestions and ideas.

Modern Dwellings-9x 1 2 in., 1501llust, ($3,500 to $50,000) with J BOTH BOOKS
Plans $1.50

J-
fcO f\C\

American Homes- 1 50 Illus. ($2,500 to $10,000 with Plans) ..$1,00 )
¥*«W

These Books contain a profusion of the latest ideas in Georgian, Colonial,
English, Bungalow, &c, for those who are Planning to Build.

BARBER & RYNO, Architects Knoxville, Tenn.

Geo. F. Barber & Co,

JH.BROOKSeCo.CUl(Et^0.
Jloor&Sidewalk Lights.

EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Send^Catalogue.

For Beautiful Homes
SEE THESE TWO NEW PLAN BOOKS.

"The DRAUGHTSMAN" § "PLAN-KRAFT"
For one story homes. ft> For two story hornet.

1913 editions, contain exteriors am? interiors of ad-
vanced designs of homes featuring the new modifi-

ed Swiss Chalet and Japanese Architecture.

PRICE 25c EACH POSTPAID
DE LUXE BUILDING CO.

523-D Union League Building. Los Angeles, Cal.
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^4n Interesting Offer:

LL readers of AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS, whether a

subscriber or not, are invited to consult the Editor of the new

COLLECTORS' DEPARTMENT on all subjects connected with

their favorite hobbies. If you have any object of interest to

Collectors about which you desire information, a letter enclosing a

stamp will bring a reply from this Department of the Magazine. Readers who

have antiques and curios for exchange are invited to send lists of such objects for

publication in the Collectors' exchange department. Lord Brougham once said

:

"Blessed is he who hath a hobby," and thrice blessed indeed is the man whose

hobby has to do with the beautifying of the home, the adornment of it with objects

of association such as the Collector loves to bring together. The following are

some of the subjects that will receive attention in the COLLECTORS' DEPARTMENT

of AMERICAN HOMES:
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ANTIQUES
ARMS AND ARMOR
AUTOGRAPHS
BOOKS AND BINDINGS

BRASS

BRONZE
CARVING
COPPER

FURNITURE
GLASS

ETCHINGS, ENGRAVINGS AND PRINTS

COINS AND MEDALS!
EMBROIDERIES

ILLUMINATION

IVORIES

JEWELRY

LACES
MINIATURES

PAINTINGS

POTTERY AND PORCELAIN

PEWTER
RUGS

SILVER

TAPESTRIES AND TEXTILES
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If you wish to introduce AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS to a friend who has not

already seen the magazine send us $1.00 using the coupon below and we will send

the magazine to any address you send for four months as a trial subscription.
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AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS FOR SEPTEMBER

THE September number of American Homes and
Gardens will be replete with beautifully illustrated

articles on house, garden, interior decoration, art and curios,

and other subjects of interest to garden lovers. ThereVill
be two articles on garden subjects, one on Iris, which will

take up the subject of Iris culture, and one on Evergreens
for the Home Garden, which will be comprehensively

treated by one of the foremost authorities on landscape

gardening. Both of these articles will be accompanied by

fine photographic reproductions. Miss Mary H. Northend
will describe a Medfield, Massachusetts, farmhouse, one of

the most interesting old houses in America dating from Co-
lonial times. Two modern houses of stucco type, quite dif-

ferent one from the other in design, will be illustrated in

two articles, and also a most attractive gambrel roof house,

which combines a number of features not commonly met with

in modern domestic architecture. In the Collectors' De-
partment will appear illustrated articles on "Old-Fashioned
Four-posters," "Trivets and Toasting-Forks" and "Dolls."

The interior decoration department, "Within the House"
will be devoted to the subject of Glass. "Around the

Garden," "Helps to the Housewife," "Collectors' Notes
and Queries," the "Collectors' Mart" and numerous other

articles will combine in making the September number es-

pecially enjoyable to every reader in town and country.

AUGUST IN HISTORY

IN the old Roman calendar, August bore the name of Sex-

tilis, as the sixth month of the series, and consisted of

but twenty-nine days. Julius Caesar, in reforming the cal-

endar of his nation, extended it to thirty days. When not

long after, Augustus conferred on it his own name, he took

a day from February, and added it to August, which has

consequently ever since consisted of thirty-one days. This
great ruler was born in September, and it might have been

expected that he would take that month under his patron-

age; but a number of lucky things had happened to him in

August, which, moreover, stood next to the month of his

illustrious predecessor, Julius; so he preferred Sextilis as

the month which should be honored by bearing his name,
and August it has ever since been among all nations de-

riving their civilization from the Romans.

AN INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON SCHOOL
HYGIENE

ALL the leading nations, every State in the Union, every

college and university of note in this country and vari-

ous other leading educational, scientific, medical and hygienic

institutions and organizations, as well as various women's
organizations, will be represented at the Fourth Interna-

tional Congress on School Hygiene, in Buffalo, August 25th

to 30th, according to a preliminary statement just issued by

Dr. Thomas A. Storey of the College of the City of New
York, secretary-general of the congress.

Mr. Woodrow Wilson, as President of the United States,

has accepted the honorary office of patron of the congress.

The president of the congress is Dr. Eliot, one time presi-

dent of Harvard University. The vice-presidents are Dr.

William H. Welch, the great pathologist of Johns Hopkins
University, formerly president of the American Medical

Association, and Dr. Henry P. Walcott, president of the

recent International Congress on Hygiene and Demography,
and chairman of the Massachusetts State Board of Health.

It is the aim of the organizing committee in charge to

bring together at Buffalo a record of men and women in-

terested in improving the health and efficiency of school

children, and to make this congress—the first of its kind

ever held in America—one of direct benefit to each indi-

vidual community. A programme of papers and discussions

is now being arranged covering the entire field of school

hygiene. There will be scientific exhibits representing the

best that is being done in school hygiene, and also com-
mercial exhibits of educational value.

WOMEN ^WORKERS IN FRANCE

THE United States Daily Consular and Trade Reports

is authority for the information that in reply to a ques-

tion, the French Minister of Labor has issued in Paris some
interesting figures giving the number of women—both home
workers and out workers—who earn their living in France.

The figures are based on the census returns of 1906, and

the total number of women workers is given as 4,150,000,

employed as follows: Agriculture, 949,000; factories, etc.,

out workers, 1,385,000; home workers, 540,000; business,

public services, liberal professions, out workers, 504,000;
servants, 772,000. The wages received by women employed
in agriculture and in factories, etc., differ widely, but, accord-

ing to the inquiries carried out by a commission in 1893,
those engaged in out work as distinct from home work,

which is usually paid for by the piece, earn about 3 francs

(58 cents) per day in the Department of Siene and 2 francs

10 centimes (40 1-5 cents) in the Provinces.

THE LOUISA ALCOTT HOUSE

PUBLIC interest in the Alcotts and their Concord home,

the famous Orchard House, now preserved as a me-

morial of the family, or more especially of the gifted Louisa

and her eccentric father (equally gifted in his peculiar way)

,

is attested by the number of visitors to the above-named

little house under the hill on the outskirts of the village,

says The Dial. Mr. Frank B. Sanborn, in a recent "Bos-

ton Literary Letter" to the Springfield Republican, writes:

"The Orchard House has been visited by more than six

thousand pilgrims to this Mecca of Concord since it was
opened to the public six months ago, and they have con-

tributed nearly $1,000 to the fund for maintaining the good
old house." In this connection he further remarks: "It is

a pity that the letters of Mrs. Alcott to her husband and

friends, which were carefully copied out by Mr. Alcott after

her death, were not wrought up into her biography by

Louisa, who found she had not spirit enough for a work
involving so many sad memories. Some of them afterward

came out in the lift of Alcott, in which were first published

some thirty pages of Emerson, most of which have since

been included in the Journals, or will be. They are among
his most characteristic writing."
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Symbols
of Protection

Ancient Egyptians carved over

their doorways and upon their

temple walls the symbol of super-

natural protection; a winged disk.

It typified the light and power

of the sun, brought down from on

high by the wings of a bird.

Mediaeval Europe, in a more practi-

cal manner, sought protection behind

the solid masonry of castle walls.

In America we have approached

the ideal of the Egyptians. Franklin

drew electricity from the clouds and

Bell harnessed it to the telephone.

Today the telephone is a means

of protection more potent than the

sun disk fetish and more practical

than castle walls.

The Bell System has carried the

telephone wires everywhere through-

out the land, so that all the people

are bound together for the safety

and freedom of each.

This telephone protection, with

electric speed, reaches the most

isolated homes. Such ease of com-

munication makes us a homogeneous1

people and thus fosters and protects1

our national ideals and political

rights.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

Just Published

The Swiss Chalet Book
By WILLIAM S. B. DANA

THIS book tells the story of the Chalet in Switzerland, its

history, evolution and construction. It is picturesque
as well as instructive and is replete with illustrations

and diagrams, sections and plans. The author has not
neglected the Swiss Chalet in America and tells the reader
of the use that has been made of Chalet forms in California,
accompanying his text with attractive pictures.

Table of Contents
Chapter I.—Switzerland Visited; Swiss Architects and

Builders. II.—Construction Details ; Granary Construction ;

Examples of Modern and Older Chalets. 111.—The Chalet
Skeleton ; Basis of Ornament; SmallChalets. IV.—Balcony
and GableConstruction ; Doors, Windows ; some Classic and
Modern Chalets. V.—The Chalet Facade ; Window Disposi-
tion ; Plans and Elevations. VI.—The Chalet Facade ; Sys-
tem of Ornamentation. VII.—The Chalet Interior ; Planning,
Plans and Elevations. Vlll.—The Chalet Interior ; Interior
Decoration; Furniture. IX.—Adaptation of Swiss Chalet in
other Countries ; American Adaptations. Bibliography.

Cloth, y^xlO^ inches

151 Pages 250 Illustrations

Price, $2.50 Postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc., 361 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

"SQUATTERS" OF OUR DOOR-
YARDS

By A. A. MACK

N(
) one at all familiar with suburban
life can have failed to notice the in-

difference with which some creatures of
the woods view the advances of man.
While civilization, so-called, in the shape of

human habitations, railroads, trolleys, autos,

etc., drives their kin to regions more remote,

these particular wild ones, like the human
"squatters" we find here and there in

grown-up towns and cities, hold on to their

abodes, so incongruous with their surround-
ings, until they are actually forced to

abdicate.

In some instances this condition is a

source of annoyance to the suburbanite, as

many of the wild creatures are anything
but desirable neighbors, but in other cases

it means more than money can always
buy—the privilege of studying nature at its

best while one is amidst the comforts and
conveniences that only a modern home can
furnish. The noisy twittering of the spar-

rows, when eyelids are heavy with the sleep

so sweet in early morn, may be unwelcome,
but who can object to the tuneful warble
of the robin, aiding us back to the land

of dreams or inspiring us with the joy of
life that goes with the breaking day. We
might object to the way the chippies spoil

our house and walk, but who can protest

against the way the bluebird, the robin and
the jay adorn our lawns and shrubbery?
The writer recently moved to such a

neighborhood as is referred to. Walking
along the street one would never suspect

that there was anything alluring in the

locality to the nature lover, but should one,

by happy chance, venture in the rear of

the row of prosaic one and two-family
houses on one side of the thoroughfare his

eyes would be opened by the variety of

feathered creatures hopping about the

bushes, trees and lawns and his ears as-

sailed, if we can use such a harsh word, by
musical notes from many little throats.

All about are trees and shrubbery in

which the birds have made their homes for

years, and it will take more than the mere
presence of humans at their very doors, so

to speak, to drive them away. The street

referred to fringes what was once a small

country estate. Back of the big, old-

fashioned house, which is still standing, was
a tract about 1,500 feet in length and two
or three hundred feet in width, covered

with trees, bushes and high grass. There
were no children running about the prop-

erty to annoy the birds and other wild

creatines that made their home there, and

generation after generation came and went.

Finally, when the tract was sold and houses

began to appear on it one by one the birds

and bunnies and squirrels began to dwindle

in numbers, packing up and getting out to

safer climes. Instinct told them that the

boys and cats that go with "civilization'.'

were their natural enemies. But there were

some that would not be driven out by mere

appearances, notably a family of jays that

made its home in the crotch of a particularly

old tree. This family had become so at-

tached to the place that not even the Win-

ter's snow could drive it away. The blue-

crested heads bobbing up and down in dili-

gent search for food when the earth is

wrapped in a mantle of white have become

a familiar scene in the neighborhood. As
Summer sees little newcomers hopping

about.
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The Brinckerhoff house, one of the old homesteads of Colonial New Jersey

Photograph by T. C. Turner.
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An Old Homestead of Colonial New Jersey
By Joseph Bernard Pearman

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE homes of the early Dutch settlers possess

a particular interest which is largely that

of their individuality. The colonists nat-

urally reproduced in America, as far as

possible, the homes they had left behind in

the land of dykes and windmills. The life

in "New Holland" was a faithful copy of the life of an

older Holland across the ocean, and the interior of a home
in early New Amsterdam might be almost as quaint as that

of a house of the same period in Rotterdam or Utrecht.

Perhaps more than elsewhere in the colonies, a home in

early New York or New Jersey was a center of family life

—the Dutch colonists loved the homes they had created,

and clung to their customs more tenaciously than many
colonists elsewhere. They dispensed a bountiful hospitality

and nothing so pleased a Dutchman of the period as to

have his table crowded on a Sunday by his family and a

throng of guests. The building of a home by an early

Dutch family was not a matter lightly to be undertaken

—the home destined to shelter not only the builder and

For more than two centuries the old Brinckerhoff house at Hackensack, New Jersey, has been occupied by members of one family
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First and second floor plans. The light lines

structure. Note the heavy 1

Heirlooms of old furniture in the dining-room

his family, but also posterity for generations, and the re-

sult was a structure which would defy both time and

decay for centuries. The outer and sometimes also the

inner walls were apt

to be built of stone

—often of the same

brown stone which

a century or two

later provided so

many "stone front"

houses in New
York. The win-

dows were usually

of medium size and

fitted with small

panes of glass, and

the outside provided with heavy wooden shutters, usually

painted white. The rooms were generally of goodly size

and were heated by cavern-

ous fireplaces and a fireplace

with a Dutch oven was used

for producing the feats in

cookery in which the house-

wives of this period excelled.

The beginning of English

rule ended the Dutch regime

in New York, and English

oppression soon drove the

settlers from New Amster-

dam across the Hudson into

New Jersey, and particularly

in Bergen County there still

exist many examples of their

quaint and characteristic

architecture.

The Brinckerhoff house at

Hackensack, is of particular

interest, for besides being

one of the most beautiful of

these Dutch Colonial homes,

it has always remained in

possession of some member
of the family, and is still oc-

cupied by the descendants of

the sturdy Jans Dircksen

Brinckerhoff, who came to

New Amsterdam in 1639,

and was a magistrate in

Brooklyn, New York, in

1654, the same time that

Peter Stuyvesant was Gov- The far end of the hall

U4a
bed rod:

BED EDDM

indicate the portions added to the original

eft hand wall of the hall

The great fireplace with its original crane and pot

ernor of New York. In a part of Hackensack which yet

remains somewhat rural, the old home is still surrounded

by several of the broad acres which formed its original

setting, and it stands

on an eminence not

far from the street

amid old trees
which have surely

been growing for

the greater part
of a century. The
thick walls of the

home are built of

brown stone cut into

blocks. A gambrel

roof with the long

and graceful sweep of the old Dutch builders, comes down
over these stone walls, and forms broad eaves which shelter

the entrance doorway and
the windows upon both sides

of the house. The gable

ends are covered with
shingles after the manner of

building in the early years of

the eighteenth century when
the house was constructed.

The upper floor was planned

with small windows placed

in the gable ends of the

building, and also with large

dormers which light the

rooms upon this floor with-

out interfering unduly with

the graceful lines of the roof

or breaking its sweeping

curves. This is one of the very

few examples of dormer
windows being originally

built in an old Dutch home-
stead, for in the great major-

ity of cases they have been

added as a concession to the

ideas of comfort which pre-

vail among later genera-

tions.

At the entrance to this

old home are placed the two
benches or settles which one

always associates with an

old Dutch home, and which

with the old stairway together with the gambrel
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The north side of the house shows a characteristic variety of sizes and shapes of doors and windows

roof constitute its chief characteristics. Here the settles

are placed at either side of the doorway which is graced

with an antique brass knocker. A fanlight of leaded glass

is placed above the door and lights the hall. The door

itself is of the kind sometimes known as a "Dutch" door,

being divided horizontally into two sections so that one

part may be opened while the other is closed. This

fashion originated either in Flanders or Holland long cen-

turies ago, and as one of its many advantages, it was claimed

that it would keep children in the house, and pigs and

chickens out. The "Dutch" door of this old Hackensack
home opens into an interior planned

much like many other old homes of the

same period. A broad hall divides the

house, and at the rear end of the hall,

opposite the entrance, another door

opens upon the lawn and gardens where
bloom many varieties of old-fashioned

flowers, surrounded by cinder paths and
clipped hedges.

To the right as one enters the hall

are the living-room and the library or

study. The rooms are large and low
ceiled and the great thickness of the

massive stone walls makes necessary

deep recesses, in which are placed the

windows with their small panes of glass.

The original woodwork is still in place

and is painted the ivory white of

Colonial days. During the long cen-

turies of occupation by one family, many
relics of former days have been accum- The entrance

ulated and it is interesting to find them in the places

which they have always occupied. The fireplace is provided

with the old brass andirons, fenders, and other fittings

which generations of Brinckerhoffs have used, and here still

hangs the old iron wrought crane, placed there long cen-

turies ago to hold the iron kettles of Dame Brinckerhoff.

The fireplace is deep and cavernous, and its lining as well

as its hearth is of bricks brought over from Holland as

ballast in small sailing vessels, more than two centuries

ago, before bricks were made in this country. A beautifully

designed mantel of wood frames the fireplace and upon its

shelf is a pair of old pewter candle-

sticks of a kind seldom seen excepting

in the homes of old Dutch families or

of collectors of old household treasures.

Old portraits and silhouettes hang upon
the walls and old books, some of them
brought from Holland by the original

Brinckerhoffs are upon the book
shelves.

The living-room opens into the

library or study through a low door-

way. A bookcase of uniform height ex-

tends on all sides of the room. On
the walls above the bookcases are many
old prints of notable Dutchmen and
Englishmen, who were prominent in the

affairs of New Amsterdam. Here are

many heirlooms in the way of furni-

ture, and an old spinning-wheel which
is a relic of the primitive days when the

mistress of this old home and her
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The hall as seen from the entrance

daughters spun the linen used in the house are still in place.

Across the hall from living-room and library is the

dining-room, and just beyond is a smaller dining-room with

its windows looking out over the lawn. Both rooms are

filled with treasures of old furniture and much antique brass

and Delft which has been in place for generations. More
white woodwork forms a background for old mahogany
furniture in tables and chairs and a chest of drawers which

holds a pair of silver candlesticks and a punch bowl. About
the old-fashioned fireplace are arranged old brass warm-
ing pans and a copper foot warmer, which are relics of the

A bed chamber, once the refuge of Hessians

days when beds were warmed in cold weather and when
foot warmers were regarded as necessary when a journey

was to be made in a sleigh over the hills and vales of Bergen
County.

The smaller dining-room which is really a breakfast-room

contains many treasures of its own and a little china closet

holds many small objects of china and glass which, had
they the power of speech, could speak eloquently of the

domestic habits and household customs of days in the dim
and far distant past of their owners and honored guests.

(Continued on page 300)

The eastern end of the house, showing the width of the eaves and the unusual arrangement of columns about the doorway
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Small Bronzes

for the Home
By Elizabeth Lounsbery

Copyright by Brenda Putnam.

Book-end, "Investigation," by
Brenda Putnam

HE movement in this country among people

of refinement and good taste, to express in

their home decoration the feeling for good
art and consistent furnishings, is being shown

to a marked degree at

the present time in the

details of the modern house and its

ornamental accessories—for example,

the small American bronzes, now ob-

tainable for decorative and useful pur-

poses, which are rapidly freeing us from the

thraldom of early Victorian "Spelter" (a

combination of bronze and lead) or imi-

tation bronze which was so extensively used

for clocks and ornaments in the past.

One of the conspicuous and interesting

features of this movement is the fact that

the decorators are not only taking pains and

pride in the consistent decoration of the

homes they furnish, but with the

architects interested in sculpture are

united in a praise-worthy effort to

lead in the right direction, to help

create "connoisseurs" and to make
the home-builder study for himself.

In addition is this fact, although

very little known even to people

most closely identified with art

matters in America—in New York
and indeed throughout most of the larger cities, a surprising

number of young sculptors are working out their art salva-

Copyright by Brenda Putnam.

Book-end, "Investigation," by

Brenda Putnam

tion to this same end. All classes of society, from the very

rich to the east side street vender, have become blood

brothers in pursuit of the art they both love—which as a

wonderful leaven is permeating the whole social fabric and

is creating as well the thoughtful and studious crowds of

people of all classes who visit our

museums, art galleries and sales-

rooms of art shops and pick out

with unerring judgment and nicety

of taste, hitherto unknown—the

best work.

Probably one of the most popular

uses that modern small bronzes have been put to

has been in the creation, by many of our most

noted sculptors, of book ends, which have

become attractive adjuncts of the reading table.

Notable among these may be mentioned the

"Humanity" book ends by Robert Aitken,

illustrated, which from a sentimental and
sculpturesque standpoint are inter-

esting examples eloquent of the

poetry and sanctity of the home and
of the willing sacrifice of those who
spend themselves in its preserva-

tion. Of a more playful character,

for the nursery or living-room, are

those by Miss Brenda Putnam—

a

most sympathetic treatment of a

baby's figure and of the interested

curiosity excited by its discovery of the engaging even

though external qualities of a "new" thing called a book.

Copyright by Willard Dryden Paddock

The flower boys

Book-ends, "Humanity," by Robert Aitken

Copyright by Robert Aitken.
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Of the many small bronzes by Willard Dry-

den Paddock is the flower holder known as

"The Flower Boys," reproduced on page 271,

representing two male figures wrestling in a

bed of gravel in a wide mouthed bowl. A
particularly charming effect is obtained by the

insertion of Narcissus, Jonquil, or other stiff-

stemmed flowers between their arms. This

attractive table accessory can be obtained in

either the antique green bronze or in a brown
to harmonize with the surroundings.

Mr. Paddock's "Little Ship" is also one of

the small decorative bronzes which is typical

of the delightfully "intimate" character of his

work.

In strong contrast in subject and treatment is

"The American Stoic" by A. Stirling Calder,

Director of Sculpture for the forthcoming

Panama Exposition in San Francisco, repre-

most in this very interesting line of endeavor.

One of the most popular expressions for

artistic skill, meeting with the appreciation of

the art lover, is found in the numerous studies

of wild and domestic animals. There seems

to be born in the breast of almost every

American the love of some one kind of animal

or at least a keen appreciation of its wonder-

ful poetry of motion.

This is well exemplified in the small bronze

"Stalking Jaguars," by Anna Vaughan Hyatt.

The subtle grace and power of the cat tribe

has never been more graphically depicted than

in this little bronze, the placing of which on

top of a high book-case is obvious and most

decorative.

The "Winter Group," by Miss Hyatt, is

another example of what the American woman
Copyright by Gutzon Borgiun is doing in sculpture. Since this group was

senting a magnificent specimen of Indian man- "Lincoln," a life-size bust, executed, typical as it is of our Western prairie

hood, faithfully modeled and almost an exact °y Gutzon Borgiun blizzard, it has been exhibited widely through-

portrait of an Indian of the type that is rapidly passing out the country and occupies an honored place in many of

away. This figure, two and one half feet high, is especially its homes through the artistic treatment of a fine idea.

suited for the decoration of the library

or the living-room of a country house.

If of the making of books there is

no end, it may be equally said that there

is no end to the making of studies of

the most picturesque figure in American
history, Abraham Lincoln. Of the lat-

est ones in life size is that illustrated,

by Gutzon Borglum, a rugged and char-

acteristic portrait. Almost every home
has a place for so splendid and forceful

a work of art as this, which would be

well suited to a library, drawing-room

or living-room.

Still another subject of dignity and
strong appeal to the American, is the

cast from the original model of George
Washington, by J. Q. A. Ward. This

fine example of early American sculp-

ture may be obtained in its original

size, namely twenty four inches, and

Another bronze suitable for the high

book-case or cabinet is the "Spread

Eagle," of Miss Harriet Frishmuth.

The original of this small bronze, illus-

trated, measures about nine feet from

tip to tip, and is considered the most

virile interpretation of the national

bird ever created. The spread of this

small model, from which the larger

one was made, is twenty four inches and

is rendered particularly interesting by

the technique of the feathers on the re-

verse side of the wings.

Of the animal subjects there is, of

course, endless variety, but perhaps one

of the most interesting is "The Polo

Player," a clever modern presentment

by Charles Carey Rumsey. This splen-

did portrayal of a homely Texas "quar-

ter horse" with its rider is of a group so

full of sporting atmosphere and so true
Copyright by IV. D. Paddock.

"The Little Ship," by W. D. Paddock

would form a very interesting note in a Colonial house, to type in every particular that it should appeal to every

One of the most distinctive applications of the art of lover of pastime and find a place in the billiard or smoking-

the sculptor, especially for country houses, is the creation room of the polo devotee as well as the true lover of art.

of artistic andirons to harmon- Poetry of conception and

ize or contrast with the deco- anatomical certainty of model-

rations of the room which are ing is shown in another Indian

so often designed especially for subject by Miss Abastenia St.

their surroundings. Ledger Eberle, "The Indian

The pair reproduced, Fisherman," which also be-

"Cupid and Psyche," by Henry longs in the class of "intimate

Linder, are joyful reminders of bronzes." This fine interpreta-

tive charms of the fireside and tion of the Indian (eighteen

are representative examples of and one half inches in height),

Mr. Linder's art, which is fore- is particularly suited to a den

Copyright by A. Stirling Calder.

The American stoic, by A.

Stirling Calder

Copyright by H. Frismuth.

Spread Eagle, a wing-extended representation of the national bird,

by Harriet Frismuth

Copyright by J. Q. A. Ward.

The Treasury, Washington, by

J. Q. A. Ward
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Copyright by A. V. Hyatt. Copyright by A. V. Hyatt.

"Stalking Jacguars" and "Winter Group," by Anna V. Hyatt

or trophy-room. Then, too, "Diogenes," by George E. they bring us in intimate touch with the best expressions of

Bissell, another strong and virile example, illustrative of art, and add a distinctive note to the character of any room
the earlier trend of American sculpture, is especially ac- in which they'are placed.

ceptable as an effective newel post ornament, either at the Perhaps there has never been a general understanding

foot of a stair case or on a landing, as it is possible to among those who have found pleasure in bronze of the

introduce electric lights into the lantern. This figure meas- materials which enter into its composition. It adds greatly

ures thirty-nine inches, and

has a decided decorative and
artistic value.

Other bronzes for useful

as well as decorative pur-

poses are the many beautiful

designs in candlesticks,
which are made in pairs and

singly, also accessories for

the desk and for the smok-

er's table produced with

every consideration for util-

ity as well as desirablity for

decorative purposes.

This is also true of the

flower bowls and table foun-

tains shown in numerous
sizes and shapes as well as

Copyright by Her,

Andirons "Cupid and Psyche," by Henry Linder

to the interest of objects to

know something of their

structure and therefore it

will not be out of place to

mention here that bronze is

an alloy of copper and tin,

varying slightly, in propor-

tions, with the occasional ad-

dition of silver, zinc, lead

and other metals which,

while foreign to the true al-

loy, influence ductility and

malleability. Nine portions

of copper and one of tin is

the proportion of metal to

metal in the normal compo-

sition. In this connection it

is interesting to note that

in those of more ambitious size which have found their "gun metal" is of a similar composition,

place in the garden, to which they lend an old world charm. It is unnecessary here to speculate upon the mythical

Many of our American sculptors, because of this grow- story of the discovery of bronze-making by the Idaean

ing interest in sculpture, are devoting themselves exclus- Dactyls, its ancient use by the Telchines of Rhodes, or the

ively to the modeling and production of the small house legend of the founding of Cadmian Thebes, made possible

bronze, of which there is now so great a variety and which by the excellence of the weapons of bronze which were

form so important a feature used by Cadmus in the time

of our home decoration where of the seventeenth dynasty.

Copyright by A. St. L. Eberle. „ . , (

Copyright by Charles Carey Rumsey.
_

Copyright by G. E. Bissell.

Indian Fisherman, by A. St. L. "The Polo Player" mounted on his "Quarter Horse," by Charles Carey Diogenes and his Lantern by

Eberle Rumsey George E. Bissell
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The country home of Mr. William Watt, Nyack, New York, is an excellent example of the remodeled farmhouse

A Remodeled Farmhouse at Nyack, New York
By William T. Phillips

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HAT is the charm which always seems to

surround a remodeled dwelling, if good taste

is displayed in the remodeling? From
the architect's point of view it is a fascin-

ating problem because, often, the difficulties

are apparently impossible to overcome. Of

modeled by Hobart A. Walker, Architect of which we show
"before" and "after" illustrations.

Mr. Watt's house is situated on high rolling land and

commands a beautiful and extended view of the Hudson
River and of the estates which lie to the eastward. It was
built about forty years ago. When the present owner
came into possession of this place he was attracted by thecourse this interest would be entirely lacking if the subject

were originally so badly constructed or in such wretchedly wonderful orchards of apple and cherry trees, the old

bad taste that the application of torch or axe would be pre- Wistaria vine which had taken thirty or forty years to reach

ferable to the expenditure of thought and ingenuity in trying its present state of maturity, the fine old hedge of box, the

to evolve a comfortable

modern home. There have

been many cases where

houses which to the layman

appear almost worthless

have been, at comparatively

slight expense, and with the

aid of skilful architects who
loved their work, so trans-

formed that the original

character and quaintness is

preserved and many modern
conveniences added so that

comfortable living is pos-

sible. A notable recent ex-

ample of such a remodeled

house is the attractive resi-

dence of Mr. William Watt
at Nyack, New York, re- The terrace side of the Watt house

evergreen trees and other

evidences of the good taste

and thrift of earlier owners

of the place. The house

itself in any other locality

would have seemed almost

hopeless. Although the

timbers forming the frame-

work of the house were un-

usually solid and substantial,

the porch showed unmistak-

able signs of old age, the

blinds were all practically

useless, the roads had been

sadly neglected and a great

deal of work and study was
required to bring house and

grounds into a respectable,

sanitary modern condition.
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The architect was
ready and willing to

do his part as he

readily saw its pos-

sibilities, and the

owner, being a man
of energy was only

too eager to begin

living there and to do

his part, that is, to

make the ground
fertile, to prune and

to trim the trees so

that each ounce of sap

would do its proper

work and to apply

modern methods of

"efficiency" to the
propagation of the The Watt house as it appeared originally

land. The super-

vision of work of

this character has

come to be recog-

nized as the most
beneficial tonic ever

devised for the busy

worker in the great

cities. As a mode
of relaxation it has

no equal and even

though on account of

his inexperience, his

fruit and vegetables

cost him perhaps
more than the mar-

ket price, you may
be sure he has made
a substantial gain in

A view of the spacious hallway and staircase
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The fireplace end of the living-room

other ways. A study of the accompanying plans will show
clearly what additions and alterations were made. One
porch is entirely new and the large one on the south

side of the house twelve by nineteen feet is used as an out-

door living-room. There is a flat roof over this porch with

a canvas deck which makes a practical porch for use on the

second story. The living-room is a good-sized room and

the old fireplace and mantel have been retained. The
principal addition to the first floor is a kitchen and the

servant's bedroom. The kitchen was formerly in the base-«

ment which was very inconvenient, although owing to the

slope of the land, the basement on the east side of the house

is very well lighted and ventilated, being above the grade.

It will be noticed that the servant's-room does not open
directly into the kitchen, but into an entry connecting with

it. The old stairs which are of simple Colonial design have
been retained.

The principal changes have been made on the second

story, in fact, it is almost entirely new work although the

low roof lines have been preserved. Two new bedrooms

The Watt house is picturesquely located

have been added, also two completely equipped bathrooms.

i\lthough old houses of this period were in many ways
comfortable and attractive homes, a very noticeable defect

is the lack of closet room, which is considered a most

desirable feature of modern homes. It will be noticed that

plenty of large closets have been added to each bedroom,

also a linen closet situated in the hall convenient to the

bathroom and all bedrooms.

The basement is used for laundry, storage and heating

plant and also contains a servant's bathroom. A feature

which adds greatly to the attractiveness of this home is rep-

resented in the skill and good taste displayed in the fur-

nishing. Most of the articles of furniture are heirlooms

and being in good Colonial style, add very materially to the

attractiveness of the building.

In this type of house, now remodeled, we find a fine

example of a structure that had to succumb through its only

sin—that of years; here we see that the architectural re-

nunciation of many of its original lines and features but

marks the inevitable transition from decay to long stability.

A bed-chamber Steps to the entrance-porch
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A sheltered garden, nestling in the highlands of New Jersey

A Long Bloom in a Hardy Garden
By Charlotte Cowdrey Brown

N my sheltered garden, nestling in the High-

lands of New Jersey, the bloom begins along

the last Sunday of March, the beginning of

my week end visits, after a long pent-up

Winter in town. As I pass the gate, look-

ing eagerly for the first glimpses of Spring,

I find the gayest and bravest of Crocuses, the Purpurea,

Grandiflora, a mass of color among the shrubs, welcoming
my return. Next to the black stained garden rail, are

planted box trees, that are left untrimmed, and at their feet,

the English Ivy grows covering the bare ground with its

glossy leafage, and here these purple harbingers of Spring

find a lovely setting. From a hidden recess, I dig up a few
of the cherished blossoms, and transplant them to bowls,

where undaunted by the change and lack of sun, they cheer

my table desk in town between visits. Experience has

taught me that these Crocuses die out, unless time is allowed

for maturing, and the alluring lawn planting advised in most
of the garden literature is impractical. In my own case the

lawn must be cut in late April, when their foliage is still

stiff and tall, so they soon disappear, while under the kindly

shrubs, they can take their own time in disappearing, without

fear of a sharp knife, and thus increase year by year. Our
start to the country this year was on a rainy day, and I made
the pilgrimage with misgivings, but what a peace my soul

found when we arrived. A silence that had no sense of

loneliness hung over all, and as I stood listening, I became
aware of a fluttering overhead, and looking up caught the

eye of a fat robin, who at once flew to a familiar branch
of a tree near by and poured forth his song to the return of

Spring. I knew him to be the same cheery friend, who fol-

lowed my weedings of last Summer, and who at sunset flew

to the topmost branch of the oak tree, to sing his evening

song. The rainy day, with the grass of the tenderest green,

the earth a moist rich brown color, and the trees a soft

gray, suggestive of swelling buds, and over all the persistent

mist that softened the bareness of the branches, and it did

seem good to be in the open once more.

The following week I found the garden more green, with

severe blade-like leaves pushing by the slower pink tips of

the Peonies, and patches of snow white Crocuses, and the

blue Scillas, like the June skies, lying in drifts under the

yellow Forsythia bushes. Later the entire garden repeats

this color combination of blue and yellow, perhaps the love-

liest combination of them all with a planting of the

Narcissi Emperor and Golden Spur, and the pale starry

Mrs. Langtry, deepening the lavender-blue Phlox Divari-

cata, that is next to her, and a bit beyond are very early

yellow and white Tulips, the Chysolora and White Swan.

The May flowering Tulips closely follow these early ones,

and what color combinations one can make with them, and

what splendor they suggest. The palest pink Gretchen, to

the deepest pink Clara But are planted among the Phloxes

to the right of the garden walk, while opposite them are

the deeper red colors, the Gesneriana Spathulata, flinging

its black eye wide to the sun and is like a glowing ruby, the

Pride of Haarlem, that renders one speechless, with its

depth of tone, and many other red varieties of this most

beautiful form of Tulip, that after years of neglect is now
gradually coming to its own. A little beyond these brilliant

groups, are the pale lavenders, La Tristesse, and Viking

to the deep velvet-like Sultan and Tulipe Noire, and at the

very end are the Parrots, that bend and sway with every

gentle breeze, and I revel in these dazzling colors during

the days that pass all too quickly.

These Tulips last a full week in water, and the mantel

mirror reflects their brightness, and fills my city room with

color. The earlier Irises follow, but my eyes do not linger
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on that bed, until the pale blue Celeste, the yellow Flor-

escens, the deeper blue Pallida, the glistening white Snow
Queen and the early Hemorcallis are in their glory, then

only do I forget my gay Tulips. In the center of this Iris

bed are both early and late Hemorcallis, and rising out of

their slender leaves are the Candidum lilies, giving to the

whole garden a sweet fragance and a chaste dignity.

By June, the entire garden is rarely delicate in color, and

when I walk through it, I am almost subdued. Perhaps it is

the white lilies that give an atmosphere I cannot live up

to, it is so transcendental. The shrubbery is a mass ot white

with the early Hydrangea, and the Spirea Chinense with its

prim plumes, forms an edging for the beds, the air is heavy

with the Candidum lilies, and when the moon climbs over

the trees, it seems as if a capricious April snow had fallen

over all. By day it is more dazzling than the gaily colored

Tulips, and one does not miss the absence of color in this

now all white garden, and the fast growing Phloxes hide

the fading Tulip leaves. In July the Phloxes begin to take

their place in the color scheme, and there comes a lovely

change in color. The deep violet Lord Raleigh, toning

down to the pale Eugene Danzanvilliers, and the delicate

stalks of Funkia Ovata give the lavender shades, while the

late Hemorcallis, the Florhan variety, of a pale Primrose

color gives a pastel grouping, which is emphasized strangely

enough by a mass of Phlox Coquelicot, which is described

by various names as to its color, but is only correctly named
by the famous French color chart as shades of Cardinal

Red.

In August I confess to a brilliancy that is kaleidoscopic.

The Phlox glows, the Helianthus glimmers, the Veronica

waves flashes of blue that fairly dazzle, and the Iris bed

wakes to color again as the Gladiola begins to bloom. What
a wonderful shade, and what a marvelous flower is the

lovely hooded Gladiola from South Africa, the Primulinus,

and how beautiful are the hybrids they are getting from
this stranger, of a so delicately harmonious yellow, that it

blends with everything.

With this riot of color I am bewildered, and with paper

and pencil, I plan and replan. I decide the Phlox Mme.
Langier must go, I even tag all the offending stalks, but

suddenly a doubt enters my mind, and I get off my knees

to ask who it is all for, this weeding out, myself or an un-

known critic! Then the ego rises supreme, and I rejoice

in the barbaric color and perfume, and smother all my
color schemes, and decide to wait until September, when
the garden tones down. The sweet scented Nicotine, and
the lemon Verbenias that I tuck away in the bare spaces

add their share to the garden's perfume, the pink and white

Japan lilies begin to bloom, followed by the Anemones, and
it is indeed a feast of scents. It is beginning to be Sep-

tember now, the sun is not so high and the bright colored

Phloxes look subdued. Miss Lingard has flowered again,

here and there a stray Gladiolus or an early Chrysanthe-

mum show color; in the shrubbery the blue Spirea gives a

suggestion of misty clouds over a Summer sky, there is a

touch of red in the Barberry, the purple leaved Filbert seem
to emphasize the waning Summer, Later in the month the

African Marigolds come on, giving a final brightness be-

fore Fall.

In October, I depend upon the hardy Chrysanthemums
(Continued on page 300)

The little path leading to the garden
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This delightful cottage is one of the most successful recent experiments in remodeled farmhouses

Making a Summer Home Out of an Old Farmhouse
By Jessie Tarbox Beals

Photographs by the Author

MONG the hills of New England many an

abandoned farmhouse in recent years has

been turned into a quaint Summer home.

City folk who have wanted to try their

hand at the remodeling of old buildings and

beautifying the attractive grounds usually

associated with them have thus come into the possession of

a comfortable as well as delightfully located country place

at a minimum of expense.

An old frame structure of this character in a charming

New Hampshire Valley near the new Summer "White
House" at Cornish, has undergone a complete transforma-

tion at the hands of a New York artist. It had been built,

a number of years earlier, in a natural setting of quiet

beauty, with a meadow sloping

gently in front, and pasture and

woodland in the rear. Near where

the house stood were several pop-

lar and apple trees, partly shutting

out the gaze of the few travelers

on the country road, and affording

an almost ideal haven for a secluded

and peaceful dwelling.

It was a long, low, one-story farm-

house, with a high gabled roof.

No adornment had been attempted

by the original occupants, and out-

wardly the appearance of the house was not prepossessing.

There were no porches, and the front door led into a small

hall, off of which opened several well-lighted rooms. There

was no cellar, although the house had foundations firmly

built. Little had been done in the way of grading the front

yard, and virtually the aspect of the ground was little

changed from the primeval clearing given it in Revolu-

tionary days.

The first thing to be done was to carefully examine the

old building and determine just what repairs and altera-

tions were necessary to put the entire structure in good
condition. The problem of the interior was to plan every

step in advance, so that there would be no needless expense

through experimental building and tearing down again.

A sketch was made showing the

arrangement of the rooms as they

were, and this the architect used as

the basis for studying out a plan of

reconstruction. Each room was
measured and located on the dia-

gram, and carefully drawn to the

scale of one quarter of an inch to

the foot. Every window, door and

closet was shown on the drawing.

Then dotted lines were introduced

on the sketch illustrating the di-

The original house mensions of the new rooms. Space
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also was allotted for the fur-

niture which it was desired

to use in the remodeled

house. An inexpensive
plumbing system was

planned, with fireplaces in

the living-rooms, and a

range in the kitchen.

It was arranged to put a

cellar under the house.

Enough stone was picked up

in nearby fields and oft of

old stone fences to reinforce

the old foundations as well

as for the cellar walls.

In order to provide more
sleeping accommodations it

was necessary to make over

the upper part of the house. The garden-house

Double dormer windows were built in the attic, which was were of course a necessity.

partitioned so as to allow for a couple of bedrooms. This

virtually added another story to the dwelling. The roof

was reshingled in spots, and a new brick chimney built. An
evespout was added at the roof's edge to carry off the rain-

water, which was collected in a cistern.

Originally there were four small rooms downstairs. The
partition between two of these at one end of the house was
removed, making a large living-room. The other two
rooms were changed somewhat to adapt them to the re-

quirements of kitchen and dining-room.

The kitchen fixtures were easiest of all to install. Run-
ning water was provided there by means of the boiler at-

tached to the range, and the cistern pump. The last also

supplied water to the bathroom. Waste pipes conveni-

ently carried the water into the field about half a mile away.

Outside the living-room,

at the west side of the house,

a porch was built where the

apple trees afforded a nat-

ural shade. Throughout the

house new windows were

added, with a Colonial ef-

fect. The original hard-

wood door was repainted

and a brass knocker put up

in place of the bell.

When it came time to

paint the remodeled build-

ing, ivory-white was decided

on for the outside. Just

enough yellow was mixed

with the white to give it an

ivory tone. With a house

painted white, green blinds

The fresh patches of shingles

were stained to match the old weather-beatenin the roof

shingles, by the use of "bleaching oil." The cornices were

ivory-white.

A small storehouse was built at the rear of the garden

for the accommodation of tools and other accessories.

As the soil was practically virgin, little difficulty was
experienced in soon producing a luxuriant growth of vines

and blossoms. The former were trained up the sides of

the house, over the door posts and by the windows. A few

vines set out in the window-boxes outside the dormer win-

dows vied with Petunias, Nasturtiums and Hydrangeas, the

last with their showy blossoms and the brilliant colored

Asters giving a transforming touch to the lawn.

This cost in money was twelve hundred dollars, but in

health and happiness has made returns many fold greater.

A corner of the hardy border close to the house
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"The Homestead," country home of Mr. William L. Otis, Waterford, Connecticut

The Homestead
The Country Home of Mr. William L. Otis, Waterford, Connecticut

Photographs by T. C. Turner

ORTUNATELY most of us have our ideals,

ideas of what for ourselves an ideal home
should be, and happy are those of us who
come so near to the realization of an ideal,

as has the owner of "The
Homestead," the country

home of Mr. William L. Otis at Water-

ford, Connecticut.

Mr. Otis came upon the house he now
occupies while on a visit one day in New
London.
"Do you know," he chanced to remark

to a friend, "it has always been my desire

to buy a farmhouse, the older the better,

and to remodel and beautify it. But it

must be a really old house, worth doing

over, and it must stand overlooking the

water. Lake, river, ocean or bay, I

don't care which it is that creeps into my
landscape, but water I must have." "Why,"
exclaimed the friend, "I know of just such

a place." And so it was, briefly, that

"The Homestead" of to-day began its

evolution.

Now, if one goes to Waterford, one

may see it. A restful .rambling. house,, ex- Entry.

kground, a gay

id green lawns

the shore of

>arkling reaches

om window or

1 one fail to see

iere out in the

quisitely set with a big old forest as

old-fashioned garden around its doors^
dotted with fine old trees stretching do

Jordan Cove, beyond which lie the broa

of the Sound. Never,

door of the Homestead,

a white sail dancing some
expanse of the world of wa?fi

One counts live lighth 'ves from its

lawn. Fisher's Island and Kim Island are

in sight, and at evening the suRet gun comes

booming across to reverberaf-^. against the

walls of the staunch old hous^.\ which has

stood there so long and see} so many
changes.

For the very oldest part of the house

was built in 1635. Then the littk cove on

which it stood was still often call q by its

odd old Indian name, Poquyo ^h, or

Poquang, though later it was named Robin

Hood's Bay, and later still Jordan Cjpve, as

it remains to-day. ':•

Then "The Homestead" was a little

house, with just a big kitchen downstairs,

fourteen by twenty, with two bedrooms bf

hind it, and above two tiny bedrooms,
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neither of them much bigger

than the huge chimney that

rose at one side—a chimney

of warm red bricks, with a

generous "Dutch oven" for

the baking of the goodies of

those days. More than a

hundred years later another

room was added, a big living-

room, and so the house still

stood when Mr. Otis jour-

neyed out to view it, and see

if it might be turned into the

house of his dreams. At

first he was certain that it

couldn't. As a dream house,

it resembled nothing more

than a nightmare. Neglect

and age seemed to have set

their indelible stamp upon

its every board and shingle.

The ground around was a

wilderness. But the location

was there—the wonderful

location on that gentle slope,

with the Sound in front and

the woods behind, and the

big trees here and there, and

the sunny spaces just made
for a garden, and—inside

one treasure—a jewel of an

old corner cupboard! That
cupboard seemed to be

thrusting itself out from be-

hind its disfiguring coat of

dismal chocolate brown, Garden of the Otis house

smeared upon it by some former owner, and calling aloud Both are necessary in

to be rescued. The owner heard, and answered the appeal, to-day. So the old place

He remembered the

mighty timbers our fore-

fathers used in building,

looked for them, and found

that the frame of the old

house was good for another

two hundred years. So he

bought it. Bought the house

and four acres of the land

about, and then set to work
to make the poor old wreck

of a place back into a home
—and a bigger, handsomer
home than it had ever

dreamed of being before.

His work of regeneration

was slow, painstaking, lov-

ing. He studied every line

of old and new, determined

that they should harmonize
perfectly. He made certain,

that with all the changes

necessary, there should be

perfect symmetry in the lines

of roofs and walls, so that

no part could blandly ex-

claim, "See me—I'm new" to

the most critical observer.

And he has succeeded. He
has maintained the simplicity

of the old house and yet

made a modern home.
There was a great deal to

do besides merely adding
rooms. The old house had
had no cellar and no attic.

a sanitary, convenient living place

was propped up and suitable under-

IRBBP^I

§$\^** | BMBfcs. Jlfti.-

Jm JrZjl*- S/mSk ' ^^^I^HBmM^^^
\m^

•Aflflj ^KfT^I |&» <M

Th c- situation of the Otis house is ideal in many ways; compare this view of the remodeled house with that of the original house shown at the top of

this page
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pinning put beneath its aston-

ished walls. The venerable

beams under its roof were

lifted, an airy attic tucked

away beneath them, and then

they were covered up again

with a sheathing of fine new
shingles. The old house nad

been covered from top to

toe with broad hand-made

shingles, now worn and

rotted past all usefulness,

and they had to come off.

Inside, the plaster was tumb-

ling from the walls, showing

hand-made laths such as will

never be seen again underneath

come down, and the old laths were replaced. Then the

new rooms were added

—

six of them, with two baths.

The old kitchen was still the kitchen, in the new house.

Its walls were new, but

its fireplace yawned as

hospitably as of old, its

Dutch oven still stood

ready to bake innumer-

able pies. The little bed-

rooms behind it became
pantries, and an entrance

.1 11 First floor plan
to the new cellar was K

made through a romantic little green door. A tiny door,

no more than two by four when Mr. Otis found it, that

looked as if it might lead into some fairy land country lying

behind the big red chimney, but which, enlarged to human

The tearoom

The plaster had to all

4 Yeah s

LMNO-R00W

IOYeass

dimensions, is now prosaic,

and very useful.

The old living-room be-

gan a new lease of life as

the dining-room, with its

corner cupboard, shining

forth in all its beauty stand-

ing triumphantly in one

corner. It is filled with rare

old china, and surrounded

with wonderfully valuable

antique furniture which Mr.
Otis has gathered from

many countries. In this

room there were originally

two small windows. They
were not enough. Mr. Otis wished three. But there was
not space between the two. There was space enough, how-

ever, for a third, if it had no sash of its own. So a copy

of the two old windows was made and fitted in between

them, and a very fine

effect was easily secured,

the new window fitting

into the old sash as if it

had always been there.

The new living-room is

large and sunny, with a

fireplace in careful imi-

tation of a really old one,

and it, too, holds many treasures of other lands and older

times, for Mr. Otis is an enthusiastic and intelligent col-

lector.

But maybe the most interesting room in this most inter-

Second floor plan

The owner's bed-chamber. The old desk was brought from the Hague
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Mr. Otis of ancient Dutch

The living-room, showing entrance to the dining-room on

esting House is the Japanese tearoom. The walls of this some four poster

room were left rough, with hemlock studding,

himself covered the

spaces between the

studding with bur-

lap, and then,
over the burlap he

stretched antique
Japanese grass cloth,

beautifully decorated

by hand with the ex-

quisite forms and
colors which only the

Japanese artists
seem to fully under-

stand.

There are two

other treasures i n

this room. A won-

derful window pur-

chased in Antwerp,

from a house said to

have been the home
of the great artist

Peter Paul Rubens,

and a piece of Chi-

nese embroidery

three feet by six,

which was taken

from a Chinese
temple, and which

glows with wonder-
ful rich old colors in

elaborate designs.

Of the down stairs

bedrooms, the
owner's room is the

finest, with its hand- The Rubens window in the tearoom

the right

bed and a

marquetry,

really wonderful writing desk

though the other, called "the

Dutch room" is very

lovely, too. It has

painted furniture,

from Holland,
showing quaint
Dutch scenes and
maidens with red

cheeks and wooden
shoes, and has some
fine old Delft pot-

tery. Mr. Otis, an

enthusiast for all

beauty, has a par-

ticular love for fine

old pottery and
china, as this Delft,

and the fine collec-

tion of Staffordshire

china in the dining-

room, will show.

Of course, Mr. Otis

added a porch. What
is home to-day with-

out a big veranda?

And the garden that

he dreamed of came
into being, too, and
stretches now in front

of the house, down
to the water, so that

one looks out at the

Sound across a mass
of old time flowers.

And so "The
Homestead" had re-

newed its youth. A
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iining-room

new house? Yes, practically. And yet an old one, too.

For the spirit of the old place broods over the new, the

big red chimney, around whose capacious mouth swallows

still swing and circle as they did two hundred years ago, is

still the heart of the place, the traditions have been kept,

and the history of the place carefully collected.

Even the name is the same. For, as "The Homestead"
the old place has been known many many years.

"The Homestead" it has been for generations who have

been born and reared there and gone out into the world,

some of them never to come back till they were brought

Old corner cupboard

to the little old family burying ground which lies but a few

rods from the house, and is carefully, reverently kept to-

day. For the owner's love for the place has been en-

hanced by the fact that many of its people were his people,

too, the old house having belonged for years to a branch

of his family.

How very readily it will be seen from this presentation

that the old Homestead is a perfect patriarch among Amer-
ican houses, and richly deserves the fame that has come
to it as a relic of the past as well as a masterpiece of the

present, an improvement to its time as the old one to its day.

A cellar has been made beneath this kitchen, which had none when built 250 years ago
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O very few collectors seem to have realized

or appreciated the beauty and quaintness of

old cages that the one comprehensive collec-

tion which has been formed possesses an in-

terest which is particularly and rightly its own.

"Without a doubt there is not a nation

upon the earth which does not include a love for birds

among its characteristics. It is by no means the result of

civilization, for among savages it has always existed, as

their folk lore will attest. In the folk lore of many prim-

tive races, birds are endowed with a certain mysterious

attribute which places them midway between the gods and

the denizens of the earth. Their soaring into the empy-

rean realms of the heavens, has led to their being considered

as especially favored by the gods or regarded as their

messengers and in some countries even the feathers of

birds are cherished as sacred, and those gathered from birds'

nests are wafted aloft and ascend as prayers to the deities.

In civilized countries the

little feathered songsters
who are members of the

family circle occupy a posi-

tion of high regard in the

home and from the ice-bound

lands of the frozen north to

the olive and ilex groves of

the fragrant and languorous

south, infinite care and pa-

tience has been employed in

fashioning their little homes.

The making of cages for

birds has been, of course, a

form of home handicraft

—

a kind of "fireside industry,"

and for this reason it has a

special value to collectors

and to others who trace in

the making of such objects

the expression of artistic in-

stinct toward the attainment

of a national idea. It is

natural, perhaps, that the

cages for such household

favorites as birds should re-

flect the architecture of the An early Dutch chip-carved bird cage, 1714. Drake collection

people by whom the cages have been made. After all a bird

cage is the home of the birds who live within it, and is

therefore a house in miniature, and to be planned and built

much as a home in ordinary. Russian cages, therefore, are

models of Russian architecture, and often possess bulbous

spires and the other earmarks of Russian architecture

familiar to travelers in that land of the semi-barbaric and

the picturesque; Dutch bird cages likewise reflect the pleas-

ing quaintness of homes in the little country of canals and

windmills, and cages from China and Japan are often tiny

temples.

The materials of which bird cages are made are many
and varied. As might be supposed, wood in some form is

often employed, for wood is indigenous everywhere, and as

bamboo or reed is easily woven and twisted into divers shapes

and forms. Wood is also easily carved, and carving is a

form of universal handicraft. Metal is used largely by cage-

makers everywhere, and metals such as brass or copper

which may be hammered or

beaten appear about as often

in the form of repousse as

in the form of wire bars with

which they are associated in

our minds with the bird

cages which are made in fac-

tories to-day.

The Dutch and the Jap-
anese, who are wonderfully

dexterous in the handling of

many forms of ceramic art,

have utilized their skill in

such work, to some extent, in

the fashioning of cages.

The use of the Delft ware
made in Holland has pro-

duced results which are espe-

cially pleasing, for with the

structural portions made of

white and blue or polv-

chrome Delft, the use of

brass or copper wire is very

successful.

The one collection of

cages which is sufficiently

complete to present a really
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A wood and copper cage

definite idea of the extent and

variety which exists, has been

formed by that most inde-

fatigable of collectors, Mr.
Alexander W. Drake, of New
York. The creating of the

collection has occupied many
hours of his travels into for-

eign lands and has involved

many adventures almost as in-

teresting, in the homes and

haunts of foreign peoples who have come to America, and

so extensive is the assortment of cages which he has gath-

ered that it takes one into the homes of almost every

country beneath the sun, and represents the architectural

achievements of almost every people.

The accompanying illustrations of bird cages in Mr

A simple and primitive cage

family of red birds or parra-

keets. It seems to belong in

an interior such as were painted

for the benefit of us who have

come after by Vermeer and

certain of his companions.

Surely the cage must have
hung in its original setting close

by a casement window filled

with leaded glass. Nearby
there must have been a mantelAn early Dutch cage

laden with much blue and white Delft, and below the mantel

there was doubtless a shining array of brass pots and

kettles over the fire.

Equally typical of Holland and quite as beautiful, though

in a wholly different way, is the Dutch cage which appears

upon page 290. In this instance the cage, instead of being

of carved wood is of old Delft with scenes of Dutch domesticDrake's vast collection afford an idea which could never be

conveyed by mere words of the quaint beauty and infinite life painted under the glaze. A little panel painted in a

variety of what most of us regard as the most common- geometrical design is the end of a tiny drawer in which is

place and prosaic of domestic

or household objects. We
are so accustomed to seeing

cages of wire, either of brass,

iron or copper, and in mere-

ly a few hopelessly uninter-

esting shapes, turned out by

the thousand in our factories

and on sale in every "bar-

gain basement," that it is

something of a revelation to

discover that in other lands

and in earlier days when a

greater attention was paid

to the beautifying of the

commonplace cages of un-

usual interest and of a high

decorative value were made.
The Dutch cage upon page

289 is a type and an example

of the artistic thrift and care

which the patient and home-
loving Hollanders have al-

ways lavished upon objects

of household adornment.

Chip-carved by some tireless

craftsman in 17 14, its brown
wood has aged to a rich and
mellow bronze, and one likes

to imagine it occupied by a

An early Dutch bird cage of Delft ware, with decoration of Summer
and Winter scenes. Drake collection

placed the bird's food. One
can hardly imagine pottery

of any kind being used for

such a purpose, but the pa-

tient craftsmanship of the

old Dutch potters was far

beyond our understanding,

and the achievements of

their cunning were never

more interesting than in this

old bird cage. Another cage,

also of Delft and similar in

some respects to this in Mr.
Drake's collection, is treas-

ured in the Metropolitan

Museum, although it is there

regarded as an example of

ceramic art rather than as a

bird cage.

The domestic and deco-

rative arts of Russia possess

an individuality and interest

which is especially their own,

and one of several of Russia's

contributions to this collec-

tion is the bird cage shown
upon page 292. The cage is

modeled after a home in

Russia; a weather-vane

adorns the uppermost point
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of the roof, while

just below the gable

there looks out an

an tiered head cut

from the wood in

high relief. Switzer-

land is represented

by a cage of wood
which is a chalet in

miniature. The
broad overhang of

the eaves shelters

several tiny balconies

placed upon different

levels such as one ex-

pects and generally

finds upon real cha-

lets. The Swiss are

famous wood carvers

and toymakers, and

the clever artisans of

the tiny mountain re-

public excel in all the

arts of simulation

and clever make-be-

lieve. To make the

cage resemble as closely as possible

a chalet such as may be found in

any village in Switzerland, the out-

side of the cage is decorated in red

upon a background of a kind of

clay-white. From China and Japan,

and from some of the islands of

the Philippine group have come

cages of bamboo or reed which has

been reduced to a state of sufficient

pliability and then woven into imita-

tions of the airy and fantastic towers

and pagodas with roofs piled one

above another according to the cus-

tom of the countries. Several of

the Chinese cages are possessed of

feet of teakwood carved in a pattern

which shows much openwork; the

feet are obviously decorative and

are doubtless intended mainly as

ornaments to relieve the otherwise

where it figures also

as a decorative ad-

junct, but here in the

form of doors and

balusters across the

facade and as tiny

brackets or corbels

placed in the angles

of openings. One of

the chief charms of

primitive Chinese or

Japanese architecture

lies in the rare taste

and discrimination

with which ornament
is used—they have a

wonderful knack of

using only the merest

suggestion of adorn-

ment and yet attain

an effect of finish and

symmet r y— it is

never over-done.

Upon page 292 is

shown a little Eng-
lish skylark cage

which with its "bow window" sug-

gests the house fronts of such quaint

old cities as Chester or Bath. la

this instance the receptacles for

food are of glass and are not very

different from those used with cages

being made to-day. A Mexican
cage of reed which is the work of

an old peasant man, suggests the

broad, horizontal lines of the Span-

ish architecture which prevails in

Mexico. As compared with some
of the cages in Mr. Drake's col-

lection it is somewhat clumsy and
crude, and to some of us it might
seem to be lacking in that grace

which we like to associate with

things Spanish. Another cage which
suggests the arts of Spain or of

"Norman Castle" bird cage Portugal is that from the Azores
extreme simplicity of which appears upon page 292. This cage is modeled, ap-

the cage. Carved parently, after a

teak appears in Spanish or Portu-

another cage guese church or

This cage from Switzerland is patterned after a chalet

A Philippine bird cage A Mexican bird cage. Drake collection Azores Island bird cage
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An octagonal cage with domed roof

cathedral, where often a lofty circu-

lar "lantern" crowns the crossing of

nave and transepts.

America's chief gift to this cage

collection consists of a wooden cage

patterned after an old church in

Astoria, Long Island. It is typical

of a certain form of ecclesiastical

architecture popular during the last

century which is sometimes known as

the old "wooden gothic" style. One may
regret to see American architecture rep-

resented by a type which is at best some-

what melancholy, but it must be admitted

that the example is true to the period,

even to the dials of the clock in the

wooden belfry. The old German cage

upon page 292, immediately suggests the

domestic architecture of Germany of to-

day. The entire absence of ornament
and the turning to account in a decorative

way of the necessary openings on the

cage, is here characteristically German.
One is apt to think of cages as

used chiefly for birds. So they

r

Storied cage for several families of birds

English Skylark cage

A German bird cage

are in America, but in many oriental

countries as well as in certain parts of

Europe they are made for certain in-

sects, the singing of which is regarded

as musical. The people of the Dragon-
fly Islands value the music of many in-

sects, particularly the Kirigirisu, which

has been the theme of many poems and

which is considered the prophet of frost

as well as of separation. Many of the

insect cages from Japan and China, and

sometimes those from India are set or

mounted upon tiny wooden stands which

somewhat resemble those often used as

pedestals for vases or jars of oriental

porcelain. Where insect cages are of a

tall and slender shape, they have been

designed for high-leaping insects
—

"high

vaulters in the sunny grass" when out of

doors.

If a collection represents the fruit of

much journeying and travels into strange

places, such is particularly true of an

assortment of such household ob-

jects as these cages of birds.

American "Wooden Gothic" bird cage A "Spanish Cathedral" bird cage A Russian bird cage
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Contemporary wax portrait

by Ethel Frances Mundy

Wax
Portraiture

By Gardner Teall

Photographs by T. C. Turner and Others

Contemporary wax portrait

by Ethel Frances Mundy

TRANGE it seems that so many fragile ob- Wax portraiture is one of the arts of the past so little

jects have come down to us from antiquity known to many collectors, that examples of it are not often

while cities of stone,

statues of marble

and monuments of

bronze too often
have appeared lost forever. On
beholding a perfect glass vase whose

history dates back to Phoenician

times, but which has survived cen-

turies of vicissitudes, one cannot but

reflect upon the extraordinary for-

tune of things apparently so perish-

able. The visitor to the South

Kensington (Albert and Victoria)

Museum in London often expresses

astonishment on beholding little wax
models that have come down
through hundreds of years, or, when
discovering a portrait of Michel-

angelo molded in wax relief by

Michelangelo's intimate, Leone
Leoni, which now reposes in the

British Museum, wonders that Time
Wax portrait of the Due de Montesquieu from the

collection of Charles Allen Munn

met with in American collections.

Ancient writers have given us a hint

of the antiquity of wax portraiture,

not only in round sculpture but in

relief. Moreover, we know that

the Greek artists in Egypt were

adepts in painting portraits by

means of powdered colors applied

with rush brushes to slabs of cedar-

wood covered with wax, into which

coating the color could easily be

worked when the sun's rays were
permitted to soften the wax. Many
of these ancient wax panels are ex-

tant, and they appear very much
like paintings in oil colors upon
wood.

We know that Lysistratus, who
lived in the time of Alexander the

Great, executed small busts in col-

ored wax, and this is the earliest use

of the medium in color mentioned
has lent so kind a hand to things which were constructed by history. Works of this sort were forerunners to the

of materials that we have regarded as being so perishable, later colored wax portraits of the seventeenth and of the

Two wax portraits from the collection of Charles Allen Munn. That to the left is in colored wax, and that to the right in white wax, is of David
Carrick by Isaac Gosset
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eighteenth century, with the old custom, which Pliny men- No material is more responsive to the artist's touch than

tions, of ancestral portraits in the households of the old wax, immortalizing as it does his individual handling in a

Romans as connecting links in the progress of the art. manner peculiarly its own. Perhaps no English wax port-

Moreover, the Romans were wont to carry in

funeral processions waxen portraits of the departed,

a curious custom clinging to civilization as late as

the seventeenth century in England. Indeed, a vis-

itor to Westminster Abbey may see the old wax
form of Queen Elizabeth,

gorgeously attired, which was

carried in the cortege at her

burial.

More cheerful, on the

other hand, are the marvelous

wax portraits in relief (some

white or monochrome, and

others colored), which were

modeled—painted would al-

most be nearer the word—by
the early Italians, of the

cinquo cento—Leone Leoni

already referred to, Antonio

Abondio in Italy, later by

Guillaume Dupre, Antoine

Benoit in France, and then

by Isaac Gosset, Eley George

Mountstephen, Joachim

Smith, S. Percy and Peter

Ruow in England.

How the ancients prepared

their materials for working

in wax is not recorded, but

raiturist has given evidence of greater ability than

did S. Percy, whose work as well as those of Peter

Ruow are eagerly sought for by collectors. Wax
portrait workers were not unknown in America
during Colonial times and later, and although wax

portraiture almost died out

during the nineteenth century,

our own has witnessed a re-

vival of this interesting art

not only abroad but in our

own country, as some of the

illustrations accompanying will

attest, being reproductions of

photographs of wax portraits

by Ethel Frances Mundy, of

Syracuse, New York.

Good old Giorgio Vasari,

the gossipy chronicler of the

old masters to whom we owe
nearly all of our knowledge
of the lives of the early

Italian painters, wrote an in-

teresting treatise on the tech-

nique of art from which the

following is quoted as being

of further interest to the

collector of wax portraits who
seeks for all the information

he can find on the subject.

probably they anticipated all A modern example of wax portraiture by Ethel Frances Mundy, an "In order to show how
of the processes employed by American artist wax is modeled let us first

the mediaeval artist in such portraiture, powdering the speak of the working of wax and not of clay. To render

color, mixing in oil and adding it to pure wax in the state it softer a little animal fat and turpentine and black pitch

of fusion. .....
are put into the wax, and of these ingredients it is

To Pastorino of Siena has been accredited the j0/£EtiH^ the fat that makes it more supple, the turpentine

honor of having invented the particular wax paste B j| adds tenacity, and the pitch gives it the black color

used by himself and his successors in representing ^^^^^ and a consistency, so that after it has been worked

the hair and the skin. aEJjp^py and left to stand it will become hard. And he

As in the instance of so
|ff
JD who would wish to make wax

many of the other arts, that ^**23 ^^^^^^N».. ° f anotner color ma >' eas
'

1^
of "painting in wax" reached ^^Sm *^BbS^^ ^1^. d° S° b} ' puttIng Int0 lt red

Germany at an early date, JgL :^9m^-. " •.^^ earth or vermilion or red

flourishing especially at Nur- jjg
"•%!Ak lead; he w111 thus make lt of

emberg in the sixteenth cen- JB'. • V ^^fiBx
3 >'ellowish red or some such

tury and reaching its perfec- ft \ n~^| ^|&JL shade
5

if he add verdigris,

tion under Caspar Hardy, J3
.

BjF ^ "

!>>3HEm gree"' a"d S° °n wlth the

the prependary of Cologne iE
.
,"W ^ ^IBMl ' ° ther colors

-
But lt is wel1

cathedral, work which excited M lHt\ t0 n °'tiCe that the COl° rS

Goethe's admiration, and ft ks^J^* »> should be ground lnt0 the

which, I have no doubt, led f W W || powder and sifted, and in this

to his own experimenting in I fl ' If '*8K Stat£ afterward mixed with

the art, though I have not I W \ \W
j Hf the

'

WaX made ™ hqU
'

!d 3S

been able to find that he did W £. \
| _1J *3Sji

po
ff

lble "

Perhaps the most interest- ll| I ^Ti W "" y$W ^'^ f° r Sma"
•

th "lgS
'
"^

ing wax portraits by a French ^n^ Hr^ »" Sk Var^Sr
^ S

' Portra ' ts
'

minute scenes,

artist—at least most interest- Vf^ IwT ' tfiM JBt and othcr ob
J
ects of bas "

ing from their ancientry— X^ Efe^ lll'.^ 'V^f relIef
"

And this is done by

are those by Francois Clouet, ^W^l &""
^ '^~

'

"'
'

'?W mixing powdered white lead

now numbered among the ^W^^ - 3^ ^'^ tHe wh ' te W '1X US CX "

treasures in the Cluny Mu- ^^^
,, ir plained above. Nor shall I

seum in Paris. So important ^^^^fiL-^*\j^^ conceal that modern artists

a place did the art of wax „ , .
/^^^^^7^\

, r- ^ j
have discovered the method

portraiture attain in France
Modern portrait m colored wax by Ethel Frances M y of working in wax all sorts

under Louis XIV that we find Antoine Benoit given the of colors, so that in taking portraits from the life in half-

highly enviable appointment of Unique sculpteur en are relief, they make the flesh tints, the hair, the clothes and

coloree to the French King during this period of culture, all so lifelike, that these figures lack nothing but speech."
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Old Time -

Pipe Stoppers
By Marie Elizabeth Camp

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE old-time pipe-stopper is one of the

articles of interest to collectors which is,

perhaps the least known of any agggaanm
of the accessories of the pipe.

Dating as it does from the time

when pipe-smoking first became

portrai

gestive

the custom and used generally during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, it is remark-

able that this little device for stuffing tobacco

into the bowl of the pipe (measuring in most

instances about two inches in length and devised

to be carried in the smoker's pocket) went into

such sudden oblivion that even few data con-

cerning its vogue are difficult to unearth from
the dust of records and contemporary chance

references. Pipe stoppers were made of brass,

silver, glass, wood, and often from animals
1

teeth tipped with silver, brass and ivory. All

sizes and quaint shapes were used by designers

of these objects and modeled with great care

and delicacy. Those representing the profes-

sions or occupations of the owner were the most

popular design and most extensively used.

Some of these have survived. Lately they have

been reproduced in England, for a few shillings,

each with fidelity to the originals. The old

silver stoppers were to be found in great va-

riety, one curious example in the form of a

ring, to be worn on the finger, with a long

neck projecting and forming the stopper. The
many profile bust portraits of celebrities were
more frequently made in brass. Of the profile

ts an interesting one is that of Shakespeare, so sug-

of the play and its use as the author's stopper, and

also the heads of royalty, statesmen and great

generals; the Golden Fleece, with the lamb in

the circle, a symbol of chastity and fraternity,

for use in. secret orders; the popular country

gentleman, representing the country squire, in all

his dignity of dress, and the thistle design used

by Scotchmen.

Again we find the figure of the woodsman or

country man, the pipe stopper of the farmer and
its antithesis in that of the shoe-black or under

valet, of the city, with brush in hand as the

insignia of his calling. The politician, the

musician, the admiral for the sailor's pipe, and
Napoleon, which found its way to France from
England and into popular use there, are also of

the innumerable assortment of stoppers used

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

Thus can we appreciate the value, both actual

and sentimental, of a trinket which has now be-

come adaptable to present usage as a seal and
an attractive accessory for the writing-table, for

the flat, circular end of the stopper is especially

suited for the engraving of the coat-of-arms or

crest—this making the stopper do a double duty.

With the increasing simplicity of men's mod-
ern dress has come consistently the simplicity of

adornment—thus the pipe stopper has been rele-

gated to the days of snuff boxes and gold-headed

walking-sticks, and given place to the plain silver

or gold stoppers occasionally used by smokers.
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

from subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps

should be enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired
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FURNISHING THE REMODELED FARMHOUSE
By George Crane

OTHING is more fascinating than the re-

modeling and furnishing of a house and

when you have a good, old, dignified farm-

house to treat in this way, the joy is doubled

for, after all, what is more satisfying than

to see things grow and change under your

hand and become once more animated with a true livable

comfort. One often wonders, when passing through a

country-side and sees a little farmhouse with a sign "For
Sale" upon it or closed and abandoned, if it could speak

would it say "Please, someone, take care of me and restore

me to my olden dignity wherein I might enjoy the world

once more and the world enjoy me."

There is something quite pathetic in a farm that has been

deserted and left to fall to pieces when the world about is

green and bright. There are many such farms that can be

had for so small a sum that to pass them by seems indeed

unappreciative and neglectful of our duty and yet we go

merrily on our way, looking for something a little bit more
to our fancy and that is where we sometimes make a mis-

take. Take the little deserted farm with its weed-grown
garden and the field that was once happily productive, but

now nothing more than a barren waste of dirt and a con-

fusion of showy weeds. The dilapidated and forlorn

condition of the house adds much to the pathos, but let us

not dwell too long on things affecting our spirits for, after

all, it is possible to build up the past life of the little farm-

house and set the blood once more pulsating through its

veins.

How often is our attention attracted to the remodeled
house where the lack of taste and appreciation is the first

thing one notices and at once wonders if the interior is

filled with the same horrors. One cannot do better than to

adhere strictly to the good old style in a remodeling, and of

course the same is true when it comes to furnishing. Sim-

plicity, with all its endless possibilities, should be the inspira-

tion and to wander away from this path soon finds one lost

and calling for help or resorting to a few new ideas that

often prove fatal.

Now that we have found a little farmhouse remodeled
quite to our liking, let us try to do the furnishing within,

keeping strictly to the simple necessities of these days when
extravagance was a hushed word and the household did with-

out rather than confess their guilt to their neighbors. That
is, put within its walls all the necessities of the present day,

but tone them down with that air in keeping with the mellow
days of fifty or a hundred years ago. It can be done and
cleverly, and the result will be delightful and tenfold
satisfying.

Antiques or reproductions for the furniture, copies of old

papers for the walls, old bits of bric-a-brac and personal

touches seem to be the things that ought to be most consid-

ered, and strictly so, in this delightful undertaking. A pil-

grimage to some antique shop will either induce the purchase

of some fine old piece or pieces or produce a desire to wait

till this or that piece can be purchased for just the suitable

place in the house. In other words, go slowly and consider

each step before allowing yourself to take it. This is the

one rule that will lead to success in the furnishing of a re-

modeled farmhouse.

Simplicity seems essential and should be woven throughout

the treatment of the furnishing scheme. Of course

mahogany is the first thought and indeed should have first

choice, but with this, let the painted furniture with its deco-

rations mingle. It will give a note of color and, at the same
time, remind one of the days when it was much used and

cherished. Paper one of the bedrooms with a dainty old-

fashioned paper, a cream, perhaps, with some simple little

pattern or flower form. In this room put the painted furni-

ture with one or two pieces of mahogany, simple in line. A
combination is often pleasing especially one of this character

and the housewife of old did it with charming results.

If possible, the floor should be left with the wide planks,

perhaps varying in width which adds a note of interest.

This will possibly be a pleasant reminder of the former

home. The woodwork, of course, is white so let it remain,

but revive it with a thorough rubbing with sandpaper and
several fresh coats of white paint. As to rugs, some fancy

the rag rugs and one must admit that this variety is quite

in keeping with the old air of the home. The Oriental rug,

in soft colors and quiet patterns, is not to be cast aside for

there is enough of the old time feeling about to quite over-

come this bit of the Eastern World. This, in its turn, one

should accept with grace and good will.

The open fireplaces, for there are several in this house,

should be treated with the respect due their hospitable posi-

tion and kept clean and well rubbed. The soapstone hearth

should be oiled and the irons blackened and the brasses

kept radiant at all times. This seems, perhaps, a bit of un-

necessary advice, and yet how often one sees a neglected

hearth that tells the story of neglect elsewhere. Andirons
should be simple in their lines, brass tops or center bulges,

or all brass as the case demands.

Brass candlesticks, pewter platters, copper and old blue

china are quite as essential in a decorative note of the old

house as they are in the window of an antique shop. Four-

posted beds are at once suggestive of the good old days and
fall into place with the ease and grace due them. Mirrors,
of course, should adorn the walls with their all-gilt or gilt

and mahogany frames, for these bits of wall decoration give

life to a room and, if hung properly, give size and with

their reflecting powers add much color and brightness. A
mirror vista is oftentimes a complete and delightful surprise.
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The windows of the old farmhouse were of small panes

and so should those of the remodeled one be kept, at least

as near as possible without causing too much bother, for such

they are when cleaning day comes. But one must give in and

remember that windows are one of the important features

of the house and should receive their just attention. It is

possible to have all the windows in keeping with the char-

acter of the house by using a small-paned top sash and a

larger one for the lower, thus easing the necessity of a tedi-

ous cleaning and, at the same time, allowing a better view of

the garden beyond.

Above all, neatness which means coolness and coolness

which means simplicity, should be the keynote in doing over

the interior. Do not let sub-conscious suggestions come too

often into play as you will find your rooms filling up with

odds and ends quite foreign to the demanding character of

the surroundings. This one knows from experience, the best

of teachers.

If you find your doors and cupboards graced with large

iron locks and escutcheons with those little brass knobs, have

them cleaned of rust or old paint and then repainted and the

brass polished, for these tell a story of the older time and

are probably more closely associated with the crafts of a

hundred years ago than any other one thing in the house.

Then the quaint strap hinges with their funny arms extending

across the side strips of the door must be left in place and
painted black as they, too, have their share in restoring to

the present the charm of the past. If one pays attention to

these little details, the larger ones will assume their position

in the house under your careful guidance.

We have spoken about the open fireplace with their cheer-

ful and hospitable expression, and as a reminder of the old

days attention might be called to the little Franklin stove.

What a delightful piece of decorative comfort this bit

of iron is with its open front and neat brass trimmings.

This indeed should wander into some room and be ac-

claimed the most decorative and olden time adjunct.

On either side of your open fireplace in the dining-room,

built-in cupboards will give you a chance to display what

old china and pewter you please to put there and, at the

same time, will balance and add a decorative note to the

fireplace. In the olden times built-in furniture was not

greatly in vogue, but little chimney cupboards with their

narrow doors and cupboards over the mantel shelves were

often found essential bits of the house furnishing, and were

not put there simply as a note of adornment.

Old iron candlesticks, wall brackets in iron with their

candle holders and hearth fenders in old iron were all used,

and if one is a hunter of antiques these pieces can surely be

found somewhere in the depths of the jungle and will con-

tribute greatly to the charm of the house.

For window decoration, nothing seems more fitting for

this undertaking than a fine cream white scrim quite plain

in its make and hanging in soft folds. This would look

well at every window and, at the same time, would be in

keeping with the simplicity of the rest of the house. In

other words, do not let your windows tell a different tale

from that which exists within. In refurnishing a remodeled

farmhouse, bear in mind its former condition in life, the

daily tasks of the good housewife and what simple charm
was always there, the dignified surroundings and, above
all, the absolute neatness of all about was as neat as she.

furnished with simple antique pieces. The walls covered with a wall-paper of appropriate pattern
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THE GARDEN IN AUGUST

HO, this first of the Autumn months, on

contemplating the full August beauty of the

garden he has planned and planted, can fail

to have his soul stirred with the thought of

Nature's marvellous works in the recollec-

tion that his own hand was so willingly

lent to those human tasks that seldom fail in such rewards

as that of the spiritual satisfaction one derives on the

memorable occasion which these vines, crowning gardens

with their full glory, should be. How grateful we are

for the nodding Anemones with their white or rose-colored

to receive seeds of Perennials. Planting Perennials now
in cold frames will preclude the possibility of late rains

from washing away seeds planted later in open gardens

in wet localities. The careful gardener will bring carna-

tions indoors this month if he has had them growing in

the open garden through July. August is the proper

month for potting Easter Lilies to be forced. In order

that the bulbs may become thoroughly rooted, they should

be kept in a dark, cool place until this start is made.

BEFORE the month is out the September issue of Amer-
ican Homes and Gardens will be in the hands of

readers. This will contain an authoritative article by one

of the foremost practical gardeners in America on the

blossoms, for Dicentra, for the Evening Primrose still with subject of "Evergreens for the Home Grounds," beautifully

us, for the gorgeous golden Helianthus, the pale Moon-
flower, Mignonette, the Pinks which claim August for their

own, and old Snapdragon, ingenious and entertaining.

Then there is lovely Veronica in royal purple, and Madame
Zinnia, with more colors in her attractive raiment than ever

futurists have dreamed of

mixing on their palettes.

BUT one must not forget

the Vegetables! Beans

and things may appear pro-

saic and poets may have

neglected them in conse-

quence, but the delight to be

derived from a well-planted

vegetable garden that has

thriven and has become lux-

uriantly productive is not

alone a mundane one. It is

not because this is a turnip

or that is a beet that one's

heart gives a little bound on

beholding these things grow-

ing in his garden; it is be-

cause they remind him that

vegetable-growing depends

upon more than dropping a

chance seed in a hole in the

ground, that the successful

vegetable garden is only pos-

sible through the careful

attention one gives to it and
his interest in it.

HE various small fruit

bushes should be ex-

amined this month. Old
canes should be cut from the

berry bushes. The cold

frames which have been kept

in order should now be ready

T

An attractive treatment of a garden wall

illustrated by reproduction from photographs of various

Evergreens, singly and in their relation to the lawn-land-

scape. Therefore the garden maker should begin to ask

himself whether or not his plot of ground, whatever size

it may be, would become more interesting and attractive by

the planting of one or more
Evergreens. There is, of

course, quite as often, a ten-

dency to overplant as there

is to under-plant, although

our garden makers are over-

coming this fault more and
more, and are now appre-

ciative of the fact that a

lawn should not be choked
with shrubs, even though the

individual specimens are

very beautiful in themselves,

but should be adorned with

discrimination and judgment
by placing a shrub just where
it is needed and only where
it is needed to produce as

perfect an effect as possible.

We are also getting away
from the "lonesome pine"

effects in Evergreen planting,

and are now well versed in

the more cheerful arrange-

ments followed by the mod-
ern landscape architects.

THE cutworm is of the

most troublesome of

garden pests. Plants should

be watched caiefully and
all cutworms removed by
hand. Spraying with an

arsenite solution is useful,

but not for table plants.
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INFORMAL LIVING IN THE OPEN
By Elizabeth Atwood

THINK that every mother should, at some

period of her children's lives, give them the

joy of real camping. Not in a roughly-

made house with all the accessories of civ-

ilized living, but out in the open. Out in

a tent with the beds made of pine boughs.

Such a mother will renew her youth, make her children

wildly happy, for they are little animals, really, and love

and enjoy the wilderness and freedom which can only be

found under actual primitive conditions. I know of what I

am asserting, for I have done this more than once.

First of all decide upon a location lending itself to all

the actual needs of a party spending a month in the open.

I've always selected a spot not more than half a mile from

a farmhouse. This meant a base of supplies such as milk,

butter, eggs, ice and vegetables. It also meant getting

our mail at least once a day; also, it put us in communica-

tion with the stores of the village five miles away. Such

places may be found all through Vermont and New Hamp-
shire, and I know that you can find such places in other

States as well.

One should be on the shore of a lake for the enjoyment

of such an outing to be complete. My camping has been

on the shores of two little lakes in Vermont. In each place

we could hire boats by the week. We had our own canoe

transported, but hired flat-bottomed boats for the fishing,

and for the use of the children. How the muscles of

those same children did grow under the exercise of rowing

those boats.

It is more fun all around to have a party than it is to

go as a family, but it is a risk which one must consider.

One writer has put it, "In no other situation does a man
so inevitably show forth his character. Let him be as

good an actor as he will, if he possesses a trace of sloven-

liness or selfishness, of uncontrolled petulance, of a ten-

dency to 'boss' or to find fault, or, worst of all, to sulk,

it will surely appear in camp." This is just as true of

women and children, so study your people well who are to

compose your party.

Try as you will, you may make some mistakes, but some
few things may be settled before you "make for camp."

Each one is to be ready to contribute his or her share

toward the work of the camp. Each one, to the littlest

tot, is to have a duty which belongs alone to him. Each
one must feel a responsibility in producing pleasure and
comfort for all, and must carry along a sense of humor
to help the situation when the rain puts out the campfire.

The clothing is an easy thing to handle if you will only

be artistic and dress for the occasion. The women in

divided skirts, the girls in rompers and bloomers, the young

boys in overalls and the older ones in knickerbockers or

riding breeches. Strong shoes and stockings and jersey

union suits, complete the needful list. Simplicity must be

the keynote if the best fun is to be realized.

If no one in the party has camped before, by all means

hire a man who understands, for he will return the greatest

amount of comfort for the expenditure that may be realized.

He will know how to pitch a tent and place your ham-

mocks, how to build a good campfire, and how to conduct

camp generally. He will know the edible mushrooms, and

how to make a comfortable bed of pine boughs.

I have always been able to find an old cookstove, and

with an elbow on top of one length of pipe which we turned

as the wind varied, always drew well. I had it placed on

blocks high enough to cook upon without tiring my back.

The baking was not always of the best, but one has such

an appetite that one feels no criticism. All frying and

some boiling was done on top of the stove.

Over our campfire we had a pole placed on two strong

crotched sticks. From this was suspended a very large iron

kettle; you can always find them somewhere in the real

country. In this we boiled corn and potatoes, and even a

real New England boiled dinner. It was the best thing

I ever tasted. Sometimes we baked the potatoes and roasted

corn in the ashes. We prefer camping in August to any

month in the year, for vegetables are more plenty then.

On crotched sticks at the right height were placed two

planks for a table, with another plank arranged for a seat

on each side. You will be surprised how many of the

needful accessories may be found on an old farm when you
go camping. Money judiciously used will go a long way
and unearth many treasures for the camp.

We took canned supplies and box supplies of all kinds

of crackers with us. So far I have always found the lady

of a farmhouse nearby who was glad to bake bread and
pies for us. If not the best pastry in the world, we called

it so and ate it as if it were. We always enjoyed "Johnny-
cake" in camp about as much as anything, unless it was
"Johnny-cake" and scrambled eggs.

There are berries to be found in the woods, and some
of our party picked berries nearly every day. It is sur-

prising, always was surprising to me, how easily one can

get up a meal in camp, and how much it is always enjoyed.

Food does have a finer flavor when cooked in camp. You
know one never minds the scorching nor the ashes when
corn is roasted in the ashes. It is just so with all food
in camp. The only possible chance for fault-finding may
come from food giving out before the enormous appetites

are satisfied. One gets so ravenously hungry.
The work in our camp was so easily managed that I will

tell of how it was done the year I was a "tenderfoot." I

loved to cook and so did our guide. Our helpers were
selected while at table for the next meal, and the ones who
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helped put the meal on the table were not expected to wash

dishes and clear the table. In this way the work was ar-

ranged equally and amicably.

One of our party of nineteen just loved to pick up the

tents and keep them in order, and we all just loved to

have her. An assistant was assigned to her and that made
the work of the tents easy (we had only two), and if things

went astray Aunt Louise always knew where to look for

them.

Across the middle of the tents, from pole to pole, ropes

were stretched at four feet

and six feet from the

ground. On these, wraps

and clothing not in use

were hung, the low ropes

serving the small members
of the party. Tin wash
basins on packing boxes,

with one small mirror

hung on a tree constituted

our toilet arrangements,

for we spent little time

prinking.

Our small members
gathered firewood, or

helped to, for the wood
for the day's need was on

hand before the fun be-

gan. In point of fact, all

the needful work of the

camp was part of the fun,

for the atmosphere was
simply charged with fun

and good will. Only once

was I really bothered by

finding a shirk in the party. I am conceited enough to think

that if I had been in charge of the camp that I would have

changed things even that year.

In order to have the highest enjoyment in a camp, I

believe there must be routine. Not hard and fast rules,

catch-a-train time for meals, but if members of a camp come

straggling in at all hours for meals, some one, generally

the cook, has to suffer. As I am mixed up with the cook-

ing almost always, I have had my attention drawn to this

particular part of camp life. In other words, keep the

"other fellow" in mind when off in the woods or out in

the boat.

The Summer cottage with all of its so-called conveniences

has forced the real tent-camping out of business. For the

children's sake this is a great pity. There are so few things

for them to do, and the spice of camping is lost. The work
is minimized for the mother in tent camping, for the men
and boys feel that they should help make things easy for

the women. This noble idea never comes to them when
we swelter and suffer in a hot kitchen, and serve a nice

meal in a cool dining-room.

We never found the pine boughs so very uncomfortable

after the first two nights. Each individual padded out the

hollows which may have troubled, and, growing accustomed

to doing without springs soon we felt our beds grow easy.

We allowed two comforters to each bed or where each

two slept, one to lie on and one for cover. Those who
elected to be more particular brought sheets. Our one

luxury was a pillow for each. You see we were really

doing things in a primitive way.

Even our rainy days were very happy. We could not

do much in the way of cooking and serving, although more
than you would think. One would hold an umbrella over
the cook while she jumped around, creating no end of fun.

We always took this precaution ; we kept all crackers in

AN ATTRACTIVE VEGETABLE DISH
By Mary H. Northend

Stuffed Turnips: Boil and scoop out the centers of a sufficient num-
ber of round white turnips. Fill the cup with boiled cauliflower.

Garnish the dish with red pepper cut into slices and little sprays of

parsley. Serve with white sauce.

one of the tents, and we had a box, which, covered with

some of the oilcloth left from covering the table, was nearly

waterproof. In this box we kept boxes of crackers already

opened, and the bread and other food.

One thing of utmost importance is the emergency box.

In this should be a box of zinc-ointment for bad sunburns

and cold-cream for the milder cases. Two or three rolls

each of surgeon's plaster and bandages, and, of course, the

usual remedies found in every well-regulated family, and

other articles, safeguarded us here as we were elsewhere.

Plenty of rope, strings,

safety pins, hammer and
nails of different sizes are

very needful, also the

axe and saw. An extra

"fly" over the ridgepole

would be much more com-

fortable.
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AN OLD HOMESTEAD OF
COLONIAL NEW JERSEY

( Continued Jrom page 270)
i5i[niaw^i[«iHiBHi«i[5i«ii»tawwiaaiaag

It seems to have been

the fashion with these

old Dutch families, to en-

large their houses as it

became necessary by

"building out" or adding

a wing to the main build-

ing. The old Brincker-

hoff homestead has thus

been added to and a door

from the dining-room

leads into a large old-

fashioned kitchen, above which are the servants' rooms.

In the hall of this old colonial homestead there stands a

grandfather's clock which has recorded the hours and
minutes since New Jersey ceased to be a colony, and became
one of the thirteen original states. The dial has looked

down upon many generations of the same family and has

witnessed the domestic events of more than two centuries

of American life. The hall also contains the stairway which

leads to the rooms upon the upper floor. Here the ceilings

are necessarily very low and the pitch of the gambrel roof

makes possible a degree of quaintness which is attractive in-

deed. These rooms, like those upon the floor below, are

filled with furniture of long ago. They were once the refuge

of a company of Hessian soldiers when they were being pur-

sued through New Jersey by the victorious continentals

under Washington.

Hssisgigiiiiiis^

A LONG BLOOM IN A HARDY GARDEN
( Continuedfrom page 278)

for a warm note, using only yellow and terra-cotta shades,

a beautiful single white one (Garza) taking the place of

the Phlox. I have found that it is only worth while to

plant the Chrysanthemums having a green, woody stem,

as the others do not keep well wfien picked, and this means
so much to garden lovers who are doomed to return to

town in the perfect Fall months.

As long as Jack Frost keeps his fingers off, the Annuals
are delight, but the real glory of the garden is dimmed ex-

cept for the 'mums. In November the tiny Ponpoms by
the tennis court, are so gay in their yellow and pink glory

that I am glad to gather them, quite forgetting I would
have scorned them a month ago. The garden is still green,

but without color except for the undaunted violet Phlox,

Danske Dandridge, which is making its second bloom.
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Readers of American Homes and Gardens who are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass, in fact in any field appealing to the collector are
invited to address any enquiries on such matters to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful attention. Correspondents should enclose stamps for reply
Foreign correspondents may enclose the stamps of their respective countries.

F. R. : Embroidered crepe shawls of fair

size, such as you describe, can be pur-

chased for $25. If you will let us know
if your teapot and cream pitcher have
any maker's mark, we can then deter-

mine the ware.

J. B. J. : As the work of American and
English steel engravers was very ex-

tended and excellent in quality, it would
be difficult to send you in the limits of

a letter a list of the foremost workers
of this sort. Archer B. Durand was one
of the most noted of American en-

gravers (1825-1850). His most famous
engraving, "Ariadne," after Vanderlyn's
painting, is considered the finest Amer-
ican engraving. T. A. Dean (1850) was
one of the best known English engravers.

We suggest that you refer to the various

excellent volumes on the subject of Prints

and Print Collecting, any of which we
can supply on receipt of published prices.

W. K. : Referring to your chairs we
would say they are of the following

periods and values

:

1: Late mahogany (1840-1850), value,

ST to S10 ; 2 : Sheraton about 1T90, value

armchair, about $150, plain chair about $100
to $125 ; 3 : Dutch marquetry, value $25 or

less; 4: Slat back (first part of eighteenth

centuryj, value, $7 to $10; 5: American
early nineteenth century, value, about $15.

The table is probably Duncan Phyfe make,
about 1830. Value, $75 to $100. We re-

gret that the description and photograph
of the lamp, box and bottles is not ade-

quate enough to permit us to give an
opinion or value on same.

E. S. F. : In reply to your letter of June
3d, we beg to state that the description

of the first coin to which you refer

(that dated either 1737, 1757 or 1787) is

not sufficient to positively identify the coin.

If copper it would have no value what-
soever, if silver it might have. The sec-

ond coin is one of Ferdinand the Seventh.

1825, coin of George the Fourth, has no
premium, and if silver, would be worth
its face value only. The one-cent pieces

dated 1810 to 1856 would be worth about
five cents each unless in particularly fine

condition, in which case the cent-piece of

1810 would be worth $1. The Canadian
dime, dated 1858, if in fine condition,

would be worth 10 cents, or in Canada
in any condition its face value only. The
fourteenth coin is a poor copy of the

Fugio (United States) cent. If it were
in fine condition it would be worth about

$1.25. The value of a coin does not de-

pend upon its antiquity, as silver coin

of certain Roman Empires in absolutely
fine condition and of unquestionable au-
thenticity can be had from 50 cents to

$1 apiece. Perfect condition in a coin

enhances its condition proportionately.
Poor coins of any sort have almost no
market value.

O. W. M. : Regarding your Carey platter

we would say that it was an English
pottery of about 1800 but not valuable,

the design being stamped or printed, not
painted. It is worth about $5. The
Brissot engraving you speak about sells

for £2 in England but there is no demand
for it here. It would probably bring about
$3 or $4 in America.

T. P.: In reply to your query we would
say that your collection is undoubtedly
of much interest but would very much
like to have the photographs of the vari-

ous articles you mention as we can then
determine more accurately the age and
values.

M. G. M.: In regard to your tray we
would say that we find no mention of E.

V. Houghwout & Company, New York,
on record as a maker of silver or of silver

plate. We therefore, assume that he was
a dealer or rather a dealer's company and
the tray was made for him by a silver-

smith, as was often done.

E. W. H.: The following is the list you
requested of some of the most valuable

printed books in the world : Gutenburg
Bible, the first printed book, $50,000.

Psalter of 1457, first book printed with

Ifou could
dip I1\is

house in

'

vraier

Unprotected walls of stucco, concrete or brick absorb
much water, becoming damp, unsanitary and disfigured.
But they can be water-proofed and beautified by an
application of

1
APPLIED WITH A BRUSH

A liquid cement coating which becomes an inseparable part of
tSe wall, sealing all pores and filling hair-cracks. Hard as flint.

Dampproof, weather-resisting. Gives uniform, artistic color.

Furnished in a variety of tones.

It will pay you to learn about Trus-Con Water-proofing Pro-
ducts. Write for full information, telling us your needs.

THE TRUS-CON LABORATORIES
119 Trus-Con Building Detroit, Mich

rA

The Stephenson System of

Underground Refuse Disposal
Keeps the garbage out of sigV in the ground

away from the dogs, cats arid typhoid fly.

"Thousands in Use."

gSfeggS? Underground
Garbage and Refuse Receivers

A Fireproof and Sanitary Disposal of Ashes,
Refuse and Oily Waste.

Our Underground Earth Closet

means freedom from contaminated

water supply.

Sold Direct. Send for Circular.

In Use Nine Years. It Pays to Look Us Up.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr
21 Farrar Street, Lynn, Mass./

McCRAY REFRIGERATORS
Active and cold air circulation—Sanitary linings.

Send for Catalogue
McCRAY REFRIGERATOR COMPANY

587 Lake St., Kendallville. Ind.

IfFLOOR VARNISH
7r?t^7mberHarnSs

= Comfort and Privacy =

I The Burlington Venetian Blind §
= will shade your porch and enable you to make your =
= porch a haven of rest and comfort on sizzling hot days. =
3 With the Burlington Venetian Blind you will get =
= the advantages of open air. and at the same time you =
= will be secluded from the gaze of passers-by. It is =
== easy to adjust the Burlington Venetian Blind to any s
3 angle. The top can be opened for light and ventila- |= tion and the lower part closed to keep out the sun. =
= Make your porch a cool place for entertaining or =
= reading, and a pleasant place where the children can =
3 play—by using Burlington Venetian Blinds.

= Write for illustrated booklet— if de-
picts and describes various styles

1 BURLINGTON VENETIAN BUND COMPANY I
= 339 Lake Street, Burlington, Vt.
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Selected List of Books on

Building and
Estimating

The New Building; Estimator. A practical
guide to estimating the cost of labor and
material in building construction, from
excavation to finish; with various practical
examples of work presented in detail and
with labor figured chiefly in hours and
quantities. A handbook for architects,
builders, contractors, appraisers, engineers,
superintendents and draftsmen. Eleventh
edition, revised and enlarged. By William
Arthur. 5x7 inches. Full flexible leather.
729 pages. Illustrated. $3.00
This is a modern and exhaustive working guide

for all who figure the cost of building construction
either in detail or approximately. It gives the
actual time, labor and material required on every
operation in all classes of residential and munici-
pal work as recorded and checked by the author
and other

^
experts on thousands of jobs, finished

under various conditions, in different sections of
the country. Special stress is laid on those items
that are affected by varying conditions and the
reasons for the difference, as found by experience
are given.

The Contractors' and Builders' Handbook.
By "William Arthur. 4% x 7 34 inches.
Flexible cloth. 378 pages. $2.00
A new work by the author of "The New Building

Estimator." The first section deals with the con-
tractor as a business man ; the second with the
contractor as a constructor, which is not a trained
architect by any means, and the third with the
contractor as a citizen and taxpayer. It is a work
of exceptional value to all interested in buikl.ing
.construction, the subjects treated being considered
to be of most value to the contractor in his vari-
ous spheres.

Estimating; the Cost of Building's. With im-
portant chapters on estimating the cost of
building alterations, and on system in the
execution of building contracts. A sys-
tematic treatise on factors of cost and
superintendence, with working citations.
By Arthur W. Joslin. 5x7 inches. Cloth.
205 pages. 25 illustrations. $1.00

Estimating: Frame and Brick Houses, Barns,
Stables, Factories and Outbuildings. Eighth
edition, enlarged, amended and modern-
ized. By Fred T. Hodgson. 5x7 inches.
Cloth. 252 pages. 31 illustrations. $1.00
Containing a detailed estimate of a $5,000 house

and additions. Detailed estimates of kitchen,
dining-room, parlor, den, hall, bedrooms, conserva-
tory, basement, bathroom, closets, etc., all figured
out and measured by the quickest and simplest
methods. Also showing how to estimate by cubing,
by the square of floors or walls, and by the
process of comparison; with hints and practical
suggestions for taking measurements and making
tenders for work.

The Estimator's Price Book and Pocket Com-
panion. A guide to prices of all kinds of
building materials; with handy rules,
tables and information for the estimator
?L L K Hicks

- 3 % x 6M inches. Cloth.
184^ pages.

_ $1.00
_

Gives full information concerning materials used
in ordinary buildings, the quantities required, etc.
It presents the average market prices of such
material together with many useful tables, of value
for reference.

Builders' Guide. Comprising an easy, practi-
cal system of estimating material and
tabor, for carpenters, contractors and
builders. A comprehensive guide to those
engaged in the various branches of the
building trades. By I. P. Hicks. 5x7
inches. Cloth. 166 pages. 114 illustra-
tions. $1.00
Presents a system of simple and practical appli-

cation for estimating materials and labor chiefly
as applied to suburban residential work. One of
the most serviceable books for contractors and
builders,_ as well as for carpenters, who will find it
to contain also a very complete treatment on fram-
ing roofs of all descriptions.

The Architect's and Builder's Pocket Book.A handbook for architects, structural engi-
neers, builders and draughtsmen. By Frank
fv,

K Ld <? er - Fifteenth edition, revised4% x 7 inches. Full flexible morocco 1703pages. 1000 illustrations. $5.00A
_
valuable book of reference for everything

relating to the construction and equipment of
buildings.

Building Construction and Superintendence.By F. E. Kidder. 3 volumes. 7 x 9%
inches. Oloth.

'*»"»
Part I—Masons' Work. Revised and en-
l™8^ by Thomas Nolan. 966 pages
628 illustrations. $G.OO

Pa
r
r* "•

—

Carpenters' Work. 544 pases
525 illustrations. $4.0*0

Pa™

,

IIT -

—

T"»ssed Roofs and Roof Trusses
294 pages. 306 illustrations. $3.00

AVe forward these books postpaid to anvaddress in the world upon receipt of theadvertised price.

MUNN & CO., Inc.
PUBLISHERS

361 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.

a date, $50,000. "Receyyel of the History
of Troy," printed by William Caxton, the

first book in the English language,
$40,000. First edition of Chancers Cante-
bury Tales, 1478, $20,000. First edition

of Sir Thomas Malory's "Morte D'Ar-
thur," $20,000. "Book of the General
Laws of Massachusetts," 1648, first book
of laws printed in America, $20,000.

Bay Psalm Book, 1640 first book printed

in America, $10,000. First edition of

Shakespeare's "Venus and Adonis," $10,-

000. Psalter of 1459, the best copy of

which is in the Morgan collection,

$10,000.

L. R. S. : The small bronze object you
submit is an ancient roman arrangement
for suspending a lamp from an apart-

ment. It is not a tripod, although the

three sections are like three tripod legs.

The rings in which these terminate were
threaded with the cords which held the

lamp or lamps. The ring at the top is

missing.

H. P. R.: The coin of the date March
28, 1811, which you submit is a silver

tesstoon of Columbia, issued upon the oc-

casion of the deliverance of Popayan by
Antonio Baraya from the Spanish rule.

It is described (No. 8219) by Jules
Fonrobert in "Catalogue of Coins of

Central and South America," published
by Adolph Weyl, Berlin, 1878. It would
bring between three and four dollars at

auction.

M. C. M.: The pale buff colored paste
of the pound of the plate you describe
and the richness and purity of its glaze
immediately suggests that it is a genuine
example of the majolica of Castel Dur-
ante. Subject pieces do not appear to

have been so abundantly painted at

Castel Durante as at the neighboring fab-

riques, and such pieces to which the

lustre enrichment has been added are

still less frequent. Therefore your tazza,

if genuine would appear to be of decided
value. If you care to forward it for ex-

amination the Editor will be pleased to

submit a further opinion.

D. M. Q.: The coin about which you ask
is the testone d'Argento of Galcas Marie
Sforza, Milan, 1468-1476, ascribed to

Leonardo da Vinci as its artist. It is

fully described by Christian Jurgensen
Thomson in his "Description Des
Monnaies du Moyen-Age," published in

1873. An unusually fine gold zecchino of

Peter Gradenigo, Doge of Venice (1289
A. D.) recently sold for $4.90, at the Will-
iam Appleton sale, in New York. A half

zecchino (gold) brought $3.00 at the

same sale, while $10.00 was paid for a

gold doppetta of 1814 (Ferdinand III,

Naples and Sicily) such as you enquire
about.

L. R. C. : From a passage in Coryate's

Crudities, it has been imagined that its

author, the strange traveler of that

name, was the first to introduce the use
of the fork into England, in the begin-
ning of the seventeenth century. He says
that he observed its use in Italy only "be-
cause the Italian cannot by any means
endure to have his dish touched with
fingers, seeing all men's fingers are not
alike clean." These "little forks" were
usually made of iron or steel, but oc-

casionally also of silver. Coryate thought
good to imitate the Italian fashion. De-
spite Coryate's claim to attention, forks

were in use by the Anglo-Saxons
throughout the middle ages.

N. P. R. : The portrait of the Prince
Consort never appeared upon the postage
stamps of Great Britain. In the early

days of postage, shortly after their in-

vention and introduction (England, 1810)
an "essay," as a proof of a projected pos-
tal issue is called was prepared and a

die engraved with a portrait of the Prince
Consort. The Editor has a fine copy of

this in his collection, but he doubts if

ever the Prince Consort essay was seri-

ously considered for issue and believes
this was engraved out of compliment to

Prince Albert.

G. T. W.: In regard to the Reynold's
portrait, we would say if you will let us
know the exact size of the painting, its

condition and whether a full length or
bust portrait, we will be able to tell you
more definitely regarding its value as
that would depend upon the print and its

quality.

J. G. C. : The ancient Roman glass pen-
dant you submit is interesting. Possibly
the representation of an animal in dis-

cernible relief is not that of a lion but of

a dog, which hypothesis is suggested by
the proximity of the star above the dog's
head. The great heat of the month of

July led to a superstition among the

Romans ; they conceived that this pre-

eminent warmth was connected in some
way with the rising and setting of the

star Canicula—the Little Dog—in co-

incidence with the sun. They accord-
ingly conferred the name of "Dog-Days"
upon the period between the 3d of July
and the 11th of August. (Horace makes
allusion to this in his address to the

Blandusian Fountain.) The utter base-
lessness of the Roman superstition has
well been shown by the ordinary process
of nature, for Canicula does not now rise

in coincidence with the sun until the end
of August, while, of course, the days be-

tween the 3d of July and the 11th of

August are what they have ever been.
The force of the Roman superstition is

thus brought home to us by such a stray

object as the little antique Roman bead
you submit.

N. E. W. : The reference to Walpole's
silver owls is an obscure one, but the

Editor ventures to believe that the "silver

owls" in question were not, as you sug-
gest, old crests, but were the pair of

curious silver owls inventoried with
Walpole's effects as being the ones seated

on perches formed into whistles, which
were blown by the master when he
wished to call the servants to him. These
famous owls were quaint specimens of

the workmanship of the early part of the

seventeenth century. They figured in

the Strawberry Hill sale in 1842 and
brought a price above their weight in

gold. The Editor believes these must
be the silver owls about which you seek
information.

W. P. B. : There is no authentic por-

trait of John Hart, signer of the Decla-
ration of Independence existing.

J. E. L. : It is possible to obtain a

genuine specimen of an engraved hema-
tite seal of the Babylonian period for

twelve or fifteen dollars, but such objects

are becoming more difficult to obtain
every year. They should be purchased
only from reliable dealers.

C. B. : A fine specimen of John Howard
Payne's autograph (an autograph letter

signed) is worth from ten to twenty dol-
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lars. The Emmett collection in the New
York Public Library contains an auto-

graph letter of John Quincy Adams to

Payne, franked by Adams, and also a

letter by Payne to Bushrod Washington,
George Washington's nephew.

B. C. N. : It is not surprising that you
are mystified as to the use of the long-

handled "claw" object of which you send
a sketch. This identifies it as the some-
what unelegant instrument of comfort
supposedly familiar to previous genera-
tions under the uneuphonious name of

"back-scratcher." Back-scratchers have
an ancient ancestry if not a noble one,

although old-time writers mention them
as having been in use without apology
from the reign of Queen Elizabeth to

perilously near our own day.

H. G. N. : Striking watches are of early

invention. In Ben Jonson's Staple of
News, for instance, the opening scene ex-

hibits a dissolute junior anxiously await-
ing his majority, who "draws forth his

watch, and sets it on the table ;" im-
mediately afterwards exclaiming:

"It strikes !—one, two, three, four,

five, six. Enough, enough dear watch,
Thy pulse hath beat enough. Now sleep and

rest;

Would thou couldst make the time to do so
too;

I'll wind thee up no more!"

G. C. R. : A fine document on vellum
signed by Louis XV of France should be
worth from $10 to $20, depending upon
the importance of its context.

F. E. F. : LTnfortunately the miniature
about which you ask is of no importance
as a work of art. It does not even appear
to have the virtue of being either an imi-
tation of a master hand or of exhibiting
the saving grace of one stroke of merit.
It is so badly executed that this fact taken
with your having no knowledge of whose
portrait it was intended to be leads one
to express the unreserved opinion that
it would be a reprehensible waste of

money to pay the purchase price you say
is asked for it.

H. T. E. : The little box you describe
and illustrate by the sketch is not a bon-
bon box but a patch box of the period of

Louis XV, the beauties of whose court
though they had made a notable dis-

covery when they gummed pieces of black
taffeta on their cheeks to heighten the
brilliancy of their complexions, and kept
these "patches" in little enameled boxes
of the sort for which there was great de-
mand. The fops of Elizabethan Eng-
land, however, had long before antici-

pated this fad, for in Elizabethan days
the dandies had taken to decorating their
faces with black stars, crescents, and
lozenges.
"To draw an arrant fop from top to toe
Whose very looks at first dash show him so

;

Give him a mean, proud garb, a Tappergrace,
A pert dull grin, a black patch cross his face."

So rhymed the poetesters of the day.

J. G. B. : The first issue of any news-
paper to be printed upon a steam-power
printing press was that of the London
Times for November 29, 1814, and not
that of February 1821, the paper you
have.

A. D. V.: The large uniface medal com-
memorates the Capture of the Bastile,

1789, and appears from the legend upon
its edge to have been made of metal of
the links of the chains of the prisoners
of the Bastile.

/^AN you appreciate the charm of playing
^^ the world's finest music on a magnifi-

cent piano without the labor or drudgery

of years of practice or study? The

Kranich & Bach
player-piano

enables you to do this with the

skill and expression of the finest

pianist.

The pleasure you get from a

player-piano depends largely

upon the make you select

—

player-pianos are not all alike.

Some produce merely Me-
chanical" music—but the Kran-
ich & Bach has all the respon-

siveness of the most sympa-
thetic HUMAN TOUCH.
A great many contain ' ready-

made '

' player-actions turned out

by manufacturers who seldom
see or hear the pianos in which
their actions are installed. Think
of the mechanical and inartistic

effects that such unrelated com-
bination must produce!

The Kranich & Bach Player-

Piano is BUILT COM-

PLETELY IN ONE FAC-
TORY. Its playing mechan-
ism is designed and made solely

and expressly for Kranich &
Bach Pianos, and is not found

in any other make or grade of

piano in the world.

The Kranich & Bach
Player-Piano

typifies a supreme ideal of

Quality
of tone, of durability, of superb work-
manship and the "human character"

of its playing efficiency.

Sold on convenient Monthly Terms.

An exquisite catalogue and amusing
storiette free on request.

WT

>c

Kranich & Bach
East 23rd Street, N. Y

Just Published

The Modern Gasoline Automobile
Its Construction, Operation, Maintenance and Repair

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M. E.

700 (6x9) Pages. 500 IHustra ione. 10 Large Folding Plates

Price, $2.50

THE latest and most complete treatise on the Gasoline Automobile ever issued. Written in simple
language by a recognized authority, familiar with every branch of the automobile industry. Free
from technical terms. Everything is explained so simply that anyone of average intelligence may

gain a comprehensive knowledge of the gasoline automobile. The information is up-to-date and
includes in addition to an exposition of principles of construction and description of all types of auto-
mobiles and their components, valuable money-saving hints on the care and operation of motor cars

propelled by internal combustion engines. Among some of the subjects treated might be mentioned

:

Torpedo and other symmetrical body forms designed to reduce air resistance ; sleeve valve, rotary valve
and other types of silent motors; increasing tendency to favor worm-gear power-transmission ; universal

application of magneto ignition; development of automobile electric lighting systems; block motors;
underslung chassis; application of practical self-starters ; long stroke and offset cylinder motors; latest

automatic lubrication systems ; silent chains for valve operation and change-speed gearing; the use of

front wheel brakes and many other detail refinements.

By a careful study of the pages of this book one can gain practical knowledge of automobile construc-
tion that will save time, money and worry. The book tells you just what to do, how and

when to do it. Nothing has been omitted, no detail has been slighted. Every part of the automobile, its equipment,
accessories, tools, supplies, spare parts necessary, etc., have been discussed comprehensively. If you buy or intend
to become a motorist, or are in any way interested in the modern gasoline automobile, this is a book you cannot
afford to be without.

Not too Technical for the Layman—Not too Elementary for the More Expert
Send prepaid to any address on receipt of price

A special eight page circular describing this book sent free on request

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 361 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
will send you on receipt of 15-2 cent stamps a^copy of

"Character in Furniture

a de luxe book of romance and history of period 'urniture. Illustrated by

Rene Vincent. Their address is ,

178 Canal Street Grand Rapids, Mich.

iSES SheepMamir.
Dried and Pulverized

One Barrel EQuals Two
on Loads Barnyard Manure I

d» A OO for 2C0 lb. bbl. prepaid east of Omaha. Ask
,

«P'»^ for quantity prices and interesting booklet.

I THE PULVERIZED MANURE CO.. 21 Union Stock Yards, Chicago
|

lead in style and appointment. They have a longer
wheel base.— a larger body with more spacious

riors and luxurious upholstering. Dropped
Enclosed Fender*—Auxiliary Rain Vision
Tires. — special pneumatic, or Motz

Cushion. On exhibition in all principal cities.

The Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., 2180 W. 25th St., Cleveland. Ohio

\CfctM £I
r

^

We Wish to Call Attention

to the fact that we are in a position to

render competent services in every

branch of patent or trade-mark work.

Our staff is composed of mechanical,

electrical and chemical experts, thor-

oughly trained to prepare and prose-

cute all patent applications, irrespec-

tive of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the

specialized, technical, or scientific

knowledge required therefor.

We also have associates throughout

the world, who assist in the prosecu-

tion of patent and trade-mark applica-

tions filed in all countries foreign to

the United States.

MUNN & COMPANY
Patent Attorneys

36 1 Broadway New York, N. Y,

625 F Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Send for catalogue A 28 for pergolas, sun dials and garden
furniture or A 40 of wood columns

Hartmann-Sanders Co.
Manufacturers of

KOLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS

Suitable for

PERGOLAS.PORCHES
or INTERIOR USE

ELSTON and WEBSTER AVES.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Eastern Office
1123 Broadway, New York City

THE COLLECTORS'
MART

Collectors are invited to send short descriptions of their wants and offerings to the Collector's
Mart. Wants and offerings zvill be inserted in this column without charge. American Homes and
Gardens takes no responsibility in connection with any of the offerings submitted. All communica-
tions should be addressed to "Collectors' Mart, American Homes and Gardens, 361 Broadway,
New York, N. Y." All replies should be accompanied by a blank envelope, stamped and marked with
the register initials (which identify the wants and offerings) in the lozver left hand corner of the

envelope, the whole to be enclosed in the envelope addressed to the Collectors' Mart. Photographs
should be carefully protected and packed flat.

Offered: Girandole, eagle mount, and
sconces and grandfather's clock 200 years

old. H. J.

Offered: Old Pewter. Rare ecclesiastical

pieces. An individual communion set.

J- B. J.

Offered: Autograph letters of Lafayette
and others. Old Spanish filet bedspread,
lace, drawn linen spreads and table

covers. Obtained from Spanish con-
vents. H. J.

Offered: Seven Colonial stool chairs.

Choicest mahogany. E. H. Y.

Wanted: Old song called "The Flower
Girl." G. T.

Offered: An interesting collection of

Civil War material consisting of two
C. S. A. newspapers, printed on wall-
paper (genuine), the Epaulettes worn by
Gen. W. F. Barry, maps, twenty-three
local (Union) "Shinplasters," War pass
to Ft. Monroe, war envelopes, etc. E.

Offered: An Empire style mahogany
secretary of about 1800. It was brought
to this country by lady artist who now
wishes to dispose of same and is willing

to send price and sketches to prospective

buyers. B. W. H.

Offered: Letter Harriet Beecher Stowe
(eight pages) on slavery. Letter of

Abraham Lincoln, Lafayette, etc. Make
offer. H. J.

Wanted: Autographs, letters, old books,
etc. State price and all particulars.

C. B. J.

Wanted: Autograph letters, documents,
receipts, in fact any old papers of auto-
giaphic nature prior to 1800. It may be
that old material of this sort stored away
by some reader might prove available to

me as I am collecting all sorts of docu-
ments connected with life in Colonial
times. G. A.

Wanted: Colonial paper money of South
Carolina, £20 note of issue of September,
1867. R. D.

Wanted: Old postmasters commissions
signed by postmasters general, also any
early pamphlets, or advertisements re-

ferring to post office affairs. N. E.

Wanted: Copy of small book "The
Diamond Songster," printed early in the
nineteenth century.

Wanted : Engraved business cards of

early New York, Boston and Philadel-

phia merchants before 1850. I am collect-

ing all sorts of old cards and would be
glad to know what *you have to offer.

R. T.

Wanted: Any old addressed envelopes
bearing the old-fashioned local postage
stamps issued before government postage
stamps came into use. E. A.

Wanted: Old German Kalendars and
pocked almanack. G. T.

Wanted: Early engravings and litho-

graphs of balloons and airships. L. L.

Offered: Old Dutch wall clocks, silver.

R. C.

Wanted: Old valentines. A. L.

Wanted: Cup plates; wax portraits;

wooden medallions; old pipes. H. C. G.

Wanted: Old broadsides. E. A.

Offered: I have a large fifteen-inch plat-

ter, view of Landing of Lafayette at Castle
Garden, rich dark blue, perfect condition
and nice clear print ; also a ten-inch flat

plate view of Liverpool with ship flying

American flag, sea shell border rich dark
blue in perfect condition. E. X. L.

Offered: Copy of the Aitkin Bible (im-
perfect) 1781. Will consider $25. A. P. B.

Offered: A commission as commander
in the U. S. N. Signed by Abraham Lin-
coln, 1863. Perfect condition. A con-

temporary photograph of the officer is

included. Price, $25. A. P. B.

Offered: Carved chessmen which be-

longed to a Confederate general. Perfect

condition. Also autograph. $10 consid-

ered. A. P. B.

Offered: Old United States large-size

copper cents, eagle cents, copper tokens,

English tokens, Confederate notes, Co-
lonial notes, bonds, etc., and a willow-

ware plate. J. L. B.

Offered: Curly maple secretary, good
condition, about 1800. Sheraton side-

board, large size. No inlay. High post

Field bedstead, with tester. M. E. S.

Offered: Old desk of First Empire, in

good condition. J. W. C.

Offered : Two round back modern chairs.

Both back and sides upholstered. Both
chairs without brass ornaments and up-
holstered very plain. W. L.

Offered: I have a number of Babylonian
tablets with early cuneiform inscriptions.'

I will be pleased to submit descriptions

and price. I have also a number of other

antiquities, including several Egyptian
ones. T. S.

Wanted: Cards designed and engraved
by Bewick, also cards designed and en-

graved by Anderson. D. N. S.

Wanted: Old advertising announcements
prior to 1820. P. H.

Exchange: Fine collection of old and
rare California Indian baskets. F. M. G.

Exchange: To exchange old pewter for

other pieces not in my collection or will

exchange old blue platter by J. Wedge-
wood for old pewter. C. W. G,
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T> A T'C KILLED BY
XViV AO SCIENCE
By the wonderful bacteriological preparation, discovered and prepared by

Dr. Danysz, of Pasteur Institute. Paris. Used with striking success for

years in the United States, England, France and Russia.

DANYSZ VIRUS
contains the germs of a disease peculiar to rats and mice only and is abso-

lutely harmless to birds, human beings and other animals.
The rodents always die in the open, because of feverish condition. The
disease is also contagious to them. Easily prepared and applied.

How much to use.—A small house, one tube. Ordinary dwelling,

three tubes ( if rats are numerous, not less than 6 tubes) . One or two dozen
for large stable with hay 1 ft and yard or 5000 sq. ft. floor space in build-

ings. Price: One tube, 75:; 3 tubes, $1 .75: 6 tubes, $3.25: one doz. $6.

DANYSZ VIRUS, Limited, 72 Front Street, New York

issues four practical, help-
ful and interesting Cata-
logs; "Hardy Garden

Flowers," " Flowering Trees and Shrubs," "The Iris Catalog

and "The Biltmore Nursery Catalog." Any one free.

BILTMORE NURSERY Box 1584. Biltmore. N. C

Biltmore Nursery

Beautiful Lawns
Lawns'that are distinctive; rich, velvety rrreens of

wonderful texture; such lawns are made with

KALAKA Fertilized Grass Seed
Expert blending of purest seeds and natural

fertilizer insures quick, strong germination.
Kalakain 5 lb. boxes at $1.00 express prepaid East

or $ 1 .2S West of Omaha. Special prices for quantities.

Writefor"Hole loMake aLaton"— mention your dealer's name

THE KALAKA CO., 1110 W. 35th Street, Chicago

I™ Sta

How To Hide
Discolorations and Water

tains on Old Cemen
Buildings With Cementone.

Fully Explained in the

Chi-Namel Book

\
-I Use the Coupon for a Free Copy

I

X
THE OHIO VARNISH CO.

8604 Kinsman Rd., Cleveland, O.

Please send Free Book on treatment c

cement walls, floors, etc,

Name
Address f

SUN A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-

,
let, "SUN DIALS," sent upon

II I /\ |j?N request. Estimates furnished.

* Any Latitude Ask for Booklet N°- 5

E. B. MEYR0WITZ, Inc., 237 Fifth Avenue, New York

Branches : New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris

PrivateWater Supply Plants

T*!i - SYSTEM OF

WrWATER SUPPLY
- zc KEVAMEC WATER SUPPLY CO.

MEW YORK CITY KEWANEE . ILL.

THE HOTEL OF AMERICAN IDEALS

HOTEL POWHATAN
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Best Located Hotel in Washington
New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Refined. Elegant.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms, detached bath, $1.50, $2.00 up
Rooms, private bath, $2.50, $3.00 up

Write for Souvenir Booklet "B" with Map.

CLIFFORD M. LEWIS, Manager

Offered: Fine proofs by the best American
wood-engravers ; also portraits of Lin-
coln, Washington, Franklin, etc. B. J. G.

Offered: Collection of antiques, together
or separately. Old cut and engraved
glass goblets, caraffes, decanter, celery

glass, hand-embroidered Dutch collars,

exquisitely embroidered nainsook skirt,

fans, bead wristlets or trimmings don 3 in

Bulgarian colors, cup, plate, American
eagle, about 125 years old and other
articles. A. D. A.

Wanted: Old original pencil drawings by
noted artists, signed. V. D. B.

Wanted: Arundel print in fine condition,

of Benozzo Gozzoli's angels. L. H. B.

Wanted: Old dolls of a period prior to

1840. E. S.

Wanted: Pieces of Persian lacquer work
H. M. B.

Wanted: Caricatures of Mulready's de-

sign for English envelopes, 1840. H. O.

Wanted: Early Italian stone mosaic
work set in metal (jewelry pieces). X.

Wanted: Persian paintings on sheets of

mica. O. L. B.

Wanted: Specimens of nineteenth century
Chinese glass. F. J.

Offered: Old secretary, about 1800. Two
Chippendale chairs (same pattern), with
interesting Colonial history attached,

glass punch-bowl (interesting history)
;

jubilee number of Brother Jonathan (July

4, 1845), Old Bible (1760), ten-cent Con-
federate stamp picked up on field of

Gettysburg July 3, 1863. J. G. B.

Wanted: Broken bank bills; medals of

Nebraska; Odd Fellow medals of all

kinds. L. T. B.

Wanted: Straw mosaic. A. R. D.

Wanted: Old Mexican pottery. C. R.

Offered: An old-fashioned bedstead. W.

Wanted: Early English glass tumbler
decorated with a pastorial scene in enam-
eled colors. R. C.

SIMPLE STERILIZATION OF WATER

AFRENCH scientist, M. Dienert, has

discovered that drinking water can

be completely sterilized by being placed in

a vessel containing a small piece of zinc

and stirred from time to time. He has

placed distilled water in test tubes, with a

small piece of zinc in each, and then added
cultures of various microbes. After a time

the microscope shows the microbes gath-

ered about the zinc and all dead. Zinc and

zinc oxide are practically insoluble in

water, but the bacteria cause slight quanti-

ties of these substances to be dissolved,

probably because they secrete a small

amount of some acid. The amount of zinc

dissolved, however, is so small as to be

absolutely harmless when taken in with the

water.

The extended use of zinc and "gal-

vanized" iron vessels as receptacles for

drinking water shows that the zinc will last

a very long time. This use of zinc or zinc-

lined containers works thus automatically

to sterilize the water placed in them. Ex-
periments in which cultures were made
from water that had been kept in zinc

vessels for various lengths of time will tell

us before long whether this principle can be

utilized on a large scale for sterilizing

drinking water intended for domestic or

community consumption.

h^^mm^^
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Weak crotches in trees are the ones
that split apart in the storms. Dead
limbs are the ones that fall—

a

menace to life and property. Trees
with cav ties are the ones that the
winds blow over. A fallen tree can-
not be replaced in your lifetime. -==|

The loss of trees is the price of neglect

You may think that your trees are sound-but
do not trust to guesswork— learn the truth
through a Davey Tree Expert without cost or
obligation. If your trees need no treatment
you want to know it— if they do need treatment

,

you ought to know it. Let a Davey Tree
Expert examine your trees now.

Write for Booklet "A"
THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO., Kent, 0.

Branch Offices: Phone:
225 Fifth Ave., New York ,'N. Y. Madison Square 9546
Harvester BIdg., Chicago, HI., Harrison 2666
New Birks B!dg., Montreal, Can. Up Town 6726

Merchant's Exch. Bldg^ San Francisco,Cal
Telephone Connection

Accredited Representatives
Available Everywhere—Men
Without Credentials Are
Impostors.

BRAND'S HYBRID PEONIES
43 years growing Peonies. The last 1 4 years devoted to the

perfecting of our own strain, the most beautiful in the world.MARTHA BULLOCH
world's most wonderful variety, 1 2 inches in diameter. Our
new varieties at Minnesota State Show take 1st, 2nd, 3rd and
4th prizes. You want the best, we have them. Catalog tor

the asking. September is the time to plant.

BRAND NURSERY CO. Faribault, Minnesota

KEEPTHIS MARK IN MIND
It means MAK-GRO Odorless Plant Food
and EARLY-CROP Odorless Fertilizer. If

you are one of the fortunate ones who are trying
thein out in your Garden this Summer, we do
not have to explain. If you have not tried them,
send for our literature and be prepared to use
indoors for your Fall Transplanting, and for
making LAWN, and for seeding down for
PASTURE, etc., and learn how to use it for
next year—INDOORS AND OUTDOORS—
FROM A POUND BOX TO A CARLOAD.

CONSUMERS FERTILIZER COMPANY
NEW YORK--LONGACRE BU ILDI N G- - SUITE J

CONSUMERS
FERTILIZER
COMPANY

«».«^ rumps kinds
CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hanger*

Write for Circular* and Price*

F. E. MYERS & BRO., Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Works

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet have your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

ll-fdf Ctttlum Utriwart Sftcltlttu, Frt:

THE H. B. IVES CO.
a.u M>Nur«cTu»M ... NEW HAVEN, CONN.

•-••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••"

| The ^chilling Press
PRINTERS OF QUALITY
I 37-1 39 East 25th St. New York City

* 'Oaks from Acorns Crow' 1

"VY/^E welcome the smallest printing order, because we
know that the service we give will lead to more

business. Experience, punctuality and price are the
three features on which our wide reputation is built.

Furnishing text and ideas for novel, attractive printing
are our specialty.

Printers of "American Homes and Gardens"
«..«.,«»«..«.,«..•..•..«M«..t»«M«»«. >«>••»•>.•*«**• »«..«**«..«..«..«.*
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PHE owner of this beautiful
* residence at Elkhart, Indiana,

enjoys his Bath Room as much
as any room in the house. It,

together with the Kitchen, Pan-
try and Laundry, is equipped
with the most modern fixtures

from the Wolff factories which
harmonize perfectly with the

Architecture of the home.

Get our booklet on Bath
Room Suggestions.

L. Wolff Manufacturing Co.

Plumbing Goods Exclusively

Main Office, 601-627 West Lake Street

Showrooms, 1 1 1 N. Dearborn Street

CHICAGO
BRANCHES : Denver, Omaha, Minneapolis,

Dallas, Rochester
POTTERY : Trenton, N. J.

JSMiU Hirnock -Architect

r/A

Y \

12 Bungalow Plans

FREE
With One Year's Subscription to

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

An indispensable guide to an ideal home. It has solved all the problems
and knows just what you want. It takes up in detail the construction, decoration
and furnishing of real Bungalow Homes. Profusely illustrated with splendid
photographs of the newest ideas in bungalow construction including exteriors,
interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes to the
reader each month with a wealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you
many times its cost for a whole year. Full working drawings, specifications and complete bill of material for one
bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable estimate of its cost, is an invaluable
feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a <
life's work-the building of a real home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU,

Twelve Magazines, Twelve Working Drawings, Twelve dJO AA
Specifications, and Twelve Bills of Material for yMtUU

Send Coupon Now—TODAY
BUNGALOW PUBLISHING CO., Inc. Seattle, Washington
For the enclosed $2.00 send me Bungalow Magazine for one year beginning with the. __ issue. It is understood "that I shall receive

each month a complete working plan for one Bungalow, including specifications and bill of material. ($2.50 in Canada, Foreign $3.00)

Name Street

Town State

NIGHT PLOWING

ANOVEL departure is reported tj have
been made in New South Wales by

starting plowing at night. For this pur-
pose two powerful acetylene headlights

are attached to the traction engine which
draws the plows, and the ground is so well

and brilliantly lighted that the operator
can work over the field quite as well as by
daylight. Departures of this character

frequently lead to man" improvements in

the application, operation and adjustment
of the lights.

OUR HERALDIC BEASTS

THE quaint beasts of European heraldry,

says the Youth's Companion, still used

on armorial bearings have no proper ex-

istence in America ; but the animals used by
our cartoonists to represent political parties

and factions may be said to belong to al-

lied species. To the public they are fa-

miliar and significant, just as in medieval

days the arms of a leader displayed on pen-

non, shield or badge made his recognition

by his partisans an easy matter.

If, in the year 636, a loyal adherent of

Sisinand, King of the Goths, had seen a

banner bearing an embroidered elephant

streaming above the court-yard arch of the

castle, he would have entered with the

same assurance of right and welcome that a

Republican has when he beholds the same
animal on a transparency outside party

headquarters. The elephant also figured in

the devices of several of the noble houses

of Italy; but it was never very popular in

England. Even less so was the tiger
;
yet

the Tammany tiger, oldest of our party

symbols, first used by Thomas Nast some
forty years ago, might claim honorable kin-

ship with that tiger, the head of which was
the armorial device of the brothers Chris-

topher and Richard Barker, printers and
booksellers to Queen Elizabeth.

The useful, wise and patient donkey, the

animal assigned by the cartoonists to Dem-
ocracy, is too humble to have been gener-

ally accepted in the heraldic menagerie of

the past. Whenever he did appear, it was
usually with a motto or an angelic sup-

porter to indicate that he was no other

than Balaam's extraordinary ass.

As for that recent arrival, the bold and
belligerent bull moose, his species was un-

known both to heralds and naturalists of

knightly days. But his nearest European
relative, the stag or hart, was always pop-

ular; it was part of the personal devices

of several Plantaganet and Tudor kings

;

Richards, Henrys and Edwards. It was
emblazoned upon the trappings of the vic-

torious Henry V when he courted Cather-

'ne of France, and on those of Henry VIII
when he met King Francis I on the Field

of the Cloth of Gold.

In the past, heraldic beasts were often

chosen for elaborately allegorical reasons,

founded upon classic myth. King Sisin-

and's elephant, for example, was shown
surrounded by flies, and the motto was,

"As best I can."

"Their skin is covered neither with hair

nor bristle, no, nor so much as in their

tail, which might serve them in good stead

to drive away the busy and troublesome
fly," the old translator rendered his Pliny

;

"hut full their skin is of cross wrinkles

lattice-wise ; and therefore, when they are

stretched along and perceive the flies by
whole swarms settled on their skin, sud-

denly they draw those crannies and crev-

ices together close, and so crush them all

to death. This serves them instead of tail,

mane and long hair."
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REAL ROOF-GARDENS

THE log cabins of rural Norway, says
an exchange, are built of heavy pine

logs, hewed square, and of equal size

from end to end. They are usually

stained or oiled, and their rich yellow-
ish or brownish color is in harmony with
almost any surroundings. Their roofs

are sodded—a circumstance that adds pic-

turesqueness to the general effect.

"I have come across roofs that were a

riot of wild Pansies," says a writer in

the Craftsman, "and I have seen wonder-
ful roofs where wild roses hung over
the eaves, or a daisy roof, the effect of

whose white, star-like flowers, topping
the dark brown structure, was exquisitely

picturesque.

'"Some roofs produce only pasture

grass, and the story runs in Norwegian
folk-lore that a lazy man led his cow on
the roof—the cabin was built against a

hill—instead of taking her to the pasture.

I have no doubt that the story is true,

for I have often seen a couple of white
kidlets gamboling on the soft green
housetops while the mother goat, grave
and ruminative, was tethered to the chim-
ney.

"Sod roofs are just as water-tight as

others, if they are laid correctly. A board
is first laid upon a house, and this is

covered with a layer of birch bark. On
top of this comes a layer of sod with
the grass turned down to the roof. Then
a rather thick layer of earth, and finally

another layer of sod, this time with the

grass up. The result is a most exquisite

and poetical covering for the house."

REDUCED POSTAGE RATES IN

SOUTH AMERICA

WITH the inauguration of reduced

postage rates between the South
American countries on January 1, 1913, as

provided for in the action of the First

South American Continental Postal Con-
gress, which convened at Montevideo, Uru-
guay, from January 8 to February 2, 1911,

a remarkable forward step has been taken

to bring the countries concerned into closer

touch with each others, says the Pan-Ameri-
can Union. While this reduction may not
actually increase the volume of correspon-

dence exchanged between the countries, yet

it must have a direct and beneficial effect

upon the amount of books, magazines, and
periodicals circulating through the southern

continent. The importance of such a freer

interchange of thoughts and ideals through
the medium of the press to a group of

neighboring countries can hardly be esti-

mated. It means that the activities and the

progress of the various countries as re-

corded in books and magazines will be

freely transmitted throughout the length

and breadth of the South American conti-

nent and will serve to develop those mutual
bonds of interest which the noble heroes and
historic traditions of South American in-

dependence have created. The countries

which sent delegates to the Congress were
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Paraguay. Peru, Uruguay, and
Venezuela. The action of the conference
was ad referendum, and thus far seven of

the ten countries have ratified the conven-
tion affecting the change in postage rates.

Brazil, Uruguay, and Venezuela have yet to

accept the measure. The non-acceptance,

however, will not affect the sending of mail

matter to them from other countries, but
will prevent their citizens from enjoying
the same privilege.

R *)AL
PORTLAND CEMENT

tammmB^^maessam^^smt

OUK NEW BOOK
The Concrete House and its Construction
is an invaluable aid to the designer, the contractor or the prospective owner
of a concrete home. Nothing is more fitting, more fire resisting, more
durable or more sanitary than concrete for the construction of residences
from simple cottages to costly mansions.

Get this book and learn about the possibilities of concrete for house
building. Handsomely bound in cloth—224 pages— 159 illustrations.

INDEX OF CHAPTERS:
( 1 ) The advantages of Concrete for House

Construction.

(2) Architectural Design and Treatment of
Concrete Houses.

(3) Details of Construction.

Operations in the Field.

Calculations for Determining the Strength

and Design of Reinforced Concrete in

House Construction.

(6) Calculating the Bending Movement for Re-
inforced Concrete Beams and Slabs and the

Determination of Size and Reinforcement.
(7) Tables for Designing Reinforced Con-

crete Construction and Their Use.

(8) Concrete Block Houses.

THE CONCRETE HOUSE AND ITS CONSTRUCTION is sent prepaid upon receipt of $1.00.

UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
CHICAGO :: PITTSBURGH :: MINNEAPOLIS
Plants at Chicago and Pittsburgh Annual Output 12.000,000 Barrels

MINERAL WOOL
The
Modern
House
Lining.

Samples
and
Circulars
Free.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City
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ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

" Where the Surf Sings You to Sleep
"

Right at Chelsea's Fashionable Bathing Beach. Here
you find rest in abundance. The ocean rolls and
surges right up to—and under the hotel piazza, its

music is grand and soothing. Distinctly, the Ostend
has the finest location on the Beach. Within easy
walking distance and roller chair ride to the center of

life and gaiety for which Atlantic City is famous.

The Hotel is equipped with everything necessary for

human comfort and caters to the best patronage.

All baths, private and public, have hot and cold running,

fresh and sea water. When the temperature is

highest and cities hot and grimy the Ostend is the

coolest and most comfortable hotel in Atlantic City.

Rooms large, airy, and 95 percent of them overlook

the ocean. Special Rates to Single Men.

Rates are reasonable. Write for booklet and reservation

DAVID B. RAHTER, - - Proprietor and Manager

HOTEL OSTEND, ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

Trade Marks
1 i Trade Names

Do you use a Trade Mark ?

Do you own the Trade Marks you use ?

You should read this booklet to obtain a definite
and clear conception of Trade Mark rights

ATRADE MARK is a most valuable business asset. It will pay you to

know how such marks are made valuable, and why and how they are

protected. The registration of trade marks is explained in this booklet,

which gives a thoroughly comprehensive idea of the requirements for registration.

The elements of a good trade mark are fully discussed, and many tests to

determine the requisites of a desirable trade mark are given.

The booklet is printed in two colors
and is illustrated by fifty engravings

Send twenty-five cents today for a copy
MUNN & COMPANY, :: Solicitors of "Patents
Branch Office, Washington, D. C. 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

EXTINCT MONSTERS OF ALBERTA

THE director of the Geological Survey
reports that great success attended the

expedition sent out last Summer to secure

skeletons of the great extinct monsters that

once inhabited the Canadian Northwest and
whose remains are now found in vast quan-
tities in bone beds of the Red Deer River,

Alberta.

This well-equipped expedition has re-

turned with tons of fossil remains, princi-

pally those of dinosaurs, huge reptiles that

flourished four or five million years ago to-

ward the close of what the geologists call

the Cretaceous Period. Included in the col-

lections are: two skeletons of the large

plant-eating Trachodon or Duck-billed

dinosaur, one thirty-two feet long, and
the other forty feet long; remains of

the ponderous plant-eating horned dino-

saurs ; and of the flesh-eating dinosaur,

now being called Albertosaurus. Credit

for this fine collection belongs to Mr.
Charles Sternberg, who was in charge
of the season's operations. Mr. Stern-

berg was collector for the late Prof.

Cope and has the reputation of being, per-

haps, the best and most successful fossil-

hunter. Disengaging the bones from the

rock, preparing and mounting them is a

delicate operation requiring great skill and
patience. The big dinosaurs are now being

prepared for exhibition, in the palseonto-

logical workshop at the museum. The
thirty-two-foot reptile is being made into a

panel mount which will show the position

in which the creature was buried. The big

forty-foot specimen will be erected as an
open mount, which will display to advan-
tage his huge dimensions and give a clear

idea of his imposing presence when he was
a reigning monarch of the wilderness. The
material collected last Summer, together

with many specimens collected in earlier ex-

oeditions will pass through the hands of the

skilled preparators, to increase the size and
attractiveness of the palaeontological collec-

tion recently opened to the public in the

Victoria Memorial Museum.
It may be noted that this now famous

fossil locality of Alberta was discovered by
the Canadian Geological Survey in 1884,

when J. B. Tyrrell, exploring on the plains,

uncovered the head of the Albertosaurus,
which has been on exhibition in the Survey
for the past quarter of a century. In 1889,

T. Weston, a former collector of the

Survey, was sent out to secure more
the Survey published

Prof. Cope on the

In 1897, 1898 and
Vertebrate Palaeon-

tologist of the Survey, was at work in this

field bringing to light many new forms of
the oast life of our western country.
The expedition of the oast season, how-

ever, was stronger and better equipped than
any heretofore sent out bv the Survev and
the gratifying success which it has achieved
will, it is hoped, be followed up bv further

vigorous collecting during the coming Sum-
mer.

material. In 1892,

a monograph by
material collected.

1901. L. Lambe,

RARE COINS FOUND

WHILE digging up his garden in Mar-
mery, France, a wine grower dug up

a eranite vase with one hundred and twenty
coins, eighteen gold coins, eighty silver

coins, and twentv-two copper coins. Some
of these have the date of Charles VIII,
some Louis XII, 1484, 1500, some Francis

I. 1515, and some from the time of Henry
VIII and Edward VI of England. The
coins are all rare and are considered very

valuable.
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CONCRETE POnERY AND GARDEN FURNITURE

"\

By RALPH C. DAVISON

T
I HIS book describes in detail in a

most practical manner the var-

ious methods of casting concrete

for ornamental and useful pur-

poses and covers the entire field

of ornamental concrete work. It tells

how to make all kinds of concrete vases,

ornamental flower pots, concrete pedes-

tals, concrete benches, concrete fences,

etc. Full practical instructions are given

for constructing and finishing the differ-

ent kinds of molds, making the wire

forms or frames, selecting and mixing
the ingredients, covering the wire frames
and modeling the cement mortar into

form, and casting and finishing the

various objects. With the information

given in this book any handyman or

novice can make many useful and ornamental objects of cement
for the adornment of the home or garden . The author has taken for

granted that the reader knows nothing whatever about the material,

and has explained each progressive step in the various operations

throughout in detail. These directions have been supplemented

with many half-tone and line illustrations which are so clear that

no one can possibly misunderstand them. The amateur craftsman

who has been working in clay will especially appreciate the adapt-

ability of concrete for pottery work inasmuch as it is a cold process

throughout, thus doing away with the necessity of kiln firing which
is necessary with the former material. The information on color

work alone is worth many times the cost of the book inasmuch as

there is little known on the subject and there is a large growing de-

mand for this class of work. Following is a list of the chapters

which will give a general idea of the broad character of the work.

VIII. Selection of Aggregates.

IX. Wooden Molds—Ornamental Flower
Pots Modeled by Hand and Inlaid with

Colored Tile.

Concrete Pedestals.

Concrete Benches.
Concrete Fences.
Miscellaneous, including Tools,

Water proofing and Reinforcing.

X.
XI.
XII

XIII.

\

I. Making Wire Forms or Frames.

II. Covering the Wire Frames and Mod-
eling the Cement Mortar into Form.

III. Plaster Molds for Simple Forms.

IV. Plaster Molds for Objects having

Curved Outlines.

V. Combination of Casting and Model-
ing—An Egyptian Vase.

VI. Glue Molds.
VII. Colored Cements and Methods Used

for Producing Designs with same.

16 mo. 514x7% inches, 196 pages, 140 illustrations, price $1.50 postpaid

This book is well gotten up, is printed on coated paper and a-

bounds in handsome illustrations which clearly show the unlimited

possibilities of ornamentation in concrete.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers
361 BROADWAY NEW YORKJ

ALEXANDER KOCH'S

DARMSTADT ART-PERIODICALS
"German Art and Decoration/' "Interior Decoration,"

"Embroidery Journal and Lace Review"
are circulated throughout the whole world.

"KOCH'S COMPENDIUM OF MODERN HOME CULTURE"
I. Gentlemen's Apartments. II. Bed-Rooms. III. Dining Rooms, etc.—send

for illustrated prospectus which will be sent post-free. We will forward post-free

to any address, on receipt of 65 cents a richly illustrated specimen number,
typographically perfect, of the "German Art and Decoration," or "Interior

Decoration," and for 25 cents the " Embroidery Journal and Lace Review."

Alexander Koch, Publisher, Darmstadt (Germany)

"BOUND VOLUMES of

AMERICAN HOMES
and GARDENS 1912

J7T 456 pages, over 1,000 illustrations, Pi*ir+*> $£ f\f\
\U many of which are full-page plates. « ' ICtJj np^J* \J\J

An exquisite volume full of interest to the home planner, the home builder and the

home maker. The volumes are beautifully bound in green library cloth, stamped in

colors, gilt top.

AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS is a magazine of taste and distinction in all

things that pertain to home-making, and every one of the numbers which compose this

fine volume is thoroughly illustrated by many half-tone reproductions from photographs
especially taken for this publication.

Below are mentioned a few of the many subjects covered in its columns

:

Houses Furnishings Heating Flowers Garden Plans
Bungalows Plumbing Cooking Fruits Aviation
House Plans Water Supply Housekeeping Lawns Automobiling
Interiors Lighting Gardens Garages Poultry

AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS is considered to be the most beautiful magazine published and it

is also the most practical. It fills the needs of the home, both in and out doors. The designing and con-
struction of the House, its interior and exterior decorations, the planning and laying out of the Garden, every
phase of Country Life, every home problem is solved in discussion and illustration in its pages each month.
It breathes the spirit of the country without being Agricultural or Horticultural. A limited number of

volumes for 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909 and 1910 are available. Price $5.00 each. 1905 is a volume containing

six months numbers, price, $3.50.

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc., Publishers, 361 Broadway, New York

Kennel
Stock
Landscape
Architecture
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Autumn MillineryNumber

VOGUE

All Newsstands

The Autumn Millinery Number of Vogue-

Gleaming like a great shop window set in the heart of Paris

Now on Sale

a window filled with the

choicest Autumn creations of the most notable designers—a window in which you will

all that is best in the millinery of the hour—is this newest number of Vogue.see

In it you will find the characteristic touch of each Parisian master milliner—the verve of Carlier, the fire

and dash of Paul Poiret, the subtle witchery of Georgette and Alphonsine. But you will want this Millinery Number
of Vogue not alone for the pleasure of looking through its pages. It is a straight business investment that will pay

for itself a hundred times over.

Soon, now, you will pay $20, $40, $60 for a Fall hat. For this $20, $40,^$60 [you

receive a few dollars' worth of felt, velvet, ribbons, trimmings

—

all the rest of your

money will go for style and correctness. Unless your choice is correct, your money is

worse than wasted. Pay 25 cents for the Vogue Millinery Number and ensure yourself

against wasting a single penny of your Autumn hat money.

In your home, far from the confusion of the milliner, Vogue will spread before you not a few hats from

your local stores but a splendid display of new models from the greatest designers in the world. Buy your

copy to-day— and at the same time ask the newsdealer to reserve for you a copy of the

Forecast of Fall Fashions Number
(On Sale September 15th)

This issue is one of the most valuable of the whole year. It tells what each great couturier

—Worth, Paquin, Doucet, Drecoll, Poiret, Francis— is planning for the new season.

Here you will find the models you will be safe in wearing this Autumn and Winter.

25 cents a copy

Twice a month
VOGUE, 443 Fourth Ave., New York

CONDE NAST, Publisher

$4 a year

24 numbers



Evergreens—A Medfield Farm House—Iris

SEPTEMBER 1913

Vol. X. No. 9

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers
NEW YORK. N. Y.

PRICE 25 CENTS
$3.00 A YEAR



American Estates and Gardens
By BARR FERREE

Large Quarto, llxlSh Inches. 3W Pages. 275 Elustrations. Handsomely Bound. Gilt Top. Boxed.

<I This is a sumptuously illustrated volume in which for the first time,

the subject of the more notable, great estates, houses and gardens in

America receive adequate treatment. An effort has been made to select

as great a variety as possible of the styles of architecture which have

been introduced into this country, as being specially adapted to the

peculiar conditions of American country life.

<I Although the exteriors of some of the houses shown may be familiar to

a certain number of readers, few have had the privilege of a visit to their

interiors, and for that reason special attention has been given to reproduc-

tions of many of the sumptuous halls and rooms of the people of wealth,

and no better way can be obtained of learning how the favored few live.

Cfl The building of the great homes of America has necessarily involved

the development of their surrounding grounds and gardens; the work of

the landscape gardener has rivaled, in its dignity and spacious beauty, that of the architect. If but little

is known of our great estates, still less is known of their gardens, of which, in spite of the comparatively

short period that has been given for their growth, we have some very noble instances among us, which

are illustrated and described in the present volume. Cfl This work is printed on heavy plate paper and

contains 340 pages 10ixl3i inches, enriched with 275 illustrations, of which eight are in duotone. It is

handsomely bound in green cloth, and stamped in black and gold, and, in addition to being the standard

work on notable houses and gardens in America, unquestionably forms a most attractive gift book.

Special Offer
A limited number of copies

of this book (the price of

which is $10.00) is offered

with a subscription to

AMERICAN HOMES AND
GARDENS (the price of

which is $3.00 a year) in

combination for $7.50.

$13. VALUE FOR $7.50

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers, 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

To Convince You
That Roycroft Furniture is all we claim for it, this offer is made

HERE is one of cur most popular
pieces—a combination reading- *-t>»~»

table and bookshelves—tbe

regular price of which is Fifteen Dollars

F.O.B. East Aurora, N. Y. Just so

long as the orders keep coming, we
will send one of these pieces any-

where in the United States, East of

the Mississippi, freight prepaid, for the

one sum of Twelve Dollars, cash
with order. To Western points, we
will prepay freight to the Mississippi,

and you pay the rest. (^ Now this is not

a knock-down" offer, but is what most
people know as a "leader." It is at

one time a generous and a selfish propo-
sition. You are offered a piece of

furniture below its usual selling-price,

and we sacrifice profits on it, hoping to

interest you in further purchases of other

pieces. Don't you see, we make this

Combination Reading-Table and Bookshelves, No. 022

Top, 15x26 inches; Height, 30 inches

simple, substantial, straight-line furniture

with our head, hand and heart. We be-

lieve that which serves best distracts

least. Things in evidence must be un-
assuming and dignified. You can not

afford to harass your nerves with gaudy
and noisy surroundings. f[ This particular

piece of Roycroft furniture will lend it-

self to the surroundings: and no matter

what the style is, there will be no clash.

There is a quiet dignity about it that is

well substantiated by its utility and

capacity to serve. ^ Just see for your-

self how useful it may be— and it takes

up very little room. •][ We finish it

in Roycroft Brown, a soft, deep shade

that peculiarly brings out the beautiful

grain of quartered oak. €fl Your order

will be filled promptly, on receipt.

Write us about it today. :-: :-:

The Roycroft line of furniture includes a varied assortment of designs for Dining-Room, Den, Library and Bedroom in

Quartered oak or solid mahogany. Send twenty-five cents for a complete catalog

THE ROYCROFT FURNITURE SHOP
EAST AURORA, NEW YORK
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FATTENING POULTRY FOR THE
TABLE

By E. I. FARR1NGTON

FOR years poultry keepers have supposed

that' the proper way to fatten chickens

for the table was to feed them whole corn

for several weeks before they were to be

killed and dressed. Yet this is a mistake,

repeated experiments having shown that

birds fed on ground grains moistened with

milk or even with water will put on flesh

much more rapidly than corn-fed chickens.

This is a fact for the amateur poultry

keeper to remember at this time of the year

when there is likely to be a chicken or a

fowl on the table several days a week.

Most of the hens not to be carried over

should be disposed of before long and the

surplus cockerels are best out of the way
before cold weather, unless they are to be

kept in a pen by themselves to provide meat

during the Winter months. It may be said

in this connection that there will be much
less quarreling among the young roosters

and that they will fatten more satisfactorily

if kept absolutely out of sight and hearing

of the pullets and the older hens. Some
people find it advantageous to have the

cockerels caponized when they are to be

carried through the winter for table use.

Then they are extremely docile and in-

crease rapidly in weight.

Chickens as they ordinarily come to the

table in this country would not satisfy the

epicures of Europe, where the preparation

of table poultry has come to be a fine art.

In France weights and other devices are

used to give the fowls an attractive appear-

ance when dressed, and birds intended for

a high-class trade are often wrapped in

linen which has been dipped in milk.

Most amateurs might easily produce bet-

ter table chickens if they would confine

them to a small pen for two weeks and feed

them fattening rations. When the pens are

small the birds get but little exercise and
are easier to fatten. Two meals a day are

enough, as much being given each time as

will be eaten up clean. A good ration is

composed of corn meal, bran and ground
oats, equal parts of the two named last, and
with enough meal to make half the whole
amount. Five to ten per cent, of beef
scraps may be added. Water may be used
in mixing the mash, but milk is much pref-

erable, and enough should be stirred into

the mixture to give the consistency of cream.
Sour milk is rather better than sweet milk,

and buttermilk is best of all.

In the West a number of mammoth plants

have been established for the purpose of
fattening poultry intended for middle State
and eastern markets, and experiments made
at these plants have yielded results of much
interest. It has been found, for example,
that the flesh of such breeds as the Plym-
outh Rocks and the Wyandottes, which
naturally are yellow skinned, may be made
almost white in two weeks of special feed-
ing. Corn and its products naturally pro-
duce yellow skins. Green foods like clover

Violets growing in coldest Winter

Fragrant Violets

in Snowy Winter
—how you can
grow them just as

easily in February

as in May,
Think of growing fresh violets,

pansies, etc., and all the flowers

you love so well, right at home,
in Mid-Winter, when the ground

dettuce, onions, etc., to eat andis white-blanketed with snow ! And vegetables, too-

all kinds of plants to set out early in the open

!

You can grow all these things easily and inexpensively with one or more Sunlight

Double Glass Sash—the sash that brings Spring to your garden in the dead of Winter.

and used on hot-beds and cold-frames

in season. This feature, coupled with the

fact that no expensive heating is neces-

sary, makes the "Sunlight" greenhouse

by far the most economical one you

can buy.

Try Sunlight Double Glass Sash—see

for yourself the pleasure and profit they

will bring you.

Write for These Two
Books Today

One is a book by Prof. Massey, an authority

on hot-bed and cold-frame gardening, and the

other is our free catalog. They are full of

valuable facts on the growing of flowers and
vegetables in Winter. The catalog is free. If

you want Prof. Massey' s book, enclose 4c. in

stamps. Use the coupon.

Sunlight Double Glass Sash Co.

The Hot-BcJ, ColJ-Frame and Greenhouse People

943 E. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

Sunlight Double
Glass Sash
The reason why Sunlights" made

Summer gardening possible in February

is this: Two layers of glass form the

top of the sash. These layers enclose

an air-space 5/8-inch thick, which acts

as a non-conductor, and retains in the

bed heat stored there by the sun, shutting

out all the cold. Mats or shutters are

never necessary. This does away with

the covering and uncovering that ordinary

single-glass sash requires.

A New Sun-Heated
Greenhouse

By applying our double-glass, we have

perfected a greenhouse that requires

little or no artificial heating, even in zero

weather. It is made in sections ready

to set up; is 11x12 feet in size; and is

glazed with Sunlight Double Glass Sash.

These can be easily and quickly removed

JH.BR00KSeC0.0l!(^^
Jloor&Sidewalk Lights.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Send^Catalogue.

SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL BOOKS

|]r WE HAVE JUST ISSUED A NEW CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
jJ books, which contains the titles and descriptions of 3500 of the latest and best books covering

the various branches of the useful arts and industries.

U|
OUR "BOOK DEPARTMENT" CAN SUPPLY THESE BOOKS OR ANY OTHER

jJ Scientific or technical books published, and forward them by mail or express prepaid to any
address in the world on receipt of the regular advertised price.

|]T SEND US YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS, AND A COPY OF THIS CATALOGUE
al will be mailed to you, free of charge.

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc., Publishers
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN OFFICE 361 Broadway, New York City
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G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and

Geese, Flamingoes, Game and

Cage Birds.

"Everything in the bird line from a
Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have

on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn.

A SAFE COMPANION
For Your Children or For Yourself

A Necessity for your Country Home

A GOOD DOG
Write to the advertisers in our columns for information

about the dogs they handle. If they do not advertise

what you want, write " Poultry, Pet and Live Stock De-
partment, American Homes and Gardens.

'

TAMA MINORCA
EGGS are
Y3 larger

P

than the so-called large first-class egg*
in the NewYork market—they are infer-

tile and are produced under modern
sanitary conditions and shipped in

sealed packages practically the hour laid.

YAMA FARMS
Napanoch New York
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We Wish to Call Attention

to the fact that we are in a position to

render competent services in every

branch of patent or trade-mark work.

Our staff is composed of mechanical,

electrical and chemical experts, thor-

oughly trained to prepare and prose-

cute all patent applications, irrespec-

tive of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the

specialized, technical, or scientific

knowledge required therefor.

We also have associates throughout

the world, who assist in the prosecu-

tion of patent and trade-mark applica-

tions filed in all countries foreign to

the United States.

MUNN & COMPANY
Patent Attorneys

36 1 Broadway New York, N. Y,

and

625 F Street, N. W. Washington, D. C

and alfalfa, have a tendency to give sim-

ilar results. Wheat, oats and milk, on the

other hand, cause the flesh to become light

in color. With these facts in mind, the

amateur will know in a general way how
to feed his table birds in order to have them
meet his fancy.

In many sections people hke white-

skinned poultry, while in other parts of

the country yellow skins are preferred.

New Englanders have very pronounced
views on the subject and may be found
picking out yellow-skinned chickens as care-

fully as they select brown eggs. Of course,

it is all a provincial notion, albeit one that

is firmly intrenched. It is interesting to note

that birds with yellow shanks are usually

sought, whether the skins be yellow or

white. Across the water certain breeds

with dark legs are specially prized for table

purposes. It seems curious enough that the

color of the legs, which are to be cut off

and thrown away, should influence the ac-

ceptance or rejection of a bird.

To get back to our fattening chickens, it

may be said that the pens should be placed

where there will be no lack of fresh air

and where the occupants will be contented.

It is of no use trying to fatten fowls which
are in a restless state of mind. They must
be kept quiet. It has been found on com-
mercial duck farms that when the ducks
are frightened they actually lose in weight,

which is one reason why visitors are often

not looked upon with favor.

It is well to have grit where the birds

can get at it at any time and to give them a

little charcoal twice a week. Of course the

fattening pens must be kept clean, and this

is facilitated by giving the feed in a trough
outside, but where it can be reached through
upright bars. Amateurs who have simply
taken the first chicken they could get their

hands on when they have desired a poultry

dinner will be surprised at the superior qual-

ity of birds specially fattened for two weeks.
And the extra cost is very little when
ground grain is used, often much less than
the value of the extra weight. Hens do
not gain in weight as much as chickens, but
the quality is much improved by the use of
the fattening feed.

The birds being properly conditioned, the
next step is to fit them for the table. It

is true that the subject of killing and dress-

ing poultry is not a pleasant one, yet it has
to receive the attention of practically every-
body who has a flock of utility birds.

Chickens should never be killed until their

crops are empty, so it is well to pen them
up the night before the day set for execu-
tion. Also, they should be kept twenty-four
hours before they go to the oven. Even
young chickens are pretty likely to be tough
unless allowed to hang for a time. Some-
times matters of this kind are learned only
by experience. Not long ago a neighbor
of the writer, fresh from the city, selected
a fine seven-months' cockerel from his little

flock and ordered it prepared for the Sun-
day dinner. What could be more tempting
to a ministerial guest? The bird would
have made a perfect roast, but the cook
carefully boiled it until it was so tough that
nobody could eat it.

In the big fattening houses the poultry
is invariably dry picked, for it will keep
much better than when scalded. Then it is

wrapped in parafine paper and placed at
once in cold storage. Scalded birds may
look a little plumper, if they are thrown
into cold water after the feathers are off,
but they will not reach a distant market in
as good condition, for the water helps to
hasten deterioration, as well as robbing the
fowl of much of its flavor.

On the home plant, the scalding plan

"BACILLUS COLI"
THE GERMS OF TYPHOID and DYSENTERY

are instantaneously and ab-
•air solutcly destroyed by ozone,
DRYER a8 generated and applied to

drinking-water by the

OZOSLRF
WATER PURIFIER

AMERICAN OZONE COt
NIAGARA PALL5.NY

CitfCtlijj '

OZOSURE
WaterPurifier
the only apparatus which is

guaranteed to destroy, posi-
tively and utterly, all disease
germs, and provide a supply of

Absolutely Pure

Drinking - Water
j5witchbox a t a cost of leper 100 gallons

The Ozosure Water Purifier is

an electrically operated ma-
chine which^ generates the
ozone, and can be attached
to any water-supply, ozonizing
every drop of water drawn
from the faucet, and killing,

instantly, every harmful, liv-

ing organism in the water.

Can be used in connection with cooler, or filter where the

water-supply is turbid, and is made in varying sizes, from
the household size illustrated, up to the large stationary ma-
chines for hotels, department stores, apartment houses,

factories, hospitals, etc.

You want absolutely safe water! Do not depend for it,

upon some cheap, inefficient filter, or some bottled water,

the source or handling of which you do not know; but
write today for our descriptive booklet and prices.

American Ozone Company, niagarTfaIls
A
n.y.

The Stephenson System of

Underground Refuse Disposal
Keeps the garbage out of sight in the ground

away from tlie dots, cats and typhoid fly.

"Thousands in Use."
'

gRggggg*!? Underground
Garbage and Refuse Receivers

A Fireproof and Sanitary Disposal of Ashes,
Refuse and Oily Waste.

Our Underground Earth Closet

means freedom from contaminated

water supply.

Sold Direct. Send for Circular.

In Use Nine Years. It Pays to Look Us Up.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.

21 Farrar Street, Lynn, Mass./
McCRAY REFRIGERATORS

Active and cold air circulation—Sanitary linings.
Send for Catalogue

McCRAY REFRIGERATOR COMPANY
587 Lake St., Kendallville. Ind.

Private Water Supply Plants

ANY SEND FOR CATALOC N
Sl« KEWANEE WATER SUPPLY CO.

NEW YORK CITY KEWANEE .ILL.

•«•-
™~ffjf rumps kinds

CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hangers

Write for Circular! and Price*

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Works

edwards g-* a o a rrc
FIREPROOF *J ±\. IV /V VJL HiO
^1 tLL For Automobiles and Motorcycles

$30 and Up
Easy to put up. Portable. All sizes.

Postal brings latest illustrated catalog.

The Edwards Mfg. Co., 305-355 Eggleston Aye., Cincinnati, 0.
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HAMBURG^AMERICAN
Largest S-S.Co.^

m the

WORLD

^Over400 Ships

1,306,819

TONS

AG

WINTER
CRUISES

During 1914
BY THE

Hamburg - American
Line

New Cruise -ORIENT-INDIA
By the S.S. CLEVELAND

17,000 tons

From New York January 1 5th,

1914. Through the Mediterranean,

Suez Canal, Red Sea and Indian

Ocean to Bombay and Colombo,

includingside trips through INDIA,
THE HOLY LAND and EGYPT,
stopping at interesting points in

Europe, Asia and Africa.

Duration about 3 months
Cost $700 up

including shore excursions and neces-

sary expenses.

NILE SERVICE
By superb steamers of the Hamburg
and Anglo-American Nile Company.

Cruises to West Indies,

Venezuela, and the
Panama Canal

by the largest ships visiting the Caribbean Sea
S. S. AMERIKA and
VICTORIA LUISE

During January-February-March-April.
Duration 16 to 29 days.
Cost $145-$175 up.

Two 15-day Cruises from New Orleans during

January and February. Shore trips optional.

f9lS
Around the World Through the

Panama Canal
From New York, January 27th, 1915

By 17,000-ton S. S. CLEVELAND
Duration 135 days. Rates $900 up

including shore trips and necessary expenses.

Atlas Service
Weekly Sailings to Cuba, Jamaica, and the

Panama Canal, Hayti, Colombia, Costa Rica,

Nicaragua, by new fast Twin-Screw Steamers.

Low rates until October.

Our Tourist Department, with experience of over
25 year*, arranges Tours by Rail or Steamer
to all parts of the world.

Write for Information.

Hamburg-American Line
41-45 Broadway, New York

1334 Walnut Street, Philadelphia
607 Boylston Street, Boston

338 Sixth Avenue. Pittsburgh

150 West Randolph Street, Chicago
902 Olive Street, St. Louis

160 Powell Street,

San Francisco

probably will not soon be abandoned. It

offers an easy method of removing the

feathers and no serious objection can be of-

fered to it. It is an interesting commentary
on the peculiar ideas of people in different

sections that while in some cities, Boston,

for example, the call is for poultry which

has been picked dry, Chicago wants scalded

birds.

When preparing a fowl for the table it

should first be singed. The common prac-

tice is to hold it over a piece of burning

paper, but one can hardly avoid smoking
and discoloring the flesh when this plan

is followed. Better results are obtained if

brown paper instead of newspaper is used,

but it is still better to rely upon an alcohol

torch or stove, the flames from which will

not blacken the skin at all. Pin feathers

are easily removed with a strawberry puller.

The head should be cut off and thrown
away, unless the owner of the bird happens

to be a native of France, in which case the

comb probably will be utilized, for in France

a cock's comb is considered a delicacy. The
bird will look more inviting if the neck is

cut off close to the body. When cutting

up a chicken the work will be found much
easier if a French carving knife is made use

of. Such a knife has a keen blade shaped
much like a dagger, with which it is not

difficult to separate the bones and even to

split the chicken down the back. For broil-

ing, the wings should be spread out and
broken with a smart blow of the knife.

When removing the liver, the greatest

care must be taken not to break the gall

bladder or the meat will be rendered bit-

ter. Plenty of the flesh around it should be
cut away when taking it out to avoid the

possibility of a disastrous slip of the knife.

The most popular table fowl in the

country at the present time seems to be
the White Plymouth Rock, although the
Barred Plymouth Rock and the White
Wyandotte are much in favor. White birds
dress well becouse they have no dark pin
feathers. Although not very well, known
the Cornish fowl is a particularly good
table breed for the amateur to keep. The
amount of breast meat on the chickens of
this breed is astonishing. For delicacy of
flavor the Houdan is not easily surpassed
and is a favorite in France, the land of good
things to eat and of people who know how
to eat them.

RESTORING MASTERPIECES

THE New York Tribune describes the
means taken to preserve a famous

painting by Botticelli of a Madonna.
The Madonna was painted on a wooden

panel at least four hundred years ago.
Recently the wood began to crack, and it

was feared that the painting would be
ruined; but a restorer was found who
said that he could save it.

His first step was to paste thin strips

of tissue-paper on the face of the pic-

ture, pressing the paper into the uneven
surface of the paint. He added layer

after layer, until a thick body of paper
concealed the picture.

Then the restorer turned the picture

over and began to sandpaper the board
away. After many months of careful

work he had all the wood removed, and
nothing but the paint adhered to the

paper. Next, he glued a piece of linen

canvas very carefully to the paint, and
slowly and patiently removed the paper
bit by bit. The work took nearly a year

;

but when it was finished the painting was
in a condition to last another four cen-

turies.

Have
clean,

beautiful ^

walls
By using Lowe Brothers

Mellotone, you can have

the most beautifully deco

rated rooms, even where the

children play and mark the

walls with their hands—gener-

ally none too clean.

Your walls will be very

beautiful, washable and fadeless

if you decorate them with

j/rC^fcrr
crodcrd

The Modern Interior Finish. Does not easily

scratch or mar. With Mellotone you can keep

your house beautifully decorated at a cost which

in time is cheaper than paper or calcimine, and
Mellotone is more desirable than either.

Ask your local "High Standard" dealer-

agent to give you faint information and color

combinations for Exteriors, Interior Walls,

Floors, Woodwork, etc.

Valuable Books FREE
Have the best looking house in your neigh-

borhood. Our booklets will tell you how

—

"Homes Attractive From Gate to Gar-

U» ret" and "Mellotone Your Walls." Sent

free to readers of this magazine. Write
today. Also let us help you with

your special decorative problems.

The Lowe Brothers Company
466 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio

Lowe
Brothers,
Limited,
Toronto,
Canada \ %ffotofg

STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATENTED

CLINCH rightthrough the

standing seam of metal

roofs. No rails are needed
unless Jesired. We make a

similar one for slate roofs.

Sendfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

HESSiHaOCKER
TheOnlyModern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet

or locker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.

Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass

shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells. Dust
and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bathroom
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

TheReces.ed Steel HESS, 926 Tacoma Building, Chicago

Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces.—Free Booklet
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HOW would you feel after paying a

$1,000, or more for a player-piano to

find that your neighbor's $450 instrument

contained exactly the same kind of a playing

mechanism?
Wouldn't it seem strange that your expensive piano should contain such

a cheap player—something like a torpedo boat with a tow boat engine in it.

There are many grades and makes of player-pianos—but only a very few

different playing actions. Most player-pianos, except the Kranich & Bach,

contain a sort of ready-made playing mechanism, suitable for cheap instru-

ments, and "Tinkered" into many different makes of pianos, irrespective of

quality or individual requirements.

Kranich & Bach
player-pianos

contain a playing mechanism that is too good to install in any other than

Kranich & Bach pianos. // is

designed expressly and exclusively

for this instrument and cannot he

had in any other make ofpiano.

Its relationship to the piano

is perfect— it is as much a part

of the instrument as is the key-

board, or the piano action, all of

which are made completely in the

Kranich & Bach factory.

Artistic tone production is

produced most satisfactorily in

Kranich & Bach unit constructed

Player-pianos.

Write for catalog.

Kranich & Bach
237 East 23rd Street

New York City

«T

12 of the Prettiest

TULIPS for 25c
Or 30 for 50c
DE your garden large or small, its beauty

will be greatly enhanced by this col-

lection of Tulips. The Bulbs are first size

and have just been received from our
growers in Holland.

Their colors lend pleasing contrast to each other

and clearly show the careful thought we have
devoted to their selection.

12 Thorburn's Tulip Bulbs (our selection) for

25c—or send 50c for 30—postage paid.

have been justly popular for over 1 1 1 years—not only by reason
of their low prices, but principally on account of their excep-
tionally high quality.
When ordering this collection, remember that we will also

send you our 191 3 Bulb Catalog. It is unusually comprehensive
and contains many helpful suggestions.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
Established 1802—111 years ago

53 P Barclay Street New York

THE PASSING OF THE GARRET
By BERWYN CONVERSE

ONE more of our cherished domestic
institutions is threatened with com-

plete extermination if, indeed, it has not

already passed far beyond recall upon the

road which leads to oblivion. This is the

institution, famous in the annals of poetry

and romance, known as the garret.

Sometimes it is called an attic, but re-

ferred to by either name it is, of course,

the space directly beneath the high pitched

roof of the average house. In cities or in

the larger towns the garret shares with the

hall room the function of housing youthful

or impecunious genius, but whether in city

or country its wider mission has always
been the supplying of a sort of middle or

intermediate state to which may be con-

signed various and sundry articles of house-

hold furnishing or of domestic or personal

adornment which are considered to have
passed the period of their usefulness. If

a thing be sent to the garret there is, pre-

sumably, some hope of its being called into

use at a later time—it may even return to

fashion. Or, again, there may exist some
sentiment sufficiently strong to save it from
the speedy destruction which awaits objects

which are completely despaired of or which
are safeguarded by no tender associations.

Few places are more fascinating than

the garret of large old-fashioned country

homes, particularly the garret of a house
which has been, for generations, in the

possession of a single family during whose
long tenure its contents have probably

waxed fat and varied. The existence of

these old storerooms, and the habit of

using them as receptacles for all varieties

of cast-off belongings has unquestionably

been the means of preserving to these later

days all manner of quaint and picturesque

possessions of a former age which, after a

prostrated period of eclipse, are now found
by a later generation to have sufficient

beauty or interest to justify their appear-

ance upon the scene of domestic life. What
would have become of the old mahogany
furniture, mirrors, spinning-wheels and
fine old bandboxes of fifty years ago had
there been no garrets to receive them until

a more enlightened day should witness a

revival of their glory? Where should we
turn off authentic costumes for a fancy

dress ball had not nn old garret preserved

for ages a trunk of black horse hair, studded

with brass nails, where the wedding raiment

of our great-grandparents has been safely

packed away for all these years ? The name
of garret is one to conjure with and has a

decided commercial or advertising value,

for who could fail to be impressed by even

the most unblushing of dealers in spurious

antiques should he claim to have gathered

his wares from garrets in remote country

places?

Then, closely connected with its use as a

place for storing old things, is the garret's

charm as a play-room. No one who has

ever experienced the delight could forget

the fascination of a rainy day spent in the

garret of an old house. The pleasure of

making discoveries, of opening certain

strictly forbidden trunks or cupboards and

the thrill of looking surreptitiously into pro-

hibited books was a pleasure which cannot

be forgotten.

There are several causes which have con-

tributed to the growing disappearance of

the garret and among them are the dis-

covery that space so used may be put to a

purpose much more practical, and also the

high value placed upon sanitary housekeep-

ing which is finding increasing vogue with

American women. One could easily see
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LEAVENS MADE
FURNITURE

t| Makes its strongest appeal

to people of taste and refine-

ment. A large business of sup-

plying the purchaser direct has

been built upon the simple, ar-

tistic lines of our designs, solid

construction, and a variety of

custom finishes, meeting every

possible requirement of dis-

criminating people.

^f A large assortment of Furniture

in the natural wood or stained to

suit the individual taste. Your
choice of any of several finishes to

harmonize with the color scheme of

your rooms.

•I Send for set of illustrations and color

chart, mailed upon request.

William Leavens & Co.
Manufacturers

32 CANAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

JUST PUBLISHED

TWO FAMILY ®>
TWIN HOUSES

CONSISTING of a variety of
designs contributed by leading ar-

chitects in all parts of the country,
showing the latest ideas in planning this

class of dwellings in city, village and sub'

urbs, together with very complete de^
scriptions covering all the latest improve'
ments in sanitation, heating, lighting, etc.

In presenting this collection of designs the
editor has had in mind the large demand
for improved house accommodations
on comparatively small lot areas, and
has endeavored to collate designs from
all parts of the country, representing
the handling of the subject by practis'

ing architects in their efforts to meet
the needs of their clients in this respect.

Two Detailed Specifications and
Sixty Designs

Elaborately illustrated and accompanied by full

descriptive text. Size, 8x10^ inches, bound in

illustrated board. Price, $2.00, Postpaid.

MUNN & CO., Inc., 361 Broadway, New York

that the ample space under the tall "hip"

roof of a country home would offer untold

opportunity for additional bed-rooms or

for servants' quarters, and very often the

transformation of one such garret has

meant the downfall of many of its neigh-

bors. Not many years ago there existed a

most wonderful garret in an old plantation

house in one of the gulf states where for

more than a century had been placed the

discarded furniture and other domestic

fitments of a large family. Here was a rich

array of treasures to delight the heart of an
antiquarian, for two spinets of different de-

grees of quaintness were piled high with

bandboxes covered with gorgeous papers or

with poster pictures showing the fashions

about 1850 in New Orleans or Baltimore

;

whole boxes were filled with newspapers
printed during the latter days of the Con-
federacy when wall-paper was used for the

purpose and one side of a sheet might show
a pattern of poppies or morning glories and
the printing upon the other side contain the

news of the stirring days of the exciting

60's. From the rafters of this old garret

were hung long strings of onions or red

peppers, the smell of which was thought

to be destructive to moths. The downfall

of this wonderful garret was possibly sug-

gested when some one read in American
Homes and Gardens of the wonderful
living rooms made from a garret space.

The pictures which aided and abetted the

text were overwhelmingly convincing and
all this resulted in a swift disposal and a

rapid clearing away of all these household

relics to make room for a study and two
large bedrooms for the bachelor sons of the

family. What is even more tragic is that

this innovation was so successful that it re-

sulted in the speedy demolition of several

neighboring garrets fully as alluring.

American housekeepers are now fully

aware of the necessity of sanitation, and it

was doubtless inevitable that this form of

domestic progress should work much havoc
with the old-time garret with its dust, moths
and worm-eaten wood, for it was a relic

of the times where sanitation had either not

been invented or was at best not fully un-
derstood. What really progressive house-

keeper could be expected to tolerate this

useless aggregation of household trash

when the space which it occupied offered

such boundless possibilities for the making
of more bedrooms, a nursery, or even a

ballroom ?

But in the final analysis it generally turns

out for the best for by all means let us

make our homes as spacious and as com-
fortable as possible, and if one be so for-

tunate as to possess a large garret space

there is every reason that it should be

utilized to the greatest possible advantage.

We do not now require garrets to protect

household treasures which are beautiful but

temporarily out of fashion for beauty has
a permanence, as we now realize, and our
belongings which have a sentimental value

are not sent to the garret but are more
likely placed upon the drawing room mantel.

There too, such things as we really discard

are apt to be so worthless that they should

be quickly destroyed lest their preservation

should corrupt the good taste and deprave
the artistic sensibility of a generation yet

to come.

BANKING BY MAIL

THE Postmaster General of the United
States has announced an interesting

feature in connection with the Parcel
Post, that of "Banking by Mail," an inno-
vation which will enable depositors liv-

ing in remote districts to avail themselves
of the Postal Savings system.

UNFILLED

Window Shades
—are made to save you money
The explanation is simple. Brenlin Unfilled Shades

are made of a closely woven cloth without that filling
of chalk and clay which in the ordinary shade so soon
cracks and falls out in unsightly streaks and "pin
holes." Sun won't fade this material, nor water spot
it. It is supple— not stiff , yet always hangs straight
and smooth and really shades.

Hang a Brenlin Unfilled Shade at one window and
any ordinary kind at another. Long after the ordinary
shade has been replaced, the Brenlin Unfilled Shade
will retain its original "good looks."

For windows 1 yard wide by 2 yardslong, 75c (except
in the Far West.) Special sizes and Brenlin Duplex

—

white one side, dark the other— made to order at pro-
portionate prices

Write tor the Brenlin Book today
This book shows actual samples of Brenlin Unfilled Shades in all

colors, and gives many helpful suggestions for the proper treatment
of your windows. With it we will send you the name of the Brenlin
dealer in your town. If no dealer in your town can supply Brenlin,
we will tell you how to order direct. We satisfactorily fill hundreds
of mail ordeis every year. Write today. CHAS. W. BRRNEMAN
& CO., 2H0 Reading Road, Cincinnati, Ohio.

For sale by dealers everywhere
Genuine Brenlin Unfilled Shades have this mark BRENL1M

perforated along the edge. Look closely for it when you buy and
when your shades are hung.

For temporary uses and for windows of little importance,
there are two cheaper grades of Brenlin--Brenlin Filled and
Brenlin Machine Made, at 55c and 30c respectively (except
in the Far West,) for windows 1 yd. wide by 2 yds. long.

Rational
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Compnp
Established 1888

Designers and
Engravers for

all Artistic,
Scientific and
Illustrative
Purposes
Engravers of "American

Homes and Gardens."
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MORGAN DOORS
Dnor architecture, refinements, durability are brought to their highest perfection

in Morgan Doors. No other doors so completely satisfy or serve. No other doors
add as much distinction to either the exterior or interior of a dwelling.

On the top rail of every genuine Morgan Door you can
find the stamp of the maker. Every door so stamped is

guaranteed.
Send your name for our book, " The Door Beautiful." Full of unique suggestions

for your home.
Architects will find descriptive details in "Sweet's Index, ' pages 1004 and 1005.

MORGAN SASH & DOOR COMPANY, Dept. C-21, Chicago, U. S. A.
FACTORY

Morgan Company, Oshkosh, Wis.
DISTRUSTED BY

Morgan Millwnrk Co., Baltimore, Md.

Send for catalogue A 28 for pergolas, sun dials and garden
iurniture or A 40 ot wood columns

Hartmann-Sanders Co.
Manufacturers of

KOLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS

Suitable for

PERGOLAS.PORCHES
or INTERIOR USE

ELSTON and WEBSTER AVES.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Eastern Office
1123 Broadway, New York City

What We Will Send You

for 25 Cents—
Our newlbook. "Craftsman Houses,"
by Gustav Stickley, giving selected model
plans, sketches, interiors and details of

real Craftsman homes—122 illustrations

2 The 192-page Annual Home Decora-
tion Number of THE CRAFTSMAN
—a golden treasury of the newest things

for the homelover.

3 A Coupon entitling you to Craftsman
Service (by" experts) on any two home-
making problems. i

4. A blank worth 25 cents in cash on an-

other attractive offer, . \ ti

To make sitre of getting 1 -and 2 (the supply
is necessarily limited), send us yfur quarter with-

out delay. . . ,

THE CRAFTSMAN
Room 806 Craftsman Building New York

THE AMERICAN DOLLAR MARK
MANY people like to think that the

American dollar mark is a corrup-

tion of the symbol "U. S.," says The
American Numismatist. Others have held

to the old historian's idea that it is a re-

plica of the pillars of Hercules. Professor

Florian Cajori, of Colorado College, has

knocked all these pleasing fancies in

the head by proving with ancient manu-
scripts that the dollar mark is really a

corruption of the old Spanish abbrevia-

tion of peso—a dollar.

Professor Cajori looked over thousands

of manuscripts to get at his facts. He
started with the idea that the dollar mark
was an abbreviation of the word "dollar,"

but, he says, "We had to throw our idea

overboard as a useless burden.

Then he got the clew. When our Span-
ish colonists first wrote the word "pesos,"

one of which is about a dollar, they

spelled it out in full. Then it got down to

"ps." When it was written hurriedly the
"p" and "s" were super-imposed, as he

shows from ancient writings, and gradu-

ally the dollar mark came into use—the
"p" was written over the "s."

Says Professor Cajori: "It has been es-

tablished that the dollar mark is the lineal

descendant of the Spanish abbreviation

"ps" for "pesos," that the change from
the florescent "ps" to $ was made about

1775 by English-Americans who came
into business relations with Spanish-

Americans, and that the earliest printed

dollar mark dates back to the year 1797.

ACORNS AND THEIR USES

VERY little attention has been given in

this country to the utilization of acorns.

It is well known that they are used as food

for cattle, horses, swine, turkeys, and those

of several species of white oaks also form
the food of man.
The acorns of white oaks are mostly large

and the trees in general produce fruits very

abundantly. The Indians in California al-

ways gathered the acorns of the California

live oak (Quercus agrifolia) ; and years of

great scarcity often caused much misery.

Even the early white settlers -of California

relied on the crop of acorns as a part of

their food supply. The acorns were gath-

ered by the squaws, who preserved them by
putting them in wicker baskets, which were
generally stored in hollow oak trees or .in

caches of somewhat rude construction.

They were prepared for eating by grinding

and boiling them with water into a thick

paste, which was baked into bread. The oven
consisted of a hole in the ground about eigh-

teen inches each way. Red hot stones were
placed in the bottom of it and a little dry
sand of loam placed over them. Next a

layer of dry leaves was spread over this

and the dough or paste poured into the hole

until it was two or three inches deep. A
layer of leaves, more sand, red hot stones,

and finally earth were placed on top. At
the end of five or six hours the stones had
cooled and the bread, which was an irregu-

lar mass nearly black in color, was taken
out.

In parts of the South acorns of the cow
oak {Quercus michauxii) have been used
when roasted as a coffee substitute, and
there are a good many other uses to which
they might be put. Alcohol can be ex-

tracted from them, as from all starchy sub-

stances. Starch is at present made princip-

ally from rice, corn and potatoes, but if the

starch from acorns is sufficiently refined it

may be employed as an article of diet as

well as for laundry purposes.
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AMERICAN HOMES AND GARDENS FOR OCTOBER

FALL Planting and Fall Building will be the topics to

which the articles in the October issue of American
Homes and Gardens will give emphasis. Mr. F. F. Rock-

well will contribute a long and comprehensive article on

"Fall Planting in the Flower Garden," and Norman H.
Loring one on "Planting the Bulb Garden." "Building a

House in the Fall" will be the subject of an excellent article

full of interest and suggestion and a special double-page

feature will display various types of houses that may be

started in the Fall. George Crane will discuss "Reviving

the House for Autumn and Winter," and one of the most

attractive country houses in America, the home of Mr.
Thomas H. Kerr near White Plains, New York, will be

described by Mr. Henry H. Matthews. This article will be

accompanied by many beautiful illustrations (as will all

other articles in this issue), and will also show a carefully

worked out plan of the house in relation to its site, a plan

which discloses a particularly well devised garage and ser-

vice. An attractive and home-like house at Glen Ridge,

New York, the home of Mr. F. J. Ogden, will be illustrated

in the October number, and plans of the first and second

floors will be shown together with interior views. The
Collectors' Department will contain several articles of un-

usual interest and the whole number will be one of the most

attractive of the year.

AMERICAS FIRST SAFETY EXPOSITION

THE First International Exposition of Safety and Sani-

tation ever held in America will take place in New York
city, December nth to 20th, 19 13, under the auspices of

The American Museum of Safety. Safety and health in

every branch of American industrial life, manufacturing,

trade, transportation on land and sea, business, engineering,

in all of their sub-divisions will be represented at this expo-

sition. It will be the first step toward making a representa-

tive exhibition of the progress of safety and preventive

methods in America. In the United States every year,

40,000 workers are killed, and 2,000,000 are injured, while

3,000,000 are ill from preventable causes.

THE BUSINESS MAN OF TO-DAY

ABROOKLYN divine of sound knowledge and learning

recently preached a sermon which contained a pen-

picture of the business man of to-day worth quoting: "The
modern business man is governed by circumstances over

which he seems to have no control. It is a peculiarity of

our age as compared with the life of our predecessors. Life

has become so complex that the ordinary business man has

lost his personal control over circumstances and has aband-

oned himself to their domination. He eats his breakfast

with an irritating sense of hurry. He catches a car and
gives himself to the vast detail of the morning newspaper.

He sits down to his mail to throw his mind into all sorts

of matter thrust upon him from without. He goes through

the routine of his day's work submitting because he must.

He returns home at night tired and half disgusted and in

the evening has brain enough left for only some trivial show
or game. When Sunday comes he is too worn out to go

to church and kills time in the morning, and in the afternoon

takes a whirl in his automobile and goes to rest early in

order to begin a new day with the same kind of grind. He
doesn't want to lead a futile life like this; no, he leads it

because :he lacks method and mastery. 'Clean-up' day in

our cities brings to light an accumulation of rubbish that

exceeds all expectation. If business men would inspect their

habits and practices they would likewise find rubbish heaps

that they might throw away. The merchant who neglects

his business and goes fishing is not choosing a crime, but

only the lesser good of two things. A man ought to have a

controlling standard and motive and that ought to be to

follow the will of God. This will give right direction and

dominance to his life."

THE DEARTH IN CADDIES

THE Editor's notice has just been called to a news re-

port which states that one of the most prominent coun-

try clubs in America has been driven to distraction by its in-

ability to engage and hold capable caddies for its golf

course, in consequence of which it has called upon the local

Commissioner of the Boy Scouts to supply the club a squad
of "scouts" between the ages of fourteen and sixteen to act

as caddies, promising to educate the hoped for recruits dur-

ing the Winter months and promising continuous employ-

ment the year through. The Editor hopes the Commissioner
returned to the club committee the answer due to its pro-

posal. The Commissioner indeed might well consider him-

self a master in the matter of self-restraint if his reply was
confined to the realm of strict politeness. That any such

offer could have been suggested directly to the Boy Scouts

Organization would indicate that the club in question re-

mained in complete ignorance of the Boy Scout movement,
and possesses a deep and dark lack of any proper interpre-

tation of "Ich Dien" as exemplified in the spirit of Young
America. Being a caddie is always influenced by a point of

view, but becoming a caddie is not the honor to which the

average Boy Scout aspires even plus the allurement of a

Winter's education. The Editor wonders if a dearth in

housemaids would call forth an appeal from the commun-
ity in which the club is situated directed to the King's Daugh-
ters, or, should the club's waiters go upon a strike, if the

club would invite the Sons of the Revolution to accept the

vacated dignities.

CHILD LABOR IN GEORGIA

AFEW weeks since the National Child Labor Committee
published an appeal for funds to be used in the cam-

paign to secure from the Georgia Legislature a law prohibit-

ing the employment in the State's mills of children under 14

years of age and limiting a minor's working day to ten

hours. The Georgia mill-owners express indignation that

the committee should thus ignore their "generosity" in pro-

viding for the young "hands" better surroundings than those

of the isolated cabins whence most of their child laborers

have sprung, but so far they have not explained why this

"generosity" is accompanied by the prisoning of boys and

girls more than ten hours a day. Georgia ought to get

along without mistaking the factory for the cradle.
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Grace
HHHE WHITE coupe is the car she lias always

wished for—light, beautiful, swift and far run-

ning. Here are found the safety and simple oper-

ation of the electric vehicle, combined with the

flexible speed and touring possibilities which only

the gasoline roadster can give. Primarily her car

for all purposes, its power and convenience also

make the White coupe the preferred ear for his

town and winter use.

The white istf Company
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There is not a garden the world over whose beauty is not enhanced by the planting of appropriate Evergreens
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A Medfield Farmhouse
By Marion Norcross

Photographs by Mary H. Northend

N these days, when so much modern archi-

tecture is being developed, it is refreshing to

find old-time architecture restored in the re-

modeled farmhouse, which stands back from
the winding country road, a direct manifes-

tation of what is being done to-day to save

our Colonial homes. These comfortable and attractive

dwellings are shaded by stately elms, whose wide-spreading

branches seem to beckon the passer-by to come and take

another abandoned farm and reclaim it for a modern coun-

try home. Few who are house-hunting can resist this appeal,

and what is more charming than the old lean-to, or the hip

roof, or the Colonial lines of one of these houses which

suggest delightful interiors that are filled with possibilities

of all sorts of numerous odd nooks and corners as well as

secret hiding places that are surely fascinating and unique.

Possibly there were many better examples of the restored

farmhouse than this Medfield home, but few have as many
charms as exist here. It stands, a picturesque building show-

ing good lines, near a turn of the road, on the border line

between Medfield and Walpole, in Norfolk County, Massa-

chusetts.

This particular house has two values,—its historical im-

port and its old-time construction. It was erected about

1652, and at that time was a small and unpretentious build-

ing about twenty-five feet square, constructed of hand-hewn
timbers. The interior showed, in addition to the lower story,

loft bedrooms. Descending from generation to generation

through two centuries, this little farmhouse was occupied

by the Adams family, a branch that was akin to the presi-

The old-fashioned garden of the Medfield farmhouse is reminiscent of bygone days
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dential line of Adamses, at

Quincy, Mass.

Its location was charming,

being in a sheltered glen at

the entrance of a small val-

ley into a larger one, and

was thus protected from cold

winds and severe weather.

At that time a stream wound
in and out through the mea-

dows. This was of sufficient

size to afford power to run

the old mill which originally

stood on the estate and for

many years ground the neigh-

bors' grain.

The latter end of the

eighteenth century saw a

transformation take place in

the little old weather-beaten

house that has stood as sen-

tinel guarding the family name so long

some cases, ten thicknesses

being removed. One of

these thicknesses showed a

wonderfully fine landscape

paper, but this was too much
defaced to be used again.

Under it all was wide

paneling of wood, that

needed only a slight restora-

tion. The crane and pot-

hook and hangers were found

to be intact, while many
pieces of ancestral pewter

and copper were polished

and placed on the wide, re-

ceding chimney. On the

chimney hooks or from the

timbers above, were hung old

wooden reels, toasting forks,

and candle molds. A fea-

ture of this kitchen was theThe swimming-pool

It was consider- old-fashioned brick oven, as well as many quaint inset cup-

ably enlarged, principally on the southern end, making it boards shown in unexpected nooks and corners,

rambling and in parts, detached. Still, the main portion This kitchen is now used as a den, the fireplace showing a

of the house remained practically unchanged, in rectangular wonderful collection of old pewter, many of the pieces being

form, with a small center-hall and large square rooms on so rare that they cannot be duplicated. Old furniture, much
either side. The interior showed the beauty of fine wains- of which has been picked up from the surrounding neighbor-

coting and paneling of wide boards, some of which were hood, is also prominent in this room, and especial mention

split from logs that were at least thirty inches in width. should be made of the five-slat rush-bottom rocking chair

The natural beauties of the country surrounding this place and the settle of the same period. This room is perhaps

were unusually varied. The broad stretches of fields and one of the most interesting in the house, for the reason that

meadows spread away on either hand, while the encircling the Colonial setting has been so carefully preserved—the

hills offered their protection, making a most appropriate hand-hewn rafters and beams having been left intact and all

setting for the Adams homestead. The beauty and attrac- the other old furnishings kept, to give a quaint, cosy look

tiveness of the estate caused its purchase in 1907, with about to the low studroom.

fifty-five acres of good farming land attached. The house In order that this kitchen might be used as a den, a new
was then restored to its present condition, at a cost of kitchen with all modern conveniences, new pantries, servants'-,

$1,500.00. An addition was made to the interior by sup- dining- and sitting-rooms, have been added. Thus, while

plementing many of the conveniences made necessary for exterior features of the old house have been preserved, the

the comforts of life to-day. adding of the new part gives comfort and convenience to

Great reverence was paid by the owner to the original the original dwelling,

structure, particularly to the old kitchen with its large brick Through a Colonial porch one enters the hallway, where
fireplace and chimney. Sagging plaster was removed, and the stairway, following the lines of many Colonial houses,

underneath were found well preserved hand-hewn beams and is at one side. The wallpaper is wonderfully preserved and
rafters. These were cleaned and left exposed. The walls, of quaint design. It was made across the water over a cen-

which had been neglected, were stripped of wallpaper, in tury-ago, and creates an appropriate atmosphere as one en-

The famous "whipping tree" The old mounting-block, 1652
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ters the attractive old home.

The living-room is situated

at the right of the entrance-

hall, and is spacious and com-

fortable. The woodwork
has been enameled in white,

while diamond-paned win-

dows have been substituted

for the old-fashioned doors

on several of the smaller

cupboards. Here and there

throughout the whole house,

one comes unexpectedly upon
groups of shelves filled with

books. Built-in cupboards

also provide places for the

excellent collection of books

which are owned by the

present family. This room

bottomed chairs as well.

Upon the mantel over the

open fireplace one finds

pieces of silver, while the

frame work is hung with

rare porringers. The mas-

sive timbers of the ceiling

show what wood our ances-

tors used when they erected

their homes. This room de-

serves special praise for its

restful atmosphere, as well

as its perfect setting and

old-time furniture. At the

rear of this room, and over-

looking the garden, is a sun-

parlor which can be used

during the Summer months
as a breakfast-room and inThe dining-room

shows several tables of unusually fine design, a handsome the Winter for a lounging-room and for sun baths,

side-wing chair and a few other choice chairs. The great Upstairs, the bedrooms are large and airy. They are

open fireplace, with its Colonial accessories, lends much to furnished with Colonial furniture, four-poster beds, high-

the homeness of this room. boys and lowboys, as well as quaint old-time chests of

The dining-room which lies to the left of the hallway, has drawers which can be used either as bureaus or to store

been made from three rooms. It is long and wide, the walls away extra blankets, hangings or rugs. Rare old Chip-

finished in green and with the exception of one or two choice pendale, Sheraton and Hepplewhite chairs are also found
pictures, are bare. This is well-planned for the unbroken here, and hand-woven rugs cover the hardwood floors. Old
space brings out to advantage the lines of the beautiful old chintz hangings of bright colors and gay designs screen

sideboard and its ornamentations, and shows off the rush- the windows, and the whole house presents a sunny, restful

The old kitchen with its large brick fireplace and chimney
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appearance which is most

tempting.

On the ridge opposite the

house, worn stone steps lead

up through pasture land to

a sturdy oak. T.his stands

on a spot near the crest of

the hill and is historic from

the fact that it is known as

a "Whipping Tree," the tree

where culprits were tied to

be whipped. Just before one

reaches the stone wall, the

old "Mounting Block" is

found. In the side of one

of the stones are the figures

"1652," and it was from this

block that many a Colonial

dame mounted to her pillion
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an old-fashioned garden, and

back of the formal garden

is the vegetable garden. The

dividing line between the two

gardens is a row of stately

trees which hide it completely

from view from the front of

the grounds.

Over the piazza are put

window boxes. These are

filled with brilliantly blos-

soming plants, adding color

and giving an artistic setting

to the remodeled farmhouse.

Velvety lawns which are kept

closely cut, cover a large

area at the front and sides

of the house. The grounds

also boast a large tennisThe tennis court

to ride in slow and olden style behind her worthy squire, court which is surrounded on three sides with high white

The grounds around the house are extensive, and reach posts, topped with large balls and which hold the wire

down to a tennis court which is at the end of the garden netting. Halfway down the court is a semi-circular en-

proper. Within the last few years, the beginning of a closure fitted up with garden seats and chairs, from which

lormal garden has been made, lying about halfway between vantage ground many a hotly contested game of tennis is

the house and the tennis court. It is divided into two parts, observed. This semi-circle is very artistic, the top and sides

bordered with box hedges, and showing a sundial for a being covered with vines that droop to the lattice work and

central feature. The grounds at this part of the estate have give to the white garden furniture the background of green

been shaded by long rows of elms and maples, with an which is necessary to the landscape plan. Rows of apple

inner border of Annuals. These are not the only flowers, trees, remnants of the original orchard, guard the tennis

however, for back of the house, between that and the court at one side. These have been pruned and grafted

garage, is a beautiful flower garden which has been de- so that aside from their decorative value they have a

signed not so much for sihow purposes as for supplying the practical one as well, and certainly of a lasting nature,

house all through the season with flowers. There is also (Continued on page 336)

This house has an aspect that suggests its interesting history
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The German Iris is one of the most profuse bloomers

I ris

By S. Leonard Bastin

Photographs by the author and others

O the modern gardener the following of his particularly graceful group or the extension of its bloom.

art is a complex problem nowadays. With As a genus, the Irises are practically worldwide in origin

the return of every new season, there arises and as such are able to adapt themselves to a variety of

again the difficult question of deciding what conditions. Moreover, although the majority of the species

plants he shall include in his domain. The are Summer flowering, there are many which blossom at

number of possible other seasons. Therefore if the aid

subjects is bewildering in its variety, MBj of a little shelter can be employed

and, however great the amount of W^k H during the very cold months, ir

space available may be, no one can ^^^. ftW ' s Poss it)le to have a succession of

hope to include more than a frac- k *k^^*w Irises almost throughout the year.

tion of the kinds really worth grow- 1 ^m^H From a natural point of view we
ing. On this account there is much m may divide the Irises into two see-

to be said in favor of specializing, Jm ^^W^^k tions, those having creeping roots,

and after careful consideration, «fl V^F^Im. anc^ tnose having bulbous under-

choosing a group of plants which Br^ m^ ground processes. For his con-

appeals to one's fancy and is in a W ^Ai .*% Wk.jMi venience the gardener may again

general way suited to the situation K A l\'*- j^J group these plants into three div-

which can be accorded to the speci- Bfl isions: the German, the Spanish and

mens. To those who are inclined the English varieties, although these

to follow the suggestion, the present 1 I m Jm terms must not be taken in too

writer offers a word in favor of l\ f M arbitrary a manner as indicating the

the Iris, in all its many species and actual country of origin. Since the

varieties. Many amateur garden- specialization of the Irises there

makers have only a limited idea of have been added a large number of

the wealth of loveliness which is ^^^^^^^^^Bk , ^^^^^^^^9Bh9 sub-divisions which need not be

evidenced by the members of this The English Iris taken up here, for technical reasons.
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The majority of the species

to grow, some of them being

garden. As herbaceous Per-

ennials, the Irises like to re-

main in a situation for a

number of years when they

will become increasingly

handsome. Like most plants

with very showy flowers, al-

most every species of Iris is

a sun lover, and should be

given a fairly open position,

although some of the more
robust kinds will do very

well on the borders of shrub-

beries. Most of these plants

should be placed in the

ground in the Autumn, and

just before the coming of the

Winter frost is the best time

of all, as in this case an

early starting is prevented.

It is important to plant the

bulbous varieties at a fair

depth, and with some of the

more delicate kinds it is not

a bad plan to provide some
protection such as a layer of

straw until the arrival of

the Spring. Of course this

is not necessary with the

hardy sorts, such as the

group represented by the

Flag or German Irises. It

has been said that all the

kinds of Irises will grow any-

An array of Spanish Iris planted for landscape effect

of Iris are wonderfully easy where no matter what the soil may be, but it will be found
the most hardy plants in the that a little modification in the condition of the land will

be very helpful. Thus the

larger number of Irises will

prefer a well-drained soil,

although in the case of very

dry districts it will be found
that frequent mulchings of

manure will help to sustain

the plants during hot weather.

As a general rule we may
take it that the bulbous kinds,

such as the English and
Spanish sorts, will do best in

a situation where the soil in-

clines to be light, while the

German Irises with their

fleshy roots delight in a more
heavy condition. Further still

there are certain kinds of

Iris such as the Yellow
Marsh Iris (Iris Pseuda-

corus) which will not be a

great success unless they are

in a very moist situation,

where their roots may even

be covered with water at

certain seasons.

A special mention must be

made of Iris Kaempferi, the

famous flower of Japan,
which has only very recently

been taken up by western

gardeners. Visitors to the

This illustration shows the method of dividing a clump of Iris for
flowery islands in the Sum-

re-planting mer cannot but carry away
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Many varieties of Iris are excellent plants for bordering ponds or streams

with them a lasting impression of the
£

of Japan, giving effects which it was at

could not be secured elsewhere. Leadi

cialists have now proved that

the splendid Japanese Iris,

which by the way is the largest

of all these flowers, will grow
very well even if the condi-

tions which can be given to it

are not those which it would
naturally enjoy. It has been

|

proved that though the plant

is well fitted for association

with the semi-aquatic species,

yet it will be quite happy in

a well tilled border. The
only noticeable difference

|

seems to be that the flowers in

the dryer situation are not so

large.

The common German
Irises, typified in the hand-

some Blue Flag, are excellent

subjects for those whose gar-

dens come under the influence

of smoke. Of course the

number of species and va-

rieties is very large, and a

handsome pale blue form is

shown in an accompanying
photograph. This huge plant,

which now bears scores of

flowers in the course of a

season, originated in a very
small root, and in a few years

grew to its present propor-

rlorious Iris fields tions, although in a town garden. These German Irises

one time thought have a very curious habit of growing outwards in a very

ng European spe- aggressive fashion, and are thus able to hold their own
even in a very crowded bor-

der. The plants are so hardy

that the roots may be cut up

in any way, and small por-

tions will grow provided they

are cleanly divided and not

bruised. The English and

Spanish Irises, of which

typical examples are shown in

the illustrations, are more
readily upset by town smoke,

but many of the kind are

wonderfully accommodating,

the only trouble being that

in situations which do not

please them very well they

are apt to die rather mys-

teriously, after having given

a very fine display of blos-

soms for several years. These

kinds are rather readily raised

from seed and come fairly

soon to a flowering size. As
well of course we may secure

the offsets from the old bulbs,

though if this is attempted

great care must be taken not

to injure the parent roots in

any way. Many of these

Irises will set seed freely and

one may gather one's own
crop, and sow it in light sandy

Spanish Iris soil directly, it is ripe; in the
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early stages, frame culture is to be strongly recommended.

Of late years, some attention has been given to the so-

called Cushion Irises, a typical species being I. Iberica.

Unfortunately these are scarcely hardy enough for ordinary

culture, and cannot be recommended for planting out, save

in very favored localities. Even here they will probably

need some kind of protection during the colder parts of

the year, and on this account will not appeal strongly to

ordinary growers. One species of Iris is peculiarly inter-

esting in that it may be had in blossom in the very depths

of the Winter, if we treat it as a pot subject, and give

it enough protection to insure that it is not nipped by

frost at all. This is the pretty Iris Stylosa from Greece,

which naturally displays its fine blue flowers at any time

from December to February. At this time of the year the

plant will form a valuable addition to the number of flow-

ering subjects available for the conservatory.

Iris bulbs and roots are happily cheap, so that the plant-

ing of them in large numbers is quite feasible. After all,

this is really the most attractive way of growing these

charming plants, and where room permits extensive group-

ings will give the very best results. A glance at some of

the pictures accompanying this article will perhaps convince

the most sceptical on this point. The chief effect in the

Iris garden illustrated on this page was secured by the

employment of the German Irises although other kinds have

been called into use. A remarkable show such as that

which has been secured could not, of course, be brought

about in a short period of time. Indeed the Iris border

as it appears in this illustration is really the outcome of

fifteen years' constant cultivation.

As new and worthy species and Hybrids have been in-

troduced, examples have been put into position with the

result that there has been produced in this garden, one of

the finest collections of German Irises in the world. Of
recent years not a few of the other kinds have been added,

as may be gathered from a glance at the photograph show-

ing the groupings of English forms. The site of the garden
here shown is an ideal one for Irises, in that it is formed
by a long series of banks which slope gently down to the

border of a river. Thus on the higher parts of the ground
a good place has been found for the species which prefer

a well-drained soil, while as the water's edge is neared, the

moisture loving kinds predominate. Even though one may
not wish to carry out the growing of Irises on such a large

scale as this, many useful hints for those who contemplate

arranging their Iris planting for only a moderate display

of the charming flowers may be gathered from a study of

the more pretentious garden.

All Iris blossoms are excellent for use as cut flowers, and
on this account alone the plants should certainly find a

place in all gardens. When once fully expanded the

blooms do not last very long and it is well to gather them
when in bud; they will expand perfectly in water and will

last a long while. Irises lend themselves peculiarly well to

arrangement in vases, and are perhaps the most effective

of all early Summer flowers for household decoration.

In conclusion it may be of service to give a small selec-

tion of the most useful kinds for the beginning in the art

of Iris culture. So enormous is the number of species and
hybrids nowadays, that most people will be quite bewildered

by the array of names in any catalogue, and scarcely know
what to order. After the common Blue Flag and its

varieties, may be mentioned Iris aphylla, the type with

white flowers slightly edged with blue, and the numerous
{Continued on page 336)

German Iris lends itself to massing in border planting
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The house of S. C. Master, at White Plains, New York

knoll in the setting of which

the design of the Master

house is thoroughly harmo-

nious in relation to its

natural surroundings both in

the matter of design and of

color.

The outer walls of this

house are covered with
stucco, soft gray in tone, and

all the woodwork is finished

in a soft gray green with the

dull red of the Spanish tile

roof in happy contrast. On
entering the house we find

the hall finished in quartered

oak, stained a medium
brown. This hall gives con-

venient access to the various

rooms of the stucco house.

A Stucco House of Distinction
By William T. Phillips

Photographs by T. C. Turner

VEN a less attractive house than the pictur- The living-room is to the right of the main hall and the

esque residence of Mr. Samuel C. Master, woodwork of this room corresponds in finish to that of

at White Plains, New York, designed by the hall but is darker in tone. The mantel, which is

A. F. Norris, architect, New York, would shown in the illustrations accompanying this article, is ex-

gain in appearance if located on the same cellent in design and the fireplace is admirably placed by the

delightful spot, a site that occupies a wooded architect. The dining-room opens into a large room
originally planned for a

billiard-room, but now used

as a reception-room. The
oak-woodwork of this room,
decorated in English style, is

much darker in finish than

that of the hall or the living-

room, being in accord with

that of the dining-room back
of it. The wall coverings of

the rooms of the first floor

are soft brown and soft

green in color.

The woodwork of the

second floor is enameled in

ivory tint, the wall-paper

and hangings harmonizing

with it at every turn. The
arrangement of the front

The living-room chambers is skilfully carried
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First floor plan

out as will be seen from the plans.

The two bed-chambers which oc-

cupy this portion are spacious rooms,

provided with ample closets, well

lighted and well ventilated, bay front

and end windows. A well appointed

bathroom is placed between these two

rooms and is accessible from either

of them. In the room on the right

hand side is an open fireplace. Two
other rooms complete the second

floor. One of these is also fitted with

an open fireplace and in the corners

are placed closets. This room ad-

joins a second bathroom. Across the The dining-room

hall is a small room for use as a study, den or chamber, weather;

The servants'-rooms occupy the third story, which also comforts

Second floor plan

contains an extra bedroom and a

storeroom. The service part of the

first floor is replete with conveniences.

A well arranged staircase leads

from the kitchen up through the cen-

ter of the house to the servants' quar-

ters. It is accessible also from the

second floor.

The service entrance is well ar-

ranged at the back of the house.

Opening from the living-room there

is a spacious piazza overlooking the

road and lawn. This affords a pleas-

ant retreat from the afternoon sun

and the varieties of inconvenient

all of which hint that the repose that comes with

leaves the inner for this outer realm of the house.

Garden side of the Master house
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A fine specimen of Mughus Pine, (Pinus Montana Mughus)

Evergreens for the Home Grounds
By Henry Wild

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves

HERE are several classes among the Ever-

greens from which a choice selection can be

made to make the home grounds attractive.

Many of them are sturdy and reliable, while

some of the most beautiful and graceful

varieties only need the natural protection of

the stronger and faster growing kinds. When the plant-

ing is to be made in an open or exposed position, a wind

break composed of Pines and Spruce not only adds to the

welfare of the less hardy forms—but in many cases to the

general appearance of the estate.

A start should be made with a planting of Scotch Pines

( Pinus Sylvestris) , and the White Pine (Pinus Strobus)

using in the foreground the "Austrian Pine" (Pinus Aus-

triaca) and the "Bhotan Pine" (Pinus Excelsa).

This will give a wide range or planting of Pines, and a

color scheme in the various shades of Nature's color green

that is hard to equal.

Another selection for the same purpose can be made up
of the following varieties. The White Spruce (Abies

Alba) the Oriental Spruce (Abies Orientalis) with a broken
foreground of Hemlock (Taya Canadensis) and Pinus

Densiflora. The last two make a charming combination

for fronting a wind break, the lighter green of the Pine

blending beautifully with the dark green of the Hemlock.

Both are 'hardy in the sense of frost exposure, but neither

will stand the severe whipping of a northwest wind. The
same applies to the Norway Spruce, a majestic tree in the

distance, but generally losing its lower branches in its battle

with severe winds.

With a natural shelter of either of the foregoing wind
breaks, it is practically safe to go ahead with the general

list. Should the grounds be of small dimensions it is not

necessary to make a heavy planting of Pines, or Spruce for

protection, merely enough to break the strong winds.

To many of us the sighing of the wind among the Pines

and Hemlocks is an added attraction, recalling the poem
of our childhood, the "Murmuring Pines and the Hem-
locks," beautifully portrayed by Longfellow.

Among the Spruce we have the three forms of the Colo-

rado type. First, the Blue Spruce (Picea Pungens Kosteri),

the most beautiful and highly colored of the family. Then
comes the Colorado Blue and also the Green variety (Picea

Pungens). All of these are hardy and splendid for any

position where they have room to grow as specimens.

Another fine Picea is the variety Englemanni, compact

and pyramidal in form, rather inclined to be pendulous in

habit and silvery in color. Picea Orientalis is a variety well

suited to plant with Englemanni, and exceedingly attractive,

where a grouping of more than one color is required.
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The Hemlock Spruce

To the list of Abies can be added the varieties Balsamea
Cephalonica and Concolor, one of the hardiest and most

beautiful of the family.

Douglasi is a tree of graceful habit and with the addition

of Veitchi Brachyphylla and Umbellicata, you have a range

of varieties that cannot be surpassed. The two last-named

Abies will be in great demand as they become more gener-

ally known. Both are very desirable trees and have stood

the test of six years with me without showing any signs of

Winter effects.

Many residences are built on high, exposed situations to

get the benefit of Summer breezes which means more than

ordinary exposure in Winter. What I want to emphasize

is the fact that it is not the frost that injures our Ever-

greens, it is the severe winds that cause the damage. We
have taken care of the protection; now for the general

planting.

For individual planting any of the foregoing can be used.

The Austrian White and Scotch Pines should be planted at

some distance from the residence, which will allow the plant-

ing of the Blue Spruce. Abies Concolor and the more
compact varieties nearer the house. The Pines are fine

trees in the early stages—say for ten years after planting,

being of rapid growth—but they lose their symmetrical

form in a shorter time, hence the advisability of planting

in the distance and utilizing them as windbreaks and to

screen unsightly objects.

For color effects and beauty of form the Retinosporas

play a leading part. The varieties Filifera, Pisifera

—

Plumosa and Obtusa, are the best known—each has its

golden form. Magnificent groups can be made of these

alone; when allied with Spruce or Austrian Pines, their

beauty is greatly enhanced.

Retinospora Squarrosa with its many forms and various

shades adds greatly to the color scheme, but should be given

the benefit of the inner part of the group.

An ideal setting for the immediate vicinity of the dwelling

can be procured by the planting of a selection of Retinos-

poras, Thuyas, Biotus, the dwarfed growing Pines and

Taxus.

These are generally used as a mass planting. This method
is alright, where immediate effect is wanted and expense no
object, but the drawback to this is, that many of the trees

Taxus (Deccatta Aurea)
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are ruined by overcrowding the first two years, and when

thinning out has to be performed there will not be one

probably fit to be used as a specimen.

When close planting has to be done, the best method is

to place the trees that have to remain permanently at the

proper distance, and then fill in for a few years with the

smaller and some of the upright varieties. Juniperus Vir-

giniana with its long list of types and colors are excellent to

use between the permanent trees. They range from upright

to low spreading forms, and so can be used between the

windows and as a fronting to the groups.

In the taller growing Junipers, a nice selection can be

made. Virginiana Glauca Elegantissima, Schotti and Chin-

insis. While in the lower growing forms we have Sabina

Procumbens Canadensis and Var. Aurea, Prostrata, Tamar-
iscifolia, and the beautiful distinct type Pfitziriana, graceful

in habit and a color of bright, silvery green.

Several of the Biotas lend added interest to the planting.

Orientalis Aureau with its Var. Nana Pyramidalis, Ele-

gantissima and Compacta.
Among the Taxus are some real gems for this work:

Canadensis, bushy, with dark green foliage and gloriously

bright-red berries; Cuspidata is another fine type with Brevi-

folia and Capitata, both hardy and real additions to the

collection.

There are several golden forms such as Washingtoni
Baccata, Aurea and Tardiva Aurea, making in their peculiar

forms and colors a picture that once seen is always remem-
bered.

Pinus Cembra, Mughus and Brevifolia can also be used

in this style of planting; they are easy to move or transplant.

FORMAL GARDENS
Where Evergreens are freely used in the formal garden,

the change from Summer to Winter appearance is not so

severe. Each year the country home appeals to the occu-

pants more and more, with the result that a planting scheme
should be carried out as much for Winter effect as for other

seasons of the year. Here is where Evergreens count alike

practically the year round. Charming in shades of Sum-

A tall specimen Colorado Blue Spruce

mer growth, and a glorious picture when veiled in snow.

Thuyas Rosenthali and Standishi are excellent for formal

work, the latter having a graceful drooping effect. While
the former is an erect grower and of darker color, both are

A fine specimen of the Weeping Hemlock
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hardy and very desirable types. Several of the oecidentalis

varieties are fine with Globosa used in the foreground.

As a background for Peonies, May and Darwin Tulips,

many of the Evergreens named are grand.

Try a bed of Taxus and Junipers as a setting for the

old-fashioned Tiger Lilies, planting the Lily bulbs between,

with an under cover of Dimorpothica.

Among the Hemlocks, useful for formal work are Caro-

liniana, a darker green than Canadensis; Hookeriana, a

pale blue green foliage, and the handsome form Sieboldi

(Japanese Hemlock), with its slender, half-drooping

branches and glossy dark-green foliage. These add greatly

to the list of desirable Evergreens, pleasing in form and

color, and claiming attention by their distinct characteristics.

If one is not familiar with some of the varieties named,

I would strongly advise a visit to the nursery. There you

can see the plants growing and get a good idea of what
kinds you require and possibly see some favorites you know
by sight, but not by name. A visit to a well-stocked nursery

is an educational treat, and the time spent in looking over

the collection will repay you in many ways. If you are

starting in on your home grounds, select a list from the

varieties given and choose what appeals to you most. Go
slow in your planting, as half the interest in a place is in

its development, and the second year you are wiser in ex-

perience in tree and plant lore. Make haste slowly in your

planting scheme and develop as you gain in knowledge.

EVERGREENS FOR THE HOME LANDSCAPE
Desirable trees to use in a collection will now be named.
The species named under the above heading are very de-

sirable forms to use in the Southeastern States, and would,

in my opinion, prove perfectly hardy in the vicinity of Phila-

delphia. Cedrus Atlantica Glauca, a magnificent tree of a

delicate steel blue. There is a very fine specimen growing

on the estate of Mrs. Anderson, Greenwich, Conn. It has

a color distinct from any other conifer. Cryptomeria

Japonica Lobbi is another novelty, a deep green color,

slender in habit.

Cupressus Lawsoniana and Cupressus Triumph of Bos-

koop, are both good, the latter is hardy in Connecticut after

once established.

I would advise the planting of the above varieties in

Spring. This would give them a good chance to become es-

tablished before Winter. Mulch well as soon as the ground
is frozen hard enough to walk on.

The umbrella Pine Sceadopitys Verticillata should be in

every list of ornamental Evergreens. It is of unquestioned

hardiness in the East and should be used as a specimen.

Among the Boxwood we have Sempervirens and Suffru-

ticosa. No garden seems quite complete without some Box.

Some of the finest specimens are found round the old home-
steads of New England. Grand in their age of a century

or more, recalling eloquently in their passing cherished mem-
ories of some old world garden from which they came.

There is something in an old time hedge of Box that ap-

peals to rich and poor alike.

Perhaps it recalls the garden we knew first of all, back

on the old farm, partly forgotten in its simplicity, com-

pared with its contemporaries of almost mathematical pre-

cision of to-day. As a setting for the sundial try just grass

with a Box edging, several varieties of the latter answering.

EVERGREENS FOR TERRACE PLANTING
Where there is difficulty in keeping grass on a terrace the

low growing Juniperus Taxus and Dwarf Pines, make an

A fountain basin bordered with Biota (var. B. Nana Aurea)
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excellent substitute and a welcome

change. Sabina, Prosbsata, Pro-

cumbeus, Tamariscifolia are among
the best of the Juniperus for this

work, while Punis Mughas and

Breverfolia lend a little color and

grow above the Juniperus.

As an under cover Ivy is very

useful. If the position be a south-

erly one, Euonymus Radicaus may
be planted for a ground work.

Another variety of Euonymus
Vegetus is splendid for banks and

to hang over walls, being of more
erect growth and is worthy of plant-

ing on some part of every place.

Try it as an undergrowth for

Cedars. The foliage of the

Euonymus is beautiful and lasting in

decorative work and for a low wall,

it makes an ideal Climber.

PLANTING AND CARING OF EVER-

GREENS
For Spring planting, April and May are best, starting

about April 10th and finishing May 25th. The Pines and

Firs and Spruce are best planted in the early part as they

start their new growth first.

The Retinosporas, Thuyas, etc., can be planted during

the latter part. Keep the roots shaded and moist until

planted, as once allowed to become dry, Evergreens receive

a serious setback, if not entirely destroyed. August and
September are the two best months for late Summer and

Blue Spruce

Fall planting of these evergreens.

The nights are cool and moist,

which gives them a good chance to

become established.

Make the holes larger than the

spread of roots and if the planting

is being done on sod ground, place

it on one side of the hole when re-

moved and dig the hole deep enough

so that the sod can be placed at the

bottom. This allows the use of all

the finer soil to be used round the

roots and much time is saved when
filling in. Firm the soil well after

the roots are covered and leave sev-

eral inches of a depression or basin,

to water the vines. After the water

has all soaked in fill in the re-

mainder of the soil; this will form
a mulch and prevent evaporation.

Spray them on dry days, in the

late afternoon, just a mist is suf-

ficient, use a spray pump similar to

One good watering in a basin is worth

It is not necessary

I

an orchard sprayer

a dozen after the soil is all filled in

to keep on watering if a soaking is given at the start.

have watered Evergreens as late as November in dry sea-

sons and firmly believe that more are lost by going into the

Winter dry than by any other cause. Should the Fall be

very dry, I would advice giving water to newly-planted

trees in early November and then give a mulch of leaves

or coarse material. This should prove a successful method.

A border of Evergreens and hardy Perennials is always an effective landscape note
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Terrace side of the house of Dr. E. D. Smith, Woodmere, Long Island, New York

A Long Island House
By R. D. Arthur

Photographs by T. C. Turner

N the home of Dr. Edwin Dudley Smith, of trees, the irregular long gables of roof seem to rise as

Woodmere, Long Island, designed by Myron though a part of Nature itself.

Hunt and Lucian E. Smith, architects, New Set well back from the boulevard, the service portion is

York, we find an artistic simplicity. It shows effectively screened from view with hedge and bushes. The
an unerring taste for things of beauty and circular path leads to the entrance, which is placed under

comfort; furnishings that have character and the overhanging gables and turret. The exterior finish is

individuality, without being fussy or pretentious, while the dash stucco in a warm mellow cream tone, and the, roof,

spirit of the entire scheme of

decoration is of the Modern
Arts and Crafts School.

The house is of the English

type of architecture, which lends

itself so well to our climatic

conditions and landscape garden-

ing, and we see many of this

type among the most pleasing of

our American country homes.

Here, surrounded by lawns, and

a beautiful setting of hedge and
shrubbery, the house forms a

background in effect, being
rapidly covered with the vines

of Boston Ivy, and because of

the artistic planting of appro-

priate' height of bushes and The living-room

having been left to the weather,

is now a silvery green while the

window groupings in greenish

blue offer a most pleasing color

effect, suggesting the beautify-

ing mellowing of age and

weather.

Quite different is the effect of

the southerly exposed side, 1

which are the living-rooms.

Here we see the large window
of the living-room, the French

doors opening on the loggia

terrace and window groupings

for admitting an abundance of

light and sunshine; and finally a

view through the formal
gardens and across the fields to
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First floor plai,

the bay, which is not too distant.

A reception-room is located on
the right of the hall, and it is

unusually attractive ; the ceiling is

heavily beamed with chestnut,

that has been finished in silver,

thoroughly rubbed in the open
grain of wood and then wiped off.

All window casements and doors

are treated the same; the walls

are in sand finish in natural tone,

which is a soft cream; the light-

ing fixtures are in the craftsman

style of hammered metal finished Balcony in the living-room

in old silver; tae furniture, finished as the woodwork, has wood" tile in verdure
£

cushions of deep poppy-red stuff; while the walls and floor and comfortable nook
are covered with old Indian blankets and rugs. It is at Autumn evenings, when

Second floor plan

once a striking and artistic treat-

ment and forms an appropriate

background for a collection of

Indian and Mexican curios.

The living-room is of the studio

type and rises to the roof rafters,

with music-room on the left,

under balcony bedrooms and

dining-room on the right under

the balcony and off of the last the

second story lounging-room.

Here is built in between case-

ment stairs and fireside seat a

large open fireplace of "rook-

;reen that forms a most delightful

in which to gather on the cooler

an open fire is needed to just take

Entrance roadway of the home of Dr. E. D. Smith
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Entrance-front The garden

the chill off the sea air. All the woodwork, and the rafters features, the built-in window seats and bookcases and hand-

are of hand-wiped brown chestnut; the walls of sand finish wrought copper wall brackets. The keynote of color in

have taken on a warm tint and are a pleasing

background; the rugs and hangings offer the

most color, with a tone of green to match the

fireplace; the rug introduces browns and terra

cotta; and all form a simple and yet substantial

and livable setting for the oak and tapestry

furniture. The large window has been built in

with dull red tile and an ornamental fountain

and offers a permanent indoor garden.

The music-room opens right into the living-

room and entrance-hall. Large beams and

n this room is a deep, rich blue; we find it in the

rugs which are of the hand-tufted quality, in an

unusual art noveau design, and in the hangings,

which match in design and suggest the hand-

woven texture. Here, the furniture carries out

the style of that prevailing in the living-room,

but of a lighter nature, with coverings in blue to

match the hangings.

The dining-room is finished in rich, yet soft

tones of browns and greens, with terra cotta as

the keynote. The furniture of brown oak hasFountain pool

pilasters form the only separation, and throughout is the an inlaid motive in the art noveau style, which motif has

brown chestnut wood. Here again are the craftsman been carried through the treatment of rugs and hangings.

Fountain-pool in the living-room
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OOLLECTOR-S' DEPARTMENT
THE EDITOR OF THIS DEPARTMENT WILL BE GLAD TO ANSWER ANY
LETTERS OF ENQUIRY FROM ITS READERS ON ANY SUBJECT CONNECTED
WITH OLD FURNITURE, POTTERY AND PORCELAIN, GLASS, MINIATURES.

TEXTILES, PRINTS AND ENGRAVINGS, BOOKS AND BINDINGS, COINS AND
MEDALS, AND OTHER SUBJECTS OF INTEREST TO COLLECTORS. LETTERS

OF ENQUIRY SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY STAMPS FOR RETURN POSTAGE

(Collectors' Notes and Queries and The Collectors' Mart will be found in the
reading matter columns of the advertising pages of this number.)

The Stately Four-Poster
By Mary H. Northend

Photographs by the author

:

T is a far cry from the beds of the early

days to the bedsteads of to-day, and it is

only by harking back that one realizes what

has been accomplished in the evolution of

beds and their making. Probably, few sub-

jects are so difficult to get at correctly as

the early history of this particular piece of furniture. This

is due in part to the scanty mention of them in the in-

ventories of that day.

As early as 1066, before the time of the Norman Con-

quests, we read of beds that were rare, so rare that often

only one was found in the house. It was considered to be

so important that its use was accorded to the Lord of the

Manor or the Ladies of the household; the rest of the

family occupying mattresses that filled with straw were

thrown onto the floor.

Again, we read they were built into the wall-like bunks.

This style of bed has been revived in modern houses where
chambers are small. Four
massive posts with some-

times tops and sides of

wood, curtained with heavy

draperies, was another form
of bed used. Many of them
had tiled roofs showing that

they were used either out-of-

doors or on account of the

lack of windows in the

houses of that day.

At the time of our coun-

try being settled, more
elaborate beds were used

and they were made prin-

cipally of oak, being most
rich in hand carving. These
were large and cumbersome
in make, and difficult to

transport to this country.
Most of them were used in

the South during the first

half of the century, although

inventories show that sev-

eral were imported to New
England during that period.

The use of bedsteads A four-poster of the end

came more generally into use during the seventeenth and
the eighteenth century, the same styles being shown in both

this country and England. America had not advanced far

enough in her manufactures to be able to have cabinet

makers of her own to design anything save simple and un-

pretentious pieces. In the holds of the cumbersome ships

were stored away with the cargo, many a fine old bedstead,

which is shown to-day in our twentieth century homes.

They were the most expensive pieces of furniture used in

those days, exceeding in value the Sheraton sofa and Chip-

pendale chair.

Doubtless, mere frames constituted the earlier bedsteads,

and we read at Plymouth, Mass., as early as 1639 ^at they

used "A framed bedstead," while eight years later in

Salem, "A joyned bedstead" is spoken of. As their valua-

tion was only from fourteen to sixteen shillings, we do not

think they could have been pretentious in any way.

The hardest bedsteads to be found were those of the Queen
Anne period. They were
the earliest of hard-wood
make, being constructed of

walnut; occasionally, here

and there we come upon
them, but they are the rarest

kind. Those more com-

monly used were in the

Georgian early type, dating

back to 1750. All of these

were held together with

wooden pegs or bolts,

always being pierced
through the side, through
which passed ropes which

laced the sack bottoms into

place, for it must be remem-
bered that in those days

there were no such things

as springs. Mattresses were
also unheard of, feather

beds being used instead.

They are spoken of in nearly

every inventory of that
early period, and they are

valued from two to three

of the eighteenth century pounds each.
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The first ones used in this coun-

try, must have been brought over

by the settlers, for it never would
have been possible at that period to

have found feathers enough on

domestic chickens and geese to fill

the ticks.

In the early records of Salem, we
read that in 1647 a straw bed was
used; in 1673 a canvas one filled

with cat-tails and also a single "silk

grass" bed, while in 1654 a hair bed,

probably one of the earliest of its

kind, was a quick follower of the first.

The eighteenth century was a

period when mahogany, maple, cherry or Virginia walnut

were used. The posts were much more slender than those

of the Empire period. The ball and claw foot were ex-

tensively used in 1740

One of the finest specimens of

Hepplewhite make probably the

very best in New England, is found

in the Guerdon-Howe house at

Haverhill, Mass., better known as

the Saltonstall house. It is made
entirely of brass, each post being

surmounted by a ball and eagle,

simple in make, its delicate, grace-

ful lines are the admiration of every

connoisseur in house furnishings.

This particular bedstead is historic

from the fact that it belonged

•to Nathaniel Saltonstall, the first

medical practitioner in Haverhill,English four-poster 1810-1820

and a descendent of Sir Richard Saltonstall, of England.

It has been in the family ever since the first settler.

Quite in contrast to this one, are several of the Empire
period, one of which is found in the Kittredge house at

North Andover, Mass. The distinguishing points aboutWhat has been said with reference to definite facts con-

cerning bedsteads before 1700, might be true of those made this bed following those of that period, are that the posts

a little later. They continued plain; one of the best known are larger and are much more heavily carved, some of them
being found at Mount Vernon, the one in which Washing- showing pineapple design. This bed is one of many that

ton died. This had perfectly plain turned posts valued have been in the family ever since the house was built, early

at less than a pound, and as he was a man of ample means, in the seventeenth century. The drapings are of white

we feel sure that his furniture must have been good. dimity, edged with narrow hand-made ball fringe.

The three great cabinet makers, Chippendale, Sheraton, Another one of the same period showing pineapples, is

and Heppelwhite, have each left to us designs in four-

posters. The Chippendale beds are tall and slender, show-

ing fluted columns with garlands of flowers or ribbons en-

twining the raised carving of the posts. Some of them
came to this country in the early days, but they are very

difficult to find and also to entice from where discovered.

in Major Craft's house at Brookline, Mass.; this shows

headboards. Some of these are handsomely carved with

draperies, fruit, flowers and occasionally, a spread eagle.

Another four-poster which marks the same period, lack-

ing the somewhat attractive feature of a headboard, is now
at the home of Mrs. Charles E. Lord, at Newton, Mass.

The carving on the posts of the old-time four-posters was most elaborate
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The four-posters have always been con-

sidered important leaders in old-time furni-

ture, and the most costly, yet no household

no matter how limited its means, but

possessed one. Sometimes they were very

simple affairs and inexpensive, differing

from those in richer families, where we
find most elegant beds. One of the hand-

somest beds found in Salem, Mass., show-

ing Sheraton design, is owned by William
Crowninshield Waters. It is distinguished

by the elegance of its design and marking
the Sheraton period by its ornamentation

with inlay. The two lower posts show gar-

draperies. In the olden times, these were

very elaborate, often being embroidered silk,

or satin. Where the bedsteads are elabo-

rately decorated, the draping shows a

lighter touch that it may the better display

the posts and headboards.

Every housewife wove her own blankets,

which were finished with conventional rose

designs, giving them the name of rose

blankets. The patterns were wrought in

every corner. There are a few specimens

carefully treasured by descendants of the

makers. With less prosperous families the

beds were most simply furnished. The
lands of flowers exquisitely carved, while A "Pine" Chippendale tour-poster quilt and hanging being often made of

the upper ones are plain. In size they are owned by Mrs. Gardner Hone, patch, the spreads of homespun linen, blue

larger than those made previously; the
Haverhill, Massachusetts and white being the favorite combination,

fluted leg places the date of make from 1795 to 1800. On They were edged with a hand-made fringe which is repro-

the cornice of the bed, which is framed with a gilt-painted duced at the present day by the arts and crafts workers, who
band, are shown flowers, rich ornamentations being in every are experts in its manufacture.

corner, while the central figure is a gilt basket containing Feather beds are mentioned in early inventories; they

two doves. were valued from two to three pounds each. It was an

The field bed so known on account of its shape, is one impossibility at the time of the Colonies' settlement to fill

of the most popular of the four-posters. The frame sug- ticks with feathers of domestic chickens and geese. They
gesting a tent is designed in a variety of forms. It has light were brought from England, piled one upon the other, and

curved bars overhead in the shape of a heavy tester, which were often so high that a step ladder was used to climb

gives it the effect of a tent, or as it is commonly spoken of, into bed. In 1647 we read of a "straw" bed; in 1654 a

a sweep. On account of the small amount of wood used "hair" bed, and in 1673 a "single silk grass" bed was
in their construction, they are plain and inexpensive. used. Antique four-posters are often imitated and fine

Generally speaking all four-posters have hangings or original ones are yearly becoming more and more rare.

Old four-poster in the Major Craft's house, Brookline, Massachusetts. Early period of the nineteenth century
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TRIVETS AND TOASTING FORKS
By Elizabeth Lounsbery

Photographs by T. C. Turner

FEATURE of the open fireplace, suggestive of both comfort and convenience and an essen-

tial in every home, in times gone by, was the trivet, a brass and iron stand, which became a

substitute for the hobb. The trivet, used to keep the kettle of water or plate of toast

warm and placed close to a wood fire or hung in the grate, when coal was burned, is to be

found at nominal cost, even to-day, in the popular lyre design. The double stand shown
in the accompanying illustration, with a place for both kettle and plate, is not so often seen,

nor is the American made trivet of Colonial times, which was used as a foot warmer and had a place

on the hearth of many homes. In its modern adaptation, the trivet has become not only a decorative

feature in the scheme of the mantel-piece or open fireplace of the country house, but is of great service

at tea hour. Accompanying the trivet was the long handled toasting fork, more extensively used through-

out England than in other countries. Excellent reproductions of these early examples are now to be had.

,'CT
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Dolls of All Times
By Laura B. Starr

Photographs by T. C. Turner and others

HIS history of dolls reaches back to remote

antiquity, and even the derivation of the

name, far more recent than the origin of the

doll custom itself, is shrouded in mystery.

There is a pretty legend to the ef-

fect that the word "doll" is an

adaptation of the name Dorothy, from Doro-

thea—St. Dorothea, who was well-beloved and

whose namesake a little girl of olden times was

thought lucky indeed to be.

A French story has it that pupee, the French

name for doll, was derived from Poppaea, the

name of wicked Nero's equally infamous con-

sort, a derivation suggested by the chronicle of

how one Pursello Grivaldi, an Italian, brought to

Paris from Italy, a wonderful collection of effigies

in miniature of the ancient Roman Emper-
ors and Empresses, in which waxen gather-

ing of bygone great Poppaea was decidedly

the most attractively costumed, and Queen
Isabella, consort of the poor mad
King, Charles the VI, ordered the

dolls brought to court, where they

became immensely popular, and

the Poppaea one so struck the

King's fancy it was retained for

him.

However all this may be, every

people has had dolls for the little

ones to play with since the world began—really began, for

how could there be a beginning without a doll time ! Never-

An English doll of

theless, to look at dolls from the right point of view, and the

one which has led to their being collected and studied, as the

writer herself has had the joy of doing, one must disabuse

his mind of the idea, born of tradition and a knowledge of

the dictionaries, which may tell one that dolls

are merely "toys for children." While this is their

most important function to-day, it has not always

been that alone. My researches confirm the

theory that dolls were invented for and first used

in religious ceremonies. Beyond the fact that they

were used in India in the religion that preceded
Brahmaism, I have not been able to go. Neither
have I been able to discover the exact manner in

which they were used at the time, but the probabili-

ties are that they represented some of the several

gods that it was thought necessary to incorporate

in a successful religion at that date. It is

possible that they were used jn a similar

way to the Katchima or God-dolls of the

North American Indians of to-day. These
dolls are made by special men of

the tribe, held sacred and used for

a week in certain ceremonies, and
then turned over to the children,

not only for their amusement, but

to further their religious educa-

tion. Here is an interesting ques-

tion for the collector of an archae-

ological turn of mind. Just when
the early East Indian dolls became the property of the chil-

dren it is difficult to say, as the sources flow but feebly.

penoc

Esquimaux dolls Russian dolls
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Richard Pischel, author of

"The Home of the Puppet

Play," tells us that in an-

cient India, puppets or dolls

were made out of wool,

wood, buffalo horn, and
that these playthings were

quite as popular long ago

with the girls of that coun-

ored beads have been at-

tached, probably to repre-

sent hair.

In the Vatican Museum,
among the Roman remains

found in the catacombs, are

seen ivory dolls with mov-
able limbs. In Ava Roma
lmmortalis, Marion Craw-

caused his own misfortune

and then lamented over it

that he was crying after

German baby doll breaking his own doll. In

India even grown-up people enjoyed playing wilh puppets

try as they are with our girls ford speaks of ancient Ro-

at the present day. The man dolls made of rags and

broken doll was then the stuffed with waste from
cause of as many tears as their mothers' spindles and

would be shed nowadays; looms. He also tells of

indeed, it was proverbially effigies of bulrushes which

said of any one who had the Pontiffs and Vestals
came to throw into the Ti-

ber from the Sublician
Bridge on the Ides of May.
The ruins of Pompeii have German dolls

given us also many pathetic and interesting little remains

Vatsya Yama, in his treatise on love, advises not only boys, of happy childhood from ancient and civilized times.

but also young men, to "join the girls and young

women in their games with puppets as a means of

gaining their affections."

It is recorded in an ancient book of India that

Parvati, wife of the God Siva, made herself so

beautiful a doll that she thought it necessary to

conceal it from her husband, so one fine day car-

ried it away to the Malaya Mountain and hid it

away in a sheltered nook. It occupied so large a

place in her affections that she visited it every day

and amused herself by dressing and undressing it

and fashioning new ornaments and garments for it.

Siva, after the manner of human husbands, be-

came suspicious of her long absences, and stole

after her one day and saw the doll. It was
so beautiful he fell in love with it and en-

dowed it with life.

The oldest dolls in the world to-day are

those which have been found in the tombs

of Egyptian children, dating as far back as

4,000 years ago. They are funny little

manikins which a kindergarten child or

public school girl of to-day would uncon-

sciously sniff at, but they command the re-

spect of the student of sociology, as being

the really and truly doll babies which the Singhalese doll

The question has been raised whether the Mos-
lem child of olden times played with a headless

doll or not, Mohammed having forbidden the

reproduction of the human features in any form.

That the dolls of Egypt to-day have heads, I can

speak with certainty, having seen many in Egypt
and having in my collection several specimens, all

with heads. A little one from up the Nile was
literally snatched from the hands of a Fellapheen

child. It is a veritable vampire, fashioned after

Kipling's description, "A rag, a bone and a hank
of hair." Another, a Soudanese, has a piece of

bamboo for a body, with knobs of Nile mud stuck

on the extremities for head and feet. Its dress

would entitle it to a place among those who
live the simple life, as there is absolutely

nothing superfluous about it. This and the

three tribal marks on each cheek make it

typical of its class.

The earliest dolls mentioned in transla-

tions of Chinese history are credited with

enormous antiquity and are invariably

made to represent Emperors, Empresses
and other members of the royal families.

They were used to illustrate manners and
customs of the country and to teach history,

little brown-skinned children of Pharoah's land loved and and they were Chinese to the backbone; they were not then

cuddled, probably
spanked. There is a

great variety of them,

as to material, form
and decorations.
Clothing was thought

to be superfluous, or

the material of which

it was made has van-

ished with the pass-

ing years, for there is

nothing that might,

even by a vivid imag-

ination, be thought to

represent a costume.

These small dolls are

made of ivory, clay,

wood and bron/e.

One group has curi-

ous heads of clay, to

which strings of col- A row of modern German dolls

nor are their dolls

now "made in Ger-

many" and dressed in

celestial garments.

The tilt-up doll, the

origin of which is gen-

erally credited to

Germany, was born in

the Orient, where it is

still very much at

home. Stewart Culm,
in his researches in

the direction of toys

and games has
brought out the fact

that probably these

dolls were images of

Buddha, though he

thinks it possible that

they may have had a

still greater antiquity
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and been associated

with some earlier re-

ligious celebration,

possibly connected

with the Vernal Equi-

nox. The doll is com-

mon in China, Korea

and Japan. In the last

country it is made
to represent the Idol

Daruma and is called

"Rising up little

'nest.

All these dolls are

made of papier
mache, round at the

bottom and weighted

with clay so that
whenever tipped o r

-
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that gives the children

these discarded
" F a sh i o n Babies,"

for they are very sub-

stantial and last for a

long time as queens ot

the play room. Al-

though French dolls

have long been held

high in renown, it has

remained for the Ger-

man artist doll-mak-

ers to make the most

wonderfully lifelike

ones, and particularly

notable are the dolls

designed by Frau-

lein Marie S c h n u r

and other GermanA group of Vienese do

tilted they right themselves at once. To the Japanese maiden artists, illustrations of whose dolls accompany this article

a new doll is only a new doll, but one to whom tradition Likewise, American artists are beginning to turn their atten

has given a soul which must be treated with rever-

ential awe.

When or why or where the Ecclesiastical doll

became the medium of shadowing forth the coming

fashions or of carrying them from one country to

another is not clear, but we find the record of their

having been so used in Venice in the early part of

the fourteenth century. They were shown at the

annual fair on Assumption Day, dressed in

the mode that was to prevail during the com-

ing year. It is claimed by a French writer

that the custom originated in Paris, but it is

certain that the fashion in part, if not in its

entirety, was borrowed from Venice at the

time when the Queen of the Adriatic ruled

the social as well as the Ecclesiastical world
From the acknowledged center of fash-

ion the custom has been in constant use

for several centuries. Fashion dolls are

a large part of the commercial world at

the present day. It is a lucky chance

tion, with excellent results, to this facinating study

and pursuit.

The first Japanese dolls represented Gods of the

Country, mythological beings, demigods, evil and

beneficent deities in certain religious ceremonies and

plays. Some of the modern ones belong to this

class, but not many.

The doll inheritance is a curious and interesting

feature of Japanese life. It is found in sev-

eral other countries, but nowhere else is it

carried out to the same extent that it is in the

Island Empire.

When a little Japanese cherry blossom

|./ comes into this world her happy parents buy

for her a small collection of dolls, consisting

of effigies of the Emperor and Empress, court

musicians, five at least. To these are

added gods and goddesses, members of

the royal family and as many more as

the generosity and financial condition of

the parents and family will admit. These

A "knitter's doll" Modern German dolls Ancient Egyptian doll
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The modern German dolls are truly remarkable and wonderfully natural in expression

are true, each to his type, even to the smallest minutia of cos- Everything that a reasonable doll could wish for is added

tume. Some of the expensive ones are marvels of fine

workmanship. These Hina are carefully conserved for

the small daughter, who is only allowed to play with

them on high days and holidays. The Hina Mat-
suri—doll festival—takes place on the third day
of the third month, and is a most exciting day for

all little girls in Japan.

The dolls are all brought from the Go Down
or store house, where they have rested quietly for

a twelve month, and arranged in the guest room
on tiers of red-covered shelves built for the pur-

pose. They are always arranged in the same
manner and have been from time immemorial;
the Emperor and Empress on their thrones at

the top, and the others set according to their rank.

The tiny models of household articles are won-
derfully pretty and of exquisite workmanship. Chinese baby doll

to the collection, which grows by the addition of one

doll a year at least, as the custom is to give each girl

a doll on her birthday.

All these Hinas are carefully treasured by the

mother until her daughter marries when they go

with her to her new home, and are cherished until

her eldest son marries, when they become his

property, and thus are passed on from generation

to generation.

We can imagine how tenderly and reverently

the children handle these dolls, which have become

a sacred part of the household. There is a super-

stition believed by many that if a doll is treasured

long enough and loved enough, it acquires a soul,

and is supposed to have supernatural powers, and

many are treated like real children and loaned by

one family to another, to bring children good luck.

Two modern dolls attired in quaint, old-fashioned costumes
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

from subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps
should be enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired

THE DECORATIVE VALUE OF GLASS
By George Crane

UCH is the title of this article, and how often

does one give it the thought that is its due?

It seems curious that when the word "deco-

rative" is used, it is almost always associated

with other bits of the interior love of the

home, and we accept the accumulation neces-

sary to the decorative growth and so often leave out the

glass simply where it forms an absolute necessity to fill the

household demand.

In our grandmothers' days, glass was cherished as we to-

day cherish the bits of antiques that have come to us through

years of care and proud endeavor. The mahogany furniture

is sought for and always finds a warm welcome by those

enough appreciative of the workmanship and craft, and old

or new, graces the house with due dignity.

It seems that we might go further and carry with this love

for furniture the love and appreciation of glass also, and try

to convince ourselves of its decorative quality. What is

more charming than the beautiful old Irish glass, with its

graceful shape and delicate cutting? Surely nothing could

be more decorative, and yet one sees but little of it in homes.

It seems to find a resting place in the antique shops and

there remains until taken out by some glass loving admirer.

Glass, like the delicate-hued soap bubble, must be han-

dled with care, for it will break, and perhaps that is why it is

not used more as a decorative unit. After all, care should

be shown everything that we cherish, whether it be glass or

a fine piece of silver. It is due it, and if neglected, sooner

or later we shall lose it; nothing will be left but a memory.

Perhaps the dining-room at once suggests the most pos-

sible place where glass can be shown to advantage, but there

are numerous other rooms that offer their possibilities, so

that the dining-room must be simply one in line and not the

leading one. We naturally think of the dining-room as the

most suitable place for glass,

because it is there the most

useful pieces are found, and

we at once accept this idea,

and it is put down and

stamped with the approval

of nine out of ten house-

wives. Every room in the

house gives glass a warm
welcome, if we did but re-

alize it. To neglect it seems

a bit lacking in a finer per-

ception of what can be done

with this fragile bit of deco-

rative charm.

Elaborately cut glass Early engraved and cut glass decanters

seems a waste of time. It is neither artistic nor does it

leave any room for imagination, and that, after all, must
be a part of one's scheme in the placing of decorative glass.

Cut glass immediately suggests a big shop, where long

tables filled with it invite the passer-by to pause and look

at some fearful piece that at one time was expensive, but

has since been cut down so as to be most tempting in price.

The unwary passer-by falls, the piece is purchased, and a

fine cut glass punch bowl, with all the little punch glasses

hanging by hooks, graces the highly polished golden oak
sideboard! Plain glass, with its graceful form, is so much
better that one often wonders why one does not see it more.
And there is plenty, if one 'has the courage to look beyond
the glitter and glare of the cut glass counter.

Let your mantel shelf hold two old pieces of Irish glass.

Their beautiful shape and simple cutting will add charm to

any room. On your table, in Summer and in Winter, fill

the simple glass bowl with blossoms. The flowers are

lovely in themselves, and the simplicity of the bowl adds to

their beauty and dignity. In a dark corner what could be

more decorative than a large piece of pure white glass re-

flecting the rays of a candle and simply setting the dark
corner aglow with its sparkling reflection in the glass? In a

cabinet or corner cupboard, let glass of dignity attract the

eye and do not place odds and ends there, for, after all, the

corner cupboard is suggestive of a hiding place for pieces,

fearful of an accident if left alone on a table or a shelf.

For a dinner table the glass should be of the simplest

crystal, with little or no decoration. Refinement of line and
quality add the necessary dignity that a dinner table de-

mands. The moment one loads the table with elaborately

cut glass the dignity is destroyed, and, again, one must un-

consciously be reminded of a shop.

How very charming are the plainly cut crystal pendants
that hang from some of the old candelabra, their prismatic

coloring a-glitter as they are swayed by the slightest breeze.

Then, too, the many little fire-fly spots that dance about the

room as the light strikes them
—these bits of glow and a

hundred other decorative

qualities make them a de-

lightful possession. On the

sideboard let your glass be

simple and dignified. Per-

haps two large Irish glass

compotes at either end, with

smaller ones on either side

of a bowl of crystal—these

with several pieces of old

silver, will be most pleasing

and quite sufficient.

The delight in glass is its

reflecting power, and, like a.
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mirror, glass seems to brighten the darkest of

rooms and add a note of cheer. In the bed-

room glass may find a place, and it is surprising

to see what cheer it will bring with it. Glass arti-

cles for the dresser are not only attractive, but

are so suggestive of neatness and always pos-

sible to keep in tidy order. On the little table

beside the bed, with its glass top, the glass tray,

with the glass pitcher for water and the glass

tumbler, will add a note of freshness that is

surprising.

One or two glass bowls filled with the sim-

plest garden blossoms give a bit of color and
are cheerful reminders of the garden itself just

outside. The goldfish bowl makes a charming
flower holder, and one sees it used without

a blossom simply for its decorative value to

set aglow an otherwise dull surrounding. The
opalescent glass is another variety that lends

itself most admirably to the decorative scheme
and needs little garnishing in the way of

blossoms.

What a pleasure it is to see a well-arranged

collection of glass, and how one lingers, fasci-

nated by the fairy-like charm that weaves a

mystic spell about it. If glass hath a charm

of this splendid loan collection. What a true

joy to collect and what a genuine satisfaction

to realize that each individual piece is a decora-

tive jewel of the long chain that for years has

been growing.

In old American glass, both the searcher for

unusual decorative pieces and the collector will

find many opportunities worth grasping. The
writer knows one piece of this old American

glass that makes every one who sees it covetous

to possess it. It is a large round milk "pan,"

of greenish hue, with a broad-flaring rim and a

slightly depressed lip at one point for pouring.

Its place is on a lowboy, beneath a pier-glass, in

the hallway of an old-fashioned house, where

there are many beautiful things of bygone days,

but it gives more character and decorative charm

to that hallway than any other object in it. Old
toddy and flip glasses, and also mugs with han-

dles, all of which were made in great number,

make admirable flower holders, and even empty

have a recognized decorative value. Occa-

sionally well-shaped vases turn up, and old

bottles are by no means to be despised. Many
of them are of such graceful form and decora-

tive interest that it is a real joy to possess them.Old glass lamp, Colonial

to soothe—and truly it has—why not let it come into the What a thankful thing it is that we do not all think

home and take its place among the many other things we alike, for this world would be, indeed, a dreary place to

cherish? live in, and the very surroundings would become dull and
The old painted glass of Germany seems to tell a tale of monotonous. Glass would everywhere be the first thing

a period when great pains were always taken to make to greet our gaze and what variety we now indulge in

this fragile necessity a decorative feature, and the tall gob- and literally thrive on would become 'heavy-laden with that

lets, with their gaily decorated surface and domelike covers, dull stupidity that would rob the old saying of all its truth,

are indeed examples of the art that flourished in the days that "Variety is the spice of life." Anything that is worth
when the appreciation was sincere, and with it was the love doing at all, is worth doing well, and the collector and
of craftsmanship that ruled the day and gave the finished seeker for decorative treasures must bear this in mind,
article its charm that we to-day wonder at and try so hard and does, as experience is the best of teachers, though
to imitate. at times most severe. Patience and experience must go

Glass, like the rest of our present-day essentials, is hand in hand, and the result will be all that one wishes,

turned out by the thousand pieces, some good, others bad and will repay tenfold the time and cost given. The deco-

and a third sort that we are sad to call "horrid," but as long rative value of glass is simple, but must impress upon the

as the manufacture of glass is kept up the variety will cover a mind two things. A thing to be decorative must have a

wide field and the taste displayed will depend on the demand value in its selection, and a thing of value must, in one way
of the community and not the individual. Could the indi- or another, suggest great care and discrimination, or the

vidual choose the patterns, our world of glass would indeed spell is broken.
be improved—that is, if taste were a unit in the make-up of The reader will remember Shakespeare's allusion, "Like
the individual; otherwise it would be a minor repetition that a glass did break i' th' rincing," which reminds one that a

would warn us that it is better "to bear the littleness than word here concerning the care of glass will be in place. It

the largeness of life." One often wonders when a re- cannot be expected that beautiful glass will make an appeal
spective purchase is being made, what sort of a home the to the untutored mind any more than any other beautiful

articles will repose in, for one cannot always judge, appear- object would whose attributes were not those of mere pretti-

ances are so deceptive, and yet it does seem that the moment ness. And it is just as true that when the quality of fragility

of a purchase js almost a give-away of the individual, and is added to that which does not appeal to the unimaginative
opens an enticing vista of the

journey and destination of the

piece or pieces purchased.

In England the love of

glass has led to more than

one exhibition, and one col-

lector, beginning in 1890, did

not allow one piece that was
desirable to escape the mar-
ket. The growth of this col-

lection was steady up to 1 908',

numbering at that time some
hundreds of pieces. At the

present writing, this collection

numbers some four hundred
and sixty to seventy pieces.

The Victoria and Albert Mu-
seum is the happy possessor Early English glass

miind it is not a thing to be

surprised by when a careless

servant mistakes the amount
of indifferent handling glass

will withstand. However the

student of history is invari-

ably impressed with the re-

markable instance of so

much apparently perishable

glass having descended to

us from ancient Phoenician,

Syrian and Roman eras

when time has been less

kind to bronze and iron,

materials one would have
imagined would have with-

stood the ravages of cen-

turies far more successfully.
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Around the Garden
A MONTHLY KALENDER OF TIMELY GARDEN OPERA-

TIONS AND USEFUL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS
ABOUT THE HOME GARDEN AND

GROUNDS

All queries will gladly be answered by the Editor. If a personal

reply is desired by subscribers stamps should be enclosed therewith

SEPTEMBER IN THE GARDEN

55 ;r~'^r

HERE is scarcely a month in all the calendar

which is more dear to every man than Sep-

tember. It is the month which finds us for-

giving July's torrid heartlessness, August's

uncertain temperament, and though it may
bring the blazing sun forth to our tempor-

ary discomfiture, the nights will be delightful, and the day-

time hours in our gardens will atone for all the rest. Our
Summer lassitude will awaken to a more brisk endeavor, and

will find us eager to enter with zest upon another season's

occupations. Our gardens will give us plenty to do, too, so

our hands need not be idle, but can keep pace with our

energies.

How glad we are, as we step forth in the early morning

to gather bouquets for the house, that we took the trouble

to plan for, to plant and to care for the blue Aconite, the

purple Aster Amellus, Belleflower, rose-purple Chelone,

Helium and Helianthus, each as golden and as glorious as

the other; the Scarlet Lobelia, Phlox, Paniculata, yellow

Rudbeckia and rosy Sedum. It is worth running over this

list of hardy Perennials now in order to note the flowers that

lend so much to the beauty of the September garden, for in

this way, if we have neglected or have omitted any of these

in our own gardens, we can save the disappointment of

losing them till another season by planning now, while yet

there is time, to plant them this Fall, when early October

comes around.

Peonies should be planted in September, and it is found

by experience that if showy effects are desired for the first

season undivided root clumps should be selected, as two or

three seasons are required by single roots to produce any-

thing approaching a satisfactory display. Like the penny
Roman candle, the cheap single-root Peony is apt to prove

a bitter disappointment, only it has the advantage of being

Perennial and of growing to final effectiveness.

SHRUBS FOR A SUCCESSION OF BLOOM

A READER of "Around the Garden" has sent the Editor

the following list of shrubs which she planted to se-

cure a succession of bloom. First, there was Forsythia, which
put forth blossoms in April; then the Lilac in May; Spi-

raea in June; Deutzia in July; the Smoke Bush in August;
Hydrangea in September, and the Witch Hazel in October.

This is a goodly list of hardy species that will respond to

cultivation in any garden having good soil. These plants

are not rare, but all may be had from any nurserymen
at a moderate outlay. If shrubs are to be planted in the

Fall, they should go into the ground immediately. The
following are a few additional shrub suggestions that may
prove of service to the garden beginner: For shady situa-

tions, Mahonia, Barberry and Deutzia (Gracilis) ; for tzvo

months' bloom, St. John's Wort and Japanese Rose (Kerria

Japonica)
; for ornamental fruit pods, Barberry, Honey-

suckle (Lonicera) , Bramble (Rubus) , Snowberry, Red
Osier and Buckthorn.

RED SPIDERS AND EVERGREENS

MANY Junipers suffer from red spider in Summer which

turns the foliage brown. This is easily con-

trolled by spraying with a solution of whale oil soap.

Peonies, for decorative garden effects, should be planted now, giving thought to ultimate color effects
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HELPS TO THE
HOUSEWIFE

TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS OF INTER-

EST TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER AND HOUSEWIFE

SEPTEMBER'S CALLS TO THE HOUSEKEEPER
By Elizabeth Atwood

HIS is the time of year when the housekeeper

begins to think about Winter, its needs and

how to prepare for them. We do not have

as much to do as our grandmothers did, for

modern inventions have made work so much
easier, so much more complete in its results,

that dirt does not accumulate as it once did.

It does not seem so very long ago that no housekeeper felt

that her parlor was furnished properly unless it had a fine

body—Brussels carpet or, if possible, a velvet. These dust

collectors were tacked right up close to the mop-boards. Of
course, they had to be taken up either in the Spring or the

Fall for a thorough cleaning. The stairs, too, were heavily

padded and covered with the same kind of carpet. What a

change there is in the present manner of furnishing!

Of course, in those days there were no carpet-sweepers

even, and the most careful sweeping left much actual dust

and dirt behind. It became necessary to get all floor cover-

ings out into the open air at least once a year. Heavy
draperies were taken down in the Spring, carefully cleaned

and put away for the Summer. When September came these

were brought forth and aired before putting into place.

Housework, especially in the Spring and Fall, was no easy

task in the long ago.

What a care the old "what-not" was of the past, with its

accumulations of curios handed down from generations gone

before. We never see now the fantastic chunks of coral

arranged on a shelf with a fan of that material as a back-

ground. It was a great joy and an honor when I became old

enough to wash these specimens for my grandmother. What
has become of all these collections which were so loved by

our grandmothers? Gone, with the tormenting "tidies,"

which were the most untidy things possible.

One would suppose that, with the modern simple style of

furnishing, there would be no Fall house-cleaning really

necessary. We have hardwood floors now in place of the

dust-gathering carpets. We have fewer draperies, and those

are of a kind easily brushed and cleaned. No massive cor-

nices holding weighty lambrequins over double and triple

layers of curtains, for now we do not exclude the air and

light. But there are things to do, for dust does still accu-

mulate in and upon the things which are yet considered

needful.

Vacuum cleaners are becoming possible to every one.

Their construction is becoming more and more simple,

which means that their price is less, and they are less heavy

and bulky. It is possible for a woman to manipulate one so

that the vacuum cleaner comes into play once a week usually.

This surely helps the housekeeper very materially, but there

is still left a lot for her to do.

Vacuum cleaners suck, and take out much dirt and dust

which used to remain with us, but there is still the paint or

woodwork to clean, the corners of one's work, so to speak,

which must be cared for before closing the windows for the

Winter. When one comes back from the Summer's outing

there is dirt enough to demand a real house-cleaning, and one

wonders where it comes from and how it is possible for it to

get in through closed windows and doors. But it does, and

we have to get after it.

Now is the time to open up and thoroughly clean closets;

to shake each garment, wipe out each drawer, carry out and
air clothes which have not been in use through the Summer.
No matter how careful one may be, moths sometimes creep

in, to say nothing of the deadly buffalo-bug, and this search

is really necessary. My grandmother used to hang strips of

red flannel in the closets with her clothes, to coax the moths
and keep them from damaging good clothes. I do not seem
to remember just what the results were in this matter.

Anyway, out of doors, the clothes should go from closet or

attic, as the case may be. Then, brushed and with creases

opened to the sun and light, they should be left for a time.

By the way, have you ever noticed how personal character-

istics show up in outside garments which are hanging on a

line? I have stood and conjectured over such a line of

clothes many times, now with a smile and again with sadness.

This airing of the clothes all takes time and is a very

important duty which seems to belong to the housekeeper
herself. She may hire her woodwork cleaned, her muslin

draperies laundered, her floors oiled, her paint washed and
brass work polished, but she must attend to this looking over

of the clothing, for she must decide whether they are to be

kept for future wear or given away.

September, to me, means much in the way of food prepa-

ration, and this goes on into October. Belonging to the old-

time class of housekeepers, I always have a stock of fruits

and pickles. Modern experiments have made it possible for

firms to make jams and pickles of a very fine quality, and
their canneries turn out a good substitute for home products.

But when all is said and done, they are substitutes, and substi-

tutes only. You can no more expect from them, for their

quantity is limitless, the rich flavor of the fruits that you find

in home products than you can hope to have some hotel

cooking taste as good as home cooking.

We will take the good old-fashioned sweet-pickle, for

instance. No one has made anything that is more delicious

in that line than sweet-pickle made from ripe cucumbers or

watermelon rind. Sweet pickled gherkins are a good substi-

tute, I grant you, but there is a quality to all the home-made
cucumber pickle which has never been reproduced. It truly

belongs to the long ago, when nothing of that kind was ever

bought ready for the table. We are in danger of growing
away from the homely arts by these very excellent substitutes

of the present day. We are growing somewhat indifferent,
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losing pride in personal production, as these very good
things are put in the stores to help those who cannot take the

time to produce them.

This recipe for sweet-pickle, I have used for thirty years.

No chicken pie was ever considered complete without this

adjunct. We would as soon think of leaving out the chicken

as serving chicken pie without sweet-pickle. Take a ripe

cucumber or watermelon rind, the white part, and pare them
with as thin a paring as possible, for the meat part is very

precious. Cut the pared rinds into thick chunks, not too

long in shape. Boil one ounce of alum in one gallon of

water; pour it on the rinds, and let them stand in it several

hours on the back of the stove or in a fireless cooker. Take
out into cold water, rinse well, and leave them in cold water

till thoroughly chilled. I have left them often over night.

Take, for eight pounds

of fruit, four pounds of

the best brown sugar, one

quart of vinegar, and one

large cup of mixed spices

—stick cinnamon, cloves,

allspice and cassia buds,

less of the cloves than of

the other spices. Tie the

spices in a bag made of

cheese-cloth and large
enough to have the spices

loose inside. Boil with the

sugar and vinegar, skim-

ming well as it boils. When
perfectly clear add the

fruit and boil until tender,

which will be ten or fifteen

minutes.

Skim out the fruit and

put into jars. Boil the
syrup five minutes longer,

and then pour it over the

fruit, leaving the tops of

the jars uncovered until

cool. The next day pour off the syrup and boil down again.

Do this for three mornings, keeping the bag of spices in the

syrup each time. Cover and put in a cool place.

Piccalilli may be made and kept in an apartment, it is so

easy to make and keeps so well. India relish is an excellent

substitute, but piccalilli made in the home is far better and

much cheaper. Take four quarts of green tomatoes, chop

them or put them through the meat grinder with the large

cutter. Sprinkle well with salt, using half a cup, and let them

stand over night. In the morning drain off the water and

add two onions and the coarse part of three heads of celery,

chopped fine. Put into a granite or a porcelain kettle, with

one quart good sharp vinegar, two cups brown sugar, one

teaspoon white pepper, one tablespoon each of ground cinna-

mon, allspice and mustard. Cook slowly all day, or until the

tomatoes are soft. Grated horseradish gives a good flavor

if it is to be had.

Crab-apple jelly is another thing which is never as good
as when made in the home. Wash the fruit and cut in quar-

ters, but do not pare nor remove the seeds. Barely cover

with water and boil until soft enough to mash. Put in a

cheese-cloth bag and drain the juice off, but do not squeeze.

Take a cup of granulated sugar to one of juice. Boil until it

jellies on the edge of the spoon when cool.

Excellent marmalade may be made from the pulp which

is left in the bag. Mash through a coarse sieve or colander.

Use equal parts of pulp and sugar, adding the sugar grad-

ually to the pulp as it heats. Boil over very slow fire until

the sugar is thoroughly blended with the pulp. Seal as with

and canned fruit, and what threatened waste, is a preserve.

PEACH CREAM
By Mary H. Northend

Grape jelly is not to be had in its perfection unless the

housekeeper desires it enough to make it herself. Some say

grapes will not "jell," that is, not to be real firm; but I have
not had any trouble with it. Take grapes when not fully

ripe, squeeze a few out of their skins to furnish moisture for

the bottom of the kettle. Remove the rest of the grapes

from the stems and place kettle over very slow fire until the

juice is well started from the mass, when more rapid boiling

will become possible. Strain through cheese-cloth bag. For
every cup of juice use one cup of sugar. Boil until jelly

forms on the spoon when cool, skimming carefully.

Just these four home products will add greatly to one's

table, and, although some trouble to prepare, will add joy

to the meals all through the Winter, giving a touch to a

simple meal which changes it from the commonplace, and
giving the housekeeper a

feeling of being ready at

any time for a quick call.

Soak one fourth box gelatine in one fourth cup of cold water, ten

minutes. Chill and whip one pint of rich cream. To whipped
cream add one third cup of powdered sugar, one teaspoon vanilla

and one tablespoon sherry. To this add gelatine dissolved in one

fourth cup boiling water, add two or three peaches chopped very fine,

and pour into individual molds. When serving, turn into individual

glasses and surround with slices of fresh peach protruding slightly

over the rim of the glass, and place a candied cherry on top.

Macaroons are delicious with this dessert.
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A MEDFIELD
FARMHOUSE

( Continued from pa%e 306)
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This part of the

grounds is a favorite re-

sort for the young people

of the neighborhood
during the warm weather.

The court is so well laid

out and carefully kept in

proper condition that its

superior qualities are ap-

preciated by lovers of this

sport.

Another feature of the

grounds is the swimming
pool, which is at one side

of the tennis court. This

is about twenty-five feet

long and twelve feet wide, cemented and cut down to a

depth of seven feet, and is much used all through the Sum-
mer season. The length and width make it adaptable for

contests in swimming. Its setting is most artistic, with a

background of tall poplars, which are set closely together.
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IRIS
(Continued from page 310)

named varieties showing a wide range of beauty. Iris

squalens represents another good class, the flowers of which

are mostly rich bronze or pure yellow. Of a more decided

yellow still are the German Irises which are grouped to-

gether under the name Iris variegata. In the case of most

of these kinds the standards (the name by which the upright

portions of the flower are known) are of a more or less

different shade to the falls (the technical term for the parts

of the blossoms which hang down). Coming to Spanish

Irises, which have been divided up into an enormous num-

ber of varieties, a splendid bright yellow form is that known
as "Golden King." There is no better deep blue than

"Catharina," while "Avalanche" is a deservedly popular

white variety. A splendid bronze purple kind has been

named "Thunderbolt." Any collection of English Irises

should not fail to include "Clara Butt," a fine white

variety, a deep crimson purple kind which is called "Lord
Palmerston," and the delicate blue gray, "Emperor." A
collection of Irises which included only those kinds which

have been mentioned, would provide a gorgeous display of

beautiful blossom in a wide range of striking color.
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Readers of American" Homes and Gardens who are interested in old furniture, silver, prints

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass, in fact in any field appealing to the collector are

invited to address any enquiries on such inatters to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful attention. Correspondents should enclose stamps for reply.

Foreign correspondents may enclose the stamps of their respective countries.

L. V. : There are several well-known
menders of lace in America. If you care

to have the address of a Xew York lace-

mender the Editor of "The Collectors'

Mart" will be pleased to send it on appli-

cation.

O. W. M. : Regarding your Carey plat-

ter we would say that it was an English
pottery of about 1800 but not valuable,

the design being stamped or printed and
not painted. It is worth about five dol-

lars. The Brissot engraving you speak
about sells for two pounds in England
but there is no demand for it here. It

would probably bring about three or four

dollars in America.

C. F. J.: Referring to your copy of "Lit-

tleton's Tenures" would say that it is a

standard book in law used to-day and
has had many editions. Yours, that of

1594, is worth, however, only about five

dollars. The edition of 1498 would be of

greater value.

F. W. C. A. : In reply to your inquiry
about the Chippendale bed, we would say
that it will bring a better price in Eng-
land than it would here and if your rela-

tions are not willing to accept the four

hundred pounds you say they have been
offered, we suggest that they see some of

the dealers who have shops both in Eng-
land and America. They might consider
its purchase. If you will send a good
photograph of the bed we will give you
an approximate value of what it would be
worth here as nearly as this is possible
to do from a description and an illustra-

tion.

F. R. : Embroidered crepe shawls of fair

size, such as you describe, can be pur-
chased for $25. If you will let us know
if your teapot and cream pitcher have
any maker's mark, we can then deter-
mine the ware.

J. B. J.: As the work of American and
English steel engravers was very ex-
pensive and excellent in quality, it would

be difficult to send you in the limits of

a letter a list of the foremost workers
of this sort. Archer B. Durand was one
of the most noted of American en-

gravers (1825-1850). His most famous
engraving, "Ariadne," after Vanderlyn's
painting, is considered the finest Ameri-
can engraving. T. A. Dean (1850) was
one of the best-known English engravers.

We suggest that you refer to the various

excellent volumes on the subject of Prints

and Print Collecting, any of which we
can supply on receipt of published prices.

W. K. : Referring to your chairs we
would say they are of the following
periods and values

:

1: Late mahogany (1840-1850), value,

$7 to $10; 2: Sheraton about 1790, value
armchair, about $150, plain chair, about
$100 to $125 ; 3 : Dutch marquetry, value

$25 or less; 4: Slat back (first part of

eighteenth century), value, $7 to $10; 5:

American early nineteenth century, value,

about $15. The table is probably Duncan
Phyfe make, about 1830. Value, $75 to

$100. We regret that the description and
photograph of the lamp, box and bottles

is not adequate enough to permit us to

give an opinion or value on same.

E. S. F. : In reply to your letter of June
3, we beg to state that the description

of the first coin to which you refer (that

dated either 1737, 1757 or 1787) is not

sufficient to positively identify the coin.

If copper it would have no value what-
soever, if silver it might have. The sec-

ond coin is one of Ferdinand the Seventh,

1825, coin of George the Fourth, has no
premium, and if silver, would be worth
its face value only. The one-cent pieces

dated 1810 to 1856 would be worth about
five cents each unless in particularly fine

condition in which case the cent-piece of

1810 would be worth $1. The Canadian
dime, dated 1858, if in fine condition,

would be worth 10 cents, or in Canada
in any condition its face value only. The
fourteenth coin is a poor copy of the

Fugio (United States) cent. If it were
in fine condition it would be worth about

Beautify

Your
Home
WRITE for

"Draping the

Home," a brochure

of hints for home-

lovers. It shows by

practical examples how
you can have beautiful draperies and up-

holsteries that will never fade, at wonder-

fully low cost, by using

Orinoka
GUARANTEED

Sun^stfabrics
Absolutely color- fast to sun and water. Easily

washed at home. Many weaves and patterns in

endless color schemes, simple effects as well as

more elaborate ones, all in good

taste and adapted to every kind of

room. Some fine reproductions of

famous old art pieces. We will

gladly furnish the name of dealer

nearest you.

ORINOKA MILLS
215 Fourth Ave., New York

GUARANTEE
These goods are guaranteed absolutely

fadeless If color changes from ex-

posure to the sunlight or from washing,
the merchant is hereby authorized to

replace them with new goods or refund

the purchase price.

<**\ Has lay and Guarantee on every bolt. gi;

Send for our illustrated booklet about

BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLINDS
It's a picture-story telling better than mere words just how the adjust-

able Burlington Venetian Blinds shade your porch—insure comfort and
privacy. It's FREE. Send post card To-day.

BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLIND CO., 339 Lake St., Burlington. Vt.

Jlmerican Homes and Gardens

and Scientific American sent to

one address for one year.

REGULARLY $6

SPARK COILS
Their Construction Simply Explained

Scientific American Supplement 1514 tells

you how to make a coil for gas-engine ignition.

Scientific American Supplement 1522 explains
fully the construction of a jump-spark coil and condenser for gas-

engine ignition.

Scientific American Supplement 1124 de-

scribes the construction of a 6-inch spark coil.

Scientific American Supplement 1087 fives

a full account of the making of an alternating current coil giving a

5-inch spark.

Scientific American Supplement 1527 de-

scribes a 4-inch spark toil and condenser.

Scientific American Supplement 1402 gives

data for the construction of coils of a detinate length of spark.

The above-mentioned set of six papers will be supplied for 60 cents.
Any single copy will be mailed for It) cents.

JUINN A: COMPANY, Publishers
361 Broadway New l'ork
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The Merger of East and West
"But there is neither East nor West, Border, nor Breed, nor Birth,

When two strong men standface toface, tho ' they comefrom the ends of the earth!"
—KIPLING.

In the "Ballad of East and West,"

Kipling tells the story of an Indian

border bandit pursued to his hiding

place in the hills b> an English

colonel's son.

These men were of different

races and represented widely differ-

ent ideas of life. But, as they came

face to face, each found in the other

elements of character which made
them friends.

In this country, before the days

of the telephone, infrequent and in-

direct communication tended to keep

the people of the various sections

separated and apart.

The telephone, by making com-
munication quick and direct, has

been a great cementing force. It has

broken down the barriers of distance.

It has made us a homogeneous
people.

The Bell System, with its 7,500,000

telephones connecting the east and
the west, the north and the south,

makes one great neighborhood of

the whole country.

It brings us together 27,000,000

times a day, and thus develops our

common interests, facilitates our com-

mercial dealings and promotes the

patriotism of the people.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

Universal ServiceOne Policy One System

SUN A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-

(
let, "SUN DIALS," sent upon

_U J_^Y.J_jJ^ request. Estimates furnished.

i Any Latitude ^ s* foT Booklet No. S

E. B. MEYROWITZ, Inc., 237 Fifth Avenue, New York

Branches : New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris

THE HOTEL OF AMERICAN IDEALS

HOTEL POWHATAN
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Best Located Hotel in Washington
New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Refined. Elegant.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms, detached bath, $1.50, $2.00 up
Rooms, private bath, $2.50, $3.00 <up

Write for Souvenir Booklet "B" with Map.

CLIFFORD M. LEWIS, Manager

Just Published

Garages and Motor
Boat Houses

Compiled by

WM, PHILLIPS COMSTOCK

fl This work contains a collection of selected designs for

both private and commercial buildings, showing the very

latest ideas in their planning and construction.

<J There are 1 36 illustrations of garages and motor boat

houses, consisting of plans and exterior views reproduced

from photographs.

•J These designs have been contributed by twenty-four

well known architects from different sections of the United

States.

<I The book is divided into five sections as follows:

I. Private Country and Suburban Garages.
II. Private City Garages.

III. Suburban and City Public Garages.
IV. Motor Boat Garages.
V. Garage Equipment and Accessories.

<I Neatly bound in board and cloth. Size 7)4 x \0}4
inches. 1 19 pages.

i Price $2.00, Postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc.
361 Broadway, New York

$1.25. The value of a coin does not
depend upon its antiquity, as silver coin
of certain Roman Empires in absolutely
fine condition and of unquestionable
authenticity can be had from 50 cents to
Si apiece. Perfect condition in a coin
enhances its condition proportionately.
Poor coins of any sort have almost no
market value.

T. P. : In reply to your query we would
say that your collection is undoubtedly
of much interest but would very much
like to have the photographs of the vari-

ous articles you mention as we can then
determine more accurately the age and
values.

M. G. M. : In regard to your tray we
would say that we find no mention of E.

V. Houghwout & Company, New York,
on record as a maker of silver or of silver

plate. We therefore, assume that he was
a dealer or rather a dealer's company and
the tray was made for him by a silver-

smith, as was often done.

E. W. H. : The following is the list you
requested of some of the most valuable
printed books in the world : Gutenburg
Bible, the first printed book, $50,000.
Psalter of 1457, first book printed with
a date, $50,000. "Receyyel of the History
of Troy," printed by William Caxton, the
first book in the English language,
$40,000. First edition of Chaucers Cante-
bury Tales, 1478, $20,000. First edition
of Sir Thomas Malory's "Morte D'Ar-
thur," $20,000. "Book of the General
Laws of Massachusetts," 1648, first book
of laws printed in America, $20,000.
Bay Psalm Book, 1640, first book printed
in America, $10,000. First edition of
Shakespeare's "Venus and Adonis," $10-,

000. Psalter of 1459, the best copy of
which is in the Morgan collection,

$10,000.

L. R. S. : The small bronze object you
submit is an ancient Roman arrangement
for suspending a lamp from an apart-
ment. It is not a tripod, although the
three sections are like three tripod legs.

The rings in which these terminate were
threaded with the cords which held the
lamp or lamps. The ring at the top is

missing.

H. P. R. : The coin of the date March
28, 1811, which you submit is a silver

tesstoon of Columbia, issued upon the oc-

casion of the deliverance of Popayan by
Antonio Baraya from the Spanish rule.

It is described (No. 8219) by Jules
Fonrobert in "Catalogue of Coins of

Central and South America," published
by Adolph Weyl, Berlin, 1878. It would
bring between three and four dollars at

auction.

L. R. C. : From a passage in Coryate's

Crudities, it has been imagined that its

author, the strange traveler of that
name, was the first to introduce the use
of the fork into England, in the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century. He says
that he observed its use in Italy only "be
cause the Italian cannot by any means
endure to have his dish touched with
fingers, seeing all men's fingers are not
alike clean." These "little forks" were
usually made of iron or steel, but oc-
casionally also of silver. Coryate thought
good to imitate the Italian fashion.
Despite Coryate's claim to attention,

forks were in use by the Anglo-Saxons
throughout the middle ages.
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M. C. M. : The pale buff colored paste

of the pound of the plate you describe

and the richness and purity of its glaze

immediately suggests that it is a genuine
example of the majolica of Castel Dur-
ante. Subject pieces do not appear to

have been so abundantly painted at

Castel Durante as at the neighboring
fabriques, and such pieces to which the

lustre enrichment has been added are

still less frequent. Therefore your tazza,

if genuine would appear to be of decided
value. If you care to forward it for ex-

amination the Editor will be pleased to

submit a further opinion.

D. M. O. : The coin about which you ask
is the testone d'Argento of Galcas Marie
Sforza, Milan. 1468-1476, ascribed to

Leonardo da Yinci as its artist. It is

fully described by Christian Jurgensen
Thomson in his "Description Des
Monnaies du Moyen-Age," published in

18T3. An unusually fine gold zecchino of

Peter Gradenigo Doge of Venice (1289
A. D.) recently sold for $4.90, at the Will-
iam Appleton sale, in New York. A half

zecchino (gold) brought $3.00 at the

same sale, while $10.00 was paid for a

gold doppetta of 1814 (Ferdinand III,

Xaples and Sicily) such as you enquire
about.

X. P. R. : The portrait of the Prince
Consort never appeared upon the postage
stamps of Great Britain. In the early

days of postage, shortly after their in-

vention and introduction (England, 1840)
an "essay," as a proof of a projected pos-
tal issue is called was prepared and a

die engraved with a portrait of the Prince
Consort. The Editor has a fine copy of

this in his collection but he doubts if

ever the Prince Consort essay was seri-

ously considered for issue and believes

this was engraved out of compliment to

Prince Albert.

G. T. W.: In regard to the Reynold's
portrait, we would say if you will let us
know the exact size of the painting, its

condition and whether a full-length or
bust portrait, we will be able to tell you
more definitely regarding its value as
that would depend upon the print and its

quality.

J. G. C. : The ancient Roman glass pen-
dant you submit is interesting. Possibly
the representation of an animal in dis-

cernible relief is not that of a lion but of

a dog, which hypothesis is suggested by
the proximity of the star above the dog's
head. The great heat of the month of

July led to a superstition among the
Romans ; they conceived that this pre-

eminent warmth was connected in some
way with the rising and setting of the
star Canicula—the Little Dog—in co-
incidence with the sun. They accord-
ingly conferred the name of "Dog-Days"
upon the period between the third of July
and the eleventh of August. (Horace
makes allusion to this in his address to
the Blandusian Fountain.) The utter
ba-.elessness of the Roman superstition has
well been shown by the ordinary process
of nature for Canicula does not now rise

in coincidence with the sun until the end
of August while, of course, the days be-
tween the 3d of July and the 11th of

August are what they have ever been.
The force of the Roman superstition is

thus brought home to us by such a stray
object as the little antique Roman bead
you submit.

IifeWHITE ENAMEL
THE bright welcome

of Milady is only

equaled by the pure
white woodwork finished

with Vitralite, the Long-

Life White Enamel.

Vitralite will make your home
a haven of delight. Gives a du-

rable, lastingand water-proof finish

on all wood, metal or plaster sur-

faces, inside or outside.

Send for Booklet and Sample Panel

finished with Vitralite, showing its

porcelain-like gloss. Vitralite will

not show brush marks nor turn

yellow like ordinary enamels.

61" Floor Varnish will make
your floors heel-proof, mar-proof

and absolutely water-proof. Test
it yourself. Send for

Free Sample Panel

finished with "61." Hit it with

a hammer — you may dent the

wood but the varnish won't crack.

The quality of P. & L. Varnish Products has always
been their strongest guarantee. Our established policy

is full satisfaction or money refunded.

Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products are used by
painters, specified by architects, and sold by paint

and hardware dealers everywhere.

Address all inquiries to Pratt & Lam-
bert-Inc.,119Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N. Y.
In Canada, 63 Courtwright St., Bridgeburg,
Ontario.

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES
AMERjcAi-i Factories C" _,__.___ .—..,,—.,-» fiL A Vt, „ — Foreicn Factories
New York Buffalo Chicago ESTABLISHED 0*+ TEARS Lonoc-k Par.s
B»iooe8u»o, Canada H«.r.i burc

Just Published

The Modern Gasoline Automobile
Its Construction, Operation, Maintenance and Repair

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M. E.

700 (6x9) Pages. 500 1 11 us tra ions. 10 Large Folding Plates

Price, $2.50
The ModernGasoune

AtffiMfe

•:M Aii*r£ NAHCE/f?EPA) Rj

THE latest and most complete treatise on the Gasoline Automobile ever issued. Written in simple
language by a recognized authority, familiar with every branch of the automobile industry. Free
from technical terms. Everything is explained so simply that anyone of average intelligence may

gain a comprehensive knowledge of the gasoline automobile, The information is up-to-date and
includes in addition to an exposition of principles of construction and description of all types of auto-
mobiles and their components, valuable money-saving hints on the care and operation of motor cars

propelled by internal combustion engines. Among some of the subjects treated might be mentioned

:

Torpedo and other symmetrical body forms designed to reduce air resistance ; sleeve valve, rotary valve
and other types of silent motors; increasing tendency to favor worm-gear power-transmission; universal

application of magneto ignition; development of automobile electric lighting systems; block motors;
underslung chassis; application of practical self-starters; long stroke and offset cylinder motors; latest

automatic lubrication systems ; silent chains for valve operation and change-speed gearing ; the use of

front wheel brakes and many other detail refinements.

By a careful study of the pages of this book one can gain practical knowledge of automobile construc-
tion that will save time, money and worry. The book tells you just what to do, how and

when to do it. Nothing has been omitted, no detail has been slighted. Every part of the automobile, its equipment,
accessories, tools, supplies, spare parts necessary, etc., have been discussed comprehensively. If you buy or intend
to become a motorist, or are in any way interested in the modern gasoline automobile, this is a book you cannot
afford to be without.

Not too Technical for the Layman—Not too Elementary for the More Expert
Send prepaid to any address on receipt of price

A special eight page circular describing this book sent free on request

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 361 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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Stained with Caior'l Shingle Stains

Davis, McGrath Sf Shepard, Architects, N. Y.

Stain Your Bungalows
Don't paint them. Stain them all over, roofs, siding

and trimmings with

Cabot's Creosote Stains
The gloss of paint does not harmonize with the bungalow idea, but

the soft, deep colors of our stains suit perfectly. They are not

"painty" but rich and transparent, bringing out the grain of the

wood and increasing its natural beauty. They cost only half as

much as paint and only half as much for labor to apply. If your
bungalow is m the woods, where skilled labor can't be had, you
can do your own staining with perfect results. Our stains are made
of the strongest and finest colors, ground in linseed oil, and special-

ly refined Creosote "the best wood preservative known."

Cabot's Stains are sold all over the country. Send
for- stained wood samples and name of nearest agent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg. Chemist
131 Milk Street Boston, Mast.

Use a Moth-Proof Chest
15 Days FREE

A Piedmont South.
era Red Cedar Chest sent on
15 days' free trial. Protects furs, woolens HWI **• 'or

and plumes from moths, mice, dust and jMR Illustrated

damp. Ideal birthday, wedding or Xmas Gift.
t "^f Catalog

Shipped from factory at low factory prices. Freipht prepaid.

D I C... Write for 64 pace illustrated cataloer and book,
DOOK Tree "Storyof RedCedar." Postpaid, free. Write today.

Piedmont Red Cedar Chest Co., Dept. 299 Statesvllle, N. C.

RATS KILLED B Y SCIENCE
DANYSZ VIRUS is a
Bacteriological Preparation

AND NOT A POISON—Harmless to Animal* otter thin mouie-
like rodentl. Rodent* die In the open, For 1 imall houie, 1 tabe,

75c i ordinary dwelling. ] tubei. $1.7$i larfer place— for each S.090
sq. ft. floor snare, uie 1 dozen, $6.00. Send now.

DANYSZ VIRUS, Limited, 72 Front Street, New York

Berkey & Gay Furniture Co.
will send you on receipt ol 15-2 cent 6tamps a copy of

"Character in Furniture"
a de luxe book of romance and history of period furniture. Illustrated by

Rene Vincent. Their address is ••..•»«.•.
178 Canal Street Grand Rapids, Mich.

$4 MAILED YOU

1
for each full set of false teeth sent us.

Partial sets in proportion. Highest

prices for Old Gold, Platinum, Silver, Diamonds and Jewelry.

Send by Parcel Post today. Ask for list of wonderful Diamond
bargains. Philadelphia Smelting & Refining Co., 825 B Chest-

nut St., Phila.. Pa. Est. 2 J Years. Keep Ad. for reference.

Biltmore Nursery
issues four practical, help-
ful and interesting Cata-
logs;^ "Hardy Garden

Flowers, ' " Flowering Trees and Shrubs," "The Iris Catalog"
and "The Biltmore Nursery Catalog." Any one free.
BILTMORE NURSERY Box 1594. Biltmore, N. C.

Garden Furniture
Send for Catalog of many designs and
special offer for September orders.

Hardy Ferns for Autumn planting.

Send for list A.

North Shore Ferneries Company
Beverley, Massachusetts

Designers and Makers of Garden Accessories

THE COLLECTORS' SIS
MART

;*
'->

ausmam- ^gan iiM»n- jimmtt

Collectors are invited to send short descrip-

tions of their wants and offerings to the Col-
lectors' Mart. Wants and offerings will be in-

serted in this column without charge. American
Homes and Gardens takes no responsibility in

connection with any of the offerings submitted.
.Ill communications should be addressed to "Col-
lectors' Mart, American Homes and Gardens,
:;oi Broadway, New York, N. Y." All replies

should be accompanied by a blank envelope,
stamped and marked with the register initials

(which identify the ivants and offerings) in the

lower left hand corner of the envelope, the whole
to be enclosed in the envelope addressed to the
Collectors' Mart. Photographs should be care-
fully protected and packed flat.

Offered: My collection of rare historical,

dark blue Staffordshire china plates as a

whole or separately. Contains among
others, Pittsfield, Cadmus, States, Union
Line, City of Albany, U. S. Bank, Phila-

delphia, Near Fishkill, Atheneum, Bos-
ton, City Hall, N. Y., Landing Pilgrims,

Octagon Church, Boston, Dam and
Waterworks, Philadelphia, State House,
Boston, Gilpin's Mills, etc. Also some
old historical plates in pink, etc. In all

about 50 pieces in choice condition, and
as a whole would make a valuable asset

to a richly furnished Colonial dining-

room. Complete list on request.

E. X. L.

Wanted: Old American silver teapots,

creamers, sugar-bowls, tankards, por-

ringers, pap boats and old Communion
services, flagons and cups. A. T. C.

Offered: Antique clocks, pewter, cover-

lets and furniture. A. R. P.

Offered: China plate Edward VII corona-

tion, 1902. Jenny Lind's admission con-

cert ticket, 1851, with signature Cleveland;

another signed P. T. Barnum, 1851.

Wanted: Old lamps, candlesticks, lan-

terns and other objects illustrating the

history of lighting. V. M. H.

Offered: Antique writing desk of about

1650, of walnut with finest ivory inlaid

design. Lower part contains three large

and two small drawers. Will send photo
and price on request to interested party.

M. A. B.

For Sale: Fine old violin inscribed as

follows : Antonius Stradivarius Cremon-
sis Faciebat Auno 1717 with mark.

W. S. C.

Offered: Collection of antiques, together

or separately. Old cut and engraved
glass goblets, caraffes, decanter, celery

glass, hand-embroidered Dutch collars,

exquisitely embroidered nainsook skirt,

fans, bead wristlets or trimmings done in

Bulgarian colors, cup, plate, American
eagle, about 125 years old and other

articles. A. D. A.

Exchange: To exchange old pewter for

other pieces not in my collection or will

exchange old blue platter by J. Wedge-
wood for old pewter. C. W. G.

Wanted: Old original pencil drawings by
noted artists, signed. V. D. B.

Offered: One fine old walnut four-post

tester bed, recently refinished in hand-rub
finish. Fine condition. M. R. S.

Offered: An antique Kabistan rug, il-

lustrated and described in the first

edition of Mumford's boook on "Oriental
rugs," together with copy of same book

Trees treated now by Davey
Tree Experts will show
marked improvement next
spring.
The splendid condition of the trees of
many of America's and Canada's
finest estates, on the Capitol grounds
at Washington, in the public parks of
numerous cities, bear testimony to
the skill and thoroughness of

Davey Tree Experts
Many of these trees wereweak—Some
were far advanced in decay and
disease, but through proper treat-

ment were enabled to withstand the
severest ravages of the terrible

storms which wrecked so many trees
in your vicinity this year.
Let a Davey Tree Expert Examine your trees now
and report on their condition. This we will
do without cost or obligation to you. Write
for booklet "A" and state when it will be
most convenient to have this expert examin-
ation made.

The Davey Tree Expert Co. , Kent, 0.
Branch Offices with Telephone

^Connections: New York. Chicago,
Montreal, San Francisco.

Accredited Representatives

Available Everywhere.
Meo Without Credentials

Are Impostors.

ANTIQUES
of all kinds—large stock of OLD CHINA; some fine old
MAHOGANY FURNITURE; Copper, Brass. Pewter and old
Cut Glass, old Blue Quilts; Colored English Print*; Old
Mirrors; and Clocks. Almost Everything in Antiques. Cata-
log on request,

Mrs. ADA M. ROBERTS. Box 98
WASHINGTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE

£S£i SheepMamin
Dried and Pulverized

One Barrel EQuals Two
on Loads Barnyard Manure

\

^^
fl? /f °° f°r 200 lb. bbl. prepaid east of Omaha. Ask

j

uJtc^™ for quantity prices and interesting' booklet.

THE PULVERIZED MANURE CO.. 21 Union Stock Yards, Chicago
|

lead in style and appointment. They have a longer
wheel base,— a larger body with more spacious
interiors and luxurious upholstering. Dropped
frame. Enclosed Fenders—Auxiliary Rain Vision
Shield. Tires, — special pneumatic, or, Motz
Cushion. On exhibition In all principal cities.

The Rauch & Lang Carriage Co,, 2180 W. 25th St., Cleveland. Ohio

NAVAJO BLANKETS

~p era era
-fan

riHb dhbcL.

-per
*

DEL.
npn nrrIT 'I I"

*"

These artistic floor coverings guaranteed genuine, in

a great assortment of handsome patterns.

ALASKA FUR RUGS
The finest specimens of the big game of Alaska per-

fectly mounted in rich rugs.
Our Free Catalogue for full particulars, illustra-

tions and prices on Indian Blankets, Moccasins, Gold
Nugget Jewelry, Ivory Work, and other interesting and
valuable articles—guaranteed as represented.

HUDSON BAY FUR CO., Inc.

Colman Block Seattle, Washington
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and letter of identification. Price

$600.00. M. D. B.

Wanted: Small boxed mirror, Persian.

Rose-pattern lacquer. H. M. B.

Offered: Old newspaper containing ad-

vertisement of reward for a runaway
slave. E. S.

Wanted: Early stamped (not embossed)
book-plates. G. T.

Wanted: Persian paintings on sheets of

mica. O. L. B.

Offered : Old secretary, about 1800. Two
Chippendale chairs (same pattern), with
interesting Colonial history attached

.

glass punch-bowl (interesting history) ;

jubilee number of Brother Jonathan (July

4, 1845), Old Bible (1760), ten-cent Con-
federate stamp picked up on field of

Gettysburg July 3, 1863. J. G. B.

Wanted: Broken bank bills; medals of

Nebraska; Odd Fellow medals of all

kinds. L. T. B.

Wanted: Objects in straw mosaic.

A. R. D.

Wanted: Old Mexican pottery. C. R.

Offered: Old-fashioned bedstead. W.

Wanted: Early visiting cards or business
cards engraved with interesting vignettes,

old valentines before 1850. J. B. T.

Exchange: Fine collection of old and rare

California Indian baskets. F. M G.

Offered: Fine proofs by the best American
wood-engravers ; also portraits of Lin-
coln, Washington, Franklin, etc. B. J. G.

Wanted: Old advertising announcements
prior to 1820. P. H.

Wanted: Copy of "The Bewick Col-

lector."

Offered: Linen tablecloth, design
George II mounted, emblems of Eng-
land, River Thames, etc., once property
of George IV, and presented by him to

ancestor of owner. Antique Spanish lace,

drawn work spreads, filet, etc., from
Spanish convents. H. J.

Offered : Two Heppelwhite shield back
chairs and pair of girandoles, at one time
the property of Joseph Bonaparte, Shef-
field urn. Majolica plaque, piece rare
Chinese silk with design of imperial arms
of China, historic in value. Wedgewood
flower-pot. C. H.

Offered: Some rare dark blue historical

china plates from my collection. C. E. V.

Wanted: Small glass cup plates. C. E. V.

Offered: Three volumes (folio) Mc-
Kenny & Hall's Indian Tribes of North
America. One hundred and twenty col-

ored plates 14^x2034 inches. Three-
quarter grained Morocco. Philadelphia,
1842. In very good condition. Would
also like to exchange stamps with col-

lectors. N. A. H.

Offered: Set of carved ivory chessmen,
$10.00.

Offered: Two brown, barrel-shaped
vases, wreathed with grapes and leaves,
in silver lustre, late 18th or early 19th
Century English-ware. B.

Offered: Several pieces first Empire
China, a willow-ware Nankin platter but-
terfly border, 18th Century Mound-build-
ers' pottery and celt. B. P.

SETH THOMAS Clocks are un-
usually appropriate for holiday,

birthday or wedding gifts. Their
companionable, cheery tick, their re-

fined beauty of design, together with

their unfailing accuracy, are constant

reminders of the donor.

SethThomas
Clocks

These clocks have proven their reliability

and masterly perfection through one hundred

years of unfailing service. Today they are

the standard timekeepers wherever precision

and lifelong satisfaction are demanded.

For a Century
the National Timekeeper

Every clock requirement can be supplied from

the various Seth Thomas models. There's

a style, design and size to suit every taste,

and at most convenient prices.

Sold by all leading dealers.

SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY
15 Maiden Lane, New York City

3 r*. ~t

Dear-born. iStreet
iStatiort, Chicago
Ka>s a
SetKTkomas Clock.

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet have your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

il-ff CsfUim Hmrdwmrt Sft:lthlti, Fru.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.a*kc Manufacturers

..•..*..«..«..•.. ••••••»••••••••••••••

The^chilling Press
j

PRINTERS OF QUALITY
137-139 East 25th St. New York City

"Oaks from Acorns Grow"
\J^E welcome the smallest printing order, because we
vv know that the service we give will lead to more
business. Experience, punctuality and price are the
three features on which our wide reputation is built.

Furnishing text and ideas for novel, attractive printing
are our specialty.

Printers of "American Homes and Gardens'*

KEEP THIS MARK IN MIND
It means MAK-GRO Odorless Plant Food
and EARLY-CROP Odorless Fertilizer. If

you are one of the fortunate ones who are trying
them out in your Garden this Summer, we do
not have to explain. If you have not tried them,
send for our literature and be prepared to use
indoors for your Fall Transplanting, and for
making LAWN, and for seeding down for

PASTURE, etc., and learn how to use it for
next year—INDOORS AND OUTDOORS—
FROM A POUND BOX TO A CARLOAD.

CONSUMERS FERTILIZER COMPANY
NEW YORK--LONGACRE BUILDIN G- -SUITE J

CONSUMERS
FERTILIZER
COMPAHT

i To Prevent Dusting of

Cement Floors Use

CHI-NAMEL
CEMENTONE

*
I
i

Furnished in colors and colorless. m
Easy to apply and expense is small ™

Fill out coupon for Free Book of directions and color I
illustrations.

I A ™

%
THE OHIO VARNISH CO.

8604 Kinsman Rd., Cleveland, O
Please send Free Book on treatment o!

cement walls, floors, etc.

Name
Address _. *
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A Noiseless

Water Closet

Is a Device

that eliminates f{|
your troubles in toilet plan-

ning. It enables you to place
film

ifpf this room in the most convenient location. The absence of noise when

|f the closet is flushed, MAKES POSSIBLE the H
Much Desired Toilets Off the Hallway

and Convenient to the Parlor or Living Room
"Silentflow" Water Closets are the result ofyears of study

you will be quick to see the durability of a
closet that flushes without noise.

Wolff "Silentflow" has been the outcome of years
of study on noiseless closets, and like all other Wolff's products,

was not put on the maiket until it was perfect in design,

construction and workmanship.

" No noise you know,
It's a Silentflow."

. Wolff Manufacturing Co
Manufacturers of Plumbing Goods Exclusively

The one line that's complete— completely made by one

General Offices: Showrooms:
601-627 West Lake St. Ill N. Dearborn St., Chicago

Branch Offices:
Denver, Col. Trenton, N. J. Omaha, Neb.

s^ Minneapolis. Minn. Dallas, Texas

^^_vi
Rochester, N. Y. St. Louis, Missouri

San Francisco, Cal. Washington, D. C.

^^ Cincinnati, O. Cleveland, O.
-^^v«.. Kansas City, Mo.

For Beautiful Homes
SEE THESE TWO NEW PLAN BOOKS.

"The DRAUGHTSMAN" % "PLAN-KRAFT"
For one story homes. For two story hornet.

1913 editions, contain exteriors anc? interiors of ad-
vanced designs of homes featuring the new modifi-
ed Swiss Chalet and Japanese Architecture.

PRICE 2SC EACH POSTPAID
DE LUXE BUILDING CO.

523-D Union League Building. Los Angeles, Gal.

To Build Beautifully You Should Have These Books
More than three hundred illustrations and plans of artistic and comfortable homes of

practically every size and style. Innumerable valuable suggestions and ideas.

Modern Dwellings-9x 1 2 in., 150111ust. ($3,500 to $50,000) with I BOTH BOOKS
Bans $i.so v *o nn

American Homes— 1 50 Illus. ($2,500 to $10,000 with Plans) . .$1,00 ) "P^'UU
These Books contain a profusion of the latest ideas in Georgian, Colonial,
English, Bungalow, &c, for those who are Planning to Build.

BARBER & RYNO, Architects Knoxville, Tenn.
Geo. F. Barber & Co,

Plant for Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with the largest stock that can be secured! It takes many years to

grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that
give an immediate effect. Price List gives complete information.

ANDORRA NURSERIES
WM. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor

Box
N

CHESTNUT HILL
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WHEN THE BEES SWARM
By E. I. FARRINGTON

ALTHOUGH amateur bee-keepers are

likely to get excited when a colony
swarms, they no longer think of beating
tin pans and shouting in order to make
the flying creatures seek a resting place.

Swarming is not now the wonderfully
mysterious act of other days, and the bee-

keeper knows just what to do in order to

capture and hive the swarm.
If the bees settle where they can be

reached, they should be immediately
sprinkled or sprayed—but not drenched

—

with water. This will serve to prevent
their taking flight again at once. The
swarm usually settles on some object near

at hand when it first issues from the hive

and then wings its way to a spot favor-

ably reported on by the scouts as

adapted to home making. The bee-keeper
should capture the insects before they
start on the second or long flight.

There should always be an empty hive

at hand, ready for emergencies. This
may be quickly filled with drawn comb
or starters and placed on the ground
under the bees. The next act is to spread
a cloth on the ground in front of the

hive and to shake the bees if possible,

or brush them if necessary, from their

temporary abiding place. The insects

will fall upon the cloth and if gently

urged with smoke will almost always run
into the hive. When they are all in,

a few puffs of smoke may be blown into

the entrance and the hive then left until

night, when it may be moved to its per-

manent stand.

If the bees settle on a limb far above
the ground they cannot be readily

sprinkled, of course, and the bee-keeper
should work quickly. There are bee
catchers mounted on long poles into

which the swarm may be jarred from
below. Dealers in bee supplies carry this

apparatus, but a hoop around the mouth
of a bag and attached to a pole answers
about as well.

Handling bees at swarming time is

accompanied by but little danger of

stings, even though the work is done
with bare hands. Before they leave the

hive, the insects gorge themselves with
honey, so that they are not able to easily

curve their bodies sufficiently to sting.

Moreover, they seem to be particularly

good natured at this time—as though
taking a rare holiday and disposed to be
at peace with all the world. This may be
a bit sentimental but at all events a

swarm of bees is not nearly so dangerous
as it appears.

If there are a number of colonies in

the yard, it may be difficult to determine
which one has swarmed. Dr. H. A. Sur-
face, Pennsylvania's zoologist and an
expert bee-keeper, recommends the fol-

lowing plan to settle this matter: Put
some of the bees from the cluster into

a vessel and swing it in a circle several

times, then throw the bees into the air.

This treatment seems to bewilder the in-

sects and they will fly directly to the
hive which they occupied before they
came forth with the swarm.

If, by chance, a sting should be re-

ceived, the barb should immediately be
brushed from the wound; otherwise, it

will continue to work its way into the

flesh and continue injecting poison.

Then smoke should be puffed over the

spot, for smoke seems to conceal the
odor of the poison. If other bees detect

this odor, they become excited and may
sting, too.
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Out With The Birds. By Hamilton M.
Laing. New York: Outing Publishing

Company: 1913. Cloth. 8vo. Illus-

trated. 249 pages. Price $1.50 net.

"Out With The Birds" is a book that

would have been impossible twenty years

ago. The author goes armed, but not with

a gun. He brings home his game at the

end of the day, but it is not a jumbled heap

of blood-stained feathers. The weapon is

a camera, and the game is a truthful and

sometimes exasperating dry plate and so

he has written this book—a chronicle of

personal happenings ; of high hopes and
small adventures ; a living picture of the

busy, musical life that goes in the air, among
the treetops, and on the lakes and stream;

by which he spends his days.

The Home Poultry Book. By E. I. Far-
rington. McBride, Nast & Company:
New York: 1913. Cloth, 8vo. Illus-

trated. 172 pages. Price, $1.00 net.

Many poultry books have been put
upon the market within the past few
years, but we doubt if any of them keep
closer to the line of instruction for the

novice than the Home Poultry Book.
Its aim is to tell those who have no
knowledge of poultry, and are desirous

of keeping a few hens, just how to begin.

It is not crowded with technicalities, but
goes straight to the point in a simple way,
and above all is so well illustrated, that

the amateur can judge at a glance which
type of hen best pleases his fancy, and
can have his poultry house constructed
on the lines of one of the many practica

buildings shown.

THE INFLUENCE OF ATMOS-
PHERIC MOISTURE UPON

AUTOMOBILE MOTORS

IT is a matter of common knowledge
among automobilists that in Summer the

motor works better, more smoothly and
more regularly in the earlv morning hours
and toward evening, when the air is moist.

The cause of this effect is somewhat ob-

scure.

According to La Pratique Automobile

,

a French engineer, M. Patrouilleau, sug-

gests a simple theory to account for the

fact. He points out that in Summer the

air is not only moister at night than toward
noon, but also cooler and therefore denser.

While the carbureter may work less effici-

ently in moist than in dry air, the influence

of the change in density more than com-
pensates for this. His influence is quite

markedly felt in ascending altitudes—there

is a loss of ten per cent in efficiency for

every three thousand feet or so. Further-
more, it must be borne in mind that the

vapor pressure (vaporizing tendency) of

gasoline rises very rapidly with the tem-
perature, increasing forty-fold for the tem-
perature range from the freezing to the

boiling point of water. Hence the influence

of temperature upon carburetion is very
marked. On a Summer's day the passage
of a cloud over the sun is sufficient to pro-

duce a distinct effect, and the difference be-

tween the action of the motor in the morn-
ing and at night is due, according to M.
Patrouilleau, to the same cause.

Lane Double Beam Hangers

Lane Double Beam Hangers are used to support floor timbers in all first-

class building construction.

Be sure these are included in your specifications.

Do not have the timbers cut away for mortise and tenon or depend
upon spiking them fast.

The house cannot settle nor walls crack if Lane Timber Hangers are

used.

A beautiful aluminum desk model will be gladly sent to those con-

templating building.

Lane Brothers Company, ?Z!jjE2£gn!v.
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MINERAL WOOL
The
Modern
House
Lining.

Samples
and
Circulars
Free.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City

Just Published

The Swiss Chalet Book
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By WILLIAM S. B. DANA

THIS book tells the story of the Chalet in Switzerland, its

history, evolution and construction. It is picturesque
as well as instructive and is replete with illustrations

and diagrams, sections and plans. The author has not
neglected the Swiss Chalet in America and tells the reader
of the use that has been made of Chalet forms in California,
accompanying his text with attractive pictures.

Table of Contents
Chapter I.—Switzerland Visited ; Swiss Architects and

Builders. II.—Construction Details; Granary Construction
;

Examples of Modern and Older Chalets. III.—The Chalet
Skeleton; Basis of Ornament; Small Chalets. IV.—Balcony
and Gable Construction ; Doors, Windows; some Classic and
Modern Chalets. V.—TheChalet Facade; Window Disposi-
tion ; Plans and Elevations. VI.—The Chalet Facade ; Sys-
tem of Ornamentation. VII.—The Chalet Interior ; Planning,
Plans and Elevations. VIII.—The Chalet Interior; Interior
Decoration ; Furniture. IX.—Adaptation of Swiss Chalet in
other Countries ; American Adaptations. Bibliography.

Cloth, lUx-W}i inches

151 Pages 250 Illustrations

Price, $2.50 Postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc., 361 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

12 Bungalow Plans

FREE
With One Year's Subscription to

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

An indispensable guide to an ideal home. It has solved all the problems
and knows just what you want. It takes up in detail the construction, decoration

and furnishing of real Bungalow Homes. Profusely illustrated with splendid
photographs of the newest ideas in bungalow construction including exteriors,

interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes to the

reader each month with a wealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you
many times its cost for a whole year. Full working drawings, specifications and complete bill of material for one
bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable estimate of its cost, is an invaluable

feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a
life's work-the building of a real home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU,

Twelve Magazines, Twelve Working Drawings, Twelve <JjO f\f\
Specifications, and Twelve Bills of Material for ty£f\J\J

Send Coupon Now--TODAY
BUNGALOW PUBLISHING CO., Inc. Seattle, Washington
For the enclosed $2.00 send me Bungalow Magazine for one year beginning with the. issue. It is understood that I shall receive

each montli a complete working plan for one Bungalow, including specifications and bill of material. ($2.50 in Canada, Foreign $3.00)

Name Street

Town State T

ANCIENT HIGHWAYS

MR. L. W. PAGE, in ' Roads, Paths
and Bridges," tells of the stone-

surfaced roads found in Egypt, built

thousands of years ago, of massive stone
blocks, in some places ten feet thick.

It was over such a substantial road as

this that the stones used in the construc-
tion of the great Pyramids were hauled.
Egypt is not the only land possessing
relics of early road-building. Babylon,
the city of hanging gardens and great
walls, at a very early date developed a

high state of civilization, and Semiramis,
its great queen, was an enthusiastic road-
builder. It is at this period that we find

what is probably the first use of stone
in bridge-building. The two portions of

the city were joined by a bridge across

the Euphrates.
At that period, more than two thousand

years before Christ, asphalt was used in-

stead of mortar in constructing the vast

walls around the city. Commerce flour-

ished, and great highways radiated to all

the principal cities of the world then

known. It is said that a highway 400

miles long, and paved with brick set in.

a mortar of asphaltum, connected Nine-
veh and Babylon.

It was left to the Carthaginians to be-

come instructors to the world in the art

of road-building. Carthage is given the

credit of having demonstrated to the

world the strategic and economic value

of improved roads. But for a splendid

system of highways, which permitted an

easy means of communication with all

parts of her domains, she never could

have reached the heights she attained,

either in commerce or war.

EDUCATION AND WOMEN IN
JAPAN

IN his "Fifty Years of New Japan," Count

Okuma said of the Women's University

of Japan: "It may be said to be built on

the principle of the equality of the sexes

and equal education for men and women.

The courses of study are so arranged as to

be in full accord with the political and

social conditions of the country, as well as

with the peculiar characteristics of our

women." This institution was founded at

Tokio eleven years ago by a Japanese Chris-

tian, Mr. Naruse, who visited American

colleges for women to get information as to

the practical outworking of his idea for the

higher education of women. The aim of

the university is further set forth as being

"to educate woman, regarding her as a

member of state, society, and also as a sex.

It is intended to inculcate in her the spirit

of self-respect and confidence, and to de-

velop and cultivate her various characteris-

tics as a woman," it being planned also to

add ideas and thoughts imported from the

west which will enable her to "become a

useful member of society, apart from being

queen of the household." Some of_ the

other schools for women in Japan are listed

as "a women's commercial school, a wom-
en's fine arts school, women's department

of the school of photography, and a wom-
en's sewing and tailoring school." Educa-

tionally, women may be fairly said to be

making great strides in Cherry-blossom

Land. Politically, their case seems more
doubtful. On the law-books it has been

virtually remade, many new statutes being

recorded in their favor, but westerners get

the impression sometimes that the law on

the book is merely for show, and that the

Tapanese woman who should try to reap

her nominal rights under them would soon

find out just how nominal they are.
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CONCRETE POTTERY AND GARDEN FURNITURE ^

By RALPH C. DAVISON

T

I

I HIS book describes in detail in a
most practical manner the var-
ious methods of casting concrete
for ornamental and useful pur-
poses and covers the entire field

of ornamental concrete work. It tells

how to make all kinds of concrete vases,

ornamental flower pots, concrete pedes-
tals, concrete benches, concrete fences,

etc. Full practical instructions are given
for constructing and finishing the differ-

ent kinds of molds, making the wire
forms or frames, selecting and mixing
the ingredients, covering the wire frames
and modeling the cement mortar into

form, and casting and finishing the
various objects. With the information
given in this book any handyman or

novice can make many useful and ornamental objects of cement
for the adornment of the home or garden. The author has taken for

granted that the reader knows nothing whatever about the material,

and has explained each progressive step in the various operations

throughout in detail. These directions have been supplemented
with many half-tone and line illustrations which are so clear that

no one can possibly misunderstand them. The amateur craftsman
who has been working in clay will especially appreciate the adapt-

ability of concrete for pottery work inasmuch as it is a cold process

throughout, thus doing away with the necessity of kiln firing which
is necessary with the former material. The information on color

work alone is worth many times the cost of the book inasmuch as

there is little known on the subject and there is a large growing de-

mand for this class of work. Following is a list of the chapters

which will give a general idea of the broad character of the work.

I. Making Wire Forma or Frames.
II. Covering the Wire Frames and Mod-

eling the Cement Mortar into Form.
III. Plaster Molds for Simple Forrts.

IV. Plaster Molds for Objects having
Curved Outlines.

V. Combination of Casting and Model-
ing—An Egyptian Vase.

VI. Glae Molds.
VII. Colored Cements and Methods Used

fur Producing Designs with same.

16 mo. Sxi-x.l\-2 inches, 196 pages, 140 illustrations, price $1.50 postpaid

This book is well gotten up, is printed on coated paper and a-

bounds in handsome illustrations which clearly show the unlimited

possibilities of ornamentation in concrete.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers
361 BROADWAY NEW YORK

VIII. Selection of Aggregates.
IX. Wooden Molds—Ornamental Flower

Pots Modeled by Hand and Inlaid with
Colored Tile.

X. Concrete Pedestals.

XI. Concrete Benches.
XII. Concrete Fences.

XIII. Miscellaneous, including Tools,

Water proofing and Reinforcing.

J

JUST PUBLISHED
A Complete and Authoritative American Work

!

Standard Practical Plumbing
BY R. M. STARBUCK

Author of " Modern Plumbing Illustrated " etc., etc.

Octavo, {6% x g}i inches), 406 pages, 347 illustrations.

Price, $3.00 postpaid.

This work is especially strong in its

exhaustive treatment of the skilled work
of the plumber and commends itself at

once to everyone working in any branch
of the plumbing trade. It is indispensable
to the master plumber, the journeyman
plumber and the apprentice plumber.
Plumbing in all its branches is treated

within the pages of this book, and a large

amount of space is devoted to a vry
complete and practical treatment of the

subjects of hot-water supply, circulation

and range boiler work.

The illustrations, of which there are three hundred and forty-

seven, one hundred being full-page illustrations, were made ex-
pressly for this book, and show the most modern and best Am-
erican practice in plumbing construction.

Following is a list of the chapters:

Residence Plumbing.
Plumbing for Hotels,

Schools, Factories, Sta-
bles, Etc.

Modern Country Plumb-
ing.

Filtration of Sewage and
Water Supply.

Hot and Cold Supply.
Range Boilers; Circula-

tion.
Circulating Pipes.
Range Boiler Problems.
Hot Water for Large

Buildings.
Water Lift and Its Use.
Multiple Connections for
Hot Water Boilers;
Heating of Radiation
by Supply System.

Theory for the Plumber.
Drawing for the Plum-
ber.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers, 361 Broadway, New York

I. The Plumber's Tools. XVIII.
II. Wiping Solder, Composi-

tion and Use.
XIX.

III. Joint Wiping.
IV. Lead Work. XX.
V. Traps.

VI. Siphonage of Traps. XXI.
VII. Venting.

VIII. Continuous Venting. XXII.
IX. House Sewer and Sewer

Connections.
XXIII.

X. House Drain. XXIV.
XI. Soil Piping, Roughing. XXV.

XII. Main Trap and Fresh
Air Inlet.

XXVI.

XIII. Floor, Yard, Cellar XXVII.
Drains, Rain Leaders, XXVIII.
Etc.

XIV. Fixture Wastes.
XV. Water Closets.
XVI. Ventilation. XXIX.
XVII. Improved Plumbing Con-

nections.
XXX.

fy 7\Handy Nan's Workshop
and Laboratory

Compiled and Edited by A. RUSSELL BOND
12mo, 6x &/£ inches, 467 pages, 370 illustrations

Price, $2.00 Postpaid

A Collection of Ideas and Suggestions for the Practical

Man
EVERY practical mechanic, whether amateur or professional, has been con-

fronted many times with unexpected situations calling for the exercise

of considerable ingenuity. The resourceful man who has met an issue of

this sort successfully seldom, if ever, is adverse to making public his methods of
procedure. After all, he has little to gain by keeping the matter to himself and,

appreciating the advice of other practical men in the same line of work, he is only

too glad to contribute his own suggestions to the general fund of information.

About a year ago it was decided to open a department in the Scientific Amer-
ican devoted to the interests of the handy man. There was an almost immediate
response. Hundreds of valuable suggestions poured in from every part of this

country and from abroad as well. Not only amateur mechanics, but profes-

sional men, as well, were eager to recount their experiences in emergencies and
offer useful bits of information, ingenious ideas, wrinkles or "kinks" as they
are called. Aside from these, many valuable contributions came from men in

other walks of life—resourceful men, who showed their aptness at doing things

about the house, in the garden, on the farm. The electrician and the man in

the physics and chemical laboratory furnished another tributary to the flood

of ideas. Automobiles, motor cycles, motor boats and the like frequently call

for a display of ingenuity among a class of men who otherwise would never
touch a tool. These also contributed a large share of suggestions that poured
in upon us. It wa3 apparent from the outset that the Handy Man's Workshop
Department in the Scientific American would be utterly inadequate for so

large a volume of material ; but rather than reject any really useful ideas for

lack of space, we have collected the worthier suggestions, which we present in

the present volume. They have all been classified and arranged in nine

chapters, under the following headings :

I., Fitting up a Workshop ; II., Shop Kinks ; III., The Soldering of Metals
and the Preparation of Solders and Soldering Agents ; IV., The Handy Man in

the Factory; V., The Handy Man's Experimental Laboratory ; VI., The Handy
Man's Electrical Laboratory ; VII., The Handy Man about the House ; VIII.,

The Handy Sportsman ; IX., Model Toy Flying Machines.

VV
MUNN & CO, Inc.

361 BROADWAY NEW YORK J

The Scientific American
Boy at School
By A. RUSSELL BOND

12mo, 6 x 8% inches, 338 pages, 314 illustrations.

Price, $2.00 Postpaid

An Ideal Book for Boys and Particularly so for the
Holidays

THIS book is a sequel to "The Scientific American Boy,'' many thousand
copies of which have been sold, and has proven very popular witn the
boys. The main object of the book is to instruct how to build various

devices and apparatus, particularly for outdoor use. The construction of the
apparatus which is fully within the scope of the average boy, is fully
described and the instructions are interwoven in a story, a feature which has
assisted in making" The Scientific American Boy" so popular and interesting to
the boy.

It takes up the story of "Bill" and several of his companions at boarding
school. They form a mysterious Egyptian society, whose object is to emulate
the resourcefulness of the ancients. Their Chief Astrologer and Priest of the
Sacred Scarabeus is gifted with unusual powers, but his magic is explainfd so
that others can copy it. Under the directions of the Chief Engineer, d;ims.
bridges and canal-locks are constructed. The Chief Admiral and Naval Con-
structor builds many types of boats, some of which are entirely new. The
Chief Craftsman and the Chief Artist also have their parts in the work done
by the Society, over which Pharaoh and his Grand Vizier have charge. Follow-
ing is a list of the chapters :

Chapter I., Initiation ; Chapter II., Building a Dam ; Chapter III., The Skiff;

Chapter IV., The Lake House; Chapter V., A. Midnight Surprise; Chapter VI.,
The Modern Order of Ancient Engineers ; Chapter VII., A "Pedal Paddle-Boat";
Chapter VIII., Surveying ; Chapter IX., Sounding the Lake ; Chapter X.,
Signaling Systems ; Chapter XL, The Howe Truss Bridge ; Chapter XII., The
Seismograph ; Chapter XIII., The Canal Lock ; Chapter XIV., Hunting with a
Camera ; Chapter XV., The Gliding Machine ; Chapter XVI., Camping Ideas

;

Chapter XVII., The Haunted House ; Chapter XVIIL, Sun-Dials and Clepsydras ;

Chapter XIX., The Fish-tail Boat ; Chapter XX., Kite Photography ; Chapter
XXL, Water-Kites and Current Sailing; Chapter XXII., The Wooden Canoe;
Chapter XXIIL, The Bicycle Sled ; Chapter XXIV., Magic ; Chapter XXV.,
The Sailboat; Chapter XXVI., Water Sports, and Chapter XXVII., Gevser
Fountain.

MUNN & CO., Publishers

361 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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Four of the principal Berry Brothers products are used in finishing the beautiful Colonial house shown above. On the floor,

Liquid Granite; on the interior trim, mantel and staircase, Luxeberry White Enamel; on the doors, Luxeberry Wood Finish,

on the porch pillars, and other exposed outdoor trim, Luxeberry Spar Varnish.

Liquid Granite

A floor varnish whose name sug-

gests its wonderful durability.

Gives a beautiful finish, unaffected

by wear or water. The best

known and most widely used of

all varnishes.

For Every Varnish Need-
Berry Brothers' Varnishes

Luxeberry Wood Finishes

For the finest rubbed (dull) or

polished finish on interior wood-

work. Woodwork 30 years old

finished with this splendid varnish

is still fresh and bright.

Luxeberry White Enamel
Unequalled for white interior

finishing—stairs, hallways, bath-

rooms, as well as white furniture.

Gives a rich, lustrous surface of

exceptional beauty. A white ena-

mel that stays white.

Luxeberry Spar (It's Waterproof)

So called because originally used

for marine work— for masts, spars,

decks and hulls of boats. Now
widely employed for all kinds cf

outdoor finishing, exposed to the

weather. Will not turn white,

and it never checks nor cracks.

NO matter what your varnish re-

quirements are—interior or ex-

terior, for whatever purpose—Berry
Brothers can furnish you the varnish

that is best adapted for that use.

Don't buy "just varnish." Let us

help you choose the right varnish for

your requirements. Don't think that

any varnish will do for any purpose.

Floors require a different finish from
bookcases, and outdoor work, exposed
to the weather, needs a different

varnish from stair rails.

Don't use a $2.50 varnish where a

$4.00 varnish would be real economy.
Let us advise you.

Berry Brothers, Inc.
Largest Varnish Makers in the World. Established 1858

Factories .-—Detroit; Walkerville, Ont. Branches:—New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

Baltimore, Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, San Francisco.

Fifty-five years' experience has taught
us how to make the right varnish for every
purpose. We make all kinds ; we make
them right— and varnish buyers have come
to know and trust us. That is why we
have grown to be the largest makers of

varnish in the world.

That is why the Berry Brothers' label on
your varnish-can guarantees not only satis-

factory appearance, but durability and
ultimate economy.

Whether you are a houseowner, contrac-

tor, builder, painter, dealer, architect, or

manufacturer, it will pay you to know about
Berry Brothers' Varnishes. Solve your
varnish problem by buying or specifying

Berry Brothers. Any dealer can supply you.

Send for our "Homebuilders' Booklet," In-

teresting, instructive and free for the asking

"Berry Week"—the Best Time to See Your Dealer About Varnish

From September 13 to September 20 will be

"Berry Week" in the leading stores throughout

the country, handling varnish, paint and similar

goods. Dealers will devote special attention to the

sale of Berry Brothers' Varnishes. They will have
varnish displays on exhibition. They will be unus-

ually ready and able to discuss varnish problems

with you.
Take advantage of "Berry Week." Learn

more about varnish. Plan for your fall repairs and
decorating. And order Berry Brothers' Varnishes

if you want satisfaction.
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The Print-Collector's Quarterly
Edited by F1TZROY CARRINGTON

CONTENTS FOR OCTOBER
MARCANTONIO RAIMONDI

By Arthur M. Hind
WHISTLER'S LITHOGRAPHS

By Thomas R. Way
THE DIVISION OF PRINTS OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

By A. J. Parsons

CHARLES MERYON, POET
By William Aspenwall Bradley

THE PRINT-COLLECTORS QUARTERLY is published in February, April, October and December
of each year. It measures 7 x 4| inches, and is bound in gray paper covers. Each issue contains

about one hundred pages of text and forty illustrations. It is the only periodical in English, in Europe
or in America, devoted exclusively to etchings and engravings.

THE PRICE CF THE PRINT-COLLECTOR'S QUARTERLY IS ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

MUSEUM
BOSTON,

OF FINE ARTS
MASSACHUSETTS

American Estates and Gardens
By BARR FERREE

Large Quarto, llxl3\ Inches. 3JfO Pages. 275 Illustrations. Handsomely Bound. Gilt Top. Boxed.

^ This is a sumptuously illustrated volume in which for the first time,

the subject of the more notable, great estates, houses and gardens in

America receive adequate treatment. An effort has been made to select

as great a variety as possible of the styles of architecture which have

been introduced into this country, as being specially adapted to the

peculiar conditions of American country life.

^ Although the exteriors of some of the houses shown may be familiar to

a certain number of readers, few have had the privilege of a visit to their

interiors, and for that reason special attention has been given to reproduc-

tions of many of the sumptuous halls and rooms of the people of wealth,

and no better way can be obtained of learning how the favored few live.

1$ The building of the great homes of America has necessarily involved

the development of their surrounding grounds and gardens ; the work of

the landscape gardener has rivaled, in its dignity and spacious beauty, that of the architect. If but little

is known of our great estates, still less is known of their gardens, of which, in spite of the comparatively

short period that has been given for their growth, we have some very noble instances among us, which
are illustrated and described in the present volume. <J This work is printed on heavy plate paper and
contains 340 pages 10£xl3£ inches, enriched with 275 illustrations, of which eight are in duotone. It is

handsomely bound in green cloth, and stamped in black and gold, and, in addition to being the standard

work on notable houses and gardens in America, unquestionably forms a most attractive gift book.

Special Offer
A limited number of copies

of this book (the price of

which is $10.00) is offered

with a subscription to

AMERICAN HOMES AND
GARDENS (the price of

which is $3.00 a year) in

combination for $7.50.

$13. VALUE FOR $7.50

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers, 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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POULTRY

DEB
WHEN THE HENS MOULT

By E. I. FARR1NGTON

GROWING a new coat of feathers is

a serious matter for a hen, and for

that reason she needs particularly good
care during the moulting period, which
commonly lasts nearly three months. With
most poultry, moulting is more or less con-

tinuous, but once a year there is a general

shedding of the feathers and the growth
of an entire new body covering. Some-
times the new feathers come almost as

fast as the others fall out, but again a hen
may become nearly bare in the course of a

moult.

Such hens as moult early and get their

new feathers before Winter weather ar-

rives, may be expected to produce a profit-

able number of eggs when eggs are high.

Birds which commence moulting late in the

Autumn are hardly worth keeping over,

unless especially valued as breeders. As a

rule, the amateur will do well to make table

poultry of the fowls which do not begin

dropping their feathers before cold weather

is at hand. If they are not in good con-

dition for eating, they may be confined for

a week and fed liberally of ground grains

softened with milk or water.

Naturally the hens which have been the

heaviest layers will be in the poorest phy-

sical condition, but they are likely to be

the very birds which the owner will want
to keep for breeding purposes. They will

need close attention. The early hatched

pullets should be ready to lay soon after

these older birds have ceased to fill the

egg basket, but there is likely to be a short

eggless interval which the amateur finds

difficulty in bridging over.

It is important to keep the pullets and
the hens -eparate. for the latter will need

special feeding as the moult comes on, if

they are to be kept over. Green food in

abundance will be required and there should

be an extra allowance of beef scraps, al-

though without going to extremes. After

the first two or three weeks it will be well

to add a little linseed or oil meal to a

crumbly mash given each morning. If the

amount proves to be laxative it must be re-

duced. Sunflower seeds may also be fed

as a part of the grain ration. All these

oily feeds aid in the growing of feathers.

The mash should not be sufficient to con-

stitute a whole meal, but grain should be

scattered in the litter in the usual way, the

birds being compelled to scratch for what
they eat and not allowed to become cloyed

with food and thus lose their appetites. It

is perhaps well to cut down on the corn

ration and to feed more wheat and oats.

Still, the amateur is to be cautioned against

any sudden or drastic departure from his

usual methods. It is a mistake to be led

into trying first one system of feeding and
then another. And changes of any sort

best introduced gradually.

A few years since a plan to hasten the

moult wa-. exploited and many poultry

keepers believed a way had been found to

Use Oxide of Zinc Paints

]\ l\ONEY cannot be saved by economizing on paint.

* " ^Such "saving" always results in multiplied expense

for repairs.

Keep your property sound and sightly by the

liberal use of good paint at proper intervals.

Good paint inevitably means Oxide of

Zinc paint.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY
We do not make paint ; but

will mail to any address

a list of manufacturers of

Oxide of Zinc Paints.

55 Wall Street, New York

tttksU%e^-

] For Beautiful Homes
SEE THESE TWO NEW PLAN BOOKS.

"The DRAUGHTSMAN" g "PLAN-KRAFT"
For one ctory homes. For two story homei,

1913 editions, contain exteriors and interiors of ad-
vanced designs of homes featuring the new modifi-
ed Swiss Chalet and Japanese Architecture.

PRICE 25c EACH POSTPAID
DE LUXE BUILDING CO.

523-D Union League Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

Aft e r 12 Y ears
This "Liquid Granite" Floor is Still Bright and Lustrous

Pittsbcrgh. Pa.. March 4. 1912.

"Some 12 years ak'o I put down in my residence a hardwood floor and in finishing it used Berry Brothers' Liquid Granite. Three
years ago I decided to refinish. Soap, ammonia and warm water were used to prepare the floor, but had no effect on the varnish except
to clean and briehten it. We are now usintf the floor with the original " Liquid Granite" and still find it superior to any finish we
have ever seen."

An architect is one of the

severest varnish critics. He in-

sists on good varnish—not only
in his home, but in the differ-

ent buildings he erects for
clients.

In the experience of George
Hodgdon and thousands of othtr architects and
users throughout the land, for thirty years Berry
Brothers' Liquid Granite has been superior in

durability, lustre and all-'round finishing value.

55 years of honest making and honest service

are back of every Berry Brothers' product.
Berry Brothers' label is your guide to the
varnish that will serve you best.

ROTHERS'
VARNISHES

George Hodgdon. Architect.

Here are four of our principal

products:

Liquid Granite—A floor

varnish whose name suggests
its wonderful durability.

Luxeberry Wood Finish—
For the finest rubbed or polished

finish on interior wood work.

Luxeberry White Enamel— For white in-

terior finishing. A white enamel that stays white.

Luxeberry Spar Varnish—For marine uses

and all kinds of exposed outdoor finishing.

Never turns white, checks or cracks.

Use and specify "Berry Brothers" varnish

—

for sale by nearly all dealers.

Writefor interesting literature on the ^varnish question

BERRY BROTHERS
IV'irlrVi Largest Varnish Makers

Factories:— Detroit; Walkerville

Chics?

(INCORPORATED)
Ont. Branches:—New York. Boston, Philadelphia. Baltimore.

i, St. Louis, Cincinnati, San Francisco.

EnMisheJ JS5S
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G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and

Geese, Flamingoes, Game and

Cage Birds.

"Everything in the bird line from a
Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have

on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn.

A WONDERFUL RESIDENCE SITE, 20 TO 30 ACRES.
in the high altitude (640 feet) pure air belt of Chappaqua

;

magnificent scenery and roads. Address Brevoort Hill, Chap-

paqua, Westchester County, N. Y.

Do You Want To Sell

A Building Lot
A House

A Farm or
An Estate?

•I An Advertisement in "American Homes &
Gardens" new Advertising Section 'The
Real Estate Mart"

Will Be Read by People Who Want

TO BUY!

PHOTOS OF PROPERTY REPRODUCED

Rates of Advertising on Request

Address: "The Real Estate Mart"

^AMERICAN HOMES&GARDENS
361 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

We Wish to Call Attention

to the fact that we are in a position to

render competent services in every

branch of patent or trade-mark work.

Our staff is composed of mechanical,

electrical and chemical experts, thor-

oughly trained to prepare and prose-

cute all patent applications, irrespec-

tive of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the

specialized, technical, or scientific

knowledge required therefor.

We also have associates throughout

the world, who assist in the prosecu-

tion of patent and trade-mark applica-

tions filed in all countries foreign to

the United States.

MUNN & COMPANY
Patent Attorneys

36 1 Broadway New York, N. Y,

and

625 F Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

get the hens through the feathering trans-

formation in early Summer in order that

they might begin laying again in the Fall

at the time of the annual shortage. The
leading feature of the plan was the with-

holding of food for some days, compelling

the birds to draw upon their surplus tis-

sue. The natural result was a prompt dis-

continuance of egg production, and the

shock to the system commonly brought on

the moult prematurely, quite according to

expectations. Also, the new feathers grew

in the process of time and early laying fol-

lowed. Nature's methods were not to be

meddled with successfully, however, for it

was found that either the hens moulted

again after a short period of laying or that

Ithey gave very poor accounts of them-

selves during the Winter. This seems to

have been the general experience, at least,

and little is heard about the plan now. If

the breeder has a dollar or two which he

wants to part with, he is at liberty to pur-

chase one of the advertised systems show-
ing (so it is claimed) how to make hens

moult early, but unless his money comes
unusually easy he is advised to keep it.

At moulting time the fowls are in con-

dition to suffer more than usually from the

ravages of lice and mites, and it behooves

the poultry keeper to take extra pains in

getting rid of these pests so far as pos-

sible. The old time plan of spraying the

walls with kerosene and washing the roots

with the death-dealing fluid is not to be

discounted, but there is a much easier way,

for the amateur at least. There are coal

tar preparations on the market with which
the roosts may be painted and which will

certainly keep them free from vermin for

many weeks, if not for months. Their use

wonderfully lightens the labor of the

poultry keeper and it is well to make an ap-

plication of one of these preparations at

this time. If the birds be also taken from
the perch some night, and fresh Persian in-

sect powder or a prepared lice powder be

thoroughly dusted into their feathers the

lice problem will be disposed of for a con-

siderable time. When painting the roosts

it is well to go over the nests, too, and any
parts of the walls where the red mites may
be found to cluster. These particular pests

depart from the birds in the morning to

hide in cracks and crevices or under the

roosts until the next night.

It is most advisable to separate the males

from the rest of the flock at this season,

although they need the same care as the

hens. As a matter of fact it is usually a

mistake to have the males running with the

hens at all after the breeding season. It

is the best policy of the average amateur
to dispose of all his cock birds in the

Spring, anyway. The following statement

in a bulletin recently issued by the govern-
ment at Washington sufficiently explains

the reason : "The egg loss of the United
States amounting to $45,000,000 annually

would be cut one-half, if the male birds

were removed after the hatching season was
over. Fertile eggs are subject to rapid de-

terioration, due to the development of blood
rings and rots, which take place even if

eggs are given good care."

This is another matter, to be sure, but

it is one well worth considering, in con-

nection with the fact that two or three

chanticleers welcoming the rising sun are

sufficient to set a whole neighborhood by
the ears.

It should not be understood that hens
lay no eggs while they are changing their

coats. Some specimens lay more or less

freely throughout the moulting period, but

most hens shut off entirely when the moult

Drinking Water
Guaranteed

and Healthful

The most powerful germicide known
to the medical profession is ozone

The Ozosure
Water Purifier

generates ozone, absolutely killingevery
disease germ— instantly, yet not destroy-
ing the water's taste or value. "And
the cost

—

Less Than lc. a 100 Gallons
Distilled and boiled waters are de-

prived of the bone-building lime salts,

which children need; filtered waters
are merely strained—germs frequently

passing through the filters; bottled or

spring waters are expensive with no
guarantee of purity.

TheOzosure is electrically operated

and attachable to any water supply.
In various sizes—for homes, apart-
ment houses, hospitals, etc. Can be
used with any water cooler.

You never know when you
or your family may be drinking
life-destroying germs. Insure

yourself against this danger ab-
solutely, now. Write for our
instructive booklet— it's free

—

and intensely interesting.

American Ozone Co.
Dept. A

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

r The Stephenson System of

Underground Refuse Disposal

Saves the battering of your
cans and scattering of garbage

from pounding out frozen contents. Thousands in Use

fl^l!^' Underground
Garbage and Refuse Receivers
A fireproof and sanitary disposal of ashes and

refuse in front of your heater.

Our Underground Earth Closet
means freedom from frozen cesspool con-
nections, a necessity without sewers.

Ten years on the market. It pays
to look us up.

Sold direct. Send for circular

C. H. STEPHENSON. Mfr.
21 Farrar St. Lynn, Mats,

McCRAY REFRIGERATORS
Active and cold air circulation—Sanitary linings.

Send for Catalogue
McCRAY REFRIGERATOR COMPANY

587 Lake St., Kendallville, Ind.

Private Water Supply Plants

W WATER SUPPLY
ANY SEND FOR CATALOC N

51111 KEWANEE WATER SUPPLY CO.
NEW YORK CITY KEWANEE .ILL.

»W.<S^ pUmpS K
A
N
LL

s
CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tool*
Barn Door Hanger*

Write for Circular* and Price*

F. E. MYERS & BRO.,Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Work*
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is at its height. They get pale of comb and
often seem to have hardly ambition enough
to eat. Then they should have plenty of
green stuff as an appetizer. The more
vigorous the birds the more quickly they
go through this experience and resume
their egg-laying function. There seems to

be no good basis for the belief that hens
moult later the older they grow, but it does
seem to be a fact, judging from experi-
ments, that a longer time is required by
old than by young birds. This is not a

matter to be tested by the ordinary poultry
keeper, however, for if he is wise he will

keep only young stock, notwithstanding that

birds of advanced ages occasionally make
enviable records, which are reported in the

papers with comments.
It is not at all unusual for pullets which

were hatched in February or earlier to

moult the same season, and the reference to

early pullets already made applies to those
which broke the shell about the middle of
March or even a little later, for the smaller
breeds. Birds hatched extra early, espe-
cially if grown rapidly, are therefore likely

to complicate matters by going into the
Winter as moulting pullets, which means
that they will be slow in beginning to lav.

Even though they do not moult but start

laying in early October or perhaps late Sep-
tember their eggs are pretty certain to be
small and alogether unsatisfactory.

It is an interesting fact that the new
coat of feathers grown by a moulting hen
are quite likely to differ greatly in appear-
ance from that cast off. As a rule, dark
fowls moult lighter. Anconas offer an ex-
cellent example. White feathers are al-

most sure to show in constantly increasing
numbers, and it is not unusual to find three
or even two-year-old birds which are nearly
white. Breeders being aware of this ten-

dency select extra dark hens and cocks
when making up their breeding pens. Un-
commonly good pullets, from the viewpoint
of the fancier, not infrequently moult into

specimens which are worthless so far as
feather markings go. and this statement
holds good as applied to various other
breeds, particularly those having laced or
pencilled feathers. Fanciers find it espe-
cially necessary to give their birds careful
attention while they are in the moult, watch-
ing to see that the new feathers are not in-

jured. Twisted tail or wing feathers are
often removed, new ones growing to replace
them.

HOW HUMMING-BIRDS BATHE

NOT being acquainted with the bath-
ing habits of humming-birds, says

Katherine E. Dolbear in the Atlantic
Monthly, I put out an abalone shell as
the most artistic bathing-dish I could
find

; but never to my knowledge did she
pay the least attention to it. One morn-
ing, in the midst of a shower, however,
she crouched down on the wet blade of

a dogwood leaf, and her rapidly flutter-

ing wings spattered the rain-drops in

every direction. She went from leaf to

leaf until she had succeeded in getting
her feathers very wet; then she perched
on a twig, shook off the drops, and care-
fully preened her feathers. It is not im-
probable that, in the absence of rain,

humming-birds use the dewdrops in early
morning. In closer captivity, the bird
bathed in a gladiolus blossom. Hereafter
a pitcher-plant is to be used. A hum-
ming-bird that was arcnstome.l to drink-
ing sweetened water from a spoon one
day found water in tlie spoon, instead

of sweets, whereupon she at once alighted

on the edge and took a bath.

No royal coach builder
ever lavished more infi-

nite care and pains on a
monarch's equipage. A
standard developed
through sixty years of
unceasing endeavor has
given Rauch & Lang
Electrics an unchal-
lenged prestige that
commends them to those
of ultra discernment. It

is a matter of "not how
many, but how good."
Naturally our production
is limited.

For Alt Driving
Necessities

Front Control— Rear
Control — Combination
Control. The latter type
is interlocking — also
brakes. Protection
against meddling from
person seated in rear

while car is being oper-
ated from Front,and vice

versa. The Rauch &
Lang Control System is

the most wonderful pro-
tective item in the Elec-
tric Vehicle World.

The Climax in Electric Car Construction

The New Rauch & Lang
Worm Drive

Rauch & Lang leadership in the

making of electrics is again empha-
sized in the adoption of the Worm
Drive—the greatest single advance-

ment in the history of the electric car.

As utmost beauty and refinement

have always distinguished Rauch &
Lang Electrics, so does the worm
drive mark their continued suprem-
acy in respect to method of propul-

sion. It excels the advantage of the

double chain over the single — of

the bevel gear shaft over the double

THE RAUCH & LANG CARRIAGE COMPANY
2186 West Twenty-Fifth Street

chain. It is the engineering world's

latest and greatest offering in perfect

driving mechanism. It means utter

simplicity in driving, greatest power-
economy, greater all round efficiency,

better riding and coasting qualities,

no adjustments, no misalignment, and
lower upkeep cost. Its silence is sootn-

ing. The worm drive is the only prac-

tical direct drive in electrics, and the

Rauch & Lang Straight Type Worm
Drive is superior to all others.

Any Rauch & Lang Agent will gladly dem-
onstrate. Catalog mailed on request.

JH.BROOKSsCo.ClE^O.
Iloor&Sidewalk Lights.

^0F EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Send^Catalogue.

ONE OF THE FINEST HIGH ALTITUDE RESIDENCE
sites in Westchester County; 40 acres; beautifully land-

scaped; no finer residence site. Address Treeholme, Chap-
paqua, Westchester County, N. Y,

SPARK COILS
Their Construction Simply Explained

Scientific American Supplement 1514 tells

you how to make a coil for gas-engine ignition.

Scientific American Supplement 1522 explains

fully the construction of a jump-spark coil and condenser for gas-

engine ignition.

Scientific American Supplement 1124 de-

scribes the construction of a 6-inch spark coil.

Scientific American Supplement 1087 gives

a full account of the making of an alternating current coil giving a

5-inch spark.

Scientific American Supplement 1527 de-

scribes a 4-inch spark coil and condenser.
Scientific American Supplement 1402 gives

data for the construction of coils of a drnnau- length of spark.

The above-mentioned set of six p.ipers will be supplied for 60 cents.
Any single copy will be mailed for 10 cents.

MUNN <k COMPANV, Publishers
361 Broadway New York

NAVAJO BLANKETS

~p ri"ta cHbi cHbcHatL.

U »4"•^rrT''T'TT"^T,TTTT,*' U
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These artistic floor coverings guaranteed genuine, in

a great assortment of handsome patterns.

ALASKA FUR RUGS
The finest specimens of the big game of Alaska per-

fectly mounted in rich rugs.

Our free Catalogue for full particulars, illustra-

t
: :>nsand prices on Indian Blankets, Moccasins, Gold
Nugget Jewelry, Ivory Work, and other interesting and
valuable articles—guaranteed as represented.

HUDSON BAY FUR CO., Inc.

Colman Block Seattle, Washington
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tienrnow
A Noiseless

Water Closet

that eliminates ft
your troubles in toilet plan- «|
rung. It enables you to place 1||

this room in the most convenient location. The absence of noise when |1|
the closet is flushed, MAKES POSSIBLE the B

Much Desired Toilets Off the Hallway
and Convenient to the Parlor or Living Room m
"Silentflow" Water Closets are the result ofyears of study m

you will be quick to see the durability of a
closet that flushes without noise.

Wolff "Silentflow" has been the outcome of years
of study on noiseless closets, and like all other Wolff's products,

was not put on the market until it was perfect in design,

construction and workmanship.

"No noise you know,
It's a Silentflow."

L. Wolff Manufacturing Co
Manufacturers of Plumbing Goods Exclusively

The one line that's complete— completely made by one

General Offices: Showrooms:
60 1-627 West Lake St. Ill N. Dearborn St., Chicago

Branch Offices:
Denver, Col. Trenton, N. J. Omaha, Neb.

t Minneapolis, Minn. Dallas, Texas

IlldMs*- Rochester, N. Y. St. Louis, Missouri

i\\™§iy///, San Francisco, Cal. Washington, D. C.
Cincinnati, O. Cleveland, O.

Kansas City, Mo. ^1

BUILD FOR THE FUTURE
USE

Lane Steel Beam Hangers
and your walls will never crack. Don't cut away the timber or depend on flimsy
spiking. We make hangers adapted to all conditions.

Lane "D" Hanger
We will cheerfully send you gratis an -

aluminum model and a catalog. Lane "B" Hanger

Lane Brothers Company Wilson Avenue
Poughkeepsie, New York

CLEANING AND RESTORING OLD
BOOKS. DOCUMENTS AND

ENGRAVINGS
By MARIE E. CAMP

IN almost every home, if not in the effects

of almost every individual, many old and
possibly valuable autograph letters, manu-
scripts and books, because of their delapi-

dated condition have been regarded as

worthless and been cast aside, when they

could have been restored to an indestructi-

ble condition by a process, comparatively

new, known as the silk process.

The fabric used in this work, which is a

transparent silk gauze of the finest quality,

is pasted, by the expert in this process, over

the face of the paper to be repaired and if

badly mutilated over the back as well and
is so delicate and transparent that even used
as a complete covering can hardly be de-

tected except by the touch. By carefully

drawing the finger across the surface a

slight roughness such as that of linen paper
is noticeable, but which does not affect the

value of the article or of the process which
is now accepted as the best and most en-

during way to preserve material for

archives, public records, and libraries.

Many years have been spent by the in-

ventor experimenting and in developing this

process in order to reduce it to the neces-

sary exactness required in the preserva-

tion of articles of great importance and
value such, for example, as letters offered

for sale. The silk in no way impairs their

value, but rather contributes to it. This is

especially applicable to those so old and torn

that they could not be handled and which,

from their contents and signatures, are

much to be desired, also in cases where en-

dorsements on the back of the document
are of great importance and are necessary
to be preserved.

Still another use for the silk process is

in the preservation of charred or badlv
burned documents. Paper burned and even
charred to a crumbling condition can. in

the hands of the expert, be so restored by
silk that the original can be deciphered and
if onlv scorched can be restored perfectly.

This is the most difficult achievement of all

silk restoration, however, a* one can rea-

lize by attempting to carry in the hand a

scorched piece of paper without it breaking
or crumbling. The greatest obstacle in the

success of this process is the fact that the

material has often been exposed to the air

before the expert receives it, and by so

doing is allowed to crumble and crack. A
few simple suggestions may therefore be
of use in this connection and may save val-

uable papers in the case of a fire in which
they are to be removed from a safe, which
has been subjected to great heat.

When the safe is opened and the docu-
ments are exposed to view, have at once a

soft newspaper ready (preferably news-
paper as it adheres and is more impervious
to air), slip this gentlv under the docu-
ments, wrap and seal them, being careful

not to let the air reach them more than is

necessary as the burned paper having no
water now in its composition has become
friable and will easily crumble. With tb :

s

treatment carefully carried out, the paoers
can readily be handled by the restorer. On?
thousand pages of charred material, taken
from safes in the great Paterson fire of
1902 were restored by this process by one
expert who has used thousands of yards of
silk during the interval of a few years, in

silk restoration.

If for some reason it is desired that the
silk be removed after its application, it can
readily be done by the delicate hand of the

expert, but as the silk can be written upon
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after it is on the paper and as it makes it

possible to handle it with impunity, there

is slight advantage in doing this. Paper can

be rendered water and tire proof, then

mounted on silk and practically made inde-

structible.

The restoration of engravings, crayons

and lithographs has also been carried to a

point of perfection that has enabled many

valuable examples to be rescued from the

ravages of mildew and water stains, or

which were so discolored by small, deep

brown spots, that the original impression

had almost been destroyed. These stains,

known as "foxing," are of a fungus growth

caused bv dampness and impure air and

to the uninitiated, mean that the engraving

or lithograph is irretrievably ruined. But

this is not so—for they can be removed and

successfully—and the print restored to its

original condition never again to be cov-

ered with "foxing," to the same extent.

In the case of books where a certain page

is "foxed." if this is not removed it will

permeate the entire book. To safeguard

this have the leaf taken out, restored and

replaced, which can easily be done without

detriment to the book. Valuable old prints

and books require much the same treatment

as children, namely, liberal exposure to sun

and fresh air. which are the best preserva-

tives and preventives of conditions which

affect them

!

To cite a specific instance of successful

restoration, a set of four Landseer engrav-

ings, "Hunting the Tiger," found in a small

country inn in Maryland, so discolored as to

be almost unrecognizable, were bought by

a gentleman traveling and under dexterous

treatment were restored to their original

condition, three of the set entirely so—the

fourth, which had evidently been hung near

a stove and from its fumes had become
even darker than the others, recovered al-

most its original color.

Water stains caused by water trickling

through a broken glass over the slightly

dusty surface of the picture, leaving an ugly

dark ring or stains resulting from a wall

being damaged by water, on which it hangs,,

can also be removed as can mildew, oil,

tobacco stains, fly specks, finger marks, or

ink. These and numerous stains of similar

character can be removed and at no very

great cost, by the restorer, when the value

of the picture is considered as in a case

of a collection of engravings, some costing

$2,000 a piece, were completely restored to

their original condition, although abandoned

by their owner as hopelessly mildewed.

Tears in steel engravings can also be

touched up and repaired almost beyond

recognition and likewise colored lithographs

in which the color has scaled or cracked.

"Foxing" can also be removed without af-

fecting their color value.

Still another phase of the restorer's work

is paper splitting. For example, a news-

paper can be split in half, the sheet literally

divided in two with the text complete.

Pages of books as well can be treated in this

manner and in many instances, autograph

letters have been split, when possibly a

valuable signature was wanted. Also in

books where the chapter ends on one page

and the successive chapter begins on the

other side of the same leaf, are often re-

moved, split and remounted on paper to

match the book, thus allowing for extra

illustrating and enabling a volume to be ex-

tended as far as desired, often into four or

five volumes.

Page splitting is also valuable when the

text on one side is desired, and the illus-

tration on the other—by splitting both are

saved.

ATT i* f^ a.House 01 Concrete
attractive in appearance, fire resisting, sanitary, danap-

proof, warm in winter, cool in summer and permanent.

Our book, THE CONCRETE HOUSE AND ITS CONSTRUCTION,
for home ownets, architects, contractors and builders, is full of valu-

able suggestions a«d information. " It is bound- in eloth^-^H pages—

159 illustrations, showing the best examples of all classes of concrete

houses. The price of, the book is $1.00, delivery charge* prepaid.

NIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
CHICAGO gZEgg PITTSBURGH ii MINNEAPOLIS
Plants at Chicago and Pittsburgh i: Annual Output 12,000,000 Barrels

The Scientific

American Boy at School
By A. RUSSELL BOND

12 mo. (6x8V4 , Cloth, 338 Pages, 314 Illustrations

Price, $2. OO, Postpaid

This is a sequel to "The Scientific American Boy," and like

its predecessor, is brim full of practical suggestions, all of which

are entirely new. The construction of the apparatus, which is

within the scope of the average boy, is fully described and the

instructions are interwoven in a fascinating story, which makes

the book interesting as well as instructive to the boy.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers

361 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Trial Three Months, over 300 pages, Ten Cents

U. S. Greatest Collector Magazine
FOUNDED IN 1895

T5he Philatelic West and
Collector's World

Superior, Nebraska, U. S. A.
The oldest, largest monthly American Collectors' Paper. 1 00

pages each issue, replete with interesting reading and advertising,

illustrated, pertaining to Stamps, Curios, Coins, Postal Cards

and Entire Covers, Old Weapons and Pistols, Historical

Discoveries, Minerals, Relics of all kinds. Old Books, etc. Over

3,600 pages issued in two years. An unimitated expensive

meritorious feature is the publication in each number of illustra-

tions of leading collectors and dealers of the world.

75 cents for 12 numbers; Foreign and Canada,
$1 or 4s. Sample Free

L. T. BRODSTONE, Publisher
Superior, Nebraska, U. S. A.

STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATtNTID

CLINCH right through the

standing seam of metal

toofs. No rails are needed
unless desired. We make ?

similar one for slate rooff

Sendfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

HESSiiiaOCKER
TheOnlyModern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet

or locker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.

Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass

shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells. Dust
and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bathroom
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

HESS, 926 Tacoma Building, Chicago

Makers of Steel Furnaces.—Free Booklet
The Reces»ed Steel
Medicine Cabinet
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LET your player-piano be one that will

develop your musical talents in a natural
way—an instrument that leaves to you the

charm and incentive of personal expression.

Don't turn into a mechanical musician—a mere slave of auto-

matic expression contrivances that absorb the mind and take away
all the pleasure of playing.

If you would know the joy of playing good music with natural

and musicianly effect, you will select the Kranich & Bach, the

highest grade player-piano in the world built completely in one

factory.

If you are satisfied to simply operate an automatic piano (to

furnish foot power only) buy some other make.

Kranich & Bach
player-piano

provides adequate means for obtaining every change in expression that

makes ?nusic enjoyable. But
you have the unqualified pleasure

of making these changes yourself,

and without expensive or specially

cut music rolls, which handicap

your enjoyment by producing them
automatically. You never lose

interest in this instrument, because

it alivays provides incentive for

personal variation and improve-
ment in expression.

Write for catalog.

Kranich & Bach

237 East 23rd Street

York City
i>-

Ne:

FROM BULDiS

S^=^7ppj" What is more beautiful than a tastefull y
ijb arranged display ofearly Spring flowers?

And Now is the Time to Plant
Bulbs for Spring Blooming

Our experience with flowers— ill years— has en-
'-'' abled us to select the most novel and beautiful

for your Spring garden, and we have put a good
deal of thought and care into the following

SPECIAL ASSORTMENT:
12 Mixed Narcissus 12 Mixed Spanish Iris

12 Mixed Anemones 12 Bine Glory of the Snow(Chionodoxa)
(If planted imloors these bulbs will flower about Christinas time)

A Dollar Bill pinned to your order will bring this collection, pos-
tage prepaid.

THORBURN'S BULB CATALOG
has been distributed. Have
you received your copy?
If not, drop us a postal for

it. A copy goes with an
order for the collection.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT OF
JERUSALEM

Till-". Jerusalem municipality, writes the

U. S. Vice-Consul, is composed of ten

members, half of whom are chosen every

two years, the term of office being four

years. From these ten the governor of the

Province of Jerusalem chooses one to be

the president or mayor. The president is

the only member receiving a salary, which
is about $64 a month. The members of

the municipal council or commission are

chosen by the whole city, but are appor-
tioned in accordance with the different races

and religions. Their duties are largely ad-

visory, the president exercising most of the

power. All property owners who are Otto-
man subjects have a right to vote for the

commissioners.

The municipality does not concern itself

with schools, courts, police, etc. (these are

provided by the government of the Prov-
ince of Jerusalem) ; its principal functions

are the care, repair, lighting, and cleaning

of the streets ; sanitary and quarantine in-

spection and oversight, including the public

slaughterhouse ; the maintenance of a petro-

leum storage warehouse and a municipal

hospital and other charitable institutions

;

market regulations, etc. As the total budget
is under $50,000 for a city of about 80,000,

it will be seen that the provincial govern-

ment handles most of the more important

departments.

"The Most Reliable"

Are Full Sized and True to Name

53-P Barclay St., New York

PRUNING RAMBLER ROSES
By E. 1. FARRINGTON

TO prune or not to prune. That is

the question with a great many ama-
teurs who grow Rambler Roses. It is a

question, too, which has also been much
discussed by expert growers in years past.

Experience seems to show that very little

pi uning is required—at least, for the

younger plants. Of course, the dead
wood should be removed and it is quite

permissible to trim back the canes in

order to keep the plants within bounds,
but it is a great mistake to cut out much
of the wood. Many of the finest flowers
come on canes which are two and three

years old, or on the new wood which
comes from these canes. After the canes
are three years old, they may as well be
cut out. In the case of an established

plant, this cutting out of the old and
weakened wood each season will keep the

plant in the best condition for flowering
freely. An exception may be made in the

case of crimson ramblers which are

grown where the dirt which they make
after the blooming season is over would
prove a nuisance.

Lack of success in getting roses to

bloom freely usually can be traced to

starvation. Roses are gross feeders and
most amateurs fail to realize that the
bushes should be heavily fertilized every
season. It is a good plan to pile manure
on the ground around the plants in the
Fall and to spade it into the soil, along
with a fresh lot, in the Spring. Appli-
cations of manure water during the
flowering season are a help and hard wood
ashes also make a good fertilizer. When
the plants are set out a deep, wide hole
should be dug and a generous amount of

manure thrown into it, being covered
with earth before the plants are placed
in position. Good drainage is needed, too,

and sometimes the installation of a tile

drain seems to work wonders. There are

some magnificent new climbing roses' on
the market this season and this class is

more popular than ever.
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WHEN a business man of moderate means achieves

a suburban home and a hobby at the same time, he

is accounted fortunate by his fellows, for only those who
have attempted it know the intricacies of the problems,

delightful though they are. Just such a successful home
will be the subject of the opening article of the November
number of American Homes and Gardens, an article

that will be profusely illustrated by beautiful half-tone re-

productions from photographs especially taken by the staff

photographer of American Homes. A study of cats will

be the subject of an illustrated article in the November
number, an article which cannot fail to be appreciated by
every lover of household pets. Two of the page features

of this issue will depict plans and views of artistic sub-

urban houses, one a stucco house along English cottage

lines, with thatched roof effect, and the other a modifica-

tion of the Dutch style, a house the first story of which

is of dressed stone. The November issue will contain a

most important article on the subject of the decorative

value of the piano, an article which will be adequately il-

lustrated with interesting photographs of some of the most

beautiful pianos in America. "An American Estate" will

be fully described and illustrated, and will include the

centre-page feature of this number. The garden of a home
in New Jersey will be given emphasis in a finely illustrated

article describing this delectable country home. As usual

the "Collectors' Department" will present an excellent

array of articles of value and interest to readers of the

magazine, including a particularly valuable article on the

subject of "Old Watches," by Harold Donaldson Eberlein,

and embellished by many photographic illustrations of

watches in one of the finest private collections in the world.

The departments of "Within the House," "Around the

Garden," and "Helps to the Housewife" will be filled with

useful hints to all readers.

OCTOBER IN HISTORY

ACCORDING to the old Alban or Latin kalendar,

the October of our Saxon ancestors was known as

the Wynmoneth, or wine-month, in allusion to which epi-

thet an old chronicler remarked, "and albeit they had
not anciently wines made in Germany, yet in this season

had they them from divers countries adjoining." The
ancient Germans called October "Winter-fyllith," from the

approach of Winter with the full moon of the month.

Saxon traditions allegorized this month by the figure of a

husbandman carrying a sack on his shoulders and sowing

corn, in allusion to the practice of sowing the Winter grain

which is part of the farmer's "Fall planting" practice.

In later times kalendar-makers adopted the sport of hawk-

ing as emblematic of this mid month in Autumn's triology.

AN INTERNATIONAL MODERN CITY EXHIBTION

AN International Modern City Exhibition will be held

in 1 914 in Lyons, France, from May 1 to November
1, and the cities of the United States have been asked to

co-operate in the movement. The exhibition will be held

in buildings covering twenty-five acres of a tract of sixty-

five acres facing the junction of the Rhone and the Saone.

The exposition will deal with problems affecting the in-

dustrial, social, and political progress of cities—among the

subjects to be considered are: The causes of changes in

population—births, deaths, causes of mortality, and emi-

gration from the country to cities; prenatal care for mothers

and children, school hygiene, and educational problems;

labor; clothing; disease; old age and incapacity for work;
municipal administration; industry—transportation, habita-

tion, heating and lighting, furniture, food, drinking water,

sewage disposal, chemical products, hospitals, physical cul-

ture, and the beautifying of cities. The City of Lyons has

invited scholars, economists, philanthropists, administra-

tors, and manufacturers of all countries of the civilized

world to be exhibitors.

The American Chamber of Commerce in Paris is taking

an active interest in the plans of the exhibition, and it is

expected that the United States will be well represented,

as it should be, since American cities have taken so active

a part in the world-wide civic betterment movement.

THE PEACE PALACE

THE formal opening of the world's first Peace Palace at

The Hague by the Queen of Holland in the presence of

representatives of the world's Powers was, indeed, a sig-

nificant event in contemporary history. Mr. Andrew
Carnegie who made a gift of the palace to the cause of

peace promulgation was the guest of honor and on this oc-

casion was the recipient of the highest decoration the Queen
could confer, a merited distinction bestowed by an appre-

ciative nation. The following description of the Peace

Palace is from the New York Times

:

"The palace is a brick-faced building with a noble quad-

rangle surrounded by green lawns and bright flower beds,

with a fountain in the centre. With its tower, spires, and
high-pitched roof of quaint Dutch design the palace in its

beautiful setting has a charming and picturesque appearance
and effect in harmony with the high purpose and noble aims

to which it is now dedicated. Even in the materials of

which it is constructed the palace is international in char-

acter, having, as part of its materials, granite from Norway
and Spain, marbles from Greece and Italy, leadwork from
Great Britain, Dutch bricks, and stone or metals from prac-

tically all of the countries for which this palace is to be an

international Court House for the settlement of disputes

between nations. The great Court of Arbitration to which
nations will bring their cases to plead will sit in the front

portion of the building in a room symbolically decorated and
adorned. A library, which will eventually be the conpletest

of its kind, embracing all the great works on international

law in all languages, will be placed in the rear. The In-

ternational Court of Arbitration, for whose uses this palace

was erected and has now been dedicated, was established in

1899 at the first International Peace Conference called by

Emperor Nicholas II of Russia. In that conference twenty-

four nations were represented, and the number has since

been increased to forty-one." The movement now numbers
among its supporters the enlightened nations of the world.
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Fall planting is essential to the maintenance of the perfect flower garden
Photograph by Jessie Tarbox Beals
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Fall Planting in the Flower Garden
By F. F. Rockwell

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves

HE Fall planting season is full of golden

opportunities to the wide-awake gardener. It

is doubly prized by him because it offers the

possibility of accomplishing a great many
things which, although as far as the plants

themselves are concerned, might be done in

the Spring, as a matter of fact generally do not get done

because of the rush of other things. Besides this there are

some things which must be planted in the Fall if one is to

expect results next year—especially if one has no green-

house in which things can be started in January and Febru-

ary; and there are still others which, although they will

do with Spring planting, are quite sure to give more satis-

factory results if they are planted now. Nor is even the

psychological aspect of Fall planting to be passed over with-

out a word. The mere fact of having actually made a good
start toward next year's garden is worth something, to say

nothing of the added interest which adheres to the garden

plot when you know that down under the leaves or snow
scores of little plants are waiting for the first sign of return-

The Lily-of-the-Valley, Convallaria Majalis, is easily grown in partially shaded places
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A border of Campanula

The Fall planting in the flower garden covers two quite

distinct sorts of work. In the first place there are the plants

which may be started now from the seed, to be grown on

and transplanted either later this Fall or early next Spring

into their permanent position. There is in the second place

the setting out of roots or bulbs and the lifting, dividing

and resetting of those that have remained in one position

for a long time and have become too thickly crowded or

otherwise "run out."

The hardy Perennials are becoming more popular every

year, and deservedly so. Certainly when one has taken

the thought and pains required to attain garden effects that

are satisfactory, it is a desirable thing to know that these

may be enjoyed for a number of years to come, rather than

ing Spring, with its resurrection giving warmth. You will to feel the uncertainty about duplicating them which must
find yourself watching with a much keener zest, with a gar- always exist where reliance is placed wholly or mostly upon
den appetite whetted to a degree which you never before the Annuals—desirable as these doubtlessly are for some
knew, for the first little shoots which push their way up purposes. Then, too, there is the fact that without doubt

through the barren soil in the months of March and April, one gets greater returns from the time and money employed

Peonies should be massed for best effects
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The successful hardy garden never stints itself in the matter of the number of its Perennials
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Canterbury Bells, Campanula Media

in bringing a hardy garden to perfection, than in using the

things which have only one brief season's life.

If you expect to buy plants already started from the

nursery, then many of them may be set out in the Fall, and
will do as well as if you had left them until the rush of

Spring, when they might be overlooked altogether. Many
you can start from seed, either that which you sow yourself

or nature often sows in lavish amount where hardy flowers

have blossomed and gone to seed, such as Foxglove, Holly-

hocks, Coreopsis, the Perennial Larkspurs and others

things which are styled "self sowing." Then there are some
of the Annuals which will give better results if they are sown
in the Fall. Some of these, such as Larkspurs and Sweet

Peas, will not be put in with the idea of having them ger-

minate but they will give better and earlier results next

season if put in now, as they will have a chance to start to

active growth before the ground is in shape to plant in the

Spring.

In writing of hardy Perennial plants the argument is

A garden of Columbines, Aquilegia

often made, that when once set out they will need no atten-

tion for years. While this is true of some of them, as a

general rule it certainly is not true. They cannot well be

divided up into two exact classes, but the nearest that one

can come to a general rule is to give each individual plant

those conditions which will secure for it a maximum degree

.**•.. •*; V %?M '''**&
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The beauty of a garden of hardy Perennials is always enhanced by a fitting background
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Pyrethrum may be used successfully for landscape effects

of growth. That is not the size of dump, but size of indi-

vidual plants,—stalks, leaves and flowers. Furthermore,

it may be said that as a general thing those Perennials which

bloom early in the season and form a "crown" with compact

roots, such as the Peonies and Bleeding Hearts (Dicentra),

do not need to be separated and replanted for a number of

years. While, on the other hand, those which make a

greater amount of blown later in .the season (usually making

a greater growth of wood and foliage in proportion to the

flowers borne), and of which the original plant dies out

each Fall—such as hardy Asters and hardy Sun-flowers and

"Golden Glow" (Rudbeckia)—should be replanted every

season or every other season at least. This is easily accom-

plished by taking two or three of the strongest of the new
plants which form around the old, forking the ground thor-

oughly—adding manure, bone meal or sheep manure to en-

rich it—'and resetting. The surplus plants should be either

set out elsewhere or given or thrown away. This will not

only insure better results than would be

obtained otherwise from flowers of this

class, but will protect the weaker sorts

that are less vigorous in growth, but not

the less beautiful and desirable, from
being in the course of a few years en-

tirely crowded out. A clump of Rud-

beckia, Golden Glow, for instance, if

left to itself would in the course of a

few years occupy the whole bed and be

spreading out into the grass beyond.

In selecting your plants for the hardy

Perennial border and planning their ar-

rangement, a number of things should

be kept in mind. Avoid "bunching" the

season of bloom by not having too many
plants that will flower at about the same
time. Be careful, too, to see that your

collection includes plants of various

heights—they range from half a foot

to a foot to four or five feet tall. And
then there is the color question also to

be considered. In this matter many peo- Love-in-a-Mist

pie make the mistake of putting a number of different

varieties of things with colors more or less alike, but not

in harmony, near one another. This may be avoided, and
better results secured for the general effect besides, by plant-

ing the hardy border in long lines rather than in plots

or beds. Instead of having all of your Irises or Phloxes or

hardy Lilies grouped in one place stretch them out along

the whole length of the border, keeping, of course, the

tallest things in the background and the lowest growing in

front. As a general rule, planning of this kind, colors which

contrast with each other are much more harmonious to-

gether than those of similar shades which do not "match."

This is for the mixed border. The person with a limited

amount of space and taking care of 'his or her flowers will

find this the most satisfactory sort to plant. Where color

or mass effects are wanted, however, for their own sake

or as part of a general landscape, stick to one thing; or two
sharply contrasting colors of the same thing, such for in-

stance as very dark red in hardy

Chrysanthemum (Julia Lagravere) con-

trasted with a pure white (Princess of

Wales or St. Elmo).
The garden should be arranged first

on paper—then if you make mistakes it

is an easy matter to rectify them. Draw
your border to scale and then divide it

up into squares. When your plants

arrive a small tag will accompany each

one.

Either fasten this by a wire to a

short stake or get some twelve-inch gar-

den tags and make a duplicate set. You
may think you will remember where
everything goes, but long before Spring

returns you will have forgotten. And
furthermore each plant should be

marked so that you will know just where
it is when you begin garden work in the

Spring, as it may not have started to

active growth when you are taking off

the mulch or any other surface material.
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Hardy Perennials as a class are less

particular than almost any others about

demanding ideal conditions for growth.

Most of them will do well in almost any

ordinary garden soil which is properly

drained. A great many of them will

do well also in full sun or in partial

shade. However, as with few excep-

tions, they are not over three or four

feet tall, they are used most effectively

in a long border in front of shrubs or

some tall hedge or a trellis covered with

climbing Vines or Roses, to furnish a

background.

Two of the most common mistakes in

planting are to set the plants too close

and to set them too deep. By examining
the plants, you can usually judge about

how deep each has been growing in the

nursery before taking up, and should be

set at the same depth or just a very little

deeper. Most of the hardy Perennials Gaillardia

are rather tall in habit and grow naturally in colonies or

among other plants which touch them, at least around the

base, on all sides. Overcrowding, however, should by all

means be avoided. As a general rule, the distance between
the plants that will be required will be about one half that

of their normal height. Put the lower growing things, one
half to two feet, about eight or twelve inches apart, and the

taller things, such plants as Larkspur or Irises, growing
three feet high, a foot and a half apart.

While some of the Perennials are perfectly hardy with

no protection whatever, others require slight protection

during Winter in the colder sections and it is therefore safe,

where a mixed border is used, to cover the whole late in the

Fall with a few inches of leaves which may be held in place

by a few boards or pine branches.

Where there are so many excellent Perennials from which
to make one's choice it is often difficult to say that such and

such a short list is the "best" list, and

where, moreover, it is impossible to go

into descriptive detail about the various

plants that may be used, nevertheless,

the following Perennials are suggested

to those who have had little or no ex-

perience with gardening, as being thor-

oughly reliable and quite sure to please.

Adonis, or "Birds-Eye," one of the

earliest Spring-flowering plants with

pretty yellow flowers, and growing

about a foot in height. Alyssum Sexa-

tile Compactum, or "Basket-of-Gold,"

another extra early low-growing plant

with flowers of a bright golden color,

especially useful for rockeries and bor-

ders. Anemone (Japonica), the Jap-

anese Wind-flower. This is one of the

most beautiful of all the Fall flowering

Perennials, growing two to three feet

high and yielding an enormous number
of most graceful flowers in white and

pink shades. Aquilegia, or Columbine, is too well known
to need description but many people fail to realize how
many varieties there are as it is seldom that one sees more
than one or two in a place. They grow two to three feet

high and bloom during early Summer. The hardy Asters,

both dwarf and tall growing are especially valuable because

they bloom when most other flowers have gone by. The
newer named varieties should not be confused with the older

weedy sorts. Grandiflorus, one of the very best, has flowers

fully two inches across, and flowers into November. Bol-

tonia is a taller late blooming plant with masses of aster-

like flowers, and one of the best for Fall planting. Hardy
Chrysanthemums, of the "Pompon" type, should be in-

cluded in every border. They are among the most beautiful

of flowers, and furthermore are in their glory at the sea-

son—just after the first killing frost—when most of the

other flowers are in ruin; there are many beautiful colors,

The type of garden which has the good fortune to include a bit of woodland
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but the most striking effects may be obtained

by planting those which contrast sharply,

such for instance as Julia Lagravere, a deep
dark garnet, and St. Elmo, a pure white.

The new Shasta Daisies are also exception-

ally beautiful. Delphinium, or hardy Lark-

spur, should have a place in every hardy col-

lection as it is one of the finest of all plants

for planting in the background and also one

of the best blue flowers. Of the standard

varieties, Belladonna, extremely long flow-

ering and beautifully colored, is perhaps the

best. But at least one of the new named
Hybrids, with its extra large flowers and re-

markable color combinations, should be

tried also. Dianthus, or Sweet William,

while old-time favorites, still have a num-
ber of newer varieties that are very distinct

and worthy a place in any garden. Dielytra

(Dicentra), or Bleeding Heart, is another

old-time favorite, a newer variety of which
Formosa, grows only to about fifteen inches

in height, but blooms throughout the entire

Summer. Digitalis, or Foxglove, is another

always satisfactory plant. It grows very

tall, four to six feet, bearing flowers of vari-

ous colors in long spikes, which during their

season of bloom are always the most strik-

ing thing in the whole garden. Helianthus,

or hardy Sunflower, is often overlooked

from the fact that so few people realize

how many of the newer sorts there are in

a great variety of form as well as of shades Larkspur,

of color. They are exceptionally hardy and should be more
generally used.

Iris, Peonies and Phlox are three of the very best of

hardy Perennials, and usually are found in every garden.

In all three, but especially in the Phlox, there has been

great progress during the last few years and
a few of the newer varieties of each should

be tried. In planting Peonies the mistake

is frequently made of setting them too deep.

The "crown" of the clump should be only

two inches or so below the surface. Ori-

ental Poppies (Papaver Orientale) make
one of the most gorgeous displays of any-

thing that can be planted in the hardy bor-

der and a few should be included in every

garden collection. Of the several Prim-

roses available, perhaps the finest is P.

Veris Superba, a sort with giant flowers of

a bright canary yellow. They bloom very

early in the Spring and should if possible

be given a semi-shaded position. Besides

the above there are many others, mention

of which there is not room for here, but

which the careful gardener, adding a few
plants at a time to his ever growing col-

lection, will sooner or later be interested

to try.

Among the Perennials and Biennials

which may be sown in the Fall and carried

through the Winter to advantage with

slight protection, are Pansies, Forget-Me-
Nots (Myosotis), and English Daisies

(Bellis Perennis). Do not fail also to

try some of the Violas of Tufted Pansies

(Viola Cornuta) which while they are not

as large as our better known Pansies, are

desirable on account of their cheerful

Delphinium colors, long flowering and profuse bloom.

Among the Annuals, which may be sown now to advant-

age, as they will get an earlier and a stronger start in the

Spring, are Delphiniums (the Annual sorts), California Pop-

pies (Escholzia), Sweet Peas, Adonis (the Annual) Silene

or "Catch-Fly," and the always attractive Annual Poppies.

Perennials lend themselves effectively to terrace planting
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COLOR SEASON

Blue
Various
Blue
Blue

White to Deep Pink
Blue
Purple

Pink and White
White

White-Blue-Pink
White-Blue-Pink

Scarlet
White-Blue-Yellow

Various
Various
White

Yellow to Orange
White-Blue-Pink

White to Red and Purple
Pink and White

White
AVhite-Pink
Pink-White

White
White
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow to Orange
Lilac to Blue
Rose-White

White-Yellow-Blue
White-Blue-Pink

Purple
White

White-Yellow
White-Blue-Pink
White to Red
White-Yellow
Rose-White

Blue
Various
Various
Blue

Various
Prim rose-Ye]low
Primrose-Yellow

White
White
Yellow

White-Yellow-Pink
White-Rose

Blue
Yellow

White to Red and Purple
White-Pink

Yellow to Orange
Yellow-Orange-Red

Pink-Rose
Blue-Purple

Blue
Violet-White

June
May-July

Through Summer
Through Summer
August-October
July-August
June-July

May
July

June-July
June-July

August -September
Through Summer

September-November
May-July
May

September
Through Summer
Through Summer

May
May-July
June- July
June-July

July-August
May-July

July-August
July- September

September
May

July-August
May-July

Through Summer
June-July

May
July
June

June-August
July

July-August
June

May-October
July- September
July-August

June
May
May
May
July

July-August
May-June

May
July-August

July-September
Through Summer

May
May-August

Late
July-October
July-August

May
May

NAME

Aconitum (Monkshood)
Aquilegia (Columbine)
Alkanet (see Anchusa)
Anchusa (Alkanet)

Anemone
Bellflower (Platycodon)
Blazing Star (see Liatris)

Bleeding-Heart (see Dicentra)
.California Tree Poppy (see Romneya) .

Campanula (Canterbury Bells)....,
. . . .Canterbury Bells (see Campanula) . .

Cardinal Flower (Lobelia)
Centaurea

Chrysanthemum
Columbine (see Aquilegia)

. . . .Convallaria (Lily-of-the-Valley) ....
Day Lily (see Hemerocallis)

Delphinium (Larkspur)
Dianthus (Sweet William)
Dicentra (Bleeding-Heart)
Dictamus (Gas Plant)

English Daisy
Foxglove
Funkia

Gas Plant (see Dictamus)
Golden Glow (see Rudbeckia)

Helianthus (Sunflower)
Hemerocallis (Day Lily)

Hepatica
Hibiscus (Marsh Mallow)

Iris
Larkspur (see Delphinium)

Liatris (Blazing Star)
...Lily-of-the-Valley (see Convallaria)..

Loosestrife (see Lysimachia)
Lupin
Lychnis

Lysimachia (Loosestrife)
Marsh Mallow (Hibiscus)
Monkshood (see Aconitum)

Pansy
Phlox, Perennial

Platycodon (Bellflower)
Poppy, Perennial

Primrose (Primula)
Primula (see Primrose)

Ranunculus
Romneya

Rudbeckia (Golden Glow)
Saxifrage
Spirea

Stokesia
Sunflower

Sweet William (see Dianthus)
Trillium
Trollius
Tritoma
Valerian
Veronica
Vinca
Violet

LOCATION

Less
Su

Less
Less
Less

Su
Su

Less
Su
Su
Su

Less
Su
Su
Su

Less
Less

Su
Su

Less
Su
Su
Su

Less
Su
Su
Su

Less
Less

Su
Su
Su
Su

Less
Su
Su
Su
Su
Su

Less
Su
Su
Su
Su

Less
Less
Less

Su
Su

Less
Less

Su
Su
Su

Less
Less

Su
Su
Su

Less
Less

Sunny
nny
Sunny
Sunny
Sunny
nny
nny
Sunny
nny
nny
nny
Sunny
nny
nny
nny
Sunny
Sunny
nny
nny
Sunny
nny
nny
nny
Sunny
nny
nny
nny
Sunny
Sunny
nny
nny
nny
nny
Sunny
nny
nny
nny
nny
nny
Sunny
nny
nny
nny
nny
Sunny
Sunny
Sunny
nny
nny
Sunny
Sunny
n n y
nny
nny
Sunny
Sunny
nny
n n y
nny
Sunny
Sunny

HEIGHT

3-4 ft.
12-24 in.
4-6 ft.

4-6 ft.

1-3 ft.

1-2 ft.

2-3 ft.

2 ft.

3-6 ft.

1J4-3 ft.
114-3 ft.

\y2 -i ft.

2 ft.
1-3 ft.
1-2 ft.

6-10 in.
3 ft.

2-5 ft.

II/2 ft.

2 ft.

2-3 ft.

4 in.
3-5 ft.

Vz-2 ft.
2-3 ft.
3-6 ft.
2-10 ft.

3 ft.

4-6 in.
4-6 ft.

l'A-2l4 ft.
2-5 ft.
2-3 ft.
6-10 in.

l'A-2 ft.
1-2 ft.
1-3 ft.

1^-2 ft.
4-6 ft.
3-4 ft.

6 in.
1-5 ft.

1-2 ft.

2 ft.

6 in.

6 in.
in. to 3 f

4-6 ft.

3-6 ft.

8 in.
3-5 ft.

iy2 -2 ft.

2-10 ft.

l-l'A ft.

8-10 in.
2-3 ft.

2-3 ft.

1-2 ft.

1-1 ^ ft.

Creeping
4-6 in.
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The garden front of the country house of Mr. Thomas H. Kerr, near White Plains, New York

A Country House of the Villa Type
By Henry F. Mathews

HE prospective builder of an out-of-town

house is apt to approach its planning by

carefully studying the various types of

building, examples of which are available.

A bewildering variety of styles are well rep-

resented so that one may compare the beauty

and advantages of an English manor house of the days of

Queen Elizabeth with the desirability of a French chateau

of the XVIII century, and the advantages of both these,

and many other types, may be weighed against those of the

various American Colonial styles.

Many particularly beautiful country houses are being

built after the Italian villa type, more or less modified.

This manner of building lends itself wonderfully to Ameri-

can conditions and especially to our American climate with

its excessive heat of Summer. This style of architecture

originated in a land where provision must

be made for homes which offer cool and

shaded interiors from the fierce heat and

glare of an Italian Summer and much the

same quality is desirable in a country home
to be occupied during the heated months of

an American year. Moreover, the villa type

seems to be equally suitable for a very large

residence and for a cottage of modest size,

and it may be built of materials of widely

different kinds and cost, including almost

everything from shingles to marble.

The vogue of building with concrete and

stucco in various forms has no doubt in-

creased the popularity of the Italian style

for such construction is especially suited to

broad wall surfaces and the rectangular The

fenestration which enter so largely into this type of de-

signing.

Near White Plains, New York, is the country residence

of Mr. Thomas H. Kerr, a particularly happy and pleasing

example of the use of Italian models adapted to American
conditions, for its interior is so cleverly arranged that it af-

fords space and the ample variety of arrangement necessary

for comfort during the Spring, Summer and Autumn when
out-of-door life is to the fore, leaving nothing to be desired.

White Plains is a pleasant old town about which cluster

many associations of revolutionary days. It has the ad-

vantage, moreover, of being reasonably close to New York
and upon the outskirts of the town are many country homes
of the first importance. The home of Mr. Kerr includes

grounds of sufficient extent to entitle it to be called a farm

even though its activities do not include all of those which

are popularly supposed to belong to farm life.

Within these spacious and ample surround-

ings, Messrs. Albro & Lindeberg, the archi-

tects of the estate, have placed a beautiful

home which many people consider one of the

very best of the long list of successful country

houses which these clever architects have de-

signed.

The residence and its immediate depend-

encies are arranged in one compact group
where the broad and very graceful expanses

of roof are dominated by well-placed and
very carefully designed chimneys. The plan-

ning of the estate provides for the placing of

the garage somewhat close to the house, and
by arranging the space between as a service

terrace yard walled in by a stucco wall about eight
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The library, showing entrances each side of the fireplace, into the living-room

feet high what might otherwise be made a rather common- knocker. At either side are bay trees, and tall slender

place detail becomes the means of adding a note of strength evergreens planted against the walls and in the angles of the

and dignity to its surroundings. building contribute to the highly distinguished effect.

The highly picturesque exterior of the house is due partly Upon passing the main entrance with its arched hood and

to its size and partly to the effective arrangement which iron knocker, one enters a small square entrance-hall where
emphasizes the main entrance to the house and distributes to the left are placed the main stairway and the corridor

its bulk symmetrically, but chiefly to the placing at either which leads directly to the service part of the house and

end of the house an enclosed loggia which increases greatly just ahead one steps down into a great broad living-room,

the apparent size of the structure. The walls themselves where, upon one side, there are three casement windows
are of gray rough cast stucco with trimming of ivory and which open directly upon the brick-flagged terrace which is

blinds which are painted dark green at some of the win- one of the chief characteristics of the house. At the far

It is not often that a country home possesses an en- end of the living-room there is the fireplace with its old

trance more beautiful and distinguished than that which is

the chief doorway of this White
Plains home. The elevated plat-

form from which it opens and the

steps which lead up to it are of brick

laid in white mortar. Over the

doorway itself is placed an arched

hood, paneled within and supported

upon corbels which are also paneled.

The semi-circular space against the

wall and within the hood is filled

with a fragment of wrought iron of

rich black which is strongly silhou-

etted against the gray of the stucco

over which it is placed. Just below

is the door itself which is also pan

eled, and which bears a heavy iron

Italian mantle—open timbers support the ceiling and the

walls are covered with grass cloth

from Japan, which, with its rich

rough texture, supplies a wonderful

background for whatever may be

hung against it.

A study of the floor diagrams will

show the relative position of library

and dining-room upon either side of

the living-room, and so connected by

doorways at either side of the chim-

ney breast, that the three rooms be-

come one long suite. The walls of

the library are faced with paneled

wood of a dark tone, and in the din-

ing-room walls very simply paneled

The dining-room and painted, a deep ivory creates a
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End of the living-room, showing entrance to the hall

beautiful background for exceedingly

mahogany furniture.

The full architectural and decorati

enclosed loggias at the ends of the

realized when one views them from

the garden front. Placed as wings

and at right angles to the main struc-

ture, they greatly extend the breadth

of the house and by their broad

horizontal dimensions they add ma-

terially in emphasizing the low

broad aspect of the building. One
of the loggias opens from the li-

brary, and forms a living-room

which becomes semi-out-of-doors

during the Summer, when its win-

dows open at either side upon lawn

and terrace, and which just as

easily may become a Winter garden

flooded with sunshine during the

bleak months when a spot of this

kind arranged with rugs and grow-
ing palms may be so attractive. An-
other loggia opens from the dining-

room and its possibilities as a Sum-
mer dining-room may be readily ap-

preciated.

The space between the two
loggias and the house itself becomes

graceful and simple a kind of courtyard, elevated above the surrounding lawn

and enclosed by a retaining wall of stone against which is

ve importance of the banked a riotous profusion of flowering plants. This little

house is more fully courtyard and its surrounding terrace is one of the most

beautiful examples of careful plan-

ning known.
At the center and directly before

the house, there is a shallow pool

edged about with brick, where white

or purple Lilies and their broad

leaves float lazily beneath the Sum-

mer's sun. Brick paths enclose

squares of grass clipped to a velvety

green and low edging of box en-

closes borders filled with every

variety of floral magnificence.

To heighten the Italian effect of

courtyard and terrace, old terra

cotta oil jars are placed at intervals

upon the low retaining wall, tall

conical bay trees grow in wooden
tubs and the windows which open

from the loggias upon the brick

floors of the terrace are framed in

with strands of living green which

reach from the ground and twine

about the carved rams' heads which

lend an added note of Italian an-

The living-room tiquity to the various surroundings.
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Upon the upper floor of

the house the arrange-

ment is that which obtains

in every well-ordered

country home and here

the unusual breadth of the

house makes possible the

placing of all bedrooms so

that they face the court-

yard and terrace. The
number of bedrooms for

servants which the home
contains is increased by

others which are placed in

the garage which, as has

been said, is built close by

the house itself.

It would be difficult to

imagine a country home
of greater beauty and re-

finement than this beauti-

ful place, settled beneath

its old trees and sur-

rounded by its broad ex-

panse of lawn. Viewed
from any direction the

house presents a wonder-
ful example of consistent

and careful planning and
an attention to the many
tiny details of designing,

furnishings and arrange-

ment of plants and shrub-

bery which contribute so

largely to the successful

result of the entire estate.

' F! LJT • FLOOE. H

wall which encloses the

terrace and separates it

from the surrounding

lawn.

With the rooms for

servants and also the vari-

ous domestic departments

placed in a wing to them-

selves and somewhat
apart from the house

itself, the mechanism of

the estate is concealed and
screened from being un-

duly in evidence.

Much of the interest of

Mr. Kjerr's country home
is due to the skill with

which the architects who
planned the residence and
its furnishings have chosen

just the spot upon the

grounds where it seems

that the house should be

placed. One enters the

estate through a gateway,

designed in the tasteful

and simple Italian villa

style in which the house

itself is built and the

carriage drive which
winds through the grounds

ends in an old fashioned

circle before the main en-

trance. Just at hand is

also the entrance to the

service yard upon whichPlans of the Kerr house

Seen upon a day in the Summer or the early Autumn the opens the garage, both the garage and its surroundings

terrace or garden front of the house presents a vision of being enclosed, as has been said, by a high wall. The
beauty never to be forgotten. The space just outside the placing of these necessary service quarters in this some-
long French windows of the living-room is flagged with what unusual position has resulted in a rather quaint and
brick; just beyond lies the shallow pool with its wealth of picturesque effect and has made it possible to place the sur-

Summer vegetation and a flight of brick steps descend from roundings upon the other sides of the house without refer-

the terrace to the lawn where a great variety of old fash- ence to the minor buildings which so often interfere with the

ioned hardy plants are banked against the stone of the stone carefully arranged plans for the grounds of a countryhome.

Entrance front of the Kerr house
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The house of Mr. N. Comes, Jr., and house of Mr. C. C. Fay, at Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey

Building a House in the Autumn
By O. J. Gette

HE general impression prevails at large that

the best time or season in which to build a

house is in the Spring and Summer time.

The general supposition, and rightly, is,,

that the seasons are accompanied by pre-

vailing good weather. There are, however,

a number of points that enter into the consideration of

the problems of building a house that are generally over-

looked. Owing to the fact that most people prefer to

commence building in the Spring, contractors and builders

are naturally very busy at this season of the year, and in

consequence there is a great demand for competent me-

chanics at a time the supply is not equal to the demand.
The general tendency of the present day to rush things

very often finds one confronted by workmen who appear

to have skipped their apprenticeships and who, barely able

to drive a nail and use a saw, assume the dignity of calling

themselves
carpenters,
but without

any true
knowledge
of this trade.

Many times,

in conse-
quence, a

person em-

ployed in

building a

house is com-
pelled to

EED ROOM

BED EDDM

?
Floor plans of the Comes house

take on a number of men who are more or less incompe-

tent. In the Fall when work is not so plentiful, the builder

can choose his employees with better results, though, of

course, if he is a large contractor he will have a number of

mechanics steadily employed the year around.

A house started in the early part of October has a great

many advantages over one begun in the Spring. October

offers the home-builder sufficient time to erect the founda-

tions or even upper part if that is built of masonry, be-

fore real cold weather commences. The frame can be

erected, the house properly enclosed, and the furnace or

boiler set. There is nothing better for thoroughly drying

out the building generally than artificial heat. The progress

may not be quite so rapid, but the results obtained will

be much the better.

Plastering can continue, and even that, in most cases,

will be better for being dried with artificial heat, as the

process of

drying is

much slower.

In the Sum-

mer time the

excessive
heat and the

building
being left

more open,

exposing the

plaster to

any winds
will dry the Plans of the Fay house
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plaster much too fast, and the re-

sult will be a great number of

cracks more or less small.

The great item of expense also

enters in on the subject of build-

ing in the Fall. Owing to the

work becoming scarcer at this time,

contractors, in order to keep their
Parsonage first floor plan organization intact, will estimate

work more cheaply. The reason for this is that, as stated

before, good mechanics are not plentiful, and the employer
wishes to keep his good men, so that he can be prepared
at any time, should an influx of work appear, to distribute

his good men among his different jobs, and the results of

poor workmanship owing to taking on incompetent help

will be minimized.

By commencing to build in the country in the Fall, it will

be possible to get the surrounding grounds into much bet-

ter and quicker shape than when finishing in the Fall or

late Summer. Very little is then done. Completing in

the late Winter or very early Spring gives one plenty of

opportunity to properly prepare the grounds for laying

them out and getting shrubbery and trees planted, so that

the house may seem part of its surroundings.

The selection and purchase of a site for building of the

house is naturally the first step. If one have the selec-

tion of a number of sites of nearly equal attractiveness

the exposure of the house should be the deciding factor.

Plots with a southern or eastern exposure are in greater

demand than those with a northern or western frontage.

Frequently the mistake is made in buying property that

careful restrictions are lacking, and many a promising de-

velopment at first was later ruined by inroads of an un-

desirable character. When buying your own plot it would
be a wise idea if you are financially able to purchase

adjacent property on both sides, as a future protection or

to sell to a friend whom you would like to settle near

you. The matter of the healthfulness of any site should

be governed by common knowl-

edge and need not be gone into

here. After you have bought your

ground, don't be in too much haste

to commence building. It should

be stated here that in the selection

of an architect, claims of acquaint-

anceship or solicitation on the part

of an architect should not be con- Parsonage second floor plan

sidered. Experience in house building and the artistic

quality of his finished work should be the guiding factor.

A local architect, if he has the proper qualifications, should

give you better service, other things being equal, as he is

acquainted with all local conditions, and could probably

give you more superintendence. The architect should be

given plenty of time in which to study and prepare his pre-

liminary sketches. The sketches usually consist of the

plans of each floor and a perspective sketch of one or more
elevations of the exterior. Before these sketches are given

you the architect has made a number of rough sketches,

as only by continuous study of the problem in hand, and
every new building is another problem for him to solve,

can the best results be accomplished by him. The prelim-

inary sketches having been accepted by the owner, no doubt

after changes more or less in number have been made to

finally satisfy him, the preparation of the working plans

and specifications is the next step.

When you start out to build, you must give some con-

sideration to the material you desire to use for the walls

of the building. Stone, brick, concrete, hollow tile or frame
will take up your attention right at the start. Further-

more, this little study of materials should be accomplished

before you start your plans.

The working plans are usually made to the scale of a

quarter of an inch to the foot. It is also an excellent idea

for your architect to have the more important interior

details made at a larger scale and incorporated with the

other plans, as it will permit of closer estimating by the

Parsonage of the First Presbyterian Church, Ridge Road, Rutherford, New Jersey
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House of Mr. George F. Parker, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey

bidders rather than to attempt to describe everything in After the estimates have been received and the owner
the specifications. As to the question of cost, tell your desires to go ahead, a contract should be drawn,

architect frankly the amount you wish* to spend. The The contract should be in writing; there are printed forms

owner of course, and it is only too often done, cannot ask in general use which cover most conditions,

the architect to design a house of certain dimensions con- The next step is to stake out the building on the site,

taining a stated number of rooms and be built of materials The best way is to have a surveyor make a map of the

designated by the owner, and also fix the cost of the work, property showing the grade lines, that is, the different levels

A great amount of trouble has arisen between architects of the ground at fixed points, and showing the location of

and their clients in house building over the ever-present any trees.

question of the cost. The trouble is partly due to the The right location on the property is a very important

fact that many people appreciative of the beautiful, desire step. The question of driveways, of the nearness of future

houses a great deal better than they can afford, or they neighbors, the preservation of trees, and the general view,

judge by the cost of the house that has been built, for- must all be taken into consideration. A house should be

getful of the fact that it was built a number of years ago,

when the cost of materials and labor was considerably less.

The equipment of houses has also beerfSrery much improved,

which all helps to increase the cost.

An owner should familiarize himself with the plans

and specifications, carefully reading over the latter, as a

thorough understanding of what they contain will materially

lessen any possible friction between the owner and the archi-

set as close to the ground as practicable; of course, due al-

lowance must be made for flow of water, and proper light-

ing of the cellar.

Setting a house close to the ground with a proper planting

scheme around it gives it a homelike appearance. Care

should be taken at this time, to see that the excavated ma-

terial from the cellar is taken away at once from the

premises, provided, of course, it is not needed for filling.

tect. It will eliminate any question of a possible something an The ground around the building should be roughly graded,

owner thought was included in the plans and specifications.

In proceeding to get estimates, the question of who to

have estimate on the work is a very important one. The
list of contractors should be carefully selected. They should

be of an average as to their work and reputation. It is a

so that the work may not be hindered, especially as later

on in freezing time it will be almost impossible to have the

ground moved—likewise, it will also hold the water around

the foundation walls.

It behooves the builder to get his foundation walls and

mistake to think that because you employ an architect he if the building is of wooden construction, the frame up, and

can take any builder and have him produce a building of the roof on, so that the work can go on uninterruptedly

equal quality, and the most conscientious superintendence during the Winter weather.

cannot make an unscrupulous or cheap builder do good Of course as soon as the roof is on it is a good idea to

work. The most carefully drawn plans and specifications get the window openings closed with temporary sashes, as

are then of no avail. Many times a low bidder has over- the work can then proceed in the interior, such as setting

looked something in estimating on

the work or later on finds that he

estimated too low, so that there is

no profit in the work for him; as

a consequence he may lose all in-

terest in the work and the house

is liable to suffer for it, so a too

great disparity in the estimates

should be thoroughly investigated. First and second story plans, Parker house

the partitions, getting the rough

plumbing and heating pipes in, so

that the lathing can then be done.

During the time of plastering even

when the weather is below freez-

ing outside, the windows should be

partly opened during the day, so

that the air may circulate through

the different rooms, as it will
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greatly assist in the drying

of the plaster, as the circu-

lation of the fresh air helps

to get rid of the moisture

from the plaster. It is

understood that constant

heat should be provided, as

First floor plan, Benedict house neglect in this particular

may cause a great deal of damage to the plaster. When
the plastering is done, don't be in too much of a hurry for

the trim or finished woodwork of the interior to be erected.

The plastering should be thoroughly dry before any wood-
work is applied. The mistake is often made by a great

many that when the plastering is about dry the furnace or

boiler fire is not kept -up regularly, if at all. The work of

putting on the trim is greatly facilitated and benefited by

having permanent heat during the progress of the work.

The cost of supplying fuel is a small and insignificant

item when the great beneficial results from its use are con-

sidered. Even should one not desire to move into the com-

pleted house in mid-Winter it is a good idea to continue the

heating of the house, as in a house all closed up water will

condense to such a degree that it will stand in great rows
of beads on the walls, trim, doors and windows and the

effect of this is very bad.

A word here on- substantial construction should not be

amiss. Even in the inexpensive house, the structural timbers

should be of a size to more than fully do the work. An
illustration of this and it only happens too often is the use

of floor beams, which though they may safely carry all the

load required will even vibrate when walking acros.s the

floor. This will crack the plaster ceilings and eventually the

fallen ceiling is the result. It is also a very good thing to

have all stud partitions bridged and a fire-stop built in at

each story. The State of New Jersey has taken a big step

forward in that all municipalities even the smallest can enact

a building code or ordinances regulating the construction of

all kinds of buildings, and providing for the systematic in-

spection of all new buildings under construction. Although
this law has only been in effect two or three years most of

the municipalities of the

New Jersey suburban zone

have enacted building

codes. At first there were
some objections by the

possibly ignorant or un-

principled builder to the

more or less rigid regula- Second floor plan, Benedict house

tions as the case may be, but the consequent good results

obtained can only serve to work for the best interest of all

the people. The possibility at the present day of being able

to construct our country and suburban houses of unburnable

materials has helped to a simplification in building construc-

tion and design, and the influence of this has become visible

to a large degree. The simple way in which hollow tile and
concrete can be used are becoming more and more familiar

to the layman.

There is no doubt that the number of interesting and
well designed houses is increasing, and what is more grati-

fying that we find this among the builders of small homes
to an ever-increasing number. A good number of pro-

moters and developers of suburban real estate are begin-

ning to feel that it is poor economy to build houses unless

they have been designed by an architect of proven ability in

the designing of the country home.
In selecting a design for the exterior of one's home it

should be recognized that the design must fit the local con-

dition, and fortunate indeed that the architect of homes
enjoys a great opportunity in this country. There are so

many materials to choose from, and he is not limited or

confined to a single style. Every new house confronts him
with a new problem, the demands of families differ in many
respects in their requirements of room and necessary com-
forts, and happy to say that the popular taste is constantly

improving, and with our better architects showing a con-

stantly increasing feeling of restraint in their work.

The modern house is also remarkable, for what may be

called the pictorial treatment of the interior and this treat-

ment is exploited more and more by architects. A good
vista or view in a house strongly stimulates the imagination.

House of Mr. E. F. Benedict, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey
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A grouping of Golden Jonquils in the garden border

Planting the Bulb Garden
By Norman H. Loring

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves

ULBS are one of the most neglected of the

garden's opportunities. Not because they

are not appreciated, for their appeal is quite

universal, but because their culture requires

forethought—careful planting, and some
work, many months before there will be -any-

thing to show for it except the gardener's joy in anticipa-

tion—and that, by the way, is no inconsiderable reward.

The knowledge that you now have your dozens or hundreds,

as the case may be, of the most beautiful Spring flowers

tucked safely away in the soil, snugly protected and await-

ing only the first warm days to brighten and gladden your

home world is in itself a very good Winter's dividend on

your small investment of cash and time.

The cheerful, daring little Snow Drops and Squills, wel-

come harbingers of the return of the season of life ; the smil-

ing Crocuses turning their many colored cups upward to

drink the first drafts of the year's golden sunshine : Daffodils

"that come before the swallows dare and take the winds of

March with beauty"; Golden Jonquils and heavy-scented

Hyacinths—all these, if you would see them at all next

Spring, will require your attention this Fall; and if you
would see them as they should be seen, so planned as to have
them massed, or bedded, or scattered about so that they

fit harmoniously into the general scheme of the place, and

yet each bulb tells, they will require your careful considera-

tion now. The earlier you can get in your bulb order the

better, but before you order, your bulb planting should be

carefully thought out and planned, to insure best results.

When buying bulbs, not only order as early as you pos-

sibly can, but get the^ best bulbs you can find, if possible

selecting them perso- ully ; although it is much better to order

by mail from some ! itge house which imports its own bulbs

directly than to trust to the questionable products of some
hardware store or small seed-store in a small city or town.

The bulbs should be solid, firm and plump, and as even in

size as possible; the "best" does not mean necessarily either

the high-priced new sorts, nor the largest, the "mammoth" or

"gigantic" sized bulbs, but it does mean 'the best grade re-

gardless of price, and standard named sorts rather than mix-

tures. In fact, the latter will even more frequently give satis-

factory results. In making the first planting of bulbs that

are to remain in the ground from year to year, it is a good
plan to use some of the smaller size along with the first

sized ones, as these will then be in their prime when the

others have passed and before the new offsets formed have

become fully developed.

In speaking in the ordinary, perhaps narrow, s.^nse of

the word, most bulbs cannot be used to best ad\ age

in garden planting, although they are still largely utilized

for this purpose. Happily that abominable atrocity of mak-
ing a gaping wound upon a beautiful and smooth law .by

inflicting upon it a crescent or star or circle or some o\.

even more incongruous geometrical design, composec

alternate streaks and spots of red and blue and pink

cinths or Tulips, is growing rapidly out of practice;

the whole place should be your garden; an integral compo-

sition, and in such a fixed picture all of the bulbs may be
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and should be used as most

effective details; also in long

narrow borders, and especi-

ally against a background of

shrubs and hardy flowers or

against the wall or veranda

of a house, they are not only

quite permissible but quite

charming. But on the whole

the more naturalistic the ef-

fect you can obtain the better

it will be. Bulbs such as

Tulips, which should be

taken up every year, may well

be used amongst shrubs such

as Roses or among hardy

Perennials which bloom in a

later period of the season

;

Bulb bed, showing Hyacinth

but less annual care will be required and on the whole more
pleasing results obtained if some of the hardier things, such

as the Narcissi, can be "naturalized," and especially so if

the place be so fortunate as to possess some pond or stream
or other shaded nook or corner or long curve where the

"naturalizing 1 ' can be made to look absolutely natural. For
this purpose too, the hardy Lilies which bloom later in the

Summer and need practically no attention are very

valuable.

• Do not be afraid to look over your own place; and in

solving your problems and in making out your bulb order, to

depart radically from what you may have done before or

what your neighbors may be doing. Five dollars' worth of

bulbs placed judiciously about the grounds will make a more
striking and noticeable effect than thirty dollars' worth,

massed in a few splotches and contortions to "knock your

eye out"—to say nothing of the fact that they will be in

infinitely better taste.

Of course, bulbs will do better in some soils than in

others, but they will do well in almost any soil which you

are likely to encounter; espe-

cially those bulbs which are

frequently replaced, for the

grower of the bulbs has al-

ready stored up in it enough

energy to produce flowers

for a couple of seasons; in

fact, you will find upon cut-

ting such a bulb through

from the top to the bottom,

the miniature "cross-section"

of the complete flower which

is to be thrown up the follow-

ing year.

But the question of soil

must not be confused with

that of situation; thorough
bulbs in position for planting drainage is absolutely neces-

sary for success with bulbs; no matter how finely worked or

rich your soil may be, if it is so placed or of such a char-

acter that it will remain water-logged after a heavy rain or

during the Winter, failure is pretty certain to result (some

"bulbous" plants, however, such as Iris, will do very well

in low wet positions) . If the drainage is not good naturally,

it must be made so artificially, and this is the first step to

be taken. Where- a limited number of bulbs are to be set,

drainage may be very quickly and certainly secured by mak-

ing the holes for the bulbs extra deep and depositing in

each a handful of coarse sand or cinders before placing the

bulbs. The soft, true bulbs such as the hardy Lilies should

have two or three inches of sand beneath them and if the soil

is at all likely to be wet it should be brought up about the

sides as well.

Bulbs not only need to be protected from moisture but

from contact with manure, especially if it is at all fresh. If

the soil contains much manure a little sand around the bulbs

will answer for this purpose, as well as that of drainage.

If the soil needs enrichment at the time of planting, it is

The Crocus is one of the most attractive bulbs for naturalizing
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much safer to do it with a mixture

of bone-meal and bone-flour, the lat-

ter, being in a very fine condition,

yielding quicker results than the

former.

Another important point to be

taken into consideration is the

proper depth at which to set the

bulbs. In this as well as in most Tulip

garden matters no hard and fast rule is possible, but as a

general thing the top of the bulb after planting should be

from one and one half to two times as far below the sur-

face as the bulb is thick through. It will be safe to follow

this rule unless some other and more specific directions are

given in the catalogue from which you are ordering. Where
bulbs of one color and of one variety are used in mass, it

is desirable to make the season of bloom as long as possible,

plant some at this depth, and some an inch or so shallower

or deeper.

Where a formal bulb garden is being made, and especi-

ally where different kinds of bulbs of several varieties are

being arranged so as to afford a long succession of blooms,

and they have to be put in at different depths, it is a very

good plan to make the bed several inches lower than it is

to be when completed, and lay out the bulbs which are to

go deepest in their respective positions, put on an inch or so

of soil and then lay out the next layer and so on, until

the bed is completed to the top. Each layer should be firmed

down with the back of a spade before putting in the next one.

A naturalized group of Narcissi

This is another operation in

which you cannot go absolutely by

the calendar. The Spring-blooming

bulbs, Tulips, Narcissi, Hyacinths,

Jonquils, Crocuses, Squills, etc., may
be put in, as nearly as possible, six

weeks before hard freezing begins.

For most of the middle and north-
border ern states this will be from the last

week in September till the first week in November. (The
dates vary, of course, in both the locality and the season.)

The idea of this is to induce as strong a root growth as

possible without danger of enough top-growth being made
to be injured when cold weather sets in. It is natural for

all these bulbs to make this root-growth during the cool

Fall weather with little or no corresponding growth of

leaves. The hardy Lilies such as Auratum and Speciousum,

may be planted in late August or September. Last Autumn
was so prolonged and so warm that many bulbs, even in

December and the first part of January, made top-growth
to such an extent that when hard weather finally did set in,

they were more or less injured. But as there is no way of

foretelling what the season is going to be, the best that one

can do is to take the average for his locality and go by
that.

After the first good hard freeze, and before the ground
has had a chance to thaw out again, is the best time for

putting on the necessary Winter mulch which in cold sec-

tions should consist of three or four inches of dry leaves or

some similar material such as bog-hay.

Where the Winters are not very severe, pine

boughs will answer the purpose just as well

and are also more convenient to use. The
idea of the mulch, in any case, is not to shut

out the cold, but to prevent the alternate

freezing and thawing which, if the ground
is not shaded from the direct sunlight, is

otherwise quite certain to take place. Fre-

quently, and especially in made-up beds, the

result is that the ground "heaves" and the

bulbs are injured or even actually unplaced.

Then, too, without this protection they are

apt to start into growth prematurely in the

Spring. This mulch should be removed
gradually—that is, in two or three layers—as

the Spring begins to open up. If there is no

objection to leaving part of the mulch upon

the bed between the bulbs and the stems as

they push up, it will be beneficial rather than

the opposite to leave it there as a protection

from the dry winds of later Spring.

Where bulbs are naturalized in the grass,

no Winter mulching is necessary, as Nature

looks after this in her own manner. In such

cases, however, and where bulbs are left in

the same place from year to year, it some-

times becomes necessary to separate the

clumps. When this will be necessary de-

pends largely both upon the varieties and

upon the circumstances of soil, etc. It will be

indicated by the blossoms getting smaller or

gradually failing altogether, while otherwise

the plants seem to be in healthy condition.

The bulbs may be taken up either after they

have gotten through blooming and the leaves

have begun to turn yellow, in the Spring, or

in October or early November. In the for-

mer case they may be cleaned off, after dry-

ing, and stored in some cool, dry place dur-

ing the Summer, and planted out as you
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would new bulbs in the Fall season.

Bulbs which are naturalized in a

lawn which is to be kept closely cut,

frequently fail because the leaves,

after the plants get through bloom-

ing, are cut before they have a

chance to ripen up, which is indi-

cated by their turning yellow and

dying down. Under such circum- Darwin

stances the lawn-mower should not be used until the bulbs

are fairly well ripened, as the complete growth of the leaves

is essential to the full development of the bulbs in storing

up food for next year's flowering.

The flower stalks, if the flowers are wanted for use in the

house, may be cut just as soon as the bulbs begin to open,

and even where they are left to flower where they are, the

flower-stalks should be cut off as soon as the blooms begin

to go by.

For the above reasons Snow-drops and Squills are much
the most satisfactory bulbs for naturalizing in the lawn.

They bloom very early and are well ripened up before it

is necessary to begin to use the lawn-mower. Furthermore,
their delicate flowers, born on frail stems, need the back-

ground of turf beneath them in place of bare earth. When'
Crocuses are used, as they often are, the mowing of the

lawn should be delayed until their leaves begin to die

down.

As suggested above, it becomes necessary with some of

the bulbs to take them up and replant every few years.

With most of the hardy Lilies, this seldom,

if ever, is necessary. In fact, disturbing them
is injurious rather than beneficial.

Most of the bulbs, and especially the

hardy Lilies, will be benefitted by having

manure dug into the soil every year or every

other year. But it must be old and thor-

oughly decomposed. If you can get old com-
post from a hot-bed or something of that

sort it will be much better than manure.
Bone-meal also may be used to great advantage,

as there is no danger of injuring bulbs with it.

It is advisable to get your order for bulbs

in as early as possible. In fact, if you have
waited until the present time you should do
it at once. Personally I always prefer to

order by mail from a catalogue. The bulbs

which one finds in a small seed-store or a

hardware store one cannot be sure of and the

varieties are usually rather limited. Even if

you have access to one of the big seed stores,

where the bulbs are imported directly, it is

easier and more satisfactory to sit down and
study out of the catalogue the things which
will meet your requirements than to try to do
it at the counter.

The most important groups of bulbs for

Fall-planting for Spring flowers are Tulips,

Hyacinths, and Narcissi,—'the last including

Daffodils and Jonquils.

Of recent years the class of Tulips known
as Darwin has come into great popularity,

and along with them the cottage garden or

May-flowering Tulips. Both of these classes,

however, are late bloomers and as the first

flowers in Spring are highly prized on ac-

count of their earliness as well as for their

other qualities every bulb garden should in-

clude some of the old-fashioned early tulips,

among the best varieties of which is the Due
Van Thol section, with flowers of different

colors, including scarlet, crimson,

yellow, pink, white and variegated,

red-striped-yellow and red-striped-

gold. The Pottebakker sorts also

come in scarlet, white and yellow.

Vermilion Brilliant is an extra fine,

rich brilliant scarlet; and Kaiser

Kroon, growing to a height of fifteen

Tulips inches, bright red edged with golden

yellow, is in my opinion the finest of all the variegated sorts.

Joost van Vondel White is an extra large and fine pure

white. "Dragon" Tulips are grotesquely laciniated and

fringed, and entirely distinct from any of the other sorts.

The list of good Hyacinths is almost without limit, and

for little expense you can get a layout of any color or as

many colors as you want. But why not try a bed or a

border of one solid color for next Spring, and get away
from the old idea of thinking that Hyacinths must be planted

in "design" beds of clashing colors? If you cannot quite

bring yourself to this at least restrict your planting to more
harmonious contrasts, such for instance as LTnnocence, and

Czar Peter, light lavender-blue.

Of the Narcissi there are a number of types all very dis-

tinct from one another;—'the Giant trumper, the double

Narcissus or Daffodil, the small-flowering or Jonquil, the

"Poet" type, and the Polyanthus, or bunch-flowered sorts, all

well known. But be sure you are picking out the type you

want, when you order by variety. The Peerless or Star

Narcissi, and the new Poetaz, are not so familiarlyknown.

lips grouped tor mass e
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OLLECTIXG old

hobbies that suppli

satisfaction. The
true collector
finds great de-

light in "discov-

ering" things and samplers are

peculiarly the sort of treasures

that are invested with the possi-

bility of being discovered. Al-

though they sometimes bring ex-

traordinary prices at auction, one

is just as apt to come across at-

tractive old samplers in out-of-

the-way places and to be able to

acquire them for prices that are

quite within reach of the mod-

erate purse.

The making of samplers may
be traced as far back as the sev-

enteenth century, although they

probably had an earlier origin.

Of course, early samplers are

rarer than ones of later date, al-

though those dated later than

1835 are not as commonly met

with as one would expect them

to be. I will be sure that the

samplers is one of those

es an unending source of

field over which the collector of samplers may roam is suf-

ficiently broad to be interesting. A large number of samplers

were made during the eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries

and many of these are extant,

tempting the enthusiastic col-

lector to make search for them.

Sentiment has done much to

preserve these specimens of

needlework so patiently wrought
by the tiny hands of the little

maids of generations and genera-

tions ago. One sees reflected in

the early samplers something of

the educational austerity of the

era in which they were produced,

for it could have been no cheer-

ful task for little seven-year-old

fingers to be stitching away at

bothersome alphabets when the

thought of play was in the mind.

Many old-time samplers have

suffered more or less from time's

vicissitudes, however, careful

restoration will work wonders
with them, with even the most
soiled and defaced examples, so

entury English sampler skilful have the menders of old

An early French sampler showing a great number of stitches and lace inserts
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Nineteenth century English sampler,

linen and embroideries become by practice.

The sampler upon page 361, worked in

1789, by little Miss Jane Gibson, is typical

of the English and American work of that

period and reflects its sober attitude. By
omitting the alphabets and numerals, so

often used, Miss Jane secures space for

two quotations from scripture and a stanza

of fervid poetry besides many borders and

a little garden scene with <an arbor in the

foreground. Her name, with due modesty
is included, apparently as an afterthought.

The reds, greens and tones of old rose are

almost as effective against the ecru linen

as when the sampler was worked. At the

bottom of page 361 is a sampler which,

while not so decorative as samplers often

are, is extremely interesting as containing undated English sampler

An early Dutch sampler, 1 706

almost all of the embroidery and lace

stitohes used in America or England a cen-

tury ago. These stitches, in several colors,

are exceedingly beautiful against the back-

ground of gray linen.

The two samplers which appear at the

top of page 362 were made at times nearly

•an exact century apart, for one was worked
in 1706 (by one who did not leave em-

broidered record of her name), and Mary
Luce worked hers in 1802, the chief adorn-

ment of which samplers is a spirited por-

trayal of the beguilement of Adam and
Eve. Both samplers exhibit a fondness for

such decoration as birds, trees, baskets of

fruit and of flowers in conventionalized

form. Other samplers illustrated on this

page are equally interesting and attractive.
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Old

Clocks
By Elizabeth Lounsbery

Photographs by T. C. Turner,

Jennie Young Chandler and Others

Old Dutch wall clock. Silver Repousee.

Pendulum folded back

Old skeleton mantel clock from Chester,

England, eighteenth century

1 .

"*

F the many suggestions of bygone days, per- duced for domestic use, and was known as the "bird cage,"

haps the clock has a strong an appeal "lantern," or "bedpost" clock. These clocks, which de-

as even the intimacy of old china or the rived their name from their shape, were made of brass,

feeling of comfort which is prompted by In some merely the hours were struck—in others a bell sur-

the introduction of old furniture in the mounted the case as an alarm. From the chamber clock,

home. sometimes encased by a wooden hood, to protect it from
Many fine examples of early clock making have been dust, gradually developed the eight-day long-case or grand-

preserved, in consequence, by not only the intelligent col- father clock, as it was familiarly known later. This did

lector and the descendants of some of the best American not affect the use of the "lantern" clocks, however, which

clock makers, but mere chance as well has saved for us, still continued in popularity, and in the time of Queen Anne
because of their very usefulness and reliability as time- were made with an increased size of dial, which protruded

pieces, numbers of old clocks which otherwise would have two or three inches on either side of the frame and were

found their way to the rubbish pile, from which, most for- termed "sheep's-head" clocks.

tunately, they have been rescued by discriminating collectors. Three pioneer "horlogers" (as clockmakers were then

So many contradictory records exist in regard to the called) from Holland, went to England in 1368, and under

exact date of the invention of the

clock, that it is guesswork to desig-

nate a definite date for their intro-

duction. It is generally conceded

though that clocks, which perhaps

were little more than sun-dials were

placed in cathedrals and monasteries

as early as the ninth and tenth cen-

turies, and during the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries, which marked"

the evolution of the sun-dial and

water-clock to the clock with escape-

ment, they became more generally

used for that purpose. As the work

clock appears in Latin as "glocio,"

signifying a bell, in French as

"cloche" and in German as "glocke,"

it is probable that many of the early

efforts consisted merely in striking

a bell at regular intervals determined

by a sun-dial or sand-glass.

From 1335 to 1350 when the

famous Strasburg Cathedral clocks

were begun, up to 1500, the use of

clocks was necessarily confined to

cathedrals and large buildings be-

cause of their heavy weights, but

with the invention of the coiled

spring and gradual improvement of

the works, the general use of clocks

extended throughout Europe—at

first as the expensive and highly

decorated timepieces of royalty and

the very rich. About 1620, how-

the protection of Edward III, may
be said to have introduced the in-

dustry into that country, where it

rapidly grew to such proportions

that to prevent further invasions,

the Clockmakers' Company was
formed, under a charter from
Charles I, granted in 1631. This
empowered the society to rule and
protect the rights of the craftsmen,

and with its by-laws to govern all

persons using the trade in London or

within about ten miles of it. The
company also had the "right of

search" and the power to inspect and
possibly seize clocks and watches of

suspicious authenticity and qualitv,

to prevent their sale and exportation.

This continued until 1698, when an

act was passed demanding that the

maker's name, with his place of resi-

dence, should appear on every clock

or watch exported, under penalty of

a fine and forfeiture.

It was about this time—a few
years earlier, that clockmakers from
England and Holland set forth for

America—equipped with the train-

ing of their vocations and with tools,

to establish themselves here, where
they eventually turned out work
equal to that of their home coun-

tries. Of these early clockmakers,

many settled in Massachusetts and

ever, the chamber chock was intro- Old clock of the Terry type made by Chauncey Jerome Connecticut and New York, while
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Old clock of the Terry type. Made by

Seth Thomas. Eagle above the clouds

later we find many able men of this

trade were located in Pennsylvania,

Delaware, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and even Maryland. Unlike

England, America had, however, no

clockmakers' guild or company, from
which, like in various trade guilds

in England, a complete list of

names of its members can be obtained with the dates of

their term of membership. Thus an English clock or

watch can readily be traced and identified as to its maker
and value, but in America, owing to the lack of organiza-

tion and record, aside from possibly a thousand names of

early American clockmakers, many are unknown to-day,

and their work, of which there were excellent examples,

has entirely disappeared. After 1800, in the shelf clocks

(not the long-case) it was
customary for the maker to

paste a paper inside of the

case, in the center of which,

in bold type, were his name
and that of the town in

which the clock was made
with divisions on either side

devoted to "Directions

—

To Keep this Clock Run-

ning," and "To Keep this

Clock in Order." At the

bottom was invariably the

admonition: "Warranted, if

Well Used." Often, in old

clocks, this paper has been

destroyed or is missing, but

the character and decora-

tion of the dial and case usu-

ally make it possible to de-

termine its origin.

Many works were im-

ported from England and
Holland, in the early days

of the Colonies, without

the cases, owing to their

size and bulk, and often

were hung without the case

An old Banjo clock by a maker to save the trouble and ex-

contemporary with Willard pense of supplying one.

Bristol, Connecticut,

825

Old clock made by Elisha Hotchkiss,

1815. View of Stoke-Pogis Church

Some of these works were boxed

in, others were not, and were
made to run until they were
completely clogged with dust and
dirt. Those which were not en-

cased were known as "Wag-on-
the-wall" clocks, a term originally

applied by country people. Clocks

illustrative of this type, without cases, are not very rare and

many of these are of German origin inasmuch as many of

them were brought over for use in America by the early

German settlers in Pennsylvania and elsewhere. The dials

of such clocks usually are of white enameled wood, with

decorations depicting figures, flowers and scenes. These

clocks have works of wood and are wound by pulling down
the opposite end of the chain to which the weight is attached.

The "Wag-on-the-wall" is

also to be found of English,

Dutch and of Swiss make.

It is one of the quaintest

types of old clocks Refer-

ring again to the cases,

it was the custom for

journeymen and cabinet-

makers to make cases for

the works, which were

turned and carved with a

fine eye to line and propor-

tion. These were carried

throughout the country by

peddlers on horseback,

often four or five at a

time and averaged in price

from £3 to £11, and even

more. The earliest work,

though, of American clock-

makers, represents the his-

tory of church and town
clocks—the first of which

was made by E b'e n e z e r

Parmelee, who built the first

town clock in New Eng-
land, in Guilford, Conn.,

where he worked and lived.

The "Sign of the Dial" was A fine example of Friesland Wall
the distinguishing sign of Clock, about 1780
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the clockmakers' trade, marked with

his name and that of the shop or

house owner and the street on which

he lived. But the industry did not

get its impetus until after the close

of the Revolution and the turbulence

of war had ended; then such names
as Daniel Burnap, of Connecticut,

Eli Terry and Eli Terry, Jr., Silas

Hoadley, Seth Thomas, Thomas
Harland, together with Simon Wil-

lard and his sons, became famous.

Carden Proctor, Thomas Perry, of

Hanover Square, and John Niesh,

of Front Street, New York, became
well known in the early days of the

city. An account book of the last

named clockmaker still exists, with

a record of his business dealings

with well known people of his time

( 1 8 19-1833) , and shows his modest
Old shelf clock made by David Williams, Newport, from

the collection of Mr. Thomas A. Lawton, Newport, R. I.

charges for repairing and cleaning watches,

and his price for bracket clocks to be in

striking contrast to those of the present day.

Perhaps the family most closely identi-

fied with clockmaking in Connecticut, was
the Terrys. Eli Terry was born in East

Windsor, Conn., in 1772, and having

learned the trade from Thomas Harland,

who had many apprentices, made his first

wooden clock in 1792. Having later con-

ceived the idea of using water power in-

stead of hand work in the manufacture of

clocks, Terry began to produce them in

great quantities, at reasonable cost. They
were known as the 30-hour wood clocks,

pillar and scroll top, and became very

popular. A contemporary copy of a

Terry clock is illustrated on page 363.

In 1 8 1 8, Eli Terry died after a life

devoted to clock-making and inven-

tions contributing to the facility of clock

manufacture, and his sons, Eli, Jr., and

Henry Terry, the former inheriting his

father's ability and genius, continued for

many years in their father's business.

In another illustration may be seen

a shelf clock made by Seth Thomas,
of Plymouth Hollow, Conn., who, in

1809, was associated with Eli Terry
and Thomas Hoadley in the manufac-

ture of clocks. This strongly shows
Terry's influence, and has on the inside

of the case the following printed notice

added to the usual directions and guar-

antee: "The public may rest assured

that clocks made at this factory are

equal if not superior to any made in

this country." The case is of mahogany
with slender columns in each side, and
has four delicate legs. Two brass

knobs surmount the tops of the columns
and a brass eagle with outspread wings

ornaments the center top. An ivory

diamond-shaped escutcheon covers the

keyhole. This is a feature of most
early American clocks. Seth Thomas,
after the dissolution of the aforesaid

firm, continued in the manufacture of

clocks in Plymouth Hollow (now known
as Thomaston) until he died in 1850.

Old Laybourne shelf clock fromChester,

Eng. Mahogany case. Collection of

Mr.Thomas A. Lawton, Newport, R.I.

Old shelf clock made by Henry C. Smith,

of Waterbury, Connecticut, 1814

Another example of a Con-

necticut clock showing the char-

acteristics more or less common in

the designs of the popular shelf

clock of the period, is the one il-

lustrated, made by Elisha Hotch-

kiss, about 181 5. This is of ma-

hogany, with carved feet, and has

a well preserved English scene of

Stoke-Poges Church, painted in the

inside of the glass, in the lower part

of the door. This has the bell

strike, wood movement and one-day

time.

Of the many families of Colon-

ial times, when clock-making was

the industry of father and sons

alike, there is none greater than the

Willards, the most distinguished of

whom was Simon. An illustration

on page 364 shows a copy of

the "banjo clock" patented by Simon

Willard in 1802, and generally associated

with the name, although he also made long-

case clocks, and clocks for churches and

town turrets. Many of these "banjo"

clocks or "improved timepieces," as they

were termed, were ornamented with very

elaborately painted decoration on the glass

and varied as well in the elaboration of the

brass used in the clock.

The price originally of a Willard mahog-
any eight-day clock averaged from $30 to

$60, and for a 30-hour warranted timepiece

$10, so it will be seen that even at that

time they somewhat exceeded the prices of

other makers. An attractive example of

an eight-day clock with brass movement, is

that illustrated and made by the Forest-

ville Manufacturing Company of Bristol,

Conn., about 1825. This clock has a ma-
hogany case with gilded columns supporting

the top with a double door, in which are

painted country scenes in vivid coloring.

Perhaps the old clock most easily

obtained to-day and for the lowest cost,

is that shown in the plain mahogany
box case clocks made by Henry C.

Smith, in Waterbury, Conn., about

1 8 14. With their wooden works and

"twangy" bell they bring an old-time

touch to the mantel shelf of the country

house dining-room and even living-room

which makes them eagerly sought after,

especially as certain modern clock-

smiths have given much attention suc-

cessfully to the repairing of these old

clocks. Indeed, the collecting of clocks

has become an ever-increasing interest

with many Americans, and it is to them
and their untiring efforts to acquire the

early examples of American clock-

making that we are indebted more pos-

sibly than to our museums.
Many of the famous clocks of the

world are in the private collections of

royalty, such, for example, as those

owned by the late King Edward, but

there are still clocks, within reach of the

modest purse, that will be of pleasure

and interest to their owner and successors.
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"Piqures d'Epingle"

By Gardner Teall

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE days of the French restoration, so

minutely characterized in the pages of cer-

tain of Balzac's novels with a touch of inter-

est that no other writer has quite been able

to give to them, witnessed the advent of the

plutocracy of the Chaussee d'Antin, as the

strength of the Boulevard Saint-Germain diminished. The
descendants of the eighteenth century aristocracy still vener-

ated the incomparable objets d' art which fickle Dame
Fortune had permitted to remain in their keeping while the

''newcomers" paid less attention to collecting such objects than

imitating them and lavished their apparently endless, newly
acquired wealth in accumulating with astonishing rapidity

vast furnishments of manufactures contemporary with the

lonesome reign of Louis XVIII. Once peace became estab-

lished, all Paris entered with zest into the reception of all

Garden scenes pricked out with a needle-point were one of the favorite subjects of this forgotten art
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sorts of novelties, from such

literary productions as those

of the Duchess de Duras to

the newest toilet productions,

with science and art some-

where in between. Paris,

too, had become a city of

circuses, and of sideshows;

nearly every street corner

boasted of its montebank or

its conjurer, or you might

have found the Boulevard

du Temple much given over

to waxworks and the like.

It was the time of what ap-

peared to be great national

prosperity and the arts had
never appeared to have

flourished so vigorously—at

least the art of perfume-

making and the art of the

silhouettist! The "little arts"

have always been regarded

with tender solicitude by the

French, and no people has A simple design in "Piqure d'£pingle" somewhat crudely executed

been more prolific in its ingenious devices along the lines

which, for instance, immortalized the name of the inventor

of "shadow portraits" in the term given their designation. It

is unfortunate, so far as the curious are concerned, that his-

tory has neglected to hand down to us the name of the in-

ventor of those quaint conceits which bear the name given

them by their French sponsors
—

"Piqures d'Epingle," that designs are somewhat crudely executed. Latterly color was
is to say, designs pricked by a needle-point. We would give introduced as an accessory to the art at which period the

them the English name "needlepoint pictures" were it not "Piqure d'Epingle" assumed the appearance of the valentine

that the domain of Lace has appropriated "needlepoint" in of later date of which it appears to have been the fore-

such a manner to its own use that one can not disassociate runner but not losing in any way in contrast with them.

the two things bearing

names so very similar. Now
these "Piqures d'Epingle," of

which the reader will find

some examples illustrated

here, certainly proved them-

selves to be one of the suc-

cesses of the period of the

Restauration above referred

to notwithstanding which

fact their vogue quickly died

out and the art appeared to

have become a lost one. In-

deed, the writer doubts if

very many collectors have

ever heard of these pictures

which were first traced upon
white paper or white bristol

board, and then worked out

by pricking through the en-

tire design with a needle

which process caused the

lines to stand forth in re-

lief. "Piqures d'Epingle"

soon became a lamp-light

pastime in the salons, and many of the artists of the day
seriously turned their attention to their attractions. As the

artists in these paper fantasies became more skilful they

employed various sized needles to produce lines of various

fineness and some of the specimens extant are remarkable
for the infinite pains exhibited in producing them. Other

A pair of early nineteenth century "Piqures d'Epingle," showing the use of water color as a decorative accessory
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

from subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps
should be enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired

REVIVING THE HOUSE FOR AUTUMN
AND WINTER
By George Crane

FTER a long Summer's nap, the reviving of

the house is a task that befalls us all, some-

times with little trouble, but for the greater

part it is a duty filled with innumerable un-

expected details. It is with great care to the

details that work afterward is lessened and

the keeping in order and putting into place is reduced to a

minimum. The putting up of a house for the Summer has

as great a variety of methods as the keeping of one, and

quite as much depends on so doing for comfort as upon good
care during the time the house is lived in.

A carefully shut-up house requires as much thought and

care as one gives to the weekly cleaning and one often won-

ders when one sees houses closed and boarded up, if one

could open the little door in the big wooden frame and

step inside what would greet the eye. Some think that all

that is necessary is to put papers up at the windows, board

up the lower floor and leave the key with a trust company
or a neighbor, and that in the Autumn all will be as it was
left. This is quite true, but how do you suppose the house

will look after three or four months of such a "put away?"
Let us imagine and not go into detail for the majority of

housewives do not simply turn the key and walk out, but

give their cherished belongings the care due them and, after

all, what we care for we wish to keep and what we wish to

keep we must care for. It's the same whether it be in putting

up a house for the Summer and its reviving, or the attention

necessary to the growing child, care must be given if we wish

the future to be productive of the desired results. "Noth-
ing succeeds like success" and the success we derive from
one thing or another depends upon what energy of purpose

we bring to the tasks set before us. The house, like every-

thing else, must have careful treatment during the sleeping

period or else it will not respond to the treatment that it is

to receive when the awakening takes place.

A house that is carefully put away for the Summer is just

that much easier made ready for the Winter, and thrice

blest is he who puts his house in good order by those who
are to do the reviving later on. The first thing to do is to

have the boards removed and all the windows opened, so

that the fresh air may circulate freely through the house

and drive away all the lingering reminders of Summer.
Too much stress cannot be laid on the importance of thor-

ough airing. The floors are all hardwood, so nothing is

left to do but give them a good cleaning after numerous
other things have been attended to, for the floors are one of

the last things to be done. In the drawing-room a hand-

some rug has been covered with a linen covering. This, too,

is left down till the rest of the room is in complete readiness.

So it is all over the house, the floors are left to the very last.

Several days before the family are ready to come into the

house, the servants are sent in ahead and are kept busy

getting things in a ship-shape condition. From attic to

cellar the house must be put to rights and not a room
neglected, a task which indeed few of us would care to per-

form, and yet it has its charms, for what is more satisfying

than to see the home alive once more and to realize that

it has been your hands that have done the work? The ser-

vants' quarters at the top of the house have been put in

order, first simply as a place for them to live in and be com-

fortable while the other rooms are being done. Of course,

they would be put in order too, but in this case it is wise

to give that floor the first attention as a sort of incentive

for them to do good work elsewhere.

The cellar is thoroughly cleaned and the bins well filled

with coal that has been put in during the Summer and what
ash pit there is is empty, made ready for accumulations.

The kitchen is put in a semi-orderly condition, later on to

receive its share of a thorough cleaning but at present

merely enough so that the servants' meals may be prepared

with as little hindrance as possible. The bedrooms are

aired, the mattresses taken out of their heavy covering and

beaten on the air porch and the pillows treated the same

way. The woodwork is all gone over, notwithstanding the

thorough Spring cleaning, and the closets washed out with

a mild disinfectant simply as a customary precaution that

has become more and more the rule and not the exception

in recent years. The walls are all rubbed down with a soft

brush, care being taken not to mark the paper.

Should the walls be papered with oatmeal paper, care

should be taken in rubbing as a very fine powdered fibre falls

over everything and will very soon add more labor than

is really necessary. All the mirrors are washed, the furni-

ture, if white, cleaned with a damp cloth and if mahogany,

oiled and rubbed. The rugs are unrolled and beaten so as

to air them of the odor of camphor. The bric-a-brac is

uncovered and washed and put in the customary place. The
various little linen covers are put about after a visit to the

laundress or laundry, as the case may be. The finishing

touches of the room are left to the occupant who has

cherished things under lock and key. The pictures are all

uncovered and dusted, and those that have been taken

down and folded in paper are hung up again with new
picture wire. The bathrooms are thoroughly scoured and

every inch gone over as only they should be treated. The
windows are washed and fresh white curtains hung, the

beds are made and the bedrooms are ready for the long

Winter occupancy.

The halls are all carefully gone over, floors painted, walls

and stairs with the white spindles are all cleaned and put

in order. The various closets in the halls are all put in

order and nothing is forgotten. It is possible by a little
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thought to remember all. The library with its array of

bookcases is made tenfold easier by a little thoughtfulness

when the house is closed in the Spring. Paper is put under
every row of books and brought over the tops and pushed
down behind and fastened thus preventing dust from set-

tling. Over the shelves is hung a navy linen sheet from top

to bottom so that absolutely no dust can harm the books

and they are not in need of a dusting when the house is

being put in order. This will bring a word of praise from
those who are doing the reviving and at the same time is

well worth remembering. In this room the same method
is carried out, perhaps with more care, as each object is

of greater value and requires more care to be taken. The
heavy draperies are home from the decorator's where they

have been undergoing slight repairs and after the wood-
work has been rubbed and the windows washed, they are

hung all aglow with that new look that anything seems to

have after a long time out of sight. The fireplace is put

to rights with the fire irons cleaned, the brasses polished,

and fresh birch logs laid on the bed of neatly banked ashes.

The floor having been rubbed, the rug is laid, thus adding

another room to the list of completion.

The drawing-room is next with its formality hidden be-

neath the white coverings. To this room the decorator

is called in to remove the covering from the damask wall

hangings and a real task it is. The woodwork is gone
over with a soft cloth, the crystal wall brackets and large

central chandelier are uncovered, and the pendants washed
until they sparkle and send dancing a thousand lights about

the room. Many people think that by covering the pendants

in the Spring there is no need to wash them in the Fall which
is a sad mistake. Of this they will be convinced when once

they see the difference wrought by the extra attention. The
large pictures are hung and those set in the panels over the

mantels are uncovered and once more look out upon an

old familiar scene. The furniture is by this time all ready

for the chintz coverings to be removed, but perhaps owing
to a few warm days still to come they will remain on as they

are more or less suggestive of coolness. The large rug is

put down and the smaller ones, and when the curtains are

hung this room takes on a livable appearance.

The hall downstairs and the little morning-room, come
next. The morning-room needs little attention as all

through the Summer the mistress of the house has used it

as a quiet spot to write in when in town for the day. One
bedroom is reserved for this purpose, so the house is not

absolutely closed to the world, and once in a while is re-

minded that the family is still alive and taking interest.

The dining-room, dark and cool, with ghost-like sentinels

on guard, is the next room to receive attention and be

brought to life again after the long period of inactivity.

A bay window looking out on the usual backyard has just

been uncovered and the wooden window boards laid away in

the cellar so that once more the room is bright and in the

process of airing. The furniture is uncovered until one by

one the white spectres disappear and the material world is

in possession once more. Before the general reviving began,

the painter freshened this room so that all is in readiness

without the labor of paint cleaning, and at this stage of

the work this bit of labor saved is most welcome. The
furniture is all thoroughly rubbed and placed in position

that it has assumed for years, for to remove a piece from

its customary place would be committing a breach in dining-

room etiquette and that would never do. The drawers are

all aired ready for the silver and linen to be brought back.

The windows have been washed and the heavy curtains hung,

the lace ones not as yet having come home. The floor is a

fine new hard wood one and looks spick and span with its

semi-glossy surface. All that is now needed to add the final

touch is the silver and that comes just as the family are

ready to step in.

The butler's pantry and the various other closets beyond

are carefully put in order. It is needless to journey on as

we are sure what has been so carefully done will be done

in the region that is below stairs with just that same thor-

oughness that has characterized the rest of the reviving. It

is the careful putting up of the house for the long idle

Summer that adds ease, comfort and gratitude when the

time comes for the reviving of the house for Autumn and

Winter. A good old-fashioned housekeeper, to be sure,

will do these things, but that generation is fast passing away,

and it is sometimes imperatively necessary to remind people

of the most obviously essential things if thorough comfort

is to be realized.

Finally who has not felt that the return from the country

house to the city home is not always something of a little

family event (an annual anniversary of the Lares and
Penates perhaps), and that the house should be more than

merely put in order, that it should have, as it were a garland

woven for it befitting the occasion. So it is the home maker
will plan to have the flower vases filled with blossoms

reminiscent of the fields and the gardens just left behind.

ouse in order
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Around the Garden
A MONTHLY KALENDER OF TIMELY GARDEN OPERA-

TIONS AND USEFUL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS
ABOUT THE HOME GARDEN AND

GROUNDS

All queries will gladly be answered by the Editor. If a personal

reply is desired by subscribers stamps should be enclosed therewith

OCTOBER IN THE GARDEN
By GARDNER TEALL

O the observant eye even the first days of

October are attended by many little changes

that mark the rapidity with which Autumn
has advanced. The face of nature is chang-

ing, whichever way we look. We realize

how soon our lovely Summer gardens are

to be taken from us, and for once Winter will seem to be

creeping stealthily over the border of Flora's realm like

an enemy bringing the warfare that later is to devastate

the kingdom of foliage. As we walk along our garden-

paths our way shall lead through fallen leaves and just as

Spring scenery awakes within us gladsome emotion so will

the Autumn landscape find us sorrowing perhaps. But we
know in our hearts that our beautiful gardens will not per-

ish, that they will be but resting under a season under the

kindly mantle of white Winter, to reblossom again when
another season shall call them to their awakening. And
then as we pause beneath

some friendly golden-leaved

tree and survey the intimate

prospect of the home gar-

den before us, we are re-

minded that if we would in-

crease the delights we have

found in it through the

months that are past when
next its glory is to shine

again, we must not lose time

now in planning for the de-

velopment of its beauties.

The pages of American
Homes and Gardens this

month give much space to

the subject of Fall Planting

as other October issues in

years gone by have done,

for this is, indeed, a month
of greater gardening activity

than September, though

many novices there are in

the gentle art of the trowel

who imagine that planting is

merely a Springtime annual

duty and not a May and

October Perennial pleasure.

THE lawn will need a

careful October over-

hauling for here and there

bare spots are apt to be dis-

covered. A sharp rake will

loosen up the soil sufficiently Plant Perennials now for next season's garden effects

for "treating" them. A dressing of pulverized sheep man-
ure should precede the seeding. In this connection the

amateur lawn-maker should be reminded that it is of great

importance that seed of the best quality be obtained from
a reliable dealer. When the raked surface of the bare

spots is seeded, the seeded places should have earth sprinkled

over them and well rolled down to prevent the seed from
blowing away. Many lawn makers imagine that grass

should be permitted to go uncut and to grow tall during the

late Autumn as a protection to the grass roots, but this is a

mistake. The lawn should be kept clipped until the grass

stops growing for the season. Another fallacy with lawn-

makers is the supposition that an unsightly top dressing of

stable manure is necessary for application to lawns. Pul-

verized sheep manure is of far greater value, a good top-

dressing of which will suffice. It is absurd to render the

lawn offensively unsightly through the Winter months by
the other method, and home garden-makers fortunately are

coming to appreciate this point of view.

UNLESS the Winters in

a locality are very

severe the early October
days lend themselves to the

planting of ornamental
trees and shrubs, but in

one's choice of specimens

for planting local climatic

conditions should be taken

into account. It would be

well to consult some local

horticulturist of experience

or some reliable nurseryman
when planning for shrubs for

Fall planting.

ROSES, too, may be set

out now before hard
frosts, and this will probably

insure early Spring bloom if

the newly set out Rose
bushes are carefully pro-

tected by a good mulch be-

fore the setting in of any

severe weather. Hardy
Climbing Roses should also

be planted during the

Autumn. Among the bush

Roses for Autumn planting

General Jacqueminot (red),

the crimson Prince Camille

Rohan, the Paul Neyron,
and the White American
Beauty should be surely

seleoted for Fall planting.
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HELPS TO THE
HOUSEWIFE

TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS OF INTER-

EST TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER AND HOUSEWIFE
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BREAKFAST FOODS
By Mary H. Northend

HERE is no truer saying than that the most

important foodstuffs in the world are grains

or cereals. Human beings depend upon them

in some form or other for daily bread.

Properly speaking, grains are the fruits

of certain plants that belong to the grass

order, or Gramimaae. The chief members of the cereal

group are wheat, rye, barley, oats, corn, or mace, and

millet. Buckwheat on account of its seeds, which resemble

somewhat in composition the kernels of cereal, is not a

member of this family, but is usually admitted to the group.

Cooking cereals improves them in many ways, for if bac-

teria or molds have found their way accidentally into the

raw grains, they are destroyed or rendered harmless by the

action of the heat.

Cooking develops palatable flavors in food, and in case

of cereals and other goods which are rich in carbohydrates,

the flavors are doubtless due in a large part to the browning

or caramelization of these constituents. Cooking also

changes the mechanical condition of grain foods so that

they may be more conveniently eaten and more readily

acted upon by the digestive juices.

Normal living is no hardship if the meaning is thoroughly

understood. Complete health means a sound mind in a

sound body. We can all possess this, to a certain extent,

if we have the knowledge necessary. The preparation of

our breakfast dishes should never be of secondary import-

ance, as this meal is the commencement of the day. It is

most essential to have all ingredients and materials that are

necessary for dishes in readiness before commencing to

cook. This saves confusion. One of the first essentials

is scrupulous cleanliness, both in those who do the work
and for all materials used.

Is there anything more tiresome or more hopeless than

oatmeal served morning after morning without a change?

How much better if different ways can be found in which to

cook and serve it—novel ways which will present it in more
appetizing form. During the Winter time, particularly,

we need these heat-producing foods and by combining them
with nuts and even cheese, they are rendered delicious.

It is truly said that the strongest muscles, soundest flesh,

rosiest cheeks and most active brains are produced by the

use of oatmeal. It is used continuously and plentifully in

many a home, and is best when cooked a long time; a cup

of oatmeal, two cups of water, with a pinch of salt, put on

the back of the range and cooked slowly all night, is a good
rule, and produces most satisfactory results. Just before

serving, half a pound of dates may be chopped and stirred

into it. Serve with cream and sugar. Oatmeal is also ex-

cellent when it is thoroughly prepared in a fireless cooker.

If previously molded, it is an attractive dish served cold,

with milk and sugar. Another way is to sprinkle the dish

of oatmeal with chopped nuts. Steamed figs are also good
and they can be taken while warm, opened and filled with

the oatmeal. The combination makes a tempting dish.

Shredded breakfast foods are much more appetizing if

sprinkled with grated cheese, while the many flakes and pre-

pared cereals used are made more delicious either by melting

a glass of jelly or pouring the juices from cooked fruits

over them. During the season, if strawberries are put away
over night, with sugar, the juice can be added to the

shredded wheat. Pineapple or peach juice is also good.

Baked apples are very much improved if the core can

be removed and the center filled with corn flakes, over which

has been poured a syrup of boiled sugar and water.

Barley crystals make a novel breakfast food. Put a

cupful into a sauce pan, add a pinch of salt and three cups

of boiling water. Cover them, but do not stir, as this

would break the crystals. Boil briskly for five minutes and

serve with cream and sugar. When cold, dipped in egg and

fried, this makes a delicious breakfast dish. Barley crystals

are free from bran or hulls, which are irritant, and is also

rich in color, delicate and delicious in flavor and of much
nutritive value.

Browned Hominy—Mash one pint of cold boiled hominy
and season with salt and three tablespoonfuls of melted

butter; in a frying pan, melt and heat one tablespoon each

of lard and butter; shake the pan until hot and well greased,

then turn in the hominy. Cover closely and draw back

where it will not burn. When hot through, uncover, draw
the pan forward and turn round and round until the bottom

and sides are well browned. Loosen the edges and turn

upside down on a hot platter.

As the heat of the sun increases, oaten and cornmeal

preparations for breakfast will not be received with relish.

It is best from now during the hot weather to drop both

and have lighter foods, such as farina, the many kinds of

Oatmeal served with figs
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Breakfast food served with pineapple and cream

wheat that are now on the market and the prepared cereals.

Rye mush is also very good; sprinkle five heaping teaspoon-

fuls of rye meal into a quart of boiling water, add one tea-

spoonful of salt, bring to the boiling point, cover and cook

slowly in a double boiler for one and a half hours.

A Mush of Cracked Wheat—Take a quart of clean

white wheat and put in a slow oven to parch, not brown.

Be sure that it is well dried, for therein lies its pleasant

flavor. Grind it in the coffee mill, then put into a double

boiler with enough water to make a thin gruel. Boil one

and a half hours, or until of a proper consistency. Eat
with cream and sugar, warm or cold, as preferred. Half
this quantity will be enough for a small family.

Fruits eaten with cereals are most beneficial for the di-

gestive organs. The invasion of an acute or infectious

disease is due to the lowereci resistance of the individual.

MOVING THE GARDEN INTO THE HOUSE
HERE is no reason why one should be de-

prived of flowers in abundance just because

frost has nipped the garden blossoms. It is

a simple matter to transfer the garden to

the house and so go right along enjoying a

profusion of bloom for months to come.
Amateurs often do not realize that flowers which flourish

outside will frequently do almost as well in the house.

Many kinds may be lifted and carefully potted and after a

brief rest will continue blooming for many weeks.

Best known of these obliging plants is the common
Geranium, which is unexcelled as a house plant. It is true

that a Geranium which has flowered freely all Summer
will not bloom as well as one which has been kept from
blossoming, but a considerable number of flowers will be

almost certain if the plant is cut back when taken into the

house. Probably the Begonias come next to the Geranium in

popularity among house-plant lovers. This is not to be

wondered at when the ease with which they can be grown
is considered, as well as the fact that they are lavish in their

display of blossoms. Begonias, too, may be grown in win-

dows which get only a little sun, while Geraniums plead
for sunshine without stint. They may be lifted and potted
in the Fall and will hardly cease blossoming. Few people
realize that Salvias make excellent house plants, but this is

a fact. Their brilliant scarlet blossoms are very cheerful,

too, when the outside world has been bereft of its flowers

and foliage. It is best to have young plants, just beginning
to bloom. Those started from cuttings made in August will

do nicely, but new plants may be made from the lower part

of the old ones, a bit of (the parent plant being included.

The blossoms must be cut just as soon as they begin to

fade and the plants need to be sprayed frequently to keep
the red spider in check. Then a wealth of blossoms will

be produced.

Petunias as house plants are charming. The single kinds

may blossom a bit more freely than the double varieties, but

the latter are especially fine. Although the plants which

have been growing in the garden will continue to flower,

it is a better plan to make new cuttings from old plants

some time before the end of the season. Petunias need

to be cut back sharply in order to bloom well and new cut-

tings may be made every few weeks, so as to ensure a succes-

sion of bloom all through the year.

Among the other garden plants which may be taken into

the house are Cohaea Scandens, or Cup and Saucer Vine,

(w'hich should be cut back and potted before frost comes),

Carnations, Heliotrope, Wall Flowers, Lantanas and Snap-

dragons. It is not generally realized that the last may be

grown in the house, but they really make very attractive

and satisfactory house plants, if given a little care.

When plants are taken from the garden and potted for

house culture, they must be cut back two thirds, and they

should be dug carefully without exposing the roots more
than is absolutely necessary. The soil in the pots must be

rich and porous. A good soil may be made by mixing equal

parts of leaf mold with good garden soil and adding a little

sand. Enough leaf mold may be bought for a few cents

from the nearest florist or it may be secured by going into

the woods with a basket. It is to be found in the hollow

places under a surface layer of leaves and is composed of

decayed leaves and other vegetable matter. Soil which is

too heavy for water to pass through quickly is not suited for

house plants. Drainage is most necessary and is promoted
by putting a few pieces of broken pot under the earth. The
addition of a few lumps of charcoal is also an advantage,

because the charcoal helps to keep the soil sweet, an im-

portant matter. After die plants have been potted, it is

well to keep them in a shaded spot out of doors for a few

days and to give water in abundance. Then, when they

are removed to the house, they will soon throw out new
shoots and begin to blossom.

Often it is possible to have a Winter garden of annual

flowers, even when it comes as an after thought. Seedlings

frequently come up in the Fall and may be found even after

frost has cut down the larger plants, flourishing in some
protected spot. Nasturtiums may be secured in this way
and will make a charming display in the window garden.

Petunias and Sweet Alyssum are other plants which may
be started late in the season from chance seedlings found

in the border.

There really is no reason for going without Winter flow-

ers, or if there is no garden to draw upon, seeds of several

charming Annuals may be sown in September and will give

good-sized plants in a few weeks. The list includes Nas-

turtiums, Morning Glories, Lobelias, Drummond's Phlox,

Sweet Alyssum and Mignonette. The seeds may be sown
in pots out of doors and the plants removed to the house

as soon as the weather begins to get cool. The Morning
Glories and Nasturtiums are pretty when planted along the

edge of a large box containing taller plants. The miniature

trailing Nasturtium is especially well adapted to pot culture

and blossoms the whole season through. Slips of English

Ivy may be started by thrusting them into any good soil and

keeping them moist. They do not require a sunny location,

or a very warm one.

By sowing a few seeds and making a number of cuttings

in September, it is a simple 'matter to make the Winter gar-

den a thing of beauty and a joy at least all Winter.

There is one shrub, the Abutilon, which may be taken into

the house in the Fall and which will flower profusely, es-

pecially if the buds have been kept picked all Summer, with

this plan in mind. Slips rooted during the Summer grow
rapidly and make good plants. Water in abundance is re-

quired, especially after blooming begins, and for this reason

itis well to make sure that the drainage is good. After a burst

of bloom, the Abutilon will rest for a considerable length

of time, and then less water will be needed for their care.
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POBERT and JAMES ADAM became

^ great because they believed a home
was more than a building to live in.

They not only designed buildings but dictated

what should go into them. They insisted upon
harmony, and believed that furniture was the

keynote. Their thought in furniture was
classic and pure, and so they gave the world

an influence which endures. They left in

the mind of humanity a realizable dream of

fitness and beauty.

Q[ Our faithful studies in furniture of the Adam
period have that charm which is only possible

in the work of men who think and work as the

old masters in furniture thought and worked.

Q Our "Travelogue" covering the work of

the brothers Adam will be sent you free. For

five two-cent stamps we will mail you all our

"Travelogues in furniture."

Q Berkey &- Gay furniture is sold in the better

furniture stores throughout the United States.

In addition to the display on their floors, our

dealers have our complete portfolio of direct

photogravures, showing our entire line of up-

wards of five thousand pieces of high-grade

furniture.

Q "Character in Furniture" our de luxe booK on period

studies, is mailed to you for fifteen two-cent stamps. It

will more than interest you.

Berkey £r Gay Furniture Co.
1 78 Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michigan
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Fresh, clean and bright is

the wake of the Bissell on

carpet er rug. It removes

ffigZif the dingy dust and picks up
the litter. Brooming is a

P harsh, dusty way to "clean"

|||lfef your carpets and raises more
i^gteg?! dust than it gathers.W Bisselus
llllll

"Cyco" BALL BEARING

Iff Carpet Sweeper
<:&'. .

* with its easy glide and gentle action
'"&•* of the pure bristle revolving' brush

saves carpets. There is none of the

harsh scraping of nozzles and heavy
apparatus, and remember there is no
substitute for the actual airing and sun-

ning to make a carpet sanitary to the very

"roots." You can get a Bis-

sell from your dealer for $2.75
and up.

us mall
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RESIDENCE PLOTS, 3 TO 30 ACRES; SPLENDID
roads; wonderful views; 500 to over 600 feet altitude ; high

class residences only. Address Perry Heights, Chappaqua
Westchester County, N. Y.

EDWARDS
FIREPROOF
STEEL

GARAGES
For Automobiles and Motorcycles

$30 and Up
Easy to put up. Portable. All sizes.

Postal brings latest illustrated catalog.

The Edwards Mfg. Co., 305-355 Eggleston Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

The Advantages of

Cabot'sShingleStains
t. Soft, rich and artistic coloring effects.

2. Costs less than half as much as paint.

3. Can be quickly and easily applied by any one,
at half of the cost of painting.

4. Made of Creosote, which thoroughly preserves
the wood.

5. Guaranteed fast colors.
6. Suitable and appropriate for the smallest bunga-

low or the finest residence.

You can get CaboVs Stains all over the country. Send
for samples of sta ined wood and name of nearest agent

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., MFG. CHEMISTS
131 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

Readers of American Homes and Gardens zv/io are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass, in fact in any field appealing to the collector are

invited to address any enquiries on such matters to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and

such letters of enquiry will receive careful^attention. Correspondents should enclose stamps for reply.

Foreign correspondents may enclose the sfamps of their respective countries.

E. L. M. : In reply to your inquiry, regard-

ing the plate with marks such as you indi-

cate iu your letter, we would say that while

it is a Wedgwood, it has very little value

owing to the word "England" appearing

in the imprint. This was only used in

Wedgwood after the passage of the Mc-
Kinley bill in 1891 to comply with the

American Custom regulations. The plate

was undoubtedly made by Wedgwood in

Etrupia, "Ivanhoe" being the subject

throughout of its decorations.

C. F. J. : Referring to your copy of "Little-

ton's Tenures" would say that it is a stand-

ard book in law used to-day and has had
man}' editions. Yours, that of 1594, is

worth, however, only about $5. The edi-

tion of 1498 would be of greater value.

J. S. R. : In reply to your inquiry about

the colored prints, we would say if they

are in good condition they are worth about

$1.50 each. Those by Fantin, La Tour,

Charlet and Daumier are the French prints

of greatest value to-day.

W. M. : In reply to your inquiry we would
say that the first clock you mention was
made by Charles Duplock (rather than Du-
block) of London, about 1812 and is possi-

bly worth from $125 to $150, depending
upon condition of same. The oak clock is

impossible to value from description. It

would be necessary for us to have a photo-

graph of same, also of the tall clock which,

if a Simon Willard, is very valuable. The
chairs cannot be Sheraton or Hepplewhite
with spade feet. These were peculiar to

Dutch furniture and of that made in the

time of Queen Anne. If you will send a

photograph we will try to value them for

you, this also applies to the sofa as the

description is insufficient.

T. ; P. : The liqueur case was used exten-

sively in England about 1740 by the Eng-
lish gentleman in traveling and was in

vogue particularly during the reign of
George I. The idea of the case, however,
was of German origin. They average about
$50 each, depending upon the condition

and contents. The black oak chest was
probably of about 1750, but its value would
depend upon the condition, etc. The tapes-

try covered jewel case is probably worth

about $150. The needlecase probably made
from 1700 to 1776 is worth about $5. The
handkerchief sachet would probably bring

$10. The "stepping-stone stitch" was popu-

lar in Queen Anne's time. The embroid-

ered boxes are worth about $25 each. If

the piece of embroidery is English stamp
work its value would be from $100 to $150.

If Hispano Moresque (which is possible)

it would bring from $180 to $200. The pin

cushion is worth from $5 to $10 and the

book cover the same. The sampler is prob-

ably worth $40. The fragments of brocade

have only a sentimental value. It is im-

possible to determine the value of the strip

of bead work from the photograph. The
value of the old valentine is about $5. The
prices we quote are approximate and what
they would bring at a public sale.

E. M. A. : In reply to your inquiry about

the Sadlet Etching "Darby Joan," we would
say that if your copy is signed by the artist

in lead pencil and also by the etcher W. H.
Boucher, we think we could procure $100
to $125 for you for its purchase if in good
condition. If not etched by Boucher it

would not be worth so much. The originals

in 1890 sold for $30 each. The Haig etch-

ings are valuable according to their sub-

ject as some have increased and some have
not. If you will send us a list of those

you refer to we will endeavor to let you
know.

J. W. S. : The blue platter, photograph of
which you submitted, we assume is an
Adams of about 1800. Its approximate
value is $10. The piece of pink chintze, a

photograph of which you likewise sub-
mitted, is worth possibly $35, as a piece of
the same character was soid at a public sale

in New York last Winter for that amount.
The subject of your chintze is Washington
with alleg:rical figures and is part of a

large subject which introduces Benjamin
Franklin. It was probably designed and
made in England in the latter part of the

eighteenth century. Pieces like yours are
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owned by the Metropolitan Museum, New
York, and the Museum of Fine Arts, Bos-
ton. Had your's the figure of Franklin as

well, it would be of greater value than what
we have stated. The small silver and ebony
article of which you send a photograph ap-

pears to be an antique tongue scraper, an
article used by physicians and individuals

during the eighteenth century in cleaning

the tongue, which was supposed to be the

origin of all diseases when in a coated con-

dition. These little instruments were often

found in the traveling toilet cases of that

period ; but happily, have long since gone
into disuse. We recently heard of one sold

in Salem, Mass., to a curio collector for

one dollar. Its value would hardly exceed
this. If you will place the scraper on a

piece of paper and draw a pencil outline of

it. we can then determine exactly whether
or not it is the instrument such as we de-

scribe. The piece of metal between the

two handles would determine this as it. was
usually of silver slightly sharpened at one
side. The steel engraving of Washington's
family published by John Dainty of Phila-

delphia is in no demand to-day and there-

fore is of no great value. The Conductor
Generalis, etc., published by Andrew Brad-
ford, 1722, was a handbook of law used by
Justices of the Peace and was published by
Bradford annually. It therefore has only a

small value and has sold in recent book
sales for from $6 to $11 a copy.

G. K. : The bells you describe appear to

be early seventeenth century hawk's bells

such as were attached to the falcons in

olden times. An old chronicler of the

time of James I, states that "A small
strap, fastened with rings of leather,

passed round each leg of the hawk, just

above the talons ; they were termed
bewets, and each of them had a bell at-

tached. In a flight of hawks, it was so

arranged that the different bells varied
in tone, so that a consort of sweet sounds
might be produced." Fine old falcon
bells are not commonly to be met with.

W. K. : Referring to your chairs we
would say they are of the following
periods and values

:

1: Late mahogany (1840-1850), value,

S? to $10; 2: Sheraton about 1790, value
armchair, about $150, plain chair, about
$100 to S125 ; 3 : Dutch marquetry, value
S25 or less; 4: Slat back (first part of

eighteenth century), value, $7 to $10; 5:

American early nineteenth century, value,

about $15. The table is probably Duncan
Phyfe make, about 1830. Value, $75 to

$100. We regret that the description and
photograph of the lamp, box and bottles
is not adequate enough to permit us to

give an opinion or value on same.

E. S. F. : In reply to your letter of June
3, we beg to state that the description
of the first coin to which you refer (that
dated either 1737, 1757 or 1787) is not
sufficient to positively identify the coin.

If copper it would have no value what-
soever, if silver it might have. The sec-
ond coin is one of Ferdinand the Seventh,
It is hardly probable that this coin would
have any particular value in the condition
you describe. The third coin, that dated
1825, coin of George the Fourth, has no
premium, and if silver, would be worth
its face value only. The one-cent pieces
dated 1810 to 1856 would be worth about
five cents each unless in particularly fine

condition in which case the cent-piece of
1810 would be worth $1. The Canadian
dime, dated 1858, if in fine condition,
would be worth 10 cents, or in Canada
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Famous Clocks

Famous Settings

ALARGE percentage of tower

clocks which you consult are

Seth Thomas made. They are rep-

resentative of the unfailing accuracy

and absolute reliability of all clocks,

either large or small, which bear

the Seth Thomas name.

SethThomas
Clocks

Just one hundred years ago the first

Seth Thomas Clock was made. Since

then, countless thousands of users have
attested to their faultless precision, their

cheerful tone and unobtrusive design.

For a Century
the National Timekeeper

The past record of Seth Thomas Clocks
is your guarantee of future efficiency.

They are offered in a style, size and
model to meet every clock requirement.

Sold by all leading dealers.

SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO.
15 Maiden Lane, New York City

New York_

City Hall

(
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EMPIRE No. 305

8-day, hour and half-

how rack-strike mo've-

ment. 4-inch silvered,

Colgate

Uocl<^

Jersey City

circular dial. Ground
dome top. Beveledplate
glass on alt sides.

Heigh 1 10 inches.

TR10E MARK

is a leader in class

furniture and decorates

any room artistically.

Ask your dealer for CREX.

New booklet No. 237 Artistic

Home Furnishings sent free, on
request.

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.
Sole Manufacturers

Glendale, Long Island, New York

Send for catalogue A 28 for pergolas, sun dials and garden
furniture or A 40 of wood columns

Hartmann-Sanders Co.
Manufacturers of

KOLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS

Suitable for

PERGOLAS.PORCHES
or INTERIOR USE

ELSTON and WEBSTER AVES.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Eastern Office
1123 Broadway, New York City
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Make Your

Windows Beautiful

The windows of a home invite the

first look of a visitor. If the draperies

are faded and shabby, the effect of

the whole room is spoiled. But

Orinoka
GUARANTEED

Sun/^stFabrics

defy sun and washing, and always remain

bright and fresh as when new. They are

made in the greatest variety of artistic designs

and colorings to harmonize with any decora-

tive arrangement, guaranteed absolutely

fadeless, and are wonderfully inexpensive.

Send for our booklet,

"Draping the Home"
It is singularly helpful in selecting drapings

for all purposes. We will gladly furnish

the name of dealer nearest you.

ORINOKA MILLS
215 Fourth Avenue, New York

FOR YOUR PROTECTION
INSIST ON THIS GUARANTEE

These goods are guaranteed absolutely fade-
less. If color changes from exposure to the
sunlight or from washing, the merchant is

hereby authorized to replace them with new
goods or refund the purchase price.

This Tag and Guarantee on every bolt.

SUN A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-

,
let, "SUN DIALS," sent upon

I / I J\ | i|j request. Estimates furnished.

Any Latitude "*** f°T Booklet No. S

E. B. MEYROWITZ, Inc., 237 Fifth Avenue, New York

Branches : New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris

THE HOTEL OF AMERICAN IDEALS

HOTEL POWHATAN
WASHINGTON, D. C

Best Located Hotel in Washington
New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Refined. Elegant.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms, detached bath, $1.50, $2.00 up
Rooms, private bath, $2.50, $3.00 up

Write for Souvenir Booklet "B" with Map.

CLIFFORD M. LEWIS, Manager

in any condition its face value only. The
fourteenth coin is a poor copy of the
Fugio (United States) cent. If it were
in fine condition it would be worth about
$1.25. The value of a coin does not
depend upon its antiquity, as silver coin
of certain Roman Empires in absolutely
fine condition and of unquestionable
authenticity can be had from 50 cents to

$1 apiece. Perfect condition in a coin
enhances its condition proportionately.
Poor coins of any sort have almost no
market value.

F. R. : Embroidered crepe shawls of fair

size, such as you describe, can be pur-
chased for $25. If you will let us know
if your teapot and cream pitcher have
any maker's mark, we can then deter-

mine the ware.

J. B. J.: As the work of American and
English steel engravers was very ex-

pensive and excellent in quality, it would
be difficult to send you in the limits of

a letter a list of the foremost workers
of this sort. Archer B. Durand was one
of the most noted of American en-

gravers (1825-1850). His most famous
engraving, "Ariadne," after Vanderlyn's
painting, is considered the finest Ameri-
can engraving. T. A. Dean (1850) was
one of the best-known English engravers.
We suggest that you refer to the various
excellent volumes on the subject of Prints
and Print Collecting, any of which we
can supply on receipt of published prices.

N. E. W. : The reference to Walpole's
silver owls is an obscure one, but the

Editor ventures to believe that the "silver

owls" in question were not, as you sug-

gest, old crests, but were the pair of

curious silver owls inventoried with
Walpole's effects as being the ones seated

on perches formed into whistles, which
were blown by the master when he

wished to call the servants to him. These
famous owls were quaint specimens of

the workmanship of the early part of the

seventeenth century. They figured in

the Strawberry Hill sale in 1842 and
brought a price above their weight in

gold. The Editor believes these must
be the silver owls about which you seek

information.

J. E. L. : It is possible to obtain a

genuine specimen of an engraved hema-
tite seal of the Babylonian period for

twelve or fifteen dollars, but such objects

are becoming more difficult to obtain

every year. They should be purchased
only from reliable dealers.

C. B. : A fine specimen of John Howard
Payne's autograph (an autograph letter

signed) is worth from ten to twenty dol-

lars. The Emmett collection in the New
York Public Library contains an auto-

graph letter of John Quincy Adams to

Payne, franked by Adams, and also a

letter by Payne to Bushrod Washington,
George Washington's nephew.

B. C. N. : It is not surprising that you
are mystified as to the use of the long-

handled "claw" object of which you send
a sketch. This identifies it as the some-
what unelegant instrument of comfort
supposedly familiar to previous genera-
tions under the uneuphonious name of

"back-scratcher." Back-scratchers have
an ancient ancestry if not a noble one,

although old-time writers mention them
as having been in use without apology
from the reign of Queen Elizabeth to

perilously near our own day.

GLASS ALWAYS PAYS
for it makes its own weather
It admits (lie sunlight and holds it tu its work in spite of zero

outside. It insures early and profitable crops. Even the old
style single layer sash pay. but do not compare with

or Hotbeds
And Cold-tames

These are complete in themselves, eliminating nuts and shutters,

labor and all: keeping the plants growing by conserving the heat
day and night; making crops early and doubling profits.

The Sunlight Double Glass Sash idea is carried into the Sun-
light Greenhouse—a small and inexpensive structure. It is 11
ft. x 12 ft. in size and the roof and two sides arc covered with the
Snnlight Double Glass Sash. It is (juickly and cheaply healed.
The sash are readily removable and in the Spring may be used on
cold-frames and hot- beds. The framework is made in s<vti..jiN

easily put together.

Write today for copy of our free catalog, and for 4t we will send you

a copy of Prof. Massey^s booklet on how to make and use hot-heds

and cold-frames.

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE GLASS SASH CO.
943 E. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

MODERN STUCCO RESIDENCE, JUST FINISHED, WITH
3 to 70 acres; 600 feet altitude; magnificent water supply;

wonderful natural scenery. Address Spring Cottage, Chap-
paqua, Westchester County, N. Y.

Send for our illustrated booklet about

BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLINDS
It's a picture-story telling better than mere words just how the adjust-

able Burlington Venetian Blinds shade your porch or your rooms—insure

comfort and privacy. It's FREE. Send post card To-day.
BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLIND CO., 339 Lake St., Burlingtoo. Vt.

$

1
M A IT PH YOI T

'or eacn '"" set °' 'a 'se ,eetk 8ent us -

IUAILiLiU 1 XJKJ Partial sets in proportion. Highest

prices for Old Gold, Platinum, Silver, Diamonds and Jewelry.

Send by Parcel Post today. Ask for list of wonderful Diamond
bargains. Philadelphia Smelting & Refining Co., 825 B Chest-

nut St.. Phila.. Pa. Est. 21 Years. Keep Ad. for reference.

T* A TPC KILLED BY
JXxlL A J3 SCIENCE
By the wonderful bacteriological preparation, discovered and prepared by
Dr. Danytz, of Pasteur Institute, Paris. Used with striking success for

years in the United States. England, France and Russia.

DANYSZ VIRUS
contains the germs of a disease peculiar to rats and mice only and is abso-
lutely harmless to birds, human beings and other animals.
The rodents always die in the open, because of feverish condition. The
disease is also contagious to them. Easily prepared and applied.

How much to use.—A small house, one tube. Ordinary dwelling,
three tubes (if rats are numerous, notless than 6 tubes). One or two dozen
for large stable with hay loft and yard or 5000 sq. ft. floor space in build-

ings. Price: One tube, 75c; 3 tubes, $1 .75; 6 tubes, $3.25; one doz. $6.

DANYSZ VIRUS, Limited, 72 Front Street, New York

What We Will Send You

for 25 Cents—
1. Our newlbook. "Craftsman Houses."

by Gustav Stickley, giving selected model
plans, sketches, interiors and details of

real Craftsman homes—122 illustrations

in all

2. The 192-page Annual Home Decora-
tion Number of THE CRAFTSMAN
—a golden treasury of the newest things

for the homelover.

J. A Coupon entitling you to Craftsman
Service (by experts) on any two home-
making problems.

4. A blank worth 25 cents in cash on an-

other attractive offer.

To make sure of getting I and 2 (the supply

is necessarily limited), send us your quarter with-

out delay.

THE CRAFTSMAN
Room 815 Craftsman Building New York
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INTERIOR DECORATIONS
of a simple straightforward sort.

DECORATIVE UPHOLSTERY
Our new and excellent fabrics

for curtains and furniture are

most interesting.

McHUOHWILLOW FURNITURE
An unconventional style for those

who seek really useful furnishings

of good style.

JOSEPH P. McHUGH & SON

1 9 West 42d St. New York 1

JOHN DAVEY

Tree Surgeons you must employ
if you own trees. Nine trees out of
ten require the skill of real Tree Sur-
geons. You must give trees proper
treatment if you would save them.
Unfortunately, there 13 no choice. Decay
once started, must be arrested by human skill-.

Physical weaknesses in trees cannot correct
themselves. Decay weakened trees are the
ones the winds blow over or split apart. Let
a Davey Tree Surgeon save your trees.

It you want Davey Tree Surgery, Come to the

House of Davey
Come to the place where Tree Surgery had its

beginning, where the Science of Tree Surgery
has had its full development, where men of
high purpose are rigidly trained to be mecha-
nically expert and scientifically accurate,
where real Tree Surgery is practiced by real
Tree Surgeons. Imitations and experiments
are expensive.
To get real Tree Surgery you must employ

Davey Tree Experts
These men all carry credentials—others are
impostors. If you are the owner of trees, you
will be interested in reading booklet "A,"
Write for it.

The Davey Tree Expert Co. Kent.
Branch Offices: Phone:

2*25 Fifth Ave.. New Tort, N". Y. Madison Sq. 9546
Harvester Bid?., Chicaao, III. Harrison 2666
»w Birk* Bldp- Montreal, Can. Up Town 6726
Merchants' Exchange Bl <"!:?.. San Franciico, Cat.

Telephone Connection.
Accredited Representatives Available Everywhere

Just Published

Motion Study
A Method for Increasing the
Efficiency of the Workman

By FRANK B.G1LBRETH

(J This is a scientific investigation of the conditions govern-

ing the number of motions made by workers, and the

methods of reducing this number. The author has dis-

covered that many factors, such as physique, race,

nationality, early training, nutrition, tools and appliances,

have a bearing on the subject, and these various influences

are discussed in the order of their importance. He shows

that the manner of supplying the workman with his raw
material has an important bearing on the number of mo-
tions made. Since fatigue will influence greatly the

methods of doing work, it is important that the raw ma-
terial be placed in a position which will require the least

number of motions to transport it to its final position, thus

producing the least fatigue which is proportionate to the

number of motions made.
tj The book is concisely written and should be studied

by every manager and employer of labor who is interested

in reducing labor cost.

*[ 12 mo, 5X x T% inches, 135 pages, 44 illustrations.

J Price $2.00, Postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc.
361 Broadway, New York

By—"- -"'

3B5!HEaEE33SS3in: mag srott

Collectors are invited to send short descrip-

tions of their wants and offerings to the Col-
lectors' Mart. Wants and offerings will be in-

serted in this column without charge. American
Homes and Gardens takes no responsibility in

connection with any of the offerings submitted.

All communications should be addressed to "Col-
lectors' Mart. American Homes and Gardens.
:;61 Broadway, New York, N. V." All replies

should be accompanied by a blank envelope,
stamped and marked with the register initials

(which identify the zvants and offerings) in the

lower left hand corner of the envelope, the zvhole
to be enclosed in the envelope addressed to the

Collectors' Mart. Photographs should be care-

fully protected and packed flat.

Offered: Fine old walnut four-post bed,

posts octogon shape, done over in dull

waxed finish—cannot distinguish from old

mahogany—very old and very handsome.
S. C. H.

Offered : Two half moon mahogany tables,

fit together perfectly and make lovely break-

fast table. Hepplewhite design, legs inlaid

at top with band of white. An exact dupli-

cate of the one in drawing-room at "Shir-

ley,"' the famous Carter mansion on the

James River. Will have to be done over

by good cabinet maker. S. H. C.

Offered: Two mahogany drop leaf tables,

fine condition. One has slender Hepple-
white legs, the other Sheraton legs. Make
lovely serving tables in dining-room or beau-
tiful in living-room for magazines and
papers. H. C. S.

Offered: Old steel engraving of Stuart's

portrait of "Washington in Boston Athe-
naeum," published by Johnson, Fry & Com-
pany, New York, no date but previous to

Civil War, about 1858-9. Size of paper,
10x8 inches. Oval portrait 5y£x6% inside

of square of lines 6x7^ inches. Somewhat
yellow from age and having been framed.

A. P. B.

Offered: Three relics of Mexican War
from City of Mexico, 1846; Decoration for
Valor from Mexican Congress ; spun glass

toilet box with sliding partitions in various
colors and Indian tobacco pouch. B. P.

For Sale or In Exchange for pieces not
in my collection. Two high post beds with
testers, two antique desks, one with secret

drawers, also other pieces. F. V.

Offered : Rare wax portraits of early nine-
teenth century. Original miniature of Louis
XIV by de Beaufort. Cost $800 at Duveen's
fifteen years ago. Rare bronzes, antique.
Four genuine Sheraton chairs. Rare bronze
statuettes of Gen. Washington. Minia-
tures, etc. A. A. B.

Offered: My collection of rare historical,
dark blue Staffordshire china plates as a
whole or separately. Contains among
others, Pittsfield, Cadmus, States, Union
Line, City of Albany, U. S. Bank, Phila-
delphia, near Fishkill, Athenaeum, Bos-
ton, City Hall, N. Y., Landing Pilgrims,
Octagon Church, Boston, Dam and
Waterworks, Philadelphia, State House,
Boston, Gilpin's Mills, etc. Also some
old historical plates in pink, etc. In all

about 50 pieces in choice condition, and
as a whole would make a valuable asset
to a richly furnished Colonial dining-
room. Complete list on request.

E. X. L.

Wanted: Old American silver teapots,
creamers, sugar-bowls, tankards, por-
ringers, pap boats and old Communion
services, flagons and cups. A. T. C.

in
r. OFF.

UNFILLED

Window Shades

Test their meritsthisway:
Go to your dealer and see a Brenlin Un-

filled Shade.
Inspect it carefully—note the closely woven body

made entirely without that filling of chalk and clay

which in the ordinary shade so soon cracks and falls

out in unsightly streaks and " pin holes.

Hold it to the light—note the perfect opaqueness.
Bend it—observe how supple it is. Hold it out

see how straight and smooth it hangs.

Notice too, its beautiful rich, dull color.

Then you will know why we claim this shade will

make your windows more attractive, and be by far

the most economical shade you can buy.

For windows 1 yard wide by 2 yards long. 75c

(except in the Far West). Special sizes and Bren-

lin Duplex—white one side, dark the other—made
to order at proportionate prices.

Write for the Brenlin Book today

This book shows actual samples of Brenlin Un-
filled Shades in all colors and gives many helpful

suggestions for the proper treatment of your win-

dows. With it we will send you the name of the

Brenlin dealer in your town. If no dealer in your
town can supply Brenlin, we will tell you how to

order direct. We satisfactorily fill hundreds of mail

orders every year. Write today. CHAS. W,
BRENEMAN & CO., 2131 Reading Road, Cincin-

nati, Ohio
For sale by dealers everywhere

Genuine Brenlin Unfilled Shades have

this mark—BRENUM—perforated
along the edge. Look closely for it when you buy
and when your shades are hung.

For temporary uses andfor windows of
little importance, thete are two cheaper

grades of Brenlin—Brenlin Filled and
Brenlin Machine Made, at 55c and 10c

respectively (except in the Far West), for
windows 1 yard wide by J yards long.

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet have your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

Itf'f Cstslttm Bsrivmf IfititUtu, Ten.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
fi.kc nunwfactu NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Printers

of Quality
Successful Printing is the result

of a printer having a keen mer-
chandising instinct and long years

of ex-
perience.

That is

the secret

of our
The Schilling Press

137-139

E. 25th St.

N.Y. City

success.
We know what people want, we
know what is best adapted to
various propositions, and we can
give you expert advice, but are
equally willing to cany out jour
ideas to the letter.

Printers of Amerh, Homes & (Jardens
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MORGAN DOORS
The name found on the top rail of every genuine " Morgan Door " is your guarantee of

protection in door making. This is perfection both in the wood and the construction which
give permanence and lasting satisfaction.

Our book "The Door Beautiful" contains unique suggestions for your
home. Send for it.

Architects find descriptive details in ** Sweet's Index" pages 1004 and 1005.

MORGAN SASH & DOOR COMPANY, Dept. C-21, Chicago, U. S. A.
Factory Distributed by

Morgan Company, Oshkosh, Wis. Morgan Millwork Co.. Baltimore, Md.

A RjT S $ '^
DECJORATTlOlSJ

A R„ T S *sr-
DECORATION

ADAM BVDCE. 39 W£JT 32"-' STREST.

Those Who Wish To
Have Distinctive Homes
will find it of great value to make a study

of the best recent examples of home dec-

oration in America and abroad. The
only magazine which adequately deals

with all possibilities of decorative art is

Arts & Decoration
A Magazine for the Collector and Connoisseur

Besides containing one or more articles

on a distinctive home having some
unique decorative feature, each number

contains numerous other profusely illustrated articles on antiques, collecting, and the various

phases of art which are of essential interest to all lovers of the beautiful.

SPECIAL OFFER—PRIOR TO INCREASE IN PRICE
We <will enter your namefor a six months* trial subscription, the regular price for nvhick is $1.50, ifyou
ivill send us $1.00 nonxi. Send us your order today to insure its prompt attention.

Beginning With November Issue—$3.00 a Year. Subscribe Now—Save One Dollar

>•»•••«••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••^••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••..•.•.•.•..••..•••••.•.•.•.•.•.•..i

ADAM BUDGE, Publisher, 39 West 32d "Street, New York City:

1 enclose $1.00. Please send us ARTS & DECORATION for six-months.

NAME

ADDRESS A.H.O

Offered: Antique clocks, pewter, cover-
lets and furniture. A. R. P.

Offered: China plate Edward VII corona-

tion, 1902. Jenny Lind's admission con-

cert ticket, 1851, with signature Cleveland;
another signed 1*. T. Barnum, 1851.

Wanted: Old lamps, candlesticks, lan-

terns and other objects illustrating the

history of lighting. V. M. H.

Offered: File of New York Herald for

one month from the 'late of assassination

of Abraham Lincoln. F. X. L,

Offered: Four-poster bedspread, woven
of flax, elaborate and beautiful design in

tufted embroidery, dee]) hand-made fringe,

large basket of flowers in center, with

name, "E. Curtis." below. Over a hun-
dred years old, but perfect as when first

made." A. 1). H.

Offered: An uncut satin robe, solid color

(prune or plum). The Imperial crest of

China brocaded its entire length of fourteen

yards. Material one yard wide. Was
taken from the summer palace of the Em-
peror of China, Pekin, at the time of the

Tai-ping rebellion in 1857, when this palace

was sacked by the British soldiers.

Offered: Three bound volumes of Graham
Magazine printed in Philadelphia, 1843,

1850 and 1851. One volume of Ladye
Book, 1838. One book, "The Life and
Works of Byron," with good engraving of

Lord and Lady Byron. One three-piece

Colonial mahogany parlor set, sofa and two
rockers in splendid condition, recently up-

holstered. S. E. R.

Wanted: Oak dining-table to go with old

dark oak Sheraton chairs (rather light

weight), very simple in design. I. G. L.

Wanted: Broken bank bills; medals of

Nebraska ; Odd Fellow medals of all

kinds. L. T. B.

Offered: Revolutionary knapsack, con-

taining single bullet-mold and holder for

bullets ; belt, with brass-tipped scabbard and

bayonet. Both have large plates with "U.

S." on them. In almost perfect condition.

An oak wine-chest, iron bound, and with

original lock and key. Twelve bottles

—

six large, six small—two wine glasses, one

tumbler. Beautiful gold deposit design on

each piece. Been in one family four gener-

ations. M. F. F.

Offered: Antique writing desk of about

1650, of walnut with finest ivory inlaid

design. Lower part contains three large

and two small drawers. Will send photo
and price on request to interested party.

M. A. B.

For Sale: Fine old violin inscribed as

follows : Antonius Stradivarius Cremon-
sis Faciebat Auno 1717 with mark.

W. S. C.

Offered: Collection of antiques, together

or separately. Old cut and engraved

glass goblets, caraffes, decanter, celery

glass, hand-embroidered Dutch collars,

exquisitely embroidered nainsook skirt,

fans, bead wristlets or trimmings done in

Bulgarian colors, cup, plate, American
eagle, about 125 years old and other

articles. A. D. A.

Exchange: To exchange old pewter for

other pieces not in my collection or will

exchange old blue platter by J. Wedge-
wood for old pewter. C. W. G.

Wanted: Broken bank bills; medals of

Nebraska ; Odd Fellow medals of all

kinds. L. T. B.
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Poultry Foods and Feeding. By Duncan

Fords Laurie ; Cassel & Co. : New York.

188 pp. Price $1.00 net.

Three of the most important points to be

considered in the successful keeping of poul-

try are the proper housing, the protection

from dampness and a careful study of how
best to feed your stock. In Poultry Foods

and Feeding, Mr. Laurie's many years of

experience have enabled him to give his

readers the benefit of much research. He
has dealt with the subject in a scientific

manner : from the feeding of the chick to

the matured bird are matters carefully ex-

plained. How to feed for the best egg

producing results ; how to feed for flesh

production, and how to obtain the best

future results by properly feeding the breed-

ing stock are points well dealt with and

give valuable information to the would-be

successful poultry keeper on either a small

or large scale.

The Statesman's Yearbook. Statistical

and Historical Annual of the States of

the World for the Year 1913. Edited

by J. Scott Keltic LL.D., assisted by

M. Epstein. M.A. Fiftieth Annual Pub-
lication. Revised after Official Returns.

Macmillan & Co., Ltd., New York and
London. 1913.

"The Statesman's Yearbook"' in the

course of time has become an English in-

stitution. This year's edition stands out

from its predecessors for the reason that

it marks the jubilee of an enterprise begun
fifty years ago by the late Frederick Martin.

For that reason the Editor has endeavored
in the introductory matter as well as in the

maps to indicate the contrast in certain as-

pects of the states of the world between
then and now. Thus, the political, military

and commercial progress of the British Em-
pire is carefully traced during the last half

century, while the excellent maps show us
what changes have taken place in national

boundaries during the same period. Even
were this not the jubilee number of the

'"Statesman's Yearbook." the volume would
be more than passingly interesting, for the

simple reason that during the past year,

Africa. Europe and Asia have been stirred

by conflicts which have had a profound
political influence. The events in Tripoli,

Morocco, China and in the Balkans are
presented with a conciseness and with a

wealth of statistical material, which will be
of great aid in understanding the present
situation.

Popular Botany. By A. E. Knight and
Edward Step, F.L.S. New York : Henry
Holt & Company. 1913. Cloth. 8vo.
2 Vols. Illustrated. 588 pages. Price,

$5.00 net.

In one of his choicest essays the poet
Cowley tells of the desire he always had
to be "master of a small house and garden,
with very moderate conveniences joined to
them,"' in order that the remainder of his
days might be devoted to "the culture of
them and the study of nature." While many
nature lovers shrink from the thought of
Botany as being a dull study, occupied with

*tion- and dissections and an endless
acquisition of names, the reviewer doubts
if any Cowley would not find joy in the
page-: of "Popular Botany" as interestingly
and inspiringly set forth by its authors. It

"FL

OH, it doesn't matter ! Water
won't hurt "61" Floor Var-
nish. No marred places or

whitespotswhenyou spillwater on it.

"61" Floor Varnishisabsolutely water-
proof. Withstands repeated washings
and requires almost no care at all. Gives
a tough and durable finish that does not
scratch nor show heel marks on old or

new floors and linoleums.

Send for Booklet and Sample Panel
finished with "61" and test it yourself.

Hit it with a hammer -— you may dent
the wocd but the varnish won't crack.

The delightful simplicity of Vitralite,

the Long-Life White Enamel, will gratify

your true sense of "homeyness. " Vitra-

lite will not crack nor chip and is not
affected by water.

Sample Panel Free
showing itsporcelain-likejrloss. Vitralite is easy toapply
and does not show brusli marks nor turn yellow whether
used inside or outside, on wood, metal or plaster.

T'he quality of P. & L. Varnish Products has always
been their strongest guarantee. Our established policy isfull

satisfaction or money refunded.

Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products are used by paint-

ers, specified by architects, and sold by paint and
hardware dealers everywhere.

Address all inquiriesto Pratt& Lambert-Inc.
119 Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N. Y. In Canada,
63 Courtwright St., Bridgeburg, Ontario

-

1

• ...

THE
LONG-LIFEWHITE ENAMEL

MINERAL WOOL
The
Modern
House
Lining.

A«UV 1-a.rmnt)

Samples
and
Circulars
Free.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City
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Fairy Magic—Telephone Reality

A tent large enough to shelter his

vast army, yet so small that he could

fold it in his hand, was the gift de-

manded by a certain sultan of India

of his son, the prince who married

the fairy Pari-Banou.

It was not difficult for the fairy to

produce the tent. When it was
stretched out, the sultan's army con-

veniently encamped under it and, as

the army grew, the tent extended of

its own accord.

A reality more wonderful than

Prince Ahmed's magic tent is the Bell

Telephone. It occupies but a few
square inches of space on your desk

or table, and yet extends over the

entire country.

When you grasp it in your hand,

it is as easily possible to talk a hun-
dred or a thousand miles away as to

the nearest town or city.

In the Bell System, 7,500,000 tele-

phones are connected and work to-

gether to take care of the telephone
needs of the people of this country.

As these needs grow, and as the

number of telephone users increases,

the system must inevitably expand.
For the Bell System must always
provide a service adequate to the

demands of the people.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

12 Bungalow Plans

FREE
With One Year's Subscription to

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

An indispensable guide to an ideal home. It has solved all the problems
and knows just what you want. It takes up in detail the construction, decoration
and furnishing of real Bungalow Homes. Profusely illustrated with splendid
photographs of the newest ideas in bungalow construction including exteriors,

interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes to the

reader each month with a wealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you
many times its cost for a whole year. Full working drawings, specifications and complete bill of material for one
bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable estimate of its cost, is an invaluable

feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a
life's work-the building of a real home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU,

Twelve Magazines, Twelve Working Drawings, Twelve djO (\f\
Specifications, and Twelve Bills of Material for ip£f\J\J

Send Coupon Now—TODAY
BUNGALOW PUBLISHING CO., Inc. Seattle, Washington
For trie enclosed $2.00 send me Bungalow Magazine for one year beginning with the_. issue. It is understood that I shall receive

each month a complete working plan for one Bungalow, including specifications and bill of material. ($2.50 in Canada, Foreign $3.00)

Name Street

Town State

is a book for everyone, not only entertain-

ing and lucidly presented, but profusely

illustrated with just the sort of illustration

that hold the attention and explain the text.

In addition to its other qualifications,

"Popular Botany" is the sort of hook that

the young person as well as his elders will

take pleasure in "exploring."

Mich School AGRICULTURE, By D. I).

Mayne and K. L. Hatch. New York:
American Book Company. 1913. Cloth.

Svo. Illustrated. 432 pages. I 'rice.

$1.00 net.

The characte if agriculture as a funda-
mental science, as well as the fact that it

is the primary interest of a vast majority
of the citizens of our country, make it the

most favorable vocational subject for gen-
eral adoption in secondary schools. "High
School Agriculture'' is an excellent hand-
book of the subject, even though it is not
to be expected that it will be pursued as a
complete treatise on the general subject of
agriculture.

Prophetical Educational and Playing
Cards. By Mrs. John King Van Rensse-
laer. Philadelphia: George W. Jacobs
and Company. 1912. Cloth. 8vo. Il-

lustrated. 391 pages. Price, $3 net.

"Prophetical Educational and Playing
Cards," by Mrs. John King Van Rensselaer,
contains by far the most exhaustive and
comprehensive, as well as the most reliable

matter that has ever appeared on the history

of cards. It traces their development step

by step from the prophetic tools in use

among the ancient Egyptians down to the

present day. Playing cards are traced

through their development in the different

countries—the meanings of the symbols

now used being thoroughly and most in-

terestingly explained. The origin of hearts,

diamonds, clubs, and spades is described,

and also the different devices now in use in

Austria, Germany, Italy, Spain, China,

Japan, England, etc. Directions are given

for reading the meaning of the cards of

the ancients according to transmitted rules

;

and any person with this book before him

can easily learn the art of fortune telling.

It is based on a pack of seventy-eight cards

originated by the Egyptians and later

brought into Italy. Cards used for educa-

tional purposes are also thoroughly treated.

Garden Work for Every Day. By H. H.
Thomas. New York: Cassell and Com-
pany. 1913. Cloth. 16mo. Illustrated.

156 pages. Price, 75 cents net.

The mission of most gardening books is

to explain how plants are grown. Too often

the reader is left wondering when he ought

to carrv out the instructions so freely given,

yet few things are more tantalizing than

directions for gardening without any clue

as to the date for their execution. "Garden
Work for Every Day" aims to supply the

information needed, being arranged chron-

ologically.

Productive Swine Husbandry. By George
E. Day. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott

Company. 1913. Cloth. Svo. 330 pages.

Illustrated. Color plate. Price, $1.50.

In the preparation of "Productive Swine
Husbandry," the author, George E. Day, has

worked with a two-fold purpose, namely, to

prepare a book which serves as a text book
for agricultural students, and to place at the

disposal of the busy farmer a reference

book which will give him, in concise form,

the findings of the best experiment stations

in regard to the problems involved in the

successful handling; of swine.
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CONCRETE POnERY AND GARDEN FURNITURE "N

By RALPH C. DAVISON

T

V

I HIS book describes in detail in a
most practical manner the var-

ious methods of casting concrete

for ornamental and useful pur-

poses and covers the entire field

of ornamental concrete work. It tells

how to make all kinds of concrete vases,

ornamental flower pots, concrete pedes-

tals, concrete benches, concrete fences,

etc. Full practical instructions are given

for constructing and finishing the differ-

ent kinds of molds, making the wire

forms or frames, selecting and mixing
the ingredients, covering the wire frames
and modeling the cement mortar into

form, and casting and finishing the

various objects. With the information

given in this book any handyman or

novice can make many useful and ornamental objects of cement

for the adornment of the home or garden . The author has taken for

granted that the reader knows nothing whatever about the material,

and has explained each progressive step in the various operations

throughout in detail. These directions have been supplemented

with many half-tone and line illustrations which are so clear that

no one can possibly misunderstand them. The amateur craftsman

who has been working in clay will especially appreciate the adapt-

ability of concrete for pottery work inasmuch as it is a cold process

throughout, thus doing away with the necessity of kiln firing which

is necessary with the former material. The information on color

work alone is worth many times the cost of the book inasmuch as

there is little known on the subject and there is a large growing de-

mand for this class of work. Following is a list of the chapters

which will give a general idea of the broad character of the work.

I. Making Wire Forms or Frames.

II. Covering the Wire Frames and Mod-
eling the Cement Mortar into Form.

III. Plaster Molds for Simple Forms.

IV. Plaster Molds for Objects having

Carved Outlines.

V. Combination of Casting and Model-
ing—An Egyptian Vase.

VI. Glue Molds.
VII. Colored Cements and Methods Used

for Producing Designs with same.

16 mo. 5Hx7V2 inches, 196 pages, 140 illustrations, price $1.50 postpaid

This book is well gotten up, is printed on coated paper and a-

bounds in handsome illustrations which clearly show the unlimited

possibilities of ornamentation in concrete.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publisher*

361 BROADWAY NEW YORK

VIII. Selection of Aggregates.

IX. Wooden Molds—Ornamental Flower

Pots Modeled by Hand and Inlaid with

Colored Tile.

X. Concrete Pedestals.

XI. Concrete Benches.
XII. Concrete Fences.

XIII. Miscellaneous, including Tools,

Water proofing and Reinforcing.

THE perfection of the product of Biltmore Nursery—the sturdi-

ness and grace and dependability of the various shrubs and trees

and plants produced at the institution—is a matter of climatic and

scientific cultivation. The nursery is located high up in the moun-

tains of Western North Carolina, where there is a wide range of

temperature. The plants are grown out-of-doors, with plenty of room

and where they take the sunshine and the rain as they come.
Biltmore Nursery can fill every flower want. It produces practically every plant

and shrub and tree known. Experts connected with the institution can be secured

to tell you exactly what you should have, regardless of the size of the estate. If you

desire only a plant or two, just as great care will be exercised in filling your order,

as though you need a large quantity.

These Biltmore Books will help you to select the specimens suited to your location

:

"Biltmore Nursery Catalog." A guide to the cultivated plants of North

America, 196 pages, 212 illustrations.

"Flowering Trees and Shrubs." Beautiful Biltmore specimens described and

pictured in a helpful way. 64 pages.

"Hardy Garden Flowers." Full descriptions and complete pictures of per-

ennial plants and their uses. 64 pages.

"The Iris Cntalog." Magnificent flowers shown in all the colors of nature. A
fascinating book. 16 pages.

"Biltmore Rose Book." Hundreds of illustrations, many in natural colors.

The only book of its kind in the world.

Write today for the loo\ you need and tell us of your planting plans.

BILTMORE NURSERY, Box 1604, Biltmore, N.C.

To Convince You
That Roycroft Furniture is all we claim for it, this offer is made

HERE is one of cur most popular

pieces— a combination reading-

table and bookshelves—the

regular price of which is Eifteen Dollars

F.O.B. East Aurora, N. Y. Just so

long as the orders keep coming, we
will send one of these pieces any-

where in the United States, East of

the Mississippi, freight prepaid, for the

one sum of Twelve Dollars, cash

with order. To Western points, we
will prepay freight to the Mississippi,

and you pay the rest. ^ Now this is not

a knock-down" offer, but is what most
people know as a "leader." It is at

one time a generous and a selfish propo-
sition. You are offered a piece of

furniture below its usual selling-price,

and we sacrifice profits on it, hoping to

interest you in further purchases of other

pieces. Don't you see, we make this

Combination Readi nil-Table and Bookshelves, No. 022

Top, 15x26 inches; Height, 30 inches

simple, substantial, straight-line furniture

with our head, hand and heart. We be-

lieve that which serves best distracts

least. Things in evidence must be un-

assuming and dignified. You can not

afford to harass your nerves with gaudy
and noisy surroundings. ^ This particular

piece of Roycroft Furniture will lend it-

self to the surroundings: and no matter

what the style is, there will be no clash.

There is a quiet dignity about it that is

well substantiated by its utility and

capacity to serve. ^ Just see for your-

self how useful it may be— and it takes

up very little room. ^ We finish it

in Roycroft Brown, a soft, deep shade

that peculiarly brings out the beautiful

grain of quartered oak. <jj Your order

will be filled promptly, on receipt.

Write us about it today. :-: :-:

The Roycroft line of furniture includes a varied assortment of designs for Dining-Room, Den, Library and Bedroom in

auartered oak or solid mahogany. Send twenty-five cents for a complete catalog

THE ROYCROFT FURNITURE SHOP
EAST AURORA, NEW YORK
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Which side would you choose for

Your Home and Neighborhood?
On which side is property the most valuable and which will give the greatest pleasure? What is it

that makes the difference? It is merely a matter of home and neighborhood improvement.

Standard" make it the one paint to use.

The ultimate result of forty years of

scientific paint-making and testing, you
can positively depend upon it to give best

results.

For the interior decorations use

//jV^fcrt
§h Standard

Of course, you want to take an active part

in any movement for home and neighbor-
hood improvement in your community.
Whether we wish it or not, people judge

us largely by the character of the neigh-

borhood and home in which we dwell.

High Standard

LIQUID PAINT
will add much to the character of our
homes—and the character of our homes is

taken as a reflection of our taste, culture

and refinement. It indicates the respect in

which we hold ourselves, and influences

the esteem of our friends and neighbors.

Aclr iTYiiii* lsi/»ol Hirt-k Qfonrlov/1 /IaoIav about plans and ideas for Home and Neighborhood Improvement.AbK your local nign oianaara aeaier He is Local Manager in our general campa ign for improvement
with good paint in most communities of the United States and Canada. (If you don't know who he is write us and we will

introduce you. The High Standard" dealer is usually the best paint dealer in the town. ^ He will give you good advice and
help you solve your painting and decorative problems.

Valuable Books—FREE
Have the best looking buildings in your neighborhood. Our booklets will tell you how—"Homes Attractive from Gate to Garret," and "Mellotone Your Walls." Sent

free to readers of this magazine. Write today. Also let us help you with your
special decorative problems.

The Lowe Brothers Company
469 E. Third Street, Dayton, Ohio

Boston New York Chicago Kansas City

Lowe Brothers, Limited, Toronto, Canada

The fact that we live on a well-kept street

and in a neat, well-painted residence has

a powerful influence in maintaining per-

sonal and family ideals, and in molding
the character of our growing children

into sons and daughters of whom we can

justly be proud.

Good paint is the first essential, as the

study of the picture suggests, and as ob-

servation on your street will prove. A
well-painted house indicates and promotes
prosperity and refinement and greatly in-

creases the value of property. In every

respect you will get the best results by

using ' High Standard" Liquid Paint.

The permanency of the colors, the dura-

ble, protecting character of the coat and
the free-spreading qualities of 'High

the most beautiful and durable flat wall

finish. Its delicate colors give the most

pleasing effects and it is well adapted to

stenciling and free-hand decoration. It

is also washable and fadeless and does

not easily scratch or mar.

Mellotone



Decorative Pianos—A Pre-Revolutionary House—Some OldWatches

NOVEMBER 1913

Vol. X. No. 11

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers
NEW YORK, N. Y.

PRICE 25 CENTS
$3.00 A YEAR



Fascination
The WHITE BERLINE, even to the naturally prejudiced

owner of a car of another make, has an irresistible

attraction, once its quality is inquired into and its perform-

ance known. Where sentiment for another car has not

prevented investigation, it will be found that the WHITE
BERLINE alone possesses all of the correct and fundamental

features of construction, and wealth of appointments, with-

out which, a car of this type is today practically obsolete.

i^jS^ The allurement of the White Berline

causes Neptune and Amphitrite to

forsake their sea-home.

OT&o CusfU^
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WINTERING THE SMALL FLOCK

IT is always true that the busy hen is

most likely to be the laying hen, but par-

ticularly true in Winter. Consider that a

hen is off the roost only about eight hours

out of the twenty-four these short days.

She must eat a large amount of grain in

that short space of time if she is to pro-

duce an abundance of eggs, at the same

time making enough fat to keep herself

warm and comfortable. Various schemes

for lighting poultry houses with electricity

or by other means have been devised, but

none of them has worked out satisfactor-

ily. Fowls seem to have little liking for

artificial light.

It might seem an easy matter to give the

birds three short meals a day and supply

enough food in that way, but hens do not

thrive with that sort of treatment. It is

natural for them to hunt for their rations,

getting a little here and a little there. If

cracked grain is thrown into a litter five to

eight inches deep they will get it in just that

fashion, while they secure the exercise

which they need in the act of scratching

in the litter for the hidden kernels of corn

and wheat.

At the same time it is advisable to have

a hopper of ground grain placed where the

hens may have access to it at any time, or

at least part of the time. Some experts

advise keeping the hoppers closed until

noon, but most practical poultrymen leave

the ground feed exposed at all times, except

that at night they may close the hoppers to

prevent rats feasting on the grain. Hens
are not over-fond of dry ground feeds and

so seldom eat too much, but they take a

little at frequent intervals and the owner
may feel sure that his birds will not go to

roost hungry, even though he is occasionally

unable to get home before dark. Also, the

dry mash is at hand as soon as the fowls are

off the roosts in the morning, so that they

may begin feeding at once even though they

may be up before their owner.

The amateur with a small flock may re-

duce his Winter work to a minimum if his

time is limited. In case he has to go away
before daylight and is not able to return

until after dark, he may install a self-feeder,

by means of which the birds will be able to

obtain a supply of cracked grains at any

time by pecking at a bait bar filled with

corn. A slight tap on this bar will release

a shower of grain from the reservoir above.

This reservoir will hold enough to last a

small flock several days and if there is litter

for the grain to fall into, the birds will be

kept busy both releasing the kernels and
scratching for them afterward.

No fear need be felt that the poultry

will not learn to use this device. Often
they are found operating it constantly in

a few hours. They seem to understand,

too, that the grain does not come from the

bar which they are first attracted to, but

from a source higher up. After a sharp

tap with the beak, they wait expectantly

for the grain to appear. This feeder used
in connection with a dry mash hopper large

enough to hold sufficient for a week will

reduce the work of feeding to an occasional

replenishing of the supply and make regu-

lar feeding hours unnecessary.

There remains the question of furnishing

water, for water in abundance the hens

must have if they are to produce eggs freely.

Eggs are largely water, anyway. In cold

weather water in an ordinary fountain will

freeze, making the fountains which are

large enough to hold a large supply unavail-

able during the severe Winter months.

There are other fountains, however, which,

while they will not hold so much water, will

prevent it freezing, so that one filling a day
will be sufficient. Some of these fountains

are heated by small lamps, while others are

insulated on much the principle followed

in constructing fireless cookers and thermos
bottles.

Something may be said about the rations

for Winter. In the northern states at least,

corn may well constitute half the scratch

feed. As an all-round poultry feed corn

can not be surpassed, whatever may be said

to the contrary, and all practical poultry

keepers know that to be a fact. Wheat and
oats in equal parts will be satisfactory for

the other half. Oats are especially to be
recommended when feeding for eggs, al-

though the hens are not quite so fond of
them as of corn and wheat. If barley is

cheap it may also be used to some extent.

Cracked corn is better than whole corn, un-
less as a final feed just before the birds go
to roost, at which time there can be no ob-
jection to their filling their crops in a few
minutes. Sixteen hours on the perches will

give them ample time to digest it and to

acquire a keen appetite for breakfast.

Amateurs commonly use one of the com-
mercial dry mashes and with good results.

It is about as satisfactory, although involv-
ing a little more work to mix a mash of
bran, cornmeal and ground oats, with five

per cent, of beef scraps and perhaps some
cut alfalfa added. There may be equal parts
of meal and oats, with twice as much bran.
Bran and corn are two poultry foods which
the practical man could not well dispense
with.

Most of the commercial mashes contain
both green food, usually in the form of al-

falfa, and beef scraps. An additional green
ration will prove an appetizer, however, and
help in getting a large number of eggs.

Sprouted oats are excellent, dried lawn clip-

pings, cut clover soaked in hot water or
steamed, and various vegetables like car-
rots and beets are good, and cabbages will

answer, if there is nothing better. In all

feeding formulae devised for the small flock,

table scraps should be taken into considera-
tion. Often they will go a long ways to-

ward feeding a few hens and as they pro-
vide an endless variety, they are greatly
relished by the fowls. Hens so fed often
lay more eggs than those in the pens of
professional poultry keepers.

Most amateurs build poultry houses
with dropping boards, but while they pos-

sibly may add somewhat to the general

appearance of the interior, they also add
to the work which must be done. Drop-
ping boards are worse than useless if not
cleaned at frequent intervals. They need
to be covered, too, with loam, ashes or
some other absorbent every time the
droppings are removed. The plan I have
adopted is to set up a board on the floor

a little in advance of the roosting perches
and to do away with dropping boards en-
tirely. A deep litter of some kind is

thrown under the perch to hold the drop-
pings and absorb the odor. The best
litter for the purpose which I have found
is sold on the market in bales and looks
like dried peat. When the floor under

These
Fabrics are
Guaranteed Fadeless
Colors that defy sun and washing. Think what
this means, Madam. Rooms flooded with health-

ful sunshine— bright, cheery, homelike rooms—
never a fear of your draperies fading if they are

Orinoka
GUARANTEED

Sun/astFabrics
Even the old rose shades and delicate greens are guaran-
teed color-fast. Washing does not dim their colors nor
impair their lustre.

You can buy Orinoka Sunfast Fabrics adapted to every

room in your home and for any color scheme. They will

always look like new—never shabby. Made in a beauti-

ful variety of weaves and attractive patterns with all the

charm and tone of costly fabrics that will not last so long

—

yet Orinoka Fabrics are wonderfully inexpensive. Write for

"Draping the Home"
—a book of suggestions for draperies

and upholsteries. We will also tell

you the nearest store where you can
see these remarkable fabrics.

ORINOKA MILLS
215 Fourth Avenue New York

For your protection insist

on this GUARANTEE:
These goodB are guaranteed abso-
lutely fadeless. If color changes
from exposure to the sunlight or
from washing, the merchant is

hereby authorized to replace them
with new goods or refund the pur-
chase price.

This Tag and Guarantee o>

sunfast!
fabrics.

every bolt.

Send for catalogue A 28 for pergolas, sun dials and garden
furniture or A 40 of wood columns

Hartmann-Sanders Co.
Manufacturers of

KOLL'S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS

Suitable for

PERGOLAS.PORCHES
or INTERIOR USE

ELSTON and WEBSTER AVES.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Eastern Office
1123 Broadway, New York City
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G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl, Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks and

Geese, Flamingoes, Game and

Cage Birds.

'"Everything in the bird line from a
Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have

on hand the most extensive Stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Box A, Darien, Conn.

-^^Wr'^^
Bob White Quitt1

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies. Black Game. Wild Turkeys, Quails, Rabbits, Deer, etc,

for stockinE purposes. Fancy Pheasants, Peafowl, Swans,
Cranes, Storks, Ornamental Geese and Ducks, Foxes, Squirrels,

Ferrets, etc., and all kinds o! birds and animals.

WILLIAM J. MACKENSEN, Naturalist

Dept. C YARDLEY. PA.

A WONDERFUL RESIDENCE SITE. 20 TO 30 ACRES,
in the high altitude (640 feet) pure air belt of Chappaqua

:

magnificent scenery and roads. Address Brevoort Hill. Chap-

paqua, Westchester County, N. Y.

We Wish to Call Attention

to the fact that we are in a position to

render competent services in every

branch of patent or trade-mark work.

Our staff is composed of mechanical,

electrical and chemical experts, thor-

oughly trained to prepare and prose-

cute all patent applications, irrespec-

tive of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the

specialized, technical, or scientific

knowledge required therefor.

We also have associates throughout

the world, who assist in the prosecu-

tion of patent and trade-mark applica-

tions filed in all countries foreign to

the United States.

MUNN & COMPANY
Patent Attorneys

361 Broadway New York, N. Y,

and

625 F Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

the roasts is covered with this material

I do not need to clean it out oftener than
once or twice all Winter. There is no
odor and no unsightly frozen accumula-
tion. The litter is forked over occa-
sionally and in Spring is spread on the

land, making a safe, rich, fertilizer. So
much labor is saved that I never expect
to go back to dropping boards.

Opportunity must be given the fowls to

take a dust bath as often as they desire,

which will be about every day. Road dust
will answer, but the birds prefer heavier

earth. Coal ashes serve well, except that

they rob the plumage of its lustre. Hens
seem to like the fine cinders and will eat

many of them. Whatever is to be used, it

should be provided for before snow comes.
A few barrels may be filled with earth and
stored away. The best place to make the

bath is a corner where the sunlight falls

early in the morning. A wide, shallow
box may be used or a board nailed across

a corner.

Supplied with dusting facilities, most
fowls will keep themselves reasonably free

from body lice. In order to keep away the

little red mites which congregate on the

roosts and in various cracks and crevices,

the free use of one of the proprietary lice

paints is cheerfully recommended. Coal
oil will serve the purpose, but must be ap-

plied often. The material which is used in

my houses is effective for several months
and has practically freed me from worry
about vermin. Of course, these red mites

are worse in warm weather, but they are

likely to appear at any time. I have known
poultry houses to be so overrun with lice

that no one could enter them without hav-
ing their presence felt. Nothing will breed
disgust with the poultry business any
quicker. Somebody has said that fleas are

good things because they help to make a

dog forget he is a dog. It may be the

same with poultry and lice, but hens which
are tortured with these pests must not be
expected to lay eggs.

It is well to make sure that the house is

tight, both as to walls and roof. Cold is

not to be feared, but dampness and
draughts must be avoided. A house with
windows which may be left open most of

the time or with no windows of glass give
the best results. Muslin curtains may be
used over the openings on cold nights or

when the wind blows, and if necessary a

burlap curtain on a wire may be run in

front of the birds after they go to roost

as a means of extra protection.

AN ANGRY TREE

A SPECIES of the acacia-tree, which
Harper's Weekly says is entitled to

be classed as one of the wonders of plant

life, is described as follows: The tree at-

tains a height of about eight feet. When
full grown, it closes its leaves together
in coils each day at sunset. When the

tree has thus settled itself for its night's

sleep, it will flutter violently if touched,
and if you shake the branches it will emit
a nauseating odor strong enough to bring
on a headache. In Idaho it is called the
"angry tree," and it is said that it was
discovered by some men who were mak-
ing a camp for the nigrht, and placed one
end of a canvas covering over one of its

sensitive branches, to use it as a sup-
port. Immediately the tree began to jerk

its branches sharply. The motion con-
tinued with increased "nervousness," un-
til at last there came a sickening odor
that drove the tired men to a more hos-
pitable camping-place.

Till-: LSI'. AND .MISUSE OE
LEATHER

LEATHER has much to recommend it

to the craftworker in spite of the way
in which it has often been misapplied.

Both in household use and as a material
affording the highest expression of the

bookbinder's art no more delightful

medium for service, durability and dig-

nity may be found than leather. Un-
fortunately it is so easy of manipulation
that ally tyro may succeed in obtaining
passable results in decoration, using the

soft leather for pillows, table covers and
chair cushions.

The really beautiful ail of pyrography
has been so misapplied on leather, es-

pecially when combined with colors as

commonly seen in the barbaric efforts to

do the artistic pillow cover, that it has
become nearly impossible to tolerate any
of it about the house, and yet it is possi-

ble to execute with the pyrographic
needle borders of suitable design on mats
for tables, and even the couch pillow may
be made beautiful by the use of a con-

ventional pattern on a velvet surface of

deep rose or light tan leather. The black
line when used to outline a pattern and to

fill the background with lines of precision

is as effective as one might wish.

The use of leather in upholstery should
be maintained as it was employed in earl-

ier times. The chair known as the Jaco-
bean with seat and back of tooled leather,

often having a crest in lacquer or gold,

has been handed down to us as a perfect

example of handicraft work. Naturally,

such furniture finds a place among the

solid handsome pieces placed in our
homes for use in halls, dining-rooms and
libraries. Dignified and serviceable, it

has no place in association with spindle-

legged or satin upholstered pieces. These
belong to a totally different period and
should not be associated in common with
leather upholstered furniture in libraries,

dining-rooms or halls. The leather

cushion on a window bench is most ap-
propriate both as a thin, flat cushion, and
as a pillow decorated with lacings and cut

fringe, but such a pillow thrown in among
the silk cushions of a couch is quite out
of place.

For many years American taste rele-

gated to the "den" or smoking-room all

leather upholstered pieces, such as the

divan tufted in leather, arm chairs with
springs and allover upholstery in leather,

leaving no wood visible on their broad
expanse of surface, these huge, ungainly
objects have nothing to recommend them
to the eye seeking pleasant lines and good
design. Contrast with these the leather

furniture of an earlier period when the

leather richly embossed and tooled, was
stretched from side to side of the arm
chair forming a band merely at the back,

and the seat made in the same way offered

the severely plain leather only with no
tufted seat or springs below. The neutral

pliancy of the leather afforded all the

softness required. The Italian folding

chair with the curving side spindles in

the shape of the letter "S," commonly
called the "Saronarola" chair, has the seat

of leather stretched from one side to the

other above the 'main joint in the center.

In the hands of the Spanish leather

worker marvels of beauty were created
in leather for seats and backs of chairs

and couches, as well as for screens and
walls. So completely was the surface of

the leather covered over with rich gild-

ing and lacquer that one forgot it as a

part of the complete work, leather being
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the ground merely on which beautiful

designs in rich color were applied to a

strong, durable substance.

The craft worker of to-day finds an ex-

cellent field for the expression of good

taste in design, founded on the old pat-

terns for screens, table scarfs, cushions

and various small objects useful in house-

hold.

The exact knowledge required for the

use of tools, methods and materials neces-

sitates long study and experiment. Text

books give somewhat vague information

and those who have long practised the

art are best able to instruct the beginner

in the numerous methods of manipulation

acquired by experiment. ~\Ye have passed

the stage when crude leather work evi-

dently "hand-made" could be acceptable

to critical eyes. Xow it must be mechan-
ically perfect—and absolutely well-fin-

ished in every respect.

More than anything else should the

leather worker learn the limitations of his

material and keep within them. Designs

suitable to wood-carving or metal are not

suited to leather. The natural richness

of the material, the grain, the texture

produced bv different tannings, the colors

applied by various mediums, all this

purely mechanical part of leather work
must be understood by the worker who
aims to produce individual excellence.

There must be no unfinished edges left

untrimmed, lacings not securely fastened,

nor colors that rub off. The leather must
not be hardened and dulled instead of

softened and polished with the natural

gloss so rich and attractive of the ma-
terial, as such work is not acceptable.

Each branch of leather work requires

special training to do it perfectly. The
various branches such as cut, burned,

stained, tooled, embossed or illumined

leather call for special and definite train-

ing both in methods and design. Designs
suited to one branch of the art are quite

unsuited to another. The purpose for

which the leather is finally to be used
must never be lost sight of. Highly em-
bossed surfaces, while suited to walls and
screens, are quite out of place on chair

backs where they form uncomfortable
ridges against which one seeks in vain

to rest.

Realistic designs are to be avoided. If

one has the knowledge to design seem-

ingly realistic patterns as the Japanese
do, without making them commonplace,
one may certainly do it. But such knowl-
edge comes only after long study and
training in the art of knowing what to

leave out. For leather, it is on the whole
much better to choose a fairly conven-
tional pattern at the risk of not being
original rather than to attempt realism

where simple lines are better. It is al-

ways profitable to study any good an-

tique pieces in museums or text books.

JAPANESE TOYS IN ENGLAND
JAPANESE toys, says the London and

China Telegraph, art rapidly supplanting

those "made in Germany" in many of our
departments. Thousands of gross of toy

Union Jacks are made in Japan, and also

the majority of the small nodding animals,

jumping rabbits, and other novelties that

are now so common. Japanese baskets

and hand bags are now a prominent "line"

in England. They are capturing the trade

through the combined cheapness and nov-

elty of their goods. The consular returns

show that since 1909, Japan has more than

doubled her export of toys.

Use Oxide of Zinc Paints
PHE Strictly Modern Residence is painted inside as

well as outside. Sanitary science is responsible for

this practice.

The modern flat wall paints are washable.

They are also adaptable to a great range of

decorative effects. Oxide of Zinc is an

essential ingredient of these modern finishes.

THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY
Lists of manufacturers and

brands of Flat Interior Paints

and Enamel Finishes free

to any address.

55 Wall Street, New York

New Edition—Just Published

The New Building Estimator
By WILLIAM ARTHUR

A practical guide to estimating the cost of labor

and material in building construction from excavation

to finish, with various practical examples of work
presented in detail and with labor figured chiefly in

hours and quantities.

A handbook for architects, builders, contractors,

appraisers, engineers, superintendents and draftsmen.

The eleventh revised and enlarged edition, just

published, has been reset throughout and gives

the latest prices. It contains 50°o more matter than
the previous edition.

Price $3.00 postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc.

Size—5 x 7 inches

744 pages. Illustrated.

Flexible Leather.

Gilt Edges. 361 Broadway- New York, N. Y.

Lane's Ball Bearing Parlor Door Hangers

Are the easiest runnings

most nearly noiseless,

strongest, as well as the

most durable hanger on

the market to-day. For

twenty-five years univer-

sally recognized in the

Building Trade as the

very best Hanger made.

p Get our catalog of other

goods.

LANE BROS. CO., Wilson Avenue, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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Stained with Cabot^s Creosote Stains

F. H. Briggs, Architect, Plandome, L. I., N. Y.

Moss-green and Tile-red Roofs

Bungalow-brown and Silver-gray Walls

and many other beautiful and artistic color-combina-
tions that you cannot get with paint, are made with

Cabot's Creosote Stains
TKey cost less than half as much as paint, and look

twice as well. The colors are softer and richer, with no
glaze or "painty" effect, and the Creosote thoroughly
preserves the wood. They are the original, genuine
Creosote Stains, made of refined Creosote, and strong,

lasting colors finely ground in pure linseed oil. Avoid
the cheap, tawdry colors and dangerous inflammability
of the kerosene oil imitations.

You can get CahoVs Stains all over the conn-
try. Sendforfree samples of stained wood.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg. Chemists,131 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

P1"
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Sunlight Double Glass Sash
Always Pay

—whether used on cold frames, hot-beds or on the inexpensive

11x12 ft Sunlight Double-Glazed Greenhouse. They eliminate

the need to use mats and shutters, thus saving half the cost of

equipment and labor. They give the plants all the light and
s^ave the stored heat overnight, thus making them grow steadily

without forcing.

The inexpensive double-glazed 11x12 ft. greenhouse is covered

wi h the Sunlight Sash which are removable for repairs or to use

m hot beds or cold frames in their season. The house, though
louble-glazed, is always kept bright and tight.

You owe it to your interest to get our literature. The free catalog

tilth net prices and all necessary information. And Prof. Massey's

"oilet on how to make and use hot-beds, cold frames and a small

tree- ho\ For the booklet send 4c. in stamps.

Sunlight Double glass sash Co.

943 E. Broadway Louisville, Ky.
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Just Published

Garages and Motor
Boat Houses

Compiled by

WM. PHILLIPS COMSTOCK

€| This work contains a collection of selected designs for

both private and commercial buildings, showing the very

latest ideas in their planning and construction.

fl There are 1 36 illustrations of garages and motor boat

houses, consisting of plans and exterior views reproduced

from photographs.

•J These designs have been contributed by twenty-four

well known architects from different sections of the United

States.

^ The book is divided into five sections as follows:

I. Private Country and Suburban Garages.
II. Private City Garages.

III. Suburban and City Public Garages.
IV. Motor Boat Garages.
V. Garage Equipment and Accessories.

t[ Neatly bound in board and cloth. Size 1% x 10^
inches. 1 1 9 pages.

Price $2.00, Postpaid

MUNN & CO, Inc.
361 Broadway, New York

WOOD CARVING FOR HOUSE-
HOLD USE

By IDA J. BURGESS

THE art of the woodcarver applied to

furniture has been so greatly over-

done by the enthusiastic use of it in

positions where it is essentially inappro-

priate, that to many the very name sug-

gests chairs with uncomfortable seats

having impossible backs all decorated

with strange beasts or fantastic curves
where the need for plain spaces against

which the human body may rest would
seem the most evident even to a wood-
carver.

With the idea of making "a work of

art," something to be looked at primarily,

rather than for use, the Italian and Ger-
man woodcarvers of the last few centuries

have sought to literally cover every space
of the chair with carving except the seat.

The natural revolt against this over
decoration was the casting aside of all

decoration by the hand of the woodcarver
on furniture and in its place leaving only
the severe straight line of the Morris type
further developed into the mission furni-

ture.

The revival of handicraft in carving
has brought back to use again on the part
of many who delight in the handling of
tools, the ancient art of woodcarving.
Certainly nothing can be more pleasing
than carving on furniture for household
use, if it is placed in suitable positions
on the furniture where it will really em-
bellish and not destroy the structural lines

of the furniture itself. For like anything
built by the hand of man, from a chair to

a great cathedral, these lines of construc-
tion must be in evidence always, and the
decoration so placed that they will re-

main the leading lines followed by the
eye from base to summit.
Too much importance cannot be put

upon the suitable kind of design in wood-
carving to the object it is intended to

embellish, and particularly, in furniture
the design must be one suited to the
chair, table, chest or settee as the case
may be. All these useful articles have
served the woodcarver a means by which
to show his skill in carvings that have
been at times highly successful and at
times quite the contrary.
The peasant carvings of the dwellers in

cold countries have always been highly
interesting. Those of the far north, the
Scandinavian countries, give us massive
chests

_
embellished with symbolic repre-

sentations of the myths and sagas taken
from the early traditions. Some of the
meanings have lost their earlier signifi-

cance, remaining only curiously twisted
ornaments, perhaps where the ancient
woodcarver saw the great serpent, svmbol
of evil entwined about the roots of the
tree of life igidrasdil.

In the long night of the far north, the
dwellers in the forests had pleasant occu-
pation by the firelight of their cabins,
carving the intricate flat pattern bands
used so constantly on their chairs and
chests. These incised patterns in low re-
lief form a beautiful ornament without
presenting any of those protruding lumps
or other unfortunate surfaces for the hu-
man body to rest against. When carving
in relief is used, such as garlands of fruit
and flowers, they should be on wall sur-
faces well above reach. Such high relief

carving is admirable enough also for
picture frames, but here again the simpler
forms are far more pleasing and a good
deal of plain surface having delicate in-

cised lines is better for modern work.

THORBURN'S SEED CATALOG will be

issued earlier than usual this coming season.

And it will be found even more interesting than last

year's— many new hints on cultivation are included.

Here's a point to remember, also— all descriptions are aiiolutely

dependable.

Ifyour name h not on our mailing tint stnd it

in today—it tin '/ a hit too early.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,
Established 1802. 1 I 1 Years ago

53 P BARCLAY STREET NEW YORK

Trial Three Months, over 300 pages, Ten Cents
U. S. Greatest Collector Magazine

FOUNDED IN 1895

15he Philatelic West and
Collector's World

Superior, Nebraska, U. S. A.
The oldest, largest monthly American Collectors' Paper. 100

pages each issue, replete with interesting reading and advertising,

illustrated, pertaining to Stamps, Curios, Coins, Postal Cards
and Entire Covers, Old Weapons and Pistols, Historical

Discoveries, Minerals, Relics of all kinds, Old Books, etc. Over
3,600 pages issued in two years. An unimitated expensive
meritorious feature is the publication in each number of illustra-

tions of leading collectors and dealers of the world.

75 cents for 12 numbers; Foreign and Canada,
$1 or 4s. Sample Free

L. T. BRODSTONE, Publisher
Superior, Nebraska, U. S. A.

MODERN STUCCO RESIDENCE. JUST FINISHED. WITH
3 to 70 acres ; 600 feet altitude ; magnificent water supply ;

wonderful natural scenery. Address Spring Cottage, Chap-
paqua, Westchester County, N. Y.

STANDING SEAM
ROOF
IRONS

PATINTIO

CLINCH right through the
standing seam of metal
roofs. No rails are needed
unless desired. We make ?
similar one for slate roofs

Sendfor Circular

Berger Bros. Co.
PHILADELPHIA

HESSMiCLOCKER
TheOnlyModern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet

or locker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.

Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells. Dust
and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bathroom
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

The Recessed Steel HESS, 926 Tacoma Building, Chicago

Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces.—Free Booklet

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
of American Homes and Gardens, published monthly at

New York, N. Y., required by the Act of August 24, 1912.

Editor, Gardner C. Teall, post-office address 361 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y.
Managing Editor, Gardner C. Teall, post-office address

361 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Business Managers, Charles Allen Munn, post-office

address, 361 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and Frederick

C. Beach, post-office address 361 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.

Publishers, Munn & Co., Inc., post-office address 361
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Owner: (if a corporation, give names and addresses of

stockholders holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
of stock) Charles A. Munn, Orange, N. J.; Frederick C.

Beach, Stratford, Conn.; Jennie B. Gasper, 30 West 63rd
Street, New York, N. Y. ; Margaret A. Beach, Stratford,

Conn.; Annie E. Munn, 281 Lexington Avenue, New
York, N. Y. (in trust) ; Orson D. Munn, Southampton,
New York, N. Y. (in trust) ; Augusta Munn Tilney,
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The massive carved frames surrounding

the masterpieces of Botticelli are unique

and beautiful, adding richness to the se-

verity of the paintings themselves. They
belong to the period in which they were

made and cannot easily be transplanted

to later uses. Carving of the Orient fol-

lows the best traditions of design suited

to its purpose.

The Indian taboret folding stand has a

border of low relief flat carving surround-

ing the top with a large plain space in

the center of the stand on which to set

the coffee tray or a vase in perfect secur-

ity. The octagonal sides have panels of

pierced carving in their upper sections

with arched openings below. Incised leaf

forms set to a stem as growing leaves are

set, cover all the upright posts and lower

cross bands, so that literally every inch

of space is covered with ornament of a

kind suited to the space it occupies and

for that reason the little taboret occupies

a favored place as an object on which

ornament has not been misplaced.

The Chinese chair presents very odd

lines to the western eye but the carving

of ornament is usually confined to those

spaces surrounding the back where rich-

ness in small detail may delight the eye

without interfering with the comfortable

use of the chair. Just the contrary is the

case with the great high-backed chairs of

European make on which ornament was

placed over every available space just to

show the woodcarver's cleverness.

Ornament that usurps the place of use-

fulness and makes the object it adorns

suitable only for the glass case of a

museum is certainly out of place. Con-
sider always just the service the piece of

furniture was made for and then design

the ornament so that it can by no possible

chance interfere with that service.

The Japanese have introduced carved

wood panels into the walls of rooms above
doorways and into the freize or upper

portion of wall space with great appro-

priateness as giving ventilation without

the necessity of leaving doors and win-

dows open for prowlers to enter at night.

Except in very warm countries this would
seem unsuited to any but seaside or

mountain Summer cabins but the carved

wood panels or running-bands of orna-

ment surrounding large, plain spaces

would appropriately decorate a room and
furnish agreeable spaces for the wood-
carver's art.

Screens also afford great opportunity

for the art of wood-carving on the up-

right and cross bars and in narrow panels

placed at the top where pierced wood-
carving and delicately incised designs

would ornament a space always con-

spicuous.

AN ISOLATED COLONY

THE Falkland Islands, in the South
Atlantic Ocean, are a British colony

with a population of over 3,000, possessing

a comparatively imposing array of of-

ficials—governor, executive and legislative

councils, colonial secretary, etc. They
have also a bishop and a cathedral. This

interesting pocket edition of a colony has

hitherto had no telegraphic communication
with the world, and only a monthly mail

to England. Its isolation is now at an end

;

a wireless telegraph station has been opened
at the capital and metropolis, Port Stanley

( population 880). Communication with

the outside world will be had only through

the wireless station at Montevideo,
Uruguay, 1,240 miles distant.

The women of tomorrow
willknow of the broom and
the duster only as imple-
ments of an unenlightened
generation.

Make yours one of the homes
where the drudgery and ineffi-

ciency of the broom are no
longer known, and where the

ultra of convenience is enjoyed
through the possession of a
Western Electric Sturtevant
Vacuum Cleaner.

The model shown here is so

light it can be easily carried

anywhere about the house.
Weighsbut 13 pounds. Costs
$47.50. And yet it does the

character ofwork of the big,

expensive kind that you
see in hotels and public

buildings.

Concrete Pottery and Garden Furniture

T!

By Ralph C. Davison

'HIS book describes in detail in a most practical manner
the various methods of casting concrete for ornamental

and useful purposes. It tells how to make all kinds of con-
crete vases, ornamental flower pots, concrete pedestals, con-
crete benches, concrete fences, etc. Full practical instruc-

tions are given for constructing and finishing the different

kinds of molds, making the wire forms or frames, selecting

and mixing the ingredients, covering the wire frames, model-
ing the cement mortar into form, and casting and finishing

the various objects. Directions for inlaying, waterproofing and
reinforcing cement are also included The information on
color work alone is worth many times the cost of the book.
With the information given in this book, any handy man or
novice can make many useful and ornamental objects of

cement for the adornment of the home or garden. The author has taken for

granted that the reader knows nothing whatever about the subject and has ex-

plained each progressive step in the various operations throughout in detail.

16 mo. (5# x iyz inches) 196 Pages. 140 Illustrations.

Price $1.50, postpaid

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc., Publishers
361 Broadway New York
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Economy of the Bell System
Consider this significant fact:

While most of the necessaries of life

have gone up, the price of telephone

service, which is one of the essential

factors in our commercial and social

life, has moved steadily downward.

Although a pound of these neces-

sities still contains but sixteen
ounces, the telephone user has been
getting more and more service for

less money.

On the average, the people of this

country pay 49% more today for

food, fuel and clothing than they did

in 1895. Since then, the decrease in

the average rates for telephone ser-

vice has been more than one-half.

At the same time, the efficiency

and value of the service to the sub-
scriber has vastly increased. Today
he can talk to an average of five

times as many persons in each
exchange as he could eighteen
years ago.

This is the inevitable result of the

comprehensive policy of the Bell

System, which brings together the

associated Bell companies and the

communities they serve.

Through the very size and effi-

ciency of their organization they

accomplish improvements and effect

economies which give the greatest

service at the lowest rates.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

Tindale Music Cabinets
Keep your music clean and in good order and where
you can find each piece when you want it. Really

a delight to lovers of music.

Style E as illustrated has a capacity of 700 pieces. Oak $25.

Mahogany $29. Other styles from #15 up.

Call and see a demonstration of these cabinets or send for Folio

of Designs No. 19.

TINDALE CABINET COMPANY
Century Building

One West 34th Street New York

For Beautiful Homes
SEE THESE TWO NEW PLAN BOOKS.

"The DRAUGHTSMAN" % "PLAN-KRAFT"
For one story homes. 9 For two story hornet.

1913 editions, contain exteriors and interiors of ad-
vanced designs of homes featuring the new modifi-
ed Swiss Chalet and Japanese Architecture.

PRICE 2SC EACH POSTPAID
DE LUXE BUILDING CO.

523-D Union League Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

NOVEMBER GARDEN NOTES FOR
THE PACIFIC COAST

By J. V. TUTTLE

SOME friends coming from the Eastern
states to visit in California expected to

see all the trees green the year around.
Deciduous trees shed their leaves here in

Winter the same as in New York and
Pennsylvania, but we have such a wealth
of wonderfully beautiful Evergreen trees

that we get the year around beauty for

which our state is noted. It is due almost

as much to the Evergreen trees planted

about our homes as to the mild climate

that makes our Winters attractive.

There are hundreds of homes here, how-
ever, that do not experience the joy and
satisfaction in possessing a useful collection

of Evergreens. Xow is the time to plant

—

to make your home a real home, a year-

around home.
There are so many useful trees that may

be planted this month, that it is difficult to

know which to recommend. Perhaps the

best advice is
—"Plant those varieties that

you have seen and like." That's the way I

decide. We must make our homes to our
own taste for we are the ones who should

benefit.

Several of the Evergreens that may
be planted this month are charactei istic of

California. The Blue Gum, Eucalyptus
globulus, with its novel bark which it sheds

instead of the gorgeous leaves ; the Cali-

fornia Live Oaks, Quercus agrifolia, with
its writhing, spreading branches covered
with holly-like leaves and furnishing Per-
ennial shade on lawn or avenue ; the Cali-

fornia Big Tree, Sequoia gigantea, famous
for its great size and perfect symmetry

—

these are the characteristic Evergreens of

the state and where there is opportunity,

one or more of them should be planted.

Then there are the flowering Acacias
that are loaded with bright yellow bloom
early in Spring and covered with narrow
compound leaves gorgeous the year through.
One of these on the lawn or in a group
gives a Spring welcome and a monthly satis-

faction similar to no other evergreen.

The Cedar of Lebanon, the Norway
Spruce, the Colorado Blue Spruce, the

Scotch Pine, and Goven's Cypress are won-
derfully effective in a group planted in the

corner of the lot or along the boundary.
In planting Evergreens, remember this

one caution—-"Don't plant too many."
Leave space for your lawn. Don't crowd
it into a tiny pocket between banks of trees,

and don't cut it into a jig-saw puzzle by
planting miscellaneous specimens of trees

or shrubs or by arranging flower beds in

various parts of it.

Once again I want to say, "Don't plant

too much." Don't try to run a botanical

museum on a small acreage that was in-

tended for a home. Make every piece fit

into the landscape as every stone in an arch
fits into the completed semi-circle.

Of the Evergreen shrubs that should be
ordered from the nursery now, there are

some that are valuable the whole year, and
others that, although green all of the

twelve months, are really at their best only
at blooming time.

The Spanish Broom is one of these latter.

In Spring it bursts into a veritable furnace
of yellow bloom, but when the petals have
faded the limbs have a bareness that makes
the owner who has planted it in front of the

house wish that it could be moved out of
sight till next blooming time. The way to

settle the problem is to nestle the Spanish
Broom in the bosom of a shrubbery group
that is made up of the Holly Berry, Heter-
omeles arbutifolia, Japanese Privet, Ligus-
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trum japonicHtn, and the Manzanita, Arc-
tostaphylos glauca.

How is your lawn? This is the time

to renovate California laws. Dig out every
weed, rill in every hollow, trim the edges,

and roll, roll, roll. Use a heavy roller and
don't stop going over it because you can't

see any marked difference. Roll the lawn
now four or five times.

Beside my front porch last Spring were
some of the most beautiful Tulips I have
ever seen. It was a new lot of bulbs I was
trying out and so I planted them in a mis-

cellaneous bed where I passed them several

times a day. You know it is the constant

association with a flower that makes you
know that you love it. I learned which
of the sorts I liked best and this year, I

am going to plant those in separate beds
and borders—this year in November, right

now. You can't have too many bulbs.

They please everyone, and they should
surely have an important part in everyone's
grounds.

Besides Tulips, you may plant Hyacinths,
Xarcissus, Easter Lilies, and Fresias.

'Tis well enough to have a bed of

flowers that is gorgeous in Summer and
by Fall is dead, but it is so much better to

plant for permanency—to plant the flowers

that come back—old friends—to greet us
next year and the next and next. If you
would have a garden of old friends, get

plants of the following Perennials now and
set them in your chosen spot, with well-

stirred and well- fertilized soil about their

roots, and with shade until they have made
a start.

Pansies, Stocks, Columbine, Canterbury
Bells, Carnations, Shasta Daisies, Holly-
hocks, Oriental Poppies, Petunias, Snap-
dragons, Violets and Verbenas.

Sweet Peas are not of the "old friend"
sort, but we must have them. I can
scarcely imagine a real home without Sweet
Peas. The Spencer varieties are the larg-

est and most attractive, but there are other
sorts that you will like. Plant the seed
now for early Spring blooming.

Did you ever hear that saying, "The
shoemaker's wife goes barefooted?" That
applies to a good many of us in California
—here where we may have crisp vege-
tables from our own garden the year
around, we go without them. And why?
I wonder why. I guess it is because we
don't really realize what we might have.
Here are the vegetables that may be planted
in November and will bear before Winter
is entirely over: Onion seed, beets, carrots,

cauliflower, lettuce, peas, parsley, radishes,

spinach, and turnips.

RELATIVE LAND AND WATER
AREAS OF THE WORLD

IN our school days we learned that water
covers three fourths of the earth's sur-

face, and land the other fourth. This
statement dates back to a time when very
little was known about the distribution of
land and water in the polar regions, and
needs to be considerably revised in the light

of recent discoveries. Taking account of
the results of the latest polar expeditions,

Prof. Wagner estimates that the ratio be-
tween land and water is 1 :2.242 ; in other
words, that about three sevenths of the
earth's surface is land, and the rest water.
This estimate assumes that only 10 per cent,

of the surface north of latitude 80 degrees
north is land ; an assumption that may be
considerably modified by the forthcoming
explorations of the great unknown region
north of British America and eastern
Siberia.

Efficiency and Proficiency

are the essentials of success

FOR upwards of a quarter of a century Steinway

& Sons have maintained a special department

for the designing and manufacture of pianos in period

and art cases, to harmonize with any plan of archi-

tecture or decoration.

This Art Department, created for the distinct

purpose of catering to the discriminating taste of a

select clientele, employs, at a considerable cost, its

own artists, designers, decorators and carvers. Its

Efficiency and Proficiency are such that it stands

unrivalled by any other piano house. Every

v>TEINW5Y
ART PIANO

is a true representation of its respective period—a veritable

gem of beauty and perfection. A visit to the Steinway Studios

will reveal that in these masterpieces of pianocraft music and

decorative art are so deftly blended that they at once command
the admiration and praise of architect, artist and connoisseur.

STEINWAY & SONS
Steinway Hall

107-109 East 14th Street, New York
Subway Express Station at the Door

Practical Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Ventilation

TICAL

"Steam-**

HOT WATER

RATING

By ALFRED G. KING
Octavo, 402 Pages. Containing 304 Illustrations

Price, $3.00, Postpaid

An original and exhaustive treatise, prepared for the use of all enga*
in the business of Steam, Hot Water Heating and Venti 1

T.
*HE standard and latest book published. Tells hov
how to install heating and ventilating apparatus,
cipal systems of steam, hot water, vacuum, vapc

together with the new accellerated systems of ho'
chapters on up-to-date methods of ventilation; fa'

and ventilation; rules and data for estimating ra'
tables and information as make it an indispens
journeymen steam fitters, steam fitters' appren

This work represents the best practice of '

text, diagrams and illustrations.

CONTAINING CHAPTERS ON I. Introduction. II. Heat. II—^— ———— paratus. IV. Boiler Surface
VI. Pipe and Fittings. VII. Valves, Various Kinds. VIII. Form'
Radiating Surfaces. X. Estimating Radiation. XI. Steam-IIeatin
ing. XIII. Hot-Water Heating. XlV. Pressure Systems of Hot-'
XVI. Greenhouse Heating. XVII. Vacuum Vapor and Vacuu"
Heating. XIX. Radiator and Pipe Connections. XX. Ventilat
Blast Heating. XXII. Steam Appliances. XXIII. District H'
XXV. Temperature Regulation and Heat Control. XXVI. •

XXVIII. Rules, Tables and Useful Information.
Valuable Data and Tables Used for Estimating, Installing and

Apparatus are (
MUNN & CO., Inc.
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IF you have purchased any other player-

piano than the Kranich & Bach, there

are nine chances out of ten you will find

that some cheaper or lower grade instrument
contains a self-playing mechanism identical

with yours.

The majority of player-pianos are assembled" instruments,

containing a sort of "hybrid" self-playing action capable of being

"tinkered" into all kinds of pianos, but designed for no one in

particular.

THE

Kranich & Bach
player-piano

contains a superbly constructed player-action made by Kranich &
Bach exclusively and expressly for Kranich & Bach pianos, and is

built completely in every de-

M,

JUST PUBLISHED

Popular Handbook for Cement and Goncrete Users
By MYRON H. LEWIS, C. E.

Octavo (6>< x 9J4 inches) 500 Pages, 200 Illustrations.

Price, $2.50, Postpaid

THIS is a concise treatise on the principles and methods employed in

the manufacture and use of concrete in all classes of modem work.

The author has brought together in this work, all the salient matter of

interest to the users of concrete and its many diversified products. The
matter is presented in logical and systematic order, clearly written, fully

illustrated and free from involved mathematics. Everything of value to the

concrete user is given. It is a standard work of reference covering the

rious uses of concrete, both plain and reinforced. Following is a list of

chapters, which will give an idea of the scope of the book and its

<?h treatment of the subject:

the Uses of Cement and Concrete. II. Glossary of Terms Employed in

Kinds of Cement Employed in Construction. IV. Limes, Ordinary and
'. Natural Cements. VII. Portland Cement. VIII. Inspection and
ign Substances in Cement. X. Sand, Gravel, and Broken Stone.
increte (Plain). XIV. Concrete (Reinforced). XV. Methods and
tis for Plain and Reinforced Concrete. XVII. Concrete Blocks.
ete Tiles. XX. Concrete Pipes and Conduits. XXI. Concrete
'I. Concrete in Water Works. XXIV. Concrete in Sewer Works.

XXVI. Concrete Retaining Walls. XXVII. Concrete Arches
Subway and Tunnels. XXIX. Concrete in Bridge Work.
XXXI. Concrete Construction Under Water. XXXII. Con-
neys. XXXIV. Concrete for Ornamentation. XXXV. Con-
OCXVI. Inspection for Concrete Work. XXXVII. Water-
ig and Painting • Concrete Work. XXXIX. Method for

! and Estimates for Concrete Work.

361 Broadway, New York

HAIRCLOTH
ANYONE whose recollection extends

back as far as thirty years remembers
the black haircloth with which the sofas

and chairs of the "parlor'' were covered.
These chairs and sofas were sometimes in

themselves of very excellent design and
lately I have seen a set of them which 1

knew somewhat intimately in childhood
days, and they are surprisingly interesting

covered as they are, with a striped fabric

showing a Louis XVI design in two tones
of gray.

It seems that haircloth is now used
chiefly as a lining for garments, particularly

for the collars and lapels of coats an'd

cloaks where a fabric stiff and yet pliable

is required. Its use as a furniture cover-

ing is by no means over, however, and re-

cently I have seen some haircloth of an
entirely new variety which shows the

change and improvement which good taste

has wrought in it. In other days this fab-

ric was almost invariably of black, having
a slippery and to some extent a glossy sur-

face and was generally held in position by
wooden buttons covered with the same ma-
terial. The haircloth now seen in the shops
is of really beautiful patterns and colors in

various shades of old blue, numerous tones

of dark red and wine color, many shades
of gray and deep yellows and old golds

shading into the darkest browns. The pat-

terns I have noticed are extremely pleas-

ing. One which I remember particularly

showed stiff little "nosegays" formally ar-

ranged. Another very pleasing design was
of wreaths somewhat upon the Empire
order and there are numerous adaptations

of "diaper" patterns. Since seeing these

fabrics on sale in the shops I have seen

furniture actually covered with them and
it is pleasant to find that this odd material

has been so beautified and improved that it

has entered upon a wholly new phase of its

exceedingly useful career.

KINGS WEIGHED IN GOLD

IF
the King of England, when he went

to Calcutta, had not set his face against

the proposition he would have been
weighed in gold, and the amount required

to make him tip the scales would have been
distributed among the poor, says Harper's
Weekly. This is a very ancient custom that

still prevails in many Eastern lands. A
Maharajah who was recently crowned
seated himself in one of the gold pans of

the balance, while into the other was
thrown gold coin until royalty rose in the

scales. The Maharajah, by an old un-

written law, did not become legally chief

until he had been weighed in this manner.

In olden times the custom prevailed of

throwing the money into the air and letting

the people scramble for whatever part of it

missed the scales, but this resulted in dis-

order and frequent loss of life and, more-

over, defeated the object in view, as the

strong and well-fed usually prevailed over

those more in need of the benefit. After

this a commission of functionaries was
named to divide the gold among the poor

of the country districts after the monarch

had been weighed.

This custom of weighing monarchs is

not so extravagant as it may appear to be.

In the case of George V, it was calculated

that one hundred thousand dollars in gold

would be devoted to the weighing and the

expenses of the entertainment, but that is

not to say that the expense was necessarily

determined by the bulk of the monarch.

As much more may be added to the fund

as any number of persons desire to give.

However, the native Indian potentates are

usually heavy enough to satisfy all demands.
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CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF AMERICAN HOMES AND
GARDENS

THERE is little doubt but that every friend of Amer-
ican Homes and Gardens will find the December

issue the most beautiful number of the magazine which

has yet appeared. From cover to cover the December
issue will be one of surpassing interest and beauty. Al-

ready the feature of the illustrations in American Homes
and Gardens has won it an enviable position in the maga-
zine world, which standard the Christmas number will

maintain without resorting to any of the bizarre effects,

that the Editor believes are adjuncts to dignified magazine
making. The opening article, containing many remarkable

illustrations, including a full page frontispiece, will be on

the subject of Cedars of Lebanon, being the story of the

famous cedars of the Holy Land and other prototypes

found in some remarkable specimens of the same species,

which have been successfully raised in America. A Cali-

fornia Bungalow of the Swiss Chalet Type is the sub-

ject of an article by Air. Charles Alma Byers. This article

will be illustrated with exterior views, interior views and
floor plans. The page feature will be devoted to describ-

ing aquamarine glass, an exquisite production of the age.

Curtains for Windows will be the subject of a contribution

from the pen of Miss Ida J. Burgess, a well-known interior

decorator and artist of note. The beautiful town house

of Miss Elsie De Wolfe will be described and illustrated

by Mr. Harry Martin Yeomans. A California villa of

the Roman type will form the centre page feature, and
Mr. F. F. Rockwell, the well-known horticulturist, con-

tributes a practical and interesting illustrated article on the

subject of House Plants. An English half-timber house of

unusual attractiveness will be described, and the Collec-

tors' Department will contain especially noteworthy articles,

one of which, "Old Cottage Figures," will be contributed

by Miss Mary H. Northend, and another, "Old Screens,"

illustrated with photographic reproductions of some new
examples by Elizabeth Lounsbery. The main section of
the magazine will contain the usual departments of

"Within the House;" "Around the Garden," and "Helps
to the Housewife."

THE COLLECTORS' MART

MANY readers of American Homes and Gardens
seem to labor under the impression that a charge is

made for the Want, Exchange and Offering advertisements,

which appear in the Collectors' Mart from month to

month. American Homes and Gardens makes no charge
for inserting Wants, Exchanges and Offerings in connection
with collectors' interests. Furthermore, this service is not
restricted to subscribers. All friends and readers of Amer-
ican Homes and Gardens are invited to make their wants
known through the Collectors' Mart columns. Read care-

fully the instructions at the head of this department, which
will be found upon another page of the current issue.

Likewise, American Homes and Gardens makes no
charge for inserting inquiries, which appear in the Col-
lectors' Department, nor is this "Queries and Answers"

department confined to subscribers. All friends and readers

of American Homes and Gardens are invited to avail

themselves of this service.

THE NEW TARIFF AND ART
HAPPILY the absurd time provisions imposed by pre-

vious tariff bills on works of art brought into Amer-

ica has been done away with, and at last free art has come

to be a reality—thanks to the untiring efforts of its cham-

pions, and to the influence of the President, of Mr. Under-

wood and of Senators Root and Lodge. There has been

almost inconceivable strength in the opposition to free art

exhibited in times past. That the entrance of art free of

duty would demoralize American taste is one of the in-

genious arguments which, from time to time, were ad-

vanced, among others equally ridiculous, by those who
fought to maintain a tax on art. "Duty" has been the

polite and official name for this tax. Nevertheless, a tax

it was, and American art suffered in consequence of its

being exacted. The American Art News in one of its

editorials remarks that "the adoption of free art marks
one of the greatest steps forward in the higher civilization

of the country that has yet been taken." The editor of

American Homes and Gardens suggests that it might be

as pertinent to say that the removal of the tax on art

marks an awakening of public intelligence from the stupor

that has hardly been compatible with the higher ideals of

any progressive civilization.

THE BURLINGTON FRANKLIN HOUSE

AHOUSE used by Franklin, one of the first houses to

be erected in the town of Burlington, New Jersey,

was once occupied by Benjamin Franklin when a resident

of that city. It is known to have been erected prior to

1685. It is an old cabin having brick walls, gamble roof

with an overhang on the entrance side and has been pur-

chased by the Annis Stockton Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution, of Burlington. When Benja-

min Franklin first went to Burlington he was poor, ill

clothed and had only a few pennies in his pocket. On
his way from Philadelphia to New York he was detained

in Burlington by reason of having missed the boat for

Philadelphia. Looking around for shelter, an old woman
consented to extend to him the hospitality of a dinner of

beefsteak. After a short conversation with Franklin the

old woman discovered that he was a printer and recognized
that he would succeed from the determination which was
evident in his conversation. Although she advised Frank-
lin to set up a shop in Burlington he continued to follow
out his original intention by going to Philadelphia, as his

services there had already been bespoken. However,
Franklin returned to Burlington some time after, at which
time he printed the New Jersey Colonial Paper Money.
It will interest our readers to know that the Annis Stockton
Chapter will probably reconstruct the house and make of
it a museum. The Editor of American Homes and
Gardens suggests that it would be an excellent plan to

exhibit there a collection of representative examples of all

the paper money of New Jersey printed by Franklin.
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The Gorham Galleries
SHOW HUNDREDS OF SMALL
BRONZES AND MARBLES FOR

HOME AND GARDEN

^ Our big, broad ambition to make our galleries repre-

sentative of the best in American Art has become a fact.

^ The Gorham foundries are patronized by the foremost

sculptors of the world, and our galleries have become the

recognized place of meeting, discussion and submission of

the best in bronze and marble.

^ Believing that a small work of sculpture may be as great

a work of art as a large one— many of America's leading

sculptors are sending to us daily recent examples of their

year's work— an inspection will arouse enthusiasm.

An immediate and cordial response is assured to all
inquirers on every branch of the subject ; photographs
and prices will be furnished to everyone interested

THE GORHAM COMPANY
FIFTH AVENUE AND 36th STREET NEW YORK

American Estates and Gardens
By BARR FERREE

Large Quarto, 11x13$ Inches. 3^0 Pages. 275 Illustrations. Handsomely Bound. Gilt Top. Boxed.

^ This is a sumptuously illustrated volume in which for the first time,

the subject of the more notable, great estates, houses and gardens in

America receive adequate treatment. An effort has been made to select

as great a variety as possible of the styles of architecture which have
been introduced into this country, as being specially adapted to the

peculiar conditions of American country life.

<J Although the exteriors of some of the houses shown may be familiar to

a certain number of readers, few have had the privilege of a visit to their

interiors, and for that reason special attention has been given to reproduc-

tions of many of the sumptuous halls and rooms of the people of wealth,

and no better way can be obtained of learning how the favored few live.

<J The building of the great homes of America has necessarily involved

the development of their surrounding grounds and gardens ; the work of

the landscape gardener has rivaled, in its dignity and spacious beauty, that of the architect. If but little

is known of our great estates, still less is known of their gardens, of which, in spite of the comparatively
short period that has been given for their growth, we have some very noble instances among us, which
are illustrated and described in the present volume. ^ This work is printed on heavy plate paper and
contains 340 pages 10£xl3£ inches, enriched with 275 illustrations, of which eight are in duotone. It is

handsomely bound in green cloth, and stamped in black and gold, and, in addition to being the standard
work on notable houses and gardens in America, unquestionably forms a most attractive gift book.

MUNN & CO, Inc., Publishers, :-: 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Special Offer
A limited number of copies

of this book (the price of

which is $10.00) is offered

with a subscription to

AMERICAN HOMES AND
GARDENS (the price of

which is $3.00 a year) in

combination for $7.50.

$13. VALUE FOR $7.50
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Garden front of the pre-Revolutionary house of 1735, the home of Mr. Frederick J. Williamson
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A Pre-Revolutionary House on

By Harriet Gillespie

Photographs by T. C. Turner
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HEN a business man of moderate means
achieves a suburban home and a hobby at

the same time, he is accounted fortunate by

his fellows, for only those who have at-

tempted it know how difficult the problem is.

Air. Frederick J. Williamson, of New York,

delightful country home here described has

First of all, he "discovered" a lovely se-

owner of the

done all of this,

eluded haunt on the west bank of the Hudson, known only

to a small number of Summer residents and a smaller num-
ber of Winter dwellers. Then he proceeded to ride his

hobby of an old place in which to live and hold treasures.

As the crow flies, it is but twenty-one miles from the city;

by the New York Central to Dobbs' Ferry, thence by Cap-

tain Hill's gasoline launch across the Hudson, it is consider-

ably less than an hour from office to home. Far from the

madding crowd, yet near enough to commute comfortably,

he has, in an old pre-Revolutionary house of 1735, set up
his Lares and Penates in the shape of a rare and beautiful

collection of antique furniture, china and glass.

It is in the historical little settlement of Sneden's Land-
ing, made famous during the War of the Revolution, as

The old Dre-Revolutionarv Sneden homestead, now owned bv Mr. Frederick J. Williamson
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The rooms are low and rambling and the cabinet work superior in quality and finish

well by the activities of the intrepid little ferry mistress,

"Mollie" Sneden, whose ancestral home Mr. Williamson

occupies, as because General Washington had charge of the

redoubts at this point, that the business man found the en-

vironment suited to his tastes. It is all historic ground

hereabout. On the high point above the landing, there

were posted some five hundred Continental troops imme-

diately after the Battle of White Plains in November, 1776,

and the ruins of the redoubts are still to be seen.

The story is often told of how Martha Washington
ferried over the river here to join the General at Cambridge,

Mass., in 1775, in order, he urged, "to avoid the Toryism
of New York." Both Washington and Rochambeau crossed

the Hudson in 1781 by way of Sneden's Ferry, reconnoit-

ering the British position to the east, and it is an historical

fact, the first salute to the flag was fired by order of the

British Parliament in the river between Sneden's Landing
and Dobb's Ferry at the conclusion of the war.

From Sneden's Landing to Tappan, the country abounds

in historic interest and a number of charming old homes,

the property of the Lawrence family, are, like the old Sne-

den house, in a wonderful state of preservation. Others be-

side Mr. Williamson have becomed imbued with the artistic

beauty and old-time atmosphere of this sequestered spot,

and in the colony occupying various of the

historic houses are F. M. L. Tonetti, the

sculptor, whose wife was a Lawrence, and

owns about one hundred acres of land in

this vicinity; B. F. Goodhue, of the firm of

Gram, Goodhue & Ferguson, architects of

Manhattan, and Dr. Henry Mitchell Smith,

eye specialist of Brooklyn.

Mr. Williamson's home is a picturesque

dwelling of the Dutch Colonial type. It has

a gambrel roof and good simple lines and

is the style so popular in modern suburban

real estate developments, but with that indescribable differ-

ence which distinguishes the old from the new—that evan-

escent something—time supplies, but which evades the

grasp of even the most skilful of architects.

Standing on the brow of the first gentle slope, close to

the water's edge and but a stone's throw from the ferry, it

is little changed in appearance from the original design.

Structurally it has been slightly re-modeled by several of

its long line of tenants. It has needed but a few modern
improvements, such for example, as plumbing and the like,

to make it meet the requirements of modern domestic life

as satisfactorily as it did in the past.

The first story is of rough cut brown stone, culled from
an old quarry in the vicinity. When built, the blocks were
put together with mud and at a later date the stones were
pointed up with mortar. The second story is of frame and

clapboards have succeeded the wide cedar shingles of for-

mer days. On both the east and west facades, the roof

has, in more recent years, been broken with dormer win-

dows, two on each side. Wide chimneys flank the ends

and one time they were capped by English chimney pots.

In the double veranda running across the front of the

house, the most obvious architectural blunder has been com-
mitted, but before Mr. Williamson's tenancy, let it be said.

While this feature enhances the comfort of

the occupants, it detracts perceptibly from
its appearance. It will in time be re-

moved. At the rear the house remains

practically unchanged. Here the simplicity

and symmetry of early American architec-

ture are delightfully demonstrated. In

front, the outlook from the broad Colonial

doorway is over the Hudson and the low
lying hills in the distance. At the back it

is upon a lovely old-time garden filled with

First floor plan Hollyhocks, Columbine, Larkspur and all
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the other old-fashioned flowers which

screen but do not altogether hide a thrifty

vegetable plot beyond. Back of it the

sharp wooded slope capped by the ruins of

the Colonial redoubts rises prominently.

But despite the changes, time and many
minds have wrought the house has lost none

of its charm exteriorly, and within, the re-

modeling has been so slight as to be scarcely

noticeable. From off the broad hall, run-

ning from door to door, there opens four

rooms; to the right, the living-room and
library; to the left, the dining-room and pantry. In the

cellar the original kitchen, with its old Dutch oven and
time-honored equipment of culinary utensils, is still in use.

The rooms are low and rambling and, as in most houses

of the early Colonial period, the cabinet work is of superior

quality and finish. To lovers of fine woodwork, there is in-

spiration in the exquisite spacing and in the perfect propor-

tions of windows and doors. On the first floor none of the

rafters are exposed, but in the spacious bed chamber over-

head they are frankly visible. Two very interesting fire-

places flank the ends of dining- and living-rooms. About
the chimney opening, the brick facing has at one time been
veneered by a layer of soapstone, a fashion in vogue fifty

years ago, and the hearth is raised from the floor level by
a single layer of brick .

In this era of change and unrest, not many of these old

land marks remain, and lucky is the man who is fortunate

enough to secure one for a home—and a hobby, particularly

when that happens to coincide so appropriately with the

atmosphere of the place. About "Sneden's old house at the

1
HALL

J_L

ferry," as it was familiarly called in Revolu-

tionary days, clings all the old-time romance

and historical sentiment we love to fancy as

inseparably associated with old furniture,

pottery and glass. And the visitor to Mr.
Williamson's home is sure to thrill with a

sense of deep satisfaction to find, on enter-

ing, there is nothing to mar the picture. It

requires no vivid stretch of the imagination

to fancy oneself transported to the days

when pewter and old blue china and copper

luster, now so jealously guarded under lockSecond floor plan

and key, were in common daily use, and San Domingo ma-

hogany was as plentiful almost as firewood, and was the

staple product for the construction of nearly all the best

furniture of the day.

It is a catholic collection Mr. Williamson has brought

together in the old Dutch house, as he himself will tell you.

It is his aim to keep it so. Although he has developed it

along certain broad lines, he has not attempted to feature

any special phase of collecting, unless it be that of old Staf-

fordshire of which there are some eight hundred pieces.

All told, Mr. Williamson's antiques number about two

thousand.

Like most collectors, Mr. Williamson's fancy is often

taken with some especially delightful piece, he can't resist

buying, until now, in finding a place for his treasures, it

has become a question of subtraction rather than addition.

This weeding-out process too is attended with more or less

difficulty, since the attic of the house, like most Colonial

dwellings of the second period, is so inaccessible as to be

practically useless. Consequently, every odd closet has its

The dining-room contains some of the eight hundred pieces of old Staffordshire ware comprising Mr. Williamson's collection
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The house commands a fine river view

box or barrel of unopened treasures which "some day" are

to take their place along with others of their ilk and age.

As special mention is made of the old china, it doesn't

by any means indicate a lack of old furniture. There is a

hoard of it, and several pieces are very properly rated as

museum relics. One of these, and by far the most import-

ant of the collection, is an old Dutch kas from the estate

of Mrs. John V. L. Pruyn, of Albany, which stands over

seven feet high with a width of five feet five inches. Miss

Esther Singleton in "The Furniture of our Forefathers";

makes special mention of it. She writes:

"It is a wardrobe or cabinet, solidly built of dark wood,

with the surface inlaid with light colored wood and ivory,

and having about fifty circular plaques of Delft ware, each

separately framed with delicate moldings in a slight pro-

jection from the general surface.

"The color of the plaques is in each case blue and white,

and these are therefore lighter than the piece, the inlays

forming a third number in the proportion. The sincere

love of the Dutch workmen for effective decoration, while

they still retained a feeling for domestic simplicity, is evi-

denced in this piece. It is like the English Jacobian pieces

which we contrast for their simplicity with the statelier con-

temporaneous furniture of the royal and princely house-

holds of France and Germany."
Edwin Foley, in "The Book of Decorative Furniture,"

also speaks of this kas and says: "It would be difficult

to find among the many kases which have been zealously

treasured by generations of descendants of the early Dutch
settlers in New Holland, a more picturesque and better

preserved example than this distinctive Bavarian cupboard.

Its forty-five Delft plaques—for there are seven upon each

end in addition to thirty-one upon the front—picture in

characteristic Dutch fashion, scenes upon land and sea and

from the scriptures."

In the early days it was evidently a receptacle for the

linen of the thrifty Dutch housewife. To-day, it is a re-

pository for Mr. Williamson's luster ware. It is supposed
the two shelves with which the kas is fitted were added at

a more recent period, and that one time the linen or other

household goods were simply piled in, one layer upon an-

other. At the bottom are two shallow drawers. The kas

is in such a perfect state of preservation, that although

the wooden pegs with which it was originally joined have
long since dropped out and lost, it still holds together

by reason of its own weight and symmetry.

As the kas is the largest piece in Mr. Williamson's col-

lection, so is the Sheraton music stand the smallest, but next

in point of age and value. Of mahogany, it is elaborately

inlaid with light wood, and despite its one hundred and fifty

years has lost none of its veneer and the tambour door opens

and closes with the smoothness of well-oiled machinery.

Almost overshadowed by more pretentious pieces, is a

genuine Chippendale coffee table, whose counterpart is

seldom seen. It is of the pie crust variety with single

cyma curves and cabriole legs. But apart from the well-

loved design, the great charm of the piece lies in the "pa-

tina," that indescribable characteristic of age by which real

lovers of antiques tell the new from the old, the genuine

from the false. This consists of a wonderful velvety gloss

or polish acquired only by the hand of time, never in a cab-

inet maker's workshop.

It is no secret that the eyes of connoisseurs have for long

been turned cravingly upon these several pieces. It were
as likely though, for a mother to part with her child, as for

a collector to part with his treasures—except under the

influence of dim need. However, there must be a sense of

satisfaction in knowing if it were necessary, they would
bring sums ranging well up to three figures, for the kas four.

As beauty of one sort often acts as foil for beauty of

another, so a collection of old furniture needs its comple-

ment of old china to adequately display the charms of each.

In this respect no disappointment awaits the visitor to Mr.
Williamson's historic old home on the bank of the Hudson,

The Williamson house is rich in antique furniture
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for the wealth of "old blue" ware ac-

quired in the search for Colonial relics is

as effective aesthetically, as it is choice

from the antiquary's standpoint. While
no one room has a monopoly of china,

it is very properly in the dining-room,

the greatest wealth of this precious

treasure is seen. In order to properly

display it, every inch of wall space is

used. Yet there is no sense of over-

crowding; only a consciousness of the

delicious massing of color, that rich

deep blue to be seen only in this sort

of china.

Until recently, English views have

gone begging in this country, American
collectors preferring native views to

those from the other side. A decided

change of heart has taken place re-

cently, and the upward trend of prices This old Dutch kas

for English views is said to be an indi- antique

cation of the growing demand for them. Mr. Williamson

has specialized in this direction, and it has been his good
fortune to identify an English series which heretofore has

defied classification. On a platter bearing a View of Lin-

dertis, Forforshire, he discovered Heath's mark by which

one places this series among those of known makers.

An unusual piece is a twenty-one-inch Turin platter by
Woods. This, Air. Williamson says, is the finest specimen

of blue transfer printing he has ever seen. Not only is the

color exquisite, but the drawing of the picture itself is far

superior to other pieces. In it the border is repeated mak-
ing a beautiful frame of dark blue which, in contrast to the

lighter center portion, forms a most ef-

fective decoration. The rarest of the

English views is a nine-inch plate by

Tarns, the View of Blenheim, before

mentioned, which so far as is known, is

the only specimen of its kind in exist-

ence. Mr. Williamson is compiling a

list of English views and has already

succeeded in adding a large number to

those already classified. As most col-

lectors of old Staffordshire blue china

are confined to the historic American

views, I have purposely omitted mention

of these, for while Mr. Williamson's

collection contains many of the rare

varieties, the subject has been so ably

treated by others that no additional

comments seem necessary.

Whether by accident or design, it is

true that Mr. Williamson has picked

up about one hundred and fifty of the

quaintest coffee-pots and tea-pots imaginable, and the ap-

peal they make to popular as well as to cultivated taste is

instant and ample, perhaps because of the delectable brew
pertaining to their use. One of the loveliest examples and

by all odds the gem of the collection, is a gold luster coffee-

pot of Wedgwood's, although his name does not appear

on the ware. It was a custom of Whieldon never to iden-

tify his pieces by any mark or name, and it might well be

that his illustrious contemporary and sometime partner fol-

lowed in his footsteps in this respect, but in both cases their

workmanship is so superior it can't be mistaken, for as one

expert remarks, "No inventor ever approached their per-

is a notable piece of

furniture

The old-fashioned garden comes quite up to the hospitable house
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fection." The praise is worthy the triumph of such masters.

As there is fashion in dress, so is there fashion in col-

lecting, and just now no collection is deemed complete if it

lacks at least one piece of Whieldon tortoise shell or cauli-

flower ware, the product of that first famous factory at

Little Fenton. Several fine examples of it are included in

the tea and coffee-pot brigage and they are interesting both

from an historical as well as the potter's viewpoint.

Of jugs and pitchers there is no end. Among them are

four jugs of the same subject which depicts a hunting

scene with dogs, horses and men, but each is decorated in

a different color scheme attesting to the potter's versatility

at that period. An extremely rare piece is a salt glaze jug

with a colored decoration of birds. In a Wedgewood jug

of copper luster Mr. Williamson has secured a prize, much
to the chagrin of the former owner, who is himself a col-

lector of no small note.

As he failed to classify a small applied medallion below

the lip of the jug which portrays the marriage of Cupid

and Psyche, he let the piece go for a song. As it happens,

the famous Flaxman designed this for Wedgewood, and if

any more positive proof were needed that it is indeed the

work of the old master potter, the sceptic by the aid of a

powerful microscope may describe the letters WEDGE-
WOOD, almost obliterated, but still discernible, in the

bottom.

There is a double dinner set of Davenport ware of one

hundred and sixty pieces which is in constant daily use by

the collector's family; a gem of a coffee-pot of Elers, soft

as velvet to the touch, with medallion figures of Britannia

applied to the sides, and of Bennington ware there is a jug,

a masterpiece of lustrous glaze, beside many other things.

A by-path of collecting with a special charm of its own,

covers the history of American glass flasks, and illustrating

it, Mr. Williamson shows several hundred. One very

highly prized by the owner is a flask commemorating the

birth of the steam engine. So rare are these bottles that

Edward Atlee Barber in his book on "American Glass-

ware," decided there was no such piece in existence.

"It is said," he writes, "there is a design showing the

earliest form of steam engine, but on investigation what
was supposed to be a locomotive turns out to be a horse,

and it is quite doubtful if such a design was ever produced."

In making a collection of pewter, Mr. Williamson has

confined himself strictly to the English product which in

point of perfection of design and quality of finish, he be-

lieves is unsurpassed. He already has two hundred pieces

with an additional number now en route from England,
included among which is a platter twenty-six and one half

by twenty-one inches in size. Apart from this he has three

sets of lidded measures made by James Tissoe in 1740, a

set of Georgian measures and an English baluster measure
of the fleur de lis type. The old saying that what is bred

in the bone will come out in the flesh holds splendidly true

in Mr. Williamson's case, for he comes honestly by his love

for antiques, his father being a well-known collector and a

veteran bibliophile, whose treasures are stored away in his

Rockland County home on the Hudson a few miles north of

the old Mollie Sneden house, where his son has there so ad-

mirably solved the problem so many young men in town
have to face, "Is a country home and a hobby possible to a

business man of moderate means?"

The Cat Fancy
By Ida D. Bennett

O unusual is it to find any one who avows
an antipathy to the cat that one is rather

apt to look upon it as a pose or, if con-

vinced of its honesty to look for some
extenuating cause—as, perhaps, some dis-

tressing incident in childhood which had left

the descents of its mark in the sub-consciousness of the

adult. One woman whom I knew was once badly frightened

by a strange cat which had gained access to her room
through an open window and had made a snug, warm nest

upon her baby's chest. This incident caused her to hold

an avowed antipathy to the whole feline race for many
years, but later, coming accidentally into the possession of

two handsome Persian cats,

she took a strong bias in the

opposite direction and to

such an extent that it greatly

amused her friends.

To the novice who has

paid little attention to the

growth of the "Cat Fancy"
and has lived remote from
contact with any but the

common house and barn

types, the cat shows and cat

literature are startling rev-

elations. And even to the

initiated the cat fancy in

America is still very young
and undeveloped and offers

big opportunities for de-

velopment and improvement. White

Possibly the most crying need at present is for some
definite standard of judging, such as obtains at the dog
shows and especially at the poultry exhibits. Under the

present arrangement so much is left to the humor of the

judges, generally speaking, that few cats win or lose

strictly on their merits, or demerits.

Naturally, if a judge favors a certain type of cat of his

own breeding, his preference will influence his decisions at

the show. For instance, there is a decided preference just

now for what is known as the "Cobby type of cat, the

short, low body, with short, almost bow legs." Naturally

a judge having this preference will discredit the long, rangy

cat which the more conservative breeder considers the

rational shaped cat. Again
one judge may be taken by
a fine shaped head (which

should always be as nearly

round as possible), with

small, well set ears, and
short nose, while another

may make a fetich of the

feature of a big bushy tail.

If, then, the "Fancy"
would adopt a score card

similar to that used for

poultry, allotting a certain

number of points to each

point judged and making the

award to the cat winning
the largest number of points,

then "Best cat in Show,"

Persian "Champion" and the like
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would mean something. Grand Mogul 96 m^^—^*~mm^^^^mmmm graduations of the blues, chinchillas and

would convey a definite guarantee of qual- smokes, are less well known but exceedingly

ity far superior to that of best cat in a '^^*^k beautiful animals and when bred to purity

show where there may not have been a 96 )*^Ji» - of color, correct eye color and marking

—

or even a 90. ^ma^k W^ l or freedom from marking as the case may
Given this standard of judging, the ama- & be, they are things to strive for to win.

teur cat fancier would have something defi- JB^ There is no question, however, about

nite to go by in making an initial purchase for W.' the supreme beauty of a fine specimen of

founding a cattery and a definite standard -^H W the blue-eyed white Persian. Anyone who
—quite comprehensible—towards which to m K recalls a glimpse of a bit of blue sky

breed. As it now is the best one can do through the blossom laden branches of a

is, having selected the color one wishes to cherry tree in May time, can form some
specialize on, to buy as good a queen of """^* idea f the peculiar beauty of the large blue

that color as one can afford, always select-
Contentment

eyes f ^is class of cats. There is some-

ing one whose ancestors for at least five generations have thing peculiarly child-like and innocent, not seen in eyes

been of the color without a break. of any other color. It is a pity that blue-eyed cats are so

And really, the fine breeding and pedigree is of more im- very often deaf. However, their peculiar sensitiveness to

portance than the individual cat, for cats,

like all animals revert, in marked degree,

to their ancestors, and an inferior indi-

vidual of unexceptional pedigree may pro-

duce some notable kits. Another point to

be understood is that the descent is of more
importance than the show record.

Another thing to avoid in starting a cat-

tery is, in the writer's opinion, the Angora.
The writer's advice would be to buy a straight

Persian, if a long-haired cat is wanted or a

good short haired, for I can assure you that

the short haired is at last coming into his own

;

but not the Angora. As to color, that is

really a matter of individual preference,

and there is really no "latest style" in color,

but it pays to select one color and stick to

it, acquiring as fine specimens as possible

and establishing a reputation for that

color. It also pays to adopt a cattery

name and use it as a prefix or suffix to the

vibrations in a measure atones for this de-

fect and one owner of a perfectly deaf cat

told me that she called it by tapping on
the floor—the jar reaching its inner con-

sciousness just as the sound of her voice

reached the perfect hearing of the other

cats.

A perfectly colored black is, perhaps,

one of the rarest and most handsome of

cats; cats of this color so often showing a

reddish or brownish tinge and more or less

gray under color. A solid black, clear to

the skin, with no white hairs, other points

being satisfactory, counts up into big

money very fast and one should not expect

to get a really good bred kitten of this

type for less than fifty dollars, while ex-

cellent oranges, browns and blues and
whites may be had for from twenty-five up.

Where one merely wishes a fine cat as a

pet, preference should, the writer thinks,Persian Kitten

names of your best cats, and then having it registered, always be given to the females as there is no comparison

Most everyone has some definite idea of the standard between them and males as household companions. They
colors—white, black, orange and blue, but the various are quite certain to be more disciplinable in their habits,

There is no question about the supreme beauty of a fine specimen of the blue-eyed white Persian cat
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more affectionate and sweet-tem-

pered and far less given to straying

away.

The care of a fine Persian is con-

siderably greater than is required by

short-haired cats, as these can be

trusted to look after their own
coats and toilets. Persians, how-

ever, must be groomed daily if one

would encourage a fine and silky

coat. This is especially necessary

during the late Summer and Fall

when the old coat is shedding and

the new starting up. The constant

use of the comb removes the loose

hair and prevents the cat swallow-

ing it and suffering in consequence

from troublesome "trouble-hair

balls."

A properly fed cat is usually a

healthy cat, but so many cats are

not properly fed, especially the one

pet cat where an excess of kindness

makes its poor stomach the recep-

tacle for all manner of rich and indi-

gestible things—indigestible at least

when fed in unhealthy combinations.

Most cat fanciers pin their faith to

raw meat, and there is no question

that big bones and heavy coats re-

sult from such a diet. Raw meat
should not, however, be fed reck-

lessly nor more than once a day, and
that preferably at night, letting the

morning meal be of some good breakfast food and milk.

Barley will give as good results as anything, but it may be

varied often enough to prevent satiety and dislike. Raw
beef' should be clear beef, not fat and grizzle and should

be. put through a meat chopper, or better still, cut in small

vega

pieces, six days in the week, but fed

in a chunk on the seventh, so that

the chewing of it may clean the

teeth and give them the needed ex-

ercise. Grown cats should not be

fed oftener than twice a day, and

then at regular hours. Kittens,

after weaning, should be fed four

times for the first month, three

times from then on until growth is

completed. Fresh water must

always be available night and day,

and green stuff of some sort—pref-

erably grass or umbrella plant, must
always be within reach. Its use

means freedom from many intes-

tinal troubles—gastritis, hair-balls

and the like. Green grass may be

provided in Winter by taking up a

piece of sod and fitting it into a box

or pot and placing it to grow in a

light window where the cats can

help themselves.

A cat at large always goes and
eats a few blades of grass after eat-

ing' a mouse or other game, and
straightway ejects from her stom-

ach the fur and other indigestible

part of her meal; denied this useful

aid to digestion, the waste matter

remains in the stomach and sets up
gastritis and other somewhat serious

intestinal troubles.

The more liberty a cat can be ac-

corded the better for appearance, disposition and health

of her offspring. If it is necessary to keep them confined

during the day and night, they should be allowed to have

one good run and play each day, preferably in the after-

noon. There is nothing more pitiful than restriction.

A properly fed cat is a healthy, contented cat,
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Robin Hood in

Sherwood Forest

By Arthur E. Blackmore The
Decorative Value

of the Piano in

the Home

HERE is a generally erroneous impression value, which placed it within reach of so many, that the piano

that the decorated piano is an innovation, has become to-day a recognized commodity and a necessary

whereas from the very earliest times the crud- adjunct of the 'home.

est of musical instruments, made even by the

savages, were always decorated, sometimes

ornately.

The Grecian lyre, in addition to its opulence of line and

graceful curves, was further enhanced in beauty by painted

decoration, and so on with all peoples, in all countries, their

musical instruments were made as pleasing to the eye as to

the ear.

As the character of interior decoration changed, in mod-
ern life a similar demand for the treatment of the piano case

developed, and with the growing popularity of the various

At the time of the height of the ebonized piano, in the

eighties, the Eastlake character of decoration, an American
adaptation of an English idea, consisting of black furniture,

black woodwork, wall paper and even draperies, became
prevalent, so that the ebonized piano proved a consistent

note in the prevailing scheme of decoration and greatly

increased in popularity.

With the approach, however, of the twentieth century came
a radical change in the treatment of home decoration and
marked the return of the highly decorated case together with

the increasing demand for mahogany, with the result that the

French periods, Louis XIV, XV, and XVI, for music and ebonized piano to-day is relegated to a rather more practi-

drawing-rooms, came the further demand for pianos in har

mony with their surroundings, with the result that the piano

has become the most important feature in the room, both

from a point of beauty as well as consistency, and is given

more care in treatment to-day in its production than even the

room or its other furnishings, for the reason that the piano

would mar, from its very im-

portance and size, rather

than enhance the unity of

effect.

During the middle of the

XIX century, following the

use of the spinet, and up to

about 1880 the tone and mus-

ical quality of the piano were

considered paramount to its

case, which was regarded

merely as an enclosure for

the works, which had reached

a point of perfection as the

result of the gradual evolu-

tion of the instrument. The
treatment of the case of the

piano was temporarily ig-

nored and neglected. Thus
rosewood became the popu-

lar wood in the making of

square pianos and continued

to be until through the intro-

duction of the ebonized piano

and the growing preference

for other woods, noticeably

mahogany, it has gone into

comparative disuse. Then,
too, from the economic stand-

point, the ebonized piano
could be produced at a much
lower cost, without sacrifice

to its tonal quality or musical Louis XVI Piano

cal than ornamental usage. For example, the Robin Hood
piano, the top of which is illustrated, was placed in an oak
room of a country house, of English architecture, where it

is appreciated as an English tradition and is a significant,

decorative accessory. ,
.-?

r

In strong contrast is the typical example of French treat-

ment, as illustrated, of a com-

pletely appointed Louis XVI
drawing-room, in which the

piano forms a consistent fea-

ture and forcibly demon-
strates the necessity of a

piano designed in conformity

with such a room. The piano

of harpsichord design shown
on page 385 is a modern
adaptation of an instrument

made for Marie Antoinette

which lends itself charmingly

to a formal Louis XVI room.

The Colonial treatment,

which traditionally accords

with the American home,-

calls at once for a mahogany
case, designed on the simple

lines of the furniture of that

period— sometimes embel-

lished with marquetry, as il-

lustrated on page 385. The
possibilities of an elaborate

treatment of case is well ex-

emplified in a Louis XV piano

of Circassian walnut with

elaborate ormolu mounts of

mercury gilt, the top of which

is ornamented on the under

side with a decoration, the

centre of which is shown
on page 386, and depicts
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a garden scene with dancing fig-

ures, by Arthur E. Blackmore.

In close harmony with the

French styles is that of the

Adam brothers, who were the

English exponents of the Louis

XVI manner of decoration, with

all its classic refinement and sim-

plicity. These instruments are

produced in satinwood, the

wood so extensively used by the

Adam brothers, forming, as it

did, an excellent background
for their low-toned decoration

and Wedgewood panels with

cameo figures. The piano il-

lustrated on page 386 was
adapted, in design, from a

dressing-table in the South Ken- Piano adapted from a Marie Antoinette harpsichord

decoration of the music-room

not to be obtained by the stereo-

type, undecorated piano, as

well as giving a feeling of a

more intimate ownership of the

instrument—which is primarily

the object in designing the "art

piano."

Personal preferences and vo-

cations also have their part in

producing an element of indi-

viduality in the final result. For
example, the Wagnerian enthu-

siast delights in the interpreta-

tion of his favorite operas and

in the reproduction of scenes

and characters from these
operas. Classical, mythological

and historical subjects as well

sington Museum, decorated by Angelica Kauffmann, and is a have found favor, while the Shakespeare piano, with scenes

characteristic example of the Adams' treatment in piano

cases.

Another example of Louis XVI decoration, as shown
on page 387, is a mahogany piano with gilded carvings

and painted decorations toned down in color to harmonize
with the other furniture in the room, and is also a charac-

teristic example of the brush of Mr. Blackmore.

Perhaps an added touch of interest in the decorated piano

is the personal element which often supplies motifs for deco-

ration. This makes a consistent effect in the harmonious

and characters from his plays, together with the one with

decorations illustrative of Irving's "Sleepy Hollow" tales

and Longfellow's and Whittier's poems, make a strong ap-

peal to the person of literary tendencies.

Composers and musicians have also had their piano cases

carved and decorated to exemplify their own themes and
compositions in ornamental treatment of both words and
music. Then, too, a remarkable example which demon-
strates how far the interest in one's vocation can be carried,

exists in a piano belonging to a certain manufacturer of

An excellent example of the Colonial style adapted to piano decoration
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machinery, which was especi-

ally made for him and was
embellished with a painted

decoration of locomotives,

steam plows and other me-

chanical devices, and which

was so carefully treated that

it lost none of its decorative

effect even in the handling of

so difficult and unwieldly a

subject.

Another instrument which

shows the "intimate" touch

in quite a different character

is a piano used in the music-

room of a country house,

with reproductions in car-

touches on opposite sides of

the case, of favorite spots in "Danse des Galants." By A. E.

the owner's garden. In still another instance, even more
strongly personal, a view of the owner's house and estate

forms the decoration of the piano top, with views of the

grounds in panels around the case, while three miniature

portraits of his children adorn the music rack.

A scheme of great beauty and delicacy of color which

has also been used in the decoration of a piano for a coun-

try house music-room was the shell-like, opalescent coloring

suggested by Niagara Falls. On the case in this instance

the rainbow tints of the water and the spray were intro-

duced as the fundamental color. Another conception of

water, in which the move-
ment of the sea was ex-

pressed, was in a piano case

with a treatment throughout

of waves, shells and seaweed

in their natural colors. The
supports or legs of this piano

were composed of sculptured

figures in wood of sea-maid-

ens seated upon dolphins.

In strong contrast to this

is one in which the scheme
of decoration is the early

Spring with its first green,

and warm tints of the last

year's dried leaves and
grasses half concealed by

snow. This was placed in a

Blackmore. Louis XV Piano room of corresponding color

treatment. Another example in which the sentiment and
poetry of the woods were employed as decorative features

was a piano intended for use in the picture gallery of a town
house, in which landscapes predominated. This piano in

its original condition of highly polished mahogany would
have been a disturbing note in such an environment, so it

was decided to use as a color scheme lowtoned reproduc-

tions of our native wild-flowers, treated conventionally, but

still recognizable as the individual flower, grouped in gar-

lands and festoons, with the result that the mahogany sub-

stituted as a background, the pine needles carpeting the

Grand Piano in the Adam Style
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Louis XVI

The body is adorned with a graceful scroll of acanthus

in varying tones of green. These scrolls frame and link

together the arms of the original thirteen colonies, which

America is now in the White House, Washington. It was arms, beginning at the right, appear displayed upon shields

woods and suggested in its low tones the feeling of the

woods at twilight.

One of the most interesting pianos ever made in

presented to the nation for

the White House during

Mr. Theodore Roosevelt's

administration by a noted

American firm of piano

makers in commemoration
of the fact that it marked
the one hundred thousandth

piano made by this famous

firm, whose commercial ca-

reer has done so much to

place the United States at the

head in the piano industry.

The White House piano is

said to have cost fully $15,-

000. The case was designed

by Messrs. Joseph M. Hunt
and Richard H. Hunt, and

the decorations were by

Thomas W. Dewing, the

well-known artist. The en-

of grayish purple in the

order in which the colonies

adopted the Federal Consti-

tution.

The three American
eagles which decorate the legs

are overlaid with a solid

coat of dull gold powder,

which combines effectively

with the bright gold of the

body part. Shields wreathed

in sprays of oak and laurel,

carved in high relief, occupy

the entire oblong of the case

above the legs. Carvings of

the music rack and lyre are

symbolical of music. The
decoration of the entire under

side of the lid consists of a

graceful composition, the
subject portrayed beingLouis XV piano. Top decoration shown on page 386.

tire instrument is inlaid with gold and is mounted upon "America Receiving the Nine Muses."
three eagles, half regardant, with outspread wings, stand- This piano, which can be seen in the East Room of the

ing upon square pedestals draped with laurel wreaths. Presidential mansion on certain days of the week, is one of

In form and decoration the piano is distinctly American, the finest instruments, tonally and decoratively, ever made.

Two views of the White House piano, a gift to the nation
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The Collier house with its broad veranda and the slender columns extending to the cornice line at once suggests the simple dignity of Mt. Vernon

An American Country Estate
By Robert H. Van Court

r is frequently said that the popular form of

American country living varies greatly with

the passing years. A generation ago the

architects whose names "lead all the rest"

were building at Newport and elsewhere

highly ornate structures, adapted, where not

actually copied, from palaces of the Renaissance or chateaux

of France. In the language of the day these sumptuous
residences were known as "cottages," although by reason of

their size, magnificence and cost they may well have chal-

lenged comparison with the most elaborate of city resi-

dences. Very few of these costly and beautiful homes are

placed within grounds of more than very modest extent for

ground in Bellevue Avenue or upon Ochre Point is not

often in the market and where it is, the prices demanded
are such as to dampen the ardor and chill the enthusiasm of

any but the exceedingly affluent.

The present tendency of home building in the country

has been brought about chiefly by the increased importance
which the motor has come to occupy in affairs to-day. Its

use renders one wholly independent of time tables, and the

constantly shifting suburban train service, and if one be

clever and fortunate enough to evade arrest for too fre-

quent violations of speed limit laws it is possible to link

city activity with life in the far distant and truly rural

country in a way which might seem almost incredible. All

this has resulted in the building up of the country upon and

even beyond the extreme limit of what may be called sub-

urban area with large and important country estates. This

is particularly true of the country about New York, and

especially of certain localities into which by reason of in-

adequate railroad transportation or for some other cause

the activities of suburban land development companies have

never penetrated.

The country estate of Mr. Robert J. Collier at Wicka-

tunk, New Jersey, is notable in many ways. As the home
of a man of varied and manifold interests, it represents the

American country home in a degree which is astonishingly

complete. For the same amount of money which would

have purchased a much smaller tract of land nearer New
York, Mr. Collier has secured a domain of several hundred

acres in a part of New Jersey which is wild and remote,

but which may be easily and quickly reached from the city

by motoring over the excellent roads which the importance

of motor use has secured. Here, with great space at his

command, Mr. J. Russell Pope, the architect, has created
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a country estate of the first

interest and importance

which suggests the great

Colonial manors of early

days in Virginia or Mary-
land, whose lords main-

tained a life truly baronial.

Mr. Collier's home at

Wickatunk is really a farm
upon a large and highly or-

ganized scale and the many
farm buildings upon the es-

tate have been designed to

agree, both in architecture

and the material of which
they are built, with the resi-

dence about which they are

grouped. These buildings

include sheep folds and
many picturesque barns for

cattle, homes for workers upon the farm and quarters for

house servants, and the manner of their arrangement is

much like that which existed upon a southern plantation

during the eighteenth century when fox hunting and vari-

ous other forms of outdoor life were in vogue and where
a broad and free hospitality was the order of the day.

Besides the ordinary adjuncts to a country home such as

tennis courts, a ball field and polo grounds, the estate in-

cludes two lakes one of which is overgrown with water
lilies and the other of which makes possible many forms

of aquatic sport. Besides

all this a casino with a swim«

ming pool will soon afford

other forms of recreation and

even journeys through the

air are possible for the han-

gars contain several Wright

bi-planes.

The residence which is

the centre of this interesting

estate is of great size, but

of really wonderful sim-

plicity and is built of gray

shingles with trimmings

painted white, and blinds a

dark green. Across the

main front runs a very

broad portico flagged with

stone and placed at the

from the entrance ground level that fox hunt-

ers returning from the chase may ride their horses and

bring their dogs literally to the threshold of the manor
house. Tall and slender wooden columns support the roof

of the portico which, being placed at the cornice line, shel-

ters the windows of the upper floor. Like many of the

great plantation houses of the South, the house is arranged

with two fronts and at the opposite side of the house a

smaller portico is surrounded by some century-old box

bushes which were removed from an older estate upon
Long Island. The main building is flanked by two wings

The spacious entrance-hall makes possible this dignified treatment of the main-stairway
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The living-room of the Collier house

which greatly increase the size and the hospitable appear-

ance of the picturesque pile of rambling buildings.

The frankly democratic and refined simplicity of the

exterior of the house is expressed again in the plan of the

interior and in the furnishing and decorating of the great

number of rooms which it contains. There could hardly

be found a more striking example of appropriate furnishing

for the interior, without departing for a moment from the

simple dignity demanded by a country house of this char-

acter presents, nevertheless evidences of the care which has

provided all of the tasteful refinement of surroundings

necessary for its enjoyment. True to its southern manor
house type, the house contains a main hall which extends

through the building opening at either end upon one of the

wide verandas. This hall is so exceedingly spacious that it

fulfils some of the functions of a living-room as a rallying

point for the household, for at one end about a broad study

table are drawn up many lounging chairs and a wide divan,

and the current magazines and books are spread out under
the bright glow of two study lamps. At the opposite end
of the hall the stairway leads to the upper floor in two
flights which meet upon a broad landing placed balcony
fashion midway between the two floors. The woodwork
throughout the house has been very carefully designed after

certain notable examples which still exist in the South. The
designing of the low-arched doorways which lead from the

hall into rooms upon either side, like the wainscoting which
extends up the stairs, and the little cupboards in the corners

of the hall, recall at once similar work in a certain great

house of Colonial times, although in this instance, possibly

as a concession to the very simple character of the house,

the banisters of the stairs are plain and slightly tapered

rather than carved. The walls of the hall, where not cov-

ered by wooden paneling painted white, are hung with a

"scenery" paper in various tones of gray, and this creates

a fitting background for mirrors of gilt or mahogany which

are hung upon the walls.

A great living-room has its walls covered with a paper

showing in very light colors a severely classical garden

scene in Italy or Greece. Against this rather cool back-

ground, richly figured curtains of linen taffeta hung at doors

and windows stand out with striking and beautiful effect.

Lighting fixtures with cut glass shades and crystal pendants

are placed upon the walls and here, as in many other rooms

throughout the house, the floor is covered with old-fashioned

rag carpet which accords delightfully with the quaint and

home-like domesticity with which the entire house has been

so consistently arranged.

One generally expects to find in the dining-room of a

country home the most striking expression of the character

of the house and if one room of this New Jersey country

seat were to be selected for especial emphasis, th dining-

room would probably claim a particular descriptio 1. The
excellent proportions of the. room itself, the ver; simple

paper upon the walls, the rag rug upon the floor \d the

quaint fabrics used as hangings unite to form the mo sym-

pathetic of settings for the most graceful of old mah >gany

furniture in tables, chairs and sideboard. Against the

white paneling, without a shelf, above the fireplace, is hung
the original paintings of one of the wonderful pictures

drawn by Mr. Maxfield Parrish to illustrate the tales of

the Arabian Nights and the blues, grays and tawny yellows
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of the picture create a very

distinctive, decorative ef-

fect.

The upper floor of Mr.
Collier's country home is

arranged in many suites and

individual rooms for the

family and guests. The re-

sources of the house seem to

be almost endless for the

long wings which extend

upon either side of the main
building contain numerous
guestrooms and under the

broad roof of the upper-

most floor are tucked many
more, some lighted by win-

dows in the side ends of the

house and others by the

deeply recessed dormers
which look out over the roof of the portico below. But
even this great amplitude of accommodation is not suf-

ficient for the house parties which gather in this hospitable

home for the casino which is being built, will contain quar-

ters arranged particularly for bachelor guests in a separate

structure not far from the house.

In building this great country house, the architects have
been particularly fortunate in selecting from many avail-

able building sites afforded by the estate just the particular

spot which seems to have been intended by nature for just

entrance

this especial purpose. Upon
the crest of a hill the house

looks down upon the sur-

rounding country and com-

mands an unlimited view

over endless space in every

direction. The rugged scen-

ery of this part of New Jer-

sey is spread out as a vast

panorama which offers a

variety which is unceasing.

The house has been built

within an old orchard and

the knotted and gnarled ap-

ple trees which cluster about

it add a note of character

and distinction which thor-

oughly agrees with the at-

tractive simplicity of the

to the living-room broad expanses of gray

shingled wall spaces, the green blinds at numerous windows

and the tall and austere brick chimneys which stand out,

silhouetted against the sky.

To unite the house more closely to its surroundings and

to clothe its walls with at least the semblance of vegetation

which every house in the country demands there has been

much planting of shrubbery about the foundations of the

house and in the angles created by the extension of wings,

verandas and other projections. This shrubbery, to a great

extent, is of cedars, box and varieties of vegetable growth.

The dining-room of the Collier house
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The house of Mr. S. W. Linington, Short Hills, New Jersey

A Successful Suburban Home
By Helen Wethrell

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE house of half timber construction here

illustrated, the home of Mr. S. W. Lining-

ton of Short Hills, New Jersey, designed by

Arthur Ware, architect, New York, is an ex-

ample of a thoroughly successful suburban

home. Fortunate, indeed, was the choice

of its site, to which the architect fit

his design, but aside from these

points the judicious arrangement of

vines and Evergreens has done much
to add to the attractiveness of the

premises, as a comparison of the

reproductions of the illustrations

on these two pages will show.

The garden of the Linington

home is one of the finest gardens in

New Jersey. It is so laid out that
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it becomes almost a part of the house itself and is not

merely an isolated planting area. The mistress of the

house has brought this garden to perfection by the loving

care and attention she has bestowed upon its development.

Here one will find all the beautiful old-fashioned flowers

that are so dear to the heart of everyone. When Summer
has flown the well-placed Evergreens

relieve the house from any appear-

ance of bareness and the branches

of trees and shrubs cast their

shadows in decorative pattern upon
the white blanket which snowtime

spreads over the garden.

As one enters the house from the

porch by the porte cochere he finds

a wide doorway to the right open-

ing into the living-room, in the

itCONDFLOOE PLAN
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The Linington house some years ago, before the planting had advanced

centre of which is a great fire-place, on either side of which

French doors open upon a piazza. Across the hall the

entrance to the dining-room is so arranged that breadth

and sense of spaciousness is emphasized as one looks from
either room through the hall into the other. One of the

best features of the house is the placing of the sunroom
so it may be entered from the hall, the living-room or the

dining-room. The service part of the house occupies a

wing by itself.

The second floor of the Linington house is remarkably

compact in arrangement, but in no sense crowded.

The floor has four chambers, three bedrooms, three

bath rooms, and nine closets. Opening through a lobby off

the hall and over the sitting-room are two large chambers
each with a corner fire-place and a window onto the roof of

the piazza. A corresponding window opens in one room to

the front of the house and in the other room to the rear.

The front chamber has a commodious closet diagonally

from the fire-place, but the closet belong-

ing to the second room opens from the

lobby directly outside the door of the bathroom, which is

at the end and has a large window looking on the roof of

the sunroom. Adjoining the front chamber closet is a

closet with a door into the hall and at the end of the hall

with two windows opening on the roof of the sunroom is

a smaller chamber with closet. Over the dining-room is

a large chamber with closet, corner fire-place, and two win-

dows, one on the rear of the house and the other on the

side. Beyond this chamber, with a long entry from the

hall and off of which is the back stairway, are a bathroom

and three bedrooms with closets, two rooms with windows
on the front of the house, and the other looking on the

rear. A third bathroom is just inside the entry way off

the hall with a window on the front. The entire house has

a great charm that comes from comfort and beauty com-

bined. It is a genuine home in every sense, and indisputa-

bly one which shows no features calculated to plague the

sense of taste. On the whole the general success is not to

be laid to any pronounced single effort,

which is indeed praise quite sufficient.

Garden front lving-room Entrance front
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ANY men of many minds," runs the

adage, and fortunate is it that it is so.

We cannot all do the same things nor

think the same thoughts, wish

it though we may. And
if we could

and did, the world would be an

intolerably stupid and monoto-

nous place. The blessed law of

inevitable diversity of taste and
pursuits holds good in the

realm of collecting as fully as

it does elsewhere, and dictates

this hobby to one person and

that to another, but to com-

paratively few has come the

fancy to collect watches. This

is well, for if many had the

same bent there would not be

enough old ones to begin to go

around, and the rare assem-

blage that forms the subject of f*T
l
™"!T

H",,

7
l,—""1

present consideration of would Early Crystal case
|

have been entirely impossible of accomplishment. A
"Why, then," you will say, write about a

branch of collecting in which the field of opportunity is so

straightly bounded? It is tantalizing to hold up to view

fascinating specimens, the likes of which one person in a

thousand can never hope to acquire because of their in-

creasing rarity." True, indeed. But this collection is of

singular intrinsic interest to begin with and, in

6th

berg

the next place, it aptly illustrates the way in

^"^^^""i which the collector has fol-

lowed an intelligent and com-

prehensive system so that his

collection presents, in a pe-

culiarly lucid manner, the pro-

gressive steps of development

in an important industry that

called for a goodly share alike

of mechanical skill and artistic

craftsmanship. Any collection

made thus, presents far more
than the mere passing gratifi-

cation of some particular

phase or other of an acquisi-

tive fad. It sets forth suc-

cinctly a chapter of human
progress, and increases the

Early Germanwatch general s

'

tore f m i nd-broaden-

century Nurem-ing useful knowledge.

watch face To come back to the collection immediately

before us, there are several ways in which it might have
been made, several sides from which the evolution of the

An early Nuremberg book-shaped fire-gilt watch case, face and bridge, antedating 1525
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Two very fine examples of early German bridge-work

modern watch might have been considered. The chief ob-

ject might have been to gather fine specimens of bridge-

work with cunning engraving and chasing; it might have

been to collect dials that would show the various methods
of telling time and the quaint sup-

plementary devices sometimes

added by the old watchmakers;

again it might have been to bring

together a great number of cases

either for their odd forms, their

material or their remarkable style

of decoration. What was done

was to collect them for the sake of

their mechanical development to

show the successive stages of their

improvement. In other words, it

was the essentially mechanical and
scientific quality of the watch—its

natural history, we might say

—

that exerted the firmest at-

traction. With this object

as the guiding motive the

collection gained additions

from the most widely di-

verse quarters, and incident-

ally all the other aspects of

watch collecting, previously

mentioned, were duly repre-

sented. The result was a

singularly complete gather-

ing of specimens illustrative

of all the skill and artistry

that have gone into the

watchmakers' craft from the

earliest days

German watch with pierced case, showing striking move
ment. Small bell in cover

breeds wholesome humility for what we have lost in an ar-

tistic way and gives a modicum of satisfaction for what we
have gained on the practical side.

The story of watches begins back in the sixteenth century

at a time when they were really

small clocks. This resemblance

seems all the more marked when
we learn that not a few of the

early watches had bells on which

the hours were struck and
"alarms" sounded. They really

antedated our modern alarm

clocks by more than three cen-

turies. These bells sometimes

formed casings or envelopes for

the works.

The first watches seem to have
been made in Nuremberg soon after

1500, by Peter Henlein or Hele,

as he is often called. The
mechanism, though ingeni-

ous and a distinct advance

upon what had been previ-

ously achieved, would
scarcely pass muster to-day

for accurate time keeping.

From Nuremberg the art of

watch-making soon spread

to other parts of Germany,
to France, to Holland and
to England. Notwithstand-

ing their increasing popular-

ity as curious toys and trin-

kets for the rich, their inac-A Nuremberg canister watch of the early 1 6th century

Such collecting can never be regarded as a curacy and susceptibility to internal derangement were
mere idle hobby, even by the most prosaic. If looked at in proverbial for Shakespeare says, in lines which show the

the proper light it broadens our interest and sympathy, poet's love of taking illustrations from foreign parts:

Early 1 7th century German watch by Bumel of Nuremberg. Silver case, pierced sides and gilt dial.

example of German bridge-work

The watch to the right is an early
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Watch keys are not the least interesting of the watchmaker's product, as the above examples attest

"Like a German clock

Still a repairing, ever out of frame

And never going aright."

The watch illustrated at the bottom of page

396 is one of early Nuremberg make. Its

date is before 1525 for the maker's initials,

A. S., enclosed in a Nuremberg shield,

are engraved on the octagonal bridge at the
|

lower left hand side. During the first quar-

ter of the sixteenth century this was the

method of marking watches. After that time

the maker's name appeared. The case is in

the form of a book, made of brass and finely

gilt and burnished.

Gold at that period was applied on a

ground of baser metal by a process known as

fire gilding. Gold mixed with mercury was
spread on the surface to be gilt. Then in a

great heat the mercury was burned off leaving An early German Cruciform

the gold firmly fixed to the underlying metal. watch case

Because of the noxious fumes sent

forth during this operation, the

process is now forbidden by law in

nearly every country. In fire-gild-

ing, the gold takes a peculiarly

tight hold upon the base and can

be burnished in a way that electro-

plated gold cannot stand. The
top and bottom of the face plate

are engraved with an intricate ara-

besque pattern, while the dial it-

self is quite elaborate.

As in all the early watches, there

is but one hand. In this particular

case the hand is in the form of a

serpent. Sun rays flare outward

Face and back of French watch made in Paris, 1 765.

The face is enameled in color in relief. Bezel and

bow inlaid with rubies and diamonds. The back is

richly enameled in parti-colored relief

from the centre of the disk to the first of the

four enclosing concentric circles. In the first

circle are shown the hours from thirteen to

twenty-four, Arabic numerals. The next cir-

cle has the hours from one to twelve in Roman
numerals. The third circle indicates the sixty

minutes in Arabic numerals, and the outermost

circle with four Roman numerals, represents

the quarters of the day. On the inside of the

cover, enclosed with an oblong oval scrolled

strapwork border, the engraved figure of the

Risen Lord standing on a sphere is crude in

drawing but full of vitality. On the outside of

the cover is a figure of the Madonna, also

crude but vigorous in execution. The effect of

both figures is somewhat damaged by the hole

drilled through the centre of the cover.

It is not only in this watch, but many of

the others of early make, that we find evi-

dences of the strongly religious feeling of

the period in the subjects chosen

for decorating covers and dials.

Sometimes whole biblical incidents

are depicted, sometimes the instru-

ments of the Passion or devices of

sacramental significance. Again
we find admonitory verses anent

the shortness and uncertainty of

this fleeting life and, occasionally,

whole cases are made in the form
of a skull, this sombre emblem of

mortality being suggested by asso-

ciation with the idea of the flight

of time.

Watch cases were made in all

manner of fantastic and grotesque

Four early German watches remarkable for their bridge-work. The watch to the extreme left has a striking movement with bell inside the cover
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shapes, according to the bent of the maker or the whim of the intricately pierced and fretted outer case. Yet another

the customer, until the middle of the seventeenth century delightful piece of Nuremberg work is the watch immedi-

when people began to carry them in their pockets. Before ately following. The case is silver with pierced sides and

that time they were carried in full view and formed a fea- the dial is gilt. On the bridge, which is beautifully wrought

ture of personal adornment for both sexes. From
tt

1 u with embossing and carving, may be seen the mak-

that time onward, however, although pretty con-

ceits in the form of

watch cases continued

in vogue for ladies,

who wore them as

before, .men's time-

pieces were made in

approximately their

present form for

pocket use. When
the piety of the

watchmaker did not

lead him to choose

religious subjects of

embellishment, he
was very apt to select Watch face with dials for the

them from the rich hours, days of the month, signs of

field of mythology, the Zodiac and phases of the moon

Father Time, hour glasses and the signs of the Some of tne
J

8th

zodiac were of course favorite devices

A bell, on which the hours are

struck by a little

spring hammer,
takes up the whole

inside of the cover

and fits tightly over

the bridge when the

case is closed. The
dial, which has only

one hand, has the

hours up to twenty-

four in Arabic num-

erals at the outside

edge and, in a circle

within, the hours

from one to twelve,

twice over in Roman
numerals. This

watches

given cases of ex-
Ihe watch illustrated on page 397 dates rrom

This watch is an unusually fine

example of one having no hands

but an inter-revolving dial instead

watch dates from the early years of the seventeenth

century. The seventeenth century timepiece, shown

traordinary shapes, on PaSe 39 6
>.
has a rock crystal front, while a

early in the sixteenth century and was made in such as this lute- wealth of intricate scroll tracery and fretting has

Nuremberg. Its case is of "cannister" or drum shaped one been lavished on the bridge. Masterpieces of sev-

form and is of embossed and pieced brass or bronze while enteenth century bridge work, the former of bronze and

the movement is made of steel. The disc with its one silver and the latter of silver are illustrated in page 397.
revolving hand and pointer is elaborate and ingenious. An- The delicacy of workmanship bestowed on bridge ornamen-

other example of Nuremberg work, dating from about 15 25 * tation is delightful to see and impresses one forcibly with

is also here illustrated, which displays rather more mechan- the genuine pleasure the old craftsmen felt in their work

—

ism on its bridge than some of the others. The Nuremberg a welcome contrast to the rampant commercialism of our

watch (centre of page 396) dates from the sixteenth own day.

century is the fourth watch, and the maker was one Johann The watch illustrated on page 398 was made in Paris in

Griiber and the timepiece was made after 1525 as it was 1765. The case is of gold completely covered with the rich-

about that time that the maker's full name began to appear est and most elaborate parti-colored enamel in high relief

instead of merely his initials. The beautifully embossed in a design of fruits, flowers and foliage and is a triumph

dial is well worth close examination. While admiring the of the enameller's art at a time when that craft had reached

design and skill of workmanship it will also be observed a rare degree of perfection. The bezel around the open

that beneath each of the Roman numerals, indicating the face is set with four large emeralds and a number of smaller

hours, is a small knob or stud so that the position of the alternating rubies and diamonds. After this comes an Eng-
hand can be felt as well as seen and the time told in the lish watch, page 399, made in 1780 by Peter Carlow of

dark. The painted cover bearing the Crucifixion as a device London. Its unusual appearance is due chiefly to the dial,

is executed in a style thoroughly characteristic of the It was made for the Turkish market and has the hours

period. This is a very early example of this type of watch marked by Phoenician cuniform numerals as well as by

decoration. raised studs for telling the time in the dark. The two
Another, which was also made in Nuremberg, probably bridges show the beautiful quality of workmanship dis-

between the years 1525 and 1545, plainly shows the inter- played by some of the English watchmakers. As will be

esting arrangement of the bell, which fills the whole inside seen, the character of the embellishment is quite different

of the lid and practically makes, when closed, a tight-fitting from that on the German bridges,

case that serves as a better protection to the works than The watches next in order are of French make dating

Early English bridge-work English watch by Peter Carlow, 1 780, made for Turkish

market. Phoenician numerals, engraved case, silver embossed

Early English bridge-work
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French painted enamel watch, 1 8th

century

from the latter part of the eighteenth century and are ex-

cellent examples of most finished and artistic enamel paint-

ing. Perhaps not very serviceable from an horological

point of view, but most interesting otherwise, is the little

French watch dating from 1640, enclosed in a rock crystal

octagon case illustrated on page 396. The face of burnished

gold is adorned with enamel. Unless actually viewed at

close range, it is hard to realize the fascinating softness

of the enamel colors and the glow of the gold seen through

the crystal.

Yet another watch showing a device of Diana and Cupid
in the centre of its face has a particularly clever arrange-

An exceedingly interesting French watch with a "liberty

cap" case

French painted enamel

century

watch, 1 8th

ment of three revolving dials, and the time is indicated by

fixed pointers instead of hands.

Other watches in the collection, as well as exemplifying

all the stages of mechanical progress and development, ex-

hibit many of the vagaries of watchmakers in producing

timepieces of extraordinary shape. One elaborate bit of

pierced metal work is in the form of a jeweled cross, an-

other watch is shaped like a lute, still another, when closed,

has the outline of a liberty cap. When opened, however,

the likeness disappears and it looks like a ham cut in two.

Some of these trinkets were snuff boxes and watches com-

bined, and others that show the inventiveness of old times.

Old Printed Chintzes
By Lawrence Townsend

Photographs by T. C. Turner

HE perennial enthusiasm of the true collec-

tor in the pursuit of his hobby is a thing which

his friends, who have no such tastes, misun-

derstand or stubbornly refuse to take the

trouble to understand. When a person with

the collector's instinct is placed upon the de-

fensive, and asked to tell his reason for filling his house

with what the unsympathetic usually define as "old rubbish,"

he meets his golden opportunity of explaining the interest

everyone should have in the relationship of antiques and
curios to history as documents in the progress of civilization

through the various ages. A bit of glass may appear only

a bit of glass to the merely casual observer, but when he

comes to learn what the collector can tell him, namely, that

it is a specimen, say, of the first glass manufactured in

Colonial times in America, it then immediately assumes a

real importance. This is true of every subject dear to the

collector's heart, and not the least so with textiles of every

age and period. Even those who are most reluctant to be

convinced as to the interest embodied in a collection of fab-

rics of various kinds will readily agree that the making of

textiles is intimately connected with human life and with the

liberal arts at every period of history. When the pioneers

of the race had made some rude provision for shelter and
bodily sustenance, the question of clothing came up for

solution. As the procuring of food was considered the

work of men, the providing of wearing apparel, being a

domestic occupation, fell naturally to the part of the women.

The distaff, symbol of the weaving of all manner of textiles

is likewise the symbol of feminine industry; even in heraldic

terms the word "distaff" applies to descent upon the female

side. Therefore, any phase of the subject of historic

textiles becomes as interesting in its ancestry as in its evo-

lution.

The use of cotton seems to have originated in central

Asia, which is said to have been the cradle of the human
race. Its use seems to have flourished in India at a very

early day, for Herodotus, who may be regarded as the

father of secular history, wrote "The Indian trees

bear fleeces as their fruit, and the fleeces excel those of

lambs in excellence and beauty," and in India, the

art of printing cotton fabrics attained a high degree of ex-

cellence which is acknowledged even to-day in all sections

of the world where India prints are known.

The vogue in England of printed cottons from India

was so great in the seventeenth century that the makers of

similar fabrics in England supposed that the competition

was sending them far upon the road to ruin. English com-

merce, however, survived the strain and in latter days so

successfully carried the war into the enemy's camp that to-

day the products of the Manchester cotton mills sell in

India at prices much lower than those of India prints.

In Queen Anne's time these gaily printed cottons

—

chintzes they came to be called, a word derived from the

Sanskrit "chinta," meaning spotted or variegated, or from
the Hindu word "cint"—were in great demand. In that
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Detail from the "Allegory of Washington and Franklin" chintz

day they brought prices commensurate with the esteem in

which they were held, and one would have found them
more often in the mansion than in the cottage. When
Yasco de Gama made his famous voyage around the Cape
of Good Hope one of his contemporaries, Odoardo Bar-

bosa, a Portuguese writer, referred to chintzes as follows

:

"Great quantities of cotton

cloths admirably painted

are held in highest estima-

tion"; but long before that,

in Marco Polo's time, the

chintzes of the Coromandel
coast, India, were widely

and justly celebrated, as

various thirteenth century

chronicles show.

Cotton print making by

blocks is one of the indus-

trial arts which fifty years

ago was all but discontinued,

owing to the vast output of

the factories and the low

prices at which prints made
by machinery could be sold.

Its revival like that of many
other forms of craftsman-

ship came about during the

latter half of the nineteenth

century aided, if not in-

spired, by William Morris
and his fellow workers in

England. The quickened

artistic conscience of Europe
and America was not slow

in appreciating the beauty

and value of hand-printed

fabrics, and to-day this hon-

orable old craft seems to be

returning into its own if in-

deed it has not already "ar- Old printed chintz. Scenes from English home life

rived." Many shops where decorative textiles are sold

offer chintzes and other printed cottons made after the old

process and often from the blocks used generations ago.

It is not difficult to distinguish a block-printed fabric

from one produced by the machine process. Where the

fabric under investigation shows a very free and open im-

pression with detail very

broadly cut and where, in

addition, the use of chisels,

gouges and other implements
generally used by wood
carvers is suggested, it may
safely be assumed that the

print is a product of the old-

fashioned hand-printing

process. If the bolder parts

of the design show a "flood-

ing" of the color used it may
be regarded as proof posi-

tive, for as in all kinds of

handicraft, the very irregu-

larities which might to the

undiscerning be imperfections

are just the marks of crafts-

manship for which the truly

knowing so eagerly look.

Upon the other hand, if the

printed cotton shows edges
of design very clearly and
sharply defined and exceed-

ingly delicately cut outlines,

such as one would find upon
the work of a steel or copper
engraver, and where the

colors are applied very
evenly and neatly with every
degree of subtly graduated
tone effect, it may be decided
that the print has been made
exclusively by machinery.
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"Allegory of Washington and Franklin" and "Apotheosis of Washington" chintzes. The figures of Washington in both are after the famous
Trumbull portrait. In the "Apotheosis" chintz note the medallions containing portraits of thirteen famous men in early American history. After

portraits in the Du Simtier series

The printing of textiles by the machine process is done

by using metal rollers upon which the pattern or design

has been engraved. All the artifices of copper and steel

engraving may be, and are, employed, and by the variations

of stipple and dotting and other devices the number of

effects possible is almost without end. But all this, while

well enough in its way, does not constitute craftsmanship

in its real sense, for in the cotton mills where such methods,

of course, prevail, each workman performs merely one

detail of the process so that the true spirit of craftsman-

ship is wholly lacking. Real craftsmanship implies that

the work is that of one individual or at most of a small

group of workers who are so closely associated in the bonds
of craftsmanship that the work may bear the impress of

a definite personality.

In the golden days of cotton printing, one artist worker
would himself design the pattern, cut the wooden blocks re-

quired, prepare the pigments or dye stuffs and then print

the cotton which had been spun into cloth at least under
his own supervision. Several sets of blocks must be cut,

for a separate set must of course be made for each of the

colors to be used. Each color must be printed separately,

Detail of the "Apotheosis of Washington" chintz from an example in the collection of Mr. Charles Allen Munn, of New York
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the paintings super-

imposed one upon an-

other and the various

colors so used,

handled to produce

the effect had in

mind. It will be seen

that the precision of

"register" or of

printing each impres-

sion in the exact

space necessary was
a detail upon which

depended the success

or failure of the en-

tire work. Even in

the older days of the

craft the use of metal

wires wrought into

the blocks was neces-

sary to define the

very thin edges of

the wooden blocks,

for even the hardest

of woods will become
worn with much use.

Sometimes the wood would
swell under the influence of

the moisture of the liquids

used as coloring material,

and without such wiring

would print a ragged edge

which would ruin the beauty

of the work.

Every added use of metal,

however, indicated one de-

gree of departure from the

spirit of primitive crafts-

manship, and the old cotton

printers used these modifica-

tions with due restraint.

When the print makers
of England began their in-

vasion of foreign fields, they

realized the necessity pf

planning ever so wisely the

designs with which to tempt their

tended for Mohammedan countries

"Perm's Treaty with the Indians." Drake Collection

Washington Allegory chintz

Prints in- ton," which is, perhaps, the most interesting of them all,

human form in de-

sign, as that was con-

trary to Mohamme-
dan teaching. In

consequence many
old prints show such

anomalies of design

as balloons soaring

through space or of

trains of cars without

a human being in

sight. The same re-

straint was not neces-

sary when prints were
made for the Persian

market, for the

Persians are follow-

ers of Abulika rather

than of Ali, the

cousin and son-in-law

of Mohammed,
whose cause was
championed by the

Turks. The tenets

of the Persians are

therefore somewhat
different from those of the

Turks, but the cross in any
form is equally offensive to

both nations. In Syria the

people array themselves
with printed fabrics depict-

ing architectural magnificence

—palaces, towers, fountains

and gardens.

For their own market or

for America, the old cotton

printers drew liberally upon
current history, and por-

trayed the "Funeral of Ad-
miral Nelson," of the

"Childhood of Queen Vic-

toria," or essayed a repre-

sentation of "Penn's Treaty
with the Indians," or the

Apotheosis of Washing-
markets

could not suggest the as will be seen from its illustration presented on page 402

Old chintz pattern printed for the campaign of William Harrison
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

rom subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps
ie enclosed when a direct personal reply is desired
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PERSONALITY AND "PERIOD" IN THE
ARRANGEMENT OF THE HOME

By Ferdinand Gottschalk

HERE often arises, in the minds of those

about to furnish a home, a perplexity as

to whether it should reflect some period or

merely the personality of the owner. In de-

ciding on a given period, as the keynote, if

the furniture is to be antique the difficulty of

the expense arises. In America, of course, it is possible to

procure authentic furniture, objets d'art, and materials of

most of the periods that lend themselves to home decora-

tion; but their acquisition belongs rather to the pursuit of

a collector. It would take years to equip a house through-

out in such a way. One might give a free hand to an

antique dealer to do the work, but that would simply mean
farming out the collecting and would also take more time

than can usually be devoted to the question of furnishing.

Leaving out the consideration of expense, is it a good plan

to insist strongly on the feature of "Period?"

PLACE AND PERIOD

For argument's sake, let us include under that heading

the features of "Place" nationality, such as American,

German, French, English, Japanese, Chinese, etc. Some
prefer to choose the distinguishing mark of their interiors

from "Place" sooner than from "Period." In so doing they

run the risk of introducing the note of incongruity. The cus-

toms of countries are reflected in their furniture and in-

teriors, and when they differ from American ideas their

transplantation to this country often robs them of their

appropriateness. A German porcelain stove, for instance,

a decorative feature in its proper surroundings, would be

inharmonious in an American interior, where steam radi-

ators generally exist. The brazier the Japanese use, would
be thought comfortless in this country. A Chinese arm-

chair, to "the tired business man," would be purgatory.

Choosing from the field of period, the Past, candles,

candlesticks and the necessary snuffers would be found un-

satisfactory for the general purposes of lighting a

house. On the score of lack of illuminating power and of

labor, they would be condemned. It is true, for particular

occasions, when a soft light is desirable, such as dinners,

teas and receptions, candles meet the requirements; one

needs merely enough light to distinguish faces. Moreover,
women look well in candlelight. But one needs, at other

times, to work and read also; candles do not suffice now-

adays for such pursuits.

RIGID ADHERENCE TO PERIOD

These are some of the difficulties arising from a rigid

adherence to a particular period or place. Concessions

must be made. One of the first concessions that has usually

to be considered, is in reference to the piano. Most houses

have one; its use has entered deeply into the customs of

the country. Now, if, let us suppose, a Louis XV. drawing-

room has been decided upon, a problem arises as to the

piano. An upright one would be glaringly "out of the

period." A grand or semi-grand, even decorated to match

the room, must be, but in a minor degree, also wrong; they

did not have such things under Louis XV. There conces-

sion becomes a necessity.

The point now arises as to how far concession should be

carried. There looms up the consciousness that, if we are

going to import the surroundings of another period or

place, sooner or later, we shall find them in conflict with

our customs. It will dawn upon us how impossible it is to

retain them unchanged in a house and still live in it and

enjoy it. The house, however, is intended to be lived in

and enjoyed. Now we know that we are living in the

present; any attempt, therefore, to reproduce exactly the

past must savor somewhat of the museum or a labored

pedantry. We know we are living in America; any attempt,

therefore, to reproduce exactly a room of another country,

without regard to life here, must savor of mere curiosity

or the pose of having traveled.

THE VALUE OF SUGGESTION
In the art of arranging a home, as in all arts, the value

of suggestion should be borne in mind. Let a room have,

for example, a Louis XV. "air" or a Chinese "air," enough

to stimulate the interest of the beholder to recognize either.

Let a room indicate a feeling for the Elizabethan, Queen
Anne or other periods, a taste for Italian, Chinese or any

other nation's interiors. Let a room retain any of these

features and yet harmonize with requirements of the day

and of this country. It is in these requirements that the

personality has, perforce, to show itself; but, it should not

do so unbridled. There must be discipline, or there is no

harmony. It is not fair to insist both on a Louis XV.
drawing-room and on having, let us say, a "rocker" in it.

The violence of the incongruity is too great. Discipline

must decide, either for the "rocker" or for Louis XV. An
attempt to reconcile these two divergent features must end

in discord. After all, neither is absolutely necessary, but

what is necessary is the prevention of discord in a house.

In short, this exercise of discipline, of restraint, both in the

introduction of period and the introduction of personality,

must be understood and cultivated, if there is ever to be

evolved the harmonious interior that shall be a delight to

behold and to live in.

MAKING CONCESSIONS
How then can one best make the concession required for

the "rocker?" Do not rock in a Louis XV drawing-room:

just rest! The only concession that is demanded thereby, is

the difference between quiet rest, which is quite "in the

period," and a fidgeting motion, which is characteristic of

the present day. Rest quietly in an armchair, as they
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rested in the days of Louis XV—and they knew better how
to do it than we do. Perhaps the backs of the armchairs

were lower in those days, to save contact with powdered
wigs; but, the concession required by the present day lies

merely in having the back higher, to rest the nowadays
powderless head. The curves of the armchair, the carving,

the brocade, may still be Louis XV. Such a concession is

simple. The discipline of keeping the mere motion of

rocking, for some other room, where it would not create

discord, is, after all, not so severe, and the more lasting

satisfaction of a Louis XV. "air" may be retained.

STRICTLY "PERIOD" HOMES

It may be urged that many beautiful homes are furnished

strictly according to period or according to place. That is

true ; but they are mostly spacious enough to permit these

features to be displayed in part, say in the reception-rooms

and hall. Personality, in such cases, is generally relegated

to the study, "den," or sanctum, and there runs riot in

proportion to its having been suppressed elsewhere. For
personality "will out"; not only our own, but that of our

friends. The latter manifests itself from the outset of the

installation of our home; in our accumulated gifts, dating,

perhaps, from our birth; in wedding, Christmas, birthday

and anniversary presents. They all clamor for display and
tinge the "air" of a home. There, again, discipline must
step in; they must not be allowed to disturb a scheme that

may be in view; they are not always well chosen. Per-

sonality should here assert itself in their selection or rejec-

tion. Some should be retained and the others not. What is

to become of the others? Their fate comes under the head-

ing of rejection. Let us resume the topic of selection, for

the moment; it is the outward indication of personality,

which is a very big thing. Sometimes its strongest note is

struck by heirlooms, family portraits, silver, old furniture,

etc. Let them shine out to the full. Complete, by purchase,

what may be lacking and build up the whole room to these

treasures of the past; they have the merit of being authentic

and stimulate interest by their association with the family,

a most valuable feature of personality. But things that are

kept solely for their association, are sometimes the cause of

our greatest difficulties in furnishing a home, as the note of

personality is, usually, very insistent in them. Let us sup-

pose the owner is a hunter or an athlete, and possesses the

trophies won in those pursuits. The general tendency is

to display them in a group. In that case, the only place

for them is in a room where personality has full sway; a

place where the indication of any period or place is entirely

absent. Still, they might be introduced so judiciously in dif-

ferent rooms throughout the house that their interference

with a given scheme, be it period or place, would not be

noticeable.

ACCUMULATIONS

In the accumulation of things, kept for their association,

one is often saddled with what has gone out of date, with

what has ceased to interest. Sometimes they can be treated

in such a way that their interest becomes revived. Take,
for instance, the old crayon portrait, usually kept because
the sitter has passed away. As a rule, it has an enormous,
glaring, white margin and is framed in a heavy, square, gilt

frame, out of all proportion to its merit and takes up wall-

space that would be infinitely more attractive left bare. The
interesting part of it can be preserved and the portrait

brought up to date by cutting it down to reasonable propor-
tions; showing only the head and shoulders and framing it

in an oval. The original heavy gold frame can be con-

verted into a mirror.

THE REJECTED THINGS

We now come to the question of how to deal with the

rejected; such things as souvenirs, presents, Christmas

gifts, etc.; usually given more according to the taste of the

donor than the recipient. Many people cannot find it in

their heart to throw away or give away a present; so, in

course of time, one finds an accumulation of them, offending

both by their numbers and their kind. The simplest way,

of course, is to give them away, where they might be appre-

ciated. Let us assume, they must remain in the house.

What is to be done with them? Here is one suggestion.

Collect them and put them away in some place, where they

will be easily accessible. Then select some spot in a living-

room that shall be kept expressly for the sole purpose of

displaying them; let us say, a free space of about a yard,

on the top of a bookshelf; or, even, the mantlepiece. Put

a fresh one, from the stock of rejected, every day in this

space and put away again the one that was there. In this

way, the glimpses of the offending articles will be mercifully

few and far between; they will not be hurting one's sense

of fitness, all over the house, as there will be but one spot

where they may do so. If the donor of any one of them
should ask what has become of his gift; it may be truly

replied, that it is put away and only brought out occasion-

ally. That sounds, at any rate, careful. If one is really

lucky, it might happen, that the gift was on exhibition on
the very day of the donor's inquiry.

DISPLAYING OBJETS D'ART

The display space will be found useful for another pur-

pose. Nowadays, so many people collect things and have
insufficient room in which to keep them on view, to display

them. If one collects, for instance, Japanese prints, en-

gravings, etchings; they require more wall-space than most
houses afford. If, however, one leavens the rejected arti-

cles displayed in this space, with a periodical treasure from
one's collection; the spot does not become one of ill-repute

in the house; one can always turn to it with interest, sure

of seeing something fresh there every day and it might
easily happen, that, taking the good with the bad, any
given article might not make more than one appearance
there a year. It should be the special duty of one member
of the household to attend to this, a matter of a few min-
utes, and, once the habit acquired, it is no trouble what-
ever. Given a person of taste and judgment, even several

of the rejected could be arranged daily, in a group, in such
a way that, while individually they might be unattractive,

collectively, they might neutralize one another and, should
some really attractive item be added, the whole group
would pass muster. By such means the note of personality

which would be obtrusive if displayed universally and per-

manently throughout the house, is focused on one point
and so disciplined, that it does not clash with any scheme of
period or place.

RECOGNIZING PERSONALITY
In the same way as one likes to recognize the composer

in listening to his music, so should one be able to recognize,

either a chosen period or a personality, in seeing the ar-

rangement of an interior.

For houses of greater proportions let the hall and recep-

tion-rooms, by all means, reflect period or place, in all their

strict form; one does not stay long enough in them at a time
to really live in them. Personality may then be displayed
liberally in the actual living-rooms. There is one drawback
to this latter arrangement; the transitions of style from one
room to another are liable to appear too abrupt. As things
in a room should harmonize, so should the different rooms
in a house show some general affinity in their relation to

one another.

Briefly, let the discipline of restraint be used, whichever
keynote has been decided upon. The effects may not become
so striking; but they will be of enduring harmony and more
easy for the members of a household, with their different

tastes, to live with.
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Around the Garden
A MONTHLY KALENDER OF TIMELY GARDEN OPERA-
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ABOUT THE HOME GARDEN AND
GROUNDS
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NOVEMBERgIN THE GARDEN
By Gardner Teall

OVEMBER, pioneer of Winter, comes with

his sickle of frost to mow down the last

outside vestiges of Summer's festive fruit-

fulness, only defied by the Evergreen in its

magie armor. The brown, dry leaves will

be blown hither and thither, rustling across

tne ground to the music of the late Autumn winds. We
miss the song birds, and half pity the sparrows as they

chatter in their almost affected cheerfulness. The purples

of cloudland are becoming leaden hued at times, and the

little children are alertly watching for the earliest snow-

flakes. City dwellers go about much as usual and it little

occurs to them to reflect upon Nature's changed aspect

along the countryside unless some journey takes them farther

from their lanes of asphalt and the groves of brick and

mortar. And yet there is something restful in the contem-

plation of November in the country if one may come in

from an exhilirating walk over hill and dale to the crackling

open fire that awaits him indoors. There will be stories

to tell of the little animals we have seen busy at work in

the nut woods laying in their Winter stores. These are

busy times of provisioning for them. The squirrel will be

the busiest of all, for he hibernates for the shortest time,

and he will not be minded to wake up to an empty larder.

We will watch his antics laughingly, and wonder if we have

learned our lesson as well as he has. If our vegetable

cellars are well stored we will bear him no grudge. We
may well be reminded, though, that if our harvest is over

there is still work for us to do in our gardens. We have

probably cellared

our beets, carrots,

turnips, celery,

etc., in cool but

frost-proof places

by this time, and
we should turn

our attention to

the lettuce, cauli-

flower, etc., that

can now go into

the cold frame
for wintering
against setting

out early in the

Springtime. One
garden - maker
suggests that in

the wilder locali-

ties the lettuce

bed in the open In Winter Dwarf Evergreens may be

can be made to continue to produce lettuce heads up to

the middle of December by placing a cloth or straw cover-

ing over the plants.

THE GARDEN INDOORS

NOVEMBER brings one to contemplate the garden in-

doors. House-plants have come to be much neglected

of late years. Of course, one does not wish for the return

of the senseless old fashion of filling up every window in

the house with foliage which once prevailed. What funny

things one use to see—delicate Fuchsias in tomato-can pots

or an old sugar-bowl converted into a receptacle for the

second best geranium! Nevertheless, there is much hap-

piness to be attained through the pursuit of indoor garden-

ing, and it is well worth thinking about seriously. The
December issue of American Homes and Gardens will

contain an excellent and finely illustrated article on the

subject of house-plants by F. F. Rockwell, an authority on
horticultural subjects. This will contain many hints that

will prove helpful to the plant lover.

THE OLEANDER

IN answer to a reader's inquiry, we suggest that the

Nerium Oleander (the correct name of the plant com-
monly known as the Oleander), would be particularly ap-

propriate for a place in a niche of the small conservatory.

A peat loam well enriched with leaf mold and barnyard
manure is the best potting soil for this plant. While the

Oleander requires less water in Winter than when taken out-

side in Summer, the soil must not be permitted to become
dry. The pink blossoms have an exquisite fragrance and
the plant attains considerable height. In pruning back any

of the shoots it will be well to remember that the juice of

the wood of the Nerium Oleander is poisonous, and care

must be taken to

avoid its coming
in contact with

any cuts on the

hand.

MIGNONETTE
r is little known
among indoor

gardeners thatthe

Mignonette lends

itself successfully

to house culture,

and if carefully

managed it will

prove one of the

most successful

plants for home
growing. They
should be started

under glass, how-

substituted for flowers in porch boxes ever, in all cases.

r
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HELPS TO THE
HOUSEWIFE

TABLE AND HOUSEHOLD SUGGESTIONS OF INTER-

EST TO EVERY HOUSEKEEPER AND HOUSEWIFE
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A TABLE SUGGESTION FOR A CHILD'S PARTY
By Mary H. Northend

OTHING so delights the heart of a child as

a party, and the housewife is often con-

fronted with the problem of planning the

^Hsvil details of one, especially those connected

with the table and its decorations. Both

boys and girls are interested in Indian life,

and a good suggestion for a table that will appeal to chil-

dren is an Indian scene arranged with centrepiece into

which cowboys can be introduced, as in the illustration. A
strip of moss-green crepe paper is first laid down, to imi-

tate greensward. In its centre, place a wigwam fashioned

from gray drawing paper, having the outside lined and
blotched with sepia, in imitation of birch bark, which when
genuine is much more difficult than paper to twist into

shape. Spread the floor of the wigwam with pine needles,

and set up small heaps of hemlock branches laden with

tiny cones at the corners of the crepe paper. At the door

of the tent, place an Indian, with a papoose at each side in

its little bark cradle strapped to a board. A few mounted
figures of Indians and rough riders complete the group.

Place four yellow candles in crystal candlesticks with

shades made from yellow paper, hand-painted in brown
sepia with a hatchet design. Heads of Indian chiefs and
maidens make good place cards, the former for the boys,

01i\

Creamed Celery

and the latter for the girls. For favors, set the bonbon-

ieres under wigwams similar to the central decoration.

The little birch-bark cards, upon which the menu is written

in sepia ink, make pretty souvenirs. Following is a sugges-

tion for the menu

:

Cream of Tomato Soup

Toasted Crackers

Minced Sardines on Toast

Sweet Pickles

Chicken Loaf

Potato Balls

Maraschino Salad

Raspberry Jelly in Orange Baskets

Fancy Cakes
Ices Coffee

Cream Tomato Soup: Take one can or its equivalent

in fresh fruit. Place in the saucepan with one quart of

water, one small onion, one bay leaf, and three whole cloves.

Cook slowly half an hour, then strain and rub through a

sieve. Place back on the fire and let come to a boil. Then
thicken it with five level tablespoons of flour, rubbed smooth
to a thin paste with water. Add a pinch of baking soda,

and stir until it foams up well. Add a pint of rich milk,

two teaspoons of salt, two teaspoons of imported Wor-
cestershire sauce, a little black pepper, and cayenne to

taste. Let it come to a boil, but not boil, and the last thing

before serving it on toasted crackers, add a lump of butter

as large as a walnut, and one will have a tasteful soup.

Indian scene table centrepiece for a child's party
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Forms of fancy cakes for a child's party

Minced Sardines on Toast: Select any good brand of

sardines, and with a fork carefully remove bones, tails,

and skin. Mince up the fish fine, using lemon juice as a

dressing. Pile it up lightly upon thin rounds or triangles

of toasted bread, from which all crusts have been carefully

removed. In combination with olives and sweet pickles,

sardines served in this way are very appetizing.

Chicken Loaf: Boil a chicken in as little water as pos-

sible until the meat will drop easily from the bones. Re-

move the bones and

cut the meat up fine

with knife and fork.

Put the meat and

liquid back into the

kettle, with plenty of

butter, salt, and pep-

per. Mix and heat

it thoroughly. Boil

an egg hard, slice it,

and place in the bot-

tom of a mold or

agate puddingan

dish. Pour the hot

chicken over the egg,

place a weight upon
it, and set it away to Table suggestion for a child's party

cool. When thoroughly cold, it retains the given form,

and can be sliced thin with a sharp knife very readily.

Creamed Celery: Scrape and wash the white stalks of a

bunch of celery, cut into inch lengths and cook in salted

water until tender. Drain, arrange in a deep serving dish,

and pour over into a cup of rich white sauce. Garnish
with parsley.

Potato Balls: Mashed potato, not made too moist by
the addition of milk, can be readily formed into balls.

These can be dipped in egg, then in cracker crumbs, then

in egg again, and fried in deep fat just like codfish balls.

Maraschino Salad: Drain a bottle of maraschino cherries,

marinate in French dressing, or dress with lemon juice and

powdered sugar. Fill the centers with salted almonds, and
serve in a box formed of four narrow crackers held in

place by ribbons. Various ribbons may be used, according

to the season, as red and green for Christmas and red and
white for Valentine's Day. At this luncheon brown and
gold-colored ribbons were used with a very charming effect.

Raspberry Jelly in

Orange Baskets : The
baskets are easily

cut from rather thick-

skinned oranges or

grapefruit, by hand,

with a sharp knife.

They must be kept

in cold water until

needed for serving.

The filling is of rasp-

berry gelatine, col-

ored a rich red,

served with whipped
cream and just a

few candied cherries.

Fancy Cakes : Any
good rule for sponge cake forms the basis tor these fancy

cookies. The child's figure is cut out by hand with a sharp

knife. Icings of different tints are applied for coloring,

and the outlines marked with a fine camel's-hair brush

dipped in melted chocolate.

To be in keeping with the rest of the luncheon, the ice

cream should be in the form of animals, Indians, or cow-

boys. Serve with it sponge drops, put together with jelly,

and iced in yellow and chocolate. The more substantial

food can be decorated in any way suggestive of the subject.

Maraschino salad Dessert in "orange basket"
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JUST a century ago, in a quaint, old

New England town, the first Seth

Thomas clock was made. Since then

five generations have marked their daily

course by the tick of these faithful

indicators of time ; while today millions

rely on the time-tested dependability of

SethThomas
Clocks

The unerring accuracy of Seth Thomas
clocks is the pride of countless men and
women. In homes of promptness, of
culture, you will find the clock whose
correctness is never questioned to be a

Seth Thomas.

One hundred years have proven the masterly
perfection of these clocks. True in adjustment,
accurate in balance, perfect in workmanship,
they give permanent and faultless satisfaction.

For a Century
the National Timekeeper

No finer example of the clockmaker's art can
be found than is embodied in Seth Thomas
clocks. They include a style, a size, a model
for every need.

Sold by all leading dealers.

SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY
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N every home there is an

appropriate place for

and without it no home is

completely furnished.

Ask your dealer for CREX.

New booklet No. 237 Artistic

Home Furnishings sent free, on

request.

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.

Sole Manufacturers

Glendale, Long Island, New York

RESIDENCE PLOTS, 3 TO 30 ACRES; SPLENDID
roads ; wonderful views ; 500 to over 600 feet altitude ; high

class residences only. Address Perry Heights, Chappaqua
Westchester County, N. Y.

EDWARDS
FIREPROOF
STEEL

GARAGES
For Automobiles and Motorcycles

$30 and Up
Easy to put up. Portable. All sizes.

I Postal brings latest illustrated catalog.

The Edwards Mfg. Co., 305-355 Eggleston Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

A LARGE COLLECTION OF RARE

Old Japanese Prints
To close out an estate, at moderate prices

FINE OLD SPANISH EMBROIDERIES

E. N. ELMORE
Dealer in Antiques and Reproductions

5 WEST 28th STREET NEW YORK CITY

Antique Mahogany
For Sale—One Empire Sideboard, Clawfeet, beauti-

ful grain—one Mahogany Desk, secret drawers-
Four Post Beds with Testers—Card Tables—Mirrors,
etc. Prices low. Address

F. B. PROPHET, Elmira, N. Y.

Your Coat of Arms
Small window in VOLTERANNO Glass—your
Coat of Arms correctly emblazoned in this rich

glass—Brilliant in color. $20.00 up.

VOLTERANNO STUDIO
341 FOURTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

National
Society of
Craftsmen

119 E. 19th ST.
NEW YORK CITY

T TNUSUAL
^"^ Jewelry, Glass,

Pottery, Leather,

Textiles or Metal

Work always in

stock.

4th Aven u e

T TERE you may
* * find that unique

Wedding or Birth-

day Present, or have

it made to order.

Broadway

Readers of American Homes and Gardens who are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,
brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass, in fact in any field appealing to the collector are
invited to address any enquiries on such matters to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful attention. Correspondents should enclose stamps for reply.

Foreign correspondents may enclose the stamps of their respective countries.

\V. J. D. : In reference to the old books
you refer to, we beg to reply as follows

:

English Dictionary by N. Bailey, 1763, has

no commercial value to-day, likewise gram-
mar, 1760, and Every Man His Own
Lawyer, 1768, also other books mentioned
in the list. Text-books are interesting such

as you mention, but are not in demand.
Your ancestors' account books would only

be of value to possibly some one in your
immediate family or to some one who was
interested in a signature or transaction con-

tained in the books as business records.

Unless they refer to matters of national

importance they have very little market-
able value. We would have to see photo-
graphs before we could decide whether
the old Long Island Homestead would be

of interest for our magazine or not.

N. E. : In regard to your shawl we would
say from the description that it is a Pais-

ley, value from $25 to $30. We have seen

one similar—with a white center and blue

palm-leaf border, for $30. Thirty years

ago they were more valuable, but there

is no demand for them to-day. Regarding
the sideboard we would have to have a

photograph of it and a more definite de-

scription before suggesting a value. We
cannot give buyers' names and addresses
in this column. If you wish addresses of
dealers and others who might wish to pur-
chase articles, we will be glad to send you
this information by mail on application.

M. B. S. : The set of Encyclopedia Amer-
icana, if it contains engravings of Wash-
ington, its value would be represented in

these, for example, if they are colored the
engravings would be worth from $20 to

$30 each. If not colored, about $10. If

the set does not contain these Washing-
ton engravings then its value would not
be much. "Master Humphrey's Clock,"
by Charles Dkkens, in the two volumes
such as you describe, would be worth
about $5. Interest in American editions
of Dickens is growing. This may be one
of the first American editions. The first

edition of "The Old Curiosity Shop" was
made in London by Chapman & Hall,

1840-1. The "History of the United
States," 1858, would bring possibly $2.50
as they are rather common. The value
of a Dutch Bible such as you describe
would depend mainly upon the condition
of the brass corners and clamps, also
binding. If good would be worth pos-
sibly $5.

V. J. H. : If the Heppelwhite chairs are
genuine they would be worth $100 each.

The girandole in good condition would
be worth from $35 to $50. The Lafayette
autograph letter would be worth from
$4.50 to $7. The value of the receipt from
Abraham Lincoln, if signed by Lincoln,
would be worth from $10 to $15.

F. G. S. : The Henry Clay autograph
letter would bring from $2 to $3.

E. C. W. : In reply to your inquiries we
would suggest that you consult "Marks
and Monograms on Pottery and Porce-
lain" (new edition), by William Chaffers,
as a comprehensive and reliable book
of reference. The Lowestoft helmet
pitchers, if. hard paste, were made be-
tween 1775 and 1802 (when the Lowe-
stoft factory was abolished). It would be
impossible to say definitely the exact
date of those you mention from a mere
description. As they are damaged their

value is very little. If in good condition
they should bring from $10 to $15 each.
The gravy boat was made by William
Ridgeway & Co., at Shelton, England,
1830 to 1854. The small tureen was
made by Challoner & Co., who succeeded
Bourne, Baker & Bourne, China manu-
facturers at Fenton, England, after 1843.
Firm still in existence. Tureen probably
from recent date judging from decoration.
These two plates are pearl-ware, which was
introduced by Chetham & Wooley, of Lane
End, England, who made the best about
1795. There were other makes of pearl-
ware, but your description is not adequate
for us to determine its origin. The platter

was made by T. & J. Mayer about 1829,
at Stoke, England, and is a Staffordshire-
ware. The soup-plate was. made by
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THOMAS CHIPPENDALE
inherited ability as a wood car-

ver and cabinet maker, and pos-

sessed inspiration. Within little more

than a quarter of a century he grew
in popularity until his "shop" was a

fashionable center in London, and

therefore in Europe. Discriminatingly

able, with a wonderful sense of value

in design and execution, he touched

nothing he did not better.

Q If you have a genuine Chippendale

piece you know what it is worth; you

know the workmanship it called for,

too. Our workmen, many of whom
have been with us for more than forty

years, make faithful studies of Chip-

pendale's best efforts. We often say

that they think the thoughts and work
with the hands of the old masters in

furniture. In their productions you

secure the spirit of Chippendale.

Q We will send you free our "Trav-

elogue" on Chippendale, or for five

two-cent stamps our entire series of

"Travelogues in Furniture."

Q Berkey & Gay furniture is sold in

the better furniture stores throughout

the United States. In addition to the

display on their floors, our dealers are

supplied with our complete portfolio

of direct photogravures, showing our

entire line of upwards of five thous-

and pieces of high-grade furniture.

Q "Character in Furniture", our de luxe book on
period studies, is mailed to you for fifteen two-
cent stamps. It is very interesting.

Berkey &• Gay Furniture Co.
178 Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.
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This inlaid mark 0/

honor identifies to yot*

each Berkey & Gay
Piece
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r The Stephenson System of

Underground Refuse Disposal

Saves the battering of your
cans and scattering of garbage

^ from pounding out frozen contents. Thousands in Use

*'a^lJ*ift
' Underground

Garbage and Refuse Receivers
A fireproof and sanitary disposal of ashes and

refuse in front of your heater. A
Our Underground Earth Closet ^̂ T

means freedom from frozen cesspool con-

nections, a necessity without sewers.

Ten years on the market. It pays

to look us up.

Sold direct. Send for circular

C. H. STEPHENSON. Mfir.

21 Farrar St. Lynn, M«M.
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McCRAY REFRIGERATORS
Active and cold air circulation—Sanitary linings.

Send for Catalogue
McCRAY REFRIGERATOR COMPANY

687 Lake St.. Kendallville, Ind.

Private Water Supply Plants

WATER SUPPLY
5I" KEVANEE WATER SUPPLY CO.

NEW YORK CITY KEWANEE . I LL .

•jBKMjg Pumps kSds
CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hangers

Write for Circular* and Prices

F. E. MYERS & BRO., Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Works

SUN A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-

(
let, "SUN DIALS," sent upon

\j I /\ JLjO re<luest ' Estimates furnished.

* Any Latitude Ask for Booklet No. 5

E. B. MEYROWITZ, Inc., 237 Fifth Avenue, New York

Branches : New York, Minneapolis, St. Paul, London, Paris

= 1^ :0. "E3 iES=
Christmas Dinners

FOR

300,000
POOR
PEOPLE

Will be

supplied by

The

Salvation Army

Throughout the

United States

Will you help by
sending a
donation, no

matter tiow small

TO COMMANDER

MISS BOOTH Grandma Gets One

118 W. 14th St., New York City
Weit'n Dept. Coram. Estill, 108 N.Dearborn St. Chicago

Adams, as the mark is one of the various
marks used by the Adams firm from 11.ST

to about 1810, in printed ware, fine stone-

ware and jasper, both surface color and
solid jasper. The factory was at Stoke-
upon-Trent, England. We can find no
record of the wares of R. M. \Y. & Co.

\V. H. S. : The platter you mention was
probably made by E. & (i. Phillips,

who were manufacturers of blue and
white ironstone china in Longport, Eng-
land, 1822 to 1829. The value would not
be more than $5, if that much.

L. B. C. : In answer to your letter con-
cerning your platter we find no record
of the matter. Generally speaking, the

Austrian and German, other than old

Dresden manufacturers, have not the

value of English or French chinas. Could
we see the platter we could, perhaps,
give you further information.

M. B. S. : In reply to your inquiry regard-

ing the sideboard, we would say that as far

as we can judge from the photograph it

would hardly be worth more than from
$100 to $125, if in good condition. The
andirons are of no real period and con-

sequently are of no great value. If solid

brass they would be worth about $15.

D. P. : The value of the Three Penny
Token, 19th Century, about which you en-

quire, a hart statant pierced with an arrow,

reverse, "I owe the bearer III D Ster,"

and in the center, "Ben. Bowen, Dublin"

in four lines, is a rare token, the value of

which would be from fifteen to twenty dol-

lars.

L. M. D. : The dark bronze oval medal,

obverse portrait of Pope Paul V, reverse

St. Dominic, is a very fine and rare medal
by Johann Hameran. The copy you submit

is an original. The signature is almost too

minute to be seen without a glass, but you
will find it in raised letters—I. H.—on the

lower left hand side of the relief bust of the

Pope. The artist of this medal was a Ger-

man medallist of the first half of the 17th

century, Johann Andreas Hameran, born at

Hermannskirchen, Bavaria. He went to

Rome and there took up residence under
the pontificate of Paul V (1605-1621).

Johann Hameran was the ancestor of a re-

markable line of celebrated medallic en-

gravers who continued, during the course

of nearly two centuries, to work for the

Papal Zecca [mint]. Johann Hameran's
son Alberto (born in 1620), was the first

of the family to bring into special promi-
nence the name of Hameran. Giacomo
Hameran, who was engraving in 1807, was
the last of the line. Says R. Sainthill, the

eminent authority : "To have continued the

same occupation for four or possibly five

generations would have been very unusual
in life ; but to have retained the same office,

under thirteen successive elective sover-

eigns, no one of whom was related to his

predecessor or biased by his predilections,

is much more remarkable, and may fairly

be ascribed to superior talent, which, how-
ever, had declined under Benedict XIV,
and almost vanished under Pius VI." Re-
turning to Johann Hameran, we are in-

formed by Venuti that he was engaged
under Pope Paul V at the Zeccha to strike

medals and coins. His coins were not

signed.

M. M. D. : The 17th century embroidered
jewel casket, ascribed to the one-time pos-
session of Queen Henrietta Maria, was
sold at auction February 19, 1913, at Soth-

NAVAJO BLANKETS
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These artistic floor coverings guaranteed genuine, in

a great assortment of handsome patterns.

ALASKA FUR RUGS
The finest specimens of the big game of Alaska per*

fectly mounted in rich rugs.

Our Free Catalogue for full particulars, illustra-

tions and prices on Indian Blankets, Moccasins, Gold
Nugget Jewelry, Ivory Work, and other interesting and
valuable articles—guaranteed as represented.

HUDSON BAY FUR CO., Inc.

Colman Block Seattle, Washington

ONE OF THE FINEST HIGH ALTITUDE RESIDENCE
sites in Westchester County; 40 acres; beautifully land-

scaped ; no finer residence site. Address Treeholme, Chap-

paqua, Westchester County, N. Y,

lead in style and appointment. They have a longer
vheel base,— a larger body with more spacious
interiors and luxurious upholstering. Dropped
frame. Enclosed Fenders—Auxiliary Rain Vision
Shield. Tires, — special pneumatic, or Motz
Cushion, On exhibition in all principal cities.

The Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., 2180 W. 25th St.. Cleveland. Ohio

JUST PUBLISHED

Bungalows, Camps&
Mountain Houses

Consisting of a large variety of designs by a

number of architects, showing buildings that

have been erected in all parts of the country.

Many of these are intended for summer use,

while other examples are of structures erected in

California and the Southern States for perma-
nent residences. Also Camps, Hunters* Lodges,

Log Cabins, etc. The book contains

Seventy Separate Designs
of which several are Log Cabins and Camps

78 Exterior Vlews, 12 Interior Vlews

ana 69 Floor Plans

In the text is given an article on "The Bungalow,"
with hints on selection of site, sanitation, lay-

out and construction, together with a very com-
plete description of each design, with cost where
it could be obtained. The -work is intended to

meet the needs of a large class of people who are

planning summer homes at low and moderate cost,

for erection in the Woods, Mountains, and on
Lake and Seashore. Size 8x9 '

. inches, bound in

illustrated boards. Price, $2.00 postpaid.

MUNN & CO . Inc. Publishers

361 Broadway, New York

For $1.00 You

^^^ Can Get

P*HHll I. My new book, " Craftsman

Houses," containing 62 pages

working house-designs, with

floor plans and full details

—

122 illustrations.

2. Personal advice from us on

any question of home-building,
Gustav Stickley furnishing, gardening or hand-

THE CRAFTSMAN
icfaft fre£

5

3. THE CRAFTSMAN for four months' trial (regular

price $3.00 a year).

We do this simply because, having new and enlarged facilities, we wish

to introduce our personal service and our publication to about 5,000

more persons. We send THE CRAFTSMAN to any address you specify.

Date

Mr. Gustav Stickley,

THE CRAFTSMAN,
The Craftsman Building, New York Cits.

'"Enclosed find $1.00 for which send THE CRAFTSMAN for

four months and "Craftsman Houses."

Name

P. O. Box or Street No

Post Office State

Yearly Subscription Price Three Dollars ($3.00)

GUSTAV STICKLEY
THE CRAFTSMAN

The Craftsman Building New York City
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At McHUGH'S
Modern fabrics with all the correct

accessories, are now on view.

Comfortable easy chairs on modern
lines and covered with the new fab'

rics are to be seen amid the most

interesting surroundings.

And of course there is the standard

all year style—the McHughwillow
Furniture, in greater variety than
ever.

JOSEPH P. McHUGH & SON
9 West 4 2d St. Opposite Library New York

For

$5

Jlmerican Homes and Gardens

and Scientific American sent to

one address for one year. rf» /
REGULARLY H*^

Solders and Soldering
tjj If you want a complete text book on Solders
and the art of Soldering, giving practical, work.-

in> recipes and formulae which can be used
by metallurgist, the goldsmith, the silversmith,

the jeweler, and the metal-worker in general,

read the following Scientific American Supple-

ments: 1112, 1384, 1841, 1610, 1622, 1434,

1533 ; price 70 cents by mail.

I| Order from your newsdealer or from
MUNN & COMPANY, Inc.

Publishers 361 Broadway New York

JJattonal

$f)oto=€ngrabmg

Companp
Established 1888

Designers and
Engravers for

all Artistic,
Scientific and
Illustrative
Purposes
Engravers of "American

Homes and Gardens."

14=1648 &*ab* &t., J&to g^orfe

TELEPHONE, 1822 WORTH

eby's, London. This beautiful object d'art

was a cedarwood casket entirely covered
with embroidery and needlework of the

best Stuart period. The scheme of decora-

tion portrayed Charles and Henrietta Maria,
surrounded by the lion of England and the

fleur-de-lis of France. In addition to the

ordinary drawers for jewels theer were two
very ingeniously designed secret ones at

the back of the cabinet. The preservation

if this casket was excellent, a fact to be
accounted for by reason of the casket's hav-
ing always been kept in a strong oak box.
This casket brought £130. We do not

know the present owner.

W. M. : In reply to your incjuiry we would
say that the first clock you mention was
made by Charles Duplock (rather than Du-
block) of London, about 1812 and is pos-
sibly worth from $125 to $150, depending
upon condition of same. The oak clock is

impossible to value from description. It

would be necessary for us to have a photo-
graph of same, also of the tall clock which,
if a Simon Willard, is very valuable. The
chairs cannot be Sheraton or Hepplewhite
with spade feet. These were peculiar to

Dutch furniture and of that made in the

time of Queen Anne. If you will send a

photograph we will try to value them for

you, this also applies to the sofa, as the

description is insufficient.

T. P. : The liqueur case was used exten-

sively in England about 1740 by the Eng-
lish gentleman in traveling and was in vogue
particularly during the reign of George I.

The idea of the case, however, was of Ger-
man origin. They average about $50 each,

depending upon the condition and contents.

The black oak chest was probably of about

1750, but its value would depend upon the

condition, etc. The tapestry covered jewel

case is probably worth about $150. The
needlecase probably made from 1700 to

1776 is worth about $5. The handkerchief

sachet would probably bring $10. The
"stepping-stone stitch" was popular in

Queen Anne's time. The embroidered
boxes are worth about $25 each. If the

piece of embroidery is English stamp work
its value would be from $100 to $150. If

Hispano-Moresque (which is possible) it

would bring- from $180 to $200. The pin

cushion is worth from $5 to $10 and the

book cover the same. The sampler is prob-

ably worth $40. The fragments of brocade

have only a sentimental value. It is im-

possible to determine the value of the strip

of bead work from the photograph. The
value of the old valentine is about $5. The
prices we quote are approximate and what
they would bring at a public sale.

J. B. J. : As the work of American and
English steel engravers was very expensive

and excellent in quality, it would be diffi-

cult to send you in the limits of a letter a

list of the foremost workers of this sort.

Archer B. Durand was one of the most
noted of American engravers (1825-1850).

His most famous engraving, "Ariadne,"

after Vanderlyn's painting, is considered

the finest American engraving. T. A. Dean
(1850) was one of the best-known English

engravers. We suggest that you refer to

the various excellent volumes on the subject

of Prints and Print Collecting, any of

which we can supply on receipt of published

prices.

F. R. : Embroidered crepe shawls of fair

size, such as you describe, can be purchased
for $25. If you will let us know if your
teapot and cream pitcher have any maker's
mark, we can then determine the ware.

TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF

UNFILLED

WindowShades
—are far cheaper in the end than any o'.her shades

you can buy. They outlast several ordinary shades,

because they are made without that "filling" of chalk

and clay which in the ordinary shades so soon causes

unsightly streaks and " pinholes." Sun won't fade a

Brenlin Unfilled Shade, nor water spot it. It always

hangs straight and smooth and really shades.

Write for the Brenlin Book today

It shows actual samples in all the beautiful colors and tints, and
gives many helpful window decoration suggestions. With it we
will send you the name of the Brenlin dealer in your town, or tell

you how to order direct. Write today. CHAS. W. BRENE-
MAN & CO., 2132 Reading Road, Cincinnati, Ohio.

For sale by dealers everywhere

Genuine Brenlin Unfilled Shades have this mark

—

BRENLIrl -perforated along the edge. Look closely for it.

For windows 1 yard wide by 2 yards long, 75c (except in the

Far West.) Special sizes and Brenlin Duplex—light one side,

dark the other—made to order at proportionate prices.

For temporary uses andfor windoius of little im-
portance, there are two cheaper grades of Brenlin—Brenlin Filled and Brenlin Machine Made, at
55c and 30c respectively {except in the Far JVesi),

for windows 1 yard wide by 2 yards Ions-

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Ventilate your rooms, yet have your
windows securely fastened with

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

ttftf C*it]»fut Hmriwin Sfcllltltt, Fru.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
a'*kc MtNUFACTuniM ... N EW HAVE N , CO N N

.

the

Schilling

Press
Printers of Quality

137-39 1 25th St.

New York City

_
Discrimination in

Printing

Let your printing tit your
proposition. If you are

not an expert in this, we
take unusual pains to ad-

vise you and co-operate

with you. No job is too

small for our best atten-

tion. Our wide reputa-

tion is built upon years

of successful endeavor

and the expert knowl-
edge of our business, . . .

Write Us To-Day

Printers tfjimer. H. & G.
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JH.BR00KSeC0.(UVEt^a
i&$idewalk Lights.
EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Send^bCatalogue.

TSe Scientific American Boy
By A. RUSSELL BOND

12mo. 320 Pafei. 340 Illustration!. Price. $2.00. Postpaid.

jff[ This is a story of outdoor boy life, suggesting a large num.
HI ber of diversions which, aside from affording entertainment,^^ will stimulate In boys the creative spirit. In each instance
complete practical instructions are given for building the various
articles. f| The needs of the boy camper are supplied by the direc-
tions for making tramping outfits, sleeping bags and tents ; also
such other shelters as tree houses, straw huts, log cabins and caves.

<J The winter diversions include instructions for making six kinds of
skate sails and eight kinds of snowshoes and skis, besides ice boats,
scooters, sledges, toboggans and a peculiar Swedish contrivance
called a "rennwolf." ij Among the more instructive subjects cov-
ered are surveying, wigwagging, heliographing and bridge-building,
in which six different kinds of bridges, including a simple can-
tilever bridge, are described.

FOR SALE AT ALL BOOKSTORES

Collectors are invited to send short descrip-

tions of their wants and offerings to the Col-
lectors' Mart. Hants and offerings will be in-

serted in this column without charge. American
Homes and Gardens tabes no responsibility in

connection with any of the offerings submitted.

All communications should be addressed to "Col-
lectors' Mart, American Homes and Gardens,
:i(>i Broadway, New York, X. )'." All replies

should be accompanied by a blank envelope,

stamped and marked with the register initials

(zvhich identify the wants and offerings) in the

lower left hand comer of the envelope, the whole
to be enclosed in the envelope addressed to the
Collectors' Mart. Photoarahhs should be care-

fully protected and packed flat.

Offered: Pair old Sheffield extension can-

dlesticks, no engraving. Six shield-back

Heppelwhite chairs, genuine. Spanish
drawn linen, 1750, sheets, tablecloths,

lengths, etc. Letter signed by Lafayette,

and receipt for services as attorney by
Abraham Lincoln. H. J.

Offered: Large pewter ewer and basin,

marked "Boardman"; pewter communion
set, 113/2-inch flagon, 2 plates (10-inch),

2 goblets (7^-inch), marked 'Leonard,
Reed & Barton." M. B. S.

Offered : Wag-on-Wall clock ; mahogany
mantle clock, 15x26 inches, side weights
(Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Conn.,

maker), portrait of Washington on door;
mahogany mantle clock, 15x26 inches,

side weight (Terhune & Edwards, New
York, makers), "Independence Hall"
decoration, colored, on door. Clocks in

running order. M. B. S.

Offered: Two Japanese swords (Katana),
one by the celebrated swordsmith Masa-
nune. This has a long point. The sword
furniture on this scabbard and hilt are

broken chisel-work. This is a very fine

example. The second sword is by Bishu-
Asafane and has a short point. The
blades of both swords are in excellent

condition and polish, the Masaraune
sword being about 400 years old and hav-
ing ornaments carved with services of a

celebrated Japanese general. The edges
of both swords are keen enough to show
shavings on a hair. P. R. W.

Offered: One brass helmet-shape coal

hod. One old blue bandbox with decora-

tion named "A Peep at the Moon." Six

pewter plates. Or will exchange for old

pewter and blue china. C. W. G.

Wanted: Old pewter communion tokens,

snuff-boxes, buckles, buttons, and por-

ringers. C. W. G.

Offered: Pewter Communion set, 11J/2 in.

flagon, two plates, 10 in., two goblets each

7% in., marked Leonard, Reed & Barton

;

set, $15.00. M. B. S.

Offered: Mahogany mantel clock, 15 in.

by 26 in. Side weights ; maker, Chauncey
Jerome, New Haven, Conn. ; George
Washington, colored, on door; working
order; $18.00. M. B. S.

Offered: Mahogany mantle clock, 15 in.

by 26 in. Side weights ; maker, Ter-

hune & Edwards, 48 Cortlandt Street,

New York ; Independence Hall, colored, on

door; working order; $15.00. M. B. S.

Offered: One large sterling silver ladle

over one hundred years old. Belonged
to one of the early Presidents. Engraved
with his initials. D. A.

Wanted: Antique pistols—flintlock, cap-

lock—also revolvers. F. W. P.
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Offered : Antique firearms, muskets, car-

bines and swords. P. W. F.

For Sale: Beautifully enameled Louis
XY watch on gold in tortoise shell outer

case, in good running order. Also gold
repeater with engraved portrait of Wash-
ington on case ; also two gold Tobias
watches with exquisitely engraved scenes

—Washington on Field' of Trenton, the

other. Surrender of Cornwallis. Other
historic watches. Three rare contem-
porary seals with heads of Washington
cut cameo, one intaglio ; many rare and
artistic historic articles, rare antique
bronzes, wax portraitures, etc. L. S. D.

Offered: Colonial wallet, excellent condi-

tion, knitted, green ground with straw-
berry design, name and date (1790) ; con-

tains two pieces Continental paper
money. C. N. H.

Offered: A number of fine old samplers.
If in vicinity of New York will be glad

to call and submit same for inspection.

A. N. T.

Wanted: Historical dark blue Stafford-

shire China. Harvard College or Erie
Canal views. C. H. C.

Offered: Old lace scarf, needle run,

Louis XY piling, perfectly preserved,

21 in. by 72 in, rare piece, $50; also,

three heavy linen bedspreads, drawn
border, 12 in. deep, 150 years old, $25
to $45 ; Grandfather clock, $75.

Offered : Two Japanese swords (Katana)

.

One by the celebrated swordsmith "Masa-
mune," long point. The sword furniture

on the scabbard and hilt are broken chisel

work ; very fine example. The other by
"Bishee Osfane," short point. The blades
are in excellent condition and polish, the
former being about 400 years old, and has
ornaments carved of a celebrated Jap-
anese general. The edges of both are
keen enough to show shavings on a hair.

P. R. W.

Offered: One brass helmet-shaped coal

hod, $8 ; one old blue bandbox called

"A Peep at the Moon," $5 ; six pewter
plates for S9.00, or will exchange for old
pewter and blue china. C. W. G.

Wanted: Old pewter communion tokens,

snuff boxes, buckles, buttons and por-
ringers. C. W. G.

Offered: Exquisitely wrought white
China crepe shawl, fringe 18 inches deep ;

two Colonial decanters, flat cut, fine old

style; Sheffield cake basket, beautiful in

shape, grapes and grape leaf pattern

;

tobacco box of Chinese cherry wood,
elaborate repousse copper box and
handle enameled in red and brown ; one
pair garnet hoop earrings, quaint and
beautiful; cameo snake bracelet, spiral

coil, separate rattles, fine head and carved
tail, unique; one pair white carnelian ear-

rings, long pear-shaped pendants, gold
Arabesque carving; two pendants with
exquisitely wrought fringe thereon ; old

Ginori placque, early Italian faience, 18
inches in diameter, figure of woman in

center; one shell cameo brooch finely

mounted in flat old-fashioned setting, con-
sidered remarkably fine cutting subject,

"St. Cecelia." J. M. C.

Offered: Large pewter ewer and basin,
marked "Boardman," $15. M. B. S.

Wanted: Very fine specimens of hair
work, miniature size only. L. M. S.

Offered: Several very fine English samp-
lers, Eighteenth century. L. H. H.

LpNGLiFEWHITE ENAMEL

KITTY, you can't resist rubbing

against that beautiful pure white

Vitralite finish! Its delightful

smoothness just makes you want to touch

it to see if it' s real.
Send for Booklet and Sample Panel

finished with Vitralite, the Long-Life White Enamel— a lasting and water-proof finish on all wood,
metal or plaster surfaces, inside or outside.

End your floor troubles with "61" Floor
Varnish. Water-proof, heel-proof and mar-
proof. Test it yourself with

Free Sample Panel
finished with "61." Hit it with a hammer— you may dent the

wood but the varnish won't crack.

Pratt A Lambert Varnish Products are used by painters, specified

by architects, and sold by paint and hardware dealers everywhere.

Address all inquiries to Pratt & Lambert- Inc., 119 Tonawanda St.,

Buffalo, N. Y. In Canada, 63 Courtwright St., Bridgeburg, Ont.

The Scientific American
Boy at School

By A. RUSSELL BOND,
12 mo., 338 pages, 314 illustrations. Price, $2.00.

•I This is a sequel to "The Scientific American Boy" and like its predecessor is brim full of

practical suggestions, all of which are entirely new. The construction of the apparatus, which

is within the scope of the average boy, is fully described and the instructions are interwoven in

a fascinating story, which makes the book interesting as well as instructive to the boy. This

volume contains instructions on surveying, sounding and signalling, the building of dams, canals

and canal locks, truss bridges and several different types of boats. Sun dials, clepsydras,

seismographs, gliding machines, kite photography and camera hunting are a few of the other

interesting subjects taken up. Other unique ideas are water kites, fish-tail boat-propellers,

bicycle sleds, geyser fountains, etc. No boy of a mechanical turn of mind can read the story

without being inspired to try his hand at making the devices.

MUNN & CO., Inc. Publishers, 361 Broadway, New York.
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MINERAL WOOL
The
Modern
House
Lining.

Samples
and
Circulars
Free.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City

Monoplanes and Biplanes
Their Design, Construction and Operation

The Application of Aerodynamic Theory, with a Complete
Description and Comparison of the Notable Types

By Grower Cleveland Loening, B.Sc, A.M., C.E.

IN
the many books that have already been written on aviation, this fasci-

nating subject has been handled largely, either in a very " popular " and

more or less incomplete manner, or in an atmosphere of mathematical

theory that puzzles beginners, and is often of little value to aviators themselves.

There is, consequently, a wide demand for a practical book on the subject

—

a book treating of the theory only on its direct relation to actual aeroplane

design and completely setting forth and discussing the prevailing practices in the

construction and operation of these machines. " Monoplanes and Biplanes

"

is a new and authoritative work that deals with the subject in precisely this

manner, and is invaluable to anyone interested in aviation.

It covers the entire subject of the aeroplane, its design, and the theory on which

its design is based, and contains a detailed description and discussion of thirty-

eight of the more highly successful types.

12mo., (6x8Vi inches) 340 pages, 278 illustrations. Attractively bound in cloth.

Price $2.50 net, postpaid
An illustrated descriptive circular will be sent free on application.

Munn & Co., Inc., Publishers
361 Broadway, New York

12 Bungalow Plans

FREE
With One Year's Subscription to

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

An indispensable guide to an ideal home. It has solved all the problems
and knows just what you want. It takes up in detail the construction, decoration
and furnishing of real Bungalow Homes. Profusely illustrated with splendid
photographs of the newest ideas in bungalow construction including exteriors,
interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes to the
reader each month with a wealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you
many times its cost for a whole year. Full working drawings, specifications and complete bill of material for one
bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable estimate of its cost, is an invaluable
feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a
life's work-the building of a real home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU,

Twelve Magazines, Twelve Working Drawings, Twelve ^O f\/\
Specifications, and Twelve Bills of Material for *P£d*\J\J

Send Coupon Now—TODAY
BUNGALOW PUBLISHING CO., Inc. Seattle, Washington
For the enclosed $2.00 send me Bungalow Magazine for one year beginning with the issue. It is understood that I shall receive

each month a complete working plan for one Bungalow, including specifications and bill of material. ($2.50 in Canada, Foreign $3.00)

Name Street

Town State

The Publisher. By Robert Sterling

Yard. Boston and New York: Hough-
ton-Mifflin Company. 1913. Cloth 8vo.

l?9 pages. Price, $1.00 net.

"The Publisher" is a book dealing with
both the publishing profession and the

publishing business, that will prove both
interesting and entertaining to the gen-

eral public—to the public that likes good
reading, and has wondered, perhaps,

about the mysterious processes by which
a book is selected, manufactured, ex-

ploited and sold—what kind of a man the

publisher is—what sort of a living he

makes. Mr. Yard, the author of "The
Publisher," now editor of "The Century
Magazine," is a publisher and editor of

long experience, and a breezy and enter-

taining writer.

The Woman Thou Gavest Me; Being the

Story of Mary O'Neill. Philadelphia:

J. B. Lippincott Company. 1913. 584

pages. Price, $1.35 net.

"The Woman Thou Gavest Me," the first

book in four years from the pen of Hall

Caine, is the story, told in autobiographical

form, of a beautiful, pure and exquisite

woman who goes through some of the most

severe tests which the responsibilities of

marriage bring into human life. The author

tells us in his preface that lie has "drawn
more largely and directly from fact than

is usually the practice of the novelist," and

no one after reading the tale will venture to

question the statement, for many of the

situations, strange and unlikely as they

sometimes are, are only what one has met
with in actual life either from personal ex-

perience or from the experiences of others.

With wonderful and artistic skill they are

described and worked into the orderly

movement and development of the plot. The
revelations of Mary O'Neill, the heroine, are

more startling than anything of a similar

kind within recent years. Hall Caine's

imaginative genius has arranged them into

a novel of live interest to every thinking

man and woman in America. It is the

story of a great love which every one will

read with deep emotion, following with in-

tensest interest the unfolding of a woman's
life in its most human, most intimate, most
poignant phases. We can well believe that

Mary O'Neill is a real woman, but regard-

less of that there are Mary O'Neills in

every community. Hers is the very heart

of every woman. Questions of love and
marriage are the staple material of many
novels, but few writers possess the skill

with which Hall Caine seizes the salient and
essential facts of a dramatic situation and
compels the eager and arrested attention of

his readers.

Life in Ancient Athens. By T. G.
Tucker. New York: The Macmillan
Company. 1913. Cloth. 8vo. Illus-

trated. 323 pages. Price, $1.25 net.

The social and public life of a classical

Athenian from day to day is the subject of

Professor Tucker's admirable book, which
leaves an impression true and sound, and
also vivid and distinct upon the reader. It

is a serious historical error to assume, as

is commonly done, that what is said of

Athenian manners and customs, whether
public or private, is to be said of the Greeks
in general. This point Professor Tucker's

book makes clear. It is perhaps a platitude
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to urge that there can be little lucidity

among an accumulation of relatively unim-
portant, if erudite, detail. The experience

of every teacher or listener will establish

that point. Professor Tucker appears to

have selected from the extensive material

at his command those portions that are vital

to the construction of his plan. Fortunately

the author has not made the mistake of

attempting to elaborate or refine, or other-

wise to emulate the dictionaries of antiqui-

ties, although he has incorporated unob-
trusively in this "Life in Ancient Athens,"

the results of all due study of the latest re-

search, as well as the conclusions of many
years of professional intimacy with Athe-
nian antiquity.

The Cycloivedia of Social Usage. By
Helen L. Roberts. New York : G. P.

Putnam's Sons 1913. Cloth, Svo. 570

pp. Price, $2.o0 net.

A book on etiquette is worth doing care-

fully and very completely. It serves to

warn, to comfort and command the aspirant

to a finely correct social manner, and gently

but authoritatively guide him in the right

way of entering a drawing-room, playing his

knife and fork, and leading his bride from
the altar. The author of The Cyclopaedia

of Social Usage has compressed between
the covers of this volume a perfectly full

and perfectly exact interpretation of the

whole code that regulates our intimate so-

cial intercourse. The volume is a treasury

of information regarding the gracious cour-

tesies as practised indoors and out, at home
or abroad.

There is no more reason one should feel

embarrassed in the possession of such a

book than in the possession of any other

sort of a manual, inasmuch as social usage
is less fixed than the laws of the Medes and
the Persians, except at the exact period the

various phases of etiquette are in vogue, and
keeping up with etiquette is an important
adjunct to native good manners and good
borning.

The Old Gardens of Italy and How
to Visit Them. By Mrs. Aubrey Le
Blond. Xew York : John Lane Com-
pany. 1912. Cloth, Svo. Illustrated.

173 pages. Price, $1.25 net.

The old gardens of Italy owe much of

their charm to their entire suitability to the
house, its occupants, and the climate. To
transport their schemes bodily to America
or England must always be a mistake, for

it is not the garden itself, but the lessons

that its designers have taught for all time,

that one should carry home. "The Old
Gardens of Italy," by Mrs. Aubrey Le
Blond, is a delightful emphasis to this fact

inasmuch as it points out gardens not to

be missed by the garden lover who travels

abroad, forming a handy guide for inti-

mate companionship where such works as
'The Art of Garden Design in Italy," by
H. Inigo Triggs and Elgood's beautiful
"Italian Gardens" would be too ponderous
for carrying on a journey.

Sixty Lessons in Agriculture. By Burt
C. Buffum, M.S., and David Clement
Leaver. Xew York : American Book
Company: 1913. Cloth, 12mo, 272 pages,
illustrated. Price, 80 cents.

This is an easy and interesting book for

the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades; both
in subject matter and in language it is well
within the grasp of pupils of these grades.
The lessons cover such a wide range of
topics that the book is adapted to every
section of the country. The treatment is

by no means technical, and consequently
the book can be used even in schools whose

Just Published

The Modern Gasoline Automobile
Its Construction, Operation, Maintenance and Repair

By VICTOR W. PAGE, M. E.

700 (6x9) Page*. 500 Illustra iona. 10 Large Folding Plates

Price, $2.50
'"4

E The ModernGmoline

AUTOMflBitC
THE latest and most complete treatise on the Gasoline Automobile ever issued. Written in simple

language by a recognized authority, familiar with every branch of the automobile industry. Free
from technical terms. Everything is explained so simply that anyone of average intelligence may

gain a comprehensive knowledge of the gasoline automobile. The information is up-to-date and
includes in addition to an exposition of principles of construction and description of all types of auto-

mobiles and their components, valuable money-saving hints on the care and operation of motor cars

propelled by internal combustion engines. Among some of the subjects treated might be mentioned

:

Torpedo and other symmetrical body forms designed to reduce air resistance ; sleeve valve, rotary valve

and other types of silent motors; increasing tendency to favor worm-gear power-transmission; universal

application of magneto ignition ; development of automobile electric lighting systems ; block motors

;

underslung chassis ; application of practical self-starters ; long stroke and offset cylinder motors ; latest

automatic lubrication systems ; silent chains for valve operation and change-speed gearing; the use of

front wheel brakes and many other detail refinements.

By a careful study of the pages of this book one can gain practical knowledge of automobile construc-

tion that will save time, money and worry. The book tells you just what to do, how and
when to do it. Nothing has been omitted, no detail has been slighted. Every part of the automobile, its equipment,
accessories, tools, supplies, spare parts necessary, etc., have been discussed comprehensively. If you buy or intend
to become a motorist, or are in any way interested in the modern gasoline automobile, this is a book you cannot
afford to be without.

Not too Technical for the Layman—Not too Elementary for the More Expert

Send prepaid to any address on receipt of price

A special eight page circular describing this book sent free on request

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 361 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
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A Noiseless

Water Closet

Here ™
Is a Device

that eliminates
your troubles in toilet plan-
ning. It enables you to place

this room in the most convenient location. The absence of noise when
the closet is flushed, MAKES POSSIBLE the

Much Desired Toilets Off the Hallway
and Convenient to the Parlor or Living Room
"Silentflow" Water Closets are the result ofyears ofstudy

you will be quick to see the durability of a
closet that flushes without noise.

Wolff "Silentflow" has been the outcome of years
of study on noiseless closets, and like all other Wolff's products,

was not put on the maiket until it was perfect in design,

construction and workmanship.

"No noise you know,
It's a Silentflow."

L. Wolff Manufacturing Co,
Manufacturers of Plumbing Goods Exclusively

The one line that's complete— completely made by one

General Offices:
601-627 West Lake St.

Showrooms:
111 N. Dearborn St., Chicago

Branch Offices:
Denver, Col. Trenton, N. J. Omaha, Neb,

Minneapolis, Minn. Dallas, Texas
Rochester, N. Y. St. Louis, Missouri

l\\\\lii////», San Francisco, Cal. Washington, D. C.^'** Cincinnati, O. Cleveland, O.
Kansas City, Mo.

!^»=«SW
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The HINDOO OUTDONE
A WONDERFUL MECHANICAL DEVICE
THIS is a U. S. patent—size of a watch—producing instant changes which

seem to upset reasoning.

It is a spell-binder, a world-wonder, exhibiting the "power of mind
over matter" or, rather, the lack of it. It works upon what might be called

A Hidden Principle
With it, no skill is required to put the whole world in "doubt."
The sage of Science is as much "at sea" as a boot-black. Men say "shell-game" and "magic";

ladies say "bewitched" and "black-art." All say "mysterious."
Anyone, lady or gent, over 16, obtains best results. A well-known college professor said

recently: "Were it impossible to get another, I wouldn't take $10 for the one I have."

T^nHlp^^l *P*nn goes w' t'1 lis possession. Every home should have one. The
-1—'HUICOO -L Llll "Mystifying Element" [see U. S. Patent] generates the mental per-
plexity and electrifies. Just follow directions—it never fails to confuse. It captivates all. Being
well made of wood and metal, it will last a life-time, and then some. A fortune for Agents

—

"just show it"—it sells itself. Get one and be happy.

Retail $1. One sample Ego—50c, or 3 for $1, prepaid

THE SCIENTIFIC ART COMPANY
1003-B MALLERS BUILDING CHICAGO, ILL.

teachers have had no special training in

agriculture. The book aims to present use-

ful information which will increase the ef-

ficiency of farming operations and improve
the general character of farm life. The
questions at the end of each lesson relate

to the text and the local agricultural con-

ditions. The practical exercises, which can
easily be performed without any special

apparatus, provide a large amount of labor-

atory work for the home or the school,

which affords a good knowledge of the

fundamental facts and an excellent train-

ing in scientific methods. Numerous il-

lustrations are included, showing farm
products, machinery, and agricultural

methods.

The Influence of Monarchs. By Fred-
erick A. Woods. New York : The Mac-
millan Company: 1913. Cloth, 8vo, 422
pages. Price, $2.00 net.

"Only very rarely has a nation progressed

in its political and economic aspects save

under the leadership of a strong sovereign.

This is a plain and simple fact," affirms

Dr. Woods in "The Influence of Monarchs."
A study of its truth presented by a com-
parison of the personalities of the monarchs
from the tenth century through the time

of the French Revolution with the succes-

sive alterations in the material conditions

of the different countries composes this

volume—a most unusual and valuable con-

tribution to what may be termed a new
science of history.

University and Historical Addresses.

By James Bryce. New York : Macmil-
lan Company: 1913. Cloth, 8vo, 433

pages. Price $2.25 net.

In "University and Historical Addresses"
are presented some twenty of the more im-

portant addresses delivered by Mr. Bryce
in the years during which he was England's
ambassador to the United States. A wide
range of topics is covered—from "The Be-
ginnings of Virginia" and "What University

Instruction May Do to Provide Intellectual

Pleasure for Later Life" to "The Constitu-

tion of the United States"—the impressions

and thought of the author not only being

significant in every instance, but entertain-

ing, and possess more than passing interest.

Poultry Foods and Feeding. By Duncan
Forbes Laurie. New York. Cassell &
Company. 1912. Cloth. 188 pp. Price,

$1.

To the poultry keeper in general and par-

ticularly those who are just starting out

with a few hens, there are a few points of

vital importance to be observed ; keep your

birds from the damp, keep them well

housed, and above all things keep them well

and properly fed, "Poultry Food and Feed-

ing" tells in a scentific manner how to feed

the chicks, from the start up to the grown
bird, how to specially feed for tgg pro-

ducing, for flesh producing, and how to feed

the breeding stock for best future results.

Every Boy's Book of Handicraft, Sports
and Amusements. By Chelsea Curtis

Fraser. Boston : Dana Estes and Com-
pany. 1913. Cloth, 8vo, illustrated.

695 pages. Price, $2 net.

"Every Boy's Book of Handicraft, Sports

and Amusements" is distinctly a book for

every real boy. Mr. Fraser, its author,

gives boys a modern, helpful and practical

book, copiously illustrated, well printed and
strongly bound. It will be a joy to every

boy who comes across it and a boon to

every grown-up who is confronted with the

perennial question of what to give a boy
for Christmas.
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SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
REFERENCE BOOK
EDITION OF 1914

It contains 608 pages and 1000 illustrations, is substan-
tially bound in cloth and the cover carries a special

design printed in three colors.

A. Russell Bond
Compiler and Editor for Tart II. SCIENTIFIC

Information. Editor of Handyman's
Workshop and Laboratory.

Albert A. Hopkins
Compiler and Editor for Part I. STATISTICAL IN-

FORMATION. Editor of Cyclopedia of Formulas.

Handbook of Travel. Etc. Member of the

American Statistical Association.

THE Scientific Ameiican Reference Book for 1914 has been completely revised

and much new matter has been added. Over 60 % of the pages have been

corrected or new pages substituted therefor. In this work of revision the editors

have again had the co-operation of the highest Government officials. The Scientific

American Reference Book for 1913 was enthusiastically welcomed by the press and

it is safe to say that no other Reference Book in the English language has proved of

such genuine merit and which has stood the test of time so well. Every one who
purchased a Reference Book for 1913 will want the 1914edition. The New York
Sun says: " Those who know the Reference Book will want the new edition at once.

Those who do not will save time and money by getting it and learn how to use it."

The large circular is well worth sending for, for the map of the time zones of the

United States alone.
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Sweet Contentment Comes To Those
Who Cultivate Plants and Flowers

YOU know the advantage of plants and flowers about the home; you
understand their value ; you are aware of the sweet contentment
that comes to one who cultivates a growing thing for foliage or

blossoms. But you may not know there is a difference in " stock"; you
may not even be conscious of the fact that it makes a difference where
the plants are propagated in the beginning. For that reason Biltmore
Nursery appeals to you to become better acquainted with its advantages—and there are many of them

Biltmore Nursery has prepared a series of books that will acquaint you
with every flower that is grown, and will furnish you the trees, shrubs
and plants which you may desire, at moderate prices.

** Biltmore Nursery Catalog." A guide to
the cultivated plants of North Ameri-
can, 196 pages, 212 illustrations.

1 Hardy Garden Flowers." Full descrip-
tions and complete pictures of peren-
nial plants and their uses. 64 pages.

*' Flowering Trees and Shrubs." Beauti-
ful Biltmore specimens described and
pictured in a helpful way. 64 pages.

Biltmore Rose Book." Hundreds of illustrations, many in natural colors.

The Iris Catalog." Magnificent flowers
shown in all the colors of nature. A
fascinating book. 16 pages.

The only book of its kind in the world.

Write today for the book you need
and tell us of your planting plans.

BILTMORE NURSERY, Box 1614, Biltmore, N.C.

JUST PUBLISHED
A Complete and Authoritative American Work!

Standard Practical Plumbing
BY R. M. STARBUCK

Author of " Modern Plumbing Illustrated " etc., etc.

Octavo, (6
l
/z x qyi inches), 406 pages, 347 illustrations'; .,

Price, $3.00 postpaid.

This work is especially strong in its

exhaustive treatment of the skilled work
of the plumber and commends itself at

once to everyone working in any branch
of the plumbing trade. It is indispensable

to the master plumber, the journeyman'
plumber and the apprentice plumber.
Plumbing in all its branches is treated

within the pages of this book, and a large

amount of space is devoted to a v»ry
complete and practical treatment of the

subjects of hot-wattr supply, circulation

and range boiler work.

The illustrations, of which there are three hundred and forty-

seven, one hundred being full-page illustrations, were made ex-

pressly for this book, and show the most modern and best Am-
erican practice in plumbing construction.

Following is a list of the chapters:

II.

III.
IV.
V.

VI.
VII.

VIII.
IX.

X.
XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.

The Plumber's Tools. XVIII.
Wiping Solder, Composi- XIX.

tion and Use.
Joint Wiping.
Lead Work. XX.
Traps.
Siphor.age of Traps. XXI.
Venting.
Continuous Venting. XXII.
House Sewer and Sewer XXIII.
Connections.

House Drain. XXIV.
Soil Piping, Roughing. XXV.
Main Trap and Fresh XXVI.

Air Inlet.

Floor, Yard, Cellar XXVII.
Drains, Rain Leaders, XXVIII.
Etc.

Fixture Wastes.
Water Closets.
Ventilation, XXIX.
Improved Plumbing Con- XXX.

nectiorii.

Residence Plumbing.
Plumbing for Hotels,

Schools, Factories, Sta-
bles, Etc.

Modern Country Plumb-
ing.

Filtration of Sewage and
Water Supply,

Hot and Cold Supply.
Range Boilers; Circula-

tion.

Circulating Pipes.
Range Boiler Problems.
Hot Water for Large
Buildings.

Water Lift and Its Use.
Multiple Connections for
Hot Water Boilers;
Heating of Radiation
by Supply System.

Theory for the Plumber.
Drawing for the Plum-

ber.

MUNN & CO., Inc., Publishers, 361 Eroadway, New York
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who do Things"
By A. RUSSELL BOND

Author of " Scientific American Boy, " " Scientific

American Boy at School," and " Handy Man's
Workshop and Laboratory.

6x8^—275 pages

—

101 illustrations, including 59 page plates—one in color

ABOOK of engineering for boys, telling in a boy's own way what every boy
wants to know. It recounts the experience of two young lads who spend a

summer vacation seeing the engineering wonders of New York. The boy
with red blood in his veins will be thrilled by the numerous adventures, all based on

fact, showing courage, presence of mind, loyalty to comrades and devotion to duty ; at

the same time he will learn how the big things of engineering are being done. A
dozen engineers, experts in their several lines, have read and revised the manuscript.

HERE IS THE TABLE OF CONTENTS

:

Chapter 1

Uncle Ed's Wager
Chapter II

First Evening in the
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Chapter III
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Chapter IV
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American Estates
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4to. 11 x 13* inches. Illuminated Cover and

275 Illustrations. 306 Pages. Price, $10.00
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Our Special Offer

^ The price of this book is $10.00 We are offering

a limited number of copies, together with one year's

subscription to American Homes and Gardens, the

price of which is $3.00, a total value of $13.00, for

$7.50 for the two, transportation charges prepaid. As

we are offering only a limited number of copies on

these liberal terms, we would advise that orders be sent

at once, before the supply of the book is exhausted.
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By BARR FERREE
Editor of "American Homes and Gardens," Corresponding Member of the American Institute of

Architects and of the Royal Institute of British Architects

A SUMPTUOUS BOOK illustrating and describing some of the

most stately houses and charming gardens in America. The
illustrations are made from photographs especially prepared for this

work, and are beautifully printed on double coated paper. The book,

which is attractively bound, should be in the library of everyone

interested in the architecture of American homes of note.
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Munn & Co., Inc.
Publishers

361 Broadway New York City
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KEEPING GUINEA HENS
By E. I. FARRINGTON

GUINEA chickens are the best substi-

tute for quail ai:d other game which
has yet been found. This accounts for the

fact that they are being raised in largely

increasing numbers. There is a constant de-

mand and prices are high. Many clubs and
restaurants are frankly listing guineas on

their menu cards, while nobody knows how
often they appear masquerading under a

gamier name. Private families are also

beginning to call for them and many peo-

ple who have a little land raise a few birds

each year to serve on their own tables.

There are two common varieties of

guinea fowl, the white and the pearl, the

letter being the more often seen. They
are easy to raise and cost almost nothing to

keep for much of the year, if they can have

free range. It is not necessary to keep them
closely confined, even after the garden has

been planted, for they do very little dam-
age by scratching or eating forbidden deli-

cacies. They prefer bugs and worms above

all other articles of diet, and will spend

much time walking along the rows of gar-

den produce looking for insects, becoming
in this way of real value to the garden

maker in keeping his garden free of injuri-

ous pests.

If the young birds are hatched under
common hens and kept around the house at

first they will become much tamer than

when allowed to run with guinea hens, and

may be confined all the time if given un-

usually large yards and kept in open-

front houses. They are exceptionally hardy,

and if left to themselves will roost in the

trees. When they are to be confined, the

flight feathers should be cut from one

wing, for guineas are able to fly much
higher and farther than most poultry. This

operation should be performed when the

young birds are about four weeks old.

Guineas are mated with from two to

four hens to one male. The novice finds it

almost impossible to tell the sexes apart, for

there is only the slightest difference in

physical appearances. The female, how-
ever, has a cry of two syllables which has

been often described as sounding like "buck-

wheat" or "good luck." The male bird,

on the other hand, has a call of only one

syllable, which resembles a click. The
female, with a characteristic often ascribed

to her sex, is exceedingly garrulous, while

the male gives his call infrequently. The
raucous cry of the guinea hen is the one
unpleasant feature which comes from hav-

ing these birds around the place.

Guinea hens lay from forty to one hun-

dred and forty eggs, beginning the first

of April and laying until August. Those
hens which have free range usually lay a

— number of eggs than those which are

confined. They always seek deep seclusion,

and when at liberty make their nests in

places often hard to find. It is greatly to

the advantage of the owner to locate the

however, for the eggs may then be

removed and given to common hens. The

male guinea is exceedingly gallant and usu-
ally posts himself near the female when she

is on her nest, so that by watching him, one
can get a clue as to the location of the nest.

If the eggs are not removed, the hen may
lay several dozen and then try to cover all

of them. A good plan is to remove the

newly-laid egg each day, but half a dozen
eggs from common hens should be put into

the nest at the beginning, or the guinea will

go elsewhere. Some people find it wise to

remove the egg with a spoon, so that the

hen will not detect the odor of a human
hand in the nest. The eggs laid late in the

season may be hatched by guineas, for after

the weather has become warm and dry the

chicks will not be so likely to suffer from
the long journeys through the grass which
the mother hen will be certain to lead them
on from the first.

Ordinary hens make much better mothers
early in the season and the chicks soon
learn her call. Often the hen finds it a dif-

ficult matter to get rid of the guinea chicks

when she thinks they are old enough to

shift for themselves, and they will follow

her about until almost full grown, to her

ill-concealed disgust. Little guineas do not

work their way out of their shells in the

slow and laborious fashion of common
chickens, but come out almost with a pop,

the shell breaking apart in the middle. As
soon as they are dry they evince a desire to

see the world and unless confined in some
way will wander far from the nest. For that

reason, it is always well to make a little

fence of boards or closely woven chicken

wire to keep them with the hen.

When guinea hens are confined to an en-

closure, several piles of brush scattered

about will usually be accepted as nesting

places, but care should be taken not to dis-

turb the hen.

Guinea eggs require from twenty-six to

twenty-eight days to hatch. They may be
hatched in an incubator as well as with hens,

but this plan is not generally followed.

Perhaps incubators will be used more often,

when these birds are bred more extensively.

If more than three or four guineas are

kept, they ought not to be yarded with the

other poultry, for they will make life mis-

erable for the other hens, chasing them from
one end of the yard to the other and con-

tinually annoying them. At the same time,

even one guinea is of no little value where
a considerable number of chickens are be-

ing raised, as no hawk or other marauder
can approach without being detected and
causing the guinea to screech an insistent

warning.

When young guineas are raised for mar-
ket, they usually are sold at from one and
a quarter to two pounds or a little more.
Then the meat can hardly be surpassed.

It is customary to sell them in pairs, and
they are not dressed for the city trade.

When sold in the small towns, they are

dressed in the regular way, as a rule. Heav-
ier guineas are in demand in the smaller

places and often are sold by the pound.
The broiler size is the more profitable and
the size desired by the high-class clubs and
hotels, where they are served to lovers of

game.
The meat of old guineas is tough, and old

hens are often kept until they die. They
are better for breeding purposes after they
are two years old than when younger, but

most breeders prefer to use young cocks,

and it is well to occasionally buy a bird from
another breeder in order to avoid in-

breeding. Hens and chicks are given the

same food as those of other breeds, al-

though the chicks seem to require bugs and
insects, and some people obtain maggots for

their first feeding. Small grains like

CHRISTMAS GIFTS OF REAL

DECORATIVE VALUE at McHUGH'S

McHughwillow chairs with Aus-
trian upholstery $50. to $10.

English easy chairs in Carrara
velour 90. to 37.

Littlereadingtablesofmahogany 50. to 18.

Lamps for library and boudoir 70. to 5.

Modern German lamp shades 18. to 3.

Parrots that swing 35. to 1.

Band boxes—some hand painted 10. to 2.

Hungarian peasant pottery 15. to 1.

Ruskin bowls from England 20. to 3.

Porcelain birds from Austria 18. to 4.

Joseph P. McHugh & Son
9 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK

The Stephenson System of

Underground Refuse Disposal

Saves the battering of your
cans and scattering of garbage

from pounding out frozen contents. Thousands in Use

>':r^iP:'" Underground
Garbage and Refuse Receivers
A fireproof and sanitary disposal of ashes and

refuse in front of your heater.

Our Underground Earth Closet
means freedom from frozen cesspool con-
nections, a necessity without sewers.

Ten years on the market. It pays
to look us up.

Sold direct. Send for circula

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr,
21.Farrar St. Lyan, Mass.

Fine Illustrated Editions

Colonial
Architecture
For Those About to Build

By Herbert C. Wise and H. Ferdinand
Beidleman. With 207 illustrations. 8vo.
Decorated cloth. Boxed. $5.00 net. Post-
paid, $5.25.

This volume has been prepared for the
guidance of private persons or corporations
about to build, for architects and for all lovers
of art, architecture and archa?ology, desiring to
familiarize themselves with the best work of the
Georgian or Colonial period. It may safely

be said that no series of illustrations of such
architecture so wonderful in scope and clear-

ness of detail has ever before appeared at a
reasonable price. The text is practical through-
out, and gives in compact form the result of
years of study and first hand investigation.

The Curious Lore
of Precious Stones

By George Frederick Kunz, A.M., Ph.D.,
D.Sc. With numerous plates in color and
double-tone. 8vo. Cloth, decorated in blue
and gold, gilt top. Boxed, $5.00 net. Post-
paid, $5.25.

Being a Description of Their Sentiments and
Folk-Lore, Superstitions, Symbolism, Mystic-
ism, Use in Medicine, Protection, Prevention,
Religion and Divination. On Crystal Gazing,
Birth Stones and Royal Jewels.

Holiday Catalog mailed on request

J. B. Lippincott Company
Publishers PHILADELPHIA
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G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist
' 'Everything in the Bird line from a

Canary to an Ostrich

For Christmas Gifts
Singing

Canaries
Piping

Bullfinches

Talking
Parrots

G. D. TILLEY DARIEN, CONN.

Trial Three Months, over 300 pages, Ten Cents

U. S. Greatest Collector Magazine
FOUNDED IN 1895

&/>e Philatelic West and
Collector's "World

Superior, Nebraska, U. S. A.
The oldest, largest monthly American Collectors' Paper. 1 00

pages each issue, replete with interesting reading and advertising,

illustrated, pertaining to Stamps, Curios, Coins, Postal Cards
and Entire Covers, Old Weapons and Pistols, Historical

Discoveries, Minerals, Relics of all kinds. Old Books, etc. Over
3,600 pages issued in two years. An unimitated expensive

meritorious feature is the publication in each number of illustra-

tions of leading collectors and dealers of the world.

75 cents for 12 numbers ; Foreign and Canada,
$1 or 4s. Sample Free

L. T. BRODSTONE, Publisher
Superior, Nebraska, U. S. A.

MODERN STUCCO RESIDENCE, JUST FINISHED, WITH
3 to 70 acres; 600 feet altitude; magnificent water supply;

wonderful natural scenery. Address Spring Cottage, Chap-
paqua, Westchester County, N. Y.

lead in style and appointment. They have a longer
wheel base,— a larger body with more spacious
interiors and luxurious upholstering'. Dropped
frame. Enclosed Fenders—Auxiliary Rain Vision
Shield. Tires. — special pneumatic, or Motz
Cushion. On exhibition in all principal cities.

The Rauch & Lang Carriage Co, t 2180 W. 25th St., Cleveland. Ohio

eaaw*

A WONDERFUL RESIDENCE SITE. 20 TO 30 ACRES,
in the high altitude (640 feet) pure air belt of Chappaqua:

magnificent scenery and roads. Address Brevoort Hill, Chap-
paqua, Westchester County, N. Y.

We Wish to Call Attention

to the fact that we are in a position to

render competent services in every

branch of patent or trade-mark work.

Our staff is composed of mechanical,

electrical and chemical experts, thor-

oughly trained to prepare and prose-

cute all patent applications, irrespec-

tive of the complex nature of the

subject matter involved, or of the

specialized, technical, or scientific

knowledge required therefor.

We also have associates throughout

the world, who assist in the prosecu-

tion of patent and trade-mark applica-

tions filed in all countries foreign to

the United States.

MUNN & COMPANY
Patent Attorneys

361 Broadway New York, N. Y,

and

625 F Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

cracked wheat, cracked corn and millet seed

are relished, and sprouted oats make an ex-

cellent green food when there is no grass.

Altogether, the raising of guineas is a

simple matter when the nature of the breed
is considered, and the young birds provide
a table delicacy not easily equalled. If all

the eggs are not needed for incubation,

they may be used for cooking, for they are

very rich. And the usefulness of the

guinea to the garden maker should not be
overlooked in giving this bird its due.

BLACK FIRE-PROOF
VARNISH

STOVE

GILSONITEor asphalt, copal and lin-

seed oil, with the addition of some
thickened wood oil, make according to

Technische Rundschau, excellent stove var-
nish, the temperature and duration of burn-
ing-in increasing with the proportion of oil.

For practical recipes, price and the temper-
ature at which burning-in is to be effected
are prescribed and this governs the com-
position. As a rule, compositions of gil-

sonite, stearine, pitch, Manila copal, hard-
ened rosin and wood oil are used, for in-

stance, 25 parts gilsonite, 3 parts stearine
pitch, 3 parts Manila copal melted, 5 parts
hardened rosin, 10 parts of wood oil (thick
oil boiled with litharge and manganese), 5

parts pine tar, 10 parts of oil siccative. The
composition is thinned to brushing or drip-
ping consistency with sangajol, and is said to
furnish a good stove varnish. Silver: 10
parts of melted Manila copal, 8 parts thick
oil (from linseed oil), 3 parts aluminum
bronze, addition of oil of turpentine until
of painting consistency. White: Dammar
and thick oil, thinned with benzine and
zinc-white added. Stove temperature 60
deg. Cent. (140 deg. Fahr.).

SPROUTED OATS FOR CATS

SEVERAL owners of valuable Persian
cats have borrowed a leaf from the note

book of the chicken fanciers and are grow-
ing sprouted oats for their pets. All lovers
of cats know that the animals eagerly eat
grass in Summer, but many people do not
realize that something fresh and green is

almost a necessity for them, keeping them
in good condition and serving to carry away
the hair balls which collect in the stomachs
of all cats, but particularly those with long
coats.

Sprouted oats have solved the problem
of keeping cats which must be closely con-
fined, supplied with something tender and
green and of which they are fond. If a
box of sprouts an inch to three or four
inches long is placed where the cats can
have access to it at any and all times, there
will be no farther need of dosing them with
olive oil or of feeding them sardines in
order that they may swallow the oil in which
the fish are packed.

Sprouting the oats is a very simple mat-
ter. Two or three quarts may be put in
a pail of warm water and soaked for
twenty-four hours. Then they should be
spread an inch deep in a shallow tray or
box, having a few holes bored in the bot-
tom for drainage. The box should be kept
in a warm room or in a heated cellar and
covered with a grain bag or old quilt. Every
night and morning water should be
sprinkled over the oats, wetting them thor-
oughly. It is better to use a watering can
than to turn the water from a dipper or
pitcher, as then the oats are not washed
about. One plan is to place a piece of
burlap or bagging on the grain and turn the

water on that, so that it will soak through
without disturbing the oats.

In a few days the oats will sprout and
begin to throw up tiny blades. Then the

covering should be removed so that the

blades will be green, but the watering should

be continued. Little care need be exercised

in applying water after the oats start to

grow, for the roots will make a solid mat.

Squares may be cut from this mat when
the sprouts are large enough or the box
itself may be moved into the room oc-

cupied by the cats. A few days later an-

other lot may be started. Ordinarily two
boxes will be sufficient to keep a constant

supply on hand, about seven days being re-

quired to grow the oats to a size relished

by the felines.

This plan of growing sprouted oats is

one which need by no means be confined

to the breeder of long-haired or valuable

pets, but may be adopted by anyone who
keeps cats and likes to have them look sleek

and well cared for.

HOME DYES AND DYEING

"TV/HEN the individual worker takesW pleasure in his work, beauty will

result," said William Morris more than
fifty years ago. He was speaking of the

conditions under which household articles

were produced in the factories of his time,

when each individual worker was only
permitted to do a small fraction of the

work to make the completed article under
conditions sordid and pitiable in the ex-

treme.
The Arts and Craft Movement owing

its beginning to the enthusiastic efforts

to lift the creation of beautiful objects out
of the factory into the hands of workers
who are afforded opportunity to use their

brains as well as their hands, has never
ceased, since the memorable beginning
when William Morris and Edward Burn-
Jones entered the field of art in textiles

and house furnishings. Although each
made his greatest effort to start and keep
in active co-operation the principle ex-

pressed by William Morris we are appar-
ently as far as ever from the realization

of that ideal pleasure in work that the

medieval worker knew when weaving
tapestries, dyeing cloth or carving wood.
Among the household industries that

of dyeing has much to offer to the home-
worker. Without the need of expensive
implements or materials it can be carried

on successfully in a farmhouse kitchen

or a town house.
The things to know before attempting

the work are fortunately supplied to us
by the modern experiments in chemistry
and the application of common sense to

the task of creating beautiful borders in

color on fabrics of cotton, silk or linen,

or the complete transformation by means
of dyes, of fabrics of various kinds.

Just why the various kinds of cloth

take the dye in varying degrees is also

explained by those expert in the art of

dyeing. To obtain successful results it

is wise to pay attention to the experi-

ments of others and profit by them, be-

fore attempting any very difficult task for

one's self.

There are two distinct types of dye
stuffs : the natural dyes and the artificial

aniline or coal tar dyes, the former used
since the days of the ancients and the

latter comparatively new.
The Tyrian purple so highly prized,

used as a sign of royalty and forbidden

to all but persons of the highest rank was
obtained a drop at a time from a shellfish
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found on the shores of Tyre. The Egyp-
tians early used gorgeous colors obtained
from plant and mineral sources, dyeing
being a well developed art even then.

The Oriental peoples, the fame of

whose rugs is unsurpassed, sacredly

guard the secrets of their dyes, which
have been handed down and improved by
one generation after another. The fam-
ous tapestries of the Middle Ages and of

more modern times have been colored

with these dyes taken directly from
nature and brewed by the skilled dyester,

while the simple materials woven by our
grandmothers were dyed with bark of

walnut, leaf of sumac or root of indigo.

All this has been changed by the mar-
velous discovery made by the chemist
Perkins in 1856. While experimenting in

his laboratory with aniline from coal tar

he found the dye substance mauveine.
This discovery followed bv many others
in time completely revolutionized the

process of dyeing.
There are at present hundreds of dye-

stuffs made from coal tar products, which
produce an infinite variety of shades and
pure colors. Those who make these dyes
employ constantly numbers of chemists
to discover new dyes and to perfect the
method of using them.

Considerable has been written in criti-

cism of aniline dyes, and much of this

criticism is just. The chief difficulty is

that these dyes are so much purer than
the natural dyes that the resulting colors

are crude and hard. Also many of the
colors are fugitive and fade to ugly tones.

When properly used, however, beautiful
and fast colors may be obtained with
greater certainty and much more cheaply
than with the vegetable dyes. Vegetable
dyes are still used largely by craft work-
ers. With the exception of logwood and
indigo, natural dyes have almost disap-
peared from commercial use. Cochineal,
the brilliant color used to produce the
red coat of the British soldier, is extracted
from the bodies of the female of a small
bug; feeding on cactus plants.

Primitive people still use natural dyes.
When they tint yarn with aniline dyes
as some Western Indians have done of
late years, their products are anything but
artistic, since they do not know how to

handle these colors.

Persia protects the beauty of her fam-
ous rugs by a law making it a capital
offense to carry aniline dyes into the
country.

Those dyes chosen to produce the best
results in unskilled hands are especially
prepared in small packages for vegetable
or for animal fibres. The dyer needs only
to use common salt or vinegar as an as-
sistant. Certain dye stuffs produce a fast
color on a fibre, while others require the
action of some chemical to fix the dye
stuff to the fibre. The chemical, which
is used to combine with a dye and fix it

upon a fibre, is called a mordant. A dye
which requires a mordant for one fibre

may not require it for another. In gen-
eral, vegetable fibres require mordants
more than animal fibres.

With certain classes of dyes hard water
must not be used, as the calcium and mag-
nesium in the water precipitate the dye
stuff, while impurities like iron or organic
matter may cause trouble. Careful solu-
tion of the dye stuff that it may be evenly
distributed, regulation of the temperature
of the solution, and the proper use of

ants are all important precautions.
A recent development in amateur dyeing
is the use of oil paints and gasoline. The
process is quite simple. The desired color
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Framing ?
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Lane's Steel Joist Hangers in your

house and the walls will never settle.

Lane's Joist Hangers are everlasting.
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obtained by mixing oil paints is then

dissolved in gasoline. The fabric is dipped

several times in the solution and dyed.

This process is especially suitable for

nets, laces and other delicate fabrics as

only a limited amount of material may
be dyed in this way.
For dyeing silks the process of putting

the silk into the cold bath of the dye and

gradually raising the heat to boiling,

keeping the fabric moving by the use of

long wooden sticks is essential and the

darker the shade desired the longer the

boiling process may continue. If not dark

enough after the dye has apparently all

absorbed, the silk may be taken out and

more dye added and the process of boil-

ing continued again.

It is essential to any success in using

dyes that the directions printed on the

packet of dye be carefully followed. After

the fabric has been lifted from the dye it

should be allowed to cool gradually and
then rinsed thoroughly to clear the fabric

from any loose particles of dye. A little

experiment will show one how to obtain

soft colors by first dyeing a fabric with

natural shades. To obtain the desired

tint a weak dye of brown will tinge the

white of many fabrics a flesh tone, when
that is dry the further dyeing of the fab-

ric in tones of blue, green or red will be

found to give softer tints.

It is not wise to attempt to mix dyes

to obtain the tone desired. Experiment

first on samples and get the two colors

in separate pots of the tones required.

Dye the fabric first in one, and when quite

dry dye it in the other. This means more
labor but the results will be so much
more certain that it is well worth while.

There are many dyes now in use aimong

craft workers who have experimented

with their use until they have become
expert. But as these require many pro-

cesses in their use and often the employ-

ment of dangerous chemicals, it is well to

leave them to those who fully understand

their manipulation. The ordinary dyes

may be used to meet all requirements of

household use if care and pains are taken

in their application.

PLANTS NOT OFTEN SEEN IN THE
GARDENS

WHEN you sit down to make out your

seed list for the flower garden, do not

fail to write

Borage 1 package .05

Saffron 1 package .05

You will find these two things in the use-

ful herb department in the catalogue. I am
very sure that if you plant these seeds, and

have the good results that easily come from

such planting, you will feel amply repaid

and will be as enthusiastic as are all those

who are cultivating them.

The borage is a European plant, ordinar-

ily cultivated for salad use. It is also used

in medicine, in fevers, and often people like

it in making claret cup. The young leaves

of the borage smell like cucumbers. They
are used for the salad and sometimes boiled

like spinach. The people who raise borage

for salad use, sow it at intervals for the

leaves are palatable only when young. A
bouquet, made of the blossoms of this plant,

is really most artistic and beautiful. The
leaves are rough and hairy, and of a soft

silvery green. The flowers vary—some-

times on the same branch will be found both

blue and pink blossoms—graceful star-

shaped flowers with their soft gray green

foliage, are an exceedingly pretty table

decoration.
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A bunch of saffron blossoms in a copper

bowl is beautiful enough to attract the most
fastidious. The thistle-like flowers hold all

of the shades of yellow from the deep
orange red to the lightest shades. They
keep a long time in water and are satisfac-

tory in all ways.
Two other things are an addition to any

flower garden : One is the white snake root

(Eupatorium). It grows wild in abundance
near here in most places and takes kindly to

civilization, and it is especially desirable

since it grows and blossoms well in shady
places. It is very good for cutting and
makes a nice border and is a most effective

background for salvia as it blooms at the

same time.

Another plant that we find along the river

is the False Dragon Head (Physostegia).

This, too, is a splendid garden plant three

to four feet high. It bears spikes of bright

but soft pink tubular flowers that some-
what resemble immense heather blossoms.

OSTRICHES IN THE UNITED
STATES

ACCORDING to data contained in the

speech of Congressman Carl Hayden,
of Arizona, in the House of Representatives

February 7, 1913, the first ostriches were
brought into the United States in 1882. In

that year Dr. Charles J. Sketchley started

from South Africa with two hundred birds,

but only twenty-two survived the journey.

These birds were taken to southern Cali-

fornia, and the first American chick was
hatched on July 28, 1883. In 1884 Mr. E. J.

Johnson arrived in San Diego with twenty-

three birds, and in 1886 Mr. Edward Caws-
ton brought in forty-two birds, which he
took to Los Angeles, where he now has an

ostrich farm. In November, 1884, the Cape
Government imposed a duty of $500 on each

bird and $25 on each ostrich egg taken out

of the colony, but this tax did not discourage

Dr. Sketchley, who, in April, 1886, again

brought thirty-three birds to the United
States. From these four importations have
been bred all of the ostriches that are now in

this country, with the exception of a few
birds, which have been obtained from north-

ern Africa to improve the stock.

The number of ostriches in the United
States, according to the census returns, was
684 in 1900 and 5,361 in 1910. Their value

for 1910 is given at $1,696,140. It is safe to

say that at the present time there are 8,000

birds in this country, and eighty per cent of
them are located in Maricopa County, Ari-

zona, where I have the honor to reside. To
give you an idea of the comparative import-
ance of the industry I will state that in 1911
all of the ostriches in Maricopa County were
assessed for taxation at $232,000, while all

of the horses were assessed at only

$248,000, and all of the stock cattle at

$242,000. Southern California has the next
largest number of ostriches, and there are
a few farms in Texas, Arkansas and Flor-

ida.

Including the value of the farms devoted
to ostrich farming there are now more than
$2,000,000 invested in this industry in the

United States. While this amount is not
large compared with the other live-stock in-

dustries, yet we have just as good a start in

the business as they had in South Africa, but
there is no reason why we should not pro-
duce a large part of the feathers used in

America. The industry need not necessarily

be confined to the Southwest, because with
proper care ostriches can be successfully
raised almost anywhere in this country, and
particularly in the Southern States. Like
chickens, they must be properly protected
from cold and dampness. Carl Hagenbeck
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You can easily imagine the

convenience that you would
enjoy if you had an Inter-phone in your home. Up-to-date houses
are now built with Inter-phones installed instead of speaking- tubes

and, fortunately, their simplicity and very moderate cost make
them quickly and easily adaptable to any home, old or new.

Western < Electric

Inter-phones
are made in the factories where all of the Bell Telephones are made. That
is sufficient to establish their quality.

As many different rooms as desired may be connected in one system, but the
simplest and perhaps the most used is the con-
nection as shown in the pictures—between
bedroom and kitchen. This system can be set

up in any house by an inexperienced person.

This outfit, consisting of two Inter-phones with
the necessary wire and supplies, with full direc-

tions for installing—all packed in a box ready to

be set up—can be bought of your dealer at $15.

If he cannot supply you, we will ship it direct.

Perhaps you are not yet convinced that you need Inter-

phones in your home. Perhaps you don't realize in how
many ways they will save steps for you. Then, by all

means, get a copy of the little book we have prepared.
This booklet—"The Way of Convenience"—will certainly

throw a new light on the problem of housekeeping. It

will show you where to begin to apply scientific manage-
ment in your home. Get a copy. Ask for book29-Z.
It's free for the asking.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers of the 7,500,000 "Bell" Telephones

Main Office: 463 West Street, New York City. Branch Offices:

All Principal Cities of the United States and Canada.
Agents Everywhere.
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Just Published

The Swiss Chalet Book
By WILLIAM S. B. DANA

THIS book tells the story of the Chalet in Switzerland, its

history, evolution and construction. It is picturesque
as well as instructive and is replete with illustrations

and diagrams, sections and plans. The author has not
neglected the Swiss Chalet in America and tells the reader
of the use that has been made of Chalet forms in California,
accompanying his text with attractive pictures.

Table of Contents
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Builders. 11.—Construction Details; Granary Construction ;

Examples of Modern and Older Chalets. III.—The Chalet
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other Countries ; American Adaptations. Bibliography.
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Price, $2.50 Postpaid

MUNN & CO., Inc., 361 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

had succeeded in acclimating the giant birds

in Germany, and in raising them at Stellin-

gen, near Hamburg, a place of little sun-

shine and cold Winters.

I can best demonstrate the profit that

there is in the industry by stating that one

acre of alfalfa in Arizona will maintain four

ostriches during the entire year, with hardly

any other food except that they must be

given gravel and ground bone at all times.

This same acre of alfalfa will support a

cow the year around, but at five years the

cow may be worth fifty dollars, while an os-

trich of the same age will sell for $250. The
birds yield annually about a pound and a

quarter of feathers with an average value of

twenty dollars a pound, so that each ostrich

yields about ten per cent of its value in

feathers each year, to say nothing of the in-

crease, or of the food value of the eggs that

may not be used for incubation. Even the

shells of infertile eggs are sold as curi-

osities.

But no one knows how long an ostrich

will live, because the birds have not as yet

been under domestication for a sufficient

period of time. Although they are matured
at the age of five, their average life is sup-

posed to be about that of a human being.

A famous cock in South Africa, known as

"Old Jack," has been regularly plucked for

over thirty-five years, and his feathers are

still good. The last report about him says,

"The old bird is still very vigorous and
active and is at present sitting on a nest

of eighteen eggs."

The price of the feathers varies accord-

ing to quality, from $10 to $150 a pound.

Statistics were gathered in the United
States in 1909, and it was found that the

average return in feathers per bird was
$25.98, so that by pasturing ostriches about

$100 can be obtained from an acre of al-

falfa. It costs about ten dollars a year to

support each bird, leaving a profit of about

sixty dollars an acre from the feathers

alone. The birds themselves are very valu-

able. They are worth, in my country, at

least $500 for a good breeding pair. Some
finely bred birds command much higher

prices.

THE MILK OF INDIAN BUFFALOES

THE Government agricultural chemists

of Bombay and Bengal recently pub-
lished a paper on the milk of some breeds
of Indian buffaloes. As buffalo milk is

extensively used in India, the records of
the experiment have been received with
considerable interest. The Indian Agricul-

turalist says on the subject:

It is known that buffalo milk is richer

than that of European or even Indian cows
and hence the buffalo is valued highly as a

butter-producing animal. Most of the data
on record, however, seem to be for the buf-
falo in other countries than India. F.

Strohner analyzed the milk of buffaloes in

Transylvania and found a high percentage

of fat (over 9 per cent) he did not notice

any essential difference in the butter pro-

duced from cow's milk. A very complete
examination of the composition of the milk

of the Egyptian buffalo was made in 1890.

The next analysis was that made by Mr.
Leather in India, who summarized his re-

sults as follows: "The majority of the

samples analyzed are characterized by an
extraordinarily high proportion of butter

fat, 7 and 8 per cent being common, and in

one case close on 10 per cent was found.

Buffalo milk is white and the butter is

also usually white. The percentage of pro-

teids in buffalo milk is distinctly higher

than in cow's milk. The percentages of

milk sugar and mineral matter correspond

very closely to those of cow's milk."
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THE JANUARY NUMBER

WITH the next issue of American Homes and Gar-
dens this magazine enters its eleventh year, having

completed a decade, attended with the success which its pub-

lishers believe it has deserved. Much of this success has

been due to the personal interest which so many readers

and subscribers of the magazine have shown. The Editor

appreciates the many kindly letters and suggestions, which

have come from members of homes and gardens, and looks

forward to a continuance of the close relationship between

readers and the magazine. The January number of Ameri-
can Homes and Gardens, Number One, Volume Eleven,

will give special attention to the subject of home furnishings.

Esther Singleton, one of the best known authorities on in-

terior decoration in America, will contribute an article on
Furnishing the House at Moderate Cost. The Choice of

Wall Papers, will be the subject of an article by Ida J.

Burgess, whose excellent work is familiar to all readers of

American Homes and Gardens. Both these articles will

be fully illustrated with half-tone reproductions of photo-

graphs from subjects particularly pertinent to the text. Al-

though American Homes and Gardens has devoted much
space to the house for the man of moderate means, a more
elaborate subject will be the occasion for the opening article

of the January issue, which will be the superbly illustrated

article describing the New York town house of Mrs. Bel-

mont. An attractive brick house of the Pennsylvania Co-

lonial type, illustrated and described, and a good house of

the Italian Villa type will also be included in the contents

of this issue. A California Bungalow, most ingenious in

arrangement and attractive in design, will be illustrated and
described, accompanied by floor plans. The Collectors' De-
partment for the January issue will be of particular value,

inasmuch as it will contain a finely illustrated article on old

engraved and lithographed music covers by Marie Eliza-

beth Camp. Antique door-knockers will also be described

and Harold D. Eberlein will contribute an article on the

subject of Tulip-ware, one of the early Colonial pottery

wares, of America. The usual departments, Within the

House; Around the Garden; and Helps to the Housewife
will be included in this issue as well as numerous other ar-

ticles, Collectors' Notes and Queries and the Collectors'

Mart.

STAMP COLLECTING AS AN EDUCATIONAL PASTIME

THE recent International Stamp Exhibition held in New
York awakened an unusual interest in a subject that

too often is relegated to the belief that it only deserves con-

sideration as a mere schoolboy's hobby, instead of receiving

the attention it deserves of being a pastime possessing a

potent educational merit. The true collector, whether he be

a collector of china or of coins is more than a mere gatherer

of objects. So, too, the true postage-stamp collector is one

who collects issues of the world's postal franks because

the pastime is a natural and inductive method of acquiring

a knowledge of modern history from the middle of the

nineteenth century through the present era. The study of

stamps is dignified by the term "Philately." The Brooklyn

Academy of Arts and Sciences has a Philatelic Section and

in England the Royal Philatelic Society has its "Fellows"

as well as the other Royal Societies, the King of England

being a philatelic enthusiast and authority. Not only the

designs upon the stamps themselves are interesting and

worth study, but the incidents connected with issues cannot

help but prove broadening and instructive. With the mania

for collecting stamps of an issue, different one from another

by reason of a trifling measurement of a letter here or the

misplacement of a line there, we have no sympathy, but

the sane collecting of stamps whose possession serves to

introduce us to the main movements in recent and contem-

porary history deserves encouragement and as a home edu-

cational pastime is one well worth the following.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, has

just had bequeathed to it the collection of stamps of a

St. Louis collector. The Metropolitan Museum has not as

yet accepted the bequest, although it is interesting to note

that the British Museum possesses one of the finest, if not

the most extensive philatelic collection in the world. The
collection bequeathed to the Metropolitan Museum is

valued at fully $250,000, and it would require some six

hundred glass cases to display it properly. As the artistic

side of engraved stamps is important and interesting as well

as their historical quality, it is to be hoped that the collec-

tion will come to New York, if not to the Metropolitan

Museum.

A WORLD CITY

PRESIDENT POINCARE, of France, and other dis-

tinguished men have signified their intention of being

present at a conference to be held at the Sorbonne to discuss

the feasibility of the plan to build a monumental interna-

tional city devoted to all forms of human progress, the idea

of which originated with Hendrik Christian Andersen, an

American sculptor of note now living in Rome.
"The American State Department has manifested a keen

interest in the idea," says a recent report of the matter,

"and an executive order has been placed in the hands of

all the American Ambassadors directing them to aid Mr.
Andersen in every way that is feasible. Special audiences

with the Kaiser and the King of England are being ar-

ranged on his behalf by the American Ambassadors in

Berlin and London. Seventy-nine international societies,

including the leading, pacificist and philanthropic organiza-

tions, have signified their support, as also have private indi-

viduals, of many nationalities."

The probable cost of the city is estimated at $100,000,-
000. Mr. Andersen is reported as saying that he has
already refused an offer of financiers to build the city on
speculation, believing that the nations will co-operate spon-

taneously when they become acquainted with the idea. Pos-

sible sites have been studied on the New Jersey coast, the

Dutch coast, near The Hague; the Riviera, near Cannes;
Tervueren, near Brussels; the shore of Lake Neuchatel,
near Bern; St. Germain-en-Laye, near Paris; the Marmora
coast, near Constantinople, and the Mediterranean coast,

near Rome. Several other sites are under consideration.
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There is no tree more world-renowned than the ancient Cedar of Lebanon
Photograph by the American Colony
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HE Cedars of Lebanon have always occu-

pied a position of honor in the estimation

of man, doubtless because of their connec-

tion with the temple built by Solomon, and

the various allusions to them in scriptural

writings. Situated among the mountains in

northern Syria, these historic trees are decidedly off the

M

beaten track of tourists, and for that reason are only occa-

sionally visited. It is an excursion, too, that demands an

amount of exertion that discourages the average traveler, for

it can only be undertaken on horseback, while the rider must
be prepared to spend one or two nights under canvas. More-
over, the journey is one that could hardly be undertaken in

Winter, because of the snowdrifts upon the hillsides of the
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The faint spot of dark grey half-way up the distant mountains to the right indicates the location of the famous Cedars of Lebanon
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country by which it

is approached, while

in early Spring the

mountain tracks are

very muddy. This

makes the season for

visiting the famous

old grove a short one

at best.

There are two

places from which

the excursion can be

made; those of the

towns of Baalbec or

Tripoli. In the pres-

ent instance the trip

was made from Tri-

poli, on the coast.

This ancient town is

noted for its silk-

weaving, and many
hand looms can still

be seen in operation

turning out girdles

of gorgeous colors

A party of native Syrians grouped at the base of one of the gnarled old Cedars

On the land side the city is skirted

by fertile plains, where the orange and lemon are culti-

vated in large quantities. From here it is a long day's ride

on horseback to Bsherreh, the town from which the Cedars

are visited. It is, in many respects, an interesting and de-

lightful journey in late Spring or early Summer, despite

the discomforts that have preceded it. The route lies along

the Wadi Kadisha, or Sacred Valley, by a well-built car-

riage road. It is up-

hill all the way, a

climb of over five

thousand feet. As
one passes over the

hills one notices how
they have been care-

fully terraced and
planted with vines,

from which, at this

time of the year,

hang large clusters

of ripe fruit, unpro-

tected except by a

low stone wall.

As one ascends

picturesquely located

villages are passed,

surrounded by gar-

dens of mulberry

trees, with the leaves

of which the inhabi-

tants feed the silk

worms. The cultiva-

tion of silk, growing grapes and raising goats are the prin-

cipal occupations of the dwellers in the Lebanon. A strik-

ing fact which the traveler through this region notices is

the number of people who have emigrated to the United
States and returned home to spend their money in their

native land. They have, apparently, all prospered in

America, and speak highly of its opportunities. With their

money they have built modern houses, picturesque dwell-

These are some of the smaller trees in the famous old grove of the Cedars of Lebanon
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The smaller trees, Cedars of Lebanon grove, are walled in to protect them from the goats

ing houses with bright red tiles. Indeed, these townships

among the hills have been given the name of the "American

villages" of the Lebanon. Not until Bsherreh is reached

can the famous ancient Cedars be ^^^^^^^B^^^^^^
seen. A huge amphitheatre seems

to have been carved out of the moun-
tains above this quaint and pictur-

esquely situated town. Terraces

rise, one above the other, the upper

one being that whereon the majestic

Cedars stand. Bsherreh itself is on

the edge of a great cliff almost at

the head of the valley, but a little to

the left as one looks down towards

the sea. Its water supply is an ice-cold stream flowing

down from the region of almost perpetual snow.

It will be recalled that the massacres of i860 led to

^^^^^^^^^^^^^m European intervention, since when
the Lebanon has been an independ-

ent sanjak, or province, governed

by a Christian Mushir, appointed

for five years with the consent of the

great powers. There is no compul-

sory Turkish military service in the

province, and there is a small local

force of paid soldiers who do police

duty. Taxation is light. Under this

administration excellent roads have

Under surface of a Cedar of Lebanon branch Camping under the Cedars of Lebanon Upper surface of a Cedar of Lebanon branch
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Many of the Cedars of Lebanon reach an extraordinary height

been built throughout the province, by which nearly all

villages are reached and benefited.

From Bsherreh the Cedars are reached by a steep and
winding road. There are about 400 great trees in all.

With the exception of a few stragglers, the grove is en-

closed by a neat stone wall to protect the smaller trees

from goats. In the centre of the grove is a small Maronite
chapel. To dwellers in Syria, where forests of tall trees

do not exist, these majestic Cedars must naturally excite

wonder and admiration. Modern Syrian writers claim for

them the greatest height of any representatives of the vege-

table kingdom, but the Redwood tree of California, of

course, greatly surpasses the Cedars of Lebanon in this re-

spect. The fact is, they are about eighty feet high, which

is more than the height of the trees of an average Ameri-

can forest. They are justly renowned for the size of their

trunks, the girth of the largest being forty-seven feet. A
striking peculiarity of these trees is the growth of their

branches, which extend straight out at right angles to the

trunk and are furnished with exceedingly thick foliage,

brown as seen from beneath, but when viewed from the

hillside their upper surface resembles a rich dark green

lawn studded with cones standing erect. These latter are

the size of large goose eggs, and add interest to the tree.
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The smaller Cedars of Lebanon

In other parts of Lebanon there are other Cedars,

some eleven groves in all, but the trees in these are much
smaller than those in the preserve under notice, which is

the one visited by tourists and is called Arz er Rub, Cedars

of the Lord. Here we have a suggestion of what the

Lebanon was, in ancient times, when the now bare peaks

and mountain sides must have been covered with these

trees. It was here that King Solomon's seventy thousand

hewers wrought with their thirty-six hundred overseers,

besides those supplied by Hiram, King of Tyre, all toiling

to prepare the Cedar wood required for the Temple at

Jerusalem. These trees were also used in the construc-

These two specimens of the true Cedar of Lebanon, at Flushing, Long Island, must have been planted there many years ago. Their rarity

should make them a mecca for American arboriculturists. They also prove that this species of Cedar will thrive in America
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tion of David's house, and later

in the building of the second tem-

ple. That Cedrus Libani will

grow and flourish in the United

States is evidenced by a few beau-

tiful examples which were

brought here about a hundred

years ago, and which we illus-

trate. Perhaps the most notable

of these is the famous tree on the

Huntington estate at Throggs

Neck on Long Island Sound, New
York. The tree is said to have

been brought over from Palestine,

in 1790, by Philip I. Livingston,

who was then the owner of what

is now the Huntington estate. An-

other fine specimen still stands on

the old Prince estate of Flushing,

Long Island, near the bridge, and

a third and very handsome speci-

men stands in an open field on the

estate of Capt. F. A. Hinman,
also at Flushing. That these

trees were planted about the same

period there is little doubt, for

they are each of them in the neighborhood of sixty-five to

seventy feet high. A specimen planted in 1842 at Wood-
lawn, near Princeton, New Jersey, had in 1889, attained a

height of about fifty feet. Among the conifers there is no

Cede Neck,

more handsome or majestic tree

or one more worthy of cultivation

in this country both for its beauty

to all tree lovers and its historic

interest. Perhaps the most suc-

cessful efforts to raise the Cedar
of Lebanon in America have been

made by the Arnold Arboretum
of Harvard University, where
many young specimens, ranging

from ten to fifteen feet in height,

have been grown from the cone,

which, by the way, differs from
most Cedar cones in the fact that

their surface resembles that of

polished wood at maturity and
are of a pale green in the early

stages. A point of interest with

regard to the specimens grown
here, which we illustrate, is that

each of them stand within a very

short distance of large bodies of

water. Lebanons were introduced

into England toward the end of

the 17th century, and have been

successfully raised in many parts,

the Huntington estate, Throggs
Long Island, N. Y.

notably the magnificent specimens at Blenheim, the Duke
of Marlboro's estate. The trees were also introduced into

France early in the 18th century, and have been successfully

raised there, these instances showing a very wide distribution.

Cedar of Lebanon on the estate of Captain F. A. Hinman, Flushing, Long Island, N. Y.
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The Swiss chalet of late years has furnished American architects with many suggestions which they have successfully adapted to the requirements

of domestic architecture in this country

A Well Planned California Chalet
By Charles Alma Byers

F new interpretations of the old styles of

architecture there seems no end. Architects

are constantly materializing new possibili-

ties, and some of the older styles have under-

gone so many changes that the originals

have long ago been lost entirely. As when
considering the progress in the field of invention, we are

often made to wonder if the architects have not nearly

reached the limit of home-designing possibilities; but, like

the inventors also, they shall probably go on unhaltingly

producing new, or partly new, creations, until the end of

time. The inter-national interchange of styles and ideas does

much to prevent stagnation, and an adoption of foreign

styles of architecture has given the architects of America

prototypes from which many artistic interpretations have

been produced. Possibly they have misused some of their

opportunities, but in the majority of instances the process of

adaptation through which the borrowed styles have passed

has no doubt very greatly bettered, so far as America is

concerned, nearly all of such borrowings.

The chalet of Switzerland has been giving, during the

past few years, the architects of America a suggestion upon

which to display their ingeniousness, and already numerous
interpretations of various kinds have been produced—some
excellent and some indifferent. The one illustrated by the

accompanying photographs is particularly good for a level

city lot—and since the real Swiss chalet is supposed to pos-

sess mountainous environs this particular representation of

the style deserves more than mere passing attention.

It is two stories in height, as will be observed, and pos-

sesses ten rooms, besides bathroom, closets, storages,

porches and so forth. It is located in Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, and was designed and built by Messrs. A. S. Barnes

and E. B. Rust of that city. It represents an expenditure

of about five thousand dollars, and the builders claim that

it should be readily duplicated in any locality for approxi-

mately that amount.

It is only in the house's exterior structural lines that the

Swiss chalet is suggested. It possesses the broadly project-

ing eaves, the comparatively flat roof, the perpendicularly

boarded gables, the casement windows, and lastly, the in-

dispensable and oddly-designed balcony. The front porch,

occupying a corner, is 11x22 feet in dimensions, and over
this porch is located the balcony, a 9^x11 foot loggia, an
appreciable feature, and a large closet. In the rear there is

a pergola, 9^2x21 feet in size, and another porch, besides

the customary screened porch.

The foundation of the house, as well as the walls and
flooring of the basement and the flooring of the porches

and pergola, is of concrete, and the chimneys and walls to
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the base of the windows are

plastered. From the base

line of the windows upward

the walls are of cedar

shakes, except the gables,

which are of 1x12 inch

boards and battens. The
exterior woodwork is

stained a dark brown, and

the roof, which is shingled,

is stained a light green.

The interior is particu-

larly well arranged, and the

prospective home builder

will do well to study care-

fully the accompanying

floor-plan drawings. The
front door opens into a sort

of reception-hall, or entry,

7x17 feet, in size, with a
Interior of the living-room

built-in window seat in the opposite end. A broad arch con-

nects this entry with the large living-room. The living-room

contains a spacious fireplace with a mantel of pressed brick,

and in a corner at one side of the fireplace there are built-in

bookcases. The stairway leads from the living-room, al-

though a small hall provides access to it from the rear

rooms. Sliding doors separate the living-room from the

dining-room and a sunroom. In the last are two built-in

bookcases, and in the first an excellent buffet with china

closets on each side constitute the prominent features. Access

to the pergola is had from the sunroom and from the rear

porch. On the second floor there are three bedrooms, two
boudoirs, a small screened-room, a bathroom and several

closets and storages, besides the already-mentioned loggia.

A hall leading from the stairway landing extends to the

three bedrooms and bathroom. The boudoirs and roomy

closets, as well as the entire

second- floor arrangement,

will meet the approval of

every woman, and the

screened-room in the rear

affords an appreciable out-

door sleeping place.

The woodwork of the en-

try, living-room, dining-

room and sunroom consists

of mahoganized birch, and
the floors throughout the

first floor are of oak, except

in the kitchen and the ser-

vant's-room, which are of

pine. The floors of the sec-

ond floor are of maple, ex-

cept in the screened-room

and the bathroom, pine be-

ing used in the former and

White cedar is used for the finish in all

I
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tile in the latter

of the rooms except the entry, living-room, dining-room and

sunroom, and in the kitchen, pantry and bathroom the

wainscot is white enameled.

Recognizing that the home is primarily woman's realm,

the designers of the house here illustrated have catered

particularly to her likes, and surely the arrangement, to-

gether with the numerous built-in features, should bring

forth appreciation from every one who can only afford or

cares only for a medium-priced home.

The house is substantially and warmly constructed, and
is heated from a furnace. Not only for California and the

Far West is the chalet type, adapted to the bungalow or

cottage dwelling, well worth the home-builder's considera-

tion, but as a style suited to other parts of the country it de-

serves more attention than it has appeared to have received.
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Aquamarine

Glass
By Elizabeth Lounsbery

Photographs by T. C. Turner

F the many forms to which glass

has been adapted, the orna-

mental has proved quite as

necessary as the glass of utility

since the earliest days of its us-

age, and it is in one of its most

unusual forms that it is pre-

aquamarine glass, illustrated

which was designed by the

decorative and

sented in the

in this article,

American artist, Louis C. Tiffany.

In imitation of the effects obtained by look-

ing through a glass-bottomed boat, such as are

used in tropical waters and from other aspects

of beautifully colored water, clear and deep,

this glass was conceived, in which sea vegeta-

tion, fish and seaweed are reproduced in a most
realistic manner by the subtle chemistry of glass

making, in which the glass is partly blown and
partly left in a solid form with the objects of

decoration disposed within its solid mass.

Except in the matter of shape, which is de-

signed to conform as nearly as possible to the

object of decoration that it contains, no defi-
The tall "Gold Fish" vase

is one of graceful propor-

tions and remarkably imitates actua

fish in water. This vase is truly an

achievement of high order in artistic

glass-making, yet stands for naturalness

nite design is followed by the glass blower, his

idea being to produce a certain character of

work, and, while he may depart from the direct

scheme, the ultimate object is never lost sight

of. An example of this glass often weighing

twenty-five pounds is manipulated by the glass

worker at the end of a five-foot blow-iron or

"pontil" and takes several hours to evolve.

Many pieces are lost in "annealing" the glass,

in spite of the care used during the long period

necessary to complete this part of the work.

Although not really belonging to this group
of aquamarine glass, though suggestive of it,

is the bowl-shaped vase decorated with sprays

of white blossoms and green leaves. The pe-

culiarity of this piece is that when held in a

certain position the decoration appears to be

both inside and outside the bowl, although it

is actually only upon the outside. This is due
to the peculiarities of the "lens" principle upon
which the lower part of the vase is based.

Fascinating in their naturalness are the

(Continued on page 44-1

J

gold

fish-

Jelly-Fish Vase Phantom-Fish Vase Minnow Vase
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Curtains for Winter
By Ida J. Burgess

Photographs by T. C. Turner

1 _
Jute tapestry fabric

HEN the thermometer descends on the way
to zero from the mild heat of Autumn days,

it rather makes one shiver to see windows
clad only in their thin Summer draperies,

even though one knows the window frames

to be quite tight and well protected against

the outer cold. The sense of chilliness is

much lessened by the sight of warm heavy

looking outer curtains that may be drawn
over the large surface of glass exposed to

zero weather acting like a refrigerator on

the air within. However well windows are

protected by blinds and shades one instinct-

ively draws heavy curtains over windows at

night to shut out the nippy air and keep the

house cozy and warm within.

The choice of suitable fabrics for these

heavy draperies and curtains is a matter of

some difficulty at times, since they must not

be of a stuffy character nor of a material sure

to catch and hold the dust, nor yet of a fab-

ric in appearance only adapted to Summer
use. Without doubt much depends on the

way the curtains are made to give this ap-

pearance of warmth so necessary for Winter
use. Unless heavy interlinings are used al-

most any fabric will look thin and the only

way to insure rich looking folds is to have both a lining and
interlining for the heavy draperies.

Silk with an interlining of fleeced cotton has all the qual-

ity of a much heavier material, and is often more suitable
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A printed velvet,

About $3.

Green and cream colored

than velvet, at the windows of the important rooms of a

house. Velvets seem richer and nothing quite takes their

place since no other material falls naturally into such rich

looking folds giving protection against the cold of ice

and snow without.

In rooms where it is desired to carry the plain color

tone of the side walls into the heavy curtains

at the window, these may match the color

of the walls, or in the instance of velvet, a

tone darker may be chosen. The short pile

English cotton velvet is a most durable fab-

ric, will even withstand washing, it is said,

and is made in almost every color. The
printed velvets are of great variety in pat-

tern, some two tones of one color, others a

dark blue, red or green background with the

pattern in a number of colors.

The patterns printed are of a great vari-

ety with the constant revival of old patterns

first made by designers of a hundred years

and more ago, when the importations into

England and France of fabrics and porce-

lains from the Orient suggested to the de-

signers of those countries the adaptation of

those masses of twisted vines with bunches

of the quince blossom scattered in irregular

volume over the fabric or the dwarf pine

with birds of paradise on the wing, miniature garden scenes

and even animals and people. These old block patterns re-

vived in numerous colorings are more suited to heavy linen,

jute or cotton materials than to velvets, and when of suit-

five-color fabric

50 a yard

Blue and white stripes, pink roses. About
90 cents a yard

Cotton tapestry, Wistaria blossoms. About
$3.00 a yard

Futurist pattern, black and white. About
$2.00 a yard
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able color make curtains, bet-

ter suited to every day wear than

velvet or silk in unpretentious

houses.

Large patterned fabrics give
more distinction to the heavy cur-

tain when combined with a plain

wall of the same general color tone.

The monotony of the constant repe-

tition of one identical color in wall

surface and curtain fabric is some-

times well to avoid. But it is even

worse to make the two of such vio-

lent contrast that attention is forced

to this difference in color.

It is better to select a curtain fab-

ric somewhat darker in tone than

the wall covering and under all

conditions try to have a variety of

several colors with some one tone

that of the color of the wall cover-

ing. This repetition of the prevail-

ing wall color in small spaces on the

curtain material connects the several

different colors used in a room and
is the well-known "principal of bal-

ance" so constantly practised by de-

signers possessed of a fkie color sense. This passes un-

noticed by the uncritical eye whose frequent displeasure over

false, combinations of colors can only find expression in

such phrases as, "there's something wrong with it some-

where, I don't know what it is."

The art of -knowing just what colors may be combined

successfully "remains always a closed secret to persons not

gifted with a natural color sense, certainly to those who have

given the matter no thought or study. Very naturally those

persons leave all these fine distinctions to the decorator to

solve for them and do not attempt to decide any matter of

color for themselves.

Among fabrics highly esteemed for their beauty of tex-

ture, next to plain velvet, may be mentioned the heavy

corded silks. Those made in Japan have an irregular sur-

face given by a heavier thread woven in at intervals to give

the quality of irregularity, the very thing most avoided by
French weavers, who aim above all else at an even sur-

face in the manufacture of the fabric itself. With the

corded silks galloons and braids of various kinds may be
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A very beautiful cotton cord landscape tapestry. This

can be had for about $4.50 a yard

combined for trimming, if desired.

When windows are high and the

over curtains hang quite to the floor,

bands of gold or bronze braid may
be used in crosswise effects at the

top or bottom as the division of

wall space in the room may deter-

mine. Heavy draperies hung over

thin curtains should always be

interlined to give weight and body

to the curtain. Very few materials

have sufficient body of themselves

to supply this essential appearance

of thickness. With an interlining

materials of very light weight may
be used with the best results, but

without the interlining the over cur-

tains hang in stringy folds looking

flimsy and thin.

For some rooms where heavy

wood paneling makes the arras

cloth of woven tapestry suitable in

the wall spaces a heavy plain bas-

ket cloth of the tone of the wood-
work seems the best thing for cur-

tains. Where a plain wall surface

needs some variety in the heavy

draperies, good linen taffetas, having a pattern in large rich

colors seems to be the best thing. The modern German
designers have given us many rich and quite unusual pat-

terns in these fabrics. The Morris designs are always

agreeable for libraries, living-rooms and dining-rooms.

For a group of casement windows heavy side curtains

with a valance above of similar material seems to frame the

whole, although the heavy curtains are not drawn over the

entire window. If one does not want to shut out the light

from the upper portion of the window by this valance, it

may be hung above the window frame, low enough to cover

the top of the window and the side curtains hung on the

same pole will finish the window as with a frame.

In many cases stencil patterns on plain linen give better

satisfaction than woven patterns, especially when borders

only are desired. The lower third of the curtain may be

treated in this way, by using dyes and a stencil pattern, Jap-
anese stencil or those designed by workers in the crafts are

very handsome. For bedrooms, over curtains of silk with

a backing of sufficient weight, will give added warmth.

Old needlework and "Futurist" pattern fabrics in strongly contrasting colors. French linen fabrics with a pattern adapted from Chinese porce-

lain and a landscape garden in gay colors
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The library has green painted walls and a number of panels of its walls are filled with books

A Remodeled City House
By Harry Martin Yeomans

Photographs by T. C. Turner

NE frequently reads of the houses which

architects have designed for themselves, but

it is not so usual to have the opportunity to

find a house which has been decorated and

furnished in detail by its owner for his or

her own occupancy. Since the selection and
assembling of furniture, fabrics, rugs and pictures, for the

adornment of a house, which will transform it into a home, is,

in itself, a fine art, it is interesting to look behind the scenes,

as it were, and see just what one who is engaged in the pursuit

of creating beautiful interiors for

others, would elect to use in his or

her own home surroundings.

In the accompanying photographs

can be seen the very beautiful in-

teriors which have been evolved by
Miss Elsie de Wolf, of New York,

for her city home. This house is an

especially attractive study to those

who are interested in house plan-

ning and in problems of interior

decoration, as it embodies many un-

usual and practical features of im-

portance. The house was remodeled
from one of the old-fashioned

The cool and stately entrance-hall paved with blocks

of black and white marble

brownstone city dwellings, having a dark and forbidding

aspect, and the story of its transformation is well worth

the telling.

The house was originally one of those high-stooped types

of which many thousands were erected in New York,

each precisely like its neighbor, about i860, when American

domestic architecture was at a low ebb. The, original en-

trance was on the second floor at the left-hand side of the

house, and led into a hallway from which the stairway

ascended to the floors above. In the process of remodel-

ing, the entrance has been brought to

the street floor instead, and the old

halls and stairs were torn out in

order to add the space they occupied

to the width of the various recon-

structed rooms; a decided advantage

over the old house with its long, tun-

nel-like apartments. A graceful,

winding stair was then built up

through the centre of the house and

this, though not cramped in effect,

occupies a very small amount of

space.

From the street one descends by

two or three steps into a small en-
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trance-court, surrounded by

a simple iron railing and

grille. Against the iron rail-

ing were planted box-trees,

clipped in formal shapes.

Over the entrance door is a

small iron balcony, excellent

in design, resting on iron

brackets, and on this are

placed more of the clipped

box-trees. The solid wooden
entrance-door, painted a

green-dark, and having a

large bronze knoh in the

centre, opens into a cool and

stately entrance-hall, which

is paved with blocks of black

and white marble. The flat

wall-surface is broken up by
moldings forming rectangu-

lar panels, and the whole
treated with paint, ecru in

color. To the right and left, as you enter, in each centre

panel, is a shallow niche, in each of which stands a terra-

cotta allegorical figure on a pedestal. At the back, be-

tween the doors leading to the stairway-hall, is a beautiful

Louis XIV, white marble wall-fountain, set in the wall, and
clustering about its base are some green, growing plants.

In the elongated panels are simple, gold-bronze lighting fix-

tures with empire shades. Two green enameled Louis XIV
tabourets and a small table, holding the visitors' book,

complete the furnishings of this entrance-hall, and its air

of quiet elegance is but a

forerunner of equally beau-

tiful rooms to follow. One
passes through the door at

the rear to the staircase-hall,

which leads to the floors

above. The walls are

painted deep ivory and on

the landings the walls have

been paneled with rectangu-

lar pieces of mirror. In fact,

a great many mirrors have

been used in this "house, not

to reveal one's reflection,

but for their decorative

value, and to give an appear-

ance of greater width to the

rooms, as the house is only

twenty feet in total width.

The drawing-room, on the

second floor, is a restful

room with a pervading sense

of quiet ease. The simple

paneling suggests the Louis

XVI period, and is a striking

example of the manner in

which the French period

styles can be adapted to

rooms of small dimensions,

without having that frigidly

formal appearance which
period rooms are apt to pos-

sess. The walls are painted

a beautiful tone of grey,

which makes a harmonious,

neutral background for the

collection of old gold and

painted French furniture of

different periods, some tapes-

The entrance is just below the street level try covered, which combined,

nevertheless, in a harmonious whole. Over the little writ-

ing table, in a small glass case, is a little collection of minia-

tures, watches, fans and pieces of quaint jewelry.

One may digress, for a moment, to refer to the wall

treatment of the various rooms. No wall-papers have been

used in the entire house. Instead, the walls have been

painted and stippled, so as to remove all trace of brush

marks and impart a flat, dull finish. In the case of the

entrance-hall, the drawing-room and the dining-room, the

flat wall-surfaces have been agreeably broken up into panels,

by the simple expedient of

nailing wooden moldings to

the walls and then painting

the whole surface. In this

manner a paneled room can

easily be attained. The in-

itial expenses of painted

walls over wall-papers is

greater, but they can be eas-

ily cleaned and are undoubt-

edly more sanitary.

The original drawing-
room was long and narrow,

but in the course of remodel-

ing, the hall has been taken
away, and this space incorpo-

rated in the drawing-room,
which has resulted in a room

The dining-room, library (looking towards mantelpiece), and library showing cabinet
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The grey drawing-room with its paneled walls is

of much better proportions. This room is full of color and

flowers are everywhere. The grey of the walls is counter-

balanced by the beautiful tones which glow in the uphol-

stery fabrics and the long overcurtains, over white muslin,

at the windows. Wonderful shades of rose-pinks and reds

are the dominant colors here, and are repeated in the ex-

quisite Persian rug spread over the parquet floor. Over the

beautiful mantel of white veined marble, is an antique panel

from an old French house, having a small mirror set be-

tween fluted pilasters, and a carved panel above. The spaces

between the windows have been filled with mirrors resting

on Louis XVI consoles of grey painted wood.
The illumination is almost entirely by the soft rays of

candle-light, there being twenty candles in this room, sup-

plemented by two electric lamps made from Chinese por-

celain vases. The candle sconces on the walls are very

interesting, and are in the form of a spray of flowers tied

with a bowknot, the blossoms being of old Saxe porcelain.

In the panel opposite the mantelpiece, the interest centres

in a very beautiful decorative portrait by Nattier, framed in

grey, and underneath it is a gold Louis XVI davenport, or

canape d' alcove, as the French put it. In the two large

panels, on either side of the mantel, are hung a few pictures,

framed in dull gold, of architectural ruins and flowers

treated decoratively.

Across the stairhall from the drawing-room is the din-

ing-room, or dining salon, as it might better be called, in-

as-much as it is not furnished in the accepted dining-room
manner. It is paneled and painted grey and is a fitting com-
panion for the drawing-room across the hall.

This is an exquisite, simple room and a great deal of
thought has been expended on its decoration. The color

scheme was worked out from the Chinese rug of yellow,

one of the most beautiful apartments in the house

brown and Chinese blue, which covers the parquet floor.

These colors have been repeated in the gold Louis XVI
chairs, and in the colors of the wonderful blue velvet fab-

ric, with which they are covered, having a yellow satin stripe

in it. Against the panes are white muslin curtains fulled on

rods at top and bottom, with small looped-up overcurtains

of yellow taffeta, reaching only half way to the sill. Instead

of a serving table and sideboard, two Louis XVI console

tables of grey painted wood, having tops of black and grey

marble, have been used. The dining table has been carved

in low relief
,
painted grey, and has a plate glass top over

a lace cloth. The apparent width of this room has been

increased by placing two mirrors opposite each other, one

over the mantelpiece and the other over one of the console

tables. These mirrors have been framed in moldings and

the panel at the top has been filled out by a long painting,

showing cameo-like figures against a grey background. This

same treatment has been accorded the panel over the man-

telpiece and is a delightful way of using an old decorative

picture. The other pictures are old cartoons for tapestries

done in crayon and touched up with watercolor, and show
great clusters of roses in classic marble vase's. They are

framed in carved moldings, painted the same color as the

walls, under glass, and are attached directly to the walls\

This is a commendable way of framing decorative pictures

and makes them an integral part of the room. The side-

lights are gilt-bronze Louis XVI sconces, holding real

candles, and on the console tables are silver candlesticks

which adorn the table at dinnertime.

The next floor contains a personal suite of rooms, con-

sisting of a library or sitting-room, and a bedroom with its

accompanying dressing-room, bath and, ample wardrobe
space. The bedroom is bright and sunny with painted walls
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The bedroom with white mantelpiece

of cafe au lait and white woodwork. A beautiful white

marble mantel, with classic pilasters, surrounds the fire-

place opening, with a gold framed mirror above. A Persian

rug covers the floor and at the windows are white muslin

curtains with long overcurtains and a valance of cretonne,

showing baskets of pink flowers and grey-green and blue-

green foliage against an ecru background. A day couch by

the mantelpiece and also a few of the chairs are covered

with this same material. The principal piece of furniture

is an old, fourpost, French bed hung with old brocade.

The library is a delightfully intimate room, full of per-

sonal souvenirs, where one loves to linger. The walls

are painted pale green and the wood trim cream white. The
woodwork and side-walls are tied together by repeating the

Long side of the drawing-room

green of the walls in a stripe of green paint outlining the

panels of the doors. The mantelpieces of black marble with

white marble appliqued decorations is of the French Em-
pire period and has a large mirror over it. The sidelights

are of metal painted black and gold with little Wedgewood
placques set in them. The furniture makes for leisurely

ease and comfort. The chairs are placed conveniently near

the tables and within range of the lights. A Louis XVI bed-

couch fills the wall-space between the two doors. It does

not have the appearance of a bed, but it can be utilized for

sleeping purposes, as it is fitted with a mattress and pillows.

As one enters this room the most striking feature is its

books. Two sides of the room are virtually paneled with

(Continued on page 441)

A corner of the drawing-room showing the over-mantel decoration
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A PERSIAN GARDEN IN CA'i
ALIFORNIA can lay claim to many a picturesque garde

j

than Joseph Waldron Gillespie's Persian water garden j

tween midsummer and midwinter. In treatment it is s
j

Naib-i-Sultan in the Shimran, and its plashing fountains

and its suburb outlook are the wonder of every one v

every drop of water is treasured owing to its scarcity, the Gillespie es

side, provides a cheap source of crystal clear water. It is first utilb

exedra. Below this pool, which is surrounded by a vine-festooned
]

bronze dolphin. From this it empties into a little basin of aquatic p]

whose central line of bricks are depressed just enough to confine the 1

proached from the side by a double avenue of stately Cocos plumosa am
whose motionless water surface takes the place of the conventional la 1

tiles that ser

stant presei

California s •
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another well

long flight c
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ORNIA $**
BY HORATIO F. STOLL
Photographs by Harold A. Parker

t none can boast of a more romantic setting or a stronger individuality

my Montecito, where the temperature has but a ten degree variation he-

lve of the hillside gardens of the Kasr-Kajar, near Teheran, or of the

otus-covered pools, its brick-paved walks, shadow flecked by great trees,

is the privilege of viewing them. Unlike most Persian gardens, where

as a plentiful and constant supply. A little spring, away up on the hill—

a rectangular bathing pool which it enters at the center of a high-walled

a, the water again appears from the mouth of a beautifully designed

The overflow water then trickles down the middle of a long walk,

reamlet. The Gillespie home is a Roma Villa of purest type and is ap-

nix canariensis palms. In front of the house are four rectangular basins

They are from 12 to 18 inches in depth and are lined with greenish-blue

suggest the con-

f an unclouded
rrom this upper

leads down to

ain. Below is a

:k steps and then

; sprinkled with

onded by cypress

> a wind break.
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House Plants

and Their Care

By F. F. Rockwell

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves
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Bettmoreana Palm

GREAT many people forego the pleasure

and good-cheer to be had from keeping

plants in the house, not through any lack of

love for or appreciation of flowers, but be-

cause failure or indifferent success has re-

warded their former attempts at gardening

indoors. This is true oftentimes even with those who have
been successful garden makers outside. Such failures are, in

the great majority of cases, the result of ignorance or care-

lessness—the two most dangerous enemies of plants indoors

or out. It should be understood at the outset that the reme-

dies for pests and diseases of plants in the "indoor garden"
are of two kinds—preventive, and what I may call "post-

semi-mortem" ; that is, you may either give your plants the

proper conditions and, by keeping a sharp lookout, prevent
any insect or disease from getting a start, or you may neglect

or fail to look after your plants until they are half dead
and then try by heroic effort to resuscitate them. The
latter method is never satisfactory, and is always much
more work. Therefore, be one of the wise to whom a

word is sufficient, and employ the former method in looking
after your plants. Everyone knows the stress laid upon the

importance of keeping well rather than having to get well.

The way to keep well is to find out what the body requires

in the way of food, rest, cleanliness, fresh air, and so forth,

and then to comply with nature's laws; the same is true of
plants, and especially

of plants that are

kept in the house,

where nature has

comparatively little

to say in the way of

their care and where
you yourself must at-

tend to all their

wants, as wind, sun

and rain cannot get

at them to do it for

you. Most often it

is ignorance of Na-
ture's little book of

rules which causes

plant trouble. Take,

for instance, the mat-

ter of the annual rest

which most plants re-

quire. In their natu-

ral habitat their tops

would die down, the

leaves fall off or the

plants remain in a

dormant condition,

without any attempt The delicate blossoms and beautiful leaves

The Nephrolepis Fern

at flowering during several months. We take these

plants and civilize them, breed them up until they bear

flowers several times as large and in much greater pro-

fusion than unassisted Nature ever required of them,

and, not content with that, we put them in a pot and

bid them keep on working for us right through the winter

as well.

By heavy feeding, high temperature and frequent water-

ings we attempt to force them into growth at a season when
they absolutely demand rest; and the result is that trouble

ensues. And yet we wonder what caused it. In the same
way, too much or too little water, too low or too high a

temperature, or lack of fresh air, will result in things be-

ginning to go wrong. And until we learn better we try to

set them right by applying remedies to the symptoms, while

paying no attention whatever to their cause. For these

reasons, before describing the several remedies which are

used in bringing unhealthy plants back to a normal condi-

tion, I shall have a few words to say about the proper treat-

ment of plants in the house.

Moisture.—I mention this first because it is more fre-

quently the cause of plant troubles than any of the several

other factors in the case. One who has had experience only

with plants growing out of doors, and who has seen the

munificent results of supplying them abundantly with water,

is pretty sure to overdo the matter when it comes to handling

potted plants in the

house, which is an en-

tirely different prop-

osition. That is, they

are apt to overdo it

as far as watering the

soil is concerned; but

a sufficient amount of

moisture in the air is

as necessary to plant

growth as having the

soil supplied; this is

a point which a great

many people who fail

to be successful with

plants in the house

do not realize. This is

why it is so difficult

to get plants to do
their best in a room
that is heated by

steam or hot air, both

of which reduce the

amount of moisture

in the air to very

much below the nor-

mal. This undesira-of the Begonia make it an ideal house plant
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ble condition can be effec-

tively remedied in two ways :

first, by adequate ventilation,

and, second, by evaporating

water in a glazed porcelain

bowl or pitcher placed on or

near a radiator, and filled

regularly with water. These

precautions are not only nec-

essary for the health of the

plants, but the inmates of the

house as well, as they will

surely suffer, although per-

haps not so perceptibly, from

an abnormally dry atmos-

phere. As to the amount of

water to be applied to the

soil in which plants are

growing, perfection in that

art can be attained only by

practice and observation.

But here are a few general

rules which will help ma-
terially : First, all pots should

be thoroughly drained, so

that any surplus moisture

may be absorbed through the

soil readily, and the bottom
The Cineraria is, unfortunately, subject to the attacks of green-flies. There

is not a more showy pot plant grown. A favorite Easter gift-plant

soms in the inside of the

room, they should be turned

half-way about every two or

three weeks. The matter of

fresh air is equally as im-

portant as that of light.

Plants are probably more

neglected in this regard than

in any other; a close, con-

fined atmosphere is not only

harmful to the health of the

plants themselves, but offers

the most favorable condition

to the attack of most of the

insect enemies of plants.

Give your plants plenty of

fresh air. This does not

mean, of course, that they

will stand having windows

or doors left open directly

upon them in cold weather.

Use common sense in admit-

ting it indirectly and a little

at a time; but you can put it

down as a safe rule to give

your plants as much fresh

air as possible while main-

taining a sufficiently high

of the pot should never be allowed to stand in water. Sec-

ond, the amount given will depend upon the plant and also

whether or not it is in a state of active growth or in a more
or less dormant condition. In the latter case it will require

very little water. Third, the condition of the soil rather

than the length of time that has elapsed since previous

watering will guide the gardener as to whether it is time to

water again; for most plants the soil, after receiving a thor-

ough watering, should be left until it begins to dry out on
the surface before watering again; small applications fre-

quently made are almost always injurious. Fourth, as a

general rule, in the cold and dark weather of the winter

months, do the watering on the morning of a bright day,

so that the foliage can be dried off before night, and in the

hot bright days of the summer months do your watering in

the evening, so that the soil will have a chance to absorb it

before it evaporates from the surface.

Temperature.—Most plants will thrive in the house at a

temperature of from 45 to 55 degrees at night, with ten

or fifteen degrees higher during the day. An occasional

variance above or below these figures will not be injurious,

but you should have a thermometer on hand and try to

stick to the standard you set as near as you can. It is

more often dry air than high temperature which causes the

troubles commonly ascribed to the latter. You should

watch the temperature, however, and also avoid sudden
thermometer changes, as plants are subject to injury from
sudden checks of any sort.

Light and Air.—While some plants thrive in the full sun-

light and want all they can get of it, others do better in par-

tial shade or when they are in the indirect light which enters

the eastern or western windows. You should study your
plants and give them locations in the room which are suit-

able to their particular requirements. The majority of
them like full sunlight, but it is as well to have a light cur-

tain which can be drawn across the window during the

middle of very bright days, as sun shining through glass

will injure things which it would not affect out in the open.
As your plants become established inside and begin to fnake
new growth, you will notice that they begin to get "lop-

sided"—that is, to grow toward the light. To keep your
plants shapely and to get the benefit of some of the blos-

temperature. This is especially necessary where there is

any possibility of coal gas or illuminating gas getting into

the room in which the plants are kept. These are fatal to

having success with plants in the house; small quantities are

very insidious, as the plants will continue to live a long time,

but will remain in a sickly condition, with the blossoms fre-

quently falling off just before they open.

Insect Pests.—Even where plants are attended to with

intelligence and care, the various insects injurious to them
will sometimes put in an appearance. If neglected, they

will multiply with a rapidity which is almost incredible, and

often succeed in a short time in working irreparable dam-
age. In order to fight insects successfully, there are three

things which you must learn. The first is to get after them
at once, and do not delay a day or even an hour after you

discover them. The second is to do the job thoroughly—do

not leave a single one of the enemy concealed anywhere to

carry on the fight. It is much better to take the time and

the trouble to get rid of them at once and for all time than

to half do the job and then have it to do over again within

a week or ten days; and the third is to use the remedy
suited to the pest you happen to be fighting. For instance,

it does little or no good to cover the leaves with a poisonous

spray for an insect that lives by sucking the juice from the

plant, nor, on the other hand, to try to vanquish some
tough-skinned individual that lives by eating the leaves by
going after him with a "contact poison" like kerosene emul-

sion, which would prove fatal to the insects which suck.

Here are the pests most likely to trouble your plants in

the house and the remedies which will prove effective in

combating them

:

Aphids, or Green Plant Lice.—This is the enemy most
commonly encountered indoors. Plants that are crowded
or kept too dry, poor ventilation, dark corners, all furnish

a favorable environment to their development. The most
effective remedy is tobacco, which can be had in any of the

three following forms: Liquid solutions of nicotine, diluted

and sprayed on according to directions; tobacco dust, to be

sprinkled on the leaves; or prepared tobacco paper for

fumigating. The last form is the most effective where it

can be used, but it is not always available for use in living-

rooms. In such cases the diluted spray will be usually
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most convenient and effective for use.

Mealy Bugs.—These intruders grow

inside white cottony masses which are

easily seen, but which you might not

take at first to contain any living thing.

They also thrive in a hot dry atmosphere

and are especially fond of such soft

wooded plants as fuschias and coleus,

and appear first usually at the axles of

the leaves. A fine brush or the tip of a

feather dipped in alcohol or kerosene

and applied to the bugs will finish them

in short order, but be sure not to leave

any in out-of-the-way corners.

Red Spider.—-This little fellow is so

minute that you would never imagine

until you have had experience with him

that he could do any serious damage.

Besides being very small, just about the

size of a grain of red pepper, he works

on the under sides of the leaves behind

a tiny web. You may be warned when
he has arrived by the condition of the

leaves, which show first an abnormally

light green color and then very small

yellow spots which spread until finally

the leaf turns a complete yellow and

drops off. Spray the plants with as

much force as possible, using clear, cold

The Fuschia is one of the most satisfactory

window plants for indoors

water; also dust them with flour of sulphur. If you have

only a few plants, the most effective and convenient method
is to dip the top of each plant (holding the ball of earth

so that it will not slip from the pot) two or three times

very quickly into hot water, heated to 140 to 160 degrees.

This treatment is effective against the aphids and the mealy

bug as well as against the

red spider. Water of this

temperature is uncomforta-

ble to the hand, but will not

injure the plants if they are

quickly immersed and with-

drawn.

Scale.—This attacks such

thick -leaved and smooth

-

barked plants as ferns, palms,

lemon and orange trees,

abutilons (flowering Ma-
ples) and so forth. There
are two sorts—the Brown
Scale, a scale almost circu-

lar in form and slightly con-

vex that attains a diameter

of about a quarter of an

inch, is the most common.
The other is white in color,

smaller, and forms dense

colonies. Neither one ap-

pears to do any injury, as

they suck the juices, but the

plants soon show the effect

of their presence. Remove
them with a stiff brush dipped

in strong soapsuds, or, bet-

ter still, in kerosene emul-

sion, and be sure to get every

one. Watch the plant very

carefully for several weeks
after, so that you will know
at once if any return.

Root Aphids.—If your

plant seems to be ailing and you cannot

discover the cause and you are sure that

it is not the result of your soil from
poor drainage or overwatering, exam-

ine the roots of the plant for a blue

colored aphids which sometimes is to be

found clinging in clusters to the feeding

rootlets. If he is there, wash all the

soil from the roots carefully and re-pot

in fresh soil, or, if it is Winter and fresh

soil is not available, put tobacco dust

on the surface of the pot and wash it

thoroughly into the soil every other day
for a week.

Fungus and Mildew.—These do not

usually attack plants in the house if they

are kept in a healthy growing condition,

but, if they do put in an appearance,

Bordeaux Mixture is the only thing to

use for the former; the latter is usually

caused by sudden exposures and drops

in temperature. Flour of sulphur

dusted over the foliage will prevent its

spread.

To make the kerosene emulsion, use

2 ounces of soap (whale oil is much
better than the common), a quart oi

boiling water (over brisk fire), 2 quarts

of kerosene oil. Dissolve the soap in

boiling water, remove from fire and add oil. Churn or

beat until the consistency of cream. If correctly mixed, the

emulsion on cooling will adhere without oiliness to glass.

Use rain water if possible; if not, add a little baking soda

to the water. For scale insects, dilute with 10 parts of

water; for aphids and soft insects, with 15 or 20 parts of

water. In using the emulsion

apply in fine spray. Remem-
ber, it must come in contact

with the insect to be effective.

Last, but by no means
least, be sure to keep your
plants scrupulously clean at

all times, removing all dead
leaves, faded flowers and so

forth. Furthermore, as dust

will collect and settle on the

leaves, every fortnight, or at

least every month, give them
a copious showering with

plain cold water in a tub or

sink. This keeps them fresh.

Sometimes, even when
watering is not done over-

frequently, the soil in pots or

boxes will be found to re-

main in a soggy semi-sticky

condition, and as a . result

the health of the plants will

not be satisfactory. One of

two things will be found to

be the trouble; soil that is

unsuited for potting, or

faulty drainage. In the for-

mer case, a lighter, more fri-

able soil must be used; in the

latter, take the soil out of

the pots, and put in the bot-

tom of each half an inch of

The blossom of the Pelargonium Geranium repays the trouble of culti- Cinders, broken pots, small

vating it indoors stones or similar material.
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HOUSE OF MR. CHARLES PARKS AT ENGLEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
DESIGNED BY AYMAR EMBURY II, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK

The hall and the dining-room View of the large living-room
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HE average collector rarely turns his atten- his jug. Few of the earliest pieces show artistic design,

tion to cottage figures exclusively, yet there They are crude bits, valued for age rather than beauty, and

can be no more interesting subject. The are rarely seen save in Museums. They are coarse bits of

quaint, odd little pieces rep

resent a peculiar feature in

the ceramic world that is not

only historic, but unique. They represent

stages of design that covered almost every

subject, ranging from the simple, crude

pieces up through the evolution of potters

to the dainty, well-designed bits of the best

masters.

Thirty years ago one rarely found them

save in the rambling cottages in England or

in the quaint old inns. Here they stood

on the mantel and dresser, depicting un-

usual things. The central piece was gen-

erally a representation of a castle, framing

a clock or watch and flanked on either side

by highly colored animals. These were
family heirlooms, and as such were greatly

prized.

In the old inns the "Toby" was the most
prominent, being used for beer; the squatty

china man sitting or standing held always A bust of Shakespeare in old Staf

fordshire ware. These busts, some-

what crudely modeled, and having none of the beauty of Chelsea,

Derby or Bow, are reminiscent of Neopolitan maiolica ware

pottery often covered by slip and decorated

afterwards, not hard to distinguish, being

a direct line by themselves. Often they are

dark blue in coloring, sometimes green and

red combined. The earlier ones have an

underglazed pigment. They show manga-
nese, copper green, yellowish orange, brown
and black, and sometimes a low tone that

is obtained by the mixing of several colors

together.

These early pieces, notwithstanding their

lack of artistic development, are interesting

pieces in the history of ceramics, and they

are much sought by collectors.

The earliest maker of the Staffordshire

ware, more especially cottage ornaments,

was Ralph Wood. He was the first to pro-

duce signed pieces. Living from 17 16 to

1772, he did more to advance the vogue
for cottage figures than any other maker.
"Old Age" was a favorite subject of his, as

was the "Beggar leaning on his sticks."

Staffordshire "Highlander' Staffordshire cottage figures, 1810 Staffordshire "Scotchman"
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Staffordshire cottage figures. The illustrations to the right and to the left of the central illustration show the "soldier" and the "sailor" sides of a

reversible Staffordshire cottage figure. Of the central group the figure representing "Queen Catherine" is the most interesting

The latter is a figure nine inches in height. Among his

most highly colored pieces we find the "Sportsman" and

the "Bagpiper." Unusual merit is found in the earliest

Staffordshire productions, more particularly in "Falstaff

with drawn sword," the "Shepherd and the Shepherdess"

with pipe and dog.

The most curious specimen in existence, perhaps, is the

elephant. He is depicted with a castle on his back, the

cover being a monkey and the handle twisted serpents. This

piece is suggestive of oriental work, and the effect is re-

markably good.

Cottage figures may be divided into three distinct classes.

The first consists of pieces designed by Ralph Wood and,

later, by his son. They represent Staffordshire groups, and

are, some of them, truly artistic, as well as quaint. One
of the best is the

tent to caricature was often grotesque in result. The most
extensive group is the third, containing pieces which were
the work of potters and decorators, who in themselves pos-

sessed no original talent, but modified and adapted their

material to the best advantage.

The ware produced from 1730 to 1780 is comparatively

light in weight. The figures made during that period were,

many of them, of red clay into which had been introduced

buff. They were, according to most authorities, designed

by Astbury, and a number of his imitators. Many of

these pieces were very small, some not more than six inches

in height and more mottled in effect than the earlier ones.

Astbury's figures are designed in pairs. He rarely pro-

duced more than two of one subject. The favorite motives
were shepherds, dairy maids and "The Cobbler." The
designs at this period

Old bottles and other objects of utility in the form of cottage figures
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Old cottage figures of Staffordshire ware

that many varieties of the same subject were put on the

market. Sir Walter Gibney, a noted English collector,

grew so interested in these cat and dog pieces that he added

two hundred of the spotted variety to his collection.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the white

and colored figures which were made at Staffordshire be-

came very popular. Conspicuous in every country inn was
the "Bear Jug." These represented a large brown bear

ornamented with collar, muzzle and chain, seated on his

haunches. His head, which formed the cup, was removable.

So popular did this line of design become
that many others took up the art, each

one producing new ideas. Wedgewood's
designs were very much admired. One
of his favorites represented a lion with

forepaws* resting on a globe, being de-

signed after the model of the lion of the

Loggia de Lanzi at Florence.

A new feature in cottage figures was
introduced during the eighteenth and

early part of the nineteenth century. Busts (many of

them caricatures), representing Shakespeare, Milton and
many other distinguished men, were put upon the market.

John Wesley chanced to visit Staffordshire about this time,

and busts of this noted preacher became very popular.

Then Wedgewood entered the field with his very finely

modeled pieces.

Staffordshire jugs and vases, while predominating sub-

jects were not the only pieces that we find. Many of the

smaller cottage ornaments were made for use. Pepper
boxes, salt-shakers, inkstands and like

objects of utility came into vogue. One,

a very interesting pepper box, depicted a

country lad dressed in red trousers, blue

coat, yellow vest and hat. In the top of

the last were punched tiny holes. The
very usefulness of these little figures

made them much sought after, which ac-

! counts for the number of them, and some
collections had as many as four thousand.

Old Staffordshire cottage figures. The central one, representing Benjamin Franklin, is especially interesting from the fact that it was inscribed

"Geo. Washington" through the ignorance of the workman, as this illustration shows
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Old Staffordshire cottage figures

While Wood and Wedgewood were leaders, they were not

the only potters who took up the craft of cottage figures.

We find these pieces occasionally in Bow, Derby, Chelsea

and Plymouth wares, and also in porcelain.

There was no more exquisite work done than at the pot-

teries at Chelsea between 1750 and 1769. The pieces

were known in England as "Bosky" backgrounds on ac-

count of the flowery background, which was most exqui-

sitely done and was a pecu-

liarity of this manufacture.

The work did not last long,

however, for the reason that

the Chelsea potteries were

closed in 1784, when the

business was taken over at

Derby. As late as 1838
Herbert Minton engaged a

man named Steele, a painter

by trade, who had worked in

the Royal Derby Pottery, to

enter his employ and to as-

sist him in making china fig-

ure imitations of Sevres.

Wonderfully fine work was
done during this period, and
examples of it are not rare.

The manufacture of Pa-

rian ware started in 1845.

During its reign many Rockingham, Jackfield and Staffordshire ware

charming groups, busts and statuettes were designed, each

one of them being characterized by careful modeling and
excellent finish. Copeland produced some fine specimens

of this wrork, many of his pieces being copies in miniature

of the works of the mid-Victorian sculptors.

The Victorian era brought in its wake many famous
potters, each one of whom turned out good pieces. In these

Cottage figures by Enoch C. Wood

wares were such well-known figures, such as that of "Queen

Victoria," of "John Brown" in Highland costume, and

many other personages or characters both historic and fic-

titious. Few, if any, of the different potters but turned

their attention to cottage figures. We even find them in

Lowestoft showing the peculiar shade of red that always

characterized the work of this pottery.

In the Glaisher Collection, marked "Lakin and Poole,"

is an interesting group that

depicts the assassination of

Marat by Charlotte Corday
at Caen, in 1793. Charlotte

Corday is depicted holding

in her hand the knife with

which she has just stabbed

her victim. Lying on the

ground at her feet is Marat,
bright, orange-colored drops

of blood trickling from the

wound as shown on his waist-

coat.

A very curious piece of

this craft is found in the

Bethnal Green Museum,
London. It represents a

nude Bacchus seated astride

a cask holding in his hand a

cornucopia, a dolphin shap-

ing the snout. The handle

is a monkey resting on the shoulders of the god. On the

reverse side of the jug is an infant Satyr holding panpipes.

While the latter-day figures are interesting, they are not

surrounded with the romance of the earlier bits, more espe-

cially such as surrounds the figures which were molded
long before any Staffordshire work came into existence.

(Continued on page 441

)

The molds evolved by potters for cottage figures produced an endless variety of subjects
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Embroidered foot screen, Louis XV period

ocreens
Mane Elizabeth Camp

Photographs by T. C. Turner and Others

article of furniture has perhaps held so

permanent a place in both the oriental and

occidental household alike as the screen,

which for centuries has proved its useful-

ness as well as its desirability for decorative

purposes.

While its origin is uncertain the screen probably found its

way from Korea to China and Japan and thence to Europe

and later to America, as reference is made to screens as

early as the Tang Dynasty, (618-967), in the East. In

Europe the Middle Ages and the Renaissance developed the

use of the screen, not alone in the house, but as an archi-

tectural feature of the church, when it became the sub-

division which shut off the choir, chantry or chapel from
the main part of the edifice.

The low marble "podia" which enclosed the "chorus can-

tantium" in the Roman basilicas and the perforated "cau-

celli" before the altar show the ecclesiastical use of the

screen and its scope which later extended to the orna-

mental frame, usually of wood or metal to be used as a

protection from observation, draughts or heat of the fire

and which in feudal times became an essential about the

great open fireplaces.

Many sizes and shapes of screens were made of leather,

,_ '

_ Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

A twelve-fold Chinese lacquer screen, K'ang-Hsi Period, ( 1662-1 772), gorgeously decorated
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

Back of the K'ang-Hsi Period screen, showing the artistic effect of the long inscription in Chinese characters

paper or textiles fastened to a frame, some with several

leaves or panels, others with only one. Fire screens of later

date, however, usually had a single leaf and in the Georgian

periods often took the form of an oval, oblong or shield

shaped frame, covered with embroidered material and fixed

to an upright wooden pole

upon which it could be

raised or lowered. This

variety, an example of which

is illustrated, was called a

pole-screen and was more ef-

fective as an ornament than

as a means of protection

from the heat of the fire.

Many fine examples of

embroidered floral designs

on a silk background are pre-

served as well as in needle-

work such as that of Ameri-
can needlework made about

1780, shown in the illustra-

tion which consists of a con-

ventional design done in

wood colored worsted on a

blue ground and is mounted
on the back with diamond
shaped quilting of blue vel-

vet and oak colored silk.

The frame is mahogany,
simple in design and of the

period.

Many beautiful examples
of the shield or oval shaped
pole-screen are of satinwood
and mounted in delicately

colored silk, embroidered,
or are of painted wood
with Adam decorations and
covered on the back with a

plain, colored silk carefully

drawn into pleats.

The embroidered and
needlework screens were
contemporary with sampler

work, but became the more ambitious medium of the needle-

woman rather than the elementary work of the child. An
interesting and unique example of home production is the

eighteenth century, English six-leaved screen, illustrated,

eight feet high, which consists of a buff colored paper back-

ground, a grey wall-paper

border with Wedgwood
medallions and the centre

decoration of six colored

prints from "Punch" pasted

on each panel.

This same idea could

readily be carried out today
at reasonable cost by treat-

ing an ordinary Japanese
screen with a solid back-

ground of wall-paper and
introducing either inex-

pensive reproductions of

English or French prints as

the decoration according to

one's individual preference.

This would lend itself at-

tractively to a young girl's

room in a country house
when the hangings consist of
chintz.

The room of French
period decoration is particu-

larly adapted to the use of

the one panel screen which
can be found in a great vari-

ety of appropriate designs.

The rare example illus-

trated, a Louis XV four-

leaf screen, twenty inches

high, was used to protect the

feet from draught when
placed before a library writ-

ing table. This has a plain

rosewood frame, mounted
in a plain greenish grey silk

on which are applique'd fig-

Louis XIV tapestry screen ures of men and women
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dressed in brocade, with

faces and hands painted in

gonache. Another type is

that reproduced and made
from the exquisitely em-

broidered head piece of an

old French bed, which un-

doubtedly, in its original

use, extended from the top of

the tester to the frame-work

of the bed itself and formed

part of a complete and
elaborate drapery.

The Louis XIV screen

shown, is a fine illustration

of the possibilities of the

ornate frame as applied to

the screen. This consists of

delicately carved Circassian

walnut and contains a panel

of oriental design with fig-

ures in "petit-point" against

a background of coarser

weave. Boucher subjects
were also favorite motifs in

tapestry when applied to Louis XIV embroidered

screens and were usually framed in gilded mounts, consist-

ent with the period.

A rarely beautiful English screen of the XVIII century

is seen in the two-leafed example illustrated, consisting of

panels of brocade with ivory posts. Many fine ones still

exist in the four and six leaved screens of stamped or

painted Spanish leather, which were usually made tall

enough to conceal a person sitting or even standing behind

them. Rich textiles or tapestries also were extensively

used as coverings for screens of this type toward the end

of the XVI century, and in their modern adaptation form

a dignified feature of the library or dining-room or a means
of shutting off an expanse of hall space where another piece

of furniture would be out of place and lacking in use.

A product of the present day is the glass screen made
of small pieces of leaded glass cut in a design within a

metal frame, usually brass, and likewise the perforated

metal screens, fan shaped. The plain leaves of brass or

copper still obtain as screens for teakettles while boiling

over an alcohol

flame. The hand
screen, which was
little more than a

fan to protect one

from the heat of

an open fire or the

glare of a lamp has

gradually evolved

into the "bougie,"

shade to be applied

by a wire holder to

an unprotected can-

dle or lamp, as a

shield for the eyes.

But nowhere in

occidental countries

is the screen so evi-

dent or so much a

part of the setting

of the palace, as

well as the house, as

it is in Japan, where
nothing is more im-

portant among the
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

American needle work screen, about 1 780

few objects that decorate the

room. Referred to as the

"byobu," the combination of

two words,—byo, meaning
to avoid, and fu (which be-

comes bu when coupled with

another word), meaning
wind—its use is significant.

This term, however, is only

applied to the folding screen,

as those of one leaf set in a

frame standing on feet, such

as are found in the room at

the entrance of the Japanese
house, to obstruct the view

of the interior from the out-

side, are known as "tsui-

tate."

The "byobu" also has its

use in Japan outside as well

as inside the house, as, for

example, the eight-paneled

nine-foot screens used in for-

mer times on the battlefields

by high military officials,

three-fold boudoir screen when in encampment, and at

the time of Hideyoshi, (1596), when his celebrated collec-

tion, which contained over a hundred screens, was used to

line the road to the palace on the occasion of state cere-

monies.

Another early use of the screen in direct contrast were
those two feet high and made of eight or ten panels, which

were used at the backs of noble persons to prevent draughts

when seated, and the pillow screen, still another variety,

placed to shield the head of the sleeper. The "byobu" was
also used as a suitable and added decoration along the walls

of the palaces of great dignitaries at important state func-

tions.

Screen festivals are still held in Japan, during which the

best screens are placed in the front rooms in the houses so

they can readily be seen from the street. Plain white

"byobus" made of paper are used on the occasion of the

birth of a child, and it is still the custom to invert the

screen at the time of a funeral and to include it as an item

of the bride's dowry. The screen, when first introduced

into Japan, where it ^^^^^^^
has formed an im- W
portant feature of

its art and the life

of the people, was
clumsy and heavy

and could be folded

only one way, ow-

ing to the means by

which it was held

together, namely,

by a piece of cloth

which was attached

to the panels. But

with the gradual

adoption of paper

as a covering, such

as was made in a

particularly strong

quality by the Ko-

reans, the character

of the Japanese

screens became
more delicate and
elaborate, and gold

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

Chippendale pole-screen and tray rest
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and silver leaf with embroidery in

silk and metal thread became the

popular decoration. The hinges

were then made of the same paper,

although in China silk cords were

used for this purpose.

The Japanese "byobus" were

sometimes made in pairs, but the

artist in decorating usually confined

his entire subject to one screen

—

often bold in design and elaborately

treated. This might seem an in-

congruity in a country where sim-

plicity is the keynote of decoration,

were it not to be explained by the

fact that screens were extensively

used in large palaces where the rooms
were so vast, a more delicate treat-

ment would be ineffective and lost.

The Chinese screen is seen at its
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

An old English screen mounted in an ivory frame

verte." Representing the work of

that period in Asiatic art when ce-

ramics and all decorative arts had

reached the height of their excel-

lence, it shows a marked similarity

to the black hawthorne vases, the

finest of which were made during the

K'ang-hsi period, under the direc-

tion of Ts'ang Ying-hsuan, who was
appointed superintendent of the im-

perial factories of Ching-le-chen in

1683, and under whose direction

this screen was also made.
The decoration represents the

summer palace in Pekin, with the

Emperor K'ang-hsi sitting on the

throne watching the dance of two
girls. As the inscription on the back

shows, it was dedicated by a colonel

of Tsen Chow to a district magis-

best in lacquer, as illustrated in the twelve-leafed screen of trate, and was acquired in perfect condition by Mr. Morgan
the K'ang-hsi period, (1 662-1 722), a gift of the late J. at the sale of the Baron Speck von Sternburg collection,

Pierpont Morgan to the Metropolitan Museum, although held in New York a few years ago, at a cost of $10,000.

less important yet beautiful examples are found in carved The value attached to the oriental screen and the care

teakwood and embroidered satin with ebony mounts. used in its preservation coupled with the important part it

The screen in China was regarded as a singularly ap- has taken in the history of oriental art has unquestionably

propriate gift by persons of rank and official distinction to preserved to us many fine examples such as this Chinese

commemorate an event in the life of that personage or in screen, dated 1690, which would otherwise have been lost.

the history of the country, and was presented with much The use of the five screen, however, has necessarily

ceremony and attention to the detail of dedication, as may become more or less affected by the application in the

be seen in the illustration of the reverse side of the lacquer houses of today of the modern heating apparatus and when
screen just mentioned. the open fire is introduced more as a note of cheerfulness

This was executed by the artist Fong Long, Kon of Fat- in the room than a necessity, but the screen even if not

shan, and is a masterpiece in color, design and technique, relegated to its original usage is always a desirable and
with the subtle charm of a Chinese vase of the "famille a most convenient accessory in the furnishings of a room.

An old
.., , ,, ^p, . , , . ,,„ ,,

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art
home-made screen. I his was made or colored Flinch pictures carefully pasted on a buff-colored paneling. The borders are

strips of early "Wedgewood" wall-paper
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WITHIN THE HOUSE
SUGGESTIONS ON INTERIOR DECORATING
AND NOTES OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHO DESIRE TO MAKE THE HOUSE
MORE BEAUTIFUL AND MORE HOMELIKE

The Editor of this Department will be glad to answer all queries

from subscribers pertaining to Home Decoration. Stamps
should be anclosed when a direct personal reply is desired

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
By Frances Mayne

HRISTMAS time brings with its advent one

of the most joyful occasions to tempt the

home-maker to show how skillfully one may
work out a scheme of decoration for this

festive holiday season. In dressing the

house in gala attire it is unfortunately a

fact that more often than not the home decorator overloads

the various wall spaces, doorways, chandeliers and vases

with flowers and foliage, so that, instead of obtaining the

effect of a happy profusion, the result is one of oppressive

confusion, and the well-intentioned but miscalculated ef-

forts produce an arrangement that is truly annoying by

reason of the inconvenience it imposes.

Of all Christmas greens, Holly seems nearest our minds

and Mistletoe nearest our hearts. Although the latter

plant is a less common one than the former, tradition has

lent it a sentimental association that we are loth to dis-

pense with at Yuletide. It often seems as though it were

best to restrain the use of Holly and Mistletoe somewhat

in order to emphasize its importance in a scheme for Christ-

mas decoration rather than to employ it "exhaustingly"

throughout as a trimming. Where one may go into the

Winter woods—and happy is he who can thus go forth to

gather the Christmas greens himself—he will be sure to

find there wonderful things for Christmas decorations that,

perhaps, he had not thought of before. There will be the

Cedars, the Pines, Balsam, the orange-colored berries of

the Bittersweet, the ashen-white berried twigs of the Bay-

berry bush, the scarlet hip of the wild Rose. Then, dig-

ging beneath the snow near marshy places, he will come
across all sorts of green things which he thought long

since were killed by Winter's frosts. It would, indeed, be

a pity to forego the good old custom of going forth for

Christmas greens. Already, alas! it is becoming an old-

fashioned one, but let us hope the age and its tendencies

will not smother our enthusiasm for this simple but joyful

accompaniment to the Christmas season.

Once the greens have been gathered, individual taste

will, of course, suggest many happy arrangements for the

different rooms of the house. Windows, the "eyes" of the

house turned towards the street, naturally expect to receive

the conventional Holly wreath, for one should always bear

in mind that no house is ever successfully put in Christmas

order which does not give some hint of the festive attire

within to the passer-by without. Window wreaths should

be tied with silk ribbons rather than ribbons of satin, this

latter material being somewhat to shiny. While red is the

usual color for the ribbon, pale green is often effectively

used, forming a pleasing contrast to the dark green of the

Holly leaves and emphasizing the importance of the red

of the berries. When a ribbon is used upon a wreath it

should have its raison d'etre by being used as a means by

which to suspend the wreath, and not merely as a great

bow of color having nothing to do with the wreath's make-

up. The early Italian method of garlanding decorative

greens by looping them from point to point on the wall

of some important apartment, is a scheme of decoration

that should be more studied and more often utilized in

our own Christmas decorations. Many excellent hints

along this line may be gleaned from a study of paintings

by the early Italian masters, Ghirlandaio (he was himself

a garland-maker!), Botticelli, and the others.

The gorgeous color effects obtained in Christmas deco-

ration by the employment of such floral exotics as the

Poinsetta, which plant is now raised for the Christmas

season in nearly every greenhouse, suggest their use in

connection with garlanding. Placed at intervals in a long

rope of greenery, having red ribbons braided into its

length in such a manner as only to show a spot of color

here and there, the artificial Poinsetta of paper (procurable

almost anywhere), so cleverly simulating the real flower,

can be used to excellent advantage. The real flowers would,

of course, quickly wither if kept out of water.

Very often no flowers or red berries are obtainable in

certain localities at Christmas time, even though an abun-

dance of Evergreens may be at hand. In this event, tiny

rosettes can be made of narrow ribbon and attached to

sprigs of Evergreen as a substitute for the Holly with

its berries.

Although, in northern localities, Pines and Spruces and
Cedars are the most available Christmas greens, we must
not forget to take into account the fact that in the warm
temperature and dry heat within the house they speedily

shed their needles, and in consequence should not be placed

where this will cause annoyance, as, for instance, it would
do if such Evergreens over a dining-room table were con-

tinually dropping their needles upon the cloth below. Such

Evergreens should be placed against walls rather than on

chandeliers or over tables or chairs.

Trailing masses of Bittersweet with or without the ad-

dition of Evergreens always form a beautiful Christmas

decoration. In their arrangement a hint from the Japanese
may not come amiss. Take a few long sprays of the

Bittersweet vine, with its berries in clusters, cut off the

green leaves—for they quickly curl up and look dead—tie

the ends of the bunch together and let the vines hang
straight down against the wall from the picture molding
or from a nail in the wall if the molding is too high to

bring the mass of the decoration in the right space. One
will be surprised to see how naturally and beautifully this

mass of trailing vines with their clusters of berries will fall

into graceful shape. While, if one attempts to put the

vines into a vase, on the mantel, we will say, and then
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tries to arrange the sprays of Bittersweet, the vines will

inevitably sprawl out in all directions and reduce them-

selves to an uninteresting mass in spite of one's best efforts.

The graland, the hanging pendant, having a mass or

bunch of small blooms attached at intervals to the main

green stem of vine leaves, laurel or other decorative bough,

has been used for centuries past and revived by different

nations during their efforts to realize for themselves

beauty in their home surroundings on festive occasions, and

is still our model for the best we can do in formal deco-

ration.

Simply to bring into the house great masses of green

boughs and hang them about with no sense of definite ar-

rangement, may be agreeable in some kinds of houses, but

not in others. Where a very large living-room or library,

for instance, must show itself in Christmas array for the

holiday guests, it is better to make the boughs into long

garlands with Holly or other bright berries woven in here

and there, and then suspend these garlands along the walls,

dropping them down to the floor in the corners and having

some special feature above the fire-place or other equally

important wall space in the room. This may be further

emphasized by the placing of tall plants in pots, such as

the Baytree or Cedar, on either side of the fire-place or

by the entrance door.

Naturally, one will not intrude pink or rose-colored

flowers into a room having the Holly and bright red for

its principal decoration. Carnations or white flowers would
be in harmony and add with their perfume the needed fra-

grance to the sense of completeness already afforded the

eye in the colors of the Holly red ribbons and glossy green

leaves on the walls.

When the Mistletoe adds its unobtrusive presence to the

house decoration, it is as well to mass it in one place where
fun and frolic may happily develop, rather than to scatter

it about in numerous places.

The decorations of the principal rooms of a house often

occupy the sole attention of the housewife, who sometimes
forgets to put a spray of brilliant color in the guest room,
where it would be quite as much appreciated as elsewhere

in the house.

Table decorations for the grand Christmas dinner will

best partake of the same general kind used elsewhere in

the house; not too many, however, since the same reason

for not having too much about the rooms applies equally

to the Christmas feast where a few flowers in tall vases

placed where they will not hide the guests from one another

by their large mass, will prove most in harmony for the

success and pleasure of the feast.
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AQUAMARINE GLASS
I
Continued from page 419)
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subjects, in which the vase with the phantom-like schools of

fish, all swimming in one direction, is particularly effective in

its reproduction of their illusive qualities. The shape of the

vase is made to enable the fish to be seen readily from any
point. Another example shows a fish diving into an en-

tangled net. The fish itself is absolutely transparent, and
can only be seen when the vase is held in a certain light,

but the vase is designed to enable one to place it in such

a position that the fish

will be readily visible.

In one of the vases

suggesting a compote is

shown a seaweed-covered

rock upon which are dis-

posed a variety of sea

anemones in natural col-

ors, the entire motif being encased in a solid mass of clear,

water-like glass.

An attractive piece for the living-room table which can

be used to hold tall grasses or flowers, is one of the largest

vases illustrated, and represents gold fish playfully darting

through masses of lacey, diaphanous seaweed. The effect

is distinctly one of motion and not of solid objects im-

prisoned within a mass of solid glass. This is designed to

show a distinct water line, as are many examples, the upper

part of the vase being blown thin as a receptacle for water,

the addition of which sometimes eliminates the apparent

water line and produces an actual one. In the subjects in

which fish are used as the motif of decoration, a dragon-fly

hovering over the surface of the water adds greatly to the

decorative effect, as well as to the illusion.

Still another example is designed to represent a jelly fish,

its translucent body apparently floating through the water.

The shape is made to conform to the decoration in the base

of the vase, allowing the upper part to be used for flowers

if desired, as in most of these vases.

In the artistic glass-making of France to-day, and even

the Venetian glass of the Renaissance, together with the

various productions of the Saracens, Romans and Egyp-

tians, nothing so unique and illusive as these examples of

American glass can be found, which is so equally adaptable

to the decoration of the country as well as the city house.
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A REMODELED CITY HOUSE
( Continuedfrom page 4-25)

them and they have been housed in a manner that is worthy

of emulation. Between the windows and on either side of

the mantel, plain bookshelves, with a closet below, have been

erected to the same height as the windows. Moldings at

the top and bottom and a groove along the outer edge of

the shelves and uprights have removed all appearances of

boxiness. In this groove and around the panels of the

doors there is a stripe of green paint. In this bookroom
the owner has shown her appreciation of cretonne as a

decorative fabric when properly used. Not the cretonnes

with dainty, light, floral designs that suggest a bedroom,

but beautiful low-toned fabrics that are eminently fitted

for a library. At the windows are overcurtains

hung in straight folds and a shaped valance of

black cretonne. That is, the background is a soft, velvety

black, which is relieved by mauve and blue birds perched on
branches that are designed in the Chinese taste.
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COTTAGE FIGURES
(Continued from page 435)

It is interesting to follow the subject of these cottage

figures, or, as they are sometimes called, chimney orna-

ments, the most interesting of which were peasant groups,

or single figures, representing phases of country life.

The finest porcelain figures were Dresden, Chelsea and

Derby. These depicted shepherdesses and dairy maids of

an idealized type, reminiscent of the Petit Trianon period.

They were not the ordinary everyday types such as one
might have seen in actual life in the days when these

figures were designed

for the potters by ar-

tists of the period, but

rather of those depict-

ing court ladies in the

masquerade of imitation

creations of a Watteau
or of a Frangonard.
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Around the Garden
A MONTHLY KALENDER OF TIMELY GARDEN OPERA-

TIONS AND USEFUL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS
ABOUT THE HOME GARDEN AND

GROUNDS

All queries will gladly be answered by the Editor. If a personal

reply is desired by subscribers stamps should be enclosed therewith
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DECEMBER AND GARDENS
By Gardner Teall

APPY is he whose garden passeth from Sum-

mer's glories through Autumn's gorgeous-

ness into Winter's immobile whiteness with

that grace that will lead one to have faith

in its Niobe-like awakening when Spring

shall breathe again upon the face of the

frozen earth. There is nothing more dismal and bleak

than the prospect afforded the eye by the sight of an un-

kempt garden, snow covered and dreary. Why is it our

garden-makers dream only of Summer's green and jewel-

colored season and take little heed of the white days when

Jack Frost shall be about? Surely, a clump of Evergreens

just there, a hedge here or a cluster of Rhododendron
shrubs would turn the whole deserted garden spot into an

area pleasant to look upon. I know one garden-maker

who has had the good sense to leave standing a row of

Sunflower stalks, each one crowned with the seed-pod. As
you may well guess, the birds have shown their apprecia-

tion and day after day they flock hither and chirp appre-

ciatingly away. It is sorrowful enough to be missing the

flowers, without mourning for the flown birds. Every
garden ought to have its little bird shelter. I have often

thought it strange that sun-dials were left so bleak through

wintertime. A wreathing of Bittersweet or a massing of

Rosa rugosa would insure gaily colored berries for Winter
decoration. The red of the Rose hip clinging to the brown
stems of the bushes is one of the compensations Nature
awards when she seems to have taken so much from our

gardens. The old
stone wall will be

looking sear and

grey, but it will re-

mind you to plan for

planting its crevices

with all sorts of flow-

ering things for next

Summer's adorning.

Then when another

Winter will have

come to your door,

you will find the wall

covered with an in-

teresting network of

vines and stems, like

a weaving of silken

threads of brown. I

wonder if the time

will ever come when
every man whose
home boasts a few Plan now to plant old stone walls with all sorts of flowering things next season

acres will have its little vineyard? December must not pass

without pruning the grapevines. It is so much better to do
this now than to wait for March, when the winds of this

season will more certainly subject the newly pruned vines

to damage. As there will be plenty of leisure for the gar-

den-maker in December, he should utilize some of it by
carefully inspecting all of his trees to see which have dead
limbs that need sawing off at this time. The perennials

which stick up from their border beds should be trimmed
off, and they should be protected by a mulch, for nothing

is more trying to plants than the process of thawing and
freezing and freezing and thawing again throughout the

varying temperatures of Winter's changeable weather.

However, perennials should not be covered with any dress-

ing as heavy as that of manureal mulches. Vines, too, will

need looking over. It is almost pitiful to see how these

are often neglected, being dragged to earth by ice and

snow, when a little care and forethought would have made
it possible to give them just the support they needed in

the way of tacked-up fastenings of cloth or of leather

strips, or a stake support. If you are experimenting with

plants in cold frames, remember that you should cover

these frames at night with straw mats and shutters. If you

neglect this, you will probably regret it, however mild the

months may appear to you to be. You may, perhaps, need

to turn from the defensive to the offensive and sally forth,

hatchet in hand, to chop down any Wild Cherry trees in

your neighborhood if your garden has been troubled this

season just passed with tent caterpillars, the pest to which the

Wild Cherry so generously, though involuntarily, offers its

"hospitality." Indoors, December will find us busying our-

selves with planning

the Yule-tide decora-

tions. It is then we
will wish our gardens

could yield us some
of the things that go

towards brightening

the setting of the

holiday season. The
red lips of the Rose

bushes and the Ever-

greens we need will

remind us to make
another season more
provident for our
Christmas time inten-

tions. Why not spare

holiday greens from
our outdoor stock

for trimming the sun-

dial, the fountain or

the garden seat?
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FIRE PREVENTION IN THE HOME
By Winnifred Fales

HE investigations of experts who are de-

voting their lives to the study of fire causes

and prevention have established three facts

which are of vital concern to every house-

wife and should in consequence receive the

most careful consideration:

First: That "fifty per cent, of all fires are due to preventable

causes."

Second : "Unnecessary conditions that are conducive to fire

exist in ninety-five out of every hundred homes."

Third : "It is a rare exception to find a dwelling equipped
with even the simplest fire apparatus."

It may surprise the majority of readers to learn that

more fires are started by matches than by any other single

cause, so that the match must be given first place on the

long list of dangerous things and conditions which are

subject to control. Being for the present both a necessity

and a very great convenience, it is of course not proposed
to eliminate the match, but only to regulate its use, since

it is through careless methods of handling and storage

that its dangerous potentialities become active. The latter

may take place in various ways. Children take matches to

play with. Careless servants throw them, only half extin-

guished, into the basket of kindlings. Rats carry them into

partitions. The master lights his after-dinner cigar and
tosses a match with the head still aglow into the waste-

paper basket, or aims it at the fire-place and it miscarries

and falls unnoticed on a newspaper, or a draught carries

it against a flimsy curtain. Not infrequently, the ignition

of a single match sets fire to an entire boxful, and, if not
at once discovered, the flames spread to surrounding ob-

jects. These are not mere matters of speculation, but
things which statistics show have happened innumerable
times.

The attic in most houses is another constant menace.
The accumulations of old papers, letters, magazines, dis-

carded clothing and decrepit furniture to which it is usually
devoted become gradually covered with highly inflammable
dust and lint which is ready to burst into flame upon con-
tact with the tiniest spark. Lightning, an overturned can-
dle, or matches taken by children to play with in secret,

may supply the connecting link which precipitates disaster.

Clogged or defective chimney flues are responsible for
numberless conflagrations, as is imperfect insulation of
electric wires. Unprotected gas jets near lace curtains,
wax tapers on Christmas trees, hot ashes placed in wooden
barrels, and the use of kerosene to start the kitchen range
fa habit which still prevails to an almost unbelievable ex-
tent), exact an annual toll of many hundred thousand
dollars and often a sacrifice of life and numerous comforts.

These are but a few of the many fire causes arising from
preventable conditions, of which some at least are found

in nearly every home; wherefore, in order that the margin
of danger may be reduced to a minimum, it is incumbent

upon each one of us to see that our own premises are

shining exceptions to the rule.

Starting at the attic, let us begin by clearing out and
disposing of all useless accumulations on every floor, paying

special attention to those in closets and under stairways,

and heroically nerving ourselves to part with the long-

treasured odds and ends which were "too good to throw
away," or for which we thought we might "some day"
find a use, for the sake of the increased safety of our lives

and property.

Let a rule be made prohibiting the purchase of any but
safety matches, which can only be ignited by striking on
the box, and fasten on the wall of every room, out of reach
of rats and children, metal receptacles for both burned
and unburned ones. Store surplus stock in a tin box with
a tight-fitting cover.

See that all oily rags, mops and dusters are kept either

in a galvanized iron can, or in a closet lined with tin or
asbestos. Benzine, naphtha and other inflammable liquids

should never enter the house except in the unleakable, non-
spillable cans. Never permit oil or alcohol lamps or
stoves, etc., to be filled while lighted. Recently a fashion-
able hostess was painfully burned and the costly furnish-
ings of her drawing-room ruined by a fire originating in

her attempt to refill the burning alcohol heater beneath her
afternoon-tea apparatus.

Forbid the placing of ashes, even temporarily, in wooden
boxes or barrels. Cans of galvanized iron should always
be used for both ashes and waste paper. Make it a rule
to have the chimneys cleaned every year, and the electric

wiring inspected at reasonable intervals. Also be sure that
every member of the family understands the management
of the cut-out. It is a safe plan to shut off the current dur-
ing heavy thunder showers, and if electricity is the only
illuminant, let lamps or candles be purchased and kept in

readiness for such emergencies.

The space directly above the furnace in the cellar should
be protected with tin or asbestos, and all the pipes con-
veying heat wrapped with fireproof material. If a hot-
plate or oil stove is used for cooking during warm weather,
stand it on a sheet of zinc or tin, the wall behind it being
similarly protected. Let the range stand on a cement foun-
dation against a wall of cement or brick. The tile floors
and wainscots seen in many modern kitchens have much to
recommend them besides their cleanliness and attractive
appearance, being practically fireproof.

In building a new home, use cement or hollow tile con-
struction if possible. The fifteen per cent, additional cost
will be counterbalanced in a few years by the saving in
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insurance and repairs, while the security afforded is per-

petual. The interior should be so arranged that each room

can be completely shut off from the rest, at need. While

the modern idea of gaining an effect of spaciousness by

throwing the hall and the living-room together, and connect-

ing the remaining rooms on the first floor by means of wide

arches has abundant esthetic justification, it is wholly im-

practical from the standpoint of fire prevention. The open

stair-well is a serious menace under such conditions, and

unless a door can be built at the head of the stairs, the

whole structure should be enclosed even at the sacrifice of

picturesqueness. The arches can be rendered unobjection-

able by means of sliding doors.

Even when every reasonable measure of prevention has

been taken, it is still possible that fire may break out from
some cause beyond control, as lightning, an exploding lamp
or the burning of an adjoining building. For this reason,

every dwelling should be supplied with simple and inexpen-

sive fire apparatus, and each of the inmates instructed in

its use. In a house of seven or eight rooms there should

be at least two small chemical extinguishers, one kept

always in the same place in the basement, and the other

on the second floor. They will last a lifetime, and the

chemical contents can be renewed as often as necessary at

a cost of only a few cents. A pick and axe should be
fastened to the wall in some central place, and their re-

moval save in case of fire positively forbidden. Their
value will quickly become apparent should a fire be located

in a partition or around the chimney. A rope ladder stored

on the sleeping floor may be the means of saving life should
a blaze start in the night. Keep not less than two water
pails, constantly filled, on hooks on the stair landing, where
they can be quickly reached from either floor. Three and
four-story houses should have pails on every landing. The
round-bottomed style is best, as those with flat bottoms are

apt to be taken for cleaning and scrubbing and either left

out of place or not refilled after using.

Prompt action is imperative in dealing with fire success-

fully, and a single pailful of water, ready to hand, and
hurled on the flames without delay, may effectually check
what would otherwise have developed into a serious con-
flagration. On the other hand, an incipient blaze may easily

gain dangerous headway during the time lost in filling a
bucket from the faucet, searching frantically for a mis-
placed extinguisher, or groping in the cellar for an axe.

WHEN MAKING A GIFT
By Harry Martin Yeomans

HEN one receives a gift the spirit and good
will which prompted the offering is always

appreciated far more than any intrinsic

worth that might be attached to the object

itself, but when the gift also possesses merit

and is in good taste, then it is indeed an ob-

ject to be treasured by the recipient, who can voice his whole-

hearted thanks without restraint. Any gift should be looked

upon in this light, but, nevertheless, we have all had the ex-

perience of penning a note of thanks for some poorly se-

lected gift, and at the same time been secretly wondering

what in the world we would do with it, not because it was
cheap in money value, but because it lacked the qualities

which mark the difference between the good and the com-

monplace. At wedding receptions the usual display of cut

glass, gold clocks and impossible pictures make one pity the

bride who is to adorn her new home with articles of such

doubtful merit. At a wedding reception the writer recently

attended in a small town, she discovered, on viewing the

wedding presents, an old-fashioned pieced quilt which had

been presented by the groom's grandmother. This product

of the old lady's skill made half of the other presents look

tawdry and cheap, and I have often wondered whether she

realized how vastly superior her homely present was to

most of the others which kept it company.
At some time or other, we all have to face the gift prob-

lem, and whether in commemoration of some anniversary,

for the prospective bride, or at the holiday season, it is

well to give a little thought to the selection of one's gifts,

so that ones' friends can treasure the gift iself, as well as

the spirit in which it is sent.

For those who are interested in their immediate sur-

roundings and in the furnishing of their homes, there are

multitudes of objects that make beautiful gifts. Small ar-

ticles can always be selected, but there are certain pieces of

furniture of an intimate nature, which make excellent gifts,

without giving offense, as they do not suggest that the giver

is trying to furnish the recipient's house for him. Here is

a little list of such articles, objects that possess real worth,

and while none of them is unusual or faddish, they are all in

excellent taste and would not be out of place in any home.

Of the articles made of mahogany, after Colonial models,

there are tea-tables, sewing-tables, palm-stands, tea-trays,

book ends, stationery racks, muffin stands and mantel clocks.

Desk sets always make an acceptable gift and they can

be obtained in glass, brass, copper, leather and brocade.

Lamps when fitted with an appropriate shade are desirable

presents. Those usually shown in the department stores

should be avoided, however, and you should have your lamp
made up from a pottery or porcelain vase, or from a small

brass or copper jardiniere. They can be mounted to burn

either oil or electricity.

Reproductions of Sheffield plate, on copper, can now be

obtained, and the articles in the shops include an endless

variety of articles having the grapevine or the grooved
border. There are all sorts of trays, platters, vegetable

dishes, coasters, tea caddies, candlesticks and photograph

frames.

The Russian brass candlesticks and samovars are to be

recommended, as well as desk scissors in a sheath, jardi-

nieres, fern-dishes, tray, umbrella stands and andirons.

Photographic brown prints of paintings after the old

masters, when framed without mats in bands of dark

brown wood, make excellent pictures for almost any room.

One of the best gifts for the home-maker; one that makes
its presence felt on the first of every month, is a year's sub-

scription to one of the magazines devoted to art in the

home.

A SUGGESTION FOR A LUNCHEON DESSERT "BOX" CAKES
FILLED WITH COFFEE JELLY AND WHIPPED CREAM
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THE JACOBEAN PERIOD
dates from the early reign of
James I, and may be said to

cover the 1600s, except perhaps for

their last ten years. There was not

only an enduring spirit in Jacobean
furniture, but an enduring quality of

wood and workmanship.

(| Today the trend in architecture

as well as in taste has swung around
again to the point where there is a
wholly commendable desire for the

Jacobean feeling in furniture.

There is a cherishable beauty in a
properly executed Jacobean study.

Q[ Our workmen, first of all, are versed

in true period ideals. We believe it

would be impossible for them to make
an unfaithful period study. Their treat'

ment of the Jacobean spirit is admirable.

Seldom have such beautiful specimens
of handiwork, or true craftsmanship,

been produced. We are glad to send

you our "Travelogue" on the Jacobean
period free, or we will send you our
complete set of period "Travelogues"
for five twO'Cent stamps.

Q Berkey &- Gay furniture is sold in the

better furniture stores throughout the

United States. In addition to the displays

on their floors our dealers are able to

show you our entire line of upwards of
five thousand pieces of high grade furni'

ture, with our portfolio of direct photo-
gravures

.

Q "Character in Furniture", our de luxe book on
period furniture, mailed to you for fifteen two-
cent stamps, will more than interest you.

Berkey £r Gay Furniture Co.
178 Monroe Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michigan

This inlaidmark 0/
honor identifies toyov
each Berkey & Gay

piece
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A RTISTIC and attractive

*- * home furnishing demands

the use of

Crass Furniture
TRADE MARK

A furniture in a class by itself.

Acceptable and appropriate

as a Xmas Gift.

Ask your dealer for CREX.
New booklet No. 237 Artistic

Home Furnishings sent free, on

request.

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.

Sole Manufacturers

Glendale, Long Island, New York

Your Coat of Arms
Small window in VOLTERANNO Glass—your
Coat of Arms correctly emblazoned in this rich

glass—Brilliant in color. $20.00 up.

VOLTERANNO STUDIO
341 FOURTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

Antiques
For Sale. Desks, Bureaus, Card Tables, Mirrors,

Alabaster Clocks and Mantle Sets, Cup Plates. Cor-
respondence solicited.

MISS A. J. CLARK, 120 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

National
Society of
Craftsmen

119 E. 19th ST.
NEW YORK CITY

I TERE you may
•* •* find that unique

Wedding or Birth-

day Present, or have

it made to order.

T TNUSUAL
^-^ Jewelry, Glass,

Pottery, Leather,

Textiles or Metal

Work always in

stock.

4th Aven u e

B ROADWAY

Antique Mahogany
For Sale—One Empire Sideboard, Clawfeet, beauti-
ful grain—one Mahogany Desk, secret drawers
Four Post Beds with Testers—Card Tables—Mirrors,
etc. Prices low. Address

F. B. PROPHET, Elmira, N. Y.

FIREPROOF GARAGES
For Automobiles and Motorcycles

$30 and Up
,
Easy to put up. Portable. All sizes.

1

Postal brings latest illustrated catalog.

The Edwards Mfg. Co., 305-355 Eggleston Ave.. Cincinnati. 0.

HESSMiaOCKER
TheOnlyModern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
or locker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells. Dust
and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bathroom
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in
wall or to hang: outside. Send for illus-
trated circular.

The Recessed Steel HESS, 926 Tacoma Building, Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces.—Free Booklet

Readers of American Homes and Gardens who are interested in old furniture, silver, prints,

brass, miniatures, medals, paintings, textiles, glass, in fact in any field appealing to the collector are
invited to address any enquiries on such matters to the Editor of the "Collectors' Department," and
such letters of enquiry will receive careful attention. Correspondents should enclose stamps for reply.

Foreign correspondents may enclose the stamps of their respective countries.

E. H. A. : As to the value of the books you
mention, "Harper's Magazine" (1850-

1851), commands a low price owing to the

lack of demand for bound volumes. If in

good condition, the various volumes would
bring $1.00 apiece. If in good condition,

the volumes of "Godey's Ladies' Book"
would bring $1.00 each. Owing to the lack

of demand, the volume containing Alman-
acks of 1795, 1793, 1798, 1812 and 1813;
calendar of 1814 and Franklin Legacy 1799
and 1804, would scarcely bring more than

$5.50 for the entire collection in the auc-

tion rooms.

W. P. : Regarding your inquiry about the

Grandfather's clock, we would say that the

maker's name is the one which appears
across its face. Samuel Raulet of Nor-
mouth, Maine, was an American clock-

maker of about 1800. The value of this

clock would depend upon the condition of

the case and the works, which we could not
determine from a mere description.

T. C. : The smallest of the coins you sub-
mit is one eighth real piece, Mexican, and
commands no premium. The silver coin is

Austrian, Ferdinand III, and is only worth
its silver value. The copper coin is early

Spanish, but the markings are too indistinct

to make classification possible. The engrav-
ing by A. Deveria, (1835-1840), has very
little value and would bring little more than
$1.00 in America.

E. H. Y. : The value of the furniture, if in

good condition, would be, approximately,
for the chair, $10 to $15, for the table, $30
to $35, and for the bureau, $30 to $35.

J. P. M. : The sampler you have submitted
is worth from $10 to $12. The colors are
exceptionally good. Regarding the pewter,
we would say that, the only pewterer by
the name of Boardman we have found
recorded, is Thomas Boardman, of Eng-
land, (1746-1747), who signed without a
middle initial. Boardman & Company,
(1821), of Water Street, New York, and
Boardman & Hart, (1828-1841), Water
Street, New York, were American pew-
terers and it is possible your pieces were

made by a member of one of the above
firms, as the touch mark you describe does

not exactly correspond with that of Thomas
Boardman, which, while it contained stars,

is not the same in other details. The value
of the pieces would be, approximately as

follows: Platter, $7.50 to $10, Porringer,

about $3.50.

K. : The Confederate Seals about which
you inquire are not of unusual rarity.

Two in die Lossing sale last season sold

for $6 and $7 respectively. $5 is about
the usual price these Seals bring.

A. V. R. : The Alvus edition of Homer to

which you refer is the second best and
rarest of the Aldine edition of Homer
printed in Venice, Andres Asola. The
Strassburg Homer was printed in 1525
by Wolfgang Sephaleus and contains
glosses of the editio princeps of 1488, and
the Aldine edition of 1504. A copy of the
Aldine, second edition, was in the George
C. Calvert sale of October 21, 1913,

Anderson Auction Company, New York,
and brought $22.

R. L. V. : In regard to your inquiry con-
cerning your three plates, we would say
that the mark stamped on the back must
be "Creil" rather than "Crell." Creil

was a ware made in the last century,
your particular plates being Empire in

design, and were sold by Stone, Coqueil
& LeCros, English potteries in Paris,

but have no great value. They would
probably bring about $2.50 each.
"Manufre de Decors, sur Porcelaine,
Favenc," etc., is their mark of manufac-
ture. The clock you refer to may have
been sold by John Cronhill, Maidstone,
Kent, England, as we find no record of

his name as a clockmaker in the list of
the "Clockmaker's Company," which con-
trolled the makers of all clocks in Eng-
land at the time when this clock was
probably made.

M. G. H. : In regard to your Staffordshire
figures, we would say that if they are the
old Staffordshire the "Cobbler and Dame"
would be worth about $10, the "Deers"
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about $10, "Girl and Boy'' about $15 a

pair, and "Babes in the Woods," a sub-

ject much used, $8 to $10. These are

very approximate values, as the articles

would have to be seen to be valued cor-

rectly. If they are modern Staffordshire

their value would be much less.

J. D. C. : In regard to your Stuart pic-

ture we would say that is was, no doubt

made in England in the seventeenth cen-

tury, and if in good condition would
bring from $60 to $65. The characters

are those of royalty—Charles I and his

queen, Henrietta Maria, and the detail

of the picture shows the castle, English
lion, flowers, trees and animals peculiar

to England. From the size of the em-
broidery should say it was used as a

covering for a box. The silver penny or
half-penny you speak of would be worth
only about $30, as the London mint is

the commonest mintage and silver pennies
of the Edward I and II periods have no
great value.

K. B. M. : The sugar tongs, about which
you inquire, were probably made about
1790, the maker's initials were T. N. They
might bring about $10, but this could not be

determined without seeing the tongs. The
five Italian spoons have very little value.

These would also have to be seen to deter-

mine value. The colored print, ''Portrait

of Mrs. Fitzherbert," if original and in per-

fect condition would be worth from $15 to

$20. As you say it is in very bad condition,

it could only be used for reference and
would be worth little more than $2. The
engraving of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence after Trumbell by Prud'homme is

only worth about 50 cents. Those engrav-
ings of the Declaration by Durand are the

most valuable.

W. A. P. : Regarding your table and two
chairs, we would say they are strongly

Swiss in character, or possibly Italian, but it

would be impossible to determine from the

photograph. Generally speaking, furniture

of that type has very little demand here,

which in turn affects its value. It would
be necessary to see it for an exact valuation.

J. E. L. : It is possible to obtain a genuine
specimen of an engraved hematite seal of
the Babylonian period for twelve or fifteen

dollars, but such objects are becoming more
difficult to obtain every year. They should
be purchased only from reliable dealers.

C. B. : A fine specimen of John Howard
Payne's autograph Can autograph letter

signed) is worth from ten to twenty dol-

lars. The Emmett collection in the New
York Public Library contains an autograph
letter of John Quincy Adams to Payne,
franked by Adams, and also a letter by
Payne to Bushrod Washington, George
Washington's nephew.

B. C. X. : It is not surprising that you are
mystified as to the use of the long-handled
"claw" object of which you send a sketch.
This identifies it as the somewhat unelegant
instrument of comfort supposedly familiar

to previous generations under the uneu-
phonious name of "back-scratcher." Back-
scratchers have an ancient ancestry if not
a nol>le one, although old-time writers men-
tion them as having been in use without
apology from the reign of Queen Elizabeth
to perilously near our own day.

E. L. M.: In reply to your inquiry, regard-
ing the plate with marks such as you in-

- -*, C ^"wutna,!
"^^.thiu.--.

Elgirv National
"Wa.t.cH Co. Kexs
a iSetKTKortveLS
Clock.

EMPIRE No. 23

8-day, round move-
ment. Hour and half-

hour strike, cathedral
bell. Porcelain dial.

Height ii x

/2 inches.

EVERY room should boast its

Seth Thomas Clock. These
magic markers of time's passing

add a touch of sociability and

cheerfulness that is almost human.
They are untiring in their truth-

telling—inspiring in their faith-

fulness.

Seth Thomas Clocks are hand-
some and trustworthy. They are

indispensable in domestic econ-

omy. No one should be obliged

to step from any room to find the

time of day while

SethThomas
Clocks

are to be had in such a compre-
hensive variety of designs, patterns

and styles and at such convenient

prices.

Seth Thomas Clocks are true in

adjustment, perfect in balance and
reliable in workmanship.

For a Century
the National Timekeeper

These clocks are dependable and
accurate. Their masterly mechan-
ism is fully appreciated only after

years of unfaltering service.

Sold by leading jewelers.

SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY
15 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Practical Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Ventilation

By ALFRED G. KING
Octavo, 402 Pages. Containing 304 Illustrations

Price, $3.00, Postpaid

An original and exhaustive treatise, prepared for the use of all engaged
in the business of Steam, Hot Water Heating and Ventilation

T^HE standard and latest book published. Tells how to get heating contracts,
how to install heating and ventilating apparatus. Describes all of the prin-
cipal systems of steam, hot water, vacuum, vapor and vacuum-vapor heating,

together with the new accellerated systems of hot water circulation, including
chapters on up-to-date methods of ventilation; fan or blower system of heating
and ventilation; rules and data for estimating radiation and cost; and such other
tables and information as make it an indispensable work for heating contractors,
journeymen steam fitters, steam fitters' apprentices, architects and builders.

This work represents the best practice of the present day and is exhaustive in
text, diagrams and illustrations.

CONTAINING CHAPTERS ON I- Introduction. II. Heat. III. Evolution of Artificial Heating Ap-
paratus. IV. Boiler Surface and Settings. Y. The Chimney Flue.

VI. Pipe and Fittings. VII. Valves, Various Kinds. VIII. Forms of Radiating Surfaces. IX. Locating of
Radiating Surfaces. X. Estimating Radiation. XI. Steam-Heating Apparatus. XII. Exhaust-Steam Heat-

:vi.

ing
XIII. Hot-Water Heating. XIV. Pressure Systems of Hot-Water Work. XV. Hot-Water Appliances

"". Vacuum Vapor and Vacuum Exhaust Heating. XVIII. Miscellaneous
Heating. XIX. Radiator and Pipe Connections. XX. Ventilation. XXI. Mechanical Ventilation and Hot-
Blast Heating. XXII. Steam Appliances. XXIII. District Heating. XXIV. Pipe and Boiler Covering.
XXV. Temperature Regulation and Heat Control. XXVI. Business Methods. XXVII, Miscellaneous.
XXVIII. Rules, Tables and Useful Information.
Valuable Data and Tables Used for Estimating, Installing and Testing of Steam and Hot-Water and Ventilating

Apparatus are Given.
MUNN & CO., Inc. 361 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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ALASKAN FUR RUGS
The finest specimens of big game of Alaska

mounted in fine Rugs. Catalogue gives all

particulars and prices.

NAVAJO BLANKETS
These most artistic floor coverings in a

great assortment of handsome designs.

OUR FREE CATALOGUE illustrates and prices

Indian Blankets, Moccasins, Nugget Jewelry, Ivory
Work, and other interesting and valuable articles

—

guaranteed as represented.

HUDSON BAY FUR CO.
Colman Block Seattle, Wash.

ONE OF THE FINEST HIGH ALTITUDE RESIDENCE
sites in Westchester County; 40 acres; beautifully land-

scaped ; no finer residence site. Address Treeholme, Chap-
paqua, Westchester County, N. Y,

Private Water Supply Plants

ANY SEND FOR CATALOC N
1121 KEWANEC WATER SUPPLY CO.

NEW YORK CITY KEWAN EE . I LL . . .-

Riltmnm Nnveafir publishes helpful books describ-Diumore nursery ing trees> flowering shrubs,
hardy garden flowers, Irises and Roses. Tell us about your in-
tended plantings, so that we may send you the proper literature.
Write today.
BILTMORE NURSERY. Box 1624. Blltmore. N. C.

^saHSsgg Pumps kinds
CYLINDERS, ETC.

Hay Unloading Tools
Barn Door Hanger*

Write for Circular* and Price*

F. E. MYERS & BRO., Ashland, O.
Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Work*

SUN A Beautiful, Illustrated Book-

-.. let, "SUN DIALS," sent upon

| J I J\ | iQ request. Estimates furnished.

Any Latitude Ask for Booklet No. S

E. B. MEYROWITZ, Inc., 237 Fifth Avenue, New York

Branches : New York, Minneapolis, ' St. Paul, London, Paris

McCRAY REFRIGERATORS
Active and cold air circulation—Sanitary linings.

Send for Catalogue
McCRAY REFRIGERATOR COMPANY

687 Lake St.. Kendallville, Ind.

ZE2IE2

Christmas Dinners
FOR

300,000
POOR
PEOPLE

Will be

supplied by

The

Salvation Army

Throughout the

United States

Will you help by
sending a
donation, no

matter how small

TO COMMANDER

MISS BOOTH Grandma Gets One

118 W. 14th St., New York City
West' n DepL Comm. Estill, 108 N .Dearborn St. Chicago

dicate in your letter, we would say that

while it is a Wedgwood, it has very little

value owing to the word "England" appear-

ing in the imprint. This was only used in

Wedgwood after the passage of the Mc-
Kinley bill in 1891 to comply with the

American Customs regulations. The plate

was undoubtedly made by Wedgwood in

Etrupia, "Ivanhoe" being the subject

throughout of its decorations.

M. B. S. : Regarding your inquiry we would

say that the silver is marked with the

crown, a Sheffield mark, and was made in

1795, (Sheffield only became an assay office

in 1773). The C. F. was evidently en-

graved on as you suggest as the maker's

name.

X. : The Spanish book referred to would
have a greater value in Europe than here,

where it would be worth from $12 to $15.

A work in America by the same author pub-
lished in the same year is catalogued as hav-
ing sold for $25, but as this work is an his-

torical treatise concerning Don Sebastian of
Portugal it would not have the same value.

J. S. R. : In reply to your inquiry about
the colored prints, we would say if they

are in good condition they are worth about
$1.50 each. Those by Fantin La Tour
Charlet and Daumier are the French prints

of greatest value to-day.

N. E. W. : The reference to Walpole's
silver owls is an obscure one, but the Editor

ventures to believe that the "silver owls"
in question were not, as you suggest, old

crests, but were the pair of curious silver

owls inventoried with Walpole's effects as

being the ones seated on perches formed
into whistles, which were blown by the

master when he wished to call the servants

to him. These famous owls were quaint

specimens of the workmanship of the early

part of the seventeenth century. They fig-

ured in the Strawberry Hill sale in 1842
and brought a price above their weight in

gold. The Editor believes these must be
the silver owls about which you seek in-

formation.

There are a number of collectors of Na-
poleona in America. The Latta sale and
the Warren Crane sale in New York in

November contained many thousand Napo-
leon items.

W. H. W. : Britannia-ware or white metal,

as it was originally called, is made of a

large percentage of tin and a certain pro-
portion of antimony and copper, but has no
lead in its composition, while in pewter
about eighty per cent, is lead and twenty
per cent, tin with a slight mixture of zinc,

antimony and copper. The firm of James
Dixon & Sons, founded by James Dixon
in 1804 and known as Dixon & Smith, then
Dixon & Sons (1830) and later (1833)
James Dixon & Sons, are the leading mak-
ers of Britannia-ware seen to-day. The
Dixon mark is trumpet with banner. The
following list of books on the subject can
be supplied by us at prices mentioned

:

Bradbury's "History of Old Sheffield

Plate," price $12.00; "Pewter Marks and
Old Pewter Ware—Domestic and Ecclesi-

astical," by C. A. Markham
;
price $7.50

;

"Old Pewter, Brass, Copper and Old Shef-

field Plate," by Mrs. H. Hudson Moore,
price $2.15 net, post paid $2.33; "Pewter
Plate—An Historical and Descriptive

Handbook," by H. J. H. L. Masse, price

$7.00; "Pewter and the Amateur Col-

lector," by Edward J. Gale, price $2.50, and
"Causeries on English Plate," by Antonio
de Navarro, price $3.50.

imim

Sunlight Double Glass Sash
A/ways Pay

—whether used on cold frames, hot-beds or on the inexpensive
11x12 ft Sunlight Double-Glazed Greenhouse. They eliminate

the need to use mats and shutters, thus saving half the cost of

equipment and labor. They give the plants all the light and
save the stored heat overnight, thus making them grow steadily

without forcing,

The inexpensive double-glazed 11x12 ft. greenhouse is covered
wi h the Sunlight Sash which are removable for repairs or to use
on hot beds or cold frames in their season. The house, though
double-glazed, is always kept bright and tight.

You owe it to your interest to get our literature. The free catalog

with net prices and all necessary information. And Prof. Massey^s
booklet on how to make and use hot-beds, cold frames and a small

greenhouse. For the booklet send 4c. in stamps.

Sunlight Double glass sash Co.

943 E. Broadway Louisville, Ky.
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Send for catalogue A-28 for pergolas, sun dials and

garden furniture or A-40 of wood columns

Hartmann-Sanders Co.
Manufacturers of

Roll's Patent Lock JointColumns
Suitable for

PERGOLAS, PORCHES
or INTERIOR USE

ELSTON and WEBSTER AVENUES
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Eastern Office:

1123 Broadway, New York City

RESIDENCE PLOTS. 3 TO 30 ACRES; SPLENDID
roads ; wonderful views ; 500 to over 600 feet altitude ; high

class residences only. Address Perry Heights, Chappaqua
Westchester County, N. Y.

FRESH AIR AND PROTECTION!
Venti I ate your rooms , yet have your
windows securely fastened with f

The IvesWindow
Ventilating Lock
assuring you of fresh air and pro-

tection against intrusion. Safe

and strong, inexpensive and easily

applied. Ask your dealer for them

ll-ff Csfhpu Hmriumrt MftUMtt, Frit.

THE H. B. IVES CO.
ft.... M.nufacturi NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Printers

of Quality

137-139

E. 25th St.

N.Y. City

Successful Printing is the result

of a printer having a keen mer-
chandising instinct and long years

of ex-
perience.

That is

the secret

o f our
success.

The Schilling Press

)
We know what people want, we
know what is best adapted to
various propositions, and we can
give you expert advice, but are

equally willing to cany out your
ideas to the letter.

.... Printers of American Homes & Gardens ....
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Collectors are invited to send short descrip-

tions of their wants and offerings to the Col-
lectors' Wart. Wants and offerings will be in-

serted in this column -without charge. American
Homes and Gardens takes no responsibility in

connection with any of the offerings submitted.

All communications should be addressed to "Col-
lectors' Mart. American Homes and Gardens,
361 Broadway, New York, N. Y." All replies
should be accompanied by a blank envelope,
stamped and marked with the register initials

(which identify the wants and offerings) in the

lower left hand corner of the envelope, the zvhole
to be enclosed in the envelope addressed to the
Collectors' Mart. Photographs should be care-
fully protected and packed flat.

Wanted : Bows and arrows by collector

of Archery tackle. Would buy a few old

English cross bows, stone bows, arrows,
and parts of archer's outfit. Quote reason-

able price and fully describe, also give

history. E. M.

Wanted: Old pewter communion tokens,

snuff-boxes, buckles, buttons, and por-

ringers. C. W. G.

Offered: Some old historical china
plates in dark blue and other colors, of

following subjects: States, Ship, Cadmus,
Landing Pilgrims, Atheneum, Boston,
Transylvania University, Octagon
Church, Pittsfield Elm, U. S. Bank, Phila-
delphia, Catskill Mt. House, Waterworks,
Philadelphia, Boston State House, Han-
cock House, "Wilkie" and Dr. Syntax
designs and others. Prices on request.

E. X. L.

Offered or Exchange: Everett Mahog-
any Parlor Grand Piano, splendid condi-
tion ; Rocky Mountain Ram's head,
mounted, elegant specimen ; fourteen
antique pistols ; Grandfather's clock.

P. S. J.

Offered: Complete Renaissance room,
Sims, sixteenth century, in perfect condi-
tion. E. W. P.

Offered: Pewter Communion set, ll 1^ in.

flagon, two plates, 10 in., two goblets each
7 J/2 in., marked Leonard, Reed & Barton

;

set, $15.00. M. B. S.

Offered: Duchesse lace wedding veil,

three yards in length, believed to have
belonged to Empress Eugenie. L. C. R.

Wanted: Autograph letters, literary and
historical; books, first editions, auto-
graphed and authors' presentation copies.
Send full description with lowest cash
prices. If desired will exchange items in

the various fields of collecting for auto-
graphs and books.

J. C. E.

Offered: I have two fine Hepplewhite
sideboards, beautifully inlaid and ma-
hogany, very rich in color. Will sell one
reasonably.

J. C. S.

Wanted: Old sun dial, warming pan,
brass andirons and an old hanging hall
candle lamp.

J, C. S.

Offered: Two Japanese swords (Katana),
one by the celebrated swordsmith Masa-
mune. This has a long point. The sword
furniture on this scabbard and hilt are
broken chisel-work. This is a very fine

example. The second sword is by Bishu-
Asafane and has a short point. The blades
of both swords are in excellent condition
and polish, the Masamune sword being
about 400 years old and having ornaments
carved with services of a celebrated Jap-
anese general. The edges of both swords

The Substantial Beauty
of Concrete Improvements

appeals to the home builder. A concrete porch, walk and steps

give life-long satisfaction. The durability of concrete is for all

time. It is clean, pleasing in appearance and free from the

necessity of painting and repairing.

UNIVERSAL
TLAND

CEMENT
is the standard, high-grade portland cement for universal use. It is suit-

able for all concrete work; is fine and uniform in quality and high in

strength. Build your improvements, large and small, of concrete and
use UNIVERSAL. VVe have two booklets of great value to persons

contemplating concrete work.

Small Farm Buildings of Concrete Price 50 cents

The Concrete House and Its Construction, Price $1.00

UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
CHICAGO PITTSBURGH MINNEAPOLIS

Annual Output 12,000,000 Barrels Plants at Chicago and Pittsburgh

yoi/r Copy /sReady
of /Tie New Cofa/og of

English Tested

MMM H •< ROVAL WAJWANT
MI3 MAJESTY V'\H EO»OE»

An American Edition with all prices in American
money.

Illustrating and describing all the best varieties

grown and tested at the famous trial grounds of James
Carter & Company of Raynes Park, London, England.
A beautiful and instructive book, giving many use-

ful hints on cultivation. A revelation of new and
improved varieties of flowers and vegetables.

A Complimentary Copy is rescn'edfor you. Write for it.

CARTERS TESTED SEEDS, Inc.

112 Chamber of Commerce Building, Boston, Mass.

"THE SEEDS WITH A PEDIGREE"
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The Telephone Doors

of the Nation

WHEN you lift trie Bell Telephone

receiver from the hook, the doors

of the nation open for you.

Wherever you may be, a multitude

is within reach of your voice. As
easily as you talk across the room,

you can send your thoughts and

words, through the open doors of Bell

Service, into near-by and far-off states

and communities.

At any hour of the day or night,

you can talk instantly, directly

with whom you choose, one mile,

or a hundred, or two thousand

miles away.

This is possible because 7,500,000

telephones, in every part of our

country, are connected and work to-

gether in the Bell System to promote

the interests of the people within

the community and beyond its limits.

It is the duty of the Bell System to

make its service universal, giving to

everyone the same privilege of talking

anywhere at any time.

Because as the facilities for direct

communication are extended, the

people of our country are drawn

closer together, and national welfare

and contentment are promoted.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

12 Bungalow Plans

FREE
With One Year's Subscription to

BUNGALOW
MAGAZINE

An indispensable guide to an ideal home. It has solved all the problems
and knows just what you want. It takes up in detail the construction, decoration

and furnishing of real Bungalow Homes. Profusely illustrated with splendid

photographs of the newest ideas in bungalow construction including exteriors,

interiors, plans and diagrams handsomely printed on tinted paper. Comes to the

reader each month with a wealth of information and helpfulness. It will save you
many times its cost for a whole year. Full working drawings, specifications and complete bill of material for one
bungalow each month with plenty of photographs of same and a dependable estimate of its cost, is an invaluable

feature, unique in the publishing field. It is pleasing and helping thousands of others now engaged in the fruition of a

life's work-the building of a real home. IT WILL PLEASE YOU.
Twelve Magazines, Twelve Working Drawings, Twelve
Specifications, and Twelve Bills of Material for $2.00

Send Coupon Now-TODAY
BUNGALOW PUBLISHING CO., Inc. Seattle, Washington
For the enclosed $2.00 send me Bungalow Magazine for one year beginning with the issue. It is understood that I shall receive

each month a complete working plan for one Bungalow, including specifications and bill of material. ($2.50 in Canada, Foreign $3.00)

Name Street

.. State

are keen enough to show shavings on a

hair. P. R. W.

Offered: Complete set unbound Harper's
illuminated bible, published 1843. Plates
destroyed by fire in 1845. Splendid basis

for extra illustration. J. Y. C.

Offered: 3,500 rare mineral specimens,
containing many fine crystalline forma-
tions, together with four large walnut
cabinets, the entire lot being the collec-

tion of my grandfather, the late Daniel
Clark of Tyringham, Berkshire Co., Mass.

F. D. C.

Wanted: Confederate wall-paper en-

velopes such as were sent during the

Civil War, when paper was scarce.

W. P. S.

Wanted: Early Massachusetts original

documents. N. R. W.

Wanted: Sheet of paper stamped with the

red British tax impression (arms with
word "America" above). E. L. C.

Offered: Filigree bracelet formerly owned
by Queen Victoria : old agate writing set

in case, splendid condition ; old engraved
spoon bearing the inscription B. C.

—

1814: 84; gold locket over 200 years old.

J. W.

Wanted: Antique pistols—flintlock, cap-

lock—also revolvers. F. W. P.

Offered : Wag-on-Wall clock ; mahogany
mantle clock, 15x26 inches, side weights
( Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Conn.,

maker), portrait of Washington on door;
mahogany mantle clock, 15x26 inches,

side weight (Terhune & Edwards, New
York, makers), "Independence Hall"
decoration, colored, on door. Clocks in

running order. M. B. S.

Wanted: An old clock with wooden
wheels. This clock need not be in good
condition, but reader wishes one which
will serve as a mechanical pattern.

D. E. G.

Offered: One pair of silver salt spoons,

melon-shaped bowls, with wheat sheaf

decoration embossed on the handles.

These are quaint and beautiful and are

greatly admired. Over 100 years old.

J. M. C.

Wanted: Authentic pieces early Amer-
ican silver by noted silversmiths. State

history and condition of pieces in com-
munication. T. T. M.

Wanted: South Carolina Colonial cur-

rency paper notes. T. G.

Wanted: Gold coins of Venice prior to

1800. L. M. L.

Wanted: Early documents mentioning

post offices such as postmasters' commis-
sions, etc. G. T.

Wanted: Medals connected with the his-

tory of Nebraska ; Odd Fellows medals of

all sorts ; old broken bank bills. L. T. B.

Wanted: Venetian oselle. V. R. G.

Wanted: Anything in the way of old

medals. T. G.

Wanted: Fine pieces of old Mexican pot-

tery. M. A. T.

Wanted: Old tulip-ware in fine condition.

Pieces with decoration of human figures

and inscriptions only wanted. T. W.

Wanted: Books on coins, medals and
paper money. N. F. D.

Wanted: Old advertising cards in fine

condition. J. B. T.



Soldering and
Brazing

for nearly all metals, including

such difficult ones as cast iron and
aluminium,have been the subjects

of hundreds of paragraphs in the

Scientific American Supplement

We quote a few of the more
important articles, as follows

:

1673—Full Instructions for Mending or Welding
Cast Iron, gives both brazing solders and fluxes neces-
sary.

1713—Brazing Ca«t Iron and Other Metals, gives
detailed instructions for the whole operation, and for-
mulas.

1040—Aluminium Solders, gives several formulas
in use when aluminium was almost a new thing in the
arts.

1644— Soldering and Soldering Processes, gives
broad general information, and contains in particular, a
method for pulverizing solders and alloys of great use.

1667—Some Soldering Appliances, describes the
blow-pipe and the furnace in their various forms,

1481—Soldering of Metals and Preparation of
Solders gives many formulas for soft.and hard solders
and fluxes.

1610, 1622, 1628 contain a series of three articles
on solders, covering the entire range of solders for all

metals. No. 1626 contains formulas and instructioas
for soldering aluminium.

Each number of the Supplement
costs 10 cents. A set of papers
containing all the articles here
mentioned will be mailed for 90c

4 Send for a copy of the 1910 Supple-
ment Catalogue, free to any address

Order from your news-
dealer or the publishers

MUNN & CO., Inc.

361 Broadway New York City

Joining and
Cutting Metals
by various processes is treated very

fully in the Scientific American
Supplement.

The following issues will be found

valuable to every worker or worker

of metals:

1384—Lead-burning—describes an oxy-hydrogen appara-
tus and its use for the purpose.

1754, 1 755 and 1756—The Oxy-hydrogen Process
of cutting and welding metals is a series of covering the important
application of this remarkable process.

1646—Oxy-hydric Welding, gives a description of

processes and cost.

1775—New Gas Fusion Process, describes the Koeln
Muesener improvement in oxy-hydric apparatus.

1680—The Oxy-Acetylene Process, sets forth the uses

and cost of this system.

1434—The Garuti Process of Generating Oxygen
and Hydrogen, describes an economical way of making and
using these gases for welding.

1305, 1447, 1480 on " A Iuminothermy " or
** Thermit '*

processes, describe and illustrate many remark-
able welds, castings and other operations performed with the

novel and useful series of metallic compounds, by which castings

of steel and other metals and difficult welds can be easily made
without forge, cupola or any sort of fireplace.

Each number of the Supplement costs 10 cents.

A set of papers containing all the articles

here mentioned will be mailed for $1.10.

Send for a copy of the 1910 Supplement Cata-

logue. Free to any address.

Order from your Newsdealer or from

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc.

PUBLISHERS

361 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

A MORGAN DOORS
They are the standard of door quality and design. Look for the name on the top rail of

J^^, every genuine "Morgan Door." Send for our book "The Door
<& Beautiful," a helpful brochure on home making and decoration. Archi-

tects see descriptive details in "Sweet's Index," pages 1004 and 1005.

MORGAN SASH & DOOR COMPANY, Dept. C-21, Chicago, U. S. A.
Factory Distributed by

Morgan Company, Oshkosh, Wis. Morgan Millwork Co., Baltimore, Md.

MINERAL WOOL
The
Modern
House
Lining.

Samples
and
Circulars
Free.

U. S. MINERAL WOOL CO.
140 Cedar Street New York City
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Say Pop!gX just
have a

Grafonola this Christmas
him
her a
them

Make this Christmas last all winter. Give

Columbia—the one ideal gift for all the family for

all the year around. No one thing will give so

much pleasure, to so many people, for so long a

time, at so little cost.

,tc
\\pse

De Luxe $200

'iJeweT$35

IMPORTANT NOTICE:—All Columbia Records will play

on Victor Talking Machines ; likewise all Columbia

Grafonolas will play Victor Records.

8500 dealers ready to demonstrate any Columbia, playing any record that you select. You can be sure

it is a Columbia by the tone-control " leaves " at the front, which have taken the place of the old double-

door idea.

New catalog for 1914 ready—Columbias from $25 to $500. You will want the great catalog of

Columbia records too.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY
BOX 249, Woolworth Building, New York City Toronto, 363 Sorauren Avenue. Prices in Canada plus duty

Creators of the talking machine industry. Pioneers and leaders in the talking machine art. Owners of the fun-

damental patents. Largest manufacturers of talking machines in the world. Manufacturers of the Dictaphone.
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